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A DICTIONARY
OF

MACHINES, MECHANICS, ENGINE-WORK,

AND ENGINEERING:.

HACKLE or. 1IAX. A kind of comb or brash made of iron spikes; used for combing or polling the

fibres of wool or flax, so ns to reduce them from a tangled to a smooth state.

HADE. In mining, the underlay or inclination of the vein.

HALF-TIMBERED HOUSES. Buildings in which the foundations and principal supports were a!

st' 'lit timber, and the interstices of the fronts were filled with plaster.

HALLIARDS. In navigation, the ropes or tackles usually employed to hoist or lower any sail.

HAMMER. A well known carpenter's tooL Fig. 2243 represents a modification

known as And '- Pat • In this hammer, the claw, as will be seen by
the cut, extends to the handle and clasps v with a strong ring, which makes
it impossible, in drawing nails, for the handle to give way, draw cut. or fo

The face of the patent hammer will thus always remain true, il I

kept at the same angle with the handle, six different sizes are now made,
weighing from half a pound to one and a half pounds.

HAMMER, steam. Jambs Nashtths patent steam-hammer. Before pro-

i ling to describe the principle, mod.- of action, and constructive details of the

am-hammer, it may he proper to make a few remark- on tin-

ordinary forge-hammers, bo that the nature of the advantages possessed by the

. hammer may be more clearly underst 1.

In all forge-hammers previously in use, the force necessary to -.t them into operation had I

transmitted in a very indirect manner,— for whether a water-wheel or steam-engine were the mi
i the requisite lifting ami Calling action of the hammer had to be produced by the employment of

ry motion, thus rendering necessary the use of wheels, shafts, earn-, and other cumbrous detail-,

which, together with the apparatus requisite to connect the vario I the machinery, and ur i'- •

th and solidity to the whole, not only i outlay and sacrifice of valuable spaa
•I'd much loss of power, bj reason of th manner in which the fore,' of the

prime moving agent had to travel qi I it- final destination, and came forth in Mow- from the

inconvenience, also, was found to result from ha\ ing a considerable portion of the
working mi i the hammer, as thereby a vei impediment was offered to th<

f the work. And when we add t" this very limited range in the clear fall of an ordinary
eding is inches,) causing the force of the > lo., to !.

. rease in a
: ipid ratio, with a moderate increase in the diameter or depth of the work ;

and when w<

msideration the fact that, in consequence of the helve of the hammer working on a centre 01

I

mallei to that of the air. d only at one particular distance ; ami finally, w Inn to ihi- h-t of

inconveniences we add that in the ordinary forge hammer we possess no power or control over the

mpelled to make the best use we cm of them, whether tie \ be adapted
e find inherent in the very principle of such hami

tion of evils and inconveniences that onl rprise that the) should have '

I th of time.

This remark i of thoso forge-hammers wh b

I
lie- in thi

in the ndition in which, for tie purposo of hnmmci
i p and down motion ; bo tliat instead of causii

l the compli \ mi dia i
I



HAMMER.

other purpose than to cause it to act in the same manner a< at first,—if we dispense with all this mas*

of intermediate machinery, and simply invert the Bteam cylinder so as to bring its piston-rod out at tba

bottom ol the cylinder, and attach it directly to a block of iron working in guides right over the anvii

ined all tl ntials ofa forge-hammer in its simplest and mos(
he same time, as experi demonstrated, in its most perfect and efficient form

Hammer, ai 1 Mich considerations as the preceding led to the invcn-
. thi- mach
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Some idea of its efficiency in shingling paddled balls may
I from the fact, that one of 3C

nwt., \vliiuh has been for nearly two years in constant operation at the < tartness Works of the Monkland
Iron Company, in the West of Scotland, works off with pi ostant produce of from 18 to

20 puddling furnace-. For this dutj the steam-hammer i- found to be peculiarly adapted, as it can be

made to act for the first few Btrokes as a squeezer, to bring the puddled ball to a neat cubical form;

after which it may be made to deal out upon it rach energetic blows as secures the entire expulsion ol

all cinder and other nun-metallic impurities, the absence of which, to a greater or Less extent, mainly
determines the quality of wrought-iron. In short, in every process where cither blows of the most
enormous energy, or slight taps of the utmost gentleness are required, either continuously or in all

grades of variation from the one extreme t>> the other, the Bteam-hammer offers facilities which have
never hitherto been obtained from any mechanical contrivance for such purj

Fig. 22 1 1 represents a side e\e\ ation «>t' the steam-hammer, exhibited in lull operation, the hammer
block, valve-geer, and other working parts being disposed in the positions which they occupy at the

termination of a stroke. Fig. 2245 i- a general plan corresponding to the ab

Fig. 2246 is an end elevation, and Fig. 2241 a vertical transverse section of the machine.

Fig. 2248 i- a sectional elevation of a portion of the' machine, showing the positions of the hammer
block, valve-geer, and other working parts when the hammer is raised for a fresh Btroke.

The framing of the Bteam-hammer consists of two strong cast-iron standards A A. bolted and further

secured by keys to a broad base plate B I!, embedded in the -olid masonry forming part of the tl • <>i

tin' forge. The standards are surmounted, and their upper extremities united by a species of entabla-

ture C, in which the steam-passages' and valve-face are formed, and to the tipper surface of which the

steam cylinder D is bolted. The piston-rod E is fitted to work vertically through a stuffing-box in the'

<>f this entablature, and its lower extremity is directly attached to the moss of cast iron 1-'. form-

ing the hammer-block, which is guided to a strictly vertical and rectilinear course by being made to

work freely in planed guides formed on the interior surfaces of tic standards A A. '1 he hami
i r — »

- 1

1"
i- inserted into a dovetail recess in the bottom of the block F, where it i- retained by wooden

packing and iron wedges; while the anvil h is in a similar manner secured to the anvil-block ('•, which
l- a mass of cast-iron of such weight as effectually to oppose, by it- inertia, the momentum of the ham-
mer, and prevenl the force of the blows from being dissipated.

- b are the main fi 'is machine ;
from which it will lie at once understood that, if we can

[trovide the means of rapidly raising the hammer-block to a sufficient elevation, and then a- rapidly

etting it fall down upon, and BO give a Mow to the work placed upon the anvil, we have all that is

rite to produce a forge-hammer in its simplest, and. at the same time, it- most powerful and per-

! 111.

'1 he duty above adverted to, <•!' raising the hammer-block, is performed by the direct application of

the elastic I an. For tin- purpose, the steam is led on to the machine by the steam-pipe 11

communicating with a neighboring high-pressure boiler; a throttle, en- shut-off valve c, inclosed within

the valve-box I, being situated close to its junction with the main steam-valve chest J, and brought
within the control of the attendant workman by means of the roil and lever '/•/. The alternate admis-

aicn of the steam into the cylinder by the port f. and it< escape therefrom by the passage ". and waste
pipe K, are regulated by means of the dide-valve e, which may either lie worked by hand, or,

through the intervention of the Belf-acting mechanism to be hereafter specified, by the action of the
machine' itself The pi-ton I,, which is Btrongly constructed of malleable iron, and titled with a single

packing ring, works steam-tight within the cylinder D ; and being directly attached by the piston-rod

the hammer-block i\ it will 1 bvious that, on the admission of -team of sufficient elastic fon e

beneath the pi-ton. we are' supplied with the means of raising the hammer-block to any required height

within the range of the machine ; while by opening the communication between the under Bide of the
pi-ton and the external atmosphere, the action of gravity will lie unimpeded, and the hammer will de-
-• end up.. u tin- work placed on tie- am il. and dis< barge a blow upon it, energetic in proportion to the

weight of the bammer-block, and the height from which it ha- fallen.

And as, by these simple means, there i- no practical inconvenience in supplying the power to raise a

hammer-block oi weight to l of 1 or 8 feet above the anvil, some idea n i

formed of the vast energy of the blows given out by Buch a mass of iron falling rapidlj through bo great

a space, and discharging the whole of its momentum upon the work placed below on the anvil

'. In the case of the old system of forg : helve hammers, about one third only of the total

weight of the hammer was effective, the other two thud- resting on the pivot standards; bo that, in this

of view, the proportion between the blow of a Bteam-hammer and that of a helve-hammer is

nearly 8 to l in navor of the former.
It will h en, further, thai the anvil-face and hammer-face are at all times parallel to each other,

whatever be the height or distance between them. The practical value and importance of this prop,

which is inherent in the principle of the Bteam-hammer, uas been duh appreciated by all who
have had experience of the working of this machine.

With a vie* to prevenl any risk of the piston striking the cylinder-cover when workii

or very highest stroke of the hammer, a very Bimple but effective air or -nam reed -

1

. ing the cylindei i

•
.

•
i i n wed down quite air tight, bo that the pi- ton passes, in n-

I motion, the holes h h, the air or Bteam remninin but up in the upper chamber
boa no meai

i most perfect spring in arresting any further rise of the
p

ind ha the important advantage of converting into increased aott « the

undue upward ad ion, which might otherwise have proved not only useli

in the blows which can be obtained bj tins simple me >

importance. I' ary to remark that, in il mergency above adverted to, the

ifetj valves for the issue of the main l»..K of the steam, win. ;

i b tin

ic the i \li.n-t "i wa ite -team pipe K,
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HAMMER

Another point of constructive detail worthy of special notice is. the peculiar mode adopted for con-

necting the piston-rod to the hammer-block. This is one of the mo:-t important details in the entin

invention, and without which no practical Buccess would have attended it. Had the piston-rod

been attached to the hammer in the ordinary

mode of attaching pistons to the machinery of a

steam-engine or such like, namely, by a cotter,

or by screwing the rod into the hammer, or such

other solid, unyielding mode, the effect of the

blow or fall, at each Btrokeof the hammer, would
have been that the piston-rod and piston (being

composed of a considerable mass of materials]

would have themselves acted as a hammer, and
would have discharged their momentum upon
the means of fastening, and this with such de-

structive effect as to break through all such solid,

unyielding // , after a few blows.

This was foreseen from the first as an action

to be prevented, and accordingly, in my original

drawing, already adverted to, a remedy was pro-

vided, which experience has proved to be entirely

tual.

This contrivance consists in placing, in a cylin-

drical recess formed in the body of the hammer-
block, and under the knob i, on the end of the

piston-rod, a series of pieces of hard wood, or

other slightly elastic material, as in big. 2
-J4o.

The effect of this arrangement is to allow the

momentum of the piston and piston-rod to de-

posit itself in Bach a comparatively gradual man-
ner a- to cause the concussion arising from the

and energetic blows of the hammer
to have not the slightest evil effects on the piston

and rod; it is, in fact, the very same expedient

to which nature has had recourse for the pur-

: obviating those unpleasant and destruc

me shoeks and vibrations which we should ex-

perience at every step or stamp of the foot, bad
no cartilage been provided between the joints of

oes. It i-; surprising to observe by how
small an amount of elasticity, from the employ-
ment of such compressible material, t

!

effect of violent >hoeks may !»• removed The
ction of the piston-rod and hammer-block
I'd by means of the two keys /,-/.-, driven

v. ry lirmly above the knob or button J,
a !

the elastic material being intei po

I
of neutralizing any shock in tJ

trary direction:

\\ < -hall now proceed to describe the mechan-
ism by which the height of the fall of the ham
mer, and consequent intensity of the blow, may

lined according to circumstances, and the

machine made perfectly self-acting,

'l he requisite alternating motion of the Bteam-
valve e is prodi I in the following manner:—

>

The valve-spindle / i-. prolonged upwards and

attached to a -mall Bolid piston m, working
within a -hoit cylinder M, bolted to the mam
team cylinder D. A -mall portion of steam is

Bupplied above the piston /», by a Blender copp r

I communicating with the Bteam valve-

chest .1
; by tin- ai i ,ii i '.ii o lit it w ill I

that, unless counteracted by so or force,

the pressure of the Bteam upon the piston /» will

tend to keep the valve* constantly dep
in which position the stcam-porl f is full open
'iln count iracting force i- supplied by the action

of the hammer itself; for, 1>\ means of the tup

bolted to the hammer block,)

coming into intact, \\ lau the latti i
i

I, with the -in, dl friction-roller o, mounted "i

which i jointed to the opposite end of that lever, i

the \;ih C -pilldle /, tllrOU fll the ,
,,|' ti

i of a ben< lever « H », the icn wi i ro 1 P

. I. and that motion bein

• connecting rod Q and valve lover K. thi
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valve t is raised, tin:- cutting off all further ingress of steam under the piston, and almost at the same

in-tant permitting the escape of thai which had served to raise the hammer. By this simple contri-

vance the upward motion of the hammer is made the agent for its own control in that respect. By com-

paring the relative positions of the part- referred to, as exhibited in Figs. 2244 and 2248, the nature of

the motion above described will be at once most fully understi od T" obviate the injurious effects oi

the shock of the tappet N against the lever 0, a connection is provided at p, on a similar principle to

that formerly described in reference to the connection of the piston-rod and the hammer-block; and in

order to restrii I the downward travel of the valve to the proper point, a check or buffer-box S is pro-

vided, i sisting of a small cylinder bolted firmly to the framing of the machine, within which a circular

nut, screwed on the lower end of the rod P, works as a piston, a few leather washers being interposi d

between the latter and the close or upper end of the cylinder.

It may be here remarked, that it is by no means necessary to continue the admission of steam under

the pi-ton until the termination of the upward stroke, or lift of the hammer, seeing that the velocity

which the hammer block has acquired in its upward motion makes it continue to ascend after the fur-

ther ingress of the -team has been arrested This circumstance is a source of considerable economy of

-team, as we have by such action (as well as by that due to the expansive energy of the steam) an

effect as to height of lift of the hammer, greater than that which is due to the actual expenditure of

-team at its original pressure. It is worthy of remark, also, that as the over-running action above
alluded to will necessarily increase in proportion to the velocity of ascent of the hammer-block, this eir-

v. ill. to a considerable extent, compensate for the increased expenditure of steam due to that

increased velocity.

From the above description it will be obvious, that the lift of the hammer, and consequent intensity

of the blows, depends simply upon the position of the lever 0, in relation to that of the hammer-block
when at its lowest point Therefore, if ve can provide the means of altering the distance between

two points, we shall have it in our power to modify permanently the force of the blows to any
required extent within the range of the machine. This condition is most completely satisfied by the

arrangement of mechanism employed by me, and which is clearly represented in the figures.

rod P which conveys the action of the lever O to the valve-lever R, is screwed throughout the

greater pare of its length, and is so adjusted in its bearings, as to be susceptible of rotatory as well as

vertical motion. This motion of rotation is imparted to it by means of a handle fixed to a short axis,

working in a bracket T bolted to the framing, and actuating a pair of small bevel-wheel- q </. The nut

through which the screw works forms the point of attachment between the rod P and the lever O, the

connection being effected by means of a short intermediate rod for the sake of insuring parallelism of

motion. A pair of small spur-wheels r r, (through the first of -which the rod P works by means of a
sunk feather,) serve to transmit the angular motion of the rod P to a similar screwed-rod U. situated

parallel to and at a short distance from the former ; the nut of the screw U forms the fulcrum or centre

of motion of the lever O, and the pitch of the threads of both screws being equal, though formed in con-

trary directions to each other, it is obvious that, on turning the handle, the lever and all its appen-
- will be simultaneously raised or depressed, and consequently the lift of the hammer regulated to

any required extent, and it- amount altered with the utmost ease and precision. The pin which forms
the centre of motion of the lever is protected and secured from lateral strains by the cast-iron guides
V and W, Been most distinctly in the sectional plan, Fig. 22-45.

A most essential part of the self-acting geer remains yet to be noticed. It is obvious that, were no
provision made for the retention of the steam-valve in the position into which it is thrown by the up-
ward motion of the hammer-block, the latter would not be permitted to have its due effect in the
accomplishment of it- wink ; for, as soon as it descended so far as to relieve the end of the lever from

< t with the tappet N. the valve would resume the position into which it is constantly solicited by
the action of the steam-spring at M, and the descent of the blow- would be impeded by the return of the
-team into the cylinder, before the hammer had completed its fall. Toobviatethisinconvenier.ee, a
simple but mosi effectual contrivance has been applied. Towards the lower extremity of the valve-

I' a shoulder is formed against which a short lever n: called the trigger,is constantly pressed by
the spring x, so that when the tod I' i- .I. pressed by the action of the lever 0, it is arrested by the

' and retained in that position until tin' blow lias been -truck. This delicate and most important
part of the mechanism is very carefully constructed, the point of the trigger, and the shoulder against
which it acts, being formed orateeL and hardened to resist wear.
To r. lea-e the valve Bcrew from the trigger, and so permit the return of the valve into the position

recpi-n.' for effecting a fresh Btroke, the following mechanism has bc.n adopted: on the front of the
hammer block, EW 2244 and l'l'K ;l lever X, called the latch-lever, i- fitted to work freely on a pin
passing through the body of the hammer-block. That portion of the latch-lever which is most remote
from the valve-geer is considerably heavier than the opposite end, and is constantly pressed upwards
by means of a spring. The lighter end is brought into contact with a long bar s«, called the parallel
bar, the extremities of which are suspended upon two -mall bell-cranks t /. whose other arms are con
nected by o lender rod u, Fig 2247, forming a species of parallel motion, for the purpose of

adapting this geer to come into efficienl operation, al whatever point in the range of the hammer its

Mow may be arrested. A -mall connecting-rod a, between the lower bell crank and a short lever on
the axis of the trigger w, completes this part of the mechanism.

Tin- action of this geer i- of a very peculiar nature, and i- admirably adapted to fulfil the object in-

tended At the instant the hammer gives a Mow to the work upon the anvil, the effect of the concus-
to cause the mentumof the heavy end of the lever X to overcome the upward pressure of the

spring, and thereby to protrude it- opposite end against the edge of the parallel bar 8, which motion,
though but Blight in amount, is vet adequate, through the arrangements above described, to throwback

rig er from contact with the valve -,-rew, and leave the latter free to obey the impulse of the steam-
spring in the readjustment of the valve into it- original position.
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These various movements, which have taken so long to describe, are all performed in less than haW
* second, and consequently the action of the hammer is proportionally rapid.

The construction of the self-acting geer is so arranged as to admit of advantage being taken,

circumstances render it desirable, of the very action to obviate which the trigger w is inti \\ Ian

lesired to strike agentle Mow, such as is frequently required during particular stages in the prog-

of a piece of work, it is not requisite, for this purpose, to change the position of 1 1
1«

• valve-li •

All that has to be done is to hold back the point of the trigg r w, by it- handle y\ 1 1 1 i — permits the

valve to reopen and let tlio steam in under the pi-ton L, at the instant the tappet N has fallen

from contai t with the lever < >. The effect of this is, that a quantity of steam is admitted into the cylin-

der under the piston, which serves a< a cushion, by which tin- violent fall of (he hammer i- arr

and iis momentum modified to any extent, or at the pleasure of the person in charge of the handle-.

The handle -, is for the purpose of placing the steam-valve also under bis control, and, for his further

nience in the management of the hammer, a platform V and han 1 rail Z are erected against the

framing of the machine
A modification of the frame of this machine has been made at the Washington Navy Yai

port only being used, by which mean- access is had to the anvil on all sid l by
the support

HAMMER Tilt or Trip. Sec Tilting.

HARVESTER. An agricultural machine for reaping and gathering in grain, much used in the

western country. There are many forms of them, known in this part of the country as

which see.

HAT-MAKING embraces two distinct kinds of manufacture, felted and covered bats; the covering

of the latter bein ; sometimes Bilk, and at other times cotton.

led hats comprehend two classes, differing chiefly in the materials used in making, the process

nearly identical The lower class is marked by inferior ingredients, unmixed with beaver, and
embraces wool, plated, and short-nap hats.

Wool hats are mad.- entirely of coarse native wool and hair stiffened with glue. Piatt have
or pile rather finer than their body, and are sometimes f stiffened. SJiort naps are distin-

guished from plates by additional kinds of wool, viz. hare'- hack, seal, neuter, musquash, Mu-cov,

and are all water-proof stiffened.

The second class may be said to comprehend two orders, called stuff and beaver hata The first in-

cludes mottled and stuff bodies. The latter term is not used generally, as all stuffs are understood to

this sort when mottled is not expressed Mottled bodu s are made chiefly of line wool, and infi

rabbit down or coney wool. S i consist of the best hare, Saxony, and red wools, mixed with
Cashmere hair and silk. Stuff hats are napped, that is, covered with pile of mixed seal, oeut< r, hare-

back, inferior beaver, and musquash Beaver hats are, or otight to be, napped with beaver only; the

lowTer priced qualities with br taken from the hack; the more valuable kinds with cheek and
looms, being the finest parts of the. fur found on the belly and cheeks of the beaver.

The apparatus and terms used in making felted hats, which it is necessary to describe briefly, ai

bow, basket, hurdle, battery, and planks.

The bow \b about six feel long, usually made of ash, thick enough not to be elastic. The handle i»

called the stang. The 8 no-string is a strong catgut cord tt nselj fastened.

The hurdle is a fixed bench, with three enclosing sides, to prevent the stuff being flittered i

bowing.

The basket \< of light wicker-work, about twenty by twenty two inches in -ize.

The battery consists of the kettle and the planks, which are inclined plane-, usually eight in number,
one only being appropriated to each workman. The half of each plank next the kettle is lead, the

upper half is mahogany.
The first process in hat-making is bowing the Btuffor furs, which are w eighed out to a proportionate scale,

and laid on the hurdle, immediately under the bow, which is suspended by a pulley. The bo\t is held

firmly with the left hand, rather towards the breech-end, not edgewise, but on it- side, with the string in

t with the -inif, the clotted and adherent portions of which are separated into Bingle fibres, an 1

attain a loose, fiocky, mixed condition by the continued vibration of the bon string, caused by a ven rapid

•ion of touches with the bow-tie];, it i- then divided as n and one half laid

whilst the otl a bowed. In this Becond operation, party by the bowing, but chiefly by the ao

patting 1
1- 1- of the basket, the Btuff is loosely matted into a conical figure, about fifty by thu

inches, called a bat. [n this formation care i- taken to work about two-thirds of the wools down to

wards what i- intended for the brim. « hich being effected, greater density is induced by gentle pn
with the basket It is then covered with a wettish linen doth, upon which i- laid the

,i piece of dry half-tanned horse-hide. On this the workman presses or bakes for Beven

minutes, until the stuff shall have adhered closelj to the damp cloth, in which it is then doubled up,

pressed with the hand, and laid aside. By this process, called basoning, from a metal pla

rposos in making wool hate,) the bat has become compactly felted and tli

toward- tie point Tl ther half of the flocked stuff is next subjected to prtcisclj tin

after which, a cone shaped -lip of stiff paper is laid on its surface, and the sidi - of U

folded over its edges to it- form and Bize. It is then laid paper-side downward upon thi

which ig now replaced on the hurdle, and its edges transversely doubled over th< mtro

ol the second bat thu iual thickness to the whole body. In this condition it i n

u folds of damp linen cloth, and again hardened, to as to unite I « >t li halve-, the knittii r

of \\ huh u quickly effected. The paper i- now w ithdrawn, and the bod] being foldi d

i- removed to the plank or batter] room.
In the batter] the liquor \a scalding beat composed of pore wft water, with sboul I

'

ml of vitriol a- m astringent. Herein the body i- imbrued, and withdrawn to the plank to
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cool and drain, -when it is unfolded, rolled gently "with a pin tapering towards the ends like a liqnoi

horse, turned, and worked with in every direction, to toughen, shrink, and at the same time prevent

non of its Bides. Stopping or thickening the thin spots which now appear on looking through the

is carefully performed, by additional Btuff daubed on by successive supplies of the hot liquor

from a brush frequently dipped into the kettle, until the body be shrunk sufficiently, (about one-half.)

and thoroughly equalized. When quite dried, stiffening is performed with a brush dipped into a

ous pulpy composition, and rubbed into the body ;
the surface intended for the inside havingjnuch

imposed than the outer, while the brim i- made to absorb many times the quantity applfed to

any other part. This viscous matter contains proofing, or those ingredients which render the bat water-

proof. •

i In being again dried, the body is ready to be covered, and is once more taken to the battery. The

iver of beaver or napping, which has been previously bowed, is equally strewed on the body, and

patted upon with the brush charged with the hot liquor, until incorporated; the nit ends only being

the points which naturally intrude. Here the body is put into a coarse hair-cloth dipped and rolled in

the hot liquor, until the beaver i- quite worked in. This is called rolling off, or ruffing. A stripe for

the brim round the edge of the inside, is treated in like manner, and is thus prepared for the second

. which is applied and inworked in like manner; the rolling, &C, being continued until the whole

incorporated, and a clean, regular, close, and well-felted hood is the result. The dry hood,

having the nap beat up and freed, is clipped to the length which may be thought best, by means
of common shears. A clipping machine, invented nearly four years ago in Scotland, is now very

dry preferred, and doubtless will soon everywhere supersede the ordinary process ; much greater

riiy. speed, and certainty being secured by it. When the nap is thus disposed of, the hood is

soaked in the battery kettle, and then drawn down on a block to the size and shape wanted, firmly tied

at the bottom with a cord, around which the brim is left in a frilled condition.

Dy< vng 1- tin 1 next Btep. A suit, or six dozen, are put into the dye-kettle at a time, all on the crown-

lib icks already mentioned, and allowed to remain three-quarters of an hour in the liquor, which is kept
.[]• as possible one degree below the boiling point. These being taken out and set in the yard to

cool, another suit is introduced for a like period, and the various suits are so treated at least twelve

in successive order. Each of the first four introgressions of every suit is accompanied by about

seven pounds of copperas, and two pounds of verdigris. The body is then washed and brushed out in

hanges of hut water, until no coloring can be recognized in it. When thus thoroughly cleansed, it is

ned on a block shaped as the hat is wished to be when complete; and in the finishing shop by
(-1 -pound) heated irons ami moisture, the frilled brim is shrunk until rendered quite level, the

i
ntly raised all over with a fine wire card, and brushed and ironed smooth in the uniform direc-

tions. The tip, a thin lath-sheet, is then fitted and stuck to the inside of the cnxwn, and robbined or

• d all round the ed^es by -tripes' of prepared paper. When thus got doum, it is sent to the picker,

who, with tweezers, extracts the kemps, or "gray hairs," which are a few of those thick fibres peculiar

to the fur of amphibious animals, that have escaped the search of the machine used in blowing the

beaver, so as to separate them from its fine parts. This being carefully accomplished, it is transferred

t" the finisher, who, with a plush cushion, a brush, and hot iron, imparts to it that, bright sleeky

lustre. The skaperthen rounds the brim with a knife and notched segment to the breadth wanted

;

.-.ill shapes it in raided styles by means of a hot iron and damp, with about a foot length of rope,

over which the curl is laid. The trimming is next done, when the tippcr-off corrects the twists,

smooth- tin- ruffled nap caused by trimming, and papers it up with tissue and cartridge, which com-
r for the retailer.

8ilk Imls are made upon bodies of wool, stuff, willow, straw, and Leghorn plait, and cambric and
woollen cloth, although chiefly on felted wool bodies, which ate dipped in glue size, wrung out, blocked,

and dried. The tip i- then tilted and robbined, when a Hour-box, charged with powdered shell-lac and
rosin in like quantities, is us< d to Btrew equally ii- grainy mixture on the external surface of the shell,

• ailed from being the frame-work. This is burned in by hot irons, first on the top, which passes

the lath lip within
;
then on the upper brim, the side3, and, finally, the under brim. When

this i- hardened ii is coated \\ ith thick ordinary flour-paste, which is dried, and the shell again blocked
moothed ; then once more glue sized outside, dried, and varnished, which prepares it for covering.

shag for the across the web, in a ratio of obliquity increased by inferiority. Tlus cross

part is sown to a circular piece for the crown, whilsl the brims art' singly patched together. These
mpleted, the top-side or upper brim is first stuck, then the crown, next the side-,

and, finally. t!i.- under brim. Sticking i- effected simply by the heat of the iron passing through the

ing and melting the varnished surface. In tin' finish of this manufacture, the most particular part
i- the .',<!, seam, which is disposed of thus: 'flu- Belvidge end is cut perpendicularly from top to brim,

sharpened pallet knife, the nap having been previously brushed (dear off its edge. The other
i tuck and cut with the utmost nicety, in close parallel with the other. It is then

finished very much in the same manner as a beaver hat.

The above mentioned method of making hal bodies is now mostly superseded in this part of the

the adaption of machinery, the manual labor being confined to the getting up the hat, and is

a distinct business; the hatter for the most part purchasing his hat-bodies far cheaper than he can
make them.

pie. 'I be fur or hair of which the felt is to be mad.', after being cleaned
I 1-1, beat up, I', passing through a kind of winnowing machine, is delivered to a boy, who

ds the fur verj lightly and in small quantities on an endless web before him, which, passing betwi en
rollers, carries the fur into the body of the machine, where il encounters a cylindrical brush in rapid

i, which separates the hair or fur completely, throwing it towards a contracted opening in the
Bides of the cylinder e:i -<•. Tin- opening, about an inch wide at top and nearly three inches at

bottom, is in height equal to tie' cone of the hat body. Immediately in front, and close to this opening
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is placed a perforated copper cone, the perforations so small, and in such number, as almost to render

the surface of the cone, from base to ..ire-gauze surface. This cone i- open at the bottom and

placed on an opening equal to its base, which opening is in communication with a fan or blast, so ar-

ranged as to exhaust the interior, or " suck," so to speak, the air tbn rngb the meshes of the copper cone.

The hair or far in its divided state, thrown towards this opening in the cylinder i

the influence of the powerful draught towards and throng the latter at the slowly

revolving on its axis, exposes all its side.-: to the opening, and the hair i- driven against it with stub
I

as to adhere for the time, and receive and retain on all sides, as it revolves, the fine particles of I

they are drawn from the cone. In the space of half a minute a dry hat-body is formed on the copper

cone: this is immediately enveloped by a wetted felt, and the whole immediately removed, and its place

supplied by a fresh copper while the first is being stripped of its now wet felt The \

performed with wonderful dispatch, the hat-body resulting from it 1.' '

!.-'y light and uniform

in texture, and requires but little labor before it is in condition to be transferred to the !

hatter for working up. In this manner any form of felt may bo made. The opening in the cylinder

case being of flexible metal, admits of adjustment to the wants of the particular form of t
;

icted. The application of this principle is universal in the manufacture of felt.

HEART-WHEEL. A cam for converting a uniform circular into a uniform rectilinear motion.

HEAT. Heat in the ordinary application of the word, implies the sensation exp :i touching

. hotter or of a higher temperature. Caloric, the principle or cause of the sensation ofheat < >n I

ing a hot body, caloric passes from it, and exciti ig of warmth : when we touch a body having a

lower temperature than our hand, caloric passes from the hand to it, and thus arises the sensation of cold.

Caloric is usually treated of as if it were a material substance; but, like light and electricity, it~ true

nature has yet to be determined.

Caloric passes through different bodies with different degrees of velocity. This has led to the division

of bodies in- rs and non-conductors of caloric : the former includes such I etals which
allow calorie to pass freely through their substance, and the latter comprises those that do not give an

ea-y passage to it, such as stones, glass, wood, charcoal, Ac.

Table of the r* I i Pom r of difft r< nt B<

Platinum 981
Copper
Ziuc

Lead
Porcelain 1-

J

Fire-clay 1 14

Gold 1000
Silver 978
Iron 514

Tin 304

Marble ' 24

Fire-brick 11

With Water as the Standard.

Water 10 Elm
Pine 39 Ash
Lime 30 Apple
Oak S3 Ebony

Relat 5 \th each otln r.

83

81

28

Hares' fur 1315
ah T305

3' fur 1-296

Raw silk 1-284

1-118

Lampblack 1117

Cotton 1-046

Lint 1-082

Charcoal ".':;7

A -li.- (wood)

Sewing >ilk .

.

Air....

!

•V 1 7

of Fluids.

Mercury 1-000
I Proof spirit

r -857
|
Alcohol pur.') -28S

Station of caloric.—When heated bodies are exposed to the air, the) lose portions of their beat,

jection in right lines into space, from all parts of their surface.

w bich radiate heat he-t, ab-orl, it beat

Radiation is affected by the nature of the Burface of the bod) ; thus, black and rough Burfaces radiate
; -oil> more beat than light and polished Burfaces.

..

Water Inn

Lamp black inn

Writing paper 100
tl ... 90
India ink ... SS

; load ...

Bilver I

Blackened tin .... ... LOO

Clean' - .12
Scraped "...

-''

Polished iron .

Copper

/. iloric differs from radiation, as the caloric i- in tl.

the substance ol the body: hence the bod) which n
d..i ic, i. Heel i tl..- lea t, and

Latent caloric i- that which i - insensible to the touch, or incapable ol

•i. i The quantit) "i heal bio ice to assume tie 'hat which
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would raise the temperature of the same weight of water 140°
; and an equal quantity of heat is set

free from water when it assumes the solid form.

If 5A- lbs. of water, at tin- temperature of 82°, be placed in a vessel communicating with another one.

(in which water is kept constantly boiling at the temperature of 212°,) until the former readies this

temperature of the latter quantity, then let it be weighed, and it will be found to weigh 6£ lbs., showing

that 1 11). of water has been received in the form of .steam through the communication, and reconverted

in*n water by the lower temperature in the vessel

.vow this pound of water, received in the form of steam, had, when in that form, a temperature oi

21- J
. It is now converted into the liquid form, and still retains the same temperature of 212°, but it

i 5£ lbs. of water to rise from the temperature of 32° to 212°, and this without losing any

temperature' of itself. It follows, then, that in returning to the liquid state, it has parted with 5-J times

the number of degrees of temperature between 32° and 212°, which are equal 180°, and 180° X 5£=
990°. Now this heat was combined with the steam ; but as it was then not sensible to a thermometer,

it was ealhd l.<il< at.

It is manifest, then, that a pound of water, in passing from a liquid at 212° to steam at 21 2°, receives

a- much heat as would be sufficient to raise it through 990 thermometric degrees, if that heat, instead

of becoming latent, had been .sensible;

Tlf sum of the sensiblt and latent heat of steam Cs ahoays the same at any one temperature ; thus,

990° -f 212 6 = 1202°.

If to a pound of newly fallen snow were added a pound of water at 172°, the snow would be melted,

and 32° will be the resulting temperature, 138° of heat becoming latent in the melted snow.

Latent Heat of various Substances.

Fluids.

Ice 140°

Sulphur 144
Lead 102

Beeswax 175

Zinc 493

Vapors.

Steam 990°

Vinegar 875
Ammonia 860
Alcohol 442
Ether 302

Sensible caloric is free and uncombined, passing from one substance to another, affecting the senses in

its passage, determining the height of the thermometer, and giving rise to all the results which are

attributed to this active principle. See Steam.

It is frequently desirable to convert the degrees of heat, as indicated by one thermometer, into its

equivalent as denoted by another. The following rules will serve this purpose for the thermometers in

general use :

—

To reduce the 'degrees of a Fahrenheit thermometer to those of Reaumur and of the centigrade ; the

lero of the Reaumur scale being at the freezing point, and 80° at' the boiling point, whilst the zero ot

the centigrade is at the freezing point, and 100 3 at the boiling. See Thermometer.
Faltrenh it t<> Reaumur.—Rule.—Multiply the number of degrees above or below the freezing point

by 4, and divide by 9.

Thus, 212° — 32 = 180 X 4 = 720 -r- 9 = 80, A?is.

+ 24° — 32 = 8X4= 32-t-9= 3-5, -1 ns.

or 3 -5 below zero.

Fahrenheit to centigrade.— Rule.—Multiply the number of degrees above or below the freezing point

by 5, and divide by 9.

Thus, 212° — 32 = 180 X 5 = 900 -r 9 = 100, Ans.

Or multiply the degrees of Fahrenheit by 4 1 1 for reducing them to Reaumur, and by -555 for reducing

them to centigrade.

Mi di wm In at of the globe is placed at 50°
; at the torrid zone, 75°

; at moderate climates, 50° ; near
the polar regions, 36°.

The extremes oi natural heat are from 70° to 120°; oi artificial heat, from 91° to 36,000°.

Evaporation produces cold, because caloric must be absorbed in the formation of vapor, a large

quantity of it passing from a sensibl? to a latent state, the capacity for heat of the vapor formed being
greater than that of the fluid from which it proceeds.

Evaporation pr eds only from the surface of the tin ids, and therefore, other things equal, must depend
upon the extent of surface exposed.
When a liquid is covered by a stratum of dry air, evaporation is rapid, even when the temperature

is low.

Table of Effects upon Bodies by Beat.

Fahrenheit Fahrenheit

Cast-iron, thoroughly smelted 27 54 Lead, melts 594°
Pine gold, mell 1988 Bismuth, melts 47 6

Fin3 silver, melts 1850 Tin, melts 421

Copper, melts 2160 Tin and bismuth, equal parts, melt 283

Brass, melts 1900 Tin 3 parts, bismuth 5, and lead 2, melt... 212
l;ed heat, visible by day It '7 7 Alcohol, boils 174
Iron, red hot in twilight 884 Ether, boils 9S

Commonfire 190 Human blood (heat of) 08
1 1' .n. bright-red in the ''ark 752 Strong wines, freeze 20
/.inc. melts 740 Brandy, freezes 7

silver, boils 630 Mercury, melts --39

Lin-eed oil boils 600
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Wedgew ood's zero is 1077° of Fahrenheit, and each of his 1 to 130° of Fahrenheit

Expansion of Solids.

At 212°, the length of the bar at 32° considered as 1-0000000.

Glass -0008545

Platina -O009542

Cast-iron 001 1112

Bteel -U011899

Marble -0011041

Forged iron 1

Granite -I

Gold 0014950
Copper
Brass i

Silver

Fire orick 1

Lea 1 i

Zin» (

To find the expansion in surface or in volume, it must be remembered that each dimension of a solid

experiences a similar proportional expansion.

Table of the Expansion of Air L>/ Heat.—By Mr. Daltox.

Fahrenheit. Fahrenheit Fahn Illicit.

1000 50° 1043 80° 1110

33 1002 55 1055 85 1121

34 1004 60 1066 90 1132

35 1107 65 1 "T7 100 1152

40 1021 70 10S9 200 1354

45 1032 1099 212 1376

4 5 ..

1 " 1 •'

•>
1

li

3
"

8. 1 "

1 ' common Bolder
o

• soft solder,

Melting 1 toys.

Lead 2 parts, tin 3 parts, bismuth .7 parts, melts at 212 3

melts at 246
i!

melts at

melts at '

melts at

melts at -17"'

1 '' " 2 " soft solder, melts at 360

Boiling points.—The boiling point of water, from 27 to 31 inches of the mercurial column, varies
]•<',;,- for every inch, being at 30 incites 212°

; and on this variation is founded the apparatus for deter-

rnining altitudes.

Comparative //<<</ from various Fuels.

1 lb. of tolerably good coal will raise the temperature of 60 lbs. of water fa 212 .

1 lb. of kiln or perfectly dried wood will effect the same on 35 Iba

1 lb. of wood simply dried in the air
" " 26 lbs.

1 lb. charcoal " "
7'.' Lbs.

Turf of good quality \ i
>

1 < 1 -; as much I ial weights as h I, and the heal il g
radiation whilst burning has been considered even er than thai of wood

ili" various methods of applj ing beat to the warming of buildings, see article W irming.

HEDDL This machine is the invention of Mr. K\--imiu \ •

veil, Massachusetts.
'11.' object of the machine is t" make weavers' bed. lie- from the thread, casting the loop by braiding

instead of knotting, and performing triple the amount of work, and better than can be done by hand.

A patent is also secured for the pe< of the beddle, so thai both machine and it-

ted,

/' 251 i- a perspective view, ai ; nga of different beddles winding on tin

the iron framing. I! are (he driving and Black pulleys. C i- th I un-

E I .
.!!• the bobbins, with the thread to make the beddles. There is a -mall .-baft under i!

of E, which, by -mall cog wheel- on the Bame, operate and revolve the bobbins I I I

are il,.. beddles after the eye is formed, winding up on the beams I. 1.. 'I be gai

• the purpo n ting the Bhafts ol the beam- to be driven bj the main -baft below,

number of eyes to the foot in the beddles c in be increased or diminished by the these -mall

wheel -i.all I., aim ' for the lhafi "I L, an 1 .1 I- I be shaft with a -. lew en! oil pal! of it.

i for winding the beddle gradually along the beam, and a- K I and wormed i

dnven slowly bj the -in. dl gang of wheels at the right, the shaft .1 i- wormed bIowIj

beam to let ilic> be. I. Hi, wind one after another on the -am.-. The 1
•

Ol a doUD v. bleb I- tw i-ted bj the bobbin

cd, braiding tho I at the two points which form the ( .

will explain the operations better in detail.

A > th< ime letters in lical on all tie

|
a of the revoh iu

I elevation • iow of tho under side of the ma. i

which the tables that carrj the gp to n volve,
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A is the heddle-beam. BBBB are revolving spool-frames or tables. C represents the spool-spin-

dles, a are slots in the spool-tables. Each table has six slots or spindle recesses, but only three are

occupied at once with the Bpindles. As the tables revolve, three -Juts are occupied with spindles anci

three are emptv alternately, and an occupied slot in one is brought opposite to an empty recess in its

fellow-table, as seen in Fig. 2253. The tables BB constitute one pair, and the tables B 2, B 3, another,

forming two distinct harness, one on each side on two beams, but driven by the same geering. The
yarn is put on the spindles 0, and passes through a hole in the top of the livers D, or over a depression,

Fig. S'.'o'J, to hold it in iis place, and then passes under c, a recurved wire, that lias a perforated weight

i oat each end Tin' flyers pass through these holes, and the legs serve as guides to the weights.
Ihis is to take up am 'l he spindle have i eu h a groove in their lower parts, adapted
to slide into the of the tables when the recesses coincide. The platform EE lias circular
,avities for the lower ends of Mir spindles. F F, Fig. 2262, are fast and Loose pulleys to drive the
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shaft G. A bevel-wheel II. on G, gives motion to the revolving Bpool-tables by toothed wheels, as sera
at Fig. 2255. The bevel-wheel I, Fig. 2252, gives motion to the heddle-beams by peering into J, on
the shaft K. This shaft carrion a worm-wheel, which geers int* > M to drive A. '• ntrie on K

2033.

to vibrate g, a shipper, which shifts the spindles from one table t" another; the opposite

aperate on two pairs of tables. A connecting-rod with IT vibrates the shippers. N i- i ithK,
and turns with it by clutch-pins, and when these are not engaged the Bhafta turn without N. i

'i-lo 1, is a pin that passes through X, projecting out above and below, nearly in contact with K. There

sazzssh

itch pins nil ic, either "f which ma *

made to slide up and down on the h ift I > i

Its f, i atria, and raiae and lower il al propei
ipring attached to the forked level o draw il inward
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clutch with the lover clutch-pin. On the wheel M are cams or lifting pieces pp, which, when they

come it. contact with the end of 0, force it out and raise X, the eccentric, so as to engage with the

upper clutch-pin at the required time, as will be understood by Fig. 2254. The axis of A is P,a screw

I ig. 2252, tapped into the frame of the machine and moves A endwise as it revolves, to wind th*

heddles, as they are made spirally on the beams. <j is the smooth axis of A, on which the beam slides,

moved by the screw on the guide-rods r r. Q Q are rods that may be inserted in grooves in A. The
semi-diameter of A must be of the length of the heddles. After the number of heddles for a harness

have been made, grooved pier- may be slipped over Q and glued upon them to embrace the twisted

strands, or anv other mode maybe adopted. The shipper connecting-rod k, (which looks like an n,)

Figs. 2252 an i 2253, has a hinge-joint /. to allow it to he lifted from the shipper g. The small bevel-

wheel .1, on the shaft K, i- one third of (lie diameter of the driving-wheels, when there are three spindles

oii the table, and therefore makes the changes of the spindles in the recesses in one revolution of the

Iving spool-tables. If there were four spindles in the table, the wheelj would be one-fourth the

diameter of the driving-wheel, <tc.

To explain its operation, Fig. 2251 exhibits a different arrangement of mechanical parts from the sec-

lion views, but they are just the mechanical equivalents to accomplish the same thing. Heddle o?

harness making is the formation of eyes by two cords being knotted together. These eyes must be

formed at regular distances on the harness. This machine forms two cords by BB, revolving and twist-

ing the yarn on the three spindles, one by each table revolving, the cord winding at the same time as it

is twisted on the beam A. Now to form four eyes on the heddles every revolution of the beam,
look ai Fig. 2253. W the strands that make the two cords were interlocked at certain periods, eight

times during the revolution of A, that four eyes would be formed by the strands of the two cords being
i certain points braided into one another. This is the way this machine does its work, and this

can be done by the forked lever in Fig. 2254 shifting the shipper, or by cams on the inside of the upper
el of Fig. 2251. To make the spindles in c interlock to braid the eyes. The cams or clutch

operate the shipper ,</. so that instead of vibrating from side to side, as now seen in Fig. 2253, touching

outside, it is (the shipper) stopped by the resting of the eccentric one-sixth of the revolu-

f the tables, and then it will be easily perceived that the shipper will take into the inside of the

spindle e and throw ii into the empty recess a of the other table, wdiich coincides, thus interlocking the

thread-, and braiding the two cords together into one, forming an eye of the heddle by braiding instead

of knotting. It will be observed, too, that the clutch can be changed by cams, to operate the shipper,

to n; : or a- many eyes iii a foot as may be desired; but the changing or passing of the

Bpindles from one table to another must be performed by the shipper twice for one eye, according to

the length of the eye, an 1 they are not shifted again until A has revolved the distance wanted to form
the base of a new e\ e lor the harne

HELIOTROPE Reflecting /."»/<>•/<, used by Major J. 1). Graham as meridian marks for great distances,

in 1841, while tracing the due north line from the monument at the source of the river St. Croix.

lantern was constructed bj Messrs. Henry X. Hooper A Co. of Boston, under Maj. G.'s directions.

It was similar in form to the Parabolic Reflector Lantern, sometimes used in light-houses, but much
rtable,

;ind character, with a cylindrical wick, whose transverse section was half

an inch in diameter, supplied with oil in the ordinary manner. This was placed in the focus of a para-

bolic reflector, or paraboloid, of sheet-copper, lined inside with silver about l-20th of an inch in thick'

-th and bright 'I he dimensions were as follows:

Indies.

Diameter of the base of frustrum of re Hector . 16'

Distai tex from base 3 -7b
. from vertex 225

Diameter of cylindrical burner -50

Diameter <>( a larger burner which was never used, but which, by an adapting piece,

could be easily substituted '

1 21
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The instrument answered the purpose for which it was intended admirably well, and was of great

use in tracing the due north line. While it occupied the station at Park's Hill, 15 feet above the sur-

face of the ground, or 828 feet above the sea, in the latter part of September and early part of < >

1841, the light from it was distinctly seen with the naked eye at night, when the weather was clear

from Blue Hill, whose summit, where crossed by the meridian line, is 1071 feet above the sea, the

intervening country averaging about ">00 feet above the sea, and the stations being 3G miles apart. The
light appeared to the uaked eye, at that distance, as bright, and of about the same magnitude, as the

planet Venus.
*

The wick employed by Major G. was considerably smaller than that nsnally made, even for parlor

lamps; and to this cause is attributed, in a great measure, the perfection with which the parallel rays
were transmitted from the reflecting parabolic surface, so as to make them visible at so great a distance.

Though a greater quantity of light is generated by a larger wick, the portion of rays reflected in a

direction parallel to the axis a,1(i which alone come to the eye, is the smaller as the flame

the focal limit. The size of wick most advantageous for use may easily be determined by experiment.

The smaller is its transvere section, provided it is only large enough to escape being choked up by
the charred particles, even one-third, or perhaps less, the further the light would be visible.

The heliotrope, which is employed in the day time, was made by order of Mr. Hassler, at the instru-

ment shop of the coast survey office. It was a rectangular parallelogram of good German plat.

1 1 5ths by 1 l-5th inch in size, giving an area of reflecting surface of 2 X
,
square inches. This also

u at the distance of30 miles.

11KLIX. A spiral curve. Thecy-
Iindrical or screw helix is the curve

: ibed upon the surface of a cy-

linder by a point revolving round it,

and at the same time moving par-

allel to its axis by a certain invaria-

ble distance during each revolution.

. 2256 and 2257, to con-

struct the helical curve described

by the p ant A upon a cylinder pro-

jected horizontally in the circle A'

. the pitch being represented

by the line A A*. I >i vide the pitch

A A J

into any number of equal

parts, say eight; and through each

point of division, I. 2, •".. & ., draw
lit lines parallel to the ground

line. Then circumfe-

rence A' C' F' into the same num-
ber of parts; the points of division

B', C, J:. I ', &£, will be the hor-

izontal projections of the different

positions of the given point during

I the cylinder.

Tim-, when the point is at B' in

the plan, its vertical projection will

be the point of intersection 15 of the

perpendicular drawn through 1>

and the horizontal drawn through
the first point of division. Also

when the point arrives at C in the

plan, its vertical projection is the

point C, where the perpendicular

drawn from C cuts the horizontal

ind point of

division, and BO On for all the re-

maining point-. The curve ABC
brawn through all the points

thus obtained, i- the helix required.

A helical surfac I 1 by
the revolution of a straight line

round the a ..; of a c\ under; its

irl moving in a helix, and
the line itself forming with tie- axis

• and invariabl
'lb'- conical helix differs from the cylindrical one in that it is described

i that of a cylinder ; but the construction diffei itly from tl

ing out tli" same prim i i may be re]

a revolution. In tie- art- are to be found numerous practical applioat

uid ma
J 1 1 .

1
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HEXAEDRON, fhe Ciihe. One of the five regular or Platonic bodies, and so called from its having
-i\ faces. The square of the side or edge of a hexaedron is one-third of the square of the diameter of

the circumscribing sphere ; and hence the diameter of a sphere is to the side of its inscribed hexaedron

as \'Z to 1.

HEXAGON. A figure of six sides and angles. Angle at the centre = G0° ; angle at the circum-

ference = 120°
; area to side, 1 = 2-5980762 • area to any side, (S) = 3a x 2-59807G2.

BIGH-PRESSURE ENGINE. The simplest form of the strain engine is the non-condensing, or

high-pressure engine. In this engine the condensing apparatus is dispensed with, and steam being ad-

mitted into the cylinder, at a high temperature, and consequently high pressure, and having acted on
tbe piston, is allowed to escape into the open air. A part of the force of the steam is of course ex-

pended in overcoming the pressure of the atmosphere, and it is only that portion of the steam's elastic

force that exceeds L"> pounds to the square inch that is effective in moving the engine. The surplus pres-

sure is usually from 30 to 40 pounds on the circular inch. See Stationary Engines, and Engines
Varieties of.

HIN"GE, Taft's double-jointed hinge and door-spring. Figs. 2260 and 2261. This hinge is so constructed

that it admits of the opening of the door, or gate, in either directii in, and in combination with it is a spring

connected by a chain with the casing, w-hereby the door is held close to it as well as made to close

itself. Each hinge employed in this improvement may consist of four or more pieces, two of which are

2360.

aide plates with knuckles attached thereto. The connecting plates with their knuckles are connected
by pivots to those of the plates, and each connects the plate to the other, so that when the hinge is

opened in the opposite direction the connecting plate changes sides and folds upon the plate, so that the

hinge presents the same appearance in either position. .

HINGES. The joints on which doors, gates, &c., turn.

HIP. The external angle formed by the meeting of the sloping sides of roofs which have their wall-

plates running in different directions.

HORN. See Animal Matter used in the Arts.

HORN, machinefor pressing. Horn, tortoise-shell, and many other animal substances, are capable

of being softened by heat and moulded by pressure into any shape and with any design in the sharpest

*nd most delicate relief. A screw press has usually been employed for this purpose, but the one rep-

resented bv Fig. 2262, which is a section through its centre, is far superior.
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A A i< a box of cast-iron. B i- a copper to contain the hot water, and M i- a grate forthe 1 re to heat

the same. C is the smoke-pipe. FFG is the press, made of strong an 1 capabl

drawn up and let down in the water at pleasure, by means of racks DD, at each side, actuab

pinions J J. The axles of these pinions cross the machine and have each a wheel at the end. mov<

two am.- "i- screws cut upon the axis and turned by the handle H. The press is guided in the a-

by grooves in the side of the boiler. When raised up out of the water, the moulds, with the horn

or tortoi hell between them, are put beneath the presser, and a severe pressure is pi turn-

ing the wheel K. This wheel lias an endless screw R upon its axis, which works the teeth of a
I

wheel L, fixed on the top of the screw 1'. The screw is received into an interior screw formed within

the box or presser 1. which is guided and prevented turning round by the cross-bar E, through which

the presser is fitted; by this means, when the -crew 1' is turned round by tin' wheel L ami en

screw, the horn or tortoise-shell is pressed between the moulds ; the press is then lowered again into

the water of the boiler, in order to be -till further -"tuned by the boiling; but when the pre-s is down
in the boiler, the screw can be screwed tighter by turning the wheel K until the de-ire. 1 impression is

obtained. By taming the handle II. the pre-- i- then raised up out of the boiler, and by turning

the wheel K the pressure i- released and the moulds can be removed.
• HOUSE. The power of a horse when applied to draw loads, as well as when made tin; standard ol

comparison for determining the value of either powers, has been variously stated.

The relative strength of men and horses depends, of course, upon the manner in which their strength

i- applied. Thus, the worst way of applying the Btrength of a horse is to make hi;n carry a weight up

a Bteep hill, while {lie organization of the man fits him very well for that kind of labor. And three

men, climbing up a steep hill, with each I'm lbs. on hi- shoulders, will proceed faster than most b

with :;<»> Lbs,

It i- highly useful to load the back of a drawing horse to a certain extent ; though this, on a slight

consideration, might be thought to augment unnecessarily the fatigue of the animal: but i'

b i coll ted that the mass with which the horse is charged vertically is added in part to the effort

which he mak. s in the direction of traction, and thus dispenses with the necessity of his inclining -o

much forward as he must Otherwise do: and may. therefore, under this point of view, relieve the

draught more than to compensate tor tin.' additional fatigue occasioned by the vertical pn irmen,

and wagoners in general, are well aware of this, and are commonly very careful to di-po-e of the load in

a manner that the -haft- shall throw a due proportion of tin' weight on the back of the -haft horse

'lie' best disposition of tin' traces during the time a horse i- drawing i- to 1 ,• p, rpendicular to the

position ot tin- collar upon hi- breast and shoulders: when the horse stand- a' ease, tin- position of the

traces is rather inclined upwards from the direction of the road; but when he leans forward to draw
the load, the traces should then become nearly parallel to the plane over winch the carriage i- to be
drawn; or. if he he employed in drawing a sle Ige, or any thing without wheels, the inclination of the

to tip' road -hotdd be about 18J°, when the friction i- one-third of the pressure.

When a hor-e i- made to move in a circular path, a- i- often practised in mills and other machines
-. it will be necessary to give the circles which the animal has to walk round the

t that will comport with the local and other conditions to which the motion mu
subjected. 1' i- obvious, indeed, that, since a rectilinear motion is the most easy for the horse, tl

the line in which he moves is curved, with the greater facility he will walk over it. ..nd the I

recline from a vertical position: and besides this, with equal velocity tin- centrifugal force will 1

in the rele, which will proportionally diminish the friction of the cylindrical part of the trun
nions, and the labor of moving the machine. And. further, the greater the diameter of the horse-walk,
the nearer the chord of the Circle in which the hor-e draw- i- to coincidence with the tangent, which i-

the most advantageous position of the line of traction. On these accounts it is that, although a ln>f-e

may draw in a circular walk of 1 8 feet diameter, yet in general it i- advisable that tin' diameter of -uch

a walk should not be le&S than 'J."> or 30 loot ; and in many instances 1" feet would be preferable to either.

It ha- been stated by Desaguliers and some others, that a horse employed daily in drawing nearh
itally can move, during eight hour- in the day, about 200 lbs. at the rate of 2 mile, pet hour, or

I per second. If the weight be augmented to about 240 or 260 lb-., the horse cannot work more
than -ix hour- a day, and that with a less velocity. And, in both cases, if In' carry BOme weight, he
will draw better than if he carried none. M. Sauveur estimates the mean eflfbrl of a horse at 17.">

French, or i 39 avoird pound-, w ith a velocity of rather more than three feel per second. But all th

are probably too high to I ntinued for eight hours, daj after day. In another place Desaguliers
the mean work of a hor-e a- equivalent to the rai I n ad full of wat.

I

!•
-

high in a minute. Put Mr. Smeaton, to whose authority much is due. asserts, f i a number "I

rimente, that the greatest effect i- the raising 550 lb-, forty feet high in a minute. And, from
some experiments made by the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, it was concluded, thai ..

movie ot' three miles an hour can exert a force of 80 lb-. The proper estimate would be
that which measures the Weight that a hoi-.- would draw up out of a well ; tin' animal actio

ixootal line of traction turned into the vertical direction by a simple pulley, or roller, wh
eliniild be reduced a- much as possible.

Tn ention to the Bubject of " horte^potoer" li on for the

(' )
( i

_ ' \ and - ^ — ''•"' "'" day'" wort Lu

Utile; d 1- das, all I the Weigh! of the I 'lie

1 17
peed in mil .

when the I

v '
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He gives the following table of the comparison of duration of a horse's daily labor and maximuir.

velocity unloaded :

—

Duration of labor. Maximum velocity unloaded

Hours. in miles per hour.

6 !

6-

7 5-5

8 5-2

Duration of labor. Maximum velocity unloaded

BOUTS, in miles per hour.

1 117
2 10-4

3 85
4 7-3

5 66
9 49

10 46

Taking the hours of labor at 6 per diem, the utmost he would recommend, the maximum of useful

effect he" assigns at 125 lbs., moving at the rate of three miles per hour; and regarding the expense of

carriage in that case as unity, then,

Miles per Proportional Moving force

hour. expense. or traction.

2 1-125 166 lbs.

3 1- 125 "

3£ 1-0285 104 "

4 1-125 83 "

4i 1-333 62$ "

5" 18 41 "

5| 2- 36^ "

That is, the expense of carrying goods at 3 miles per hour being 1, the expense at 4£ miles per hour

will be 1 J ; the expense being doubled when the speed is 5^ miles per hour.

Various estimates have been made of a horse's power by Desaguliers, Smeaton, and others; but the

estimate now generally adopted as a standard for measuring the power of steam-engines, is that of Mr.

Watt, whose computation is about the average of those given by the other writers. The measure of a

horse's power, according to Mr. Watt, is, that he can raise a weight of 33,000 pounds to the height of

one foot in a minute.

Horse-power, as the measure of the force of steam-engines.—It is by this nominal power that engines

are usually bought and sold and always spoken of, unless when the contrary is expressly stated.

The following is Boulton and Watt's rule for determining the nominal horses' power.

Let D = the diameter of the cylinder in inches.

V = half the velocity of the piston in feet per minute.

(D"— 4 D) V
Then — = the number of nominal horses' power.

2650 1

But in order to determine V before the engine has been made, Boulton and Watt fixed upon an em-
pirical velocity for each different length of stroke. The several velocities are as follow :

Velocity,

ft.

Stroke.
ft. in.

2

2 6

3

3 6

Velocity. Stroke
ft. ft. in.

160 4
170 4 6

180 5

190

200
210
220"

And so on, with 10 feet of additional velocity for every 6 inches of additional stroke. The original

engines of the Thames and Shannon, constructed by Boulton and Watt, were rated at 80 horse-power,

the cylinders being 47 i inches in diameter, and the length of stroke 4 feet 6 inches, (47
-

5)
2— 4 (47-5) —

2006-25 X 105 = 217930 -J- 2650= 83 horse-power nearly, instead of 80. Land engines of 43J inches

diameter of cylinder and 8 feet stroke, making 16 double strokes in a minute, were rated by Boulton

and Watt at 80 horse-power. The average effective pressure on the piston is rated at barely 7 lbs. per

square inch, and the power may be thus computed, (43-£)
a X -7854 = 14862 X by 7 and 266, and — by

33,000= about 80 horse-power. In marine engines a greater area of piston is allowed to represent a
horse-power than in land engines, because the motion of the piston is supposed to be slower, but the

c force is calculated a little higher, or at 7'3 per square inch.

BORSE-Pi >WER, BoGAEDUs'a This improvement in the horse-power for driving machinery is based
• mi tlieprineiple of the well-known sun and planet motion, and consists of a base-frame having cogs in

the inner periphery of the rim into which mash the cogs of a pinion on the lower end of the arbor of the

planet-wheel, the cogs of which drive a pinion on a central shaft that carries the driving-pulley, the arbor

of the planet-wheel being adapted to turn in a sleeve, in a travelling wing to which the horse-beam is

secured ; and the said wing having another and parallel sleeve that turns on a central hollow standard

of the frame through which the shaft of the central pinion and driving-pulley passes, and in which
it turns.

The base-frame is cast in one piece, consisting of the central hub, and the outer ring connected by
radial arm-:, and Btanding on legs. The central hub is cast with a hollow standard properly turned with

a -1 i_r lit taper, to which is fitted a sleeve that turns thereon freely but accurately, and resting on the

upper surface of the hub; and likewise with this sleeve, and making par*, thereof, is cast a wing, to

which is secured by 1 •< >1 1 ~ the horse beam or lever, by which the whole is operated. The other end ol

the wing is also provided with another sleeve casl therewith, and parallel to the other, to which is fitted

accurately bul yel to admit of turning freely) the arbor of the planet-wheel and planet-wheel pinion,

the former being al the top and the latter at the bottom. One of these, either the wheel or the pinion,

can be permanently attached to the arbor, and the other keyed on after it has been inserted in the
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sleeve. The cogs of the pinion of the planet-wheel take into the col^s fornieil in the inner periphery <>!

the rim of the base-frame, and which may be called the master-wheel ; and -.he planet

take into tin- cogs of and drive the central pinion on the upper end of a vertical -haft that pas

ami turns freely but accurately in the central hollow standard, which is adapted to it, the driving-pulley

being keyed on the lower end and below the hub.

A hand from tli.' driving-pulley can be carried under the frame and between the legs, t.> any place

required in the usual manner t<> drive any piece of machinery ; hut if desired, the driving-pulley can be

atta<h<'d to the central shaft above the central pinion, Fig. 2264. The arbor of the planet-whi

oiled through a hole in the wheel which delivers it at the junction of the Bleeve and arbor; and in like

maimer the central shaft and the sleeve that turns on tin- central standard arc oiled by pouring the oil

through a hole in the central pinion, which delivers it on the upper end of the hollow standard, and

which is grooved to direct the oil to its inner and outer periphery.

Arranged to earn' the belt from the horizontal pulley under the foot-path on which the horse walks.

The whole apparatus is made light and portable, rests on the case-frame, and turns on thee
standard, which makes part of the base-frame, without supports or bearings at the top. The whole can
1a.' taken apart for transportation, and cm ho again put together with ease. The whole -train

on and is supported by the hollow standard, which being cast with tin- base-frame will resist ani

that can I"- applied to it by the hoi-.- employed to drive the machine. The sleeves of the wing and
die inside of the central standard arc or may he laid with soft metal.

i..'i'.| to carry a ihafl oo 1*31 to Ihfl HOOT •'<!

In ton i

:'•
1 1 j

I .• and machine-, hoi olving platform, which pa bad
the feel whenever tho horsi i ih in drnwin it the

propel* the machinery w ithoul mc
if he i- made to -t.nl on the circumference "i a large \' rtical wheel, or up
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by endless chains which pass round two drums, and are otherwise supported by friction-wheels. Ya-

rious oilier methods have been practised for applying the force of animals, but most of them are attended

with great loss of power, either from friction, or from the unfavorable position of the animal.

For agricultural purposes, the movable-platform horse-power is probably the best, and is coming very

much into use. It consists of an inclined platform, or endless chain, provided with slats of wood upos

which the horse treads, giving motion to a horizontal shaft by means of teeth in the chain or rack, work
ing into a pinii n the shaft It has very lately been patented in Italy under the name of impulsoria.

and is in experimental use on the Southwestern Railway in England, and is thus described in a late

number of the London Neva:—
The patent impulsoria,for railways, consists in introducing the animals into a kind of coach, called

impulsoria, by which they transmit their acting power to the leading wheels. Tins transmission is

j
ed by a very simple means, rendering useful both the driving power of the animals and their own

weight. The horse being thus introduced into the impulsoria, is placed upon a perfect rectilinear, arti-

ficial ground, or platform, turning so easily that the animal, which is yoked to the shafts, when it walks,

does not itself advance, but, what amounts to the same thing, the platform itself is pushed backward,

as shown in Fig. 2266. By this artificial ground platform, called by the patentee pedivella, is moved an
axle, armed with a pulley, from which, by means of a rope, the motion is conveyed to the axletree ol

thi Leading wheels. The varying proportions between the diameters of the pulleys give different de-

grees of speed. The horses are to be worked always at their usual pace, whilst the new locomotive
will be able to run at any requisite speed, without ever altering the usual walking pace of the horses,

which an- inside the impulsoria, as on the floor of a room, sheltered from the weather.

itm-m

The importance of introducing the horses into the carriage in order to get more speed from the sur-

plus of the acting power, had been long thought of, and the principle has been several times attempted
in England, France, and Italy, but hitherto without success.

The new machine (whose inventor is Signor Clemente Masserano, from Pignerol, Piedmont) haa

been brought from Italy to England, and deposited at the Nine-elms terminus of the Southwestern
Railway, where it may be seen working on the line. It has been made for two horses only, and they
work it very well on the pedivella. More than thirty wagons have been already experimentally drawn
by it up the very inclined line of the station. For working it up and down the station, a wagon is fast-

ened to it v. hen it attains a speed of seven miles an hour. In the experiment to be made on the great
line, it is expected to gain a speed of from fifteen to twenty miles an hour. The impulsoria runs either

way, like the steam-engine; but the driving horses do not change direction or movement. They can
instantly be stopped, without stopping the machine; and the machine can likewise be stopped while
the horses continue to walk on the pedivella, without transmitting motion to the leading wheels.

By the simple manner in which the horses exercise their moving power on the new machine, then-

can work easily the usual time, commonly about eight hours a day.

economy i- of the utmost importance to the numerous interests engaged in the railways subject

to enormous working expenses. Thf principal advantage of the new machine will be to afford very
cheap locomotion on all branch line-, thus extending the advantage of the railway to localities hitherto

impracticable from the expensive moving power.
The directors of the Southwestern Railway were the first to receive the impulsoria on their line

where they have granted every facility to its ingenious inventor.

HORSE-SHOE, Burden's I'ati.m Machine for making, from the specifications of the patents we
the following description of the machine and its operation.

•jjr.T. section and plan of the machine for rolling, drawing, and shaping horse-shoes; aaaa sta-

tionary or out-id.- triune; 1,1,1,1, feet which Bupport the same; c the fly-wheel; d the connecting-rod
- . the crank ;

./'/'the moving-frame
; g the rack, having cogs iu it, which is bolted into the moving-frame,

and which mashes or tits into the segment A. having long cogs, as seen at A, the lower or under segment
which i- fastened into the roller i, a- seen at /. Fig. 2269, K the moving-jaw ; // the side steels or iron,

between w hich the piece of inm i- confined and the -ides, while it is drawn or rolled by the swedges D D
having Bteela or -wed-,- E E the exact thickness of the .hoe intended.

It will be observed that one of these side steel- or inm- is fastened into the moving-jaw k or K, by
means of scri w-bolts, while the other i- similarly fastened into the moving-frame if. m a button, or cam,
which, when the moving-frameff is moved or drawn backwards and forwards by the crank c, through
the connecting-rod </. it strikes against the pin or stop n, which permits the button or cam o to push back
or open the moving-jaw /.-. when it strikes against the pin or stop y, on the other side of the stationary
frame, by which means the piece of iron which may be between the side steels or irons, and which i*
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drawn or rolled to the Bhape desired, is permitted to drop out q, a pin or stop, which, when the cam
o strikes against it on the moving-frame's return motion, permits the cam m, when it Btrikes against tha

pin or stop r, to close the moving-jaw k. It will be observed that when the moving-frame// hi

formed its forward motion, then the cam m strikes against the Btop n, which permits the earn o to

the moving-jaw k by striking against the Btop p, which allows the piece of iron, which may have been
rolled or shaped to a horse-shoe, to drop from between the aide steels or irons //. », a chisel fas

Sy screw-bolte on the top of the side steel or iron /; t. a chisel fastened by screw-bolts in the chise1

box it a it.

—
I 'P -- * llllli|.-

'.

lllllll f r*-*-

^ /

It will be observed that the box u u u turns on a pin in the moving frame, which, when the crank

pushes back the moving-frame, the head or box part Btrikes against the pin or piece of iron w, and
presses up the chisel t against the chisel », and cuts oil' the piece of iron to the length intended fox a

norse-shoe. v, a piece of iron intended to draw back the chisel-box u u u, as Been at Kg. 2268 ; .

brasses on which the moving-frame slides backwards and forwards; y,a piece of iron to lay the I

as a guide while in the act of feeding into the machine. '/.
'/. cud view and section of the posts through

which the rollers it arc fastened and revolve; A, piece of iron or stop which graduates the length 0.

shoe; B, piece of iron having a hole in it. through which the iron or Btop A passes, which graduates the

. the piece of iron which prevents the '•hoe from being drawn back by the chisel oi

the aide Bteel /, previous to tl tag it between them.

n and elevation of machine, h, segments which are fastened into the rollers

the rack which mashes or works into the upper Begment h, the cogs of which being twice the length I

the under segment // permits the rat b to operate into it. which, when pushed backwards an I

by the moving-frame ff, the whole is put in motion, it, the rollers into winch the Begments, witli

I'll nth pit oi •
i s E E, are fastened, k the moving-jaw ; // thi

or irons between which tl. hom i, held, while it is rolled or drawn by the vertical

to the desired shape of shoe, [twill he perceived that

Z Z, posts or stationary frame, into which the rollei

.in I revolve.

ion of pari of the machine, it, the rollers in which the
:

. tin

ned. / 1, oi f tl

iron as being formed int I
ie. It will readily be perceived that by grindii

BE, ired can be given to tl marked M It will

I that the four \ ii

rolling, or drawing the iron into the aliano required foi ho
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section, having the upper roller i removed for the purpose of showing more distinctly the interioi

arrangements of the machine.

Fig. 2270, sectional elevation of part of the machine, i i the rollers. D D the swedges : the under

one, which is cast-iron, or may be fitted with steel swedge similar to those used for rolling or shaping

the shoe, as seen at DD, EE, the edge of which being similar to the flat side of a horse-shoe. The
upper one is also of cast-iron, so constructed as to fasten in two pieces of steel under the covers 01

caps i !. These pieces of steel are so shaped at their edges as to groove and punch the holes at one

operation. They are graduated as to depth by the four screws which pass through the flanch abovp
1 1, one of the side steels. H represents a horse-shoe in the act of being grooved and punched.

iI_>G9.
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The machine for grooving and punching is precisely as the one for rolling or drawing the shoe to the

required shape, with the exception of the upper swedge, as described above.

Fig. 2272, elevation of machine for bending horse-shoes, aaa the frame, b b the feet which support

the same, ecthe fly-wheel, d the connecting-rod. E the crank-shaft, //the rack, gg the two
shafts. K the piece of iron round which the shoe is bent, having cogs on its edges shaped so as to fit

and mash into the piece K, while they revolve round on their respective shafts gg. M the wheel which
mashes and fits into the rack//

-

, and which communicates motion to the shafts gg and pieces of iron K
and L. Na button or nipper which takes hold at the end of the horse-shoe, in consequence of its

coming in contact with the piece of iron L, and holds it fast while it is in the act of bending ; and when
bent, said button or nipper strikes against the other side of piece L, which opens and lets the shoe drop.

It will be observed that the shafts gg and pieces of iron K and L do not make a full revolution

Fig. 227-i, plan of machine for bending horse-shoes, a a the frame, cthe fly-wheel, e the crank-shaft
d the connecting-rod. / a rack. M a Wheel, whose cog mashes or fits into the cogs of the rack /
L the eccentric piece of iron which fits into the piece K, on which the shoe is formed, as seen at Figs
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2 J T _' and 2278. 0, cap which confines the piece of iron while in the act of Lending around the piece 1\

as represented by the dotted lines at Kg. 22*73.

Fig. .-' 73, section of the irons K and L. These two pieces, K and [ are fastened on the shaft gg
with'their reversed sides up from what they appear in the drawing. The dotted lines represent a cap,

which is fastened on the piece of iron L with screw-bolts. This cap i- about one inch thick, and -

the purpose of keeping the iron close up while in the operation of bending around the piece of iron K.

The nature of the operation is as follows :

—

Firstly: Fig. '2267 represents a section of the machine, haying the upper roller r removed, so as to

show more distinctly the interior arrangement of the machine. Supposing a pulley of about four feet

diameter were bolted to the arms of the fly-wheel e, (which i- omitted in the drawing,) and to which
motion were communicated by a leather -trap or belt from a corresponding pulley on a -halt connected
with a water-wheel or other power; it is evident that every revolution of the fly-wheel c woul I

the carriage or moving-frame ff backwards and forwards, giving motion to the different parts of the

machine, as described and shown above.

And supposing the crank ee, by the connect inLT-rod J, had pulled or drawn the moving-frami fj
forward so as to cause the button or cam m to strike against the stop n, the cam o would also >tnko

against the ebopp, and consequently push back or open the moving-jaw k, which turns on a pi

ther end. And supposing the moving-frame /•'/'were pushed back on the brasses xx, and towards
the last part of the' motion a h"t piece of iron (previously rolled to the desired Bize)were introduo

tween the -
r irons / /, it is evident that the cutter-box u u u would strike against the Btop

press up the chisel t against the chisel s, cutting off the necessary length of iron to make the shoe; and
should the moving-frame be drawn forward by the crank e, the piece of iron, being confined by the Bide

or irons // on the Bides, would be rolled or shaped by the vertical steels or Bwedges E E, when
the earn in would strike against the stop n and permit o to open the jaw /.• and let the piece drop; the

appearance and Bhape of which may be seen as represented by 11. are so ground or shaped as to roll

or taper the piece 11 at each end intended for the heels of the shoe ; but it is found by experiment that

by using the iron square, and so grinding the steel or swedges E !'. as to flatten or roll down the middle
of the piece, leasing the end-, square for the heels of the shoe, makes the best shoe.

3 ondly : Having explained the process of cutting the bar or rod into -ui table Lengths, and rolling or

shaping the -auie suitable for horse shoes, it remain- to describe the method of punching and gn
them. And having already stated that the machine for grooving and punching is precise!] the Bame
as the one above described for rolling or shaping the shoe, with the exception of the upper swedge,
which is substituted for the Bwedge represented in Fig, 2271 : supposing in a machine everj way similar

to the one for rolling or shaping the shoe, as described under the first head, (with the exception of the

upper swedge, in lien of which the one represented by Fig. '-''JTn was substituted,) the piece of iron

which came from the firal machine were introduced between the side steels or irons / /. and the machine
m, it is evident it would be grooved and punched and drop out of the machine on the moving-

jaw K being opened in the Bame manner as th oul from the first machine, as described
under the fint head.

Thirdly: Having described the manner in which the piece i- grooved and punched, it remaii
-how how it is bent, which is the Lasl operation The piece of iron being now rolled or shaped as may
1. • desired for a horse shoe, as also grooved and punched, is introduced into the machine, as Bho\i n and

i ibed in Figs. 2272 to 227 I.

We here copy Mr. Burden's claim :

'• Fir-t : I elaim the machine for rolling, draw ing, or shaping horse -1 b, a- described and represented

by Figs. '-''.'i'iT to 2272, at •< whoU at then arranged; namely, khose parts called ride Bteels or irons //,

which confine the piece of iron intended for a horse shoe, on the rides, while it is rolled or shaped by
the vertical Bwedges 111".. I also elaim the vibrating or reciprocating motion of movii frai

which gives motion to all the other part- of the machine, which enables the op rator to fei 1 up tl

intended for horse ihoes to the itop a. •
.

. and rolling and Bhapin ; them at the

tame time.

And I claim the above-named reciprocating motion, whether it be by Bide Bteels oi

named, or whether it be merely a pair of common red rollers, th Imp

channel turned or cut the ihai f the shoe, the other ha

v, the peripi I tongue being so shaped as to roll the shoe thinner at »om< t i

uthers, a- may be desii ed.

It w ill be i were connected
pinion-, and <>n the other end of on oed a wheel similar to the wheel M on i

of the h tndiug machine, bat ing a rack operati I wh< 1 1, c tcted to a <
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similar to the bending machine, it is evident that said rollers would move backwards and forwards, making
such part of a revolution as the length of the crank might give them. I therefore claim said recipro-

cating motion when applied to rolling or shaping horse-shoes by rollers. I do not claim the use of solid

rolli rs in rolling horse-shoes; for I believe this has been done, or, rather, attempted to he-done, and has

universally proved a failure, in consequence of not having reciprocating motion to enable the operator to

feed up the iron to a stop so as to insure the piece of iron intended for a horse-shoe being always in the

proper place to receive the impression from ihe roller.

Another reason why rolling horse-shoes by solid rollers has failed, is, that the tongue of the one and

socket of the other are liable to wear, and consequently have to be laid aside. Whereas, my method
of having the tongue or swedges, as also the socket, divided into sections, allows the whole being

ground, repaired, and moved at pleasure by screws, so as to insure the sides of the socket fitting close

in the tongue, as also having one side of the socket movable, to allow the shoes being discharged. I

also claim the method of having those parts of the machine which confine the iron on the sides, repre-

sented as side steels, marked / 1, movable, so as to permit their being ground, when worn, at the

same time moving them close up to the swedges EE by screws. I also claim the plan of making the

rul lets H, with an open mortise, so as to permit the swedges DD being moved. In fine, I claim

the method of dividing the working parts which roll or shape the shoe into such sections as enables me
to grind, replace, and remove them at pleasure ; in lieu of solid rollers, which, when worn, have to be laid

aside altogether. I wish it to be particularly understood that I do not confine myself to the precise

method of operating the machine for rolling or shaping horse-shoes, as represented by the drawing
hereunto annexed ; as, in lieu of the frame ff being moved, it may be made stationary, and the rollers i i

moved backwards and forwards in slides, with corresponding movements given to the other parts, which
would give analogous results.

Secondly : I claim the machine for grooving and punching horse-shoes, as represented by the figures

and descriptions thereof. That is to say, I claim the manner of confining the piece of iron intended for

a horse-shoe, between the side steels 1 1, while in the act of grooving and punching, by the upper swedgc
D having the pieces of steel fastened under the caps i i. I also claim the vibrating or reciprocatinir

motion of tlie machine in grooving and punching, for the same reasons as set forth in my claim to the

machine for rolling or shaping. I claim the manner of so shaping the edge of the steels as to leave

projections for the heads of the nails, as in all cases, even when made by hand, the groove is first

made, then the holes; but by my plan I make both at once, which serves the double purpose of adding

strength to the punches, by being formed and composing part of the steel which forms the groove or

channel, as also performing both operations at once. I also claim the method of fastening the two
pieces of steel which groove and punch the shoe under the caps i i, which permits their being screwed
down by four screws, when necessary, in consequence of their becoming short by filing or other causes.

And as I deem the discovery of forming the projections or punches on the same piece of steel which
grooves or channels the shoe of great importance, I shall describe the manner in which it is done. Take
a piece of cast or other steel, previously rolled or hammered to about one-fourth of an inch in thickness,

about four inches wide, and as long as necessary, to form the groove on one side of the shoe. Then
grind or reduce the edge by a file to the proper shape to form the groove : then mark the projections or

punches, filing down the spaces between the projections so as to give them sufficient length to form the

holes, which adds great strength to the punches, compared with the method of inserting small pieces oi

steel into a roller to form punches.

Thirdly : I claim the machine for bending horse-shoes, as represented and described by the drawings
thereof, in every particular as there arranged. And in addition to winch, I claim any other method oi

bending horse-shoes, so long as the piece is taken hold of by one end, while the other is bent round the

mould, no matter whether the mould revolve round or is stationary, and the piece of iron is pulled or

bent round it.

I also claim, in a particular manner, the placing of the face of the mould downwards, so as to permit
the -hoe to drop or discharge itself. I also claim the using of a piece of flat iron, as represented by the

dotted lines in Fig. 2273, for the purpose of keeping the shoe close up to the mould while in the act of

bending. 1 also claim the nipper or button, which closes and holds fast the end of the horse-shoe by
striking against the piece L while in the act of bending round the shoe shape K, and which opens in

consequence of its coming in contact with the other side of the piece L, and lets the shoe chop.

I also claim the manner of making the geering or wheels connected with the pieces of iron K and L
eccentric, or so shaped as to have the pitched line describe the same circle as the shoe.

HYDRAULIC RAM. See Ram.
HYDRODYNAMICS, is that branch of general mechanics which treats of the equilibrium and motion

of fluids. The terms hydrostatics and hydrodynamics have corresponding signification to the statics and

dynamics in the mechanics of solid bodies: viz., hydrostatics is that division of the science which treats

of the equilibrium of fluids, and hydrodynamics that which relates to their forces and motion. It is,

however, very usual to include the whole doctrine of the mechanics of fluids tinder the general term of

hydrodynamics, and to denote the divisions relative to their equilibrium and motion by the terms hydro-
statics and hydraulics. "We adopt the latter division, and shall confine ourselves to a few of the

most usually received theoretical deductions, and state those rules which have been the result of a ju-

dicious application of theory to experiment, as the subject itself is the one the least advanced of any

branch of mechanics, and we are as yet far from being in possession of the requisite data for a rigorous

solution of the problems which misc. Very many excellent treatises have been written, to which we
refer the scientific reader; but the extent of the subject forbids the introduction of any of them intc

this work, further than to select the best practical rules for the use of the mechanic.

Hydrostatics comprises the doctrine of the
]
ressure and the equilibrium of non-elastic fluids, as water

mercury, &c, and that of the weight and pressure of solids immersed in them.

1. Fluids press equally in all directions, upwards, downwards, aslant, or lateral! v
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Tins constitutes one essential difference between fluids and solids, soli i- pr ssing only downum
ji the direction of gravity.

2. The upper surface of a gravitating fluid at rest is horizontal.

3. The pressure ot';i fluid on every particle of the vessel containing it. or of any othei surface, real 01

imaginary, in contact with it, is equal to the weight of a column of the fluid, whose ba e is equal to thai

particle, and whose height is equal to it- depth below the upper surface of the fluid.

4. It', therefore, any portion of the upper part of a fluid be replaced by a part of the vessel, the pn -

sure against this from below will be the same which before supported the weight ot' the fluid ren

and every part remaining in equilibrium, the pressure on the bottom will be the same as it would if the

vessel were a prism or a cylinder.

5. Hence, the smallest given quantity of a fluid may be mail- to produce a pi

taining any proposed weight, either by diminishing the diameter of the column and increasing it- L

or by increasing the' surface which supports the weight. It i- upon this principle that the hydr
press is made to operate. Sen: HyDBOSTATIC I'm.--.

G. The pressure of a fluid on any surface, whether vertical, oblique, or horizontal, is equal to tin

weight of a column of the fluid whose base i- equal to the surface pressed, an 1 height equal to the di-

tauce of the centre of gravity of that surface below the upper horizontal surface of the fluid.

7. Fluids of different specific gravities that do not mix, will counterbalance each other in a bent tube

when their heights above the surface ofjunction are inversely as their specific gravities.

A portion of fluid will be quiescent in a bent tube, when the upper surface in both branches oi the

tube is in the same horizontal plane, or is equidistant from the earth's centre. And water poured down
one branch of such a tube, (whether it be of uniform bore throughout or not,) will rise to its own level

in the other branch.

Thus, water may be conveyed by japes from a >priiiLC on the side of a hill, to a reservoir of equal
• on another hill.

v
. 1 of a body in a fluid of greater specific gravity than itself, arises from the pressure i i

the fluid upwards against the under surface of the body.

The is that point of a surface against which any fluid
|

which if a force

equal to the whole pressure were applied, it would keep the surface at iv.-t. or balance it- t. ud< I

turn or move in any direction.

The centre of pressure of a parallelogram, whose upper Bide is in the plane of the horizontal level ot

the liquid, is at 3 i>( the line (measuring downwards) that joins the middles of the two horizontal sides

of the parallelogram.

If the base of a triangular plane coincides with the upper Burface of die water, then tin (•/</»•. ../

vftuure it at the middli of t/>> inn drawn from tin midai( of the bait t" the vertex of the tr

But, if the vertex of the triangle be in the upper surface of the water, while it- base i- horizontal, '<<

e Hi,-' ofpreesurt u at \ of the line drawn from the vertex to bisect tl<

If h the breadth and tithe depth of a rectangular urate. or other surface, exposed t" the pi. -
water from top to bottom, then the entire pressure is equal to 'lie weight of a prism of water whose
content is h h <l

:
. Or, if u and '/ be in feet, then the whole pressure = 31 \ bcP, in pounds.

If the gate !"• in form of a trapezoid, widest at top, then, if B and /. be the breadths at the top and

bottom respectively, and d tin 1 depth,

Whole pressure in pounds = :;i
\ [I y, — /,) -f- I,]

./'-'.

.—If any body float on a fluid, it displaces a quantity of the fluid equal to itself in weight
Also, the centres of gravity of the body and of the fluid displaced, must, when the body is at i

in the same vertical line.

If a vessel contain two fluids that will not mix, (as water and mercurj . ) and a solid of some inn rme
diate - ivity be immersed under the surface of the lighter fluid and float on the heavier, tbu

part of the solid iminer-ed in the heavier fluid, is to the whole Bolid as the difference between thi

cific gravities of the -olid and the light* r fluid is to the difference between the specific gravitios of the

lids.

The buoyancy of casks, or the load which they will carry without sinking, may be estimate !

oning 10 pounds avoirdupois to the ale gallon.

The buoyancy of pontoon* maj be estimated at about Iialfa hundred weight for each cubic

'I hue a pontoon which contained 96 cubic feet, would sustain a load of 48 cwt before it would sink.

1 1 1 T- it an approximation, in which the difference between A and \, that is, .'. of the whole weight, i-

allowed for that of the pontOOD it-elf.

This property hat been successfully employed in pulling up piles in a ii\er where the tide ebl

flows. A barge of considerable dimensions i- brought over a pile as the water begins I

chain which lias been pr.\ iouslj fixed to the pile bj a ring, <ta, is made to gird the barge, and i- then

fastened. A- the tide rises the vessel rises too, and by mean- of n- buoyant force draws up il

with it.

[n an actual ca 50 feet long, 12 feet wide, 6 deep, and draw

ployed Here, 60 X 12 X (<

X
'."

X '" = L92 x 71 — l:: 1
1 f

iily, ill.- measure of the force with which the I upon the
p

Specific gra itii If a body float on a fluid, the part immersed is to the wholi

gravity of the bodj toil. ravity of the fluid

// '('
i that part of mechanical science which relates to tho motion a lib*

I i itli w hich thej net upon bo
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Motion and effluence of liquids.—1. A jot of water, issuing from an orifice of a proper form, and di-

rected upwards, rises, under favorable circumstances, nearly to the height of the head of water in the

reservoir ; and since the particles of such a stream are but little influenced by the neighboring ones,

they may be considered as independent bodies, moving initially with the velocity which would be ac-

quired in falling from the height of the reservoir. And the velocity of the jet will be the same whatever
may be its direction.

2. Hence, if a jet issue horizontally from any part of the side of a vessel standing on a horizontal

olane, and a circle be described having the whole height of the fluid for its diameter, the fluid will reach

the plane at a distance from the vessel, equal to that chord of the circle in which the jet initially moves.

3. When a cylindrical or prismatic vessel empties itself by a small orifice, the velocity at the surface

is uniformly retarded ; and in the time of emptying itself, twice the quantity would be discharged if it

were kept full by a new supply.

4. But the quantity discharged is by no means equal to what would fill the whole orifice, with this

velocity. If the aperture is made simply in a thin plate, the lateral motion of the particles towards it

tends to obstruct the direct motion, and to contract the stream which has left the orifice, nearly in the

ratio of two to three. So that in order to find the quantity discharged, the section of the orifice must
be supposed to be diminished from 100 to 62 for a simple aperture, to 82 for a pipe of which the length

is twice the diameter, and in other ratios according to circumstances.

5. When a siphon, or bent tube, is filled with a fluid, and its orifices immersed in the fluids of different

vessels, if both surfaces of the fluids are in the same level, the whole remains at rest; but if otherwise.

the longer column of fluid in the siphon preponderates, and the pressure of the atmosphere forces up
the fluid from the higher vessel, until the equilibrium is restored ; and the motion is the more rapid as

the difference of levels is greater : provided that the greatest height of the tube above the upper sur-

face be not more than a counterpoise to the pressure of the atmosphere.

6. If a notch or sluice in form of a rectangle be cut in the vertical side of a vessel full of water, or

any other fluid, the quantity flowing through it will be § of the quantity which would flow through an

equal orifice placed horizontally at the whole depth, in the same time, the vessel being kept constantly full.

7. If a short pipe, elevated in any direction from an aperture in a conduit, throw the water in a par-

abolic curve to the distance or range r, on a horizontal plane passing through the orifice, and the greatest

height of the spouting fluid above that plane be h, then the height of the head of water above that con-

duit pipe may be found, nearly : viz., by taking, first, 2 cot e =— ; and, secondly, the altitude of the

head a= J r X cosec 2 e.

Ex. Suppose that r = 40 feet, and h= 18 feet. Then—=— = 1-111111 1 = 2 cot 60° 57' : andlL 2 ii 36

<=-£r X cosec2E = 20 X cosec 121° 54' = 20 X M77S96 = 23'55792 feet, height required.

Xote. This result of theory will usually be found about 4-5ths of that which is furnished by
experiment.

Motion of water in conduit pipes and open canals, over weirs, (be.— 1. When the water from a reser-

voir is conveyed in long horizontal pipes of the same aperture, the discharges made in equal times are

nearly in the inverse ratio of the square roots of the lengths.

It is supposed that the lengths of the pipes to which thi-< rule is applied are not very unequal. It is

an approximation not deduced from principle, but derived immediately from experiment.

2. Water running in open canals, or in rivers, is accelerated in consequence of its depth, and of the

declivity on which it runs, till the resistance increasing with the velocity, becomes equal to the accel-

eration, when the motion of the stream becomes uniform.

It is evident that the amount of the resisting forces can hardly be determined by principles already

known, and therefore nothing remains but to ascertain, by experiment, the velocity corresponding to

different declivities, and different depths of water, and to try, by multiplying and extending these ex-

periments, to find out the law which is common to them all.

The Chevalier Du Buat has given a formula for computing the velocity of running water, whether in

close pipes, open canals, or rivers, which, though it may be called empirical, is extremely useful in

practice.

Let v be the velocity of the stream, measured by the inches it moves over in a second ; r a constant

quantity, viz., the quotient obtained by dividing the area of the transverse section of the stream, ex-

pressed in square inches, by the boundary or perimeter of that section, minus the superficial breadth

uf the stream expressed in linear inches.

The mean velocity is that with which, if all the particles were to move, the discharge would be the

same with the actual discharge.

The line n i> called by Du Buat the radius, and by Dr. Robison the hydraulic mean depth. As its

affinity to the radius of a circle seems greater than to the depth of a river, we shall call it, with the

former, the radius of the section.

Lastly, let s be the denominator of a fraction which expresses the slope, the numerator being unity,

that is, let it be the quotient obtained by dividing the length of the stream, supposing it extended in a

jtraight line, by the difference of level of its two extremities; or, which is nearly the same, let it be the

cotangent of the inclination or slope.

The abo\ e denominations being understood, and the section, as well as the velocity, being supposed

uniform, v in English feet,

_ 307V(r- tVi )— 7 TlV(R— TsJ '

s- -4 log. (s -HI)
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or v= y/ B
301

ilog.(8+ |4)

When u and s are verv great,

Dearly.

The logarithms understood here are the hyperbolic, and are found by multiplying the common logs

-ithmsby 23025851.

Tlie slope remaining the Bame, the velocities are as y/ a — J
ff

.

The velocities of two rivers that have the same declivity, are as the square roots of the radii of thei'

section-.

If a is so small, that y/ a —
1 \ )

=0, or a = T
1

„. the velocity will be nothing, which i- agreeable to

experience; for in a cylindric tube a= -J
the radius; the radius, therefore, equal two-tenths; so that

the tube is nearly capillary, and the fluid will not flow through it.

The velocity may also become nothing by the declivity becoming bo small, that

-.—«- *-0iM
s
4 -ilog.(S +«)

-, or than '

i;

of an inch to an English mile, the water will have sensible motion
1

if — is lu-s than
s 500000

In a river, the greatest velocity is at the surface, and in the middle of the Btream, from which it

diminishes towards the bottom and the sides, where it is least. It has been found by experiment, that,

if from the square root of the velocity in the mi Idle of the stream, expressed in inches p, ,- sec 1, unity

be subtracted, the square of the remainder is the velocity at the bottom.

Hence, if the former vi = v, the velocity at the bottom = v — 2 v/i'-r-l.

The mean velocity, or that with which, were the whole Btream to move, the discharge would be the

same with the real discharge, is equal to half the sum of the greatest and Least velocities, as computet'

in the last proposition.

The in- in \ el city is, therefore, = » — \/ r + 4- (B.)

This is also proved by the experiments of Dn Buat.

When the water in a river receives a permanent increase, the depth and the velocity, as in the ex
ample above, are the first things that are augmented The increase of (he velocity increases the action

on the -ides and bottom, in consequence of which the width is augmented, and bod* times also, but

more rarely, the depth The velocity is thus diminished, till the tenacity of the -oil. or the hardn
the rock, afford a sufficient resistance to the force of the water. The bed of the river then changes only

by insensible degrees, and, in the ordinary language of hydraulics, is said to be permanent, though in

strictness tins epithet is not applicable to the course of any river.

Winn the sections of a river vary, the quantity of \\ ater remaining the same, the mean velocities are

inversely as the area- of the Bections.

This must happen, in order to preserve the same quantity of discharge.

The following table, abridged from Du Buat, serves at once to compare tie bottom, and
mean velocities in river-, according to the- formulae A and (B).

vi i.oen v in INCHES. \ ll.oen v IN INI 111 s.

Burl Bottom. Mean. Burface. Bottom.

1
1- 56 120 49-008

8 8-842 60

12 6*071 64 |o

16 9'
1 2 5 52 60-252

20 12 16-027 J2 012
24 16194 19-6 568 784

28 18-421 28-210 107 71

82 21 678 84

36 B8 70 1 12

10 145 84-172 188 -.I

l l 81-742 -71 96 77-870

151 41-670 L00 81-

564 282

The knowledge of the velocit) at the bottom i- of the

action of the stream on n bod
r. ery kind of soil has a ccrtaii rel cit) con i tent with the stability of

Id enable the wati it up, and a smaller velocit) would permit il on o(

more movable materials from abovi i • the stabil
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erating forces are bo adjusted to the size and figure of its channel that the current may be in train: it

must also be in equilibrio with the tenacity of the channel.

We learn from the observations of Du Buat, and others, that a velocity of three inches per second at

the bottom will just begin to work upon the fine clay fit for pottery, ami however firm and compact it

may be, it will tear it up. Yet no beds are more stable than clay, when the velocities do not exceed
l his ; fur the water soon takes away the impalpable particles of the superficial clay, leaving the particles

of sand sticking by their lower half in the rest of the clay, which they now protect, making a very per

manent bottom, if the stream does not bring down gravel or coarse sand, which will rub off this very
thin crust, and allow another layer to be worn off. A velocity of six inches will lift fine sand ; eight

inches will lift sand as coarse as linseed ; twelve inches will sweep along fine gravel ; twenty-four

inches will roll along rounded pebbles an inch diameter ; and it requires three feet per second at the

bottom to sweep along angular stones of the size of an egg. (liobison on Rivers)
Eytelwein, a German mathematician, has devoted much time to inquiries in hy-

drodynamics. His formula apply to the motion of water; 1st, in a cylindric

tube ; 2d, in an open canal. A. U
Let d be the diameter of the cylindric tube E F, h the total height F G of the \" '

head of water in the reservoir above the middle of the orifice F, and I the length

E F of the tube, all in inches ; then the velocity in inches with which the fluid will

issue from the orifice F will be _; _J3 \1jljflj li

/ 57 hd v^mmm
»=^VT+ETd-

€

this multiplied into the area of the orifice will give the quantity per second.

Let d= diameter of the pipe in inches, Q = the quantity of water in cubic feet discharged through
the pipe per minute, I = the length of the pipe in feet, and h = the difference of level between the

surface of the Avater in the reservoir and at the end of the pipe or the head ; then, any three of these

Quantities being given, the fourth may be determined from the following formula? :

—

r= 5\/
0-148 Q" (I -f 4-2 d

~~h

hd-

0448 (/ -f-
4-2 d)

hd" _ _ -0448 Q2
( I + 4-2 d)

•0448 Q2
'

( '

(f

These formula? are more convenient expressed logarithmically, thus

—

Log. d= »
{ 2 log. Q -f 2-6515 -f- log. (I+ 4"2 d) — log. h }

.

Log. Q=i {log. h -f 5 log. d— 2-6515 — log. (I + 4'2 d)).

Log. I = log. h -f log. d— 2-6515 — 2 log. Q (neglecting— 4-2 d).

Log. h = 2 log. Q -f 2-6515 -f log. (I + 4-2 d) — 5 log. d.

When a pipe is bent in one or more places, then if the squares of the sines of the several changes oi

direction be added into one sum s, the velocity v will be found by the formula

/ 548 dh
V-V d+ ^T+yTs

/, h, d, and v, being all in inches.

Prouy gives a very safe formula for calculating the velocity of water in pipes, and it is very conve-

nient for use, and is reliable.

V = velocity in feet per second.

D = diameter of pipe in feet.

H = the head, from surface of water in reservoir to the surface of water above the mouth of pipe.

L = the length of pipe.

"IT

S = - . Then Y = 48-5254 y/D S. The measures are all in feet.

L
For open canals.—Let v be the mean velocity of the current in feet, a area of the vertical section of

the stream, p perimeter of the section, or sum of the bottom and two sides, I length of the bed of the

canal corresponding to the fall h, all in feet : then

v•= \/ 95S2—* -f 00111— 0-109.
V pi

The experiments of M. Bidone, on the motion of water in canals, agree within the 80th part of the

enults of computations from the preceding formulae.

We have used the following formula of Eytelwein, taken from the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, article

Hydrodynamics, for ascertaining Hie velocity of water in an open canal, and the results have been satis-

factory.

d=z hydraulic mean depth, or mean radius in inches, called R in preceding formulae of Du Buat.

/*= fall in two mile of canal, in inches.

V = velocity/ in inches per second.

Then, Y —0-ny/fd.
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For apertures in the sides or bottom of w ssels.— It' q equal the quantity of water dischargedin cubic

feet per minute, > the velocity of the affluent water in feet per second through the aperture, a thi .

of the aperture in square inches, and h the height from its centre to the surface of the water, we b

V = fy/h ; and q = '41G7 a c^/h
;

in which c is a constant quantity, depending upon the nature of the aperture, and the value of which,

for several different forms, i- contained in the following table:

—

Nature cii the Orifices employed.
between tbi

theoretical and real Boding the

dlBch : citii - In 1

1 to ; B-04

1 to 0961 77

1 to 0961 7-7

1 to 1 7 7

1 to 0-861 69

1 to 0-861

1 to 0-861

1 to 0-685

1 to 0-621 5-0

Fur wide openings who.se bottom i- on a level with that of
|

For narrow openings whose bottom is on a level with that of /

The following table of Smeaton is mainly the result of experiments.

Tabu from one by Mr. Smeaton, for showing tin- height of head necessary to overcome

the friction of water in horizontal jiipcs.

Velocities per second of water in the pipes.

if the
pljH'<.Ft in. Ft in. I . in. it . ill. F . in. Fl. in. Ft in. ft. in. Ft. in. Ft in.

o ti 1 1 i; •j II -' 6 :i 3 S 4 4 i. 5

ii 4-5 1 4-7 _> ll-n 4 9-7 7 1-7 in 10 i:t -ii 17 Hill 22 ii 7 28 1 inch.
o 3-0 111 I li-3 3 2-5 4 9-2 6 80 ii 1-3 IL 10-6 17 0-5 18 6>1 J "

i) - 1 1 5-5 411 :i 6 9 5 0-5 ii 1IHI 8 11 11 3-4 11 (HI 1

1-8 ii G-7 1 2-0 1 ill .>
LO-3 4 0-4 V 5-6 7 1 G '.I 0-3 II

1-5 ii 5-6 H 11-7 1 7-2 2 4-6 :i 4-:t 4 fi-7 .-. ll :i 7 6-2 '.l 41 1. -
1-3 il 4-8 1011 1 45 2 ii:.

.» 10-6 :i lu-'.i 5 11 6 5-4 - 01
M 4-2 8-7 1 2-4 1 9 4 - 6-2 :i .Ml i :, :, .7 7-7 7 (in •J

10 u 3-7 ii 7-8 1 0-8 1 7U 2 2-9 :t ii- 1 :i ii-i; 5 ii- 1 ii 2-7 -.'

U (It) II 3-3 n 7-H 11-5 .VI
• n-J 2 8-8 3 US 4 61 5 7 "J

,i u-: ----- ii 5-0 ii 9-6 1 2-3 1 -J 2 :i-:t 'J 11-7 3 '.i 1 4 ,-u :i

o 0-6 II <2i n 5-0 8-2 1 0-2 1 5-3 I lit 2 6-6 :i 2*7 4 (10
ii hi; u 2-] ll II II 7"2 111-7 1 31 1 J -J-7

.> 9-8 :i till i

ii.5 u l!i ii 3-9 II i,l ii '.1.7 1 1-4 1 D 2 1 11 s ii
ii 1 :t II

I) 1)4 II M 3*5 o (l 8-6 1 0-1 1 11 1 114 i> :h 2 '.Hi

(1 III II 1 1 2-9 (1 1

- ii 71 ii llll 1 17 I 58 1 Kir, 2 411 c
II 1-2 II 2-5 II ii 6-1 (i 11-7 1 3-3 I 7-:t 2 (ill 7

ii 0-3 II Mi II
.....

ii .VI ii 7-li lu-j 1 11 1 i".i 1 '.III -

ii n 25 II (Hi II 1-9 II 3-2 ii i
-

ii 6*7 ii 9-1 ii li-.i 1 3-0 1 (i-7 g
ii ii-.' '1 0-8 II 17 1) 2-9 II •3 9 i.ii n ii in-: 1 IV 1 1

-
10

i) 0-2 II 08 'I IV, II .•I'. ii 3-9 ii V.7 n II '.17 1 9-3 1 :i-:i 11
ii 0-19 117 'I i:> II i i ll 3-6 •i ii i.

- ii •
. ii 11-3 1 is -

Look for the velocity of water in tin- pipe in tin- upper row, and in tin- column below it. and opp
given diameter ol tin- pipe standing in the last column, will be found tin- perpendicular bei

a column or head, in feet, inches, and tenths, requisite t" overcome the friction of Buch pipe for 100 feet

Ii. and obtain th.- given velocity.

From tin- present standard worl . I B. Francis, Esq., we <-\tra<-t

the following on weirs :

'I'hr formula proposed for weirs of considerable length in proportion to the depth upon them, and liav-

implete contraction, (as first sug jested t.« the author by Mr. Boyden in 1846,1 i>

.ii which

/ =
i =
n =

/.

Ci/—hn :

tin' quantity discharged in oubii

a constant coefficient.

I length of til,- weir in
I

.-i constant i fficient.

tin' number of end contractions. In a single weir having completi !

2, and when tl"- length of the n il to thi width of the canal

it, » I'.

the depth of water tl"« ing over thi . far < nough up rream from I

afTected by 1

1

used by the dhV I.
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By experiments the numerical values were determined as follows:

Q = 3.33 (L— 0.1 nil) ffi-.

the English foot being the unit of measure.

This formula is only applicable to rectangular weirs, made in the side of a dam, which is vertical on
the upstream side, the crest of the weir being horizontal, and the ends vertical; also, the edges of the

orifice presented to the current must be sharp ; for, if bevelled or rounded off in any perceptible degree,

a material effect will be produced on the discharge; it is essential, moreover, that the stream should

touch the orifice only at these edges, after passing which it should he discharged through the air, in the

same manner as if the orifice was cut in a thin plate. The formula is not applicable to cases in which
the depth on the weir exceeds one third of the length ; nor to very small depths. There seems no rea-

son why it should not be applied with safety to any depths between G indies and 24 inches.

The height of the surface of the water in the canal, above the crest of the weir, is to be taken for the

depth upon the weir; this height should be taken at a point far enough from the weir to be unaffected

by the curvature caused by the discharge ; if more convenient, it may be taken by means of a pipe

opening near the bottom of the canal near the upstream side of the weir, which pipe may be made to

communicate with a box placed in any convenient situation ; and if the box and pipe do not leak, the

height may be observed in this manner, very correctly. However the depth may be observed, it may
require to be corrected for the velocity of the water approaching the weir.

The end contraction must either be complete, or entirely suppressed ; the necessary distance from the

side of the canal or reservoir to the end of the weir, in order that the end contraction may be complete,

is not definitely determined. In cases where there is end contraction, we may assume a distance from
the side of the canal to the end of the weir equal to the depth on the weir, as the least admissible, in

arder that the proposed formula may apply
As to the fall below the weir, requisite to give a free discharge to the water, it is not definitely deter-

mined ; it appears that when the sheet, passing the weir, falls into water of considerable depth, the

depth on the weir being about 0.85 feet, no difference is perceptible in the discharge, whether the water

is 1.05 feet or 0.235 feet below the crest of the weir; it is very essential, however, in all cases, that the

air under the sheet should have free communication with the external atmosphere. "With this precau-

tion it appears that, if the fall below the crest of the weir is not less than half the depth upon the weir,

the discharge over the weir will not be perceptibly obstructed. If the sheet is of very great length,

however, more fall will be necessary, unless some special arrangement is made to supply air to the space

under the sheet at the places that would otherwise not have a free communication with the atmosphere.

In respect to the depth of the canal leading to the weir, experiments show that, with a depth as

small as three times that on the weir, the proposed formula agrees with experiment, within less than one

per cent. ; this proportion may be taken as the least admissible, when an accurate gauging is required.

It not unfrequently happens that, in consequence of the particular form of the canal leading to the

weir, or from other causes, the velocity of the water in the canal is not uniform in all parts of the sec-

tion ; this is a frequent cause of serious error, and is often entirely overlooked. If great irregularities

exist, they should be removed by causing the water to pass through one or more gratings, presenting

numerous small apertures equally distributed, or otherwise, as the case may require, through winch the

water may pass under a small head ; these gratings should be placed as far from the weir as practi-

cable.

If the canal leading to the weir has a suitable depth, it will be requisite only when great precision is

required, to correct the depth upon the weir for the velocitv of the water in the canal bv the formula

C-°>-
. , .

h being the head due to the velocity with which the water approaches the weir :
—

W .= Ull+hj? — A-'~p

Substituting //' for // in the previous formula, we obtain the flow increased for the velocity with which

the water approaches the weir.

Of gauging the flow of water in open canals of uniform rectangular section.— It has been frequently

found convenient at Lowell, to gauge large streams of water by causing them to flow through short rec-

tangular canals of uniform section, and a particular method of obtaining the mean velocity has been

practised, which will now be de-~ n'ibed.

A convenient part of the feeding canal is selected and lined with timbers and planks, so as to make a

smooth and uniform rectangular channel; this is called a flume. The mean velocity is obtained by
means of tubes, loaded at one end, so that they may float in nearly a perpendicular position, the lower

ends just clearing the bottom of the flume ; these tubes are put in near the upper end of the flume, and

from the observed paths and velocities that they assume through a defined portion of the length of the

flume, a mean velocity is deduced. The times of the transits are observed by the same chronometer,

the signals being made by an electric telegraph erected for the purpose. The telegraph used for this

purpose is a very simple apparatus ; the circuit is formed by an insulated copper wire, about ^L of an

inch in diameter, and the electric current is maintained by a small galvanic battery. 'Whenever the cir-

cuit is broken, a small electro-inagnet becomes demagnetized, which causes a slight blow to be struck

on a vertical glass plate, placed near the observer, who notes the times of the transits. The tubes are

cylinders, made of tinned plate, about two inches in diameter, and of a length usually a little exceeding

the depth of the water in the flume By a comparison of the results obtained by gauging, by the floats

and by weir, the error in assuming the average velocity of the floats for that of the stream, was found

to be correct within a trifling per centage.
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Co» —Fur these purposes, various contrivance*

have been proposed, of 'which two or three may be here described.

Suppose it be the velocity of the water in a river that is required; or, indeed, both the velocity and

the quantity which flows down it in a given time. where the banks of the riv< i

sti ep and nearly parallel, so as to make a kind of trough for the water to run through, and by taking

the depth at various places in crossing make a true section of the river. Stretch a string at right i i

over it, and at a small distance another parallel to the first Then take an apple, an oraage, or other

-mall ball, just -o much lighter than water a- to swim in it. or a pint or quart bottle partly filled with

water, and throw it into the water above tin- strings. < observe when it comes under the first Btring, by

means of a quarter second pendulum, a stop-watch, or any other proper instrument
;
and observe like-

wise when it arrive- at the second string. By this means the velocity of the upper Burface will be

obtained And the section of the river at th lined by taking vj

depths, as before. It' this section be the same as the former, it may be taken for the mean section: it

not, add botl and take half the sum for the mean section Then the area of the mean -

in square feet being multiplied by the distance between the strings in feet, will give the contents of the

in solid feet, which passed from one string to the other during the time of observation; and this

by the rule of three may be adapt her portion of time. The operation may often be greatly

abridged by taking notice of the arrival of the floating body opposite two stations on the -

cially when it i- not convenient to Btretch a string ai
i

M. Pitot invented a stream measurer of a simple construction, by means of which the velocity of any
part of a stream may readily be found. This instrument is composed of two long tubes of glass open

at both ends: one of these 'tubes is cylindrical throughout; the other has one of it- extremities bent

arly a right angle, and gradually enlarges like a funnel, or the mouth of a trumpet : these tub-
are both faxed in grooves in a triangular prism of wood; so that their lower extremities are both on the

level, standing thus one' by the side of the other, and tolerably well preserved from acrid

The frame in which these tube.^ stand i- graduated, close by the side of them, into divisions of in

and lines.

To use this instrument, plunge it perpendicularly into the water, in such manner that the opening of

mnel at the bottom of one of tne tube- shall be completely opposed to the direction of t
;

rent, and the water pass freely through the funnel up into the tube. Then observe to what height the

t rises in each tube, and a ite the difference of the -ides; for this difference will be the height due

to the velocity of the -tream. It is manifest, that the water in tin' cylindrical tube will be raised to the

same height as the surface of the -tream. by the hydros! e: while the water entering from

by the funnel into
-

the other tube, v. ill be compelled to rise above that -

at which it will be sustained by the impulse of the moving fluid : that is, the momentum of the stream
will be in equilibrio with the column of water sustained in one tube above the surface of that in the

other. h\ estimating the' velocity by means of this instrument, we must have recourse to theory as

ted by experiments. Thus, if h, the height of the' column sustained by the -tream. or the differ-

hts in the two tubes, be in feet, we -hall have v==6'5 </ h, nearly, the velocity, per Becond,

of the stream; if h be in inches, then r = '_''_'l7 </ />, nearly: or further experiments made with the

instrument itself may a little modify th ots.

Nora In an example like this, it is a good approximation, to multiply continually together, tl.

e, tht number 336, (336 = 5*6 X 66,) and tJte of the depth in feet of t/u

Thus, In the preceding example, it v, ill be | X >, X 336 X ^425 = | X 336 X 2062 = 17:; 2 i

:

-
' the orifice compared with its depth un ler the water, the nearer will the i

btained approach to the truth. If the height of the orifice be such as to require consideration, the

principle of Art. 6, page 17, may be blended with thi

Thus, applying thi- rule to Ex. 2, we -hall have area x y/ depth X 836 X § =9 X - X 224 =6048,
for tl • • discharged. Thi- i- less than the former rest I

"th pan. It i-, I

tore, a Lroo.| approximation, considering ii- simplicity: it may, in many casi ity of

•o tables.

HYDRO ELEC1 RICAL MACHINE. Th.- production of electricity by the pa im through

unknown till 1840. I nerallj concluded that it is tl the friction

of the op I forward by the rapid passage of the

n ;
the effect of thi- i- to render the steam or water positive, and the pipi - from which it .

ive.

this macbin Broadway

.

York, in which A A, i imports, three feet Ion

of rolled iron-plate, [inch thick; its extreme length i9 seven feet six inch
pied by tic- Bmol makin [ the act i

I Ii ad a half feet ; its diat

ami a half (•',. The furnace D an i ue I w itliin the boiler, and are furnished

with a metal -
i i for the pui

of experii . valvi .
' i are two tubes leadii:

K K to tl 1 1 ; A and I are :
i nl iron tube-, terminal)

the w hole • L is a valvi

e of ii„- maximum pie sure; M i- tin- safetj valve; N i('ion of a ji

' the second portion, which glides into il :i b\ a •
• that the I
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cd w uli fo
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tricity from the ejected vapor, and thus prevent its returning to restore the equilibrium of the boiler

The maximum pressure at the commencement of the experiments is 80 pounds, which gradually gets

reduced to 40 pounds, or lower. The portion of the apparatus which is peculiarly connected with the

generation of the electricity, is a series of bent tubes with their attached jets. Each jet consists of a brass

6ocket, containing a cylindrical piece of partridge-wood, with a circular hole or passage through it, | of

an inch in diameter, into which the steam is admitted through an aperture. The peculiar shape of this

aperture appears to derive its efficacy from the tendency it gives the steam to spread out in the form
of a cup. on entering the wooden pipe, and by that means to bring it and the particles of water of

which it is the carrier, into wry forcible collision with the rubbing surface of the wood.

The electricity produced by this engine is not so remarkable for its high intensity, as for its enormous
quantity. In no case, antecedent to this, has the electricity of tension taken so rapid a stride towards
assimilating with galvanic electricity. Mr. Faraday's experiments on the identity of the electricities had
shown how small was the quantity obtained from the best machines ; arid had given good reason to

expect that chemical effects would be exalted when the quantity could be increased. And such is the
case here ; a very remarkable experiment in illustration of this is, that not only is gunpowder ignited

by the passage of the spark, but even paper and wood shavings will be inflamed when placed in the
course of the spark passing between two points—such an effect was never before produced with
common electricity. In like manner, chemical decompositions are effected much more readily by means
of the hydro-electric, than by that from the common machine.
HYDRO-EXTRACTOR. An apparatus

for removing liquids or moisture from yarns
or cloths in the process of manufacture.

The main feature or principle of the machine
is extremely simple, consisting merely of a
circular open wire-basket, in which the wet
cloths are placed as uniformly as possible,

and which i- then made to revolve with such
rapidity that the moisture is thrown out

by the centrifugal force through the inter-

stices of the basket. As the vis inertias

prevents the instant communication of a

sufficient velocity to the basket loaded with
I various expedients have bi en

resorted to t,, make communicated velocity

progressive. The contrivances for this pur-

pose, on the original English patent, are ex-

plicated; but the arrangement
shown in Fig. 'J J 7 7 ,

(which is an exterior

view of th" machine and the driving appa-
ratui,) i< much more simple, and perfectly

It i- tin' invention of M. 0. Bry-
ant, of Lowell, Massachusetts. The whole
machine rests on two square bed-stones;

i ase, or ml), i^ only shown
in the figure, within which the win I

open at the to], for the reception of the

goods, revolves on a vertical -halt ; to this

shaft motion i- communicated from the

horizontal shaft beneath the tub by means
of bevel-geers. On the extremity of this

ital -haft i- fixed the driving pullej

.

'48 shown in the' figure.) This pulley is of
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the form usually employed on small tilt or trip hammers ;
a belt passing round this pulley, and contin

ually moving, communicates motion to the pulley whenever a binder brings the bell in close contact

with its periphery. The binder is attached to an extremity of an oscillating fram d from the

top of the tub, as sho^t a in the figure. The binder presses against the belt so as to communicate n

to the pulley. To stop the motion, the upper end of the oscillating binder-frame is pressed down
handle; the binder relieves the belt, and a rope attached to the periphery of a small pulley on the

binder-frame passing over a pulley fixed on the horizontal driving-shaft, and fastened at the other end
to the bottom of the tab, acts as a friction-brake to retard the motion of the shaft, and consequently ol

the basket. To keep the binder-frame in extreme positions a movable weight is placed on the handle

rod at the top of the frame, which slides from one end to the other of the rod, as the binder i- raisi d or

depressed.

The basket in this hydro-extractor i- about three ami a half feet in diameter; and in lull actio!!,

should make about son revolutions per minute. The driving-belt i- about eight inches wid(

driving-pulley eighteen inches diameter.

This machine is in operation at the Bay State Mills, in Lawrence, and at the carpet mill in Lowell;
and machines similar in the main principle are employed in many of the mills in this country, and

t isfaction.

HYDROMETER. An instrument for determining the specific gravities of 1

strength of spirituous liquors; these being inversely as their -j ific \ arious insti

different forms have been proposed lor ascertaining readily the e ivities of fluids, but only two
or three of them are deserving of description.

The hydrometer represented in Kg. 2278 consists bf a hollow glass ball B, with a smaller !

appended to it, and which, from its superior weight, serves to keep the instrument in a vertical position,

to whatever depth it may be immersed in a liquid. From the large ball rises a cylindrical stem ad, on
which are marked divisions into equal part-; and the depth to which the EStem will sink in water, or

any other liquid fixed on as a standard of specific gravity, being known, the depth to which it sinks in a

liquid whose Bpecific gravity i- required, will indicate, by the scale, how much greater or le<s it is than
that of the Btandard Liquid.

Those most celebrated are the scales of Baum6, Cartier, TwaddelL and Guy Lussac Mosl of

- are arbitrary, and formed after the ideas of tin ir projectors, but having no particular reference by
which they may be understood.

m d hydromefa r, by Guy Lussac, i- an exception, the extreme point-

being water and absolute alcohol ; this space i- divided into one hundred parts,

wing in alcoholic mixtures the percentage of alcohol in the liquid.

an- made of -. and Bilver, usually from -ix to ten inches long, of the

form represented in the cut, the graduations being marked on the Btem.

Table showing the Comparative Scales of Chty Lussac <'»/ Bourne", with tic

Speci ' and Proof, nt the Temperaturt of

liny 1. Baum6'8 Snule. sp.viiic Gravity. Proof.

15 7'."'. too

95 40 s 1 ;, 92 - . •

_• 90 833 82 -Jl

- - —1
| 80

33
31

sis 72

62
3 28 876 52

1 "" 20 B89 \'2
- -

- 24 901
• >;; 912 :! Ith proof.

•Jl 928 12

19 983 Proof
9 <

-
1.) is '.' 1

•_' B]

40 17 951 18

Jj L6

15

958
96 1 85

1 C ~
25 1 l 970 IS

,

Sxplanat facturere who employ Baume's hydrometer, or \nv

to know the value of the degrees on hi- scale, may find the follow in r formula useful :

—

LetBssBaun and 100= water. Then

1 1

1

Specific gravitj =—
Tliat i- to jay, l M divided by the difference between 1 1 1 an.) the given de free of Baui

gravity in q ence to water a umed= 100. 'I!

in in
-|„

i

— = !- 1.; — |..

Ill
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TwaddeU. Sp. Gr.

1000
10 1050
20 1100
30 1150
40 1200

Scale of Specific Gravities indicated bif TwaddelVs Scale,

Twaddell. Sp. Gr. I TwaddeU. Sp. (ir.

50 1250 100 i:

60 L300 L10 1550

70 1350 120 L600

80 1400 130 1650

TwaddeU. Sp. Gr.

150 1750
160 1800
170 1850
180 1900

90 1450 140 1700 190 1950

Hydrometer with weights.—There is ;i variety of kind- of hydrometers, with weights; the principal

ones are Dica's and Sikes's. They are used for ascertaining the strength of spirituous liquors.

Another easy method of determining the densities of different liquids, frequently practised, is by means
of a set of glass beads previously adjusted and numbered. Thrown into any liquid, the heavier balls

sink and the lighter float at the surface ; but one of them approaching the density of the liquid will be

in a state of indifference as to buoyancy, or will float under the surface. The number on this ball indi-

cates, in thousandth parts, the specific density of the liquid.

HYDROSTATIC PRESS. If there be any number of pistons of different magnitudes, any how
applied to apertures in a cylindrical vessel filled with an incompressible and non-elastic fluid, the

forces acting on the pistons to maintain an equilibrium, will be to one another as the areas of the

respective apertures, or the squares of the diameters of the pistons.

Let A B C D represent a section passing along the axis of a cylindrical vessel filled

with an incompressible and non-elastic fluid, and let EF be two pistons of different mag-
nitudes, connected with the cylinder ami closely. fitted to their respective apertures or

orifices j the piston F being applied to the aperture in the side of the vessel, and the pis-

ton E occupying an entire section of the cylinder or vessel, by which the fluid is con-

tained.

Then, because by the nature of fluidity, the pressures on every part of the pistons E and F, are

mutually transmitted to each other through the medium of the intervening fluid ; it follows that these

pressures will be in a state of equilibrium when they are equal among themselves.

Now, it is manifest, that the sum of the pressures propagated by the piston E, is proportional to the

area of a transverse section of the cylinder ; and in like manner the sum of the pressures propagated by
the piston F is proportional to the area of the aperture which it occupies ; consequently, an equilibrium

must obtain between these pressures when the forces on the pistons are to one another, respectively,

as the areas of the apertures or spaces which they occupy.

Hence it appears, that by taking the areas of the pistons E and F, in a proper ratio to one another,

we can, by means of an incompressible fluid, produce an enormous compression, and that too by the

application of a very small force.

Put P = the force or pressure on the piston E,

A= the area of the orifice which it occupies,

jo = the pressure on the piston F, and
a = the area of the orifice or space to which it is fitted

:

then, according to the principle announced in the foregoing proposition and demonstrated above, we
shall obtain

a : A : : p : P.

But because, by the principles of mensuration, the areas of different circles are to one another as the

squares: of their diameters ; if, therefore, we substitute d" and D" respectively for a and A in the above
analogy, we shall have

d2
: D2

: : p : P

;

and from this, by making the product of the mean terms equal to the product of the extremes, we get

the general equation,

pD2= Pda (A)

This is the principle upon which depends the construction and use of that very powerful instrument, the

Hydro, tatie Press, first brought into notice about the year 1796, by Joseph Bramah, Esq., of London.
The improvement introduced by Mr. Bramah, consisted in the application of the common forcing-

ction of water, or some other incompressible and non-elastic fluid, into a strong metallic

cylinder, truly bored and furnished with a movable piston, made perfectly water-tight by means of
leather collars or packing, neatly fitted into the cylinder.

The proportion which subsists between the diameter of this piston, and that of the plunger in the
forcing-pump, constitutes the principal element by which the power of the instrument is calculated; for,

by reason of the equal distribution of pressure in the fluid, in proportion as the area of the transverse
ii of the one exceeds the area of a similar section of the other, so must the pressure sustained by

the on.' e ceed thai ustained by the other.

Therefore, if the piston F, in the preceding diagram, be assimilated to the plunger in the barrel of a
forcing-pump, and the piston E to that in the cylinder of the hydrostatic press ; then, the equation (A)
involves every particular respecting the power and effects of the engine.

Example. If the diameter of the cylinder is :. inches, and that of the forcing-pump one inch; what
fe the pressure on the piston in the cylinder, supposing the force applied on the plunger or smaller pis-

ton to be equivalent to 750 lbs.?

Here we have given J) = 5 inches, </= 1 inch, and p = 750 lb-. ; therefore, by substitution, equation
fA) be

PD3

55 X 750 =PX1 !
;
that is, V = —- = 18,750 lbs.
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Rule.—Multiply the square of tlie diameter of the cylinder by the pressure on the piston, of the forc-

ing pump, and divide the product by the square of its diameter, and the quotient will express the in-

of the pressure on the piston of the cylinder.

_ P
'

]
.- ' or, in words:

—

Rule.—Multiply the given pressure on the piston of the cylinder by the square of the diam<

forcing pomp, and divide the product by the square of the diameter of the cylinder for the power re-

quired.

D=
|

pi

P

Ride.—Multiply the pressure on the piston of the cylinder 1>. teter of th

ing pump, and divide the product by the force with which the plung : then the square root

of the quotient will be the diameter of the cylinder sought.

d= \S~pD\

Rule.—Multiply the i
; rce with which the plunger descends by the square of the diameter of the cylin-

der and divide the product by the entire pressure on the piston; then extract the square root o

quotient for the diameter of the forcing pump.
The Hydrostatic pre-- i- generally furnished with an in

'

for measuring the inten-

sity of pressure, which may be easily estimated by considering the diameter of the valve, and th

.Mire upon it as the plunger of the forcing pump, and using previous rule-.

To determine the • of metal in the cylinder to withstand the required pressure.—The amount
of force which tends to rupture the cylinder along the curved side, that i- to divide the cylinder in halves

lengthways, is equal to re per square inch on each lineal unit of the diameter multiplie I by

the lcnjrth of the cylinder.

Thus, let the pi-ton of a hydraulic pre— he 10 inches in diameter, and the pressure 300 t ins net .• then

the pressure per square inch of piston will be 300 tons divided by the number of square inches in the

piston, or '

.
'

"i" = 7.639 lbs. The pressure per inch in length of the cylinder tending to split or tear

t, is equal to the diameter multiplied by the pressure per square irii h, or in this ca . 1" 7<>39=

76,390 lis., of which, of course, each side sustains one half.

Ths cohesive strength of cast iron varies from 1 :">,()( )() to 2o,000 1 1>>. per square inch; of wrought
iron, from 50 to 60,000 lbs. : 8,000 lbs. may be taken as the safe limit for cast iron, 20,000 tor v.

iron : hence, to withstand a force equal
'

' .;
'" or 38,195 lbs. on each side ; the thickness, if cast iron,

should lie about ."> inches; if wrought iron, L' inches.

nade to withstand fait little pressure, that is per square inch, are mostly made with cyli

of cast iron. Some of the cylinders of large presses are ist iron, bound with wrought iron

- Sg. 2289, hut the best material to withstand great pressure, is wrought iron. Of this material

R. Hot Co., New York, make their presses, and of this are the jacks of K. Dudgi ted.

An English rule tor the Construction of cast iron cylinder-, is to make the thickne88 of metal equal

interior radius of tie- cylinder, and to determine the entire pressure in tons. When the dia

of the cylinder is given, the following simple rule i-

I; ' .

—

.Multiply the square of th in inches by the constant number, 2*9186, and the pp
will he tic pressure in to

And again, when the pr< ssure in tons is given, the diameter of the cylinder may he d. termined by

by the following rule

Ruli

.

— Divide the given pressure in ton- by the constant number 2*9186, and extract the squar

quotient for the diameter of the cylinder in inchea

/ •,.'.-—The diameter of the cylinder in a hydrostatic press, is 1" inches; what i- its pow
what pressure d< rit ?

Here, by the first rule above, we have, P 10* 2*9186 29186 tons.

Example.— What is the diameter, and what the thickness of metal, in a pre-- of 800 tons power?
By the second rule above, we have, |>- 300

i
2-9186 102*81 nearly:

therefore by extracting the square root, we obtain, l> • 102*81 10*13 i

metal i-, I 10*18 :

-'-' 5*068 inchea

The hydrostatic pre-- i- one of the most convenient and simplest of all machines
: it i- u ed for punching, pressing, lifting and pulling. It was used for rai ing the in

. . \i Tubui ib Bridge, and is in general use for the baling and pressin

Yard, Washington, it i- used a- a proving uachr
g* chain cables ; ai •> jack it is made portable, and is applicable to all the put

intended.

eaent the front and ride ele*i ation of a -mall hydraulic pre-- n ith a han 1 f

pump: !' is a Strong D DO other material of sufficient

rent tin- fluid from issuing through its of sufficient

rupture, by reason of the immense p I tined to witl

\ under I' i- bored and polished "ith i
1

piston l», which is rendered perl

der by a simple ! nt ing< nioo

bit . the end of :1 -mall tube /' <> li i- il
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water is conveyed or forced into the cylinder ; the other end of the tube is attached to the forcing-pump

as represented in Fig. 2280 ; but this will be more particularly explained in another place.

A A are two very strong upright bars, generally made of wrought-iron, and of any form whatever,

corresponding to the notches in the sides of the flat table E, which is fixed upon the em! of the piston D
and by workmen is usually denominated the "follower" or "pressing-table."

1! is the top of the frame into which the upright bars A A arc lixed, and cc is the bottom thereof

both of which are made of cast, in preference to wrought-iron, being both cheaper and more easily

moulded into the intended form.

2283.

JS S/CL

The bottom of the frame cc is furnished with four projections or lobes, with circular perforations, for

Ae purpose of fastening it by iron bolts to the massive blocks of wood, whose transverse sections are

indicated by the lighter shades at G G. The top B has two similar perforations, through which are

passed the upper extremities of the vertical bars A A, and there made fast, by screwing down the cup-

nuts represented at a and a.

Fig. 2281 represents the plan of the top, or, as it is more frequently termed, the head of the frame;
tli'- lower side or surface of which is made perfectly smooth, in order to correspond with, and apply to

the upper surface of the pressing-table E, in Fig. 2280; this correspondence of surfaces becomes neces-

sary on certain occasions such as the copying of prints, taking fac-similes of letters, and the like ; in all

such cases, it is manifest, that smooth and coincident surfaces are indispensable for the purpose of ob-

dining true impressions.

Fig. 2281 represents the upper side of the block, in which the middle part B (through whose
rounded extremities a and a, the circular perforations are made for receiving the upright bars or

rods A A, Fig. 2280, is considerably thicker than the parts en each side of it; this augmentation of

thickness is necessary to resist the immense strain that comes upon it in that part ; for although the

pressure may be equally distributed throughout the entire surface, yet it is obvious that the mechani-
cal resistance to fracture must principally arise from that part which is subjected to the reaction of the

upright bars.

Fig. 2282 represents the plan of the base or bottom of the frame ; it is generally made of uniform
thickness, and of sufficient strength to withstand the pressure ; for be it understood, that all the parts of

tin' machine are subjected to the same quantity of strain, although it is exerted in different ways. The
upright liars, cylinders, and connecting-tubes resist by tension, the pistons by compression, and the
[>r<'"ing-tablc, together with the top and bottom of the frame, resist transversely.

The circular perforations c c correspond to a a in the top of the frame, and receive the upright bars in

the same manner; the perforations dddd receive the screw-bolts which fix the frame to the beams oi

timber represented at G G, Fig. 2280 ; the large perforation F receives the cylinder, the upper extremity
of which is furnished with a flanch, for the purpose of fitting the circular swell around the perforation,

and preventing it from moving backwards during the operation of the instrument.
A side view of the engine, as thus completed, is represented in Fig. 2283, where, as is usual in all

such descriptions, the same letters of the alphabet refer to the same parts of the structure.

F is the cylinder into which the fluid is injected; D the piston, on whose summit is the pressing-ta-
"le E; A one of the upright rods or bars of malleable iron; B the head of the press, fixed to the
upright bar A by means of the cup-nut a; c the bottom, in which the upright bar is similarly fixed;
ind < I a beam of timber supporting the frame with all its appendages.
But the hydrostatic press, as here described and constructed, must not be considered as fit for imme-

diate action; for it is manifestly impossible to bore the interior of the cylinder so truly, and to turn the
piston with so much precision, as to prevent the escape of water between their surfaces, without in-

creasing the friction to Buch a degree, that it would require a very great force to counterbalance it.

In order, therefore, to render the piston water-tight, and to prevent as much as possible o.^
the increase of friction, recourse must be had to other principles, which we now proceed to

explain.

'I'h'' piston Mi- surrounded 1>\ a collar of pump leather oo, represented in Fig. 2284, which
collar being doubled up, SO as in some measure to resemble a lesser cup placed within a
greater, it is lilted into a cell made for its reception in the interior of the cylinder ; and when
there, tie- tun parte are prevented from coming together by means of the copper ring pp, represented
in Fig. 'J'Jv~,. being inserted between the folds, and retained in its place, by a lodgment made for that

purpose on the interior of the cylinder.
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The leather collar is kept down by mi bus of a brass or bell-metal rim; >/< i

which ring i- received into ;i recess formed round the interior of the cylinder, and the cir-

cular aperture is fitted to admit the j>i~t <>n J) to pass through it, without materially in-

creaaing the effects of friction, which ought to be avoided as much as possible.

The leather is tints confined in a cell, with the edge of the inner fold applied b

piston D, while the edge of the outer fold i- in contact witli the cylinder all around its

interior circumference; in this situation, the pressure of the water acting between the folds of th«

leather, forces the edges into close contact with both the cylinder and pi-t<>n, and renders the whole
water-tight; for if the leather be properly constructed and rightly fitted into its place, it i- almost im-

possible that any of the fluid can escape; for the greater the pressure, the closer will the leatl •

applied to both the piston and the cylinder.

The metal ring mm is truly turned in a lathe, and the cavity in which it is placed is formed with the

same geometrical accuracy ; but in onkr i<< lix it in it- cell, it is cut into five pieces by a very fini

as represented by the lines in Fig. 2286, which are drawn across the surface of the ring. The foul

mente which radiate to the centre are put in first, then the segment formed by the parallel ken-
copper ring op and the leather collar oo being previously introduced.; and lastly, the piston which car-

ries the pressing-table.

That part of the cylinder above the ring m >n, where the inner surface is not in contact with th

ton, i- filled with tow, or some other BOft material of a similar nature; the material thus inserted ha- a

twofold use: in the first place, when saturated with sweet oil. it dimini-hes the friction that necessarily

arises, when the piston i- forced through the ring <" "< ; and in the Becond place, it prevents the adrnis-

f any extraneous substance, which might increase the friction or injure the surface of the piston,

and otherwise lessen the effects of the machine.

The packing here alluded to, i< confined by a thin metallic annulus, neatly fitted and fixed on tin

top of [he cylinder, the circular orifice being of sufficient diameter to admit of a free and ea

to the
i

If a cylinder thus furnished with its several appendages be placed in the frame, and the whole firmly

: and connected with the forcing-pump, as represented in Fig. 2280, the press is com-
pleted and ready for immediate use ; hut in order to render the construction still more explicit and
intelligible, and to show the method of connecting the press to the forcing-pump,
ht Fig. 2281 repn sent a section of th.- cylinder with all its furniture, and a small
portion of the tube immediately adjoining, by which the connection i- effected. -nl~
Then is PF the cylinder; D the piston; the unshaded parts o o the leather collar,

in the folds of which is placed the copper ring >'/'• distinctly seen, but not marked u-

,

in the the metal ring by which the leather collar is retained in its j
-

[dace; n n the thin plate of copper or other metal fitted to the top of the cylinder. t-L1" "i

tetween which ami the plate m m \< -ecu the -oft packing of tow, which we have
described above, a- performing the double capacity of oiling the piston and i

venting its derangement
The combination at w-x represents the method of connecting the injecting-tube to the cylinder: it

may be readily understood by inspecting the figure; but in order to remove all causes of obscurity, it

may be explained in the following manner.
'Ih'- end of the pip'- or tube, which i- generally mad'- of copper, ha- a projecting piece or socket-

flanch soldered or screwed upon it, which lit- into a perforation in the side or base of the cylinder,

according to th.- fancy of tin- projector, bul in this figure the perforation i- in the side.

The tube thus furnished i- forcibly pr< seed into it- -eat by a hollow- screv, to, called a union -crew.

which fits into an of equal thread made in th.- cavity of the cylinder; the joint is made
water-tight, by means of a collar of leather, interposed between the end of the tube and the bottom ol

tin- cavity.

A -imtlar mode of connection i- emploj ed in fastening th'- tube t" the forcing pump, the di scription

ot which, although it constitutes an important portion of the apparatus, does Dot properly belong to this

.
th.- principles of its construction and mode of action must therefore I" - ippoeed a- known, until

we come to treat of the construction and operation of pump- in general
Admitting, therefore, that th'- action of the forcing pump i- traders! I, it only now remains to . xplain

the nature of its operation in connection with the hydrostatic press, tin- construction of which we nave
-o copiously exemplified,

In order to understand th.- operation of th,- press, we must conceive the piston D, 1

low* i

i" ssible position in tin- cylinder, and the body or Bubstance to 1..- pressed, placed upon the

table E; then it i- manifest, that if water be forced along the tube /,/./. by means ol

the forcing pump it will enter tin- chamber of tin- cylinder F immediately beneath the piston l>. and
it to rise a distance proportioned t" the quantity "f fluid that has been injected, and w ith it

di terminable by the rati., between th.- square of th.- diameter of the cylinder and that of tl

pump The piston thus ascending crown, and consequently, the load along with il and bj

i. |" am. - the operation, more watei is injected, and the piston contin rid, till the Ix

with the head of the frame B, when the pressure begins ; thus it i- monil

trailing th.- proci rriod t.. am extent at pleasure; but we h.r.

I, in developing the theory, that there beyond which, with a given I and u

..id, | I..- unsafe to continue the -train.

\\ ben th.- press has performed it- office, and it bocoi

tig-valve, placed in the furniture of thi forcing-pump, must be opened, which will

Ijnder and return to the cistern, while the table and piston ! ihoii

return to tl" ir I ion
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open cylindrical or other vessel a bent tube be inserted, and if on the surface of the fluid a movabl*

cover exactly fitting the vessel be placed with a weight upon it. and the tube graduated:

—

Then, any additional weight placed upon the cover, may be determined by knowing the height tc

which the fluid rises in the tube; and conversely :—If the" additional weight he known, the height tc

which the fluid rises in the tube may be found.

Let ABCD represent a vertical section of a cylindrical vessel, or of any other vessel, whose side*

.ire perpendicular to the horizon; and let K IC be the corresponding section of the equilibrating tube.

Let both the vessel and the communicating tube be open at the upper parts A B and
/<. and conceive the vessel to be filled with fluid to the line E F or altitude It K;

then, on the surface of the fluid at E F. let there be placed a movable cover exactly

fitting the vessel, so thai the whole may be water-tight

Produce Y. Y to h, then i< the point h at the same level in the tube 1 K, as the surface

of the fluid in the vessel whose level is EF: upon the cover EFlet the weight w be

placed, and suppose a to be the point in the tube, to which the fluid will rise by the

action of the cover, tofrether with the weight 10 which is placed upon it; in this case,

the machine is in a state of equilibrium.

If some additional weight w' be placed upon the cover, then the original equilibrium

will be destroyed, and can only be restored by the fluid ascending in the tube to a sufficient height to

balance the additional weight.

J'ut 1) = A B or D C, the diameter of the cylindrical vessel, of which A B C D is a section,

d—de, the diameter of the communicating tube KIC,
k= ba, the height of the original equilibrating column,

jo= the weight supported by the column ba,

ic
J = the additional weight, whose quantity is required,

h' = a K. the increased altitude of the supporting column,

i =. E //', the de-cent of the cover occasioned by the additional load to', and
s = the specific gravity of the fluid.

Then it is manifest, that when the equilibrium originally obtains; that is, when the surface of the

fluid in the tube is at ,i. and that in the vessel at EF, the pressure of the fluid in the tube exerted at 6, is

-^ = •7854 d">hs,

where the symbol p denotes the pressure at b ; omitting the steps of the algebraic calculation, we obtain

m>'= 7854 h's(D"- + d-).

If the fluid be water, whose specific gravity is represented by unity, the equation becomes somewhat
bimpler

; for in that case, we have

w' = -7854 h' (D 2 + d-).

From this equation the magnitude of the additional weight, or the measure by which it is expressed,

Can very easily be ascertained ; and the practical rule by which it is discovered is as follows :

Rtdc.—Multiply the sum of the squares of the diameters by -7854 times the rise of the fluid in the

tube, or the elevation above the first level, and the product will express the magnitude of the additional

weight

Example.—The diameter of a cylindrical vessel is 16 inches, and that of the communicating tube one
inch

;
now. supposing the machine in the first instance to be in a state of equilibrium, and that by the

addition df a certain weight on the movable cover, the water in the tube rises 6 inches above the origi-

nal equilibrating level; how much weight has been added?

By proceeding, according to the rule, we have D2 + d" = 162
-f l

2= 256 -+- 1 = 257,

and by multiplication, we obtain w' = -7S54 X 6 X 257 = 1211-0868 avoirdupois lbs.

If the additional weight by which the water is made to rise in the tube be given, the distance above
the first level to which it will rise, can easily be found; for let both sides of the equation w' = -7S54 h'

(D2 4- P) be divided by the quantity -7S54 (D"-\-d"), and we shall obtain

/,' — -
7854 ip"- + d-)

And fnmi this equation, we deduce the following rule:—

Rule.— Divide the additional weight by the sum of the areas of the movable cover and the cross

section of the communicating tube, and the quotient will give the height to wdiich the fluid will rise

above the first level.

Example.—The diameter of the movable cover i-i 16 inches, and that of the communicating tube one

inch; then, supposing that the machine in the first instance is brought to a state of equilibrium, and
that a load of I'-'ll lbs. is applied on the cover, in addition to that wdiich produces the equipoise; to

what height above the first level will the water ascend in the communicating tube?

Proceeding, according to the ride, we obtain "785 1 (D2 + d") = '7854 (16
2
-f l

2
) = 201*8478 divisor

;

1211
sonsequcntly, by division it is W = —

—

- = G inches nearly.
20 1*84 id

And exactly after the manner of these two examples, may any other case be calculated; but in

applying the principles to the determinati m of weights, mercury ousdit to be employed in preference

U> water, as it exerts an equal influence in less space, and besides, it is not subject to a change of den-

sity by putrefaction and the like.
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Figs. 2280 and 2290 show the elevation and plan of a press capable of giving a pressure equa'
to 200 tons weight ; also of a press which is suitable for a pressure of 50 tons weight. Bv the arrange
ment shown, one set of pumps is sufficient to operate both presses.

2290.

vvp

The hand-wheels s and r operate valves which can be opened or shut as is wanted, so as to connect

or shut off either press from the pump-. v> is a hand-wheel moving a valve which allows cither of the

press cylinders to be drawn off. and returns (lie water into the tank under the pump through the pipe t".

i is a pipe through which the water is pumped on its passage to the presses until it reaches the valves

v and r, where it passes through the pipes r" or s
2
to either or both presses, as is wanted. The pumps

have three pistons, which are operated by the three-throw crank II, and are driven by means of the

pulleys G.

.s s s s are foundation blocks, of stone, on which the presses are placed, m m m m is a wooden frame

under the small press to raise it to a convenient height. A and a, are the chambers or cylinders of the

presses. B and b, are the pistons. DD and dd, are the top and bottom pieces, and EE, e e, are the

columns to the frames. C and c, are the platens or followers which are moved up by the pistons

B and 6. These presses are from the Lowell Machine Shop.
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HYGUOMETEK, an instrumeat for measuring the degrees of moisture or dryness of the atmosphere

Variations in the state of the atmosphere, with respect to moisture and dryness, arc manifested by :i

great variety of phenomena, and, accordingly, Dumerous contrivances have been proposed for ascertain

ing the amounts of those variations by referring them to some conventional scale. All such contrivances

are called h ; but though tin- variety of form that may be lti v.-u to them, or of -
I

-

thai may lie employed, is endless, they may all be referred to two classes; namely, ]-t, those which

art "ii the principle of absorption ; ami. 2d, those which act on the principle oicond n

1. Hygrometers on tic prtnciph of absorption.— Many Bubstances in each of the three kingdi

nature absorb moisture from the atmosphere with greater or less avidity, ami thereby Buffer

change in their dimensions, or weight, or some of their physical properties. Animal fibre is Boftened

and relaxed, and consequently elongated, by the absorption of moisture, ford- composed of twisted

vegetable substances are swollen, and thereby shortened, whin penetrated by humidity; and the

alternate' expansion and shrinking of most kinds of wood, especially when used in cabinet-work, and

after the natural sap has been evaporated, is a phenomenon with which every one is familiar. Man)
mineral substances absorb moisture rapidly, and thereby obtain an increase of weight Now it is evident

that any of these changes, either of dimension or of weight, may be regarded as thi of the

quantity of moisture absorbed, from which the quantity of water existing in the atmosphere in tl<

of vapor is inferred ; but many of them are so small in amount, or take place so -lowly, that they afford

no certain indication of the actual state of the atmosphere at any particular moment.

Saussure'a hygrometer consists of a human hair, prepared by boiling it in a caustic ley. Oni

tremity of the hair i- fastened to a hook, or held by pincers; the other has a small weight attached to

it, by which it is kept stretched. The hair is passed over a grooved wheel or pulley, the axis of which

carries an index which moves over a graduated arch. Such is the essential part of the instrument, and

it is easy to conceive how it acts. When the surrounding air become- more humid, the hair abso

additional quantity of moisture, and is elongated; the counterpoise consequently descends, and turns

the pulley, whereby the index is moved towards the one hand or the other. < In the contrary, when the

air becomes drier the hair loses a part of its humidity, and is shortened. The counterpoise j. .

v drawn up, and the index moves in the opposite direction. The accuracy of the indications oi

this instrument depends on the assumed principle that the expansion and contraction of the hair are due

jture alone, and are not affected by temperature, or other changes in the condition of the atmo
sphere. Experiment -hows that the influence of temperature
i- Dot very great ; but after all precautions have been taken 2891.

in preparing the instrument n l< found to be exceedingly
irregular in its movements, and subject to great uncertain-

3, the substance i- soon deteriorated, and will

.-c.uvely maintain it- properties unimpaired during a single

year.

The hygrometer of De Luc consists of a very thin slip of

whalebone, cut transverBeh or across the fibres, and stretch-

ed, by mean- of a spring, between two pointa One end is

fixed to a bar, while the other acts on the shorter arm of the

raduated -e.de. When the whalebone absorbs
it swells, and it- Length i- increased; as it becomes'

dry it contracts ; and the -pace over which the index moves
by the one or the other of these effi the measure
of the expansion or contraction, and the corresponding

rometric state of the atmosphere. The
action of tin- hygrometer appears to be more uncertain than

that of s.u,-

The hygrometers which have been proposed on the prin

ciple of a change of weighl arising from the absorption ol

moisture, are liable to still greater objections. Chai

weighl may indeed be measured with greater accuracy bj

imon or torsion balance: but in the present case

they are -o -mall, that the particles of du-t which are at ail

time- floating in the atmosphere maj produce a great alter

ation in the reaulta

f
t
portable.—Thi- In grometer is of very simple

•tion. and is bo arranged as to -how the humi
the atmosphere in decimal part- of the saturation, as well

iloiil a mean- of ascertaining the de\^ pom'

2291 represents a front elevation of the instrument, with the

details dotted A i- the back or main supporting piece,

of metal or glass, to which is attached, al the lower en

tremity, a long thin strip of wood, tl I
which run-

in a direction transverse to the length of the -nip. 'I he
upper end of thi- strip i- attached to the axis of the index
(_', which points out the de) rei "f saturation of thi- atmo
sphere A helical pring l» i- fastened at its lower end to

projecting from the front of the back piece \

contrary extremil I, b\ mean, of a conn
I

to the ind

of tie ii the indi i i tantly to hold n

vxpansion and contraction of the wood ilip, due to I
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sphere, moves the index round accordingly, and thus indicates upon the graduated dial the ratio o

moisture existing at the time being.

The dew-point is readily found by firs! ascertaining the exact temperature at the time of observation,

and from this subtracting the number indicated on the dial by the hand C, the remainder being the

temperature corresponding to the amount of moisture in the atmosphere, or, as it is technically termed.

the dew-point
2. Hygrometen on tin -principle of condensation.—The instruments of this class are of a more refined

nature than those which we have been describing. In order to give an idea of the general principle on

which they depend, let us conceive a glass jar, having its sides perfectly clean and transparent, to be
filled with water, and placed on a table in a room where the temperature is, for example, (50°, the tem-

perature of the water being the same as that of the room. Let us next suppose pieces of ice, or a

freezing mixture, to be thrown into tin' water, whereby the water is gradually cooled down to 55, 50,
•1">. iVc, degrees. As the process of cooling goes on, there is a certain instant at which the jar loses its

transparency, or becomes dim; and on attentively examining the phenomenon, it is found to be caused

by a very tine dew, or deposition of aqueous vapor, on the external surface of the vessel. The precise

temperature of the water, and, consequently, of the vessel, at the instant when this deposition begins

to.be formed, is called tin- dew-point, and is capable of being noted with great precision. Now this

temperature is evidently that to which, if the air were cooled dowm, under the same pressure, it would
be completely saturated with moisture, and ready to deposit dew on any body in the least degree colder

than itself. The difference, therefore, between the temperature of the air, and the temperature of the

water in the vessel when the dew begins to be formed, will afford an indication of the dryness of the

air. or of it- remoteness from the state of complete saturation.

But the observation which has now been described is capable of affording far more interesting and
precise results than a mere indication of the comparative dryness or moisture of the atmosphere. With
the help of table- of the elastic force of aqueous vapor at different temperatures, it gives the means of

determining the absolute weight of the aqueous vapor diffused through any given volume of air, the

proportion of vapor existing in that volume to the quantity that would be required to saturate it, and
of measuring the force and amount of evaporation.

The elastic force of aqueous vapor at the boiling point of water is evidently equal to the pressure of

the atmosphere. This may be assumed as corresponding to a column of mercury 30 inches in height.

Mr. Dalton, in the fifth volume of the Manchester Memoirs, has given the details of a most valuable and
beautiful set of experiments, by which he ascertained the elastic force of vapor from water at every
degree between its freezing and boiling points, in terms of the column of mercury which it is capable of

supporting. As the same experiments have since been frequently repeated, and the different results

present all the accordance which can be expected in so delicate an investigation, the ten-ion of vapor

at the different temperatures may be regarded as sufficiently well determined. Supposing, then. Ave

have a table exhibiting the elasticity or tension corresponding to every degree of the thermometer, the

weight of a given volume of vapor, for example, a cubic foot, may be determined as follows :

—

mi at 212°, and under a pressure of 30 inches of mercury, is 1700 times lighter than an equal

bulk of water at its greatest density, or a temperature of about 40°, and a cubic foot of water at that

temperature weighs 437,272 grains ; the weight, therefore, of a cubic foot of steam at that temperature

and pressure is, 437272 ~ 1700 = 257 -218 grains. Hence we may find the weight of an equal bulk of

vapor of the same temperature under any other given pressure, suppose 0'56 of an inch ; for the density

being directly as the pressure, we have 30 in. : 0'56 in. : : 257-218 grs. : 4-801 grs., which is the weight
required.

Having thus explained the principle of the condensation hygrometer, we will now describe one or two
of the forms under which it has been most frequently constructed. Daniell's hygrometer is represented

in Fig. 2292 : a and b are two thin glass balls of 1^ inch diameter, connected together by a tube having

a bore about \ of an inch. The tube is bent at right angles over the two balls, and the arm b c contains

a small thermometer dc, whose bulb, which should be of a lengthened
form, descends into the ball b. This ball having been about two-thirds

filled with ether, i- heated over a lamp till the fluid boils, and the vapor
from the capillary tube/ which terminates the ball a. The vapor

having expelled the air from both balls, the capillary tube is hermetically
closed b\ the flame of a lamp. The other ball a is now to be covered
witli a piece of muslin. The stand gh is of brass, and the transverse

socket i is made to hold the glass tube in the manner of a spring, allow-

ing it to turn and be taken out with little difficulty. A small thermom-
eter kl is in- srted into the pillar of the stand. The manner of using the

Instrument i- this: After having driven out all the ether into the ball b

by the heat of the hand, it is to be placed at an open window, or out of

door-, with tint ball h so situated that the surface of the liquid may be
on a level with the eve of the observer. A little ether is then to be
dropped on tl i ball. Evaporation immediately takes place,

which, producing cold upon the ball a, causes a rapid and continuous
condensation ef i he ethereal vapor in the interior of the instrument. The
consequent evaporation from the included ether produces a depression
of temperature in the ball b, the degree of which is measured bv the
thermometer de. This action i- almost instantaneous, and the thermom-
eter begins to fall in two seconds after the ether has been dropped. A depression of 30 to 40 degrees

ily produced, and the ether i- sometimes observed to boil, and tin- thermi meter to be driver.

below zero of Fahrenheit's scale. The artificial cold thus produced causes a condensation of the atmo-

spheric vapor upon the ball 6,wHch first makes its appearance in a thin ring of dew coincident with the
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surface of the ether. The degree at which this takes place most be carefully noted. In very da

windy weather the ether should be very slowly dropped upon the ball, otherwise il •

thermometer will be so rapid as to render it extremely difficult to be certain of the degree. In dry
:• r, on the contrary, the ball requiri 11 wetted more than once, to produce the requisite

of cold. Darnell's Mete irological Essaj -.1

The instrument which has now been described is extremely beautiful in principle; but it may bo

I whether, even when the greatest caution is observed, the temperature which it indical

precisely that at which the deposition of dew takes place. The deposition first occurs in a narrow rim,'

on a level with the surface of the ether in the ball b, thereby indicating that the ether is colder at the

surface than a little under it But if the temperature is not uniform it the ball it is evident

that only a small part of the bull) of the thermometer can !»• placed in the point where I

cold exists; consequently, the temperature indical ••! by the thi ter than i- 1

sary for producing the' deposition of moisture: in other words, the dew-point will be given too high.

HYPERBOLA. A plane figure, formed by cutting a section from a cue by a plane parallel to iis

axis, or to any plane within the com; which passes through the cone's vertex.

'lie' curve of the hyperbola i- Mich, that the difference between the distances of any point in it from
two given points is always equal to a given right line.

If lb.- rertexes of two cones meet each other so that their axes form one continuous straight hue. ami

the plane of the hyperbola cut from one of the cones be continued, it will cut the other com-, and form

what is called the oppositi hyperbola, equal and similar to the former ; ami the distance between the

~«-rte.\es of the two h\ pi irbolaa ia called the major axis, or transw r* diameter. It' ill.- distance between

h certain point within the hyperbola, called the /ocua, and any point in the curve, be subtracted from

the distance of said point in the curve from the focus of the opposite hyperbola, the remainder will

always be equal to agi .. thai is, to the major axis; and the distal f either focus from
the centre of the major axis is called the eccentricity. The 1 in. • passing through the centre perpendicu-

lar to the major axis, and having the distance of its extremities from those of this axis equal I

tricity, is called the minor 'axis, or conjugatt diameter. An ordinate to the major axis, a <

an the same as the corresponding lines in the parabola.

HYPERBOLIC LOGARITHMS. A system of logarithms, so called because the numbers express

the areas between the asymptote and curve of the hyperbola, those areas being limited by ordinates

parallel to the other asymptote, and the ordinates decreasing in geometrical progression. But as such

may be me e any system of logarithms whatever, the denomination is not correct The
hyperbolic logarithm' of any number is to the common logarithm of the same number in the ratio of

to 1, ,.r as 1 to -43429448.

ICE. Water in a solid, crystallized Btate, owing to the abstra s combined heat. Its specific

gravity, according to Dr. Thorn-on, is (j-2. The force of expansion 1 \ iter in the 1

found irresistible in all mechanical experiments to prevent it Advantage of this wonder
enomenon i- taken to burst bomb-shells, and other massive vessels, by filling them with water,
tng them up, and then exposing them to the frost The effects of this expansive force are often

. and the rending of rocks, attended with a noise resembling the ex-

plosion of confined gunpowder. Water, after being long kept boiling, affords an ice more solid, and with
air-bubbles, than thai which is formed from unboiled water; also pure water, kept for a long time

in vacuo, and afterward- frozen there, freezes much sooner than common water exposed to thi

cold in the open atmosphere; and the ice formed of water thus divested of its air, is much
1 aid, Bolid, h.avy, ami transparent, than common ice. [ce, after it i- formed, continues to expand

by decrease of temperature
;
to which fad i- probably attributable tl ccasional splitting and breaking

ponds during the time of freezing, ami sometimes, independent of other caut

oration of i I frozen continent at the poles. According to Dr. Black, ice requires
I 17 if i! to a fluid.

Thi of ice required for supporting fool passengers i- about two inches; for horsemen an 1

light carts, four inches; ami lor heavy carriages, not less than six inches: also, if eighl inches

.'i pounder guns 1
1 r it, or any load not causing a greater pressure than lOi

fool on tin ! I,\ tl,,' runnel', or Bkids OH which it n

they may have balks Becured bj lashings to the tire, of the wheel-, for them to slide 1

;

e, or lines of planks should be laid down tor them to pas

Weak ma\ be made eapah n heavy load- in a \<v\ -h.nt tiim- durii

spreading upon i! -tr.iu or brushw I crossing each other, and sprinkling them with

road whi 11 frozen; and if air, portion of the river remains
rrent, it may be made to in-, ze b\ mooring trees ami brushvt 1 bo a- to fl

W i. bin for walking upon it, a,man may often skate "\ •
1

al-o be U-. d for lb--
I

11-i-t of a sliglll '

on tin one of which d w ith ma I

like a ship, with -.rat rapidity, directly to windward, and attain a

nh a fair w imi.

ery liabl

pelled die -mail. •

, and forming a -mall

ihould l»' planked over, and Bhould slope upwards from tin-

1 1 r 11. and I
i

. which, if oi
,
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To cross rivers full of floating ice, very strong boats or canoes, cut out of entire trees, are required tc

resist the pressure ; they may be dragged over the floes (even if in motion) which are too solid to admit

of breaking canals through tiiein.

Small barriers of ice, or the keys of barriers interrupting the navigation, or causing an inundation,

may be destroyed by turning streams of water against certain points, so as to melt an opening, or by
means of charges of powder in casks or bags, fixed underneath or lodged in holes bored in the ice, anc
fired simultaneously. A charge of six pounds, placed in the centre of ice two feet thick, will break it

up into small pieces throughout a circle of ten feet radius.

Ice and snow, well rammed together, form temporary parapets capable of even more resistant

against shut than those of earth.

K.T.-BOATS. There are many descriptions of boats which come under this denomination; namely,
those that are designed to sail upon the surface of the ice, and those that are employed to open the

navigation of frozen rivers or canals, by breaking up the ice. The first mentioned kind of boats is

much used in Holland, on the river Maeze and the lake Y. These ice-boats are propelled, it is said,

with incredible swiftness, sometimes so quick as to render respiration difficult ; they are found very

useful in conveying goods and passengers over lakes and great rivers in that country. For this pur

pose a boat is fixed transversely over a thick plank, or three-inch deal, under which, at the extremities,

are fixed irons, turned up forwards, resembling and operating as skates ; upon this board the boat rests,

with its keel at right angles to it; and the extremities of the boards serve as out-riggers to prevent the

boat from upsetting, whence, therefore, ropes are fastened that lead to the head of the mast, in the

mature of shrouds, and others passed through a block across the bowsprit. The rudder is made some-
what like a hatchet, with the edge placed downwards, which, being pressed down, cuts the ice, and
serves all the purposes of a rudder in the water, by enabling the helmsman to steer, tack, Ac.

The other kind of ice-boat alluded to, is a strong and heavy-laden canal boat, fitted up for the pur
Dose of breaking the ice, by arming the fore-part of the keel and the bows with iron, which penetrate

and break down the ice as the boat is drawn forcibly along by an adequate number of horses towing it

on the path. This measure of opening the navigation of a canal is seldom adopted, except when the

i»e is only a few inches in thickness, or when a thaw has rendered thicker ice of little tenacity.

ICE-HOUSE. A repository for ice during the summer season. In America and other places ice is

kept in deep cellars, from which the external air is excluded as much as possible, and provided with

drains to keep them dry. When the surrounding soil is moist, a frame-work or case of carpentry is

constructed, having a grating at bottom, and is so placed in the cellar as to be twoor more feet distant

from the floor, sides, and roof of the cellar. In this the ice is said to be as perfectly preserved as in a
dry cellar. Some market-gardeners preserve ice in great heaps, by merely building it upon an ele-

vated base in the open garden, and covering it over and around by. a very thick stratum of straw or

reeds. This plan of preserving ice is in accordance with Mr. Cobbett's recommendation in his Cottage

Economy, wherein he observes that "an ice-house should not be underground, nor shaded by trees, but
lie exposed to the sun and air;" that its bed should be three feet above the level of the ground, and
composed of sometliing that will admit of the drippings flowing instantly off; and he adds, that "with
some poles and straw, a Virginian will construct an ice-house for ten dollars, worth a dozen of those

which cost the man of taste in England as many scores of pounds." The ice-houses built by the Vir-

ginians consist of an inner shed, surrounded by an outer one, and having a sufficient vacant space
between the two to enable a person to walk round; the walls and roofs of both the sheds are made of

thatch, laid on about a foot thick; and the ice is deposited in the inner shed on a bed of straw. In
England and France, the common form of ice-houses is that of an inverted cone, or rather of a hen's

egg, with the broad end uppermost. The situation of an ice-house should be dry, as moisture has a
tendency to dissolve the ice ; it should also be so elevated that water may freely run off. It should be
exposed to the sun and air, not under the drip, or in the shade of trees, in order that the external de-

1
" '-it of moisture may be readily evaporated. The form of the building may be varied according to

circumstances ; but in the well or receptacle for the ice, it is desirable to have sufficient room for the

deposit of two or three years' consumption, as a provision against mild winters. Where the situation

is of a dry, chalky, gravelly, or sandy kind, the pit may be entirely below the surface of the ground;
in which case, an ice-house on the following plan may be advantageously introduced.

Dig a pit of about twelve feet deep, and wide enough to permit the erection therein of a frame cf

rough wood posts. This frame is to be fourteen feet wide each way at the bottom, and sixteen feet

each way at the top. The posts may be about nine inches in diameter, placed near enough to each
other for thin laths to be nailed upon them, and the inside be dressed to an acute angle, so that as little

wood as possible may touch the ice. On the inside let thin laths be nailed at about two feet apart. On
the outside, at moderate distances, nail rough boards, and fill the place within with wheat or rye straw

in end. The inside of the roof to be made in the same wayT
, and also the gables. Straw is to be

sewed on the inside, and heath or straw on the outside of the door. The outside of the roof is to be
thickly thatched with straw or heath; and heath, brushwood, or fir-tops, to be filled in between the

outside boarding and the surrounding ground, and then neatly thatched or turfed over. The bottom 01

the house, for two feet deep, should be laid with large logs or stones, next with heath, fir-tops, or brush-

wood, and then with straw. The ice-house, tints completed, will look like a square beehive inverted,

and is then r< a ly to receive the ice or snow. But, unless the house be in a very shady place, it may
be necessary to extend the root, where the door is placed, five or six feet, making a second gable and
door, finished in the same way as the first, and fill up the intervening space, except a passage, with
heath or straw.

Mode of filling the house.—When the ice (or snow, if ice cannot be procured,) is put into the house,

it must be well beaten down with a pavior's rammer, or mallet, and the surface always kept concave,

as by this means any snow or ice that may melt will run to the middle, or interstices, and freeze. Foi
'.he same reason, the ice ought always to be kept concave when it is taken out for use. Should the
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frost t«! very intense when the iee-house is £,
rettin^ filled, it may be very beneficial at the cli

each day's filling to throw in thirty or forty pail- of water, which will fill the interstices and :

When the house is full, spread npon the concave .surface a carpet, or sail split up in the mi. Idle, and
upon the top thereof a foot thick of water When ice is required lor the use of the family, or when it

is necessary to put in fresh meat to lie on the face of the ice for preservation, or to take out for us

straw and carpet, or Bail, i- to In- opened in the middle. Should rats infest the place, an iron-wire

frame or case may be required to put the meat or fish, 4c., into when lying on the ice. A small

surface-drain ought to he dug round the house, to prevent any water running into ir. Opening the door

of the house does little harm. Damp or dense Bubstances touching the ice are much more prejudicial

than dry air.

ICE-SAWS, large saws u-od for cutting through the ice, for relieving -hips when frozen up. The
is employed in the Greenland fisheries, and others that navigate the polar seas, are regularly fur-

I with these machines, as the lives of the crew not nnfrequently depend on the expedition with
which a passage can be cut. so as to disengage the vessel before tin- further accumulation of ice renders

it an impossible undertaking. The Baw, with a weight suspended to it. is introduced by mean- of a

hole broken through the ice. and i- suspended by a rope passed over a pulley fixed to a triangle. A
party of a dozen or more men run out and back again with a rope, and thus move the -aw up and
^own till it has cut its way bo far as to hang perpendicularly from the pulley. The triangle i- then

moved a foot or two further, and the sawing recommences, the services of the whole crew being required

in this laborious undertaking.

In Hood's machine, the saw i- suspCD hd by a Blight sledge, and is worked by the power of only two
or three men at the end of a lever; a bar, called a propeller, is fixed on the lever between the fulcrum

and the saw, the other end resting on the surface of the ice. and so adjusted that each motion of the

lever shall produce a cut of a given length, ami at the same time, by means of the propeller, pu-h the

sledure on, so that the teeth of the -aw -hall always be in contact with the ice-.

a -ide elevation of the machine, n >i / i- a sledge, of open frame v.

.

on the

surface of the ice; 6 a transverse bar passing through the lever e e, and forming the fulcrum on which
it moves; this lever has a cross-handle ated in perspective in doited lin tnp or

consisting of two cheek-, one on each side of the lever, loosely pinned at top to (he l.

bottom io the saw/; g a clamp similar to e, bj which the weight d which is of the shape of a d

convex lens) i- bung to the lower end of the Bavi
;

. tin- propeller, an iron bar, terminating below
ili'. -.and at top id a fork, and suspended on the lever ly means of a trans>

huug to the propeller al m
; » a tran verse bar, limiting the motion of the handle end of the

upward diri-. Hon. Ii should be understood thai there is a duplicate frame similar to thai bi

new, on the other side of the machine, abou! isi and connected b

erving laterally, there are al the handle ends two
which the I- n ill oiil\ |.

men to work it ; and it should nol be nil after tin

through is accomplished. The saw can be guided bj the lever in an into
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pieces most convenient for removal, either by pushing them under the adjacent floor of ice, or by drag-

ging them out of the ship's track into clear water.

ICE-TRADE. The ice-trade of the United States was commenced by Frederic Tudor, of Boston, in

1805. The first enterprise resulted in a loss, but was, nevertheless, followed up until the embargo and

war put an end to the foreign trade, at which period it had yielded no ]>r<>rit to its projector. After the

close of the war, in 1815, Mr. Tudor recommenced his operations by shipments t<> Havana under a con-

tract with the government of Cuba, which enabled him to pursue his undertaking without loss, and

extend it, in 1817, to Charleston, S. C. ; in the following year to Savannah, Ga.; and in 1820 to New
Orleans. On the 18th May, 1S33, the first shipment of ice was made to the East Indies, by Mr. Tudor,

and since that period he has extended his operations to Madras and Bombay.
Previously to 1832 the trade had been chiefly confined to the operations of the original projector,

although several enterprises had been undertaken by other persons and abandoned. The increase of

shipments to this period had been small, the whole amounting, in 1832, to 4352 tons, which was taken

entirely from Fresh Pond, in Cambridge, and shipped by Mr. Tudor, who was then alone in the trade.

Up to this time the ice business was of a very complicated nature. Ship-owners objected to receive it

on freight, fearing its effect on the durability of their vessels and the safety of voyages; ice-houses

abroad and at home were required, and the proper mode of constructing them was to be ascertained.

The best modes of preparing ships to receive cargoes were the subject of expensive and almost endless

experiments. The machines to cut and prepare ice for shipping and storing, and to perform the opera-

tions of hoisting it into storehouses and loweriog it into the holds of vessels, were all to be invented,

involving much expense and vexation. Many of these difficulties have now been overcome, and since

1832 the trade has increased much, and appears destined'to a still more rapid increase for some years,

jt has also been divided among many parties, and its methods have been further improved and a knowl-

edge of them more widely diffused.

The ice has been chiefly taken from Fresh and Spy Ponds, and since 1811 mainly transported on the

Charlestown Branch Railroad, which was constructed for that purpose. Quite recently, ice establish-

ments have been made at most of the ponds near Boston, and it is probable that in a few years the

product of all these waters may be required to supply the trade. In the year 1839 the great quantity/

of ice cut at Fresh Pond, and the consequent difficulties which had arisen among the proprietors as to

where each should take ice, induced them to agree to distinct boundary lines, which were settled by-

three commissioners, on the principle of giving to each the same proportion of contiguous surface of the

lake, as the length of his shore-line was to its whole border.

The shipments of ice from Boston coastwise, for the year ending December 31, 1847, amounted to

51,887 tons. The ice shipped to foreign ports during the same period amounted to 22,591 tons.

The freight paid during this year is supposed to have averaged as high as 82.50 per ton, at which

rate it would amount, on the 74,478 tons shipped abroad and coastwdse, to $186,195
I In re is a great variation in the cost of securing ice and stowing it on board vessels, caused

by winters favorable or otherwise for securing it, and by the greater or less expense of the

required for voyages of different duration, or by difference of season when the ship-

ments are made. Taking all these contingencies into consideration, the cost of ice when stowed
on board may be estimated to average §2 per ton, which would give for the quantity shipped.. 14S,95fi

There were in 1847 upwards of 29 cargoes of provisions, fruits, and vegetables shipped in

ice to ports where otherwise such articles could not be sent, the invoiced cost of which, at

on, would average about $2,500 each 72,500
To these items may be added the profits of the trade to those engaged in it 100,1 I

Total returns £5U7,651

The methods and materials for preparing vessels for the transportation of ice have been various,

formerly their holds were ceiled up at the sides, bottom, and top, with boards nailed to joist-ribs se-

cured to the side of tin- vessel, and with double bulkheads forward and aft. The spaces thus formed
were filled with refuse tan, rice-hulls, meadow-hay, straw, wood-shavings, or like materials. These
spaces were made of a thickness proportionate to the length of the voyage, and with reference to the

on The immediate surface of the ice was covered with the same materials, excepting tan. At
the present time sawdust is used almost exclusively for voyages of considerable length. It is placed

immediately between the ice and the side of the vessel. This material is obtained from the State ol

Maine, and before it-, use for this purpose was entirely wasted at the water-mills, and, falling into the

si reams, occasioned serious obstructions. During the year 1847, 4600 cords were brought to Boston, at

rage value of $2.50 per cord, delivered.

Almost the whole value of the returns of the ice-trade, including freight, are a gain to this country.

The ice itself, the labor expended on it, the materials for its preservation, and the means of its trans-

portation, would be worthless if the trade did not exist.

[ce being shipped and used tit all seasons, large storehouses are required to preserve it. Exckfsiv

of ic- houses on the wharves at Charlestown and East Boston, in which ice is stored for short periods

there had been erected in 1817, and previously

—

At Fresh Pond, in Cambridge, ice-houses capable of containing 86,732 tons.

At Spy Pond, in Wesi Cambridge 28,000 "

At Little Pond 2,400 "

At Weiiham Pond 13,000 fc

At Medford Pond 4,000 "

At Fel Pond, in Maiden 2,000 "

At Horn Fond, in Wobum 4,000 "

At Sum in r's I 'olid 1.2oo "

Total ! > 332 tons.
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The ice-houses now in use are built above ground. Tu southern countries, where ice is most valuable

they are constructed at greater expense, usually of brick or Btone, and the protection to the i

in air-spaces, or in dry, li_rlit vegetable substances inclosed between two walk. In this vicinity, on the

borders of the lakes, where ice is least valuable, they are usually built of wood, in which case they ar«

of two walls, formed by placing two ranges of joist upright, framed into plates at the top, and placed

in the ground at the bottom, or framed into Bills; these two ran led with boards secured to

that -ide of each range which is nearest the other, and the Bpace between the two boardings filled with

refuse tan, wet from the yard-. This wet tan is frozen during the winter, and until it is thawed in the

spring and summer, little waste occurs ; afterwards the waste is more rapid ; but, as a large portion "f

the ice is shipped or otherwise used before this takes place, the 1"-- in quantity is -mall, and, occurring

before the expenses of transportation have been paid, is of less pecuniary moment
In one instance brick has been used in the construction of an ice-house, whii b

land, and the vaults of this ice-house are 10 feet in depth, and its walls are four feet thick from outside

to inside, inclosing two sets of air-spaces. Such a construction is more costly, but lias the advantage of

durability and safety from fire, to which ice-houses are much exposed from the frequent juxtaposition

of railroad-engines, and the light, dry materials used about them to cover and otherwise presei re ice.

In .the winter of 1847, about $650 were paid daily for labor of men. and $230 for that of horses, when
the weather was most favorable for cutting ice. Such activity is, however, of short duration, as there-

are not generally more than 20 days in ;i season which are really favorable to the operation of securing

ice. The price paid is usually $1 per day for horses and men.

At first the implements of husbandry only were used in securing ice; but as the trade became more
important, other machines and different methods were adopted, and abandoned when better were

Drought forward, or when the increased magnitude of the business required greater facilities. More ice

is now secured in one favorable day than would have supplied the whole trade in 1832. Ordinarily,

before there has been cold enough to form ice of suitable thickness, snows fall on it- surface. If this

occurs when tin- ice is four or more inches in thickness, and the snow not heavy enough to sink the ice,

it can be removed by using horse- attached to the " snow-scraper? and under Buch circumstances this

i- the method in common use. But if -now falls so heavy as to bring the water above the Burface of

the ice, it is removed, after it has congealed into snow-ice, with the "ice plane."

-• preliminary expenses are often very great; frequently, after much expense has been incurred

to remove a body of snow or snow ice, the weather becomi - warm, and Bpoils the ice on which so much
has been expended. And. on the other hand, if it is not done, and the cold continues, there will be
little or no increase of thickness to the ice, which i- equally a disaster.

When the ice is made up for transportation, it is emploj ed in ships as ballast, for which purpose it is

carefully cut up into block- to lit the hold, and covered with sawdust, straw, and charcoal oust, all non
conductors of heat, under cover of which it i- conveyed on the voyage. When the ice i- regularly

-hi].] • being cut into blocks, il is packed on hoard the vessel, in thin air-tight boxes, with
straw and hay. \\i this manner it i- conveyed without loss.

The ma. Inn. ry employed for cutting the ice is worked bj mi d and horses in the following manner:

—

From the time when the ice first forms. H is carefully kept free from snow until it is thick enoi

i( ;
that process commences when the ice i- a foot thick. A surface of some two acre- i- thi

i which at that thickness will furnish about 2000 tons; and a straight line is then drawn through
ii- centre, from side to -ide each way. A small hand-plough is pushed along one of these lines, until

is about three inches deep and a quarter of an inch in width, when the ••marker." Fig. 2294,

i- introduced This implement is drawn by two horses, and makes two m parallel with the

2] inches apart, the gage remaining in the original groove. The marker is then shifted to the out-

and makes two more. Having drawn these lues over the whole surface in one direi

is repeated in a transverse direction, marking all the ice out into squares <•! 21 in. -he-.

In the mean time, the "plough," Fig. 2296, drawn l.\ asingle horse, is following in thi cutting

the ice to a depth of Bix inch

' nnnnl

2290.

6 -• ^*fr*^ ^^^ \ £

One entire range of blocks is then cut oul with thi and the remainder an
off toward- the opening thus mad.- with an iron bar. 'I bis bar, repn 9< uted in Fi shaped Dke
a spade, and i- ..i rm. When it i- dropped in'" the g ye, the I. lock -pin- •

light I.low bein r sufficient to produce thai eff

ting" is Blight oi otherwise, according to the temp ratureol the atmosphere. " Platforms," • r low I

me work, are pla 1 near tl pi uing made in the ice, with iron slides extending into the -

and a man stand i lido armed with an " ice-hook." With this ho
!,and by a sudden jerk thrown up tho " slide" on to the " platform." In

is speedil) covered with ice bj tl e water on tho platforms, si

i tie in, more than 200 pounds, arc hurled alon r tin

re without w. : hi Bi ide tl platfoi

pablc of ."I. 1 kin hich, when I led, i- drawn upon tho ice to tho I

utorehouse, where a large stationary platform the same i

which
;

i the takin up of thi

Vol. II. I

'
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building are performed by the horse himself. The frame which receives the block of ice to be hoisted,

is sunk into a square opening cut in the stationary platform, the Murk of ice is pushed on to it, the horse

starts, and the frame rises with the ice until it reaches the opening in the side of the storehouse ready

for its reception, when, by an ingenious piece of mechanism, it discharges itself into the building, and

the horse is led back to repeat the process.

Forty men and twelve horses will cut and stow away 400 tons a day. In favorable weather 100 men
are sometimes employed at once. When a thaw or a fall of rain occurs, it entirely unfits the ice for

market, by rendering it opaque and porous; and occasionally snow is immediately followed by rain,

and that again by frost, forming snow-ice, which is valueless, and must be removed by the " plane."

2298. 229!).

2297.

The operation of planing is somewhat similar to that of cutting. A plane, Fig. 2299, gaged to run in

the grooves made by the marker, and which shaves the ice to the depth of three inches, is drawn by a

horse until the whole surface of the ice is planed. The chips thus produced are then scraped off, and if

the clear ice is not reached, the process is repeated. If this makes the ice too thin for cutting, it is left

in statu quo, and a few nights of hard frost will add below as much as has been taken oft' above.

In addition to filling their ice-houses at the lake and in the large towns, the company fill a large

number of private in' houses during the winter—all the ice for these purposes being transported by
railway. It will be easily' believed that the expense of providing tools, building houses, furnishing

labor, and constructing and keeping up the railway, is very great, but the traffic is so extensive, and the

management of the trade so good, that the ice can be furnished at a very trifling cost.

ICOSAHEDRON, or ICOSAEDRON, in geometry, one of the regular platonic bodies, comprehended
under twenty erpial triangular sides or faces. It is formed of twenty pyramids, whose bases are the

twenty equal and equilateral triangles, the summits of which terminate in the centre of the body.

Let S represent the side ; then will surface = 5 S2
<,/ 3 = 8-66025403 S2

, and solidity = |- S3

7

+

3 ^ 5= 2-1816950 S 3
.

2

ILLUMINATION". Without entering minutely into the subject, it is evident that the value of any
means of illumination must depend upon two things—namely, upon the quantity of light evolved, and
upon the consumption of lighting material which accompanies it. A candle, or a lamp, itc., will be the

more valuable, the more light it gives from as little tallow or oil as possible. Light cannot be measured
with reference to its quantity anymore than heat; it cannot be estimated how much light a flame

emits, but it can be scientifically ascertained how much more or less light it evolves, than another flame.

All determinations of this nature are, therefore, comparative. The most casual observation of two
tlaines, for example, that of a candle and of gas, shows the one, although both are of equal size, to be

infinitely brighter than the other.

The dissemination of light is entirely effected by radiation; the intensity may, therefore, be said to

express the sum of the rays which are emitted to a certain surface, for example, to a square foot. It is

•'. iilent, that the sum must be diminished by the distance from the source, as the rays separate more
and more from each other. According to the laws of optics, the intensity is in relation to the square of

the distance ; when, therefore, a surface is illumined to the same extent by two flames, the rays of light

from^each will be proportional to the square of the distance at which each flame must be placed in

order to produce an equal amount of light. It is upon this principle that the actual determination of

the intensities and quantities of light depends; the measure for both is, therefore, the distance to which
the flames to be compared must be brought, in order to produce an equal amount of light. (See Pho-
i 'METER, in article Gas.) Practically, however, it is not possible to determine, even approximative!)',

ree of brilliancy ;
the degree of light is therefore not observed, but its negation, the shaihm:

In such experiments a board is used, covered with unglazed white paper, before which, at a distance

of from two to three inches, an iron rod is placed, which has been previously blackened by holding it

in the candle. Opposite this board, but at the same height, the flames to be compared are so placed
that both the slunlows (for each throws a shadow) fall close to each other upon the board, and then the

stronger Same i- so far removed, or the weaker one approached, until both shadows appear equally

deep, and lastly, their respective distances from the centres of the flames are measured. The squares
of these distances give the relative intensities of light; if a flame, for example, has been three times as

far removed as another, its intensity will be to thai of the latter, as 32
to l

2 = 9 : 1 = 1 : 9, or 9 times
greater. As such observations are simultaneous, and of like duration, they give likewise t lie relative

lies of light ; for unequal lengths of time, this has only to be multiplied with the respective du-
ration. When one of these flames, therefore, burns 3 hours, and the other only 2, then the quantities oi

light evolved will be in the proportion, 3 X 9 : 2 X 1 or 27 : 2.

One circumstance in particular requires notice : that when two perfectly similar shadows of this kind

bserved from one side, the one appears brighter than the other, and the same is the case, the order

only being reversed, when they are oi be o ber iide; so that the rule is, to observe them
ilways from a position exactlj opposite the board. Prai the best guide in forming rules.

The usual dimensions of a candle are not fixe I arbitrarily or bv chance, but are absolutely necessary
to a well-regulated pro ion. If the wick is too large in proportion to the surrounding

of fat, as is the case in tapers, no reservoir is then forme I. and all the advantages attending it are

lost. In the opposite case, which applies to all common candles, the wick which is rather too small

produces a flame, whilst the outermost layer of fat is beyond the sphere in which fusion is going on.
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A thin ring-shaped wall, as is easily observed in the less fusible stearine candles, remains > t

certain height, and is very objectionable from the shadow which it throws, but more so from if

gradually undermined and falling into the reservoir, which it overfills and causes the candle to g

When it has once overflowed, the evil is doubled. Rir all the fat which by overflowing, has i

ndg^s, is -till farther removed from the region of the flame. In night lights, made of . wax,

where intensity of light is a secondary consideration, this circumstance has been turned to

These are made with a common-sized wick, but a disproportionate thickness of fat, so that a very deep

and full reservoir is formed
;
an excess therefore of melted fat, which, as too much of the free part of the

wick remains immersed, causes them to give a very Bmall quantity of Light For the sake of Bafety,

thcv arc made -n short that they will swim upright upon a basin of water. Several r* ru>

distinguished in the whole course of the process which is going on in a lighted candle The beat

erated by the flame, and for the greater part carried upwards by the current of air, acts however by

radiation to rach a degree downwards, that sufficient or rather too much fat is melted, for sup]

food to the flame. The fat is supplied directly by the wick, the capillarity of which is constai

work, Bucking up the fluid matter, and carrying it to the sphere of combustion. The lower oncharred

portion of the wick (up to <l. Fig. 2300) acts the part of a sucking-pump; the decomposi-

tion takes place iii the entire upper Mack portion: the fat, which arrives there, is im-

mediately exposed to a high temperature, without being able to come into direct con!

with the air; it is in the same position as if it were inclosed in an iron retort between red-

hot coals, and it suffers, consequently, dry distillation. The gaseous and vaporous i

Me products form the dark nucleus;' of the flame, between which and the surrounding

air. the sphere of successive combustion is situated The air streaming from below up-

wards, to the L.MM-S in f. consumes in the first instance tin' hydrogen, and separates the

in as incand - in the luminous part of die flame i. Lastly, on

the outside, in the hardly perceptible bluish halo g, the carbon is consumed; this o

chiefly at the base, which does not appear luminous, in consequence of the air exerting

full influence at that part.

Every portion of tallow, which burns and gives out light, prepares the following portion

. lergoing the -ami- process. I he different Btates of the flame may he partially made
visible by an interesting experiment that is easy of execution. If a bottle is tilled with

water, and BUpplied through the cork with a siphon in a downward direction, and a
I

drawn out to a point in an upward direction, and this point he brought into the interior of

the flame whilst the water i- allowed to run slowly from the siphon, the bottle becoi

Idled with the con ipors in the form of a gray smoke. The vapors obtained from

. for the most part, to a dry, -olid, fatty acid; not so those from oil or tallow. On blow-

ing with the mouth, these vapors may be expelled from the bottle, and they hum, when ignited, with a

i flame, which i- hut slightly luminous, in con r the admixture of air. The exp riment

may he made without danger with a common pipe, and by suction with the mouth. The importai

using hard, solid tallow-, to prevent guttering, is ohvious, aid all the material- should likewise

pure as possible ; for whatever is not decomposed in the same manner as tallow, or wax, will obs

the capillary tubes of the wick.

It i- no; remarkable from the nature of candles and the mode in which they disseminate light, that

their intensity and consequent power of illumination, even under the same circumstances, should

very variable In the beginning, when the wick is freshly -nulled, this variation is comparatively -

and the intensity increases up to a certain point, when, from an excessive length of -null', dep
spongy matt tonstantly diminishes, until the candle is again Bnufled or the deposit burnt and
then the pro.-. -- i- repeated Peclel found by comparison with Can-el's lamp) that the primary intt n-

sity of a candh- = LOO, 6 = 1 lb,) became in I minutes 92, in s minutes 50, in In minut - 1 1. in \-l

minutes 88, in \'< minutes 34, in 20 minute- ::_', in '."_• minute, 25, in •_'! minutes 20, in 28 minul

and in 1" minut.-- li. Another candle, (6 to the lb.,) diminished from .

intensity, = 100, in 5 minute, to 76, in I to ;,;., in 15 to i 1, in 20 to :;-.>, in 26 to 82, in I I

to -j ], and lastly, in 40 minum- t.. 1 ... Less than half an hour, therefore, i, sufficient to reduce the light

from a candle to J of its original brilliancy . 'I he -a i in- diminution wa- the result of Rumford'
lion-, namely, ,! after •-"' minutes. When, below, the intensity of candles i- compan
lamp, the mean intensity of id minutes' duration in tallow candles is to be understood, wh

,al time suffered to elapse between each snuffing ; in stearine, wax, and spermai

taken, which occurs when the wick, without any deposition of snuff, has

to emerge from tic- flame.

It ha, already been point.
I all determinations of the illuminating p

n 1 hence arises the demand for a suitable point of comparison.
Tic- flame of Carcel's clock work lamp (see Lamps) is of Buch very uniform brilliant

impaired Mr several hours after it has been ignited, that lamps, candle,

compared with n. On comp exactly similar lamp, of this kind in -u.-h a manni i

was kepi i jtanth burning, wbilsl tl therwns freshly ignited for each observation, i

ibe brilliancy which in the beginning was 100, increased in half an hour to I"

•In-; to 117, which it then retained f»r f
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Illuminating Power of Candles.

Variety of Candle.
Comparison of

the intensity

of light.

Consumption
of material in an

hour.

Comparison of illuminating power

Directly. With Carcel's

lamp = 100.

8s

100-00

10-66

8-74

7-50

13-61

14-40

14-40

40-00
raPeseed

oil.

8-51

7-51

7-42

8-71

933
8-92

2-318

1-253

1-164

1-011

1-563

1-543

1-614

100]

54-04

50-21

43-61

67-41

66-58

85-68

5s

Wax " 5s

Illuminating Power of Lamps.

Sort of Lamp.

No. I. Carcel's clock-work lamp
... II. Kitchen lamp
... III. Lamp with flat wick

... IV. Lamp with chimney

... V. Table lamp with circular oil-vessel, and semi-

circular wick
... VI. Astral lamp
... VII. Sinumbra lamp
... VIII. Lamp with fiat wick and iuvert'd reservoir

. . . IX. Wall lamp with inverted reservoir and semi-

circular wick
... X. The same with round wick

... XL Liverpool lamp with inverted reservoir

... XII. Wall lamp with constant oil level and
regulator

...XIII. Hydrostatic lamp

Breadth of the
I

Average
|
Consump-

|

<
?'
u

?,

nt
j.

ty of

wick, or diameter intensity of lion ofrape- n"ht 'ronl

of the burner.

Lines.

6-8
| 92

3-2 (thick)

S-2 (broad)
7-6

1 2-5

6-2
I

9-4

5-2
|

8-8

8-4 (broad)

13-0 "

7-4 10-0

60 9-2

5-8

7'4

8-0

9-2

light from
twelve ex-
periments.

seed oil 'in |

an equal

one hour in
quantity of
oil, Carcel s

lamp =100.

100

665
15-13

19-37

32-64

44-98

5250
21-50

39-33

5254
41-80

82-46

9244

grammes.

40-64

8-05

9-40

12-33

20-88

28-70

26-74

14-90

2015
29-33

26-78

35-44

38-94

100

33'5S

65-71

63-82

63-54

63-72

79-78

54-80

79-35

72-81

63-45

111-60

.113-90

(See Lamps, Light.)

IMPACT. The single instantaneous blow or stroke communicated from one body, in motion, to an

other, either in motion or at rest.

IMPENETRABILITY. In physics, one of the essential properties of matter, or body. It is a prop
erty inferred from invariable experience, and resting on this incontrovertible fact, that no two bodies

can occupy the same portion of space in the same instant of time. Impenetrability, as respects solid

bodies, requires no proof ; it is obvious to the touch. With regard to liquids, the property may be

proved by very simple experiments. Let a vessel be filled to the brim with water, and a solid incapa-

ble of solution in water be plunged into it ; a portion of the water will overflow exactly equal in bulk

to the body immersed. If a cork be rammed hard into the neck of a vial full of water, the vial will

burst, while its neck remains entire. The disposition of air to resist penetration may be illustrated in

the following way : Let a tall glass vessel be nearly filled with water, on the surface of which a lighted

taper is set to float. If over this glass a smaller cylindrical vessel, likewise of glass, be inverted and

pressed downwards, the contained air maintaining its place, the internal body of the water will descend,

while the rest will rise up at the sides, and the taper will continue to burn for some seconds, encom-

passed by the whole mass of liquid.

IMPETUS. The product of the mass and velocity of a moving body, considered as instantaneous, in

distinction from momentum, with reference to time, and force, with reference to capacity of continuing

its motion. Impetus, in gunnery, is the altitude through which a heavy body must fall to acquire a

velocity equal to that with which the ball is discharged from the piece.

INCIDENCE, in mechanics, is used to denote the direction in which a body, or ray of light, strikes

another body, and is otherwise called inclination. In moving bodies their incidence is said to be per-

pendicular or oblique, according as their lines of motion make a straight line or an angle, at the point

of contact.

Angle of incidence, generally denotes the angle formed by the line of incidence, and a perpendicular

drawn from the point of contact to a plane or surface on which the body or ray impinges.

Thus if a body impinges on the plane at a point, and a perpendicular be drawn, then the angle made
by this perpendicular and the incident ray is generally called the angle of incidence, and the comple-

ment of this the angle of inclination.

When light, or any elastic body, is reflected from a surface, the angle of incidence is equal to the
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angle of reflection ; and in the case of refraction, the sine of tin- angle of incidence has to the sine of the

angle of refraction a constant ratio.

[NCLINATK >N, denotes the mutual approach <>r tendency oftwo I

other, so that the lines of their direction make at the point of contact an angle of greater or less magnitude

INCLINED PLANE. One of the mechanical powers : a plane which forms an angle with the ho-

rizon*. The force which accelerates the motion of a heavy body on an inclined plane, i- to the I

gravity, as the Bine of the inclination of the plane to the radius, or as the height of the plane

length. If /"= force accelerating the bocrj on an inclined plane, of which the inclination i- /'. and il

1/ = farce of gravity,_/= 31 sine i. Hence the motion of a body on an inclined plane, i- a motion uni-

formly accelerated.

If two bodies begin to descend from rest, and from the same point, the one on an inclined plat

the other falling freely to the ground, their velocities at all equal heights aoove the surface will he

equal. Hence the velocity acquired by a body in falling from rest through a given height is th<

whether it fall freely, or descend on a plane any how inclined The space through which a body will

descend on an inclined plane, i- to the Bpace through which it would fall freely in the same time

sine of the inclination of the plane to the radius.

When a power acts on a body, on an inclined plane, so as to keep that body at rest, then the weight,

the power, and the pressure on the phme, will be as the length, the height, and. the base of the plain',

when the power acts parallel to the inclined surface; that is,

If the weight be measured by AC,
,

The power will be measured by BC,
And the pressure on the plane AB.

These properties give rise to the following rules :

—

weight x height of plane
power= —— — —

length oi plane A B
. ,

power X length of plane
weight = . . . . ,

height ot plane

, ,
weight X base of plane

pressure on the pl-me = ,
, . ,r length ol plane

These rules express the conditions of equilibrium, and it is obvious, thai if either the weight or the

power be increased, friction excepted, motion of the body must ensue
When the power does noi act parallel to the plane, the conditions of

equilibrium may be found thus : Draw a line perpendicular to the direction

of the power'- action; the weight, power, and pressure on the- plane, will

\ C, C B, A B.

When the line of direction of the power is parallel to the plane, the

power is least

If two bodies, on two inclined plan.-, sustain each other by mean- of a

string over a pulley, their weights will be inversely as the lengths of the

plan.--.

The Bpace which a body descends upon an inclined plane, when descending on the plane by the force

of gravity, i- to the Bpace which ir would fall freely in the same time, a< the height i- to the length of

the plane; and the Bjpaces being the Bame, the times will be inversely in that proportion.

INDICATORS. The important and useful little instrument which we have represented in the fol-

lowing figures has very materially contributed to the perfection and efficiency of our modern steam-
engines; not only by enabling the engineer to ascertain and register the exact values of the forces from
which its pow.-r i- derived, at the point where these forces come into effective operation, but also l'\

pointing out the precise periods, in relation to the different parts of the Btroke, at which these elemi nt-

of power come into action, and thereby conducing to the most economical and perfect combination of
them. By it- use he is introduced, as it were, into the interior of bis engine, and i- made cognizant of

It- most OCCult and delicate movement-.

The idea embodied in thi< ingenious and beautiful instrument was originated by the

James Watt, who, at a very early period in the history of the -team engine, employed a machine iden

tical in the principle of its operation, though less compact in form than that now -o extensively in use.

Hi- object •

rtain with certainty the mean steam pressure, and, more particularly, the p
tion which the vacuum in the cylinder l... re, at different part- of the Btroke, to that iii the condei

order to determine the dimensions of cylinder required for any given power, a- also the relate..

portions proper to be given to the steam and exhaust port m Having attained these objects, and
given to the world bo many imperishable monument- . i his genius, succeeding mechanician- seem to

have despised the unpretending little instrument by whose assistance he had been led to such splendid

.
and, during tin- -pa.,- of n.-arly half a century, to have trusted implicitly, in the construi

th.-ir engine-, either to the absolute if \\ att'- data, or of then- „» ii theoretical deducti
many cases extremely fallacious, From thi- state of oblivion, the indicator has bi •

cued by the lata Mr. liacnaught, of Glasgow, who has greath impr
tion, and put it into such a compact and portable form as to be easily applicable to

description It- consequent general adoption has led to some notable improvi i

rially elevated the standard of duty in steam-engines ; it has demonstrated the ecoi from

a libera] use of the expansive power of the steam and the great idi ••

rapid and complete exhaustion than could be attained I

empkr
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MacnaugMs Indicators.—The figure comprised under this head represents the form of the indicator

as at present constructed by Mr. William Macnaught, being that employed to measure the power ol

high-pressure engines, and is also adapted to those in which steam of a tension not greatly exceeding

that of the atmosphere is employed. The two instruments differ in no respect from each other in the

principle of their action, and but little in the details of their construction; accordingly one description

will suffice for both, in the course of which we shall notice the points in which each respectively diifers

from the other. The figures are to a scale of \ of an inch to an inch.

<;,n<r, il description.—From a glance at the drawings it. will be at once, perceived that the indicator

is neither more nor less than a small atmospheric steam-engine, with the addition of a spiral spring

and graduated scale to mark the degrees of pressure. The steam-cylinder A, Fig. 2303, is of gun-
metal, very accurately bored out and fitted with a solid piston a, ground into the cylinder so as to be
perfectly steam-tight. A slender steel rod b b is screwed into the piston, and is guided at its upper ex
tremity by passing through the cover c of an external brass casing or cylinder B, screwed to the lower
end of the steam-cylinder. At this point is also fixed a stop-cock C, destined to form a communication
between the cylinder of the steam-engine and that of the indicator; in the high-pressure indicator this

cock is formed witli a screw at its lower end, for the purpose of attaching it to the socket-cock, which is

permanently fixed to the cylinder cover, while, in the instrument as adapted to low-pressure engines,

this attachment is considered to be sufficiently secure by the more convenient method of simply inser'

ing the tapered end of the cock C into a corresponding socket accurately ground to fit it.

i owards the middle of the piston-rod 6 6a small stud d is fixed immovably by soldering, and to it is

screwed a brass disk, having the end of a spiral spring D soldered into it. The opposite extremity ol

this spring is secured, in the case of the high-pressure indicator, to the steam-cylinder, and in that

used for condensing engines, to the cover of the external casing. This difference in the arrangement
of the Bprings is owing to the difference in the prevailing directions of the motion of the piston <t, in

either case; it being considered most expedient to make the springs act by distention, rather than by
compression. In the stud is a small square socket, into which, through a slot or opening in the ex-

ternal casing I!, is inserted a steel piece, part of which is formed into an index or pointer, adapted to

work against an adjustable graduated scale, screwed to the outside of the casing B, Fig. 2304.

Figs. 2305 and 2306 repn sent plans of 2303 and 2304 respectively.

The principle on which the strength of the springs is regulated and the scales are graduated is as

follows: The area of the piston, the resistance of the spring, and the divisions upon the scale, are so

proportioned to each other that one pound of pressure in either direction upon the piston will cause the

index to move through one division upon the scale. In the high-pressure indicator, although the size ot
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the pi-ton i- invariable, (being uniformly made equal to | of a Bquare inch in area., the length of the

divisions upon the scale is arbitrary, being determined by the amount of steam pressure to which the

machine may at any time be subjected, and by the length of scale that can conveniently be applied

The instrument represented in the figures is adapted to indicate up to 60 pounds of pressure, and the

scale is equally divided into 20ths of an inch, each of these di\ isions representing one pound of pr<

upon the Bquare inch of the piston. From these data the spring i- to be very carefully construct

that 2 ounces (or 5 of a pound) will move the index through one division of the scale.

In the low-pressure indicator the process is precisely the same in principle, though some
involved. The ten-ion of the steam being low, and the atmospheric pressure limited within 16 pounds

to the Bquare inch, the Bcale i> divided into lOthsofan inch. The pi-ton is made equal to ^ of a squan

inch in area, and the elasticity of the spring i- such that 4 ounces (or \ of a pound) acting upon tin

piston in either direction, will cause the index to move through one division of the scale, which, i

quently, represents one pound of pressure upon the pi-ton of the steam-engine to which this instrument

i- applied. The zero-point is that at which the index stands when the cock C is shut and the piston a

remains undisturbed, and. therefore, when the instrument is in action, it denotes that point in the Btroko

at which the pressures above and below the piston are balanced.

From these explanation- it will he obvious that, by attaching the instrument to the cylinder of a.

Bteam-engine, and observing the motion of the index upon the Bcale, the maximum -team pressure and

vacuum may be at once ascertained. But this is not the only, nor even the most important function ot

the indicator. It was desirable to rind out the exact periods and modes in which these two element- ol

power come into operation, and especially the m-m < effective values of each
; the rapidity of the motion

through so short a space precluding the possibility of taking these observations with any degree of ac-

curacy. These important objects are fully attained by the help of a simple and beautiful contrivance,

by which the instrument is made to register its own performance-.
" An arm or bracket^/ i- firmly attached to the indicator by being clamped to the external casing 11

on which it may be set to any convenient elevation, and there secured by a -crew. To this bracket is

riveted an upright axis, ( ,n which, by a long socket, to insure steadiness of motion, is accurately titled

a cylindrical piece F, formed into a pulley at its lower end. The other extremity of the s,,eket carries

a small cylindrical box containing a Spiral-Spring similar to the main-spring of a watch, and attached

at one end to the fixed axis, and at the other to the internal surface' of the box in which it is inclosed.

The bracket o carries also a small friction-pulley j; for the purpo f guiding a cord wrapped round

and attached to the pulley F, to any convenient moving part of the engine; a small eaten bo
into the latter, serving to circumscribe its motion to a Bingle revolution An external cylinder or drum
E, which may be withdrawn from the in- 1 rumen t at pleasure, is fitted over the revolving cylindrical

1
', - as to partake of its motion, and upon it is fixed a -lip ot' brass formed into a double spring / /, Fig.

2304, for the purpose of securing the slip of paper on which the instrument i- to register it- perforn

This i- effected by means of a pencil

/', placed in a holder e, jointed to the

piece of steel on which the index or

pointer i- formed, and fitted with a

small Bpring, so as to press th

of the pencil gently against the paper
cylinder, or admit of its being with-

drawn from contact with it at plea-

From these arrangements it

will l>e seen that if the pistons be

moved up and down, while the pencil

i> in contact with the c\ finder E, a

straight line will he traced upon it in

the direction of it- length ; and if, on

the other hand, the cylinder he made v

•o turn upon its axis by pulling the

cord, while tic- piston remains at rest,

a Straight line will he traced round
i ighi angles to the form* r. Bj

tie- combination of these two motions

when the instrument i- in operation,

,
which repre-

sents the performance of the

at all pari ! oi it- -Hoke.

Action of //< instrument.— The
i- in-, rie, | into th, eoi i' port l

i kel prepared tor its reception,

and the cord which passes under the

pulley j i- attached to the radius bar
r loo-, ing p .n ..f the i i

'he cj finder E to make
revolution on it- axis, coincidi nl

with and repn enting the stroke of the i n the relaxation of the cord at the tei

roke, it is talon up again bj the action ol the spring in the upright of the cylindvi V, ni

der E resumes its original
|

• lip <.| pip. > i- then wrapped I
' '• ''*

• d le. th.- pi. jure of the i-

lamed down into contact with the paper, and the engine allowed to make a -uok.- di two with th<
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C shut, so as lo form an atmosphere line. A communication is then opened with the interior of the cyl

iiiii>,r of the engine by turning the cock C, and a figure or diagram is traced upon the slip of paper, ex
iicuy representing the successive pressures of the steam above, and corresponding degrees of exhaustion

below the atmosphere line, at every part of the stroke. To find the mean effective values of each of

these pressures respectively, the figure is to be divided, in the direction of its length, into any number

of equal parts, the perpendicular distances of the outline of the diagram above and below the atmos
phere line at each of these points, to be carefully measured upon the scale of the instrument, and the

Bum of these to be divided by the number of points taken. Hence the actual power of the engine is

easily calculated.

Jforin's Indicator.—That eminent French mechanician, M. Arthur Morin, conceiving, with, reason, that

considerable inaccuracy was likely to result from the difficulty of constructing the spiral springs in

Macnaught's indicator, so as at all parts of the stroke to denote equal pressures by equal divisions;

and, moreover, considering it desirable to ascertain with greater precision the mean pressures and conse-
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quent actual power of engines by taking indications throughout several consecutive strokes, has in-

vented a machine by which the former difficulty is obviated, and the latter object is attained. This

instrument we have represented in the accompanying figures!

Fig 2301 is a Bide elevation, Fig. 2308 an end elevation, and Fig. 2309 a plan of the machine.

This indicator, like that we have already di scribed, is adapted for bi ing fitted to the cylinder

of the engine ; it carries a stop-cock pipe 1 1, furnished with two key- ; between these is situated a small

horizontal cylinder 11. in which a solid piston is accurately fitted to work steam-tight Toward- th<

middle of the piston-rod in, which is properly guided to a rectilinear course, is a square part in which

i- inserted the lower end of a long parabolic Bpring n, the other extremity of which is fixed to the sum-

mit of a standard I. forming part of the frame-work of the machine, the spring being so fitted

admit of a certain amount of travel in the pi-ton in both directions. The square boss of the piston-rod

carries also a small pencil o, for the purpose of tracing the different di grees of tension of the -team on

the opening of the lower cock G.

Two pencilspp are placed in holders fixed to the framing exactly opposite to the point at which the

pencil o stands when the stop-cock G is shut, and being tie;- immovable, serve to mark a continuous

atmosphere line. A third pencil q, which is susceptible of a slight degree of vertical motion in its socket,

and is destined to mark the termination of each stroke, is brought into contact with the paper by placing

the instrument so that the working-beam, cross-head, or any other rigid part of the engine may touch

lightly at the end of the stroke, the top of an upright rod u, which is connected bj a system i I

r s t with the top of the pencil q.

A continuous band or roll of paper may be subjected to the action of this machine for an indefinite

period, so as to produce diagrams representing the action of the engine during several successive -

The manner in which this is accomplished is as follows: The roll of paper is first wound upon the cyl-

inder L, by mean- of the handle y; it i- tinn passed over the three small rollers vvv placed to oppose
the pressure of the pencils, and is received upon the cylinder M situated at the opposite end of the

framing Q Q. The axis of this latter cylinder is produced on one -ide so as to form also the axis of a

conical pulley or fusee N, opposite to which is situated a cylindrical drum 0, which receives a uniform
motion from any rotating part of the engine to be operated on, by means of a worm-wheel v on it- axis,

geeiing w ith an endless -crew on the axis of the strap-pulley 1'. The cylindrical roller communicab -

motion to the conical roller N by a cord wrapped round both, and fastened at opposite extremities ol

each. The object of this arrangement is to compensate for the increased Burface velocity due to the

increased diameter of the cylinder M as the paper is wound on to it, by imparting to it a proportionally

retarded motion.

This instrument, although highly ingenious in many of its detail-, and capable of giving very c

indications, i- wanting in that portability and compactness which has very materially contributed to

bring Macnaught's instruments into such general use. Moreover, although in any instrument of this

nature the observations will be more or less accurate in proportion as the -pace through which the

spring is made to act is more or less limited, yet a considerable advantage results from the length of

range in the common indicator-. The diagrams being made upon a large scale, the expert engineer is

aide, at a '.dance, and without reference to the scale, to ascertain by the mere contour of the figure

whether his engine is performing all its functions properly.

indicator of tin tteam-engitp appears to fulfil two distinct and very important enda
It enables us to discover whether there are any detect- in those part- of the machinery by which the

Bteam is admitted to the piston ; for instance, it indicates whether tin' slides are properly set, or leaky
;

whether the stops on the intermediate Bhaft are properly placed ; whether the steam-ports are large
enough; and, consequently, whether a different arrangement of the working part of the machinery
would he advisable, in fact, in the hands of a skilful engineer, the indicator i- as the stethosco] f

the physician, revealing the secret workings of the inner system, and detecting minute derangements in

parts obscurely situated.

It discovers, at any instant of time, and under any given circumstances, when it ma\ he desirable to

apply it, what is the actual power of the engine.

We w ill first give a description of the instrument, and then proceed to its various uses.

Fig. 2810 is an external view of the indicator as constructed. The dotted hue- are intended to -how
the internal part-. A is a hollow cylinder, whose upper end K 11 is open; the lower end being intended
to tit into an orifice in some pari of the engine generally the top or bottom of the cylinder) by means
of the screw a; b is a stop-cock, by which, when the instrument is attached, we can. at will, make or
cut off a communication with the internal put- of the engine. Within the hollow c\ Under A i- a piston

m n packed and fitting steam-tight In practice this piston must not he packed over-tiglU, for fear ol

increasing the friction and preventing the nee motion of the pencil; hut the defect, if any, must !"•

remedied by keeping melted tallow or oil on tin' upper Burface.

I.' 1 e, for perspicuity, the instrument to he in < lunication with the top of tin' Bteam
cylinder. Then, when a vacuum i- formed above the -team pi-ton. the atmospheric pressure will

down the pi-ton of the indicator, and it will remain at it- lowest position till fresh -team . at

would immediately, (unless prevented,) on r< ceiving a new impulse, he blown out at the open top 11 l'

I" prevent tin-, and at the same time to . nnble us to m< asure the force of the -team, a spiral

with it, lower extremity a irface of the piston, while its upper end
fixed i cment the pn uro of the steam will always vary as th< •

piston varies
;

for it i- n mechanical (act that the ten-ion of a sprin
the greater the pressure of the -team, the more thi . and. on tin

-team lose it -
i lastic force, the sprin

f
expands and the p

the instrument, c seive the piston t" he acted on I", opi n the low<

team, (continually varying,) and on the upper surfuce bj tie
|

phere,
| and by the force of the spring varying so as to balance tho stenm-pn in N
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the steam-force is perpetually varying, it follows that the piston-tube de will be continually rising ot

falling. If a pencil be attached to the upper end of this tube de, in which the spring works, it will

describe a vertical straight line on a piece of paper brought into contact with it. This, however, is not

sufficient for our purpose. It would, after it was traced, tell us the maximum and minimum pressure

during the stroke
; but the pressure at am/ particular portio?i of the stroke would still be undetermined.

We must, therefore, have some plan similar to that adopted in other cases where the vertical motion oi

a pencil under particular circumstances is to be registered. In all such instances, the paper on which
the variation is to be laid down is drawn horizontally at a certain rate. It', for instance, we were desirous

of recording how the pressure varies with the time, the paper must be drawn uniformly, by connecting

it with clock-work, or some other apparatus for giving a uniform motion. But this, however, is not

usually the desideratum in the steam-engine. Our object is here to have represented before our eyes

the variation of the pressure for every portion of the stroke of the piston
;
and this is contrived as fol-

lows: the paper is wrapped round a cylindrical barrel C, which is brought back against a stop by a
Btrong watch-spring contained in the box EF. A string passes round the pulley D, and is led away
through a fair leader G to some part of the engine having a similar motion to the piston cross-head, only
much reduced, by which means the watch-spring and the string are always opposing each other. Ai
the piston rises, the barrel will be pulled from left to right ; and, on the contrary, as the piston descends
the string having a tendency to slacken, the barrel will, by the force of the spring, be brought back from
right to left. The pencil is attached to the upper end of the tube dg, and rising and falling with
the indicator piston, it can be brought into contact with the paper on the barrel C or remo\ ed from it

at will, by means of the joint at g. The rod z, and another one on the opposite side of the cylinder,

serve as guides to the piston.

The paper ia kept on the barrel by means of a strip of metal, which also serves another impor-
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tant purpose Ii will be seen that it is graduated, beginning from z<i ,, and proceeding upward
downwards. Now this zero i< the level at which the pencil stands when the instrumi •

with the steam-engine, and therefore acted on by the atmospheric pr< ssure above and below the
|

The pencil will be seen ;it this level in the figure. If the barrel be made t" revolve under thi

cumstances, a horizontal line will out. This is called the atmospheric or zero line. And,
therefore, the pencil will also be at this Level whenever the Bteam, takinu: the place of the atmos]

ill.- piston, exerts the same pressure; and, consequently, wherever the diagram cuts this hori-

zontal line, the pressure of tin- .-train is ].") pounds on the inch;* when "ii the level of the marks
i. •_', ::, Av.. above this zero, the pressure is 16, 17, IS 4c.; ami when on tin' level of the marks 1, 2, 3,

.'.... below this, tin- pressure is 1 1, 18, 12, <tc

'I'l.r atmospheric line should not be drawn till after the diagram is taken; because, as the parts

become warm by the steam, Blight variations occur in its position, depending principally on the altera-

tion in the force of the spring; and since this line serves a- the origin from which tin- pressuri

dated, it i- necessary to have it laid down as correctly as possible

The small hole in the side of the stop-cock b serves to let the air into the cylinder A when the

steam is cut off by the stop-cock, and tints enables us to take the atmospheric Lini - the stop

cock to perform the office of a four-way cock; for by turning it in one direction we allow the -team to

enter, and exclude the external air, and by turning it in the opposite direction we admit the air and
the -team.

Having an indicator, a diagram is obtained by looking out for some pari of the engine whose motion
i- proportioned to that of the Bteam-piston,f taking care that the space moved through at that part

-hall lie somewhat less than the circumference of the traversing barrel
; that i- to say, whatever he the

diameter of the traversing barrel, let the movement of the part you are Looking for lie not greater than

thret times this diameter. Fasten a string firmly to this point, and have a traversing loop in the

end of the string; it must be of such a length that it may be connected with the string passing round
the pulley of the indicator. Then close the stop-cock of the ii Licator, and fix it by the -crew

some orifice previously prepared in the top or bottom of the cylinder.! Insert the p, n,il you intend to

use in the small hole made for its reception, and clamp it there. The pencil should he hard, and have
a fine point clear and distinct a line as possible. Have Borne pieces of clean writing-paper
provide.!. Long enough to he brought round the traversing barrel and overlap about an inch. Wrap a

piece smoothly round the barrel, and fix it by means of the clasp containing the scale. Then tear

away all the surplus paper, and examine w hat remain-, t.. -. e if it he quite smooth ; for if there be any
ridges the curve will have an irregular appearance, and ought lead us to suppose -..me of the geer for

working the Blides had become loose, or much worn Next wind the indicator .-trim: round the pulley
of the barrel D, and connect the hook at its extremity with the loop of the string attached to the engine.

Adjust the string by means of the running loop, till you are satisfied of tin- motion of the barrel; al-

1..V. ing it to make nearly a whole revolution, hut examining it most carefully to see whether it becomes
slack, or overtaut. The stop-cock /- may now he opened wide, and the indicator-piston will immediately
start into motion; the piston mu-t be well lubricated, to reduce the friction a- much as possible, and at

the same time t<. prevent leakage. Let the instrument work for a few seconds, to allow it to ',.

thoroughly heated; and when it ha- arrived at the -ame temperature as the -team cylinder, it is in a

lit -tat.- t.. trace it- diagram. When satisfied of the working of the machine, take hold of the pencil

when it comes to the /. stroke, and bring it gently into contact with the paper. This part oi

the operation requires -..me practice; for if the pencil hie allowed to come forward too rapidly, the
spring at p, by which it i- pressed against the barrel, will break the point ; and again, if held too long,

tic- force of the -team, suddenly acting on the machine, will tear it out of the hand, or break the bolder.

When left to itself, it will trace out it- curve on the paper. A- -eon as it ha- made a cm]. let.- circuit.

!• • 'he pencil be withdrawn from the paper, being again careful to take hold of it when at the bottt mi

stroke.) In order to have the line- distinct, the pencil should oot _'" over the -ame ground twice.

8hut oil' the Btop-cock and the pi-t..u will Inn stationary, both sides being acted on bv the pressure
of the atmosphere Bring the pencil again in contact with the paper, and as the barn 1 traverses, the

atmospheric or zero line will be draw n. The operation i- now complete, -o far as the cun e i- con,-, rned
Withdraw the pencil once more, unhook the Line, and take oil' the traversing barrel. Next take a fin< -

pointed hard pencil, and mark ..if upon the paper the scale of pounds, beginning with the atmospheric
line, and proceeding upwards and downwards. After t ; i k i

t

ilt the paper from the barrel, it i- Com]
l.y writing en it the date ..f the m. .nth. the name of the -hip, that of the engine, (whether Btarboard or

[top "i' bottom of cylinder, as the case may he, the Dumber of revolutions, the pressure of -team

am gage, and of condensation by barometer gage.
It is important inning loop, or other means of shortening or lengthening th iched

to the indicator. T-" much attention cannot he paid to this circumstance. If too much strain he

hi upon the -trim: it will stretch, and if the string be too long it will become Black; and in

rrel will be stationary for a small interval while the steam-piston is moving, and the

will not l.e a tin.- ii c 1 hat c .ti of the motion.

[I - well known that the pressure "i the -team and the -tat.- ..f the vacuum on the diagram do not

pond with the boiler-pressure and Condensei vacuum. The truth i-. the result will alwaj I

The difference will depend on the size of the ports, and the work the engine baa t.> do; ti

* More -In. U I •. ..r :. .|H:iiC: Iff, according to lie' -Lite of ItlO Wl
+ Thai i- lo -..>. when you to And hon thi

,' n the i >p ..i the cj Under I

m llu lop lo the botli in :

thai when once HxwI Iho nrrangcmi nl l« von convenient for lakli
fr..in tii. uppei and lowi r

|

i

i.,i,. I. dm In the pipe. For tin- reaaon It l» adi table to havo the Indli lo tho cyUndei
i
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the steam has to travel, the impediments it meets with in its passage from the boiler to the cylinder,

and from the cylinder to the condenser. It is evident that the diagram taken from the top of the cyl-

inder shows only the pressure and vacuum on the upper surface of the piston, and therefore cannot
indicate what i- going on below the piston. If our object be merely to calculate the horse-power of the

engine, and it be in tolerably good working condition, it is not of much consequence whether the diagram
be taken from above or below, but if the actual state of the engine be required, it is necessary to ex-

amine into what is passing both above and below the piston, because the errors in one part may have
no connection with the errors in another. This will be the case if the slide is too long or too short, so

that the upper part may be properly covered, and the lower one disarranged; or the upper slide may
be Bteam-tight, and the lower one leaky ; and if the indicator be applied to top and bottom, it will de-

tect all these inaccuracies, and prevent our attempting to improve the working of one end to the detri-

ment of the other. It ought to be remarked here, that in unbalanced engines the diagram from below
the piston is generally superior to the other ; because, since the steam has more work to accomplish, the
piston does not run away from the steam so readily, and, in consequence, the steam-pressure is better

maintained ; and there is generally a little more lead to the slide, to allow a freer ingress to the steam.
And, therefore, if great accuracy be required, the mean of the top and bottom diagrams should be taken
for the horse-power.*

The string carrying the running loop must not be attached to any part of the engine indiscriminately.

Generally speaking, we wish to obtain the pressure of the steam for different portions of the stroke ol

the piston; therefore, the string must be fastened to some part of the engine having a stroke propor-
tioned to that of the piston, only much reduced. The part selected must be as near the indicator as
other circumstances will permit ; for the greater the distance the longer the string, and consequently
the greater is the chance of error from its stretching. Caution must be used also to prevent the string

from slipping on the rod to which it is attached. One of the best contrivances for giving a free and
proper motion to the string is to fasten a wooden pulley to the radius-shaft,f to the groove of which the
fixed end of the string can be 'connected. It will be necessary, in most cases, to make use of fair-leaders

for the purpose of conveying the motion from the part chosen to the indicator ; and due regard must be
paid to this, to ascertain whether the motion of the engine will be fairly represented by the indicator.

We must bear in mind that all vertical ascending motions are caused by an increasing pressure of

I lie steam, and that the descent of the pencil is the consequence of the elasticity becoming diminished:

and again, that as the traversing barrel revolves from right to left, the piston is descending ; while, on
the contrary, as the pencil moves from right to left, the piston is ascending ;£ hence we shall arrive at

the following general conclusions :

—

1. If the motion of the pencil be vertically upwards, the steam-pressure is increasing, but the piston
is not moving.

2. If the motion be downwards, the steam-pressure is decreasing, but the piston not moving.
3. If the line traced be horizontal to the right, the steam-pressure does not vary, but the piston is

descending.

\

4. If the line be to the left, the steam-pressure does not vary, but the piston is ascending.

5. If the line run obliquely to the right upwards, the steam-pressure is increasing, and the piston is

descending.^

6. If the line run obliquely to the right downwards, the pressure is decreasing, and the piston

descending.

%

7. If the line run obliquely to the left downwards, the pressure is decreasing, and the piston

ascending.^

S. If the line run obliquely to the left upwards, the pressure is increasing, and the piston

ascending.^

Let us refer to the accompanying diagram, Fig. 2312, taken from above the piston of an American
steamer, and explain it.

First, we will put numbers round the diagram, in conformity with the principles laid down in the last

paragraph.§ Then, supposing the pencil to commence at A, and trace out the curve in the direction of

the arrows, we see that the steam preserves its first and highest pressure for a considerable portion ot

the stroke, viz. from A to C ; from to B the downward stroke continues, but the steam rapidly loses

its pressure, although at a variable rate, decreasing rapidly at D. At B the motion of the piston ceases,

but the steam continues to fall, till at length the pencil moves back nearly horizontally for some space,

showing the pressure to continue invariable, although the piston is rising. At F, however, 8 shows the

steam-pressure to increase rapidly and suddenly, the piston still ascending, till, as this oblique line

merges into the vertical one at G, we perceive that the piston has arrived at the upper end of its stroke,

and the fresh influx of steam drives the pencil up to A. From this point the pencil will retrace the

same curve. G D is the atmospheric or zero line.

When the pencil is at G (or, it may be, rather before arriving at G) the slide is in the position repre-

sented at Fig. 2311, and is rising, so that the steam is about to enter the cylinder. Now this will

* We ought further to remark, that there is a difference between the motion of the slide in the up and down stroke.

When the centre of the eccentric.lias reached th.it part of its orbit furthest removed from the slide, the motion of the
slide is slowest; and when at thai pari nearest to the slide, the slide's moii though slow, is comparatively quick. But
at such times the piston is moving very quick, and, consequently, in the former case the steam-line is further extended
'ban in the latter. This will therefore help to account for our getting a better diagram from the top of the cylinder of a

beam-engine, and from the bottom of a direct-engine; and (he difference becomes more marked in engines having a short

connecting-rod. This is fortunate, for it assists in balancing the engine.

t In most direct-engines a pin can be fixed on the main centre of the air-pump beam. In Seaward's direct-engine the
suing may be attached to the centre-fine of the radius-bar.

X This will be the case in one engine, but nol necessarily so in another engine; and moreover, if the string be led in

another direction the reverse will happen ; but this the practical man can correct for himself according to circumstances,

and substitute ascending i'>r descending, and vice versa,

£ These diagrams should be reversed ; that is to say, the right side should be in place of the left.
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tak« place, a- the diagram shows, very -lightly before the upward stroke of the piston i- accomplished

and since the piston and slide are both on the ascent, the lower edge A will nave ascended a triilint»

space when the piston is at its highest This Blight space, though trifling in amount, is important in its

re-ults on the working of the engine. It is denominated the h ad of the slide As the piston des

the valve rises, and the admitting orifice becomes larger, so that although the piston is gaining Bpeed in

its downward course, yet in well-contrived engines the first pressure ia continued, as we find in the

diagram, through a considerable portion of the stroke.

2311.

IT

V
The slide, however, has already begun its downward motion, and when the pencil arrises at C it has

returned into the position it had in Fig. I. It is clear that as it continues to descend no

can be admitted; whatever the cylinder contains will remain pent up; and as the piston continues to

move downwards the steam relaxes its force, and we trace a corresponding depression in the diagram
from C to D. But a still greater change is to be expected before the piston arrives at its lowest place.

Ere thai happens the slide will have come into the position shown by Fig. 111. -

, for it is found to be

disadvantageous to allow the steam to be kept in the cylinder till the end of the stroke, because the

entering Bteam at the n would meet with so much opposition, till the vacuum on the oppo-

site side had become tolerably good, that the equability of the motion would be much affected. This

granted, we see that the port will be open for eduction before the end of the stroke, consequently

a rapid fdl in the curve takes place at 1>. Moreover, the slide continues to fall, not only after the pi-ton

' i the bottom, hut evidently during the greater portion of the up stroke Although alter a

vei', short interval, from the great rate at which the steam rushes into a vacuum, the stafc

cuum is nearly unaltered, and but little different from that in the condenser ; hence, after turning the

right-hand corner, the pencil runs nearly horizontally. At F, however, the slide has returned to the

ii represi nted in Fig. 111., and i- rising ; the piston i- also rising, and near the top; consequently

the steam that has not yet made it- escape is pent up, and, becoming more and more compressed, the

pencil rises rapidly, till, the fresh steam entering, it starts up suddenly to A and retraces the curve.

T!i. accompanying diagram, Fig. 2313, though being taken from the same engine a- that represented

in Fig. 2312, differs in many respects.

We observe, in the first place, that the steam-line IK is shorter 2313.

than in Fig. 2312, while the exhaust-line LM i- longer than in the K l

latter
;
we infer, therefore, that the -team hail a shorter time to come y^~—

into the cylinder, and a longer time to make its escape. We observe, \
likewi-e, that the engine had made a considerable portion of ii- d
ward stroke before fresh Bteam was admitted. Now, these phenom-
ena can he explained by supposing, from some cause, the glide to be

removed bodily below the place it had when the former diagram -
'- J

raced, for lei us refer to the series of representations of the "" '•

slide before noticed : Thus the point [shows us the -team comes in

later in this diagram than in the former, and the vaJ . consequently its lower edge will

some point low* r than it would be in ordinary circumstances. Again, the point K of the diagram indi-

to us that the steam is cut of! again Booner, bul the slide is descending, and therefore, also, the

lower edge i- lower than it ought to be. Again, X being loo far from the end of the -nolo-, w e Bee that

the exhaust takes place too carlj
; in other words, the upper edge of the Blide is too low. And lastly,

the point |, (where the cushioning comn i carried too far to the left, -how- us thai too

un interval fore the upp r edge of the Blide roaches the upper edge of the port. And. i

i e reasoning proves to us the fact that the Blide is lower than should hav<

the case, Now, in pursuing our inquiries, we -hall find this is caused bj i i two defects, vix, either

the Blide rod i- too long, or the eccentric rod is nol of the proper length Bul in Becking for the remedy,

k to the slide rod alone, because its length can be more i osilj adjust* d than tin •

rod, 1 which it is fastened to the cross-head. The derangement of

hen the diagram represented in Pig. 2318 was taken, was obtain*

Mid- i n inch, 'l i ; ed, although il i

appear except in i reus. It will bo seen that the i

place in, in I, to (i, audi Bequently the pen< the steam

|
I
hi- -team, till 1)0

force and the pent il drops, nil at o a frc»h Bupplj

taking a motion compounded of the motion of the piston and the pi, -a. ol i

I that the hue ,. I ibly tO the leli ; till- an-e I ll

and i

I
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The opposite effects would have taken place if the slide-rod had been shortened ; that is to say, the

upper portion of the diagram would have been spread out, and the lower part contracted. If the wholo
slide be of the proper length, it is clear that when we get a faulty dia- ^^
gram taken from above the piston, the one taken from below it will be ! .

similar to Fig. 2314, and vice versa. Hence, therefore, we see one advan-

tage of taking both a top and bottom diagram. But if the one diagram
be similar to one of those just exhibited, and the other be satisfactory, the

fault lies with the slide itself, and cannot be remedied but by the engine-

makers. The only plan for the engineer is to divide the fault as equally

as he can between the upper and lower parts, by lengthening or shorten-

ing the rod, according to circumstances. Moreover, we conceive an engineer should not be satisfied

that he has done all, when he has obtained a good diagram from one end of the cylinder ; because, if

the fault lay with the slide, he would be improving one to the injury of the other.

All the motions of the slide, whether up or down, would take place sooner than ordinary, if the stop

cm the eccentric were too far advanced; t licit is to say, the cushioning, the

introduction of fresh Bteam, the cutting off, and the exhaust, would all com-
mence sooner. The curve, therefore, instead of being like the standard

diagram, will be similar to Fig. 2315, assuming somewhat of a lozenge-

shape, the upper right and lower left corners being acute-angled, and the

other two obtuse. Again, a little reflection will enable us to discover that

similar defects will be exhibited in the lower diagram under these circum-

stances, and not opposite defects, as was the case when the slide or eccen-

tric rod was at fault.

This curve was obtained by inserting a piece of metal, half an inch thick, between the stop on the

eccentric and that on the shaft.

It can be readily ascertained, by inspecting the diagram, if the stop on the shaft were not sufficiently

advanced ; for in such a case all the motions of the slide will be later than they would be in a well-

n instructed engine; consequently, all the upper part of the curve will be drawn towards the right, and
all the lower part to the left. And, as in the former case, the same distortion will be observable if a

diagram be taken from the lower part of the cylinder. Moreover, if the defect be great, we shall meet
with the hump in the lower right-hand corner, similar to that before noticed.

Fig. 2316 was taken after removing back the stop on the shaft 7-16ths of an inch.

When the ports of the cylinder or the steam-pipe are too small, the steam will not be able to enter

or escape so freely as it ought; the pressure at first entrance will not be maintained for any length of

Lime, and the vacuum will not be formed rapidly enough, the steam and vacuum lines will therefore

lose their horizontality, as is easily discovered in the diagram here given, which was taken from one
of our largest engines, afterwards altered by shortening the gabdever.

231G. 2317. 2318.

When the steam i- throttled the upper line of the diagram will rapidly decline, as in Fig. 2317, for

tlie same reason that it would if the steam-pipe or the port were too small, and it will not be so high
ther as in ordinary cases. The vacuum-line, however, will be better than it would otherwise be;

tbr sines Hie quantity of steam admitted is not so great, the speed of the piston will be reduced. But
the exhaust-port is of the same size whether the steam be throttled or not ; and therefore there is more
time for the expended steam to rush through this orifice into the condenser, and consequently the

vacuum-pressure in the cmdenser and in the cylinder will be more nearly equal, and better in both
than when the full.powcr is set on.

Fig. '2:;is represents three diagrams taken from the engine before referred to, the steam being throt-

tled to various degrees.

! i \ 2319 will represent a diagram when the expansive geer alone is used. For let AB represent
the whole length of the cylinder, and when the piston has traversed the space AC, let the ingress of
the steam be suddenly stopped. Then, from this epoch, the steam-pressure will decrease, and the pencil

begin to descend, Now if the temperature of the steam be unaltered, the pressure will vary inversely

a- tin- space it occupies. Divide, therefore, the space CB into intervals CJ(.. &c, each equal to

AC; anc therefore when the piston is at J, the space A J being twice A C, the pressure of the steam
at J is half that at C, at G it will lie one-third, at II one-fourth, etc.; and if lines be drawn through
C JG, &c, parallel In A I), and of the length we have just indicated, making CE= AD, JL= half

A D, Ac., and through the upper extremities of these lines a free curve be traced, it will give us an idea

of what we ought to expect, lint since the slide-valve also acts, we shall have the modification this

would produce tun, fur tli.' slide-valve is placed between the expansion-valve and the cylinder, in most
engines; it follows, therefore, that the effective Milume of the" steam, intercepted by the expansicn-

valve, is the whole of the space between it and the piston, and the slide-valve interposes an additional

barrier when it begins to cut off the' steam. The case, therefore, is somewhat similar to what it would
be if there wen: two expansion-valves, one nearer to the cylinder than the other, and the: outer one

ictins. first.
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Fig. 2320 represents a series of diagrams taken from the same engine. Her. full Bteain

without using the ezpansion-geer, 1 that produced by the first mansion, 2 thai j
.

the - ad grade, and so on. We must here remark, that in the interval that elapsed between taking

the diagram in Fig. 2311 and the series here represented, the engine had been improved by short

b-lever, and thus enlarging the aperture for steam and eductioa The effect will be obsen
paring the diagram S with that in Fig. 2317.

-2 ./ & .

-

J J ^ J{

We must always rest satisfied that an engine is in good working condition when the general featurei

of the diagram are satisfactory; for in the haul- of an inexperienced person, the indicator may trace

an unfaithful representation of the condition of the engine. Wnen the piston is near one end
stroke, if an undue strain lie brought on the string it will stretch, and the indicator-barrel remaining

stationary while the steam is entering, the pencil will have a vertical ascending motion, Buch as i- rep-

resented in Fig. -".'J. On the other hand, it' the barrel come back against its -

stroke is accomplished, the pencil will fall vertically, as in Fig. 2321. These two figures ought to have
; precisely similar, the only cause of difference being the accident of the string.

The series of steps in the right upper portion of the diagram represented in Fig 3es from the

pi-ton of the indicator being packed over-tight, on which account it descends by a -erics of jerks as the

steam-pressure relaxes.

y
The steain-line in Fig. 232 l does not descend so rapidly as in the imaginary curve Bpoken of in tl

page, I !
expansion-valve of the engine it was taken from was leaky, and therefore did not m-

tirely cut off the steam.

most accurate' way <*f ascertaining the power of an engine is by means of the indical

the diagram gives the
p

i the piston, and hence, knowing the number of revolutions and the

length of stroke, the laboring force can be ascertained. The mean pressure on the piston is obtained

as follows: Divide the diagram by a Beries of equidistant vertical lines, as in Fig. 2825, the closer the

better,) and, taking the horizontal line marked as the origin, draw a series of other lines parallel to it

it di- I to the intervals corresponding to the scale of poinds on the indicator. This

- -1 — -'"
I -' -:

- r.

U
a

;.'<

- — -*

©
->

- u
-

accomplished, if our object be only to form an estimate of the gross power, observe in the mid

each vertical Bpace the number of pounds included between the steam and vacuum Urn

will be best done by tnkin • with a pair of

these in their proper columns, as in the figure, along the diagram, nnd add thi

Tle-u ili\ ide fj ult by the numl
; th te Bide of tlie j

»
i
— *

1 1 during the up and down troke From this it i

from l pound to
|

f the engine, for friction, for small ei

rtion than a larger; then the result i-- taken .

it
;
then multiply tie- prodi i - the numl

nl the piston. Multipl

whole
i
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It is usual to divide this quantity by 33.000, (supposing this to be the number of pounds a horse would
Lie able to raise one foot a minute, and the quotient is then called the horse-power of the engine. If

there be two engines, as is usually the case in steamers, this quantity must be doubled.

Example.—In the preceding diagram, let the number of revolutions be 38, and therefore the number
of single strokes 76.

Then, since the diameter of steam-cylinder =20 inches,

.
•

. Diana." = 400
•7;S51

314-2000 sq. inches.

Bui pressure of steam = 15*05 lbs.

Deduction for friction = 1'50

. •
. Effective pressure per inch = 13 -55

314-2

Pressure in lbs. on piston = 4257-410

76_

2554446
2980187

323563-16

33|000)647|126-62

19§ horse-power

If it be necessary to find, separately, the value to be given to the steam and vacuum pressures, we
must get the actual pressure, and not the difference of pressure between the steam and vacuum lines.

And therefore we might measure the height of the spaces above the atmospheric line, and the depth

of the vacuum below it. But, in regard to the steam-line, a difficulty has to be surmounted, which

would not be easily got over by practical men unaccustomed to analytical investigations. It is this ; that

part of the steam-line is usually above the atmospheric line, and part below it; and the results of the

one must be subtracted from the results of the other. This is more particularly to be noticed in cases

where the engine is working expansively, and a great portion of the steam line is in consequence below

the atmospheric line. The following suggestion will, however, get over the difficulty: consider the at-

mospheric line, as in Fig. 2325, to be 15 lbs. (which is its actual pressure,) aryl reckoning downwards, call

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 h-»-Ji^Cflcna-stooisocsooooooooootsAoocnc.itn-'i^^eoooOH'HHibigNu^
I

"~ ^
-"

I

I

s~
-17^
/

z:

A
I i

s;
I

U_- I L
to

3
I

00 1— o u — o o ooiii^owwiwiSHHOO
the lines below it 14, 13, (fee, till we come to 3, 2, 1, 0: the line marked we will assume as that line

from which the pressures are measured, and both the steam and vacuum line will be above this new
zero line; and the actual pressures of each will, by these means, be ascertained, and not the relative

pressure, as compared with thai of the atmosphere. In the preceding diagram, this second method ot

computation has been performed ; the numbers on the right-hand side beginning from the absolute zero,

and the figures along the top and bottom of the curve giving the steam and vacuum pressures respec-

tively 'I he mean of the steam-pressure is 18-85 lbs., and of the vacuum 3
-8 lbs. The difference is

15-05, as we obtained before.

To determine the work done in one single stroke of the piston, Ave must suppose the piston to be de-

scending; then the steam pressure acts above the piston, and the vacuum-pressure below the piston;

that is to say, the steam pressure must be got from the top diagram, and the vacuum-pressure from the

bottom diagram
;
and we must, therefore, make use of the method proposed in the answer to the last

question. Thus, to obtain the mean pressure during the down stroke, take the steam-pressure from the

top diagram, and the vacuum-pressure from the bottom diagram, and subtract the latter from the former.

Again, to obtain the. pressure during the up stroke, take the uacMwjw-pressure obtained from the fop

iiagram, from the steam-pressure got from the bottom diagram.

To ascertain l>y the indicator the quantity of steam an engine uses, we have only to fix on any con
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renient part of the steam-line between that point where the strain w cut off and tlie 0] !.• to

the condenser; that is to say, between the points C and 1) in Fig. 2312. Observe, by counting the ver-

tical spaces, what proportion the portion of the stroke, as far as this p int, bears to the whole length of

the stroke. Notice also the pressure of the strain at this point. Then we shall have a certain fraction

of the cylinder tilled at each stroke with steam of a given pressure. If now the cubic contents i

cylinder" be determined, and the number of times the cylinder is filled per minute, we shall ha\

quantity of steam of known pressure supplied to the engine per minute. Thus, suppose that in the

engine before alluded to
-fa

of the cylinder were filled with strain of 15 Iba pressure ; then, since the

number of cubic inches in the cylinder twice filled is 150796, the number of revolutions beim,' 84 at th -

time "f experiment, the whole number of inches in a minute— 51252*64, .' . ,"„ X 512526*4 *"=461278"'I6
I

and the number of cubic inches of atmospheric steam in an hour= 4612*73*76 X 60= 276764S
lint each inch of water is supposed to form 1711 cubic inches of steam at the atmospheric pressure, and

therefore the number of cubic inches of water evaporated *=-—-^-7— = 16,116 ;
and the nun.

1711

16175
gallons (English) of water evaporated = ——— = 58 nearly.

Now, if the theory be correct, this should be the quantity of water evaporated from the boiler,

due allowance being made for condensation, iVc. in the steam-pipe and passagea But this is far from
being the case, for the number of gallons actually evaporated by the boiler was ascertained to be 108
gallons in the hour. We can do nothing more at present than to - ad offer the

following hypothesis to account for it. From the vioh nee of the ebullition, the steam is in all likelihood

dry as that on which careful experiments are made, as is frequently made manifest in boilers

that " prime ;" so that, even in good boilers, it is very possible for the steam to contain much more
watery vapor than it would if it were not so rapidly consumed. If so, an inch of water would not under

these circumstances form 1711 cubic inches of -team under the atmospheric pressure, and might per-

haps form only one-half that quantity, which would be requisite to give the proper number of gallons

of evaporated water. It remains to be Been by future experiments whither tins be the fact
;
and i(

true, it will throw doubt on the tables of relative volumes of .-team and water contained in most works
on the steam-engine.

'etermine the friction of the vtdoa amine the effect of any machine at work,
however simple, we -hall rind a certain amount of power i- requisite to overcome the friction of the

engine it-elf. Divest a common crane of it- chain, or any load that may be upon it, and it will still be
. ; hat some force must lie applied to give motion to the geering itself; the amount of force de-

pending on the materials used, the mode of fitting, and the quantity of geer set in motion. So it Ls

with the steam-engine. A certain amount of power is required friction "tall its parts;

and in this respect no two engines will be found alike, so much depending on the goodness of the work-
man-hip, and tie- nice adjustment of the different parts.

ling with the method of ascertaining the friction of an engine by the indicator, we would
observe, that the greatest care and judgment are requisite in carrying out this experiment ; then- air

many classes of engines in which the experiment ought not to be tried, especially direct acting 1 1

The way, however, to proceed is this; the comi must first be closed, because the 1

requires an exceedingly small quantity of steam to work it when the paddle-wheels are diseng
Then let the blow-valve be opened, to allow any steam that may happen t" lie in the -team pipe to

• scape In the engine with which we tried our experiments, it was found necessary to destroy the

vacuum, befor getting tin- diagram, by opening the blow-valve, to preven Hying nil' at too

great speed The throttle-valve must be closed, and tin- paddles disconnected. After shghfly opening
the communication ami throttle valves, the slide maj 1"- opened gradually and cautiously, to admit the

-tram to the piston, and the injection must be let on as carefully as possible Work the engine a few
strnkrs by band, and thru lei it be thrown into geer, and rrurulate the working by the throttle and com-
munication valves—the object being to give tin 1 engine the same number of revolutions without tin-

lily has with them— taking care to have the condenser of the Bame temperature a- in

the ordinary working Btate of the engine.* The indicator having ben previously fixed and ad

-

1

_

ti 1 - - -- : - -- 1

1
•
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-
>

* W« W"n '

(he bulb of :i thermometer In llie

Hi.- bulb 11111-t lie eollreli within the condenser, and Ih

Tlie thermometer chosen for tin ;

mi in the boiler, otherwtso it will burst when lln
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tile il will l!i, 11
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let a diagram be taken : it will be widely different from that when the load is on. Both the steam-lint

and vacuum-line will be much below' the atmospheric line. The diagram may then be taken off, and
divided as in the former case. Let the result of this diagram be worked off in the same manner as the

common diagram, and the amount is the work the steam has performed, or in other words, the frictiou

of the unloaded engine. This has been accomplished in the diagram, Fig. 2327.

This is what is commonly subtracted from the gross result obtained under ordinary circumstances,

and denominated friction; but it is manifest that it is much less than the actual friction of the engine
when turning the wheels, for the friction of every machine increases with its load; and moreover, the

injection water, jfcc, raised by the air-pump increases likewise, and all this goes under the head of fric-

tion. The friction of large engines is less in proportion than that of smaller ones ; in large engines it

is usual to allow 1 lb. on the square inch of the piston for friction, and in small engines from 1'5 to 2 lbs.

;

and in most cases it would be better, except as a matter of experiment, to trust to this than to at-

tempt the difficulty of ascertaining it.

A slide diagram is that in which the indicator-string is connected with the cross-head of the slide,

and not with that of the piston; so that the horizontal motion of the pencil backwards and forwards
corresponds to ascents and descents of the slide, and vice versa. And this process will give us many
particulars of the slide, without the trouble of taking the engine to pieces for measurement. If the
indicator be applied to the upper end of the cylinder, it will give us information of the upper slide-face

;

and if to the lower end, of the lower slide-face. As was before stated, the string must be connected
with some part having the motion of the slide; but generally it will be necessary to reduce the motion,

because the stroke of the slide is more than the indicator-barrel will allow ; in small engines it may be
attached to the cross-head direct. As was before remarked, so long as the pencil is moving from left

to right, the slide is rising ; and when moving from right to left, it is falling ; and any rise or fall of the

steam-pressure is due to the change of pressure in the steam, as in the common or piston diagram.
Then the difference in the two cases would be this: that in the common case we have changes of pres-

sure corresponding to motions of the steam-piston ; and in the slide diagram we have changes of pres-

sure corresponding to the motions of the slide ; and the important thing to notice is, that every sudden
change of pressure refers to some prominent epoch in the slide's motion ; and consequently we are en-

abled to trace successively on the paper, the various positions of the slide from its lowest point as it

cushions the steam, allows fresh ingress, &c, and finally arrives at its highest point.

The following is a slide diagram, obtained by connecting the string to the slide cross-head of our
model engine. The whole length of the figure is the same as the travel of the slide. If not, a plan
must be adopted to be afterwards explained. When the pencil is at d, the slide is at the lowest point,

and the vacuum is very good, as the slide rises till the pencil comes to e ; but since we know a priori,

2328.
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that the vacuum remains good in the engine till the cushioning commences, therefore when the slide j-.aa

risen from d to c, the cushioning commences; the cushioning continues as the slide rises till the pencil
arrives at/, when fresh steam enters, and after this epoch the slide still rises till the pencil has reached
the point h. As the upper line is not so marked in its character as the lower one, Ave shall not say any
thing of the downward stroke. Through the points def, etc., draw the vertical lines Ac?, Be, Cf, D//,
cutting the atmospheric line in A BC D, and the horizontal line E H in E F G H. Suppose E H to be
the nozzle of the Bteam-port, on which the face of the steam-slide moves, (the cylinder being for conve-
nience of illustration supposed to be lying horizontally;) then, since when the pencil comes to c, the

oning commences, F must be the upper edge of the port. Take F J equal to the depth of the
port, (which we will suppose known.) Again, since when the pencil is at d the slide is at the lowest,
therefore we must suppose it to have started from E; and consequently, at starting, the upper edge of

the slide was below the lower edge of the port, the space JE. When the upper edge of the slide
arrives at G, fresh steam enters

;
in other words, the lower edge of the port is at J, and therefore the

depth of the slide-face is J I \. .Moreover, since the slide still rises through the space H G, H G will be
I amounl of openii un. The successive positions here spoken of are laid down in

the figures under the line E II. FJ is the depth of the port. In I the slide is at its lowest; in 1 1 the
cushioning is commencing

;
in III the steam is about to enter; in N the slide is at its highest.

When the travel of the slide is greater or less than the breadth of the diagram, let G E (Fig. 2329)
be the breadth of the diagram, as in the last paragraph ; from G draw G P, making any Unite angle
with G E, and equal to the travel of the slide. Join PE, and through F and H draw F O, II R, parallel
to E P, and then proceed with the line HP, as in the last paragraph with the line HE, considering
to be the upper edge ofthe steam-port, &c.

It should be observed here, that the piston diagram does not necessarily return into itself, and form a
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nosed figure, as in the preceding diagrama This only happens because the indicator-barrel contains

the spring which, as has been Btated, draws back the barrel directly the string relaxes. But we can by
b different arrangement produce a figure, of Borne value, in which the curve proceeds continuously i"n

one direction, and which, therefore, we shall call the "continuous diagram." Let the Bpring fitted to

the traversing cylinder, for bringing it back, be taken outj and also the stop that prevents the cylinder

from going too far ; because our object is to let the barrel revolve freely. The clasp, by which the

paper is usually secured, must also be taken off; and the paper must be secured by turning it over the

top of the cylinder, and be folded in such a manner that the pressure of the p ncil wfll help to k

down. Let now some part of the -elected where a double pulley may be fitted to revolve.

one groove of the pulley having about the same diameter as the pulley attached to the barrel, and tin

other to the diameter of the paddle-shaft A string must be passed round this latter pulley and the

shaft, and they will revolve in the same time. Another string must be passed round the pulley of the

barrel and the smaller of the two pulleys
;
and then the indicator-barrel will revolve nearly in the Bame

time as the engine shaft. And if we suppose the shaft to be revolving uniformly, which it will be

nearly, especially where there are two engines, the ban-el will have a uniform motion in one direction.

If the pencil be put to the paper, as in ordinary cases, when the indicator-piston is at the lowest, it will

commence tracing its curse. It should be allowed to remain for one entire revolution, and longer if

m nt. provided one line do not interfere with the other in going twice over the paper.

The chief practical utility of these diagrams is, that they Berve to -how the rate at which the steam-

pressure increases or decreases. It will be observed bj the continuous diagram, Fig. 2310, that the

pressure does no! increase instantaneously, as many Buppose,and ns the common diagram
lead us to believe. The vacuum commences at D and continues to E, the cushioning from K to A

; the

fresh steam enters at A. and causes the pencil to rise till it reaches it- highest at B.

If we examine this diagram in page 5o" by any of the previous tests, we shall find it ro

off at the comer, a circumstance not easily accounted for. For in all former cases we can only

correct a defect in this corner at the expense of the lower corner. As the indicator persisted -u

giving this outline, and all attempts according to the foregoing principles (by altering the set of the

slides, 4c) failed, it was at length proposed to examine the Bteam-piston itself; and accordingly,

steam was let in at the lower port, and the cock of the grease-cup opened, when it was discovered that

the piston was not Bteam-tight in the cylinder; and therefore, although when the engine was working
the tir-t impulse of the Bteam Bufficed to drive the pencil up, yet as soon as the piston had gi I

motion, the escape of Bteam by leakage did not allow the pencil to rise so rapidly as it otherwise would
.have di ne.

It is evident that do part of the diagram can be below the atmospheric line, when an engine is w
without condensation; for the pressure can never be less than that of the atmosphere And Bince the

has not a free escape into the air, but is obliged to force open the foot valve and delivery-valve,

and make- it- way through the air-pump bucket, the resistance it meets with will cause the press

eater than that of the atmosphere Engines, whose steam-pressure i- not considerably greater

than that of the atmosphere, cannoi be worked on the high-pressure principle. The next d
taken from an engine whose boiler pressure is 7 lbs. In

bigh-pressuri the diagram will be Bimilar; be- 2330.

be Bteam having to escape by the blast-pipe, is

pent up, an 1 i
lower pan of the diagram to be ,-

the atmospheric line. In general, the steam and ,-
r '

vacuum lines must be worked out separately by the plan

proposed in page >'
; for it will be observed, that the lines

intersect each other in the diagram The indicator for high-pn ould be madeexi
for the purj inds should have a higher ra

pheric line.

This curve pre alar appearance, from the Bteam and exhaust line iu

al place, that is to say, at the Bame part of the stroke as when usi

low-pressure engine, the steam pent up on the exhaust side, ana commencing with a reater

than that of the atmosphere, soon surpasses that of the boiler, so thai when the port begins to open,

the pressure suddenly Calls. Again, when th i
is cut off, the pressure gradually

and before the end oi the Btroke it i- less than that of the eduction ; and when o]

Bteam enters from the condenser, and the loop of the left band corner is for 1

The Dynamorru ter, an instrument somewhat Bimilar to the indicator, lias been introduced into -

la, i "or the purpo e of enabling the enginei r to record the exact amount of i

crew-shaft, and, consequently, the force the of this instrument, i •

pel the ship. It i> merely a lever, or a combination of lev era ; the shaft pressin » near the full i

rther end of the lever, or combination, 1 bed to a Salter's spring-balance, In tl

2 10 ABi thi screw-shaft pi I revolves against a movable pin which is ci

in the plomer block at C, and can slide Freely backwards and forwards; I » II is tl

cram at D; the pin at pr< i against a knife ed o • n the lev< i

i with the- Bpring of a Salter's balance, which cannot be seen in the I

from e\ lindrical barrel I K the rod OH. Tl

. that the small fork carrying the pencil /> may bo b

I an one pari of the barrel in able.

The barrel is made to revolve bj mean t with the

that there i

the si which the motion of the cylinder can b

irve will evident] imilar to tl

; undulation
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zero-line must be got, as in the case of the indicator. When the dynamometer is applied to large en-

gines, the levers can be relieved of the pressure of the shaft ; and this being accomplished, the index ol

the spring-balance will stand at 0, when the zero-line may be traced. The balance will also give the

scale of pounds. After the diagram is traced, draw a series of equidistant lines at right angles to the

zero-line, as in Fig. 2310, in the article on the indicator, which represents ;i dynamometer diagram taken
on board a man-of-war steam-vessel, the dimensions being reduced one-half. The distance between the

curve and zero-line must be measured and compared with the scale of pounds on the balance. Let
this be registered on the diagram in its proper space. The sum of all these is then to be taken, and
divided by the number of spaces taken into account Thus we shall obtain the mean force of the lever

on the spring of the balance ; let this be multiplied again by the leverage of the dynamometer, and the

result will be the pressure of the screw-shaft on the dynamometer, and, therefore, on the vessel.* To
obtain the leverage, if the lever be compound, multiply together all the long arms, (measuring from the

fulcrum,) and divide the product by all the short arms multiplied together, (measuring also from the

fulcrum.)

The horse-power of an engine is to be found by the dynamometer in the following manner:
Having found the number of pounds pressure exerted by the screw-shaft, multiply it by the speed

of the ship in knots, and the product by 6080, (the number of feet in a knot;} then divide the result by
60, (the number of minutes in an hour,) and by 33,000, and the quotient will be the horse-power.

Or the work may be shortened, thus :

Multiply the number of pounds pressure by the speed of the ship, as before, and this product by
00307, and the product gives the horse-power.

This, it will be observed, is the effective horse-power after making allowance for friction and loss by
useless resistance.

The diagram before referred to will elucidate the process of working out the result. This was taken
simultaneously with two others; and the mean of the three pressures was 4P309 lbs. Multiplying

by the power of the system of levers, the result was 8086-4 pounds, (the pressure exerted by the

screw-shaft.)

The speed of the ship was 9893 knots.

Hence 80864 X 9"893 = 79998-7.

And 7999S- X 00307 = 245 nearly, the horse-power required.

The horse-power by indicator at the same time was 465 -

6, showing a loss of 220-G by friction, re-

sistance, etc.

INDIGO. A blue substance much used as a dye-stuff. The best indigo is obtained'from an Asiatic

and American plant, the Indigofera. The plant is bruised and fermented in vats of water, during which
it deposits indigo in the form of a blue powder, which is collected and dried, so as to form the cubic

cakes in which it usually occurs in commerce. Indigo is quite insoluble in water; when heated it

yields a purple vapor, which condenses in the form of deep blue or purple acicular crystals. When in-

digo is exposed to the action of certain deoxidizing agents, it becomes soluble in alkaline solutions, losing

its blue color and forming a green solution, from which it is precipitated by the acids white; but it in-

stantly becomes blue by exposure to air. This white indigo has been termed indigogene, and indigo

appears to be its oxide. It is best obtained by mixing 3 parts of finely powdered and pure indigo with

4 of green vitriol, 5 of slaked quicklime, and 100 of water, repeatedly shaking the mixture. In aboul

twenty-four hours the supernatant liquor, wyhich is transparent, and of a green color, is to be decanted
off, and poured into dilute muriatic acid, when the deoxidized indigo is thrown down ; but, in order to

prevent its absorbing oxygen and becoming blue, it must be most carefully excluded from the contact

of air, which may be effected by siphoning it off into the acid, collecting it in vessels filled with hydro-

gen, and washing it with wTater deprived of air and holding in solution a little sulphate of ammonia. Id

this white state indigogene absorbs between 11 and 12 per cent, of oxygen to become blue indigo. It

would appear from Dumas' experiments that indigogene is a compound of

Atoms. Equivalents.

Carbon 45 = 270
Hydrogen 15 = 15

Nitrogen 3 = 42
Oxygen 4 = 32

~1 359

and that indigo consists of 1 atom of indigogene = 359, and 2 of oxygen = 16. The chemical equiva-
lent of indigo, therefore, is 375.

When indigo is dissolved in concentrated sulphuric acid, it forms a deep blue liquid, known to the

dyers by the name of Saxon blue. The great mart for indigo is Bengal, and the other provinces subject

to the presidency of that name, from the 20th to the 30th deg. of F. lat. ; but it is also cultivated,

though not nearly to the same extent, in the province of Tinnevelly, under the Madras government in

Java ; in Luconia, the chief of the Philippine Islands ; and in Guatimala and the Caracas, in Central

America. The following remarks, from the Commercial Dictionary, will exhibit the history of this now
indispensable commodity, and the difficulties with which it had to contend before it obtained a perma-
nent footing in the commerce of Europe. "It appears pretty certain that the culture of the indigo

Elant, and the preparation of the druur , have been practised in India from a very remote epoch. It has

een questioned, indeed, whether the indicum mentioned by Pliny was indigo; but, as it would seem,

• A doubt lias been expressed by some as to whether this is really the force exerted by the shaft on the vessel, on
»ccount of the shaft acting on a lever that yields to its force; but independently of the fact that none of the thrust can
be lost, it is clear that the thrust at C is equal to the thrust at D and that at E, and thesn are the two forces acting ou the
7essel.
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without any good reason. Pliny states that it was brought from India ; that when diluted it produced
an admirable mixture of blue and purple color?, (tn dilut an purpura caruleim

reddit; and he gives testa by which the genuine drug might be discriminated with sufficient pre
It is true that rimy is egregiously mistaken as to the mode in which the drug was produced; but there

,-ir • many examples in modern as well as ancient times to prove that the possession of an article brought

from a distance implies do accurate knowledge of its nature, or of the processes followed in it? manu-
facture. Beckmann [Hist, of Invention*, voL iv, art 'Indigo') and Dr. Bancroft Permanent G
vol. i., p. 241-252) have each investigated this subject with great learning and ?auraeity, and agree in

the conclusion that the indicum of Pliny was real indigo, and not, a- has been supposed, a dru^ pre-

pared from i; r woad At all events, there can he no question that indigo was imported into

modern Europe, by way of Alexandria, previously to the discovery of the route to India by tit. I

of Good Hope. When first introduced, it was customary to mix a little of it with woad to heighten and
improve the color of the latter; but, by degrees, the quantity of indigo Mas increased; ami woad was,
at last, entirely superseded. It is worth while, however, to remark, that indigo did not make its way
into general use without encountering much opposition."

In common painting indigo is seldom or never used without a small mixture of white. A preparation

from the leaves of the anillo is sometimes fraudulentlv substituted for indigo, but may be at on
i by throwing a piece into the fire, as genuine indigo will n<>t burn.

INERTIA. See Force.)

L\V< (LUTE (TRY K, i- that which is traced out by the end of a thread (while being unwound) that

is coiled round another curve. This species of curve is frequently used in the formation of the :

wheels. (See Geerixg.)

[RON, (Sanscr. ais; Mod. Hindost lohah ; Mod. Pcrs. auhun; Chald. perzela ; Hen. barzel; <!r.

sidtron ; awed.jern; Dan.jern; Icel.jarn; Franco-theot. isar, isarn ; Mieso-Goth. ais; Germ, i

Ang. Sax. iten, isern, </•/< .• Low Germ, isen : Fries, ixsen ; Dutch, yzer : Erse,jarann ; Welch, ha
Lat /< man ; Ital. /. rro ; Sp. hierro ; l'r. fer, <fcc.,) one of the longest known, the most generally

and most extensively applicable of all the metals. Although found native, as it is called, it now), re

exi-ts perfectly pure in nature. In the arts, it occurs under four conditions; 1. as pure iron: '.'. crude,

or cast iron
; S. malleable, or wrought, or bar iron ; and 4. steel. Its precipitate, or release from a i

ieal solution or combination, is always pulverulent, and does not present the most important pra

the metal. Deposited in the electrotype-way, it is more coherent, but still friable. It

i- difficult to be produced by this method in large plates: pieces of an inch square are rare. Seen by
reflected light, its surfaces in this condition are more brown than gray, owing to its immediate oxidation.

A frc>h fracture U, however, clear gray. Its texture is crystalline, or, more properly, an a

of crystals loosely cohering, which appear cubic. In this state it is not at all malleable. "When fresh it

is highly magnetic ; but this property rapidly diminishes on exposure to the air or moisture. Its den-
sity is not known, and can with difficulty be accurately ascertained. When broken into spiculoa and
approached to a wire no longer at a red-heat, or even to the lateral name of a spirit-lamp, it decrepi-

tates slightly and becomes converted into powder of the peroxide. Its other properties in this condition

have not been thoroughly examined ; nor are they likely to present much interest except for merely
speculative, and, perhaps, for medicinal purposes.-

In the condition of steel, on the other hand, all the peculiarities and habitudes of this metal are im-

portant enough to require a special detail and discussion in a separate article. (See Steel.) I

this one will be considered what is proper to it in its two conditions «\ crud and malleable iron. The
means for artistically producing these two different states, La the manufacture of cast or liar iron •

different, mu e be detailed separately . In other regards they will be Bpoken of together, but
distinctly wherever nec< Bsary ; and it will be understood, that when not others ise expressed, the term
iron mean? malleabh iron.

Physical properties. The color of crude iron varies according to the Btate of combination and pro

portion of it, chief foreign ingredient, 'ail from dark gray to silvery white; passing through
intermediate 8ta i mottled, bright, and white. It is upon these indications, coupled with those

of texture, (which will be Bpoken of directly,) thai the metal i- classified in commerce, J>ark gray iron,

crystalline, with Bmall facets, is supposed to denote a time-- for foundry purposes, i. >. for bein

into various forms; and the denon uch a whole class is foundry iron, or founders' pig. As
for brightens and grows more and more silvery, with a bladed texture, it is considered better

suited for conversion into malleable iron ; and the w boh- class obtains the name ordinarily of for<

, further than as applied to extremely loose and uncertain; and .

yet. without positive knowledge as to either what causes or is a permanent practical consequence of
cuUir in crude iron. In malleable iron the distinctions in this respect are much less marked. A full pray

pith something of a bluish tint, i generally supposed to attach to thi mens. Of©
all these remarks apply only to the phi Domena of a Fresh fracture ; and the color and lustre which may

iron in either condition bj finishing and polishing are, it will be readily conci
entirely artificial, and dependent in no small degree upon the processes that maj have be<

; to.

In tin- lame maimer, it may be presumed, another property, which is chiefly superficial, i

ipon the artistical processes employed in de and this is the adhesion of ii

with which it attaches itself to a liquid surface. This propertj ha- doI been experimental!'
io any extent, though a research upon it would probably be fruitful for all questions tow !

tion of machinery, and, perhaps, would also ibed light opon tho internal the metal
indefatigable Guyton-Morveau, only, has made observation upon il in the case of iron

metals, by polishing with an equal amount of labor the face of n di k, one inch French in dim
li.) of tin- metals respectivi ly, allow ing eai h to repose an equal time upon the si

• i men urj in a dish, and then seeing what weight was lufficienl to overcome the adhesion ll<- found
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the weight necessary in several cases (abstraction being made of that of the disks themselves respect'

ively) to be as under

:

Gold required 440 gr. Fr. = 365 -72 gr. Eng.
Silver " 429 " = 35P78 "

Tin " 418 " = 342-76

Lead " 372 " = 30504
Bismuth " 317 " = 259"94

Zinc required 204 gr. Fr. = 167-28 gr. Eng.

Copper " 140 " = 11480 "

Antimony" 126 " =103-32
Iron " 115 " = 94-30

Cobalt " 8 " = 6-56 "

Although the adhesion of a surface in contact with the liquid in these experiments would be in part a

function of the aptitude of the metal itself t<> amalgamate with quicksilver, yet these results are nowise

accordant with such aptitude, as far as it can be inferred from other observations. And it seems to be
equally independent of the density and cohesion of the solid. It is probably dependent in much greater

degree upon the absolute perfection and smoothness of surface which, in bodies worked upon with the

same force and for the same time, manifests itself according to another property, that of hardness. In

ordinary speech, and sometimes even in exactor phrase, this term liardness is used to express the resist-

ance of a substance to change of form of any kind. Such resistance depends mainly upon cohesion and
elasticity, and covers, in part, the characteristics of malleability and stiffness. But hardness, in its tech-

nical sense, is resistance to removal or abrasion of substance, as in cutting, boring, filing, and the like.

Any material which will scratch a given substance is therefore harder than that substance. Kirwan
was the first to classify substances in this respect after a decimal scale, beginning with talc and ending

witli diamond. The eight intermediate tests are uniform and easily accessible minerals. Measured by
such a scale, native iron (which may be considered as nearly the type of the malleable iron of commerce,
though it contains a notable proportion both of lead and copper, generally,) is ranked in hardness at

t'j : that is to say, it scratches fluor-spar as much as it is itself scratched by phosphate of lime. Crude
iron is harder, and most specimens of gray foundry pig are just scratched by felspar; it may, therefore,

hold an average rank on Kirwan's scale of 5
-

8. But white forge pig will generally cut glass, and may
therefore be ranked at 7 in hardness by the same scale. It will readily be understood that in applying
these tests, something depends upon the shape and sharpness of the fragment used ; a dull surface will

merely rub without scratching ; and in the case of white iron and glass, unless the lamellar crystals of

the former be used with their edges, the latter will not be cut. It is the same with the diamond, the

hardest known substance ; only its spherical edges cut glass. In drawing a practical inference from such

observations, regard must be had, too, to the ordinary texture of the substances, i. e. their mode of ag-

gregation and cohesion. Thus white iron, hardened steel, quartz and granite, tfec, have all the same
theoretical index of hardness; but steel, for instance, is much more coherent than quartz, which is a
brittle substance, and still more so granite; it is, therefore, used readily for working both. So sand-

9tone, which is principally grains of silica held together with a siliceous cement, and therefore has an
index of 7, is yet ordinarily worked with the same tools that are used for marble, whose index is but

J-5. But the causes and modes of these apparent inconsistencies readily manifest and reconcile them-
selves upon a little reflection.

3o far as metals are concerned, the following table may be taken to give what is known in this par
ticular; the foregoing cautions being equally applicable.

Table of Metals

Mercury.

Sodium,
Potassium.

Lead,
Zinc,

Tin,

Antimony,
Gold,

Silver,

Cadmium,
Bismuth,

Tellurium,

( lopper, copper and zinc, (brass,)

Platinum, copper and tin, (gun-metal,)
1'alladium,

luox,

he probcble Order cf their Hardness.

Iron,

Cobalt,

Nickel,

Crude Iron, (gray,)

Steel, (soft,)

" (hardened,)

Manganese,
Titanium,

Crude Iron, (white,)

Chromium,
lvhodium,

Iridium, Osmium,

Hardest steel, varying from white iron to the

top of the list.

How much hardness is dependent on texture, has been already mentioned ; and it is owing to the

varying circumstances of this last property that iron in different conditions is found to shift about so

much in the 1m just given, ^n practice, another property, that of affection by heat, or specific heat,

(which will presently be mentioned,) has also an influence; and a substance, hard at first, becomes
sensibly warm by attrition, and linally yields to the action of a material less hard than it-elf at low
t. mperatures, but endowed with a greater capacity for heat. It is thus in one aspect that crude iron

under a red heat may be cut and sawn almost like wood ; and in the other, that a wheel of soft malle-
able iron, rapidly revolving, may be made to cut the hardest steel. Workmen have the opportunity of

appreciating these affections in manipulations with the cold chisel.

The texture of crude iron is in most treatises said to be granular. It is in fact crystallized ; as we
learn from the chemical experiments of Daniell, and the microscopic observations of Scbafhaiitl and
Alexander. According to the last named, the crystals of gray iron " belong to the octahedral system,

[in which the axes of crystallization are equal and at right angles,] and present themselves under the

primary forms of several of its classes." "The maximum limit of these, when cubic, is not above -
?n-55
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of an inch in linear dimension, and about oj-oMoioTy °f ft S™"1 m wt.ght" Crystals in white iron

are smaller, and "most frequently occur in six-sided prisms, sometimes connected in fascicles by then
eides, at others by their ends, in a sort of stellated or radiated arrangement The white color of the

mass seems to be mainly arising from these arrangements of particles." Malleable iron is supp
li; ve a filamentous structure ; but metallurgists are not agreed how far this arises from as it is cer

tainly in some degree dependent on) the processes employed in the manufacture. The amount of forg

ing which the bars have undergone, the degree of heat to which they have been subject, as well i

ultimate size to which they may have been reduced, all affect the texture of specimens, whose othei

characteristics, originally and subsequently, are apparently the same. Nevertheless, tin- property and
that of color are the chief commercial tests of the quality of iron. It is generally supposed that a frncs

ture more pointed than irregular, and a tendency to become filamentous upon being forged into bars of

an inch Bquare or under, are indications of the two main characteristics of good iron, viz. strength and
stiffness. But there is a< yet no criterion by which, on simple inspection, the quality of the metal can
be determined, and both the manufacturer and the consumer are compelled to rely in the absence ol

actual experiment; upon the constancy of Nature in furnishing material-, and the uniformity of Art in

subjecting them t<> the same processes. The same ores treated in the same way ought to produce the
same metal ; and so they generally do.

Closely connected with texture is the property of density. The variations in this reaped between
the results of different observers are to be attributed partly to the difference of methods, partly t<> the

inaccuracy of the weights employed, (a much more influential cause of error than is generally imagined,
and partly to the variations of the individual specimens. Their limits are, however, sufficiently

to allow of taking as a probable average (the daisi/;/ or specific gravity of distilled water being called

1) the specific gravity of

(rude iron, foundry or gray iron,
"•

' forge pig or white " 7 •">

Malleable iron, 7 o

In estimating absolute w< -uificient for practical purposes to consider a cubic foot of dis-

tilled water as equal to l" 1 unces avoirdupois; so that a cubic foot of iron in it- different conditions

will v. thousand times the indices of specific gravity given above, respectively, in avoirdupois

ounces, sixtei of which go to the pound. For rough approximations, iron in general may be taken as

rth oi a pound to the cubic inch, So far a< crude iron is concerned, the specific gravity

baa be< a recently considered in reports upon ordnance to the American government to be an index oi

another physical property, (of the greatest interest where cannon and guns are concerned,) viz, the
tenacity or cohesive force of the metal. Of course, such indications are not regarded as absolut .

. relative; and they b ipposed hitherto to apply only to the 1,. s\ sort of gray foundry
iron.

Upon ilii- property of t> nacity or cohesion of iron in its different conditions, experiments have been
very numerous and varied, with results as accordant as could be expected. They may lie found de-

tailed more or less fully in several special treatises; such as of Barlow, Duleau, Karsten, Navier, and
old The results of those whose apparatus may be considered as the most reliable, seem to show

that cohesion depends not only upon the chemical composition of the metal, but also upon the way in

which it has been treated ; the amount of heat, for instance, to which it has been subject, the extent ol

forging it b and also the dimensions which have 1" en given to it, and the form in which it

has been left v7< re the theory of the resistance of materials perfect •'"' behavior of the metal under

one po t of circumstances would determine for any or all ; but in the absence of Buch 1

1

it is necessary here to give the observed results in the chief positions and circumstances in which the

resistance of iron i- practically called into play. These are four, viz.: l. Resistance to a force tending
to pull asunder in the direction of Length ; this is usually termed absolute cohesion : 2. Resistance to a

force tending to crush in the same direction; this is termed relative cohesion :
'.'•. Resistance to a force

applied at any angle with the Longitudinal axis of the mass, or a transversi force; this is term
ion: 4. Resistance to a twisting force, or to torsion. As to resistance to impact or •

that will 1>" spoken of under the property of elasticity.

1. The absolutt cohesion of malleable iron may lie taken for Bquare bars of differei I mder;
[stance per square inch being proportioned to the breaking weight of the respective -

In har- \ inch square; resistance e inch = '.>i>
)
ooo lbs.

\
•• • " =70,110,1 ••

" 1 inch and over " " — 56, I
"

When the bars are round with the -ame area, they will show a somewhat high 1 resistance than the

: and when forged flat they appear more resistant than when round. Iron wire, from the

of manufacture, 1- generally supposed to exert a greater proportionate resistance than hammered iron;

butitsavei included in the number given above. Ln fact the increa

ance inversely as the area seems to pro/re , with wire to a certain point, when it. cl 1 , 1, and

the proportionate strength diminishes with the area. Thus, in Telforda experiments,

a wire I inch in diameter gave a resistance per square inch of 94,080 lb&

and •• .', - - • "
•

'

Dul 1 .-I inn nt-, however, do not justify this inference. Annealed iron is hardh half a

the same wire unannealed, All these numbei load-, it will bs roadilj undi

the metal bt 01 ver to be itrained to such a Limit Up to a certain point - i b ' ' '

'•

nid when the itrain 1 tale n off, return to u- former dimensions; hut beyond, althou h ii

1
'eli, it returns no more, the alteration and injurs an' permai.

Lidoua to food iron with more than on* third of 1: weij lit. Thi
'

are , v e, allow th of malle.il.le iron in tl
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17,800 lbs. per square inch, which it can bear without permanent alteration. This may be taken foi

ordinary use at 18.0U0 11 h. per square inch.

Crude iron is but rarely employed as a tie ; so that a knowledge of its absolute cohesion is compara-
tively of little practical consequence, and there have been proportionably few direct experiments. The
mean of Tredgold's gives 44,620 lbs. per square inch as the breaking weight. The results of Muschen
brock, Brown, and Kennie, the former very much in excess and the latter in defect, do not appeal
reliable. In practice, we may take 15,000 lbs. per square inch as the strain that gray crude iron will

bear in the direction of its length without permanent alteration. It is, therefore, about one-sixth weaker
than malleable iron. White crude iron has not been experimented upon in this sense; but it is known,
from observations on transverse strains, to be much weaker than gray iron. Iron of the second fusion

(t. e. melted and cast from a cupola) is, in general, stronger than when run from the high-furnace. The
method of casting (i. e. in vertical or horizontal moulds) does not, as far as observed, affect its absolute

cohesion.

The following table gives the mean absolute cohesion of divers metals cast in pounds per square

inch, viz.

:

Ratio. Ratio

Cast-steel, tilted 135,000 lbs 3-

Crude iron, gray 45,000 " 1"

Gun-metal, (copper and tin,) 34,000 " 0-756

Brass, cast 20,000 " 0-444

Gold, cast 20,000 " 0444

And the following the mean proportionate cohesion of some of them when drawn into wire; iron wire

being 1, or unity.

Tin, cast 4,700 lbs 0-104

Zinc, cast ..'. 2,800 " 0062
Lead, cast 1,800 " 0-040

Antimony cast, 1,000 " 0-022

Copper 0-587

Platinum 0'500

Silver 0-342

Gold 0-273

Gold 0-273

Zinc 0200
Tin 0-064

Lead 0-051

Iron 1-000

2. In relative cohesion, or resistance to crushing, the two conditions of the metal appear to change

places ; crude iron being the strongest. The mean of many experiments of Karsten gives the resistance

in this sense of crude iron, gray, at 168,750 lbs. per square inch.

white, " 210,540 "

The specimens were of the first fusion, cast from a cupola, and poured from a reverberatory furnace

;

the cupola castings were very uniformly the weakest, and those from the air-furnace the strongest of

the sets. Those moulded vertically were also at a mean 2J per cent, stronger than those moulded
horizontally. Wrought-iron has not been extensively observed in this respect. The mean of the ex-

periments of Rondelet gives 70,000 lbs. per square inch (very nearly) as the weight under which bara

from J to 1 inch s^aare began to give way. Its texture appears to prevent it from being crushed, even
with the weight that would crush crude iron ; for if the height of the specimen be triple its thickness, it

will bend and double up sooner than be crushed. The practical effect in either case upon the equilib-

rium of constructions is pretty nearly the same. We are warranted, then, in considering the useful rela-

tive cohesion of wrought-iron at one-half that of gray crude iron. The following table exhibits this

property as supposed to be ascertained for some other metals, viz.

:

Crude iron, white, resistance per cubic inch, 210,000 lbs. ratio 1-0000

gray, " " 170,000 " " 0-8095

Copper, cast,
" " 117,000 " " 0-5571

.Malleable iron,
" " 85,000 " " 0-4048

Copper, wrought, " " 55,000 " " 0-2620

Tin, cast,
" " 9,000 " " 00429

Lead, cast,
" " 8,000 " " 0-0381

The last four were not crumbled under the pressure, but flattened; their resistance was tnerefore

entirely overcome ; although their texture did not allow the same phenomena as belong to the crystal-

lized structure of the others.

3. Experiments on respective cohesion of iron, i. e. its resistance to transverse strains, have been very

numerous. Theoretically, their results should be functions of the absolute cohesion of the substance;

but, partly from defect of theory, and partly from inherent difficulties and errors in observation, this is

.jot exactly the case. As this is the sort of resistance most extensively required in practice, its deter-

mination i- of the greatest interest. In addition to the variations arising from the qualities of the metal

itself, it depends so much tipon the dimensions and position of the mass exposed to strain, upon the

angle of direction of the force or weight, and upon the degree of deflection that the equilibrium of con-

struction will allow, that the statement of results can hardly be more condensed than the statistics ol

the experiments themselves. To give tables for practical use is liable to the same objection of taking

up undue space, and also to the inconvenience of being limited in their application. All that will be

done here, then, is to furnish general rules which may safely be calculated upon in all cases for appor-

tioning the weight to the dimensions of the beam which is to bear it, viz.

:

// <P
vo= 100000 -Tj-; for gray crude iron.

bd 3

,
ic — 62500—„-; for white

*>d
3

.
*

w= 135000 -=-; for wrought-iron.
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Practiutl Rule.—Divide the product of the breadth of the beam ard the cube of the depth by the

square of the length, all in inches; and multiply the quotient by 100,000 for the weight in poundi
when gray iron is used. With white iron multiply by 62,500 ; and with malleable iron, by 185,1

the load in pounds. These coefficients correspond to a maximum deflection in the middle of the

('which is assumed to be solid) of ^ of an inch per foot in length; which it is nut judicious

although it is very often surpassed. The use of white iron should bo a- much as possible avoided in

resisting strains of this kind. It is not only very little more than half a- Btrong, but it is also less uni

form and more uncertain.

These formula! and rules apply to instances where the beam is supported at both ends, and .-trained

by a force acting in the middle of the length, as in the case of mill-shafts, <fcc. Where the load is uni-

formly distributed over the length of such a supported beam, the effect is the same as if five-eighth* oJ

this load were applied in the middle of the length, and the weight borne in this case will be 1 j
8
5

times that ascertained by the rule just given.

When the beam is square, the formula? and rules equally apply as when it is merely rectangular. If

it be cylindrical, -upported at both ends and loaded in the middle, divide the weight obtained by the

rule for a square beam whose side equals the given diameter by 1

,

7
„ for the load that will produce the

same deflection. If the load is to be uniformly distributed over the Length of a cylindrical beam, it is

Dear enough in practice to consider that its strength and stiffness will be the same as in a square beam
with sides equal to the diameter of the cylinder, and loaded with the same weight in the middle of if

length
In all these cases the weight of the beam itself must be taken into the account as part of the load,

either uniformly di-tributed or centered in the proportion of 5 : 8, as the case may require. To diminish

as far as possible the useless load in such instances, it is not unusual to make the beam or Bhaft a hol-

low cylinder. The rule for determining the dimensions becomes complicated; for strength and sti

do not follow the same ratio of diameters In general, it may he remembered that when the thick-

ness of the metal i- one fifth of the diameter, which, if the load l- considerable, is not more than a safe

nion, the strength of the hollow cylinder is nearly two-thirds, and the Btiffness one half nearly of

what they would ho respectively in a square beam of the same depth, while there is a BaviDg of one-

half the quantity of metal.

•l. The capacity to resist tortii > is of great importance in the substance of which the revolving pans
of machinery are made; for it is not unfrequently by a submission to tor-ion that both power and dura-

bility are secured. Navier has explored the theory of this resistance ; but the experimental constants

Which are required to make the theory of practical application are unfortunately deficient The results

of the observations made hitherto are remarkably discordant The following table gives the propor-

tionate resistance in this respect of various metals.

teel 19-56

Shear " 17-06

Blister" 1C-69

Crude iron, cast vertical,) 10-63

Wrought-iron, (coal,) 10-13
"

(charcoal,)

Crude iron, (cast horizontal.) 9"94

Hard gun-metal, S^OO

Fine brass 4*69

Copper, (cast,) 4*81

Tin Ill

Ir appears from this, that iron in all it- condition- exercises this resistance pre-eminently; and that

crude iron doe-; not differ in this respect materially from wrought-iron. It has been generally assumed
in metallurgic treatises hitherto, that resistance to tor-ion i- in proportion to absolute cohesion. The ex-

Qts, BO far, do not su-tain this, a- between malleable and crude iron.

In a preceding paragraph, a distinction bis been made between strength and ttiffneu. Although
both are m part functions of the absolute cohesion, yet the latter i- a measure more particularly »t

another physical property— thai ol It is in virtue of its cohesive strength that a Bubstance

change oi form or position; it is in proportion to its elasticity that such changes, when i

ring, are not nt. Thus, up to a certain point, a bar or wire which lias been lengthened by a

strain will, when the -train i- removed, return to ite original length; or a beam that has been d< fl

load will, upon b< ing relieved from the load, reassume its horizontal position When tin- point is

d, and the extension or deflection remain permanent after the cause producing them b

act NVI ' ~ a
.

v ordinarily that the piece, whatever il mas- be. has / and, technically, that it

overcome or destroyed. Gray crude iron will allow an extension, within the limits of its elas-

ticity to recover, of
|

,'
iip of it- original length when the -train i- acting in that direction: it is n"t safe

to alio 'a- for a greater deflection ii ssea which have to bear a permanent load, (such as joi

ban rV of an inch for each foot in length, or say .,!„ of the length, in round numbers. White iron

reliable either for extension or deflection. Malleable iron w ill bear an extension w ithoul injury of

,
,'„„ of it- length, only it- deflection ought not to be allowed b its length. I

flections are of coin i I where th reatest, viz. in the middle of the 1<

There i- another manifi station of elasticity in re istance to impact, or. a- i< i- technical]) tenni

e \ iclds in form or position to the momentum of a Bud len im-

pul r blow, and then retun rhisresistai I reat importance in nincl

to ai I in determining what velocity the moving masses should be allowed to have; for the

.no the same whether ib.- nibat ince in question -tube- against a body at

. a body in motion, [n theory, retili net is a function of absolute

well as of elasticity; ami hence certain n I- posses* this property in a higher d roo ll >

ii" t.d
,
and q< arly a high a- non itself \N balelxrri) exhibits it in a pre emim Dt d . i-e.



Extensibility. Stiffness.

1-00 TOO
0-90 0-49

1-25 0-54

0-86 1-35

250 0-04

1-00 0-14

2-80 0-09

0-75 0-25

0-50 0-76
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Table showing the proportionate Resilience or Resistance to Impact of divers Substances.

Iron, (crude or wrought,) * 1-000 I Iron, (crude or wrought,) 1000

Gun-metal, (copper 8 4- tin 1,) cast, 0-819 Brass, (cast,) 0-400

Yellow Pine, (American,) 0-740 Beech 0-326

Oak, (English,) 0-724 I Larch, 0-315

Mahogany 0-630 ! Lead, (cast,) 0"246

Elm, (English,) 0620
j
Zinc, " 0190

Asli 0-600
|

Tin, " 0-142

White Fir 0567
j
Whalebone, 3000

The following comparative summary maybe taken of the chief practical resistances of iron and some

nther substances employed in construction? and in machinery.

Strength.

Crude iron, (gray.) 1*00

Brass, 0'44

Gun-metal, (copper and tin,) 065
• Iron, (malleable,) 112
Lead 0-10

Marble, (white,)

Oak, 0-25

Tin, 018
Zinc, 0-37

The remaining properties of iron connected with its texture do not, as yet, admit of being numerically

valued or proportioned. Such is the case, for instance, with malleability, or the capacity of being ex-

tended in one or more directions by hammering. White crude iron does not display this property at

all
;
gray iron possesses it generally in a slight, and sometimes in a considerable degree. Wrought-

iron in this respect is inferior to gold, silver, copper, tin, cadmium, platinum, lead, and zinc ; the order

of the names here representing the order of malleability in actual extent of surface which can be given

to a unitary mass of the same volume, by the most suitable treatment. All other metals are inferior

to iron in this aspect ; though, if the question were as to the extent of surface which could be gained by
a continuous hammering, its relations would be altered. It tends to become very brittle by forging

;

and, besides requiring the application of great force in the aggregate, has to be frequently softened by
heat during the process. The harder the iron is in its original state as wrought-iron, the more often

?jch softening has to be resorted to ; whence it may be inferred that, ceteris paribus, the softer the iron

the more malleable it should be. And the same inference attaches in the property of ductility, or capa-

city for being drawn into wire. This is in so far different from malleability, that heat is a necessary

part of the process if it is carried to any great degree ; and the order of ductility of the several metals

varies from that of their malleability accordingly. Gold, silver, and platinum are the only metals more
ductile than iron.

Magnetism, or the property of permanent polarity, was formerly supposed to belong to iron only.

Later researches show that this is. to be shared, though not equally, with nickel, cobalt, and chromium.
Occasional magnetism may be excited in most substances ; as is shown by their influencing the oscilla-

tions of a freely suspended magnetic needle. But this influence is much weaker in all other substances

than the four named. Silver, which stands the highest of all the other metals, is nine times feebler in

this respect than iron
;
gold fifteen times, and marble nearly twenty times, more weak. Iron acquires

magnetism by contact or suitable friction with a magnet; by being suitably rubbed or struck in a

proper position ; by exposure to refracted light of the sun ; and even by being left to stand in a nearly

vertical position. The processes for this purpose will be described under the proper article. (See Mao-
nktism.) It is enough to say here, that owing to the ease with which it is accidentally developed, it is

extremely difficult to find in the shop of a philosophical instrument-maker, for instance, a tool or scrap

of iron which is not in some degree magnetic. In all its conditions and states it is susceptible of this

property, but develops it differently in each. Thus, gray crude iron becomes sooner and more intensely

magnetic than white iron ; but yields in both these regards to wrought-iron and to steel. Soft ductile

iron is more easily and more strongly magnetizable than steel, but does not retain its magnetism as

well. A similar relation is observable between untempered and tempered steel. The magnetism of

iron may be weakened or lost by methods similar to those which originally impressed it. The filings

of a magnet are less magnetic than the solid mass. A heavy, sudden blow or shock, against a hard
body, will sometimes destroy magnetism. Heat always diminishes it ; although there are some pecu-
liarities which have been observed in this regard that are difficult of explanation. It undergoes dete-

rioration whenever similar poles of two equally strong magnets are kept in prolonged contact ; and
finally, is always abated by alloying with other substances, and may be destroyed entirely by increasing

the proportion of alloy. Arsenic is, in this regard, the most active of the metals; though an alloy of

two-thirds arsenic does not entirely prevent the mass from being attracted by the needle. Mushet,
however, affirms that twenty-two per cent, of manganese effectually destroys magnetism in an alloy

of iron.

Malleable iron is an excellent conductor of electricity ; and although in this respect inferior to copper
and zinc among the easily oxidized metals, and to gold, silver, and platinum among the others, it is yet,

for economy, universally employed for lightning-rods. In the Voltaic pile it follows zinc in the order oi

electro-positive metal-.

Its electro-magnetic properties are very remarkable, in the facility with which it is converted into a

magnet of great energy during the passage through it of an electric current. It is to this that the elec

kro-magnetic telegraph owes, in part, '.cj adaptation and success.
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Hitherto the properties of iron have been considered as manifesting then rdinary tempera*
tares. It remains to speak of the modifications and peculiarities winch arise from its affection 1<.

Of all the metals, this has the greatest specific heat; i. e. the greatest capacity for heat, or faculty of

resisting change of temperature It bears a greater quantity of caloric for a longer time, and with less

alteration of its own sensible temperature. The index of its specific heat has been observed bj D
and Petit as follows

:

32° T. to 212c I-'....

:.-'J
3 F O1150

:>:-2 D F IS

. - F 0-12

posit) ' ih capacity lor heal to augment in the same ratio, we would have at the supposed
Vheat an index = 0*1402, and near the probable point of fusion = o :,•_>•>_>

; that of water in equal

weight being 1' The specific heat varies according to the condition of the metal, and api

be in some proportion to the quantity of carbon associate d in each. Thus the s] •]. as

observed by Regnault, is represented by the index = 011848, and that of white crude iron -.— '

Gray crude iron, as far as may he inferred from observations of refined iron, would have a lower index
than white iron, but there are not observations to settle this.

The expansion of iron by heat presents it in a similarly advantageous character. I' •

than any of the metals except platinum, palladium, and antimony. The observations hitherto have
been made principally upon its expansion in one direction ; i. e. its linear expansion, or It i-

supposed to be accurate enough for practice to consider this extension as equal in all directions, and as,

therefore, the one-third of the cubic expansion. All the experiments upon the extension of crude iron

have been with metal of the second fusion, which is almost always gray. It may be presumed from
practical phenomena on the large scale, that white iron expands less than gray. The mean of the re-

sults of Roy, Lavoisier, and Daniel! with cast-iron, gn ension in length of 0001091 12 19 b I

82° F. and 212° F. ; the original length being I* at '''2° F. This corresponds to an extension

ciently accurate for practical use) of ,-,-,„£„.,; of the original length at 82° for each degree of Fah-

renheit The extension of wrought-iron has been more frequently and more valiantly observed. The
results lie between 0-000600 ofBonguer and O'OOl 146 of Hallstrom, as the extension on a length origi-

nally I* at 82° F. Theoretical considerations, as well as an average of the most reliable observ:

determine thi< extension at 0*0011356 for 180° between the melting of ice and the boiling of >

ponding to Tll ,/, ,;„„„ of the original unity for l
3

F. The extension of steel appears to be uni-

formly higher than this, and to vary according to the temper of the metal in that condition

Between the limits given, the rate of expansion maybe taken as constant for each d

although in strictness such is not the fa 212° F. it wedd not be proper to rely upon Buch an

assumed constancy : but at these higher temperatures a knowledge of the dilatation is chiefly inl

jg in theoretical science. Rinman supposed, from some observations, thai between ordinary -umr.ter-

beat(say To 3
F.) and what is called red-heat, crude iron extended X and wrought-iron rj ,

of its

original length : but these estimates can hardly be relie 1 upon. The following table presents tl

probable values in this particular, as well a^ certain other phenomena :

ng tin actual Extension of Wrought-In i Temperatures.

Degree of Fahrenheit. Length.

1-

212 1001 ;

892 1-0025751 ) a - „ , ,
, , , ,,

.-., '
: rtace be ies -traw colored, deep yellow, crunsou,

'-'.'."
'

I.0Q63894 \ 'ioletj purple, deep blue, bright blue.

932 10087780 ) a . ,
, ,, , , , , ,

1-0114811 (
teur,: ' dull, and then bright red.

1-0211 l

2192 1-0848242 [ Bright red, yellow, welding heat, white heat.

10512815 J

2912 cohesion destroyed. Fusion perfect

In the property of conducting heat ''" scupiea a low rank. Tht following atatemeni is warranted

by the observations of I

'

r. Sill. -I'M.

Gold 2-6728

Platinum ................... 26228
Silver ..................

Copper 2-4010

Zinc

.

.

l-

1

I"

Tii

Lend
Marble ,

Porcelain I

liii. I. 1 i-

li observations refer to malleable iron. Crude iron, whose specitli heat is greater than its dilatability

me properties of wrought-iron, is, it maj be inferred, a worse conductor. I

p
beat, in either condition, there have been no reliable ol

Beside the infl u nee upon dilatation, an effect seema to be produced upon il>.-
i

r or lower than ordinary, [n regard to low temp ratun il i

'..l.ihai tie", promote fragility. It i> uniformly observed that iron id

brittle in winter than in summer ; and this holds good equally for all condition

weather is, therefore, unfavorable foi anj practieal U t ofquality, luchasfort tnnoti, chuin-<
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especially one dependent in any way upon impact. On the other hand, with temperatures higher than
ordinary, but yet below the point of boiling water, Tredgold supposes the absolute cohesion to be di

minished 3^5- by an elevation of 3° F. in temperature. Under temperatures which transcend thr

boiling point of water, the table given above has already indicated the most remarkable phenomenon—
the iridescence or succession of colors during the augmenting application of heat. To what this effect is

owing is not known
;
partially, perhaps, to the color produced by the contact of thin plates, and par-

tially to an oxidation of surface. This last cause is assured by the permanence of the color after the

heat has ceased to be applied. The straw color is developed fully at 400° F., the fusing point of tin

;

the deep yellow occurs at 420° F. ; crimson follows at 450° F., where bismuth fuses ; from that violet,

purple, and deep blue succeed, till 540° F., the melting point of lead ; this blue brightens, passes into

sea-green, and at last disappears at 700° F., the fusing point of zinc. Beyond this, the epochs of tem-
perature have no distinctive test. But if the heat is continued, there occurs a secondary, and, finally,

just before red heat, a tertiary succession of the same color and in the same order, only less vivid and
less lasting. If the metal be withdrawn at the close of this tertiary series, its surface will be found
covered with a thin pellicle of oxide, whose constitution has not yet been examined. The practical

utility of these color-tests is principally found with steel, where they serve as guides to determine the

probable temper imparted. The deep-blue color is also used in the arts as an ornamental and anti-

oxidable tint. Iron, in its different conditions, is not similarly affected in this respect. In general, steel

is colored at a lower temperature than what has been given as applicable to the case of malleable iron,

and gray iron at a higher one. White iron has not been as yet experimented on. But as there is rea-

son to conclude that the colors occur in the direct ratio of the hardness of the metal, white crude iron

may be expected to surpass steel. Of the same bar, the harder and softer portions are emphatically
designated in this process. The coloring thus depending on hardness, its brilliancy is determined by the

state of polish of the surface. And as the hardness of the metal thus influences the phenomena of

colors, so it is in its turn reacted on by the heat which produces them. It is on this account that iron

which has become hard in being wrought and hammered, is exposed to heat in order to soften it, as has
been noticed before. The degree of heat requisite is in proportion to the hardness existing and to the
softness required : in practice, however, it is generally a full-red heat. Iron, in all its conditions, ap-

pears to be permanently softened by being thus heated, whatever may have been its character or

treatment before. The hardness and brittleness wdiich may be cured by this resort, must be distin-

guished from the same characteristics arising from a peculiar chemical composition. Thus, there is a
sort of iron which becomes brittle by the application of heat. Metal of this class is well known under
the name red-short, or hot-short, and is met with in all conditions. Again, there is a kind of iron pre-

cisely opposite : brittle at ordinary temperatures, it becomes tenacious when hot ; though, like the other, it

undergoes no permanent change, and the modified characteristic belongs only to the modified temperature.
Sudden cooling appears to augment the effect of low temperature, and to impart greater or less

hardness to the metal, according to its previous quality. In the case of steel, this is of the utmost
interest ; for on it depends the whole business of tempering. In other conditions the effect is less

maiked, but sufficiently sensible whenever the conducting power of the cooling material is not out of

proportion to the mass of metal acted upon. The conducting power of the air is never sufficient, ordi-

narily, to produce any of the phenomena of sudden cooling : exposed to that, the cooling is always
slow, and, according to its temperature, follows, more or less, tb.3 softening effects which have been
already spoken of, and which are technically known as annealing. But this will be spoken of more
particularly under the metallurgic treatment of iron.

The effect of sudden cooling is more manifest in temperatures higher than red heat, and especially

upon the metal in fusion. The observation of this is more readily made upon crude than wrought-iron

;

and the most remarkable effect is the conversion of gray iron into white, which takes place more or less

completely in proportion (other things being equal) to the mass operated upon. On the other hand,
white iron can be converted into gray by an opposite method of treatment ; and this not only on the
small scale, but also in large. Indeed, as was said before, iron of the second fusion, allowed to cool

slowly, is almost uniformly gray. But gray iron, cast in moulds of any sort which conduct heat with
sufficient rapidity, (such as cast-iron moulds,) uniformly chills, as it is termed ; i. e., becomes converted,
to a greater or less depth from the surface, into white iron. Practical advantage is taken of this in the

manufacture of wheels for railroad cars, which are always purposely chilled to increase their durability.

It is at temperatures above red heat that the most important and practically useful modifications of
this metal take place in all its conditions. Not to refer any further to steel, the welding of malleable
iron and the fusion of crude iron, by which either of these are made applicable to the arts and w7ants 01

mankind, occur at about the same epoch of temperature, somewhat further removed from red heat than
this last i~ from ordinary states. The table before given has already indicated the temperature of the
probable fusion of malleable iron, which is a little above that of crude iron. The uncertain indications
1
.(' \\ edgwood's pyrometer for a long time induced an erroneous estimate of the amount of heat required
for the fusion of metals generally, and especially that of iron. Daniell has shown, by experiment with
a much more reliable apparatus than that of Wedgwood, that cast-iron (so called) cannot require a
higher temperature for fusion than would be expressed by 2786° F.; while Alexander has demonstrated,
from the known relations and properties of cohesive force and specific heat, that bar-iron (whose utter

infusibility was long maintained) must become fluid at about 2774° Fahr. We are yet deficient in a
pyrometer whose indications would be uniform when applied in temperatures as high as this, a desid-

eratum whose supply would contribute materially to the filling up of jhe theory of the manufacture ot

iron. It is probable that an air-thermometer, whose tube, where it entered the furnace, is of platinum,
would afford the most unexceptionable and reliable results.

The capacity for being welded, i. e. performing an intimate and perfect union of two surfaces, occurs
at the epoch of incipient fusion. This property is possessed by iron alone of all the metals, except pla-

tinum arid palladium. White crude iron, under ordinary treatment, does not show this characteristic
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it all. Gray iron is weldable, but in sucb narrow limits of temjieraiure that tho operation has I

effected with i^reat quickness in order to succeed. "With bar-iron and steel, in efficient masses, welding

is of every-day application. If the masses he very small, they cool t<"> quickly to he welded in the

ordinary way. Crude iron in fusion occupies a less space than whan solid; in tl its anomaly

(which is tube traced to crystallization] is shared with antimony, bismuth sulphur, and sine, among the

3, all of which shrink in melting. The Bame may he observed rf water, which is more dense when

fluid than when crystallized in the shape of ice. If a mass of crude iron be made hoi and laid a\

bath of melted metal, it floats; hut it it he cold, it tends to sink. Perhaps tin- may he owing to the

repulsive effect of heat. White iron, in this respect, shrinks less than gray. On an average, good gray

foundry iron shrinks rather more than the ', of its volnme when cold The general allow.;-

the founder in making their pattern- i-
J
of an inch to the foot lineal.

Exposed to heat at any temperature from red heat upwards, with access of air. iron, in all its condi-

tions, is readily covered with a coating of oxide. Liar-iron is thus oxidated more easily than crude

iron; and of this latter, gray iron forms, at the same temperature, a more friable oxide than white.

The following contrast may he taken to exhibit the most important characteristics of the two conditions

of crude iron when exposed to high temperatures, viz.:

—

Iron White Iron

I- less easily oxidated; preserves its character Is more easily oxidated ; loses its character sooner,

longer, but lo-,- it cohesion, &c.) more completely and becomes granular, grayish al "' steel-like in

at last ; suffers these changes more when protected malleability and temper; sutler-- these ch

from the air; heated below the fusing-point, with more when protected from the air; heated below
access of air, demands more heat and more air to the fusing-point with access of air, heroines quite

assume a certain malleability ; requires a higher malleable, and may be tempered to take an i

temperature for fusion; when fused is more liquid; fines at a lower temperature; when fused i- less

expands more in cooling ; fused rapidly and cooled liquid and more pasty; expands less in cooling;

quickly, tends to become white ; fused rapidly and fused rapidly and cooled quickly, becom<
1 slowly, retains its character or becomes treinely brittle ; fused rapidly and cooled .-lowly,

be© .

The precautions necessary in view of these peculiarities, a- well a- the general processes, will lie de-

scribed under the head of fcouNDiHG; and what ha- been .-aid may be consider* 1 a- covering the chief

physical properties of the metal
Chemical affini .—These have been observed for the most part with the iron of com-

merce, which i- never entirely pure, but contain- carbon, silicon, phosphorus, sulphur, arsenic, chromium,
titanium, magnesium, aluminum, and manganese, in very minute proportions. Nitrogen i- sometimes
met with; but oxygen, which was formerly considered a constituent, has not I lized in the

later researches of the most accurate chemists. The chemical symbol of iron is Fe. and it- ai

weigh! sygen being taken as luO. In the system where hydrogen = 1- the atomic weight ol

iron i- 28*, a- an average round number.
With oxygen, iron combines in two proportions, •whose resulting compounds appear capable of fresh

combinations, bo that in point of factfour compounds are known to exist The first i- the Btate of pro-

toxide, which doe- not exist naturally nor artificially, except a- a hydrate. Tin' second in the proportion

of oxygen i- th e
-

I I m the Burface of the metal by heat, with access of air. and thrown
off under the hammer or Bqueezer. The third is the black i Ic oxide, (the oxidum fer

ferricum oi Berzelius | which exists also naturally ; and the fourth is the peroxide, red oxide, or -

id la-t of which epithets are used according to different theories of it- constitution. This

alsot xi-t- as a mineral, under the name of red hematite, ana is massive, fibrous, or crystallize I, according

It- hydrate is known to mineralogists a- hr^a-n hematite.

The following table contains all that
t
need be given a I 'oat th, -e oxides:

—

lition. Proportionate

Name. Iron. Oj Iron. Oxj Iron. Oxyg. [nd

Protoxide 0-7723 -f 02277 LOO + 2948 :: + •'. "1

cinder 07516 + 02474 100 + 82-90 :; + 7

Magnetic oxide 0*7178 + 0-2821 LOO + 39-30 ::_•

Peroxide 06934+0 100 + 4422 :: -j

I three first are attracted by the magnet, the last is not 'lie- colors which have 1 poken
of as accompanying different degrees of the application of beat :i "' :i '~" doubtless due to the ionn.it ion

i
I.--, who-,- constitution, however, is no; known. The affinity of iron for oxygen app< irs to I in

proportion t" it- own purity, and also, though in a less degree, to the state of il
.--

i in respocl

to that peroxidation which is verj familiar as nut, and which tends to occur more or less upon this

metal when exposed to the action of the an-, (and especially damp air,) white iron i- li I than

gray, and any a in the malleable metal This difference of the diffi

tioi: bold I in the ca • of moisture alone, and in general with most chemical

I'm

.

I of air. does not act upon iron at all . U mperatui

Pahr., the wati r ^ slowly decomposed, and yields it- oxygen ;
at 212 Fahr., the decompo I

sensible; and at a I'd heal it i- very rapid, hydi gen is given off, i
-\<

mien the action is nearly in proportion to the temperature In practii

the oxidation ol the metal i- an inconvenience, as in •team-boilers, Ac it maj ! m
ible extent bj th'- introduction of other metals having

tine. ; to keep the boil< r . ! an and

water acts in proportion to the activ itj of the salts it may happen to hold '
'j|Mjn d f the metal h hi, b mor<
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(anchors, chain-cables, etc.) to a depth proportionate, but in a diminishing ratio, to the time of immer
sion, converts cast-iron (cannon, cannon-balls, tfce.) into a substance resembling plumbago, or graphite

i. e. into carbon, associated with metallic and oxygenated iron. Such conversion appears to be less with
white than gray iron.

Air and moisture together appear to exercise a more powerful agency in producing oxidation than

cither separately, and as this is precisely the joint influence to which this metal is in most practical

cases exposed, there is the more interest in providing a preservative. This is found not only, as was
said just now, in the polish of the surface, but also in the means by which such polish is produced, in

special coatings of substances which resist humidity, and also in the protecting action of incipient oxida-

bon itself. Thus, in the first instance, a polish acquired under the use of oils (and still more as those

oils may be themselves unalterable) is more lasting than one obtained with water. One of the best

preservatives of the second kind, is a solution of caoutchouc in oil of turpentine, which is applied upon
the polished surface, and is then removed, or rather brought down to extreme thinness, by a brush
dipped in the same oil, heated. Among the third sort has been already mentioned the bluing, which is

effected by a temperature of about 550° F. ; and bronzing, as it is called, is of similar result. This is

done by washing the surface, which should be smooth, with acids, and mostly hydrochloric acid, ex-

posing it for a suitable time to the air, until it becomes thoroughly covered with a uniform coat of oxide,

and then removing that rust with olive-oil as a menstruum, until the surface ceases to soil white linen.

This is the common resort for gun-barrels. Electric gilding, (see Gilding,) although beginning to be
extensively used in the bright parts of machinery, which are not subject to friction, does not come prop-
erly in the category of the preservatives we have been considering.

The combination of carbon with iron gives rise, in fact, to the different conditions of this metal. In

white iron and steel it is chemically combined with the mass ; in gray iron it is partly combined in poly-

carburets dispersed about the mass, and partly free, as graphite, (called, by the workmen, kish ;) in

malleable iron it does not exist at all, or only in insignificant proportions. Karsten considers 53 per

cent, as the limit of saturation, which would give for the atomic constitution of the percarburet, one atom
of carbon to four atoms of iron. In gray iron the whole quantity of carbon does not, at a maximum,
exceed 4 per cent, of which 1 per cent, may be taken as combined, and 3 per cent, to be mechanically

associated as graphite. Although the occurrence of carbon is the principal modifier of the condition of

this metal, it is probable that the differences, so far as crude iron is concerned, are owing to other asso-

ciat ions also. Thus, as nitrogen has been found only in white iron, it is likely that some of its charac-

teristics depend upon the formation of compounds of nitrogen and carbon, and, ultimately, of cyanurets

of iron. It is very much to be desired that this suggestion could be studied in the synthetic way. The
practical precautions which have to be taken in consequence of the affinity of iron for carbon, will be
referred to hereafter, under the head of Foundry, and also tinder the article Steel.

Sulphur combines with iron in several definite proportions, both artificially and in nature. Until the

proportion reaches 2 atoms of sulphur for 1 atom of iron, (or 53 per cent, sulphur nearly,) the compound
is attracted by the magnet. This proportion may be considered as that of the natural magnetic pyrites.

Four atoms of sulphur to one of iron constitutes the common iron pyrites. Sulphur promotes the fusi-

bility of iron extremely, so much so that a plate or bar of iron, kept only at a red heat, may be pierced

to a considerable depth (say an inch, or more) by a stick of sulphur. Unfortunately, the quality of the

metal becomes so far impaired as not to allow avail of this peculiarity in the arts. Sulphur combined
with iron causes brittleness at all temperatures, and especially what has been before spoken of as red-

ihorlness. Experiment has shown that g^g- of sulphur is enough to produce the first characteristic,

and y flljno the second. It is hence that many ores cannot be advantageously (and some not at all)

applied in the reduction of this metal. Where the proportion of sulphur is minute, it may be partly

volatilized by previous roasting, and partly taken up by excess of lime in the flux. By this last appli-

cation, the sulphur in the coke of some of the English furnaces is gotten rid of. The remarkable action

of sulphur upon iron-filings, when made with water into a paste, (which, after a while, develops
inti ase heat, and finally bursts forth in spontaneous flame,) belongs more properly to the formation 01

sulphuric acid, but may be mentioned, once for all, here. The influence of compounds of sulphur and
carbon together has not yet been satisfactorily studied.

sulphur gives the property of red-shortness, so phosphorus seems to impart that of cold-shortness,

or brittleness at low temperatures, but not to an equally prejudicial extent. There is hardly any iron

in which a trace of this substance cannot be found. With bar-iron occurring in proportions as high as

i per cent., it only hardens the metal without diminishing tenacity; at f per cent, the tenacity is

ly diminished
;
and over 1 per cent, makes the iron of very bad quality and very limited use.

Phosphorus lessens the capacity for heat of the metal, and increases the facility with which bar-iron

can be welded. Crude iron it makes more fusible and retains longer melted, so that in minute propor-
lions it is rather an advantage for castings. Phosphorus appears capable of uniting with iron in all

proportions, but at a high temperature there is but one definite compound, consisting of 2 atoms of iron

and 1 of phosphorus, or iron 0-770 -+- phosph. 0224. The natural kingdom does not afford anyphosphu-
ret of iron, but phosphates are widely extended and numerous. Phosphorus is supposed to behave with
carburets of iron in a similar manner with sulphur, but, like this last, has not in this respect been studied.

The effect oi acids, of whatever kind, upon iron, appears to depend upon the presence and decompo-
sition of water ; and hence, in an anhydrous or concentrated state, their action is uniformly more feeble

than when dilute. The presence of carbon, too, and its state of combination, also affect, and in their

proportion weaken, the influence of the acid. Thus steel is distinguishable from iron by the ease with

which it is attacked and Btained by nitric acid, ami white iron is more affected in this manner than steeL

Hard iron, in all conditions, is less easily attacked than soft; and upon this, as well as the state oi

combined carbon, rests the art of damascening, or watering the surface of iron and steel.

Acetic acid acts readily upon iron and upon its peroxide, but slowly upon the protoxide. The acetatf

of iron thus produced is used extensively in calico-printing, under the name of iron liquor.
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Carbonic acid, -without the presence of water, does not act at all on iron or its oxides, artificially,

though carbonates of iron form a very extensive and important class of minerals. The different -

coloring-matter known as /v .are carbo-azotic compounds, or hydrocyanates of iron, whose
is better understood than their theoretical composition. (See I'm bsian Bum

Gallic acid, which is a compound of oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, acts very feebly upon iron and its

protoxide, or, perhaps it may be said, not at all; but upon the peroxide it acts energetically, Btriking

a ileep, black, and permanent color, and constitutes, in fact, the ba-is of all ordinary black inks.

Hydrochloric acta acts with great readiness upon iron and its oxides. For all applications in the

where the object is to produce or remove oxidation, it is undoubtedly the best though not the most
economical agent Upon crude iron it is best to be employed concentrated.

Nitric acid, highly concentrated, has but a feeble action upon iron; ;it its average concentration it

uergy. < in account of its peculiar behavior towards carburets of iron, it generally

as an ingredient in etching-liquors. Thus, for making damascene designs upon cutlery, Rinmon
recommends a wash composed, by weight, of 1 nitric acid + - sal ammoniac [hydrocblorate of amm.)
-|- 1 sulphate of copper -f- 72 water. Where the etching is required to be deep, as, for instance, in

mosaic damascening, where gold is to be inlaid, the nitric acid is inconvenient, in depositin a -alt diffi-

cult to be cleaned out
Phosphoric arid attacks iron with great avidity, but not it-, oxides at ordinary temperatures. The

artificial phosphates thus produced are without interest to the arts as yet ; tin- natural one- form an

extended mineral class.

Dilute sulphuric acid, as well as sulphurous acid, acl upon iron at ordinary temperatures, and with

energy as the temperature, and to a certain extent the dilution, increase, forming, ultimately, sulphates

of iron. They also combine with the oxides of iron in various proportions. The crystallized sulphate

of the protoxide is known in commerce as grei n vitriol, or coppt ras. When this is heated in closi

sels it parts with its water of crystallization, and upon continuance of the heat after divers changes and

diseng averted into pure peroxide of iron, which is the colcothar of commerce, or

of the old druggists, and the plate-powder or ronge of the silversmiths and polishers

of rteel and speculum-metal
tions of thi rths do not appear to act upon iron or it- oxides. On the con-

trary, their presence Beems rather to retard the decomposition of water. At a red boat iron will take

up about 1" per cent of ammonia* iming white and extremely brittle, but less liable to alter-

ation from air or moisture. At the same temperature, potassa and soda are deoxidized by malleable
iron; it' crude iron be fu-ed with these alkalies, it part- progressively with all its carbon, and 1 l

bar iron. It has been generally supposed that the metallic bases of the alkalies do not combine with

iron, or rather, are sublimed at the temperature required lor Buch alloy. B ' m obeer

disaffirm this supposition. Potassium and sodium, for instance, can be combined synthetically with

iron, and magnesium and calcium are often found, though in minute proportions, in the crude iron ol

commerce. How far they influence the character and quality of this metal is yet obscure War-ten

observes that
.,,,',,,, of^j the alloy to be bard, and to be welded with difficulty, while

1 enough to impair materially the qualities of iron. Magnesium appi ot rid

oi • otin I in the processes of refining and puddling. Barium no otherwise affects tin' metal than by
embarrassing the operation- of the high-furnace, when present with the minerals there as sulphate of

baryta.

'I he earths, so called, (_:' which need only be mentioned silica and rcise, at ordinary

even at any temperature below fusion, no appreciable chemical action upon iron.

.'. ith carbon, at this last temperature, they are reduced to their metallic bases, (either by the

iron or by the carbon,) which enter into combination with the iron, and modify it more or less,

ud more abundantly in gray iron than in white; its maximum, as \.-( observed, ma] be
..' Lj per cent, including that which is found free in the condition of silica in the ea\ iti''- of nude

iron. Its average hardly excee \~ 1 per cent There i- no reason to suppose that thi- proportion affects

ih.' quality of the metal
;
on tie' contrary, it may bo assi i interfere with, if it does not pro-

ihe fusibility and fitness for castings, The opinion an g practical iron-workers (which is not
however, partaken of by chei rally) is, thai a certain small proportion of Bilicium*augments

tenacity, lie operation of refining generally drives off 9-lOths of the Bilicium contained in the cruda
metal; but a proportion i- often restored in subsequent processes, of which it would be well for man
ufacti i take account in vie\t of a particular quality that maj be desired Thu Boussingault

I bar iron, melted in a Hessian crucible, to have taken up more than
j
per cent of siheium. Syn-

1
1 um his in lie- -mall way w arrant the belief that a smaller proportion than tin- hard' n

and makes it less tenacious, Harsten presumes the action in tin- lasi respect of Bilicium to be more
•w- than that of phosphorus. Whether, a- has been supposed, the conversion into steel is due to

arbonized combinations, i- not yet unaersl I
i
than a trace of alumi-

I either in crude or in malleable iron. Such traces are more distinctly marked
in gray than in white iron, and most distinct in cold-short iron. There con be no doubt that tie

injures tie-
I the metaL Stodort and Faraday's experiments u| the manufacture ol

01 Indian steel, (in which
\
per cent of aluminum ha- been found, and which is considered I

m,) will be spoken of under the article Sti

Iron forms an alios with most of the other metals in varying proportions, dependent cl

temperature \\ iffinity, and associated with
|

brittle, either cold or hoi. When united in the proportion l ''"

antimi per cent of if" ma i the 1 1< i iblu by the i

in tho prop
On account le volatili BBcult to . Bfi
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Bismuth does not readily form an intimate union with iron. At the temperature of fusion of this last

a great part of the former is volatilized, and its effect seems more felt in the treatment than in the

quality produced
; T ,-,

*-

l7?r
of bismuth do not affect the strength or malleability of the metal.

Chrome unites with iron in all proportions, making alloys very hard, brittle, crystalline
;
more brilliant

than iron, less fusible, much less magnetic, and much less oxidable. And these characters are more
marked as the proportion of chrome increases. An alloy containing 60 per cent, of chrome is very

fragile, whiter than platinunvand so hard that it scratches glass as deeply as a diamond. On the other

hand, from 1 to 2 per cent, of chrome hardens cast-steel, and gives it the property of damascening

beautifully, without diminishing its malleability.

Cobalt unites -with iron in alf proportions ami without altering its properties, at least until the quantity

of the former becomes considerable.

Copper can hardly be said to make a true alloy with iron, though when fused together a small pro-

pi irtion of the former will be taken up and retained upon subsequent fusion. Of crude iron it increases

the tenacity when in the proportion of 1 or 2 per cent., and it might, therefore, be advantageously and
economically employed for certain castings. As much as i per cent, in bar-iron injures its capacity for

being welded ; a larger proportion makes a metal brittle at a red heat.

Gold may be alloyed in all proportions with iron, for which it has a remarkable affinity, and to which

it imparts no new quality until its own quantity becomes considerable. When the gold is from 20 to

25 per cent, of the ma--, tlic alloy is silvery and very hard, so much so that cutting tools may be made
of it. On the other hand, when the iron is from 15 to 20 per cent, (to be classed more properly as an
alloy of gold) it makes what the jewellers know as, gray gold, of late much used for little trinkets, and
admired for the beautiful polish that can be given it. Gold is also used as a Holder for delicate

steel-work.

Lead does not form an alloy with iron directly, with crude iron not at all, and with bar-iron, treated

with litharge, in proportion not exceeding 2 per cent. This (and even a smaller proportion) renders the

mass more brittle and more fusible. The ores of lead, wdiich are sometimes found associated with those

of iron, and have to be treated together in the high-furnace, are reduced, but the metallic lead lies in the

hearth without uniting with the iron. It is sometimes found there when a furnace is blown out, not only

in this state, but also as red-oxide or minium, and as a crystallized silicate.

Manganese, on the contrary, has a remarkable affinity for iron, and of all the metals is found most
frequently in association with it. In small proportions the manganese renders the alloy harder, without

impairing its tenacity; the limit in this respect is not ascertained, but it may be safely assumed at If
per cent. The addition of manganese diminishes the fusibility of iron, but increases its oxidability.

Alloys of these metals almost always exhale an odor of hydrogen upon being breathed on, and this

greed of manganese for oxygen is one of the means by which the crude iron from manganesian iron-ores

may be refined, so as to part with nearly or quite all of its alloy. The tendency of such manganesian
ores to yield a metal easily convertible into steel has caused them to acquire the name of steel-ores with
some persons. But this tendency, as well as the uniform liability of such ores (unless treated suitably)

to give a white iron in the high-furnace, does not appear to arise directly from the manganese, but indi-

rectly only, from the influence which this last has upon the behavior of carbon.

Molybdenum, like tungsten, unites with iron in moderate proportions, without altering its qualities,

further than augmenting its hardness. An alloy of l-5th molybdenum in iron is fusible, extremely hard,

with small resistance to impact, but tenacious in other respects.

Nickel behaves with iron very much like cobalt, especially in the white color it gives, and in the

facility and variety of its combinations. An alloy of 1 atom of nickel to 12 atoms of iron, (which cor-

n-ponds to about 8 j per cent, of the former,) is one often met with in nature, under the name of meteoric

iron. This is less oxidable and less ductile than iron unalloyed, but in other respects the metal is of

good quality. Not to speak of the sword of Alexander, which is said to have been made of an alloy

like this, nor of the sabres of Jehanguire, fabricated of a similar metal some 2000 years later, the sword
presented to Bolivar in 1821 was forged of the meteoric iron of Santa Rosa, near Santa Fe de Bogota,
whose atomic constitution is almost precisely what has been given above.
Palladium renders iron brittle when in even moderate proportions ; wdien the proportion is small, it

induces a% further alteration than increased hardness. The same affinities and effects belong to alloys

with rhodium, iridium, and omnium. A proportion of 3 per cent, of either of these in bar-iron prevents
rusting, and renders the alloy capable of being tempered like steel. It is with steel, howTever, that the
alloys of all these metals are the most remarkable. The same may be said, too, of platinum, whose
alloys with steel are of great interest, and present some remarkable peculiarities, but which hardly
unites directly with iron, except in the presence of carbon.

Silvt r doe- not form a real alloy with iron. Fused together, the iron will take up a small proportioti

of tin; other; which, when it is as low as 3^^ only, injures the malleability and weldability of the

mass. In these effects, Karsten ranks it as very nearly equivalent to sulphur.

Tanialium doe- not unite with iron directly; except at a very high temperature, and in the presence
of carbon. So formed, it is tenacious, without ductility, and readily scratches glass.

Tin and iron have a great affinity for each other ; unite in all proportions, and at last so permanently
as not to be separated by fusion. The alloys in which tin predominates are without the peculiar char

acters of this metal, while they have gained none of the properties of iron; and the same may be said

when the proportions are reversed. This does not apply at all to that superficial alloy which takes

place in what is known as the tinning <>/ iron, and which is manifested both with crude and malleable
iron. The particulars of this art will lie given under the article Tin-ware.

The alloy of titanium will be spoken of in connection with the so-called titaniated iron-ores.

Tungsten behaves like molybdenum; and its principal effect is to increase the hardness of the alloy.

Even when the tungsten is :;7 per cent, (which is equivalent to 1 atom of tungsten to 6 of iron,) the

physical characters of the alloy are very much those of white iron.
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When zinc is kept in fusion in iron vessels, it gradually corrodes and dissolves them; a .proof of the

capacity of these metals to form alloys. At the high temperature, however, required for the fusion oi

iron, the zinc i> volatilized ; and >«> is never found, even in trace, in the metal from high-furnaces where
iron-ores containing zinc are used. It is the opposite when the ore- used for the extraction of an
tain iron; this last is very hard to be gotten rid of, and even in small proportions injures the mallea-

bility and embarrasses the lamination of zinc. There i- also a superficial alloy, like that mentioned just

now in the ea.se of tin, which is produced when clean sheet- of iron are plunged in a hath of melted
zinc The preparation of this zincked iron, known in commerce as galvam .. late application

of art, which will be particularly described under Zinc.

iron is one of the lew metal- which do not form an amalgam with mercury directly. It i- possible

by the medium of a third metal, as zinc or tin, to produce indirectly amalgams which are of no inter, -t

in the art-.

Mineral characters and geological occurrence of productive ores of iron.— 1. Nai bolide,

meteoric iron, dr.—Although these are not strictly ore* of iron, yet, as they are both workable and pro-

ductive when they occur, it is proper to include them here. The means of distinguishing with certainty

those which are terrene from those which are formed in, or at least fall from, tin' atmospl i re, are vet

gue, that the two classes are here counted together. Tie ':, I is generally held to

mark a meteoric origin. The most remarkable specimens are those of Siberia, discovered bj Pallas;
of Loui-iana, sent to Xew York by Gibbs; and of Buenos A vie-, found by Rubin de Celia This last

more than doubles the size of any of the other-; weighing about fifteen tons. Besi Africa,

near the Cape of G 1 Hope ; North America, at Canaan in Connecticut, and Randolph County, North
Carolina, and in Bedford County, Pennsylvania ; So rica, along the eastern Cordillera of the

Andes, and in Brazil, and Peru; Asia, in Hindostan; Europe, from Bohemia, Croatia. France, Italy,

Saxony, and Switzerland; and the Esquimaux settlement- near Davis
1
Strait-,

i
which belong to no con-

tinent,, have all contributed specimens. The color of these varies from silvery to bluish white; their

hardn taken at between 4 and 4*5 of Kirwan's scale ; they are all magnetic. Tl

gravity varies from 5"95 to 7*34, a the associations, which are principally, and Bomi

wholly, nickel, apparently in definite proportions. Arsenic, chrome, cobalt, copper, and molybdenum
have al-o been found united with the iron, as well as a .-mall proportion of carbon in the shape oi

graphite.

2. M 'on-ore, octahedral iron-ore, f n, loadstone, <&c.—This is the

only ore of iron acted on by the magnet without application of heat, except the titaniferous iron grains

of Brazil. I;- geological occurrence is in primary formation-; and it is apt to paniedwith
quartz, homblend, calcareous and fluor spars, and i hich modify variously its fusibility and
workable properties. Its chief deposits are in Sweden and Norway, and in Siberia, where it occur- in

bands es it is found in beds, as in Savoy and Piedmont, Tyrol ami ti. il forms the

mass of considerable mountains, as at Taberg inSmoland; and i- also worked, as in Naples, in small
grains like sand, in the New World ii is found also, a- in La Plata, Brazil, Mexico, and the United

rally not in sufficient extent to work. The mine- at Si hooley's Mountain, in New Jer-

ve been, it is believed, abandoned ; and the new works lor this ore near Syke-ville, in Ma:
have not been long enough in operation to determine their reliability. This ore frei urs in

crystals, whose primary form is the regular octahedron, and whose cleavage i- perfect. Its color i-

bliick; its i diy metallic; it- fracture generally conchoidal; its hardness 5*5 to B*5 ; it- spe-

ravity 6 ai a mean. When pure, it is composed of l atom of iron and 1.', atoms of oxygen. '1 he

I from this ore, known as Swedish iron, is of the best quality in commerce : and its prop
although attributed sometime- to the methods of it- treatment, are probably more owing to the

i
iU.

ill hi, d'c.—
Thi- mineral i- generally found in primary formation-, bul occur- also among sedimt Diary rocks, \ a-

of the -j" eies, apparently of daily formatii n, are to be met with amid the lava of \ esuvius, and
in ancient and existing solfaterras, as of Tolfa and Guudaloupe. Thi sit of it is in

the island of Elba, where it has been w< rked for more than 2 rears, and where the extent of the

excavations and deblais industry more than the skill of the ancient mini re. The Elba mines

u :ii mat ions, probably, of the Tuscan ore-. At present there are three workings in a hill of about
miles in extent, and elevated only abo above the Bea. The rock m which il oo

a whitish talcose slate, called there bianchetta, easily worked, but, after all. not verj
|

luctive in

modem times; the whole quantity exported not long since, bet than 12 tons. Tl

here is ofti n Blightly magnetic, and i ontains, in fact, an admixtu l magnetic oxide, and often titanium.

The wa-h from the actual workings, presenting the ore in the shapi Iral grains like -and. i-

er the name of poulette. The Bame granul e is met with at Framont in

the Vosges, the only point at present in France furnishing specular oxide. There are
ing localities, such as Qellwara in Lapland, and & forms the

is,) Norberg in Denmark, and the Mina l Brazil, whei
The crystals of this ore ore varied; but the primary form appears to be a rhoinbol

nearly cubic Its color is a brillianl it, with a metallic lustre. [to I

ir. I bin lamina how a deep blood i
• lard-

tism, « hen it e: rib itable to admix!
ipecific i'ra\ ity al a mean. .'• in. \

iron with 1 The met
Itiberian iron of old time, and the I

• den even, in m
dlizea in hexagonal tabl

ific gravil i. This is I
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setts. Red hematite occurs massive, stalactitic or fibrous, and rnamelonated. Its color is a dark red
with very often a metallic lustre and aspect. Hardness, about 7

;
powder, which is red. never mag-

netic; and specific gravity, at a mean, 5. Thomson gives the specific gravity of a specimen from
Muirkiik at 6*305. It is often mixed with oxide of manganese, and is then a reddish-brown, almost

black. Of this variety are the deposits in Cumberland, (Eng.,) so useful in admixture with the ores oi

Wales; and in this also is the principal mining about Lauterberg and Altenau in the Hartz. This is

the bloodstone of the metal-polishers. The compact red iron-ore of Lavoulte, in France, occurs massiTe,

in veins 50 to CO feet thick. It is also sometimes found in pseudo-morphous cubic crystals. Its color

is a brownish-red ; its fracture uneven ; its specific gravity about 4'25. Red ochre, which is chiefly usid

as a pigment, but also as an ore, may be regarded as closely allied to this last variety, in which it ia

principally distinguishable by a softer texture and more lively red color.

All these classes of ores* when pure, contain the iron associated only with oxygen. The others

which follow contain also water as a permanent additional element, in the proportion of from 10 to 15

per cent. Such are,

4. Hydratcd peroxide of iron, fibrous and compact brown hematite, brown ochre, umber, cetites, limo-

nite, bog-iron ore, dr., dr.—This class is very extensive, and is found as well in primary formations as

in newer rocks. Its principal deposits are in the oolite series and chalk equivalents. Bog-ore is con-

sidered of daily formation. It is sometimes found in octahedral and cubic crystals, but most generally

massive. The color of the mass is in various shades of brown, but its powder and streak always yel-

low. Its hardness is from 45 to 5 ; its specific gravity, at a mean, 4. It does not act on the magnet.

Chemically, it is composed of 1 atom of water, 1 of iron, and 1J of oxygen; or otherwise, 1 atom of

pure specular oxide with 1 atom of water. From this class (principally, the compact brown hematite)

comes a great part of the iron of France ; the deposits about "Whitehaven in England, which are of

enormous extent, are a variety (the reniform) of it; th"e oolitic ores, which are small globules held to-

gether by a calcareous or argdlaceous cement, cover a considerable extent in Burgundy and Lorraine,

and occur also in Carinthia and Styria; the granular hydrates, or ferriferous sand, are worked in Nor-
mandy and other parts of France, in Switzerland, in Silesia, Bavaria, and Poland; and, finally, the bog-

ores are profitably mixed with other ores in many places, as in Silesia and Livonia, and in the coal

region of Marviand, or worked alone as in the last-named state. Phosphate of iron, however, which
occurs frequently in this alluvial variety, prejudices its unmixed use. Brown ochre is principally used
as a pigment ; and the ostites, or eagle stones as they are called, which occur along the Rhine, are almost
as much used by the French shepherds as amulets, to be hung around the neck of a favorite ram, as

for any other purpose. The metal from this variety, however, as well as from the whole class, is unex-
ceptionable whenever (as is the case generally, except with the bog-ores,) there is no adventitious im-

purities or associations, in sufficient proportion to be injurious. Ordinarily, the associations are from
three to ten per cent, of silica, alumina, and manganese, in nearly equal quantities ; amounts which in

nowise embarrass the smelting or the result.

5. Carbonate of iron, brown spar, argillaceous iron-ore, spathose or sparry iron, spherosiderite, fir
spatkique, fer carbonate lithoide, stahlstein, &c.—Under these synonyms and varieties may be included

a cla<s more widely extended and more productive than any other on earth. Two principal divisions

may be made of it—the crystalline or sparry, and the compact or lithoid—the former occurring in bed.»

and pockets in the primary rocks, the latter belonging to newer formations, and especially stratified

among the coal-measures. The facility with which the former can be reduced rendered it of abundant
introduction into the smelting-houses of the ancients; it was from this ore that the Styrian works turned
out tin- metal so favorably known before our era as the Norican iron; and the name of steel-ore, under
which it has been designated, from the readiness with which it yields a steel at the first treatment, is

not less a test of its appreciation. This variety is both massive and crystallized. In the latter case, its

primary form is an obtuse rhombohedron, nearly approaching the form of calcareous spar. Its deriva-

aro more complex; but not unfiequently it is converted, as in the very large Cornish crystals, into

regular six sided prisms. Its color is gray of various shades, yellowish and greenish, but sometimes
almost red. Fracture is imperfect chonchoidal, with a vitreous and somewhat pearly lustre. Thin
fragments are often translucent. Its average hardness is about 4; its specific gravity, at a mean, 3'75.

l! i- not magnetic. Abstraction made of the impurities, which are generally carbonates of lime and
magnesia, this mineral is composed of 1 atom carbonic acid and 1 atom protoxide of iron. The compact
or lithoid variety occurs in nodules and in regular veins or strata ; this last is especially the case in the
coal measures, with which it is always more or less associated. Its color is a dark gray, and when the
allied carbonaceous matter is abundant, almost black. Its specific gravity is from 3 to 3-5. Its com-
position is the same essentially as that of the other variety, but with the uniform addition of notable
proportions of silica and alumina, and coaly matter; protoxide of manganese is very often found with
it and in the coal-measures, sulphur but in small quantities. The value of this ore is more in the facility

with which it is treated than the quantity or quality of the metal produced. When in an unaltered

.
it rarely yields more than 33 per cent, of metallic iron; the altered carbonates, which occur most

generally in accidental beds among the primary rocks, may give 45 per cent. Mushel's black band, as

it is termed, a seam of high reputation near Airdrie, in the Glasgow coal-field, returns about -1! per
rent. Even when made v, nh charcoal, the iron from this ore is inferior in its physical properties to the

Swedish, to the Spanish, and to the Styrian iron, and, in general, to the metal produced from any of

(he preceding classes; when coke or coal is used its inferiority is, of course, more strongly marked.
Yef improvements in the methods of manufacture have gradually cured these natural disadvantages to

an extent winch, though it still leaves something to desire, is yet sufficient for most practical purposes,

mid may well be balanced bj the economy of production and the cheapness of the metal furnished.

Indeed, without the use of coal and the association of this ore with the beds of fuel for smelt inn- it. some
nf the mosl important contributions to the civilization of the present day would have been either im-

possible, or at least una! U mpted. From this last variety comes now nearly the whole enormous prod-
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act in iron of Great Britain; is is being extensively used in France, where, as in the deportments ol

the Xord, Loire, and Allien it exi-ts in abundance; it returns a part of the metal from the Harts ; it

was the earliest worked of the iron-ores of America along the Atlantic coast, when, as little more than
a century since, it was seriously looked to as an available resource for the Bupply of crude iron for the

English market, and, worked with charcoal at many points, still continues to yield a profitable return
;

and finally, when foreign competition is, for an interval only, set aside or guarded against, will i

the bituminous coal-fields of Maryland, Pennsylvania, ('hid, and Virginia to supply the entire consump-
tion in iron of the whole American continent.

Such are the principal classes of available ores of iron. Mil ind metallurgists even, often

extend their number to include others, which should be, in theory, and sometime- may be in practice, used
to advantage. So the silicattd iron-ore of Kupferrath, the of the Valais. the Benne-
berg, the titaniated ore of Maryland, are actually smelted ; while the volea I

of Prance, Ger-
many, and Ireland, and they./.,,./- of Piedmont and Siberia, contain iron enough to render it< extraction

hopeful. So the franklin He of New Jersey, which contains 40 per cent of metallic iron, might be Bup-

posed as proper for the domain of the iron-master ; but in fact, it lias only been employed, hitherto, as

twelve years ago for the weights and measures of the United States,) in the fabrication of bra--, and
probably will ever continue to be invoked solely to surrender its zinc. As for the other mineral combi-
nations in which iron is found—the arseniets, chromates, columbates, phosphates, and sulphurets. Ac,

—

they may be omitted here. Some (as, for instance, the chromates) are worked for and applied to

poses in the arts other than the reduction of the iron they contain ; others (as, for instance, the phos-

phat< s) yield an iron of such inferior quality, when treated alone, as not to be of desirable employment

,

while others, (as the eulphttrets, itc) even were there no objection on this last sere, require Buch ex-

pensive processes to effect a separation, as to be quite useless as ores of iron. The following table is

of interest, as showing the normal proportion of metallic iron existing in the types of the classes ami
varieties that have been mentioned :

Variety, Iron per 100 jku-i-.

1. Native or meteoric iron 94-

2. Magnetic iron-ore In purity 72*40

" Mean of seven analyses t '. 7 IT

8. Specular iron-ore Tn purity 70-

Red hematite I

" Compact red iron-ore 5650
" " Red ochre 10*53

4. Brown hematite Compact 59 I
s

" " Fibrous 66*98

(Etites elvT
" Oolitic III:.

" Granular 42*21

" " Brown ochre
" " Bog-iron ore

6. Carbonate of iron Sparry 44*91

Ldthold; altered 40*19

38*54

Metallurgie treatment of iron.— Under this head belong the smelting of the ores t" produce
iron; thefounding or remelting of that product when required to be in certain forms and of metal
properly termed corf-iron ; tin- refining of crude or cast iron, and it- forging, so as to give malleable or

oar-iron; and, finally, the op band, upon comparatively small masses of bar-iron, known as

work. For the firs) of the is required a furnace; tor the Becond, a foundri

the third, a forg , or roll\ - m ; and for the fourth, a smithy. Under this Lasl denomination \\ ill be

included as well the manipulation-—which, from the color of the work turned out, mud pi rh m

from tl,.- soiled externals of the workmen, are ordinarily termed 6/ac/tsmithing—

a

v. ith the lathi', Ac., which an' demanded in v, bat Lfl technically termed a finishing -bop,

l. smi i 1
1-.>.. — 'I 'hi- is, both in theory and in (act, a chemical operation: depending, first, upon the

'. ndency of most earthy and metallic Bubstances to mell by heat ; next, upon the affinities of tli

terials usually put in furnaces for new combinations, while in a Btate of fu ion; and then, upon the

of metallic iron, which, in tin-, Btate, tends to make it separate from an I -w\k ll

the neited mass. In this la t rt jard, it may be -aid, that while the ravitj of all the other

olid materials Ukely to come together in imeltin (even in a coal or coke tun* i

•.ban twice thai of water, the specific gravity of metallic in

tendencyi ,therefore,al least three times that of any other element, [n charcoal fura

tendency downwa r. The following paradigm, in which only the chi

products in smelti re tc illustrate tho < baract r of the affin

Hid the n compo-it loni t
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MATERIALS.

Carbonic Acid.
Gaseous.

PRODUCTS.

Crude Iron.

Solid.

Furnace Cinder.
Solid.

Gaseous Atmospheric Air... < T\i'
t „.

'Oxygen ..

Carbon ..

Iron ,

' Iron ore -

Solid Fuel.

Alkaline Flux.

Silica

Alumina, etc.

'Oxygen
Hydrogen ....

Nitrogen

Carbon
Silica

Alumina, &c.

,

Oxygen
Carbon
Lime
Silica

Alumina, &c.

.

The success of these results depends upon the means employed. Thus, it is well known that, with

fuel enough and air enough, heat can be generated sufficient, both in intensity and abundance, to fuse

the most refractory and voluminous materials. But as both air and fuel are costly in their supply, the

task of the furnace-manager is so to admix his ores and fluxes as that their simultaneous fusion shall

take place at the lowest possible temperature ; that it shall be the most perfect, to allow the utmost

chance for the entire separation and descent of the melted metal ; and that on its continuance, and by
the presence of substances suitable for taking up and neutralizing all accidental or necessary impurities,

either in the ores, fuel, or flux, there should be the least possible opportunity for the iron, after separa-

tion, to enter into new and detrimental combinations. All this was expressed long ago, with great

practical terseness and almost sufficiently comprehensive caution, by Rogur, the Welch founder, in

saving that " In order to make iron, you must first make glass." It is to produce this glassy cinder

out of all the solid materials in the furnace, (except the iron,) that the founder aims ; it is by this cin-

der that, from hour to hour, he judges how his furnace works. In earlier times, and with many still,

this task was matter of routine, or of tact, which habits of observation had rendered almost intuitive.

At the present day such tact can be guided and helped by accurate theory, which, upon a nearly per-

fect knowledge of how different chemical elements behave towards one another, can calculate arith-

metically the dimensions of the furnace and the proportions of ingredients proper to a given result.

This will be better understood after some details upon the construction of the furnaces themselves, and
description of their parts.

Figs. 2331 and 2332 are respectively a section and ground-
plan of the hearths, or furnaces, in use about the middle of the

sixteenth century, as described by Agricola. The letter h, in

both, shows the hearth proper ; t, the tuyere ; and b, the bel-

lows. This form is not unlike the blacksmith's hearth of our
own times ; and has, in fact, been perpetuated, with but small
modification, in the Catalan forges of the present day, where
a malleable iron is produced from suitable ore by the first

process. More refractory ores were treated in crucibles (as it

were) of a somewhat different shape, as under ; where Fig.

2333 is a ground-plan, and Fig. 2334 a section through x y of that plan. The same scale answers for

all four figures.

2333. „ 2334.

2332. .

*

h

Both of these constructions belonged to a period when iron, more or less malleable, (an object ol

earlier utility in the arts than crude iron,) was produced direct from ores whose choice and value

depended then greatly upon such a property. And both are of the kind which the Germans call

ttuck-ofen, and the French fourneaux a masse, (in English, pot furnaces)—such as until very recently,

and still, indeed, are used in Hungary, Carinthia, Styria, and along the Pyrenees. Both furnish the

reduced metal in a solid lump, loupe, stuck, or salamander, which has to be lifted by main force out of
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Ihe hearth—the fires, of course, being suffered to go down for the purpose. The second kind appears to

have had, like the modern stack-often, a tap-hole for cinder or slag to be removed The stuck-ofeD

at present in what was formerly the principality of Henneberg, are shaped internally

like the adjoining Fig. 2835. They are from seven to ten feet high, built <if Band- 2335.

; but the crucible proper, e, is of cast-iron There are two openings : one at /,

where is the tuyere ; the other in front, for working— i. e.. removing the cinder and

the metal. The cinder is always running out ; the metal is kept in lit is never very

liquid) bv a temporary wall of brick, which is taken down when the >tiick is drawn.

In older times, the loupe, which weighs from 500 to 800 lbs., and which was formed

in six or eight hours, was drawn everyday. The improvement of deepening the

hearth left room for several loupes, which were separated in the workings by dry

charges of fuel only, and were removed every Saturday evening. At present, the

loupes, separated as before, are drawn whenever the hearth becomes full, but with-

out emptying the furnace, which continues in blast several weeks.

These Henneberg furnaces are types of an improvement which was beginning in the time of Agricola

and is known in Germany as the fluss-ofen—in France, as fourneaux a manche—in England, as tap

furnaces. The aim of this was to let the metal run out as well as the cinder; and the method of

attaining the aim was a contraction of the crucible proper, whereby the heat became more int. use and

the metal more liquid. The stiick-ofen—which, to be sure, always yields an excellent quality of metal

—is very expensive, both in ore and in fuel : the low temperature it affords is not sufficient for the

reduction and subsequent combination of divers impurities (such as manganese, silieiuin, etc.) in thi

so that the iron is left comparatively pure ; and as the Blag contains ordinarily about 40 per »

•

metallic iron, the metal, which sinks down on the hearth after having been enveloped in this sis

comes also partially decarbureted, and is, in fact, a mixture of crude iron, malleable iron, and
The fluss-ofen rendered the greater part of it crude iron; and is, therefore, the germ of the modern
high-furnace. In its actual Btate, and like the Henneberg furnaces, only higher, (from 20 I

the fluss-ofen continues in use to this day in various parts of Germany, and in some places of Sv
- vedish furnaces were, indeed, until recently, all properly fluss-ofen. Since the intervention of

Berzelius, they conform more to the models generally followed in other parts of Europe and Ami
following figures will serve to show the probable march of improvement, as longer observation.

and greater rangi !- that might yield iron, suggested the successive step-. For great i

2340. 2339. 2338. 2337. 233C.

eralrty and simplicity, these figures show only the cuvette or inside section of the furnace, which
i

Kirily regulates the externals. Thus, there is no doubt that the earliest shape was the prism, or

cylinder, Bhown at Fig. 2336, which we know to have been in use in the time of Agricola, As il would
Boon be observed that, with such a -hap'-, the materials were too heai ily pressed below to allow freePI r the blast, relief in this respect would be sought by battering the Bides inwards, as Bhown in

• 7 ; while a<, m nee, it could not fail to be noticed that, if the materials, in descend
ing, had more room, they would spread more easily—on this account the Bhaj i Fig. 2338 might be

preferred. The suitability of one or other of these forms would be regulated by the less or greater

fusibility of the materials. But for average fusibility, as well as to combine the greatest advantage of

thi k two experimental principle-, the form of Fig. 2389 would be Been to be the best ;
while a

alteration of thi-. and a Combination, in fact, of all previously known form-, brings us to the form of

Fig. 2840, which i- exactiy the modified fluss-ofen of Henneberg, before described. If tie angles ol

2341. 2343. 2344.

nd< I off, i il hi r di ignedlj or bj tin di ^rnditl

the form thai of the ordinal '

belly, or wid 4 the orvetb
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found desirable for less fusible ores ; while for those more refractory, a general narrowing, as in Fig.

2343, would be resorted to. Finally, as the use of earthy ores became prevalent, it was found better

to bring the top of the boshes (in German, boschung, a talus, or slope) nearer to the tuyere, and to narrow
the crucible below, as shown in Figs. 2344 and 2345, which are the types of the modern high-furnace.

In both these figures, h shows the crucible, cr hearth, and b the boshes. The slope of these last is

more or less steep according to the fusibility of the materials, and their less or greater fragility under
pressure of a superincumbent. In this last regard, the height of the furnace-stack is an element in the

calculation ; although, for the generality intended to be illustrated by the figures, as well as for the

distinction between different kinds of furnaces, the height is immaterial. It is usual to call, now, every
thing above 27 feet a high-furnace; although, in the method of treatment, as well as in the character

of metal produced, it may be, as in parts of Germany and France, a fluss-ofen, and although it may
have no hearth proper, as in many places in Sweden. The different shape of the in-walls—straight in

Fig. 2344, curved in Fig. 2345, of either of which many examples are found—arises more from caprice
than from any logical conclusion. The latter is more retentive of heat, but more embarrassing to the
blast ; in the latter, therefore, the different stages of the process will be more distinctly marked than in

the former. If the object be to gather combustible gases at the trundle-head, (as in the method ot

Faber-Dufaure,) the shape of Fig. 2345 is preferable.

In some localities, the furnace is built upon the flat, and a veritable bridge connects with the hill. In

places where there are no hills—as in Staffordshire, for instance—a long ramp is constructed, either ol

earth or carpentry, along whose inclined plane the materials are carried up by suitable machinery.
Figs. 234G and 2347 are a section, parallel to the front, and a ground-plan of a blast-furnace, which

may be taken as a type for all, whatever may be the materials employed. In these figures, h is the

crucible, or hearth ; /. t\ indicate the passages and tuyeres (pronounced tweers) for the blast. In F.g

2346, b shows the boshes, a term applied as well to the space where the letter is as to the stones which

inclose it ; s is the general mass of masonry, called the stack ; i are the in-walls, of refractory materials,

(stone or fire-brick,) defining the cuvette ; I is the lining, of broken stone, pounded cinder, &c, loosely

interposed between the in-walls, to allow them to expand without thrusting more than can be helped

against the stack, and also helping as non-conductors of the heat ; and// indicate the ties, of bar-iron,

which run quadrangularly through the mass of the stack to secure it still further. In-walls are some-

times made double, with a void space between them. It is obvious that, within the limits of their gen-

eral aim, the particular dispositions of these are at discretion. A chimney, generally of brick-work, is

shown at c. On Fig. 2347, pp indicate the piers, connected by arch-work, for supporting the stack

vertically. These piers are generally themselves still further pierced with low and narrow archways,

(as shown by the dotted lines on the northeast pier,) to allow of readier communication between the

tuyere-arches, 1 1 1, where the blast-pipes are. The arch T, in front, where the working is done, is

termed the tymp-arch—generally larger than the tuyere-arches. This plan shows three tuyeres, which

is an establishment for a furnace of the largest class
;
yet very many have but tivo, and smaller ones

are worked with but one tuyere.

Fig. 2348 gives an enlarged view of the disposition of the hearth and boshes. Here, besides the parts

already indicated by letters before used, s shows one of the cast-iron girders, or sows, for supporting the

thrust of the arch
; y is the tymp-stone, protected by a casting called the tymp-plate, {tymp, in Welch,

means a delivery, and hence is applied to the place where the product of the furnace is brought forth,)

both from the iron ringards, or long crow-bars, of the workmen, and from the adhesion of the cinder,

which is very strong to heated stone ; and d is the dam-stone, protected, for similar reasons, by a casting

called the dam-plate ; h shows here the hearth-stone, or sole, which is a single, large, refractory stone,

and ought to underlie, in part, the dam-stone. This hearth-stone ought to have a fall of at least & inch
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J

to the foot, towards the front, to assist the tymp of the metal, which comes out through a shoulder cui

in the lower face of the dam-stone. The cinder pours over the top of this last The pLtce for th*

tuyere, which was first a square opening left in the masonry, is

generally filled op now (since the use of hot air especially) with a 2348.

double hollow cone, called a water-Unji><-, made of wroughtiron, of

.-ht-iron with a mixture of copper, or of cast-iron, and built in

with fire-clay on the tuyere-shelf. Fig. 2349 is intended to show this

utensil. The openings at < <> are intended, the one to admit, the other to

let out, the water which circulates in the tuyere, and preserves it from

the action of the heat in the

hearth. .

- u '-

After stating the general prin-

ciple that the hearth and boshes

should b-j of the most refra

material possible, the choice of

that material, of its position and
treatment, it i- obvious, depends,

within certain limits, upon eir-

cumstances. Thus, they are built

of sandstone, dressed or undressed ; ofsoapstone; of fire-brick; or of an artificial pnzzolana of cindei

and fire clay. The joints are always laid in fire-clay, worked up into the consistence of mortar.

Having now the nomenclature of the principal parts, some precautions as to their dispositions, and

requisites as to their proportions, may next be stated. The first thing after a secure, i- a dry

foundation, particularly in the vicinity of the hearth; and, therefore, •

rovision of drains, active

enough to take off promptly all possible moisture, can hardly be mad.-. CTnder the hearth-stone Bhould

be constructed a false-bottom, with pieces of brick or stone, so as to avail of the non conducting power
of air. But current- through this are to be avoided. In some places in Sweden, it is, to !" sure, tin-

practice still to provide mean- for passing water under the bed of the hearth-stone, with the view of

increasing its duration. a practice cannot be approved on any score.

The plan of the hearth i- square, oblong, or circular, or elliptic. The two last tonus agree best with

theory; the othei in construction. With three tuyeres, an oblong hearth is m
of the less resistance opposite to the third tuyere at the tymp: with two tuyere-, it is

still advisable, because the two nozzles should never be opposite exactly, and room for their play is

desirable, as well as a better distribution of the blast. So far a- the resistance to the blast u

I, it will be in equilibrium by an addition of ' of the width to make up the length.

The jambs of the hearth are made vertical, or with various degrees of batter, from J_, at a minimum,
to

J,
at a maximum, of the height ; and generally inversely as the height This last proportion Beems

unreasonably great and must embarrass the blast But the absolute capacity of the hearth must be

taken in as an element for determining the batter; as also the quality of yield which is aimed at To
make foundry-iron, the batter should be less than for forge-pig. The proportions of ,'.. of the height

for the former, and j for the latter, seem to be warranted by the best examples.

The slope of Hi- b <'<
. or angle which a section of their face makes with the horizon, varies from

65° to To-. There are some instances in the Harz of less inclination than this; but it is not rcconi

mendable. A Blope of 60° might be taken as a constant to present the maximum advantage; for,

strictly speaking, the pressure of the blast can l>e regulated so as to compensate for unsuitability oi

Blope, in any particular case, to the materials. In respect to these last refractory ores and Boft char-

coal ate best treated with a less Blope
; but fusibl 'es, and coke, or charcoal of bard wood, will behave

better with steep boshes. The length of the boshes, which are now always circular, corresponds with

the greatest diameter of the furnace, or. as it is technically called, the width <u i/f boshes.

This width, it i- obvious, must be proportionate to the height of the cuvette, or, it may be Baid, the

whole height of the stack ; L e^ the higher the furnace, the wider it may be with the Bame material-.

nth a given height the width Bhould.vary according to the material-, an.

I

r These two

therefore, will have to 1"- considered together in this respect; and, along with them, another ol

the greatest importance—the quantity and pressure of the blast furnished. And, alter all. we can only

deal in generalities, and not in arithmetical proportions, which can onlj be derived, for a given case,

with materials of known composition and properties. The object of the furnace, at all. is to generate

heat to naell some of the materials, and to mell them, also, at a proper place. This heat is produce.

I

by the combustion of others, (viz. the fuel ;) and the amount of such heat depends upon the quantity

of these last burnt in a given time; which quantity, again, depends upon the weight and volume of air

furnished in the tame tim<— i. <•„ upon the amount of blast I be greater the Mast, the more fuel will

be burnt, the moi rated, and the m matter melted in a given tima Assuming, th< n, the

tan! .and suitable, the Btack Bhould be of such a height as that a f it will pn

unalten 'I at tie- trundle head. It is manifest that w ' ,h ;l l°w furnace, a part of the air of a

.. ill come out at the top without having promoted combustion at all, and, thei low

With the blast constant and the height suitable to that, the next thin id< i the BE ct of tlie

width at the boshes. At this point the materials have attained their greatest extension, and are i

aome for being burnt, some for being melted. If th too narrow the ores will arrive too

at a high temperature ; fusible ones will liquefy in the upper part of tie will

fall in fragments into the crucible, not having had opportunity tobeproperlj cemented and reduced.

If, on the other band, the width !» too great the temperature will be ii

luin.-, v. ill de '.ol unaltered into the crucible. Tin- «ill !» especially the co • h

• fuel, more friable, does not afford the lame resistance,

lor charcoal other thin id< ti.au for •..•
.
and
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reason, that the light charcoal is easier blown aside by a strong blast, in •which case it is burned againdl

Ihe siiles of the stack, where its combustion is comparatively useless. It may be concluded, then, that

the width of boshes, with a given height of stack and given blast, should be less for a Triable fuel and
for refractory ores than for a compact fuel and fusible ores.

Upon the boshes rest the in-walls, and their junction should be effected to present the least angle

possible. The materials of these, as well as of the non-conducting and clastic lining between them and
the solid masonry of the stack, have been already spoken of. Their horizontal section is always circular,

the vertical projection of their face sometimes a straight, sometimes a curved line. The former is more
easy to build, the latter more retentive of heat, anil, with a mould-board revolving round a central shaft,

presents no difficulty in construction. In forming the curve of this mould-board, the shape of a common
parabola is the most advantageous to be employed in respect to the distribution of heat.

The width at the trundle-head depends upon the quantity of blast intended to be furnished, and also,

in a less degree, upon the quality of the materials. If the blast is very strong, it should be less than

with a weak blast ; it should be large with friable fuel, and ores that tend to stick together. The
widening below should not be rapid, as if, for instance, the parabola before spoken of wTere cut oil' near
iis vertex, for the materials in that case would tend to distribute themselves unequally; relieved sud-

denly from lateral pressure, the heavier ores would descend quicker than the charcoal or cokes. The
general practice is to make trundle-heads narrower than theory wr:ild dictate, under an apprehension
of In-- of heat ; their width should not be less than 2-5ths, and in most cases might be advantageously

i that of the boshes.

The chimney surmounting the trundle-head is not always adopted; in proportion to the size and
temperature of the furnace it is more and more necessary. It is built uniformly of brick upon a cast-

iron bed-plate, with mortar only enough to hold it together, and further retained in shape by ribs and
Loops of iron. Jts height is from one-fifth to one-fourth that of the stack, and its inside top-diameter is

generally wider by the length of a brick than its base, the outside face of the wall being plumb.
Tin' only remaining part of the construction which has not been mentioned is the stack, whose func-

tion, it is apparent, is only that of a retaining-wall to hold the cuvette, boshes, <fcc, in place. This
function it may perform either by its inertia or by its cohesion. In the first alternative it is generally

built of stone-masonry, laid dry where it approaches the lining, and mortared elsewdiere ; externally it

will be square, the width of the base will be equal, or very nearly so, to the height of the whole stack

above the foundations, and the outside face will be battered at from 2} to 3 inches per foot, thus making
the width at top about half the width of the base. These are, of course, only average and generally
unobjectionable proportions. Besides this, in levels of every 4 or 5 feet, binders of bar-iron are laid in

channels of 12 or 16 square inches of section left in the masonry parallel to all four sides, which binders

art held at the ends by suitable hold-fasts that can be tightened either with a key or with a nut.

When these bars break, (as they not unfrequently do,) they can be drawn out of their channels and
ethers substituted. Besides these horizontal channels, there are vertical flues left in various parts ol

the stack to promote the expulsion of moisture, which otherwise would volatilize into steam, and accel-

erate the cracking of the masonry. This tendency to crack in the stack seems so confirmed that there

is hardly a furnace of any considerable size in the world which does not show it. Except for a certain

loss of heat these cracks do not injure a furnace, provided the in-walls remain unhurt. Finally, there

is a dust-flue (in large furnaces) communicating from the top with the tymp-arch.

When, as in the second alternative, it is the cohesion of the stack that is relied on to retain the in

alls, it is generally built of bricks, circular, and tied with many vertical staves and hoops of wrought-
ron. Such stacks are generally termed cupola blastfurnaces, but theT are never of the largest
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dimensions. The external proportions vary according to the fancy of each builder. Fig. 2350 shows

an ordinary furnace of this Bort; Fig. 2351 another, remarkable for appropriateness, ingenuity, and

Blast-furnaces have universally a roof, over the ground adjacent to the front and Bides, of greater or

less extent, called the moulding-house ; and cue. adjacent at the top and approaching more or les -

to the chimney, called the top-house, or h I i ssity of these in protecting from wi

the workmen, materials, and metal, i- obvious. They are also advantageous in proportion to their ex-

tent, the spouts with which fliey arc furnished. Ac, in keeping the foundation, &a, of the furnao

dry. As far as possible, the materials used in these buildings should be iron, to avoid risk of tire-.

The difference of materials in furnaces has been frequently spoken of already as entailing a diffi

in dimensions. The principal influence in this respect is due to the fuel; and hence there ia a marked
difference in size between charcoal and coke furnaces. The necessity for this is apparent, when w<

consider, that with equal volumes, the heating effect of charcoal is but one-half that of coke ; of two
furnaces, then, of the same size, the one fed with charcoal can never !" raised to so high a 1

\

as the other, for even the most obvious steps towards equalizing them (viz. continually supplying fresh

charges of charcoal) have of themselves a cooling tendency.

The following table will .-how, at a glance, the comparative dimensions, Ac,, of these two da-ses of

furnace-, established upon what is considered a fair average of each. The particulars under the head

of anthracite are taken from what may be regarded as the Latest improvements for the use of that fuel

Dimensions. High-furnaces, using
Charcoal. < oka Ant!,

Stack, height from foundation 35 feet, 50 feet, 35 let.

width at base -28 " 50 " 40 "

width at top 164- " 25 " 33 "

Cuvette, diameter of trundle-head 4 " 8 " 6 "

height of conical in-walls 25^ " 33 " 11 "

do. evlindrical — — 8 "

width at boshes '.»i
" 15 " 12

angle of boshes .

r
>") degrees, 65 degrees, 75 degrees.

height of boshes 4£feet, 10| i 11 I

Crucible, height of hearth 5

mean of length and breadth at top l'J
" 5 " <i

do. do. at bottom 'J '• 1 " t

height oftuyere above hearth-stone 1$ " - " 1„' "

Approximate capacity 1000 cub. feet, 4500 cub. feet

1).-., nt of charges in about 20 hours, 40 hours.

These dimensions and proportions undergo changes, necessarily to be accommodated to different ores.

they arc often arbitrarily modified besides, or follow a routine established at earlier periods of the art

of smelting. Thus, in South Germany, the old fiuss-ofen i- still substantially retained ; in Sweden,
many high-furnaces are- Mill en Cted without a crucible, i. e. with a continued talus from the top of the

boshes to the hearth-stone; in Wales, where the product surpasses that of any other part of the world,

tin- furnaces tire lofty and vast—Borne (but an unsuccessful model, it i- said attaining a height of 70
and a width of 20 feet; the TCnglinh furnaces of Staffordshire are lower, but, in proportion, more wide;

Ottish are more cylinder-like and squatter, still. Jn America, there cannot be said to be an
vailing type for charcoal works ; the coke furna aid by Overman to be generally on the model
of the -iul one.— that at Lonaconing in Maryland: while the use of anthracite a- a fuel has

; bo little extension a- hardly to present more than a t'rw instances.

With these explanations of the mean- made use of we can now pa-- to the materials employed in

the -melting of iron, and their respective preparation
1. Fuel. 'I ft- is one of the most important materials, both in regard to quality and cost We have

already seen that it constitutes the index in a classification of furnaces; and when it i- considered that

there are many situations wh nnol be availed of because of the inconvenient supply of find,

tin- propriety of placing it iir-t in the li-t of materials will be apparent The object in the use i

i- principally to obtain heat, but it alas act- in the furnace upon the other materials a- a reducing and
deoxidizing ag< m In both of these aspects, it- value i- in proportion to tl e carbon which it contains;
and in the la-t aspect, it is not mere flaTIU or heat which is wanted in the furnace, but the contact also
of carbonaceous matter with the mat rials to be reduced Wood, whose chemical constitution may be

taken in general at 50 pi 1 cent of carbon and 50 per cent, of oxygi n and hydrogen, in j roportions form-
ing water, contains too little carbon in its natural state to be advantageously employed in a furnace.

Compared with coke, iU calorific effect under equal volumes is but one-fifth of the latter; il thi

would not raise tl tore sufficiently. It ha- been attempted to be applied in a bak< d < r

with Bufficii to induce a further use. The presence of hydn gr< ", w hich pro

inflammability, and which, although under some circumstano a deoxidi
a 1 a furnace further than upon the combu tible itsi if. 1- a permanenl obstacle to the employment

of all fuel in proportion as it exists. Hence 1 leral, improper ; turf and
oe in the sai lategory. The la-t named bum too much in the attempt to cube in.- e them ; but

pros ed and charred turi 1 qtite 1 it* naivi Ij a 1 in I ram -. Germany, and
of iron, for smiths' work, it 1- laid to furni h a charcoal of -, lien,-.-. I-

tic re 1, -o mui h other fuel of a chiliad- tionable aid of Bupplj tiioi. n-id-

-ration i,,:,-. a . yet I-- lefl OOl "I
'I

1 that will be ti

oil coal, the one bj ehafring, the other '•, eoking, for the parpt
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eral principles of carbonizing cither fuel are the same: viz., the expulsion, by heat, without contact ol

air, of the volatile constituents of the fuel. These constituents go off in part as gases, containing more
or less carbon, and, in part, as new combinations which are still liquid at a high temperature ; as, for

instance, acetic acid, tar, &c. The distillation of wood or coal, with a view to economizing any other

products than residual carbon, does not form any part of the business of iron-working.

The means, too, for carbonizing either fuel for this special metallurgic use are similar, in kind, though

the details of the methods vary for both considerably. These details may, however, be grouped into

two great classes : 1. Where the carbonization is effected in a permanent, air-excluding oven : 2. Where
it is done in clamps, or kilns, or heaps. In the general aspect of carbonization, the means employed
would have to be antecedently classed according as use may be made, first, of other fuel than that to

be carbonized, in order to generate the requisite heat, or secondly, of a part of the mass itself, for the

charring of the other part. The type of the first system is seen generally in all the apparatus where
other products than carbon are sought to be collected, and where the coke or charcoal are incidental to

the operation ; as in gas retorts, or the cylinders for pyroligneous acid or wood vinegar. Although a

system like these might, in some localities, where fuel was abundant or in different qualities, be ad-

vantageously introduced, there is probably no iron establishment where it is resorted to ; and the othei

classification, of ovens or kilns, remains as the only one that need be discussed here.

The relative advantages of these two methods can only be ascertained by a comparison of their prod-

ucts in quantity- and quality. With respect to the first element, quantity, it may be assumed (thougli

it is not universally- admitted) that ovens produce a greater quantity, by weight, of carbon from tht

raw material. Hardly any collier can claim a yield of more than 20 per cent, of charcoal, for instance

from heaps ; while the best ovens, with perhaps less trouble, though not less expense in individual

cases, will give about 25 per cent. Again, in the assemblage of cases, the expense for ovens is proba-

bly less ; being less exposed to accidents from weather, neglect, &c, which sometimes result in the

combustion of an entire kiln.

With respect to quality of product, the evidence is less decisive. It would seem in theory that tlit

oven, producing a greater weight of carbon, ought also to produce a heavier material, per se. But sue!

is not always, nor even generally, the case ; and where the oven charcoal or coke are of the highest

specific gravity-, (and the economy of a high specific gravity is, in general, undoubted,) yet from some
cause, such as a peculiar arrangement or disarrangement of fibres, it is not found to develop so much
heat as that prepared in kilns. This point of quality, therefore, and, indeed, the whole question as

between ovens and kilns, need a more profound and extensive investigation. All that will be done
here is to describe the most usual and simple details of both methods •, first, for charcoal, and then,

for coke.

Charring of wood is still practised in Austria after methods which seem to have originated under the

period of Roman domination, for the manufac-
ture of the celebrated Norican iron. These may 2352.

be denominated charring in heaps, (Germ, hauf-
en,) or clamps ; and will be understood from
the accompanying sketches, of which Fig. 2352
shows a side-view, and Fig. 2353 a ground-plan

of the arrangement. The ground for this may
be either levelled or sloped. In either case,

pipes ate sometimes, but rarely, laid in the up-

per parts of the clamp, to carry off some of the

liquid products. The length of the clamp (and,

of course, the number of posts) is arbitrary—gen-
erally from 40 to 50 feet ; the width depends
upon the length of the logs, which, being ordi-

narily 4 feet, and being laid in a double row,

with a very small space, to the casing of the

sides, will make the width very nearly 9 feet

across, from post to post. In Fig. 2353 the logs

are given as if in but one length, which can very
well be if the sticks are light. The casing may
be of plank, slabs, or split cord-wood. The ground is well pounded ; and, if in an old burning, with

charcoal and dust. The logs are then piled, beginning from the upper part, to within a few inches oi

the top of the casing. Then it is covered with chips, twigs and leaves, and finally- with sand or (better)

dust, which material is also filled in against the casing, to protect it from fire. After all this is ready,

fire is put in at the lower end, and some of the dust is removed from the upper end to make a draught.

Draught-holes are also opened at discretion in the sides of the casing. When the smoke comes out

where the dust is removed, it is necessary to throw it on again, and open elsewhere with caution. In

this manner the fire is led on till the heat has charred the whole. The peculiar advantage of this

method is supposed to be, that with a clamp, say of 50 feet, charcoal may be drawn from the lower

end after the fire has progressed about ten feet, which it will do, ordinarily, in twenty-four hours. This

is still further helped by making it on sloping ground. If well packed, a clamp of 50 feet by 9 feet, (5

feet high at the head, and 3 feet at the foot, will hold about 15 cords.

Another method, more extensively and commonly practised, is that of kilns, (Germ, metier; Fr.

meules.) These kilns are of two kinds, standing and lying ; the wood standing on its end in the one,

and lying on its side in the other, as shown in Figs. 2354 and 2355.

The circle, to be levelled and pounded down, for a kiln of this sort, will be from 40 to 50 feet in

diameter; the driest ground must be selected for the purpose, and a place sheltered from winds. The
best period for burning, in America, is from the middle of May until thejniddle of August; and then

2353.
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tigain in October and November, during the season known as the Indian summer. Wood which hai

been felled, .and lopped, and barked in December and January, will be sufficiently seasoned to char in

the autumn following. Alter the logs have been arranged, as in the figures, around tin- thr

slake- of ten or twelve feet in length, (which are to serve as a chimney,) and piled as evenly and com-

pactly as possible, the whole pile must be covered to keep out the air. A Bite for a coaling improve

2355. 2354.

by use, for the charcoal and loam get trodden and mixed together, forming the b -
I for the cov-

ering. On entirely new ground use must be bad of sod. When cov< red, fire is applied, either tl
i

the top and suffered to fall through to the centre, where provision lias been made of some H_r h'

to catch readily, or through a horizontal Hue left along the ground, which is closed at it- entrai

soon as the fire has taken. For the first twelve hours the kiln must be closely watched, and, thei

it is usual to light at daybreak. At the end of that period, or a little longer, according to the kind ol

wood, its state of seasoning, and the skill of the collier, tbc fire will have taken sufficiently, and tin- top
may be covered in with dust and loam. From that time, it is better that the operation should ]"

as gradually and slowly as possible. In three or four days tin- cover begins to -brink and fall ii

fresh watchfulness is required to -top every opening thus made, and even new ones are made to

an equable distribution of heat. These are points that cannot be taught by talking; they are lessons of

experience and observation. When the cover -inks gradually, and the smoke grows 1< ss an 1 L< a
ularly, the work is known to be going on well. Expert colliers find indications of the process in the

eofor of the vapor and -moke, which varies at different stasis. After all smoke ha- ceased, the kiln is

entirely and thickly covered, and left for four or live days less or more according to its size, I

'I he coal i- begun to be drawn from the foot, but cautiously at first, until it i- found ool to

re-ignite upon admission of air. It' so, the drawing maj be continued all round for coal that is wanted,
peeling it off, a- it were, like an onion

;
the whole contents ma', be hauled off to store, or it may be left

(covered up again) to be resorted to when wanted. In proportion as the kiln is well pi

various places are unnecessary. It sometimes happens that the fire takes in particular parts, oi

not take at all. In this last event, the advantage of a horizontal firing Hue i- tested. A kiln of ordi
nary size, of this kind, hold- about 30 cords

; the largest contain 50 conk
When the circumstances are such as to render it likely that the same charring-ground will be

for a considerable period, it i- worth

while to adapt to it some permanent
ins, a- indicated in Fig.

which represents the Bection of a

basin laid in dry brick, to serve as

the ground of the kiln. This basin

; it at p, with a cast-iroi

c, to keep ashes out, and a gutter, ;>,

communicating with the tank t, which
liquid products of carbonization. "With resinous wood, these products are ndvantageously

removed a- Boon a- possible from the charcoal, and are valuable when caught lie tank ha- a lid, i,

which must be laid over it and luted when the kiln is fired

Midway between ovens and kiln- comes the shroud or abri of Poncauld; of which a side-view is

Bbown in Fig. 2367, and an orthographic one in Fig. 2358 tt consists, in fact, of a series \

ladder-, made of liL:ht frame-, and capable of enclosing a circle at the base of 30 feet, at the top of 10

o

its .n . ik ration of 8 re furnished with

by which two adjoining in be keyed together with wooden bolt*.. Th •
: <
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scantling, with traps that can be opened or shut for the passage of air, and also for that of a conduit

made of three pieces of light plank, for the condensation of gaseous products. The effect of these lad-

ders is to allow of a better packing (and, as it were, thatching) of the ordinary loam covering of kilus.

Fire is applied, and air furnished at first through the door d, left in one of the ladders. The charcoal

furnished by this method is said to be of superior quality; its yield is stated at 24 per cent, of the

wood, with 20 per cent, besides in crude pyroligneous acid. This yield of charcoal is about one-fifth

more than from the kilns that have been described.

Of ovens there is a great variety of form; but as the most of them are embarrassed with apparatus

for collecting other products besides charcoal, they are more connected with distillation than carbon-

ization for the manufacture of iron. Only one, of the most simple and economical form, and yet yielding

good results, will be described. A portion of it is shown in Fig. 2359, which is supposed to give a tol-

erably clear idea of the plan. The building from which this is taken is about 50 feet long, 12 feet wide

in the clear, and 12 feet high, and will hold, well packed, about 60 cords, a quantity that has been found

to present the miximum of convenience and economy, c shows the chimney-hole in the centre for firing,

//Hue-holes foi the draught, of which there are others on top which cannot be seen. At the ends

there is a small loor for charging and drawing. The stays are of cast-iron or wood, the horizontal

binders on top of bar-iron. Wooden scantling was first used for both these, but it is neither so safe nor

eo strong. The arch which is sprung for the top is low, but yet, when the fire is in, there is considerable

thrust against the walls. These walls are 11 brick, and must be well laid and joined. As the acetous

f>roducts in the oven are apt to attack the lime, asphalt, or a bituminous cement made of coal-tar and

oam, is used instead of ordinary mortar. Coal-tar is also advantageously used for coating the outside.

The wood is piled lying, as is seen in the figure. Under the chimney-hole, a chimney (so to call it) is

left in the pile, at the bottom of which the fire is placed. The wood may be kindled through the

draught-holes or at the doors, but less economically. When the fire is first started all air-holes are shut;

when it is fairly caught the chimney may be filled up with dry wood, the hole closed, but not tightly,

and air-holes opened at the ends. This will happen in seven or eight hours. The operation must now
be watched, and by the emission of smoke and vapor through the air-holes, a judgment may be formed

as to where they should be shut and where opened. In 45 to 50 hours the whole oven will have been

heated ; all openings are then closed and luted, and the concern left for three or four days to cool. On
the fourth or fifth day at latest the coal should be fit to be drawn.

To what has been said, may be added some generalities as to the choice of wood and quality of the

charcoal. The denser woods are to be preferred, because, other things equal, they afford a denser and
harder charcoal. Decayed or doted wood will not yield a good article ; and charcoal from green wood
is more light, more friable, and less calorific than from dry, besides being less economical in the manu-
facture. The trees should be felled when the sap is down, i. e. in the winter, from December to

February. Small timber is in general, and young timber always, worse than that which has attained

a larger and more mature growth. Yet very old wood is not so good, because there is always more or

less decomposition of the fibre. Branches of trees give less and a lighter charcoal than the boles, and
the best of all is furnished by that part of the trunk and roots nearest the ground. In the ordinary

felling of trees this part is all lost. Hence it would be better for the purpose (and the land would be
left in a better state) to extract the trees at once by the roots, as is very easy, and then saw the timber

instead of cutting. Heavy charcoal produces more heat, but its reducing effect is not in every case in

proportion. There are some mines with which lighter charcoal acts better ; but that it should be hard
is an important characteristic universally. Charcoal just from the kiln burns quicker and produces

less heat than that which has been kept some time in store, yet very old charcoal is admitted to be less

valuable than what has not passed over one season. To what this is owing is not clear, for the affinity

of the material for moisture is exercised very promptly, and after the first 24 hours, in an ordinary

atmosphere and with reasonable precautions, it does not materially increase in weight. It is better to

keep charcoal in store than to leave it stored in the kiln. After it has grown cool enough to handle,

the sooner it is made quite, cold the better ; all gradual expulsion of heat, such as occurs in a kiln, is at

an expense of carbon. With ovens this caution is unnecessary, for the circumstances there always
compel removal of the charcoal as soon as manufactured. The product in charcoal ranges from 18 to

22 per cent, in kilns, and from 20 to 25 per cent, in ovens. By volume a cord of wood, 128 cubic feet,

well corded, ought to give, at a mean, 40 bushels of charcoal. The price depends, of course, upon the

value of labor in every locality, and the distance of hauling. The chopping of a cord of wood is equiv-

alent to about one-third of a day's labor in the abstract, and the coaling of it in kilns or clamps after-

wards to about a half day. The computations of the charcoal-burner are usually made upon the 100
bushels of charcoal delivered. Coaling in ovens, although in fact less laborious a'id demanding less

experience, requires more tact, and wages there are generally higher.

The charring of coal, or coking, (from the German word kochen, to cook,) is the same in principle as

that of wood, and the processes are very similar, though in some respects the considerations are different.

Ilius the coker does not fear, like the charcoal-burner, either air or moisture, nor is he troubled with the

shrinkage and falling in of the kiln. On the contrary, for coke there has to be a large supply of air to

determine combustion at all ; the volume is in general increased during the process, while moisture,

during the earlier stages, (but after the fire has obtained full way,) is recommended as a desulphuret-

ting agent. It does, in fact, so act, but hardly to the extent that is claimed for it in theory, and some
times supposed in practice; for the proportions of sulphur remaining in the coke from the same coal,

treated either way, do not appreciably differ. On the other hand, coke-burning, subject to the same
general category of regularity and manageability of temperature, and therefore when in the pure air

bable to accidents from high winds, dec, of the same sort as occur to charcoal kilns, has to undergo
constantly a greater per eentage of loss from combustion. This loss is, on the average, about 6 per

;ent., so that coal which, on analysis, shows 85 per cent, of carbon and earthy matter, will rarely give

R0 per cent, of coke, allowance being made for the quantity (from 5 to 10 per cent.) tonverted into slack
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Coke is made in heap*, in clamps, and in ovens. A suitable contrivance, and much used for heap-coking,
is shown in Pig. 2300, the central shaft of which is a cylindrical or conical chimney loosely built of

'ZIGO.

&

ley loosely

brick, (terminated in the sketch as in Staffordshire,

with a cast-iron chimney-head,) against which the

coal is piled couically, not tightly, and often with

regular flues and intervals left between the masses.

As with wood, the heaviest lumps are Dear the

centre, the lifter outside. Coke-dust and Black-

coal are used as a cover and for Btopping. [g- .-'-""' ~ -~s :
.

-- - " v:
l\

nited coal or coke i- thrown in the chimney, and tire »

is sometimes introduced by the horizontal flues be-

low. After the tire is started, similar precautions are required as with charcoal. The height of the

chimney is from 5 to 6 feet, the diameter of the heap from 14 to 10 feet, and it will take from 10 to 13

tons of coal As the process advances, Black-coal is thrown on in some plao with a
crow-bar made in others, according as the coker wishes to direct the heat, and water is injected plenti-

fully, both to control the heat and desulphurate the fuel, if it is Bupposed to need it, and finally to put

nat the fire. A heap of the .-ize given will be thoroughly coked in two and a half or three day-; it is

then left four days to cool, the whole operation requiring about a week.
In Wale- clamps are more used for coking, winch are long piles 5 or feet wide, 2j to 3 feel high,

and in lengths varying according to the extent of coke-yard, from 60 to 100 feet or more. One
feet will be of 80 to 40 tons. The coal is piled as in the other method, the largest pieces inside, loose

throughout) and with horizontal flues. In place of the chimney, however, a smut -take i- driven in the

middle of the width and at every two yards of the length, to serve as a guide in piling. When tl

is piled the stakes are pulled out, and the space they leave becomes a chimney, into which the fire is

E
laced na before. Somi times the clamp is tired in its whole length at once; most usually it is 6i

at one end, (regard being had to the state of the wind at the time and its probable permanenci
• ven I piling at the other is finished, bo that it is a common thing to see coke drawn from one
end and coal piled on the other end of a clamp at the same moment. The coke yielded by either of

methods is Bupposed to be better for iron-making than by any other way ; but they are both
in coal consumed, the latter especially. Where, however, as in the districts of its principal

iyment, coal is abundant and cheap, it presents divers conveniences which are probably cheaply
purchased,

', i. e. coal beaten and comminuted in very small fragments or powder, (Germ. Bel

stamp, a blow, and. by metonymy, a crushing, and the thing crushed,) of suitable quality, i- also capable
of being converted jpto good coke by a Bomewbat similar process, it' the slack be from very dry coals,

L e. which do not contain much bitumen, it will not, however, coke at all; if the coal l>e too fat,i.e.

with too much hydrogen, it will run together on the application of heat, embarrass the circulation of air,

and yield a small proportion of a very friable and inferior article, if it does not defeat the whole opera-

tion. Assuming the coals to be of suitable 'quality, it may be treated by being mixed in small quan-
tities, well wetted, in a kiln or clamp with larger coal. But the best method is to Bcreen it first, and
thus separate all the egg and nut-sized lumps from the mere slack, or pure powder. Tin- last is mixed
with water abundantly, and can be beaten from within against a wooden mould or shroud Provision

must be made by laying smooth and somewhat conical tampers of wood horizontally and vertically

i
ii the mass, for airline-. These tampers are afterward- drawn cut. and Borne larger than the

the means of introducing already ignited coal to fire the mass, [t is better

to fire at the t"p than below.

2361 u ill Lr i\e an idea of the ar-

mts proper for this method, which,

ing the main principle, are of course

susceptible of many variations in detail.

Thus they are sometimes made circular,

but the most usual form is, as in thi

an elongated prism, 60 to 60 feet in length,

from l to 8 feet w ide a( the ba e, and from
- the top, and Sor l R

iter width, up to 16 fei t ha

> to advantage. Of o
mould and cores of the whole length are

not necessary, but after a portion has been
finished the shrouds and tamper, can be discreetly moved further on and the clamp i

r are indicated at the end of the tampers, through which a lever is passed to assist in the i removal
'I h.- quantil made, due care being taken in the process, is in proportion to the

quality of the coal, and about B0 per cent, of the quantity yielded from the same slack in oven \

damp of the size mentioned will take about ten days to coke and cooL It is better, on div< i

to have it to cool, rather than extinguish it by cold affusions.

2862 is an elevation and plan of two o lly applied to thi

o capable i well for lump-coal It is supposed that tin

intelligible, without fui 'I he doors at eat h end render the cmpt\ ing of tl

convenii nt The re about 16 I ide, and i
I

The diameter of the chimnej i « hich i- generally a cj linder of n »in

•ily to inch. .. The hearth and an de of fire-brick The foundai

a itfa a flllin

en it and tl." floor oi the hearth proper Such an oven will hold from 10 to 12 ti

23G1.

! X,
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coking, including cooling, is done in from 40 to 50 hours. It is not well to let it cool too long, or to such

a degree that the slack will not be speedily ignited on contact with the hearth. In this respect, the

oven, like a common bake oven, works better for longer use. The first j'ield of coke from the cold oven
is inferior to what is made afterwards. There can be no doubt of the greater economy of ovens fo*

slack-coaL

Another sort of oven suitable for slack-coal resembles very much the bank-ovens for lump-coal that

will be spoken of presently. The ground-plan is circular, the roof slightly arched, the only mortar used
fire-clay. Flues are carried all round, communicating at generally three points with the interior. There
is but one door for drawing, and the filling is done through the top ; for greater convenience in which,

they are generally built against a bank or sloping ground.

2362.

)
/

'< :-

n\ vj( \fn\ \\
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2364.

Fig. 2363 shows an oven of a different construction, much used in Silesia, both for coking and also for

coal-tar. For the former purpose alone the ash-pit and damper d may be dispensed with, sufficient

draught being furnished through the flues//, <fcc. The opening in the section shows the door through

which the fire is introduced, and which is afterwards bricked up. The filling is done from above through

the throat, whose cover c is, after firing, luted down. The flue for the escape of the tar is shown at t.

The oven in most general use, both on the Continent of Europe, in England, and in America, has a

circular or ovoid ground-plan, with a low, arched roof, to allow for the swelling of the coal. The draught

is regulated by a damper in the door, and sometimes by flues communicating with the interior; the

filling is in part effected by the door, and in part through the chimney, the fire applied generally through

the last. The backing of the arch is filled up square, and, to save masonry, the building is generally

made against rising ground, whence they have the name of bank-ovens.

Fig. 2364 shows a section of one of these ovens, for holding about two tons of coal. In England they

have generally more or less of a chimney,
anil not unfrequently two more smaller

apertures in the same axial plane to assist

the draught. Also, there, the doors are

usually of iron, sliding vertically in a frame
and balanced; in America, the doorway
is generally bricked up, and as this is al-

ways but temporary masonry, in such case
iron staples are let in on each side for re-

ceiving a bar that may resist the thrust

from within of the expanding coal against -3
the brick-work. For economy of building

and heat, several ovens are generally ranged in one stack.
One of the most simple and at the same time serviceable forms of oven is that employed at Newcastle

and its neighborhood, which serves equally for lump or for slack coal. It was devised, indeed, princi-

pally in the view of economizing the last. The ground-plan of these ovens is rectangular, 13 feet by
10 or 11 feet, covered with a low elliptical arch, (a parabolic one would be better,) whose crown is

about five feet above the hearth, clear inside measurement. They have but one door, sliding in a close

joint, as before mentioned, about 2 feet high and
1-J wide, with a register-door in its centre of 3 inches

square for admitting or shutting off the air. The draught is further managed by three chimneys in the
arch, the main one, of about 1 foot square, in the middle, the others, about 4 inches square, at equal
.listances from the central one. This last has, as usual, a cast-iron cover; the others are closed with a

brick. The coke from these ovens is supposed to be very good.
In regmrd to the advantages of the two methods of coking, in the open air or in ovens, it may be said

Uuit there is less loss and less labor of attendance with ovens, but more skill is required in managing
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the temperature. Thus, for instance, if the heat is got up too quick, (as it is very apt to be,) the coko

with fat coals is spoiled by burning out too Bwoln, light, and friable ; with dry coals, it burns up and
causes 1"--. Also, ovens yield, on an average, about 1" per cent more cuke, but generally i

cific gravity and more friable. Whether less care is taken in the selection of the coal for i

probable, it is certain that the almost universal experience of iron-masters is in favor of coke made in

the open air on the score of useful effect Again, the yield from ovens i- more uniform, and less subject

i lental discounts. Besides, ovens allow more readily the use of slack or refuse coal, to pi

an i rticle of the same value. The ovencke, then, charged, too, with the greater labor required in

drawing and the higher avei of the cokere, is the cheaper in actual outlay; but its final

cheapness, in which the quality of the product is an element, because of the varying degrees of itc

riority, which depend too much upon the constitution of the coal used in different places, hardly allow-

ing a satisfactory comparison. Coke made in retorts i- undoubtedly the cheap* it of all, but its quality

it for use in the smelting of iron.

So great an effect has the physical constitution of the coal upon the coko produced, that exp i

shows the quantity of coke ranges in different places from 15 to 90 per cent of the original weig

coal employed About |ths of coke would be, most likely, a fair average of all known results on the

large scale Experiments made in small, or calculations upon the chemical analysis of coals, are no

further admissible or of use, in this respect, than to stimulate the manufacturer to an investigation and
economization of his actual results.

Regard being had to ielded, most coals expand m coking; Borne are unaltered, and some,

even where a large proportion of earthy matter is principally aluminous, shrink. The resulting volume
with the swelling coals i- nearly, but not quite, nor always, in proportion to the loss of weight Thus,

Johnson, in his report to tin- Navy Department of the United States, in 1843, states, for a specimen
of coal from Allegany County. .Maryland

—

Loss in weight, 1","„ :

„ per cent.; gain in bulk, l-,'^ Pcr cent.

The physical properties of this coal are stated by the same observer as tinder:

—

Weight of a cubic loot. Per centage ol

Bp. grav. Calculation. Experiment Volatile matter. Carbon. Earthy matter,

1-881 83-3 11-. 54-3 lbs. # 12-61 74-53 10-84

The water and loss on the analysis appear to have been 2*46 p t cent, and the proportions of the

ingredients in the earthy matter is not BtatedL

No average increase of volume can be taken, in the present state of our information, to be of any prac-

tical utility
; for, 1st, the result depends so much upon the methods employed ; and, 2d, it is not the ag-

gregate of the volatile matters which determines the expansion, but chiefly the proportion of oxj gen and

hydrogen to one another, and also to the earthy matters present In regard to the first point, Berthier

has shown the proportions of volatile matters existing in coke prepared on a large scale for blast-

furnaces, to vary from
2f\f

to IS percent.; in regard to the last, while analysis alone could satisfactorily

determine it. yet tor the practical purposes of the manufacturer it may be borne in mind that in
g

o;r.-at Lustre, but deficient hardness and elasticity, indicate the on sence of hydrogen, (the element pro-

moting fusibility,) while great lustre, with an intensely black color and much hardness, show a predom-
inance of oxygen, associated with a large proportion of carbon. These last-mentioned indication-,

ing the earthy matter in constant proportion, characterize the class of dry coals, which may !'<.

with more or less advantage, employed raw in the Bmelting of iron. In general, it may be added, that

coals containing more than 20 per cent of volatile matter cannot be expected, prima j advan-
!v used in the furnace, either hot or cold blast, without coking.

From what has been said, it i- obvious that the final efficiency of any coke must depend on it- ulti-

mate constitution Tims the coke of Luxemburg, just now mentioned, with it- I
s p t cent of volatile

bantially but dry coal-. 'II aposition of good coke maj be repre-

sented a- of

rbon B2 per i

Earthy matters 15 do.

Volatile matters :; do

It i- also obvious thai the earthy matters in coko answer do u • ful purpose in smelting— tbej are only
.1. or ,i. in proportion to their occurrence, therefore, they embarrass the operation- of the

li i- difficull to \\\ a limit to which there will not be individual exceptions; bul

containing more than 16 per cent "i ashes i- not tit for the iron master's use. Karat o place, the

excluding proportion far lower than this.

The absolute or relati ke, then, can only be determined upon anah
by no mean alt, though they are often valuable a- an ap|

infe I from its not having undi t alteration ol

from i!- color, an iron gray, or more nearlj thai of graphite . from its !>
I iy than mi

from much hardn from a uniform f\

fibrous than compact, and which imparts a pcculiai ia mass when struck ; and,

from a pecific gra\ it\ which should, if any thing, somewhat exceed thai oi

• nU upon fuel mas be concluded with the following tal l<

lion of fuel per LOO of erode iron produce I with ore* of different
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Denomination.
Per centage of
Metal in Ore.

Per centage of Fuel consumed.

Charcoal. Coke.

Fusible ores, (Class 4, in part, and 5,) 25 ® 30

30 " 35

35 " 40
30 " 40
40 " 50
50 " 60

30 " 40
40 " 50

50 " 60

66® 90
90 " 110

110 " 130
110 " 140

140 " 180

180 " 210
100 " 200

200 " 250
250 " 300

110® 150
150 " ISO
180 " 220
ISO " 240
240 " 300
300 " 360
275 " 350
350 " 400
400 " 500

do.

do

do. do.

do. do.

Refractory ores, (Class 2, 3, and part of 4,)

Anthracite has been omitted in the discussion of fuels, mainly to save room, and also because, in one

aspect, it may be considered as coming under the category of coals capable of being used raw in fur

naces ; whose employment, (whether bituminous or anthracite,) however interesting to particular dis-

tricts, has not yet received actual extension enough to be treated on the ground of uniform or average

experience. In another aspect, it may be regarded as belonging to the class of hard-coked coals, whose
constitution its own very much resembles, as will appear from the following average, viz.

:

Carbon 8S-7 per cent.

Earthy matters 74 "

Volatile matters 3'9

It is on the respective proportions of the ingredients in these earthy and volatile matters that its

treatment and behavior depend ; the principles of calculation must be precisely the same as those

which govern in the case of average coke, and the results accordant.

2. Ores, and their preparation.—The methods of extraction, or mining, practised for different ores,

according to differing circumstances of position and association; of picking, (Fr. triage,) washing, and
stamping,—processes used according to circumstances for separating the ore proper from a more or

less indurated gangue, and cleaning it,—will not be considered here ; according to the distribution prac-

tised in extensive iron-works, at least, the ores do not come properly under the hand of the furnace-

manager until the last of these processes is achieved; and they belong, therefore, to the article Mim.no,

which see.

The roasting of the ore is the beginning of the furnace processes. The objects of this are to diminish

the aggregation of the mass, and thus leave more room for other chemical affinities to act, and for new
combinations to take place; to drive off such impurities and admixtures (water, carbonic acid, and sul-

phur, principally) as can be volatilized at a red heat ; and, as some suppose, to present the mine in a

higher state of oxidation. The methods followed should be in subordination to these aims.

In point of fact, all of them are partly answered with many ores by continued exposure to the at-

mosphere, under which a spontaneous disintegration takes place, together with a partial absorption of

impurities and a peroxidation. But with some ores, these effects are not manifested till after a long

period, (as, for example, with magnetic and specular oxides.) and with all they are vastly accelerated

by a due application of heat. It may even be said that all ores are the better for being roasted and
then exposed for as long a time as convenient to the macerating influence of the atmosphere. The red

hematites of Lancashire are hardly an exception to this ; for, though used habitually raw, it is only for

intermixture with other ores, and in small quantity ; while the custom, in some districts, of only weath-

ering the sparry carbonates, which are afterwards used unmixed, arises only from the difficulty of so

managing the heat as to roast and not fuse them.

This management of temperature is more or less necessary with all ores. Thus, magnetic and red

oxides, quartzose sparry carbonates, argillaceous carbonates containing a suitable proportion of silica,

and generally all the silicated ores, are easily verifiable. As a general rule, the roasting should be as

prolonged and at as low a temperature as possible, with free access of air and moisture.

The roasting may be done in kilns, or clamps, or ovens. The first is the most simple of all and the

most extensively practised. The shape of the kiln is indifferent; it is sometimes conical, sometimes a

square or rectangular pyramid. Its size is equally indifferent. The whole method consists in inter-

stratifying tin' or oid fuel, (in an average proportion of about five of the former to one of the latter,)

from the base, wheu here is a sufficient accumulation of combustible, and certain rudely made flues

or prolonged cavities, to insure the fire taking throughout. The smaller pieces of ore are put outside

as a cover, and allies and cinders, coal, coke, or charcoal dust, or loam, used afterwards, where neces-

sarv, as a stopper or damper of the fire. After piling and starting the fire, it is, in good weather, only

Looked at from time to time. In most of the English, Welch, and Scottish furnaces, as well as at

many in America, they appear to overlook the importance of keeping a large stock of roasted mine
ahead, so as to give it the further benefit of atmospheric exposure.

Clamps are, in principle, very much the same with those already described for making charcoal.

Three sides of a parallelogram, of width ami length indefinite, are built round with a dry wall in stone,

having draught-holes left at intervals of live or six feet in the base, and carried up to about three feet

in height. Chimneys are built loosely, of brick or stone, along the middle of the clamp, and corres-

ponding with each one' (or, sometimes, two) of the flues. The fuel is laid, in the beginning, at the

bottom, and is more or le-s iuterstratified with the pile of ore according to the greater or less presumed

fusibility of this last. Sometimes there is no interstratification at all, but fuel is supplied as wanted to

the draught-holes in the base.
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The ovens used arc of almost infinite variety in shape and dimensions. Their general types are a

cylinder, an inverted cone, <>r a combination of an inverted and a right cone, and a truncated elli]

they vary from 6 to IS feet in height, with an average diameter of :; feet at tin- grate and of < to 10

feet at the trundlc-hcad. They are like lime-kilns, either perpetual or periodic; and, in fact, the de-

scription of a lime-kiln is also that of a roasting oven. The temperature to he maintained in the last

is lower than in the other. Revcrberatori) ovens have been tried, but unsatisfactorily, for the ra
i 'I ores.

It is to he supposed that the larger the oven, the more regular and economical will be the work. Pol
refractory ores, the oval shape is, perhaps, the best ; while the more simple cone or cylinder is better

suited to fusible ores. Ores generally pass, with but short (if any) interval, and in bo far disadvanta-

gcouslyO from the ovens to the top-house, where they are broken up, and immediately charged into the

furnace.

This breaking is effected upon a stone or (better) a cast-iron floor, Bometimes with a beetle, one or

two handed; sometimes with iron-shod Btampers, moved by machinery; sometimi i- crushed
between tinted cylinders made to revolve. But the best of all methods is to break by band with an
ordinary .-tone hammer.
The size to which the mine- should be reduced before charging ought to vary directly with the hard-

i the ore ami the height of the furnace. From one to three inches, average diameter, inside, will

be the limit-. Larger than the one, they leave too much to be done in the furnace; smaller than the

other, they embarrass the' blast

:;. Fluxes.—The reducing effect of the carbon of the fuel upon the metallic oxides in the high-furnace

has be, mi already spoken of, as well as that of the potassa and soda contained in the earthy matter of

charcoal; but these tire rarely sufficient, with most mines, to cause at once fusion and reduction ; and
-ary, then, to add other matters, sterile in metal, to promote fusion : these are known
indeed, which is a constant association in all ores of iron, is, of itself, a sufficient rlux

in Borne cases; but, even in those, it is more apt to be in excess, when it both embarrasses the working
of the furnace and impair- the quality of the metal. It would be proper, then, to neutralize this •

by 'he addition of some other substance; and such addition become- ^ t ill more proper when the prac-

tical problem in the furnace being t<iiri'><? n lowest possible temperature] both theory and

experiment -how that it not only cures such excess, but also promotes fusibility. In fact, we snow
that while of each of the earthy bases most ordinal ;

. viz., silica, lime, magnesia, and alumina,

i- almost (and one of them entirely) infusible, per se, yet in combination, two and two, thri e an 1 three,

and. -till more, four and four, they nn It readily at easily attainable temperatures. The addition, then,

table proportions of these sterile matters, is the mean- to economical fusion of the material- in the

furnace.

Without dwelling, however, upon the theory of their action, (which ha- been explored more or less

profoundlv by a host of chemists and metallurgists, and has been experimentally examined by Achard,

Alexander, Berthier, Descotils, and Lampadius,) and regarding only the practical maxim- that tit the

on, it may be said that in addition to the silica and alumina, always present in the Ores and fuel,

and to the lime, magnesia, m inganese, and potassa, sometimes present, too, the positive flux most usu-

ally added is lime, in the form of marine shells, limestone, or chalk. The proportion of this addition

varies in almost every case; but, at a mean, it may be taken, for charcoal furnaces, at one fourteenth of

the other solid materials by weight : and at one-eighth, for coke furnace-.

Although lime i- the flux thus almost universally employed, il is not always the one thai best suits

the case. With an exec-- of silica, it i- the proper one. But when the ore- are themselvi

in any considerable degree, the best addition j- of aluminous or magnesian earth, or both, fa

where tin- ore- and fuel are highly aluminous, the addition required though with great caution

8, m die -hape of quartz, Ac In BUCh ea-e-, the best avail lias been taken i Matter

containing also a low proportion of iron, h \~ thus that amphibole, basalt, and garnet ha

plied This is, in fact, the use of a j^'-r material instead of on,- utterlj sterile.

In [eneral, it may be estimated tn:l * "' ''"' whole Bolid materials introduced into the furnac. .

metall i

'he

Silica may range from 45 to Co per loo.

jo to :;;,

Alumina "
12 to L5

12 to 25 "
g

< bade of manganese 15 to 20

If all four first named are present togethei i fusible propor .on- in which th

ud to the fluxing action of metallic oxide- that maj ho there too) are,

Silica 86*2 per 100. I Lime 19*1 per 100:

Alumina 81*1 " nesia 14*0

'I h,- -oh, I mat, rial of the fluxes should be, like the ore-, broken up into f| f similar and urn

form -i/,-. \\ ben o\ ster shells are used, il i- not uccet arj to treat them further than

tlcinatioii. They do not always receive that.

'lhe artificial i! ly or in combination with '
e ii :h ., which have be. :

with as much practical ho recommended them seemed to v

bable that this will be aluas - th

difficulty, inherent in the blfl

point where they ;nv wanted.
I. ' —The remaining material in blast-furnai

red, i- the atm ph> i
< a r - hi b

\,... lb— 7
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It is, therefore, in this aspect, one of the most important to he duly managed ; and -when the enormous

quantities of it that are required are taken into view, its probable influence and collateral effect can be

still better appreciated. The following average statement may be derived from the practice in this

particular.
urnaces.
Gaseous.

Coke Furnaces.
Solid. Gaseous.

900-

050*

75-

3-022

1-06

1-

102-12
1-

3000.

2830-

269-

2-634

Volume of materials, in cubic feet, per minute 0295
do. proportionate 1"

Weight of materials, in lbs., per minute 24-82

do. proportionate 1"

Taking the mean of the proportional quantities, it appears that, in round numbers, the veliane of the

air injected is 3000 times larger than that of all the solid materials in any given time ; while its wight
is three times greater than theirs. The elements used above would show also that on the average there

is consumed nineteen tons of air for one ton of iron made.
In order to illustrate the means of managing this vast supply, Fig. 2365 (a sketch, with more atten-

tion to distinctness than proportion of parts)

shows the arrangements suitable for a furnace 2365 -

of the first class. The power used is assumed
to be steam; though the method of its pro-

curement and application is not carried further

back here than to the steam-cylinder c, worked
horizontally by the same piston-rod that goes

tnrough and works the cylindrical bellows b.

It is obvious that other sources of power, or

other methods of geering, may, under suitable

circumstances, be resorted to. From b, the

bellows, the air is driven into r, the regulator,

whence it passes into a a, the furnaces for heat-

ing it, and then transmitting it along 1 1 into h,

the hearth or crucible. T indicates the tymp-
srch as before ; W a retaining wall against the hill-side, and connected by an arched bridge above with
the stack ; while the blanks left in the piers show the passage-ways before spoken of, left for more
convenient access between the tuyere and tymp-arches. Such being the general arrangements, the

parts and their requisites will be spoken of briefly in order.

Bellows, or blowing machines, have been constructed of leather, of wood, of stone, and of cast-iron.

The first material, on account of its expensiveness and the narrow limits which it imposed upon both the

volume and density of the blast, is- no longer used except for smiths' fires. The second, whether made
with hinges or (as afterwards) worked with a piston, left much to be desired. The use of the third, in

an instance or two, can only be justified by necessity, or applauded as a conquest over circumstances:
while the last, in the shape of a double-acting cylinder, furnishes the only satisfactory and sound
means to the end.

Before describing these, however, mention must be made of a method on a totally different principle,

which, under variously modified forms, is still employed in parts of Italy and the districts of the Pyrenees.
This is the trompe or water-blast, of which Fig. 2366 shows the principle.

In this, a vertical tube of wood or iron,
.

cylindrical or prismatic, of length and
diameter suited to the fall and quantity

of water intended to be used, connects

with a cistern below, made air-tight ex-

cept for the opening t, to connect with the

tuyere. Through this tube a stream of

water is allowed to fall, drawing in the

air as it descends through openings that

are indicated by broken lines in the sides

of the column, and breaking upon an altar

below. The air thus carried into the cis-

tern has no means of escape except the

tuyere t, and its quantity and pressure
delivered through that depends upon the
absolute size of the column of water, and
the proportions of the various parts. Ven-
turi has already satisfactorily investigated
the relations of this machine; which will

not be dwelt on in that aspect further

here than to say, that although very cheap
and convenient in its construction, it uses

more water for a given effect than a

water-wheel would do, and that its effec-

tiveness is quite limited. Karsfcn 1

1

to admit that the dampness of the blast

it affords, injures the quality of the iron;

although it is probable that most metallurgists would conclude, in the face of general theory and expo
lieiice, that the good quality of iron made by this method exists in spite of it.
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The chain-blower of Henschel is an improvement upon this machine. In it, a more complete separ-

ation of the air and water is effected, by means of an endless chain of Qoata or pistons, worked by the
descending water itself; but its effect is not such as to take it out of the general category of objections.

The hydraulic bellows of Baader is, in fact, but a single-acting piston air-pump, in which the bi

of a reservoir of water is made to take the place of the otherwise solid cud of the pump. It cam
made to furnish blast either of large volume or much density, and is mentioned here only because i: is

actually used with satisfactory effect in suitable cases; but it can only be recommended in districts

where water is plenty and the labor of the artisan dear.

The oscillating cylinder* of D'Aubuisson are an extremely ingenious blowing-machine, cheap to

struct, and worked with little power and at small expense. Although
not giving a blast of sufficient amount or density for the smallest I

furnai e, except with the most fusible material-, they answer very well for

chafery and finery fir -. Fig, 2867, which is a section of one of the' cylin-

ders, will afford an illustration of their action. A diaphragm, central,

through the entire length and nearly the whole diameter, is shown at cd;
i) v are two valves, alternately aspiring and expiring. In its normal posi-

tion d d is vertical ; the barrel is filled half full of water, through a bung,
and is then set in oscillation, through an arc of 90 or 100 degrees. h\ a

connecting-rod and crank geered on near c. It is manifest, that in differ-

ent angular positions of the diaphragm the content of water in the two
semi-cylinders will come to be unequal, as shown by the shaded lines;

and the air will be respectively rarefied and condensed accordingly.

All the>e methods, however, imply more or less contact of the air with water, and the consequent

immission of more or less moisture with the blast; which is objectionable. Bat this oscillating method
leads to speak of a rotar;/ method for delivering dry air—at least, air of the ordinary atmospheric hu-

midity only. This last is the fan-bloat, in which fans, radiating from an axis, are caused to revolve

rapidly in an appropriate disk, receiving the air at the centre of rotation, and delivering it on the cir-

cumference into a chest, with or without a valve. The volume of air furnished by this mi
without considerable expense in construction and power, sufficient for a high-furnace of the first, oi

of the second class ; but the density that can be obtained haves nothing to desire For cupolas, re-

fineries, iVc., it is very convenient and appropriate. It is. in practice, of two kinds: one acting impul-

sively, in which the air h aspired and at once diffused in a common chamber, whence it is driven o

the fan-wheel ; the other een in which the fan itself is a hollow wheel, receiving the air at

openings near its axis, tli-charLr inur it 'ir-t, at openings in its circumference, into the chamber or
i

and then driving it out from said chamber by fans fixed upon its own periphery. The chaml i t of the

outer casing is kept from communicating with the external air, as it is inspired, by a portion of the

internal revolving disk, which i- made to work air-tight as possible in the outer casing. Here i- exactly

the embarrassment of the arrangement, which imposes a higher cost upon the apparatus in the I

ning, and is difficult of maintenance. When it fails of being maintained, however, the machine dots

not, on that account, lose its value'— it merely passes over into the other class.

1
• of a horizontal, double acting, blowing cylinder, in cast iron

;
which maj be taken

uthety] i a e! ) that fulfils all desirable conditional The detail-, it i> supposed, sul

plain thei 'I here are some advantages in a horizontal cylinder rather than a vei

principally, it can moi l foundation, with room from valvi

the others, are more or leas necessarily in the sidi .

\'-. carrying the piston-rod throu h '

• qualized upon the i liars, and th< re u left but little n-k oi th

(rearing out of shape.

The of th 'depends upon tho volume of blasl van f the

stroke is generally somewhat limited by the conditions of the other machinerj wl

naovii maximum ipeed of the

time, is, in like manner determined !• general mechanical
I

|

to givo tie-" cylinders a large diameter, di proportiui
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The blowing-cylinder at Dowlais, for instance, (which is the most extreme case that could be cited,) has
a stroke of 10 feet and a diameter of 12 feet.

To determine the volume of blast, and, consequently, the size of cylinder, the best rule is, when the
constitution of the materials to be used is known, to allow air enough to peroxidate all the materials in

the furnace at any one moment. This will be the outside limit. In ordinary practice, the machinery
will be worked at a slower speed ; and in emergencies, there will be still a margin to go upon. In
calculating the supply of air, it is to be remembered that the best-executed blowing machines do not
deliver into the furnace more than £ of their theoretical capacity : it would be even safer to take, as an
average, § of such capacity for the actual supply.

If the constitution of the materials is not known, but the size of the furnace is, and thence the num-
ber of charges that it ought to bear in a turn, we have another rule : One-fifth of the weight in
poimds offuel (either charcoal or coke) charged during one turn of twelve hours, is the number of cubic

feet of air, under the pressure of the atmosphere, to befurnished in one minute.
This allows for the average discount on the working of the machine, leakage of pipes, <fec. ; and gives,

therefore, at once the capacity of the cylinder.

Regulators are of two general classes : 1st, of variable capacity; and, 2d, of constant capacity. Those
of the first class are either dry, or wet, or (as these last are called) water-regulators. Dry regulators

are merely cylindrical air-chambers, in which a piston works air-tight, which is loaded to the pressure
desired at any time. These cylinders have, of course, an inlet and an outlet pipe for the air, neither of

which needs valves : the valves shown in the air-chest above the cylinder, in Fig. 2368, answer all the

purpose of isolating the air in the regulator from that under the piston, on the one hand, while, on the

other, the blast-pipes and tuyeres are regarded but as continuations of the regulator. In fact, in every
case, long and large blast-pipes (although density is lost in proportion to length) serve, in a measure,
to assist in uniformity of blast. The capacity of these dry regulators should be, in theory, twice the
capacity of the blowing-cylinder ; in practice, they will answer to be one a>:id a half times as large.

Water-regulators are oblong chests without a bottom, or receivers, let down in a tank containing

water, and balanced after the manner of gasometers. The weight of the chest, and the additional load
put upon it, cause it to sink ; the influx of the air, and its elasticity, cause it to rise. As the air be-

neath the piston is under much greater pressure than in the regulator, and thus every stroke of the

piston causes a slight fluctuation, the capacity of these regulators (whose minimum is the same as in

the former kind) is generally governed by other considerations, and made as great as convenient. The
adjutages and pipes for receiving and discharging the blast are, in practice, very much varied in po-
sition, <fec. : but the general principles of their arrangement are too obvious to require description here.

Very convenient and suitable in most regards, this kind of regulators is liable to all the objections ac
cruing from access of moisture.

The second great class comprehends air-chambers of constant capacity. These, which long ago were
built under or above ground in masonry, or for which even subterranean caverns, sedulously rendered
air-tight, were resorted to, have, in the most modern times, come up again, (as in Wales,) only in a
material more suitable and manageable. Sheet-iron is now most generally resorted to ; strengthened,

when thought necessary, with ties. Their form is generally cylindrical or spherical ; one of the latter

shape exists with the enormous diameter of 25 \ feet. The most convenient form appears to be that ot

a right cylinder, of thin sheet-iron ; with a base solidly supported, and a head, either of cast-iron or

sheet-iron, stiffened with wood, carrying a safety-valve, (which acts here also as an equalizer of pres-

sure,) and admitting of an aperture, large enough for the entrance of a workman, and -capable of being

closed air-tight.

Of course, the larger such a chamber is, the less will it feel the pulsations of the piston ; but there

must be an economical limit in this respect. In practice, the regulator is made from nine to fifteen

times as large as the blowing5cylinder ; in theory, its least capacity, to furnish a uniform discharge,

should be in the same proportion to the blowing-cylinder as the pressure of one atmosphere is to the

pressure desired to be maintained. Thus, if the pressure be assumed at 2 lbs. per square inch, the reg-

ulator must be at least V5 or *H times the size of the blowing-cylinder.

From the regulator the blast-pipes were traced, in Fig. 2365, to the hot-air furnaces ; but the consid-

erations belonging to these will be postponed for a moment, and the furnace considered as working (as

all did, in fact, until 1827, the epoch of Mr. Neilson's improvement, and as many prefer to do still)

witli cold-blast. What remains to be spoken of in advance is the blast-pipes and nozzles ; the water-

tuyeres, which are indispensable with hot air, and advantageous with cold-blast, have been already

mentioned.

Blast-pipes are made of sheet or cast iron ; for first-class furnaces, where the pressure is requirod to

be considerable, generally of the last-named material. As they cannot be made in one piece, they are

jointed either by flanges or by a muff, (what is called the faucet aud spigot joint,) as in gas and water
pipes. When cold air is employed, the packing of the joints is lead; with hot air, an iron cement must
be used. This cement is made of 99 parts of iron filings, sifted fine, and 1 part of powdered sal am-
moniac, intimately mixed, dry. When used, as much water is added as will make a stifl' paste. Flow-
ers of sulphur, sometimes recommended, in no way contributes to the efficiency of the mixture, but
rather to the contrary.

The pipes are sometimes laid under ground and covered over ; but this mode is not to be recom-
mended ;

they should be always accessible. If hot air is ever expected to be used, provision should
Re made in the laving for expansion and contraction by resting them upon rollers, (short pieces of

three-inch iron pipe answer very well,) on a smooth foundation. It is impossible, in the conditions of

application, to avoid flexures ; but these flexures should, of course, to save friction, be made as gentle

as possible.

When the straight lengths are so great that there appears to be danger that the pipe will break, a
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compensation-joint is inserted ; this frequently consists of an end of
a pipe movable in a stuffing box. The plan represented i i

.

2371 is preferable to it. This is a con
;

two round dishes of sheet-iron, or copper, 20 or 30 inches in di

eter, according to the size of the pipe, riveted air-tight

periphery, and screwed to the two flanges of job. The
iron may be from & to

7
:

V °f an inch thick. The large di

eter and flexibility of the sheet-iron allow the two pipes which are
I to it, to move longitudinally, independent of each other.

Wooden blast pipes are sometimes used, but are useless wh< I

blast is to be conducted.

The capacity of the pipes, ?. e. their diameter, should, other things being equal, be as large aa possible.
But, as other things to wit, the expense) are not equal, they should be proportioned t nv of
blast to be delivered. A reasonable unit may be taken, in allowing a nine-inch pipe to 101

of blast per minute. Then, as the quantities vary with the squares of the diameter-, 4000 cul

per minute will be accommodated by pipes of eighteen inches.

Whether the pipes are laid under or on the ground, the level of the tuyere will still be above thi m
;

two elbows, therefore, are necessary to bring the nozzle into the tuyere. The junction of these elbow-
pieces should be always with a ball and socket joint for giving play u~ the nozzle. With cold-blast,

this play can be, and frequently is, attained upon tixed elbows, by connecting the nozzle and the blast
pipe proper with a leather hose or bag; with hot bla-t. the leather is inadmissible.

Various forms, of more or less complexity, are used in and about the termination of the pip
shutting off the blast entirely (as has to be done at every run-out} or partially, measuring its int

«tc. Fig. 2372 shows one of the most simple and satisfactory. The ball and socket and fixed elbow

397a

iointe ar.' both seen At u is a trundle-valve of sheet-iron, elliptical in shape, with alternately bevelled
edges, and worked by the winch above. When this winch is parallel with the axis of the pipe, the
valve presents nothing but its thickness to the blast ; when it is at right angles to the axis, it Bh

the pipe entirely, and with a tightness proportionate to the accuracy of its fitting. It can be mad.- (so

to Bpeak) perfectly tight Some furnace-managers have a plate-collar fastenep beneath the winch,

divided angularly <>n its circumference, and read by an index that moves with the winch, to shew either

the absolute or relative quantities of bla-t in the different positions of the winch-handle. A I

losed ordinarily with a conical iron plug, as shown. When this plug is out it allows the founder
to look into the' hearth and observe the aspect of the tuyere. With hot air, this has to beuseddis*
creetly. Between the valve and the' elbow, Bomewhere about m, is placed (with cold-blasl th<

notneter or pressure-meter of tin' blast Fig. 'j:;7:; shows a section of the pipe with the apparatus at-

i
, which is only a glass ch bore, containing a few inches of quicksilver, and open at both

When there i- no pressure from within, as when the blowing-machine i- at real or the blast shut

off, the mercury stands, oi course, at the same level in the two branches of the tube; when ti

pressure, the column in the long arm rises, at the rate of 1 inch in he&ht for every
|

lb. of pn
.!• to put on it i- a piece of card, divided in equal parts, sliding up and down I \ friction,

pable at any moment, by Bhutting of the valve, of proper adjustment With hot-bloat, the ma-
nometer has to be' placed in the regulator. < ttherwise the actual density of the air is more accurately

ired as near as possible to the

The are conical sheet iron tubes, made to tit as tight as possible upon tl

undrical blast-pipe, and tapering off to an orifice from l to ."> inches in diam ace managi
ible themselves much about the laws of] mnatics, and hence we find a great

in the shape and proportions of these utensils. Several of them are provided of larger and smaller

- to be used as circumstances require. Ordinarily they are in two joint-, of which the one
t . the blast pipe is the more permanent The elliptical shape of the orifice sometimes found, is

advantage, as well as the great length of the eon,.
; both lessen the discharge that would follow a rJ

and m acute cone. The following table which i- Btrictiy accurate under the conditions for n

be relied on for giving the discharge of blast into a fon

dp rare being that in the regulator, and the diameter of noszli

it thi- extreme point of discharge.

ible like this i, indispensable to a furnace-manager who wishes to l»- cognizant of wl

on in the furnace, in connection with chai ratal or designed, in the blast It- np|

the present shape >> both direct and inverse, and in either method is rerj simple Th
tained the actual pressure of the blast to lb-., while we are uain

ui-li to know directly what i- the quantity actual] •-, we enter thot

i he t'u -t .-011111111, and opposite to that we tind 122*61 cubic feet which >- tie- quantity thi'

h a l inch Dossle. Then, a- the areas

<

•

•,
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passing through a 2-inch nozzle will be four times as great as through a 1-inch ; therefore the quantity

in question will be 122-61 X 4 = 490-44 cubic feet per minute, through one tuyere. If the furnace has
two tuyeres with the same sized nozzle, the whole quantity discharged in one minute will be, then,

98088 cubic feet. We have, then, as a general rule, to enter the first column of the table for the given
pressure, ranging with which, in the second, is a number that, multiplied by the square of the diameter

of nozzle used, will give the actual quantity blown in by the single tuyere.

It may be applied, again, inversely, to find the diameter of nozzle that will discharge any required
quantity per minute under a given pressure. Thus, if the question be, what diameter of nozzle will

keep up a pressure of 1 lb. on a discharge of 800 cubic feet per minute through one tuyere ?—we have-

only to divide 800 by the number (10166) standing in the second column opposite the given pressure;

the square root of the quotient ( I 80° ^W 101-66/
or 2^ inches is the diameter sought.

Table showing the Volume and Weight of Blast discharged under various Pressures and at ordinary
Temperatures.

Pressure per
square inch.

Quantity in cubic
feet per minute,
through a 1-inch

nozzle.

Weight in lbs.

per minute.
Pressure per
square inch.

Quantity in cubic
feet per minute,
through a 1-inch

nozzle.

Weight in lbs.

per minute.

\ oz. aVd. 1854 1-43 2 lbs. avd. 139-48 12.14

1 " " 26-20 2-02 2i " 14686 1297
2 " " 36-97 2-86 21 " 153-70 13-77

4 " " 52-07 4-07 2 | « 160-06 14-55

6 " " 63-51 5- 3 166-01 15-30

8 "or + lb. 73-04 5-80 3* « 171-61 1603
10 " avU 81-33 651 H "

176.88 16-75

12 " " 88-74 7-16 Sf « 181-86 17-46

14 " •' 95-47 7-76 4 186-58 1815
1 lb.

" 101-66 8-33 4i " 191-07 18-83

1} « « 112-78 938 H " 195-35 19-50

1* " " 122-61 10-36 H " 199-43 20-17

1| " - 131-44 11-27 5 203-32 20-82

If, instead of measuring the discharge by volume, we have occasion to know the weight of the blaat,

the third column, treated in the same manner, gives that element.

The effects of a more or less dense blast, i. e. of more or less pressure, appear to take place in two
ways principally. First, mechanically upon the quantity of discharge in the same time ; and, secondly,

chemically upon its constitution, and upon the materials in the furnace. The. air, at the instant of ex-

piring, is of the density it had in the blast-pipe, although it very shortly afterwards assumes its normal
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volume. But as for as the melted materials in the hearth are concerned, it is, at the moment of entry

richer in oxygen in proportion to its density. Tims, under

Pressure of Volume of air. Weight in <aq

1 11). 100 cubic feet give l
--

2
-

do. do •_>•

:;
- da do 2*12 "

By increasing the pressure, then, -we support combustion more readily, and geni rate a m Intenst

degree of heat. By augmenting volume, we support combustion more extensively, and produce a greater

quantity of heat These considerations apply to and solve the question often mooted among founders,

as to whether the best effect is obtained by increasing the pillar of blast, (as they term it,: or using

larger nozzles, and thus furnishing more air under a constant pressure. With fusible materials, Buffi-

cient air should be furnished under low pressure; with refractory ones, it is better to increase pressure

rather than volume.

The apparatus used for heating the blast is very varied and multiform, the aim being in all to furnish

the utmost extent of heating surface with the greatest economy. Instead of mentioning all the modifi-

cations that have been suggested, or figuring the contortions that hot-air pipes have been made to

exhibit, Figa -.74 and 2375 give vertical sections, transverse and longitudinal, and Fig. 28*76 a horizon-

tal section of the most convenient and best arrangement, either for separate furnaces near the to

or for ovens on the trundle head. In the latter case, the

horizontal flue shown in Fig. 28*76 (which communicates with ~ '"•

a vertical one in the stack itself, or back-wall) is replaced ~^ZZZ^^ZHZZZHZ-
by a short chimney. So far as outlay is concerned, to heat

the air at the trundle-head is the cheapest, for there is no
j

~

extra fuel required. But to realize all the benefits of the V
system and the greatest absolute economy, separate furnaces

\ IINIIIIIIII
below are much preferable.

j
[^-JJi~rJll L= —" *

<

For the dinu m ions to be given, in cither case, iron-masters
^——

• )

are yet without any rule, not so much from any difficulty in i

*~—
investigating the principles that should govern, as from want h-

'

^__ 1

of actual experimental Knowledge on the rate of cooling, ic, '
'

which prevents any general formula from being applied.

ilations made upon the quantities and velocities of blast under pressures between the ordinary

limits, (of li to 24- pounds per square inch,) result in 18 and 28 square inches respectively of 1

surface for (-very cubic foot of air per minute. The mean of these, or the l-6th of a Bquare foot, may be

taken as a safe allowance (if the pressure does not exceed 2.V pounds) for raising the ' 01 tin-

air, at the instant of leaving the oven, to half that of the pipes. What will be its temperature at the

nozzle depends upon the distance it has to go, the thickness and size of pipes, <tc. "With a higher (.to-

sure than 2^ pounds, the heating surface ought to be enlarged directly in proportion, at least ;
lor in the

very facl of 1„ iiiL: heated the air acquires a great increase of velocity, ami therefore is exposed BO much
shorter time in the heated pipes.

There arc a number of interesting points, chemical and mechanical, in the employment ^f hot blast,

for which there is no room here. All that can be said is, that, in general, with bot-blasl the furnace

works easier, carries a greater burden, with, of course, a higher yield, and reduces materials too refrac-

tory for cold air. A notable economy of fuel and flux follow-. With regard to tin- former, the saving

of fuel, upon an extensive comparison of results, may be stated for

Coke furnaces at 82 per cent., from an average temperature of 380 F.

Charcoal da 20 do. do. do. 890° F.

Besides this, certain raw coals that would not he admissible \\ ith cold blast, are capable of being used

with hot.

As to the - metal made, it i- generally grayfoundry-iron, with a more uniformly

talline form than cold blast foundry. There is a general prejudice against it, as being less Btrong, Sot

this opinion is more exaggerated than actual experiments warrant. The following table shows the pro-

portionate strength in various aspects, from numerous trials:—
tnoe to

Transverse or

Stretching strain. Crashing strain, oblique strains. Impact. stiffness.

Cold blast iron 1 1000 1 ' 1"""

Hot blast iron 918 1088 loo.,

These statements upon the quality of metal had naturally to the next class of considerations, which

mu-t be taken 1

1

1 >, viz , upon the products of the blast furnace.

These products are, like the materials, both solid To the former belong the crude iron

and the furnace-cinder, a- the melted slag of earthy matters is termed ; to the other the e i

iv and compound gases which arise from combustion and >i n, and pass ofl at die

trundle head.

The in i solid product, the crude iron, has been already sufficiently treated of; thi

l with n. and i> one of the important !
I which the founder ha

of bis work and of the issue that hi- may reasonable expect
Pomace-cinder, chemically, i chit I iteoflims'w

isabi ilioate, in coke-fumao ilicate. This appears from the followin

r ood cinder, i >, when the furnaoi i doing I work :

—
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Charcoal cinder. Coke cinder.

Silica 53 43
Lime 22 35
Alumina 10 14
Magnesia 5 4
Protoxide of iron 4 4

The charcoal cinder is, in its proportions, a more fusible compound than the other ; but abstract

fusibility is not so much to be considered as fusibility at the temperature employed. Coke-furnaces,

having a higher temperature, require a more refractory material, in order that the cinder may answer
its proper uses.

These uses, in general, are to assist in fusion and reduction; with very fusible ores, to retard fusion

until the deoxidation of the metal has occurred; and after reduction, to protect the metal in the hearth
from contact with the blast. In this last aspect, especially, the degree of fusibility of the cinder is of

great practical importance. If it be too thick and pasty, it embarrasses the separation of the metal

;

if it be too thin and liquid, the iron is exposed naked to the blast. These properties, as they may exist

within the furnace, are judged of by the consistency of the cinder during its flow. If liquid enough to

flow readily over the dam-plate, and slowly cooling afterwards, it is of the proper character; but what-
ever is liquidity may be, if it tends to cool rapidly, the presence of metallic associations is to be inferred.

Such association, as far as iron is concerned, may be inferred also from its color, which, with an admix-
ture of iron in notable proportions, is always brownish or black. The most satisfactory color for the

mass, on a fresh fracture, is whitish gray. Blue and bluish-green shades and streaks are almost always
to be met with. The proper way to judge of color, however, is only upon a pulverized specimen. The
fracture of cinder is always conchoidal, and its specific gravity, at a mean, 2'6. The aspect of good
cinder, from charcoal works, is glassy ; from coke-furnaces, it is more lithoid, or stone-like. When cin-

der becomes earthy-looking, it argues deficiency of heat ; and if the furnace on the preceding cast has
given gray iron, more blast may be put on without fear,—if white iron, the blast should be augmented
cautiously. A cavernous or honeycombed cinder appears to originate in the same defect of heat ; while
one like enamel, although by many founders attributed to the same cause, arises more from elements in

the materials—chiefly phosphate of lime.

The gaseous products of the furnace may be taken to consist, on an average, of

Nitrogen . . 56
Carbonic acid 19

Carbonic oxide 16

Carburetted hydrogen 2

Vapor of water 7

The watery vapor most likely arises from the moisture of the materials freshly put in, and is, therefore,

hardly a product. If the fuel had all been fully consumed, the sole products would be nitrogen and
carbonic acid. But this full combustion has not been, and, with the methods followed, cannot be
attained.

These gases, as they are, pass off at the trundle-head at a high temperature ; so high, that the oxy
and hydro carbon combine there with the oxygen of the atmosphere and inflame. This flame furnishes,

among other things, a sign to the founder of the state of the furnace. If it is small and weak, it is pre-

sumable that the blast does not pass through sufficiently ; and the materials, which from the moment
of charging ought to be undergoing a preparation for fusion, are in fact descending more or less raw.
The remedy for this is not always to increase the blast ; on the contrary, a discreet founder will first

take into consideration the nature of the materials, their friability, and liability to become packed in the

cuvette. Too little slope to the boshes, too, is always more or less involved in the result, where the
materials are constant.

If the flame is, as sometimes, on one side, it is a sign that the charges are not descending equally.

If this is permanent, there is reason to suppose that the in-walls or boshes, or both, have degraded out
of shape. If occasional, it is rather to be attributed to an accidental choking of the furnace, caused either

by a bad state of materials, or, what is more common, bad filling. Of course, the flaring from atmos-
pheric causes must not be confounded with this phenomenon. In a well-going furnace and a calm at-

mosphere the flame should rise cylindrically, with life, and with a certain whistling cry the founder
likes to hear.

Aflame at the tymp is a sign that the blast is not going in the right direction ; in this case, it is better
to alter the charges, by putting on less mine, than to change the blast.

The high temperature at which the gases pass off at the trundle-head is an unavoidable consequence
of the process ; it i<, nevertheless, waste-heat. This waste-heat has been turned to account, as already
mentioned, in the case of hot-blast. It has also been used for burning lime, for carbonizing wood, for

coking, and fur generating steam. For all these purposes, except the first and last, it is rarely conve-

nient to apply the inflamed gases ; and as, in leading off to a distance what is only inflammable air

there is more or less loss of heat, these applications have been limited. For roasting ores, it is a per
fectly appropriate means.

M. Faber du Faure, as far back as 1837, conceived and very ingeniously executed a very brilliant

idea of leading off the gases, without contact of air at first, to suitable points where, by mixing it with

highly heated atmospheric air, it could be burnt, and the heat thus produced applied not only to the

generation of steam, but also to other processes (refining, puddling, and reheating) in the manufacture ol

the crude iron yielded from the blast-furnace. The progress of his experiments led to investigations upon
the actual constitution of the gases at different points of the stack; and to the conclusion that the oxide

of carbon existed as a maximum at a level below the trundle-head, about one-third of the height of the.

>tack. About this level, therefore, one or more flues are made in the stack, through which the gas
ascends into a reservoir around the trundle-head, whence conduits of masonry or metal take it off Into
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in air-chest ; from which, after mixture with a hot-blast, it issues through a suitable number .if nozzles

Dr burners into the hearth -where it is destined to be burned

This discovery and application excited a g 1 deal <>t' attention shortly after it was made public—in

this country, about 184u, and large expectations were formed as to the revolution it was de-tined to

cause in the manufacture of iron. But, either from some intrinsic difficulties, nut at first apparent, or

from bid management, its subsequent development has not been so extensive

Faber's method, if confined to gases existing at or very near the trundle-head, would be perfi

unexceptionable; when, however, they are drawn too low down from the body of the material-, there

is reason to apprehend that the train of the furnace will be disadvantageously embarrassed. At least)

such seems to be the conclusion of those most practically conversant with smelting. This train i9, as

we know, very easily, and sometimes unaccountably, deranged; and there arc few processes in the

arts, where huge masses are in action at once, so liable to the influence of apparently slight •

and so much under the domain of what maybe called the working. Before leaving th

smelting, then, some particulars must be mentioned in regard to the working ofth

For working a Bingle coke-furnace of the first class, the following statement may be taken of tin-

hands usually found necessary, with their respective occupations: viz., two keepers, who take turn and
turn about, every twelve hours, in the tymp-arch and below, two fillers, who an in a similar

manner about the trundle-head and top-house above, each with a boy to help
; two cinder-fillers, in turn,

to clear away cinder below ; one cinder-hauler; one engineer and helper at the blast-engine
;
one weigher

of pigs: all these (together, 9 men and 3 boys) are engaged, day and night, in and about the stack,

Besides these, for ore-roasting are required one man and two boys; for coking, two men and eight

boys ; for breaking limestone, two boys; for hauling material from the yard, (which is done on a rail-

track.) a man, a boy, and a horse. These 4 men and 13 boys are occupied in the yards adjacent, where,
and about the stack, «tc., there is always miscellaneous work enough for four laboring hands by day.

This enumeration excludes the furnace-manager or founder, and underground agent ; for the first can
superintend the smelting, as the other can the mining, for several furnaces as well as for one.

Of course, where the furnace is smaller, as it is where charcoal is the fuel, there is not so much work
to be done, and, in proportion, fewer hand- can do it ; where wages are high, more work might perhaps
be got out of each hand, or it may be satisfactory if don.- in a Less perfect manner; but the statement

above is from establishments where ultimate economy has been a principal object.

' ae of the work that has been mentioned can advantageously be d ly eland
mine should always be prepared under the supervision of the furnace-manager. But a plan used in

all large works to a greater or less extent, is to have a tariff of wages for all the hands named ;
which

is rated and paid per ton of metal made, according to its quality. It becomes, thus, the din ct u

of all hands that the furnace should yield the most possible of the best iron.

The number of hands given above may seem large, but in reality, there i- a goo 1 deal of work to be
Ion.-, and that of a sort at intervals so hard, and under Buch variations of temperature, that workmen
about furnaces are generally short-lived. Thus, the duty of tin' keeper, for instance, besides moulding

the pig-bed, which is done at spare times, and watching the tuyeres, 4a, which is a frequent duty, is to

do tlie heavy work sometime-; required for breaking into the furnace either at the lore hearth or at the

tuyere-, putting in grates, Ac These, which are extraordinary demands, are done under the din

of the founder; who also himself bears a hand when necessary, or calls down the tiller too. The t<ii>-

which, when the furnace is in regular train, occurs twice in the twenty-four hour-, (and, from old

A. M. and >'• P.M.,] is generally done by the founder, except in extensive works of several

furnaces.

ral principle, a furnace works best when most let alone; care having been taken in the

n and proportion of die materials and blast, but, in die besl managed, accidents will not

unfrequently happen, the repairing of which i- a serious task upon the physical energies of the workmen.

TheJUL r, with less demand upon hi- reasoning faculties, has not less labor to perform ;
an. I its proper

of the most important items about the furnace. Opon regular and suitable filling

depend- in.. re th. hi n often supposed. Various methods have been proposed and trie. I. in this respect,

t.. promote a mechanical accuracy ; some rery plan- i hie, but none unexceptionable. The old, and most

habitual method, i- to till by band; the fuel, if coke, being upset from two wheelbarrows— if charcoal,

thrown in from basketa Ore and flux are generally filled from aheel iron trays. Later, a more judi-

cious practice has grown up of weighing all charges instead of measuring, for which the barrows, baa

kets, d Sometimes, after being weighed, the materials are kept separate; sometimes they

are mixed and charged together. This last, if well done, is undoubtedly the best
Wh. n furnaces are built on a plane, with the van Is around their base, the labor of the filler is

tin..-- much increased. With Buch furnaces there i- often an inclined plane, along which a BeparaU
rally winds up the trucks containing the charges ; or the blast -engine i- geered for the

;

In both cast -. the different diameters of the fore and hind wheel- keep the platform of the

•i horizontal. The filler I long with his freight Sometime- a vertically eh

machinery is employed ; as the equilibratro water system of Staffordshire, where t
1

the charge* a cending is a buckel filled,pro hoc vice, with water, and disci

the ground Emp iverbalnnced by the platform for the baskets; which, upon b

.i_'aiu descend to be filled, Ac
The numl olve hours, varies with the work that thi ' from

20 to is. A- Boon a- made, each one is Bcored by the filler upon a board foi ' die

,
w ho thus sees at a glance w bat the funuu i

and can dii

The busine - of keeping the tymp-arch nder i-. with a fii

Rupation of itsell It is drag cd off with long hooks, in lai

i- quenched ami broken up in order to being load I 1

. .Hi hi . itself, it ton oni ofth b
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The breaking off, weighing, and piling the pigs, sows, and runners, (as the different moulds in a pig
bed are called,) is another task in a large furnace. The number of pieces in a day will amount to about
400, from 50 to 60 lbs. each.

The moulding, itc, of castings, which are not unfrequently made at the blast-furnace, belong mora
properly to the next division of the subject, that offounding.

II. Founding, or casting crude iron in fusion into hollow moulds, no doubt followed, historically the

working of the metal in a more or less malleable state ; but, in the chronological sequence of processes,

it comes, as here, directly after the production of the crude iron itself. Indeed, for some objects, this

crude iron answers very well itself, without a second fusion ; but, in the general business of casting

particular qualities of metal are required for particular objects, and certain characters are attainable

only by a mixture of different sorts of metal at once. It is obvious that these conditions are not attained

with a single or even several blast-furnaces. Further, in the casting, care has to be taken to have the

metal entering the moulds of a suitable temperature ; this would be more difficult in metal that is run
out, as generally it has to be, from blast-furnaces, than in that which is first received in a ladle, where
it is kept till of a supposed suitable temperature to be poured. Finally, it is often necessary (as for

blowing-cylinders, <£c) to have a greater weight of metal than the hearth of even a large blast-furnace

contains ; resort must be had, in such case, to several separate furnaces, whose united contents may
suffice. But wherever rough castings, as they may ne termed, viz., tram-rails, railroad chairs, hollow-

ware, &c, are to be made in quantity, where the shape and dimensions of the moulds will allow uniform

cooling, and where the highest quality of metal need not be possessed, or at least such quality as is

attained by mixtures, it is the best economy to put the blast-furnace upon a proper train for the purpose,

and to cast at once, either by run-outs or pourings, from it.

There are general principles about moulding and casting which govern in all metals and alloys.

These should have come under a special article, Founding ; but, in default of that, will be found under
Metallurgy. All that will be given here, will be such principles, precautions, and practice, as belong
particularly to iron-founding.

In general, the metal suitable for castings is gray crude iron ; for certain cases where the surface is of

no great consequence, (i. e., the perfection of the casting,) and where the resistance is to a crushing

force, white iron may be used. The effect of a remelting is to consume the carbon, both free and com-
bined, to a greater or less degree ; and the aim is to produce a metal which shall contain the least

quantity of free carbon, and at the same time retain the octahedral crystalline structure that character-

izes gray iron. This structure, other things being the same, appears to be chiefly affected by the ca-

pacity of the metal for heat, its radiation, and the circumstances under which it cools.

Iron may be melted either, 1st, in crucibles or pots ; 2d, in cupolas ; or, 3d, in reverberatory furnaces.

The first are made of sand, as the Hessian crucibles, or of black-lead, like the blue-pots of commerce.
They are of various size ; but the largest will not hold more than 35 lbs., beyond which they become
unmanageable. They are set upon some refractory stand or shelf, in a suitable oven. Not in contact

with air directly, the loss in remelting ought not to be more than five per cent. In fact, however, it is

much greater ; and experience seems to dictate, as the best economy, rather to burn away a portion of

the iron than to use a vitrifiable flux. "Where the temperature is not at command, it is better to use a

flux, both as an economy of fuel and of metal. It is obvious that the application of this method is

limited to small articles. The advantage of it, in such cases, is the beauty and finish of surface it affords.

In the second method, that of cupolas, the metal is in contact with air, fuel, and flux. There is,

therefore, both a greater loss and an inferior result. This loss may be rated, on the average, at ' 8 per

cent. The introduction of cupolas followed upon the use of the pots ; and they have grown from the

little portable furnaces of France (about

the year 1700)—say two feet. in height,

in parts—into miniature blast-furnaces,

10 and even 15 feet in height. To show
that this is no limit in economy, although
it is, perhaps, in the labor, may be ad-

duced a case in Prussia, some years ago,

where a blast-furnace 34 feet high, which
worked in hollow-ware, had become so

encumbered with scraps, that it became
a serious matter to disembarrass the es-

tablishment. For this, they built inside

of the stack somewhat in section like a
fluss-ofen before described, narrowing
it to 22 inches at the trundle-head ; 4
feet at the boshes, which received a
slope of 45°

; with a hearth 15 inches

in diameter at top, and twelve inches

below. With this was remelted, in 21
weeks, very nearly 240 tons of metal

;

the fuel (charcoal) was 34 per cent, of

the yield, and the loss of metal was 8
per cent.

The little furnaces of 1$ to 2 J feet

are, except for special purposes, very
much out of use. Fig. 2377 shows, "however, a small swinging furnace in section, like those still em
ployed in Sweden. The dark parallel lines show the barrel-shaped casing of stout sheet-iron, or boiler-

plate, inside of which the fire-brick are laid. The whole concern rests, and can be made to swing, on its
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journals, i (.which work in an appropriate gallows-frame, seen below At / m arc -tuples, in which iron

levers can be thrust to tilt the furnace over and pour through the tap-hole h, which
I with

projections on which a clay lip, or runner, can be moulded. This tilting is still further helped by
;

the centre of motion an inch or two below the centre of gravity when the hearth is full. The ash

for cleaning out, is shown ar ;-. and 1 1 represent the two tuyeres used Over the throat is fix* 1 a

or mantle, connected with a chimney-flue. These cupolas are about 8 f< et high ; the tuyere, from 14 to

lij inches above the hearth, which, as shown, is made of fire clay, well packed and beaten on the iron

bottom. The diameter at the bottom is is inch.v- ; across at th - inches
; at the throat,

2 feet: on the average containing about lono lb-, of metal.

Kga 2878 mid 2379 show a section and ground-plan of a neat an-i convenient form of cupola. The
exterior is of cast-iron plates, with flanges that bolt together; the ln-walls of the brick; the Bpace be

tween the casing and in-walls filled with. coke, dust, or ashes. Th* bottom is an annular plate, upon

foundation of masonry, which should be well drained, as shown at J. The hearth itself is mad.' of fire-

clay, sloping outwards to the lip in order to make a clean run-out. The height of such a cupola is from
8 to 10 feet ; the tymv, as it may he called, % e, the tap,) is 12 by L6 inches high Tin- is made
large purposely, in order to get at the hearth for cleaning it, and, when the cupola j, working, is stopped
up.) The tuyere can be varied from 10 to 20 inches above the hearth.

The hearth in this figure is represented as very large— the object being to Bave metal and repairs,

rather than fuel In general, a narrow hearth saves fuel; but it is at the expense of metals oxidated
and in-walls worn. The comparison for ultimate economy must be made in each case ;

and the result

will differ according to the Locality. Where fuel is dear, the hearth may be narrowed to advantage.
The internal shape of cupolas does not appear to have been much studied, if on.' may judge from

their variety. These rules, however, ma) be safely taken
; that, with charcoal, the I .! 1 be

i t than with coke, on account of the greater usability of the material, and the greater tendency
of the crude iron to descend too Boon. A cupola for cuke ought not to be less than 6 feet in any case;
nor, with charcoal, le-s than feet The English cupolas for coke are ordinarily s feet high, and .

vide, holding between 8 and I tons. The best form for economy is that of a small blast-fur-

nace, proportioned as for refractory materials.

A.ccormng to the size, the quantity of blast, under a mean pressure of \\ Iba, will be from 250 to

ibic feet p t minute 1 he I ed under a good train will be, « ith the best cos

percent; with coke of inferior quality, 50 per cent.; and with charcoal, 75 per cent of the yield,

which, in the best cupolas, is about one ton per hour. If the pigs are not verj clean, no tlux ni

used; it' Bcraps are t,, be worked up, hm balk is pie fen ed in England) or oyster-shells must be
added in small i

j
[f the avers metal, in remelting, is more than B per cent., it must

generally be attributed to aome error in the building, or in the management
When a cupola is connected with a high-furnace, the blast is generally taken off from the blowing'

engine. Otherwise, the fan blast already described, is the most convenient It is also well, in i

for large work, to have threi elevations, to which the nozzle

uvely applied as the hearth till-.

The third method of remelting i- h\ ,.
.

•

,
'. ratory furnaces, n here the metal, not in contact n it!

d by the heat of the flame that ftom th i peculiar tha] f the roof, is reflected and
down upon the bottom, or sole W ith a revi i beratory furnace proper, th< re is no blast or impul
air— it i- all atpiration—and the neccs -ai \ dniu ;h1 i- created bj the height of the chimnoi -

and 'j::si show a vertical and horizontal section of f tho I

which , ( indicates the ash-pit u "' or it; c e the ch u 1 ; bl> tl" I

dividing the fuel from the metal to be melted ;
•// tho charging doer for the met d ; (1 uj

balance doors, that elide vertically, hut ti fhtly, and, when the fire i- to I"
i

belated;) A A the hearth, or sole on the uppei part of which, near the bridge, tin •

and along who e inclined surface it when mebed, runs; it the dam, who ,
|

row th,- chimuej tbrnal u to retain th< I .
/.- the chimney

; and it tha tap wh
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is run out through the clam, and which is stopped with clay till needed. This tap is sometimes placed
in the side, but disadvantageous^. The inner parts of this furnace and chimney are built with fire-

brick
; the sole, which needs frequent repair, laid of fire-clay, resting either on massive or arched

masonry, or on castings ; the external parts of common brick, well tied with iron bolts and plates ; the
chimney, which, in the figure, is represented fragmentary, should be, at a minimum, 40 feet in height,
and is terminated with a damper, as shown in Fig. 2382. The flue in this figure appears cylindrical
which is the best for the draught, al-

though it is generally made square. 2382.

In no case ought its section to be less

than a square foot. The damper,
which is worked with a light chain or

wire, as shown, should always be
provided with a register-scale below,

calculated for different degrees of

opening and draught.

The dimensions of such furnaces

are at discretion : some hold hardly

a ton, others three and four tons.

But the proportions of the principal

parts—viz., the fire-grate, the hearth,

and the chimney—must be subject to

the laws of Pneumatics and Heat, and are, therefore, not arbitrary. The following rules, which are fa*

fr< mi having the generality and exactitude that would flow from a fully explored theory, may be taken
as in accordance with the best practice

:

1. The higher the chimney, the better and more manageable the draught, other things being equal
If the section of the chimney be too narrow, the draught will be choked ; if too wide, it will be weak-
ened. When one stack is built for several furnaces, each one, then, should have its separate flue.

2. The sections, respectively, of the narrowest part of the throat (about i, Fig. 2380) and the widest
part of the shaft, (near k,) may vary between the limits of 2-J : 1 and 3:1. This variation can be

made from time to time, according to the nature of the fuel and of the metal to be melted, by packing
more or less sand upon the dam.

3. With a given capacity of hearth and given fuel, the areas of the throat and fire-grate must be in

constant proportion. This is easily ascertained by observing how the furnace works. If fusion takes

place the soonest near the bridge, it may certainly be concluded that the area of the throat is too small

;

if fusion occurs sooner near the dam, the throat is too large. The numerical ratio will vary according

to the strength of the coal and the length of the hearth : it may be assumed, as a mean, that the ag-

gregate of the open spaces between the bars should be 3£ times the area of the throat.

4. The absolute capacity of the furnace is, of course, determined in advance by the work it is in-

tended to do. Its relative capacity should be such as that it goes on continually contracting itself the

further from the grate ; so that there should be an equal degree and quantity of heat in every part.

5. The length and width of the hearth, two of the elements of the capacity, should vary according

to the fueL On an average, the length may be twice the width. With cual that gives much flame, it

aiay be !\ times the width ; with a dry coal, and especially anthracite, it should lot be more than 1 £

iimes the width.

G. The area of the hearth should not be more than 3^ times the area of the grate, bars and all.

7. The height and width of the hearth should be such as that a vertical section through its widest

part, near the bridge, should be \ the horizontal section of the grate.

8. The slope of the hearth need not be more than \ inch to the foot, which allows the iron to run out

freely. If the inclination be great, there is no chance for yet solid fragments to be soaked (as it were)

in already melted metal, and thus be facilitated in their fusion ; wliile there is also a greater liability to

decarbonization, and consequent formation of carcase.

9. The height of the bridge above the hearth depends upon the fusibility of the iron to be melted.

If easily fusible, it may be from 8 to 10 inches in height ; if refractory, not more than 4 or 6 inches.

10. The section of the grate has been given already in terms of the other parts. The space betweei
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the bar- may vary from 05 to 0-75 inch, according to the size of coal. The depth of ash pit may he
lessened in proportion to the inflammability of the coal ; but it should always be considerable enough te

avoid having the air heated by transmission over fallen cinder? and ashes.

Theoretically, it would hardly appear that a large reverberatory furnace should give a L<

heat than a small one; practically, however, this is found to be the case, which may arise from this

—

that in proportioning the size of chimney, beyond a certain limit there occurs the phenomenon of as-

ing and descending currents.

The foregoing rules apply to furnaces worked with coal, which is by far the most economical fuel for

these arrangements. When wood is used, which contains less carbon and more oxygen, there has to be

a material alteration in the proportions. In a successful example, the area of the grate was two-thirds

that of the hearth, four times the widest section beyond the bridge, and ten times that of the throat.

Every time iron is fused it becomes more refractory, especially after reverberatory fusion. Metal of

the first and second fusion should not, therefore, be mixed together; and. as far a- possible, only those

of the same or nearly equal fusibility. So also the fragments ought to be of the same >ize. If any
difference is allowed, then the larger pieces ought to be charged nearest the bridge.

In charging, it is well to uret the heat of the furnace well up first, and afterwards the aim should be

to raise it to the full height as quickly as possible. A low temperature i- only at the expense of fuel

and metal. After the iron is liquefied, every care must be taken to keep out cold air; the fuel must
be charged quickly, frequently, and in quantities that will just maintain a continued and active com-

bustion. If too much is thrown on at once, the temperature fluctuates ; if too little, it falls. From ne-

halfto three quarters of a bushel of coal, every ten minutes, will keep a grate of avert . nine

Bquare feet) sufficiently supplied. The best test is the flame at the top of the dummy : if it d(

appear there, even with a chimney of sixty feet, there is a waste of metal; if, on the contrary, it shoots

out much above, there is a waste of fuel.

The average consumption of coal is about 60 per cent, of the yield; the waste of metal about 7 per

with a good train. The average effect, under equal volumes of coal to wood, is very nearly B6V( D

to one. Upon the experience in Russia, it takes, by weight, of seasoned wood, 150 per cent, upon
the yield.

The time taken to melt down a charge is very variable, according to the fusibility of the metal, the

strength of the coal, the proportions of the furnace, and the management The average power of fusion

may be rated as equivalent t le ton per hour, and the furnace can be tapped, according to circum-

stances, size, Ac.,) every two to four hours.

If the scope and practical appliance of these three methods of founding be compared, it may be
6aid that.

1. The employment of crucibles, very costly in materials, though not in construction, is limited to

small objects, whose price bears no comparison to the weight of metal out of which they are made.
2. Cupolas, which are rather the most expensive in construction and maintenance, are yet worked

more regularly with a Lees proportionate expense for wages, and are the most universally applicable

for all Objects of ordinary demand
; and.

3. Reverberatory furnaces are especially required for castings of the heaviest sort, where the max-
imum resistance of the metal i- demanded.

In all, the same general principles apply in the management of the metal before and after fusion.

Thus, the mixlurt or charge of different kinds of crude iron is a point of great importance, both as

regards fusibility, and the properties of the cast iron run out Castings will hardly ever be made from
:i of pig only; at leasl two, and often six or eight sorts are charged together. Tins i- a matter

dependent upon the practical experience and judgment of the founder, tor which no written i ules

of the- iron, or conveying the melted metal to the flasks, is independent of the

kind of furnace in which it may have been fused, and is determined bj the quantity required

1 at once, and the character of the casting, whether it is to be op n,orinc/o«i mould-. Very
. witb ] 'la ne MJ

;

irders, plate
,

enerally cast open in Band-moula*,

and the- metal runs through a gutter (frequently itself of iron) lined with Band, alter the same fashion

with the sow and pig casts from the high-furnace. But when the surfaces are curved or re-ent

ia- e
. finders, Ac., it i- bi -' to pour from ladli - 'II • Ladles ran in size, and
according to their purpose. A hand ladle, which i- wielded by one man, will contain from 50 to

60 pounds; a double hand-ladle, or shank, managed by three or four men, carries from 200 t

; ladles holding four or five tons travel in a*cran& The handles or pivot- of all the-,

a Little above the centre of gnn ity of the Ladle when charged, bo that the] may be easily tilted With
oaller ladles, accidents, either to the workmen or ihe contents, are rare; the l

improved with tangent and skimmers, as to render th i

than that of tin- small) r -

The whole business of making pattern- and mould- is the same in principle for all metal and |>

article Moulding. Only such particulars will be summarilj mentioned here in which the ,.

of iron differs more or le - from the founding of other met
The pattern* for iron-casting besides being mad Iraw readilj from the mould •

than tie- intended casting, !y ai cale of mi, inch per loot. This

contraction of the metal in cooling, Ln strict™ - everj particular mixtun ha- its own i

iction, and when # foundry is running upon the same mixture and article, the |
ii

ile- proportion which i- given i- the one generally adopted. 'I he patti i u i

the proportion, sn n bose dh i

p and inches i

: than the ti ment In this wa] he works directly from th<

ible of e. ih illation, in makio [ a patfc ra of wood from winch I

1 fol and a do »

emploj ed.
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Patterns for iron-castings require to be more carefully designed as to symmetry and equality of parts,

and distribution of material, than for any other metal, partly because of the heavier stress upon the

objects in use, and partly because of the peculiar behavior of the metal itself in cooling. It is easy tc

6ee that a small external stress, coming upon a material already strained by its own shrinkage, will

cause it to give way. Inattention to these considerations is the frequent cause of breakages in the

wheels for railroad cars. In planning a pattern other than for simple prismatic figures, regard should
always be paid as to which parts are to endure extension, and which compression. The latter may be
made thin, and be allowed to chill; but the parts to resist extension should be, as far as possible, com-
pressed in the mould, and escape chilling. For instance, a T-shaped cast-iron joint is a bad shape at

best for strength, but its resistance is still less when the vertical leg is downwards. In general, patterns

for castings, if at all complicated, should be regarded as systems of framing ; and in combining the

several parts, it should be remembered that the strength of the whole can never exceed the weakness
of the weakest part.

In taking impressions from these patterns, or moulding the object desired to be produced in metal,

the processes are the same for iron as for other metals, regard being had to the heavier masses required

of the former, and also to its different affection by heat. In this last particular, moulds for cast-iron

need not be so dry as for other metals. The sand employed is also coarser, and less adhesive. Sand
for partings in the mould is generally that which is scraped off from former castings, and which, having
been once exposed to a full red-heat, and mechanically triturated in the rough processes of scraping,

nas become less sharp. The best facing-sand is charcoal and coal-dust in equal parts, ground fine, and
intimately mixed. For small articles of luxury, the best facing is graphite.

Cores, which are prismatic or cylindrical pieces inserted in the mould, to produce the holes and open-

ings in the casting, and in general intercept the flow of the metal, may be made of any material which
does not alter its shape or volume materially when exposed to heat. The best for iron-castings are
made of sand, horse-dung, and a little loam. After being shaped they are dried, and then put in a

crucible and burned for ten or twelve hours, in order to consume all the vegetable matter, and leave
them in a proper porous condition, both for their own permanence, and also the escape of air.

Castings of ordinary objects are made in iron moulds or in sand ; very heavy objects, such as cyl-

inders, <fcc, are moulded in loam. Of the use of iron moulds, the running of bullets is a familiar, but
perhaps the best illustration, though it is ordinarily exemplified with other metal than iron. This kind
of mould is applied advantageously to the casting of heavy shot and shells, (which will be treated ol

more particularly under the title Projectiles,) to tram-plates and chairs for railway bars, and to railway
wheels. In these last the outer rim only is often made of iron, and the nave and spokes cast in sand
upon an iron-core, the object here being chiefly to chill the tire of the wheel. Another object, ploughs-

shares, are advantageously cast in iron moulds, so also are cylinders . for rolling metal, forge-hammers,
ore-stampers, &c, and in general all objects which have a sufficient mass of matter to resist impact or
compression, and require in use the hardest and least wearing surface.

Sand-mouldings (we do not speak here of those objects, plates, joists, &c, which may be run ojyen)

are made in flasks, which, for iron-founders' use, are best made themselves of iron, but in other respects
like the wooden ones used in foundries generally. The bottom flask or drag has generally plain, flat

cross-ribs, to serve instead of a bottom-board; the top flask has deep cross-ribs cutting it up into compart-
ments five or six inches wide and twenty to thirty inches long, with little fillets on their sides to lock
in the sand more effectually ; middle flasks have no such compartments at all. Of these middle flasks

the iron-founder makes frequent use. They constitute the three or four part flasks, which are much
more convenient for many objects than two-part flasks only, which might have to be of excessive depth.
The cottering, or fastening these parts together, is easily effected by transverse wedges in the steady-
pins of the flasks, and the internal mass of sand is retained firmly, or gagged, by means of lifters, or

T-shaped pieces of iron, with wedge-shaped tail, and set head downwards. These gaggers are placed
in various parts of the flask, according to the objects to be moulded, and the discretion of the founder.
The following figures, showing the pattern and mould for the top of a sliding-rest for a lathe, will

illustrate the application of a three-part flask.

The pattern, Fig. 2383, might be moulded in a two-part flask of sufficient depth by making the
parting along the dotted line a a; and indeed there are several ways in which it might be cast, but the
one shown will be seen to be the most convenient. The chamfer at c might also be cast, either by
moulding square at first, and then filling in sand

#
and working it to a gage, or by means of a core

whose print is shown in the dotted lines terminating at b; but the most usual and the best way is to

cast it square, and plane it to the required bevel afterwards. That being the case, Fig. 2384 •'hows the

fia>k-> 1, 2, o, alter they are put together. In working them, 1 and 2 are first set, nearly fiJed wit!:
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Band, and the pattern knocked in as shown, the -whole well rammed, and the parting made along a a.

The fla-k 3 is then added, rilled and rammed, levell . I with a board, and all three turned over,

so that 1 becomes the top, which i- now taken oil', a parting made along the line bb, and the runner-

Btick put in to make the runner or in gate, as shown by the dotted lines mar r. To prepare I

the runner-stick is taken out, flask 1 i- lifted "ti', and the part of th(
|

own white] i- tal

from the middle fla-k ; the middle flask w then removed, and the shaded part of the pattern which has

been fitted by pins or lugs, as shown] is taken out from flask •" or the drag. The flasks are then united,

and the pouring made through r. It is manifest that the same system would be pursued with a flask

having a greater number of parts.

The iron-founder has, from the vast variety of works which he is called on to execute, greater occasion

than others to use a variety of methods of coring. The following flgures will

ue some of these, and will indicate how others, more complicated still,

are met and accomplished. Thus, Fig. 85 shows the finished casting which is

desired to be produced, and Fig. 2380 tne pattern, with its core-prints for pro-

ducing it. The horizontal print a delivers itself, but one made like the left-hand

veil ical one 6, would tear up the Band in the attempt t«> remove the pattern

fn>m the mould. The right-hand print d, therefore, -hows the proper shape and

length, reaching down to the bed of the pattern. The circular opening has, in

(he same manner, a tapering print of the same length. These prints, if we sup-

pose the pattern inverted, will leave a recess, as shown at d in Fig. 2'-J*~. Upon being drawn, the

cores are inserted as in Fig. 2388, (a section through d,} the upper part of the recess is made good with

sand to the general surface, and the mould is ready for casting.

2388. 2387.

By observation and practice moulders become exceedingly expert in managing their patterns

and often display remarkable ingenuity in the shifts and contrivances to which they resort for eking out
or stopping off patterns, or for moulding additional parts for which there is no pattern. Indeed. :

of the heavy items of expense in a foundry is for a stock of patterns, it is not unusual, for avoiding this,

many common articles of simple form, (grates, parts of stove-plat* s, Ac.,) which are made upon
written orders, built up witli core-prints or slips of w I, and moulded almost entirely by hand.

Wherever accuracy is required, Kbwever, well-made patterns are indispensable

The objects which are moulded in sand and cast in flasks are too numerous to be mentioned,

comprehend nearly all the articles of cast-iron in ordinary or domestic use. lie fore leaving this branch,

another illustration of flask-casting of tin' last-mentioned class of articles maybe
of interest to some readers, viz., the manufacture of iron pots. Pig. 2389 will

•i idea of the implements in this process. The pattern for the pot (which
i- of metal, for wood could not lie turned down veil to the thinness oi these

Is] exists in two hemispheres, which tit and are fastened together in the

oblique dotted curve shown in the figure. 'II"' moulder takes these and
|

them t"Lrelher, mouth downwards, upon a board which ha- a bevel rim jii-t lit-

ting tl : the pot. < in tie- same board, be places symmetrically over

tli'- pattern the flask a, v. bich i- in two pieces, a- shown. Sand is rammed down
round the pattern till the flask i- full, when a parting i- made even with its top,

and flask b i- placed on and fastened, 'I bis i- tilled in like maimer, prini

> and a runner-stick having been pul in at the proper level-. The top of ^. v^

levelled off, a board placed on it, and the wl rn inverted. The
board that originally Berved a the drag, and upon which a and 6 have been built, i- removed, the

interior of the pot is seen, and the flask c is set around its mouth upon a. The pot is then filled with

sand and i at nmed to the edge of e, when it i- all striekled, (L e., levelled off,) a drag-board pi

and the whole reverted to ii- former position, as seen in the cub In drawing the pattern, 6 coi

tir-t, oat of which tin- core prints are a I . • ' ikl u . a take* apart and leaves the pat toi u expose I. which

out in halves. 1 1 e convex and concave mould- are then dressed w ith to. .Is and farm > and, the

ila-ks replaced, the runner stick taken out, and the \\ hole i- ready for casting, [n Bpite of the a]
•

complexity of all this, it is by no mi the costlier or more difficult works of t]

Articles that are hea have to be aa ii i- termed ; and a

generally requiri d to be cast vertically, while the quantity "i i

convenient to dig a pit for the mould to which the metal may be led b\

lundationa high enough to have all tin- work i

• I. [ndi i d

I fifteen and even twenty feet high, thi Id be well

I pil mouldi ind if due
,

cape i tionable on the - or than Iri

lerit of thU metho 1 is, bun evi i. in

|. r in
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enormous expense. The following figures will serve to explain the general process of loam-moulding.
Fig. 2390 shows the first stage of the mould for a steam or blast cylinder. The lowest lines represent

the bed of the loam-plate, upon which the inner wall is built. This inner wall, for small works, such as

pipes, is called the core, for large cylinders it is termed the nowel. The loam-plate is of iron, cast rough,

and with projecting ears for lifting it. Sometimes these plates are raised from the ground, to allow of

a fire for drying the loam to be made up beneath ; or if the work be not too large, it is set upon a

wheeled truck, by which it may be rolled into the loam-stove. Upon this truck, or on the loam-plate,

or in any convenient and steady manner, a spindle a is fixed, which carries the templet b b, whose dis-

tance from the centre is adjusted exactly to the internal radius of the intended cylinder. An inner wall
of brick-work is then built, whose face is plastered with soft loam, which loam is shaped and turned by
tin- motion of the templet. "When smooth it is thoroughly dried, and then brushed over with black-

wash of charcoal and coal-dust, to be dried again, and serve as a parting to prevent the adherence of

fresh loam. This finishes the mould for the inside of the cylinder.

The templet bb is then dismounted, and another cc, Fig. 2391, cut in profile to the external form of

the cylinder, with flanges, and bosses, &c, is attached to the spindle at a distance from the centre ex-

actly corresponding to the radius of the cylinder, plus its intended thickness. Fresh loam is then thrown
on the nowel-mould, in order to form the thickness, which is shaped on the outside by the revolutions of

the templet, carefully smoothed, dried, and black-washed as the other.

2391. 2390.

2392.
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When this is finished, a loam-plate or ring is laid down to carry the outer case or cope, as shown in

Fig. 2392. This cope is built up of brick and loam, with an inner facing of loam worked carefully to

the turned thickness ; it is then thoroughly dried, and lifted off carefully from the nowel. This is done
by means of a crane. The thickness comes off with the cope, generally broken, but it has now answered
its purpose. Any accidental damage to either of the moulds is repaired, the faces are black-washed
and dried again, and the mould is ready to be put together, the position of the cope having been deter-

mined at first either by studs, or by marks upon the nowel-plate.

Ports at the ends of the cylinder (or short flanged tubes for attaching the steam or blast pipes) are

made by working the patterns into the cope ; the cores are supported either by grains (which are little

plates of sheet-iron staid by wire, and as wide as the thickness of the metal at the port) or by sand-

bearings, the holes left by which are afterwards plugged up. From the precariousness of the union of

the melted metal with that of the wire and sheets, the use of grains is, when possible, to be avoided.

Other passages for steam or air, either in the side or around the cylinder, can be worked in a similar

manner upon the thickness, and be covered in by the cope.

When all is ready the mould is put together in the pit, the two plates bolted together, and the ex-

ternal space in the pit rammed hard, to resist the outward pressure of the melted metal. In very large
works there are iron rings, larger than the cope, piled one on another to hold the sand ; these rings are

steadied by numerous stays going to the sides of the pit, which is sometimes itself walled up with brick,

or even cased Avith iron. In such works the core too has to be strengthened by iron stays laid in diam-
eters, and entering the brick-work of the nowel.
The metal, in jjouring, is led in various ways to the mould, according to circumstances, from the sow

or main runner. Sometimes there is a circular trough round the top of the mould, and the feeding is

through holes in the loam-cake ; sometimes the runners are sunk, and enter the mould at about one-
third of the height from the bottom and tangent to the circumference. This is supposed to be a good
way to keep the metal in circulation, and clear of the scoriaj or sullage. Sometimes, to supply hydro-
static pressure for condensation, or shrinkage in cooling, iron rings are piled up to inclose a lofty runner.

In the largest works several such reservoirs or feeds are made in addition to the runners, purposely to

provide for shrinkage. Sometimes a piston has been applied in the runners, when they are not numer-
ous; and a still better-intended process has been proposed—that of exhausting the air from the mould,
and supplying the feed from below.
Both of these methods—which have never come into general use—aim at accomplishing perfectly

what the founders ordinarily obviate by other contrivances, viz., the expulsion of the air from the mould.
If the air or vapor in small quantities gets entangled in the metal, it produces, of course, a bad castiDg,

leaving cavities in the mass such as we very often see. If large quantities, especially of steam, are
caught, the consequence is a greater or less explosion, sometimes attended with very disastrous conse-

quences. The Thornclifl'e accident in 1820 is still remembered in the annals of founding as one of the
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saddest of such catastrophes. Upwards of 100 persons were in the cast-house at the time, to v.

the pouring of a tilt-shaft of about five tuns in a vertical mould The cast was nearly finished when

the explosion took place, and some four tons of melted iron Bhot out as from a petard, killing and

wounding terribly about one-fourth of those present. There happened to be a thunder-storm at the

time, and as no one knew of any mistake committed in any of the arrangements, the accident wi

tributed to that indefinite agent, electricity. It more likely arose from a sudden and ezplosi

nation of carburetted hydrogen, a gas which is always formed in the moulds. The workmen art

well a\\ are of this, and in casting, for example, the thick cylinders for a hydrostatic pre--:, which are Bet

mouth downwards generally, the air-tube or tubes which are made to come up from the core underneath

to the Burface are united for greater Bafety, and burn like perfect gas-torches. In small works this is

ool so manifest, and in these, by making openings similar to and corresponding with the runner-, the

metal flows through the mould, and drives oul the greater quantity of the air and gas before it. In

r work-; the air-chamber is generally provided below, underneath the nowel-plate, by laying there

i ma-- of hay-bands, with which air-tubes, leading to the surface, immediately communicate. Hut the

this combustible matter cannot be recommended on the -core of security.

The < rapt rature proper for pouring i< Blightly different for every mixture
;

it can be judged of only

by experience: at least it cannot be defined by any written rule, of universal application. The

pouring, too, is in the same category. h\ general, bad castings (i. e, blown and Bpongy) are apt to be

made by quick pouring of hot metal, and imperfect ones by slow pouring.

The necessity of providing sufficient resistance to all side- of the mould during pouring has

already Bpoken of. After pouring, however, the condition becomes inverted, for tin' metal i- then

shrinking into it-elf. The pressure from without is generally nothing ; hut that from within must be

I. that the cylinder be not strained, or scor <<'. So, in two or three hours, according to the size of

the work, the iron stays within the core are knocked away, and the workmen go down to break away
the brick-work. The excessive heat renders tin- tie' most dreadful of their duties.

Loai Utied, is applied to all large works with curved surfaces. Buch as cylinders

of all Borts, large pans, guns, pipes for water, gas, (fox, Ac. Guns have been cast with a core, like cyl-

. hut their imperfections are Buch a- to make it more advantageous, in spite of the waste of metal,

to run them solid and bore them out afterwards. The cores for pipes are usually made upon an iron

tube pierced with holes, wound round with hay-hand-, and revolved, while the loam is being applied,

I . a winch at the end, upon two iron trestles. A scraper, fixed parallel to the axis, turns offthe loam,

and brings the ore to its true cylindric shape. This arrangement, which is susceptible of more accu-

racy, i< the founder's lathe. These con • are dried and blackwashed; the thickness i- laid on in loam,

ana also dried and blackwaahed ; and the object is then moulded in sand in an iron box parting in

half. The core is then taken out, the thickness removed, and the core replaced, and laid in place, if

,'iv, with grains. In establishments where pipe, are cast in large quanta al to mould

from wooden patterns in hal

Within a Bhort period, a method ha- been tried of casting pipes inside of an iron pattern, which i- laid

with a Blight -lope, and caused to revolve while the metal i- fed It- revolutions inspire a centrifugal

tendency to the melted metal, which is restrained and shaped, as it cools, by the pattern. The prccari-

ousness of result, however, or some other cause, appears to have restricted the economical use of this

method.
The scope of the iron founder's art i- exceedingly comprehensive, both as to the forms he pro

and the weight of metal be has to deal with Thus, castings are sometimes required of 'Jo and even

30 tons in en,- piece, requiring tic conjoint operation of three or four furnace- tapped at one time, t In

the other hand, the beautiful Berlin ornaments are cast in piece- of a few grains weight. The art of

casting these ornaments was first developed in Prussia, aha i< Bupposed to depend, in some -

upon the- quality of the iron and of the sand employed. T lie- latter, a- well a- the ores (b

of which the form id, is not only fossiliferous, but appears to he constituted entirely of the

remains of animalcuhe. But i ramples of - of tic smallest -i/.e with mate-

.here tin- infusorial infj Id not be Buspected of operating.

The following figures exhibit one of those Berlin chain- . ntirely of castings (many of those on Bale

will be found to have been connected with iron wire) : it- length is i feet 10 inches, and it- whole

weighl .

; a large and small link together weigh a little over 8 graina • shows the

ehain itself; t is intended to explain the way it wa worked The large link

ly. Then a pattern of the chain with core-prints ulded.

The hnk- a, smoked to prevent adhesion of the metal, were laid in the mould, and th< a

i actual mould was about S inches long, and a •• p. oat'- runner wu made to i i

link- .-.-. Such tl •at. r wonders ol art than the larger wo
\\ b< ire set and cooled, the o them from thi

napped oft* and all the loose sand icraped from the ca ting, and the acanu ol pni

For common ; - 1 '" 1 - '"""• "PP 1

rcquirod To these, the skin V fl from a and mould i

intended to be wrought, th<

\
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they are small, and aspersion if large. The acid attacks the metal underneath ; and the crust that is

left after a day or two is easily removed.
The skin of castings from sand-moulds is always harder than from loam. This is not so much from

the siliceous matter taken up in the surface, as from the effect of a different conduction of heat, and a

change of crystallization at arid near the surface, which is known as chilling. These chilled castings

have been already mentioned : it only remains to speak of the malleable iron castings which are pro-

duced at a few establishments.

The malleability, which is in some respects the reverse of chilling, in general follows the abstraction

of carbon, and is proportionate to it ; but the metal so produced has none of the fibre which is caused
by forging and laminating. Like chilling, the change is external, and penetrates but a small way ; the

methods, therefore, are applicable only to light and thin articles. There are many such (brads, bridle-

nits, coach-makers' fastenings and furniture, locks, snuffers, stirrup-irons, <fcc, and various vessels in

domestic use) which can be cast more cheaply and conveniently than forged : to all these the method
applies. m

It reposes both upon the character of the crude iron and upon processes subsequent to casting. Gray
crude iron produced from refractory ores, which never can be chilled, is the suitable quality ; and arti-

cles cast from this, which are at first brittle, are enclosed in iron boxes, in contact with powdered oxides

of iron, (either mineral, as red hematite, or artificial, as forge-cinder,) with lime, or with any absorbents

of carbon. The cases, well closed and luted, are placed in an oven, and left there, at a high tempera-
ture, for a period varying from three days to a week. The temperature is then allowed to subside,

and the matters to cool gradually in the ovens. When pieces of these castings are fractured, the alter-

ation uf structure is very apparent.

III. Refining, Forging, <fec, of Malleable Iron.—The mention of malleable iron castings leads

naturally to the account of those processes by which a malleability is imparted, higher both in kind and
degree. These processes apply, 1st, to the production of iron which can be wrought directly from suit-

able ores ; as well as, 2d, to the refining and working of crude iron which has been otherwise produced.

The fagoting of scrap-iron is not sufficiently distinctive, either chemically or mechanically, to constitute

a third class of processes.

1. Of malleable iron directlyfrom ores.—This product undoubtedly preceded any other manufacture
of iron. All the workings of antiquity were of this sort, there is reason to believe ; and what has been
already said in this article serves to show the gradual advance of the modern epoch of crude iron. The
improvement in this epoch has been the utilization of many ores which, under the old process, were
unavailable. Only rich and fusible mines—magnetic oxides, and some of the sparry carbonates and
red hematites, and the like—admit of this treatment. This restriction will be justified in considering

the general theoretical aim of the process, which, in so far different from that of the high-furnace, em-
braces a double task, and recurring decompositions and recompositions. In the high-furnace, our object

is to drive off the oxygen from the ores ; which is effected by preventing carbon in excess at a high

temperature, while that portion of excessive carbon that combines with the iron after reduction is gotten

rid of by subsequent separate treatment. But in the forge-fire, one treatment must answer both ends

;

carbon at the lowest temperature that will answer must be prevented to effect an imperfect reduction

at first, till the mass consists, in fact, of a mixture of oxides and carburets of iron ; and while this mix-
ture is reacting internally on itself, additional oxygen from a current of air must be afforded to assist in

the neutralization of the carbon.

To this aim, the character of the furnaces employed must conform ; they must be low, so that the

reduction may not take place too soon and fusion be checked ; they must be wide, that the melting

carburets may offer a large surface to the action of the air. Where exactly the fusion is maintained,

is not of so much moment : if above the tuyere, the furnace is properly a stuck-ofen, which has been
already described ; if below the tuyere, it is to be termed a, forge-fire, of which the so-called Catalan
forge may be taken as the type. Whether one or the other form be used, there is in either another

characteristic diversity from the processes of the high-furnace, which should not be omitted. In the

latter, the result depends upon the chemical action of the materials ; i. e., upon the proportions of fuel

and mine, and the temperature which is kept up ; in the former, the chemical reactions are chiefly de-

pendent upon the mechanical agency of the workman, whose business it is to expose successively the

imperfectly reduced masses to the influence of the air. Thus the reduction and the refining are both,

in a measure, mechanically effected; the formation of too much crude iron at once is checked by imme-
diate admixture of oxide, and by a judicious management of the blast ; and the result depends upon
the skill with which this is done, just as in the case mentioned in a preceding part, where, to produce
crude metal of a particular quality, doses of suitable materials are injected into the crucible of a high-

furnace.

So much has been already said upon the stuck-ofen, that its application need not be insisted on here,

further than to remark, that their product is never entirely malleable iron, and requires a fresh reheat-

ing and fusion of a part. This subsequent process results in the formation of part malleable iron and
part steel.

The furnaces used in Sweden and Norway for this purpose are also properly stuck-ofen, and the re-

ult similar. In some plStes of these countries, they treat a roasted ore with wood in inverted cone-like

furnaces, from 1 to 7 feet high, and from 2J to 5 feet diameter at the top.

The old German method was also so far like that of the stuck-ofen, in requiring actual fusion; but
the shape of the hearth was different, resembling the Catalan forge-fire, and the original, apparently, of

the modern bloomery-fircs of Pennsylvania. There was also another method used still in Gallicia, of

interstratifying the "res with the fuel which is broken fine and kept almost in a pasty state. The re-

duced metal filtering slowly through this paste is refined by the current of air directed downwards
towards the bottom of the hearth.

The methods?, &C, which have been applied from time immemorial in the Pyrenees, and are called
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the Catalan method, will convey a sufficient idea of all the others, which are but modifications. This ap-

pellation comprehend-, in reality, the whole arrangement of water-blasts, tilt-hammers, <&& ; but the

exposition will be confined for the moment only to the chemical part of the process, or the prodi.

of metal ready to he forced. The ores are generally roasted in furnaces or ovens ; but in some in--

rpact brown hematite has been used raw. The results, compared with roasted mine, do not appear
advantageous. When the ores are tolerably pure, they are usually charged in the furnace within a
month after roasting; but pyritotis or phoephated mines are' macerati to the air, and fre-

quently stirred and moistened with water for a twelvemonth. Before charging, they are broken up into

fragments, like small nuts; red hematites are even used in powder. According to the character of the

rthy matter, argillaceous or calcareous, is added, to serve as a flux. Throughout the i'\i'

the general machinery for the blast is the tro>/i/» that has been already described ; small forge-fires are

imes blown with leasher bellows. In this last case, to maintain a continuous blast and furnish a
suitable quantity, two tuyeres are required.

The following figures indicate the construction of these Catalan forges. Fig. 2895 is a ground plan

on a scale of l-40th of the actual size of the forge-fires used in the Lower Pyrenees. Such are properly
called Xavarrese furnaces; and while the general structure is the Bame for all, are intermediate in di-

mensions between the Spanish Catalan, which are smaller, and the Biscayan forges.

039.").

!39

Fig. 2396 is a vertical section through the axis of the tuyere; and tion at right
angles to the former. In Fig. 2395, W W represents the wall separating the forge fire from the blast
machinery, and in which is the embrasure for the tuyere. The hearth is usually lined with cast

;

and t! or side opposite the tin ere,

of flat b.u-s. Sometimes the lining of these is

only a refractory Bandstone; but the cinder
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blast is on, has to be done more frequently : sometimes every five minutes ; the other part of the work
too, goes on with more activity. In three hours the whole charge is melted ; a bar is thrust through

the charcoal in many places to clear the metal which is thus gathered up on the bottom of the hearth,

rind worked and pressed with ringers into a sort of ball or loop. This takes the greater part of an hour

;

when the heat is done, the charcoal is raked over against the counter; and the loop thus cleared is

lifted by tlie bar to which it adheres, and, if necessary, with tongs, and carried to the shingling-hammef
to he forged. In the Catalan forges, the weight of these loops (or marsets) is from 100 to 150 lbs

in the Navarrese, from 180 to 250 lbs. ; in the Biscayan, from 280 to 350 lbs. ; and in some of the forges

among the Eastern Pyrenees, as much as 425 lbs. The tilt-hammers employed weigh from 600 to

Tun lbs., generally of cast-iron, sometimes of wrought ; the helve and fixtures mostly of wood. Besides

these are used smaller lift-hammers, for working smaller bars, called martinets. When the loop is

placed under the hammer, it is struck at first slowly to condense it and drive out the cinder ; it is then

forged more rapidly into the shape of a prism, 12 to 18 inches long, and 6 to 8 inches square. This is

cut in two by a chisel under the hammer ; the pieces carried back to the same fire as a special chafery,

there heated and successively forged again. When smaller bars are wanted, these pieces are again

cut, reheated, and forged under the martinet.

The charge of roasted mine for each heat is, with the Catalan fire, from 325 to 450 lbs. ; with the

Navarrese, from 550 to 650 lbs.; with the Biscayan, from 750 to 900 lbs.; and with the largest fires of

the Eastern Pyrenees, an average of 1260 lbs. But the economical result in metal is, as might be
expected, against the large charges. The smaller fires allow six and sometimes seven heats in the 24

hours, and give about 90 per cent, of the metal found by assay in the ore: the larger ones never more
than four heats in the same time, yielding about 85 per cent, of the metal. In fuel, there is less con-

sumption with the large charges. In the smallest fires, the fuel used is, on an average, five for one oi

mine ; in the larger it is about three.

The fuel used is universally charcoal. Frequent experiments have been made looking to the substi

tution of coke, both with cold and hot blast, but hitherto, and probably of necessity, always without

success.

2. Of malleable iron from pig or crude iron—produced (a) with charcoal in open forge-fires, bloom
eries, <fcc.

;
(b) with coal in reverberatory or puddling furnaces

;
(c) with coke or coal in a special fur-

nace, termed a. finery, or run-out fire, and then in a puddling-furnace. The object is the same in all

these, viz., the decarburation of the metal, (as to driving off other impurities, that will be spoken of

specially hereafter ;) and the methods may be distinguished into two classes—first, where the metal is

refined in contact with carbon, as in mode a ; and, secondly, where it is only in contact with heated air

and inflamed gases, as in the reverberatory furnaces of modes b and c. In theory, the latter method
should be the best, so far as quality of metal and economy of material are concerned ; but in practice,

the former, though at a greater loss and expense, is the most successful in yielding a good article.

In regard to the quality of crude iron most advantageous for refining, different metallurgists have
expressed different opinions. As this is no place for a lengthened discussion of principles, only such

statements will be briefly made as seem to accord the best with experience.

Gray iron demands a higher temperature for fusion than white, becomes more liquid, and requires

more blast and a longer time for conversion. White iron coagulates more readily, and passes sooner to

the malleable state. Whether these differences arise solely or chiefly from the presence of the free

carbon in the former, is not the question : it is certain, however, that some kinds of gray iron cannot be
refined at all without having been first whitened by a special process. This is especially the case with

coke iron ; and the finery of the English method is an expedient for meeting this very difficulty. The
best qualities for easy refining are white iron, produced in the high-furnace by heavy burden, gray pig,

which is loose in its texture and cavernous, and broken castings from a cupola or crucible. Next come
the mottled pig, the lamellar and loosely crystallized white iron, and close-grained gray coke iron

Last of all to be employed, are the compact crystallized gray pigs, especially those made with coke oi

coal.

TXofiux, properly so called, is employed in the fusion of refineries ; but several substances are occa-

sionally introduced, besides the air and charcoal, to act as chemical reagents. These are, for instance

the rich finery-cinder, the forge-cinder, oxides of iron and manganese, sand, and water. Of the finery

cinder, only that is useful which is formed after fusion is perfect, and while, in fact, the loop is about to

be drawn. This cinder falls to the lower part of the hearth : rich as they are, containing from 80 to

90 per cent, of magnetic oxide, they are not displaced by the iron, and may be left in the hearth aftei

the loop is removed. If drawn, which need only be when they have accumulated to a great degree,

they must be tapped for very low down ; when tapped, they run and solidify slowly, and take, of

course, all forms readily. Their formation in the hearth is indicated by the silvery sparks in which
they are thrown out by the blast ; and they are recognizable afterwards by their weight and semi-

metallic lustre. These present to the refiner the best reagent for coagulating the melted metal and
bringing it to nature. A part of these, also, are apt to adhere to the loop, from which they are broken
off and driven out by the hammer, and are very apt to be found mixed with the forge-cinder.

The oxides of iron and manganese are used mainly to save the metal which is otherwise supplied
from the pig under treatment to form cinders. Sand is used sometimes (and acting then like a flux)

to retain the metal in fusion ; but this is bad economy, both for quantity and quality. And water,

although its principal effect may be in saving fuel, as mentioned a while ago, yet acts as an oxidating

agent too.

When the pig contains sulphur or phosphorus in any appreciable proportions, (which give red-short

and cold-short iron respectively,) carbonate of lime, as pure as possible, may be added; and the more
comminuted, the better. It should be applied when fusion is commencing, ami not afterwards. In the

Pomeranian forges at Torgelow, about ten per cent, of limestone is added after fusion is complete, in

three different operations, each of which implies a stoppage of the blast and a stirring of the pig. It is
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very successful in one respect—that the phosphorus, which exists in the pig :it an average of 4 J per
cent., is reduced, in the malleable metal, to J per cent : but it i- at a considi rable waste of

fuel Other alkalies have been tried, such as the carbonates of soda and of potash, with and without
lime, hut without much encouragement. In theory, carbonate of magnesia would he thi

rective.

(a.) The modes -which are introduced under this method are, in -em,, minute respects, almost at

merons as the localities where it i9 applied. Karsten has enumerated and described sixteen different

ted by a Mn_.de fusion, and fivi by a double fusion Hut the genera]

type of all is the so-called German method, which i- spread over the whole of North Germany, widely

used in Frame, and. in many respects, exemplified in the bloomeries of the Unit : specially in

Pennsylvania. The hearths used for this method, except the large chimneys under which they are

set, and which must, of course, have suitable foundation-, so much resemble the Catalan f< :

to need a figure. Only some of the processes followed will be spoken of.

To work advantageously, the workman must know the pig-metal he is using, for so much is dep< nd-

ent on management Generally, a mixture is better than any one kind. Forge-pigs oughl

slender, both that they may be broken ea-ier, and that they may be proportioned more exactly.

fragments should not be too large, to waste fuel, nor too small, to run too quick. The quantity i -

heat will, of course, depend upon the particular case : as an average, it may be taken fro']. J

lbs. The best charcoal is that from soft woods, (for instance, the pin ifccj and it

should not be broken into pieces smaller than one's ii-t. The quantity of blast varies with the quality

of metal and weight of fuel ami charge, and also at different times of the operation. This last varia-

tion, unlike the high-furnace, must he under the constant vigilance and control of the workman. It i-

usual to put more pressure on with white than gray iron ; a practice which doe- not arise SO much from

the chemical condition requisite as from the habitual mechanical arrangement—of placing gray iron

nearer the tuyere. With an average charge, then' will be required, while the melting is taking
|

about 150 cubic feet of air per minute ; while Btirring, about 225 cubic feet; and while making the

loop, as much as _!7o cubic feet per minute. In cases where the loop is made by attachment, a- it i-

tinned, as much as 400 cubic feet is used per minute.
- word, loop, ha- been already us d here frequently: it i- only the French I <. a lump.)

applicable to the shape of the mass. The Germans call it blvme, a. flower— because it resembles the

unopened corol of a eamp.mulate flower,) from which we get our English word bloom—applied.

Language more particularly, to what ha- been under the hammer and ha- been forged. The term

i- more appropriate before forging. The French word renardiire, by which th< - are called,

mean-, literally, a blind ditch through which water escapes; and the analogy may 1

; with

the filtering and disappearance of the melted metal. The name ha- no relation to that 01 the animal

(the fox) whose kennel, or earth, it also is applied to signify.

To prevent the charge from attaching it-elf, in fusion, to the cast-iron si I specially tb

torn of the hearth, an arrangement is usually made by which water can be applied to the oute

to cool them. This Bhould be judiciously resorted to, when necessary ;
particularly in the ,

the bottom-plate, to avoid breaking it—which would result not only in its own loss, hut likewise in that

of the charge for that heat, it i- better to dispense with water after the fusion is complete.

The slope of the Bides and inclination of the bottom, varying in different forges, and strongly h.

on by some metallurgists, appear chemically of absolute indifference. There is a mechanical advan-

only, in the ease of working and lifting the loop Hut in the direction and pressure of the blast

and the -ize of the tuyere, (or - the American workmen call it.) the chemical results, both as

to quantity and quality, are largely bound up. In former time-, there were used two different tar

L e., the blast was admitted through more than one orifice: a more correct observation has n

them, almost universally, to one tu '< nozzle of the tuyere is frequently of cast or wrought iron,

which can be easily fitted on the copper pipe It is usually semicircular—ometimes round, or oval;

and its area will not Burpass 1$ square inches. The inclination of the tuyere varies from ."> to I

downwards from tne horizon. Were it horizontal, it would burn away more fuel, and a p

the blast would be lost. The more depressed the tuyere, the longer the metal remain- liquid

horizontal it is, the sooner the metal passes to the malleable state. White iron, then, which has

this la-t tendency in itself, requires a more depressed tuyere than gray lion—although some metallur-

ntrarv. The depth of the hearth—Le., the distance between the bottom-plate and

the upper edge of the tuyere— is manifestly correlative with the depression of the latter-, and

should work together. A hearth should not be shallower than 7 inches, nor exceed in in. -he-. When
the proportii tablished, the tuyere is fixed, by cramps or otherwise built in a- firmly .

of the hearth, to prevent derangements that would be sure to accrue upon its accidental dis-

location.

lie' hearth with fuel, (leaving there, or not the cinder of a former heat.) and gi

pushed in the hearth to about 6 or s inches of the tuyere, (die grayer the

the Dearer r ith charcoal, the blast put on, and everj thing done to pp

When they hai i to melt the workman sounds with his bar to feel the coi

and he judges by that whether cinder requires to 1m- let off, and wh
crudity of the metal When the latter 1 stiff and pasty, he draws the i

counter, and, dl
I

1 and < iud.
I itfl -uri'ace, lift- it out upon

i ill. bi, ake into several pi' ces, which he draw- from the tire, supplies tie h f

places tie- pieces in the invert der of th on; i.e. the mot crude nearest the i

on worked and lifted. Tin- ti

the metal i h rwever, a thud
I

which

been mad.- hitherto, have onlj been up to, or a tittle aboi
he workmai I

i have 'he strongly oxi
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more gentle reaction of the scoriae. But in making up the loop, it is lifted quite above the tuyere, sc

that the air may pass under and around it ; it is turned upside down, and end for end, to expose every

part of it, and then redeposited in the hearth, where the cinder is drawn to one side. It is covered

with fresh fuel, the blast is strongly urged, and the loop is kept at a temperature almost of fusion,

completely to decarburate and purify it. This result is judged of by plunging a ringer into the loop

after the blast has been gradually diminished : if the thimble, which comes out upon the ringer, is

easily detached after cooling, the metal is refined, and the loop is then taken out to be shingled.

The number of workmen required is generally five, including the hammer-man ; the time taken to

finish a loop from 3 to 4 hours. But there is always extra time lost in preparations, &c. ; so that a

better calculation would be to say that in the week of six days, an average forge will turn out from 4
to 5 tons of large merchant-bars, say 2 inches square ; or about 3 tons of inch -square bars. The aver-

age waste will be about 27 per cent, of the crude iron; and the fuel used will be, at a mean, about ISO
for 100 of bar-iron.

This process is, perhaps, the best for the quality of the bars produced ; in respect to quantity, how-
ever, waste and fuel, it is among the least economical. In this last regard, of all the existing European
processes, that of Sregen appears the most advantageous, the quantity of bar (of large size, to be sure)

amounting to 9 and 10 tons per week, the average waste about 20 per cent., and the fuel, weight for

weight of bar produced.

(b.) This, which is the method used in Champagne, and extensively in America, substitutes a rever-

beratory or air-furnace for an open forge-fire, urged by a direct blast ; and, in fact, leaves the workman
to do by manual labor what was done partly in the preceding method by chemical reagents. From a

supposed analogy between the manipulations here, the behavior of the material, <tc, and what was
familiar in the preparation of clay to prevent the passage of water to foundations, <fcc, the process re-

ceived the name of puddling ; as the other method is sometimes called boiling. As in this a higher

temperature is necessary, (heated air being the only reagent,) a fuel giving more heat is required, and
therefore coal is used. The metal, however, was at first, and is largely still, charcoal iron

;
prepared

in advance, both in form and substance, for the final refining it has to undergo. This preparation is a

conversion into white iron ; which is done either at the high-furnace or by a second fusion. If the first

is relied on, the crude iron should be run into plates, or very fiat pigs, to whiten it thoroughly. The
Styrian method for this purpose is a curious one. The crude iron is run at once into an oval pit, or

basin, in sand ; the cinder is cleared off, and water is sprinkled over the yet liquid metal to chill it.

In this way, plate after plate, weighing from 25 to 50 lbs. each, is formed in intervals of hardly a minute.

Only gray iron, from fusible materials, will chill in this way. The plates thus made are roasted, i. c,

exposed for 10 or 12 hours to a red-heat, either in an appropriate oven or in an open pile ; by which
they are slowly decarburated. If this operation of roasting were in any case well performed, a great

.leal of the carbon should be got rid of; but the expense of fuel is very considerable.

s;
"

111

lib

The second lusion to whiten iron, is what the French term mazeage, and the English running out or

fining. This is very much such a process and in such a furnace as has been described under the former
method of refining, only it is not carried so far. and the metal, instead of being lifted and looped, is run
into plates. The waste in this operation is from 5 to 7 per cent, on the crude iron : mazeage, proper,
is done with charcoal.

The reverberatory furnace used is similar in form to what has been already figured under a former
section.

(c.) The constant combination of a finery, where the plate-metal is produced with coke, and a rever-

beratory furnace, where it is puddled with coal, constitutes the method practised in England ; and there,
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as elsewhere, is more or less appropriate and even necessary, whenever iron i- to be produced in

quantity, and fossil fuel is of course to be relied on.

Fig. 2398 is a ground plan, on a scale of l-25th of the actual size, of an English finery, blown v

tuyeres. In this aaaa indicate the places of the cast-iron columns on which the chimney rests; >• h

4c, are the side-plates of the forge; h is the hearth formed by the water-backs is the front

plate, and /< the mould in which the plates are run ; cc are troughs where- the bars are cooled

Fig. 2399 is a half vertical section of the same plan, drawn to the Bame scale, and Berving to i s

* This last figure also Bhows the attachment of the blast, which, I u, was left ofl from the

other; as well as, by the dotted lines in the hatched space beneath, the mode of seeming the sustaining

columns in a mass of masonry. The right half-section would be a counterpart of this.

Fig. 2 100 is a longitudinal section of the air-box r
;
and

the dotted circles on its face are the ports by which the

l.hi-t is conducted to the several tuyeres. The lever-

valve allows the blast (which in these establishments

generally from the great blowing-engines of the

high-furnaces) to be regulated by the workman.
fig. 2401 is a section, still upon the same scale, of the

plate-mould p. The earlier fineries were blown only on

one side, and with three tuyeres
; the modern one-, almost

universally, are blown with four or six tuyeres, with a

cross bla-t. The crude iron intended for the finery

should, like that for the fires already spoken of, be run

into small oil's. They very frequently, however, are

employed weighing from 100 to 120 lbs.

The kind of coke to be preferred varies with the quality of the metal When this last is refri

the coke should be heavy and compact A friable coke, and one Ci Qtaining much earthy matter, Bl

well as oven coke generally, are objectionable.

The sole or bottom of the hearth is indicated on Fig. 2399 by the letter 8,

and by a different Bpecies of bachures. This reposes upon lire brick or

refractory sandstone ; and is best made of a layer, 4 or 5 inches thick, of

broken quartz, well rammi d. At the first heat, this layer is partially melted

and percolated by the meial, forming a bottom exceedingly hard and refrac-

tory. This property, in expediting the work, compensates fully the waste of metal in the beginning.

From time to tune, however, it requires replacement. The most convenient way to get it out

weighs often a couple of tons) is, upon the conclusion of the week's work, and after the last heat, to

throw water upon it while yet reddiot. This crack- it up and renders it easy to be taken mil ; the

water-backs may then lie reset, and the bottom laid anew. The old bottom, which contains a

deal of half-refined iron, can be used up, little by little, as scrap.

\ the object of this process is to fuse the metal, the tools and working are only fitted t,, that end.

It is rare that any flux or reagents are added. Haiti metal i- heated sometimes with forge-cinder oi

finery-cinder. These, as well as any thing else that may be used, act in nearly the Bame manner at

in refineries with charcoal.

'I If plate mould, which can he added to, from it- construction, at pleasure, Bhould be bo Ion:; in pro-

portion to tie- charge, (winch, for a large hearth, will lie, on an average, IV tons,: thai the plal

left not iii. it,, than 1
' of 2 inches thick. After the metal is in the mould, water is thrown co|

upon the cinder which has run out with and covers it, and which, by this, is easily separated. 'I he

plate itself, after being chilled with water, i- broken up for the next process.

('are inu-t l.e taken, in this, t,, strike a proper medium between doing t"" much and doing too little

If the metal in tin- run-out sparkles little, and. after being co.,1, preserves its compacity, it ha- not

been fined enough, and the puddling will be hard and long. If in the run-out it disengages, on the

contrary, a multitude of faint sparks, so confluent as to become a Borl of flame, and emu- a white

vapor, it will probably be found converted partlj into malleable iron; and the puddling, in tin -

will be more difficult and wasteful than in the other.

The-,- results depend, in a measure, upon the Bupply of bla-t

—

which should vary according ;

quality of iron, and also according to the character of the fuel with w inch it ha- been product -1 in the

high-furnace. With charcoal iron, each tuyere should furnish from 200 t" 260 cubic feet per minute,

under a pressure of 2 lb re inch. With coke iron, the quantity may advantageously be raised

l cubic feet, and the pressure to 2 1 lb-.

With this supply, a finen Buch as described will run out rather more than a ton per hour ; and ten

heats ii.-o. be made a turn of twelve hour-. The waste should not be more than 12 per cent ol

iron ; and the coke used, about 80 per cent of i he weight of motal chat

Prom tin- finery, tic- metal i- ready to be passed to the puddling furnace. This resembli

in shape and detail, the r<\ erberatory furnaces before given, as not to require a

is used with a charging-door on each aide, when it is said to be In Bome cases, the

i have been placed on the same Bide ;
but, a- they could nol bo worki d exactlj to tin •. theii

Alternations tended to produce in and waste. Thei mace of this kind, b
though with a different aim, which i- affirmed to be verj convenient ami economical ll

heartlud arrangement, which will be madi fficiently cl< ketch, in longitudinal •

2402 p to the hearth for puddling, c to the cindei pit, A to the I

f^r beating, and d to the ra I in the b< arth h, the metal un
I'm in removed to j}. The external fixtures, the pulleys and counterpo

! 'II,,''

prob ible, b it >" respect to other conditions, it
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These conditions for puddling would seem to be, 1st, that a sufficient heat be obtainable to melt the

metal entirely ; 2d, that the heat, in -whatever degree availed of, should be uniformly distributed over
the hearth ; 3d, that there should be no carbon unconsumed in the flame, in contact or to be combined

with the metal, which contains enough of that impurity already; and, 4th, that the metal (and this is

more important for fine metal) should not be exposed to a too oxidating effect of the air which is

aspersed through the grate.

As yet, bituminous coal is the best fuel that can be applied in a puddling-furnace. Anthracite is

also used in America, with better results than have been experienced in Europe. Charcoal and wood
also have been tried, but do not appear to diminish the waste or improve the quality of the metal,
while the cost of fuel is enhanced. The hearths are supposed, also, to be more difficult to maintain
with these last.

This maintenance is one of the points of trouble and expense ; and various methods are resorted to

for the purpose in constructing the hearth. It is sometimes made of cast-iron ; in which case it is cov-

ered with a layer of cinder 1-^ to 2 inches thick, well pounded, and melted down before the metal is

charged. Others prefer to make it of sand, or broken quartz, from 6 to 8 inches thick, well rammed,
and covered then with a thin coating (less than an inch) of powdered cinder, which is melted and
smoothed before charging. This method is ordinarily productive of more waste, for the silica takes up
portions of the oxide which is formed : with impure metal, (containing phosphorus, for instance,) the
silica aids in refining it. Others, again, use cinder entirely for the hearth; stratifying it in small frag

ments to a depth of 5 or 6 inches, and then fusing it and smoothing down. In working only fine metal
of good quality, the tendency of the hearth is to thicken itself and change shape upwards ; when it is

of bad quality, (and still more when crude iron is puddled by the first operation,) the hearth becomes
burnt out, as it were, and hollowed downwards. Either change of shape renders repair necessary. Old
hearths in sand or cinder, which have been melted out or broken up, can be used advantageously in

making new ones. Limestone hearths have also been tried, to the improvement of certain kinds of

metal, but to the speedy destruction of the in-walls.

Before charging the furnace, a full red heat is got up inside, principally to save the waste that would
follow the oxidation by a slower fusion. Then the fine metal, broken up into pieces, which should not
exceed 28 lbs. apiece, and the smaller the better, is charged—hot from the smaller hearth, if the fur-

nace, Fig. 2402, is used—otherwise cold. Ordinarily, the whole charge is about 400 lbs. The register is

then raised, and the heat urged for about a quarter of an horn-

, when the mass becomes pasty, as the

workman can judge by feeling it with his bar. If the metal is charged hot, this ordinarily occurs in 10
minutes ; longer, if it was put in cold. If it gets too liquid in that period, water is injected to cool it.

The register is let down when it is at a proper viscidity ; and the workman, introducing his ringer,

works the pasty mass continually, to disengage the carbon. As this passes off, the metal becomes
more stiff, but it still must be worked, as before, to present the oxidated portions to those that may yet
be carburetted, and to prevent too great oxidation, or, as the workmen accurately term it, burning.
Sometimes it becomes so thick as to be incapable of being worked and divided : in such case, the ex-

ternal air must be shut off, the register lifted, and its consistence destroyed again by fresh urgency oi

heal. If this misfortune does not happen, the thickened condition is followed shortly by an apparent
boiling, more or less marked, and an escape of oxide of carbon, burning with a blue flame. These ap-
pearances gradually cease, and another epoch occurs, in the metal's becoming easier to work—in fact,

short, or tending to break apart in small lumps. The departure of the last remaining portions of car-

bon is generally indicated by a more lively lustre, which is taken as an indication of its having become
malleable iron, or come to nature. A continued puddling for four or five minutes more increases its

shortness, and it becomes pulverulent almost—the particles of pure iron falling apart, because there i&

not heat enough to weld them.
To afford this heat is the next step. The temperature, which, from the first pastiness the metal

assumed, has been kept as constant as possible, is urged intensely; and the puddler judges, by his

own experience, of the proper moment to commence rolling the matter into balls. If begun too soon,

it would not be sufficiently welded ; if postponed too long, the little fragments would have become
independent, and would refuse to weld at all. Taking the proper moment, and beginning with the

matter the nearest the fire, the puddler works it all up into five or six balls, (or even more.it' the charge
i- very large,) which be draws over towards the bridge. While making the last, he rolls it all over the

hearth to pickup all strav metal. This balling is done sometimes by parting the mass into as many
equal parts as it may be intended to make balls, and working each separately ; or, by taking a small
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portion at once, and augmenting by attachment, i. e, as one would roll a snow-ball.) like one of the
modes spoken of before in refining with a forge-fire. The result in either case must be1

;
;nui

the care to have the balls well rounded and uniformly compact musl be equal The balls, when fin-

ished, are taken out with suitable tongs and carried to be shingled.

The operation of puddling crude iron directly docs not differ materially, except in time and in the
occasional addition of cinder, from puddling fine metal The latter, if charged cold, will be hailed in

about li hours; if hot, in 10 or 15 minutes sooner. The former, cold, will require nearer 2 b

Ordinarily, six heats will be made in a turn of 8 hours with fine metal, and four heats with
;

is, of course, more waste, in proportion, with pig than with fine metal The exact loss con-

veniently known, because the halls go directly to the hammer, or roughing-rolls, and a part of the
ared waste occurs there. This last, however, will he tolerably constant ; and a fair estimate of the

waste of pig may lie made at 15 per 100. With gray iron, it wmdd he, probably, nearly 20 per 100.
The loss on fine metal should not exceed 10 per 10£>. The weight of fuel consumed is about equal to
that of fine metal puddled, and about li to 1 of pig puddled. But to compare the absolute economy
of the two processes in this respect, allowance must lie made for the coke used in the fineries. This
was before stated at rather less than one-third of a ton of coke for one ton of pi r̂ fined—equivalent to

half a ton of raw coal. Allowing, besides, tic- waste, Ac, in maMi
com 'lu, le that, in the item of fuel, puddling direct from the pig is cheaper than from tine metal. In all

other respects, however, it i- dearer; and the puddled iron made is rarely of such good quality.

The use of anthraeitt as a fuel for puddling was mentioned just now. In point of fact, the furnaces
in which it is applicable hardly belong to the present class of reverberatory, or «

.maintain a sufficient combustion, a fan-blast, resembling what has been before described, has to be
resorted to. Fig. 2103 is a horizontal projection of the principal features of one of these anthracite

„ 2403.-~ —

-

'
.

'" •'"" 1 C_

puddling-furnaces; in which/ indicates the situation of the blast ; a the fire grate, with <l its tillin<j-

door; h the hearth, with pp its charging-doors, constituting a double furnace; and c the line into the

Bmoke-stack. The remaining details, fastenings, (fee., are analogous t<> other puddling-furnaces, and cm
easily be imagined The ash-pit is, of course, closed up, and the blasi into it by one or two

orifices. Tic- grate is made to be about twice as deep as for bituminous coal— ay 20 inches; and, for

a double furnace, is about five feet long. The hearth is about six feet in diameter; and the

reach the base of the chimney, pitches very much downwards. The height of the chimney, which, for

bituminous coal air-furnace-, i- about l'» i'.,t, i-, in these, almost immaterial, since the draught is regu-

. the tana

Among the modifications that have been proposed in the details of puddling-furnaces, may be men-
a double one') planned by Mr. < Iverman, the author of one of the most recent treatis

the manufacture of iron
;
and designed principally for economy of maintenance and repair, in

where fusibl should be used for improving the iron. Jn this, the hearth, lozenge-shaped, is

enclosed by water-backs ; tin sole is cast-iron, supported on p ], | il-, and allowing free circulation ol

air underneath. Jt is -aid by »j expert author to have worked " exceedingly well in all cases in which

inferior hot or cold short iron, from heavy burden, i- puddled But for gray metal of -mall l

particularly for all coke, -tone coal, or hot blast iron, it is of questionable utility. For white metal it is

perfectly useless." The candor of this account i- an additional guaranty of il correct)

With the puddling ends all the Btrictly chemical metallurgy of iron. The remaining pi

whether they be effected by impact, or under the hammer—-by pressure, as in th<

or by lamination, as in the roughing-rolls,) although necessary, to expel the remains of oxides and

earth) matters admixed with the metal, and est mtial to the production of fibrous wrought iron, ai

only mechanical
The Aomin if the Catalan forge-firet t primitive construction A head of east or

wrought iron, or both, weighing fro I lbs., is fixi d, as well as may be, upon a helve of I

or oak. This helve, or log, is 12 or 16 feet long, and 12 to 16 inches in diameter; not Bquared m
I further than to stub off the projecting knot . and fitted with trunnion- in a -tout and

wooden frame, to allow of movement up and down This i- offected bj tilting the end downwards
with cam- placed upon the circumference of a water wheel, usually 10 or 19 feet in < ha meter, but only

one foot wide. This wheel makes from i

minute; and, there b

but four cams upon it, the itrokes of the hammer, af a maximum, will be not mora than

lower face of the hammer works upon an anvil of the same surface and same material, m I

fn.m 150 to 560 lbs. The anvil is so inclined that the Bti hall be parallel when in i

heavier hammei - are used for shin dins the loops, and i yen for drawing down it

'.. and for finishing, lighter hammi i

aer, but weighing from 150 to 180 lbt^ with an anvil of l lb .and
wh-cl, of 6 to 8 feet, making per minute, with, ordinarily •' Um
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strokes amount to 180 or even 200 in a minute. The skill of the hammer-man is shown by so man
aging the powerful implement at his disposal as to condense the bloom uniformly ; and his art, in fin

ishing the bar to a uniform surface.

The hammers of the German forges were set with wood, in a wooden frame, like the Catalan ; only

the}' are almost universally trip or lift hammers— i. e., the cam is applied between the centre of motion

and the anvil. This position has the awkwardness of sometimes embarrassing the hammer-man, ami
makes it necessary that the helve be set obliquely in the framing. At the present day, more or less ol

the framing is made of cast-iron. The weight of these hammers is from 400 to 450 lbs. only ; the lift.

i. e., the vertical fall of the face, from 24 to 28 inches ; the wheel generally has 5 cams ; and the num-
ber of strokes is from 90 to 100 per minute.

In the French forges the arrangement is the same, except that the heads are habitually heavier,

weighing from 050 to 750 lbs. ; the lilt is not more than 20 inches ; and the stroke is slower, being from
"75 to 80 per minute.

In the forges of both countries, the ji irisJii)>r/-ha)mners are tilted, both for convenience of access and
speed. These are of different sizes, according to the work to be done and the quality of the iron. The
larger ones weigh from 200 to 300 lbs., and make from 120 to 150 strokes per minute, with a fall of

18 or 20 inches ; the smaller range from 60 to 100 lbs. in weight, and make from 250 to 300 strokes in

a minute, with a fall of not more than 12 inches. To get up this speed, the water-wheel is furnished

with more cams, sometimes as many as 32 in number. All, the largest and smallest, work against a

sort of wooden spring, which checks their upward motion and imparts more momentum to the down-
ward fall.

Fig. 2404 is a projection, upon a scale of one-thirtieth, parallel to the plane of the water-wheel, of

ene of the modern German hammers, in an iron frame. The faces of the head and anvil are, in this, a

uniform plane ; but often, and especially for finishing hammers, the face is. like the letter T in relief,

or else a full cross.

This modification is borrowed from the English fashion, whose hammers, besides, are altogether more
powerful and substantial. Made of iron throughout, the hammer-head and helve weigh from 4 to 7

tons. The lift is effected to a height of about 15 inches, by cams, which seize a projecting lip in ad-

vance of the very head, and constitute a trip-hammer proper ; sometimes by an eccentric, which works
against the helve between the head and the centre of motion. The number of strokes is about 80 or 90

per minute. The power is taken off from a steam-engine, and a heavy fly-wheel is necessary to equal-

ize the motion. The anvil weighs ordinarily from 4 to 5 tons. Fig. 2405 is a sketch of one of these

i \

i(o

lammers ; the dotted lines showing that part of the arrangement which is below the floor-line and rests

upon the foundations. There are also lighter hammers, for special work, in the English forges, which

weigh altogether not more than two tons, and make from 140 to 180 strokes a minute.

With their heavy fly-wheels, these hammers cannot be stopped in the same way as the lighter ones

The usual mode is by thrusting a jack, or piece of iron, under the helve when it is at its highest. \v.

starting again, a piece of wood is dexterously placed to be caught by the cam, and the jack is released
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Overman has suggested a permanent jack, or jack-ketch,) to be worked by a piece of wire, which U
undoubtedly beth r.

A very ingenious and useful application of steam directly to a vertical hammer has be« a

by Mr. Nasmyth. Its behavior is not unlike that of a pile-driver; only, it can be worked with greal

rapidity, and thus, in sum.- cases, dispenses with the numl jsary in finishing a bar

A.8 this machine is applicable to other purposes than the forging of iron, it- description will be -

under a special article, Stkah-Hammeb.
'1

1 e -'/"" -- ra, which are extensively found in English iron-works, are employed for the Bai

as the heavy shingling-hammers, viz., condensing the puddle-balls into Blabs: they act, as might be

supposed by the name, by steady pressure instead of impact They are supposed metal-

ta to answer the end of expelling the cinder, a.v„ as well as hammers ; but this is very doubtful

A> applied to finishing bars, their use would not be economical The most numi rous class is of tilt

squeezers— i. e., the trunnions are between the power and the squeezing-jaws. The power is variously

applied, by an eccentric or by cranks. Fig. 2406 shows the chief features of one of the last kind, upon

a scale of o of the actual size. The whole apparatus, which is of cast-iron, requires to be

strongly bolted down to a solid foundation. The dotted circle indicates the position of the fly-wheel,

by which the power is equalized on the crank
;
and the shaded lines -how the jaws, which are separate

plates of wrought or cast iron, bolted on the frame, and renewed when necessary. Such a machine.

making from 80 to 90 revolutions per minute, can squeeze about 100 tons per week. Its theoretical

deficiency i- the want of parallel movement ; its practical one, the enormous strain (especially if the

loop should be too cold) upon all the blocks and journals.

240C.

A different apparatus from this, and free from some of it . defects, is Burden's paten! eccentric rotary

gquei zer—the mod.- of whose action -will be apparent from the projection in f'iur - 2407, where /• bqows
•i cylinder with a roughened or serrated surface, revolving vertically in an eccentric drum which is per

manent The ball goes in at o, and is dragged round with it, more and more compressed in its narrow-

ing path, until it cones out at /<. The bottom is a solid plate; the top admits of a slight adjustment
This machine has brought us round to the method, much older, and still practised in man] English

lishments, of squeezing and condensing between horizontal cylinders, or i

try indicative -ketch of the-,- i- given in Fig. 2408, about one-fiftieth of the actual Bize. The
inga and couplings, «bc, are omitted. The first of the upper train on the righl ed "i

roughened, to catch and drag the ball. The next one is channelled for the same purpose. Th<

idhesion i- enough to that end in the other two. 'I'll.' collar- on the lower train arc for up Betting

or keeping the -Lib in shape laterally.

What are called roughing mil- iii America are used, not instead of, bul subsequently t". the hammi i

or squeezer; and serve to forge the U a into shape, rather than perfect its malleability, Instead,

therefore, of being flat, the cylindei orres] ding grooves of large Bize, making a square oi

lozenge-like section In other respects, in housing, peering, 4c, they are the Bame with the English-

In proportion as the bloom or Blab becomes drawn out by any of the condensing or flatting
i

which bave been mentioned, it bei an to shear it up into shorter lengths, which are reheated

separately or in piles, to be treated as before. The Catalan foi chisel under the hammer foi

this
j
.

:

r
j •. But rough-bar i- much b d bj heavy Bhears, worked

either bj a water-wheel or steam-engine. Small bar can be cut with hand- - '"'•'

-hear-. In general arrangement, the b< mble the Bqueezers

—

"

,

cut t it being substituted for the flatting-planes ; and, like the latl

i
worked w iih a crank at the end of a strai jh( or bent hank, or \\ ith

nn eccentric that tilts thi •
I fhe shank and shear-block are all oi

iron; and the leverage, from the trunnions t" the crank, will van from i

to 10 feet, according to the work intended. 'I lie cutting ed • - are ol

bolted on to the block, and he either in the same plane with the shank, or

parallel with the trunnions The last modi ;

I, as obvial

the defect belonging to all i iz
.
the \

•

tuitable for thin work to I i
of this arrangement i given ii Tb»

blades, which are shown by th< vertically shaded lines, mai b ofanj la
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suited to the character of the work to be cut. The defect in these, as in all existing shears, is

the want of horizontal slide as they come down vertically—a modification easier to imagine than
execute.

The reheating at piling furnaces, which have been just now mentioned as necessary for restoring the

temperature to the slabs or bars, and enabling them to be further worked on and finished, are, in the

most complete establishments, separate fires. In the more primitive methods, this reheating (which is

required twice or thrice) is done in the forge-fires themselves ; sometimes it is done in the puddling-

fire, or at the end of the puddling-furnace. In general character, these reheating ovens resemble the

ordinary puddling-furnace ; but they require some modifications to yield their best effect. The aim of

these is to produce a welding heat uniformly over the hearth ; and, at the same time, at the expense of

as little metal oxidated as possible. The last end is answered by making the grate larger in proportion

to the hearth, and charging more fuel in proportion to the chimney, so that the air may be more com-
pletely deoxidized by the excess of carbon. The former is sought to be satisfied by lowering thp
bridge and bringing down the arch nearer to the ramp, to which, also, the hearth proper inclines'

little. "Wood may be used in one of these furnaces, but with a larger grate and a lower arch.

The remaining machinery to be spoken
of is the cylinders or rolls for finishing the

bars—flat, square, round, or in any fancy

Bection. The housing and coupling these

trains can be understood from the rough-

••ig-rolls just now given, without a special

figure. All are arranged upon the same
principles ; only, the lighter the work the

longer may be the trains, and more rollers

in a train. The frames or housing for ths

tolls are made of cast-iron, as seen in sec-

tion on Fig. 2410, wliich shows, on a scale

of one-twelfth, an assemblage of three cyl-

inders in a train, suitable for finishing light

bars. This section also serves to illustrate

Fig. 2408. These frames should, of course,

be set as solidly as possible ; for instance,

upon a cast-iron bed-plate, bolted to a tim-

ber foundation built in with masonry. This

seems better than masonry alone, because
of a certain elasticity in wood. If slots are

left in the bed-plate, the frames will be

Cound of easier adjustment. The bed-plate

should be open in the middle, leaving a
trench that may catch the cinder that comes
off from the bars, as well as the water that

drips on, and that may serve as a cellar to

the foundations.

For rolling flat bars, the cylinders are

grooved alternately and work reciprocally

in each other; for round or square bars,

however, half their section is turned out of

each cylinder. The diameter in the one
case, and a diagonal in the other, correspond
with the normal surface of the cylinders

before being turned out. In turning out

grooves, &c, for fancy patterns, a good deal

of ingenuity is sometimes exercised, as will be seen in the descriptions and figures under the article

Railroad Bars.
The reciprocal fitting of the grooves for flat bars renders a longitudinal dislocation of the rolls impos-

sible. With the others, such dislocation is ordinarily sought to be guarded against by strong screws in

the frames
; but it is much better to have a groove and collar turned in one or both extremities of all

cylinders. Vertical displacement is prevented by the head-screw seen in the figure ; and a lateral

adjustment is, in some cases, given by horizontal screws working through the trussing against the

plumber-blocks. There is usually a play of about a quarter of an inch allowed in the blocks and
couplings, to obviate immediate fracture in case of slight derangement ; and also to throw the breakage,
it an accident does occur, upon these parts rather than on the cylinders, which are the costly parts of

the machinery. It is easy to see that upon the truth of all the movements depend freedom from acci-

dent, and excellence and economy of work. It is, therefore, cheapest to have every thing made of the

best material and in the best manner.
In rolls for flat iron, the diameter of the cylinders is usually the same ; for round and square iron,

the upper cylinder is often a little (say half an inch) larger than the lower. If there are more than

two cylinders, the same practice is found, in some places, of making their diameters regularly decrease.

(by say a quarter of an inch) from the upper to the lower. In others, and perhaps in the generality of

, the middle of the three is the largest. Some metallurgists, on the contrary, object entirely to

this difference of diameter, as causing increased friction in the machinery, and straining the iron. This

objection is theoretically correct. The aim of the contrivance is to prevent the bar, as it passes through

the rolls, from curling around the upper cylinder ; if this last be larger, it will continue to bear on the
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bar after the resistance of the lower roll has ceased, and will, of course, tend to force it down upon the

apron. Bnt this tendency to curl is best corrected by having guards to each groove— i. e., wei

wronght-iron, which catch the bar as it comes out.

The diameter ot' the cylinders, and their bearing, vary according to the purpose for which they are

intended Boughing-rolls for puddle-balls are from 18 to 'Jo inches diameter, and '> to 6 feet lon,r
; for

piled iron or rough bars, from 12 t<> 1 1 inches diameter, and 6 feet long. Finishing-rolls for hea.

will 1).- of the same diameter with the la-t, but from 12 to 18 inches shorter ; while for small ro Is their

diameter need not be more than B to 10 inches, and their bearing ab The weight of a

_ ninir roll- is from l to 6 tons, and of finishing-rolls from li to 2 tons.

In geering up the rolls, the lower one is the driver, when there are only two; in a train of three rolls,

the middle one drives. The' velocity of rotation varies according to -i/.e and purpose, and even accord-

ing to the Btate and quality of metal. Boughing-rolls Bhould work slow : for puddle-balls 16

olutions, and for piled iron 22 to 2 1 revolutions per minute, are sufficiently rapid. For finishing-rolls,

this ma\ be increased to 70 <>r S|J revolutions; while small rods are rolled with 120,150, an 1 Bometimes
even 200 revolutions per minute. But these high Bpeeds are liable to frequent accident-.

The friction of the machine, and the initial temperature of the material to be rolled, heat the journals

and cylinders very much. To abate this a wooden trough is laid above the train, from which water may
drip on the machinery and metal under treatment. The effect i-. to keep both the cylinders and metal
clean.

The size of the groove-, and their proportionate spacing, varies in different countries; and the last

particular even in different establishments. The methods for it are purely geometrical, and present

nothing peculiar in the manufacture of iron. The constant rule prevails here, as in all lamination,

viz., to place the ovea and the heaviest work nearest to the end at which the power is

applied
With a single pair of cylinders the bar always enters on the same side. As it comes out on the

it i< caught by a second workman, who, with the aid of a travelling-stirrup, hands it over the

rolls to the first When the cylinders are triple, the rods enter alternately first on one side and then

on the other. The process with the single pair is time-consuming, but it does not seem likely to be

betti red unless by having two train- parallel to each other, which would admit of the alternation of

entry as in the tuple rolls. Such an arrangement would increase the first cost of machinery, but the

work would be done cheaper and better.

Such are the particular- which belong to the finishing of ordinary merchant -bars. The proces-

which iron is further prepared for Bpecial uses will be detailed more appropriately under separate

heads. Thus, the rolling of iron for railroads—an enormous branch of trade—will he treated under

Railroad Bars; the lamination of plates and sheet-, together with the further preparations for -

purposes that these undergo in the mill, will come under Sheet-Iron
;
the cutting up of these in making

nail-, hoops, ivc, will be grouped under the head SurnNO-Mnj.; the extensive and remarkable appa-

ratus by which this reluctant metal is shaped with chisel and drill, as if it were only wood, will be

described under the articles Laths Planing-Machine, and Turning (of Iron;) and as far as relates to

the boring of cannon, under Ordnance; the methods followed in drawing it out into W'tm:, will 1

plained under that title; and, finally, under SMITH-WORK will be contained all that class of operations

indicated, which comprehend all the processes of hand-forging and Welding, (as for a>

chain-, horse shoes, 4a,) and of steeling and tempering, (a- for cutlery. &&,) practised in an art whost

the most extensive and well-known family name in the world.

History.—There is room here only for the indication of epochs signalized by inventions that haw
fresh impulses or new directions to the manufacture. From the earliest times till at leasl

A. 1 >.. the pi i
• either primitive, or, with unimportant modlficatii I ly a more or 1. --

malleable metal direct from the ore-, which v.. rily those that fused readily. The fuel, origi-

nally wood, had been changed during tin- period, to charcoal—though by whose ingenuity, or when,

'here i- no record. Some u titer- place about the termination of this era, w Inch is that of Chatleio

the introduction of crude iron. Tin- seems an antedating by at least four
i

A. D. 1840. Earliest epoch of crude or cast iron; employed as ordnance by the Duke of Normandy,
afterward- John 1 1, of Prance.

1 190. Usual epoch of foundries.

1660. Epoch of wooden blowing-machines.

1612—19. Fossil fuel pit coal) first v.->-'\ for reducing iron in England
1640. Invention of trampen, or water-bl

16 16 56. I !poch of foundi ies in America.
17 1

' >. I'it coal and coke used in high furnaces.

I 7 1'.'. Invention of rotary or tan I

1760. First cast iron cylinder blowing machine.

lT-^o. Epoch of the puddling-furnace.

1784. Epoch of the rolling-mill.

•.. applil atioii of hot l

;

•

Application of the -.-. from the high-Ail

,. Anthracite used a- a fie I Willi hot I.

I

I

mi'.' the interval- bet we, n these dates, .u el -nice Hi. | improve men I
. both it

ted, h it none ot them of palmai v impoi I

intains what is know i.

aid to Great Britain and the united State-— the two principal

]

the w I
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Years. Great ISritain Manu-
facture.

UNITED STATES.

Manufacture.

Imported from Great Britain.

1840

Crude Iron. Bar Iron.

1,396,000 tons. 286,000 tons. 5,516 tons. 32,829 tons.

1S41 1,200,000 " 250,000 " 12,268 " 63,056 "

1842 1,088,000 " 215,000 " 18,694 " 61,599 "

1843 1,215,000 " 350,000 " 3,873 " 15,758 "

1844 1,210,000 " 490,000 " 14,944 " 37,891 "

1845 1,513,000 " 625,000 " 27,510 " 51,189 «

1846 1,675,000 " 765,000 " 24,188 " 24,109 "

1847 1,840,000 " 800,000 " 23,377 " 32,085 "

1848 1,999,000 " 750,000 " 51,632 " 81,589 "

1849 2,150,000 " 600,000 " 105,632 " 173,457 "

The following table may be of interest as showing the range and relation of value and price in th*

two countries for the same period :

Years. Average Valuation in

IT. S. Custom-Houses.

Average Price of
Scotch Pig in

Glasgow.

Average Valuation in

U. S. Custom-Houses.

Price, at beginning of
Year, of Bar-Iron in

Liverpool.

JS40 $21 per ton. $19 per ton. $52 per ton. $43 per ton.

1841 18 16 35 " 37

1842 16 13 33 31

1843 12 10 32 25

1844 13 13 28 24
1845 18 21 33 31

1846 20 17 47 43
1847 20 16 53 46
1848 16 11 45 36

1849 13 10 35 28

Sterling money is here converted, purposely, only to the nearest dollar.

Within the past ten years, of other countries only Belgium, France, Italy, and Prussia have extended
their manufacture of iron ; but the statistics of these which are accessible do not warrant a continuous

Ktatement. It may be safely assumed, however, that the aggregate production of the world in 1849 did

not fall short of four millions of tons—an increase of 60 per cent, over 1839. Such, and so growing,
is the importance of this metal.

Bibliography.—Among ancient authors need be mentioned only Aristotle, Meteorolog., lib. iv., and
De rnirab. Auscultat., lib. ; Diodore of Sicily, Histor., lib. v. ; Strabo, Geograph., libb. iv. v. x. ; of the

Greek writers : and of Latin, the elder Pliny, Hist. Natur., lib. xxxiv. In connection should be taken
! iausmann, de arte Ferri conficiendi veterum, 1820. In modern times, Agricola, de re MttaUica, 1546

;

Reaumur, L'art d'adoucir le fer fondu, etc., 1722 ; Swedenborg, Regnum Subterran., 1734 ; Bergman
de Analysi Ferri, 1781 ; and the Swede Rinman, Forsok till jemets-historie, 1785, (Researches into the

History of Iron, and translated into German by Karsten,)—compose a class who needed only a truer

chemical theory to direct and bind up their observations. Such a theory—begun to be exemplified in

'he memoir of Berthollet, Vandermonde, and Monge, upon the different states of iron, Hist, de I'Acad.

des Sciences. 1786—was more elaborated in the four quartos of Hasseufratz, La Siderotechnie, 1812;
and underwent a final establishment in Karsten's Handbuch der Eisenhutten Kunde, first published in

1816, translated from a second German edition under the title of Metallurgie de Fer, by Culman, in

1830, and republished in a third German edition in 1844. Use has been made, in both of the last

editions, of the same author's Metallurg. Reise durch Baiern, etc., 1821. Other writers who since then
have contributed facts or explanations, will be mentioned chronologically: for instance, Berzelius, in

his Afhandlingar i Fysik, Kemi, dr., (a periodical begun in 1806,) where there are several important

announcements, which were subsequently collected and translated by Herve under the title of Chimie
de Fer, 1826 ; the same Berzelius in Manual of Chemistry, (Traite de Chimie, vol. hi.,) translated into

French by Jourdan ; Manson, Traite" de Fer et de VAcier, 1826 ; Pelouze, I'Art du Maltre de Forges,

is - 7 ; Landrin, Manuel Comjjlct du Maitre de Forges, 1829 ; Berthier, Essais par la Voie Seche, torn.

ii., 183 1 ;
Holland, Manufactures in Metal, vols. i. ii., 1834; Gnenyvean, Kouvcaux Procedes piour

fabriquer la,Fonte ct le Fer, 1835 ; Dufrenoy, De Beaumont, Coste, and Perionnet, Voyage. Metallur-

gique en . 1 ngl< U rre, ('id edition,) 1837 ; Le Blanc and Walter, Metallurgie Pratique du Fer, 1835-38
;

Scrivenor, History <f tlu Iron Trade, 1S39-41 ; Mushet, Papers on Iron and Steel, (being a collection

and revision of papers published many years before in Tillock's Philos. Mag.,) 1840 ; Johnson, Anthra-
• !> Iron, 1841; Alexander, Progress and Present State of the Manufacture of Iron, 1841, and an

edition of Rogers's Letters on Ivon-Making, IS44; Flachat, Barrault, and Petiet, Traite de la Fabrica-

tion de la Fonte et du Fer, 1846
;
and Overman, The Manufacture of Iron in all its various Branches,

1850. Authors who have treated of the mechanical resistance of this metal are, Duleau, sur la Resist-

ance du Fer forge, 1820; Tredgold, Essay on Cast-iron, dr., (2d edition, enlarged,) 1824, and with
additions by Hodgkinson, 1842-46; Turnbull, on Cast-Iron, 1S32; Nuvicr, Memoire sur les Ponts Sus-

us, 1330, and Resume des Leeons, dr., (2d edition,) 1833—in the first volume of which there is a
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is collection of the results of preceding experimenters. Besides these, there are to bo consulted
upon the theory and practice, upon the minerals, materia], and manufacture of iron, papers in various

scientific journals which can only be generally indicated: for example, in the .1

sique of Guyton-Morveau, Arago, Berthier, Thenard, &c. ; in t

'

Vauquelin, &c. ; in the Annali des Mines of D'Aubuisson, Bansen, Ebelmen, Thirria, &c.; m t]

'oggendarff, of Mosander, Rose, and Seeheck ; in the i

bus, and Karsten; in the Phil. Transact., and in the /-. and I

.

[fag. of Rennie and Daniel!
Ac. : many of which would require examination and discussion in a complete modern treatise on iron.

Improved Machines for th Manufacture of Iron.—Various machines hi contrived for the

squeezing out the cinder from the puddle hall; the best is probably the hammer, and it is generally

used in the manufacture of the Lest iron. A common form of squeezers called shown

one.

fig. 2406, an improvement over the ' Burden's Patent Eccentric Rotatory Squeezers," illustrated in fig.

2407. A machi omewbat similar in its action, will be found under the head of Puddleb's Bai us.

Figs. 2411, 2H*J, and 2413, illustrate an English machine, patented by Mr. Jeremiah Brown, and in-

tended to serve the same purpose. The machine consists of thi large eccentric rollers a, 5, c, placed

horizontally in the strong holsters dd, the centres of the rollers being arranged in a triangular p
and the bottom p ller <-. nearly central between the two top rollers a,b\ these rollers rotate in the same
direction as shown by the arrows, and are driven by a centre pinion e, working into three pinions of

equal azefff, fixed on the roller spindles. In the present machine, the driving power is applied direct

bottom roller, by means of the large wheel o/, for the convenience of carrying the main .-haft un-

der the floor, but it could be applied to the centre pinion if preferred. The rollers are cast solid, with

their j< nmals like ordinany rollers, and are driven in the usual manner by coupling bo indies

// //. The roller faces are sixteen inches long, and the bottom roller has strong flanges at each

inches deep, between which the two upper rollers work
; the object ol

ends of the bloom, as the iron in the operation is elongated, and the ends are for 1 agaii

which make them square and
sound. The top roller n has a

. in which thi ol i is

d by the puddler ; and this rollei

carries the ball round, and

into the s] ace 1» tween the thi

Bhown in fig. 24 12, t!

spat e being at that moment at its

capacity. The three pi

ing poi the rollei-, imme-
diately impinge upon the ball, and

: forcibly on the three

otating motion
to the ball at the same time, they

very powerful I aeading action

upon the iro out the cin-

der very effectually, which flows

freely away, down each side of the

i ottom roller. 'I i ; ween
the rollers gradually contracts, from

piral form of the roll maintaining an i-
i

and tie- end-, until it is Liberab 11 simultaneously

which falls down in the direction of the- arrow ed fr tlie machine at tl

that another ball is dropped in at the top of the machine. The pro

rollei action, by
illy diminish in projection, the last portion of each roller being pi

•
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widened for a short distance beyond the point I, for the purpose of allowing the bloom to drop out read-

ily, and admitting the fresh ball.

A provision is made to prevent risk of breaking the rollers by any unusual size of ball being put in,

by means of the two large triple-threaded screws n n, which bear upon the journals of one of the top

rollers b ; a small pinion on the head of each of these screws works into a large pinion fixed between

them, "which has a horizontal lever fixed to it, carrying a balance weight o at the end; this weight

causes a constant equal pressure on the roller, and in the case of any ball of extra size being put into

the machine, the screws yield by turning back and lifting the weight to the extent that maybe required,

bo that a large ball will be worked with the same pressure and in the same effective manner as the

smaller sizes. A continual supply of water is run on to all the journals throughout the machine, "which

prevents any possibility of the journals becoming hot, even when the machine is in constant work.
in

2414.

IRON ROLLING MACHINE

—

Clay's improvement. AVe copy from the inventor's specification

:

My invention of certain improvements in machinery, for rolling iron or other metals, is designed to
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produce, by the process of rolling, bars of taper forms, as iV>r instance wedge-shaped bars or i

bars.

The tapering of metal bars I effect by allowing one of the shaping-rollers to recede gradually frorr

the other, as the rolling operation goes on, and thus enlarge the .-pace or distance between the i

2416.

.

in u \

M . ptation to rolling machinery i

mini or other i-elastio fluid, the ends of the
] I

ping the b<

Vou II. •
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arc allowed to relax their resistance by a slow and gradual escape of the fluid from the cylinder, 01

chamber through an adjustable valve. The apparatus I have arranged for this purpose is shown in the

accompanying drawings, in which fig. 24 14 represents a vertical section, taken transversely through the

head of one of the standards, wherein the bearings of the journals of the rollers are mounted, showing
the piston, its rod and appendages, with the column of water against which the piston bears, and the

valve whereby a small quantity of the fluid may be allowed gradually to escape. Fig. 2415 represents

a partial front view of the rollers, the bearings, and part of the regulating apparatus in the head of the.

standard, being shown in section.

Of course, it will be understood that two such standards support the ends of the rollers. Fig. 241G
is a horizontal section, taken in the line 1, 2, of fig. 2414, showing the parts inverted, or as seen from
below; and fig. 2417 is another horizontal section, taken on the upper side in the line 3, 4, of fig. 2414,
showing the entrance and exit valves of the chamber of water, and the means of working or regulating

the exit valve. In the rolling-mills usually employed for rolling bar-iron, the rollers are generally

mounted in fixed bearings, or bearings which during the operation of rolling, are rendered immovable,
by being maintained in their places by strong screws or bolts.

In my improved machinery, or apparatus, the ends of the bearing A, of the upper roller, are let into

grooves in the standards, as in ordinary rolling-mills, in such a manner as to admit of their sliding up
and down therein, in order that, by so sliding, the parallel distances between the rollers may be allowed

to change.

The rising of the bearings with the upper roller is regulated and governed by a piston-rod a, which
rests on the top of the bearings, the upper end of the piston-rod being connected to the solid piston b, of

the hydraulic cylinder, or water-chamber c, as shown in figs. 2414 and 2415.

This cylinder c, is filled with water, or other non-elastic fluid or liquid, and is furnished with leather

or other suitable packing, for the purpose of preventing any leakage of the water.

The packing is kept in its place by a metallic ring or plate d, which is firmly secured to the body of

the cylinder by strong screw-bolts.

The cylinder is supplied with water from any convenient source, by a lateral tube p, shown in fig.

2417, through the rising feed-valve e, the construction and operation of which will be clearly under-
stood by referring to the drawing.

f is the exit-valve, through which, when partially opened, the water is allowed to escape from the

chamber c, on pressure being applied to the lower end of the rod a, by which pressure the piston b will

be made to rise and partially to expel the water, as will be the case when a bar of iron is passed between
the shaping rollers B B. The valve f is constructed in such a manner that the opening for the dis-

charge of the water may be regulated with the greatest exactness by merely advancing or receding the

plug [I, Avorked by the screw at its back end, the effect of which will be to open or close the valve to

any extent that may be required.

There is a slight spring behind the plug rj, which is merely intended to push it forward and close the

aperture of the valve when the upward pressure of the piston is not in action, as will be the case when
the rolling operation is suspended. An additional valve k, is also made to communicate with the exit-

:<i i. This valve, however, is always kept closed by a strong spring, as shown, and will never allow

any water to escape this way from the cylinder, except when any extraordinary pressure takes place, at

which time the power of the spring will be overcome, and, by yielding, prevent the machinery from

! too greatly strained.

In introducing into my improved machinery a mass of iron between the shaping-rollers, say for the

purpose of producing a wedge-formed bar, having parallel edges, I employ a pair of rollers of the ordi-

nary kind, having the grooves and flanges, as shown in fig. 2415.

The mass of iron being about to be introduced between the rollers in the first groove, I open the valve

f, by withdrawing the screw behind the plug g to such an extent as will allow the escape of water from
the chamber c in a small current, regulating the opening for the intended discharge according to the

required taper of the bar to be formed, the required extent of which opening will readily be found by
the experience of the workman. The operation of rolling now proceeding, the pressure of the metal
pa ssing between the rollers will cause the bearings of the upper roller to rise and force up the piston-

ro I ", in doing which the piston will be made to rise in the chamber c. But the ascent of the piston

being resisted by the non-elastic fluid in the chamber c, the escape of water through the valve /and
i must take place to allow of the ascent of the piston, and consequently the separation of the

rollers : according, therefore, to the rate of the escape of water will the taper or inclined shape of the

bar to be produced be determined.
It will thus be seen that, by my improved apparatus, the process of rolling metals is carried on much

usual manner, except that, by means of opening (lie valve more or less, the escape of the water
from the chamber will allow the upper roller to rise, and consequently give the requisite taper form to

lb- bar under operation, according to the rapidity with which the water is allowed to flow out of the

chamber. As I do not intend to confine myself to any particular forms of bars to be produced by my
ive 1 machinery, it is not necessary to describe more precisely the shapes of the rollers. I will there-

l re only add, that by forming the grooves of the rollers in elliptical shapes, as at nn, in Fig. 4010, I

am enabled, by the gradual rise of one of the rollers, and repetitions of the rolling operation, to produce
bars of conical figures.

It is Bometimes desirable to roll a bar taper or wedge-formed, for a portion of its length, and level for

the remainder of its length.

i'or this purpose, it will be necessary to allow the upper roller to rise to a certain distance only, and
ib. 'u to stop. This I effect by means of adjusting -crow a /,• /.-, one over each bearing of the rollers, similar

to those heretofore used, except that it is through the axes of the adjusting-screws, forming guides, that

iston-rods a pass, as shown in the drawing at Fig 2114; and it will, therefore, be understood that
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when, by the escape of the water from the chamber, the bearings of the rollers have been allov.

force up the piston-rod and the piston a certain determined distance, that then the upper •

bearing A, of the top roller will come into contact with the under side

which it cannot ri-<', and as the hearings will, for a time, become fixed, the bar of iron under op>

will, fur the remaining portion of the process, be rolled parallel.

The adjusting-screw /.', passes through a hollow screw made in a - in the frame, and the

1 can be easily raised or lowered, so as to limit the rise of the bearing A, by merely turnii ,

hand-wheel I, attached to its lower part.

It may be as well to observe that the standards or housings may be of any convenient known pattern,

aud that a lever or other known balance may be used with advs iport the roller in its ri

fall. A portion, also, of the head of the standard in which the piston works is made removable for the pnr-

if getting at the piston and packing when recpuired, as will be seen at qq, in figs, I'll.") and 2416.

JACK. Iu mechanic-, a sort of crane fir raising heavy weights. It consists, first, of a small pinion

wrought with a common winch. This pinion works in the teeth of a large wheel, on whose axis there

is lixed a small pinion with teeth, working in a rack. The turning of the handle raises the rack,

any weight attached to it. If the length of the handle of the winch be 7 inches, and the

which it drives contain I leave-, working in the teeth of the large wheel having 20 teeth, then will 5

turns of the handle be requisite for one of the wheel. But the length of the arm of the winch 1

inches, the circumference through which the handle moves will be about 4 1 inches, and for one t

the wheel the handle must pass through 5 X 44 =220. The wheel carries a pinion of. say, 3 I

of a pitch of \ of an inch, working the rack that carries the weight; one turn of the pinion will, there-

fore, raise the rack one inch, and as the power moves through 220 in the same tame, 220 will I

power of the jack.

JACK-SCREW. Figs. -111. 2412, and 2413 represent a plan of a jack-screw for turning

used at the I es Dry Dock, Brooklyn
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JACK, TRAVERSING SCREW. Figs. 2415
and 2416 exhibit a side view and plan of the

screw modification. The screw-jack A is bolted

to the plank C ; at the other end of the plank is

fixed the rack G, in which the toe of the strut F
advances as the screw B is elevated; the strut

works in a joint in the follower K : the position

241T.

i
'

i i 1 1 1 nV

of the strut when the screw is

depressed is shown by the dotted

lines. The object of this strut

is to relieve the screw of the vio-

lent cross-strain to which the

apparatus is subject, when the

engine or carnage is pulled over

by the lever; which strain is

entirely transferred to the strut,

and the screw has merely to

carry the load.

The operation of traversing

the jack is as follows : By hook-

ing the link I upon the hook of the lever E, the toe of the lever being inserted into a ratch of the rack

II of the lower plank, when a man bearing down the end of the lever, drags the apparatus and engine or

carriage towards him with great facility ; the same lever is used to turn the screw, and to produce tho

traverse motion.

JACK, TRAVERSING. Another form of traversing jack is shown at fig. 2417, side elevation; fig.

2418 end elevation, and fig. 2419 section through vertical screw.

The lift of this jack is effected by means of a crank, or lever, applied to the axis a, which works tho

bevel-geer b c, the latter geer being cut on the projecting face of the nut c ; the revolution of this nut

lifts or lowers the vertical screw, and with it the jaw d ; the screw-head moving freely in a socket of the

jaw-head, permits the latter to rise or fall without side movement.
2418. 2419.

The horizontal screw a a, working into a nut in the foot of the upper screw-frame, effects the horizon-

tal or traversing movement of the jack, the frame of the lower screw serving as a bed or slide for the

latter movement. A ratchet-lever may be used to work either of the screws instead of a crank.

The Hydraulic Jack (Patent Portable Hydraulic Jack, R. Dudgeon, New York) is the simplest
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and most portable in comparison vith the force it is capable of exerting. This jack, or pn i

to the eye, when depressed, a simple cylinder, and when elevated, to one cylinder sliding within am
It is from two to eight or more inches in diameter, according to the power desired, with au en]

head (attached to the inner cylinder, which is the ram), having u socket for the reception of the lev.

which the piston of the force pump is worked.

The ram, with its head, contains just so much water or other fluid as is required to fill the \

in the cylinder, caused by the raising of the ram in the act of lifting ; and when this is accompli-led

the water is returned into its original recess by a valve operated by the lever thai amp. The
force pump, piston and valves are contained inside of the ram.

The lever is detached, and may be put on at pleasure. The joints in the head maintain a parallel

motion for the force pump piston, which is the fulcrum of the lever. The ground-lifting attachmi

an iron tube screwed into the lower side of the head, and passing down to the bottom

side of the cylinder, on the lower end of which is a claw that supports the weight to be raised.

These presses are light, portable, and of easy application. A press to raise four tons not weighing
more than 50 lbs., and one to raise GO tons, not more than 200 lbs. They are all worked 1

of one man only, which La capable of raising ten tons through a space of one foot in one and a half min-
utes, or sixty tona the same distance in ten minutes.

JACQUARD. A peculiar and most ingenious mechanism, invented by M. Jacquart of I

adapted to looms for superseding the employment of draw-boys, in weaving
Fig. 2420 is r front elevation ol' this mechanism, supposed to be letdown. Kg. 2421 is

own in its highest position. Fig. 2-122 the same section, but seen in its lower position.

A, is the fixed part of the frame, supposed to form a part of the ordinary loom: there are two up-

rights of wood, with two cross-bars uniting them at their upper end-, and leaving an interval xtf, be-

i them, to place and work the movable frame B, vibrating round two fixed points a a, place L late-

rally opposite each other, in the middle of the space ./•>/• fig. 2420.
1

. is a piece of iron with a peculiar curvature, seen in front, fig. 2120, and in profile, figa 2421 and

2422. It is fixed on one side apon the upper cross-bar of the frame B, and on the other, t

mediate cross-bar b, of the same frame, where it shows an inclined curvilinear space c, terminated 1

by a semi-circle.

D, is a square wooden axis, movable upon itself round two iron pivot-, fixed into its two ends; which
axis occupies the bottom of the movable framo B. The four faces of this square axis . with

three round, equal, truly-bored holes, arranged in a quincunx. The teeth a, fig. 2121, are stock into

each face, and correspond to holes a, fig. 2127, made in the cards which constitute the endless chain for

the healds; so that in the successive application of the cards to each face of the square a>.:-

pierced in one card may always fall opposite to those pierced in the other.

The right-hand end of the square axis, of which a section is shown in double size, fig. 2428, carries

two square plates of sheet iron d, kept parallel to each other and a little apart by four spindl

opposite to the corner-. This is a kind of lantern, in whose spindlesthc hooks of the levers ff , tui

round fixed points^', beyond the right hand upright A, catch hold, either above or below, at the

sure of the weaver, according as he merely pulls or lets go the cord r, during the vibratory

of the frame B.

I. Is a piece of wood shaped like a T, the stem of which, prolonged upwards, passes freely thi

the cross-bar b, and through the upper cross-bar of the frame ]>, whic to it. Th(

T piece being applied successively against the two spindles e, placed above in a horizontal position,

Hr»t by its weight, and then by the spiral spring /*, acting from above downwards, keeps the Bquare axis

Ln it- position, while it permits it to turn upon itself in the two directions. The name press is given to

mhlage of all the pieces which compose the movable frame B B.

P, is a cross-bar made to move in a vertical direction by mean-' • <J, in the notches or
grooves i, formed within the fixed aprights A.

II, i- a piece of bent iron, fixed by one of its end- with a nut and bctbw, upon the or at of

the vertical plane of the piece C. 11 other end carries a friction roller J, which working in the curvi-

linear space c of the pi and consequently the frame B, to recede from I cnlar

or to return to it, according a a the top or bottom of

2421 and 2422.

I.

!

Ion either side to the cross-bar F, which Berves as a safe to a kind of

claw I bt small metallic .
-. 2421 and 2422, and on a g

Mtule in fig. 2424.

J, i

- iron wire, whose tops, bent down hookwise, naturally place themselves over the

little bars K. The bottom of the Lkewise booked in the same direction as the upper <

embraces small wooden bars/, wh b m in their places, and topi

them from twirling round, so tha( the nppermo n be alwaj irards the small n
lie bar.-* upon which they impend. Tot:. . ioh alter 1

iard, in a, piero d with a for this purpose,
to lb. the loops destined to Lift the warp threads. K K, horizontal spindl

I here Ln eight several rows, bo that each spin inds both horizontally and \. r:

each of the boles pierced Ln the (i

one of the faces of the square.

Fig. 2425 rcpn horizontal ipin in eyelet through which tl

ing v mall fixed

. bat which does nol binder it from movii ithin the lin i

jf ti
I Bg. 2424. 1
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Fig. 242G represents the plan of the upper row of horizontal needles. Fig. 2427 is a fragment of tb?

endless chain, formed with perforated cards, which are made to circulate or travel by the rotation of the
shaft D. In this movement, each of the perforated cards, whose position, form and number, are deter-

mined by the operation of tying-up of the warp, comes to be applied in succession against the four faces

of the square axis or drum, leaving open the corresponding holes, and covering those upon the face of

(he axit\ which have no corresponding holes upon the card.

Now let us suppose that the press B is let down into the vertical position shown in fig. 2422 ; then the

;ard applied against the left face of the axis, leaves at rest or untouched the whole of the horizontal

spindles (skewers), whose ends correspond to these holes, but pushes back those which are opposite tc

the unpierced part of the card ; thereby the corresponding upright skewers, 3, 5, 6, and 8, for example
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pushed out of tl dar, unhook tn above the bars of the claw, and remain ii

their place, when this claw comes to be raised by means of the I and the skewers 1, 2, :

7, which have remained hooked on, are raised along with the warp t\ •
. them. Tl • i

the passage across of a shot of the color, as well as a shot of the common weft, and a stroke

after Bbedding the warp and lowering the press B, an element or point in the pattern is compl
The following card, brought round by a quarter revolution of the axis, finds all th their

first position, lifts another series of warp threads; and thus in succession for all the other c

compose a complet

If some warp yarn should happen to break without the weaver observing h ml 1 he mintako

P

olorod shuttle yarns, which would so far disfigure the pattern, he must undo his work. For this

purpose, he makes use of the lower hook . whose purpose is to make the chain of the card go
backwards, while working the loom as usual, withdrawing at each stroke the shot both of the ground and
of the figure. The weaver is the mori o make mistakes, as the figured side of the v
downwards, and it is only with the aid of a bit of looking-glass that he takes a peep of his work from
time to time. The up] exhibits merely

'

ids in different points, according 8

i requires them to lie upon the one side or the other.

Thus it must be evident, that such a number of paste- be provided and mount
equal the number of throws of the shuttle between the beginning and end of any figur which
i- in be woven; th- piercing of each paste-board individually, will depend upon the arrangement of the
lifting rods, and their connection with the warp, which is according t > the design a

workman; great care must he taken that the holes come exactly opposite to th

for this purpose two large holes are made at the ends of the paste-boards, which fall upon conical points,

by which means they are made to register correctly.

It will be here seen, that, according to the length of the figure, so must be the number of •

boards, which may be readily displaced so as to remount and produce the figure in a few mini;!

2426 2427

fa. "o". °o°

o 08
if

' ajoo

^ o o c O ? o ooo g . o o o

remove it, or replace it, or preserve the figure for future use. The machine, of course, will be n

-1-t of ma Is and needles, Bhown in the diagram, as will b

by observing the disposition of the holes in the paste-hoard ; those holes, in order that they may ;

curately distributed, are to be pii reed from a gauge, bo that not the slightest variation shall I

To form I Dions apparatus is employed, by which the proper -

quired for the piercing of each distinct card, are placed m their relative situations preparatory I

operation of piercing, and also by it- means a earl may be punched with any number <>t' l

operation. This disposition of the punches is effected by means of rods connected to oords

u frame, in the nature of a false simple, on which the pattern of the work is first read in.

e improved pierc ;
1
\- to a weaving apparatus, which

ided to anj di I the loom, and 1>\ thai

the born is >•• ndered capable i f produoii
j
having the long lever <; pla

a situ er to the • .and by this means enables him to I

1 works, without I o of a dra

The machinery for arranging the pun frame with four ifinder a w len roller al

.• the top.

; i, which i

i L' l', hle.v. n stationary . 'I hi re m i in

the H thfl hover part of ' ; b i
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the two pulleys of the pulley-frames ahove, over which the indivi-

dual endless cord passes; c is a small transverse ring. To each of

these rings a weight is suspended hy a single thread, for the purpose

of giving tension to the endless cord, d is a board resembling a com-
mon comber-bar, which is supported by the cross-bars of thestand-

ard frame, and is pierced with holes, in situation and number, cor-

responding with the perpendicular threads that pass through them

;

which board keeps the threads distinct from each other.

At e the endless cord passes through the eyes of wires resembling

needles, which are contained in a wooden box placed in front of the

machine, and shown in this figure in section only. These wires are

called the punch projectors ; they are guided and supported by hori-

zontal rods and vertical pins, the latter of which pass through loops

formed at the hinder part of the respective wires. At f are two
horizontal rods extending the whole width of the machine, for the

purpose of producing the cross in the cords
; g is a thick brass plate,

extending along in front of the machine, and lying close to the box
which holds the punch-projectors ; this plate g, shown also in section,

is called the punch-holder ; it contains the same number of apertures

as there are punch-projectors, and disposed so as to correspond with

each other. In each of these apertures there is a punch for the

purpose of piercing the cards, slips,' or pasteboards with holes ; h is

a thick steel plate of the same sizeas h, and shown likewise in sec-

tion, corresponding also in its number of apertures, and their dispo-

sition, with the punch-projectors and the punch-holder. This plate

h, is called the punch-receiver.

The object of this machine is to transfer such of the punches as may be required for piercing any in-

dividual card from the punch-holder g, into the punch-receiver h ; when they will be properly situated,

and ready for piercing the individual card or slip, with such holes as have been read in upon the machine,

and are required for permitting the warp threads to be withdrawn in the loom, when this card is brought

against the ends of the needles. The process of transferring the patterns to the punches is thus effected.

The pattern is to be read in according to the ordinary mode, as in a false simple, upon the endless

cords below the rodJ] and passed under the revolving wooden cylinder a, to a sufficient height for a per-

son in front of the machine to reach conveniently. He there takes the upper threads of the pattern,

called the heard, and draws them forward so as to introduce a stick behind the cords thus advanced, as

shown by dots, for the purpose of keeping them separate from the cords which are not intended to be

operated upon. All the punch-projectors which are connected with the cords brought forward, will be

thus made to pass through the corresponding apertures of the punch-holder g, and by this means will

project the punches out of these apertures, into corresponding apertures of the punch receiver h. The
punches will now be properly arranged for piercing the required holes on a card.

Remove the punch-receivers from the front of the machine ; and having placed one of the slips of
card or pasteboard between the two folding plates of metal, completely pierced, with holes corresponding

to the needles of the loom, lay the punch-receiver upon those perforated plates, to which it must be
made to fit by mortices and blocks, the cutting parts of the punches being downwards. Upon the back
of the punch-receiver is then to be placed a plate or block, studded with perpendicular pins correspond-

ing to the above described holes, into which the pins will fall. The plates and the blocks thus laid to-

gether, are to be placed under a press, by which means the pins of the block will be made to pass

through the aperture of the punch-receiver ; and wherever the punch has been deposited in the receiver

by the above process, the said punches will be forced through the slip of pasteboard, and pierced with
such holes as are required for producing the figured design in the loom.

Each card being thus pierced, the punch-receiver is returned to its place in front of the machine, and
all the punches forced back again into the apertures of the punch-holder as at first. The next set of

cords is now drawn forward by ths next beard, as above described, which sends oiit the punch-projectors

as before, and disposes the punches in the punch-receiver, ready for the operation of piercing the nex<
card. The process being thus repeated, the whole pattern is, by a number of operations, transferred to

the punches, and afterwards to the cards or slips, as above described. See Loom.
JACQUARD PERFORATING MACHINE. Machine for perforating metal plates, such as are used

for steam-boilers, &c. ; and employed for punching the plates of the tubular bridge at Conway, made at

the Globe Works, Manchester, by Messrs Roberts, Fothergill & Co.

Fig. 2420 represents a sectional elevation of the machine; Fig. 2421 an elevation of the hack of the

machine; Fig. 2422 a plan view of the apparatus for putting the punches out of action without stopping

the fly-wheel ; and Fig. 2423 a plan view of a few of the jacquard plates. Fig. 2420 represents a front

elevation; Fig. 2427 a side elevation; and Fig. 2428 a horizontal section, taken through the dotted lines

A'A 1

, in Figs. 2426 and 2427. Fig. 2429 is a detached view of the traverse apparatus, and Fig. 2430
.( detached view of the holding-down or stripping apparatus. A A the standards. 1> the bed, through

which there is an opening for the punchings, or metal punched out of the plate, to fall through ;
this bed

is inserted into the standards. C a stretcher-bar, to connect the top of the standards. ]), fulcrum of the

levers qa which withdraw the punches, and < >f the lever w which traverses the plate. E a fulcrum shaft,

to which the levers jj and Jck are keyed. F the main or eccentric shaft, working in bushes iu the

standards. G a spur-wheel, keyed on the eccentric-shaft. II a pinion, working into the wheel G. I the

fly-wheel shaft, on which are the fast and loose pulleys K and L, the pinion H, and the fly-wheel J.

M M connecting-rods, fitted to the eccentric necks of the shaft F. N N caps of the connecting-rods M M
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2420.

for the ponch-rami P P. Q tha cam-thait El a pur-wbee!
'

nart

nd ii.iviir.' on one tide tw> projecl • a winch th<
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keyed on the shaft Q. having upon it a spring-catch 38, which takes into the opening between tl

jections on the wheel U. R ana R letached in Fig. 2425,2425': the dotted lines on R*
sent a weight to connterbalance the levers /.-. S a toothed-wheel, k< yed on the main-shaft F. T the

puncli ram depressor, secured to the coi Is MM by knuckle-joints at the lower end of the

[J a slide-bar, on which the frame traverses which carries the plate

V V two -hurt slide-bars, to carry one side of the traverse-frame W a block of iron, fastened with

Bhort wedges to the bed B to cany the die-plate X, into which the dies d are inserted, and prevented

from rising by a collar at the lower end of each, as seen ic Fig. 2430. V a square shaft, carrying the

ig-down levers or Btripping-fingers oo 7.7. levers on each end oi the shaft Y. a a the punches let

into the pnnch-holderB i 6 bolted to the rams P, as seen in the detached view, Fig. 2424. ee\
bolted to the bed B to carry the adjusting slide-bars V V. J dies inserted into the holder X. i

242 I, are the selecting slide-bars, which, when allowed to pass through the card-plate, enter th<

roller/! without being pushed backwards by them; the card-roller has in this case six sides, and the

belt ofjacquard plates, after passing over it in the usual manner, passes over a round roller

in a swing-frame, at such an angle as shall keep the belt moderately tight, whilst the roller faA\
towards and recedes from the selectors e. . gg brackets projecting from tin- depn
and down with ir. h It sliding-bloeks. in which the journals of the card-roller turn. To an u

on each of these blocks, is fitted a rod of round iron, thus *, with a Hat foot, long enough to extend ovi i

if tin- six pins in the ends of the card-roller, against which the flat foot of the de to pn ss

bs
-

spiral-springs coiled around them in (he usual manner employed in the jacquard-loom, which i-

erally known, and need not be further described. ;' i, Fig. 2420, are two Bets of guide-blocks, for the

selectors e, one on each side of the depressor, adjustable laterally by set-screws on flat bar-, extending

across the machine; the use of these blocks is to carry the selecting-bars <\ which are round at tl

that enters the cards, and flat at the other end, to keep them in their proper positions; the centri

tion of each aelecting-bar is a solid piece of iron, projecting as much below the round stem as will, when
the Belecting-bar is driven backwards by a card-plate, permit the depressor T tocomplete its downward
stroke without tl. bar touching the ram 1' under it. jj are levers keyed on the shaft 1

connected at their lower end by links to the slide-blocks hh. kit are levers also keyed on the shaft E,

and having each a friction-roller at its lower extremity. On the shaft Q are two cams, one of which
works a lever k on one side of tie- shaft, and the other cam works the other lever h on the op]

One of the cam-, through the medium of the levers//, and the links before refern d to, causes the

roller /to approach the Belecting-bars <, and the other cam causes the roller to recede from them, until,

by a catch employed in the ordinary way in the jacquard-looms, the roller f is made to turn through

ixth of a revolution, and is then retained in that position by the pressure of the Bpiral-epring

and flat foot above referred to. // are brai l.< ts attached to the depressor T at the back of tl.

chine, m a bar resting on the brackets 11, and connected by rods with the sliding blocks A A, which,
on receding, cause the bar m to bring all the selecting-bars e into the position for d< pressing the

i

ii in Fig. 2430. tin are lexers having their fulcra on studs screwed into the standards
• ii 1 of these levers is connected by a roil j, with the levers XX; the other end is furnished with a

roller which is acted upon by a cam v on the shaft Q. on ate the holding-down levers, adjustable

laterally on the .-haft i, so a- to admit ^( one of them being placed on each side of every punch.

/- j> are rods connecting the levers /< and X. By adjusting the length of these rods, the levers oo
are made to press upon plates of different thicknesses, so as to hold the plates down while the

es are being withdrawn, qq levers turning on the fulcrum-bar 1> for withdrawing the punches
by means of the cams r r that actuate Levers qq. 8 a broad but rather thin bar, extending through
the series of punch-rams P, shown by dotted Lines. The punch-rams 1' are made with slots, tl

which the bar a passes, and tl bout two indies longer than the width of th<

in order to allow the punch ram- to be forced down when the bar i< ; in of it- Btroke.

tt are link ; the bar a with the Levers qq, "" are cam- which depn olding

down levers oo, tl me. limn of the Levers /< n, roils pp, and levers /./..and hold down the

while tie- pane] ing withdrawn, v a cam for the traversing-rack •">. u a lever

turning on the fulcrum-bar 1>. and worked by tin- cam p. ./• the cam for Lifting the rack ">. y a lever

tumin idard, and worked by the cam a; for Lifting tin- trai arod
connecting the lever y with the lever 8. l is a Lever on the traverse-shafl 2; •'• another lever on

the shaft 2. 1 a link connecting the Lever 8 with the rack 5. 6 a rod connecting the Lever to with

tin- lever 1 for traversing the rack 5. 7 a -haft foi 3, 9, and 10. 11 a lit.

.

ag the levers 10 and 12. 18 a shaft carrying the levers 12 and 11. L5 and 16 tire in.
1

,

necting the rack 5 with the Levers and li. IT tic upper or retaining rack. L8 a stud carryii

elbow-lever 19, which is provided with a handle. 20 another Btud carrying the elbow-lever 21, which

I by a link 22 with the 1 Che rack 17 is carried on studs in the horizontal arm of the

L9 and 21. 23 division-studs in the bar 24 of the ti rame.

The plate to be punched i- put into a travel ing frame formed of two side-bars 24 and 25, and two
ttars to the side-bars, which ate rabbeted to Bupporl the plate, an. 1.

required, furnished with clamps to hold the plate down. .
i represents one of the sides of th<

frame, in which there
i to lit on the slide bar

;
into the outer Bide of tl.

ids 28, represented in the ei as being L 2 inches from centre to i

apart from each other. The nde '_'.'> of the frame slide, mi the ban V \ . When tlie
|

punched are verj Long, roUers m to carry thi projecting ends of th< bi

128 is shown pan ofa frame, with a plate partly perforated. The racks 6 and i . I

drawn with three teeth in tin- I. Dgth of a 1""'. W huh w ill di\ ide plates to :i four inch pitch . bul il « dl

be obvious, thai for a different pitch tl. and it may in on
when the pitch required ii not an aliquot pax! ofa I

!1 l ' 1 *

; tin- traverse apparatus, in the position il will be in when t!
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rack is down, and the punches in the act of passing through the plate, and the traversing-rack having

completed its return-stroke.

When the punches are being raised, the traversing-rack will rise also ; and by the side-piece 26

(which is attached to it) acting against the roller 27, on a stud in the rack 17, will raise it also, and set

the frame at liberty to be advanced by the cam x, through the mechanical means already described

In Fig. 2420 this traverse apparatus is shown in the position it assumes when the plate is advancing
The spiral-spring 28 acts on the lever 21. and forces the rack 17 down on to the pins 23. For every
bole required to be punched in line with the width of the plate under operation, a corresponding
hole must be made in a plate of the jacquard, and an additional hole, marked 30, is also made, intc

which the stopping-bar 31 enters at every stroke until the punching be completed, at which time

the jacquard-plate 32, which is left blank, will push all the selecting-bars e beyond the rams P, and at

the same time, by pushing the bar 31, disengage the cam-shaft Q, by the mechanism to be hereafter

explained, at the point where the punches and the levers o are held up, and thus will allow the perfo-

rated plate to be taken out of the machine, and another plate to be put into it. The stopping-bar 31 is

provided with a projection on its lower surface, which depresses the click-lever 39 when the bar is

pushed back; the lever 33 is keyed on a shaft 3-4, moving in bearings at the back of the depressor; on
the other end of the shaft 34 is keyed the lever 35, to the upper end of which is attached the link 36,

connecting it with the elbow-lever 37 ; the end of the other arm of this lever is inclined, for the purpose

of unlocking the plate R* and is provided with a stud, on which is a latch 38, the tail of which comes
in contact with the incline on the elbow-lever 37, when it is in the position shown in dotted lines in Fig.

2122 ; and as the wheel R revolves, the latch becomes disengaged from the opening between the two
projections cast on the said wheel, at which time the cam-shaft Q ceases to revolve. When the stopping-

bar 31 has been pushed back, it depresses the lever 39, and liberates the lever 33 from behind the

projection on the lever 39, when the spring 40 will pull the elbow-lever 37 into the position shown
in dotted lines. To the blocks h a small shaft is attached, on which are two levers, suspending by
links a plate of metal similar to a blank card-plate, except that the holes for the guide-pins are cut at

the bottom edge. At each end of the same shaft is a lever-handle, held up or down by a side-spring in

. the ordinary way. The use of this apparatus is as follows : Should it be required to stop the machine
before the plate is finished, by raising the lever here referred to, the blank plate will come in front ot

the roller, and will act the part of a blank jacquard-plate, and stop the machine.

Having now described the principal parts of the machine, we shall proceed to explain the manner of

its working. The plate to be punched having been placed in the traversing-frame, on the sides U and
V, is then pushed forward. In its progress, the first pin of the series 23 passes under the inclined end
of the rack 17, until the first notch in the rack falls upon the pin. The driving-strap being now on the

fast pulley K, the machine is set to work by pulling down the handle 42, keyed on the shaft 34, until
f he lever 33 is latched by the click-lever 39 ; the elbow-lever 37 is then, by the spiral-spring 40, brought
into the position shown in Fig. 2422. The latch 38 being now liberated, will, by the action of the spring

41, Fig. 2420, drop into the notch in the wheel R the first time it comes round; the cam-shaft Q will

now revolve at the same speed as the shaft F, and the jacquard-rollerf will be drawn back and made
to perform l-6th of a revolution on its centres, after which' it will be advanced, and the first card of the

series will remove those selecting-bars for which there are no holes in the jacquard-plate; the other

selecting-bars wT
ill remain over their respective rams P, which will then force down the punches through

the plate, by the descent of the depressor T. A little before the punches have gone through the plate

under operation, the levers o are made to press upon it, and are held there while the punches are

being withdrawn by the bar s, which rises simultaneously with the depressor T, during one-half of its

ascent.

Whilst the depressor is continuing its ascent and descent through the other half of the stroke, the

roller/ recedes, and drawls with it the bar m, which brings all the selectors again over the punch-rams
P. The roller f, while receding, having performed another sixth of a revolution, will, on advancing,

bring another of the jacquard-plates against the selectors, and the operation will be repeated until all

the holes are punched in the plate under operation.

JAPANXIX Gr. The art of covering paper, wood, or metal with a thick coat of a hard, brilliant

varnish : it originated in Japan, whence articles so prepared were first brought to Europe. The material,

if of wood or papier-machee, is first sized, polished, and varnished ; it is then colored or painted in

various devices, and afterwards covered with a highly transparent varnish, or lacquer, which is ulti-

mately dried at a high temperature, and carefully polished.

An improved method of performing the above-mentioned operation is thus described by the inventor

:

The articles which are to be so coated, or covered, or ornamented, may be made of wrought-iron, or

of other malleable metal or metals, which will withstand a strong red-heat without injury, such as brass
or copper, the making of such articles being performed by any of the usual modes of cutting out of

laminated or sheet metal, and hammering, or stamping, or otherwise forming to the required shape for

any intended article, by aid of all or any of the various modes of cutting out of laminated sheet metal
practised by the makers of articles of malleable metals, except that the more fusible metals which will

not withstand a strong red-heat, such as tin, lead, zinc, pewter, or Britannia metal, are not fit to be used
for making such articles or any part thereof and, therefore, tinning and soldering with soft solder is not

applicable for taking such coating, or for uniting together the parts of the said articles; but in case of

an article which cannot conveniently be formed of one piece of metal, (and which is to be preferred.)

then the several pieces or parts must be united or strengthened by all or any of the well-known
methods of overlapping, turning down the edices, wiring, creasing, and hammering down, or by riveting

n- dove-tailing, as may be most suitable for the article; and in case of soldering being resorted to, it

must be hard soldering with brass or spelter, usually termed brazing, and by any or all the means
iid the articles are to be made of wrought-iron, or of other malleable metal or metals, and in the

same manner as if they were intended to be japanned, painted, varnished, lacquered, or tinned. When
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made, the articles are to be subjected to a full red-heat, by placing them in an annealing oven or fur

oace, which may be of the same kind as is commonly used for annealing articles of stamped an i

for annealing met 1 for being stamped; a number of articles of the same shape and size being piled up
one upon another in such furnace in order that they may the better keep their f.rm, and sand may be

interposed between the articles so piled up for that purpose Small articles ma
J

-

such as hereafter described, into which Same does not enter, and after having been kept to a rail red-

heat for about half an hour, the articles are either withdrawn from the oven or furnace and allow

cool, or else the oven, or furnace, or muffle, with the articles therein, may be allowed to cool, and the

articles removed. By the said heating, all liquid or greasy matter will hi i 1 the

surfaces of the articles will have been oxidated, and then all oxide or scale is to be removed from the

surfaces of the articles by rubbing them with sandstone, for the plain and accessible parts, and with

..at files, scrapers, or other suitable tools, for the less acci ssil le plac -. Or articli

truly circular or elliptical form as to admit of being turned in a lathe. ninted in a chuck
and turned; abroad flat tool being presented to everypart of the revolving surface in succession,

leaving the surface of the metal smooth and even, without the necessity of it- being qui

polished. Tin.' articles being thus rendered perfectly clean, are ready to receive the fin

of partially vitrifiable material, (the composition whereof i< hereafter described,) and which i< a;

to the £ the articles in a semi-liquid state, which state resuU materials I

ground very fine when in mixture witli water, and to the consistence of a thick cream, and thi

through fine lawn. A suitable quantity of such semi-liquid is poured out from a ladle or spoon upon
i face of tin- article whilst it is held over a large vessel containing such semi-liquid, and by holding

thi' article in the hands with the surface inclined, the semi-liquid runs slowly and gradually ah I

surface, so as to spread itself out and cover the same, the article being turned about and inclim

different direction- in succession, in order to cause the semi-liquid to run over the surface until the

whole is completely covered and with a coating of uniform thickness, all surplus of such -.mi liquid

being allowed to drain off therefrom into the basin or other vessel beneath. Great care must be taken,

- r, to avoid air-bubbles, specks, or defective places in the coating, and which is only accomplished

ing precaution in the previous preparation of the semi-liquid, or 1 admg or straining

it, in order to keep it free from lumps and from any coarse particles, and afterwards avoiding all violent

stirring or splashing, so as by no means to get air intermixed with it. but osin

when taking it up with a ladle or spoon
; and liquid at one tin.

not materially greater than sufficient for covering the surface of the article to be coated. The operation

of coating will be greatly facilitated by performing the same in a warm room, and by making the article

rather warmer than the Bemi-liquid it-elf, but not so a- to feel hot to the I. ach warmth of the

room and of the article will dispose the covering, after it I read over tl i the article

as a fore-aid, to begin to dry upon that surface, and, in a short time, bo far as not to run or move i!

after which the drying i- to be completed by placing the article in an ordinary japai i which
should be kept heated to a tempei :,J Fahrenheit, the article being left therein until all

. dly dried away, or so as to leave a dry whitish covering, which ifficiently to

rface of tin- article for keeping it- place there, n, but which would, oeverthi sily rubbed

bandied roughly, or if only touched rudely bj tion of materials found

to be the most suitable for the first coating may lie prepared as follows:

—

Take six parts by weight) of 6 mall fragments, three parts of the ordinary

borax of commerce, one part of red-lead, and one part of oxide of tin. I

brought into the arse powder, are to be well mixed together, by pounding them in an iron

mortar, and then the mixture i- to be fritted in the same manner a- i- usually done with the materials

for making glass, or by mixture to a strong red-heat in a reverberatorj furnace for three

i hours or more, it being frequently Btirred and turned over to expose e\ ery part to the flame, and

to more effectually mix the ii
' to expel all volatile matter ; and towards the latter

put of the time the hi increased, until a partial melting or ication ha- commi
when the whole is to be withdrawn from the furnace in a pasty Mate, and let fall into water in order to

cooled, whei ran to be aft< rwards eas ilj broken into small

ments, or into a coarse description of powder, which is calle'd fritt, and which is for I body or
eo.it, but which fiit t i- only one of tic ingredients in the composition of such first coat. With one pan

b | of the frit! d< cribed i to be mixed two pan- of calcined bone, ground to powder; and the

mixtui i I with water in a mill, called a porcelain mill

I tor grinding the material- for ma Lin-- porceli in; and w Inch operates by trituration of thi

with •..

a tub or ve sel containing water, having the materials mixed therewith; and other such stem
their own weight upon the -aid li

v

:. I ate cat 1 1<
. I round thereon with a circular motion

municated by the moving part of the
i

itcrials

m, which operation is continued until the materials are reduced to

minute division in the water, forming therewith tic semi-liquid (of about the

already alluded to, and which i- read\ foi

i v particles thai have escaped the operation •

In articli the holf.w side of a i

or dish, or waiter, or tray, or basin, or cup, or bn a

all which, as well as to numerous similoj onsidered .

plicable Buch hollo? side ma) be firsl coated with vitrified material
explained ; after which, the outside ma

and in appl i liquid to the lii

be fill< d. or if bo
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draining off the surplus the fingers of the two hands should be applied to the edges only of the article,

and at the two opposite sides of its circumference, so that the weight of such article will balance itself,

and render it easy to turn it over and about, so as to drain in succession from either side, extreme care

being requisite in all such cases to insure a uniformity of surface. When the coating is so far dried that

it will not run, the article is to be laid down upon the points of three small supports, made of burnt
earthenware, and which are made to stand upon a small iron plate that serves to carry away the article

which is next introduced into the japanner's stove, where it is dried more effectually. When the article

is afterwards removed from the said stove, in order to be introduced into the muffle for the firing or

burning in of the coating, (and in the manner hereafter described,) it is still to be borne upon the same
three supports, the iron plate on which they rest being removed from the stove, and also introduced
into the muffle, or with the three supports and the article upon it ; and in case of any specks or deficient

places appearing in the coating, such places may be mended by applying a portion of the semi-liquid

thereto by aid of a brush, and in the manner of painting or pencilling, and then returning the article to

the stove, and drying the same, so that every part shall not only be completely covered, but also effect-

ually dried on, and before it goes into the muffle, the ultimate appearance of the article depending very
materially upon the manner of conducting this first part of the process, and upon the care with which
the coating has been applied, and upon the proper grinding and mixing of the materials, uniformity of

surface in the first process being considered absolutely indispensable, in order to insure the successful

result of such after-processes as have yet to be detailed. The firing next described is for the purpose
of so far vitrifying the materials and hardening the coating as to fasten it on to the surface of the

articles, and is performed in a furnace, of the kind used by painters in enamel, being an oven strongly

heated by fire applied beneath it, and by the flame therefrom passing in flues around it, and may be
called a muffle ; but no fire, or flame, or smoke can enter into the interior where the articles are placed.

The articles are left in the muffle, and subjected to the heat until such time as the earthy composition
will have undergone so much of the commencement of fusion or partial vitrification as to render the
particles of the coating firmly adherent one to the other, and also to the surface of the metal articles,

and which are then to be withdrawn and laid on a flat iron bench to cool. When cold, such parts of

the surface as have been coated will be found to present the dead whitish appearance of earthenware,
which has been once fired only, but has not been glazed, being in that state which by potters is termed
" biscuit." The time that the articles should remain in the heated muffle will vary from a few minutes
to half an hour, depending upon the size and number of the articles, and upon the heat of the muffle

;

neither can such time be stated with precision, but the operator, it is observed, will soon find out what
length of time is most suitable for any particular description of article, and also what heat should be
kept up in order to obtain the required result, by observing, so soon as the article shall have become
cool, "whether the coating has been rendered sufficiently hard, and has or has not become firmly ad-

herent. When cool, the newly formed coating is to be wetted, either by passing over it a spouge that

has been dipped in water, or else by dipping the article itself, and a second coating is then applied over
the first coat and dried thereon in the japanner's stove, and then fired in the muffle in the same.manner
as the first, only the composition is to be different ; and the patentee goes on to state that the compo-
sition he has found to be the most suitable for such second coating is as follows: Take 32 parts (oy
weight) of calcined bone, ground to a fine powder, 16 parts of china-clay, and 14 parts of Cornwall
stone in fine powder, and 8 parts of carbonate of potash ; the latter being dissolved in water, the other

ingredients are mixed up therewith, so as to make a thick paste, which is then fritted for two or three

hours in a reverberatory furnace, until it assumes the appearance of biscuit-china, which is to be reduced
to powder; then 5i parts (by weight) of such powder are to be mixed with 10 parts of flint-glass

broken small, 5} parts of calcined bone ground, and 3 parts of calcined flint ground, the said mixture
being afterwards ground with water in a porcelain-mill until it is reduced to a semi-liquid state about
the consistence of cream, and which has to be carefully strained, as before, through sieves of lawn, when
it will be ready for use in the same manner as already explained in reference to the composition or

semi-liquid employed for the first coating. In firing the second coating care must be taken that the

articles are kept long enough in the muffle, and that the heat is sufficient for thoroughly incorporating

the second coat with the first, also for thoroughly hardening both coats. After firing for the second

coat, the article, when cool, will have a stronger and whiter color, and a more decided resemblance to

articles of good earthenware, but still only in the state called " biscuit."

The articles having been twice coated with composition as described, and twice fired, so as to assume
at this stage the external appearance of a good earthenware biscuit, the patentee further states, that

should it be desired to produce a very white color, so as to resemble the very finest earthenware or

porcelain, then in lieu of the 10 pounds of flint-glass, mentioned as forming part of the last composition,

proper for the second coating, he prefers to substitute a like quantity of the composition prepared as

follows : Take four parts (by weight) of feldspar in powder, four parts of white sand, four parts of car-

bonate of potash, one part of arsenic, six parts of borax, one part of oxide of tin, one part of nitre, and
one part of whiting; the mixture of these materials is to be fritted either in a reverberatory furnaco

(as was before described for the materials of the first coating,) or otherwise such fritting may be pe/

formed in a crucible strongly heated in a furnace, the heat in either case being continued until the

materials are partially fused, and the appeaiance when cold will be that of a whitish enamel, which
being reduced to powder, such powder is to be substituted, weight for weight, in place of the 10 pounds
or parts of flint-glass formerly mentioned as part of the composition of materials for the second coating,

all the other material-, remaining the same. Excepting only for the purpose of obtaining whiteness of

color, the flint-glass is in other respects described as being cheaper, and yet equally good. After the

articles have received the second coating, (of either of the compositions described.) and have been fired

and then cooled, they are to be wetted with a sponge, or by dipping them into water, as was done after

the first coating, and are then ready for receiving the third coat or glaze, which i- also applied in a

semi-liquid state, great care being required in draining off the surplus semi-liquid glaze, so as to le.ivo
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D D, Fig. 2431, are two pieces of pipe; A A

only a thin coating or covering, equally distributed over every part of the second coating of partially

vitrified material, in order that the article, after being again exposed to tin- heat of the muffli

afterwards withdrawn, may present the appearance of glazed earthenware of g 1 quality, and which

will not otherwise be the case; whereas, with appropriate care, and when the < iposition specially

adaptd for producing whiteness has been employed, it will resemble earthenware, it i- stated, •

very best quality. The composition found t<> be the most suitable foe the third coat, or glaze, is as

follows: 'lake twelve p.nH (by weight) of feldspar, in powder, four and a halt' parts of china-clay,

eighteen parts <>t' borax, three parts of nitre, one and a halt" parts of carbonate of potash, and one and a

half part- of oxide of tin, which material- being well mixed together, the mixture is to he fritted either

in a crucible or m a reverberatory furnace, and then the frit being reduced t" powder, i- to he
g

with water in a porcelain-mill to a Bemi-liquid state, and strained through fine lawn in the same manner

as described for preparing the composition for the first cat. Or, instead of the above composition, the

following may be adopted for Bucn third coat or glaze: Take nini nt) of feldspar, in

powder, two part- of china-clay, nine part- of borax, two parts of nitre, three part- of carbonate or soda,

and one-quarter part of arsenic; which materials being mixed together the mixture, i- to he fritted, and

then reduced to powder, ground in water, and strained a- aforesaid, hi firing the article- in the muffle

for the thud coat or glaze, the heat of the muffle, and the time the article- are subjected to

must be sufficient to cause the glaze to become thoroughly vitrified, and to spread over the surface ol

the second coat so as to become incorporated with that coat, and effectually glaze the surface thereof,

a- in earthenware of excellent quality; and in case there are any imperfection- in the glaze after it has

been so fired, then, after the articles are cold, another coating of the same glaze may he applied in a

semi-liquid state and dried in the japanner's stove, and then tired in the inutile as was done for the first

coating of glaze; and so in like manner a third coating or glaze may he applied and tired, if found

requis I

JOINT, CLASP-COUPLIX<;—West & Thompson's.

are two flanges joined each to one of the piece- of

pipe. It will be observed that the coupling parts of

these flanges are bevelled, and have no bolt-holi

those in common use all have. (.' i- a piece of vulcan-

ized India-rubber, or any other packing that may he

thought necessary, although a pressure can he exerted

in bringing the flanges so close together that the

i- made perfectly tight without any packing, but we
think that it i- "all the better to use a little packing

BB i- the clasp. This is divided into two parts, ami

this part is represented with tin' Sang

By placing the concave part over the bevel of the

flanges, and securing the two part- of the clasp to-

gether by bolts passing through E E, is all the oj

tion that i- require. 1 in connecting two separate pieces

of pipe together. Every mechanic will perceive that

the tighter the cla-p is screwed up, the faces of the

flanges are brought closer together, and the joint is

thereby made exceedingly tight Experience has pro-

ven this joint to he excellent for pipes that are used

inducting -team..

It will he dearly seen that this improved coupling is applicable to vessels and other art:

Lar or carved forms, and that w batever may he the form, any desired and effective mode of draw-

ing or forcing together the ind Clamp maybe substituted for screw-bolts or the

conical rii

.

In coupling angular vessels, or other articles, it will he found to be advantageous to make the grooved

clamp in a- many sections a- there ate sides to the figure, and tor round couplings it will he found suffi

cient to make it m two parts for all articles of moderate size ; but when the diameter is very considerable

it may be divided into three or more parts.

This improve. 1 mode of coupling i- equally applicable to the securing of nozzles, Btop-cocks, boi

and many other articles not necessary to enumerate, and particularly to cyhn.ler-he.id-. in which the

of the bead takes the place of one ..|' the flan

I- |

•

i
i |i nt to any engineer or machinist, from the foregoing, that -hafts and other Bolid bodies

can l» coupled together in the same manner a- hollow conduits or veBSels, and with equal ad\

and by a similar arrangement of part-, and therefore it i- deemed unneci • an exam]
The flanges, instead of solid projections of the bodies to be united, maj be mad

connected therewith in any maim, r desired, a- the mode of making the flanges forms no pan of the

invention.

The leading advantages of this mode of couplin ; ovi r th tlinan don hie flange and bolts her<

and now generally used, an n dnction in the number ot' -new l.oh- used, which occupy

time in connecting and disconnectit particularly in the parts of stcam-ct lin«lt*r-

h. ad-, and other parts, which require to he frequently connected and d oof for packing

purposes, and increased strength, an. I more perfect and continuous supp the im

d plan, instead of beii ; the numerous bolt-holes, aro pre

Supported all round |.\ th. ,1 el.iuqi, and the -train on the th.

in the line of the force which t the coiq.hu/. as in tbo old n

at a right angle therewith, and therefore greatlj relieved. There are othei

it will be unnei i numerate.

Vou li. -to
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JOINT, PATENT EXPANSION". Figs. 2432 and 2433 represent a patent expansion-joint, patented

by Z. R. DrcHAM, of New York, March 20, 1847.

2433.

JOINTS, AND JOINING TIMBERS. As timber cannot always be obtained of sufficient length

for tie-beams, or bridges, it is necessary to unite two or more pieces together by their ends, which is

called scarfing, and is differently performed by carpenters. The most common means is lapping, or

halving, or, as it is sometimes called, ship-lapping. This is nothing more than OMS
cutting away a part of the thickness of one piece, and an equal quantity of the

other which is to be joined to it, so as to suffer the diminished end of one piece

to overlap that of the other, (as in Fig. 2434,) and then uniting them by nails

or wooden pins, which are called tree-nails. This method is applied to plates,

bond timbers, and others, where there is not much longitudinal compression or extension ; where this

kind of effect is to be provided for, the upper as well as the lower timbers should be cut and let into

each other ; the under piece having a tenon formed at its extreme end, with a corresponding cutting to

receive it in the upper piece. That these tenons may be enabled to pass each other, it is necessary to

cut away a part of the timbers in the middle of the length of the joint, equal to the length of the two
tenons, so as to form a square hole, through the middle of the timbers to be joined together, and this is

afterwards closed up by chiving an oak key into it ; this also helps to drive the tenons to their respect

ive mortises, and prevents the timbers from being pulled asunder. The thickness of the key, in ordei

that it may not be compressed, should be equal to a third of that of the piece into which it is inserted.

Another principle is here shown, which is more simple, the joint being cut obliquely; to make these

two pieces stiff, the ends of both should be cut in an angular form. To strengthen these scarfs, iron

straps and screw-bolts are added ; but no joining can be made so strong as the timber itself.

In making joints, it must be remembered that all timber is liable to shrink when dry, and when wet
to expand ; on this account, dovetail joints should be avoided as much as possible, as they are liable to

draw out ; and all joints should be made with reference to their contraction and expansion, which some-
times tends to split off portions of the framing. Where iron bolts or straps are introduced, care must
he taken that their effect is not lost by the changes that the timber undergoes. The anas of the for-

mer should never be less than two-tenths of the area of the section of the beam; it must also be recol-

lected in making a joint, that when force is applied to any portion, the fibres of the timber will slide

upon each other.

Fishing a beam is merely placing a piece of the same scantling to one side of the timber to be united,

and boltiug them or hooping them together. Separate pieces of timber are united either by scarfing,

Botching, cogging, pinning, wedging, tenoning, &c.

Scarfing consists in cutting away equally from the ends, but on the opposite sides, of two pieces of
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timber for the purpose of connecting them lengthwise. The osnal method of scarfing bond and wall

plates is by cutting about three-fifths through each piece, on the upper face of the one and the under

face of the other, about 6 or 8 inches from the end transversely, making what is termed a kerf

longitudinally from the end, from two-fifths down, on the Bame side, bo that the pieces lap together like

a half dovetail. Fig. 2 135 is a scarf.

fS
•.'4:tT.

Notching is either square or dovetailed, and is made use of for connecting the ends of wall plates and

bond-timbers at the angles, in letting joists down on girders, binders, purlins, or principal rafters.

Cogging, or cocking, is a species of notch extending on one side, and having a narrow cog alone in

the bearing piece, flush with its upper face. It is principally made use of in tailing joists on wall-

plates.

Pinning con-ists in inserting cylindrical pieces of wood or iron through a tenon.

Wedging is the insertion of triangular prisms, whose converging .-ides are under an extremely D

angle, into or by the end of a tenon, to make it fill the mortise so completely as to prevent its being

withdrawn.
Tenon and mortise of the most simple kind is shown in Fig. 21"9, in which the two timbers united

are at right angles with each other. The tenon is on that which appears horizontal, while the mortise

is cut in the upright timber. The tenon is left one-third of the thickness of the timber, as shown in the

upper part of the figure.

The greatest strain upon the fibres of a girder is at the upper and lower parts, decreasing gradually

towards the middle of the depth, which is the best situation to make the mortise. The form to be

to the tenon requires consideration. Some carpenters introduce it at the lowest part of the girder,

which in a great degree destroys its stiffness : being a sixth of the depth, it should be placed at one-

third of the depth from the lowest side. Horizontal timbers, intended to bear great weights, Bhonld be

always notched on their supports, in preference to being framed in between them; and this rule is

applicable to inclined timbers, as common rafters and braces. All the pressures to which they are

subjected should be brought to act in the direction of their lengths, and the form of the joint should be

such as to convey the pressure as much as possible into the axes of the timber. When subjected

strain, a partial bearing is liable to very serious disadvantages, particularly' in bri

2441.
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Where the mortise is to !» mad.' in the upright timber, and the tenon to be cu( on another inclined,

as in a brace to a partition, a bevelled shoulder, Fig. 2441, is cut on the inclined piece, and a sinking

e it—the pin which Becures it in it- mortis< b the

i. non.

The bevelled shoulder adds greatly tol h of a mortise and tenon joint, and should ae\

dispensed with : it renders the junction of the of timber more exact, and makes the

im nts of all the fibres stronger and more capable of resistance

The common method of el b a junction does not occupy so much time or labor, bul i

osnal to dri i pins through holes bored for the p
angles through the timber in which the mortise is made, as well as through thai which baa

ing the hole for the pin . be nicely performed, in order that it maj draw th<

•el make the -houlder luitt el.ee into the joint, will

the ri-k of tearing out a portion of the tenon beyond the pin. Souarc holt

more of the woo 1 into ai tion, and there is 1< liab

made with
I

completely through the timbers, but tak< I
hold: thi

if tie •

j
a thin wed
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insertion of the wooden bolt, which, when driven, is split by the wedge, and thus squeezed tight to the

Bides of the hole.

Bond-timbers and wall-plates require to be carefully notched together at every angle and return, and

scarfed at every longitudinal joint.

To make a good tie-joint requires great attention on the part cf the carpenter ; and, for uniting wall-

plates, the dovetail joint, Fig. 2444, is sometimes adopted. If the effects that 0444
shrinking may produce be taken into consideration, the more usual system of 1 -1, *,

halving, Fig. 2443, is decidedly preferable. Whenever this joint is employed, /
^?V~~y /

a stout pin of tough oak, or an iron bolt, should be driven through to render it ^-—- '

secure ; and, where there is the slightest tendency for one piece to slide from the other, iron straps

must be used.

Timbers which are laid upon the plates, and intended to act as ties, should be cut with a dovetail and

let into the timber it is to secure. Generally, where they cross at right angles, halving or cutting away
the moiety of each is adopted, and one is let into the channel cut in the other.

For joining two pieces of timber together, notching is the most common and simple method ; for,

when four angles are to be formed, the surfaces of one piece are both parallel and perpendicular to

those of the other. A notch may be cut out of one piece (Fig. 2444) the breadth of the other, which
may be let down on the first ; or the two pieces may be both notched to each other, and then secured

by an oak pin : this is the best practice when each of the timbers is equally exposed to a strain in any
direction. When one piece has to support the other transversely, the upper may have a notch cut

across it, to the breadth of two-thirds the thickness of the one below, which must also have a similar

notch cut out on each upper edge, leaving two-thirds of the breadth of the middle entire, by which
means the strength of the supporting or lower piece is less diminished than if a notch of less depth
were cut the whole breadth. Such joints are particularly adapted for purlins, when let down upon the

principal rafters.

Lapping is performed in a variety of ways—either by simply halving the end of each timber, or by
halving and dovetailing, as in Fig. 2445. In the latter case, the tim-

bers act as a tie, and cannot be readily pulled asunder.

In these joints the greatest attention is required to make the sev-

eral parts abut completely on each other, as the least play or liability

to motion at once destroys their efficacy. The butting joints, being

slightly tapered to one side of the beam, require very moderate blows
with a hammer to force them into their place : if driven too hard, the

parts will be liable to strain, and the abutments to split off. It is better, sometimes, to leave the abut-

ments open, and afterwards drive in a small wedge, which, if made of hard wood and not likelv to

"4 4G.

^3>

i
compress, is an excellent substitute. Iron lias been said to injure the fibres of the timber, from its toe

great hardness ; otherwise it is well adapted for the joggles and wedges.
Two pieces of timber may be united in such a manner that they preserve the same breadth and

depth throughout, which is of great importance in the construction of beams
for bridges or roofs of considerable span. The length to be given to the 2449-

scarf must depend upon the force that will cause the fibres of the timber to

slide upon each other ; and that for oak, ash, or elm should be six times
the depth of the timber ; in fir, twelve times : but where bolts are used so

much is not required in either case. The simplest method for uniting the

ends of two timbers is by cutting away an equal portion of each, and letting

one down upon the other. Fig. 2449.

Timbers united together by a number of such cuttings, afterwards united and bolted through 01

hooped round with iron, aro capable of sustaining great resistance : a stirrup-iron at each end
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draw nholds the timbers in their places, and one or more bolts are sufficient to prevent their being

asunder.

The carpenter frequently exercises great ingenuity in joining timbers of considerable scantling

2450 ; and, by the introduction of iron or small cubes of harder

wood into the joints, can prevent their being thrust or drawn
out of their position either longitudinally or laterally.

The scarfing of girders and beams have a groat variety of

forms given them, and are sometimes bolted through, at others

strapped round with strong hoops of iron, Figs. 2449 to 2 154.

Where bolts are dispensed with, it is perfectly clear that the

joint cannot have half the strength of an entire piece. Where
the -tress is longitudinal, two irons put on each side will pre-

vent the scarf that is merely indented from pulling asunder; but such a provision will net maintain

the constant horizontal position of the timber.

When a scarf is forced to its bearings by the introduction of keys or wedges driven tight, they -

times receive an additional strain, and it is often found advisable to omit them, and to bring the joints

2452

2451.

2454.

¥TP
lo a bearing by some other means before the bolts are inserted. When keys are made use of, the}
should be of very hard wood, having a curled grain, which resists the insertion of the til .

to it.

To prevent lateral movement cogging is adopted, in addition to the ordinary method, and a

tenon or cog is left upon a portion of the scarf, which enters into a notch prepared in the piece which is

to cover it, as shown in Figs. 2448 to 2152. Beams intended to resist cross-strains reijiiiv to be lengthened
more frequently than any others, and, from the nature of the strain, a different form of scarf m
made' use of Irom that which is required tor a strain in the direction of its Length. When timber is

subjected to both -train-;, the cross-strain is that which demands the greate-t attention Where
is supported, the scarfing requires to be farther secured by iron bolts, made to pass through a

tudinal piece laid to cover the under aide of the joint.

Bearing-potts, when used to support the Boors of a magazine or warehouse, are g< in< rail]

exactly Bquare. Some timber will support, while that of another quality will suspend, the most;
on of story-posts, we must pay attention to these peculiarities. Iron, hov.

I for these purposes, in i horizontal sectional areaoccupyii
than timber of the -ami- strength.

When ;t tie-beam i- mortised through to receive a king or queen post, and it is necessary to pi

for the means of holding it up, the tenon Bhould not be pinned through, a- it i- not advisable to depend
entirely oil the pins for the BUppori : the tenon should be cut like ;i half dovetail, or in a sloping direc-

tion mi one Bide, and left straight on the other : the mortise hole should be bo cut that the lowi r end can
When it is in its place, a wooden key or wedge i- driven tightly on the straight side, which

the t' Hon againsi one Bide of the mortise hole, and prevents it effectually from being drav
oak or iron may be adder], or an iron strap may be applied

Tenons m i I at the end ; bul to do this they mu t be made long i Dough to
p

through the mod then made across it, and the wed
tenon somi I fficiently to '< When in ma. Ii

able to cut tin. mortise idoptod : th
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exactly, the wedges are loosely put into the saw-cuts, as before, and the whole is driven to its place
When the wedges touch the bottom of the mortise, they cause it to spread, and thus hold the tenoit

firmly in its place.

Dovetailing in some degree resembles mortising and tenoning, and is more adapted to uniting

her the angles of framework. The feet of the rafters require the mortise and tenon to be care-

fully made, and the thrust is destroyed to a certain extent to obtain greater strength. A portion of

the rafter is tenoned into the tie-beam, and another small part is let into the upper part of it : both
rafter and tenon are cut at right angles with the inclination of the roof. In Fig. 2455, the rafter has
two bearing shoulders in its depth, one behind the other, in addition to the tenou which unites them.
Struts and braces which are loaded require but little mortising to keep them from sliding out of their

places : the more flat their ends can be cut, the more efficient will they be. The shrinking of timbers
sometimes occasions them to become loose, particularly where there is not much stress upon them.

King-posts, queens, and principal rafters, which are subject to great strains, should have iron straps

or ties when they unite with the tie-beam, as in Figs. 2456 and 2457 ; and an iron strap should embrace

3457
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the head of the kings and queens, and unite with the principal rafters, the feet of which, in large build-

ings, sometimes have their abutment in a cast-iron shoe, which prevents the splitting off the end of the

tie-beam.

The ends of king or queen posts may have a screw-bolt passed into them, which allows the nut to be
turned at pleasure ; and thus the framing may be tightened again when shrinking of the timbers ren-

ders it necessary. This, in many instances, is preferable to the iron strap, and keys or screws put in

the ordinary way.
Whatever form we adopt for the butting-joint, we must be careful that all parts bear alike ; for, in

the general compression, the greater surfaces will be less affected and the smaller undergo the greatest

change. When all have come to their bearing, they should exhibit an equally close joint ; and as large

timbers are moved with some difficulty, the joint cannot be often put to the test of trying whether it

fits nicely : it must, therefore, be set out with great precision, and worked, with regard to its lines, with

exactness. A very small portion of a tie-beam left at the end is sufficient to withstand the horizontal

thrust of a principal rafter, and blocks may be used at the ends where the rafters abut to give additional

strength.

Scarfing a timber in a perpendicular direction.—When the top surface is divided into nine squares, if

four are cut down, the other five serve as tenons to enter into as many vacant spaces left in the piece

of timber placed upon it, as seen in Fig. 2458 ; or two may be cut away, as in the same figure, to re-

ceive a tenon left on the upper piece.

w
2459.

Partitions and framing for the outside of buildings, etc., Fig. 2459, are a species of timber walls,

usually covered with lath and plaster, and formed of upright posts, mortised into a head and sill,

braced in different directions, and filled in with quarters. The posts are placed at the extremities, as
well as at the sides of all doors and openings. When a partition dividing two or more rooms has a
bearing which is perfectly solid throughout, it is better without braces : the posts or quarters have
only then to be maintained in an upright position, which is effected by driving pieces between them
horizontally, so as to strut them, and prevent their bending. Where they rest upon joists, which are

liable to shrink, and yield to a weight placed upon them, the partition should be trussed in a manner
to throw its load on the parts able to sustain it. In most houses we find great neglect upon this sub-

ject, which occasions cracking in the cornice, inability to open and shut the doors, and many other incon-

veniences.

The thickness given to partitions which do not exceed 20 feet in length, is 4 inches. The posts are

then 4 inches square, and the other timbers 4 by 3. When they are of greater extent, they should be
increased in thickness. When it is required to make a doorway in the middle, the truss may be formed
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by the braces, the inclination of which should be at an aii. n/.on. When the
doors are at the sides, the truss may be formed over the heads. The posts should all be strapped tc

the truss, and the braces halved into the upright posts.

The weight of a square of quartered partition may be estimated at from 12 cut. to is cwt.and i

precaution should be taken to discharge its weight from the floor on which it i< placed, to the

which are it- best points of support. h\ ancient timber houses, mills, &c, the B

are formed of upright posts, placed at a distance equal to their scantling : these arc mortised and t. d

oned into a top and bottom plate, which Berves also to carry the floors. '!
3 are ol

a larger scantling ;
and into tin-,', which form openings fur doors and window 3, are fram< d horizontal

-. which Berve for heads and sills. Braces are then introduced, crossing each other, like

Andre Above the lintholes, and beneath tin- sills, short quart rill in the

, and the whole are mortised, tenoned, and pinned together. The framing should lie phv
brickwork, or a wall of masonry, bo as to be k<

|

\x of the ground
ors.—When the bearings,are equal, if joists of the same width, but of different thick-

nesses, are used, their strength is increased in proportion to the squares of their vertical thickness:
when the joists are but G inches deep, they are in strength to those of s inches in depth : " 36 to .; 1—
the square of 6 being 3C, and that of 8, 01. The quantity of timber in tl se to that of the
other is as 1 to 3—BO that one-third more timber gives a strength double that of the other.

Where square oakjoists are used, and the bearing 12 feet, their scantlings should be »; inches, and
laid at a similar distance apart. Such a floor contains thi Qtityof timber as if entirely formed
of 3-inch plank : the strength of timber being as the square of it- vertical thickness, it results that the

strength in these two instances is as 2 to 1 : the floor composed of 3-inch plank is only half the strength
of the other; but had the whole been formed 6 inches thick', instead of with joists G inches apart, it

would have been 1 times as strong—the square of 3 being 9, and the square of G, 3G.

Naked floors are divided into single-jot '
, andframedfloors : and it must be remarked that

unsawn timbers are considerably stronger than planks or scantlings cut out of a round tree. When a
tree is cut longitudinally, and formed.into two pieces, these will support less than they would do when
united in the original tree, arising from the circular concentric rings which compose the tree 1" ing cut

through which renders the timber more compressible on one side than on the other ; and as the texture
;- less close where it ha- been sawn, it is also more susceptible of change from humidity on alternation

of temperature.

3to whose width is less than half their vertical thickness, are - twist and bend if not

strutted
; and for this reason squared timber was usually employed by the builders in the middli

and we have numerous examples four or five hundred years old. where the timb has the pith

in the centre, and the concentric rings nearly entire, being in a sound and perfect condition.

also teaches us that timber, whether sawn or unsawn, used for a floor of [6 feet bearing, compost 1 of

1 2 joists, 8 inches square, placed at a distance of a foot apart, is much stronger than another

joists, 8 by 1. placed edgeways, at a distance of G inches apart, although there i- the same quantity of

timber in both eases.

Singlejoisted floors consist of one series of joists, which ought to be let down or halved on to wall-

fa sufficient strength and scantling to form a tie. as well a- a support to the floors. Each j"i-t

should be spiked or pinned to the timbers on which it lie-. Wherever fireplaces occur, and the joists

cannot :_''-t a bearing on the wall, they are let into a trimmer or piece of timber framed into th

: joists that have a bearing : into this the other joists are mortised As the trimming
port a greater weight, they must be made stronger than the others, and Bhould have an eighth of an

inch additional thickness given to them for every joist they carry. When the bearing exceeds 8 or 9

feel the joists should be strutted, or they will have an inclination to turn Bideways: the joists in use,

rally thin and deep, require strutting on all occasions, and a rod of iron i- often
1

through them, which being screwed up after the strutting-pieces are placed, gives th'- entii

solidity and limine--. The w< r hi of a square of Bingle-joisted floor varies from 10 cut. to 1 ton, and

the joi-ts Bhould never extend to a greater bearing than 20 feet in ordinary ca-

Mon 1 >ns.

'. when the length of bearing and breadth in i

divide the

of the length in en the supports bj the breadth of the jois( in inches, and the

the quotient, multiplied bj 2 2 for fir ai e d< ptb in ii

il • which l e quantity of timber
properly strutted, than the latter. The plate b dded on the wall

.id have their depth equal to half thai of th

more, in manj in lances the phi in the wal

lei into the •

.

piuned d
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Double floors are formed of joists, binders, and ceiling-joists. The binders rest upon the plates

bedded on the walls, and serve the purpose of supports to the joists which are bridged on them, as well

us to the ceiling-joists, which are pulleys mortised into their sides. When the depth of a binding-joisl

is required, the length and breadth being given, divide the square of the length in feet by the breadth

in inches, and the cube root of the quotient, multiplied by 3"42 for fir, and 3'53 for oak, will give the

depth in inches. "When the length and depth are given, and the breadth is required, divide the square
of the length in feet by the cube of the depth in inches, and multiply the quotient by 40 for fir, and 44
for oak, which will give the breadth. The above rules suppose the binders to be placed at a distance

of 6 feet from each other.

Binding-joists (Fig. 2461) must be framed into the girders, and care must be taken that the bearing

parts tit the mortise made for them very accurately : the tenon should be one-sixth of the depth, and
placed at one-third of the depth, measured from the lower side. When binding-joists only are employed
in carry the ceiling, their scantlings may be found in the same manner as those of ceiling-joists, which
are small timbers, and only of a sufficient thickness to nail the laths to. When their length and bearing

are given, their depth may be found by dividing the length in feet by the cube root of the breadth in

inches, and multiplying the quotient by 064 for fir, or 067 for oak, which will give their depth in

inches. Ceiling-joists are usually notched to the under sides of the binding-joists, and nailed to them :

this is better than mortising, which weakens the binder, and gives more labor.

KALEIDOSCOPE. This instrument, the invention of Dr. Brewster, in its most common form con-

sists of a tin tube, containing two reflecting surfaces, inclined to each other at any angle which is an
aliquot part of 360°. The reflecting surfaces may be two plates of glass, plain or quicksilvered, or two
metallic surfaces, from which the light suffers total reflection. The inclination of the reflector that is in

general most pleasing is 18°, 20°, 22i°, or the twentieth, eighteenth, and sixteenth part of a circle ; but
the planes may be set at any required angle, either by a metallic, a paper, or cloth joint, or any other

simple contrivance. When the two planes are put together, with their straightest and smoothest edge
in contact, they will have the form of a book opened at one side. When the instrument is thus con-

structed, it may be covered up either with paper or leather, or placed in a cylindrical or any other tube,

so that the triangular aperture may be left completely open, and also a small aperture at the opposite

extremity of the tube. If the eye be placed at the aperture, it will perceive a brilliant circle of light,

divided into as many sectors as the number of times that the angle of the reflectors is contained in

360°. If this angle be 18°, the number of sectors will be 20 ; and whatever be the form of the aper-

ture, the luminous space seen through the instrument will be a figure produced by the arrangement of

twenty of these apertures round the joint as a centre, in consequence of the successive reflections be-

tween the polished surfaces. Hence it follows that if any object, however ugly or irregular in itself, be
placed before the aperture, the part of it that can be seen through the aperture will be seen also in

every sector, and every image of the object will coalesce into a form mathematically symmetrical, and
highly pleasing to the eye.

The eye-glass placed immediately against the end of the mirrors, as well as another glass similarly

situated at the other end, is of common transparent glass. The tube is continued a little beyond this

second glass, and at its termination is closed by a ground glass, which can be put on and off. In the

vacant space thus formed, beads, pieces of colored glass, and other small bright objects are put. The
changes produced in their position by turning the tube give rise to the different figures.

KEDGE. A small anchor used to keep a ship steady and clear from her bower anchor while she

rides in a harbor or river. They are generally furnished with an iron stock, which is easily displaced

for the convenience of stowing.

KEEL. The principal piece of timber in a ship, which is usually first laid on the blocks in building.

It supports and unites the whole fabric—since the stem and stern posts, which are elevated on its

ends, are, in some measure, a continuation of the keel, and serve to connect and enclose the extremities

of the sides by transoms, as the keel forms and unites the bottom by timbers.

False-keel is a strong, thick piece of timber bolted to the bottom of the keel, which is very useful in

preserving its lower side. In large ships of war the false keel is composed of two pieces, called the

upper and lower false keels.

Keel is also a name given to a low, flat-bottomed vessel, used in the river Tyne to bring the coals

down from Newcastle for loading the colliers : hence a collier is said to carry so many keels.

KEELSOX. A piece of timber forming the interior of the keel, being laid upon the middle of the

floor-timbers immediately over the keel, and serving to bind and unite the former to the latter by
means of long bolts driven from without, and clinched on the upper side of the keelson.

KILN. A structure or machine designed for drying substances by the application of heat. Their

forms are as various as the substances or manufactures for which they are designed : for, although it

may be said that a certain kiln will answer several purposes, yet for one single purpose we often find a

variety of kilns employed. The requisite qualities in a good kiln are cheapness and durability of con-

struction, effectiveness in producing the required result with the utmost economy of fuel, a perfect com-

mand of the temperature, and facility of working. Ovens must be regarded as of the same class ol

apparatus as kilns: indeed, the terms kiln and oven are often indiscriminately applied to the same

Structure, as may be noticed under several articles in this work. Under the head of Limk the usual

form of lime-kilns is described ; and under Coal and Iron, several forms of coke-ovens, in this {dace

wo shall notice a combination of both, which was the subject of a patent granted to Mr. Charles

I
i.i i horn about seven years ago, since which time it has been in successful operation.

/

3

'Kithorn!s patent combination of a lime-kiln with a coke-oven.—The object of this invention, as ex-

d in the specification of the patent, is the preparation of quick-lime and cola: in tin- sime kiln at

jne operation. The economy of this process must be evi'Wt from the circumstance, that the inflamma-
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ble part of the coal which is separated to form it into coke, is the only fuel employed to bum the lime,
and as the coke is in many places as valuable as the coal from which it is prepared, the cost, if any, ol

making lime, must be reduced to the most trifling amount. Fig. 2 162 presents a vertical section of the
lime-shaft and coke-oveus : aa are the side walls, 4 feet thick, of a rectangular tower, the internal

-pace being rilled with limestone from the top to the iron bars h h at bottom, whereon the whole column
The limestone is raised in a box J, or other proper receptacle, to the top of the building, by

means of a jib and crane e, or other tackle, which is fixed at the back of the tower, together with a
platform projecting beyond the walls for affording security and convenience for " landing" the limes

when raised as represented, the jib is swung round, and the lime-box tilted, by which the whole con-

tents are thrown down the shaft. The coke-oven<, of which there may be two, or a greater or Less?

de of the works, are constructed and arranged in connection with tne

lime-shaft in the same manner as the two represented in the diagram al if. These ovens arc Bupplicd
with coal through iron doors in the front wall, (not seen in the section ;) the door- have a Ion ; and nar«

row horizontal opening in the upper part of them to admit sufficient atmospheric air to cause the

bustion of the bituminous or inflammable p irl of the coal ; the flames proceeding from them
the lime haft through a series of lateral flues, (two of which are brought into view at ggt

andthodi
ented from derangin \ the process in the opposite oven by the interposition of the partition wall

h, which directs the coin-.- ol the beat and flames throughout the whole mass of the lime, the
'

ind principal portion of which attains a white heat, the upper a red heat, and the

portions the intermediate gradatio When the kiln is compli I with lime,

i t and beneath the iron bai l and barricaded '

I door, which is internally filled with san I to effectually exclude the air, and pn • the

heat by radiation Tin n the kiln
i i mpheric aii

. doom w hi n the calcination i

I I
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pleted, the barricades at ii are removed, the iron bars at bb are drawn out, by which the lime fall*

down and is taken out by barrows. It sometimes happens, however, that the lime does not readily fall,

having caked or arched itself over the area that encloses it, in which case a hooked iron rod is em-
ployed to bring it down. To facilitate this operation in every part of the shaft where it may be neces-

sary, a series of five or six apertures, closed by iron doors, is made at convenient distances from the

top to near the bottom of the shaft : two of these are brought into view at k k. Two similar apertures

are shown in section in the coke ovens at b b, which are for the convenience of stoking and clearing out

the lateral flues g g from any matter that might obstruct the free passage of the heated air. When the

coals have been reduced to coke, the oven doors in front (not shown) are opened, and the coke taken

out by a peel iron, the long handle of which is supported upon a swinging jib that acts as a movable
fulcrum to the lever or handle of the peel, and facilitates the labor of taking out the contents of the

oven. The operation of this kiln is continuous, the lime being taken from the bottom whenever it is

sufficiently burned, and fresh additions of raw limestone being constantly made at the top.

Kilns for drying corn.—If air and moisture be carefully excluded from grain, it may be kept unin-

jured for an indefinite length of time. This is proved by an extraordinary experiment made with some
Indian corn found in the graves of the ancient Peruvians, buried more than 300 years ago. Some of

this corn being sown, it vegetated and came to maturity. We believe a similar fact is recorded respect-

ing some grain found in the ruins of Herculaneum. But to preserve corn, even for a short period, it

should be perfectly dry when housed, and carefully protected from dampness. But it not unfrequently

happens, duringa wet harvest season, that the corn is necessarily carried from the field in a damp state

;

and as few farmers have the means of properly and speedily drying it, large quantities are irrecoverably

spoiled after all the labor and cost of production. The method of drying on the perforated floor of a

kiln (which is usually resorted to where it can be obtained) is a very tedious, defective, and expensive

mode, and is attended with great labor, owing to the grain requiring to be continually turned over and

spread by a workman, whose utmost care is insufficient to cause every part to receive an equal degree

of heat. It therefore becomes a matter of considerable importance to devise a simple, efficacious, and

economical method of drying grain under these circumstances ; and we think Mr. Jones's apparatus for

this purpose, shown in the following figures, is well adapted to the end proposed. Fig. 2463 is a ver-

tical section of the apparatus, which is formed of two iron cylinders a b, placed one within the other.

8465

each being closed at the upper and lower end by two concentric cones, C D. The annular space be-

tween the cylinders, as also between the cones, is an inch and a quarter in width, for the reception of

the grain, to be dried by its passing through the machine : both the internal and external bodies are

perforated throughout with about 2300 holes to the square foot. The kiln is supported on five cast-iron

columns, or legs, three of which are shown in the section as at E : these are attached to a strong iron

ring which surrounds the base of the cylinder. From the heads of these columns descend, along the

sides of the cone, five long bolts, as at G, which are passed through the same number of legs in the

cast-iron ring surrounding the neck of the lower cone. From this ring proceed five stays, as at I, which
are fastened to the middle of the columns by a nut on each side. The body is sustained, both exter-

nally and internally, by iron hoops, as at K, and the distance between the cylinders is preserved by a

number of short stays. In the front of the kiln a passage is cut out, as at O, in which is fixed the fire-

place, through which arc passages for the heated air to pass into the cylinder. /These passages, as well

as the flues, which proceed circuitously from the fire to the chimney, are best shown in the horizontal
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section, Fig. 2464 And in the vertical section of the detached fireplace, i Q is the fii

S the ash-hole, T the fire-bars, and the chimney, which passes up nearly in the middle of the kila

The wheat is admitted into the kiln from above through a hopper, and through the tube W, and. :

upon the apex of the cone, is distributed equally on all sidt a betwi en the cylinders, the little asp<

in which not only slightly retard the descent of the grain, but likewise impart to the particles i

Btant,slow, rolling motion, whereby every individual grain is exposed to the sai

ture ; the grain from thence converges into the lower cone, and ultimately escapes through the -pout at

bottom into sacks, or on to the ground, as maybe required. The passage of the gram through the

machine may be either accelerated or retarded, according to its peculiar condition, by enlarg

trading the aperture through which it is discharged The moisture is carried off by evaporation
through the perforations of the plates, with great rapidity. The kiln-

ma}-, of course, be made of any dimensions. One of 6 feel internal di-

ameter, and 12 feet in length, between the apexes of the upper and lower
cones, has been said to be capable of perfectly drying more than 1""

- of wheat in 2 1 hour-.

In Fig. 24G6 is shown a contrivance for diving grain which has been
I in several Trench papers, and announced as having been bui

fully adopted in one of the department-. The apparatus consists of a
long spiral tube aa like a distiller's worm, reaching from the basement to

the upper floor and through the roof of the granary, which forms a p..

for the heated air from a close stove below. Externally round this tube

i- placed another tube bb, winding, like the interior one, in a spiral direc-

tion, and at about an inch and a half from it. This external tube reo ives

the corn from above, through a hopper c, and it is punched throughout

with numerous small holes, through which the vapor escapes, as it is

formed by the damp corn coming in contact with the inclosed heated chim-
ney. The corn, in consequence, becomes thoroughly dried before being
discharged at the bottom, and that without the intervention of any manual
labor.

Heberfs patent kUn was devised for drying washed grain ; but as this

kiln is equally applicable to the drying of malt, seeds, and all other
• re of a similar kind and form, and by a mode that i- as novel as it

is efficacious, we give a description of it m this place, in the following

engra
.

.'ltJT exhibits a longitudinal section i t' the appar
and Fig. 2468 a transverse section of a long air-trough, shown at < in Fig.

'..'107. At a is shown one of a scries of five or six common iron

placed side by side, and curved in the form represented to consti-

tute a fireplace; the space between the tubes serving for the admission
of air for combustion, which enter- through the ash-pit door b at the

provided with an air regulator: the fireplace is inclosed in front,

at e, by a common door and frame. The heated air, and other products
of combustion from the fuel, pass along the flue d to the funnel or chim-
ney. The bottom and two sides of the flue d are of brick, but the top is

of iron, being formed of the bottom of a long, shallow iron box. or air-

h, e; this box has no cover but one of extremely op avas,

which forms a part of an endless cloth or band fff, that is continually

to travel lengthwise over the whole area ot the said trough—the

of the cloth gliding between grooves and over tie-rods, (shown in

the cross section, Fig. 2 168, where the dotted line / indicate- the endless

that prevent the cloth from sagging. This cloth is made to navel
by the revolution of three rollers or drums gh i, to either of which the

moving power maj be applied The cloth is kept distended by a self-

acting tightening roller, which is Bcrewed against the hopper h; this

hopper receives the grain to be dried :i "'' w provided with a Bhoe at /,

adapted to deliver a thin and uniform Btratum of grain upon the endless cloth, while the same is

to pass under it, and o band mm, of a similar fabric to the oilier,

1 the drums l> i only, and i- likewise provided with a Belf-acting tightening roller, fixable to

any converj The Iowa- ends of the six tubes a of the fireplace before mentioned h i

open communication with a rotative blower o, b) means of a broad channel pp ; and the upper ends
'i into another I id channel q, which conducts the air into the

I ;u
rh <

The operation of this machine is as follows : A -low rotation, derived from any first mover, is to be

her of the drums g h i, which will cause the endless cloth /I raduall] ovi

top of the air-trough e ; at the same time the blower o has been put into act ion (bj

the first mover) at a high velocity, so a to
]

pid current of air, which derives an ii

of temperature on pa sing und< r the heated i u tallic I ottom of the ash pit ; hence pn
the tul lerable heat, whi qucntly mod. rati I bj

m the
I
the endless cloth i

Qie moisture from the grain deposited thereon. Tl

with the grain on the cloth/, and, upon both the cl
; round il.

come, inch in inclined
|

the cl into the hop]
the operation, should it
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ing it to fall back into the hopper, a shoot, or the band of a creeper, (not shown in the drawing,) ia

brought under the roller i, which conducts it to the required place. A very little experience in tht

working of this apparatus enables a person so to regulate its operations as to complete the drying o

damp grain by a single passage through it ; such as varying the velocity of the air-forcer, the quantity

of fuel in the stove, the supply of air through the ash-pit, the speed of the endless cloth, &c, the means
of doing which are so well understood by mechanics as to render a description of them unnecessary in

this place.

KITE. This well-known juvenile plaything has been applied to several objects of utility. The
most important of these is the invention of Captain Dansey, for effecting a communication between a

stranded ship and the shore, or, under other circumstances, where badness of weather renders the ordi-

nary means impracticable. The following is an abbreviated description of the invention, extracted from
the forty-first volume of the Transactions of the Society of Arts, where the subject is given more in

detail, with engraved illustrations :—A sail of light canvas or holland is cut to the shape, and adapted
for the application of the principles of the common flying kite, and is launched from the vessel or other

point to windward of the space over which a communication is required ; and as soon as it appears to

oe at a sufficient distance, a very simple and efficacious mechanical apparatus is used to destroy its

poise and cause its immediate descent, the kite remaining, however, still attached to the line, and
moored by a small anchor with which it is equipped. The kite, during its flight, is attached to the line

by two cords placed in the usual manner, which preserves its poise in the air ; and to cause it to de-

scend, a messenger is employed, made of wood, with a small sail rigged to it. The line being passed
through a cylindrical hole in this messenger, the wind takes it rapidly up to the kite, where, striking

against a part of the apparatus, it releases the upper cord, and by that means the head of the kite be-

comes reversed, and it descends with rapidity. In the experiments made by Captain Dansey, with the

view of gaining communication with a lee-shore, under the supposition of no assistance being there at

hand, a grapnel, consisting of four spear-shaped iron spikes, was fixed to the head of the kite, so as to

moor it in its fall ; and in this emergency, the attempt of some person to get on shore along the line

would be the means resorted to. In those cases where a communication has been gained, and the

maintenance of a correspondence has been the object, the person to windward has attached a weight to

the messenger—in some cases as much as three pounds—which, having been carried up, has of course

descended with the kite ; the person to leeward has then furled the sail of the messenger, and loaded
it with as much weight as the kite could lift ; then replacing the apparatus, and exposing the surface

of the kite to the direct action of the wind, it has rapidly risen, the messenger running down the line

to windward during its ascent. The kite with which Captain Dansey performed the greater part of hia

experiments extended 1100 yards of line, five-eighths of an inch in circumference,, and would have
extended more had it been at hand. It also extended 360 yards of line If inches in circumference, and
weighing 60 lbs. The holland weighed 3^ lbs. ; the spars, one of which was armed at the head with
iron spikes, for the purpose of mooring it, 6 3 lbs. ; and the tail was five times its length, composed of 8

lbs. of rope and 14 lbs. of elm plank. A complete model of the apparatus was deposited with the

society, Avho presented Captain Dansey with their gold Vulcan medal for his invention and communi-
cation.

KNEADING- is the process of making the stiff paste of flour and water for being afterwards baked
into bread. It is usually effected by a sort of pommelling action of the hands and arms, and some-
times of the feet of the bakers. A variety of machines have been at different times proposed foi

superseding the barbarous process we have just mentioned ; they have, however, been but very par-
tially adopted, the bakers in general preferring to continue their "good old-fashioned" dirty practice.

It is said that at Geneva all the bakers of that city are compelled by law to send their dough to lie

kneaded at a public mill constructed for that purpose. At Genoa, also, mechanism is employed for

kneading: the apparatus employed at tins place has been published in several of the journals, from
which it appears to be so rude and ill-contrived as not to need a description in this place.

1. The petrisseur, or mechanical bread-maker, invented by Cavallier and Co. of Paris, consists in a

strong wooden trough, nearly square, with its two longest sides inclined, so as to reduce the area of the

trough in the direction of its width, and adapt it to the dimensions of a cast-iron roller, the axis of which
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passes through the ends of the trough; the bottom of the trough is semi-cylindrical, leaving a sniaL

space between it and the roller, which space is adjustable by levers. All along the top of the outside

of the roller is fixed a knife-edge, -which, with the roller, divides the trough into two compart]

Upon the axis of the roller is a toothed wheel, which takes into a pinion ; this pinion i- •tamed
winch, and communicates thereby a slower motion to the roller ; and the roller, by its rotation, forces

the materials or dough through the narrow space before mentioned left, I., tuven it and the bottom ol

the trough—the knife-edge on the top of the roller preventing the dough from passing by it Being

thus all forced into one of the compartments, the motion of tin; roller i- reversed by tuning the winch

the contrary way, which then forces the dough back again through the narrow space under the roller

into the first compartment ; in this manner the working of the dough, alternately from one compart-

ment to the other, is continued until completed.

2. Another plan was to make the trough containing the dough revolve with a number of heavy balls

within it. The trough in this case is made in the form of a parallelopipedon—the ends being square

and each of the sides a parallelogram, whose length and breadth are to each other as five to one. On«
side of the trough constitutes a lid, which is removed to introduce the flour and water, and the trough

is divided into as many cells as there are balls introduced. The patentee Btates, that by the ro

of the trough the balls and dough are elevated together, and by their falling down the dough will be

subjected to beating, similar to the operations of the baker's haul-.

3. Instead of employing a revolving cylinder, it is fixed, an agitator is made to revolve, having a

series of rings angularly attached to an axis, extending the whole length of the trough.

4. Mr. Clayton, a baker of Nottingham, had a patent in 1830 for a machine somewhat similar to the

last mentioned, inasmuch as a set of revolving agitators are employed to produce the kneading action.

i ors are longitudinal bars, fixed to arms, which radiate from the axis, and they are

through the dough in their revolution; but the cylinder in which they revolve, and which contain!

materials, is made to revolve at the same time in a contrary direction—the motion of the latter being
imparted by a short hollow axis, while the axis of the former is solid and passed through the hollow
one. The Bolid axi-, which is turned by a winch, has on it a bevelled pinion, which, by means of an

intermediate bevelled wheel, actuates another bevelled pinion fixed on the hollow axis, and therefore

it to revolve in the opp eite direction. These two simultaneous and contrary motions constitute

.city claimed by the patentee, who states, that dough-making machines similar to his own have
all failed tor want of such an arrangement This statement coming from a baker, commands attention

;

but we cannot concur in its truth, since we know that the following plan of a kneading-machine works
well without opposite simultaneous motion-;, and without any agitators or beaters, which absorb a greal

deal of power without producing an adequate effect

6.' Hebert8 patent kneading-machine.—In this a cylinder of from l to.
-

, f. •

.
• t in diameter, and ouly

aoout Is inches wide inside, is made to revolve upon an axis, which is fixed by a pin during the revo-

lution of the cylinder. The flour is admitted by a door in the periphery, which closes air and water
tight ; and the water or liquor passes through a longitudinal perforation in the axis, and thence through
small holes among tin- flour, in quantities which are regulated externally by a cock By the rotation <(

the cylinder the dough i- made- to lie continuallv ascending on one Bide of it. whence it falls over upon
the portion below. When the mixture becomes pretty intimate and uniform, its adhesive property

- it to stick to the -ides of the cylinder, and the dough would then be carried round without much
advancing the process, were it not for another simple contrivance. This i- a knife-edge, or scraper, 18

in< bee long, which i- fixed along the top of the cylinder in the inside, bo a- barely to touch it- sui

the knife is fixed to two flat anus extending from the axis, and these arm-: have sharp as to

Bcrape the sides of the cylinder ; thus the cylinder is kept constantly clean from the sticking of the

dough, which, as Boon a- it ascends to the top of the cylinder, (if it d"e- imt tear away of itself,) is

! otr by the knife, and fill- down with great force upon the bottom; and a- this effect i- constant

luring tie' motion of the cylinder, it mo nl that the process of kneading i- booh completed
by it. When that is done, the door of the cylinder is opened, and the contents discharged into a

recipient beneath; at which time the Bcraper i- caused, by a winch on the axis, to make one revolution

of the now fixed cylinder, which clears ofF any adhering dough, and project- it through the doorway.

As the dough in this machini ; id to knead itself

—

there being no arms, beaters, or agitators

..-r— it is calculated that thi I by it isverj considerable; while, from the simplicity

of n- construction, the cost i- moderate.
'I be pat atee it ai pr< sd in combining with thi- kneading machine an apparatus for pre

paring carbonated water, highly charged with the gas, with which lie proposes to mix up the flour to

form dough, for the purpose of making the bread Bpongj or vesicular, without havii to '1'"

fermentative process
;
tic resull of which

|
n a under the most favorable cirenmstano .

I" i

to be detrimental to the health of those thai eal the bread, (owing to the deposition of fermentable

matt r in the stomach,) while it is destructive of a portion of the nutriment of the flour.

KNITTING MACHINE, Improved, Prom the specification of the Inventor, J. R. Ellis, i

M
| tts, patented June 17, 1861. Fig. 2469,* denotes a front elevation of th

knitting machine, li .i'l77i a vertical and trai tion of it, tin' -aim' being tak
manni bibit the yarn guide or director, the stitch hook, and the conrj ;

tin-

ier the formation of each new loop. Such otl tx

ry to a proper representation of the various pai t- of nay improvements, will 1

red to and descritx d.

is not what Is usually termed I loom, but is more
|

a knitting' machine, for the reason it forn I b of the work in i

ber "i • . U£ loom. It i- ma* bine

Tin letters in tin- rat
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though it differs from the same in sundry important particulars which constitute my invention, anc
which I shall hereafter describe.

In the drawings above mentioned, A denotes the endless chain belt of knitting-needles, which is sc

made that the needles a a a, etc., instead of being arranged or made to stand horizontally, and at right

angles to the vertical surface of the belt, are made to stand vertically or in the plane of the belt, as seer

Htaaaa, figures 2169 and 2477.

The driving pinion b, instead of being arranged within the belt as it has been in other machines of

this character, is disposed on the exterior surface of it, and works against, or with the projecting points

of the belt. That part of the inner surface of the belt, which is immediately adjacent to the pinion, i

supported by, and works round a stationary vertical post or guide c, (see fig. 2471, which is a vertical sec-

tion of the belt and its support) that extends upwards from a horizontal arm d, which projects from the
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main frame B. The o I of the endless belt is supports I by a straining contrivance L.

is similar to such as are in common use in such machines. The work or knitting hands within is the

endless belt, instead of without it, or on the outside of it.

The yarn guide or director is seen at 1>. It a curved arm. made to extend from a hori-

zontal rocker shaft f, and to have a small conical and split tnbe < .1, through which tube

the yarn is carried from the bobbin placed in any convenient position. .,,„,

The ititoh hook is seen at K. It i- arranged In i t of the chain belt of oi i

represented in rid j, 2472, that is i" say, it U made nol only with :i l

i
:it A, Inn with a shoulder /, a i

funning the Important office >'t' pi taken up by the

point of the needle, the lame having been ffci U I in "tln-r machines of 1 1 1 i - kind, h

u rmed the " bent finger. ' Bj mj improvemi at 1 am enabled to < » 1 1 1
1 sncli bi

machinery for opi r that the may not on]

id of the needle and thi yarn laid on the needle by the yarn dii

lonld have I i menti Imparted t" it.
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pass into the groove of the needle, and under the stitch on the needle. Next, it should be made to rise

upwards so as to carry the stitch up to the hooked end of the needle. Next, it should be moved late-

rally far enough to be opposite the space between the needle (first operated upon) and the next needle.

Next, it should be moved forwards between the two needles and so as to cause the shoulder i, to press or

force, or cast the stitch over the hooked end of the needle. The stitch hook should next be drawn
backwards, and depressed so as to disengage it from the stitch. The movements of the stitch hook may
be produced by various kinds of combinations of mechanism. No such machinery forms any part of

my invention, and I lay claim to none in particular, but employ such as may be suitable : that adopted

by me is as follows, viz :

2478 2477

The stitch hook E, is fastened to the lower end of a bar a', which works or slides freely up and down
through a piece of metal V, and is jointed by a joint screw c', to a connecting rod d', on whose upper

end is a strapjf', passing around an eccentric </, fixed on the main driving shaft h', of the machine.

The upward and downward movements of the stitch hook are effected by such eccentric during its en-

tire revolution. In order to produce its forward and back movements, a lever i', working on a fulcrum

k', is jointed at its lower end to the rear end of the piece of metal b' . The upper end or arm of the said

lever rests against a cam I', fixed on the driving shaft (see fig. 2473,) which denotes a top view of the

said shaft, and the cams applied to it. See also figures 2474 and 2475, the former of which is a side

view of the said cam, and the wing cam to be hereinafter described, while the latter is a top view of

the same, made so as to show the form of the wing cam. During the revolution of the cam I', the lever

i will be moved forwards and backwards by the action of the said cam and a spring m', made to bear
against the rear side of the said lever. The small wing cam n', placed on the side of, or to project

above the cam l', serves to press the upper end of the lever i' laterally, in order to produce the lateral

motion of the stitch hook. A spring o
,
(see fig. 2473,) presses the end of the lever i', against such

wing cam.
Both the stitch hook and the yarn guide, are arranged between the arms of the presser, which presser

consists of two arms, k, I, extended at right angles from a horizontal rocker shaft m, and long enough
to play between the needles. These arms should be made to operate so as to press the work down to the

roots of the needles, after the formation of each stitch ; they should next be raised upwards far enough
to allow of the movement of the chain belt, which having taken place, they should be depressed so as

to hold the work down until the stitch hook has fairly hooked under or taken up the stitch on the nee-

dle, against which it may be acting.

The presser should next be elevated with the stitch hook, so as to allow the work to rise. While the

stitch hook is casting the stitch or loop over the hook of the needle, the presser should be stationary, but

as soon as this has been effected, and the hook has withdrawn itself from the stitch, the presser should

be depressed so as to force the work down to the roots of the needles. Such movements may be attained

by any suitable machinery applied to the rocker shaft of the presser, such mechanism constituting no
part of my invention ;—but that which I employ may be thus described :—Fig. 2476 is a front elevation

of the machine as it appears when its front plate p'
:
and the endless chain A, are removed from the re-
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maindc-r of the mechanism. Fig. 2470 is a vertical cross section of the machine; the same being ta-

ken looking towards the left through the cam, which operates the pr.

From the shaft to of the presser, an arm q extends towards the front, and is joined at its outer end

to an upright and bent bar r', whose upper end is forced upwards a cam .«'. by means of a

spring t ', one end of which is attached to the bar r, and the other to the frame or box B, as seen in

fjn-5. 247G and 2470. The cam »' is fixed on the driving shaft, and during its revolution, it, in conjunc-

tion with the spring t', produces the rocker motions of the shaft to, such as will cause the presser to op-

erate in the manner required.

Directly after each movement of the chain belt, the yarn guide or director D, should be moved for-

ward beyond the back needles, so as to lay tin- yarn on that needle on which the new stitch is to be

made. After the stitch has been formed, the yarn guide should be retrograded and carried back of the

needles, in order that the chain belt may perform its next movement without obstruction. The mecban-
i-:n for operating the yarn guide or director D, consists of a cam «', fixed on a driving shaft, a slide

rod or bar r', (whose lower end is jointed or hinged to the outer end of an arm to', extended from the

shaft _/",) and a spring x', which forces the bar v up against the cam—the said cam being shown in fig.

2470 by dotted lines.

The machinery for moving the chain belt forms no part of my invention, except so far as the arr .

ment of the gear or pinion B and the joints x x x, &c, of the chain belt is concerned. On the main
driving shaft, there is another cam a9, which operates against the upper end of a lever 6*, which turns

upon a fulcrum c". See fig. 2478, which is a transverse section of the machine, taken through such cam,

and looking towards the right, serves to show the machinery actuated by it. A spring d1
, is used to

draw the upper end of the lever against the cam. The lower end of the lever is bent at right angles,

or horizontally, and has two impelling pawls (
:j"\ jointed to it, and made to extend forwards, and re-

spectively to act in concert with two ratchet wheels tj" /r, fixed upon the upright shaft i", of the pinion b

which works the chain belt. These ratchet wheels and pawls are seen in fig. 2477 and 217!', the latter

figure being a horizontal section of the machine, taken just above the pawls, and so as to exhibit them.

The teeth of one of the ratchet wheels are arranged in a direction opposite to those of the other, in or-

der that when its pawl is in action with it, a motion of the shaft z
a
, may he produced in a direction the

reverse of that effected by the movements of the other pawl and its wheel. By the movement of either

pawl an intermittent rotary motion of the shaft r will take place.

The two pawls pass respectively through slots h" P, made in a vertical stationary plate m" ; (see fig.

2480,) which is a front view of the plate m* and the shifting contrivance attached to it. Such shifting

contrivance is a slide n3
, which i- capable of being moved longitudinally, and has i o'

1 extend-

ing down between the two pawl-. \\ hen the slide is moved in one direction, it bear- against one of the

pawls, and throws it out of action upon its ratchet wheel, and at the same time, in consequence of the

two pawls being connected by a spring j>*, it draws the other pawl against the other ratchet wheel,

thereby creating a reverse motion of the shaft i*. The object of the two pawls is to enable the move-
ment of the endless belt A to be reversed, so as to cause the knitting to be produced m an opposite di-

rection; one pawl, however, is sufficient to produce the movement necessary to knit in one direction.

The shaft f, which carries the yarn director D, is made to slide longitudinally in its bearings, and is

connected into the slide w3
, by a lever q

1
, which turns upon a fulcrum r3

, and has its ends inserted in

notches made in the slide n", and the shaft j\ and this so that the movement of the slide in one direction

may create a .-liding movement of the shaft, sufficient to move the yarn guide into the proper position

to commence the knitting in the reverse direction.

The .-hitting contrivance may bo operated by the attendant, or by any other proper means. Some
of other mechanism which I append or attach to the above described machine, and for purposes

not necessary to mention, may be seen in the drawings. As such mechanism forms no part >A' my in-

vention, I make no further reference to it or description of it.

On the driving shaft there may be a fly wh which a crank a-
3 may extend, and for the pur-

pose of enabling put the shaft in motion—or the said Bhaftmay be revolved by a pulley ap-

plied to it, and made to receive an endli -- belt from any suitable driving drum.

By having the endless chain of needles made and operated in the above described manner, the chain

extra I

'', instead of the work encompassing the chain, a- it does m other well-known

knitting machines. My improve. 1 arrangement and disposition of the work exposes all the joints of the

links of the chain BO that B workman or attendant can readily remov 16 or more of the n He-, with

much greater convenience than can be done on the said welt-known machines, as in the latter he would

be obliged to wholly or partially /• rk from tin i rder to accomplish the additi

of "ne or more of the needles, such addition or subtraction being for the pa ibling

him to "widen "
i work. My improvement nffi r a knitting a heel,

u- the be effected in a much more perfect manner, without that .-train apon the work an .

dies tl . to the old and well-known mac]

KNIVES, {including Ft Ki are well-known instruments, made for cuttin inety

I ad ipte 1 by differences in form to various osea ; but the two princi]

: under the terms of pockel knives and table knives, w ith their accompaniments, forks.

In the making of pocket-knife blade-, one workman enerallj employed; th<

attend- to tl thai is, to the ro le of teel in the Bre,) which b • [j band- to the I

and take- back the rod from which the last blade was formed. One hi

Made, and a second to form the tang, by which il is faste I into the handle. The -kill oi the

l in forming it so perfectly b, his 1 requii •• little to I

oif in
| perations.

metal under-handte, and to which tl ther I are made by

workmen. In th I

I "'her bis i

hammer, strikes alternately with him; and the I

Vol. II. il
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blades is continued after the steel has ceased to be soft, in order to condense the metal and render il

very smooth and firm. Table-knife blades are usually made with iron backs, which are welded to the

steel by a subsequent forging, to that of forming the cutting edge ; the thick piece that joins the han-

dle, called the shoulder or bolster, as well as the tang that goes through the handle, is forged out of the

iron immediately after the welding of the steel blade : dies and swages being employed to perfect and
accelerate the shaping of these parts. When the forging is completed, the blades undergo the processes

of hardening and tempering, explained in article Tempering. The blades are then ground upon a wet

stone, about 4 feet in diameter, and 9 inches wide, which roughs out the work; they are subsequently

finished or whitened, as it is termed, upon a finer dry stone ; and the shoulders or bolsters are ground
upon a narrow stone, about 3 feet in diameter, which completes the grinding. The next process is that

of glazing the blades, which is effected upon a wooden wheel, made up of solid segments, well fitted

and secured together, and with the ends of the fibres of the wood presented to the periphery of the

circle ; over this is extended a piece of leather, which is charged with emery or other powders, adapted

to the finish or nature of the work required.

The cheaper kind of forks are made by casting them from malleable pig-metal, sometimes denom-
inated " run-steel ;" and some of these, which are well annealed and worked under the hammer, turn out

very serviceable and good. Those made of wrought-metal, were formerly either forged, and the prongs

drawn out by the hammer, and welded together, or they were forged into one solid piece, and the

spaces between them formed by cutting away the metal. These processes, however, were tedious and
expensive, and a great improvement in their manufacture has been introduced. The tang, shoulder,

and a thick, flat piece, called the blade, are forged, and the blade is then submitted to the action of a

pair of dies, contained in a powerful fly or stamping-press ; the dies being so formed as to force or cut

out the superfluous portion of the metal and raise the curved swelled portions at the junction of the

prongs, termed the bosom. The forks after this operation are filed up, ground, glazed, and burnished,

when they are ready for hafting, which is a distinct business.

The instruments required for hafting knives and forks are few and simple. The principal are, a small

polishing-wheel and treddle, mounted upon a stand, a bench vice, and a kind of hand vice to fix in the

bench vice, termed a snap-dragon ; it has a pair of long projecting jaws, adapted to hold a piece of

metal or other substance, with the flat side uppermost, in order to be filed or otherwise worked ; a few
files, drills, drill-box, and breast-plate, burnishers and buffs, emery, rotten-stone, <fcc. The substances

used for covering the handles are almost infinite ; the chief are bone, horn, ivory, tortoise-shell, and wood
of every kind. The several pieces of the handle being filed to the shape intended, holes are drilled

through them for the pins by which they are afterwards riveted together. The pinning is at first

loosely done, until the blades, springs, and all the parts are well adjusted and fit closely ; they are then

firmly riveted together. The handles are afterwards scraped and then polished, by means of buffing,

on the wheel.

KNIFE-SHARPENERS. This term has been 2469.

given to a variety of convenient modern instru-

ments, especially adapted to the sharpening of

knives at table, but particularly carvers, and are

intended as substitutes for the common steel. For
these instruments several patents have been ob-

tained, and a considerable manufacture of them has

been established.

Filtoris patent sharpener, represented in Fig.

2469, consists of two horizontal rollers, placed par-

allel to each other, which revolve freely upon their

axes, (represented by the two black dots ;) at uni-

form distances, there are fixed upon each roller

narrow cylinders or rings of hard steel, the edges of which are cut into fine teeth, and thus form circular

files ; the edges of the files in the opposite rollers overlap each other a little, so that when a knife is

drawn longitudinally between them, the edge of the knife is acted upon on both of its sides at once.

The rollers turn round with the slightest impulse ; consequently, they wear uniformly, and will last a

considerable time. A good edge is given to a knife by just drawing it from heel to point two or three

times between the rollers ; and thus obviates the necessity of imitating the skill exercised by a butcher
upon his steel.

Westbifs knife-sharpener, which was patented in 1828, is an ingenious instrument; an immense quan-
tity of them have been sold, and it is said, have been the means of greatly enriching the proprietor of

the patent. Fig. 2470 exhibits an end elevation of the instrument, and Fig. 24*71 a side elevation of the

I jars, with a section of the boxes a and b, to show the interior. The same letters in each figure have
reference to similar parts ; a is a small oblong box, surmounted by a smaller box b ; in the top of the

latter there is a slit made throughout its length, and of sufficient width to receive the square steel

bars c c. The box a has two similar slits. The surfaces of the bars are draw-filed ; they pass through
the slit in b, and alternately through both slits in a, so as to cross each other, as shown in Fig. 2470.

The lower ends of these bars are supported upon a plate of metal (/, which can be elevated, so as to

bring a different portion of the bars into operation, by means of the screw underneath
; ff are two

screws passing through the holes in d, to preserve its parallel motion, and likewise to support the bottom
of the box ; h is a tightening screw to steady the bars c e.

The mode of operating with this instrument is merely to place the edge of the knife upon the bars,

-o as to bisect the angle formed by them, and then draw the knife backward and forward. As the

surfaces of the bars wear away, different sides can be presented, or they can be shifted from end to

end, so as to present fresh surfaces to the knife.

Church's patent knife-sharpener consists of two very flat truncated cones, fixed with their smaller
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surfaces together, and with several rectangular projections in the one, fitting into similar cavities in tha

other. The conical surfaces of both pieces are serrated with a series of very fine teeth extending an-

gularly towards their centres; these are placed upon the shank of the fork, between the shoulder and
the handle, with which they correspond in diameter so nearly as to constitute an ornamental finish to

the small end of the handle. In the position and size of these consist the principal merit of the sharp-

ener. "When used for sharpening scythes, or other large cutting instruments, the conical pieo
made larger, and fitted on an axis between two prongs of a forked apparatus, with an appropriate
handle.

2471. 2«o.

Westby'a second patent.—The extraordinary success attendant upon Mr. Westby's contrivance for

sharpening table-knives induced him to figure a second time as a patentee, "for certain improved ap-

paratus to be used for the purpose of whetting or sharpening the edges of the blades of pent

, and other c rvments." The first improvement mentioned in the specification <

in the application to a hone, or oil-stone, of a guide to keep the edge of the razor, or ing in-

strument, at the same angle with respect to the surface of the hone, during the operation of whetting.

This is effected in two ways : first, by placing over the hone a plate of metal extending its whole length,

and adjustable, at any required distance parallel to its surface, by set-screws ; now, in the operation ol

sharpening, the back of the instrument is kept resting upon the guide-plate, while the edge is applied

to the hone. The second method consists in the application of two hones placed in an erect position,

with a space between them for the razor, which is to be fixed by screws into a small horizontal frame,

made to slide upon a circular rod, so that the edge can be applied alternately to the hones ; these can

be elevated and depressed at pleasure, bo that their surfaces may be uniformly worn while in use. The
patentee also mentions in his specification a method of attaching to his hone a leather -trap which is

made double, and kept stretched by adjusting screws attached to the frame of the hone, or else to the

end of a rod extending lengthwise between the two folds of leather. This last connivance does not

appear to us to be sen ntifically adapted to the object in view, as the pressure of the edge of the instru-

tnenl upon a -trap of leather only supported at its extremities, musl produce a tendency in the Leather

to wrap round the acute angle oi the edge of the instrument, and render it obtuse.

LABURNUM WOOD is in use among turner* ' pulleys and blocks are made of it- Being a hard

an d compact wood, it i- capable of endurance when exposed to the weather, and for various put

is extremely valuable. \\ hen perfectly dry, a cubic foot weighs 52 Lbs. 1 1 >/.

LAO. A resinous substance, the product of an insect found on several different kind- of tn es in the

Bast Indie-. These in the small branches of the trees on which they feed, and thi

that exudes from the wound- is formed bj them into a kind of cells for their eggs. Lac is in
|

into this country Rdhflring to the branch in imall transp is, or in semi transparent fiat cakes.

'I he fii tag the branches, is calle Ian nchos,

and called seed lac; the thud is that which has undergone a simple purification, as we shall presently

I a fourth, called lump-lac, made bymeltii I lac, and forming it Into lumps.

To purify the lao for use the natirt I into long canva bag which tney heal

charcoal fire until the re- in melts; a portion ox the lac then exudes through the bags, which arc

quentlj twi ted, or wrung bj means of a •' the ends of the bags, the surface oi tin r

being craped at the seme tune .to accelerate the prooe .
The chief consumption of lac in

is in the manufacture ol ax and varnishes, [tha been a great d< ideratumamon

render ahell-lao colorless, as, with the exception of i

mi h in a higher degree than any other known resin. The pi

i
. Dr, Bare I ives nothing I the K of ee my. Were I

b to be m mufactured in the large way, the two | se -••-, thai of ma
iug tb i htbeadvan combined. " Dissolve in an iron kettle one pari ol
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about eight parts of water ; add one part of seed or shell lac, and heat the whole to ebullition ; when
the lac is dissolved, cool the solution, and impregnate it with chlorine till the lac is all precipitated.

The precipitate is white, but its color is deepened by washing and consolidation ; dissolved in alcohol,

lac bleached by the process above mentioned yields a varnish which is as free from color as any copal

varnish."

The following is Mr. Field's process : Six ounces of shell lac, coarsely powdered, are to be dissolved

by gentle heat in a pint of spirits of wine ; to this is to be added a bleaching liquor, made by dissolving

purified carbonate of potash, and then impregnating it with chlorine gas till the silica precipitates and
the solution becomes slightly colored. Of this bleaching liquor add one or two ounces to the spirituous

solution of lac, and stir the whole well together ; effervescence takes place, and Avhen this ceases, add
more to the bleaching liquor, and thus proceed till the color of the mixture has become pale. A second
bleaching liquor is now to be added, made by diluting muriatic acid with thrice its bulk of water, and
dropping into it pulverized red lead, till the last added portions do not become white. Of this acid

bleaching liquor, small quantities at a time are to be added to the half-bleached lac solution, allowing
the effervescence, which takes place on each addition, to cease before a fresh portion is poured in. This
is to be continued until the lac, now white, separates from the liquor. The supernatant fluid is now to

be poured away, and the lac is to be well washed in repeated waters, and finally wrung as dry as pos-

sible in a cloth. The lac obtained in the foregoing process is to be dissolved in a pint of alcohol, more
or less, according to the required strength of the varnish ; and after standing for some time in a gentle

heat, the clear liquor, which is the varnish, is to be poured off from the sediment.

Mr. Luning's process is as follows :—Dissolve five ounces of shell-lac in a quart of rectified spirits of

wine ; boil for a few minutes with ten ounces of well-burnt and recently heated animal charcoal, when
a small quantity of the solution should be drawn off and filtered : if not colorless, a little more charcoal

must be added. When all color is removed, press the liquor through silk, as linen absorbs more varnish,

and afterwards filter it through fine blotting-paper. In cases where the wax found combined with the
lac is objectionable, filter cold ; if the wax be not injurious, filter while hot. This kind of varnish

should be used in a temperature of not less than 60° F. ; it dries in a few minutes, and is not after-

wards liable to chill or bloom ; it is therefore particularly applicable to drawings and prints which have
been sized, and may be advantageously used upon oil paintings which have been painted a sufficient

time, as it bears out color with the purest effect. This quality prevents it from obscuring gilding, and
renders it a valuable leather varnish to the bookbinder, to whose use it has already been applied with
happy effect, as it does not yield to the warmth of the hand, and resists damps, which subject bindings
to mildew. Its useful applications are very numerous, indeed, to all the purposes of the best hard
spirit varnishes ; it is to be used under the same conditions, and with the same management. Common
seed-lac varnish is usually made by digesting eight ounces of the bright, clear grained lac in a quart ot

spirits of wine, in a wide-mouthed bottle, putting it in a warm place for two or three days, and occa-

sionally shaking it. When dissolved it may be strained through flannel into another bottle for use. In
India, lac is fashioned into rings, beads, and other trinkets. Its coloring matter, which is soluble in

water, is employed as a dye. The resinous portion is mixed with about three times its weight of finely

powdered sand, to form polishing stones. The lapidaries mix powder of corundum witli it in a similar

manner.
LACE. A delicate kind of net-work, composed of silk, flax, or cotton threads, twisted or plaited

together. See Bobbin-work.
LACQUERING is the application of transparent or colored varnishes to metals, to prevent their

becoming tarnished, or to give them a more agreeable color. The basis of them is properly the lac

described in the preceding article ; but other varnishes made by solutions of other resins, and colored
yellow, also obtain the name of lacquer. Strictly speaking, lacquer is a solution of lac in alcohol,

to which is added any coloring matter that may be required to produce the desired tint ; but the
recipes that have been published in various scientific journals contain apparently a great many useless

articles.

Lacquer for Brass.

| oz. of gum guttae, f oz. of terra merita,

2 oz. of gum sandarac, 2 oz. of oriental saffron,

2 oz. of gum elemi, 3 oz. of pounded glass,

1 oz. of dragon's blood, of the best q_ality, and
1 oz. of seed-lac, 20 oz. of pure alcohol.

Before, however, the reader ventures to meddle with so formidable a list of ingredients as the fore-

going, we would recommend him to make trial of the following more simple compound :—Take 8 oz.

of spirits of wine, and 1 oz. of annatto, well bruised ; mix these in a bottle by themselves ; then take
1 oz. of gamboge, and mix it in like manner with the same quantity of spirits. Take seed-lac varnish,

(described under the previous article Lac,) what quantity you please, and color it to your mind with
the above mixtures. If it be too yellow, add a little from the annatto bottle ; if it be too red, add a
little from the gamboge bottle ; if the color be too deep, add a little spirits of wine. In this manner
you may color brass of any desired tint: the articles to be lacquered may be gently heated over a
charcoal fire, and then be either dipped into the lacquer, or the lacquer may be evenly spread over
them with a brush.

LACTOMETER. An instrument for the purpose of ascertaining the different qualities of milk from
its specific gravity compared with water. On this subject Dr. TJre observes, that it is not possible to

infer the quality of milk from the indications merely of a specific gravity instrument, because both
cream and water affect the specific gravity of milk alike. " We must first use as a lactometer a gradu-

ated glass tube, in which we note the thickness of the stratum of cream afforded, after a proper inter-

fal, from a determinate column of new milk ; we then apply to the skimmed milk a hydrometric
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instrument, from which we learn the relative proportions of curd and whey. Thus the combination o*

the two instruments furnishes a tolerably exact lactometer."

Frye's lactometer. Kg. 2472, for testing the quality of milk; made under the

direction of the Board of Agriculture of the American Institute, in the city of New
York, who have strongly recommended it to public patronage.

This instrument was invented for the purree of ascertaining the density, and fixing
Md

the standard weight, of pure unadulterated milk, as it is produced in the best grazing '

< wrtOT.

districts in the country, and with a view of detecting the frauds practised by adulter-

ating milk with water, so often complained of by the consumer, in large towns and a mOk »nd

cities throughout the Union.

Directions for using the instrument.— Fill the tin tube, which accompanies the in- x »•n* ">d

strument, with the milk to be tested at a temperature of about 60 degrees, and sus- ; '
""

pend the lactometer in the milk, and if the milk is proof, the instrument will sink to
p^ o^

the degree marked 100 on the scale, or p, showing that the milk is at par ; but if the c*. m™6"

milk has been adulterated with water, or has been taken from cows that have been

fed on slops from breweries, and kept confined in Btables in warm weather, the instrument

will, in all such cases, sink below par, and show the per centage of adulteration, which, in

some instances, will be 25 per cent, below par; but if the milk is superior, the instrument

will rise above p, and show the per centage above par, which, in some instances, will be 10

per cent. Each division on the scale is 5 per cent.

Any person can test the correctness of the lactometer by mixing water with pure milk,

ar.d note the per centage of water which they use, and suspend the instrument in the mix-

ture, and it will give the proportion of water added.

To farmers the instrument has proved to be very valuable, as a ready means of testing the relative

quality of their cows, by inspecting their milk, and also showing the effects produced by a chai

tin' animals' food, as its quality will change the density of the milk.

LADDER. A portable frame, containing steps for the feet. There are various kinds, most of which

are too familiar to the readers of this work to need description. Ladders are very advantageously em-

1 in the raising of weights, by the addition of a pulley-wheel at the top, or suspended over them
;

passing over this pulley i- a rope, to one end of which is attached tin- article to be raised.

Ladders are the universal means of ascent and descent in mines, the distance betwi i n the levels

being generally 60 feet ; a single ladder in former times reached from one to the other, but the most

usual length at present is from 4 to 5 fathoms. In the perpendicular .-hafts the inclination is commonly
such that the ladder may nearly traverse the breadth of the shaft; from IS to '21 inches in the fathom

Is the inclination which experience has determined to be the best calculated to facilitate the progrc-- ol

the miner, being that which enables him to stand upright on the ladder with the leg clear from the

above, so that the effort is divided between the upper and lower extremities. The di

betw& n the staves is generally 12 inches; in some old ladders they were 11 inches apart, but In inches

is found the best for facilitating the climbing, by which one-fourth of the labor is estimated to be saved.

The staves are of wood, though iron is in some instances preferred; in others it becomes slippery and

rough from the corrosive action of water impregnated with copper, <tc. Each ladder usually terminates

on a sollar or platform, which leads to that below, which is generally placed parallel to that above.

LAMPS. The whole series of improvements made in lamps up to the present time, must be con-

sidered as the reward of no inconsiderable expenditure of ingenuity in the inventors themselves, and of

a clear perception of the working of physical laws, enabling them not only to overcome the difficulties

of tie' Bubject itself, but also to adapt the new contrivances to genera] use, and to the management of

the unskilled. A general view of this interesting subject will place clearly before us the essential points

which it has been tic- object of the inventors to attain, sometimes Bingly, sometimes several al

'1 hey are ti:

led Buch a form i section) of wick that the quantity of decomposed »iLand the simultai

Supply of air, may stand in such relation to each other, that tin' hydrogen and carbon may h.

secutively consumed, and consequent!) no \oh produced.

<J>) To make the distance between the burning pari of the wick and the Burface of the oil

changeable as possible, in order that as much oil may be drawn up at last as at first

rvoir of oil in Buch a position that the shadow shall occasion little or no Incon-

venience. The use made of the lamp must, of course, here regulate it- form; it is not, however, always
a fault when these do not exactly correspond Thus the shadow thrown by wall lamp- is unimportant,

a- the lamp itself covers tie' shadow : in like manner, the shadow of a common study lamp cannot be

as a fault) being used only bj one person, although it- prevention is always an improve-

ment
i</i To throw the light, radiating from the flame, bj means of collectors and reflectors, from those

part- where it is of little service, in the direction wbj i it is mosl required.

requisitions Btated under a have been complied with in two ways the one hand, bj controlling

the acce of air, (the quantil on the other, bj regulating the upplj of oil, and often bj

at the- iame time They have reference to thai pan of the lamp called the burner.

The scrupulous enumeration of the manifold modifications, and, for the greater part, unimp
improvement - in lamps, which have been presented to the public during the last twenty or thirtj

would be but a tedious labor ; and in the following observations we -hall onlj lay before the

inventions which appear to indicate important progress, or form : ''"',

subject

Iriornuf lamp*—The 'Worms* lamp, shown in I 2478 and 2474, is well known, and chn

the wick L 'I be Bores ol the « i< k, in u ad of b< in [
• oil

i in -mall bundli le, forming togethei flal ribbon, I 1"- efli d of thi
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edges of the flame are at no point so distant that a nucleus can form in the centre, which, from want of

air, will burn incompletely and smoke. The flat socket c serves to hold the wick; it is soldered in

the diameter of the wide ring d, which, with its recurved edge, rests upon that of the glass globe a a.

An important addition to its flat form is its movability, and tins is common to all the following kinds

of lamps. The teeth of a wheel e and e', more distinctly seen in Fig. '2474, are somewhat advanced ints

the space occupied by the wick, a cut being made in the socket, so that they press the wick in some
measure against the back side. According as the screws are turned the wick is either raised or lowered,

and a larger or smaller portion of it is engaged in the combustion. When the wick is high a large

Quantity of oil is decomposed ; and when low a small quantity in the same space of time : the supply

of oil is, therefore, easily regulated.

2473.

By means of the stem a the oil vessel can be placed upon any kind of foot. Besides the very un-

equal, constantly decreasing height of the surface of the oil, another objection may be raised to this

arrangement, on account of the size and disadvantageous direction of the shadow, the conical space

between /3/and fig receiving no direct light.

Study lamp.—In the common study lamp, Fig. 2475, the oil vessel a is more flat, and instead of being

situated below, is behind, and at the side of the flame, so that its shadow falls much beyond the imme-
diate vicinity of the flame, and in no way interferes with the person in front of the lamp. The greater

part of the light passing upwards, is collected by the shade k, and from every point of its inner surface is

reflected downwards towards the opposite side. The inclination of the sides of the conical shade is, there-

fore, not unimportant, and should be at an angle of about 60°. The shade can be turned on the support in n.

The motion communicated to the wick d is not from above, as in Figs. 2473 and 2474, in which arrange-

ment the pressure interferes too much with the supply of oil, and the flame is too much cooled by the

proximity of the wheels, but it is from below. The clamp u, Fig. 2476, which sustains the wick, is firmly

connected with the toothed rod e. By turning the wheel o, this and the wick is raised up or down ; the

wheel works in the separate compartment g, as does the toothed rod in descending into h, whilst the

clamp, the rod of wire, and the wick, by means of a rectangular appendage c, Fig. 2477, are all inclosed

in the space allotted to the burner. This communicates with the oil vessel through the tube b ; i is the

inclosure round the burner. The motion of the wick, by means of a toothed rod and wheel, is, under
various modifications, common to most lamps. The stopper I, at the aperture for filling the oil vessel,

must be pierced, that the air without may not depress the oil in the burner.

The astral lamp.—The astral lamp, of which a sketch is given in Fig. 2478, was constructed by Bordier-

Marcet, with the idea of making as imperceptible as possible the sinking of the level of the oil, and at

the same time the diminution of the flame by means of a very flat oil vessel, in which, therefore, a

larger quantity of oil only occupies a very insignificant height. It is clear that the annular flat oil

vessel will produce only a small unimportant shadow, although this will necessarily be thrown on all

6ides. At the same time the side nearest the flame a a is so inclined that it acts like a shade. Th

;

burner is not peculiar to the astral lamp, but is the well-known invention of Ami Argand, in 1789, and
named after him ; it is by far the most important kind of burner employed for illuminating purposes.

The Argand burner, with double draught, consists of two metallic cylinders, one within the other, i

and d: the ring-shaped space between them, which is closed at bottom, contains the oil and tha

eyliudrically woven wick ; the latter is clamped between two rings, which are connected with the screw
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Fhe inner cylinder i- open at top and bottom. The extraordinary advantages of this arrangement art

easily understood. It has been already shown that -with entire massive] wick-, a nucleus is formed in

the middle of the candle, which illumines but little, and smokes from want of air ; with the hollow wick

a current of air is directed exactly to that spot, so that the flame is surrounded by two concentric cur-

rents of the same kind. The current produced in the air by a freely burning hollow-wick flame, or the

natural supply of air, is by no means sufficient to produce the requisite amount of light. As soon as, by

k

raUiri'_j the wick, tin- size of the flame is increased, a thick smoke is the result ; and when the wick is sc

ks to produce no smoke, then the flame is weak and deficient. But Argand gave a real prac-

tical use to his invention by applying the happy idea of an artificial draught. The principle is the same
as that of chimneys ; a rest on the outside of the burner supports a straight glass cylinder, which, in-

cluding the inner and outer draught of air, exerts a powerful influence upon the velocity of both, in

proportion to its height With this arrangement, the point at which smoke begins to be evolved or
re-ponds with a much higher intensity of flame. Another advantage, not at first anticipated, is the

great steadiness caused by the chimney. When a draught of air comes in contact with an unpft

flame its force and cooling influence produce diminished combustion, and at the same time flickering and

smoke; in Argand's burner, on the contrary, the supply of air to the flame is become Belf-dependi at,

whilst the heat itself is made the motive power. The cylinder protects it from any direct interruption.

and that arising from the draught apertures is hardly felt at all in the interior. It must not be hit

unnoticed that the straight Argand cylinders, whilst assisting the draught, fall into an opposite ^__
extreme, and supply too large and injurious an amount of air. This was remedied, soon after

tin- original invention, by Lange, and forms an important improvement ; it consists in contract-

ing the diameter of the glass chimney at a certain height above the burner at A, thus forming

a shoulder of a few lines in width, as in Figs. 2418 and 'J 17'.'. The draught, moving in the

Bimple cylinder, in a parallel direction to the axis of the cylinder, is thus broken at the

shoulder, and thrown into the flame at a certain angle. The supply of air is, tli.

I, but the direction given to it is preferable ; ana that part of the current, which, with-

out taking part in the combustion, I lea the flame in a useless manner, and passed along

the inner -urface of the cylinder, is almost entirely removed. The glass chimneys are, howj
ever, applicable to all burners with flat, round, or semicircular wicks.

Sinumbra lamp.—When the astral lamp i used as a hanging lamp, the shadow of the circular oil

reseel is thrown more towards the ceiling ; this i- not the case when it stands in an upright position,

\

Bj in in enious modification, Phillip ba occeeded in hi- rinumbralami
utnKr'i, m n adoring the hadow imperceptible i pen in the latfc i kind, and tin- i

i
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section of the circular vessel o. Its three surfaces meet in the form of a flat wedge, the sharp edge of

which is directed towards the flame. The position of the flame, in relation to the oil vessel is such that

;\vo tangents drawn from the apex and base of the flame to the latter, meet a few inches behind it in a;

Beyond this the vessel can cast no shadow; but even in this small space it is almost entirely destroyed

cy a vase-shaped ground-glass shade, which, resting upon the oil vessel, surrounds the chimney, and
scatters the light in all directions around. The manner in which the wick is moved in the sinumbra
burner is original, and deserves notice; there is neither screw nor toothed rod employed. The inner

cylinder f is furnished on its outer surface with a deep, much inclined spiral groove, into which the

short peg or appendage a of the wick-holder e fits. If, therefore, the latter is turned on its axis, the

peg moves along the groove and forces e up or down. From its position in the burner, however, e

cannot be approached by the fingers, and directly turned ; this is effected by the cylinder d, whicn.

throughout its whole length—that of the burner—has a slit, into which a second peg b, on the outer side

of e, fits. By this arrangement d can at any time be freely moved up or down, but cannot be turned

without taking with it the wick-holder, causing this either to be raised or depressed. In order that d
may be moved easily, and without danger from the flame, it is firmly connected with the support for

the chimney, terminating above in a thick ring, two or three lines wide, which rests upon the edge ol

the cylinder c, this being purposely made lower, and the whole is thus brought up to the full height ol

the burner. In this ring the supports for the chimney are fixed. If these are turned with the hand, d
is turned at the same time, and with it the wick-holder, which is thus moved up or down. Great
mobility characterizes this arrangement, and no forcing or compression of the ring holding the wick can
occur.

2482.

All the lamps as yet described are subject to one common evil, that of having the oil vessel, at all

events, within a few lines of the level of the burner ; in a position, therefore, which throws the most
objectionable shadow. A whole series c ; contrivances have consequently resulted from the efforts ol

inventors to transpose this cistern cither .) a considerable distance above the flame—when its shadow-

would fall upon the ceiling of the room—or to a position much below the flame, when it would fall at

the foot of the lamp. Both resources, however, when applied, give rise to new and critical difficulties

;

the former requires that the supply of oil which flows downwards to the burner, should be accurately

regulated. The most common and general application of this method is that adopted in the standing

lamp, Fig. 2482. The oil cistern A is a movable metallic vessel, capable of being closed at the bottom
by a valve a, which moves between the regulating rods b b. In the upright position the valve falls

back and leaves the aperture open for filling the vessel; if the valve is then pulled up by its rod, the

aperture is closed, and the bottle can be inverted and put in its place in the case B, (as in the figure.)

it is no sooner there than an alteration occurs. The rod attached to the valve is, namely, so long that
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the valve is raised as soon as it touches the bottom of the case </. The oil, therefore, flows out for a

few seconds until it ha- risen bo high in the case as to stop the aperture of the bottle A. From this

instant equilibrium is established, and as the mouth of A is on a level with the height of the burner,

this becomes filled at the same moment, connection having been made by means of the tube g. The
lamp has really two oil cisterns—an under one, which directly feeds the burner, and an upper one, the

inverted bottle, for the supply of the lower as the oil is gradually consumed. As long as the level ol

the oil in B remains unchanged, and the mouth of A consequently closed, no air
i
A, and the

whole stock of oil is kept up by the pressure of the atmosphere. When the lamp has 1

time, and the oil Binks below the mouth of the bottle, a few air-bubbles enter and take the place

of an equal bulk of oil, which flowing out, raises the level in B until the mouth is again closed. The
Bame operation is repeated as long as the oil is present in A.

The other parts of the lamp are easily understood: f is the support for the evlind. r. (the peculiar

form of which will be explained below,) q is the vessel for the toothed rod, and e l?. an aperture in the

case for the easy admission of air into the interior.

On reflection it will be immediately perceived that in all similar lamps, from the peculiar an
ment of the oil cistern, the height of the oil in the burner will not be always quite constant, but will

alternately sink and immediately rise again to its former height, whilst in the lamps previously

described, the suction of the wick is rendered more and more difficult by the constant sinking of the

level of the oil.

The principle in question has been put into practice with better success by means of a simple vessel

without case, as for instance, that represented in Fig. 2483. The mouth of the movable oil bottle cor-

responds here with the lower opening b of the tube a b, which passing through the air-tight collar x, is

movable in the lid of A. The oil consumed in the burner e is replaced from the stock contained (above
the level n n) in A, the place of which is then occupied by air, which enters at b. As soon as the con-

sumption of oil in eb ceases, no more air- bubbles enter, and vice versa. As the level of the oil in the

burner is dependent upon the position of the mouth b, this can be most accurately adapted to circum-
stances, a b being movable. The cocks o and o' are only used in filling the vessel.

•,M?4.

2483.

-Lii^

This principle can be applied in the -ami' manner, or in a much more compact form to lamps with
circular oil vessels, by means of Caron's stop-cock, Fig. 2484. The conical plug of the cock is com-

. hollow, and at a certain distance from the middle it is supplied with a cross bottom <>, dividing
tip- -pace into two unequal part-. In the upper part the round lateral aperture e i- made opposite too
in the lower part; e' and o' are the corresponding apertures in the case. In the position represented in

the drawing, c is closed, whilst is in free communication with the stock of oil in the circular ve<svl A A.
'I hi- -tock comprises the whole quantity, situated above the mouth m of the tube m rinding

with the tube a b of Fig. 2483. The side tube communicating with the burner al-o opens into qq. In

the opposite position of the cocfc (by dosing ->i the Bpace A, and, in the first instance, qq is .-hut off

from communicating with the burner, whilst the Bame Bpace A can then be filled, a being op a
By transposing the oil cistern to the fool of the lamp, by which means all Bhadow i- avoided, we

the important advantage which the free flow (fall) of oil occasions, and by means of which it can
easily be conducted to the burner; and, as consumption goes on, the oil must then be raited. The
lamps made upon this principle are interesting on account of the ingenious, but at the same timi

complicate*: elevating apparatus, which partly depends upon bydrodynamic, partly upon hydrostatic
laws, and is partly also a mere mechanical arrangement.

GiranTi tamp.—Qirard's (hydrostatic) lamp i- constructed upon precisely the Bame principle, as the

air-chamber of a fire-ei her Hero's fountain, Fig. 2485. [n these arrangements it

I known that the pressure ex< rti din a vet el it transferred to anj other distant cistern by i

of compressed air, and is the mean- of forcing a liquid from it- previous position, for example, in an up-

ward direction. In Hero's fountain the primary
|

produced by the column of water a fed
from the vessel above it ,

the an- inclosed between e and the lower bull, i, thus compressed, acts upon
"i tin- iiuid in e, and forces it to a com ipeoding height in </. All th< m compartmi a!

also present in Qirard's lamp, but are closely packed together for the iving Bpace
by the sketch, Fig. 2486, whin- the unimportant pans are left out. A is the reservoir tor the fl

column of oil in the tube a o, B the fowei I lh the inclosed air B', which conveys the pn
received from a b through ed'd to the vessel C, and in th inoe to the I in it.

A- long, theref. , re, a- there is pret lire from a b, the air 0' will cause the oil in <
' to rise in the t. ;

•
o a correspondii to the burner.) 'lie- height, therefore, depends upon the i

raT, and ultimately upon the

©

rmityofhe ht in the column
moment to shorten il" plaj of the whole, both from above and I

bj the Bulking of the oil in A, from bel in B to avoid the
|

'Juration of an evi mption, the vessel ^ is furnished with a I

- that described in the oil cistern at Fi h >• th '
i lit of the column of oil

«
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coincides with the aperture e, and all the oil above that must be considered as a store for the supply o'

that column. The latter is obviated by the narrow vessel v which surrounds the aperture b, and is

filled up to s s in a few moments by the oil flowing from A, thus constituting a basis of uniform height
for the column. Both contrivances are effective until the oil in A sinks below c, and has risen on the
outside of v above the level s s in B. With the requisite height of the lamps the pressure of the column
would raise the oil to a greater height than is desirable. To avoid an excessive length of burner, the
tube c d' d may be curved like a siphon, as indeed was done by Girard, by which means the oil in ef is

caused to rise as much less as d is below the fluid level in C, therefore x less. The pressure is first

exerted to overcome the column of oil x, and it is only the excess that exerts an upward influence in g h
;

the result is, therefore, the same as if the elevation in g h was effected, not from the level of the oil at
C, but at g, for g h = e s s.

Future endeavors to bring the principle of Girard's lamp into a form more suited to daily use will,

perhaps, be successful ; for the limited application which has been made of it must be ascribed to its

inconvenient shape. The following points deserve particular notice ; first, as is obvious enough, the
working of the lamp is not independent of the changes of temperature and pressure in the atmosphere.
Increasing pressure (rise of the barometer) and a lower temperature will diminish the bulk of the air

inclosed in B and C, and cause an augmented flow of oil from A towards B. A fall in the barometer,
and a higher temperature, will produce an opposite effect, and cause the oil to flow from the burner.

The effect of temperature is the stronger of the two ; but both by proper means can be rendered imper-
ceptible, at least for the duration of an evening. Another and a greater objection arises from the posi-

tion and the shape of the vessel C, upon which, as may be seen by the sketch, the supply of the burner
is solely dependent, whilst the oil of A and B is only employed as a fluid pressure. C cannot well be
made deeper without increasing immoderately the height of the lamp ; there is, therefore, no other
means of affording space for the requisite quantity of oil for an evening's consumption, than by adding
to the breadth of this vessel. When this is done, and from its being placed immediately under the
burner, the shadow falling between o y and o z will very much exceed the space occupied by the foot ol

the lamp. Lastly, the necessary additions and apparatus for filling the lamp deprive it of that easj>

and simplicity in the management which daily use justly demands.

The hydrostatic lamp.—The doctrine of the equilibrium of fluid pressure has found an application in

the hydrostatic lamps. Two different fluids, brought into tubes which are connected at the bottom, will

balance each other at different heights, according to their respective densities. The one fluid will form

a column as many times lower as its density exceeds that of the other fluid. A column of mercury
requires to be only one inch in height to balance a column of sulphuric ether of 19 inches, or a column

of oil of 14 inches.

After salt and water, syrup, honey, mercury, had all been tried as heavy liquids, Thilorier succeeded

in 1825, at Paris, in giving a decided pre-eminence to his lamp by the use of a solution of white vitriol

(sulphate of zinc) and by a suitable apparatus. When -we consider that the fluid producing the pressure

must not affect the oil or the sides of the vessel, (tinned iron,) that it must not become solid (crystallize) at
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a temperature several degrees below 0° C, that it must be cheap, and have the proper

shall then understand how to appreciate the discrimination which fi d Thilorier to employ a solu

equal parts, white vitriol and water. Such a solution is 107 times denser than oil, so that a solu!

zinc 10 inches high can support a column of oil 157 inches in height.

It is obvious that, with the diminution of the column of oil (the consumption of oil in the burner the

solution of zinc will sink to a corresponding level, and will only be enabled t'> force the "il to thi

nal height, when it it-elf i- fed by a reservoir of zinc solution. The cistern A in the section of the lamp,

Fig. 2487, is solely for this purpose. In a chamber IS. in the foot of the lamp, both the equally
|

column* terminate, namely, the column of oil in the tube a b, which terminates above in the burner, and

the column of zinc solution in e d, above which the cistern A is situated containing the zinc solution.

The flow is effected in the manner described in Fig. 2483, by means of the tube o P, through which the

external air enters bubble by bubble, as the solution in c d threatens to sink. The height of the column

must, therefore, be reckoned from P; B is completely rilled, and by both fluids at the same time, BO that

no air remains in it. Into the lower solution of zinc (extending to n n ._,,_,,

in the figure) the tube e d is plunged ; into the oil above, on the con-

trarv, the tube a b does not enter beyond the top layer of the fluid in 15.

From the time of lighting and during the combustion, the level n n

naturally becomes higher and higher. At length B becomes quite filled

with solution of zinc, and oil must be supplied. This is done by a

separate funnel through the burner, which obliges the solution of zinc to

return to its former position, an outlet being afforded for the air in A.

The tube oP, Fig. 2488, (twice its proper size,) is intended for this

purpose, having a conical appendage h accurately ground to fit into //,
and luted into the lid of A. The position represented is that for filling.

and this is effected by the peg g, which is fixed to oV, and onlj rests

on the edge of//; when Ii is to be closed the tube is turned until g
falls into a perpendicular cavity. The oil which overflows the burner

in filling, and at other times, collects in the concave lid of A, and passes

oil by i i to a ring-shaped movable vessel g. This vessel is open and

ring-shaped, to admit of the passage of a b and ed through the middle

of It

It must not be supposed, even when every thing goes on regularly,

and the supply in A is not exhausted, that the level of the oil in the

burner always remains the same, for the column nab is constantly

shortened by the rise in n n, and more rapidly than is the case witli the

zinc column nP during the same time. The inventor has succeeded in

rendering this imperceptible for a duration of six hours, by making the

diameter of B very large in proportion to that of a b. The difference of

level does not actually exceed two to three lines, whilst the oil in the

burners of astral and sinumbra lamps frequently falls one inch.

J 'map lamps.—The general conclusion may be inferred from what

n said, that the different static lamps either do not attain the

important advantages which their construction was intended to confer,

or are accompanied with corresponding disadvantages. In contradis-

tinction to these we have the lamps with a mechanical arrangement for

raising the- oil; and as a pump i- generally employed for that purpose,

they are called pump lamp*.

The simplest example of these is the pump lamp with a fiat wick,

very much used in the south of France, although not in tins country :

the motion of the pump is produced by the hand, but in a verj imp. i

feet manner. The pi-ton of the pump is kept constantly raised by the

tension of a spiral spring. A- Boon :i- the piston-rod, n bich i- also the

ascending tube and in firm connection with the burner, is forced down,

rooming the power of the spring, the descending piston forces the

oil in the cylinder to rise through the tube to the burner. When tin'

stroke i ended, the elasticity of the spring brings the pi-ton to it-

former position, and the cylinder 1" com< - a fain tilled. A- candles re-

quire muffins from time to time, so here, the pump must be u-ed at

short intervals. In lamps of thi- kind, « it li double draught, the burner

!. i,wt then there >- a piston rod with a handle at the side of the

ascending tube, 'lb.- uniform working of ucb a lamp di pi ads, there-

fore, upon the c ire which i- taken to Bupplj the -.1 thai it consumed by

,,f the pump. If thi- i- onlj doti- at long iut.|\ab, the

flame will vary from its utmosl intensity to a \. i\ dm ", tight

lli. numerous improvements which have here been noticed, with

reference to the m ful and inter

lidered a- important advances; but they have neverthele - left one

; oul of view, upon which the most indi pen-able condition, for

•ombliiiu
j a perfect and :it :i " ,m "'

, uniform evolution of lighl depend;

i point which i- indisputablj the most difficult ol all to accomplish , It

ha been noticed how the lowering of the oil levol i trod mon and

the functions of the wick, and consequent!} diminishes in an equal •

ilame. Th.- lamp with a ' ppl y, upon the principle of conni

../
•-/-

/
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entire extent ; those with an inverted bottle or similar arrangement are also influenced by it within

certain limits. In the former the brilliancy rapidly diminishes ; in the latter it becomes lessened, and
returns to its original state at regular intervals.

CarceFs clock-work or mechanical lamp.—Carcel, in the year 1800, was the first to carry out the idea

of pumping up the oil from the foot of the lamp to the wick, by simple machinery like that of clocks,

and, moreover, in such quantity as to exceed the quantity consumed during the whole period of burn-

ing. The invention of his clock-lamp is without precedent, with reference to the uninterrupted and

perfect supply of oil to the wick. Whilst in the other lamps the burner contains a stationary column
of oil, which either constantly decreases from above or is reinstated from time to time, the oil in Car-

eel's burner forms a constant ascending current, which always supplies the wick with as much as it can

possibly require ; and lastly, the unconsumed portion flows back to the foot over the outside of the

burner.
2490.

Carcel's invention left only unimportant points connected with the works and the pump to his suc-
cessors, to which the skill of others-has been applied. Figs. 2489 and 2190 present a section of Carcel'i
tamp and its various parts, with Penot's improvements. The chief parts of the lamp are arranged as
follows

: The case for the works B and the space A for the stock of oil, form the foot of the lamp. The
stem of the column contains only the ascending tube b, which separates above (over the capital) into a
forked appendage, (crutch,) upon which rests the burner with its two concentric tubes e e The burner
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iii'l the ascending tube form, therefore, a space which is connected with A by means of the pump. This

latter is a so-called priest-pump, and is more simply represented in Fig. 2491. The spaa
at the top by a piece of elastic cloth or leather, in the middle of which, when 340]

it is considered as a piston, the piston-rod is fixed. By its upward and down-

ward motion, an alternate expansion and contraction of x is effected In the

first case tin 1 valve 6' open-, an 1 oil enters ' from /•/•; in the

through the valve s', oil passes from x, and is raised in the tube t. The
motion of the cloth or leather acts in short in the manner of the cheeks and

muscles in drinking and blowing. To meet the unavoidable- obstructions

which would result from the presence of impurities in the oil, it is all made
t i pa—, whilst still in A and before entering the pumps, through a metallic

sieve with tine holes g, which surrounds the whole of the froni part, including

the entrances to the valves below.

The quadrangular box of the pump contains, for preserving uniformity of

action, three .-imple priest pump-. ccc, made of gold-beater's skin, which, during every moment they are in

action, alter their positions relative to each other. This necessary circumstance is self-evident from the

whole arrangement of the pump. Each single pump has two valves, an ntrance n alve (the under en,- in

the figure) and an exit valve (the upper.) a is a separate chamber for each : the space fur receh ing tie- 1 d

above the exit valve, on the contrary, is common to all. The three short piston-rods, if they may be so

called, work upon three crooked arms B >/ x on the same axis, but in different direction-. One pump
must) therefore, always be forcing, whilst the second is Bucking, and the other midway between the two,

Below, or in the direction of B, the chamber A is completely closed, with the exception of a stuffin

through which the crooked pin of the axle is moved. The wheel t passes under a box placed at the

side, in which this stuffing-box is situated. The iron frame ; i serves to give steadiness to the works in

1! ; the most important parts of the arrangement may be seen in Fig. •_' 190. Motion is obtained 1\ the

spring wound up in the case o o o, which is furnished with cogs. The cogs of ooo first move the

toothed wheel t upon the same axis by means of*. The wheel t catches the second COgy above,which
has the same axis as the piston-rods, and thus the pumps are set in motion. Below, however, t moves
the en . .

on the axis of which i- the fly-wheel d for regulating the works, by means of -, and
tin- toothed wheel u and v. At the very bottom, on ODe side of the foot of the lamp, is a small bolt,

which, when pushed forward, catches the fly-wheel, and either stops the Works, when in motion,
I :

them going when it is polled back, and the whole has Keen wound up.

The stopping-wheel W is used for winding up the machine with a key.

too-died rod g, with the wick-holder, works below the crutch of the ascending tube, in the

case /.

Experience has shown that the whole arrangement of the works i-, not so tender and brittle as might
at first sighl li.i'- e been suppo
The overflow of oil from the burner makes it necessary to screw the wick up Bomewhat higher than

in common lamps ; and this brings with it the great advantage of the llame being moie raised above
the edge of the burner, where less heat is conducted from it, and it burn- more perfectly, producing no

carbonaceous matter on the wdck and about the edge of the burner, which, in general, so materially

interferes with the regular flow of oiL

Carcel's lamp would, without exaggeration, have been prized as much as Argand'a had be. n six-

teen 3 ears \>i<- \ tously, it a less expensive and more suitable form for general use could have be< a gn en

to it.

At an earlier period, and again more recently, the idea has occurred to those versed in these

.
io repkv the complicated clock-work, either by the force of a falling body, tor instance, a

i in a cylinder,) or, at least, to cause tie- tense spring to act upon a larger piston of that

kind. In bow cases the oil is contained in a lamp-like vessel, resembling the cylinder of a
|

from whence it is Blowly forced upward- bj the piston (moved either by gravity, or a Bpring to the

burner.

So far, all is simple and easy ; Imt the practical use of the lamp- ha- always foundered on the diffi-

culty of regulating the acceleration of the fall, or the diminution </' the fore of the spring, ;

uniform demand of the burner. I he arrangements of this kind are all wanting in simplicity, or the)

effect their purpose but imperfectly. Generally, the ascending tube is contracted conically at a certain

into which a conical plug tit-. The Bpring in rising enlarges the aperture at the conti

whilst the sinking pi ton Li sen it, bj forciog the plug either backwards or forwards, in proportion as

their motion i- irregular.

application of a phenome > for raising the oil in lamps, first proposed bj Celarier, i- worthy <>f

! novelty and simplicity, and because it may possibly be productive of somi

actually made of it at present, which is bj no means established. Itisofverj com-

mon ore nr, nee, and may easilj 1 bsi rved. Celai ier*a lamp consist* principally of two vessel .fixed

one above the other, which at h other bj a partition; the upper contain- oil, the

lower air. In the partition, a narrow tube is pi. ice. I, which opens into the air-chamber bel

ml somewhat higher in the oil vessel with a Bimple aperture. On filling the lamp, the oil in

lie- -ame height a- in the \ , . 1 . I.'it a- BOOn as the \al\e i- op. ne I. tl

ipe by the same tube as thai through which tho oil i passing, in endeavoring to fill tl lower

. a narrow tul that with the bubl
huh- column ol i u\ are carried up much ab • the l< • I of the oiL Another plan, a]

Parker and Mallet, in which the oil \m warned in a ring shaped vet i 1 above tie

oretically to he of value, bul
/."'

- in Berlin, the prfci a Imil of using in teadol pute oil • if turp
Ughun , i
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per cent. (This is the camphene in use with us.) This strength is necessary ; for, with a greater amount
of water the flame would be too much cooled, and the oil of turpentine be imperfectly held in solution.

The carbon, originally amounting to 88 per cent, or 8 times the quantity of hydrogen, is diminished by
this mixture (illuminating spirit) to 63 per cent., or three times the hydrogen, which is much less than is

contained in oil or tallow. The lesser evolution of light, from the same weight of spirit, is, however,
actually compensated, although at some cost, by the greater rapidity with which the light is evolved
from the same quantity. Ludersdorft's lamp, Fig. 2491-|, is well adapted to show the different mode
adopted in burning the volatile oils, from that employed with the fats.

A is the vase for the illuminating spirit, into which the burner B descends from above almost to the

bottom. It consists first of a straight, pretty wide metal tube a a, fitting tightly into the real burner-tube

» u, which surrounds a loose cotton wick o o, and fastens it by the semicircular piece x. Above A, at

249 li.

a. distance of about two inches, (the wick extending thus far,) the tube becomes narrower, and ends at

d, in the knob c, which is the real burner ; at the base of b, from ten to twelve holes, \ line in bore, are
made in a circle at equal distances from each other. When the lamp is to be used, common spirits of

wine is ignited in the cup e e, to vaporize the illuminating spirit in the upper part of the wick. As
soon as the vapor issues from the apertures b, it is ignited, and forms the flames/, which surround the
knob c. The metallic mass is then sufficient, on account of its high temperature, to keep up vaporiza-
tion with ease, (even at the distance of c from the wick,) and the lamp continues to burn by itself. To
protect A from the action of the burner, which gradually becomes heated, the latter is surrounded, to
the depth of three inches, with a wide case i i, which is attached to it below, (at i i,) so that a space
filled with air surrounds it thus far. Lamps of this kind give a costly but brilliant light, free from all

the inconveniences of common wicks.
The Liverpool burner.—The original Argand burner g, Fig. 2492, is supplied with oil by the tube i.

At its lower aperture a wire b is fastened, which rises through the axis of the burner to a few lines

above its upper margin, where the projecting end is furnished with a screw. This is intended to sup-
port a round copper plate a (in the shape of a button) of equal diameter with the wick. It is difficult,

at first, to establish the proper relation of distance between a and the margin of the burner, but it ia

easily found, experimentally, by screwing the plate backwards and forwards. As the result of this

arrangement, the internal draught is forced from its original perpendicular direction, and broken against
the plate a, whence it is propelled at a sharp angle, nearly horizontally, against the flame, which thus
assumes a globular, instead of its ordinary cylindrical form, and (as is shown in the figure) is forced into

contact with the external current. The form of the flame makes it necessary to have the peculiar bulg-
ing chimney c, and this is supported by the case e of the burner. Complete combustion, together with
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intense brilliancy and •whiteness, characterizes the flame- but there h nevertheless a certain want of

uniformity, which, however, does not exist in the nature of the principle, and can be avoided by a

proper regulation of the draught.

The lamps constructed by Benkler and Ruhl, in Wiesbaden, since the year 1840, depend entirely

upon the same principle, causing the draught to impinge at an angle upon' the flame The apparent
novelty of the invention, the surprising brilliancy and peculiarity oi the name, and partly the solid and
elegant workmanship of the lamps themselves, led the public, at least for a time, to "confound

advantages with the more essential one, namely, the economical consumption of the oil. and created in

a short time an enormous demand for this invention. Some hasty experiments, which were published,

tended very much to augment this over-estimation of its value.

Fig. 2493 is a sketch of the general plan of Benkler's burner. Fit,'. 2494 is the ground plan; and
Fig. 2495 represents the upper distinct parts. The shoulder of the chimney is here formed at the junc-

tion of two pieces; a narrower glass 6, above the flame, and a wider glass a, which i- below it. Ju~t

at this junction is placed the most important part of the arrangement, which consists of a conical

2494.

^n

ascending brass ring dd, with an aperture of the same diameter as the wick This flat, open cone u
immovably fixed to the upper glass b, by ben. ling np its outer edge, Fig, 2495. The connection of b

with a is effected by a so-called bayonel joint For this purpose, on the lower margin of the plated,

ileTe are two tongues -. an I th< -•
I with two cuts m the ring e, with which the margin of i

rcled. When, therefore, d is so placed upon a that the tongues and cuts correspond, a simple

turn ofd i- sufficient to bring the tongue-, under the ring --. and thus secure the whole. The ap •

oo are made around a, to increase the draught from without. The principal addition, therefore, in

Benkler's lamp is a sudden contraction in the chimney at a certain distance from the flame, the aper
• ire being of the same diameter as the wick, and this is produced by the insertion of a metallic i

rone.

The action of such a contrivance i~ easily undersl I. The external and internal currents of air and

the flame must pats through the aperture of d, where a rapid contraction results. The outer cun

driven agayisl the axis of the flame at a sharp angle, and thus force- the flame itseli into '

:

o thai an intimate mixture of air is effected with the prod id of decomposition of '

;

flame becomes narrower, and three times a. Long, \\ hen, by keeping back all the air w bi< h lin no part

in the combustion, and by giving a proper direction to that which has, the highest and <

liancy, and considerable evolution of heat, is an. one, I. \ perfect]) whil

of the well ordi red combustion, the suspended particli - of carbon ai

e I than in any other lamp Nbtw Ithstanding the intensity of the heat, the chin

of wh
I

i well A rerj ihorl portion of the flame, that which
|

light, is naturally ituated below the cone 4; but the I
.• lominoui
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part, is above, and throws a shadow from d downwards, which is perceptible in standing and hanging
lamps, but is of no moment in the determination of the intensity of light, as it only occurs in the direc-

tion of the edges of d. As the cone d has no other object than that of producing a sudden contraction,

chimneys are now made in one piece with an inward bend in the proper place.

The lamps constructed by Benkler and Ruhl are on the principle just described, and have been car-

ried out in this country under the name of Solar Lamps. The main point in the peculiar construction

of these lamps, is the manner in which the air is caused to impinge upon the flame by the adaptation

of a metallic or glass cone, represented at a in the figures below. The introduction of air at this par-

ticular part of the flame, or at this certain angle, admits of crude cheap oil being consumed in the

lamps, which would produce smoke if burnt in lamps of the ordinary construction. The combustion of

this oil in the ordinary manner being attended by an evolution of smoke and smell, indicating an im-

perfect consumption of the constituents of the oil, gives rise to the necessity for an increased supply of

oxygen or air to that particular part of the flame where these, unconsumed portions are evolved, to

nroduce the inodorous and invisible products which alone should result from perfect combustion. The
oil in the solar lamp is contained in an annular vessel, similar to that described at Fig. 24*78, and the

lamps are constructed in precisely the same manner, with the exception only of the burner. The first

form in which the new burner was introduced is represented in section at 1, Fig. 2196, and consists of

a solid metallic box fixed upon the circular wick-holder of ordinary construction, so that the cone or

contracted aperture a, shall be bare § th of an inch above the top of the wick-holder. This relative posi-

tion is observed in all the burners. This form of cone box was found very inconvenient, by becoming
exceedingly hot and throwing a considerable shadow, it was consequently soon superseded by that

represented at 2, Fig. 2496, in which the metallic box is very much diminished in size, and the cone is

composed of glass, with a small ring of metal round the mouth a. This ring of metal is essential, as it

is necessary that the aperture should be always of the same diameter, and glass cones can never be
made with sufficient nicety to present at all times an exactly similar mouth. The solid box was sub-
sequently replaced by the open skeleton cone holder represented at 3, Fig. 2496, called the screw cone
glass-holder, in consequence of the tall thin chimney being screwed on to the top of the holder. The
last Improvement is the plate cone glass-holder represented at 4, Fig. 2496, in which the metallic cone
i3 replaced by a flat metallic ring fixed upon a skeleton support, the external edge of which fits closely

to the glass chimney.

In the last form of burner, little or no external current impinges upon the flame from the outer sides

of the cone or its substitute ; but the flame is only forced inwards so as to come more completely into

contact with the current of air passing through the interior of the burner. The solar lamp has been
extensively used in consequence of the low price of the oil which it consumes ; it requires, however, a
good deal of care and cleanliness in trimming, the wick must be freshly cut every time the lamp is

used, and the reservoir should be refilled with oil.
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A form of pressure lamp, called the Elliptic Limp, in which the constant flow of oil to

regulated in an ingenious manner, has been patented, and is found to answer perfectly,

crude vegetable oils are consumed in it. Fig. 2491 represents

an entire section of the lamp. The foot of the lamp forms at the

same time the oil cistern : it is of a cylindrical shape, and a

leather piston or valve B, is worked up and down in it by rack

and pinion seen at L. F is a spiral spring of strong iron wire fixed

at the top to the solid stem of the lamp, and exerting a constant

pressure on the piston, so long as it is in any position above the

bottom of the oil cistern. The tube D, which opens at the bot-

tom in the shape of an inverted funnel, and ends in a disk pierced

with holes, supplies the oil to the burner and passes in an air-

tight manner through a stuffing-box in the piston 1!, and can thus

be moved with ease, the piston remaining stationary. This tube

1), is widened above on approaching the burner, and re©

line silver tube several inches long, and one-thirtieth of an inch

internal diameter, which is surrounded by a cap of gauze, made
of copper wire tinned, to prevent corrosion. This gauze has very

small meshes, that no -olid particles mechanically mixed "with

the oil may be carried up into the silver tube, and thus impede

or altogether stop the passage of the oil. The whole of the oil

must pass through the silver tube before reaching the burner,

and the friction thus exerted against the sides of the narrow

tube is the only resistance offered to the oil, which would other-

wise be forced up all at once to the burner by the pressure of

the -piral spring. This, therefore, is the regulator for the supply

of oil, and must be so proportioned in length and bore to the

force of the spring, as to admit of a constant excess of oil flowing

to the wick and over the .-ides of the burner, where it is caught

in a receptacle and carried back into the oil vessel at the foot of

the lamp. The lamp is filled with oil by Blightly raising the

whole interior portion from L, and pouring oil through tip

to the cistern below; the oil then rests in the first instai

the top of the piston. The whole interior portion of the lamp is

then wound up by the key I K and the rack-work L, until the top

of the cistern prevents the piston B from ascending higher. The

tube D and the burner, Arc, attached to it is then pushed down by

the hand through the -tuffing-box until it attains its original po-

sition. The oil which was previously above, having passed

the wick is

even when

2498.
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metal and slightly curved outwards, so as to reverberate the heat upon the oil vessel, and heat the oil

to a considerable extent. The hot oil then descends by the arm to the burner, as shown in the figure.

The lower part of the arm, which is attached to the oil vessel, is furnished with a slide valve worked
by the trigger, so that the supply of oil can be cut off by raising the trigger, and the oil vessel entirely

removed from the lamp for the purpose of filling, ifcc. The oil is introduced by this valve, the oil cis-

tern being inverted, and this should be refilled each time the lamp is used, care being taken that no air

remains in the vessel, as this would be expanded very much by the heat, and cause the oil to overflow

The flame is regulated by raising or lowering the bell-mouthed glass chimney, which rests upon three

points below and is moved by rack and pinion. The wick is not movable, as is the case in ordinary

lamps, and a fresh wick, which is accurately cut by machinery expressly for this lamp, must be insert-

ed every time the lamp is used. A paper or glass shade surrounds the whole of the upper part of the

lamp, according as the light is required to be thrown downwards or uniformly diffused through the

apartment. Dr. Ure has reported the illuminating power of this lamp to be superior to that of Career's

mechanical lamp, and when consuming southern whale oil, it would appear from his statements to

deserve the appellation of the " Economic" to the full extent of the word.

3

Camphene lamps.—It is only within the last few years that oil of turpentine or camphene has been

successfully introduced into general use as a source of illumination ; and it is by applying the principle

of the solar cone in an extended manner that this highly carbonaceous substance can be completely and
conveniently consumed. The pure oil is clear, colorless, and very mobile ; it has a peculiar smell and a

burning taste. Its specific gravity is 086 to 087. The commercial oil is frequently adulterated with

resin, which raises the specific gravity, and which increases in quantity when the oil is exposed, in con-

sequence of the absorption of oxygen from the air. "When pure, the oil boils at 312°, and contains no
sxygen, but consists of: 88'46 carbon.

11-54 hydrogen.

100-

A glance at the composition of this substance, containing so large an amount of carbon, shows thai
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it must be a powerfully illuminating body, if proper modes can be adopted of supplying a sufficient

quantity of oxven or air for the entire consumption of the two combustible constituents, and at the

Bame time so regulating the order of combustion that the full amount of light shall be obtained from it.

Mr. Young was the first who applied the increased draught of air produced by a cone to the flame

of oil of turpentine. The burner of Young's Vesta lamp is shown in Fig. 2499. It is an ordinary Ax-

gand burner with a Liverpool button a, for deflecting the internal current of air, which enters by a

space left open near the pinion handle and passes through a, against the inner Bide of the name ; 6 i.i

the wick tube and c the space between the latter and the cone, which only rises in this case I

same level as the burner. Through c a current of air impinges upon the flame at that part where it is

expanded by the button d and the internal current of air, and again the air in passing up the inn. i

i the chimney is deflected inwards upon the flame by the contracted portion at e. f i.s the pinion-

bandle for raising or lowering the wick. The whole of the burner is screwed upon the glass \

containing the oil of turpentine, and completely insulated by a ring of wood or other non-com!

material No metallic tube passes through the spirit to supply air to the interior of the flam

supposed that this would become too strongly heated and give rise to acrid and offensive fumes from

the volatile spirit. Fig. 2499 shows a plan of Young's burner. This lamp, when properly mai

and supplied witli pure camphene, gives an excellent light, much superior to that produced by any oil

Samp ; but if attention is not paid to the management, or the camphene is not pure, it frequently evolves

a strong smell of turpentine, producing headache and other disagreeable sensations, or largeifla]

soot escape unconsumed and cover every thing in the vicinity. The evolution of smell or soot is always

the result of imperfect combustion, and the lamp has been modified in different ways to avoid the pos-

sibility of unconsumed products being evolved.

Section

The lamp wbi.ii fulfill the conditions for '
: tion of camphene in tb

Banner, i- the Gem Lamp, a section of which i shown in I

the mode of d< (lectin r the currents of air, and in all. .v.

at of air to i oir containing the od of turpentine. In I

the internal cum nt of air whi ;

p
h U i roir o t.> the I

it i- in metallic connection, i

"ii tempt rature which it attain in i
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spirit in both cases being from ten to fifteen degrees above the temperature of the surrounding air

and this appears to be no more than is required for the proper action of lamps of this description

The button f, which deflects the inner current upon the flame, and forces the flame to take an outward

direction and come into contact with the first outer current, has the form of an inverted cone, and the

deflection of the air is consequently not so abrupt. The supply of air to the inside and outside of thn

cone is regulated by a series of holes drilled in the brass gallery, and the number and size of these

holes are proportioned to the size of the burner, or to the quantity of air admitted through the internal

channel.

Fig. 2501 shows a plan and section of the gallery. C is the space occupied by the inner current of air

deflected outwards by the button, A the first series of holes admitting air to the interior of the cone,

and B the series of holes through which the air passes to the exterior of the cone. The circle A has 32

holes, drilled with a drill one-twelfth of an inch in diameter; the circle B has also 32 holes, drilled with

a drill one-tenth of an inch, this number and size of the holes having been found by a series of experi-

ments most advantageous for a burner of the dimensions represented in the drawing. The cone o, Fig.

2501, in this lamp, rises above the level of the wick tube, so that the inner current of air and the first

outer current meet the flame below the button at the point represented by the meeting of the two
arrows. The outer current of air, passing through the holes in the circle B, meets the flame at a

higher level, and insures the complete combustion of any products that may have been uncon-

sumed after passing the point where the arrows meet. The height of the chimney will of course

materially alter the draught, and an additional quantity of air must be admitted if the chimney is

heightened. The proper quantity of air and the direction of the different currents to those parts of the

flame where they are most beneficial, are the objects aimed at in the construction of this lamp, and
they appear to have been attained more perfectly in the Gem lamp, than in any other spirit lamp yet

invented. A Gem lamp of the larger form is reported to give a light equal to 20 wax candles : the

light from one of the smaller size is equal to 13 wax candles.

LAMPS, SPIRIT-GAS. The lamps which we here present are designed to burn the gas of the so-

called " spirit-gas," which is a composition of alcohol and turpentine distilled together. No wick is

burned, and only in the lamp, Fig. 2502, is a wick used, and only for capillary attraction.

C is the reservoir of the fluid. D is a brass tube extending into the fluid, and it has a cap at the top,

perforated all around. F is the flame ignition points of the gas, as it comes out of the perforations. E
is the wick ; the wick, by capillary attraction, carries up the fluid by heating the top of the tube D
until the fluid becomes gaseous, it then rushes out through the perforations, and is ignited in a state ol

inflammable gas, as represented at F. Great numbers of this kind of lamp are now manufactured and
used in this city.

2503.

Figs. 2503 and 2504 is another kind of lamp altogether. It does not use any wick at all. Fig. 2503
is a front elevation of it, and Fig. 2504 is an enlarged section of one of the burners. A is the camphene
reservoir, which can be filled at the top. B is a handle passing down the centre of the vessel and fitted

to a conical valve at the bottom, where it joins the top of the central vertical tube, so that the flow from
the reservoir may bo cut off at pleasure. Two curved stems carry the burners, the construction of

which is particularly represented in Fig. 2504. C on the right is the screwed attaching branch-pipe.

The camphene enters by this branch and passes through the diaphragm, as represented by the arrow
;

thence upward by a sloping arm into the top horizontal passage D, which is formed on the surface of a
circular disk surmounting the whole. It then descends by the opposite arm to the flattened boss E, and
rises through a small conical aperture in its centre. This aperture is fitted with a conical spindle,

ocrewed at its lower end, and in one piece with the cup F, which answers as a nut for turning the

spindle to adjust the size of the opening. The course of the gaseous matter is then directed through the

central chimney G, and is deflected by the inverted cone above it, and it then rushes out by a circular
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ring cf eight, ten, or more jets, like those of Fig. 2502. The burner is of brass, and the rest may
be all cast in one piece, with the exception of the bottom cup. By unscrewing the cup a wire can be intro-

duced to remove any obstructions in the side tubes, but no obstructions are at all likely to get in them.

In lighting this lamps few drops of alcohol is poured into the cup F and ignited, when the heat vola-

tilizes the camphene in the passages of the burner, which can then and the heat resulting

from the ignition of the ^ases so produced, by acting upon the inverted cone at II, keeps up a con-

tinuous stream of gas. For suspension lamps, this one has no ordinary qualities to commend it. It no

doubt requires attention, but the way in which it heats the fluid, and generates a very rarirh .

venders it capable of giving a verv brilliant light

LATHE FOR TURNING IRREGULAR FORMS—Blanchard's. Fig. 2505. This machine i- repre-

sented in the figure in its most simple form, for turning shoe lasts, an 1 is so constructed that, from one as a
pattern, an exact fac-simile can be formed from a rough block of wood. Both the pattern and block are

fixed on the same axis, and are made to revolve around their common centre, in a swinging lathe, by a

pulley and bolt on one end of the axis, as shown in the figure. On a sliding-carriage is attached three

posts, through which are fixed pivots, to which are suspended the axles of a cutting and a friction

wheel. The cutting-wheel, which is about one foot in diameter, turns on a horizontal axle, and
periphery is fixed a number of crooked cutters to act like a gouge when the wheel is put in motion.

This cutting-wheel is placed opposite the rough block. The friction-wheel, which is of the same diam-

eter as the cutting-wheel, is placed opposite the pattern, so as to press against it when in motion. These
two wheels are in a line wth each other, and are attached to the same carriage. On the axle of the

cutting-wheel is fixed a pulley, around which passes a band which puts the cutting-wheel in motion by
a large drum revolving under it. A crank or first mover communicates motion to the drum, which in

its turn transfers a rapid motion to the cutting-wheel, while a band which passes from a small pulley on

the drum-shaft, puts in operation a feeding screw-pulley, which moves the sliding-carriage horizontally

from left to right. Another pulley on the drum-shaft gives a slow rotary motion both to the pattern

and the rough block, in a direction opposite to the cutting-wheeL The friction-wheel is turned I

pattern resting against it.

2505.

During the revolution the pattern, being irregular in it- luses the axis to approach and re-

cede from the wheel. Tims, it will In- se< n, as it presents it- whole Burface to the friction-wheel, bo in

like manner the block presents it- surface to the cutting wheel, which being in rapid motion, cut- away
all that part of the block which is further from the common centre than the surface of the pattern, and
thus forms, from a rough block, an exact resemblance of tin- model

Another application of the same principle i^ shown in l This machine can turn out a dupli-

t fae-nmiU of any pattern whatever, and it is now brought to such perfection that an oar blade,

a spoke, a last, and an axe helve, are all turned upon it with equal facility ami equal perfection.

This is a front view, ai seen 1- - -kii >_>: somewhat down upon the machine. A i- the frame. I

large drum. is a driving-pulley. I>is a band which, from the drum,
|

r a pullej i

drives its rotary cutter-wheel !•'
I'. This cutter wheel is fixed mi an axis in a -mall sliding frame which

moves from one end to tin- other of the lathe by a cord N winding upon a spindle h in

chine, which cannot therefore he seen, but which is driven by the large pullej i\. thus

requisite slow motion. 11 i- the pattern axe helve, and ( ; the rough material to be cut exai tlj like n.

I he path rn and rou fh material are placed in the lathe, represented bj the upright frame, and sustained

by spindles. < In the back part a the machine th re i - a curious hut beautiful -

1

t of a patent in it .If. it r after the cutter wheel, and has two phu
the pattem aid i The pattern and helve roll upon the plane-, while tl

ing motion which accommod to all the uneven turning of the pattern

rming long articL a beautiful and positively neccssnn part •>! il" i

mi,!, of an-, pattern it will at onos he
i vidi at to avttrj mechanic, that if a patti m
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a lathe, and the material to be turned be placed with its axis of rotation similar to that of the pattern,

and if a guide pressing on the pattern directs a wheel with cutters to operate on the rough material

over a surface like the pattern as guided, a perfect representation of the pattern will be produced on

what, was the rough material—simply by the cutters chipping away all the rough material outside 01

the axis of direction—in other words, all the wood on the rough material outside of the pattern. This

is the principle upon which this machine is constructed. The cutter-frame slides from one end to the

other of the pattern ; and the small guide seen on the frame pressing on the pattern, makes the cuttera

chip away all the rough material outside of the pattern on G, as the cutter-frame moves from end to

end of the lathe. The cutter-wheel has three motions—a rotary, a horizontal, and an eccentric motion

The pattern and rough material revolve in the lathe. This' is done by three pinions on the right, moveu
by the pulley seen above K. The speed of the spindles in the lathe is regulated by a very excellent

arrangement of a small gang of pulleys and straps, seen on the right at the end of the machine. These
pulleys are operated by a lever L, and they are so arranged that a. slower motion is communicated to

the spindles when the thicker part of the pattern is to be turned, or such a part as an oar-blade. The
cutter-frame moves along from one end to the other of the lathe upon a rail, and it is pressed out and
in according to the shape of the pattern, by the upper guide ; and the cutter-wheel being directed in the
same manner, thus cuts the pattern on the rough material. The strap D is retained in its proper
place by a grooved pulley on the cutter-frame, and the whole kept firm and snug to the work to be
turned.

LATHE, SMALL ENGINE. Fig. 2507, side elevation. Fig. 2508, end elevation.

S is the bed-piece and head-stock, cast in one piece.

B, spindle which runs in gun-metal boxes.

C, cone-pulleys on live spindle.

D, upper cone-pulleys for driving feed-shaft.

D', lower cone-pulley for driving feed-shaft. It runs loose on a stud, and has a pinion on inner end
to drive the two worms.

E, worms—one right, the other left—which drive the two worm-wheels so as to feed towards the right

or left, as the operator may wish. On the worm-geer shaft there is a pinion driving a geer on the shaft

above, which has a chain-pinion, around which an endless chain passes, attached to the rest.

A is a hand-wheel for moving rest by hand. There is a pinion on the other end of the hand-wheel
6haft geering into a rack K on the side of the bed, as shown in Fig. 2507.

F is the tool-holder.

J, top part of the rest which slides crosswise of the bed by means of the crank and screw.

I, square spindle, which is moved by hand-wheel V, and screw inside of shell G. It is held firm in

its place by the handle-nut H.

a, thumb-screw for raising rest.

m, step-screw.

b, thumb-screw for adjusting tool in rest.

This lathe will swing ] 6 inches over the sills and 7 inches over the rest.
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LATHE, BORING AND REAMING. Figs. 2509 and 2510. I, the main bed-piece, supported by two

cast-iron standards.

D, head-stock, which carries the spindle and cone-pulleys A.

G, sliding-frame that supports rest P. This frame is traversed backward and forward by means o(

the hand-wheel R, which has a pinion on the other end L,
reerin_c into the rack G on side of the bed, (seen

in Fig. 2509,) and is held down by the plates N, which hook under the slides S, and is secured bv

means of the nuts with handle H, one on each side.

C, bee plate on live spindle, t.. which the work i- fastened by bolts when drilling or reaming.

F, tail-stock, with a ti . pindle, worked by the band-wheel M. which turn- a screw inside ot

spindle in ili" u aal way, for pressing in the drills or reamers, Ac
L, hand-wh I on a tting the tail is to make a tapering hole.

A, cone-pulleys on spindle.

i
, eeer on ipindla

/, pinion on spindle, playing into geer I!.

i back shaft for reducing motion of Bpindle and increasin r the power d moo
i'd head Is

K. handle for threw in',' the back Lr ''<T Bhafl oul of or int"

i ichine n ill bore o • a bole 8 inches diameter in a wheel " feel diameter
LATHE, ENGINE. Figs. 2611,

!

Will swing 50 inches in diameter over the w
12 inches in diameter over thi

.no.

. 251 - i an oiid elevation.

!513 i- a side i levatioo of th.' tail

!' represent - tin- I nil piece w bich the bead and tail stocks and i

the bead itock in which the live spindle run ; it i- made b a saddle form, and rerj

bolted to bed pie*

BB' are the get b the motion of the pindli i reduced and the power inci

.
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DC are small cone-pulleys for driving the long feed-screw, which is on the inside of the bed-piece,

and not shown in the drawing.

0, geer on end of feed-screw, driven by a pinion on the hub of the lower feed-cone D'.

A, cone-pulleys on spindle of cast-iron.

F, face-plate with geer B attached to the back side.

K, tool-holder, which slides upon a swivel-post S, that can be set at any angle and fastened by the

lever and screw R to the block N, which slides crosswise of the bed-piece by means of the crank and
screw with a balance bolt seen in Fig. 2511, and at N' in Fig. 2512.

G is a hand-wheel for traversing the rest by handcraft. This wheel runs on a stud, with a pinion on

its hub which works into the geer H. H is placed on the end of a short shaft with a pinion h on the

other end, geering into the rack I attached to the side of the bed.

T is the main sliding-saddle or plate for the rest ; it is very heavy, and permanently fitted to the

slides and hooked down by pieces J, and is well adapted to fastening on heavy work for boring, &c.

M, lever for changing the direction of the feed.

U, handle for stopping and starting feed.

L is the lower part of tail stock, which is notched on to the slides or ways of the bed-piece.

Q. upper part of the tail-stock, which is made to slide crosswise for tapering work, in the usual way
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LATHE, LARGE BORING AND REAMING. A very convenient and useful tool for boring and

reaming locomotive and car wheels, pulleys, geers, &c. Ac It will turn out a hole straight or tapering,

and spline the same, without removing it from the chuck. It is adapted to turning or drillin.

holes, or boring, by using the shell boring-tool; all self-feeding

Fig. 2.jR is a side elevation.

Fig. 2515, end elevation, looking towards the face-plate.

A,°cone-pulley of cast-iron which runs on the live spindle The spindle has strong journals, running

in gun-metal boxes.

A', geer on face-plate.

B, geer on front shaft.

-. shaft) thrown out of and into geer by eccentric-.
(

'. i'u-, plate, to which the work is fastened by means of bolts.

D, upper cone for driving the feed motion.

]>'. lower cone on the splined shaft which passes through the centre of bed-piece, giving motion #

the rack I, which can be connected with the spindle J, by the screw on top.

2515.

p,bead toci m which the live Bpindle i

<;, swivel post on which the tool hold* t slides

,/, bed-piece on w bich <
'• Btands.

i .
, rest, \\ nli jaw -, for using Hal drills and reamers, adjusted by the screw on top

II, upper part of tail stock, inside of which is the feeding apparatus. Thi a a sliding

t£ it l- tra L

8, worm which geers into a segment on side of tail stock for giving the proper an fie when a I

ing,

K. crank, with a bevel pinion on the i
Bring into a large bevel-wheel thai ba*

in int< ;

- ii- hub foi doii a tail Btock to the I

M, Btand cast on the side of the lower piece ol tail sfc o shaft and pini m
rack on ^i> b- of bed pit ce, i"i the i no> ing tail stock bj band.

M ', pinion,
|

ei ring in''> rack.

N. lack <>ii side "t I" d :

' •. bed pi(

'I la. lathe will admil a wheel 5} feet in diami ter, and is adapted to turning off tl

in'! foi ii (ace to pp 166 ton
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LATHE, FOR GUN BORING, TURNING, AND PLANING, arranged for the Ordnance Depart
mtMit, U. S. Navy Yard, Washington, by Wm. M. Ellis, Engineer. Figs. 2516 to 2522.

Fig. 2519. c, rest for supporting the muzzle of the gun while boring.

</, pulley, with belt motion above, for drawing boring-bar.

When boring, the turning mandrel is taken out and the boring-bar put in its place; the back-head »
forced up by feed-screws in the same manner as slide-rest for turning.

Fig. 2518. C, planing-head and tool-holder, bolted on slide-rest of lathe in place of tool-holder fee

turning.

h, slide of tool-holder.

i', cogged sector working in rack on bottom of drill of tool-holder.

t, shifting crank to convey motion to sector.

E, ratchet-wheel on main mandril of lathe, to give motion to gun on the centres while planing be-

tween the trunnions.

D, eccentric connection to give motion to feed-hand.

B, bevel-geer to work planing-head and feed-hand.

A, pulleys on bevel pinion-shaft.

Fig. 2516. Back (sliding) head for turning or boring.

k, lever for throwing head out of geer. .

I, feed-screw.

n, gibs.

Fig. 2520. h, lever for throwing slide-rest out of geer.

f, feed-screw.

m, half-rest for feed-screw.

n n, gibs on slide-rest.

Fig. 2521. d, pulley for drawing boring-bar.

e, ratchet-wheel.

f, lever on ratchet-wheel, for boring.

Fig. 2517. c, planing-head for planing between trunnions.

h, tool-holder.

Fig. 2522. Standing-head.

b, feed-geer, (same in Fig. 2519.)

<;, handle for changing feed-geer.
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LATHE, SMALL SELF-ACTING AND SCREW-CUTTING, by Charles Walton, Leeds, 1..,.

Kg 2628 is a general side elevation of the lathe, and

2624 is a plan corresponding.

Fig. 2626 is an end elevation showing the geering.

Fig. 2526 is a transverse section taken between the fast-head and the showing the lattei

m elevation, a< also the arrangement of the geering for traversing the same.

ion "f the t"i> cone an I

n ili"' lathe

H r when tl iction, and n

Vol. ii. 18
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Fig. 2532 is a section through the driving-cone on the lathe-spindle.

Fig. 2533 is a front view of the chuck.

Fig. 2534 is a side elevation of the same; and
Fig. 2535 a vertical section in the plane of the lathe-spindle.

These figures exhibit in full detail the several parts of a very efficient, and, in many respects, conve-

nient self-acting and screw-cutting lathe.

The machine is earned upon three standards marked A, and of which the general forms are sliowc

in Figs. 2525 and 2526. These standards are planed on their upper surfaces to afford a solid rest for

the bed BB, the upper surface of which is also planed. The exterior edges of the bed are bevelled in

the usual way, as a means of retaining the saddle-plate L L of the slide-rest, as shown in the cross-

section, Fig. 2526. The fast-head C C is fastened to the bed by means of bolts : it carries the main

spindle D, upon which is the driving-cone a, a section of which, showing its relation to the spur-wheel t

and pinion b, is the subject of Fig. 2532. The cone is as usual loose upon the spindle, and can be

attached at pleasure to the wheel e, which is fast upon the spindle, when it is necessary to throw the

back-speed shaft E out of geer. This is effected by the hand-rail G, which connects the two levers

commanding the bearings of the shaft in the two standards of the fast-head, a method cornmonby

adopted when the arrangement of the geering does not conveniently admit of the shaft being shifted

longitudinally. The motion of the leading-screw N is derived from the cone-spindle through the train

of wheels vwxyz, in screw-cutting; and in plain work the parallel motion of the tool is obtained

through the train v a' e' c, and the band-pulleys b' and c', to the traverse-spindle/'/', which, by means
of the worm r/, Figs. 2526 and 2530, and worm-wheel i' communicates through the intervening spur-

pinions r and s with the pinion t, Fig. 2527, geering with the toothed-rack u, Figs. 2526 and 2529,

attached to the under side of the saddle-plate L of the slide-rest. The geering for reversing the motion

of the saddle consists of three meter-wheels and the clutch-box k', arranged upon the traverse-rod /'/'.

The clutch k' communicates by means of a spanner fixed upon a horizontal shaft, passing through the

2531.

bed of the lathe, with the reversing-lever I' in front. By this means the shaft communicating with the

train of wheels from the cone-spindle may be geered either directly with the traverse-rod /'/', or

through the intervention of the meter-wheels at pleasure. A weighted lever f, shown in Fig. 2526,
serves the purpose of throwing the worm-wheel i' in or out of geer with the worm upon the traverse-

rod, thereby connecting or disconnecting the lathe with the saddle of the slide-rest as may be required.

The slide-rest can be relieved from connection with the leading-screw N by means of the handle o at-

tached in front of the saddle: by pressing this handle down, it acts upon a stud in the plate, carrying
the screw-box n, which is thereby opened, and the saddle relieved.

'Jin' movable head-stock J J is provided with a screw/ for shifting it out of the line of the axis of

the main spindle, thereby adapting the lathe to conical turning.

Action <•( the lathe.—The arrangement of the geering in the views given of the lathe in the plates, is

adapted to screw-cutting. The cone a, which is loose on the spindle, is fast to the pinion b of 13

teeth ; this pinion geers with the wheel c of 52 teeth upon the back-speed spindle E, which also carries

the pinion d of 13 teeth, geering with the wheel e of 52 teeth, fast upon the cone-spindle D. According
to this arrangement, the ratio of the speed of the driving-cone to that of the main spindle is as 16 to 1.

The connectioD In tween the cone-spindle and the leading-screw X is accomplished by means of the

wheel /> of 40 teeth, fast upon the driving-cone spindle; this wheel is working into the wheel w of 60
teeth, upon a shifting-stud attached by means of a radial slot-liar to the bracket 0, bolted upon the

fast-head
;
this latter wheel again is in geer with the wheel x of 90 teeth, also upon a shifting-stud, and

carrying a wheel y of 45 teeth, in geer with the wheel z of 90 teeth, fast upon the leading-screw shaft

X. This train can, of course, be varied at pleasure to suit the particular pitch of screw to be cut, the

positions of tin.' radial Blot-bars, carrying the studs of the carrier-wheels, being at the same time shifted

to allow the wheels to come into geer.

To adapt the lathe tor (lain sliding, the back-speed shaft i< put out of geer with the cone-spindle, by
means of its hand-rail G; the wheel v upon the cone-spindle then geers with the wheel a', working
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Loose upon a stud attached to the head-stock, and carrying the cone-pulley V. This last is connected by

a band with the loose cone-pulley c', working likewise upon a stud fixed to the standard A, and carry-

ing a wheel '/', which geers into the wheel <.', East upon the end of the traverse-rod /'/', on which are

the three meter-wheels and clutch-box /.'. also the Buding-worm' which works into the cone-wheel i' upon

the shaft </. This shaft revolves in beam 1 t<> the saddle, and carries the pinion r, Fig. 2527,

working into the wheel .«, keyed upon the same spindle which carries the pinion t, also fast This latter

feers with the rack u bolted to the under surface of the saddle. By this arrangement motion is trans-

ferred from the cone to the traverse-rod /'/', and thence to the slidc-re-t through the geering at!,,

to the saddle.

>il references.—A A A the standards upon which the lathe is Buppoi

Ii 11 the bed or shears having the upper ledges upon which the shitting head-stock and saddle

planed.

C C the fast-head, which is firmly bolted upon the bed.

D the main spindle, which is highly finished ami ca-e-hardeticd. It revolves in Conical cellars of

hardened steel, and is further secured against end-long shift by a set-screw bearing against its outer . ad

I;h the bracket I.

E the back-speed shaft revolving in bearings inserted in the projecting luga F F, cast on the standards

of the fast-head.

(i hand-rail for throwing the back-speed Bhaft in and out of geer with the cone-spindle.

11 the lace plate which is screwed upon the end of the main spindle.

1 bracket bolted to the outer standard of the fast-head; see D.

J J the movable head-stock. It is planed and fitted upon a saddle K. both the upper and under

surfaces of which are planed ; on the upper to allow the head-stock to slide upon it transversa 1

under to allow of its bein_r travelled on the bed of the lathe.

LL the sa Idle-plate of the slide-rest It is planed and fitted with bevelled pieces to retain \<

the lied of the lathe, as shown in 1

M the tool-holder of the slid.

N the leading-screw, carried in bearings at its two extremities, attached in front of the lathe.

the bracket for carrying the train of carrier-wheels by which the motion of the main Bpindle is

transmitted from the leading-screw.
1', i . . 2534, and 2535, the front plate of the universal chuck. And
ti the back plate of the same, showing the spiral groove for expanding and contracting the clutches

or jaws.

R B It the clutches or jaws of the chuck. These are fixed upon separate soles through which one of

the' tad- passes, while the other passes oyer tin- inner end of the sole; the-e tails Blide between radial

Blots in the front plate P, and enter the spiral grooves formed in the face of the back plate Q, When
the- back plate is turned upon its axis, which coincides with the axis of the main spin. He. the front plate

meantime held fast, the clutches or jaws will be guided simultaneously, further from, or nearer to

the' centre, and thereby be made to clutch the work in the usual way.*
<t the' driving-cone of the lathe; it i- loose upon the main Bpindle, ami fast to

b the lir-t pinion of 13 teeth; it is fa-t to the driving-cone a.

e wheel of 62 teeth on the back-speed -haft E; and
</ a pinion th on the same -haft.

" first wheel of 62 teeth on the main Bpindle of the lathe.

iw for moving loose hea.i--to.-k transversely for conical turning.

./ band-wheel for working the spindle of the loose head-stock; and
Ii a handle for tightening th.- pinching-BCrew of the same.
> adjustable cheek by which the slide rest M U retained upon the saddle-plate 1,.

the tool earner ; and
crew for fixing the tool holder upon th.- Blide i

/ a hand-wheel and handle upon the end of tin- i i.w of the Bide n
m plain collars attached to tin- -addle plate, and in a nut attached to the Bb'ding Bole of tie- rest, so tint

ing turned it carries tl i or towards the axis of the lathe.

in a crank handle upon the upper slide screw, for putting the tool in and ont of cut.

nth The under pan is Bcrewed internally to tl tch as

ole, into \\ hich i- inserted a Btu I

ol in

o the handle for connecting and disconnect box of the leading screw. !

of the second kind, the Btud of th o of the out passing <
!

i
il in it, betwt

cram and the pai I acted on by the hand.

/< the crank-handle for working the saddle plate I iced upon

q the trai
I upon which i I wheel i', working into the

1; ro I f j bj a f..ik // attached to the saddle pi -

r a -pur pinion keyed upon the transverse -bait q, and working into

* a -mall -pur wheel keyed upon a short Bpindle, attached bj bearings on the I •" m of t
;

\\ lib the pinion /• on the ti - it q,

t a spur-pinion keyed on the su Bpindle as , and wh ith

the bed of the lath'-.

"
Id ..I VM.rkniL; the •-Iiit.li. -

|..'ll- 111 il II : :

cylindrical, unci In which a i-. mi
miliar examp
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v the first pinion in the trains of the head-gcering of the lathe.

w a carrier-wheel 'which geers with the pinion v ; it is loose upon a stud in the stud-plate 0.

x a second carrier-wheel upon another stud in the stud-plate O, geering with the former.

y a third carrier-wheel on the same stud as the wheel x, and made fast to the latter.

2 a wheel keyed upon the end of the leading-screw, and geering with the pinion y.

It is through this train that the leading-screw derives its motion from the main spindle of the lathe,

a' a wheel of the back-train geering with the pinion v, on the end of the main spindle ; it is keyed
upon a pap of

b the upper cone of the back-train, carried upon a stud in the standards of the fast-head. It is loose

upon the stud, and has the eye prolonged into a pap upon which the wheel a' is keyed.

c' the lower of the two cones of the back-train. It is also loose upon its stud, and is connected by
a band with the upper speed-cone b'.

d' a spur-pinion keyed upon the eye of the speed-cone c', which is prolonged for that purpose, and
which geers with

e' a spur-wheel on the end of the worm-shaft/'/', geering with the pinion d'.

f'f the traverse-rod or worm-shaft ; a grooved rod passing at the back of the lathe, and having its

bearings at the two extremities. It is also supported between by the fork which slides the worm g'

along upon it, the projecting sides of which are formed into a species of double gallows, as shown in

Figs. 2526 and 2530.

g' worm or endless screw upon the traverse-spindle, geering with the worm-wheel V. It has a fixed

key in the eye which slides in a groove in the rod /'/'.

i' worm-wheel on the end of the transverse-shaft q, worked by the worm g'.

j' a weighted lever for disconnecting the worm-wheel i'.

k' reversing-geer upon the worm-shaft /'/', consisting of the three meter-wheels And clutch-box, ar-

ranged in the usual manner, and worked by
I' the lever of the reversing-geer k'; it acts by a spanner upon the clutch-box lever, bringing the

clutch into geer with either of the wheels upon the wrorm-shaft at pleasure.

LATHE, BACK-GEER TURNING. This is a good specimen of a back-speed lathe.

Fig. 2536 is a side elevation of the fast-head ; Fig. 2537 an end elevation of the same taken from the

back, and Fig. 2538 is a plan of the fast-head. The same letters are used on each.

2537.

b, the driving cone-pulleys, loose on the spindle of the lathe and fast with the pinion p, Fig. 2538.

h, a spur-wheel, fast on the back shaft, and i a pinion also fastened on the same, to, a wheel fast on

the lathe-spindle, geering with the pinion i. c, is the chuck or face-plate ; this admits of being taken

off the lathe-spindle when not required. The spindle is kept forward by a back-centre pinching-screw.

Figs. 2541 and 2540, are end and side elevations of the shifting-head of which Fig. 2539 is a plan.

is a screw for shifting the spindle. A hand-wheel is placed on the outer end of it, which revolves io
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a gland embracing the ends of the shifting-

spindle and a guide-rod under tli»
-

2540; by this means it is made to

move horizontally, and to carry the shift-

ing-spindle of the head along with it. u is

an eye-bolt, tightened up by the traveller r

on the spindle, to take the strain off the

screw. "\Vhen quicker speeds are wanted,

the shaft carrying the wheels A and I is

I back by taking out a pin seen under
/< in Fig. •lo'-'yl, and the cone is made last to

the wheel w bv a latch in the usual way.
LATHE, BORING AM) TURNING,

by Mr. Kin-:

Fig. 2542 is a side elevation of the ma-
chine.

Fig. 2548 is a general plan corresponding.

254 t is an end view from tin' left.

Fig. 2546 i- a section taken in front of

the shifting head-stock.

The fixed head-stock B B i- provided
with four bearings, cast in each of the two
standards, for the purpose of receiving the

cone-spindle C, the second motion shafts

D and E, and the main spindle F, upon
which the face-plate G is fixed. 1 be geering of the machine
is calculated to produce a series of variations in the speed of

the main spindle F, independently of any variation which may
be effected by means of the driving cone-pull'

ct tin- the arrangement of the wheels upon the

Bhafts 1> and K is Mich that either of them may be thrown
into geer with the cone spindle 0, and the internal wheel ,,,

on the back of the {ace-plate G. Thus, if the wheel e on the

shaft 1) be brought into geer with the wheel d, on the i

Bpindle,the pinionf will at the same time be in geer with the

internal wheel
ff,

and a quick motion will lie communicated
to the face plate; but if the opposite Bhaft E be slid forward

longitudinally till the wheel j goers with the pinion h, the

pinion /' on that shaft will be thrown into geer with the in

ternal wheel, and a -lower motion will consequently be im

parted to the face plate. Again, let both the -haft- I» and F
l>e thrown out of action; the cone-spindle may then be

directly connected « ith the main spin. lie p by mi an- •( the

wheels L an I <-, the relative sizes of which may be raried so

a- to prod [uired velocity ;
tin- latter arrangement

i- only employed for obtaining a high spe< d

polishing.

'I be 1 hi liustable to anj n quirt I posi

tion by mean- of a (rank handle fitting upon the square end
of the spindle marked <.. which commi a Haiti of

toothed geer with the i ed upon the bed-plate of the
machine, a- shown in Fig. 2548. 'I he pinion which works
into the rack i- keyed upon tie- spindle p carried in bearings

: the head stock, < >n the ame Bpindle
is a -mall bevel-wheel, which geers with a pinion on the

pindle, ha\ u > the
bterim of a hollow column, cat in the |„idv of the bead'

the upper end of this pindle i- an !.• r
'

wheel, whi b ecrs with a pinion on tie- horizontal spin

lnuniiviiiiuvii
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thereby completing the connection with the fixed rack M. This arrangement is fully exhibited in dotted
lines in Fig. 25 16.

The same rr.ck M serves also for moving the side-rest K in a longitudinal direction, by means of a

pinion keyed upon the shaft q, shown in Fig. 2543. This shaft is carried in bearings attached to the

edge of the sole-plate of the slide J,

and terminates in a square, to which a
lever may be applied to give motion
to tin' shaft The sole-plate of the

slide is provided with dovetail grooves
in its under surface, to receive the cor-

respondingly formed heads of two bolts,

for the purpose of attaching and fixing

to the saddle-plate J the sole of the

bracket K, which carries the slide-rest

L. To afford the utmost possible facility

for adjustment, the bolt holes in the
• sole of the bracket K are slots of con-

siderable length, and the fixing bolts

hold the two plates firmly together,

metal to metal, their surfaces of contact

being planed true.

By this arrangement the slide may
be made fast in any position upon the

saddle-plate, which in turn is retained

upon the bed-plate of the machine by
wedge-pieces worked by means of two
horizontal eccentric spindles v v, shown
in Fig. 2543.

The longitudinal and transverse mo-
tions of the tool-holder, for the purposes
of traversing the work, and placing the

tool in and out of cut, are obtained by
means of the screws r and s, which work
at right angles to each other, in the

usual manner ; the tool is made fast on
i^e tool-holder by means of the two
camps 1 1. In adjusting the slide pri-

marily to the work the sole K is re-

leased from the saddle-plate J by re-

laxing the connecting bolts; the bracket

K is then shifted to the required dis-

tance from the longitudinal axis of the

machine, and also, to a certain extent,

in the line of that axis by sliding the

bolts in the dovetail grooves of the

saddle-plate, should that operation be
more convenient than moving the latter

on the bed-frame of the machine. For
transverse adjustment to a limited ex-

tent, the screw s can be used ; for lon-

gitudinal adjustment, the tool-carrier

tnay be set in a similar manner by the

6crew r.

Action of the machine.—Supposing
it is required to face a heavy piece of

work by this machine, it is clamped to

the face-plate by means of bolts which
pass through radial slots formed in the

latter. The wheel c, upon the end of

the main spindle F, is then removed,
and the shaft E is slid longitudinally in

its bearings until the wheel j and the
pinion /', both keyed upon it, geer
respectively with the pinion h, upon
the cone-spindle, and the internal wheel

g, which is fast upon the back of the

face-plate. By this arrangement the

slowest motion of the face-plate is ob-

tained. If a quicker motion be required, as when the action of the tool is near the axis of the machine,
the shaft E is thrown out of geer, (as shown in the views, Figs. 2542 and 2543,) and the shaft D is moved
endways until the wheel c and pinion f upon it geer respectively with the wheel d upon the cone-

si. indie, and the internal wheel g upon the back of the face-plate. The speed is thus increased in the

ratio of tbe number of teeth in the wheel d and pinion h; that is, as 61-to 15. A still higher speed
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and indeed the high at, :- obtained by arranging the geering of the machine as it i- represented in the

engravings. The shafts D and K, it will he o ire both out of geer, (being retained in thai

/./.'.) and the wheel b upon the cone-spindle C is in geer with the wheel e, upon

the end of the main spindle F, so that the speed of the cone is transmitted to the face-plate through the

single pair of wheels b and e, which are to each other in the ratio of 01 to 66.

These three speeds, which are independent of the five speeds obtained by the cone, may be thus

compare.! :—The numbers <'f teeth in the wheel j and pinion /, upon the back-haft K. lively

1 18, and the numbers in the pinion ft, upon the cone-spindle, and in the internal wheel g upon the

back of the face-plates, are 15 and 119; consequently when the shaft E is in geer, the ratio of the -

between the cone-spindle and the face-plate is as TS X 119 : 13 X 15, or as 17'', to I, being the Blowest

motion of which the machine is capable. Again, the numbers of teeth in the wheel e and the pinion /,

upon the shaft D, are respectively 51 and 13 ;
and the numbers in the wheels d upon the cone spindle,

and the internal wheel g, being 51 and 119, therefore when the shaft D is in geer, the ratio of the

of the cone-spindle to that of the face-plate is as 119 : 13, or as 9'15 to 1. And when both of these

shafts jeer, and the wheel b upon the cone-spindle is working into the wheel c upon the man-

spindle, the numbers of teeth being respectively 51 and 66, the ratio of the speed is 1 to 1*3 nearly.

The action of the machine in ordinary parallel turning is the Bame as in any common lathe. The

D of obtaining a Belf-acting longitudinal motion of the tool-carrier is by a stellar plate fixed upon

the scr.-w r, and which is worked by an arm bolted to the face-plate or to the object which is

being turned, bo as to come in contact with the plate, and cause it to advai ith at each

revolution.

App f this lathe to the boring of cylinder*.—When the machine is to be used as a boring-

mill, the -lido reel and shifting head itock are removed, and a bw ing bar is substituted ;
one end being

supported by a standard fixed upon the bed plate.

A A, tin- bed plate of the machine.

B I!, the fixed head stock, bolted to the bed plate.
<

', the drii ing cone-spindle.

I) I'., the 3i cond motion shafts.

F, the main spindle carrying the face plal

", the dii\ ing cone pullej w ith fh

6, a wheel of 51 teeth working into

c, a win -e| of 66 teeth on the main spindle.

(/, a whe. I ol 61 '• -ill working into

f, an equal sized wheel on the second motion

ihafl I',

/y'', pinion- of 18 teeth on the shafts l> and K,

working into

•j, the internal wheel of 119 teeth attached to the

I

late.

A, a pinion of i:, te< ih working into

/, a whe. 1 i I upon the

haft !•:.

LiU ml Reft r

k k', catches for retaining the shafts I' and Ewhen
put in or out of

I,, i ill i

[
the fixed head-

El, the ifrifting head Btock.

ondle with band-wheel for adjusting

the centre in the shifting head stock

„. a pin.
I the centre when ad

justed.

o, a spindle I" the shiflie
] I

itudinally.

;., a transverse shafl forming pari of tl •

•

i in by whi( !i the rhiftii

h'h',h

.1. the saddle plate, forn

I., the longitndin il
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M, the toothed rack, fixed to the bed-plate for the r, longitudinal screw of the slide-rest.

purpose of moving the slide-rest and shifting s, transverse screw of do.

head-stock. 1 t, clamps for fixing the tool upon the slide-rest

q, a shaft carrying a pinion which works into the w, screw for fixing the slide-rest.

rack M, for moving the slide-rest longitudi- v v, screws for fixing the saddle-plate.

nally.

LATHE, BORING MILL AND LARGE TURNING LATHE. This is an indispensable tool it

works where engines of a large class are constructed. The plates exhibit a side elevation and plan,

with the parts marked by the same letters of reference.

A, the boring-bar, having a recess in it to receive the feeding-screw; see Fig. 2547.

C C and D D, brackets for carrying bar.

B, bed-plate for fixing the work by T-headed bolts, passing through the longitudinal slots cast in it.

E, Fig. 2547, boring-block, fitting accurately on the bar ; it is moved along it by the feed-screw

working into the nut v, inserted into the boring-block.

H, main spindle carrying the driving cone -pulleys.

G, the face-plate for fixing the work to be turned.

S, Fig. 2548, a cylinder undergoing the process of boring.

t, bars for fixing the cylinder to the bed-plate.

y, a coupling bolted to the face-plate for the purpose of driving the boring-bar.

a, pinion fast to driving cone-pulleys and to the boss on the spindle H.
b, wheel fast on the shaft o, and geering with the pinion a.

c, pinion driving the wheel d, but which may be slid along the shaft on a sunk feather towards p, so

as to be clear of d when required.

p, wheel fast on the shaft o.

It, wheel which geers with the wheel p, when required.

c, wheel on the shaft p, which geers with that marked b, on the shaft o.

I; internal wheel fast on the back of the face-plate G.

i, pinion fast on the shaft p, and geering with the internal wheel 7c, to communicate motion to the

face-plate.

ss, planed rails for the brackets C and D, or other supports that may be used to carry lathe-heads.

to, x, boring-rings ; the internal ring w is usually bored to fit E, and allowed to remain on the boring-

block, the larger ones being keyed on it. The ring x, suited to bore the cylinder s s, has 24 slots in its

circumference ; 12 of these receive the cutters, which are adjusted and fixed by small wedges; some-
times they are bedded on paper. The other slots are fitted with pieces of hard wood driven tightly

into them to form a general guiding surface.

/, wheel loose on the boring-bar, and having external and internal teeth. The internal teeth geer
with those of a pinion on the end of the feed-screw ; see Fig. 2549.

m, wheel fast on the boring-bar, and having the same number of teeth as the wheel I, (64.)

n, q, wheels fast on the small shaft u, and geering with in and I. The wheel q has one tooth less

than «, (35 and 36,) so that one turn of the wheels n and q advances the wheel I one tooth on the bar,

and (the internal wheel having the same number of teeth as the external) produces a motion of one
tooth of the screw-pinion. The screw being

-J-
inch pitch, and the piston 16 teeth, the feed motion of

the boring-block willbe — = -03125 inch for each turn of the wheels n and q, or =.0571
16

inch during one turn of the boring-bar.

35

The following table exhibits the various speeds of which the boring-bar is susceptible.

Turns per minute.

•333 X 3= 1

•416

•520

•650

•812

1-015

1-269

1-586

91-982
102-478
113-077

12 3-871

y/ -650 X 3 = 1-4

V-812 X 3 = 1-56

1-982 X 3=5-946

Turns per minute

13 4-839

14 6-049

15 7-561

16 9-451

17 11-814

18 14-767

19 18-457

20 23'079

21 28-842

22 36-053

23 45-066

24 56-333

The speeds increase as 1 to 1$, so that any speed within the range may be procured to within £ ol

84
that required ; that is, the boring speed being 7 feet per minute, the greatest deviation will be — = 10J

8

inches per minute.

The cone-pulleys of the machine are driven by a similar set of cone-pulleys on an intermediate shaft.

This shaft is again driven from the main shaft by pulleys of the following relative diameters

:

3 feet. 22 4 in.

22+ in.
|

3 feet.

The diameters of these pulleys are to each other as the first to the fifth speed of the bar, so that the

smaller is to the larger pulley as i/'333 : ^812 = 1 : 1-56. The increase of speed from the largest
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to the smallest pulley on the spindle II is as the first to the fourtl o 1 the diameter*1 of tin

y/ J 650= 19 : 2GJ.

The first eight speeds arc obtained- with the wheels d and c, the second eight with the wheels 6 and

t, and the third eight by geering g and h, disengaging e and c, and taking the pinion i out of geer with

the large internal wheel on the lace-plate by shifting the shaft p toward- the shaft o.

hers of Teeth in Wheels.

Driving rVhe la. Ha ofTeeth. Feed v.

.24

..40

..14

..64

..34

..40

..15

.144

v .

rnal, 64

/. interna], 6 I

)/( 64

n, 36

7 35

Pinion on travi rse I . .

screw,
}

speeds produced by the wheels e d and 5 c are to

each other as the firet to the ninth speed of the chuck
;

fore, C4 X 52 -r 14 X 40= 594 nearly.

The boring speed being about 7 feet per minute, the

slowe-t Bpeed, viz., J of a revolution per minute, would

'-ut a cylinder of 80 inches diameter = 80. All
3'1416

the cylinder boj are in the first eight of the

table, the others are for turning and polishing heavy

articles, such as large cylinder c ivers.

Another modification of the boring-lathe i- Been in the

A boring-mill of J. P. Morris a- Co., of Philadelphia

A modification of tin' reaming and boring-lathe may
en in the vertical boring-mill built in tin- Washing-

ton Navy Yard, under the direction of Win. 81 Ellis. This

lentially the same as the boring-mill of J. P. Morris

of Philadelphia

2551, elevation of the mill.

A. crane for lifting the work.

J;, driver of boxing-shaft
t

', Bkeleton-frame to support cylinder.

J), frame to Bupport upper end of cylinder.

izontal chucking-plate.
1", coin; of |

.till-

ring-head,

tion.

K, chucking-plate.

I . 'on,, of pulll

a, horizontal shaft transferring mo-

tion by bevel pinion to upriLr lit -haft b,

which drives the chucking-plate by a
pinion.

..all -hai'i for feed motion to alide-

rest

i pullej - for feed motion to

the -une.

Epansion connection \\ ith univer-

-al joint- at each end toi : !"li

of worm and raek to upright loan

drel i.

/. brace to upporl count rbalance

sapportio
i. hexagon mandrel connterbalani

I i

•

t iron frame t"

i boring baft
Fig. 2556 -hov.

indicated by lett( on
which the cj lindi i h is to bo
bored out

i by
1

1
I - 1661, which i- placed upon top

inder, and < Ic foi boi

i. 'I be boi .ii bar ia then •

uccted to the revolvin | m a
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in B and E, Fig. 2551, and turns -with it. The boring-head which holds the cutters is shown at G, and i«

connected with two screws nearly the whole length of boring-bar, set in grooves and moving with the bar
and shown by dotted lines, which screws regulate the descent or feed, as it is termed, of the boring-head

On the upper end of the boring-bar shown at a, Fig. 2552, is placed the geer by which the proper mo-
tion is given to the feeding-screws. On the end of each feeding-screw is placed a small pinion, wliich

seers into the inner teeth of a wheel which is loose on the top of boring-bar, and of course does not turn

2553.

with it. This wheel has teeth on the inner and outer 6ides of its periphery ; the outer teeth gcer into

one of a set of two wheels wliich turn together, and are placed on a fixed pivot, independent of the

boring-bar. The upper wheel of this set geers into the upper wheel a, which is keyed to the boring-
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bar. and of course turns -with it. The amount of feed, or the advance of the feeding-screw, is due to the

difference of the velocities which are given to the wheels a and m. This difference of the velocities ol

these two wheels may be varied by varying the diameter of the wheels a and m.

The geering shown above the top of the boring-bar is for hoisting up the boriDg-bar, when the ma-
chine is to be used for planing a flat, or tiaming a cylindrical or conical surface. The machine, aa

arranged for this purpose, is shown in Fig. 2552.

'"'"':'''
i to tin- liar /', ill which.. i :i'. into the tc, ih ,.[' which a

|

which pinii
I

I., a perpetual lerew on the bar j bj meat tho n
to the tool. The methoa of producing the Is

rplanation,

Fig. 265?, li, a— bar and bearii
|
late.
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ijj'.t.

LAP AND LEAD OF THE SLIDE-VALVE. The slide-valve is that part of a steam-engine

which causes the motion of the piston to be reciprocating. It is made to slide upon a smooth surface,

called the cylinder face, in which there are three openings to as many pipes or passages : two for the

admission of steam to the cylinder, above and below the piston, alternately ; while the use of the third

is to convey away the waste steam. The first two are, therefore, termed the induction or steam ports,

and the remaining one the eduction or exhaustion port.

The slide is inclosed in a steam-tight case, called the slide-jacket ; and motion is communicated to

it by means of a rod working through a stuffing-box.

The steam from the boiler /jst enters the jacket, and thence passes into the cylinder, through either

steam port, according to the position of the slide, which is so contrived that steam cannot pass from the

jacket to the cylinder through both steam ports at the same time, or through the eduction port at any
time.

Case 1.— When a Slide has neither Lead nor Lap.—Fig. 2559 represents the cylinder face for a " Mur-
ray slide' without lap; a and b being the induction ports, and c the eduction.

Figs. 25G0, 2561, and 2562, are similar sections of the nosle,

showing the slide in its central and two extreme positions. It

occupies the mid-position, Fig. 2560, when the piston is at either

extremity of its stroke; the extreme position, Fig. 2561, when
the piston is at half-stroke in its descent ; and that shown in Fig.

2562, when the piston is at half-stroke in its ascent.

"When a slide has no lap, the width of its facing, at/ and j,

Fig. 2560, equals that of the steam ports ; the lap being any
additional width whereby those ports are overlapped.

That the waste steam may have unobstructed egress, the ex-

haustion port c must be made of no less width than the steam ports ; and, for the same reason, the bars

d and e should correspond with the slide face at f and g. The three ports, together with the bars be-

tween and beyond them, are therefore drawn of equal width ; the total length of the slide being equal

to the distance between the steam sides of the steam ports.

The distance through which the slide moves, in passing from one extreme position to the other, is

called its travel ; which, in this case, equals twice the port.

When the motion of a slide is produced by means of an eccentric, keyed to the crank-shaft and re-

volving with it, the relative jDOsitions of the piston and slide depend upon the relative positions of the

crank and eccentric.

Demonstration.

Let a b, Fig. 2563, represent the crank; then b being the crank-pin, and a the

centre of motion, the larger circle represents the orbit of the crank, and its diame-

ter b c the stroke of the piston. Supposing the cylinder to be an upright one, hav-

ing the crank-shaft immediately above or below it, the connection between the pis-

ton-rod and crank being merely a connecting-rod, without the intervention of a

beam, it is evident that when the position of the crank is a b, the piston will be at

the top of the cylinder, and at the bottom when its position is a c. The relative po-

sitions of the crank and piston, at any point of the stroke between the two extremes,

depend upon the length of the connecting-rod : for the present, however, let us sup-

pose the connecting-rod to be of infinite length, and therefore always acting upon
the crank in parallel lines, so that when the crank is at d, e will be the apparent position of the piston,

andf the same when the crank is at g ; the piston being represented by the sine of the arc described
by the crank from either of the points b and c, in the direction of the arrow.

The diameter /* i, of the inner circle of the figure, represents the travel of the slide, and its radius

the eccentricity of the eccentric ; or, regarding the eccentric as a crank, the radius may be said to rep-

resent that crank, as a b represents the main crank. The travel of a slide, without lap, being equal to

twice the port, the two steam ports are represented by the spaces a h and a i, but transposed, a i being
the passage to the top of the cylinder, and a h that to the bottom.

Supposing the piston to be at b, (the top of the cylinder,) the position of the slide will be that shown
in Fig. 2560, the direction of its motion being downward, so that the port a, Fig. 2560, or a i in Fig.

2563, may be gradually opened for the admission of steam above the piston, until the pi: ton lias

arrived at half-stroke, when it will be fully open, as shown in Fig. 2561. The direction of th 3 slide's

motion is then reversed, so that when the piston has completed its descent, the port b, Figs 2559 to

2562, or ah in the diagram, Mill begin to open for the admission of steam beneath it, and exhaustion
will commence from above it through the port a, or ai, and exhaustion port c, the slide being again

brought into its central position, Fig. 2560.
Now the Blide being at half-stroke, when the piston is at either extremity of its stroke, if wo make

<< h the position of the crank, a k will be that of the eccentric ; and the axis of the crank being likewise

that of the eccentric, they must necessarily revolve in equal times, and always at the same distance

apart ; therefore, when the crank has reached the point d (supposing it to move in the direction of the

arrow) the eccentric will have advanced to /, and c d and I in represent the positions of the piston and
slide respectively; showing, that when the piston has descended to c, the steam port ai, Fig. 2563,

or a, Figs. 2559 to 2562, will be open to the extent am. Again, when the crank is at n, and the piston

consequently at half-stroke, ai will be the position of the eccentric, the port ai being fully open, and
the slide occupying the extreme position shown in Fig. 2561. The direction of the slide's motion is now
reversed, and the port is a -ain gradually covered by the slide face until the positions of the crank and

eccentric are ac and ao, when the piston will have completed its descent, and the port ai will be com-

pletely closed, the slide being again brought into its central position, Fig. 2560. The opposite steam
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port <(h no-,
i
..pea for the admission of steam, and the direction of the piston's motion is re-

d ues to open until the crank and eccentric reach the points p and h, when the

piston will again be at half-stroke, and the slide in it- extreme position, Fig. 2662. Meanwhile, exhaus-

tion from above the piston has been taking place, to the same extent, through th Finally, the

piston having completed its ascent, the Bhde again occupies its original posil 560, and, its

» downward, steam i- again admitted into the cylinder, through the port a; the piston then

begins !. and, at the same instant, exhaustion ceases from above, and < from below

it, through the port b.

b is sometimes urged against the use of the eccentric .
- if actuating the slide, that the

steam ports are opened and closed too slowly; but it must be remembered that the piston do.-- not

move at a uniform velocity, as the crank does ; for example, while the crank describes the arc bd, the

pi-ton descends only from 6 to e, the versed sine of that arc; and it- velocity i- gradually increased as

it approaches the middle of its stroke, where it is gr< a'' -', being equal to that of the crank. Again, as

the piston approached the en 1 of its stroke, its velocity i- diminished in the same ratio a- that in which

it had previously increased, until the completion of its stroke, where it remain- stationary during the

-mall space of time in which the direction of its motion i- reversi d.

Now, it must be obvious that less steam is required to impel the piston at a slow rate than at a rapid

one ; and a glance at Fig. 2863 -hows that the -team admitted into the cylinder, when the slide i- actu-

by an eccentric, is at all times proportioned to the velocity of the piston, the port being least open

when the piston is near the end of its stroke, and fully open when it i- at half-stroke

When an eccentric, instead of being set, as in the preceding case, so that the -team port shall only

begin to open when the piston commences it- stroke, is so placed that the port shall be open to some

extent prior to the commencement of the stroke, the width of that opening i- termed
'I'm: Lead.—The non-use of had is disadvantageous, chiefly 1 ause at the commencement of every

stroke, the steam has to contend with the whole force of that which had impelled the pi-ton during its

previous -troke. But besides obviating that disadvantage, the lead is of essential service in locomotive

-, "where it i- found necessary to let the steam on to the opposite side of the piston before the

en 1 of its stroke, in order to bring it up gradually to a stop, and diminish the violent jerk that is caused

by it< motion being changed 80 ray rapidly as five time- in a second. The steam let into the end of

a cylinder before the pi-ton arrive- at it, acts a- a spring cushion to assist in changing it- motion; and

if it were not applied, the pi-ton could not l.e kept tight upon the piston-rod."

i 2.— When lead without lap.— Let .' /., Fig. 256 t, represent the stroke of the piston
;

cd the travel of the slide ; and c/the lead; then, supposing the piston to be at the top of the c\ I

lie position of the crank, and eg that of the eccentric. Following the ,,,

rank, in the direction of the arrow, we find the port • d fully open, aot, a- in

tin- former case, when the piston is at half-stroke, but when it has descended to the

!
joint //,—the arc n i. described by the crank, being equal to the axe gd, described

>y the eccentric. Again, we find the port reclosed when the piston has d<

to /', at which point exhaustion commence- from above the piston through - /, and

oters below it through ec, for the return stroke, at the commencement of

which the port ec is open to the extent - / equal to ef) for the admission of .-team,

while - d is open to the same extent for exhaustion.

It is to be remarked, that the amount of lead is necessarily very limited in prac-

tice, its tendency being to arrest the progress of the piston before the completion of its stroke. The
sible amount of had equals half the travel of the slide. The eccentric would in thai

first position, which would have the effect of reversing the direction

of the piston's motion.

In the case of a slide having lead without lap, the distance of a pi-ton from the end of its Btroke,

when the lead pn Feet, is proportional to the had as the ra: ed sin of an arc is to i

opposing the radii of the crank and eccentric to In- equal

l>, ,<

.! both the travel of the slide and the pi-ton'

then ca and c b represent the team porta And let e of represent the lead; then

i he crank and eccentric, the piston being at the top of the cylinder,

i will enter the cylinder, ("low the piston, when the eccentric is at/, and
. nnk at g ; for thi and i bf an d to

/< . ; therel audi 6 to A? A. .Now,/-, is the sine of the arc

and /.- A equal to ia- : hence

/.—To find the distance of the piston from the end ol i
when the

h-a- 1
|

effect: Divide the lead by the width of the steam port, both in inches, and call the
; -and in the table, by half the Btroke, B4

: will be the ni tance of the pi ton from the end of its stroke, when -i- am i- admitted .

retui n troke, and exhausl ion c< imn

Snd the lead, the -li itance of the piston from thi

Hie distance in inches by half the stroke in ii

luct w ill be the had.

/'/.'-• I.—JT1 i
width of

t l the distance of th • pi ton from the i i i ike, when exhaustion commi n

II. -=•!= sim

Then, '0202 X 24 = '4848 u
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Example 2.—The stroke of a piston is 48 inches ; width of steam port 25 inches ; and distance o*

piston from the end of its stroke, when exhaustion commences, -4848 inches: required the lead.

Here, -4848 — 24 = -0202 = versed sine
;

and sine of versed sine -0202 = "2.

Then, -2 X 25= -6= lead.

When the lead of a slide is equal to the width of steam port multiplied by any number in the first

column of the following table, the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke, when steam is

admitted on the exhaust-side, will be equal to half the stroke multiplied by the corresponding number
of the second column. Or, if the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke, when steam is ad-

mitted on the exhaust-side, be equal to half the stroke multiplied by any number in the second column,
the width of steam port multiplied by the corresponding number of the first column equals the lead.

When the lead is equal to

the width of steam port -

multiplied by

•0625

•09375

•125

•1875

•21875
•25

•28125

•3125

•34375

•375

•40625

•4375

•46875
•5

The distance of the piston

from the end ofits stroke,

when steam is admitted
on the exhaust-side,

equals half the stroke

multiplied by

•0019

•0044

•0078

•0176

•0242

•0317

•0403

•0501

•0609

•0730

•0862

•1008

1166
•1339

The Lap.—A slide is said to have lap when the width of its face is greater than that of the steam
ports, the ports being thereby overlapped, as in Fig. 2569.

It is to be remarked that slides should have some degree of lap on both the steam and exhaustion

sides of the passage, because, although in theory an aperture may be said to be completely closed when
covered by a bar of similar width, yet, in the construction of a slide without lap, we cannot insure such

accuracy of^ as to preclude the possibility of steam entering or leaving both steam ports at the same
time.

Lap on the steam side has the effect of cutting off the steam from the cylinder, by closing the port

before the completion of the stroke, the remainder of the stroke being effected by the expansion of the

steam already admitted.

Demonstration.

Case 3.— When a slide has lap on the steam side, without lead.—Let a b and b c, Fig. 2566, represent

the lap at both ends of the slide ; and let a d and c e represent the two steam ports ; then d e will repre-

sent the travel of the slide, which, in this case, equals twice the steam port, plus twice the lap.

2571. 2570. 25G9. 2568

Tl —-
"

1

^J^^ZZ.

f. yh.

SI ^S

Supposing de also to represent the stroke of the piston, and that the piston is on the top stroke, then

b d and bf are the respective positions of the crank and eccentric ; for the slide, instead of occupying
its central position, when the piston is at the end of its stroke, (as in Case 1,) must be set in advance of

that position to the extent of the lap, that steam may enter the cylinder when the piston begins to

move. See Fig. 2567.

When the eccentric has advanced from/ to e, the crank will have reached the point g ; the piston is

therefore at a when the port ce is fully open, the slide being then in the position Fig. 2568. Again,

when the eccentric has reached the point h, the port c e will be rcclosed, Fig. 2567, and i will be the

position of the piston ; therefore, the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke, when the steam is

cut off, is proportioned to the whole stroke, as i e is to d e.

When the eccentric arrives at Jc, the slide will occupy its central position, Fig. 2569, and the piston

will be at m, where exhaustion commences from above it; but steam is not admitted below it, for the

return stroke, until the eccentric has reached the point n, where the port a d begins to open, the position

of the slide at that moment being that shown in Fig. 2570. 4
When the eccentric arrives at d, ihe port will be fully open, the slide being then in its extreme posi-

tion, Fig. 2571 ; and it will be reclosed when the eccentric arrives at g, and the piston atp, where the

steam is cut off, the position of the slide being again that shown in Fig. 2570. Again, when the eccen-
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trie reaches the point r, exhaustion ceases from above the piston, which i- then at a, and comm
from below it, the slide being then in its central position, Fig. 2569, and moving downward. Finally,

the crank having arrived at d, and the eccentric at/, the piston will have compli at, and the

slide will occupy the position, Fig. 2667, as at starting.

The steam was Bhown to be cat off when the piston had descended from •/ to /'. the crank having

bed the arc dgv, and the eccentric the arc/< h. Now, di is the versi d sine of dgv, and - < b
the versed sine of half/ eh; aaddgu and.fi h are equal airs. Hence

Rule J1 1.—To find at what part of the stroke steam will be cut oil' with a given amount of lap:

—

Divide th.- width of steam port, by itself, plus the lap, and call the quotient versed sine. Find r

iding are in degrees and minutes, ami call it are the first If are, the first lie Less than

multiply tli'- versed -in'- of twice that are by half the stroke in inches, mid tin' product will be thi

•I in.- piston from the commencement of its stroke, when the steam is cut off.

If arc the first exceed 45 degrees, multiply the versed sine of the difference between double that arc

and L80 degrees by half the stroke, and the product will be the distance of the piston from th,- •

its Btroke when tie- steam is cut off.

Hide IV.—To rind the amount of lap necessary to cut off the Bteam at any given pan ol tin- -n.>ke :

—

If it be required to cut off the steam before half-stroke, divide tin- distance the piston moves before

steam is cut oil', by half the stroke, and call the quotient versed sine. Find the are of that versed Bine,

and also the versed sine of half that arc. Divide the difference between the versed Bine last found and

unity, by the versed sine, and multiply the width of steam port by the quotient; the product will be

the lap.

If it be required to cut off the steam at a point beyond half-stroke, divide the distance of the
[

from the end of it- stroke, when -team is cut off, by half the length of stroke; call the quotient -

-in'-; find it- corresponding are. and abstract it from 1- Find the versed sine of half the

remainder, and subtract it from unity. Divide the remainder by the versed sine, and multiply the

width of the -team port by the quotient; the product will be the lap.

3.—The Btroke of a pi-tun is 36 inches; width of steam port
1-J

inch; and lap 6 in

required the p.<int of the Btroke at which steam will be cut off

Here 1*5
-J- 6 =7*5 ; and 1*5 — 7*5 *=*2 =-- versed Bine;

arc of versed -ine '2 = 36° 52', (arc the first ;)

and 36° 62' X •- =7:; J 44'= are of versed Bine, -7198.

Then "7198 X 18 ****= 12*95 inches = distance of the pi-ton from the commencement of its stroke when
the -Lain i- cut off.

Examph -1.—The stroke of a piston is 30 inches; width of steam port 1^ inch; and extent of lap 1$
inch: required the point of the Btroke at which -team i- cut off.

Here 1*5 -}- 1*26 = 275 ; and 1-5 -J- '2-75 = -5454 = versed sine of are 62 - 68' (arc the first.)

Then 02° 68' X2= 125° 50' ; and 18u° -125° 50' =54 D 4/=a« of versed -ine, 4131; -4131 X
18 = 7-1:; inches = distance of the pi-ton from the end of its Btroke when th.- Bteam is cut off

Example 5.— Tin- Btroke of a piston is 36 inches ;
*« idth of steam port 1-5 inches

; and distance of the

piston from the commencement of its stroke, when the -team i- cut off 12*95 inches : required the lap.

Here 12*95 -r 18 =-7198= versed sine of are 73° 14';

11' -r2= 86° 52' = arc of versed sin-

Then l-*2= *8
;
and s -*-_ —

i i •:, x 4 = inches =lap.

Tin Lap.— Having separately ini : the two cases of a slide having lead without

lap, and lap without lead, we nor* pn»eed to con-ider the effect of both in combination, together with

that of lap mi the exhaustion Bide.

].— Whu both the steam <</'•/ exhaustion sides, together \ ith kadi—Let
a l> ai ; 1672, represent the double lap on the steam Bide; af

on the exhaustion Bide; &< and ed the -team ports;

the ! ne - d both the trav.-i of the *dide and Btroke of the piston.

Then, supposing ch to the had of the slide, ,i i will be the po

ntric when that of the crank is a e ; the slide occup
the position Bhown in and the piston being ai the topi
downward Btroke.

When the • t.the porl cd will be full-.

hown in Fig. 2571, and the piston will have descended to /. the arc

[ual to the arct'/t. Again, when tl -.nine an
the slide bcin ; then brought into the positii exhaustion -

ii. u lii. h h o ;
th.- arc < m p

equal to the are I /, n. When tie
i

it O, the p
nen for the admi im bom nth tie-

|

i ha, then descended t" ;- ; the . d t.> the

y. When the eccentric has reached tl '1 bo open
o lead I'h', equal to eh, and the piston will have compli ti

• oter ile- porl & ton, until the occenti !•
i

/.', when the port be will

downward, and the pi . above tie- pi «

I

. 'l 111 tie- p

Vol, II.— n
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When the eccentric reaches the point n', opposite to n, exhaustion commences below the piston, th«

slide being then in the position Fig. 2577, and the piston at o'. Finally, when the eccentric reaches

the point q', and the crank the point, s', opposite to s, steam
begins to enter the port cd for the return stroke, at the com- 2573, 2o ' 4, 2o ' 5

-
,

2576
- '

2o77 -

mencement of which the port c d will be open to the extent
[

I
: L L

of the lead c h ; the crank and eccentric occupying their original ItSi - L
positions a e and a i. '—, !—

,

M '

—

It is here shown that four distinct circumstances result from ;—n I. 1
- 1 J^7

]
!

the use of a sUde having lap on both sides of the port, with 1— J I— L
' — 1^^

lead, during a single stroke of the piston. These are

—

i M i 1

'.

\ j

',

1

\A\
|

First: The cutting off the steam, for the purpose of expan- I
; [

I.^hrJu— \-±\— LJj h~"
sion. r—r —rJ

,—J i— p <—

J

Second : The cessation of exhaustion on the exhaustion side. L J I [ j I

Third : The commencement of exhaustion on the steam side. pN J [.„,4 jUT 111 IsST

Fourth : The readmission of steam for the return stroke.

With regard to the first of these results, we found the steam port c d closed, when the crank and
eccentric had described the equal arcs c m and i d k. Now, c d, the steam port, is the versed sine of d k

;

and h d, the steam port minus the lead, is the versed sine of i d. Hence,

Rule V.—To find the point of the stroke at which steam will be cut off:

Divide the width of the steam port, and also that width minus the lead, by half the slide's travel, and
call the quotients versed sines. Find their corresponding arcs, and call them arc the first, and arc the

second, respectively. Then, if the sum of those arcs be less than 90 degrees, multiply the versed sine

of their sum by half the stroke, in inches, and the product will be the distance of the piston from the

commencement of its stroke, when the steam is cut off.

If the sum of arcs the first and second exceed 90 degrees, subtract it from 180 degrees ; and the

versed sine of the difference, multiplied by half the stroke, equals the distance of the piston from the

end of its stroke, when the steam is cut off.

Example S.—The stroke of a piston is 60 inches ; the width of steam port 3 inches ; lap on the steam
3ide 24- inches ; lap on the exhaust side £th inch ; and lead i inch : required the point of the stroke at

which steam will be cut off.

3
Here n , -.

.

— -5454 = versed sine of 62° 58' (arc the first;)
3-f-2'o

'

3— -5

and o I 9 .k = '4545 = versed sine of 56° 57' (arc the second.)

Then 62° 58' + 56? 57' = 119° 55'; and 180° — 119° 55' = 60 5' = arc of versed sine, -5012.

•5012 X 30 = 15*036 inches= distance of the piston from the end of its stroke when the steam is cut off.

Exhaustion was shown to cease, during the ascent of the piston, when the eccentric had reached the

point t, and the crank the point x ; the crank having described the arc d k x, equal to i' e t described by
the eccentric.

Xow i' c is equal to arc the second, (Rule V. ;) and e t is equal to 90 degrees minus t f, or the arc of

versed sine ef; and e/is half the slide's travel minus the lap on the exhaust side. Hence,
To find the point of the stroke at which exhaustion ceases

:

Divide half the slide's travel, minus the exhaustion lap, by half the travel, call the quotient versed

sine, and add its corresponding arc, calling it arc the third, to arc the second. The versed sine of the

difference between their sum and 180 degrees, multiplied by half the stroke, equals the distance of the

piston from the end of its stroke when exhaustion ceases.

Example 9.—The several proportions being as in the preceding example.

Here 3 + 2-5 =5 '5 =half the slide's travel

;

5-5 — -125
and ~ • = '9772 = versed sine of arc 88° 42'= (arc the third.)

The.D 8S° 42' + 56° 57' (arc the second)= 145° 39'; and 180°— 145° 39'= 34° 21'= arc oi

versed sine, "1743. -1743 X 30= 5*229 inches= the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke

when exhaustion ceases.

Exhaustion was shown to commence from above the piston when the crank and eccentric had de-

scribed the equal arcs e k'p and idn.
Now < d n is equal to 180 degrees minus ni' ; ni' is equal to n' i ; and n' d is equal to arc the third.

Hence,

To find the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke when exhaustion commences

:

Subtract arc the second from arc the third, and multiply the versed sine of their difference by half the

stroke. The product will be the distance required.

Example 10.—The proportions being as in the two preceding examples.

Here 88° 42'— 56° 57'=31° 45'=arc of versed sine, •1496; and -1496 X 30=4*488 inches, the

distance required.

Steam was found to be readmitted, for the return stroke, when i lie piston had reached the point t

in its descent, the crank and eccentric having described the equal arcs c k' s and idq.
Now i dq is equal to 180 degrees minus qi' ; i' being diametrically opposed to i. And q V is equal

to i q', the difference between arcs the first and second. Hence,
To find the distance of the piston from the end of its stroke when steam is readmitted for the returr

stroke i
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Multiply the versed sine of the difference between arcs the first and second by half the stroke, and
the product will be the distance required.

Example 11.—The proportions being1 as before.

Here 02 D 58'— 50° 57'= D
l'= arc of versed sine -0055.

Then 'OOSfi X 30=T05 inches= the distance required

PI—To find the proportions of the steam lap and lead ; the points of the Btroke where steam u
cut oil", and readmitted for the return stroke, being known :

When the steam is cut off before half-stroke, divide the portion of the Btroke performed by the i

l>v half the stroke, and call the quotient versed sine. Likewise, divide the distance of the piston from
the end of its Btroke when steam is readmitted for the return stroke, by half the stroke, and call that3- rersed Bine. Find their respective arcs, and also the versed sines of half their sum and hah
ieir difference. The width of the steam port in inches, divided by the versed 6ine of half their Bum,

half the travel of the slide : and half the travel, minus the width of port, equals the lap. The
difference of the two versed sines last found, multiplied by half the travel of the slide, equals the lead.

When the -team is to be cut off alter half-stroke, divide the distance of the pi-ton from the end of its

stroke by half the stroke ; call the quotient versed sine, and subtract its corresponding arc from
3. Divide the distance the piston has to move when the steam is admitted for the return stroke,

by half the Btroke ;
call the quotient versed sine, and find its corresponding arc. Then proceed with the

two arcs thus found, as in the former case.

Example 12.—The stroke of a piston is 60 inches ; the width of steam port 3 inches ; distance of the

piston from the end of its stroke when steam is cut off 15036 inches ; and wlien steam is admiti
the return stroke -165 iuches: required the lap and lead.

Here 1 5-036 -H 30= -5012 = versed sine of arc 60° 5'

;

and 180°— 60° 5'= 119° 55'.

Then -165 — 30= "0055 = versed sine of 6° 1'.

119° 55' 4- 6° 1'= 125° 56'; 119° 55' — 6° l'= 113° 54'.

1-:,- 56'
' = arc of versed sine -5 1.".

1

;

113° 54'

= 56° 57' =arc (if versed sine 15 15.

3 — -5454 = 5'5 inches = half the slide's navel

;

and 5'5 — 3 = 2
-5 = lap.

!
— -4515 = 0909 ; and '0909 X 5-5 = '5 inches = lead.

To tind the lap and lead by construction.

TIp- stroke of the piston ;
width of -team port ; and distances of the piston from the end of its 9troke

when the Steam i- cut off, ami when it i- readmitted fir the return stroke, being known:
the circle, I represent the crank's orbit, and its diameter ab the stroke of the piston, to

Make ac equal to the part of the stroke performed
the -team i- cut "if-, an i bd equal to the distance of the piston

from the end of its stroke when -team i- readmitted for the return Btroke.

Draw -/' and cftA right an ami mark the point </ at the dis-

- bomf. Bisect the are ag, and from the point of bisection, A,

draw the diameter h L Make ik equal to b < ; draw i m ami LI at right

h ; and draw i I and i U indefinitely. From the point m s

width of Steam port* full si/.-; from n draw ia> parallel

to i in, and meeting i 6, and also <> /> parallel to ,i /,. /, j ; then
will s j, equal the Qip, and a r the lead.

In all thi we have taken the reroed Bine of the arc de-

1 by tli'- crank, from either extremity of 'In stroke, a- the portion
i i.\ the piston; but, as has been already observed,

the relative positions of the piston and crank depend upon the length of

the co L, which will be seen by reference to Pig. 251
A I; represents the stroke of the piston, D the connecting rod, and l> < » the crank. .Now, l

ad to be th( bj tip- crank when the piston has performed one-fourth of if- Btroki
from the length of that arc, calculating the amount of lap re-

quired to cut off the steam at that part i t
I we appear

to I,,.- in error— for, from the oblique action of the coi

ton would have descended onlj to the point .-.
i

• being double-acting, • take into consideration
the position of the crank when the pi-ton h

e in the opposite direction from the point B:
and here we find, that by suppo in j the crank to have described

arc 6 K. we i

off when the piston has reached the point /';

Uldth B/ being pn in i mmv than I , h- - than At'. '

live.
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A Tabic of Multipliers to find the Lap and Lead, when the Steam is to be cut off at 4 to Iths

of the Stroke.

The lap must be equal to the width of the steam port multiplied by col. 1.

The lead must be equal to the width of the steam port multiplied by col. 2.

Half-Stroke.
Five-Eighths

of the Stroke.

Three-Fourths
of the Stroke.

Seven-Eighths
of the Stroke.

1 •2, 1 a 1 2 1 2

Lap
2-41

Lead

000
Lap
1-58

Lead
•ooo

Lap
1.000

Lead
•ooo

Lap
•540

Lead
•ooo 2 S >> •ooooo

2-16 145 1-41 •124 •893 •105 •477 •089 "o%"% •00208

2-06 198 1-35 •170 •851 •146 •450 •123
a o =< •00416

1-94 268 1-27 •231 •795 •200 •413 •170 * — H •00833

1-84 318 1-21 •27 G •754 •240 •385 •204 2^ g •01250

1-77 358 1-16 •312 •723 •271 •363 •232 r-
^ ° •01666

1-71 •391 1-12 •342 •691 •299 •344 •257 ||| •02083

1-65 •420 1-08 •368 •668 •322 •327 •277 a S ">
•02500

1-60 444 105 •391 •644 •343 •313 •296 °-5 — •02916

1-56 467 1-02 •412 •623 •362 •298 •313 ££3 •03333

1-48 505 •968 •449 •586 •396 •273 •343 5 ""
2

•04166

1-41 540 •921 •480 •554 425 •251 •370
"s l"a

•05000

135 570 •881 •508 •526 •451 •202 •393 O 3 •05833

1-30 . 595 •844 •532 500 •473 •215 •414 v m a •06666

1-25 617 •810 554 •476 •495 •198 •434
a - M
•-?•§ •07500

1-21 638 779 •572 •454 •514 •183 •452 •3 £ ,a •08333

1.17 657 •751 •592 •434 •532 •160 •468
one

•09166

1-13 674 •724 •607 •415 •548 •156 •483 M •10000

Example of its application.—Stroke 36 inches ; width of port 2 inches; steam to be cut off at half-,

stroke ; distance of the piston from the end of its stroke when steam is readmitted for the return stroke,

1*5 inch.

1-5— = 0833. Find that number, or the one nearest to it, in the right hand, or last column, and take

out the multipliers on the same line under the head Half-stroke.

Then 2 X 121 = 2"42 inches= tbe lap. .

And 2 X -638 = 1-276 inches= the lead.

LEAD—A well-known metal much used in the arts. Lead unites with most of the metals, has little

elasticity, and is the softest of them all. Gold and silver are dissolved by it in a slight red heat, but
when the heat is much increased the lead separates, and rises to the surface of the gold, combined with

all heterogeneous matters ; hence lead is made use of in the art of refining the precious metals. If lead

be heated so as to boil and smoke, it soon dissolves pieces of copper thrown into it ; the mixture, when
cold, being brittle. The union of these two metals is remarkably slight, for upon exposing the mass to

a heat no greater than that in which lead melts, the lead almost entirely runs off by itself.

Among the ores of lead some have a metallic aspect ; are black in substance, as well as when pulver-

ized ; others have a stony appearance, and are variously colored, with usually a vitreous or greasy

lustre. The specific gravity of the latter ores is always less than 5. The whole of them, excepting the

chloride, become more or less speedily black, with sulphureted hydrogen or with hydrosulphurets ; and
are easily reduced to the metallic state upon charcoal, with a flux of carbonate of soda, after they have
been properly roasted. They diffuse a whitish or yellowish powder over the charcoal, which, according

to the manner in which the flame of the blowpipe is directed upon it, becomes yellow or red ; thus

indicating the two characteristic colors of the oxides of lead.

The lead ores most interesting to the arts are

:

1. Galena, sulphuret of lead. This ore has the metallic lustre of lead, with a crystalline structure

derivable from the cube. When heated cautiously at the blowpipe it is decomposed, the sulphur flies

off, and the lead is left alone in fusion ; but if the heat be continued, the colored surface of the charcoal

indicates the conversion of the lead into its oxides. Galena is a compound of lead and sulphur, in equiv-

alent proportions, and therefore consists, in 100 parts, of 86| of metal, and 13^ of sulphur, with which
numbers the analysis of the galena of Clausthal by Wcstrumb exactly agrees. Its specific gravity.

when pure, is 7 -56. Its color is blackish gray, without any shade of red, and its powder is black—char-

acters which distinguish it from blende, or sulphuret of zinc.

2. The seleniuret of lead resembles galena, but its tint is bluer. Its chemical characters are the only

ones which can be depended on for distinguishing it. At the blowpipe it exhales a very perceptible

smell of putrid radishes. Nitric acid liberates the selenium. When heated in a tube, oxide of selenium

of a carmine red rises along with selenic acid, white and deliquescent. The specific gravity of this ore

varies from 6 8 to 7-69.

3. Native minium or red lead has an earthy aspect, of a lively and nearly pure red color, but some-

times inclining to orange. It occurs pulverulent, and also compact, with a fracture somewhat lamellar.

When heated at the blowpipe upon charcoal, it is readily reduced to metallic lead. Its specific gravity

varies from 46 to 8-9. This ore is rare.
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4. Plomb-gomme.—This lead ore, as singular in appearance as in composition, i- of a dirty brownish

yc orange-yellow, and occurs under the form of globular or gumdike concretions. It has also the

and translucency of gum, with somewhat of a pearly aspect at times. It is harder than fiuor .-par. It

consists of oxide of lead, 40; alumina, 87; water, 18*8; foreign mat! 6; in LOO. Hith-

erto n has been found only at Huelgoet, near Poullaouen, in Brittany, covering with it- tears, or small

concretions, the ores of white lead and galena which compose the reins of that lead mine.

5, WhiU —This ore, in its purest Btate, is colorless and transparent, like glass,

with an adamantine lustre. It may be recognized by the following characters :

It- specific gravity is from 6 to iV7 ; it dissolves with more or less ease, and with effervescence, in

nitric acid; Incomes immediately black by the action of sulphureted hydrogen, and melts on charcoal

before the blowpipe into a button of lead. According to Klaprotb, the carbonate of Leadhills contains

82 pari of lead, and 1G of carbonic acid, in 98 parts. This mineral is tender, scarcely sci

calc-spar, and breaks easily, with a waved conchoidal fracture. It possesses the double refracting prop-

erty in a very high degree; the double image being very visible on looking through the flat fact a of the

prismatic crystal-. Its crystalline forms are very numerous, and are referrible to the octahedron, and
the pyramidal pri-m.

<;. VitreoiM lead, or sulphate of lead.—This mineral closely resembles carbonate of lead; so that the

external characters are inadequate to distinguish the two. But the following are sufficient. When
pure, it has the same transparency and lustre. It docs not effervesce with nitric acid; it is but feebly

blackened by sulphureted hydrogen; it first decrepitates and then melts before the blowpipe into a

tran-parent glass, which becomes milky as it cools. By the combined action of heat and charcoal, it

passes first into a rod pulverulent oxide, and then into metallic lead. It consists, accord in g to Klaprotb,

of 71 oxide of lead. 25 sulphuric acid, 2 water, and 1 iron. That specimen was from Anglesea; the

Wanlockhead mineral is free from iron. The prevailing form of crystallization is the rectangular

bedron, whose angles and edges are variously modified. The sulphato-carbonate, and Bulphato tri-ear-

of had. now called Leadhillite, are rare minerals which belong to this head.

7. Phosphate of lead—This, like all the combinations of lead with an acid, exhibits no metallic Lustre,

variety of colors. Before the blowpipe upon charcoal, it melts into a globule externally crystal-

continuance of the heat, with the addition of iron and boracic acid, affords metallic lead.

It- constituents are 80 oxide of lead, 18 phosphoric acid, and TO muriatic acid, according to Lflap

analysis of tin- mineral from Wanlockhead. The' constant pre-. -nee of muriatic acid in the various

specimens examined is a remarkable circumstance. The crystalline forms are derived from an obtuse

rhomboid. Phosphate of lead i- a little harder than white lead; it is easily scratched, and its powder is

always gray. It- specific gravity is 6*9. It has a vitreous Lustre, somewhat adamantine. It- lamellar

texture i- not very distinct ; its fracture is wavy, and it i- easily frangible. The phosphoric and arsenic

acids being, according to M. Mitscherlich, isomorphous bodies, may replace each other in chemical com-
binations in every proportion, so that the phosphate of lead may include any proportion, from the

smallest fraction of arsenic acid to the smallest fraction of phosphoric acid, thus graduating indefinitely

into arseniate of lead. The yellowish variety indicate-, for the most part, the presence of arsenic acid.

s MuriaU ,,;•/-,(./. Horn-U ad, <>v mti rio carbonate.—This ore has a pale yellow color, is reducible to

metallic lead by the agency of soda, and is not altered by the hydrosulphureta At the blowpipe it

first into a pale yellow transparent globule, with -alt of phosphorus and oxide of copper ; audit

manifests the presence of muriatic acid by a bluish flame. It is fragile, tender^ofter than carbonate of

had. and i- sometimes almost colorless, with an adamantine Lustre. Specific gravity, 606. It- constit-

according to Berzelius, are Lead, 25*84; oxide of Lead, 57*07; carbonate of lead, 6*25; chlorine,

B*84; silica, 1*46; water, 0*54; in LOO part-. The carbonate is an accidental ingredient, not being in

equivalent proportion daproth found chlorine, 18*67; I oxide of lead, 22*57 ; carbonate of
lead. 2

'.>. A,- eniatt of lead.— It- color of a pretty pure yellow, bordering Blightly on the greenish, and its

property of exhaling by the joint action of fire and charcoal a very distinct arsenical odor, are the only

characters which distinguish this ore from the phosphate of lead The form of the arseniate ol

when it is crystallized, is a prism with bix faces, of the same dimensions as that of phosphate of lead.

When pure, it i- reducible upon charcoal, before the blowpipe, into metallic lead, w ith the copious > xha
lation of arsenical fume- ; but onl) in put, and leaving a crj Btalline globule, when it contain- an\ phos-

phate of Lead. The arseniate of lead i- tender, friable, sometimes even pulverulent, and of specific grav-
i. 'I'h at of Johann-4 leorgenstadl consists, according to R f oxide of lead. 77*5; arseni

12*5
;
phosphoric acid, 7*5, and muriatic acid, 1*5.

10. Red lead, or ehro id —This mineral is too rare to require consideration in the pi

work

11, /'/..///// vauguelinite. Chromate of had and copper.

I -j. Yellow leal Molybyate oft
18. 2 ' U a I.

Saving thus enumerated <'•

p< ci< - of lead ore, we may remark thai galena is thi

• lie),.,, i in ifficientl* fri il mo to become the object of mining and metallurgy. Thi i

I in small quantity among the crystalline primitivi ranite. LI

olde I and clay slates that it usually occurs.

of lea I l he me P irmed upon the ! b< tu

ee of puritj neceaaan for their n treatment, may be divided into '
;

i\ ho- 1-

1. Tl" sorting andcleanting of thi

2. '/'A- grinding :

t

! he appai
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sieves employed for sorting the ore at the mouth of the mine, into coarse and fine pieces, is a wire gauze
of iron; its meshes are square, and an inch long in each side. There is a lighter sieve of wire gauze,
similar to the preceding, for washing the mud from the ore, by agitating the fragments in a tub filled

with water. But instead of using this sieve, the pieces of ore are sometimes merely stirred about with
a shovel, in a trough filled with water.

The method of sorting and cleansing the ore consists in using a plane surface made of slabs or planks,
very slightly inclined forwards, and provided behind and on the sides with upright ledges, the back one
having a notch to admit a stream of water. The ore is merely stirred about with a shovel, and exposed
on the slope to the stream. For this apparatus, formerly the only one used, the following has been sub-
stituted, called the grate. It is a grid, composed of square bars of iron, an inch thick, by from 24 to 32
inches long, placed horizontally and parallelly to each other, an inch apart. There is a wooden canal
above the grate, which conducts a stream of water over its middle ; and an inclined plane is set beneath
it. which leads to a hemispherical basin, about 24 inches in diameter, for collecting the metallic powdei
washed out of the ore.

The apparatus subservient to grinding the ore are

:

1. The beater, formed of a cast-iron plate, 3 inches square, with a socket in. its upper surface, foi

receiving a wooden handle. In some localities crushing cylinders have been substituted for the beater
At the mines, the knocker's workshop, or striking floor, is provided either with a strong stool, or a

wall 3 feet high, beyond which there is a flat area 4 feet broad, and a little raised behind. On this

area, bounded, except in front, by small walls, the ore to be bruised is placed. On the stool, or wall,

a very hard stone slab, or cast-iron plate is laid, 7 feet long, 7 inches broad, and 1+ inches thick, called

a kaok-stone. The workmen, seated before it, break the pieces of mixed ore with the beater.

Crushing machines are in general use in England, to break the mingled ores, which they perform with
great economy of time and labor. They have been employed there for nearly forty years.

This machine is composed of one pair of fluted cylinders, and of two pairs of smooth cylinders, which
serve altogether for crushing the ore. The two cylinders of each of the three pairs turn simultaneously
in an inverse direction, by means of two toothed-wheels upon the shaft of every cylinder, which work
by pairs in one another. The motion is given by a single water-wheel. One of the fluted cylinders is

placed in the prolongation of the shaft of this wheel, which carries besides a cast-iron toothed-wheel,
geared with the toothed-wheels fixed upon the ends of two of the smooth cylinders. Above the fluted

cylinders, there is a hopper, which discharges down between them the ore brought forwards by the wag-
ons. These wagons advance upon a railway, stop above the hopper, and empty their contents into it

through a trap-hole, which opens outwardly in the middle of their bottom. Below the hopper there is a
small bucket called a shoe, into which the ore is shaken down, and which throws it without ceasing upon
the cylinders. The shoe is so regulated that too much ore can never fall upon the cylinders, and ob-

struct their movement. A small stream of water is likewise led into the shoe, which spreads over the

cylinders, and prevents them from growing hot. The ore, after passing between the fluted rollers, falls

upon inclined planes, which turn it over to one or other of the pahs of smooth rolls.

These are the essential parts of this machine ; they are made of iron, and the smooth ones are case-

hardened, or chilled, by being cast in iron moulds. The gudgeons of both kinds move in brass brushes
fixed upon iron supports made fast by bolts to the strong wood-work base of the whole machine. Each
of the horizontal bars has an oblong slot, at one of whose ends is solidly fixed one of the plummer-blocks
or bearers of one of the cylinders, and in the rest of the slot the plummer-block of the other cylinder

slides ; a construction •nmich permits the two cylinders to come into contact, or to recede to such a dis-

tance from each other as circumstances may require. The movable cylinder is approximated to the

fixed one by means of iron levers, which carry at their ends Aveights, and rest upon wedges susceptible

of adjustment. These wedges press the iron bar, and make it approach the movable cylinder by
advancing the plummer-block which supports its axis. When matters are so arranged, should a very
large or hard piece present itself to one of the pairs of cylinders, one of the rollers would move away and
let the piece pass without doing injury to the mechanism.

Besides the three pairs of cylinders which constitute essentially each crushing machine, there is some-
times a fourth, which serves to crush the ore when not in large fragments.

The stamp-mill is employed in concurrence witli the crushing cylinders. It serves particularly to

pulverize those ores whose gangue is too hard to yield readily to the rollers, and also those which being

already pulverized to a certain degree, require to be ground still more finely. (See Stampers.)

The sifting meshes of the sieve are made of strong iron wire, three-eighths of an inch square. This

sieve is suspended at the extremity of a forked lever, or brake, turning upon an axis by means of two
upright arms about 5 feet long, which are pierced with holes for connecting them with bolts or pins,

both to the sieve-frame and to the ends of the two branches of the lever. These two arms are made
of wrought iron, but the lever is made of wood, as it receives the jolt. Each jolt not only makes the

fine parts pass through the meshes, but changes the relative position of those which remain on the wires,

bringing the purer and heavier pieces eventually to the bottom. The mingled fragments of galena, and
the stony substances lie above them; while the poor and light pieces are at top. These are first

6craped off, next the mixed lumps, and lastly the pure ore, which is carried to the heap.

The poor ore is carried to a crushing machine, where it is bruised between two cylinders appropriated

to this purpose ; after which it is sifted afresh.

Washing apparatus.—For washing the ore after sifting it, the machine already described is employed
Smelting of lead ores.—The lead ores of England were anciently smelted in very rude furnaces, oi

boles, urged by the natural force of the wind, and were therefore placed on the summits or western

slopes of the highest hills. More recently these furnaces were replaced by blast hearths, resembling

smiths' forges, but larger, and were blown by strong bellows, moved by men or water-wheels. The
principal operation of smelting is at present always executed there in reverberatory furnaces, and iu

furnaces similar to those known in France by the name of Scotch furnaces
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The reverberatory furnaces called cupola are now exclus I in Derbyshire i
i Dg ol

lead ores. In the works where the construction of these furnaces is most improved, they are interiorly

8 feet long by 6 wide in the middle, and -2 feet high at the centre. The tire, placed at one of the

extrem eparated from the body of tl of masonry, called the

which is two feet thick, leaving only from 11 to 18 inches between its npper Burface ana the vault
From this, I

|
oint, the vault gradually -inks towards the further end, -where it stands i

Baches above tin- Bole. At this extremity of the furnace, there are two openings separated by a trian-

gular prism >>i\riri-xt"n> ,
which had to a Sue, a foot and a halt' wide, and 10 feel long, which is recurved

towards the tup. and run- into an upright chimney 56 feet high Tin ... red with

carefully jointed with fire-clay, which may he removed when the deposit formed under them
(which i- apt to melt requires to be cleaned out. < >ne of the sides of the furnace is called the lab
aide It ha- a door tor throwing coal upon the lire grate, besides three small aperture- each al

inches square. These are closed with movable plates of cast-iron, which are taken oil' when the work-
ing requires a freer circulation of air, or for the stirring up of the materials upon the hearth. On the
opposite side, called the- working aide, there are five apertures; namely, three equal and opposite to

just described, shutting in like manner with cast-iron plates, and beneath them two other open-
ings, one of which is for running out the lead, and another for the scoriae. The ash-pi I i- also on this

side, covered with a little water, ami so disposed as that the grate-bars may he easily cleared from the
cinder slag.

The hearth of the furnace is composed of the reverberatory furnace Blags, to which a proper shape has
been given by beating them with a strong iron rake, before their entire solidirication. On the laborer-'

side, this hearth rises nearly to the surface of the three openings, and falls towards the working -

as to be 18 inches below the middle aperture. In this point, the lowest of the furnace, there i- a tap-

hole, through which the lead is run off into a large iron boiler, (lea-pan,) placed in a recess left outside
in the masonry. From that lowest point) the sole gradually rises in all directions, forming thus an in-

side basin, into which the had runs down as it is melted. At the usual level of the metal bath, there
i- on the working aide, at the end furthest from the tire, an aperture for letting off the Blag.

In the middle of the arched root' there is a -mall aperture, called the eroum hole, which is covered up
during the working with a thick cast-iron plate. Above this aperture a large wooden or iron hopper
stands, leading beneath into an iron cylinder, through which the content- of the hopper may fall into the
furnace when a trap or valve is opened.

lioast'tmj.—The ordinary charge of ore for one smelting operation i- 20 CWts., and it i- introduced
through the hopper. An assistant placed at the lack doors Bpreads it equally over the whole hearth
with a rake

; the furnace being meanwhile heated only with the declining tire ol the preceding operation.
.No regular tire is made during the first two hours, bul a gentle heat merely i- kept up by throwing i no
or two shovelfuls of small coal upon the grate from tune to time. All the door- are dosed, and the
register plate of the chimney is lowered.
The outer basin in front of the furnace is at this time filled with the lead derived from a former pro-

cess, the metal being covered with -lairs. A rectangular slit above the tap hole i- left open, and remains
bo during the whole time of the operation, unless the had should rise in the interior basin above the
level of that orifice ; in which case a little mound must l>e raised before it.

The two doors in front furthest from the tire being opened, the head smelter throws in through them,

upon the sole of the furnace, the sla^s swimming upon the hath of lead, and a little while afterwards
he opens the tap hole, and runs off the metallic lead reduced from [' At the -alne tune his

assistant tun.- ov< r tl r.- through the back doors. The-.' being again closed, while the aboi
doors ate open, the smelter throw- a -hovelful of small coal or coke cinder upon the had bath,

and works the whole together, turning over the ore with the paddle of iron oar. About three quart* r-

of an hour after the commencement of the operation, he throws bach upon the sole of the hearth the

fresh Blags which then float upon the bath of the outer basin, ami which are mixed with coaly matter.
lie next nuns over these BlagS, as well a- the ore, with the paddle, and shuts all the door-.' At this

tuuc
I r runs off the lead into the pig moulds.

The assistant now turn- over th v once more through the back doors. A little more than an hour

the operation began, a quantity of lead, proceeding from the -la;- last remelted, i- run off bj the

tap; being usually in such quantity a- to till one half of the outer basin. Both the workmen then turn

the ore with the paddles, at th.- several door- of the furnace, h- interior i- at this tun.- of a dull

red heat
:

th.- roasting being carried on rather bj the combustii fthe Bulphurous ingredients, tl

tic- action of the small quantity of coal in th.- grate. The smelter, after shutting the fronl dooi -. with
th.- exct ption of that next the fire bridge, hit- off the fresh slag- lying upon th
bath. .Irani-, them, and throws them hack into th. fl n
An hour ami a half after th.- commencement, th.- had begins to ooze out in -mall quantities from the

bul little should !» Buffered to flow before two hour- have expired Aboul this time the two
workmen open all the .loot-, and turn over th.- ore, each at In- own Bide of the furnace. An hour an 1

inning, there are f.-w \ap..rs in th.- furnace, its temperature b
moderate. N.> mote had i - then ei n to flow upon the sloping hearth A little coal being throv

the workmen turn over the ore, and then close all the d

At the end of two ho completed, and the doors shut, tin i

to be lifted a little, and coal thrown fire, which I

When the doors are now opened the inside of the furnaci is of o pcottj vivid red, and thi

inner basin. The melter, with his rake or paddle,
|

thai ba in back toward-, the upper pan ofth< Bole, and bis assistant spreads th i

h the hack dooi

i lime upon the had bath The asawtant meanwhile, fot fan hour,
tl,.- ilagi together through the three back doors, and th< it, while U
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tho slags from the surface of the inner basin back to the upper parts of the sole. The doors being no\*

left open for a little, while the interior remains in repose, the metallic lead, which had been pushed back
with the slags, flows down into the basin. This occasional cooling of the furnace is thought to be neces-

sary for the better separation of the products, especially of the slags, from the lead-bath.

In a short time the workmen resume their rakes, and turn over the slags along with the ore. Three
hours after the commencement, a little more fuel is put into the grate, merely to keep up a moderate
heat of the furnace during the paddling. After three hours and ten minutes, the grate being charged
witli fuel for the thirdfire, the register is completely opened, the doors are all shut, and the furnace ia

left in this state for three-quarters of an hour. In nearly four hours from the commencement, all the

doors being opened, the assistant levels the surfaces with his rake, in order to favor the descent of any
drops of lead; and then spreads the slags, which are pushed back towards him by the smelter. The
latter now throws in a fresh quantity of lime, with the view, not merely of covering the lead-bath and
preventing its oxydizement, but of rendering the slags less fluid.

Ten minutes after the third Are is completed, the smelter puts a new charge of fuel in the grate, and
shuts the doors of the furnace to give it the fourth fire. In four hours and forty minutes from the com-
mencement, this fire being finished, the doors are opened, the smelter pierces the tap-hole to discharge

the lead into the outer basin, and throws some quick-lime upon the slags in the inner basin. He then
pushes the slags thus dried up towards the upper part of the hearth, and his assistant rakes them out

by the back doors.

The whole operation of a smelting shift takes about four hours and a half, or at most five hours, in

which four periods may be distinguished.

1. The first fire for roasting the ores, requires very moderate firing, and lasts two hours.

2. The secondfire, or the smelting, requires a higher heat, with shut doors ; at the end the slags are

dried up with lime, and the furnace is also allowed to cool a little.

3. 4. The last two periods, or the third and fourth fires, are likewise two smeltings or foundings, and
differ from the first only in requiring a higher temperature. The heat is greatest in the last. The form
and dimensions of the furnace are calculated to cause a uniform distribution of heat over the whole sur-

face of the hearth. See article Metallurgy.
The lead is brought from the smelting works to any place where it is to be manufactured in the form

of " pigs," each of which is an oblong mass, about three feet long, six inches wide, and weighing about
one hundred weight and a half. As for the philosophy of the word " pig," applied to the masses of

lead, we may remark that it forms another curious instance of the phraseology used in manufacture.

It appears that in the iron-manufacture, when the metal flows from the furnace in which it has been
reduced from the ore, it passes into a large trough excavated in sand, and from thence into smaller lat-

eral channels on each side. This arrangement has been suggestive of a sort of simile : for the larger

trough is called by the workmen the " sow," and the smaller the " pigs," who suck the metal from the
" sow ;" hence proceeded the names of " sow-metal" and " pig-metal ;" and hence, in all probability, the

name of " pig" is applied to the saleable masses both of iron and of lead.

The two principal articles into which lead is manufactured are sheet-lead and ivater-jnpes ; or at least

they are the only two which need here be noticed, since the comparatively low temperature at which
the metal fuses, and the ease with which it is beaten into various forms, enable the plumber to modify
it in various ways. The sheet-lead here spoken of is that with which roofs and terraces are covered,

and cisterns lined. It is sometimes made, and used formerly to be wholly made, by pouring the melted
metal on a flat surface of sand, in a stratum of any required thickness ; but the more modern method is

that of rolling, or " milling," which we proceed to describe.

A furnace is provided consisting of a hemispherical melting-pot, four or five feet in diameter, and
nearly as much in depth, heated by a fire beneath, and covered with an inclosed cap or chimney reach-

ing above the roof of the building, lor the purpose of conveying away the deleterious gases engendered
during the melting of lead. Into this melting-pot is put about six tons (thirteen thousand pounds) of'

lead, new and old, which remains there till thoroughly melted. During this time all the impurities,

being lighter than the metal, rise to the surface. Immediately adjoining the furnace is a cast-iron frame,

called the " mould," being a flat vessel about six or seven feet square, and six inches deep. The bottom
of this mould is also of iron, and the melted metal is allowed to flow into it from an opened valve near
the bottom of the melting-pot. A shoot or trough conveys the metal from the furnace to the mould.
The glistening liquid mass soon flows out, to the weight of about ten or eleven thousand pounds, the

dross and impurities being for the mast part left behind in the melting-pot. As, however, some impuri-

ties or oxidized portions enter the mouil a subsequent removal becomes necessary, and this is effected

by drawing the edge of a board carefully over the surface of the hot and liquid metal, the board urging
before it all the floating impurities, and leaving a surface very silvery and clear.

After some hours the mass of lead, technically called a " plate," is lifted out of the mould by a pow-
erful crane, and placed upon the machine where it is to be rolled into the form of sheets. This machine
is very peculiar in its action. It consists of a long frame or bench, about a yard in height, seven or

eight feet wide, and probably seventy feet in length. At intervals of every foot or two are transverse

rollers, all placed on the same level, so that a heavy body may be rolled from one end of the frame to

the other with great facility. About midway along the frame is the milling or rolling machine, con-

sisting mainly of two ponderous rollers, between which the lead is passed : these are made of iron, the

upper one being fifteen or sixteen inches in diameter, with a weight of three tons, the under one being

the same. The two rollers are placed at any required distance apart, the one above the other, and are

also made to revolve in either direction. These being the mechanical arrangements, the process of

milling proceeds thus : The plate of lead is brought between the rollers, which are opened so as only

to receive the lead by compressing it ; and the rollers being made to rotate, the plate is drawn in be-

tween them. This process is repeated over and over again, the plate passing first from right to left

and then from left to right, the opening between the rollers bein^ gradually reduced bv means of an
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index and graduated dial-plate The Bmall wooden rollers facilitate the motion of the eloi

I fro ; and when the length, obtained by reducing tb j, has become inconveniently

tl R. pi into two, and each half milled in a similar manner. Thus the lead continues to pass

a the rollers to the Dumber of seven or eight hundred times, having its thickness diminished and

its I- ngth increased by regular degrees From 800 to K E 1 1 in length, with a width of seven or eight,

i- the average quantity of roofing-lead produced by these means from one of the plates. The 1-

then coiled up in a roll, and in that form is sold to the plumber, who adapts it to bis various purp

lli.- manufacture of lead-pipe, like that of sheet-lead, combines the processes both of easting and

tting, or drawing. Whatever be the required diameter and thickness of the pipe, it is first cast in

a short piece of great thickness, and then elongated, by which the thickness I I iced. The
diameter i f 'I''

1 cast piece is, internally, (he same as that of the required pipe, the external dii

that which undergoes reduction. The first process is, therefore, to cast the short pi< era of pipe.

moulds measure from two to four feet in height, and are fitted for casting pipe whose dia

externally from two to six inches, and internally from half an inch to four inches. The mould
consists of two semi-cylindrical halves, which, on being brought together, form the external contour of

the pipe, while a spindle or steel core, running down the centre of the hollow cavity, regulates the in-

ternal diameter of the pipe.

A Bmall melting-furnace is appropriated for the pipe-casting, the lead being carefully skimmed from

while melting; and when the fusion is complete the melted metal is poured into the mould, the

upper end of which is open and the lower end closed. The quantity of lead required for each mould

varies from about 24 to 200 pound-, according to the thickness of the pipe. The metal being Bolidified

and sufficiently cool tor handling, the two halves of the mould are drawn asunder and tin- lead removed,

the technical name of the '• plug" being applied to the Bhort thick piece of pipe thus produced.

Next ensues the very singular method whereby the plug is elongated to the required dimensions.

I he "drawing-bench" is a frame about thirty feet long and three in height, having in the middle of its

length mechanism for producing the elongation An endless chain is kept in constant motion round two
- r rollers, one near the end and the other uear the middle of the draw-bench, insomuch that a

hook or a clasp connected with one of the link- would he forcibly drawn along the bench A mandril,

! iM I. coi responding in size with the internal diameter of the pipe, is inserted into one of the short

pipes or plugs, and then so connected with the endless chain as to be drawn along the bench ; hut in

it- progress the pip.' has to pass through a hole in a steel plate, or die, rather smaller than the diameter

of the lead it-elf, by which its external diameter becomes somewhat reduced and it- length inn

Again and again is the pipe, \\ ith its contained mandril, draw n along the frame, the die being ex< I

after each drawing and replaced by one of Bmaller diameter. In producing a two inch pip'- no
|

than sixteen dies are employed, the diameters of which descend in a regular Beriea The hole through

tie- die i- conical, that i-, larger on one side of the die than mi the other, and th i rs the hole

at the widest part, whereby a process of compression is >. tain point in the opera-

tions a "cutting-die" is introduced, that is, one wherein the lead i> at once exposed to a cutting edge.

th.- result of which is that a thin film is cut or -craped from the whole -urface of the pipe. By the

time that all tin- routini one the metal has become more dense and compact, th.- temperature
so high as scarcely to lie bearable by the hand, the length greatly increased, and the external diameter

rtionably diminished. After this tl I pipe is removed from the mandril, and i- then

ready for disposal to the plumber. -.'.-,-11.

Lead-pipe is also manufactured by forcing it through dies, and

tin.- process, as improved by Mr. Cobnbll, of New Fork, is thus de-

I by him in the specifications of his patent:

My invention consists of certain improvements in the arrangement
and combination of the machinery or apparatus heretofore used < r

similar purposes, and in the construction and application of certain

additional machinery or apparatus, and the combination thereof with

the other appai -it 1.-. a- hen in di scribed.

My machine i- applicable to the manufacture of pip' - and tubes of

lead, ami Buch other metal- and their alloys a- an- capable of being

sed or forced bj means of great pressure from a cylinder or re

between apertures, dii -. cores, or mandril-, when in

a -olid or -eini Quid -tate, and i- niamlv referable in it- general eon

on and purposes to the machine patented by Thomas Burr in

Britain, and described in the first volume of the in

tin- London Journal of Arts and Scieni

In my machine I use the hydraulic press, tie- hid cylinder or re

ceiver, the columns or pillars connecting the hydraulic press with the

.Imder, the movable ram for pressing the piston noon the lead

m the cylinder or receiver, the dies and ive the pipes the

required form, and calibre, and dimensions, and such other p 1

the old machines as may he

machine of the -aid Thomas l

represents my invention, showing how, bj different

raugements of the machinery, the power tnaj be applied to the

. lindi t which in this case 1- movable, whilo th'- piston 1

actional view of the hydraulic press and pipe I — '

chioery in which the long movabli I. In th- tbo hydraulic cylinder in

ram rising therefrom. ittached to the hydraul •""' '•

3rJj]l__/T]

Vt
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connected 'with the upper cross-head I, by means of the rods L L, which are secured at ihe top and
bottom by the nuts M M M M, turned on the screws at the ends of the rods. On the top of the ram a
head-block C is placed, and there secured. A foot-block D is attached to the bottom of the lead cylin-

der E, and the head-block, the foot-block, and the lead cylinder are secured firmly together by the bolt?

F F. By this arrangement the lead cylinder will be moved upwards and downwards by the ram of the
hydraulic press. To the upper cross-head I the hollow piston H is attached, and secured by means of

the bolts K K having screws and nuts at the ends. The die P is placed in the lower end of the piston,

which is hollowed throughout, and communicates with the aperture O made through the upper cross

head. The long movable core N which is used in this case, is firmly secured to the head-block of tin

ram, extending upwards through the centre of the lead cylinder, and a short distance above it, to be
inserted through the die in the end of the piston. The position of the core is regulated by means of the

set-screws G G-, four in number, which move the core laterally, and set it centrally in the die. "When
all the parts are thus arranged, the lead cylinder is raised up to the lower end of the piston, the end of

the core passing through the die, and being there adjusted centrally by the set-screws, the lead cylinder
is charged, and the power of the press applied.

The ram is forced upwards, carrying the lead cylinder before it, which passes over the piston. The
pipe is formed at the point of pressure, as before, passing through the hollow piston through the aper-
ture O, and out at the top of the machine. The core in this arrangement moves upwTards with the lead
cylinder through the die and the hollow piston. A strong metallic ring is placed and firmly secured on
the lower cross-head, encircling the ram B, to act as a guide for the ram, keeping it steady and giving
it the prec'se direction.

LENS. In optics, a piece of glass, or other transparent substance, having its two surfaces so formed
that the ray s of light have their direction changed by passing through it ; so that they either converge,
tending to a point beyond the lens, or diverge, as if they proceeded from a point before the lens ; or

become parallel, after converging or diverging.

A double convex lens, Fig. 2581, is bounded by two convex spherical surfaces, whose centres are on
opposite sides of the lens. It is equally convex when the radii of both surfaces (that is, the distances

from the centres to the circumferences of the circle they belong to) are equal, and unequally convex
when their radii or distances are unequal.

A plano-convex lens, Fig. 2582, is bounded by a plane surface on one side, and by a convex one on
the other.

A double concave lens, Fig. 2583, is bounded by two concave spherical surfaces wdiose centres are on

opposite sides of the lens.

A plano-concave lens, Fig. 2584, is bounded by a plane surface on one side, and a concave one on
the other.

A meniscus, Fig. 2585, is bounded by a concave and a convex spherical surface ; and these two sur-

faces meet, if continued.

The focal distance, or distance of the focus from the surface of the lens, depends both upon the form
of the lens and of the refractive power of the substance of wdiich it is made ; in a glass lens, both sides

of which are equally convex, the focus is situated nearly at the centre of the sphere of which the surface

of the lens forms a portion; it is at the distance, therefore, of the radius of the sphere. Fig. 2587.
Plano-convex lens and rays converging.—Fig. 2586. Lenses that have one side flat and the otner

convex, (plano-convex,) have their focus at the distance of the diameter of a sphere, of which the convex
surface of the lens forms a portion, as represented in the figure.

According to some opticians, the greatest diameter of a lens is half an inch; if it exceed that thickness

they do not call it a lens, but a lenticular glass. Lenses are made either by blowing or grinding.

Blown lenses are small globules of glass melted in the flame of a lamp
;
ground lenses are reduced by

grinding and polishing. A variety of simple apparatus is employed in the processes of grinding and
polishing lenses, among which the one shown in Fig. 2588 is much used, a shows the edge of a circular

lap or slab, used for grinding flat glasses upon ; 6 a circular tool or block, upon the under surface of

which the glasses to be ground are cemented ; c is a reciprocating bar ; d a box containing any weighty
matter ; c a long mortised aperture in the frame, through which the bar c freely works

; / a crank
; g a

winch ; h a double pulley-wheel, the axis of which rests in the block i
; j a single pulley-wheel. Now

on turning the crank by the winch g, the bar c gives to b an eccentric motion; the attrition of b on the

surface of the lap a being increased or diminished at pleasure by increasing or diminishing the load in

the box '/. It should be noticed that the cord which passes round the pulley h is crossed previous to

its embracing the periphery of the pulley i, consequently a motion is given to the lap a the reverse of

that given to b, which is considered to produce the best effect of grinding. The apparatus described if
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devoted to the producing of plane surfaces to optical glasses; but the apparatus on the i

the machine is, at the Bame time, by similar arrangi mi nts, employed in grinding concave or convex sur-

faces. For this purpose a variety of laps and other tools are so made as to tit on the bed /, which be i

is adjustable by four equidistant -crew-. The pulley o is driven bj another hand on the pulley /«, and

the required pressure given by another loaded bos p. The several tools used are screwed on at m, and
• in . adapti 1 for ready changing, that the operations may be performed with celerity.

I.l.\ hi;. ( toe of"the Mechanical Powers, which Bee.

VJS. When stone are to be hud into masonry, that are too heavy for the workmen to handle

2591.

without resort to machinery, it becomes necessary to provide means for suspending them so as to leave

the lower surface and two of the joints unobstructed. This is usually done by drilling a hole in the

upper Burface, in which is placed an iron

bolt Becured by a key. The bolt has an

ring, by which it may be attached

to the ma. 'him- which is to Buspend the

Btone. This bolt and key is called a
•• Lewis," from the nam.' of the inventor.

dgle lev. i- i- in the form of Fig.

•j.")-'.', and is generally used to suspend

Btone not exceeding 500 pounds weight
The double, or chain lewis, is in tl

2590. This was the form of the

lewis which wi - chiefly used on the U.S.
k at Brooklyn, for suspending Btone

from 500 pounds to 10,000 pound- ; and

stone of twice this weight were suspended

with two lewises of this description.

The tl of this dock i- an inverted arch,

and the sides are made up of alter courses,

the top Burface of which Bhov as coping

.-tone. To Buspend Btone of this descrip-
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luminous bodies in all directions. Provided nothing intervenes to intercept the light, they arc seen it

all situations of the eye.

Another property of light is, that it requires time for its propagation. The velocity with which it

passes from one point to another is, however, so great, that, with respect to any terrestrial distances, the

passage may be considered as instantaneous. But astronomy furnishes the means, not only of detecting

its propagation, but of measuring its velocity with great precision. The eclipses and emersions ol

Jupiter's satellites become visible about 16 min. 26 sec. earlier when the earth is at its least distance

from Jupiter, than when it is at its greatest. Light, therefore, occupies above a quarter of an hour in

passing through the diameter of the earth's orbit. Now the sun's distance from the earth being nearly

95,000,000 of miles, it follows that light must travel through space with the prodigious, though finite,

velocity of 192,500, or nearly 200,000 miles in a second of time, and consequently would pass round the

earth in the eighth part of a second. Astounding as this conclusion is, no result of science rests on more
certain evidence. It is also proved, by the phenomena of aberration, that the fight of the sun, planets,

and all the fixed stars, travels with one and the same velocity.

Theories oflight.—Two different theories have long divided the opinion of philosophers respecting the

nature and propagation of light. One of these consists in supposing it to be composed of particles of

excessive minuteness, projected from the luminous body with a velocity equal to nearly 200,000 miles in

a second. This hypothesis was adopted by Newton, and, till recently, has been acquiesced in by the

greater number of writers on optics. The other hypothesis supposes light to be produced by the vibra-

tions or undulations of an ethereal fluid of great elasticity, which pervades all space and penetrates all

substances, and to which the luminous body gives an impulse which is propagated with inconceivable

rapidity, in spherical superficies, by a sort of tremor or undulation, as sound is conveyed through the

atmosphere, or a wave along the surface of water. Both of these hypotheses are rendered probable by
the great number of phenomena of which they afford a mechanical explanation ; but they are both, also,

attended with very great difficulties. Other theories have also been proposed ; but they have not met
with such general attention from philosophers as to make it necessary to explain them in this place.

Corpuscular theory of light.—Sir John Herschel, in his admirable Essay on Light, in the Encyclopaedia

Metropolitana, states the principles of the Newtonian or Corpuscular theory as follows

:

1. " That light consists of particles of matter possessed of inertia, and endowed with attractive and
repulsive forces, and projected or emitted from all luminous bodies with nearly the same velocity, about

200,000 miles per second.

2. That these particles differ from each other by the intensity of the attractive and repulsive forces

which reside in them ; and in their relations to the material world ; and also in their actual masses, or

inertia.

3. That these particles, impinging on the retina, stimulate and excite vision : the particles .whose
inertia is greatest, producing the sensation of red ; those of the least inertia, of violet ; and those in which
it is intermediate, the intermediate colors.

4. That the molecules of material bodies and those of light exert a mutual action on each other,

which consists in attraction ana repulsion, according to some law or function of the distance between
them ; that this law is such as to admit, perhaps, of several alternations or changes from repulsive to

attractive force ; but that when the distance is below a certain very small limit it is always attractive

up to actual contact ; and that beyond this limit resides at least one sphere of repulsion. This repulsive

force is that which causes the reflection of light at the external surfaces of dense media ; and the interior

attraction that which produces the refraction and interior reflection of light.

5. That these forces have different absolute values or intensities, not only for all different material

bodies, but for every different species of the luminous molecules, being of a nature analogous tc

chemical affinities or electric attractions ; and that hence arises the different refrangibilities of the rays

of light.

6. That the motion of a particle of light, under the influence of these forces and its own velocity, is

regulated by the same mechanical laws which govern the motions of ordinary matter; and that there-

fore each particle describes a trajectory, capable of strict calculation as soon as the forces which act on

it are assigned.

7. That the distance between the molecules of material bodies is exceedingly small in comparison
with the extent of their spheres of attraction and repulsion on the particles of light.

8. That the forces which produce the reflection and refraction of light are, nevertheless, absolutely

insensible at all measurable or appreciable distances from the molecules which exert them.

9. That every luminous molecule, during the whole of its progress through space, is continually

passing through certain periodically recurring states, called by Newton fits of easy reflection and easy
transmission, in virtue of which they are more disposed, when in the former states or phases of their

periods, to obey the influence of the repulsive or reflective forces of the molecules of a medium ; and
when in the latter, of the attractive."

Such are the postulates on which the corpuscular theory of light depends. Most of them may be
admitted without difficulty ; and they afford data for the application of mathematical reasoning to the

phenomena, which may be investigated by the same sort of analysis with which mathematicians are

already familiar in the theories of heat, capillary attraction, and other molecular forces.

Undulatory theory.—The principles of the undulatory theory are thus stated by Sir J. Herschel

:

1. " That an excessively rare, subtle, and elastic medium, or ether, fills all space, and pervades all

material bodies, occupying the intervals between their molecules ; and either by passing freely among
them, or by its extreme rarity, offering no resistance to the motion of the earth, the planets, or comets,

in their orbits, appreciable by the most delicate astronomical observations; and having inertia, but not

gravity.

2. That the molecules of the ether are susceptible of being set in motion by the agitation of the par-

ticles of ponderable matter ; and that when any one is thus set in motion it communicates a simila)
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motion to those adjacent to it; and thus the motion is propagated farther and further in all diri

according to the Bame mechanical laws which regulate the propagation of undulations in other elastic

media, as air, water, or solids, according to their respective constitutions.

3. That in the interior of refracting media the ether exists in a stat of [< -•
i lasticity, compared with

its density, than in vacuo, (i c, in space empty of all other matter;) and that the more refractive the

medium, the less, relatively Bpeaking, i- the elasticity of the ether in its interior.

4. That vibrations communicated to the ether in free space are propagated through refractive

media by means of the ether in their interior, but with a velocity corresponding to it- inferior degree ol

elasticity.

5. That when regular vibratory motions of a proper kind are propagated through the ethei, and,
passing through our eyes, reach and agitate the nerves of our retina, tney produce in as tie- sensation

of lights '" * manner bearing a more or less dose analogy to that in which the vibration- of the air affect

our auditory nerves with that of sound.

6. That as, in the doctrine of Bound, the frequency of the aerial pulses, or the number of exCt

to and fro from the point of res! made- by each molecule of the air, determines the pitch or note ;
so, in

the theory of light the frequency of the pulses, or number of impulses made on our nerves in a given
tine- by the ethereal molecules next in contact with them, determines the color of the light; and that

a- the absolute extent of the motion to and fro of the particles of air determine- the lovdnesi of the
-o ml, so the amplitude or extent of the excursions of the ethereal molecules from their point- of ri si

determines the brightness or intensity of the light"

Whichever theory we adopt to explain the phenomena of light, we are led to conclusions which Btrike

the mind with astonishment According to the corpuscular theory, the molecule- of light are sup
to be endowed with attractive and repulsive forces, to have poles, to balance themselves about their

centres of gravity, and to possess other physical properties which we can only ascribe to pond
matter. In Bpeaking of these properties it is difficult to divesl one's self of the idea of sensible magni-

or by any -train of the imagination to conceive that particles to which they belong can
amazingly .-mall as those of light demonstrably are. If a molecule of light weighed a single grain, it-

momentum (by reason of the enormous velocity with which it move-) would be such that it- effect would
be equal to that of a cannon-ball of 1» pounds, projected with a velocity of 1000 feet per second. How
inconceivably .-mall must they, therefore, be, when million- of molecules, collect d by lenses or mirrors,

found to produce the slightest effect on the most delicate.' apparatus contrived exj
for the purpose of rendering their materiality sensible I

If the corpuscular theory astonishes as by the extreme minuteness and prodigious velocity of the
luminous molecules, the numerical results deduced from the undulatory theory are aot l< as overwhelm-'
ing. The extreme smallness of the amplitude of tie' vibrations, and the almost inconceivable, bat still

Table rapidity with which they succeed each other, were computed by Dr. Young, and are ex-
hibited by Sir J. Herschel in the following table

:
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The requirements of the case may be stated thus : 1st, intense illuminating power ; 2d, economy •

3d, portability; 4th, small radiation of heat; 5th, perfect ventilation; 6th, simplicity in the production

and steadiness of combustion, so as to insure uniform power of light.

To obtain an artificial light combining all these requisites, is now one of the most interesting problems

of this era of useful inventions, and its solution will place the discoverer on the same eminence with

Newton, Watt, Fulton, and Morse. There is, therefore, no field of research that promises more sub-

stantial rewards to the successful than the invention of a simple, economical, and powerful light, as the

want of it is felt by the whole civilized world.

That this subject has already attracted the attention of both scientific and practical men in this

country, as well as abroad, we have abundant proofs in the frequent announcement of grand discoveries

in the production of artificial light, that, upon investigation, prove to be either new discoveries of old

chemical experiments, by some tyro or quack, or else are of no value practically, owing to the chemical
or mechanical cost of jiroduction.

It is very easy to assure the public that water can be made to burn, or that a whole city is about to

be completely illuminated with a single gas-light. The demonstration of such wonders is, however,

probably reserved for a future age. At present we would only direct the attention of our ingenious

countrymen to the simple fact, that this subject is one of universal public importance, presenting a broad
scope for the exercise of their inventive faculties.

LIGHT-HOUSES. See Sea-Lights, under which head the subject should be treated.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS are pointed metallic rods, fixed to the upper parts of buildings to

secure them from strokes of lightning. They were invented and proposed by Dr. Feaxklin for this

purpose, and they exhibit a very important and useful application of modern discoveries in the science

of electricity. See Electricity.

LIFE-BOAT. A boat originally made at Shields, in 1789, by Mr. Greathead, for saving the crews oi

sliipwrecked vessels. The following are the general principles : The boat is wide and shallow ; the

head and stern are alike, for pulling in either direction, and raised, to meet the waves ; it pulls double-

banked, the oars being fir, for lightness, and fitted with thole-pins and grummets, and is steered with an
oar. The boat is cased round inside, on the upper part, with cork, in order to secure her buoyancy with

as many persons as she can carry, even though full of water ; the cork likewise assists in maintaining, or,

if overset, in recovering, the position of stable equilibrium. The boat is painted white, to be conspicuous

in emerging from the hollow of the sea. It is a curious fact that the smugglers paint their boats white
for the contrary reason, because dark-colored objects alone are discernible in dark nights.

The loss by fire constantly occurring on the western waters is a proof of the necessity for greater

and more effective means of saving life, than are yet adopted in our mercantile marine of all classes

nearly. That this should be so is doubly surprising, when, in our very midst, we have the remedy
in Francis's galvanized iron life-boat, of which it may be stated, they are never leaky. They may
be thrown overboard without injury, or lessening their usefulness ; they right themselves, if swamped

;

and, when full of water, a thirty-foot boat will sustain forty people, so long as they can hold on to

the beckets, with which each boat is provided. The non-inflammable material of their construction is

another great safety on going alongside a burning wreck ; and in a heavy sea their elasticity and buoy-
ancy preserves them alongside a sinking wreck, in circumstances which invariably destroy a wood-boat
at the time when she is most needed. These boats are manufactured by Mr. Francis, at the Novelty
Works of Stillman, Allen & Co., on the East River.

LIME. Carbonate of lime is the substance forming the principal ingredient of all natural limestones,

which may be classified, from their outward mineralogical characters, under the following arrangement

:

Granular limestone, with a decidedly crystalline grain : the different varieties of marble, (Parian,

Carrara,) and particularly the; old mountain limestone, belong to this class.

Compact limestone occurs in quite as great a variety of colored species as the foregoing, but is never
so white. It is found in all geological formations, and is named according to its age, or from the forma-

tions of which it is a member ; we thus have transition limestone, graywacke limestone, carboniferous

limestone, mountain limestone, shell limestone, lias limestone, fresh-water limestone, <tc.

Limestone Breccia, consisting of lumps of limestone, cemented together by another limestone

mass.

Limestone marl, more or less uniformly mixed with clay, of a dense earthy fracture. This and the

foregoing variety belong to no particular member of the stratified rocks, exclusively.

Silicious limestone contains numerous silicious minerals, as quartz, hornestcne, chalcedony, opal, etc.

This variety is dense, and interspersed often with cavities ; it is gray, or yellowish-white.

Fetid limestone is characterized by the bitumen which it contains, and which is rendered perceptible

to the smell by friction. It is generally dense, and exhibits stratification. It is called friable marl
when it occurs as a disconnected earthy mass, and is of a dark color.

Chalk is a dense, earthy rock, imparting color when rubbed, seldom other than of a white color. It

is distinguished as being the matrix of flints.

Coarse lime is dense, earthy, approaching sandstone in appearance, and contains a large proportion ot

quartz-sand and cla^, and is stratified.

Calcareous tufa consists of layers of lime which are pretty free from foreign matters, and is still in

the process of formation. Generally unstratified. In some parts it is loose, porous, and earthy ; in

others dense, passing into a variety of dense limestone.

Calcareous tufa and Travertin belong to this class. Lime of similar origin is called calcareous sinter

when the stratification contains crystalline particles (calcareous spar or arragonite) arranged like laj ers

Df bark, one above the other, often in the form of columns.
[These* formations are produced by the solvent action of water containing carbonic acid upon car-

bonate of lime.

The stalactites and stalagmites which frequently cover the roofs and floors of certain caverns, are also
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ilue to the same cause. The water which permeates the rocks above them dissolves the carbon

lime, by reason of the carbonic acid which it containa In dropping from the root", however, it remains

nded for some time, ami, losing a curtain part of the acid, deposits also a portion of the carbonate

of lime, previously held in solution. The accumulation of these minute portions of lime gradually form

the stalactites. The same takes place on the floors of the cavi to the formation of the

iteal

Dolomit* is characterized by a large amount of magnesia ; it is generally granular, and Beldom earthy

or massive. It is not distinctly Btratified, but sometimes bituminous.

The characters of limestone which stand in connection with the theory of the earth's formation, the

ical characters, therefore, lead to a totally different classification. The examination of a limi

in one point of view only, must therefore had to a very imperfect ki its nature. The mere
Btudy of its chemical constitution, would also afford but a very partial means of judging it.

Many limestones exhibit clear indication- of having been put in motion in the liquid Btate. Lim<

if this kind must possess a high degree of purity, as, if this were nut the case, and day or other sub*

-lit.) the result of the fusion would certainly have been different, and would not have

ended in the formation of crystals of pure carbonate of lime
Other limestones, which have been formed by precipitation from soluble -alt- of lime, arc more likely

to contain foreign admixtures, which have been deposited by chemical or mechanical agency,

some contain magnesia, iron, and manganese uniformly disseminated through them ; other- are mixed
in the same manner with aluminous or Bilicious particles, or these arc interstratified with t!

Others, again, and a whole series of limestones, have obviously been formed with the concurrent f

the animal creation, and it is of importance to ascertain what part the living beings have performed in

this general development. Thus, at the present moment, whole islands ised up in c
latitude-; and oceans, from the calcareous coverings of the coralline animals, ju-t as in former ages the

of the Jura and other mountains have been produced from the same agency. There are likewise

limestones, as the Bhell limestones, which are composed of masses of shells of crustaceous animals. The
of these animal- have been tilled with lime, and cemented together so as to form a more a

-olid rock, The bodies of the animal- have not, however, disappeared without leaving a trace behind
them; for that which i< denominated bihoninotta in these rock-:, is generally the | lecomp Bed

! .'natter permeating the entire maSS of the -tone.

While many limestone formations have been deposited from sea-water, others appear to have

lly formed in fresh water. Calcareous mfa i- -till ben I in numerous places from

springs, the carbonic acid in which, under greater pressure, dissolves lime, which i< again precipitated,

when the carbonic acid is evolved under the l<
--> r pressure of the atmosphere.

Pure burnt lime absorbs water with great avidity, and oc» engagement of heat,

forming a dense, very soft paste, or, as it is called, becoming f<<t; the limestones containing magnesia
an- poorer in proportion as they approach to the composition of dolomite. The oxide- of manganese
and iron which are bo frequently found in the limestones, have probably bei a formed bj the acl

tosphere upon the protoxide- of these metals.

Besides tic- carbonates, the Bilica and alumina contained in the lime-tone rock- are also of ii-

They exist in the most variable proportion-, often combined in the form of clay, sometimes associated

with n He. The silica is often, but the alumina never in excess, so that both re-

main undissolved in acids. Their presi nee i- without any perceptible influence when they are pi

in -mall quantity; but when their amount exceeds 1" per cent., the limestones are Blaked rery
•lowly and with difficulty after burning, their affinity for water is diminished, and they are then appli-

cable to \ery different purposes. ( >f thi -• we -hall have occasion to -peak under the head of kyd\

ling— Chemi .—Carbouate of lime is not decomposed at a low red heat, but is

converted at a bright red-beal into carbonic acid and lime. The temperature at which the decompo-
sition is effected is, however, influenced by circumstances, or rather depends entirely upon the facility

afforded the carbonic acid for escape when it has been expelled from the lime, [f the limeston

I urrounded with .-.:•. atmosphere of carbonic acid, the further evolution of carbonic acid from

them i-. according to Faradnj . rerj much impeded; but if the gaseous acid i- r» moved a- quickly a- it

i- < spelled from the lime, the process of removing the future portions of acid i- much accelerated. In

aposition is stop] as the space not occupied bj the lime ha- 1

tilled with carboni-

It will I"- proper to explain the pi- i in burning lime, which must
preparation of the limestone tor ii- numerous applications in the art-. The burning of lm.

pli-hed in three mode-: i. Without a kiln; .'. By an intermittent kiln; and :;. Bj a kiln in coi

operation, or, a- it i- called, a p< i

j

1. Without ii kiln.— In Wales and Belgium lime i- burnt precisely as we burn charcoal; the
j

-lie and fuel mixed i- covered with turf, ma kin ' a heap of about 1''. feet in diametei '' '

and 1 '_' feet at the summit, w hi. h

nt kiln.—One of 1 i time crudi ments, is the folio

I he kiln i- perpendicular, and con tructed ol the amo lit te and with

as that which fl is intended to burn. I I al the side of a steep hill or declivity,

is equallj accet ible for charging the kiln, as tho fire-place for introducin

a diameter llj expands to t. n 1

the bottom. A sudden contraction of the diameter is then- introduced, form
< in width, and the size of the kiln then diminish) '

et at the bottom. A projet tion or 1
r

ound, inclining toward l

in fixed plan. 1 he hue i
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arch upon the ledge, with the large pieces of limestone -which are selected expressly for this purpose.

He forms in this manner a kind of support or foundation, upon which the other limestones are thrown
in, at random, from above, the largest first and the smaller pieces afterwards, -which are also piled up
above the mouth of the kiln. When the charge has been thus arranged, a pile of wood is erected in the

space below the arch, and ignited. The regulation of the fire is by no means an unimportant point, as

the possibility of completing the burning depends upon the length of time that the arch, -which acts as

a support, -will endure. The stones composing this arch being unconnected by any cement and unhewn.
and only touching in a few places so as to leave a free ingress for the flames, a slight shock -will often

cause the downfall of the -whole, and put a stop to the operation. The sudden and powerful action of

the fire, by expanding the stones very rapidly, and driving out the moisture with such force as to rup-

ture the stones, will often produce a sufficient shock to create a catastrophe of this kind. The art of

burning lime, therefore, consists in bringing the mass of limestone as gradually as possible to a red-heat.

The first period is called the smoking, because the gases evolved from the fuel, being too much cooled,

are imperfectly burnt, and pass off in the form of a thick smoke. The temperature generally increases

in a kiln of this kind during the first two-thirds of the time, until it attains a white-heat, and diminishes

again in the last third. The firing must, however, be kept up until the uppermost stones have been
completely burnt. During the firing the bulk of the stones is much diminished, and the heap above the
mouth of the furnace sinks gradually down.
The evils of such a system of burning, which involves an enormous waste of fuel, (the loss of time not

being taken into consideration,) are obvious. The furnace must be alkrwed to cool each time it is dis-

charged, and the entire amount of heat, or, what is the same thing, the whole of the wood employed for

raising the very extensive sides of the kiln to the temperature at which lime is burnt, must be sacrificed.

It is also evident that, in such a system of burning, the lower half of the limestone must be thoroughly
caustic, -while the upper portions are still in the mild state. The upper part is at a very considerable

distance from the fire, and removed from the direct action of the flames, is burnt, consequently, at a

much greater cost of fuel than would otherwise be necessary. At the same time the lower layers in

the kiln are exposed to the constant danger of becoming over-burnt, which very much injures the quality

of the lime.

A great advantage is gained by constructing the kilns of brick-work, in a more solid manner, giving

the shaft more appropriate dimensions and shape, and building the kilns in situations less subject to be
obstructed in wTorking by moisture, <fcc.

These improvements have been carried out in the kiln shown in Fig. 2592. Instead of a rudely

constructed wall, an outer wall is erected in these furnaces, with an internal one of solid brick-work.

The fire is placed upon the grate which separates the ash-pit a from the fireplace b. The grate is really

a permeated brick arch.

259-2. 2593.

2594.

2595.

The perpetual or draiv kilns are constructed as follows : Fig. 2593 represents a vertical section of a

common form of perpetual kiln constructed for a coal-fire; Fig. 2594 is a horizontal section of the same
through the drawing-holes. The actual burning-space is a shaft in the form of an inverted cone, wide at

the top and narrow at the bottom. There is no separate hearth, the apertures a a a, of which there are

three, serving only for drawing out the lime. A layer of brushwood is first placed at the bottom of the

kiln, upon this some coal, then a layer of limestone, which is again covered with coal, and then another

layer of limestone, an 1 so on until the kiln is filled. The last layer of stone is heaped up above the

mouth of the kiln, and the progress of the firing is judged of by the manner in which ^it sinks down ;

the sinking in this case being due, no! only to the diminution in bulk of the stones, but flso to the con-

sumption of the fuel. As soon as the uppermost layer has sunk down to the level of the top of the

kiln, another charge of coal and limestone is tin-own upon it. In the mean time, at intervals of one-half

to one-quarter of an hour, the lime which has sunk to the bottom of the kiln is drawn out through the

holes. The lower the charges sink in the kiln the more the coal is consumed, and the less space they

will occupy ; for this reason the inverted conical form of the kiln is the most appropriate. The intensity

of the fire can be regulated with perfect ease bv adding more or less coal with each charge of limestone.

The draught may be impeded by stopping the apertures entirely or in part. In a kiln of the above
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dimensions, 500 cubic feet of lime are drawn in twenty-four hours, and the consumption of coal is about

two tonsi

pig, 2595 ats a section, and fig. 2596 a plan of one of the mosl approved forma of perpetual

kilns in use in Prussia, in which one part of wood and four parts of peat are

ddddd are openings at bottom for drawing the lime as it is burnt;

ccccc fire-furnace for the fuel, whose mode of connection with the cavity

where the limestone is placed may be Been at c in the vertical section, which

also shows at d the manner in which the lime may be drawn. At a a is

a lining "t" fire-brick, back of which i- a cavity bb filled with cinders, which

act as a non-conductor < >l" h^-at.

The outside is built of rough stone. It produces about 250 bushels of lime

daily.

- lie, 1 -' feet to $ inch.

Coal is a kind of fuel that is easily broken in small pieces, in a convenient

Btate for spreading about between the layers of limestone. Another advan-

arising from the use of coal is the small quantity of ash which it leaves,

and which is easily removed from the kiln with the burnt lime. These remarks do not apply to

which d with difficulty into small pieces, and not being equally distributed amongst the lime

impedes the regular burning and delivery of the lime ; nor to peat, which in general ha
large a proportion of ash as to subject the kiln to the danger of becoming stopped In those

where a perpetual process must be combined with the use of w 1 and peat a< fuel, the construction of

the kiln must undergo a suitable modification While the kiln retains its character as a perpendicular

or shaft furnace, the fuel, instead of being interstratified with the limestone, i- burnt on separate hearths

at the sides of the shaft, and the Same i- conducted into the latter, which, in this case, contains nothing

but the material to be burnt. The number of the lire-, which must always be symmetrically arranged

round the circumference of the -haft, i- regulated by the size of the kiln, so that kiln- with three, four,

and live fires are met with, 'lie- : led in furnaces of this construction must, of course, yield a

I'.hlc and lively flame, a- from wi o c tal ; hut for the latter, the arrangement is not bo econom-

ical as the plan of stratification previously described.

Fig. 2591 i- a vertical Bection of a plain perpetual kiln, built in Berkshire, Mass. It i- •.'.". feet high, and

built of alternate layers of iir- brick an 1 stone, I< i- four-sided; consisting of a Bingle chimnej

square on the inside, and 8 feet on tie- outside, making tin' walls '_' feet thick.

To the height of 7 feet from the bottom it i- 12 feel in one direction, for the

purpose of making room for the furnaces dd, in which wood only is burnt, and
which are- •_' feet high and 'Jo inches wide. For the passage of the beat into

tie- limestone in the chimney the bricks are laid up like a grate ;
" " are ash-

pits beneath the fires, b an opening for clearing the lime from the bottom of

the chimney—being about 18 inches square. The kiln consumes from •.' to 24

cords of wood daily, and pro luces 76 bushels of lime, which i- drawn out at

interval- of 8 hour-. Scale, 12 feel to a half inch.

fuel.—Notwithstanding the greal Baving of fuel, which is

effected in perpetual kilns, yet it must !"• I le m mind, that these kilns de-

man ; attention 01 the workman, and cai !1 attended to as

a casual occupation, or a- a secondary branch of husbandry, for instance;

it m 1 that perpetual furnace- are always yielding, that

i-, they produce, in the- Bame tine-, a much larger amount of burnt lime, and

are, consequently, onh J where there 1- a large and con- 1 ant demand
for lie- produce. Every improvement in the construction of line- kiln> would
be a gre il I n to the public, for Ihei must be decidedly classed amongst the

chiel th>- waste of Fuel The besl mode of arriving al some sure

lation from which to calculate the amount of this waste, will no doubt

be, by ascertaining tie- theoretical amount of fuel thai i- necessai

u weight of lime, and making this result the Btandard by which to compare tie- rial loss.

It may be stated that 1 lb. of wood fuel i- capable of heating 26 lbs. of water 1"" '
<

'. It' tie- specific

heal of Limestone and 1 1 i- taken at ' that of water, and the temperature al which lime is

ia calculated at BOO C, il n sull . fir t, that 1 lb of wood will heal 8 X 26 = 7s lbs.

oflimi and consequently ', =s 9*75 lbs. ol Limestone to v ""
; or in other words and round

numbers, only x of 11 I the lime i- rcqui ite. In practice from 1 to 6 times u much
I. The limestone, it i- true, do - nol lose its carbonic acid all at once, a- tie- calculation pi

when il hi- acquired th'- prop 1 hi at, but the acid i> evolved very gradually
• 00I3 necessary to heal the kiln tor a il to the proper tempen keep

up that temperal osiderable tine- t tin- quantity ol wood calculated a- in •

• of this bin 'i equal qua
and il ma\ be

| I
ihat th.- .| imed in the lime kiln- 1 al

much again as it Bhould I"-. Th.- heat 1 thai of w<
1" lb-, of 1 me- burnt i hen- should be 0*48 b'

I

lime, and consequent 1

lime may be burnt, bio brii '.-. in mounds

;

1 form of tl

riders the process difficult, an

of line- 1" • II p"i .

bum il,,- kiln- up
lie- ;. '.,\, v, l,i. Il

\ 11 . Y-.

-±n.
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ill the kiln. The average amount of produce obtained, ranges between 45 and 77 per cent., the ordinary

quantity being about 54 per cent. The contraction is not so considerable as might be expected, as the

burnt lime is very porous. The specific gravity of limestone is diminished from J to ^ by burning, and

its volume is reduced from 10 to 20 per cent. Triest found, by direct experiment, the weight of a solid

cubic foot (Hessian) of Riidersdorf limestone = 93 lbs., after burning =48 lbs. ; the loss was, therefore,

^_~45 lbs. or 48 per cent. 100 lbs. of fresh Rodheim limestone, to give another example, occupy a

space = 209, after burning, (when they ought to weigh GO lbs.) the space which they occupy is reduced

to 183 ; the contraction, therefore, amounts to 12-i- per cent.

Besides the lumps or 3hells of lime, there is always a portion leaves the kiln in the state of powder,
which is in consequence of the stones splitting in the fire, or is due to the friction in charging and dis-

charging the kiln.

Action of aqueous vapor in the kiln.—Moist limestone is said by old lime-burners to burn much
more easily than dry limestone. This fact, which is so well established among them that they prefer

burning stones fresh from the pit, or even moisten those which have become dry in the air with water

before putting them into the kiln, is not without a true foundation, although it is often misunderstood in

practice.

When, on the one hand, it cannot be denied that limestone is more easily burnt under the influence

of a current of steam, yet on the other, it is very questionable whether the practice of burning moist

stones is really advantageous. The practice of bringing moist stones into the kiln is equivalent to the

exposure of limestone very much below a red-heat to the action of a current of vapor, as far the greater

part of the water must be uselessly expelled (with a proportionate waste of fuel) before the stones

acquire a red-heat.

Burnt lime.—Lime, when burnt, combiues with the free silica at a red-heat, or enters as a constituent

into the compound silicate of lime and alamina which is formed. It will be obvious from these facts,

that the foreign substances must exercise considerable influence upon the quality of the burnt lime.

In the purer varieties of limestone that contain but very little foreign matter, the influence is imper-

ceptible. As the clay and silica are less prominent in these instances, the action of the magnesia is

rendered still more obvious, and when present to the amount of 10 per cent., affects the heating of the

lime, and diminishes its property of slaking and forming a soft impalpable paste ; in short, renders it

poor. When the amount of magnesia exceeds §, the poorness of the lime is so great as to render it

useless. The nature of the limestones is not solely dependent upon the foreign substances which they

contain, but also upon the mode of regulating the furnace ; while one portion of the shells exhibits the

proper amount of heat when slaked, other pieces will slake very slowly, and the water will often hardly

act at all upon them ; they are then said to be dead-burnt.

To convert oyster and muscle shells into lime, requires a higher temperature in the kiln than ordinary

limestone, and they have a great tendency to produce a badly slaking lime. The gelatin in the shells

is converted iuto charcoal which burns with difficulty, and is long retained in the interior of the stones

while the lime is burnt. Now, if burnt lime is heated for some time intimately mixed with charcoal,

the basic carbonate is produced—according to Fuchs.

The slaking.—Burnt lime is of a whitish-gray color, or often dirty white, seldom pure white ; it is

much more friable than fresh limestone, but yet sufficiently solid to bear carriage. The ciystalline

structure of many varieties of lime is often distinguishable after burning. It is light and excessively

porous. In consequence of its porosity, burnt lime absorbs water (about 18 per cent.) with the greatest

avidity, during which operation the air contained in the pores is evolved with considerable noise. In a
few minutes (but much later with poor lime) the saturated lime is observed to become hot, and from
that moment the combination of lime and water proceeds. The lumps of lime fall to pieces with a

crackling sound, and the smaller pieces are reduced to powder with the evolution of much steam, until

at last the whole is converted, with a greatly increased volume, into a soft uniform white powder, i. e.,

into hydrate of lime. For building, it is customary to place the lime in slaking tubs, or into flat boxes
constructed of boards, with a spout, and to pour as much water into them as will nearly cover the lime.

During the slaking of the lime, the excess of water is heated to lively ebullition, and the workmen en-

deavor to mix the lime and water in a uniform manner with a hoe. If the proportion of water was
correctly estimated, a uniformly thick semi-liquid mass results. In the formation of hydrate of lime,

100 parts of pure lime combine with 32 parts of water, or nearly J.

The conversion of liquid into solid water may be viewed as the proximate cause of the great evolu-
tion of heat which accompanies the slaking of lime, inasmuch as the water must be contained in this

state in the solid hydrate of lime. Suppose 3 lbs. of lime to be slaked, these will combine with 1 lb. ol

water, for instance, and convert it into the solid form. In this process, a quantity of heat is liberated
sufficient to bring -79 or \ lbs. of water to the boiling point. In practice the amount of heat is much
greater, for a boiling temperature is attained when the lime is covered with three times the quantity of

water. The conversion of water from the liquid to the solid state is, consequently, not the only source
of the heat, the remainder must be accounted for by the chemical action which ensues. As a proof of

tins, the fact may be adduced that lime heats with snow or ice. When a large excess of water is used,
the heat evolved is more diffused and less intense; it increases with a lesser quantity, and attains a
maximum when no more is added than enters into combination with the lime. The heat has then been
observed to attain the temperature required to ignite sulphur and gunpowder, or even wood. If the
lime is moistened with water in the dark, it becomes red-hot and emits a lively luminous appearance;
in this case, the heat is concentrated by the surrounding lime which is not in the act of being slaked.

The heat is in general so much the more intense the more rapidly the lime is slaked; or, is in propor
tion to its purity and the proper degree of causticity attained in the kiln. The temperature of slaking
must always be attended to, as it influences the quality of the lime, and must be regulated by a cautious

addition of water; when no inure water is added to the lime than it can absorb, it does not form a soft,

jut a sandy (coarseh- crystalline) powder, and is said to have been rendered poor by slaking. The
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builders have, therefore, a good reason for slaking the lime at once to the form of an impalpable, and
oot a coarse powder. Bather more than 3 parts of water are required for this purpose. If lime

-peedily dipped in water in a basket, so that it falls to powder, and is afterwards mixed wit]

water, it does not increase more than to 2£ volumes; if allowed to fill to powder, exposed to the air,

an 1 then made into a paste with water, it will only yield IT volumes.
' :cnce of tlie air.—Exposed to the air, burnt linn- i- converted very slowly and without

tion of temperature into a rough, coarse powder, containing small angular pieces; it then effem
\ igorously with acids.

As large quantities of lime must be kept ready Blaked for the purposes of the builder, and it is i.

tect it from the action of the atmosphere which would render it useless as mortar, it b

tomary to preserve it in deep pits. The slaking-tub is placed in front of a pit into which the .-hiked

lime in the semidiquid state is allowed to flow until the pit is filled. The lime becomes fatter and
i- in the pit, those pieces becoming gradually slaked which resisted the first action of the water.

The excess of water collects on the surface and can be removed; the pit is then <-,,,, ri d with a layer of

sand two or three inches in thickness, and the lime is thus preserved totally unchanged. In rem
the ruins of the castle of Laudsberg in order to lay the foundations for a new building, it is

Jahn, that a lime-pit of considerable dimensions was found in one of the vaults. The Burface ol

ma-- of lime was carbonated to the depth of a few inches, but all below that was in the state of freshly

slaked lime, only somewhat more dry. This lime, which was certainly more than 800 years old, and
valued at Beveral hundred florins, was consequently used in constructing the new building.

Hydraulic lime.—Those varieties of lime which contain about 10 per cent, of silica or silica:

-nine- different properties, and although they are only slowly slaked after burning and poor, yet when
made into a dough with water, they soon become solid, and exposed in this Btate to the constant .

of water, acquire a high degree of consistence, and are rendered hard, like stone, without being subse-

quently loosened or eaten away by the water, and are very appropriately called hydraul
hydraulic property is solely due to a chemical process, it can only be explained and understood by ref-

to the chemical nature of the stones. The following are the results of Berthier's analyses, with

the exception of the last number, which was analyzed by Ker-teii

:

Tic fr -A I Ined in 100 parts :

I'arb. of lime
" " magnesia
" " protox. iron...

- protox. mang
Silica

Alumina
i nride of iron

Carbon
Water

90«0

50

50

890

7-8

89-0

2-0

90

89-0

2-0

90

85-8

04
6-2

54

11

VMM
1

.-.

17-n

1U
13.4 —

6-0

20_ l l-o I —
. ng thi abovt contained in 100 parts;

ia

.lay

870 840 820 820 830 700 71"
•lu ::, [•6 1-5 — :.-:, 1-0 J"
•.ei,

1 6 :. 165 7-0 ._..,.,, IT"— — — — 10-0 — — To

9

76-5

30
30
1-5

11-6

24-0

I be fire! in e number- \ i. Id lime of \ ery moderate, the last four, of a very marked hydraulic chai

It will be seen by the table below, thai this property increases with the quantity of matter in

soluble in muriatic acid Th of a combination of silica and alumina.:

often composed nearly entirely of silica in the Boluble modification [I of great importan
obtain a knowledge of this insoluble portion, as upon it the hydraulic properties depend. This ha

sequeo I more atti otion hi i ceni analyses, as will be Been by the following examp
Burnt hydraulic lime' is (with few exceptions) soluble in acids; and, in proof of the pn

• ilicate that can be dee acid-, a thick jelly of silica i- produced Thi- proj

ilica stand-*, therefore, j,, intimate connection with the property of becoming hard

Unbumt, pulverized Btones do nol harden, as is well known; and hydraulic lime, mixed with

water, acqui h be! >i becomes hard. Moistened hydraulic Lin

in i he first instance, a conna oft, friable mass, which i- easily scratched by the nail

much later period, this mass, when iter, acquires a hi i

• of, the lime- tone itsell • ral (act, the time in which different hydi

ne hard is m ry \ariable, and the ' heinical actum, which i- th

[ual. The degree of hardness which they acquire i

urden tlowly are often mor npact than those which harden in a shorter time. The ti

I for hardei
i few minul and months, and beai

iimounl of the alumino nl in the I The more the linn

the more quickly they harden Tin and solidificati f the hydraulic

d lent upon the chemical rea< tion of their two it the relative
i

>i -j
•

i noatter of indifferci ;
and as there arn varieties which, fi

lined in them, appro u h I hi oi Jin u
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which this ingredient obtains so great a preponderance, and in which the amount of carbonate of lime is

so small, that they no longer exhibit the hydraulic property. All mineral substances which possess the

property of rendering ordinary limestone hydraulic, are very appropriately called cements.

o a> 1 lie

d o
5

a;

Puz-

6JD.S lH 3 T3 T3
T3 rt O •« ° -•

Contains silicious clay.

t §

o >>

o
n

|
5

~ Z

.S «

rt

o

O Best

interm cemen
c .3
.2 ©

a

Before burning (to 100 car- )

bonate of lime.)
)

12 20 25 SO 37 56 156 510

After burning (to 100 caustic )

lime.)
)

22 36 44 53 65 100 273 900

This division is of course quite arbitrary, no classes existing in nature, but only transitions ; it is,

however, convenient when its true signification is borne in mind. There must necessarily be numerous
exceptions, for this reason, that the property of hardening in one and the same specimen of lime varies

with the temperature at which it has been burnt ; thus several varieties belonging to the third class,

when imperfectly burnt (i. e., when the whole of their carbonic acid has not been expelled) yield an hy-

draulic lime of the second best quality. Vicat has determined in single cases the amount of imperfeci

calcination by the amount of carbonic acid not expelled from the lime, and has tested the property of

hardening in these different gradations. Thus one variety of limestone in which the carbonic acid re-

mainins: in it

amounted to 30 per cent. 27 per cent. 26 per cent. 23 per cent. 20 per cent. 10 per cent.

yielded a mortar

which hardened in
15 minutes 12 minutes 7 minutes 9 days 30 days 9 days.

whence it is obvious, that in the course of calcination, and with the increase in the amount of caustic

lime, a great diversity of relations between it and the aluminous constituent are created, upon one of

which, or upon several at once, the property of rapidly hardening is chiefly dependent. Too much heat

in the kiln and incipient fusion, renders the lime very much weaker than it should be when the process

is properly conducted, and at last disqualifies it completely. It must be noticed lastly, that hydraulic

lime never hardens, when it is immediately immersed in Avater, before having acquired a certain con-

sistence. In this case, the particles never agglutinate properly together, but form a porous mass.

Many limestones, particularly those which form the boundary between the hydraulic limestones and

the cements, possess the very objectionable property of containing portions which slake at a subsequent

period, when the greater bulk has already solidified and become hard. The mortar then falls to pieces

and is rendered perfectly useless. It would appear as if particles of lime were in this case so enveloped,

as only to become penetrated by the water in the course of the process of hardening.

Calcination.—Hydraulic lime is burnt in a similar manner to ordinary limestone ; a much less degree

of heat, however, is required. Perpetual kilns are used; the burnt stones are reduced to powder
under stampers or ground in a mill ; the powder is passed through a sieve, and is then in a fit state

for use.

Those varieties of hydraulic lime which slake easily, need not even be reduced to powder. A great

error is, however, committed in exposing the hydraulic lime (particularly in the state of powder) for

any length of time, during carriage, or in warehouses, to the moisture in the atmosphere ; the greater

part of its good properties are thus gradually destroyed, and it aftei-wards hardens very slowly or not

at all. It need hardly be mentioned, that a larger stock of hydraulic lime should never be made than

is intended for immediate consumption. With reference to this point, Vicat has shown, that hydraulic

lime which has once attracted moisture, may be made to set, by renewed pulverization and mixture

with water; but the action is much slower, and it is converted into an article of the worst quality.

Theory of hardening or solidification.—The solidification of hydraulic lime is supposed to be due to

the presence ami mutual action of the silica and caustic lime contained in it, The final result is derived

from two operations. During calcination, the lime is rendered caustic by the evolution of carbonic

acid, and this caustic lime then reacts upon the silicious clay, converting it into a compound that is easily

decomposed by acids. The excess of caustic lime, as well as the compound into which the silicious

clay has been converted, then react upon each other, when mortar is prepared from the ground burnt

lime, in such a manner, that a solid stone-like silicate is, produced in the humid way. The water here

obviously has a double action. Dry substances, like lime ami the silicate of alumina, act very little, or,

nnder certain circumstances, not at all, upon each othev, unless the solvent power of water is employed

to bring them into intimate contact. During solidification, the water will constantly transfer the lime

which it has dissolved, to the silicious particles ; it will then dissolve fresh lime, which is again em-
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played iu the production of the silicate, and so on. The process of solidification is not so much the con-

of a ready formed silicate into a hydrate, as theformation of a hydrated silicate in one and the

same opera' W
Tht action of the clay.—The silica may be i placed, as is indeed the case in the greater muni

dydraolic limestones, by different silicate-. Amongst these, the clays are the most important
" The great diversity in the nature of the clays docs not admit of the sup] oeition that their actii

always the same, but nevertheless they all yield a substance with lime which hardens well, and in s

ellent mortar. All must be previously burnt, particularly potter's-clay. In

it is necessary to calcine the clay with lime. The common ferruginous brick-earth hardly binds

at all with lime when onlv slightly burnt, hut when strongly heated, to the point of incipient fusion,

the oxide of iron enters into combination with the clay, and a very powerful solidification then
i

with lime.

Artificial hydraulic lime.—Artificial mixtures of appropriate silicates with lime, under proper treat-

ment) possess the hydraulic property in quite as eminent a degrt e •,, the natural productions. Experi-

ence has indeed anticipated theory in this fact by several centuries. The Romans were well acquainted

with the nse of lime-mortar, and applied it both in the constructor! of buildings and roads; they also

soon made the important discovery that a certain soft, porous, almost earthy rock, containing pumice-

stone, and resembling this in composition, and which was found on the coasts of the bay of Bays and

Naples, particularly in the neighborhood of Puteoli, possessed the valuable property of forming an hy-

draulic mortar with burnt lime. They called the rock pulvis 1 ; it i- described by \ itruvius

and by Pliny, and was employed, mixed with an equal quantity of lime, for building under water. The
vulvit I was precisely the same substance as is known in the present day under the name of

Puzzolana. The modern name of the town Puteoli is Puzzuoli.

Trass, or tarras.— After entering Qermany, and having taken possession of the Rhine, the U<
i

soon recognized, in the layers of trass, near Bonn, the well-known /adds Pitteolanut, and opened the

quarries, whence this important material is distributed, far and wide, even to the present day. Both

Puzzolana and trass are conglomerates of fragments of volcanic rocks, transposed by the agency of

water from their original sites; they often contain fragments of basalt, pumice-stone, trachyte, clay-elate,

iVr., indicating at once the connection of tin; one with Vesuvius, and of the other with the .

The trass in Brohlthal is derived from the constituents of the trachyte rocks in the neighborhood

;

it forms verv thick beds, often filling entire valleys, and is in the form of a friable, easily pulverised

the color of which is generally light, passing from a yellowish to a greenish hue. It is ground in

a Dumber of stamping-mills in the- neighbor!) 1, and exported in the form of a tine powder. Liki

other volcanic- prodactions, a- basalt, klingstein, &&, trass i- resolved into two distinct silicate- by chem-
ical agency. The one is readily soluble in muriatic a- id, the other resists solution.

8,—Berthier found the Italian Puzzolana composed ot 1
r."> per cent, silica, 15*0 alumina, S -8

lime, IT magnesia, 12*0 oxide of iron and titanium, l'l potash, 11 soda, and 9*2 water.
' — All those substances which render fat, slaked lime hydraulic, are called cement*.

Puzzolana, trass, and all similar cements have the advantage of requiring no preparation by burning,

but are capable of acting in the natural state—of course in fine powder, that thej may be p<

mixed. All varieties of clay, to be used for cements, must be disintegrat* d 1a burning, with or without

in proportion of lime, according to their different characters, 'liny then afford very [powerful

cements, which property, however, is very much influenced by the temperature to which they have b< I u

exposed, and the manner in which they have been burnt. Treussart made some bricks from a clay

which i- used in Btrasburg for the manufacture of alum, and contain- 50 -ilica, ;.'J 7 alumina, 1*6 mag-
nesia, with mere ; dde of iron; a part of these he burnt in the alum furnace, and the others in

a lime-kiln. Winn the burnt clays were made into mortar with half their weight of -hiked lime, a

jr. at difference was observed in the two kind-; that which had been burnt in the alum furnace hard-

ened in two or three .lays, and would withstand a \ 100 pound- without being crushed, while

that from the lime-kiln did not harden for thirty days, and, placed in the same circumstances, broke
under a weight of tifty or sixty pounds, a similar comparison, instituted with two mortars, also

posed oi one part Biased lime and two parts cement, the one of which consisted of simple clay, the

oilier of clay that had been calcined with 2 per cent, of lime, led to tin- same result in favor of the latter

mortar, which hardened in 17 day-, while the former required SO day-.

The excellent hydraulic mortar of Tournay, known under the name of "cendrte* i- prepare. 1 from
the refuse which i- left on burning the lias Qmest This waste, which remains after removing the

lumps of lime, consists of -mall fragment - of lime and of the ash, the coal there used j ielding a large

t "f ash, in about tin- proportions of i :;. The mixture i- Blaked in a small quantity of water,

and before being used is well beaten a in I worked a font.

Dr. Eisner ha- published the followin - analyu - of certain iron slags which are found to afford i

lent hydraulic mortar when mixed w uh burnt Lime:

i. ii.

Silica 40*18 1" H
Alumina
Lime
Protoxide ot' m i 10

Protoxide of iron

.

I

Potash

pi d

the -late of tine powder, when treated with a -mall quantity of i

I into a unifoi m - lat i

-

It i , r tin- piod,., tion i bj dra die -
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over it, in the state of fine powder, a small quantity of hydrochloric acid ; if it forms a gelatinous mass
after a short time, it will then yield, with lime, a proper mixture for hydraulic mortar.

Roman cement.—It is a remarkable fact in the historj| of hydraulic mortars, which originates, as we
have seen, with the Puzzolana and trass employed by the Romans, that the more the knowledge ol

their uses has been spread, the more substances have been discovered which either act as hydraulic

mortars themselves, or can be mixed as cements in the preparation of artificial mortar ; so that what
appeared originally a privilege accorded to a few favored spots only, can now be obtained almost

everywhere. A strong inducement to study the nature and modes of occurrence of hydraulic lime was
created by the patent granted to Parker and Wyatt, in London, in the year 1*796, for what they termed
" Roman cement." The material employed in the manufacture of this cement are the nodules, of an

ovoidal or globular form, which are found in the London clay, and known by the name of Septaria.

They are calcined in perpetual lime-kilns with coal, in which a very moderate and well-regulated heat

is carefully preserved. After calcination, the stones are ground under heavy edgestones to a very fine

powder, which is sifted, and then packed in casks for sale. These nodules are found in many localities

in this country.

Roman cement is one of the most powerful hydraulic mortars, and is exceedingly valuable, not only

on account of the rapidity with which it hardens, and this is effected in a very few minutes, but because

when hardened in considerable masses it is not liable to crack.

All artificial or natural hydraulic limestones are soluble (before as well as after calcination) in mu-
riatic acid with the separation of silica, except when sand or some similar substance has been added
to them.

The hydraulic limestones, when they do not contain a sufficient quantity of lime to be capable o\

slaking with water, must be very finely pulverized ; it is only by this high state of division that a

proper action can ensue. A thorough penetration of the silicious portion by the lime is never entirely

effected, but a certain proportion remains inclosed and removed from the sphere of action. Se'i

Mortar.
LINK MOTION.—Variable expansion gear, now generally used on locomotives for the movement cf

the steam valves, first invented by Mr. Williams of Newcastle. Williams' incipient link was a slotted

straight bar, which connected the straps of the fore and back eccentrics, formed with ears to secure the

linking pins. In the slot of the link, a slide-block hung on the end of a radius link from the valve spin-

dle, was adjustable towards one end or the other, to receive the motion of the one or the other eccentric

for fore or back gear ; while the link would partake jointly of the two motions of the eccentrics, its hor-

izontal motion would be smallest at the centre of its length, and increase towards the extremities : thus

by shifting the block towards the centre, the travel of the valve would be reduced, and variable expan-

sion thereby obtained.

The objections to the special arrangement here proposed are obvious ; the idea has however been de-

s -doped by Mr. Howe, into the more practicable arrangement first applied to the engines of Robert

Stephenson & Co. in 1843, and from this time the link has been adopted generally by all other English

manufacturers.

Link motions are all of two classes, in which,

first the link is suspended directly from a fixed point

as a stationary link, fig. 2001 ; secondly, the link

is movable vertically, (fig. 2602,) carrying with it

of course, the eccentric rods which are directly con-

nected to it. In the first class, therefore, the va-

riable expansion is accomplished by shifting the

sliding blocks in the link : in the other class, the

link is shifted upon the block. The link itself is

employed under three general forms, distinguished

as much by structural characteristics as by pecu-

liarity of action. The box link, the open link

joined to the eccentric-rods at the extremities, and
the open link- joined behind. The box-link, fig.

2598, is formed in two halves or sides bolted to-

gether at the extremities, enclosing a rectangular

recess for the reception of the block as shown in section. The eccentric-rods are attached to the

extreme stud pins, forged on the outside of the link, and thus a clear way is obtained for the
blocks from one end of the link to the other ; they may be shifted even to a position concentric

with the eccentric rod ends. The two forms of open link are adopted with a view to simplify the

parts, the one (fig. 2G00,) with the extreme connections, is the form first used by Stephenson ; by
its form it does not permit of the block being placed concentric with the eccentric rod ends, the range
being so limited, it is plain that the block never can receive and transmit the full throw of the ec-

centric to the valve, a feature in which the box-link has the advantage. With this link the throw of
the eccentrics and therefore their diameters, must be greater than those required by the box-link for a
given maximum travel of valve. The third form of link, (fig. 2599,) connected behind, permits of the

same freedom for the block that is yielded by the box-link ; the block may be shifted to a position level

with the point of attachment at which it may transmit the whole throw of the eccentric. The over-
hung nature of this knuckle-jointed sort of link, and its peculiarly irregular movements in consequence,
render it a more ticklish variety than the others; as, however, it combines the advantage of the box-
link in respect of the transmission of the whole motion, with the simplicity of the other link, it is now
most commonly employed, at least in locomotives, where vertical clearance is limited.

The first qualifications of expansion gear are to insure for every variation of expansive action, a free

admission and free release for the steam ; to render the periods of admission equal for the front and back

2C00. 2599.
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jtrokes, and to promote the expansive action of th j steam sufficiently to extract the most it' DOt the *hoW
of its works for propulsion, excepting a per centage required for the purposes of the blast.

2G00.

2C01.

Lead. In the stationary link-motions, a constant lead throughout the forward and backward
is obtained by circling the link to the radius of the valve-rod link, and the same lead may be for the

front and back strokes. In the shifting link motion, the lead essentially varies with the expansion, the

greater the degree of expansion—-that is, the less the admission the r -.is the lead; the lead

i< thus least in full gear, and attains its maximum in the mid gear; it may however always be m i

same for the front and back strokes, and thus equality is obtaine 1 by circling the link to the radJ

the eccentric rod. Thus the conditions of constant lead and varying admission winch are incomp
with t' f the shifting link, motion a:v obtainable by the stationary link with a single valve.

The longer the eccentric-rod. and - the link, the lc-s is the variation of lead in the shifting-

link motion. The shifting-link motion may with advantage be set with the desired lead in hah' gear,

which is the most ordinary working position of the mechanism ; the evil of varying had is thus di i

need
/ . With the stationary link the linear an

l

'

- is in all ea-

that of the valve, and is a ([utility atl.
; these rods by their

varying obliquity increa ance while transmitting it to the link, and the shorter ti

greater is the difference so caused. With the shifting-link, the I'm ar advance of the valve is in a'..

to that of the eccentrics in full j^ear, independent altogether of the length of the rods—ex]

meaning by full gear, that the fore rod end is brought into the centre line of the valve rod*; in other po-

sition-.
,
the linear advance of the valve vari • with the lead, as the 1 id, in fact, partly

constitutes the advance.

Tic Motion of the link. The motion of the link is composed of the distinct motions of th

centric-, and every part of the link i» subject to this compound influence. The motion .•

rie prevails in that half of the link to which it is coupled, and at the centre the motion •

link i- mposed of the two. The final result of tlii< coml i- approximately the

same as that available by the action of a of variable throw. Thus the object which
was proposed to I btained by the spiral and wedge reversing motions of Fenton and Dodd's variable

i.t lead, i- realized in the simplest manner by the combine 1 oper

of two . and with an efficiency and precision which probably tl riginaJ promoters of the
link motion did not anticipate. Kori ontal motion communicated to the link by the joint action of the

a minimum at the centre of it- length, where it i- equal to twice the linear advance, an 1

it increases towards the extremities vari of the block in the link, or of the link on the block,

on the genera] principle that admission varies with the travel of the valve. The distribution derived

from the link is affected by the length of the connecting-rod relative to that of the orank; the shorter

tie- ro 1, the greater i- the front admis ion, and the less i^ the admission for the i

the term '•link-motion " in SO far U it involves the relation of the valve's lie 'lion to thai of tie- :

virtually includes the proportions of the piston motion. The quality of the motion derived from the
link is modified by the positions of the workin icially of tl.

and connection ; the centre ol t influential of all in regulating tb ..and
it- transition horizontally i- much more efficacious than a vertical change of p] toe t i I ctent

The
|

i [mission in hah' gear are much more sensitive to variation by m ide i

connection than those in lull and mid I in right for this p

regards the quality of the admission! b< en inconsidci

rtain neutral positions of the centre of the gut which the link in vibral

peCiflO HIT i the llletho 1 of T

d positions may l.e located either in th otre line of the link, vertically or i. ..

in the neighl orhoo I <-\ tie.- middle of tie ly of the li

quent slip between the link and tie

the link, ii. .

this i' ]• t, tii. mo»l ia\ 01 abli 1 • allty for the

1 u found that tie

mid he bun tre in the ne

ile of its length, and the shifting 11nl
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increase as those of admission are diminished, and when the points of suppression are equally adjusted,

those of release do not considerably differ. It has heen found in short, that in valves the admissions and

the expansions may he made absolutely identical, as in the Great Western link, fig. 2601. An admission

of 75 per cent, or three-fourths of the stroke is attended with a mean expansion of 16 percent, of expan-

sion, exhausting at 80 per cent. The utmost period of expansion obtained by a stationary link in mid
gear is 38 per cent, for 12 per cent, of admission, in which case the steam is cut off at less than one-

eighth of the stroke, and expanded into a volume of 50 per cent, or one half stroke 4 times the initial

volume exclusive of clearance, after which it exhausts during the remaining half stroke. With the

stationary link the shortest admission is 11 per cent., or one-ninth of the stroke, expanding into 50 per

cent., or ih times the initial volume, before the release takes place. With the shifting-link, the smallesi

attainable admission is about 17 per cent., or one-sixth of the stroke ; this is about one-half more than

what is obtained by the stationary link, the difference being due to the excess of lead yielded by the

shifting. As the release takes place at half stroke, the shifting-link cannot expand the steam above

three times its initial volume, exclusive of clearance. The average period of admission in full gear

does not exceed 75 per cent., or three-fourths of the stroke, according to the examples before us. More
than this should not be required, nor indeed could it be beneficially employed at regular speed ; the ad-

mission may, however, be increased by forcing the mechanism of the valve beyond full gear ; that is, by
causing the block to work in the extreme overhung parts of the link, which must be extended for the

purpose beyond the centres of connection ; by this expedient the throw of the valve is increased, and it

is practicable with the box and. back hug links, and may in many cases be usefully employed when a

ready start with a heavy train is required.

The open link connected by its extremities in its own centre line, is identical in its motions with the

box-link : in the use of that xiuk it is imperative that the throw of the eccentric should be greater than

that designed for the valve, as in full gear the block is of necessity placed nearer to the centre of the

link than the rod centres.

LITHOGRAPHY. The art of transferring from stone writings or drawings made thereon, which ia

of quite modern invention. Unlike other kinds of printing, this is strictly chemical, and is in conse-

quence called, in Germany, chemical printing. A drawing is made on the stone, either with ink con-

taining oleaginous matter, or with chalk containing similar substances, but in a more concentrated and

indurated state. The drawing is then washed over with water, which sinks into those portions of the

stone that are untouched with the grease of the drawing. A cylindrical roller, charged with printing-

ink, is then passed all over the stone, and while the drawing receives the ink, the rest of the stone is

preserved from it by the water, on account of the greasy nature of the ink. This art is said to have

been invented by mere accident, by Alois Senefelder, of Munich.

The stones, and the manner in which they are prepared to receive the drawings.—The stone most used

in England is found at Corstan, near Bath ; it is one of the white lias beds, but not of so fine a grain,

nor so close in texture as the German stone, and therefore inferior ; but it is good for transfers, and does

tolerably well for ink drawings or writings. All calcareous stones may be used in lithography, be-

cause they imbibe grease and moisture ; but a stone entirely calcareous does not answer well : there

should be a mixture of alumina and silex. One of the most certain indications of lithographic properties

is the conchoidal fracture ; all stones of this kind will be found good, if they are also hard, have the

fineness of grain, and the homogeneousness of texture that are necessary. It is, however, said that none
have yet been found equal to those obtained from the quarries of Solenkofen, near Pappenheim, in

Bavaria, and that the lithographers of eminence in Paris use no other. In order to sustain the pressure

used in taking impressions, a stone, 12 inches square, ought not to be less than 1\ inch thick, and tins

thickness should increase with the area of the stone. The stones are first sawn to a proper size, and are

then ground smooth and level by rubbing two of them face to face, with water and sand. They must
be very carefully examined with a straight-edge, to ascertain that they are perfectly level in every

direction. This applies only to the side which is afterwards to receive the drawing, as the natural di-

vision of the stone is sufficiently true for the back. When the stones have thus been ground perfectly

level, they are well washed, to free them from any of the coarser grains of sand which may have been
used in smoothing them. They are then placed on a board over a trough, and they are again rubbed
face to face with sand and water, but with a sand of much finer texture than that previously used. The
greatest care must be taken to have the sand sufficiently fine ; and for this purpose it must be sifted

through a small close sieve, as a single grain of sand of a coarser texture than the rest will scratch the

stone, and these scratches will afterwards appear in the impression taken from the stone. When the

stones have been rendered sufficiently fine, and their grain sufficiently smooth, they must then be care-

fully washed and afterwards wiped dry with a clean soft cloth. This is the plan adopted to prepare

the stones for chalk drawings, but to prepare them for ink drawings or writings the following method is

the best : After the process just described has been completed, the stones are well washed to get rid of

the sand, and they are then rubbed together, face to face, with powdered pumice-stone and water.

After they are made perfectly smooth, they are again washed and wiped dry, and are then separately

polished with a large piece of pumice-stone.

To clean the stones after they have been fully used, sand is strewed over the surface, which is sprinkled

with water and rubbed with another stone, until the writing or drawing upon it lias completely disap-

peared. It must then be washed in aquafortis, diluted with twenty times its bulk of water, and the

stone is then prepared for a new drawing or writing, by being rubbed with fine sand or pumice-stone as

before. The longer drawings remain on stones the deeper the ink or the chalk penetrates into their

substance, and consequently the more of the stone must be ground away to remove them; this is also

more necessary with ink drawings it writings than with chalk, owing to the greater fluidity and conse-

quent penetrability of the former.

The substances used by the artist upon the stone are either lithographic ink or lithographic chalk.
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The inkfor making transfers should be somewhat less burned, ami therefore softer than thai

as writing or drawing directly upon the stone.

Lith hoik ahonld have all the qualities of a lc ><>'! drawing crayon. It Bhould be even in

texture, and carry a good point The following proportions are recommended : 1J oz. of common Map,
2 <>/.. tallow, -'. oz. virgin wax, 1 oz. shell-lac. The rest of the process is tl in making the ink.

Less black Bhould be mixed with the chalk than with the ink, its only use being to color the drawing,
that the artist may see the lines he traces. "When the whole is well mixed it should be poured
mould and very Btrongly pressed, to expel any air that may collect in bubbles, which would render it

spongy.
.1/ ;/.—Previous to drawing or writing, the stone must 1"' well wiped with a clean dry

cloth The ink is rubbed with water, like Indian ink, and i> almost wholly used on the polished
1 only upon the grained stone; the polished surface of the other would not hold it.

In drawing with ink, a gradation of tints is obtained either by varying the thickness of the li

their distances from one another, as in engraving. The ink lines on polished stones, being Bolid and un-

broken throughout, receive the printing all over; and if the lines be drawn as line and as uniform as

they are usually on copper, the print from them will be in no respect inferior; but it i
< reater

oi'.-rkill to execute as well upon stone as is usually done upon copper or steel.

In using chalk, the grained stone should be very carefully dusted, ami the utmost attention he paid
to prevent any lodgment of the smallest particle of grease upon the Burface; personal cleanliness is

therefore absolutely necessary to tl,.- perfection of bis work, especially in chalk drawings. The chalk
is used upon the Btone precisely in the same manner as crayon upon paper ; but it is of essential ad-

vantage in lithography to finish the required strength of tint at once, instead of going over the work a

second time, the stone being impaired in its ability to receive the second lining clearly, by the absorp-
tion of the first 3 ictice is requisite to use the chalk cleverly, as there has been no chalk hith-

erto made that will keep so good a point as is desirable. Them is likewise some difficulty expei
in obtaining the finer tun- sound in the impression; and in order to obtain the lighter tints properly, it

will 1 , to put the chalk in a rest as the metal-port crayon i- too heavy to draw upon the
A good lithographer is in the halm, before he commences his Bubject of pointing 20 or 30

pieces of chalk, .-tuck in quill-holders, and placing them beside the stone in a little box, taking them
up successively a- the points become worn ..if. bo as to avoid, if possible, the cutting off chalk during
the work, which endangers the' Boiling of the -tone. When a very sharp and delicate line i- required,
he sharpens the point of the chalk upon paper, by pushing it forward in an inclined position, and
twirling it round at the same time between the fore-finger and thumb As the chalk softens by the
warmth of the hand, it is quite necessary to have several pieces, to be able t" change them. -

artists cut their chalk into the wed-.- form, a- being stronger. Those portions that break off in drawing
1 be carefully taken oil' the- -ion.' h\ a camel hair brush.

Preparation of the stonefor printing.—The drawing being finished on the Btone, it i- -em to the

lithographic printer, on who-.- knowledge of his art depends the success of the impn Bsiona The first

pro* ess i- to etch the drawing, as it is called. This is done by placing the -tone obliquely on on<

over a trough, and pouring over it very dilute nitric acid. It is poured on the upper part of the Btone,

and runs down all over the -mi.ee. 'Hie -ton.- is then tinned and placed on the opposite edge, and the

etching water being collected from tie' trough, is again poured over it in the same manner. 1 he d

of strength, which i- usually about one per cent, of acid, Bhould be Buch as to produce a very .-limn

effervescence ; and it is desirable to pass the etching water two or three times over the darkest parts of

the drawing, as thi more etching than the' lighter tints. Experience alone can, however, guide
the lithographer in this department of the art, ae different .-tones and different compositions of chalk
will be' differently acted upon by the acid, and chalk drawings require a weaker acid than the ink. The

n.\t to be carefully washed by pouring clean rain-water over it, and afterward- w ilh gum water
;

and, when not too wet, the roller charged with printing ink is rolled over it in both directions, sideways,
and bom top to boiiom, till the drawing take- the ink. It is then well covered over with a solution oi

. i able ui w at. r, of about the eou-i-mn.y of oil. Thi- i- allow, d to drv, and preserves the draw-
in,' from any alo ration, a- the line- cannot -pread, in consequence of the pores of the t tone being tilled

with the mmi. After the etching it i- desirable to leave the Btone for a day, and not more than a

it i- printed from. '1 he effect of the etching i- first to take away the alkali mixed wmh the chalk
«r ink, which would make the drawing liable to be affected by the water, and, Bee lly, to make the
'iom-

i decidedly to take any grease. The gum assists in tin- latter purpose, and is quite
essential to the perfect preparation of the surface of the -tone.

Printx / — Vs hen the intention i- to print from the -ion,-, it u placed upon the platen or bed of the

..ud a proper sized scraper i- adjusted to the Burface of the -tone. Ram-water i- then aprinkled
over the gum on the stone, which being dissolved gradually, and a wet spoil •

|

ly overall,
tic pnm. r vorkt the ink, which is on the color-table placed beside him, with the roller in all direel
until il and thinly -pr.a.l on the roller. Ihe roller i- then passed over the wholi

taken that the whole drawn \ due portion of ink
; and tin- inu-t be done L\ givin

roller an equal motion and pressure, which will of course require to be increased if the dra
not receive the ink readily. When the drawin d it will m
will afterwards ; and it is frequent! to w.t the -t and roll u u reral times, before n will

take tl After this takes place care must be talon not to wet the stone too much ; the

dampness Bhould not be more than i- m i c jarj to pi. vent the ink adhering t" the < i wl i i

. After the drawing is thus rolled on, tu paper is placed on the stoni »nd
on taken. LTi taking the paper off the Btone, the latter appears to he quite di

i

11 !" i' bavin - ab i roi I the moi I ire on . il must therefore bo wotted witl

igain rolled with ink, the roller I well worked on the coloi table <

D
\ the printin m must always remain on the stone, although it will not
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wise the ink will be received on the stone as well as on the drawing, by which the latter would he

spoiled ; so that if by too much wetting, or by rubbing too hard with the sponge the gum is entirely

removed, some fresh gum-water must be laid on. If the stone has in the first instance been laid by with

too small a quantity of gum, and the ink stains the stone on being first applied to it, gum-water must
be used to damp the stone, instead of pure water. Sometimes, however, this may arise from the

printing-ink being too thin, as will afterwards appear. If some spots on the stone take the printing-ink,

notwithstanding the above precautions, some strong acid must be applied to them with a brush, and,

after this is washed off, a little gum-water is dropped in the place. A steel point is here frequently

necessary to take off the spots of ink. The edges of the stone are very apt to get soiled, and generally

require to be washed with an old sponge after rolling in ; they must also frequently have an application

of acid and gum, and sometimes must be rubbed with pumice-stone. If an ink is too thin, and formed

of a varnish not sufficiently burned, it will soil the stone, notwithstanding the proper precautions are

taken of wetting the stone, and preparing it properly with acid and gum ; and if, on the other hand, the

ink is too thick, it will tear the lighter tints of the chalk from the stone, and thus destroy the drawing.

The consideration of these circumstances leads at once to the

Principles of the printing.—The accidents just mentioned arise at the extreme points of the scale at

whicli the printing-inks can be used, for it is evident that the only inks that can be used are those

which are between these points; that is, thicker than that which soils the stone, and, at the same time,

thinner than that which takes up the drawing. Lithographers are sometimes unable to print in very

hot weather, the reason of which may be deduced from the foregoing. Any increase of temperature

will diminish the consistency of the printing-ink ; the stone will therefore soil with an ink which could

be safely used at a lower temperature—hence a stiffer ink must be used. Now, if the temperature

should increase so much that the stone will sod with any ink at all less thick than that which will take

up the drawing, it is evident that the printing must cease till a cooler temperature can be obtained
;

for as the drawing-chalk is affected equally with the printing-ink, the same ink will tear up the drawing

at the different degrees of temperature. This, though it sometimes occurs, is a rare case ; but it shows
that it is desirable to draw with a chalk or ink of less fatness in summer than in winter, and also that if

the printing-room is in winter artificially heated, pains should be taken to regulate the heat as equally

as possible.

Other difficulties in printing, not referable to the foregoing general principle.—If the pressure of the

scraper be too weak, the ink will not be given off to the paper in the impression, although the drawing
has been properly charged with it. Defects will also appear from the scraper being notched, or not

correctly adjusted, or from any unevenness in the leather or paper. After printing a considerable num-
ber of impressions, it sometimes happens that the drawing takes the ink in dark spots in different parts.

This arises from the printing-ink becoming too strongly united with the chalk or ink of the drawing,

and if the printing be continued, the drawing will be spoiled. The reason of this is easily ascertained.

The printing-ink readily unites with the drawing, and being of a thinner consistency, it will, by repeated
applications, accumulate on the lines of the drawing, soften them, and make them spread. In this case

it is necessary to stop the printing, and let the stone rest for a day or two, for the drawing to recover

its proper degree of hardness. If the drawing should run smutty from any of the causes before enu-

merated, the following

Mixturefor cleaning the drawing while printing must be used: Take equal parts of water, spirits of

turpentine, and oil of olives, and shake them well together in a glass vial untfi the mixture froths

;

wet the stone and throw this froth upon it, and rub it gently with a soft sponge. The printing-ink will

be dissolved, and the whole drawing will also disappear, though, on a close examination, it can be dis-

tinguished in faint white fines. On rolling it again with printing-ink the drawing will gradually re

appear, as clear as at first.

Bleached paper unfitfor lithographic printing.—Accidents sometimes occur in the printing from the

qualities of the paper. If the paper has been made from rags which have been bleached with oxy-

muriatic acid, the drawing will be incurably spoiled after thirty impressions. Chinese paper has some-
times a strong taste of alum ; this is so fatal as sometimes to spoil the drawing after the first impression.

When the stone is to be laid by after printing, in order that it may be used again at a future period,

the drawing should be rolled in with a

Preserving ink—as the printing-inks would, when dry, become so hard that the drawings would not

take fresh printing-ink freely. The following is the composition of the printing-ink : Two parts of thick

varnish of linseed oil, four parts of tallow, one part of Venetian turpentine, and one part of wax. These
must be melted together, then four parts of lamp-black, very carefully and gradually mixed with it

;

and it must be preserved for use in a close tin box.

Autographic ink, or that which is suitable for transferring on to the stone the writings or drawings
which have been executed on paper prepared for that purpose, should possess the following properties

:

The ink ought to be mellow, and somewhat thicker than that used immediately on stone ; so that when
it is dry on the paper, it may still be sufficiently viscous to cause adherence to the stone by simple

pressure. The following is the composition: Dry soap, and white wax free from tallow, each 100
drachms, mutton suet, 30 drachms, shell-lac and mastic, each 50 drachms, lamp-black, 30 to 35 drachms

;

these materials are to be melted together.

Autographic paper.—The operation by which a writing or drawing is transferred from paper to stone,

not only affords the means of abridging labor, but also of producing the writings or drawings in the

same directions in which they have been traced; whereas, when they are executed immediately on

stone, they must be performed in a direction opposite to that which they are eventually to have.

Thus it is necessary to draw those objects on the left, which, in the impression, are to be on the right

hand. To acquire the art of reversing Bubjects when writing or drawing, is both difficult and tedious:

while, by the aid of transparent, and of autographic paper, impressions may be readily obtained in the

same direction as that in which the writing or the drawing has been made. In order to make a transfer
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on to -tciif of a writing, or drawing in lithographic ink, or in crayons, or an impression from a coppe!

plate, it i- di cessary, 1-t, that the drawing or transcript should be on a thin and flexible substance, bui 1

as common paper; 2d, that it should be capable of being easily detached from tl ey and
transferred entirely on to the stone, by means of pressure. But as the ink with which a drawing is

traced penetrates the paper to a certain depth, and adheres to it with considerable tenacity, it would be

difficult to detach them perfectly from each other, it', between the paper and the drawing, some sub-

stance was not interposed, which, by tie' portion of water which it is capable of imbibing, should bo t 1

Lessen their adhesion to each other, that they may he completely separated in every point It is to

effect this that the paper is prepared, by covering it with a size, which may be written on with facility,

and oil which the finest lines may be traced without blotting the paper. Various mean- may he found
of communicating this property to paper. The following preparation has always been found to si.

and which, when the operation is performed with the necessary precautions, admits of the fin< -t and
delicate lines being perfectly transferred, without leaving the faintest trace on the pap< i

this purpose, it is necessary to take a strong, unsized paper, and to spread over it a size prepared ol

the following materials: starch, 120, gum-arabic, 40, and alum, 21 drachms. A moderately thick paste
is made with the starch, by means of heat; into this paste is thrown the gum-arabic and the alum,

which have been previously dissolved in water, and in separate vessel-. The whole i- mixed well to-

gether, and it is applied warm to the sheets of paper, by means of a brush, or a large flat hair-pencil.

The paper may be colored by adding to the size a decoction of French berries, in the proportion of ten

drachms. After having dried this autographic paper, it is put into a press, to flatten the

they are made smooth by placing them, two at a time, on a stone, and passing them under the scraper
of tl,,- lithographic press. If, on trying this paper, it is found to have a tendency to blot, this inconve-

may be remedied by rubbing it with finely powdered sandarac. Annexed is another I

which will be found equally useful, and which has the advantage of being applicable to thin paper,
which has been sized. It requires only that the paper be of a firm texture: namely, gum-tragacanth,
4 drachms; glue, 4; Spanish-white, 8; and starch, 4 drachm-.
The tragacanth is put into a large quantity of water to dissolve, thirty-six horn's before it is mixed

with the other materials ; the glue is to be melted over the fire in the usual manner. A paste is made
with the starch; and after having, whilst warm, mixed these several ingredients, the Spanish-white is

to be added to them, and a layer of the sizing is to be spread over the paper, as already described, tak-

ing care to agitate the mixture with the brush to the bottom of the vessel, that the Spanish-white may
be equally distributed throughout the liquid. We will hereafter point out the manner in which it i-

ay to proceed, in order to transfer writings and drawings. There are two autographic pro
which facilitate and abridge this kind of work when it is desired to copy a fac simile, or a ,!ia..

Lines. The first of these methods is to trace, with autographic ink, any Bubject whatever, on a trans-

parent paper, which is free from grease and from resin, like that which, in commerce, i- know n by the

name ofpaj . and to transfer it to stone; this paper to be covered with a transpari nt size :

thi- op ration is difficult to execute, and requires much address, in consequence of the great t< udency
which thi- paper has to cockle or wrinkle when it is wotted. Great facilities will be found from using
tissue paper, impregnated with a tine white varnish, and afterwards sized over. In the second proci --.

transparent leaves, formed of gelatin, or fish glue, are employed, and the de-i^n i- traced on them with
the dry poii make an incision

; these traces are to be filled up with autographic ink, ami then

transferred. We will describe, in their proper places, these pr '.'.ell as that of transferring a

iphic or a copper-plate engraving.

Autographic proet • I.—To transfi t a drawing or writing to stone, it is made with ink on paper, loll.

prepared m the way we have described A crayon drawing may, on aii emergency, t xecuted auto-
graphically

;
but this mode of pro imperfect to admit of procuring, 1>\ it- mean-, neat an,

I

esideS, it i- a- expeditious to draw immediately on the stone.

Ln order to write, or to draw on autographic paper, a little of the ink of which we have given the

with water, taking Care to use only rain-water, or such as will readily dissolve

soap. The solution is facilitated by Blightiy warming the water in the cup ; and the ink is dissolved bj

rubbing the end of a stick of it in the manner practised with Indian ink. There Bhould be no more die

BOlvi d at a time than will he used in a day, lor il does Dot redi--olve BO well, neither i- the ink BO

particularly for delicate design ,
after it has been left to dry for several daya 'I hi- ink

ace of rather thicl i hat it may form verv black lines upon the paper : if these

mpressions will not be obtained A sheet of white paper is placed under the
hand while writing, in order thai it maj nol grease the antographic pap, r.

The i for autography should be polished with pumice-stone, and the impressions will !»•

well polished Autographic work maj ited either cold or
warm

;
that is, taking the itone at it ordinary temperature, 'or making it warm bj placing it near to

the Si heat of the gun : if the hi t means of warming be used, care must be taken
that the fire be not too hot, or n v. ill crack the Btone; the temperature given to it should be about that

of an i el filled with lukewarm water. The work m perfectly, with
inning the stone W] pared, it is fixed in the press, and the paper on which

the writing ippliedto it. The stone may be rubbed with a linen cloth, slightly moi
a j that it be made p,i i, ,tU clenii. I

:

rate; and from fl I fore the paper i-, applied, il i- nrcttod

with a I v.at, r on the n I on which th,' writing is done, bo thai tl

.

,
iv part, The water, however, must Dot appear on the papvi v. 1.

laid on the stone; but anj nip rabundance which may remain on il

\\ hen the
|

.., the proper state, il u taki n bj both I

.md placed Lightly and gradually upon o thai ther<
»t, and thai n maj be equally applied over its whol
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that it may bear steadily on the autographic paper ; for if it removes it at all it will change the place
of pressure, and the lines will be doubled. There should be at hand five or six sheets of very even
mackle paper, so that they may be changed with each impression. The paper on which the writing 01

drawing is made being placed on the stone, it is covered with a sheet of mackle paper, and subjected
to a slight action of the press ; then to a second, a third, or even to more, until it is believed that the
writing is perfectly transferred. At each stroke of the press the mackle paper, which has imbibed
moisture, is withdrawn, and a dry sheet substituted in its place. All these operations require to be
performed with expedition and dexterity, particularly when the stone is warm. The next thing is to

detach the autographic paper, which will be found adhering closely to the stone. To effect this, it is

well wetted with a sponge, so that every part of it may be perfectly penetrated by the water ; it may
then be removed writh facility, entirely detached from the writing, which will remain adhering strongly

to the stone. If this operation, which requires much practice, be well performed, there will not be found
the slightest trace of ink remaining on the paper. Should there be any lines not well marked on the

stone, they may be retouched with a pen ; or, which is better, with a hair-pencil and ink ; but when
this is done, care must be taken that the stone is quite dry. A part of the sizing of the paper may be
found dissolved and adhering to the stone ; this may be removed by washing or slightly rubbing it with
a wet sponge. The stone is then prepared with aquafortis, and the impression taken.

Autography is not confined to the transferring of writings or drawings done with autographic ink ; by
its means a transfer may be obtained from a sheet of ordinary printed paper, and with such exactness,

that it would be impossible, excepting to well-practised eyes, to perceive the least difference between
that printed in the usual way, and that which was the result of the autographic process. This mode is

very useful when it is desired to unite Oriental characters, which might not be possessed with words,

phrases, or lines composed in ordinary typography. In this way have been executed, in the office of

the Count M. C. de Lasteyrie, at Paris, (from whose papers on this subject, contained in the Journal des

Connaissances Usuelles, and translated by the learned editor of the Franklin Journal, our account of

this art is largely indebted,) many pieces, in which the French or the Latin language was intermixed
with words or phrases in Chinese or Arabic. In the same way have also been executed typographic
maps, in which all the details were lithographic, while the names of places were at first produced by
typography, and afterwards by autography. This operation is begun by composing and arranging, in

a typographic form, the words, the phrases, or the lines, as they ought to stand. The autographic paper
is printed on by this form, and the words in the Oriental languages are afterwards written in the spaces

which have been left for them ; the whole is transferred to a stone, which is prepared for the purpose,

and from which the impression is taken in the usual manner. The same mode is pursued in making
geographical maps. After having printed the names on autographic paper, the other parts of the map,
but without the names, are drawn immediately on the stone ; and after having printed the names on

white paper, the map drawn upon the stone is printed on this same paper.

Maps, or line engravings on copper, where the work is not very close, may be multiplied in a similar

way. For this purpose the plate of copper is covered over with the autographic ink, diluted to a con-

venient consistence. Instead of the autographic ink, a composition is sometimes used, made of one

ounce of wax, one ounce of suet, and three ounces of the ink with which the ordinary impressions in

lithography are taken. The whole is warmed and mixed well together, and there is a little olive-oil

added to the composition, if it is not liquid enough to spread itself over the plate ; the plate ought to

be warmed as usual. After having taken the impression in the rolling-press on a sheet of autographic

paper, the transfer may be immediately made on to the stone, after having rubbed it with a sponge,

dipped in turpentine. It is necessary to give three, four, or even more strokes of the press, increasing

the pressure at every successive stroke ; the other processes, which we have already described, are like-

wise to be followed. It is well to wait twenty-four hours before preparing the stone, in order that it

may be better penetrated by the transferring ink ; it is then gummed and washed, and is ready for use.

This process, which has not yet come much into use amongst lithographers, merits the attention of ari-

ists ; for it affords the means of reproducing and multiplying geographical charts, and some kinds of

engravings indefinitely, so that they might be furnished at a quarter of their present actual value ; in

fact, all those which are done in lines, or those in which the shadows are boldly executed, are capable

of reproducing good impressions by means of autography. The operation becomes extremely difficult

when it is necessary to transfer fine line engravings ; the lines of these are so delicate, and so near to

each other, that they either do 'not take Avell on the stone, or are apt to be crushed and confounded

together by the effect of the pressure. Much practice and address are necessary to obtain tolerable

impressions ; and this part of the art requires improvement. In the office of M. de Lasteyrie, they had

succeeded in transferring to stone a small highly finished engraving, which had been printed on common
half-sized paper. After having dry-polished a stone very perfectly, it was warmed, rubbed with spirits

of turpentine, and then the engraving was applied to it. This had, however, been previously dipped

into water, then covered on the reverse side with turpentine, passed again through the water, so as to

remove the superfluous turpentine, and then wiped with unsized paper. In this state the engraving,

still damp with the turpentine, was applied to the stone and submitted to pressure, when it afforded

very good impressions ; the preparation not being applied until it had remained on the stone for twenty-

four hours. The difficulties increase, of course, in proportion to the size of the engravings which it is

desired to transfer to the stone. Attempts have been made to transfer old engravings ; they have,

however, succeeded but imperfectly. It would be rendering an essential service to the art to discover

a, mode of reproducing old engravings by means of autography ; the undertaking presents difficulties,

but from the attempts made, success does not seem improbable.

Printingfrom two or more stones with different colored inks.—This is managed by preparing a com-

position of two parts of wax, one of soap, and a little vermilion. Melt them in a saucepan, and cast

them into sticks ; this must be rubbed up with a little water to the thickness of cream, and applied ta

the surfao of a polished stone. An impression is taken in the common wav from a drawing, and ap-
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plicl to a -tone prepared in this manner, and passed through the press, taking care to mark, by means
of this impression, two point- in the margin corresponding on each of tin- stones. The artist, having

thus on the second stone an impression from the brat drawing to guide him, scrapes away the parts

which he wishes to remain white on the finished impression The stone must now be etched with acid

2 r than the common etching water, having one pan of acid and twenty of water; the \\l.

then washed off with turpentine : this plan is generally used in printing a middle tint from the second

stone; the black impression being given from the first stun,', a flat transparent brownish tint is given

from the second, and the white fights are where the paper is left untouched. The dote are neo •

-. the placing of the paper on the corresponding parts of the two -tone-.

LOCKS. From the Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineer*. It w a • conceded about

twelve years since in the United States, by all locksmiths, that a lock having a series of tumblers or

slides, such as was used at that time in Europe, and more particularly those of Barron and Chubb, was

secure against all known means of picking, or of forming a false key by any knowledge that could be

ined through the key-hole. The only point that seemed desirable was to maki against the

maker, or any party who might have had possession of the key, and from it taken an impression.

The first step, therefore, was to construct the lock bo that the party using it could change it- form at

pleasure. Mr. Andrews constructed a lock similar to that made by Mr. Chubb, having a series of turn-

uers and a detector; hut before placing the lock on the door, the purchaser could arrange the tumblers

in any way. so that the combination suited his convenience; the key being made with a series of mov-

able bits, W as arranged in a corresponding combination with the tumblers. In order to make a change

in the lock without taking it from the door, each tumbler was so constructed that in locking tht loci the

tambler could be raised, or drawn out with the bolt. A series of rings was furnished with the key, cor-

ding with the thickness of the movable bits of the key; ami any one. <>r as many more i f the bits

could be removed from the key, and rings substituted. These bits being removed, and the rings t

their place, the corresponding tumblers would not be raised hy the turning of the key, and consequently

would be drawn out with the bolt, (becoming, in fact, a portion of th» bolt itself) Therefore, when a bit

was removed and a ring substituted, so much of the security of the lock was lost as depended on the

tumbler that was not raised ; consequently, a lock having twelve tumblers, being locked with a key with

alternate bits and rings, would evidently become a six-tumbler lock; but should a tumbler that was

drawn out with the holt be raised in the attempt to pick or unlock it, or should any one of the (vtin^

rt be raised too high, the detector would be thrown, and prevent the withdrawing or unlocking of

the bolt This 1 ck was in -rent repute in the United State-, and was placed on the doors of nearly all

tie' principal banking establishments of the country; a large reward was offered by its maker to any
one who could pick it; and from its great repute it consequently called out many i

Mr. Newell constructed what he termed his Permutating Lock, which was composed of a series of

tir-t and secondary tumblers, the secondary Beries being operated upon by the first series. Through the

secondary i as passed a screw termed a clamp-screw, having a clamp overlapping the tum-

: each tumbler in the series having an elongated Blotto xarew

to pass through On the back side of the lock was a small round key-hole, in winch the head of the

as it were, a receptacle tor a small secondary key : bo that when the larg

gave the necessary form to the tumblers, the party took the small key and operated on the chimp

. clamping and holding t igether the secondary -cries, retaining them in the relative heights or dis-

rted to them by the large key ;
the door wa- then closed, and the bolt projected, and the first

Beries of tumblers fell again to their original position. The objection to this mode of constructing a

that it required the insertion of the small secondary key; and should the party neglect to re-

imp-screw every time he unlocked the lock, the fit of tumblers would be held up

by the secondary • tently, an exact impression of the lengths of the several bits

ined through the key-hole while the lock was unlocked. This lock and Mr. Andrew-'

I by Mr. Newell, who demonstrated that this lock as well as all others based on the

tumbler principli ire.

Tie ken to make :i secure lock, was to add B series ( ,f complicated wards to t lie lock-
;

but it will be readily se. n, that what can be reached with a key. could be reached i.\ some other instru-

. although it required an instrument of a different form, yel the operation was just as certain

and fatal to the security of the lock.

Tie taken, and one which iol, for a time, was the notching of the

abutting ports ol 1 secondary series of tumblers, or of the' stump face and the ends of the

So that if a pressure i i the bolt, the tumblers could not- he bqci ively raised

trument, being held fast by these " false notches." This lock baffled the skill of all

red perfectly safe, until an ingenious engineer of the name of

Pel eked this lock.

'I he Pi i itoptii I then invented by Mr. Newell, retaining all that was d> emi d food in the

made, and, at th< I all the d< fi by actual i

ment.

and the d remove. I. and the auxiliary

er in its pi the bolt; BB s movable slides or tumblers; C, the

tumbler springs ; DDtl id E E the third or intermedi which

tic first and socondai

of tumbler : 6, the lifting the Intermediate slides or tumbl
them follow the tii i series whi n they are lifted by the Ice . On each of I

1> D, inding in distance with the difference in the I

turned in the lock to look It each hit rai ea it- tun

tho

ndnry tun th h Into tl
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tumblers, withdrawing the tongues d, from between the jaws e e, of the intermediate tumblers E E, and
allowing the first and intermediate tumblers to fall to their original position ; whilst the secondary tum-
blers D D, are held in the position given to them by the key, by means of the tooth h being pressed

into the several notches, as shown. Should an attempt be made to unlock the bolt with any but the true

key, the tongues d will abut against the jaws e e, preventing the bolt from being withdrawn; and should

an attempt be made to ascertain which tumbler binds and requires to be moved, the secondary tumbler
1) 1>, that takes the pressure, being behind the iron wall I K, which is fixed completely across the lock,

prevents the possibility of its being reached through the key-hole, and the first tumblers B B are quite

detached at the time, thereby making it impossible to ascertain the position of the parts in the inner
chamber behind the wall IK. The portion II of this wall is fixed to the hack plate of the lock, and
the portion K K to the cover.

L is the drill pin on which the keys fits ; and M M is a revolving ring or curtain, wluch turns round
>yith the key, and prevents the possibility of inspecting the interior of the lock through the key-hole

;

and should this ring be turned to bring the opening upward, the detector plate is immediately earried

over the key-hole S, by the motion of the pin P upon the auxiliary tumbler 0, which is lifted by the

revolution of the ring M, thereby effectually closing the opening of the key-hole. As an additional

protection, the bolt is held from being unlocked by the stud R bearing against the plate Q ; also the
lever T T holds the bolt when locked until it is released by the tail of the detector-plate Q pressing the

pin U. V is a dog, holding the bolt on the upper side when locked, until it is lifted by the tumblers act-

ing on the pin W. X X are the separating plates between the intermediate tumblers EE ; Y and Z are
tli" studs for preserving the parallel motion of the different tumblers.

There are several features in the construction of this lock which are deserving of particular attention.

The most novel and extraordinary is, that the lock changes itself to the key ; in whatever form the

movable bits on the key are changed, the lock answers to that form, without moving any part of it f ,

the door.

The party purchasing the lock can change it to suit his convenience. If a O-tumbler lock, to 720;
if 7 tumblers, 5,040; if 8, 40,320; if 9, 362,880; if 10, 3,628,800; and if 12, 479,001,600. There-
fore it will be perceived that, by changing the numerical position of the bits in the key, the lock can be
altered, or in fact alters itself to any number of new locks, equal to the permutation of the number of

bits on the key. Two extra bits arc supplied with each key, which add very greatly to the number of

changes. As the key turns round, each bit raises its tumbler to a point corresponding with its length,

imparting to the first and secondary series the exact form of the key. The secondary series of tumblers

being carried out with the bolt, and the tooth on the lever or dog being pressed into the several notches

on the front face of the secondary series, holds them in the position given them by the key, while all

the other portions of the lock fall again to their original position.

Should a pressure be put on the bolt to ascertain the obstruction, it will be readily seen that it will be

brought to bear on the third or intermediate tumblers. To prevent the possibility of reaching these,

there is a wall of metal fixed across the lock, which confines the operator wholly to the key-chamber.
By detaching the portion of the tumbler that takes the pressure given to the bolt, from the parts that

can be reached through the key-hole, leaving that portion always at liberty, the possibility of ascertain-

ing what is wrong is cut off; so that instead, as in the former lock, having only a first and secondary
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Bene?, Mr. Newell here introduced a third or intermediate series; thereby throwing the whole security

of the lock into a chamber beyond the wall of metal, which is wholly inaccessible, and forming as it

were another lock without a key-hole. These are the principal features of security in Mr. Newell'

rautoptic Lock.

There is another source of insecurity that has still to be provided against; when the first rum
can be seen through the key-hole, if the underside of them is smoked by inserting any flame, the

will leave a distinct mark upon each tumbler the next time it is used, showing •'. ire it began to touch

each tumbler in lifting it. This can y inserting a small hinged mirror into the lock through the

key-hole, and the exact length of each bit of the key measured, from the centre-pin to tin- p lint where
it touched the particular tumbler, from which a correct copy of the key can be made, i An electric light

from a small portable battery, has been employed for this purpose, to illumine the interior of the I

The possibility of seeing the tumblers is entirely prevented, by surrounding the inside of the key-hole

with a ring or revolving curtain ; and when this curtain is turned, to bring the opening tum-
blers, the key-hole is shut on the outside by the detector tumbler, which tumbler would also detect all

attempts at mutilating the interior parts of the lock.

Should the lock be charged with gunpowder through the key-hole, for the purpose of blowing it from
the door, the plug in the back of the key-chamber yields to the force, leaving the luck uninjured, whilst

the curtain protects the interior of the lock from injury, thereby effectually preventing all known
i

of opening or forcing the lock.

LOCKS OF CANALS. A contrivance by which boats may pass from a lower to a higher level, or

the reverse, by the buoyancy oT the water.

The least It rtffth that can be allowed between the locks should be such that 12 inches of depth, over and
above what a loaded boat will draw, will only lower the water 6 inches without the navigation being
interrupted; and if it be required to draw the contents of each lock from the interval above, the dis-

tance for the locks must be so regulated that the quantity of water expended by one should not lower
that of the upper interval more than 6 inches at most : thus the distance should be greater in propor-

tion to the contents of the chamber of the locks and the width of the canal; that is to Bay, when the

chambers are large and the canal is narrow, the distance between the locks should be greater. Cham-
bers 11" feet in Length between the gates, by 17 feet in width, contain 18*70 superficial feet; therefore

1 1,8 13 cubic feet when the fall is 6 feet l inches, 15,859 cubic feet when it is B feet 6 inches, and 19,635

cubic feet when 10 feet 6 inches. If the canal be 48 feet in width, at iwthe ordinary lewd of

the water, the length of the interval Bhould be l 16 feet, in order that the expenditure of locks ol

•l inches of fall Bhould not lower the water more than 6 inches
;
thi< length Bhould be 601 feet when the

locks are 8 feet G inches of fill, and 756 feet when they are 10 feet 6 inches : the distance then between
the lower gate' of "tie lock, and the upper gate of the other, Bhould be always about 624 fi el for ordi-

nary canals. If two locks of 8 feet 6 inches fall were only distant 160 feet, the water drawn from the

d, for the purpo f mounting the boat, would lower it nearly 26 inches, and there would not

remain sufficient to keep it afloat; consequently, it would be necessary to draw a lockful from the

upper interval, and then a second, to cause it to rise, whilst only one would be required if the locks were
fficient distance.

This example will show the inconvenience of having locks too near each other, which i< still further

ed when they are contiguous. It frequently happens that several boats arrive together in the

same interval, particularly where the bargemen Btop or sleep, and that ho water may be lost, the inter-

val where they stop should be sufficiently long to admit more than one. If circumstances will not per-

mit this, a greater width must be given, that the lockful which the rising boats draw from the interval

Bhould not cause the water to lower so considerably as to prevent their floating, or the descending boats

. as to make it run over the gate-;, [f the interval has only the ordinary width
: et, it Bhould be 6398 feet in length, bo that ten rising boats could Mop, if none were descending

at the same time, otherwise a part of the water must be drawn from the oilier intervals to keep them
.iiloat

; if there were as many ascending as descending boats, this need not be bo great, but u

that in forming a canal it is necessary to have basins at those situations where boats

ip any length of time.

\al.— It was the opinion of MM. Gabriel and
Abeillr, that the pa age of a boat through the whole length of a canal always cost twice the quantity
of water necessary to nil a lock. Belidor thought the Bame, and it is still the common opinion. M
rhommason has i

- maintained that this idea is erroneous, and that when one boat p
1 boat only expends two locksful in its whole pa

when they pass alternately, one up and the other down, that it costs as man) locksful as there an
in the ascension o on tu,, statements, one of M. Caligny, the othei

I M. Ftegemortt that the expenditure of the water is the same, whether contiguous oi

separated ; but this distinction not having been sufficiently examined, a second error baa been
inittod

; but it is undoubted that when If* kfl Bl IS, thov often e\peiid more than tWO locksful;

and it has not been remarked that when ire than 840 feet apart, they oft i

r the whole journey. When locks are distant from each other, and the I

alternately, one up and the other down, tie- foit which passes after the first frequently finds in i

ing all the locks empty, and to fill them it must draw a lockful from each interval ai I

I'. II, it does not .haw an\ from thi

consequently it will only expend a single lockful in its whole voy

When the lock from each other, and the l>".its follow, \ U tha

oing up, and to a cend il empty all, and then till them with
ds, and the h ndin

f,
all the lot It - ill 1 '

'•"'

first lock will be filled « ith - ab r from the tartin
[
point, w hit h n ill sen e to till all U

1 oat will expend '

I in it- joum
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When the locks are so near each other that the water of one taken into the interval between the t—

o

diminishes the depth of this interval sufficiently to impede the navigation, or when the locks are contig-

uous and the boats pass alternately, the second boat in ascending finds all the locks empty, and as it

cannot draw water from the intermediate intervals from the contiguity of the locks, all are filled with
water from the starting point. Thus in ascending each boat expends as many locksful as there are con-

tiguous chambers ; in descending, all the locks being full, no water need be drawn from the starting

point, consequently in a whole journey as many locksful may be expended as there are contiguous locks

in ascending. When the locks are contiguous, and the boats pass each other in succession, the second
in ascending will find all the locks full, and to enable it to enter the intervals, it must empty them suc-

cessively to fill them with the water from the intervals, except the last, which it fills with water from
the starting point ; in descending, another lockful is taken from the starting point, so that in this case

two locksful are taken from the latter.

Although the four above cases contain the whole theory of the working of locks, it may be remarked
that if two boats meet at the starting point, and two others before or after the starting point, the

fi mr will expend five locksful ; if two boats meet at the starting point, and the two following meet there

also, the four will only expend four locksful ; if the two last boats that have passed meet before or after

the starting point, and the two succeeding meet also before or after the starting point, they then will only

expend four locksful, had the first come in an opposite direction to that which had passed previously,

and five if it had come in the same direction ; and it has been generally observed, that a boat always
takes a lockful from the starting point to ascend, but that it often does not take any to descend on the

other side: consequently, when there are no contiguous locks, the boats will only expend a lockful for

their whole journey, when they pass the starting point alternately, one going up, the other down : in

like manner, where there are contiguous locks, the boats will expend in their journey as many locksful

as there are contiguous locks in ascending ; when one boat follows another, it will expend two locksful,

whether the locks are contiguous or isolated. It must be remarked that the passage of those boats only

can be considered relatively to the locks which join the starting point. When the locks are not contig-

uous, and their fall is equal, which happens in the lower intervals, it has no influence on the expenditure
of water, especially when the boats do not stop any length of time ; in giving 640 feet length to each

interval, it is evident, when two boats follow each other, they will never be together in the same inter-

val, since, while the second passes the lock, the first will have time to pass the interval and enter the

following lock ; thus two boats cannot meet in the smaller intervals, except when one ascends and the

other descends, and in this case, as one takes a lockful from the interval, while a second pours one into

it, consequently the water does not diminish or increase in it. It must be observed that we can never
have above a lockful, more or less, in an interval, unless several boats remain in them together, which
should be avoided when they are small ; further, when the contiguous locks are distant from the start-

ing point, it often happens that the lockful is not immediately taken ; but when there is no second

quantity of water before the contiguous locks, it is always the starting point which furnishes that of the

canal above them.
Form to be given to the chambers of lochs.—The most convenient is the parallelogram, a little wider

than the boats that require to pass, and sufficiently long to admit of the gates being moved with facility.

The chambers of the canal of Languedoc are of an oval form, to give greater strength in resisting the

banks contiguous to them ; but as this causes an increase of expense in construction as well as in the

quantity of water necessary to fill it, it will be useful to inquire if, in avoiding one inconvenience, a

greater is not produced. The oval chambers of the canal of Languedoc contain an area of 3636 feet,

while if the side wralls were parallel, they would only be 2248 superficial feet. Thus the expenditure

of water in the oval chamber exceeds more than a third that of the parallelogram, the proportion being

about 5 to 3. The inconvenience is considerably increased by want of water, which frequently occurs

Another result of the oval form is, that the passage of the lock is also longer than in the rectangular; in

the same proportion the expense of the timber platform is also increased. It is, however, certain that

a curved wall is stronger against a pressure of earth than a straight one, and if the cost of masonry
requisite to give the same strength to a straight wall is greater, the expense is compensated for by the

diminution of the cost of the timber platform, which is two-fifths stronger. It is very essential to pic

vent the filtration of water through the side walls, and the best method to effect this is to place on their

thickness a lining of beton, or of brick laid in cement, wdiich will be impervious to water; but as this

will destroy the bond, a greater thickness of wall is requisite ; thus there are many circumstances where
it might be necessary to give to curved walls as great a thickness as to straight. The thickness of

straight walls which support earth should be a third of their height, while those which resist the thrust

of water should be one-half; if the walls of the chambers of locks have a thickne-s relative only to the

thrust of the earth, they may give way when the earth is put in motion, which often occurs from a slight

filtration behind the wall. Gauthey has a rule for finding the thickness to be given to the wall of a

basin intended to support water throughout its whole height, and in the chambers of locks it must be

remembered that the thrust of the water against the vertical surface is equal to the product of these

surfaces by half the height of the water. Call // the height of the wall, x = its thickness, supposing its

length to be 1 metre, the acting power will be 1000 X ih'2
; sup[>:-ii]^ the cube metre of water to weigh

1 > kilogrammes, and the centre of impression of this thrust being at a third of the height of the wall,

the arm of the lever of the acting power will be equal to % h.

The resisting power will be the wall itself= h x X 2000, supposing that the cube metre of masonry

generally weighs 2000 kilogrammes. The arm of the lever will be half the thickness of the wrall = J .r,

consequently the momentum of the acting power will be 1000 X i A2 X J h, and that of the resisting

power 2000 X ^hx"; and as in the state of equilibrium these two powers should be equal, we shall

have 167 //.
3= 1000 // x2, from whence we hi.ve x= y/ 01 67 h*= ,4 1 h ; hut as something should always

oe allowed above the equilibrium, by adding !, we shall have x = Ih nearly. Hence it is evident that
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the thickness of a wall intended to support water Bhould be at least equal to half the height ot' the

which acta against it.

The length and width of chambers of locks must necessarily be regulated in conformity with the

boats used on the canal; these are generally longer and narrower than those on rivers, where the aha]

lows which occasionally occur require flatter bottoms to be given them. With regard to the length 01

the chambers, it should be such as to enable the gates at the lowest ends to open and Bhnt easily; ii

the rudder of the boat cannot be unshipped, or occupies any portion of the length of the chamber, then
the chambers must be made sufficiently long to prevent them from interfering with the opening of the

gate, on which account the most proper rudders for navigable canal- are thos i like broad oars, which
can be taken out while passing through the locks. The height of the water in the interval-; is regu-
lated by the mean height of the waters of the river which communicate with the canals. It is, howei er,

customary to allow the latter a sufficient height of water to receive boats of the same tonnage as those

which navigate the river; another advantage in giving an extra depth of water to canals is the greater
nth which the boats can be drawn, the weeds at the bottom causing less inconvenience, and the

i reparation being of course less than in a shallower body of water ; in summer also, when the boats can
only carry half a load, two loads may be put into one boat, and the transport rendered less ezpen
The quantity of water expended by locks is found to be in direct proportion to the height of the fall,

and the time employed iu going through them, and the expense of construction nearly in the san
portion ; this is greater as the locks are least elevated, because they are more in number, but the

-e is not in proportion to the number.
Sea of locks are composed of two posts placed vertically, and united by horizontal rail-; the

former, being supported throughout their height, are not subject to much wear, although they are of

larger - cantfing than the other timbers of the gate, which is necessary, as they sustain the entire frame-
work. The horizontal rails resist the weight, and as that weight is greater where the rails are p
below the level of the water, it would seem natural that their dimensions Bhould vary in proportion to

the weight To determine these dimensions it must be recollected that the thrust of water against
verticil surfaces is equal to the weight of a prism of water having its surface- as a base, and it- height
half that of the water. It must next be considered that the rails of the gate are at least .<> inches
apart, and 88 inches from centre to centre, so that, on account of the casing of plank in the first

instance, 1- inches of height support 26 inches of water, and in the second 38 inches. The weight sup-

ported by each rail will be found by multiplying their length, the interval from one to the outer, the

height 01 the water above the centre of the rail, and the whole by 62 pound-, the weight of a Cul

of water; the product of these measures will be the number of pounds which the rail- ought to support
; .out their whole length.

Timbers from l to 6 inches square would be sufficient for small gates, and for larger from 8 i

inches to 10 feet 6 inches of fall; with a width of IT feel between the hanging-posts, the rails would be-

sufficiently strong if from 7 to 8 inches square, putting six rails in the height They are generally from
'.) to 10 inches at least, which is double the strength required; it i- true thai the gates are more durable,

but the weight is greater, which is sometimes injurious to the collar ami the masonry to which it is

attached, requiring more reparations than lighter gates.

Tin' frame- or -tylcs of gates should be at least •"> inches in thickness more than the rail-, and the joint

covered by a fillet ll-; we" as the edge of the plank-, which are affixed perpendicularly to the rails, and
mortised into the style-, increasing the strength of the rail- and the framework by their greater thick-

Braces are also introduced between the rail-, which aid materially in strengthening them, and by
their inclined position transfer the Btress to the hanging-poet

Qn a gates Bhould always have a line of brace- placed diagonally, and making an angle wit!

lower rail; all the brace- above should have the same effect and consequently the Bame inclination;

the lower rail tend to depress it end, even when properh framed and pinned
into the rail-, their inclination toward- the hanging-post render- them insufficient to Bustain the lower
rail; but they may be made useful by giving them an inclination in a contrary direction, and uniting

them by pins to the rail-;.

Instead of inclining the braces below the diagonals on the side of the strutting post bar of iron i-

mes placed diagonally from the collar to the lower end of the strutting post " '"'''' is :m excellent

contrivance ; or the planks may be placed diagonally, inclining them from the Bide of the hanging post
and crossing them -olidly, <

• - j >< ciul 1y that of the diagonal above the banging post and at the extremity
of the lower cross piece ;

or instead of a plank, a pii ce may be lei in in an opposite direction to the

,
which must not be mortised into, or very little, that it may not be in any way weakened

united carefully to the
'

piece would tie it to the poet and give more soliditj to the

rork; the din on I position of the planks gives them more Btrength to resist the pressure. Th< re

i- a little lose of material, but on the other band, plank of different kind- may be used after cuttin

the knotty or defective portions.

( latet are opened bj mean- of large timbers fixed above the posts, fortnin : a counterpoise to the

and preventing it from grinding the col]

.

a
r the framework

;
for thi- purpose the tail o

beam must be rery large. Tra - are sometimes used with their butt end- not cut off, to ••

i
i add any additional wei ;ht I he I fti n allow much water to be lost,

them sufficient play, and this could scarcely be prevented it

had nol a little motion, and the collar lined exactly; but t!
I watei occn

unite bj pressing it considerably against the h '; Btill a< ibi- i- cut circularly, it onh
a -mall portion of in surface, and the wat< \ i»n

the pa should be parti
I ai form, and parti) beveHod; the

leaning along its « hole length upon the r< bate made t,. receive it. \\ hi< h ha
bevel interrupt- anj lib rat ion , the circular pan should not touch the masonry, but lun

without affecting tl

v..i„ ii— n;
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The gates of locks of navigable canals are made in a right line, but in great, sea-locks they are curved

:

Belidor has demonstrated that these latter are not more solid than the former, but this must only

be understood when the curved timbers are made out of straight pieces ; for it is undoubted that, if

naturally curved, they are much stronger, and will resist more pressure than straight pieces, especially

when resting on their two extremities. The collars embrace the whole heel-post, which being generally

124 inches iu diameter, produces considerable friction, especially when the balance-beam does not act

E6 a counterpoise ; a large bolt may be placed in the axis of the post, and a smaller collar be substituted

to confine it ; but this method can only be applied to chamfered posts ; round posts must have a motion

in their collar to lean against the hanging-posts, which could not be effected by an axis ; the collars

must be attached to iron anchors strongly bedded into massive masonry. The pivots often get deranged,

the posts, as generally made, causing considerable play ; if these were bevelled, the pivots might be

fixed and bedded in large stones cramped to those adjoining, or united with anchors to the surrounding

masonry. Formerly the pivots were made of copper, but cast-iron is equally efficient ; they should be

the same size as the ends of the posts, and terminated at the lower end in a spherical form. The other

iron work of the gates consists of squares laid on at right angles, which must be very strong ; it is also

well to lay on the rails of each sluice a band or two of iron to bolt them securely together.

Lock-gates measuring 8 feet from the centre of one heel-post to that of the other, are in some canals

on a segment of a circle, the chord of which is about the sixth of the span, or a little more : these pro-

portions not only allow of the gates being smaller, lighter, and stronger, but also increase the pressure

of the heel-post against the hollow quoins, which renders them quite water-tight. Where canals are

narrow, the paddles of both the upper and lower gates are usually kept open by an iron pin inserted

between the teeth of a rack and pinion which raises them : when the paddle is required to be shut, the

pin is withdrawn, and the paddle falls by its own weight.

Hollow quoins, or upright circular grooves, are formed in the side walls, at the ends of the timber

sills, serving as the hinge for the gates ; the upright post that turns within them is called the heel of

the gate, and the other the head. The former are retained in their position by a gudgeon or pivot turn-

ing in a cup let into the foundation stones for the purpose ; sometimes the pivot is fixed, and the cup
revolves upon it. The upper part of the post is retained by an iron ring or strap let into the side wall,

and made very secure ; the hollow quoins should be worked with great attention ; they are usually of

stone or brick, though cast-iron has been found well suited for the purpose.

Lock-gates of large dimensions are now usually opened and shut by machinery, and the boom or spat-

attached to the head-post entirely dispensed with : on many canals a rack-bar of wrought-iron is con-

nected with the gates, which are furnished with rollers to run in a groove fitted into the sill, and by
working a wheel and pinion, they can be opened and shut at pleasure. We ought not to omit mention
of several gates formed like boats, upon the principle of the camel, which rise and fall in deep recesses

prepared to receive them as water is pumped out or admitted into them : such boat-gates are sometimes
constructed with three parallel keels, which fit into as many grooves in the side walls of the lock ; they

are maintained in their position by admitting the water, and raised by pumping out their contents, after

which they are floated away ; for the stop-gates of docks such a contrivance is well adapted, but where
the navigation is regular, as on a canal, they are not found to answer, from the time requisite to open
and replace them. See Floating Gates of Dry Dock.
The angle to be given to double lock-gates has long occupied the attention of engineers, but the

strongest position may be taken when the angle at the base is 35° 16' nearly, and the sally of the gate

is 25, or a trifle more than one-third of the breadth of the lock.

Valves.—Some lock-gates have their paddles, or valves, made to open and shut by the movement of

a lever, the lower end of which being loaded, keeps it always over the aperture in the lower part of the

gate : when it is required to be moved, the upper part or handle of the lever is pulled back, and the

water forcing its passage through, keeps it open until its weight overcomes the power, and it is balanced
back into its original position.

The crank and pinion working in a toothed-rack are now generally applied to raise the paddle.
Screws are sometimes used for this purpose, formed of wood, sliding up and down in a rebated frame,

fixed in the stone mouth of the conduit or paddle-hole ; the lateral pressure of the water occasions it to

adhere closely to the frame, so that it is not only necessary to make it run with the grain of the wood,
but also to have considerable power to move it : this is occasionally effected by means of a long iron

lever, with an eye at one end that spans the square end of the screw, and allows a sufficient force to

be applied to raise the paddle.

There are several applications of the screw, one of which, as used at the gates of Dunkirk, is very
simple, and was for a long time adopted throughout Europe. To overcome the hydrostatic pressure and
friction at the mouth of the paddle-hole was a horizontal circular opening, within which was inserted an
open cylinder of wood or iron ground to fit it, which could be raised by a lever ; the waste water of the

canal could then escape over the upper lip of the cylinder and afterwards pass out by the paddle-
holes.

The following figures represent the latest improvements for the valves or sluices of a lock-gate.

Fig. 2598 is an elevation. Fig. 2599 a vertical section through G G. Fig. 2600 a horizontal section

through A A.
The object of this improvement is, that while the gate is kept close and tight by the pressure of flu-

water forcing it against its seat, the effort of lifting the gate shall at the same time relieve the seat

from the pressure of the water ; and this is effected by means of friction-rollers h h, which immediately,
upon the commencement of the lifting of the gate, act as short inclines, thus taking the pressure from

the seat, and throwing it upon the friction-rollers or wheels, easing the lifting of the gate. When the

pate is closed, the wheels have run off the inclines, and the gate bears against its seat with the pressure

due the head ot water
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Iron loeb-gatet.—The frames of those

at the Wet Dock at Montrose are of cast-

iron, and entirely covered on both sides

with wronght-iron boiler-plate: where
they Bra l 'laced the entrance i3 55 feet

wide in the clear, and the centre of the
-r i- l foot within the face of the

wall, the distance between their centres

being 61 feet : the height of the gates is

22 feet 6 inches; they point 10 feet, and
their ribs have a curvature on the hollow
6ide of 18 inches. The heel-posts are 21

inches in diameter, and in form a little

than a semicircle; after easting they
were turned in a lathe: the thickness of

the metal is It inch; they each lit into B

east-iron socket, and work on an iron gud-

geon i" inches in diameter, east on a sole-

plate 4 feet ij inches long, 21 inches vide,
and 2 inches thick ; this is dovetailed and

riveted firmly into the stone, and after-

wards so kej ed as to press the heel-posts

into the quoins, which are of Eingoodie
stone, polished as nearly to the circle a>

possible, and the Stone and iron are in

such close contact, that the water is effect-

ually prevented from passing throughout
an-, portion of their height;

The mitre posts in l B-J inches in

breadth, l
|
inch thick : hole i them for the introduction of the iron bars, of

eleven to each leaf, 2 inches thick, 16 inches broad at tl ads, and I s in the middle
are 1 8 inches in height and 2 in thickne •, with 1 1 inch sere* bolts to each, wbi< h

and inn re posts, The clap -ill was east in V i leaf; it is 8 inches in depth and 14 ''"''

thick
; the height of the -ill above the platform u 15 inches. The bottom bar is of oak 12 inches thick,

17 inches lima. I at the em is, and l '.1 m the middle; this 1- bedded on felt to the lowera
and securely fixed by 11 inch bolts. The boilet plates which line both sides of th<

ranged that they break joint; for 6 feel in height their thickni a inch—abovi tbej

overlap
1 icfa other about 24 inches, and were riveted on while hot, that thi

"I
1 the bolea The eoUan of the heel posts are ot wrought iron, A inches bj 2 inchi 1, i

which tl

their CI
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anchors, which are of cast-iron, 3£ inches square ; they are dovetailed into the quoins, and run with lead
The roller segments or railways are 10 inches in breadth by 1$ inch, 4 inches in thickness; they ar«

sunk into the stone, and securely bolted, and bedded with felt and white lead.

The rollers are of cast-iron and conical, 18 inches in diameter, and 5 inches in thickness, with turned

steel axles ; the roller-boxes are of cast-iron 1^ inch thick, moulded to the bevel of the gates, and fast-

ened by screw-bolts through the flanks of the horizontal bars : cast-iron covers confine the roller-blocks,

which slide up and down withinside the boxes by the action of the top screws ; the roller-bars are oi

wrought-iron, 8 inches in diameter, keyed into the blocks at the bottom, each being steadied by three

plummer-blocks ; each bar near the top has a coupling, with a square threaded screw, and a brass nut

at the top, working in a cast-iron bracket, which bears the wdiole weight of the outer end of the gate,

and is fastened by three screw-bolts through the flanges of the horizontal bars. Each leaf has a sluice.

3 feet by 2, the frames of which are 1 inches broad and 1^ inch thick ; the sluice-valves are also 1$ inch

thick ; all the screwed bolts have zinc nuts, to prevent the iron from rusting : the sluice-rods are 2

inches in diameter, and have a square threaded screw, and a bra^s nut at the top ; these are worked by
a wheel and pinion, and bevelled geer, with a crank-handle, nearly level with the hand-rail.

The gangway is 42 inches in width, and is supported on cast-iron brackets for each leaf; cast-iron

ballusters and a wrought rail is attached to the convex side of the gates, with movable iron stanchions

and chains on the other; in each heel-post is a pump with a brass chamber and boxes, 2£ inches in

diameter, wdth a lead pipe down to the bottom.

The gates are worked by four double-purchase capstans, and geering with seven 8-inch chains. Thei?

weight is as follows

:

Tons. Cwt.

Cast-iron work in the gates 64 14
Wrought-iron 22 15-J
Brass 5

Zinc U
Cast-iron in segments and other fittings 19

107

At Woolwich the clear opening of the dock-gates is 65 feet, and the weight of each of the two iron

g vies is 150 tons. See Gates of Dry Dock, Brooklyn Navy Yard.

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE.—1. A locomotive engine is a steam-engine with two cylinders, formed
on the high-pressure principle, without a condenser. The motion of the pistons is caused by the intro-

duction of steam into, and its alternate escape from, the cylinders, which is transmitted by means of con-

necting-rods to an axle, furnished with two cranks.

In boilers of locomotive engines the fire is inclosed in a box having a double casing, with a body of

water between. The air enters between the grate-bars. The smoke, flame, and gas, produced by the

combustion of the fuel pass through, in their way to the chimney, a great number of tubes, which are

situated in the cylindric part of the boiler, and extend from the fire-box to the smoke-box, and are sur-

rounded by water. These tubes, being of very small diameter, wTould not pass off the flame and gas
with sufficient rapidity if they were not urged by a powerful draught ; this is also rendered necessary

to overcome the friction, and the resistance offered by the cold air within them.

2. Of the draught.—The draught is employed to produce a fresh supply of air in the fire-grate, and
thereby supply the oxygen necessary for the combustion of the fuel ; it is accomplished by allowing the

waste steam to escape at a tolerably high pressure, after it has fulfilled its office in the cylinders. This

steam is conveyed from the cylinders to the chimney by a pipe, the upper end of which is contracted

for the purpose of confining it, and checking its too rapid escape. If. passes off at regular intervals,

according to the velocity of the engine, and the force of each puff depends upon the pressure of the

steam. The velocity of the steam in the blast-pipe is -equal to that due to the initial pressure of the

steam, whatever may be the size of the mouth of egress ; but the pressure is at once reduced if the size

of the orifice of the blast-pipe be considerable. The great speed with which the steam escapes in the

chimney imparts to the air around it a corresponding velocity ; and this air can only be replaced by a
current passing from the grate through the fire and tubes.

We should observe that the contraction of the blast-pipe at its upper extremity, being for the purpose
of checking the escape of the steam, and prolonging the time of its engagement, a continued pressure of

waste steam is consequently the result, which should be regulated by proper rules or laws, as it ought

not to exceed more than is necessary. This pressure is therefore an obstacle to the progress of the

engine, in consequence of the draught invariably having the effect of absorbing a part of the power of

the engine. Its influence, however, is not felt when moving at a slow velocity, on account of the inter-

vals being longer, which gives more time for the steam to escape ; but when the speed is great, the pis-

ton-strokes are so rapid that the pressure of steam in the blast-pipe is almost continuous. This pres-

sure, consequently, forms a resistance to the motion of the piston.

3. Of the boiler.—The boiler is the most important part of the engine. There is a fire-box connected

with it, the bottom of which supports the grate-bars, and the four sides are formed double, in such a

manner as to allow of a space of 24, to 4 inches between them, which is occupied by water ; the fire-box

is therefore surrounded by water. It is very important to preserve a sufficient width of water space,

otherwise the velocity of the steam at this part of the boiler would prevent the water being replaced

with sufficient rapidity, the great heat to which the fire-box is exposed producing steam of very great

force the walls, also, from not being sufficiently cooled by the water, Avould acquire a high degree ol

temperature, which would likewise promote the formation of incrustations—the space would conse-

quently become filled up, and the casing soon destroyed from the action of the fire. This serious incon-

venience has occurred in boilers where the water-space has been made 2 or 2^ inches. The top of the
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Ire-box is strengthened by pieces of iron, thai the force <>f the steam may not rapture it ; and the whole
of the flat portions of the boiler, being unable to resist the pressure of the steam within, arc also strongly

secured together by bolts to prevent their giving way
; but this is unnecessary with the cylindric portion

of the boiler, which resists the pressure without the tendency to rupture This part is traversed by 10(1

to 160 or more copper tubes, through which the flame and the gas produced from the fuel escape

He extremities of these tubes are secured to the plates at each end of the boiler.

' sideling the complication of this casing, one can readily conceive the great play of expansion and
contraction produced by the rise and fell of the temperature, and how much the action of such powerful

forces tends to wear it out, and to occasion shocks which the several surfaces exposed to the pressure of

the -team are unequal to withstand, their form being unfavorable to it; thus, the flat parts become the

Boonest deranged. Another circumstance which increases these defects arises from the two extreme
pans of the. boiler being secured together, partly by the frame and partly by the rails or cross-]

The latter are attached to the lining of the fire-box at one end, and to the smoke-box at the other, and
are kept cool by the air, and therefore are not subjected to those alternate changes which the body of

the boder undergoes. As long as they remain fixed in their original position, they ofler resistance to

the play of the other parts ; but when at length they become unfastened, they afford a passage of escape
to the water of the boiler. We must conclude, from all these forces acting a^ain-i each other, that

locomotive engines possess some degree of elasticity in their several joinings and fastenings, although
difficult to be perceived, and which, so far from impeding their progress, actually renders it, after n
tine-, more easy than before.

The surface of the grate varies. The economy attending great fires arises from the heat being
proportionately much more regular than with small ones. It is possible that the rise of temper-
ature, produced by the burning of a large body of fuel, exerts an unfavorable influence on the flat

Bides of the fire-box, the dimensions of which are so considerable. It is probable that an increase

in the depth of the grate, combined with the employment of a fuel so little inclined to cake
as coke, would be found more advantageous than enlarging its surface, since the passage of the air

through a great thickness of coke would raise a large quantity of it to the temperature necessary
for it- combustion, instead of passing through the lire unconsumed, a- it dot-, when filled with
too large pieces or laid too thin. This remark applies equally well to the employment of anthracite

coal.

We have only to remark, in addition to our description of the boilers of locomotive engines, that the

casing should, at the same time, possess great strength and pliability: thus, where a very powerful
draught is created from a rapid sui mffa of high-pressure steam, the heal oi the tire gives a
high temperature to the Beveral Burfaces of the fire-box and tubes, and steam of extraordinary i

is generated ; but if the door of the fire-box be opened, a large quantity of cold air is admitted, or if

nps be Icld open too long, the air introduces itself into the boiler, ami instantly checks thi

(.•ration of steam ; the pressure is consequently diminished, and at length becomes unequal to a rapid
transit of the engine.

In locomotive, as in stationary engines, the whole of the parts in contact with fuel, flame, and hot air.

should he covered with water. The most serious consequences occur if the uncovered portions are

allowed to 1 me red-hot, and a quantity of water sufficient to cover them is suddenly let into the

boiler-, the production of -team i- bo rapid, that it become- too considerable to lie wholly carried off by
the valves, and an explosion const quently follows.

Another very essentia] point for the preservation of boilers i- to prevent the formation of dej

These arise from the calcareous matter disengaged from the water when ii i- converted into -team, and
which is not wholly carried away with it ; but an earthy matter i- left, which i- constantly increasing in

bulk. These incrustations become fixed principally on those parts where the greater portion of the

team is generated ; and, as they acquire thickness, it results thai less -Nam i- produced, from their

bad conductors of heat : tie- metal upon which they are fixed i- heated to a much higher d<

than the other parts, as it i- nol cooled by immediate contaci with the water. This rise in thi

perature of tie- metal increases the action of dilatation, and render- it less able to resist thi

it al-o ha- the effect of burning it ; the boiler, therefore, n quires to be often cleaned.

'flu- incrustation i- the most powi ; locomotive engines, and it is of the greatesl im
portance to find some mean- oi getting rid of it.

\\ hen tie- escape of -team from the cylinder i- sufficiently strong to cause a powerful draught, then
tie- po erating steam attain- its maximum; at which instant thi' bulk of the water in the

boiler rises artificially to the height of two or three inches. This i, caused by the rapid p issage of the

particles of -team through the water, which ha- the effeel of increasing its volume. A- - a- the

throttle is -hut, the emission of -team is BUSpended and the water take- its natural level ;
al-o when

cold water i- injected into the boiler, which, in proportion as it is introduced, condenses those pari

on with which it comes iii contaci in the ma-- "I heated water, and thus re-ton- the density it

had lost li results that the level of the water remains constantly at the same mark a- Ion/

continues to be fed, and that the introduction of water i- onlj perceivable bj the reduction ol

I

r

Another fad equallj important is the disposition of all locomotive engines, more oi

away a quantity of water into the cylinders w itli tie died printing. This inconvenii

from l Lmong them maj be reckoned particles filling the boiler so full that

I' beneath tie- dome over the -team . ntran i
and i- convoyed into the -team i nl with

the same velocity as the steam, and introd • which, becoi

pert} analogoui to that of milk when submitted to an ebullition and the

d by the -leam m ilu ible.

It m i il< from the small diameter ol the dome, it- want of h< i rht, vt the
|

of the wat< i

or tin- dom - ''"

'
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is too often the case ; that is to say, it is placed at that part where the evaporation is greatest, and tlw

particles of water are in the strongest agitation.

Of the draught.—One of the means employed in regulating the draught consists in placing a disk

valve at the extremity of the blast-pipe, which was the invention of Stephenson. This falve is open in

the middle, by which it does not offer any obstacle to the passage of the steam ; but it can be made to

close the passage whence the flame or gas produced by the fuel issues, when required. This damper is

managed by the engine-driver by means of a lever-rod.

This valve is also useful for another purpose. Thus, when the men extinguish the fire of the engine

after it has finished work, the grate being done with and removed, the air enters at this part with great

freedom, the heat of the engine maintaining a very strong draught. Now the effect of this passage of

cold air is detrimental to the boiler, for the reasons before stated ; therefore, if Stephenson's damper be
fitted in the chimney, and care be taken to shut it close on these occasions, the current of air would be
checked, and an excellent effect would result from it.

Of explosions.—We have few remarks to make on the subject of explosions connected with locomotive

engines. Accidents of this kind are wholly attributable to the wilfulness of the engine-driver, or a want
of care on his part. His first duty is to notice that the safety-valve does not emit steam exceeding a
given pressure.

It is probably from these explosions being so rare, that the cause of them has been a question up to

the present time ; we can give none other than that they are owing to the imprudence of the engine-

drivers, from their endeavors to raise the power too high, and thus impeding the escape at the safety-

valves. Perhaps this imprudence may be combined with a bad system of closing and bolting the iron

plates, and defectiveness in the large interior iron bolts of the front plate. We do not, however, mean
to affirm this, but only mention it to our readers, inasmuch as we know that the joinings and
arrangement of the plates of some boilers are much less skilfully contrived to resist internal pressure

than others.

One observation will be sufficient to prove to mechanics the uselessness, generally speaking, of in-

creasing the pressure, and of tightening the safety-valves. When they thus increase the pressure of the

steam in the boiler, the engine simply acquires the power of propelling a heavier train, but it has not
any sensible effect upon the speed. They should, therefore, remember that they do not derive any ad-

vantage from committing this very great offence. As the steam in the cylinders acts at a less pressure
than that in the boiler, of what use is it to increase the latter, when, by opening the regulator a little

more, sufficient additional strength is obtained in the cylinders ? The most essential thing for the speed
is the generation of a large quantity of steam at once, and of the requisite force—sufficient for the dis-

charge of a great number of strokes, and not steam generated under a greater pressure than there is any
occasion for.

Distribution.—The steam entrance, or the aperture by which the steam is introduced into the pipes
of distribution, is situated in the interior of the boiler, and opens at the upper part of the dome sur-

mounting it. The object of the dome is to carry the steam as high as possible, that the water held in

suspension may have time to drain from it. The pipe by which the steam is introduced (steam-pipe) is

carried along to the extremity of the boiler, and passed through into the smoke-box, where it is divided
into two, to supply each of the cylinders. This pipe may be contracted in the interior, by means of an
apparatus termed a regulator, which is inserted for the purpose of regulating the transmission of steam
to the cylinders ; this apparatus will also entirely close the passage of the steam-pipe, if required. The
steam entrance is placed either at the head of the boiler, above the fire-box, or, otherwise, towards the
extremity near the chimney. In the first case, where the pipe traverses the entire length of the boiler,

it is attached to the plates at each extremity ; and, in order that it may readily yield to the action of

expansion, it is furnished with a stuffing-box.

The joints of that portion of the steam-pipe within the boiler should be made with the greatest care,

that the water may not gain admittance into the pipe. ' It is generally formed with a section equal or

superior to that of the steam-ports in the passage to the cylinders, and the same as the apertures opened
and shut by the regulator.

Throttle-valves are constructed of various forms; but that generally employed consists of two separ-

ate disks, one being made movable ; and they are cut in such a manner that the open parts of one will

either correspond with or cross those of the other, so that the steam passage may be left either open or

closed.

The movable disk is secured to the fixed disk by the pressure of the steam, also by a screw and a
>priiiL,r . The spring is rendered necessary from the steam within the steam-pipe being sometimes of

greater pressure than that in the boiler.

Other forms of throttle have also been employed—and the principle of safety-valves has been applied
in some cases, and in others the principle of cocks—again, that of slides ; those which present the least

surface-friction, and in which the apparatus is brought into action upon the least degree of force, are the

best, for it is important to counteract the effort required to overcome the pressure of the steam by suita-

ble contrivances, as by equilibrating it by a pressure nearly equal ; the friction resulting from the unequal
expansion of the several pieces fixed and inclosedwithin each other should also be reduced as much as

possible. Throttles formed with cylindric surfaces exposed to the action of friction, possess this incon-

venience in the highest degree. There also appears to be some ground for rejecting regulators which
require helixes in the interior of the boiler, upon which the pressure of the steam would act.

Of the cylinders, slide-boxes, and slides.—The steam passes along the breeches-piece leading to the

cylinders through the slide-boxes, from whence it is distributed alternately upon each side of the piston.

The mode of introducing the steam may be readily comprehended : the bottom of each slide-box i3

pierced by three holes called ports; the two extreme ports convey tlie steam into the interior of the

?ylinders at their extremities. A sort of cover, called a slide, is placed over them, which i- -objected

Jo an alternating motion when at work, and thus leaves each port alternately uncovered ; and as th»
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^lide-boxes arc kept constantly filled with steam, the latter passes through these ports into the cylin

liers at the moment of each being uncovered It will therefore be perceive<l that the system of intro-

ducing .-team is very simple. The ejection of the steam from the cylinders remains to be explained

time that steam enters upon one side of the piston, that which lias effected the preceding half-

stroke escapes at the third port, which is pierced in the bottom of the slide box, and is not in commu-
nication either with the cylinder or the slide-box, when- the -team is lodged, but is separated from these

and is constantly covered with the movable slide, which covers and uncovers alternately the two othei

ports; it is furnished with a pipe at the extremity which leads into the chimney. Mow, the movable
cover or slide being hollow, it results from its alternate motion that when it uncovers one of the -

ports and admits steam into the cylinder, it puts the other steam-port in communication with the waste

steam-port situated between them, by means of the cavity beneath it; and the steam admitted int

cylinder, at the preceding half-stroke of the piston, by the port then uncovered, inters the interior of the

slide, forces itself through the waste steam-port, and thence escapes; therefore the slide-box constantly

answers as a passage to conduct the steam into the cylinders, and the cavity within the Blide

only for a passage to convey the steam away from them. The true steam-ports admit steam whi u

they are uncovered, and they alternately convey steam to the waste steam-port when they are

red by the slide; thus the slide never leaves more than one of the Bteam-ports uncovered at a

Lin.- for the passage of the steam, and it covers the other two at the same time, to allow of the waste
-tram escaping. The force of the steam lodged in the slide-box is therefore employed upon the piston

The waste steam, being put in communication with the atmosphere under tin; Blide, instantly loses its

force. The piston is then quickly carried along to the other end by the force of the steam, and the

resistance it encounters on the other side is quickly overcome. Now it is the difference between
two forces which causes the engine to perform its several functions; if these forces were equal, the

j .

i ~ t
• m would remain in equilibrio, and without motion. In order that this difference shall be as

as possible, the force of the steam entering the cylinders should not be less than that which exi-ts in the

boiler, or the pressure of the steam that passes out of the cylinders greater than the pressure of the

atmosphere into which it escapes; but this desideratum is difficult to be attained The pistons oi

motive engines being impelled with great velocity, the steam is necessarily carried into the ports of in-

ttion with a velocity which is in inverse proportion to the section of the uncovered part (of the

port) with the area of the cylinder-. This velocity is further affected by the irregularity attendm

conversion of a rectilinear motion into a circular one. The latter is accomplished by means of a crank-

arm, which follow- every movement regularly, and transmits the motion to a rectilinear horizontal rod
locity of which is represented by0-293 for the quarter of the revolution which approaches n

to the vertical, and by 1*7117 tor the quarter nearest the horizontal Tim-, the total -p. ed of the

i- composed of a minimum and of a maximum; the minimum takes place when the crank-arm
|

above and below 1 1 1 * - horizon— the maximum, when it performs the quarter of the circle of the p
from one Bide to tic other of the vertical; in other words, the more the direction of the movemi
crank-arm approaches to a parallel with the rectilinear rod which it works, the greater i- the

transmitted to the rod; ana the more it moves from a parallel, ami approaches the rod by a ]"

dicular movement, the slower is tin- motion imparted to the rod.

Winn the engine works at its greatest -peed, or at about 38 miles an hour, or loo:; yards per minute,

the -i/.e of the wheels being 5 feet 3 inches, and their circumference 10 feet <j inches, the number ol

- of each of tic pi-ton- i- about 200 per minute, and of their movements 100, the length ",

ibout l foot »'• inches, which gives the piston a velocity of 192 yards per minute, or L0 feet per

I, ni-iead of about "He yard, which is the velocity given to the pistons of stationary engines. Ihe
dimensions of the ports an' generally l-10th the area of the piston; the velocity of the -team in the

rould le about 100 feet per second if they were always entirely open when the piston was
moving, which i- not the case, the aperture being only fully open during the middle of its course, and
at a point where the pi-t.,n DOS a 8] Mid a half as fa-t as it- mean velocity ; the velocity of the

steam through the ports would therefore be about L66 feet. Taking the contractions, also, into account,

reduces the openings to tWO-thirda ;
we thus find thai the -team has a mean velocity of 200

per second at the porta, This velocity, although very considerable, does not, however, produce the

injorioiu effect that was at first imagined. The velocity of the waste -'earn, in passing into the void,

is upwards of 1970 feet per second, and it- velocity upon escaping into the atmosphere is about l l'" 1

h.n the absolute pressure of the -team is about two atmospheres
'1 hi- velocity is more than 870 feet for an effective pre--me of a quarter of on atmosphere, or i

solute pressure of l at
: 25; indeed '1''' pressure of a velocity of escapement equal

I

ed 1 50th part oi' the atmosphere alone
'Ihe resistance arising from the -team port i-. then, perfectly unaffected at high velocities, but if the

latter considerable, it would not have a troublesome effect ; indeed w "'' :l "T '

i . the boiler cannot furnish the cylinders with any other than -team of i,

i what conseq il that this reduction should he parti] caused bj the ports instead oi

wholly effected by the regulator I

although we have no loss of force ari in r from the -team porta, this i- not the case with tie

•team-ports. The force which the steam exerts in its escape always diminishos the useful pn
and ,: ; ince the velocity -it. in order that the cylindi i

h<- instantly cleai therefore, ncce an that the velocity of Ithough lufl

he troke, should !" considerably in order that it may be enabled to

ii 'He tide of the cylinder instantly.

In the next place, the steam, afti •' of each of the oylind

racted at the upper i ti mil md pn enl another impediment to il

loi med pipe is employed for the
rally detrimental to 1 which ma] be accounted i-i a- t.i:. •
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with a speed of 39 miles, the cylinders are filled with steam of 3 at : 75, which is successively held and

dispersed. In calculating the volume of this steam, with successive stops, we should find that it is

nearlv double that of the cylinder. Taking the total volume of steam supplied, having the section ol

the blast-pipe, (whose conical shape does not present much contraction,) we arrive at this result : that,

supposing the escapement to be incessant, the steam would have a mean velocity of 820 feet, corre

sponding to a generating pressure of a quarter of an atmosphere. This result shows that this great

velocity of escape absorbs a considerable portion of the power of the engine ; and if we remember that

at these same velocities, the motive steam must necessardy diminish the pressure, also that the air op-

crates upon and at length overcomes it, we can easily conceive that there are certain limits to the

velocity which cannot be exceeded with certain engines, even when running without a load. These

limits, which were originally from about 39 to -14 miles an hour, have been increased, with engines made
more recently, to nearly 53, or even upwards of GO miles an hour.

Eccentrics.—The two pistons are each attached by fixed rods, to guide them in their rectilinear

strokes, and by movable rods, called connecting-rods, to an axle furnished with two cranks, set square

with each other
;
this axle is mounted upon two wheels, which are termed the driving-wheels, and re-

ceive a rotative movement direct from the pistons.

The readiest plan of distributing the steam, at the commencement of the action of the piston, consists

in employing the rotative motion of the axle to conduct two eccentrics at the same time with the wheels,

which, by their alternating motion, open and close the slides. The eccentrics are placed on the axles

of the driving-wheels in such a manner as to disengage the slides from those ports whereby the steam

is introduced into the cylinders, and to cover those reserved for its escape, at the commencement of the

stroke of the piston ; to accomplish which, each eccentric is mounted upon the axle of the wheels square

with the crank of the cylinder, the slide of which it conducts. In order to understand perfectly what
then transpires, it is necessary to bear in mind that, when a crank transmits motion to a horizontal rod,

it .impresses the rod with a rapid motion when it passes in a vertical, and with a slow one when i«

passes in a horizontal direction.

In accordance with this general law, when two crank-arms are mounted on the same axle, and trans-

mit their motion to two rectilinear rods, the motion of each will be different, notwithstanding the cranks

are both animated with the same velocity.

Now, the slow movement occurs precisely at the commencement and at the termination of each half-

stroke of the piston, since the crank-arm crosses the horizontal at this particular period. Therefore, il

the eccentric be mounted square with the crank, the instant that it crosses in a vertical direction, and
transmits the greatest amount of velocity to the slide, the crank will be in a horizontal position, and the

piston will be taking its slowest movement. The steam is introduced and let off uniformly every time

the crank-arm is in a horizontal position—that is to say, every time the piston has finished one stroke

and is commencing another—and it is performed with great precision, depending upon the uniform ac-

tion of the slide. It may be further observed, in the case of one crank being placed on the same axle

with another, when one is passing from one side to the other, in making a semi-revolution, the other is

passing from the top to the bottom ; or if each of these cranks transmits a rectilinear motion to a rod,

the rod conducted by the first crank conveys a certain motion in one direction, and that conducted by
the other conveys the same amount of motion, but distributed in the opposite direction. The results of

this uniform principle in the construction of locomotive engines are as follow: At the instant one of the

cranks is in a horizontal position, and the piston at the commencement of its stroke, during the first half

(of this stroke) the slide moved by the eccentric, which is in a vertical position, conveys a motion
which has the effect of uncovering one of the ports, and by the time the eccentric arrives at the horizon

it becomes wholly uncovered. In the second half of the course of the crank, the slide returns to its

original position, and the port becomes again covered. The slide is, therefore, always ready to uncover
the opposite port at the commencement of the following stroke.

It further results, when the crank is horizontal, that the two steam-ports are shut, the eccentric being

then in a vertical position.

Such is the principle of the distribution of steam. We shall not enter into the particulars of the

several plans for effecting it at present, but their details, which do not differ essentially from each other,

will be found in their proper place. The return motions, from the eccentrics to the slides, are con-

structed of slight rods, and are therefore readily shifted; yet, as the slides are drawn backwards and
forwards under the pressure of the steam they are subjected to considerable friction, the rods are liable

to be strained, and frequently become deranged by the eccentrics, also from the play of the points of

the levers, and the several turning-joints being so very elastic. These circumstances of derangement
have an important influence, by retarding the slide slightly, which has a powerful effect upon the regu-

larity of the distribution ; and since the course of the eccentric is similar to that of the slide, the deten-

tion of the action and the loss of speed occurring in the return movement from the above causes, show
the necessity of the engine-man devoting the greatest attention to this point, and avoiding the evil as

much as possible. The distribution of steam may be suspended whenever required, by means of hand-

geer and reversing-handles, which detach the rods' of the eccentrics from the levers which conduct the

slides ; the same levers are also employed to reverse the movement of the slides at the time of running,

and in such a manner as to render it opposite to the direction the engine is running in.

This reversing the distribution of the steam is employed to stop the engine where other means are

found insufficient, in which case the steam-ports on that side where the piston is returning become in-

stantly uncovered, and the steam fills the whole cylinder, and thus opposes the progress of the piston;

the latter returns the steam again to the boiler if it should not be .arrested. At the same instant thc-

waste steam-port is covered by the slide, and consequently put in communication with the air, which
enters by the blast-pipe and fills the cylinders, being drawn in by the action of the piston. Tims, the

advance of the engine against the steam lias the effect of conveying the air into the boiler, and the

safety-valves consequently emit steam mixed with air.
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Of the feeding of the boiler.—Having described the means of generating steam, and of di-tributing

it in the cylinders, we shall now consider those for renewing the water in the boiler in sufficient quantity,

a< it becomes absorbed by the work of the engine. There are two pumps employed in effecting this,

which arc on the lift-and-force principle; the pistons consist of plungers, similar to those employed in

ordinary stationary engines. They transmit the water from the tender to the boiler. One of these

pumps can deliver a volume of water in the course of about twenty minutes sufficient to supply the

boiler for i>ne hour's run. The quantity of water furnished by the pumps may be properly regulated,

and the delivery of the same rendered continuous, but the latter is only accomplished in new ei E

the boilers of the other engines are sure to be momentarily chilled, either in the operation of feeding
with water, or in replenishing the tire with fuel; but the fires of new engines are not so liable

to thia

Of the machinery and its disposal. "We shall conclude our general observations on locomotive
engines by referring to the disposal of the machinery connected with them. The power of the engine
originates in the cylinders, the force produced within them proceeding through the smoke-box in which
they are inclosed. This force or power acts in two ways, dependent upon the steam being on one aide

or the other of the pistons, and imparts to the rods an effort of traction or of pressure accordingly. The
whole of this force is exerted upon the cranked axle, wherefore it becomes highly necessary that this

axle should be attached to the cylinder-box by very strong framing ; the boiler is for this purpose
|

on a frame, with which it is connected by stays secured by strong bolts. There are many engines
which, after a few months' work, manifest a sensible play, to an experienced eye, between the cylinder-

box and the supports of connection between the boiler and the frame, from this reason. The carriages,

or grease-boxes, which receive the gudgeons at the extremity of the axles, and thus support the entire

weight of the engines, are situated beneath this frame, the gudgeons turning freely in them.
If these carriages were the only points of resistance to the cylinders, it is probable that not only the

supports of the boiler on the frame would soon give way, but the axletree, being only secured at its

extremities, would also be subjected to these vibrations, and the greater part of it so powerfully I

in each direction, horizontally, by the cranks, that they would be soon broken. It is to obviate this that

the cylinder-box is attached to the cranked axle by four, or at least three iron rails. These rails are
_ly fastened to the cylinder-box, and each carries a copper collar, in which the cranked axle is in-

This cellar is capable of moving in a vertical direction, whereby it is enabled to accommodate
itself to the play of the Bprings and countersprings, which frequently have the effect of separating the

axletree from the boiler; but the collar is always secured horizontally, being that in which the cranked
axle offers the greatest resistance, by means of suspended wedges, « inch operate similarly to keys, and

ain-t the axletree. The cranked axle is BBCUred in this manner at five Or SIX

places respectively, and further attached to the cylinder-box. The attention of the engine driver should
be directed to these rails of attachment, and he should constantly notice that they fulfil their office

properly; and in furtherance of which he should tighten them, by heightening the wedges as the car-

riage of the axletree becomes worn.

'I he three principal rails or cross-pieces which we have noticed, are attached just at their extremities,
next the axletn e, to lugs fastened to the fire-box. It is of consequence that these joints should no) be
made too stiff, and that a little play be allowed for their extension in cooling, lor the reasons !

stated, \l/.., that these rails are not subjected to the same degree of elongation from the effects of ex-

pansion a- the body of the' boiler; and, upon this occurring, the boiler i- forced upon the rails, ami the

joint- connecting them with the tire box consequently become deranged, and give passage to the water
I within the double casing surrounding the fire-box.

\\ e have now to observe, that the necessity of reducing the weight of locomotive engines has led to

the almost exclusive employment of iron in their construction, from which it results that the whole of

era! pieces in friction against each other, from the effects of rotative or rectilinear movement and
ling of on.' surface upon another, are proportionately weaker than those of ordinary stationary

engines, the castings included, \i/., the axeltrees, the beam-, the connecting rod-, the guid< a, thi eco n-
.'. c, and formed Of -mailer proportion-. Now, there is a very important fad connected with

engines, \ i/., the circumstance that the friction ddes not depend Bolely on the pressure, but on the de-
oi fitness of the metal to Bupport the pressure without alteration. Thus when the Btate of the

es becomes altered, the friction acquires immense influence; the bodies become heated and
reduced from the filing, arising from the grip they have of each other; thej also sometio

I

melted. The rubbing re therefore kept constantly oiled, to prevent any alteration taking
place; and this i- more especially Decessarj with loc me engines, as these surfaces are generally

I almost to the minimum limits commensurate with the amount of pressure which thej I.

support. The lea e on. this point is consequently attended with serious conseq
first fi ira il increasing the resistance of th< considerably, and often stopping it- pro

increasing the wear of tho ci nd, thirdly, from it- causing the rupture of the

in consequence of their becoming heated, and the -train- to which thej are subjected, [j

come heated in the smallest degree, the] are subjected to great pressure, and the re!

hardness of the metal I i- instantly chi I and the adherence between their i

p

creased, o that tbej bee. -me full of holes and impaired, and oil will nevei n
which i

1 constant attention to thi therefore, constitutes cue of tl moons of pi

I work in the locomotive Vnothi i circumstance no l<

ol the whole of the iev< ral pieces in a condition at near thi ir ori final form and i

uble. An engine i composed of so man\ pieces, and is ubjectod ti

influeni and from the sudden an. I inces nnl strains thai it i- subject)

certain Is joinings. The en
movement, and hi allow of an] more plaj in tho carrhi - iluu
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place those pieces which become worn, and tighten those mountings as they become loosened. The
several joinings are, moreover, disposed in such a manner as to counteract the difficulties connected with
them, and exhibited with all the pieces thrown in friction with each other.

Respecting the frames of locomotive engines, we may remark, that the plan of arrangement has been
a subject of much controversy, whether they should be placed on the outside or on the inside of the

wheels. If a perfectly rigid shaft were urged in a rotative direction by a rectilinear force, it would
revolve with a degree of firmness proportionate to the distance its carriages were placed apart. If s

cranked axle be supported by carriages situated near its centre, and impelled by forces acting ir.

contrary directions, as those transmitted to it from the cylinders, it would cease to be perpendicular to

the movement of the pistons, upon the carriages becoming the least worn, and would form an angle

proportionably large, accordingly as the carriages were placed near the centre. The flanges surround-
ing the wheels would therefore knock against the rails, and the engine undergo violent lateral move-
ments from its direct course, which would be dangerous, on account of the great velocity. A like effect

occurs when the cranks are placed at the extremities of the axle, instead of near the middle of it, as in

the case of engines having the cylinders placed on the outside. The wear of the carriages, also, has
the effect of increasing the force of the lateral movements considerably.

Of locomotives employed in conveying freight.—It is customary, in the conveyance of freight, to

employ engines with their driving-wheels coupled to the fore ones, which is effected by connecting-

rods ; in which case the fore-wheels are of equal diameter with the driving-wheels. This coupling

possesses no other advantage than that of increasing the power of adhesion, by allowing the fore-

wheels to partake of the weight carried by the others.

Of the tender.—A sort of wagon is attached at the extremity of a locomotive engine when in

motion, which is called a tender, and which is generally mounted on four wheels, and sometimes on
six. It contains water and fuel sufficient to feed the boiler and grate during a run of about twenty-
five miles as a maximum, and about fifteen miles as a minimum. In order to supply trips exceeding
these limits, reservoirs of water and depots of fuel are arranged at convenient distances on the line,

which enables them to extend their run to distances which are only limited by the strength of the en-

gines.

The tender is joined to the engine which it accompanies by a bolt, which is adjusted to fit into a
staple. This bolt should be capable of resisting the entire power of the engine. The reservoir of

water communicates with the engine by the two pipes of the feed-pumps ; the connection of the barrels

of the pumps is made by means of a flexible pipe, denominated hosing, whose nature is such that it

can readily yield to all lateral and vertical movements of both engine and tender ; the movements are

inevitable, for reasons before stated, from the little stability of the railway, the great velocity of the

engines, <fec. The bolt admits of every movement, except that of lengthening.

Tenders of good construction should present an appearance of lightness combined with solidity ; the

joints of the iron plates composing the reservoir of water should be well stopped ; the cocks of the sup-

ply-pipes to the pumps also require to be made perfectly water-tight, which is a condition they do not

always fulfil. The fuel in the tender is placed upon a level with that in the fire-grate. The wheels
are wedged on the axletrees similar to those attached to the engine, and the weight of the tender is

suspended on springs, to remedy the abrupt motion of the water. There is a hook at the back of the

tender, which is attached to a powerful spring, to neutralize the effects of concussion, and for the pur-

poses of traction, and it converts all shocks occasioned by the jerking of the engines, which are some-
times very abrupt, into pressures more or less strong accordingly.

Explanation of the principles which govern the power of locomotive engines.—The power of a loco-

motive engine is not to be estimated alone by the pressure of the steam in the boiler, and the diameter
and length of stroke of the piston. In passing between the boiler and the cylinder, the elastic force of

the steam is diminished, before it reaches the cylinder, by the smallness of the apertures of the steam-

pipes, through which it has to pass. This difference is, likewise, more frequently produced by the

evaporating power of the engine not being capable of keeping up a supply of steam to the cylinders,

of an elasticity equal to that in the boiler ; and, therefore, the pressure upon the piston is less than
that against the steam-valve of the boiler ; and this diminution of the elasticity of the steam, in the

cylinders, as compared with that in the boiler, will, in many cases, be in the ratio of the increase of

velocity of the engine. Thus, suppose an engine capable of evaporating a certain quantity of water
per hour, or converting it into a certain bulk or quantity of steam, of the elasticity indicated by the

valve on the boiler ; if this production of steam is sufficient to supply as many cylinders full of steam,

of the density of that in the boiler, as shall be equal to the number of strokes per minute of the piston,

required to produce the given velocity ; then, the elasticity of the steam in the cylinder will be the

same as that in the boiler, except that which is required to force the steam through the steam passages
with the requisite velocity ; and, consequently, the pressure on the piston will be nearly the same as

that in the boiler. But, if the velocity of the engine is such, that the number of cylinders full of steam-
required is greater than the evaporation of the boiler can supply, at the elasticity marked by the steam
valve, then the elasticity in the cylinders is correspondingly diminished. Thus, suppose an engine

japablc of evaporating 50 cubic feet of water into steam per hour, and that the pressure on the steam
iralve is 50 pounds per square inch ; this will supply a given number of cylinders full of steam of that

elasticity. Suppose th<; resistance to the motion of the piston be equal to this pressure of the steam,

or equal to the elasticity of 50 pounds per square inch of the surface of the piston; then the engine

will travel at that rate, which the evaporating power of the engine will supply it with the requisite

number of cylinders full of steam. But, suppose the resistance upon the piston increased by a change
in the gradients of the railway, then the velocity of the engine will be diminished, until the evapora-

ting power raises the elasticity of the steam in the boiler, so as to counterbalance the increased resist-

ance of the piston, and the engine will consequently move more slowly. On the contrary, it' the

resistance be diminished byr a change of the gradients of the railway, then steam of a less density will
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be required, and, consequently, a greater number of cylinders full will be famished by the boiler, and
the velocity of the engine will be increased.

We Bee, therefore, thai the only correct expression of power..!' these engines, is the evaporating

[M'v.vr «f the boiler, and that the velocity with which the engine will move, will depend entirely upon
1 1 j - - quantity of water it can convert into steam in a given time; or the number of cylinders full of

steam, of a given elasticity, which the boiler can produce in a given time. Having found, thei

by experiment, the quantity of water which an engine, of given dimensions, can evaporate per hour,

we then find the power which that engine is capable of exerting upon the piston, ai ity, or

Dumber of strokes per minute, which that evaporation will produce, with a given load The volume
mi which a cubic foot of water will produce, depends upon the elasticity

; this has been ascer-

tained by various experimentalists, and the following Table will Bhow the result. The third column is

the result of Mr. Pambour's later investigations :

volume

— .

of the steam generated under different pressures, calculated by the proposed formula.

Vlllllmn fili'M- V'.Jnm.i ooloii-

Total pressure
of the steam, in

pounds per square
inch.

Volume of the
steam, calculated

bj n rdinary

formula.

Volume calcu-

lated by the pro-

posed formula fur

high-pressure
n. m-o inducting

engines.

Total pressure
of the steam, in

pounds per square
inch.

Volume of the

Bteam, calculated

by the ordinary
formula;.

Volume calcu-

lated by the pro-

posed formula for

high-pin

leasing
engines.

15 1669 " 65 434 436
20 1280 1243 70 406 406
25 1042 1031 75 381 381
30 882 881 80 359 358
:,:, 768 85 340 338
40 i'.TT 682 90 323 320
1.-. 613 105 281 •-•7.;

50 • . 120 24? 243
55 136 224 •J 17

60 467 470 150 203 l'.».;

We propose now to give the formulae for calculating the power- and proportions of locomotive en-

gines, commencing with the values, as ascertained, of the various causes of retardation in the moi
of a train on a railroad drawn by a locomotive engine; and, combining these values, exhibit a general
formulae for all cases of the movement of a locomotive, and under all circumstances.

1. RexutancA to motion caused by the atmosph* re.—The resistance against a body moving in an indef-

inite fluid, at re<t, is less than the resistance experienced by the same body placed at resi in an indefinite

fluid moving against it, which seems to denote that a fluid in motion separates itself Less easily than a
fluid at re-t. The second is, that a thin plate meets with a greater resistance from the air than a pris-

matic body presenting in front the same surface, and that the resistance diininishea according as the

prism is Ion ircumstance is occasioned thus: The air having glided over the edges of a thin
body, rashes immediately behind it with great rapidity, and carrying in its motion the portion of fluid

wbi.h we have mentioned above, produces a relative vacuum behind the opposed Burface. Kir if the

moving body be a lengthened prism, the air in passing along it, sides Loses a certain portion of its ac-

y, and, consequently, on reaching the hind-face of the prism, extend- itself behind it with a
t.-re.' more and more moderated; whence results that it produces there a partial vacuum, or non-

I

nderable than in the case of a simple Burface. And as we have Been that the definitive

resist i I a moving body is the difference between the pressure of the air in front and the par-

tial \ acuum creat I behind, it follow - that Longer bo ties definitively Buffer from the air a Less resistance

than bodies of inconsiderable thickness.

xperimente of M. Thibault have confin 1 those of Borda, on the proportionality of the •

ance of line air to the Bqnare of the velocity, within the limits of velocity that we have to consider.

They have, moreover, demonstrated that if two square surfaces be placed bo that one shall precisely
her, and at a distance apart equal to oi f their aides, the resistance against tl i

v. ill be 7-10ths of the resistance unered by the surface in front It consequently result

operated by a considerable space relatively to their extent, the resistance of the

oond ia to be estimated nearly as if it were isolated in the air; but if, on the oontrarj

.

the t are very near each other, relatively to their extent, there is room to think t!

tirely proti I the effect of the air, since a space equal to

o ide of the surface would be requisite for the air to ea I
it a resistance equal to two thirds

of the i [ainst an isolafc d

Uniting t
1 and Limiting our elves to the case of a body moving in the air at rest, w<

to determine the resistance of the air, the followin [ formulas, in which E r<

a hod) traversing the air in a direction perpendicular to that surface, "N the velocity of the
coeffii ient variable with the length of the bodj , and, Lastly, (i the definitive resistant e

\
i

tinat the body

:

Qs-0011896 r v \ '. Resistance of th< inds, the sui

in square fa t, and tin i in Engli |

An 1 in applyil it will be DOCIQaiarj, a., i
: . . the

following val
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For a thin surface t= l-43

For a cube £= ri7
For a prism of a length equal to three times the side of its front surface t= l-10

Of the resistance of the air against the wagons, isolated or united in trains.—From what we have just

seen, it will be easy to estimate the resistance of the air against a prismatic body in motion, when its

front surface and dimension in length are known. But as a wagon does not present a regular prismatic

form, it becomes necessary first to consider how we may find what surface it really offers to the shock

of the air.

The front surface of a wagon may be directly measured ; it consists of two distinct parts, the surface

of the load, and that of the wagon itself. The former of these surfaces necessarily varies according to

the nature of the goods which form the load ; and the surface of the wagon, properly so called, includes

the spokes of the wheels, the axletrees, axle-boxes, springs, and hind-wheels of the wagon.
We obtain, as the result of sufficiently extended experiments for separate wagons, the value of • in

the preceding formula} to be = 1*15.

As to the trains of several wagons, we see that fur the resistance of the wheels, an addition must be
made to the transverse section of the train ; but as the wagons composing the same train, though very
near each other, are not however in contact, it is necessary further to seek upon what extent of surface

these wagons, thus united, still suffer the resistance of the air during their motion.

From the result of a number of experiments undertaken to determine this resistance, it was found
that in order to estimate the effects of the resistance of the air against the progression of a train, to take

as resisting surface that of the wagon of greatest section, augmented by 10 square feet per intermediary
wagon, and by 6 square feet for the first wagon, including of course in this number the engine itself and
its tender.

On railways of about 5 feet width of way, the surface of the highest wagon may, at a medium, be
reckoned at 70 to 74 square feet ; we may then esteem, in general, the resisting surface of a train of

wagons at 70 square feet, plus as many times 10 feet as there are carriages in the train, including the

engine and its tender.

If the road has a wider way, or if the carriages offer a surface different from that we have just indi-

cated, the carriage of greatest section must be measured, and that measure used instead of the number
70. If the wheels of the wagon are more than three feet in diameter, there will likewise be an addi-

tion to make to take account of the greater surface which they expose to the shock of the air during

the motion. This addition would be about 3 square feet per wagon, for wheels of 5 feet in diameter

instead of 3. Finally, if the interval between the wagons, instead of being as it is at a medium on or-

dinary railways, considering the different kinds of carriages and the inequalities of their loading, were
augmented by any impoilant quantity, there might also be some addition to make for the effect of the

air against the loads of the successive wagons ; but as our determination in this respect gave something
less than one square foot per wagon, and as the interval between the wagons could not be augmented
by any thing considerable without being liable to inconveniences in practice, we deem that one square

foot per wagon may comprehend nearly all cases.

When the effective surface presented to the shock of the air shall be known by the preceding calcu-

lation, it must be substituted for the letter 2 in the formula? given above, putting at the same time

for c its value suitably to the length of the prism formed by the train of wagons. According to the va-

riation of c observed by Dubuat for prisms of divers proportions, it will be found that in the case of a

train of 5 wagons, we must make c = TO 7, and that the case of a train of 25 wagons would require

e= r04. In order then not to have to return continually upon these considerations we will take as a

medium c = 1-05, which is suitable to a train of 15 wagons, and expressing at the same time, in the

formula given above, the velocity in miles per hour, we shall have, in fine, to express the resistance ol

the air against a train of wagons in motion, the following formula

:

Q -= -002687 2 u
3

. Resistance of the air, in pounds, the effective surface of the train or the quantity

2 being expressed in square feet, and the velocity of the motion in miles per hour.

Table of the resistance of the air against the trains.—To dispense with all calculation relative to the

resistance of the air, we here subjoin a table showing its intensity for all velocities from 5 to 50 miles

per hour, and for surfaces of from 10 to 100 square feet. Were it required to perform the calculation

for a velocity not contained in the table, it would evidently suffice to seek the resistance corresponding

to half that velocity and to multiply the resistance found by 4 ; or, on the contrary, to seek the resist-

ance corresponding to the double of the given velocity, and to take a quarter of the result. So the

resistance of the air against a surface of 100 square feet, at the velocity of 50 miles per hour, is equal

to four times the resistance of the air against the same surface at the velocity of 25 miles per hour.

As to surfaces greater than 100 square feet, they must be decomposed into surfaces less than 100 feet,

and then the table will still give the results required ; for the resistance against a surface of 120 square

feet is evidently nothing more than the sum of the resistances against one surface of 100 square feet and

one of 20 square feet

By means of the table in question will be obtained, without calculation, the resistance of the air ex-

pressed in pounds, for any velocity of the moving body ; but it is to be observed that the table supposes

the atmosphere at perfect rest. If, then, there be a wind of some intensity favorable to the motion, or

contrary to it, account must be taken thereof. In order to effect this, it will suffice to observe that if

the wind is favorable, the body will move through the air only with a velocity equal to the difference

between its own absolute velocity and that of the wind ; and that if on the contrary the wind is opposed

to the motion, the effective velocity of the body through the air will be equal to the sum of its own ve-

locity augmented by that of the wind. In this case, then, the velocity of the wind must first be meas-

ured, by abandoning a light body to its action, and noting the time in which it traverses a space pre-

viously measured on the ground; or else an anemometer may be used for the purpose. Then the
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velocity of the wind most be subtracted from that of the train in motion or added to it, according to the

sase; and that difference or that sum is the velocity to be sought in the table, or substituted in the

formula, to obtain the corresponding resistance against the whole train.

If the wind, instead of beincj precisely contrary or favorable to the motion, should exert its action in

an oblique direction, it would tend to displace ail the wagons laterally; and consequently, from the

il form of the wheels, all those on the further Bide from the wind would turn on a larger diameter
than those on the ride towards the wind. The resistance produced will therefore be the same as that

which would take place on a curve on which the effect of the centrifugal force were not corrected, and
tluit resistance would necessarily be very considerable.

Practical Table of the resistance of tlie air against the trains.

Resistance of the Resistance of the air in pounds; the effective surface of the train,
Velocity of mo-
tion in miles per

air in pounds per
square foot of

in square feel,

surface. 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Miles. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

5 •07 1 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 7

G •10 a :: 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7 •13 3 4 5 1 8 9 11 12 13

8 T7 3 5 1 9 10 12 14 15 17

9
..!.» 4 7 9 11 13 15 17 22

10 •27 5 8 11 13 16 19 22 24 21
11 •33 7 10 18 16 20 23 26 29 33
12 •39 8 12 15 19 23 27 31 35 39
13 46 9 14 IS 23 27 32 36 41 45
14 •63 11 16 21 26 32 81 12 17 53
IS •60 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54
16 •69 14 21 28 34 41 48 :,:. 62 69
IT 7S 16 23 31 39 41 54 62 78
18 •81 17 26 85 4T" 52 61 70 7s 87
19 91 19 29 39 49 58 68 7s 81 91
20 M)7 •J 'J 82 43 54 65 75 86 '.'7 101
21 119 24 36 47 59 71 83 95 101 119

22 1-30 26 39 52 65 78 91 104 117 180
23 1-12 28 43 57 71 85 100 114 128 1 12

24 1-55 81 47 62 78 93 109 124 1 10 1 6 5

25 1-68 :;t 50 67 84 101 118 134 151 168
26 1-82 36 55 73 91 109 127 1 16 164 182

27 1-96 39 59 18 98 118 137 151 lie 196
28 211 42 63 84 106 121 1 IS 169 1 9< 1 211
29 2-26 46 88 90 118 186 168 181 203 226
30 2-42 48 7:; 91 121 1 15 169 194 2 IS 2 1

2

81 2-68 52 77 108 129 155 181 206 282 268
2 ::, 55 83 110 138 1G5 193 220 248 27.-.

:;:; 2-98 59 88 117 147 17>; 205 284 26

1

84 8-11 62 98 124 156 181 'J is 249 280 811

66 99 132 165 191 230 :<;,; 296 829
848 7m 104 174 209 2 11 218 813 848

81 71 110 147 184 221 •J.'.s 294 881 868
88 3-88 7s 118 1 6 6 194 283 272 310
39 128 164 206 246 281 821 409
40 1 :;<> 86 129 172 2 1 o 258 801 844 881
11 462 80 L86 181 226 211 B16 401 462
42 1 7 1 96 1 12 190 281 284 421 •17 1

i 1 •I'.'T l 19 199 2 1

9

298 848 141 491
It 104 1 66 808 ':<\o B64 •1 1

8

46 6 it L09 L68 •J is "72 826 881 189 644
46 11 1 171 841 6 1

2

17 119 118 116
6*19 124 186 248 810 811 196 661 619

49 t l 129 194 i j D 1

8

681
60 e 7s 184 202 i ro

Of thafriction of th i experiments, the mean friction of the

pendently of the i I the air, amount* to ' "i th< it pom weight, or i

but to simplify the calculations we will take it ds per ton, which makes ,1 of tl

the can
rib aoxe the results which ought to be used wh< a, for the resistance of the air, tin- .1

deduced from tic most receril and most exact experiment! on ti„- lubjecl ii used, and when «o
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taken, as it ought to be, of the length of the prism formed by the train in motion, as well as of th«

effects of the air against the rotation of the wheels and the accessory parts of the wagons.
It appears from this result that for the mean velocity of trains it would be indifferent to compute the

friction of the cars at 5-*76 pounds per ton, taking account of the real resistance of the air and of its

effects against the accessory parts noticed above, or to take the friction of the wagons at 7 pounds per

ton, accounting merely for the resistance of the air against the wagon of greatest section. On the other

hand, as during the work of the engines their velocity is so much the greater as the train they draw is

less considerable, whence the resistance of the air increases as the friction of the train diminishes, it will

be found that either of the two preceding calculations leads to very nearly the same result, for the total

resistance opposed by the moving train, and that it is only in cases of extreme velocity that the two
modes of calculation present a notable difference.

Without any important error, the second of the two modes of calculation may be used ; but the first

is introduced with a view to the exhibition of a general formula.
It should be premised that the valuation of the friction, which we obtained above, ought to be under-

stood only of carriages similar to those which were submitted to experiment, and subject to like condi-

tions, viz., with iron axles, turning on brass chairs, and provided with self-acting grease-boxes ; with three-

feet wheels and axle-bearings If inches; with the use of a well-kept railway, and finally with the

'.tsual proportions of about |- between the weight of the body of the loaded carriage and the total weight

of the wagon. Were these conditions materially altered, a new determination of the friction would be-

come necessary.

Of gravity on inclined planes.—We have seen how the resistance caused on a railway by the friction

of the wagons may be valued. But it sometimes happens that this friction is the smallest part of the

total resistance which the engine has to overcome, in order to effect the motion of the train. This case

occurs when the way is not level, and the train is obliged to ascend an acclivity. The resistance then

caused is, as every one knows, much greater than on a level line, and in consequence it becomes neces-

sary to take account of it in the calculations.

When a body is placed on an inclined plane, the weight Trhich urges it, and which always acts in a

vertical line, is decomposed into two forces ; one perpendicular to the plane, and which measures the

pressure produced against the plane, by virtue of the weight of the moving body, and the other parallel

to the plane, and which tends to make the body slide or roll along the declivity. The latter force, which
we will call the gravity along the plane, would inevitably drag the body towards the foot of the declivity,

were it not counteracted by a contrary force. When therefore a train of wagons has to ascend an in-

clined plane, the moving power must apply to it : firstly, a force able to overcome the friction of the

wagons themselves ; and again, another force able to overcome the gravity in the direction of the plane.

If, on the contrary, the mover draw the train of wagons down the plane, then, in order to produce the

motion, it will evidently have to apply only a force equal to the difference between the friction proper

to the wagons and the gravity, since the latter force then acts in the same direction as the mover.
When a body of a given weight is set on a plane of a given inclination, we know that, in order to ob-

tain the gravity of the body along the plane, its weight is to be multiplied by the fraction which ex-

presses practically the inclination of the plane. Thus, for instance, on a plane inclined ^, that is to say,

on a plane which rises 1 foot on a length of 89 feet measured along the acclivity, the gravity of 1 ton,

or 2240 lbs., is

2240= 25-2 lbs.
89

Moreover, when a train of wagons ascends an acclivity, the engine has not only to surmount the grav-

ity of the wagons of the train, but likewise its own gravity and that of the tender which follows it ; and
these forces do not present themselves when the motion takes place on a horizontal line. It is then on

the total weight of the train, that is, including engine and tender, that the resistance caused by gravity

on acclivities is to be calculated.

If it be supposed, for instance, that a train of 40 tons, tender included, be drawn up a plane inclined
jL, by an engine weighing 10 tons, it is clear that the definitive resistance opposed to the motion by the

train will be

40 X 6 lbs.= 240 lbs., friction of the carriages at 6 lbs. per ton 240 lbs.

50 X ^§|-= 1258 lbs., gravity of the 50 tons of the train (reduced to lbs.) on a plane

inclined ^, to be added 1258

Total resistance arising from friction and gravity 1498 lbs.

If, on the contrary, the same train had to descend a plane inclined T „j „, the resistance it would then

offer would be

40 X 6 lbs.= 240 lbs., friction of the wagons 240 lbs.

50 X f %±l =112 lbs., gravity of the train to be deducted 112

Definitive resistance arising from friction and gravity 128 lbs.

In general, let M be the weight of the train, in tons gross and including the tender ; let m be the
weight of the engine, expressed also in tons ; k the friction of the wagons per ton, expressed in lbs., as

has been explained
; finally, let g be the gravity, in lbs., of 1 ton on the plane in question. It is clear

in the first place, from what has beeu said above, that the quantity g will be equal to 2240, multiplied

by the practical inclination of the plane ; so that if — express that inclination, or the ratio of the height

»f the plane to its length, we shall have, to determine g, the equation

_2240
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This premised, the friction of the -wagons will have fur its value k 11 Again, mice g expresses th**

gravity of 1 ton, it is plain that £ i M -4- m) will represent, in lb<., the gravity of the total mass, train

and engine, placed on the inclined plane.

Thus, according as the motion takes place in ascending or in descending, the total resistance, in lbs.,

offered by the train on the inclined plane, will be

k M ±g (M + m) = (k±g) H±gm,
an expression in'which the sign -J- belongs to the ascending motion, and the Bign — to the descending

motion of the train.

It will always be easy then to obtain the number of lbs., which represents th< opposed bv

a train in motion on a plane of a given inclination.

Of the effects of the blast-pipe.—We have just examined several of the resistances which are opposed
to the engine in its motion, viz., that of the wagons along the rails, and that of the air against the trains.

But among other resistances which the piston has yet to overcome, is one arising from the disposition

of the engine itself, and of which it will be proper to treat before proceeding further.

The steam, after having exerted its action in the cylinder, might escape into the atmosphere by a
large opening. It would then be possible for it entirely to dissipate i

t - <
• 1 1 in the air, daring the time the

piston takes to change its direction. Consequently the steam would in nowise impede the retrograde

motion of the piston, whatever might be the velocity of the piston. But the disposition adopted i- con-

trary to this. The steam, on leaving the cylinder, has no other issue towards the atmosphere than an

aperture exceedingly narrow; nor can it, by that aperture, escape totally within the time of one stroke,

except by assuming a very considerable velocity in its motion. For this, the steam in the cylinder must
nily be at a pressure sensibly greater than that of the atmosphere into which it flows ;

and as

the pressure of the steam while flowing acts in all directions, and consequently against the piston, it

results that the latter, instead of having simply to counteract the atmospheric pressure, finds an addi-

tional one to overcome, which is to be added to the divers resistances already measured.

This new cause of resistance might, as has been said, be in a great measure suppressed, by enlarging

sufficiently the outlet of the steam. But to do this would be to lose one of the most active causes of

the definitive effect of the engine ; for the object of the disposition of which we treat is to excite the fire

sufficiently, and to produce, in a boiler of small dimensions, the very great quantity of steam requisite

for the rapid motion of the engine. To this end, the waste .-team is conducted to the chimney, and
thrown into it by intermittent jets, through a blast-pipe or contracted tube, placed in the centre of the

chimney and directed upwards. The jet of steam, as it rushes with force from this aperture, rapidly

expels the gases which occupied the chimney. It consequently leaves behind it a vacuum
; and this is

immediately filled by a mass of air rushing through the fire grate into the space where the vacuum has

been made At every aspiration thus produced, the fuel contained in the fire-box grows white with
incandescence. The effect then is similar to that of a bellows continually urging the fire ;

and the arti-

ficial current create'] in the fire-box by this means is of such efficacy for the vaporization, that were the

blast-pipe suppressed, the engine would become almost useless, which proves that the cum a\ of air

attributable to the ordinary draught of the chimney Is in comparison but very trifling.

Omitting the experiments and calculations from which it is derived, we obtain as the value of the

resistance against the piston caused by the action of the blast-pipe, the formula

S'
•0113 v-

;

o

in which < is the velocity of tin- engine in miles per hour: s the total vaporization of the 1 'oiler in cubic

I water p'-r hour ; o the area of the orifice of the blast-pipe expressed in Bquare inch - ; and the

result of the calculation will give the pressure in the blast-pipe expressed in pounds per Bquare inch

The pressure p r square foot will be 14 1 tine's a- much.

With respect to the quantify represented here by 8', the experiment from which we deduced the

formula .-how-, that the vaporization signified is toe i"t"l vaporization effected in the boiler, that i- to

be vaporization counted before deduction of the water carried aw ai in a liquid Btate w ith the .-team.

Making in the preci ting formula

S'
0118 = //.

o

the pressure in tin- blast-pipe may be n pr< - nt< '1 bj the expression /•' t, in which /.' will he the ratio

of the vaporization to the orifice of the blast pipe, multiplied by a constant coefficient

Now, for engines which vaporize a- much a- 60 cubic feet of water per hour, practii lished

the use of a hla-t -pipe of 2*25 inches diameter, or 8"98 square inches ol area, w hich giv< - for the value

S'
of the ratio —

.

80 =

In construe!
\

t vaporizing power, it would be natural to increase the area ol tl»

blast pipe in proportion to the quantity of steam to which it is to give issue. 'I here ]$ room tl

to think that the proportion thus established between tl"- production of -team and the an a of tl"- blast-

pine, will not be Dotablj changed by the differenl I equently th<

I approximative!} as a constant quantity, given bj the above proportion
l lien the preceding formula will be red the expn which will I-*

I especially in valuing the pressure due to the blast-pipe in engine who* \.
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unknown. In this formula, v is the velocity of the engine, in miles per hour, and the result is the

pressure in the blast-pipe, expressed in pounds per square inch. As the pressure per square foot is 144

times as much, it follows that if we require the pressure expressed in that manner, we shall obtain its

value by the formula 25"2 v.

AVe shall then represent generally the pressure in the blast-pipe under the form p' v ; and for

the most ordinary cases, it will suffice to give to p', in this expression, one of the constant values

above mentioned, according to the measures employed. But if the engine in question should differ too

considerably from the proportions which we have just indicated with reference to the area of the blast-

pipe, it would be necessary to substitute for that approximate value of p', its value function of S' and o.

In fine, to dispense with all calculation on this head, we here subjoin a table, in which will be found,

on inspection, the pressures in the blast-pipe for given circumstances, and we continue that table beyond
the actual effects of locomotive engines. It will there be recognized how, by augmenting the orifice of

the blast-pipe, the resistance against the piston, arising from that cause, may be diminished at pleasure

;

and it may probably be found, in consequence, that in the regular work of locomotives, it might be use-

ful to adopt a blast-pipe with a variable orifice, sucli as was employed temporarily in the experiments

from which these values were deduced. Then, by contracting the orifice of efflux of the steam only

just as much as is necessary, there will be no more resistance against the piston than what is indispen-

sable for the proper action of the engine.

Practical Table of the pressures against t/te piston, due to the action of t/te blast-pipe.

Velocity Effective pressure against the piston, ir lbs. per square inch , the vaporization
of the of the boiler, in cubic feet of water per hour, being:

Diameter of engine, in

miles per
hour.

the blast-pipe.
30 40 50 60 TO 80 90 100

miles. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs.

2 inches. 5 0-5 0-7 0-9 1-1 43 „ „ „

10 1-1 1-4 1-8 2-2 2-5 „ „

15 1-6 2-2 2-7 32 3-8 „ „ „

20 2"2 2-9 3-6 43 5-0 » „ ,,

25 2-7 3-6 45 54 63 „ „
30 3-2 4-3 54 6-5 7-6 „ „ ,,

35 3-8 5-0 6-3 7-6 8-8 „ „

40 4-3 5-8 7-2 8-6 101 » » »

2\ inches. 5 0-4 0-6 0-7 0-9 1-0 1-1

10 0-9 1-1 1-4 1-7 2-0 2-3 „
15 1-3 1-7 24 2-6 8-0 34

,, „
20 17 23 2-8 34 4-0 4-5 „ n
25 21 2-8 3-6 43 50 5'7 „
30 26 3-4 43 5-1 6-0 68
35 3-0 40 5-0 6-0 7-0 8-0 „
40 34 4-5 5-7 6-8 8-0 94 »

24, inches. 5 03 0-5 06 0-7 0-8 0-9 1-0

10 0-7 0-9 1-2 14 1-6 1-8 24 „

15 1-0 14 47 24 24 2-8 31 „

20 1-4 1-8 2-3 2-8 3-2 3-7 41 „
25 1-7 23 2-9 35 4-0 4-6 5-2 „

30 2-1 2-8 35 44 48 5-5 6-2 »
35 2-4 3-2 4-0 4-8 56 64 7-3

40 2-8 3-7 4-6 5-5 6-4 74 8-3
)>

45 31 41 5-2 62 7-3 8-3 93 „

50 3-5 4-6 5-8 6-9 8-1 92 104 »

2 J inches. 5 0-3 04 0-5 06 0-7 0-8 0-9 10
10 0-6 0-8 1-0 1-1 1-3 1-5 T7 1-9

15 09 1-1 14 1-7 2-0 2-3 2-6 2-9

20 11 1-5 1-9 23 27 3-0 34 3-8

25 1-4 1-9 24 29 3-3 3-8 4-3 48
30 1-7 2-3 2-9 34 40 46 54 5-7

35 2-0 2-7 33 4-0 47 53 6-0 6-7

40 2-3 3-0 3-8 46 53 61 68 7-6

45 26 34 4-3 51 CO 6-8 H-1 8-6

50 2-9 88 48 57 6-7 76 8-6 95
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Velocity Effective i
r against the piston, ii lbs. per square inch . the vaporization

of the of the boiler, in cubic feet i L-r hour, bi Ing

:

Diameter of

the blast-pipe.

rllu'iliC, iD

hour. 30 40 50 GO 70 80 90 100

miles. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. Dm. lbs. lbs.

3 inches. 5 0-2 03 0-4 05 06 0-6 0*1 08
10 0-5 0-6 08 1-0 11 1-3 1-4 10
15 0-7 1-0 12 1-4 1-7 1-9 2-2 24
20 10 13 1-6 1-9 o.o 2-6 29 32
25 1-2 1G 2-0 24 2-8 32 3-G 40
30 14 1-9 2-4 29 34 3-8 43 4-8

35 1-7 2-2 2-8 3-4 39 45 50 6*6

40 1-9 26 S'2 3-8 Ao 6-1 68 64
45 2-2 2-9 36 43 5-0 6-8 G-5 72
60 24 82 40 4-8 50 0-4 7-2 8-0

56 2-6 3-5 4-4 5-3 62 70 7-9 88
60 29 3-8 4-8 5-8 6-7 7-7 86 96

3$ inches. 5 0-2 0-3 03 0-4 0-5 0-5 0-G 0-7

10 04 05 0-7 0-8 1-0 11 1-2 1-4

15 0-6 OS 10 1-2 1-4 1-6 1-8 20
20 08 1-1 1-4 1-6 19 o-o 24 27
•J.'. 1-0 1-4 1-7 21 2 4 27 3-1 34
80 1-2 1-6 2-0 25 29 3-3 3-7 4-1

1-4 1-9 2-4 29 33 3-S -!:; 48
1-6 '_'•'_! M 33 38 4-4 4-9 5 4

45 1-8 2-4 31 :.-7 43 4-9 Gl
50 20 2-1 [ 11 4-8 54 61 68

4I..I 80 :.-7 4-6 52 GO -:

GO 24 8-2 41 4 '.i 5-7 G-5 8-2

nchea 5 02 03 0-4 0*4 05 0-5 0-G

10 04 0-5 06 0-7 08 0-9 11 1-2

16 05 0-7 09 11 1-2 1-4 1-6 1-8

20 0-7 0-9 12 it 1-6 1-9 21 23
26 0-9 1-2 1-5 1-8 2-1 24 27 2-9

30 11 1-4 1-7 2-1 28 3o
35 1-2 1-6 20 ::, 29 33 1

i
41

40 J -4 1-9 23 2-8 33 38 4-2 17

46 1-6 2-1 26 82 3-7 12 4-8 53
1-8 _•

l 29 8-6 41 4-7 53
1-9 2-6 82 8-9 -l :, 62 5-8 6-6

2-1 2-8 4-2 4-9 6-8 G-4 7-0

6 02 03 0-3 0-4 04 1 1-6

10 03 1 0-6 "7 iin 1-0

16 0-6 08 0-9 11 12 11 1-6

20 ii.; 0-8
l 1-2 11 i-e is

26 08 1-0 1 :;
1 ., is 21 2-8 26

1 I 1-6 1 1 :; 1

86 11 11 VI

40 1-2 1 B •jh 41
48 II is 2-8 8 2 :;7 11

60 1 :. 2 l 26 :.l :..',
i l •IV. 61

1-7 :. I l B :, i

60 1-8 :. 1 48 I'.i e i

•l in 1 0-2 i.:; 03 i 0-8

10 08 n 1 0-8

16 l <>7 11 11

20 1 1 1
:;

1 1 1 6 1 s

1 1 1 1 1-6 l 8-0

11 1 1 1

- 1-9

1
•'.

1
'.'

1 1 1 l 1
-

l
'

I
<•.

1

1

11 I
-

l 1

66 K.
CO 1-6 27 M 4'8 4-9 6 i

Vox. ii. i.
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Of the several elements of the friction of locomotive engines.—After having examined the resistance

offered by the loads to be moved, it will be proper .also to make known the passive resistance or fric-

tion of the movers which we have to employ ; for it is only the surplus of their power over and above
what is necessary to propel themselves, that these movers can apply to the drawing of burdens.

While a locomotive engine is performing the traction of a train, it evidently requires:—1st, a certain

force to make the train advance, or to overcome the resistance of all the loaded carriages ; and 2dly,

another force to propel itself by overcoming its own friction. It is this second force, that which causes
the engine to move, which represents thefriction of the engine ; whereas the first is the resistance of
the load, and the union of the two efforts constitutes the total force applied by the mover.
The friction of a locomotive engine is then the force it expends to maintaiii itself in motion on the

rails. But that force must clearly vary according to the weight or resistance of the load which the
engine draws. In effect, the greater that weight, the greater also will be the pressure it causes on the

axes of rotation, and on the divers moving parts of the apparatus ; and as the friction is always in

proportion to the pressure, it follows that the friction which takes place at these points, must augment
with the load. Hence the friction of the engine, which is nothing more than the force resulting from
the union of these different frictions, must equally increase with the load.

Thus we find a difference between the friction of an engine unloaded, and that of the same engine

loaded. The value of the first is found to be 15 lbs. per ton of their weight, and of the second, *137 lbs.

additional per pound of traction in the case of uncoupled driving-wheels, and -215 lbs. per pound of

traction in the case of engines with wheels coupled.

It will readily be conceived, however, that it must vary some with the construction and state of every
engine.

With reference to the manner in winch the additional friction of engines ought to be calculated, we
have to bear in mind that it is to be reckoned on every pound of the total resistance exerted against the

motion ; that is to say, the resistance caused by the friction of the ivagons, that of gravity, and that of
the atmosphere, must first be calculated, and on the sum of these the additional friction of the engine is to

be taken at the rate already indicated.

Of the total resistance on the piston, resulting from the divers partial resistances just enumerated.—
We have just estimated successively the divers resistances which oppose the motion of the engine. It

is necessary now to seek the definitive resistance which results from them united, per square inch or

per unit of surface of the area of the piston.

The resistances which we have hitherto considered are—the resistance of the air, the friction of the

wagons, the gravity, the friction of the engines, and the resistance arising from the blast-pipe. But we
must here add, besides, the atmospheric pressure ; for the engines under consideration being liiigli-

Eressure engines, it follows that the opposite face of the piston necessarily supports, like every other

ody in communication with the atmosphere, a certain pressure due to the elasticity of the atmos-
pheric air.

Thus, the definitive resistance exerted against the piston consists of six resistances, which are—the

friction of the wagons, the resistance of the air, the gravity of the train, the friction of the engine, the

atmospheric pressure, and the pressure caused by the blast-pipe. Of these six resistances, the last two
act immediately and directly on the piston. They must therefore be moved at the velocity of the

piston itself ; but it is not so with the other four. In an engine, the pressures exerted on different points

by the same force, are in the inverse ratio of the velocities of those points. Here the engine and its

train must be moved at a velocity greater than that of the piston, in the proportion of the circumference
of the wheel, to twice the length of the stroke. The intensity of the pressure exerted by the resistance

of the load, the air, the engine, and the gravity, is then increased by its transmission to the piston, in the

above ratio of the velocity of the wheel to that of the piston.

Consequently, if M express the number of tons gross which compose the total load, that is to say,

including the weight of the tender-carriage of the engine, and k the number of pounds requisite to draw
:>ne ton on a railway,

k 31

will be the resistance, in pounds, resulting from the friction of the wagons which carry the load. If ar.

Line time we rail g the gravity of 1 ton on the inclined plane to be traversed by the engine, and if

m represent the weight of the engine, in tons,

(M -f- m)

will be the resistance, in pound*, produced by the gravity of the total mass, train and engine ; so that,

according as the motion takes place in ascending or in descending, the definitive resistance arising from
friction and gravity will be

/, U±g (M + m) = (k±g) U±gm.
Similarly, if we express by uv" the resistance, in pounds, exerted by the air against the train, at the

velocity v of the engine,

(k±g)M±[/m + ur-

<vill be the resistance opposed to the motion of the engine by the friction, the gravity, and the shock of

the air.

If, again, F represent the friction of the unloaded engine, expressed also in pounds, and & its additional

friction, measured as a fraction of the resistance, as has been already indicated, we see that

Y+i[(k±g)M±gm + uv>]

will be the total friction of the engine at the moment when it draws the resistance

(k±g)U±gm-\-uv\
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Consequently

(! + ')[ (*±S0M±5 m + u r
2

] + F

will be the total resistance opposed to the progression, along the rails, by the engine and its train.

A- this force produces on the piston a resistance augmented in the ratio of the circumference of the

wheel to twice the stroke of the piston, if D express the diameter of the wheel, I the length of the

stroke, and * the ratio of the circumference to the diameter,

(1 + [ (*±d *±9 m + u v"-]^+^l
will be the resistance on the piston, caused by that force, that i- to say, caused by the resistance of the

wagons, the gravity, the air, and the friction of the en

I his is that which is exerted on the totality of the area of the pistons. But representing

by d the diameter of the cylinders, £ it d' will be the area of the two pistons. "Whence

+ *) [ (*±S0 Mifl- m + u r]^+^
or. simplifying,

(1+ *) [ {k±g) U±g m + u f]~+^>
will be the same force, divided according to the unit of surface of the piston.

Adding to this the atmospheric pressure p, and the pressure caused by the blast-pipe p' v, which
are already measured per unit of surface, we shall have, in line, for the total resistance R exerted on
the piston,

R={l+ i)Uk±g)M±gm+ u V*]£
1+^+p+p> v.

In this expression, the quantity g represents the gravity on the plane to be traversed by the train ; if

the plane be horizontal instead of inclined, we .-hall have g =0. The weights M and m 01 the train and
the engine are expressed in tons gross ; the quantity fc, which is the friction of the wagons per ton, is

equal to 6 lbs.; the value of <5is "187 or I, : with uncoupled wheels; the velocity v of the
•d in miles per hour; in fine, according as the dimensions D, / and </ are expressed in

inches or in feet, and the forces u, /) and p', in pounds per Bqnare inch, or in pounds per square foot,

the value It which will result from the calculation will be the resisting pressure on the pi-ton. expi
in pounds per square inch, or in pounds per square foot.

Applying this calculation to a train of 9 wagons and a tender, weighing 50 tons gross, and drawn at

Jocity of 20 miles per hour, up a plane inclined '
,

. b an engine with two cylinders of 1 1 inches

diameter, stroke of the pi-ton 16 inches, propelling wheels 5 feet, not coupled, weight 8 tons. 6

104 lba, bla-ipipe 2*28 inches in diameter; and referring, for the resistance of the air, to what bat

-aid above, the proceeding will bo as foil

50X6 = 300 lbs. Friction of the wagons, in pounds, or value of /.

2240 = 260 lbs. Gravity of the total mass, train and engine, or value of g (M-f-

194 lbs. Resisl an effective surface of ISO square feet, at the ve-

locity of 20 miles per hour or value oi

75 I lb-. 1. .f the train, or ;/•• + .'/, M +.'""

+

754X1*187= 857 lb. Resistance of the train, including the additional friction 'which it
;

the engine, or (1-M)[ fc+ M+0m+ mr\]

-f- 104 lb . Friction of the unloaded engine, or P.

I lbs. Totai > motion of the engine, or value of the term

(1+ H .M + ^-f „,-|+r.

1 in the other hand, v. e I

::l I L6X60 in. =188*6 Circumference of the n heel, expree ed in inches, or D.

-X 16 in. = 82 1 krable I in inches, or 8 J

1 Ratio of the vi locitii a of tin- wheel and the piston, or
82

'

061X5*9 ="5670 lbs. Re i tance pro, Iuc.n1 on the pi ton, 01 value of the term

< + •>! +
Again,

8-1416X111

=190 area of the two p
-•/*.
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Consequently, we obtain in fine

= 29 -

8 lbs. Above-mentioned resistance, portioned per square inch of the surface of the
190 piston.

-f-
3'5 lbs. Effective pressure per square inch, arising from the blast-pipe, or p' v.

-4- 14 -

7 lbs. Atmospheric pressure per square inch, or p.

48-0 lbs. Definitive resistance, per square inch of the surface of the piston of an engine
with two cylinders of 11 inches in diameter, &c, when drawing a load of 5C
tons under the given circumstances.

\V ere it desired to know that resistance per square foot, it would suffice to multiply the last result by
144, that is to say, the pressure required would be 6912 lbs. per square foot, which number would have
been obtained directly, if instead of expressing the area of the piston in square inches, and the partial

pressures in pounds per square inch, these measures had been referred to the square foot as unit oi

surface.

This example shows what is to be understood by the different quantities contained in the formula, and
how each of them ought to be introduced into the calculation.

To know the evaporating power of which a given engine is capable, it suffices to ?ncasure the number

of square feet composing its total heating surface, without distinction between the fire-box and the tubes,

and then to multiply that number by the vaporization which each square foot of surface is capable ofpro-
ducing. It is then the latter quantity which we must now seek to determine ; but, as we have seen
that the vaporization produced per unit of surface varies with the velocity of the motion, it is necessary

to specify at the same time the velocity at which we wish to measure the vaporization.

We find that in certain engines the vaporization per square foot of heating surface was '198 cubic

foot, at the velocity of 1845 miles per hour. On the other hand, we know that the vaporization varies

in the direct ratio of the fourth roots of the velociti"s. We may then deduce from thence, that at the
velocity of 20 miles per hour, the vaporization of those engines will be

498 I =-203 cubic foot of water per square foot of heating surface.
1845/

l 1 &

Operating in the same manner for the two following series, we obtain, for the velocity of 20 miles per
hour, the determinations of the following table

:

Experiments on the vaporization of locomotive engines, per unit of total heating surface of their boirtr.

Number of the series.

Average velocity of
the engine in miles
per hour.

Vaporization per hour and per sq.

loot of total heating surface, ;it

the preceding velocity.

Vaporization per hour and per sq.

foot of total heating surface, at

the velocity of 20 miles per hour.

Miles. Cubic foot. Cubic foot.

2d, 1845 4 98 •203

3d, 2043 •200 •200

4th, 8-99 •112 •210

5th, 15-26 •194 ••208

Mean . .
.-205

Thus, from these experiments, it appears that at the velocity of 20 miles per hour, the vaporization

of locomotives may be valued at
-

205, or, in round numbers, at -2 cubic foot of water per hour, per
square foot of total heating surface of their boiler; and it appears also that the different engines and
different velocities lead to numbers almost identical, which tends to confirm the valuation we have just

obtained.

This determination is, as we have said, suitable to the velocity of 20 miles per hour; but it is easy to

deduce from it that which would take place at any other velocity, by multiplying by the fourth root of

the ratio between the given velocity and the velocity of 20 miles.

It must, however, be observed, with respect to these determinations, that they are strictly suitable

only to boilers constructed in proportions not very different from those used in the experiments ; that

is to say, according to what has been explained above, that the heating surface of the fire-box ought
not to be under a tenth of the total heating surface of the boiler, and the orifice of the blast-pipe not

much larger than we had it in our experiments, according to the adopted practice. "Were any notable

change made in this respect, were the fuel of an inferior quality, or the engine materially different in

construction from what we have described, there would be grounds for a new determination of the

vaporization.

In tine, we will again add, that the numbers obtained above indicate rather the consumption of water

of the boiler, than the real vaporization produced ; forwe shall presently see, that out of the total water

thus expended by the engine, there is a portion which is drawn into the cylinders, mixed witli the steam,

but without being itself vaporized. Consequently, to obtain the real vaporization of the engine, it will

be necessary to take account of this circumstance, as we shall do further on.

Of the loss of steam which takes place by the safety-valvt s, during the work of locomotive engines.—
Among locomotive engines thi great number which are subject to a continual loss of steam by

the safety-valves. This effect arises from the engine being designedly constructed with an excess of
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power; that is to say, that according to the production of steam which take-; place in its boiler, the

co ild draw its regular load at a greater velocity than it is allowed to da The result is, that t.

prevent the engine from acquiring too great a velocity, it becomes necessary partially to close the regu-

lator, that is, to diminish the passage of the steam, till no more enters the cylinder than the quantity

sary to produce the desired velocity. Then the surplus accumulating in the boiler, at last i

the Bafety-valve and escapes into the atmosphere. When this loss takes place only on the i

tor being somewhat closed, it is Imt a proof, as we have said, of a surplus of power which the engine

holds in reserve. But if it takes place more or less under all circumstances, then it depends on the

strain wavs being too narrow, and
i

ntly a defect in the engine; in either case, however, it is

sary to obtain a valuation of this loss.

There is vet another case in which engines are subject to a loss of steam by the valves ; lmt this loss

i- owing to a different cause from the preceding, and exhibits itself much more abundantly; it is when
the engine ascends a steep acclivity, with an apparently moderate load, or when it asi

inclination, with a very heavy load. At these moments the valves are always seen to emit an enor

mous quantity of steam. The reason is that, as soon as the engine reaches the inclined plane, its load

instantly becomes extremely heavy, on account of the surplus of traction required by the gravity on the

plane. It has been shown, in effect, that on ". plane inclined
,

'
,,. every ton produces, by gravity alone,

a resistance equal to that of 3'7 tons on a level. It happens therefore, at that moment, that the re-

sistance of the train may become greater than the actual pressure of the safety-valve. Consequently

am, instead of flowing by the cylinder, driving back the piston, raises the Bafety-valve, and

escapes into the atmosphere. If then the passage which the steam thus opens for itself \\ i re sufficient

for in total efflux, no more steam would pass through the cylinder, and the engine would inevita-

bly Stop.

Moreover, since, supposing even the steam in the cylinder at the same pressure as in the boiler, which

is the most favorable -uppositiou we can make, it still happens that the volume of steam expended by

the cylinder is less than the volume of steam generated in the boiler, a part of the water must have
trried from the boiler to the cylinder, in its liquid state; and the comparison between the quan-

tity of water consume 1 by the boiler and that which, in the state of vapor, corresponds to the velocity

of the piston, shows that the quantity of water really converted into Bteam, is to the total quantity ol

water consumed, in the ratio of the numbers

11S27 = :.
15611

Thus, in this experiment, we see that -21 of (he water expended by the boiler was carried into the

cylinders without being reduced to steam, or that the real vaporization of the engine was 'To of the total

water expended.

The results which have just been presented above show that the quantity of water carried away with

am, varies in different engines, and ought to be determined for each separately
; but as in taking

the means between the different experiments, that loss is found to amount to '24 of the total vaporiza-

tion of the boiler, this proportion may be adopted approximatively for engines that havi

ly submitted to experiment in this respect; that is to say, in order to have the • poriza-

; a locomol mzation of which its boiler i \ust be first

the r< ult must be subtracted, >. tin- loss, either accidental or permanent,
at tin 'plied I"/ the fraction '''• Tims will be obtained

Lome of water which passes into the cylinder, in the real state of steam, and produces the motion
of the pi-ton.

We have reason then to think, from (]]< different experiments cited above, that with coke for fuel, and
with the other circumstances of the work and the construction of tie- engines, the most advantageous
ratio to establish between the total heatui r sui fax e and that of the fire box would be nearly that of 10

to l : since tor a less proportion there would be increase in the expenditure of fuel, without increase of

vaporization; and for a greater proportion, on the contrary, there would 1"' reduction in the vaporization

of the engine per unit of surface, which would incur the necessity of a larger boiler, and consequently of

veight, which it is important to avoid.

In tine, to arri\e at a gem rali m from the experiments which have been made in order to the

.mation of this question, it appeal rding to the proportion of the fire-box to the total

heating surface, the consumption of fuel in locomotive engines varies from 9*8 to 1 1 :; and 1
1~ pounds

bicfootofl vaporized: bo thai je, be valued at 10*7 pounds of coke
pi r cubic foot of total vaporization, or its equivalent in other fuel.

'.—To find the quantity of fuel necessary for the engine per ton per mile, the load tin- engine i-

to draw must previously be given : in multipl a load by the velocitj the engine will assume
that load, the produd will immediately make known, in tons conveyed one mile per hour, tin

1 1 of tie- en rine. Dividing then the consumption of fuel of the en fine pi r hour ly the

. ice I in the -mm' time, the quotii m will give definitively the quantity of fuel which will be

led bj the engine per ton per mile in drawing i loaa
The principal problems which occur with respect to locomotive engines have reference in tl

place to two circumstances, namely : 1. When tho engine is already con tructed, and the q
line the effects that it will pi V\ hen tho •

i nbuilt, and the qu
tine the proportions it ought to have in ord< r to produce desin d <

]

i the firai i i

When an
i D ma\ be d I

j>llow>

in.' problen

1. To determine the velocitj the en <i .\ ill :i line w I'll a fixed load
.

- To determine the load it will draw at a desired velocitj ,
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3. To determine the useful effect it will produce at a desired velocity, or with a fixed load.

And this last problem may itself be expressed under ten different forms—namely, to find successivelj

The useful effect of the engine in tons drawn one mile

;

The useful effect expressed in horse-power

;

The quantity of fuel necessary per ton per mile

;

The quantity of water necessary per ton per mile
;

The useful effect produced per pound of fuel consumed
;

The useful effect produced per cubic foot of water vaporized
;

The consumption of fuel which produces one-horse power
;

The consumption of water which produces one-horse power;
The horse-power produced per pound of fuel

;

The horse-power produced per cubic foot of water vaporized.

Moreover, as two cases are necessarily to be distinguished in the work of the engines, namely, the

case in which they work with a load or velocity indefinite, and that in which they work with the load
or velocity which produces the maximum of useful effect, there will yet occur in this respect a new series

of questions, namely

:

1. To determine the velocity at which the engine will produce its maximum of useful effect

;

2. To determine the load corresponding to the production of the maximum of useful effect

;

3. To determine the maximum of useful effect that the engine can produce.

And this last problem may be expressed under the ten different forms which we have indicated

above.

Of the velocity of the engine with a given load.—Suppose, in effect, that a load of 50 tons gross, tender

included, be drawn up a plane inclined -gh-g, by an engine with 2 cyfinders 11 inches in diameter, stroke

of the piston 16 inches, wheels 5 feet, friction 103 pounds, total pressure of the steam in the boiler 65
pounds, or effective pressure 50 pounds per square inch, and, finally, vaporizing power 60 cubic feet of

water per hour, or 1 cubic foot per minute.

The total resistance opposed by that load to the motion of the piston is 48 pounds per square inch,

when the velocity is 20 miles per hour. If, then, we admit that the engine will come near enough to

that velocity, for the valuation which we have made of the resistance of the air and the pressure caused
by the blast-pipe, in the calculation, not to be very far

1

from the truth, we must conclude that, during

tbo uniform or permanent motion of the engine with that load, the pressure of the steam, during its

action in the cylinder, will likewise be 48 pounds per square inch.

Now, the quantity of water consumed by the boiler amounts to 60 cubic feet of water per hour, and
we have shown in treating of the vaporization that out of that mass of water 75-100ths only, on an av-

erage, are really converted into steam, and that the rest is merely carried away with the steam into the

cylinders, but in a liquid state. The effective vaporization of the engine is, then, firstby,

•75 X 60 = 45 cubic feet per hour, or

•75 cubic foot per minute.

This water is first transformed, in the boiler, into steam at the total pressure of 65 pounds per square

inch ; but on passing into the cyhnders it acquires the pressure of 48 pounds per square inch, and we
know that, in this change, the steam remains always at the maximum density for its temperature. Its

volume may then be determined by the table, which we have already given, on the volume of the steam

formed under different pressures. According to this table, the volume of the steam formed under the

total pressure of 48 pounds per square inch, is 573 times that of the water which produced it. Hence
the quantity of water effectively vaporized per minute in the boiler, will form, during its passage through

the cylinders, a volume of steam expressed by

573 X -75 =430 cubic feet.

On the other hand, the area of each cylinder is 95 square inches, or in square feet that area is repre-

sented by "66 square foot ; and the stroke of the piston is 16 inches, or T33 foot. Whence the capacity

of each cylinder traversed by the piston is

•88 cubic foot.

But besides the portion traversed by the piston there still exists, at each end of each cylinder, a vacant

space called the clearance of the cylinder, which is necessarily filled with steam at each stroke. The
capacity of this vacant space, represented by an equivalent portion of the cylinder, and steam-ways
included, is usually l-20th of the part of the cylinder traversed by the piston. The real capacity, there-

fore, which is filled with steam at each stroke of the piston, is

•88 X |i= -924 cubic foot.

Consequently the number of strokes of the piston which the engine will give per minute, by reason of

its effective vaporization, will necessarily be

430 ,„*
• = 465.
924

Now, each time the wheel makes one revolution the engine gives two strokes of the piston in each of

its two cyhnders; and the diameter of the wheel is 5 feet, which makes 1571 feet in circumference.

Therefore, at every four strokes of the piston the engine advances 15 71 feet ; that is to say, its velocity,

in feet per minute, will be

465
X 15-71 = 1822 feet.

* 4

Finally, as one mile contains 5280 feet, and one hour contains 60 minutes, the definitive velocity of the

engine, in miles per hour, will be
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co •

x 1822= 20-71 miles.
5280

Thu^ w.' see that the above vaporization will necessarily produce a velocity of -o-7 miles per hour

for the engine; that is to Bay, a locomotive engine with the given prop iy, if in good order, and

with a . d fire, draw a load of 50 tons gross, tender included, up a plane inclined --,'„, at the

ity of 20*7 miles per hour.

With regard to the velocity which we have just obtained, -we must add that if the engine suffers be-

a loss of .-team by the safety-valve, which takes place in a great number of locomotive engines,

there will then be a corresponding loss on the effective vaporization; and consequently the definitive

velocity of the engine will be reduced in a corresponding proportion. For instance, if the engine

be liable to a loss of "05 of its vaporization in full activity, its definitive velocity, in the

mentioned, will become
•95 X 20-71 = 1907 miles per hour.

The calculation will be performed in the same manner for every other load and for every other engine.

Thus, in general,

M, Representing the number of tons of the load, tender included

;

in, The weight of the engine, in tons

;

g, The gravity, in pound-, of one ton on the plane the engine has to traverse ; this gravity being nuL
for the case of a horizontal plane

;

k, The friction of the wagons per ton, expressed in pounds
;

r. The velocity of the engine, in miles per hour

;

istance of the air against the train, at the velocity v, resistance expressed in pounds;

p'v, The pressure again-t the pi-ton, arising from the action^>f the blast-pipe, expressed in pounds per

square foot

;

1", The friction of the engine, in pounds
;

It- additional friction, measured as a fraction of the resistance;

J ), The diameter of the propelling wheels of the engine, in feet

;

-/, The- diameter of the cylinder, in feet

;

/, The length of the stroke of the piston, in I

e, The clearance of the cylinder, represented by an equivalent portion of the stroke of the piston,

and consequently in I

]', The total or absolute pressure of the steam in the boiler, in pounds per square foot
;

/•, The atmospheric pressure, expressed in pounds per square foot ; finally,

S, 'I
I vaporization of the engine, in cubic feet of water per hour, at the velocity known oi

unknown of the motion
;

R= (l + 3) [(k± ff)l&±ff*»+««»]—+— +P+P-V,

will be the pressure of the steam per unit of surface in the cylinder.

On the other hand, if we express by m the relative volume of the steam generated under the pr<

It, a relative volume which will be found in the tables given, p, 280, aince S i- the volume of water

vaporized per hour in the engine, it follows that

p S

will be the corresponding volume of the Bteam under the pressure K; that is to say, during it- action in

the cylinders.

expressing by » the ratio of the circumference to the diameter, the capacity of each cylinder

'which is traversed by the pi-ton, has for its measure

and tl oder offers, besides, a capacity of

twd'c
Therefor,- the totality of the -pace filled with .-team at each -Moke, in each cylinder, baa for its

WC + 4
iv the number of strokes of the pi ponding to the volume of -t< am expendi 1 S,

will be *< s

W'l'+ O
while each piston performs 8 strokes, thai i i rpenditure of i cylinders full of

the engine advances l torn of the wheel, that i represented bj

»D.
Tli, refore tl • 1 bj the above numb i

divided by I and multiplied bj rD; that is to ay, the velocity will be

\ a' 8 JL
,l< l+ e

And finally, ai I mile contain o ed in mile
|

p-J . I
"

(1)
+

1 tut i rproseion will make known the velocity required, an substituting, for < si b • fwuM

luitabls to it in the engine i
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As it has been shown that the relative volume of the steam under the pressure R, may be ex-

pressed by
1

n + qR
it is plain that, instead of seeking the relative volume p in the table which we have given, its value may
be represented by the expression

_ _J 1
11~ n + nR~ ,

( „, D DF )

and consequently the preceding expression of the velocity of the engine may equally be written under
the form

1 1 I S n . . .

"= 5280' 7 J+7 n , , r/7,, ^ ^ nA_ VA_d»>-
- (lbls)

(l + S)Uk±9)M±gtn+ uv*] + -e+^^+P +p'v)

Such then will be the general expression of the velocity of the engine, in miles per hour ; an expression

in which all is known from measures taken on the engine, even the vaporization S, which results from
the extent of heating surface.

Making use of this formula to find the velocities corresponding to divers loads of the engine, or to

divers values of M, attention must be paid never to suppose, for M, a load capable of producing on the

piston a resistance greater than the pressure of the steam in the boiler, because it is evident that the

resistance would then exceed the power, and the motion could not take place. Nor can M be supposed
of a value less than the weight of the tender, which is the minimum load an engine can have to draw.

Beyond these two limits the solutions given by the formula would evidently cease to suit the problem.

Practical formulae for calculating the effects of locomotive engines, and examples of their application.—
We have hitherto presented the formulae proper for calculating the effects of the engines, under a
form completely algebraical, that is to say, leaving in them all the quantities represented by letters,

without excepting the constant quantities whose values have been already determined in former pages.

But we now purpose to reduce these formulae to their most simple practical form ; in order to effect

winch, it will be proper to replace in them, as far as may be, the letters, by the numerical values which
they represent

The letters which have a constant value in all cases and for all the engines are

—

/;, Friction of the wagons, which we have found equal to 6 lbs. per ton

;

p, Atmospheric pressure, the value of which is 2118 lbs. per square foot;

n, Constant quantity relative to the volume of the steam, its value being -0001421, when the pressure

is measured in pounds per square foot

;

q, Factor relative to the volume of the steam, equal to "00000023 when the pressure is expressed in

pounds per square foot

;

c, Clearance of the cylinder, which may be taken generally at— of the useful stroke of the piston, which

I 20
glves

7+^
=

2T
These values being constant for all engines, may be introduced permanently into the equations. Sub-

stituting them therefore for the respective letters, and effecting the calculation as much as possible, we
obtain the following formulae, which are quite prepared for practical applications.

In order to avoid recurring to another page of the work, we will first repeat here the signification oi

all the letters which subsist in these formula?.

M, Load of the engine, in tons gross, tender included

;

m, Weight of the engine, in tons

;

C, Weight of the tender, in tons

;

g, Gravity, in pounds, of 1 ton placed on the inclined plane to be traversed by the engine. If the in-

1 2240
clination of the plane be — > that gravity will have for its value, in pounds, ', and if the plane

be horizontal, the gravity will be equal to zero

;

v, Velocity of the engine, expressed in miles per hour;
u v

2
, Resistance of the air against the train, at the velocity v, a resistance expressed in pounds

;

p' v, Pressure owing to the blast-pipe, expressed in pounds per square foot

;

F, Friction of the engine, in pounds

;

f, Additional friction of the engine, measured as a fraction of the resistance, namely: -14 for engines
with uncoupled wheels, and -22 for those with coupled wheels;

D, Diameter of the propelling wheels, in feet;

d, Diameter of the cylinder, in feet

;

I, Stroke of the piston, in feet

;

P, Total or absolute pressure of the steam in the boiler, in pounds per square foot

;

S, Effective vaporization of the engine, in cubic feet of water per hour. It varies according to the

engines, but may, on an average, be valued at -75 of the total or gross vaporization, when there

is no blowing of steam at the valves;

S', Total vaporization of the boiler, at the velocity of the motion, in cubic feet of water per hour*

N, Consumption of coke in the fire-box, in pounds per hour.
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PRACTICAL FORMULAE FOR CALCULATING THE EFFECTS OF LOCOMOTIVi: BNGINX8.

General case.

784 S

+ i) [ (0±;/. U±g m + u *} + Y + -=r- [2736 + /.ri _l ;n r /a-l./>^ \r_i_« )» _u )/ .-1 XV4-

Velocity of the engine, in miles per Lour.

M= (i+SJi5±S>["*!-¥ <2M,+*'
"'- F

]- 5ST,
(" "!± '"

'"
=

Load of the engine, in tons gross, tender included.

u.E =M»=
Useful effect, in tons gross, drawn 1 mile per hour, tender included.

M«
u. Kin HP =

;
—

-

625
Useful effect, in horse-power.

N
Q. co. pr. t. pr. M = — t—=

Quantity of coke in pounds, per ton gross drawn 1 mile, tender not included.

s '

Q. wa. pr. t. pr. m =—, —- =
1 r Mv— Ov

Quantity of water, in cubic feet, per ton gross drawn 1 mile, tender not included.

„ „ M«
u.E. 1 lb. co =s— =

N
Useful effect produced per pound of coke, in tons gross drawn 1 mile, tender included.

„ , M v
u. K 1 ft. wa s=—=

o

Useful effect produced per cubic foot of total vaporization, in tona gross drawn 1 mile, tender included

6°-"> \
Q.co.fr.1 IIP =_f—

=

My
Quantity of coke in pounds, which produces the effect of 1 horse.

Q. wa.fr. 1 UP _G2-o&__
.M v

Quantity of water, in cubic feet, which produces the effect of 1 horse.

u. K. 1 lb. co. in HP = -*--'- =
625 -N

i fifect, in horse power, produced per pound of coke.

u. 1'.. 1 ft. wa. in II P =-^— =
62-5 s'

w or, produced p aporization.

ofmaximum useful effect.

,_ 1-804 D S _
" ~"

II 2 1+ -0023 P '

l' ,l'~

. of maximum useful effect, in miles per lionr.

M'= — P— 2118 —(-!L.+ Uv>*±gm) =
Maximum load of the i ngine, in 1 V nder included.

M.u. E .s=MV=
Maximum useful effect, in ions gross drawn l mile i» r hour, tender included.

'I bal there maj be no misunderstanding as to the manner of expressing the divers quantity

in the formula, nor on the manner of performing the calculation, we w ill here give an example
ith some detail

I

:i locomotive of 68 cubic feel of total vaporization, at the velocity of 20 mil

with cj linden 1 1 inche or 911 foot in diameti r, stroke ol the piston 16 inches or 1*33 f< it,

i diameter, not coupled, friction 108 lbs., I I inches in dinn

r tig li»-. per iquare inch, and consumption of coke
i

i

i«>-'
; >.- employed on a level railway, ol al if width of way, and 1<
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know what velocity it will attain with a train of 10 wagons weighing 56 tons, tender included, which

Is the same as 50 tons Avithout tender.

1st. As the motion takes place on a horizontal plane, we have #= 0; and since the wheels of the

engine are not coupled, we have &= -14= i. Moreover, from the ratio which we have found between

the total and the effective vaporization of the engine, the value of the latter, at 20 miles per hour, is

S= -75 X 65= 48'75 cubic feet of water per hour

;

»nd in fine, from the proportions of the engine, we have

(PI -—" 1-33
-—= •917 X—= -2237.

This done, to find what velocity the engine will acquire in drawing the train of 56 tons, we will first

suppose that it may be, approximative^, 23 miles per hour, and we shall then have, for the pressure in

the blast-pipe, 4 lbs. per square inch, or p'v= ol6 lbs. per square foot. As the effective surface pre-

sented to the shock of the air, valued according to the mode already explained, is 2 = 70 + 10 X 12 = 190

square feet, the resistance of the air at the velocity of 23 miles per hour, will be«»!= 270.

Thus the value of v, taken without supposing that the vaporization changes with the velocity, will be

784X48-75
" 1-14 (6X56 + 270)+ 103+ -2237 (2736 + 576) "

This first essay of calculation gives then 24-88 miles per hour, for the velocity of the engine, and we
conclude from it that the two terms u v" and p' v which we have calculated on the supposition of v= 23,

have not been valued in a manner sufficiently exact, but that the true velocity is comprised between
24-88 and 23 miles.

Trial then might be made of v= 24, and this value would be found to satisfy the problem, when the

variation which the vaporization undergoes with the velocity of the motion is neglected. Thus approx-

imatively we might hold to this result ; but if it be desired to calculate with greater accuracy, it will be

proper to introduce the increase of vaporization due to the velocity.

For this purpose, as the increase of vaporization will have the effect of increasing the result of the

calculation, we will try a number greater than 24, as v= 25, for instance. Supposing then this datum
for the valuation of the variable quantities, we shall have

S= 51-55,

p' = 630,

uvs= 319;

and resolving the equation with these values we find

V= 25-19.

Consequently, in fine, taking a mean between 25 and 25'19, we have, for the definitive velocity sought,

v= 25-10 miles per hour.

Such then will be the velocity which the engine will assume, when drawing on a level a train of 56
tons, tender included.

2d. To continue this example of the application of the formulae, let it be required to find what will be
the velocity of the maximum useful effect of the engine.

In order to effect this, we will replace in the equation proper to that problem, the pressure P in the

boiler by its value P = 65 X 144= 9360 lbs. per square foot ; and supposing first that the vaporization

of the engine will undergo no change notwithstanding the reduction of velocity, we obtain the result

,_ 1-804 X 48-75 1 _
"
_

1-421 + -0023 X 9360
'

-2237
~" 3 "

This would then be the velocity sought, if the vaporization of the engine were invariable ; but as the

diminution of velocity will lower the vaporization, which is such as we have supposed it, only at the
velocity of 20 miles per hour, we will try whether the velocity of 16 miles will suit the formula. Then
the effective vaporization of the engine, reduced in the proportion of the fourth roots of the velocities,

will become 46-10 cubic feet of water per hour, and the formula resolved according to this supposition,

will give

v r= 16-20 miles per hour.

This is therefore the velocity suitable to the production of the maximum useful effect required.

3d. In fine, to obtain the load corresponding to the maximum of useful effect, we recur to the proper
equation, which is

W= dlL. 1
(P-2118-»V) I Û -

D 6(l + <5)^
wli °

* ;

6(1+*) 6 '

and first calculating in this all the terms, except the last, we have as a result 208-46.

It remains then to subtract from this number the value of » to conclude from it definitively the
6

J

required value of the load. As the value of the term—- depends on the number of carriages in the

train, which will itself be known only by the definitive solution of the problem, we will again in this

place follow the method of approximations. Supposing the load to be of about 160 tons, the train will

consist of 31 carriages besides the tender ; thus the effective surface offered to the shock of the air, will be

2= 70 + 33X10= 400 square feet.
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Consequently the resistance of the air, at the velocity found, of 16*20 miles per hoar, will be u '= 285

lbs., which -

u v'
*

=4700;
6

tating then this valuation in the formula, we obtain the result

M ' = 20S4G— 47-00= 10140.

quently the load of 1015 tons, forming a train of :;1 carriagi the tendi r, will be the

maximum load required.

•1th. In fine, if it be desired to know the maximum Telocity the en I le of attaining, when
followed by its tender only, and without drawing any train, the proceeding will be as in thi

but supposing the load to be of 6 tons only, and taking account of the increase of vaporization, accord-

ing to the velocity, the result will be

v = 3503 miles per hour.

In this last case, the useful effect of the engine, tender not included, will be null.

From these detailed examples is seen how the calculation is to be performed in all the cases . but it

must be remarked, that with the use of logarithms, these different trials present no sort of difficult v, and
that those who have once got the habit of these researches, guess immediately and at a glance, what
numbers they ought to employ in the approximations, so that the apparent length of the calculation

entirely disappears.

CollectinL- the results which we have just obtained, calculating moreover the useful effect of the
.'•, and expressing it under the different form- already indicated, we form the following Table:

' locomotive of 05 cubic feet of vaporization, with a load of 56 tons gross, <•/( n level, tender

included.

M = 56 toas gross, tender include 1, (10 carriage and the ten
I

t* = 2510 miles per hour;
a. E = 1411 tons gross drawn 1 mile per hour, tender included;
u. Kin HP =23 horses;

Q. co. pr. t. pr. m = 47 lb. per ton gross per mile, tender not included ;

Q, wa. pr. t. pr. m. ... = 052 cubic foot per ton gross per mile, tender not inch.

d

u. E. 1 lb. co = 230 tons gross drawn 1 mile, tender included .

u. EL 1 ft wa = 21-70 tons gross drawn 1 mile, tender included •

Q. co. fr. 1 HP = 20-50 lbs.;

Q. wa. fr. 1 II 1* = 2-880 cubic feet;

a K. 1 lb. co. in J I P. = -03S horse ;

'

u. E. 1 ft. wa. in 11 P. = " 17 horse.

>! effect* if tlf torn engine.

M' = 101
. tender included, (31 carriages and ten I

v' = 16*20 miles per hour;
"= 2616 drawn 1 mile per hour, tender included;

u. K. in Jl P = 1.' h< :

(I co. pr. t. pr. m. ... = -jl lb. per ton gross per mile, tender not included

;

(l wa pr. t. pr. m. ... = -026 per ton gross per mile, tender not included;
n. E. I lb co = 1*88 tons gross drawn 1 mile, tender included

;

a E. l ft wa =40*25 ton- gross drawn 1 mile, tender included;
<}. co. fr. I HP = l 1-29 lbs.

('. wa. fr. 1111' = 1*658 cubic
ii. E. l lb. co. in 111'. = 070 hi

ii. E. l it. wa in BP. = -r.i 1 horse,

ire a second example of thi- calculation, we \\ ill suppose the raih" ay to 1 i" w idth ol

way, and seek what will be the velocity of thi ol medium force, in use on such a line, nndei
the tame circumstances as we have just examined relatively to a raihi ay of aboul i Ithof waj

,

W e wfl] suppose then a locomotive of 120 cubic fei t of vaporisation, at the velocity of 20 mile- per
boor, with th>' following proportions : cj tinders, 1 1 inches or l it foot in diameter; stroke of the piston,

16 inches o
;
wheels, B feel in diametei 18 tons; friction, 270 lbs .

pipe, 8*1
1 inches in diameter; total oral rure in thebouer, B0 lb .per square incl

option of coke in the same tune, 105011
I of water vaporii

: the width of the way, we wfll t ik.- the surface of the lai on of the train at

mrffcee ol a wa ">n al 56 square fe< t, and the weight of the t<

Beeking then by the same calculation as befor is capable ol

111 'h.i.'.in ' a train of 60 to* i , tender included, which makt n ithoul the l<

in drawing a load, we obtain the I
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Effects of a locomotive of 120 cubic feet of vaporization, with a load of 60 tons gross, tender included

M = 60 tons gross, tender included, (7 carriages and the tender;)

v = 34'75 miles per hour;

u. E = 2085 tons gross drawn 1 mile per hour, tender included;

u. E. in H P = 33 horses;

Q. co. pr. t. pr. m. ... = "60 lb. per ton gross per mile, tender not included

;

Q. wa. pr. t. pr. m. ... = -069 cubic foot per ton gross per mile, tender not included

;

u. E 1 lb. co = 1-99 ton gross drawn 1 mile, tender included

;

u. E. 1 ft. wa = 17-38 tons gross drawn 1 mile, tender included;

Q. co. fr. 1 H P = 31-48 lbs.

;

Q. wa. fr. 1 H P = 3597 cubic feet

;

u. E. 1 lb. co. in H P. = -032 horse

;

u. E. 1 ft, wa. in H P. = -278 horse.

Maxima effects of the same engine.

M' = 147 tons gross, tender included, (20 carriages and the tender ;)

v' = 25"55 miles per hour;

u. E = 3756 tons gross drawn 1 mile per hour, tender included;

u. E. in HP = 60 horses;

Q. co. pr. t. pr. m. ... =z -30 lb. per ton gross per mile, tender not included

;

Q. wa. pr. t. pr. m. ... = -034 cubic foot per ton gross per mile, tender not included;

u. E. 1 lb. co = 3-58 tons gross drawn 1 mile, tender included;

u. E. 1 ft. wa = 31 '30 tons gross drawn 1 mile, tender included;

Q. co. fr. 1 HP = 17-47 lbs.;

Q. wa. fr. 1 HP = 1997 cubic foot;

u. E. 1 lb. co. in H P. = -057 horse

;

u. E. 1 ft. wa. in H P. = -501 horse.

The velocity of the same engine, drawing its tender alone, would be 43-28 miles per hour ; which

would be the maximum of velocity that this engine could attain.

It is visible, in these examples, that the above formulae present no difficulty, and that it is merely

necessary to preserve in them the homogeneity of the measures employed.

Practicalformulce, to determine the proportions of locomotive engines, according to given conditions.—

We will here give, in their numerical form, all the formulas which are essential for determining the pro-

portions of the engines, according to given conditions. For the signification of the signs employed, wi
refer to page 243 of this volume.

PRACTICAL FORMULA TO DETERMINE THE PROPORTIONS OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES, NECESSARY TO PRODUCH

GIVEN EFFECTS.

Total vaporization of the boiler, in cubic feet of water per hour.

l 2736+_p'i; Ll +<5 v
y J ^ y

l + il

Square of the diameter of the cylinder, in feet.

D 1 + i [784 S FT
_.-_(6±,)M:Firm-«„«__] =

<P 2736+;/
Stroke of the piston, in feet.

<Pl 2736+jp't)

r+~a' 784 S (6±PTF-«^
Diameter of the wheel, in feet.

1+6 v
v -J- J/ ^ y

l + <5

S= =L.£-'.« (618+ P)=
784 D ^ ^ '

Total vaporization of the boiler, in cubic feet of water per hour.

P = (l+<5)^[(6±<7)M±^m4-wf' 2 + r
^]+211S+p't-' :

Total or absolute pressure of the steam in the boiler, in pounds per square foot.

P =784 -5- -,-618=
• d- 1 v'

Total or absolute pressure of the steam in the boiler, in pounds per square foot

I v' 618 + P
Square of the diameter of the cylinder, in feet.
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W«S.l, '

Stroke of the piston, in feet

d 2
v' 618 + P

D= -^.cP/ *'(61S + r) =
f84

Diameter of the wheel, in feet

*-a+<#. F_,U8_yV
lT ' °

Square of the diameter of the cylinder, in feet.

F

Stroke of the piston, in feet.

rf
2
/ P — '2118— jd'd'

I) =

Diameter of the wheel, in feet.

1 + 6 {&±gW±gm+uvn+ T^rr,'To

0/ adhesion.—It has been observed, in the description of the engine, that the effort of the steam

applied to the wheel, the engine is precisely in the case of a carriage which is made to advance

hing at the spokes. Thus, as in this action the only fulcrum of the mover is the adhesion of the

wheel to the rails, if that adhesion were insufficient, the force of the steam would indeed make the

wheels turn ; but these, sliding on the rails instead of adhering to them, would turn without adl i
1

and the engine would remain on the same
. r the train to be drawn, the more force the engine must employ, and the mon

it rau-t consequently meet with at the point on which it strains to effect the motion. It might tl

i that with trains of considerable weight, the engines would be unable to advance ; not thai

would be wanting in the mover itself, but in the fulcrum of the mm
Adhesion being indispensable to the creation of the progressive motion, two conditions are n q

for an i

i capable of drawing a given load : 1st, the dimensions and proportions of the <

and it- boiler must enable it to produce, by means of the steam, the necessary pressure on the pi-ton,

which < the force applied by the engine ; and 2d, the 'weight of the engine must be such as

to cause a sufficient adhesion to the rails. These two conditions of force and weight should accord ti
-

gether; for, were there a great force of .-tram and a Blight adhesion, the latter would limit the effect of

the engine, and steam would be lost; and were there too much adhesive weight for the power of the

, that weight would, during the motion, become a useless burden, since the limit of the load would

marked by the pressure of the -team.

Ir is necessary therefore, after having determined the dimensions of the om the conditions

which they are to fulfil, as has been done: in the preceding pages, to seek what ought to be their weight
•

r enable them to draw tin- greatest load intended to be imposed on them during their work
The • oormous weight now given to locomotive engines, generally causes this condition to be fulfilled ol

require, in this respect, m attention than four-wheel engines, l< -

.' often happens, on an uneven railway, that a six-wheel engine is wholly supported on it- four

whereas the middle ones, which are the propelling wheel-, being accidentally ail

immediately above a low part of the railway, scarcely touch the rail, and therefore have but a

adhesion In thi t the rails the adhesion which is the limit of the traction of an engine, maj

be weight on the driv< r, and it ii never less than .,', in the worst state of the rails,

when they are greasy and dirt) from the effect of wet weather.

For the preceding calculations and formula) we are indebted to M. Pambour, whose works on the

;

i locomotive and stationary, Bhould be in the hand ogineer and machinist,

and to w huh we refer for a more complete elucidation of the laws w hich govern the motion of thi

I tender.—The example which we have chosen for detailed illustration i

form of locomotive engine and tender at present constructed bv Me srs, Hawthorn, oi

land, a firm d extensive employment in this branch of the trade is a sufficient

for the excellence of their arrangements. In tb< to figure lied all the most recent im]

i Hawthorn bave introduced into then engine, includ tent auxiliai

I

i the mechanism bj which it is moved
Thi made, according to the method generally adopt

niahed h itli I a six wheeled i i

. ami the bii

diameter, are placed in

I, and particularly al j being given to tin •

the hind whi I
/hind the fin

tween the wheels ma) , by thi

An en fine of tl i

•' ci iption v. ill bo found i .

for merchandise and for mi
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trains, where a high rate of speed is required, railway travelling would be rendered comparatively safe

by employing engines specially made and adapted for such purposes.

Enumeration of the figures.—Fig. 2601, a longitudinal elevation of the locomotive engine.

Fi°f. 2602, a general plan of the same.

Mr

'M

Fig. 2603, a longitudinal elevation of the tender, showing the mode of its connection with the

engine.

Fig. 2604, a general plan of the tender, in which are seen the cocks for regulating the supply of watei

to the boiler, and the hand-wheel for working the brake apparatus.

The following four figures are sectional views.
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Fig. 2605, a longitudinal section of the engine, showing the internal arrangements of the boiler, and
the working parts of the engine.

Fig. 2600, a sectional plan of the engine, with the cylindrical part of the boiler removed, for the

purpose of exhibiting the general arrangement of the working parts, and the construction of the

ore-box.

Fig. 2607, a longitudinal section of the tender.

Fig. 2608, a plan of the tender with the tank removed, showing the construction of the framing, drag-

, brake-geer, (be.

jr

vl elevation
'. an elevation of the ei a al the flru box end.

HO, a trarj

61 1 ,
;in elevation of the engine as •<-< a al the Bmoke 1><>\ > nd.

2612, a trai Id this viexi the cylinder I

•

v.lnle that
I |pj I to

;

port and blast pipe.
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The follcwing figures represent detailed views, drawn to a larger scale, of such parts of the engine
and tender as could not be fully shown in combination

:

Fig. 2613, a transverse section of the steam regulator and chest ; Fig. 2614, a longitudinal section of

the same.
Fig. 2615, a plan of the piston, with the cover removed to show the packing.

Fig. 2G16, a section of the piston through the lines 12 3.

Fig. 2617, a plan of the same, complete, with the cover and guards.

Fig. 2618, a plan of the piston-rod cross-head, with slide-blocks and projecting arm for working tha

feed-pump.

Fig. 2619, a side view of the same.
Fig. 2620, an end view of the same.
Fig. 2621, an elevation of the backward eccentric.

Fig. 2622, a plan of the same, showing the stud for working the expansion-geer.

Fig. 2623, a side view of the reversing or coupling link.

Fig. 2624, an edge view of the same, showing the stud by which the valve is shifted into forward
or back u'i'it.

Fig. 2625, an elevation of the front end of the eccentric-rod.

Fig. 2626, a plan of the same.

Fig. 2627, a longitudinal section of the feud pump, with the plunger, valves, <tc.

Fig. 2628, an end view of the same.
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Fig. 2629, a plan of the double safety-valve, with the seat; Fig. 2630, a longitudinal Bection "I

the same.
Fi«\ 2631, an edge view of Ihe driving-wheel, half in section, to show the mode of fixing the arms,

tvre, (t-c. In this view is also given part of the cranked axle, to show the relative pi eitions of the crank,

wheel, hearing, <kc.

2faw.

Kg. 2632, a transverse section of the driving-wheel axle-box, and of part of the outer spring rig

tudinal Bection of the same.

Fig. 2634, a Bection of the suspending link for adjusting the weight of the engine on the springs- Fig

2635, a aide elevation of the same

2009. 2610. 2011.

.

L

Pig i neral elevation of the tender bra] 7, a plan of the brake-lever and

oothed and link du( for the tender brake.
/' 1 rl of the engine which claims our attention ia

the lire |,.. v. The form of fire-box which Messi Hawthorn have adopted ia clearlj shown in the end
elevation, Fig. 2609, and trarj 2610, It • the external fire-bos \

which in reality foi r, being tilled with water to al en inches from th

and the internal lire, I within the other, and which contains the fuel for generating stenm
The internal lire box is made of copper, and tapen I varda the top, for the allow

mg the glol l which are fori Von ist the downwardfhent d bj tl illeablc iron m . 001
Dal and internal fire '

Bod. The fire-door b o to the internal fire-box for the admission of col I

form, and the latch i- provided with a chain for tin

pace between the two Br< b ot< al thai pari where the t

fiame, securely riveted through both, and tho fire d hod with a plate .

•

little distan b from il il from warping bj the
The fin ban e di tinctly shown in

- an I in tho plan l

Vol. II —is
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to each other on a wrought-iron frame fixed to the under side of the fire-box, and a portion of thera

marked d in the plan, is so arranged as to admit of their falling at one end on the removal of the pin

which supports them. In this case the burning fuel drops into the ash-box D fixed below to receive it

and the combustion almost immediately ceases.

The boiler.—As before remarked, the external fire-box A forms part of the boiler, communicating

freely with it, and being, like it, filled with water to the proper height when the engine is in operation

The boiler, properly so called, is marked E in the figures, and in the specimen now under notice consists

of a cylinder 11 feet inches in length, and 3 feet 6| inches in diameter outside. It is traversed

throughout its length by 107 brass tubes ece, 2£ inches outside diameter, of No. 13 and 14 wire gage.

2G12.

2613.

.

These tubes are inserted into the front plate of the internal fire-box, (called the tube-plate,) which is

made of a sheet of copper considerably thicker than the other plates of which the fire-box is composed,

so as to afford a better bearing for the fixing of the tubes. At the front extremity of the boiler, they

pass through a similar plate of iron, Avhich forms the partition between the boiler and the smoke-box
Into these plates the tubes are secured at both ends by riveting, and subsequently by strong steel fer-

rules accurately turned, and driven firmly into the interior of the tubes, so as to render them perfectly

tight and free from leakage. The cylindrical form of the boiler renders lateral staying unnecessary, ano'

the tubes themselves, at that part where they are situated, secure it against the pressure in a longitu-

dinal direction; but for further safety, three strong malleable-iron stay-bolts /"//traverse the whole
length of the boiler, and are secured to it by round pins passing through brackets riveted to the front

tube-plate, and to the back plate of the external fire-box. The whole boiler is covered externally with
;i coating of thick felt and with strips of wood, called the lagging, or cleading, to prevent the radiation

of heat, as well as to give greater symmetry of appearance.

2620. 2G21.

The smoke-box.—The tubes eee all open into that part of the boiler called the smoke-box F, the pur-

nose of which is td collect the gases evolved by the combustion of the fuel, and to transmit them through

the chimney (J- into the air. In this compartment of the boiler are also placed the steam cylinders, and

other very important parts of the engine, to be hereafter described. The front plate of the smoke-bos

i< furnished with large folding-doors gg, fitted air-tight to it, and provided with a handle, by which both

doors are simultaneously shut and opened. These doors, which arc distinctly shown in the end elei i

tion, Fig. 2611, and in the section, Fig. 2605, serve to afford access for the insertion and cleaning of the

tubes, as well as for the examination and repair of the parts of the engine referred to above.

The safety-valves and boih r mountings.— Although the efficient working of the engine requires that

the boiler be capable of generating strain of a high elastic force, it is yet essential to safety that the

»team pressure be confined within certain limits. In order to insure this, the boiler is provided will'
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two safety-valves, h and i both placed in one chest,
|
Fig. -'Vl'. 1

. i fixed on the summit of the external fire»

box, and surrounded by a polished brass chimney II, of a form symmetrical with that of tin- lar_n> chirm

. One of these valves, marked i, which is of the kind called the lever safety-valve, can be
land to any required degree of pressure by the engine-driver, bein^ tarnished with a tpring-baian

which the amount of pressure is distinctly indicated. The other safety-salve h is inaccessible, and n
I by a spiral spring and screws, to such a pressure as may be considered Bafe, yet higher than tha

engine is expected, under ordinary circumstances, to require.

To indicate the height at which the water atanda in the boiler, and to enable the driver to keep it

always at its proper u cocks and glass twin' j. communicating with the water inside,

are fixed at a convenient situation near tin'1 loot plate. A graduab I fixed behind thi

tube, and the required level may thus be maintained with considerable accuracy.

i precaution agaii fcice oi the approach of the engine, a steam whistle
/. i-. attached t" the top of the fire box, and communicates with the Bteam within by a short pipe, pro-

rided with a stop-cock. The internal construction of the whistle is such, thai when the Btop-cockia

l rushing out with i encounters the sharp edges of a peciesofin
. emitting a shrill and bich can be heard at the distance of several milea

3634.

D

J n?

:

ind, and at the 1"
i

! ; and. fol

ii at which i

both at fire I
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2612, are secured when the engine is at work, by covers or doors bearing against the inside of the boiler

and fixed each by a single bolt passing through a strong wrought-iron bridge bearing against the outside

The steam-pipes and regulator-valve.—The steam-chest or receiver I rises from the centre of tho

cylindrical part of the boiler, and is carried to a considerable height above it, in order that the mouth
nt the steam-pipe J, which opens into it, may be removed to as great a height as can conveniently be
obtained, from the surface of the water in the boiler. The object of thus raising the open orifice of the

steam-pipe is to prevent priming, that is, the ascent of water along with the steam, and its consequent

flow through the steam-pipe into the cylinders, where its presence in any considerable quantity would
produce the most serious inconveniences, besides the danger to which the boiler would be exposed by
its rapid abstraction. As a further precaution against priming, Messrs. Hawthorn make use of a simple

but very ingenious contrivance. This consists of a species of inverted cone m, Fig. 2605, made of sheet-

iron, and riveted to the interior of the steam-chest, with an aperture in the centre just wide enough to

allow the free ascent of the steam between it and the steam-pipe, which passes through it. The water
in the boiler tends to prime chiefly where there is a surface of metal to which it may adhere ; conse-

quently, when, in rising up the sides of the steam-chest, it encounters the inverted cone m, its course is

diverted downwards and towards the centre, where being unsupported it falls back into the boiler.

Should any priming occur round the sides of the steam-pipe itself, the water is, in a somewhat analogous

way, diverted by the bell-shaped mouth of the pipe, and returned into the boiler. The steam-receiver

is surrounded by a polished brass dome, which, besides being highly ornamental to the engine, serves

the very important purpose of diminishing the radiation of heat, by interposing a stratum of heated air

between the steam-chest and the external atmosphere.

The steam-pipe J is made of copper, and that part of it which is inclosed within the boiler is 5$
inches internal diameter. It enters an orifice accurately bored and fitted to receive it, in the cast-iron

regulator-valve chest K, which is bolted steam-tight to the exterior of the front tube-plate of the boiler.

The valve-chest K incloses a regulator-valve n, of a new and improved form, which, as well as the chest

itself, is shown on an enlarged scale in Figs. 2613, 2614. It is formed of cast-iron, and has two projecting

faces accurately and smoothly turned, and of such form and dimensions as, when placed in the position

shown in Fig. 2613, completely to cover the orifices of the two branch steam-pipes J J, whose faces are

bored truly cylindrical, and of the same diameter as that of the faces of the valve. The distance be-

tween the contiguous edges of the two branch-pipes is somewhat greater than the breadth of the valve

face, so that when turned round in either direction, the orifices of both pipes may be fully opened. In

the centre of rotation of the valve is an oblong hole, into which is fixed the correspondingly formed end
of a lona; rod o o, traversing the whole length of the boiler, and passing steam-tight through a stuffing-

box in the back plate (if the lire-box. A long lever-handle p, is fixed to the outer extremity of this rod,

and the engine-driver is thereby enabled, with the greatest ease and precision, to regulate the supply
of steam to the cylinders. A small pipe q, screwed into the upper part of the regulator-valve chest,

rises through the smoke-box, and is surmounted by a cup, and provided with a stop-cock, by which oil

may be admitted into the interior of the valve-chest, for the lubrication of the working parts.

The two branch steam-pipes J J, as will be distinctly seen by reference to the transverse section, Fig.

2612, open a communication for the admission of steam from the regulator-valve chest K, into the valve

casing or steam-chest L L. They are each 3j inches internal diameter, and they, as well as the dis-

charge-pipes N N, are so disposed within the smoke-box as not to obstruct the cleaning or replacing of

the tubes.

i Tic cylinders and valves.—The slide-valves, with their expansion-slide frames, are placed between

the cylinders MM, in one Bteam-chest L, formed by the construction of the cylinders when bolted

together, as will be seen by inspection of Fig. 2606. By this arrangemenl access is afforded to both

valves by the removal of only one cover, which seems to be an improvement over the other methods

row in use.
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The steam cylinders M M are 14 inches diameter, with :i stroke of -1 in • are placed at >

flight angle Lathe Bmoke-box, for the purpose of being accomm i the position of the cranked

axle The form and dimensions of the pistons P P', and the arrangement of the packing-]

are clearly indicated in Figa 2615, 2616, 2617. The packing consists of two cast-iron ri

turned slightly eccentric, the thick sides in each being Bet diametrically opposite. At these
j

they are cut, and wedges b"b" fitted accurately into the openings. These wedges are pressed out-

wards by two springs c" c", which are adjustable b. -. The whole is rendered compact and

secure by the piston ever, d", which is bolted to the body of the piston by four bolts, guarded by the

j. sf lown in Fig. '2617.

The steam-ports ss, which communicate between each extremity of the cylinders and the slide-valves

r r, arc formed in the body of the cylinders, as are also the discharge-ports N X, to the point where the

blast-pipes are jointed to them. The discharge or blast pip-- N .>, ascend from each cylinder till they

r« ach the bottom of the chimney, where they arc formed into one pipe, in the orifice of which i- placed

a cone or tapered plug t, so disposed and connected by means of a Bystem of rods and lev* re u u, as to

be capable of being raised or depressed by the engine-driver. By this means the orifice of the

Di'pe may be enlarged or contracted at pleasure, thereby causing a greater or less draught to the tin.

By this simple contrivance, the engine-driver is enabled to adapt the quantity of steam generated in

the boiler to the exact amount required for the supply of the engine, and thereby to prevent th"

of fuel indicated by the steam blowing off at the safety-valve. For the further regulation of t In-

draught when the engine is at rest, it is provided with a damper u, at the lower end of the chimney,

i, like the blast regulator, by a system of rods and levers, also marked v <-. and terminating near

the foot-plate.

77" framing an ma of the engine.—Having described the internal arrangements of the en-

gine, we now proceed to explain the parts by which motion is communicated to the wheels. Thi -

most fully and clearly delineated, in combination, in our sectional elevation. Pig. 2605, and in the plan,

_oU6. Between the smoke box and external fire-box, are bolted the four strong malleable-iron

- 00 0, called th" ineideframing, and which, besides imparting great strength and rigidity to th.-

whole structure, serve the purpose of giving fixed points of resistance for the bearings of the w<

these, tin- tir.-t that claim our attention are the pi-ton-rods PP. These are mad" ol

turned truly cylindrical and smooth, and of the diameter ot 2§ inches; they are fixed into the
;

with a cotter in the manner indicated in the detail, Figs. 2615, 2616, and at thi extremity they are

terminated each by a cross-head Q', also attached to them by a cotter, Kg. 2618. < ta th— cross-heads

trings for the small ends of the co dsQQ; and and of the same piece with

these bearings, are projecting arms into which the cast-iron guide blocks w w, Figa 261 fitted.

The guide-blocks are formed with flanges, and are accurately fitted and ground into Bteel Blidi

also marked to to, so as to work smoothly and steadilj between them. These latter are Bet truly par-

allel and in the same inclined plane with the centre of the piston-rodB, and are firmly bolted to the

framing-plates 0. By this means, the piston constrained to move in a rectilinear din

and .-..-cured against any deflection, or undue Btrain arising from the continual change of position of the

oppo ite ends of the connecting-rods, in obedience to the revolution of the cranks to which they are

resp ctively attached.

The feed-pumps S S, for the supply of water to the boiler, are also set in the line of the pistol

and tin ir plungers partake of their motion, being each fixed to a small arm x, firmly Becured bj

ter to the cross-head Q'. The pumps, the internal arrangement of which is fully shown in the longi-

tudinal • 1 of cast iron, and are tirmly fastened to the inside framing <
», by

;
aseing through the projecting flanges f" f". The plunger- g" are of brass, two inch"- in diam-

ine engine draw the water from the tender through the feed pipe •
. and

lower i valve h", forcing it, at the return stroke, through the upper or deliver} valvi i .
and

along I into the boiler. I ited from rising out of their Beats by the Btops

fixed into tl I I listed as to admit of their rising only to

the proper height for the due ingress and egress of th" water. At the point where the water is dis-

ci ill" boiler is placed a valve box o', within which i- a valve opening upwards, for the re

t"ini'.ii of the water within the boiler. A -mall cock, called the pet-cock, <>. is fix< I to tl utsi

'be feed pump, and by means of a long Blender ro I. the handle is brought w ithin reach of the 1

1

Iriver, bo that he may be enabled to ascertain at any time whether the pump is working efficiently,

Q Q are jointed, as we I explained, to the cross heads of the piston-
'1 he coupling is effected in the usual way, by means of straps, l,'iI>-, and cotters, properly b<

' relaxing or falling out The opposite ends are attached in the Bame manner to the crank- l; li.

upon the axle of the driving-wheela This cranked axle is made of thi ! d iron, the crank- ;

• of the -olid mass, and the one formed exactly at right angles to the other. In the earlier

of the locon tal to provide bearings for the cranked axle u] tach of the fi

00, but ti he machinery i- much simplified, and thi

tiou considerably reduced.

rovided with foui two for the forwanl,

and the other two for the backward geer. I h" form i ions of these are Bho1

2621, which giv< i one of the backward
it diif. i. ii.", pr< -> nts an :• of the whi

for the purpose of embracing the axle, and thi
j

ined immovabl) together b

round pins /."/."
. into one half, and secured, after pa sing throu h the ol

<\< d firmly to the axle bj the two pojnted

eylinden are fixed upon the axle a little in advanct of a line at

red lead, and the position of thi I

ut adjusted upon the same principle, the b ol course in diametrical!) op] ih*>
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eccentric-rods m"m", are bolted firmly to the brass strap surrounding the eccentrics; and their oppo
Bite extremities, the form of which is shown in Fig. 2625, are connected together by a double link e

Figs. 2623 and 2024, so formed as to admit of either forward or backward eccentric being thrown
into geer with the valve-spindle, as may be required. The link which Messrs. Hawthorn employ
for coupling the ends of their eccentric-rods is of a new and improved construction, being so formed
as to diminish as much as possible the friction and wear upon the slide-rod pin and the eccentric-

rod ends. The reversing geer, or mechanism by which the engine-driver is enabled to propel the en-

gine in either direction, consists of a system of rods and levers f'f'f, commencing with a stud
upon the lower extremity of the coupling-link e', and terminating in a long handle, placed in a
convenient position near the foot-plate. The motion of the eccentrics is communicated directly U.

the slide-valves by means of valve-spindles, working through oblong guides at the one extremity, to

insure steadiness, and attached at their opposite ends to the slide-valves by nuts and jam-nuts, for

the purpose of adjustment. We may here take occasion to remark, in anticipation of the subject upon
which we are now about to enter, that by Messrs. Hawthorn's arrangement the ordinary slide-valves,

when once properly adjusted, never require to be varied, to whatever extent the expansion geer may
be employed.
Auxiliary expansion slide-frame and geering.—On each of the backward eccentrics is fixed a stud

A', Fig. 2621, to which is jointed a rod, the other extremity of which is connected with the upper arm
of a double lever, working upon a bearing fixed to one of the framing-beams 0. The lower arm of

this lever is grooved throughout its length to receive a sliding-pin, attached by a link to a system of

rods and levers, terminating in a long handle, working on the same centre with the reversing handle.

The sliding-pin is also connected by the rod to the hollow spindle which works through the stuffing-box

of the valve-chest L, and incloses the spindle g of the ordinary slide-valve. It may here be remarked,
as objections may be urged on the ground of expense, that the hollow spindle is not essentially requisite

in this arrangement of valves ; the spindle may be made solid, similar to the rod of the ordinary slide,

and worked through a separate stuffing-box, either above or on one side of it ; the mode represented is,

however, the neatest and most compact arrangement.

The expansion slide-frame is worked by the hollow spindle, being attached to it by means of a
slender malleable iron frame, embracing it on all sides, and screwed to the end of the hollow spindle.

It is fitted to and works upon the same face as the ordinary slide-valve, but is cf such a form as, when
the frame is in motion, to overlap alternately the ends of the latter, (the back of the slide-valve being
accurately planed and fitted for that purpose,) according to the amount of expansion required. This
can be varied at pleasure by the mechanism above described ; for when the sliding-pin which works in

the grooved arm is brought into the centre of motion of that lever, it is obvious that no motion of the

slide-frame will ensue, and in this position, when it is not required to work expansively, the geering may
be secured so as to obviate all unnecessary wear and tear. If, however, the handle be advanced
into the position represented in the general elevation, Fig. 2601, the sliding-pin and rod I', which is

attached to it, will then be forced downwards, as shown in Fig. 2605, and the slide-frame will partake
of the motion communicated to the lever i' by the backward eccentric, and the amount of this travel

will obviously be in proportion to the distance at which the sliding-pin is set from the centre of motion.

A graduated sector is placed at the foot-plate in view of the engine-driver, as shown in the genera]

elovation, for the purpose of indicating minutely the amount of expansion, or at what part of the stroke

the =;team is cut off.

We may remark that Messrs. Hawthorn's expansion geer appears to possess advantages over many
of the other methods hitherto employed. The first and perhaps the most important of these we have
before adverted to, namely, the complete independence of the motion of the ordinary slide-valve from

that of the expansion-frame, rendering any alteration of the latter, after it has been once properly

adjusted, unnecessary, whatever amount of expansion may be employed. The admission and discharge

of the steam are thus, in all cases, regular, and take place under the most advantageous circumstances

attainable by the ordinary valve. Again, the movement communicated by the backward eccentric to

the expansion-slide is so regulated, in relation to that of the ordinary valve, as to produce a very pecu-

liar and advantageous effect in cutting off the steam quickly. Thus, the expansive principle may be

employed to any extent, between that due to the cutting off of the steam at g of the stroke of the piston,

to that which would be produced by the action of the ordinary slide alone, without throttling, or what
is technically called vdrc-drawing the steam, a defect so much complained of in most of the other modes
of expansion hitherto in use. These theoretical advantages have been fully corroborated by the results

of experience. Messrs. Hawthorn have successfully applied their expansion geering to the locomotives

which they have supplied to ten different railways in England, and the saving of fuel effected by the

use of it, in many cases, amounts to 30 per cent.

The wltccls and outside framing.—The driving-wheels TT are firmly fixed to the cranked axle, the

ends of which, produced beyond the bearings, carry the cranks and coupling-rods o o. The other

extremities of these rods are connected by cranks of exactly the same dimensions with the axle of the

fore-wheels U IT. By thus connecting the driving and fore wheels, the amount of traction, or the sur-

face upon the rails available for the propulsion of the engine, is greatly increased, which renders this

species of engine peculiarly suitable for drawing merchandise or other heavy trains, at moderate speeds.

The hind or trailing wheels V V, are situated under the fire-box, and the advantages of this disposition

have been already pointed out. The dimensions of all these wheels have also been already given, ami

the mode of their construction will be clearly understood by reference to Fig. 2631, which shows both

external and sectional views of one of the driving-wheels, but which, as far as regards construction, may
be taken as a type of the whole. The nave is of cast-iron, moulded and poured round the arms, which

have been previously prepared with a dove-tail at their inner ends, for the purpose of giving additional

security. The arms and rim are oi'the best forged iron, and the latter is accurately turned in the Lit'lw
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after being welded together. The tyre, which is also of the b. crap-iron, is bored internally

to a slightly -mailer diameter than the rim, and shrunk on. It is then secured to the rim by a lev

rivets, and the whole turned accurately to the proper form and diam

As the whole weight of the engine rests upon the wheels, it may be expected to suffer from jolting

in passing over the irregularities of the rails. To obviate this a- far as possible, the springs

7 7 7 :i,v interposed, the former upon bearings in the outermost of the internal framings 00, and tht

latter under the axle-boxes r'r'r, of the main external bearings. The springs marked go', and the

mode in which they are attached to the axle-boxes and to the framing, are clearly represented in Figs

2684 and 2635. They are composed of thin layers of steel, gradually diminiahing in length from th<?

centre to the extremities, and bound together by the connectingdioop o", secured in its place by a small

round pin passing through it and the steel plates. The connecting-hoop is formed with a tail proji

upwards into the lower portion of the axle-box, where it is fixed by a round pin p" passing through it

The axle-box r, which is of cast iron, fitted with bearings composed of a metallic alloy favorable for

ne reduction of friction, slides up and down as the springs bend with the weight of the engine,

oetween the cast-iron axle-guides q" if, which are accurately planed and fitted t<> receive it, and
bolted firmly to the plates of the external framing. The axle-boxes are formed with a -

reservoir for oil or tallow, which is constantly supplied to the rubbing surfaces by two small tubes

and Biphon-wicks. It may here be remarked, that the other rubbing parts of the engine are lubri-

. in the same manner. The mechanism by which the springs are attached to the external framing
is shown in l'iur -- ->'•'

1, 2G35. These parts are called the spring-links, and consist of a species of

small cross-head /•", fitted with round pins for passing through the plates of the external framing, and
with screwed studs attached by similar round pins to the ends of the -prings q" q. The nut s works
into these screws, and by means of it the weight which it may be thought expedient to throw upon

each spring may be accurately adjusted.

The external framing consists of two strong parallel beams W W, extending somewhat beyond the

engine at both ends, and connected in front by tli'- wooden cross-beam or buffer-bar '/. and behind by a

similar beam, on which rests the foot plate Y. These beams are firmly bound together at the corners

by angular plat>-s of iron bolted through each, anil the weight of the boiler is Bupported upon them
by the- strong malleable iron brackets or stays XXX. riveted to tin' boiler, and bolted through
the beams W W. These latter are formed each of two parallel plates of iron, cut out into the

ibrm Bhown in the general elevation, with horns projecting downward- for the bearings of the

wheela Bi tween each pair of plate- a beam of well-seasoned oak i- interposed, and the whole firmly

bolted together.

To deaden the -hoik- to which the engine is exposed, it is provided with buffers, s" tf, fixed to and

projecting in front of the buffer-bar Z. These buffers are a Bpecies of elastic cushions, formed of horse-

irrounded by Btrong leather, and further strengthened by slender malleable irpn hoops. To
secure the engine against the effects of the wheels coming in contact with Btones or other obstacles

which may happen to be lying on the rails, it is furnished with Btrong malleable iron safe-guards 1 t,

descending from the external framing to within a -hurt distance of each rail, and so formed at the points

B8 to turn aside any object with which they may come into collision.

Any water which may happen to accumulate in the cylinders, whether from tin- primil _
r of the boiler

or the condensation of the Bteam, and which, unless removed from time to time, would be verj detri-

mental to the working of the engine, i- let off by mean- of the pipe and stopcock u, communicating
with tin- discharge passage of each cylinder.

Upon the front of the smoke-box, ami toward- the top, is fixed a -mall bracket for supporting the

'1,11/, .', by which notice is given at night of the approach of the engine and train.

A- a precaution against accident to the engine driver and his assistant, hand-rails a1 «•' are •

on each side of the lout plate 5T, and these are continued along the whole length of the boiler, so that

they may be enabled with comparative safety to walk round the engine, even when it is in rapid motion

'IT,- rods forming this latter part of the hand rail are mail'' hollow, ami thus afford a neat and compact

guide and protection for tie' Blender ro 1- by which the blast regulator on one side, and the damper on

the other, are worked.

When the engine is ai rest, the steam which would otherwise escape at tic satin valve and be

thrown to v, aste, i- made available for the heating of tin' water in tlie tender. This ia accomplished by

of the bent pipe .'', by which a communication is made between the Bteam within the the box
and tic feed-pipe y, and thereby a considerable saving of fuel is found to be efli ct< I.

The connection •!' the engine and ten li by means of the Btrong double link or drai: bar /.'.

one end of which i- secured by a Btrong pin to a bracket fixed under the foot plate of the engine, while

the other i- in a similar manner jointed to the drag springs of the tender.

To assist the engine-driver in rising into In- pi are on the foot plate, the fool it< pa '

i' depend on each
side i,!' it to within an ea-s distance from the ground.

Having thus minutely described tie 1 parts "i which this engine is composed, and explained thi ii

it. 1 1 ai - i h ' .'. enl along, we consider it unncce an i-
. occupy m space with an account

mode of action. This is in even respect idi-utic.il with that of the ordinary high pre ure engine, and

to those who have followed as in our previous descriptions will lie perfectly intelligible.

/' wription of tht tender. The tender is an invariable i oomitant of the locomoth • en fine,

in n as well as m tic engine, there is considerable m for the display of tasteful de i

ioua

arrangement, we have thought that we should render our • n inter

a' ptable by giving representations of both. The water-tank A A forms the principal part ul

the tender, mgular beet-iron cistern, capable of coots

water t"r the supply of the boiler. It is made with a long race - B i-i he
fuel. The floor .i of this re iadi i lope downwards from the mint of tin
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which arrangement the fuel is prevented from being thrown out by any jolting or shaking to which il

may be subjected.

Towards the back of the tank it is surmounted by a pipe or opening C, by which water is introduced
from the water-crane or other contrivance for that purpose. A wooden cover is fitted over this opening
when not in use. At the same point are fixed the wooden tool-boxes D D for containing spanners and
other implements which may be required for the engine. At the front of the tank, and on each side, are
situated the cocks b b for regulating the supply of water to the suction-pipes cc communicating between
the feed-pumps and the tender. These are connected to the feed-pipes yyhj means of leather hose
screwed on to each by the union-joints d d, thus admitting of a considerable amount of vibration or

change of position of the pipes, without breaking the connection. The tank is secured to a strong

wooden frame E E, forming the body of the tender, and strengthened by numerous cross-beams. Be-
yond this wooden framing, and on each side of it, the external iron framing-plates F F are fixed by bolts

passing through short cross-beams of timber cee abutting against both. The external framing-plates
are made of a form symmetrical with those of the engine, as seen in the general elevations, Figs. 2001
and 2603, and their purpose is to afford bearings for the reception of the axle-boxes///, which slide up
and down in them in obedience to the action of the springs ggg.
The tender is supported upon six wheels G G G, of the same diameter as the trailing or hind wheels

of the engine, and constructed in the manner already described in treating of the latter. The brake
apparatus, which is shown on an enlarged scale in Fig. 2636, consists of a train of mechanism by which
a great amount of friction can be simultaneously produced upon the peripheries of the tender-wheels,
for the purpose of reducing the momentum of the engine and train, when it is required to arrest the mo-
tion of the train. The hand-wheel h is fixed to the upper extremity of the vertical spindle H, working
in a strong bearing attached to the tank. The lower portion of the spindle is formed into a screw, and
works through the wrought-iron nut I, on which is forged a double link, jointed at its lower end to the

brake-lever i. The latter has its centre of motion in the short shaft J, which works in strong bearings

attached to the wooden frame, and carries the double-toothed sector/ Two longitudinal iron rods kk
extend the whole length of the tender, and a small portion of each towards the front extremity is formed
.nto a rack, so adjusted as to work into the teeth of the sector/ The rods k k are supported and guided
In their motion by small rollers working in the wrought-iron guides 1 1 1, and upon them are bolted the

wooden brake-blocks m in in, by the contact of which with the exterior surface of the wheels the friction

is produced. By this arrangement it is obvious that by screwing the vertical spindle H into the nut I,

the latter will be drawn upwards, and carrying with it the lever i, the toothed sector j will be made to

revolve upon its axis J, and consequently the rods k k will be drawn each in the opposite direction to

the other. Each wheel will therefore be forcibly compressed between the brake-blocks m m, and the

engine and train be proportionally retarded.

At the point where the engine is connected to the tender, the latter is provided with a system of

springs, to deaden the effects of shocks from either direction. This consists of two springs set back to

back, and connected together by a socket n, which receives the end of the drag-bar. The fore spring p
comes into action when any force is applied tending to separate the engine from the tender, as in start-

ing a train, and the hinder spring o when the force is applied in the opposite direction. Both springs

are supported upon pieces of thin iron bolted between the beams of the wooden frame, and the extrem-
ities .}f the spring o bear upon the two guide-pins q q.

For further security, in case of the ordinary connections failing, the safety-chains r r are attached be-

tween the engine and tender.

For the accommodation of the engine-man and fireman, or stoker, the tender is furnished with foot-

steps s s, placed at an easy distance above the steps of the engine. By these arrangements, and with

the assistance of the handles 1 1, the foot-plate is rendered easily accessible.

At the front of the tender a piece of boiler-plate u is fixed by hinges, for the purpose of forming a

floor where the engine and tender are connected. At the other extremity of the tender the buffers v v,

similar in construction and in situation to those formerly described, are fixed to the cross-beam of the

wooden framing, for the purpose of deadening the shocks produced by the occasional irregularities of

motion between the engine and the train. The drag-chain w, which is firmly secured to the same beam,
forms the connecting link between the tender and the train.

Literal References to the Engine.

A, the external fire-box.

B, the internal fire-box.

C C, stays for strengthening the roof of the internal

fire-box.

a a a, stays between the external and internal fire-

boxes.

b. the fire-door.

c c, the fire-bars.

J, the movable portion of the fire-bars.

D, the ash-box.

E, the cylindrical part of the boiler.

see, the tubes.

ff, longitudinal stays from the back of the fire-box

to the front of the boiler

F, the smoke-box.

pg, the smoke-box doors.

G, the chimney.

H, a brass funnel for inclosing the safety-valves.

h, the spring safety-valve.

i, the lever safety-valve and spring-balance.

/ the water-gage, and gage-cocks.

A-

, the steam-whistle.

I, the blow-off cock.

I, the steam-receiver.

in, the inverted cone for preventing priming.

J J, the steam-pipes.

K, the regulator valve-chest.

n, the regulator valve.

o, a rod connecting the regulator valve with

p, the handle for working it.

q, the oil-cup and pipe for lubricating the regulator

valve.
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L, the steam-chest of the cylinders.

r r, the slide-val'. i

M M, the steam-cylinders,
vs. the steam-ports.
.V N, the discharge-ports and blast-pipes.

i, the blast-regulator.

mm, handle, ro La, and levers for working the blast-

regulator.

. i, the damper, with the handle, rods, and levers

for working it.

00, the inside framing of the engine.

1'
, the Bteani-piston,

. the packing-rings of the piston.
/," //

, wedges for tightening the packing.

c"c", springs bearing on the back of the wedges
b"b'\

a", the piston-cover.

guards for the bolts of the piston-cover.
.'1*. the piston-rods.

Q' Q', cross-heads for the piston-rods.

ww, the cross-head slides.

xx, projecting-arms for working the feed-pumps.

Q Q, the connecting-rods.

It, the cranked axle
the feed-pumps.

f f ', flanges for bolting the feed-pumps to the in-

framing,

the plungers of the feed-pump-.
k", lower or BUCtion valve of the feed-pump.

t", upper or delivery valve.

j"j", stops for regulating the lift of the valve-.

yy, the feed pipes from the tender to the feed-

pumps. ,

2 2, branch-pipes from the feed-pumps to the boiler.
</'<;', ralve-boxes at the boiler.

b' b', the pet-cocks and their handles.

c'c', the forward eceeir

'

'/'-/', the backward eccentrics.

k' k', bolts for connecting the halves of each ec-

centric.

I" I ', steel pinching screws for fixing the eccentrics

tO the axle.

m" m", the eccentric-roda

e' e', coupling links for the ends of the eccentrie-

roda
/"/'/', levers, shafts, and rods for working tl

Ver

g'g', the main steam-valve -pin lie-.

ft' ft', studs on the backward eccentrics for working
th" expansion slide-fra

between the studs ft'
A'

and
i'i', the grooved arms for the variable expansion.
j'j', links between the grooved arms and the lev

ers k' k'.

V k'h't levers, shafts, and rods for regulating the
expansion-geer.

I'V, connecting-rods between the grooved arm*
i' i', and

m' m', the hollow spindles attached to

n' n', the expansion slide-frames.

T T, the driving--wheela

o' o', the outside cranks and coupling-rods.

17 U, the fore-wheels coupled to the driving-

wheels.

V V, the hind-wheels under the fire-box.

p'p', springs for the inside bearings of the cranked

axle.

g'g', springs for the outside bearings of all the

axle-.

o" o", connecting-hoop for the outside springs of

the cranked axle.
;•' /•', the axle-boxes.

p"p", pins for attaching the springs to the axle-

1 k ixes.

'/"'/", cast-iron guides for the axle- 1

r r . the spring-links.

s"s",the nuts for adjusting the weight upon the

springs.

YV \V, the external frame of the engine.

XX. Btays from the external frame t<i the

boiler.

Y, the foot-plate. .

X, the buffer beam.
s' s\ the lu.ii

t' t', the safeguards.

u' u', acock and pipe for L< tting oil water from die

cylindei s.

v', the signal-lamp.

w'w', the hand-railing.

x', a pipe from the boiler for heating the water in

the tender.

//', the drag-bar.
.-.' _

, the foot atepa

/.'< /' r- ncet t'i the '!' ndt r.

A, The water-tank.

15, th containing the coke,

floor oi the coke box
opening into the tank.

1 ) D, the tool box
hh, the cocks for regulating the ropply of water to

the feed-pumpa
ee, wal the engine.
d'l, union joint- for connecting the feed i

E K, wooden frame of the tender.
' be 9 OOden and iron train. -.

P l', the iron frame for recen ing the

fff, the axle bos

/;///, the ipri

the « he< Is.

II. th pindle and screw for workin
brake.

''. the hand wheel for the brake icrew.

I, the nut and link for connecting the screw wittt

i. the brake lever.

.), the -hort .-haft carrying the brake lever, and

j, the double-toothed Bector, working into

k /.-, the longitudinal rods carrying the brake*

blocks.

i'/,BQpporta fitted with roller- for lt u i « 1 i 1
1

^- the

rods k k.

m m, the n l«n I.rake blocka
Ice'l for connecting the drag-springs to thu

drag bare.

Op, the -pun-- for buffing and drav

7 •/, bearings for the -pi \\

r r, the Bafoty chains.

I

1 t, handle- to assist in rising to the loot plate.

a, a hinged plate between the engine and ten

r r, buffers for the tender.

:i of the- tell lor

I Alll. -lie:.:: built l.y II. II. 1
'

i part of 1 rid, is the I
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ing of two sets of wheels on one frame, the frame revolving on a centre-pin, which enables the machine

to move more easily around corners ; this form of engine is called the bogey in England.

The locomotive here shown is one of the earlier kind, with inside connection, and but one pair of

drivers. At present in this country, engines with outside connections are thought to be safer, steadier

and cheaper than inside, and are very generally adopted. The number of dnving wheels is seldom lesi

than two pairs. Fig. 2638 is the side elevation of a locomotive as built hy Rogers, Ketchum & Gros

tiier of Paterson, and may be taken as the type of the American locomotive. The earliest Americai

locomotives were but copies of the English with slight adaptations, for the service required and fuel used

but the later engines, as will be seen, are distinstive.

The valve-geer now mostly used is the link-motion, for description of which see Link-Motion.

The coal locomotives as built by Uoss & Winans of Baltimore, differ essentially from those of othei
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aiakers. The freight engines are usually eight-wheeled engines, all connected ; the fire-box is extremely

long and capacious. The fuel is let down through a hopper above the fire-box, the tender being two-

storied, and the engineer is placed on the top of the engine, immediately back of the smoke-stack. Foi

the results of experiments on these engines on the Heading Bailro

Coal btnut by Parkin I

i other makers are in general a] milar to tii

ferenoc being ;il it entin ly in the form <>r the
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LOGARITHM. The logarithm of a number is the exponent of a power to which another given inva-

riable number must be raised in order to produce the first number. Thus, in the common system of

logarithms, in which the invariable number is 10, the logarithm of 1000 is 3, because 10 raised to the

third power is 1000. In general, if ax=y, in which equation a is a given invariable number, then x is

the logarithm of y. All absolute numbers, whether positive or negative, whole or fractional, may be

produced by raising an invariable number to suitable powers. The invariable number is called the base

of the system of logarithms : it may be any number whatever greater or less than unity ; but having

been once chosen, it must remain the same for the formation of all numbers in the same system. What-
ever number may be selected for the base, the logarithm of the base is 1, and the logarithm of 1 is 0.

In fact, if in the equation ax=y we make x=l, we shall have a
l

=-a, whence, by the definition, log.

a=l ; and if we make x=0, we shall have a°=l, whence log. 1=0.
These properties of logarithms are of very great importance in facilitating the arithmetical opera-

tions of multiplication and division. For if a multiplication is to be effected, it is o:;ly necessary to

take from the logarithmic tables the logarithms of the factors, and add them into one sum, which gives

the logarithm of the required product ; and on finding in the table the number corresponding to this

new logarithm, the product itself is obtained. Thus by means of a table of logarithms the operation

of multiplication is performed by simple addition. In like manner, if one number is to be divided by
another, it is only necessary to subtract the logarithm of the divisor from that of the dividend, and to

find in the table the number corresponding to this difference, which number is the quotient required.

Thus, the quotient of a division is obtained by simple subtraction.

Logarithms apply with equal advantage to the formation of powers and extraction of roots. Let jr

be a number to be raised to the power m, (wi being any number, whole or fractional, positive or nega-

tive.) As before, we have y=ax
; and, on raising both sides of the equation to the power 7??, y

m=amx:

whence, by the definition, log. y
m—m x=m log. y ; that is, the logarithm of the power of a number is

equal to the product of the logarithm of the number by the exponent of the power.

1 I 1

If in the equation of log. y
m=m log. y we make m= -, we shall have log. y

n (or log. </ y)=— log.

y ; that is to say, the logarithm of any root of a number is equal to the logarithm of the number divi-

ded by the index of the root.

From these two last results it is obvious that by means of a table of logarithms numbers may be
raised to any power by simple multiplication, and that the roots of numbers may be extracted by sim-

ple division.

When a table of logarithms has been calculated for any given base, it is easy to find by means of it

any other system of logarithms corresponding to a different base. Thus, supposing a system of loga-

rithms has been calculated of which the base is a, or, which is the same thing, that the value of x has

been found for every different value of y in the equation ax =y, and that it is required to construct

another table, of which the base is b, or to find the values of v corresponding to every different value

of y iu the equation b"= y, we may proceed as follows : Taking the logarithms of both members of

this last equation from the table supposed already calculated, of which the base is a, and recollecting

thai log. b" = v log. b, we have v log. b= log. y ; whence v= ,

& ''

. But because bT= y, it follows thato
. .

loS- 6

v is the logarithm" of y in the system of which the base is b ; therefore, denoting the logarithms in this

log. ynew system by L, we have L y= -. Hence it appears that, in order to find the logarithm of any

given number y in the new system, it is only necessary to multiply its logarithm in the system already

calculated by the constant number -. This constant number, by means of which we pass from the

one table to the other, is called the modulus of the new table with reference to the old.

The logarithms of the particular system of which the modulus is 1, is called the Napierian system.

But, as has been shown, when the logarithms have been found in any one system, they may be trans-

ferred into those of any other system by means of a constant factor. In the common system the base

is 10, and the Napierian logarithm of any number is consequently transformed into the common loga-

rithm of the same number by multiplying by the modulus =— . This number, which is of great im-
L10

portance in the computation of the logarithmic tables, is found to be 0-4342944819, &c, the Napierian
logarithm of 10 being 2-30258509, &c. It may also be remarked that this modulus 0-4342944819 is

the ordinary logarithm of the base of the Napierian system ; for, calling e this base, we shall have

e = 10, whence, taking the ordinary logarithm of both sides of the equation L10 Xlog. e= log. 10= 1;

therefore, log. e =.—— = 0-4342944S19. On passing to numbers, we find e = 2-7182818284.

The Napierian logarithms are sometimes called the natural logarithms, on account of the modulus oi

the system being unity; and, more frequently, hyperbolic logarithms, because they represent the area

of a rectangular hyperbola between its asymptotes, and on this account are of immense use in calcula-

tions connected with the steam-engine.

Logarithms being of constant use in calculations, the tables which have bean published are very

numerous. The most complete are those of Vlacq, to ten decimals ; but they are very scarce, and can

with difficulty be procured. There is an edition of them by Vega, in 1797, also scarce. Gardiner's

Logarithms, printed in 1742, in 4to, and another edition of them at Avignon, in France, in 1770, are to

seven decimals. Callct's Logarithms, in 8vo, like Gardiner's, contain the logarithmic sines, &c, foi
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every 10 seconds. Taylor's Logarithms, in 4to, and also Baguay's, have them to every second. /V-
tou's Logarithms, and Babbage's Logarithm* of Numbers, are well known. The latter was carefully
collated, and is very accurate and convenient. Huhse's Sammlung Mathematii
sig, 18-10) deserves to be mentioned as a very useful collection. 'The above (excepting VTacq'a and
Vega's) are all to seven decimal figures; but "for many purposes, logarithms to a less number oi

mals are sufficiently accurate. For navigation and surveying, tables to six fixgures are the most con
venient, as they give, in general, the trigonometrical lines" correct to single second-. I he best tables oi

this kind are Farley's Tables of Six-figure Logarithms, (12mo, 1840.) For many auxiliary computations
in astronomy it is sufficient to have the logarithms to five places. The reprint of Lola I

by the Useful Knowledge Society (18mo, 1830) i< convenient, and may be relied on i

LOG, for steam-vessels. Fig. 2649 is a side view, and
1fig. 2650 an end view of this instrument. A is a small

wheel, 1 foot diameter, having vanes set at such an angle
that, when let into the water, the action upon their in-

clined surfaces would cause the wheel to revolve once in

passing the distance of two feet through the water.

Upon the axis of the wheel is an endless screw a, into

which works a small toothed wheel, having 51 teeth.

The instrument should be mounted on the low end of a
still' bar of wood, or other material, of such length as
that the top end could be fastened by a joint or hinge b,

to the side of a vessel, in convenient proximity to a
cabin window, or to the deck. To the low end of the

rod or bar a small line should be attached, c, the other
end of which to be secured on the deck of the vessel.

The use of this line would be to withdraw the instru-

ment from the water when not required for observation,
and to lash it horizontally out of the reach of the waves.
Winn the line was released, the instrument should be so
suspended as to fall perpendicularly into the water, and
the bar sufficiently stiff to remain perpendicular, and p
-i-t the pressure of the water against its front *

whirh, however, would be but trifling. The axis of the
small toothed wheel should be incln-ed in a tube in

front of the bar on which the wheel is suspended, and
prolonged to a short distance below the hinged joint ;

and upon the top end of it should be fixed an index ./.

olve "ii a dial-plate decimally divided The wheel
being constructed as before described, this index would
make one revolution round the dial-plate in the time
thai the vessel passed 102 feet through the water, which
i- about the on.--.sixtieth part of a knot, or nautical mile. If, therefore, an observer Btood with a minute-
glass, ior seconds watch, and turmd the glass the moment the index was at zero upon the dial plate,

cited the number of revolutions and parts made by the index during the time the Band was running
out, he would have- the rate at which the vessel passed through the water, in knot- and decimal
h<>iir.

LOGWOOD. A bard, compact w I, bo heavy as to Bink in water, of a one grain, capable of I

polished, and bo durable as to be scarcely Busceptible of decay. Its predominant color is red, tinged
with orange, yellow, and black-, it yi< Ids it- color both to Bpirituous and water) menstrua Alcohol

. and copiously than water. The color of its dye is a fine red, inclined little

to violet or purple, which left to itself, I llowish, purple, and' at length black. Acid- turn it

yellow, alkalies deepen the color, and give it a purple or violet hue. a blue color is obtained from
id, by mixing verdigris with it in the dye bath. 'I he great consumpti f logwood is for black-,

to which it gives a lustre and velvety cast ; it i- ah lj used as a n d, purple, or black d\ to

b :h, and various white w< \ Aim m - ..i .

LOOM, POWER Fig. 2651 is a front elevation of a power loom for weaving printing goods, as built

in thi i bine Shop, Lowell, Mi
Fig. 2662 i the drh ving pulleys, geers, shipper, i

iew of the other end, showing the take-up motion.
A denote- the cast iron i ads, v. Inch, « ith tin- iron girts that are bolted between, constitute the frame

work to which all other parts are attached.
a cast iron arch, which supports the roll ovi r which the barnei I u

i are the driving pulleys, one loose, the other fast

or cam shaft, driv.-n
I , the crank ihaft

on for throwing -buttle.

rerfbrtakinj up the cloth bj opera n the ratchet-wheel II.

crank motion atta bed to the end ol i

II. ratchet-wheel, operate d I

It emery-roll ; J, binder-roll ; &, cloth-roll The cloth, after
]

>.ndi

up on this rolL This roll i driven from I bj a belt

top motion
l on yam beam \ ith i

ip an I prin Ibi frii tion on yarn I
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0, lever, operated by cam, on cam-shaft.

P. lever attached to 0, which comes in contact with catch L, (when the rilling breaks,) and 'Jirows thi

shipper-handle Q out of the notch in which it is held, and stops the loom.

Q, shipper-handle for stopping and starting the loom.

R, piece attached to the protecting-rod, that strikes a lever under the breast-beam, (whenever the
shuttle fails of performing its duty,) and stops the loom.

S, picker-staff for throwing the shuttle, which receives its motion from a cam on cam-shaft, commu
aicated by a treadle and strap T.

T, strap for picker-motion.

U, harness-treadles, operated by the cams E E.

V, crank-shaft, which gives motion to the lathe or sley. X, sley or lathe, which contains the reed.

Y, harnesses for separating the warps while the filling passes through, which are operated by th«

Darness-cam E alternately.

.
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ZZ are the swords that support the lathe, and are attached to the racking-shaft at tli»_' bottom.

<fc, rocking-shaft on which the lathe swii

a' is a geer attached to the yarn-beam, used only when dressing the yarn. V, reed. <-\ friction roll

Tor picker-lever strap. d', picker-levers or treadlea >

'. race-rods, on which the pickers Blide. /', pickers,

made of green hide, dried and pressed, ^/'.temples for holding the cloth in it-; place and keeping it

stretched in width, h' is the cloth, as it passes over the breast-beam down between the two rolls on

to the cloth-roll.

LOOM, BIGELOWS COUXTERPAXE. This improvement consists principally in the manner in

which the shuttles are thrown ; the manner of raising and depressing the shuttle-boxes ; and the man-
ner in which the picker is relieved from the shuttle.

We copy from the specification of the patentee

:

In throwing the shuttles, I cause the two picker-staves to operate simultaneously, so that the .-buttle

may be thrown from whichever of the boxes is presented to their action. This 1 effi ct by the use of one
picker-treadle only, which is acted upon by a cam-ball, in the usual way of working such treadles.

From this treadle two bands are extended, and pass around the two picker-pulleys in such manner that

when the treadle is depressed both the picker-staves will be set in action at the same moment By this

arrangement, two or more shuttles may be successively thrown from the same end of the Loom I

action of one treadle.

The shuttle-boxes are raised and lowered in the following manner: a shaft extends along under the

earn, from one shuttle-box to the other, and carries pinions, which take into racks attached to the

shuttle-boxes; it will be manifest, therefore, that by causing this shaft to revolve, the shuttle-boxes may
be raised. The revolving of this shaft is effected by the action of a spiral or other spring, one end of

which is attached to the frame of the loom at its back, and said spring extends forwards towards the
lathe; from this forward end a band attached to it passes round guide-pulleys, the situation of. which
will be shown in the accompanying drawing, and also round a pulley upon the above-named shaft, to

which latter said band is attached. The action of the spring, by its drawing upon the hand, will

the pinion-shaft to revolve, and will consequt mly raise the shuttle-boxea Should this spring be thrown
action, and the band by which the shuttle-boxes are raised be relaxed, they will then descend by

their own gravity. To take off the ten-ion of the Bpring, there is a cam upon the main shaft of the loom,
which cam, as the shaft revolves, depresses a treadle, to the end of which a band is attached, which
operates in such a way as to relieve the shuttle-boxes from the action of the Bpring, and they then de-

og the picker from the point of the shuttle, 1 make use of th<

a part of the apparatus employed in the ordinary power-loom, for stopping the loom when the

.-buttle does not arrive borne in the shuttle-box. From the protection rod, which i Kb i along below
1 allow a small arm or finger to descend, which finger, as the lathe com< - up towards

the breast beam, Btrikes against a .-top or pin, attached, for that purpose, to the frame of the loom, caus-
ing thi a-rod to rock or revolve to a short distance. i two arms which
extend out from the extreme ends of the protection-rod opposite to the outer ends of each of the shuttle-

;
from these arm- motion is communicated to a fever which works t fulcrum over 1 1 j

-

end- of each of the shutl said arm- being connected to the levers by rod- or w ire-. By depress-
ing the outer ends of these levers their inner end- are raised, and to these ends are appended rods
which carry pieces of wood or metaL which, when down, rest on and embrace the picker rod. and in

that position they serve to hold the picker at a Bhori distance from the end of the shuttle box, and to

Btop the shuttle ; the picker is then removed from the point of the shuttle by the raising of the lever,

ker being made to pass home to the end of the box, thus leaving the Bhuttle and shuttle box free

used or lowered without obstruction, the pi. -ker being also ready again to act on a Bhuttle.
II i v i n ig thus given a general description of my improvements, 1 now proceed to exemplify the same

by ref •:...• accompanying drawings.
-''.;. l is a front view, in pi r pective, of my improved counterpane power-loom, and ] a hack

•
[' the shuttle boxes, tin- him,' drawn for the purpose of showing the particular

i and arrangement of this part of the machinery, which could not he exhibited in the front
'.

l the breast-beam is nol represented, il being removed for the purpose of showing
the, and th<

I therewith, the more distinctly. The jacquard apparatus, which i-

emplo ure, and >- perfectly well known, being in i n< ral u e, I also use as hereto
fore constructed I: i- nol i I in the drawing, it not being deen ry to describe it

;

but 1 have fully shown those pan- which constitute mj improvements,
A A ai.- the picl and B the picker-treadle ; D is the cam hall for working this treadle,

I manner. EEai ps which are attached to the picker-treadle ; tl

bed by their outer ends to ti„-
|

. which cap
A. A, and these are coi Itaneously. The rods or stavi

• when tli i bove refem d t". are raisi d .
il"

i .nd- of tin- Bhuttle boxes b\ tl..- action of the Bpiral jprin 0,1
oi which w ill more fully appear when describing the parts Bhown in

I

'1 be (bllowin ;
i the ai ran ei

I II i made to •
-. nd r the race beam, and tl

J i attached t I mi

box; but I prefer the placing of a rack and pinion at each end of each box
lliere i a pullej L, on thi liafl EI, and this shaft is mad.- t \..1\,- b\ means oi n !

end oi which i- attache I to and lapt around tin ud pulli •.
. The ban I K passes tin i

attached to the frame, and the pulley •<' either to tl„- fi-ai

spiral spring M affixed to <•'• be I i draws on the band K

be pulley ]

the hand K, the -hut'
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this is to take place, the tension of the spring is taken off by the action of the cam N, placed on the

main shaft of the loom, which cam is so formed as to depress the treadle 0, which, drawing on the part

P of the band K, takes off the action of the spiral spring therefrom, and the shuttle-boxes descend.

The protection-rod QQ and Its appendages, used for stopping the loom when the shuttle does net

arrive home, are employed by me in the ordinary way; but I also make use of this protection-rod for

the purpose of relieving the shuttle from the picker, in the following manner : R is an arm or finger

which is affixed to and descends from the protection-rod, and this, as the lathe approaches the breast-

beam, strikes against the stop S attached to the frame of the loom, and causes a partial revolution oi

the protection-rod. T T are arms on its extreme ends, which arms are connected to two vibrating levers

U U, by a rod z z, which work on fulcra on the ends of the lathe, above the shuttle-box.

Fig. 2655 is a back view of the outer end of one of the shuttle-boxes, showing the manner in which

Jie lever U and its appendages operate. The piece of wood or metal V which is raised and lowereu

by the action of the lever U, and which is represented as resting on the picker W, will, when the inne*

end of the lever U is down, rest upon the picker-rod X, where it serves to arrest the picker and stop

the shuttle. "When the lever U is raised, the picker is thereby allowed to pass home, and is conse-

quently removed from the point of the shuttle, and this and the shuttle-box are left free to bo raised or

lowered. The rod A' bears against the pin b projecting from the picker, and serves to remove it frora
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the shuttle when the piece V is raised. The rods cc support the pin b, and Berve as gui lea to the rod

A'; the cord d connects the upper end of the rod A' to the upper end of the stave A, in order that the

stave may by its motion move the rod also.

I will "here remark, that a weight may be substituted for the spiral or other spring M; that the

shuttle-boxes may be raised by springs placed immediately under them, and that the tension of such

springs may be taken otl" by means analogous to those described; but it will be manii .• com-
petent machinist that any such variation of the respective parts will not substantially change the char-

acter of my invention. The manner of constructing and arranging the apparatus as set forth by me, is

that which 1 have deemed the best in practice.

LOOM, DOUB1 I

-'1 ROKE, I

""

the ! ii. I ration of the looi

Voi II
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Fig. 2659, illustration of the movement winch operates the picker-staff.

Figs. 2660 and 2661, shuttle. Fig. 2658, elevation of the loom on the side of the warp.

Figs. 2662 and 2663, plan and section of the brake.

Fig. 2664, plan of one of the shuttle-boxes.

A, warp-beam. B B 1 B2 B3 B4
, frame of the loom, b b, supports of the shaft of the drum C, fastened

to the uprights of the frame by set-screws. C, wooden drum. dd\ blocks to preserve separate tin

threads of the warp. EE', harness for raising and lowering the threads of the warp for the passage oi

the shuttle. F, breast-beam. G, cloth-beam. H, spur-wheel on the shaft of the cloth-beam. /, pinion

working into the wheel II. I, ratchet-wheel, which works with the pinion. J, bell-crank, moving on

the centre n, and carrying the clicks g g' and the counterpoise/ g, lav-click, serving to give motion to

the ratchet-wheel, g' <j , stop clicks, to arrest the movements of the ratchet-wheel, i, pin on one of the

swords of the lay, to give motion to the bell-crank J. K, spur-wheel on the shaft of the drum A, work

ing with the pinion k k r>inion of 12 teeth, fixed to the shaft which carries the brake-pulley L, Fig
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1

2658, and also Figs. 2662 and 2663. to, cord, fastened at one end to a spiral spring, and
|

the pulley M, supports the counterpoises M', formed of iron rings. N NT, needles, which give in-

to the harness ot the treadles, one shorter than the other. 00 ntrics, cast in the -

serving to give motion to the treadles, and consequently to raise and lower the harness. P, shai

rviiiLC the eccentrics of the treadles, and also the crank- X. which give motion to the picker-staff 1'.

spur-wheel on the Bhaft P. Q, pinion, of half the diameter of the wheel 1', and giving motion to it

'J . a driving-shaft of the machine. RR', fast and loose pulleys on the shaft tj. for the working of the

machine. SS', eccentrics, by means of which a double beat is given to the lay Y at each revolution oJ

. dn shaft. 1 1\ friction-rollers at the ends of the swords of the lay, to receive the action of the

ics SS'. '1'. two swords of the lay. U, lay or batten, on which traverse the shuttles, \

•--. X, picker-staff ; j-, picker strings, a;', pickers of hide, serving to throw the shuttle, S~. ur iii' 1-

to the pickers. Y, wooden levers, sunk in the substance of the cheeks of the lay, and turning on the
pin y. y >r >/ >/*

if", details of the stop-motion by which the loom is thrown out of geer by a failure ot

proper motion of the shuttle. Z, two cranks on the shaft I', giving motion to the picker-staff by
means of friction-rollers z on the ends of the crank, working upon inclines z. Z . two leven
with the axes of the picker-staffs, and united by means of straps to a spiral Bpring V. .

LOOM, POWER CARPET, for weaning two or three pi >/ inr/rain or Kohl rwi

•••v. It gives peculiar interest to the description of a valuable and meritorious invention, I

it by some account of the life and character of the inventor. The mind loves to contemplate the

early struggles of genius, to perceive and comprehend its first inspirations, and step by step to trace

the development of its powers.

En low was born at West Boylston, Massachusetts, in April, 181-1. His father was a

. manufacturer, which circumstance, we have a right to assume, gave to the son's mind il

icy towards that peculiarbranch of mechanical pursuits in which he has now attained an envia-

ble and undisputed eminence. His parents, however, designed him for the medical profession; but

a misdirection of faculties v.a- not predestined by the "Divinity that shapes our ends." B
he had completed his medical education, his father, in common with many o red in man-
ufactures at that time, failed in business, and was unable to complete the education of his son. What
appeared at first a severe private calamity, has, under a wise Providence, resulted in great public

Finding himself without m his medical studies, young Bigelow yielded to that ne-

. which has so often proved the benign mother of early invention, and determined to direct Ins

lity to the contrivance of some piece of mechanism, from which he might obtain some pecuniary
I. nefit Whilst his thi directed to that object, he happened one day to be lying on a bed

d with a kr ' rpane, a Bpecies of fabric in which the figure on thi - a- if

made by tying into knot- the thread- of the woof; and a-, some years before, an atfc mpl I.:.
I

made in West Boylston (where be was still living) to manufacture Buch counterpanes on hand loom-.

and abandoned on account of the great labor and expense involved, three or four days being required
to make one counterpane, it became evident to his mind that if he could succeed in producing a pow< i

loom for this purpose, it would be highly valuable as a labor-saving machine, and that he could derive

from it the pecuniary assistance for the want of which his medical studies 1 mended. It was
a bold undertaking for one wholly uninitiated in the mysteries of the mechanic art, but his very inex-

perience was to him a great benefit, by concealing from his sight the enormous mechanical difficulties

.nter, and which, if then fully known, might have deterred him from ever carry

ing his puri i. We may here notice this remarkable fact, that the most original ami
important inventions the world has ever seen, were the productions of men who had received little or

no previous training in the particular art which they sought to improve Jacquard, the iuveir

the b.autiful mechanism wb bis name, for weaving figui is tl nlj exception

with which we are acquainted. It would seem that in pursuing any avocation Bteadily, the mind
in practical as to make it distrustful of any other ; whilst,

on the other hand, a mere novice, from the fact of hi- approaching tl

habit or prejudice, will be better fil I
bold and original inn

merit-.

turn. This new idea, I tancea upon Mr. Big< low'.- mind, 1 •
|

i

ously, that in the ir he had an automatic loom for weaving knol

; operation, doing the work in on,- fourth of the time required I'-. the baud loom.

The loom was arranged wither ery fourth dent of the reed adapted to slide vertical!} in tic

wuli a hook on tb To the
:

il eai h of thi -• hooked '

bed al its lo i lever, and the series of levi port at tl..

1 m a helical In a barrel or cylinder, for the purpose of depressing the

m from on. other. The levers and

u lo remain in a depres ed position, with tin' hook- below the i
. p no:; tl

Id up by the pn
rather that portion of them required each time, wore operati I

pick or throw of ilc- shuttle, and aft* r the fourth throw of the shuttle, I

|

above tic- n die upper pan of the I

die weft thread
, and tin n, when drawn down, each

I

and drew it down I. low the line of the bottom WW I that when the ,.

eaten up by the reed, and the war] loop would project to th< i

the cloth. I o insure the propi i acti i t ;

plate imbedded in the i and adapted to slide up and down. and I

with each hooked dent Th [ht up under the
leiires-ed, and forme. 1 a bed ir.iw the •
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dents required to be elevated and depressed, for each operation to determine the figure was effected bj

a series of needles, on the principle of the jacquard, and governed by punched cards ; but these nee-

dles, instead of being used to operate knotted cards, were, at their outer ends, joined to wire hooka

connected with the levers of the hooked dents, and when the needles were acted upon by the cards,

the hooked wires of such of the levers as were to be operated to lift the dents were brought

within the range of motion of a lifting-bar, which carried them up where they were held by the

spring before described ; the lifting-bar was then depressed, and then, as the tappets on the barrel

passed around, the lifted hooked dents were each in succession drawn down to form the series of

loops.

This loom was so ingenious, and worked so well, that our young inventor soon found capital-

ists able and willing to furnish the means necessary for the enterprise, and a patent was secured

for the invention in the United States, on the Oth day of January, 1838, and in England the same
year.

He contracted with parties to build three looms, they to pay a certain price for the invention, but be-

fore this contract was fulfilled on either side, he visited New York, and there saw for the first time a

new and different species of counterpanes, then just introduced from England, which, from the superior-

ity of the fabric, he perceived must soon supersede the knotted counterpanes. Although being at that

time in great pecuniary want, and surrounded by all its attendant privations and temptations, instead

of proceeding to the enforcement of his contract, which would have at once relieved his wants, he im-

mediately returned to Boston, and communicated to the parties what he had seen and believed, and
advised them to abandon the enterprise, as, in his judgment, the new kind of fabric would be preferred

in the market, and that he could produce a loom which would weave it with greater facility than the

knotted counterpanes could be woven. His success in his first effort of invention, and the honesty of

purpose manifested in this his first business transaction, could not fail to inspire a degree of confidence

in his ability and integrity which proved of great advantage throughout his subsequent life, in bringing

all his enterprises to a successful issue.

He now entered into an agreement with the same parties to invent an automatic loom for weaving
this new species of counterpanes, which was afterwards produced, and patented on the 24th of April,

1840, and put in successful operation. There are now 36 of these looms in operation at Clinton, Massa-

chusetts, which supply the principal demands of our markets.

Before he had completed the counterpane-loom above described, he had incidentally seen in New
Jersey the operation of weaving coach-lace in hand-looms, and not having as yet realized any pecuniary

advantage from his efforts, he determined, while progressing with the new counterpane-loom, to direct

his attention to the subject of weaving coach-lace. With this view, he made inquiries of persons en-

gaged in vending this kind of fabric, as to the extent of the consumption and the cost of production, as

well as the difficulties of weaving it by hand. The result of his investigation determined him to make
the attempt, and, with the pecuniary assistance of an elder brother, he proceeded to the construction of a

loom which was completely successful. So urgent were his necessities at this time, and such was the

ardor with which he pursued the subject, that he labored day and night, scarcely taking time for food

and rest, and in the short space of six weeks from the time that he made the inquiries above referred

to, he had the first loom in operation, and in three months after that, another and more perfect one, and

the requisite capital under his control for putting up a large establishment. This result, when we con-

sider the youth and inexperience of the inventor, and the peculiar difficulties of the subject, seems to

us to have no parallel in the history of inventions.

The figure on coach-lace is produced by raising on the surface of the ground-cloth a pile similar to

the Brussels carpet, formed by looping the warps over fine wires, which are inserted under such of the

warps as have been selected by the jacquard to determine the figure. The warps are then woven into

the body of the cloth, to tie and fix the loops. The wires are then withdrawn and re-inserted. Auto-

matic pincers, as if instinct with life, grasp the end of the wire, draw it out from under the forward

loops, carry it back towards the lathe, where the warps are spread apart, forming what is called the

open shed, and there introduce and drop it, that the shed may be closed and opened, that by the throw
of the shuttle, the weft-threads, which are to tie and weave the warp-threads into the cloth, may be

beaten up by the reeds. The pincers then move back to draw another wire from under the formed

loops, and repeat the same operation, several such wires being used at the same time in the cloth, to

prevent the loops from being drawn out by the tension which is given to the warps to insure an even

and regular surface to the fabric ; but as there are a number of these wires woven into the cloth, nearly

touching one another, it became a matter of great difficulty to contrive a mechanism which would in-

sure the taking of only one of these wires to draw it out, and select the proper one at each operation.

The pincers could not practically be made so narrow, and work so accurately, as to insure this. This

difficulty was overcome by an ingenious mechanism placed on the opposite side of the loom, which at

each operation selects the required wire, and pushes it out sufficiently far beyond the ends of the

others to be gripped by the fingers, which then draw it out to carry it back and introduce it in the open

shed of the warps.

Some notion can be formed of the difficulties which this subject presented, by taking into considera-

tion that the mechanism which works the wires must operate iu connection with the mechanism which

weaves the cloth, and the jacquard which produces the figure.

The cost of weaving coach-lace was very much reduced by this invention, and there are now in one

establishment in Clinton, Massachusetts, 96 of these looms in successful operation.

Soon after this was in successful operation, Mr. Bigelow completed his second counterpane-loom, to

which we have before referred, and he had then accomplished the first purpose which impelled him to

exercise his ingenuity—he had acquired the means of completing his medical studies. But by this

time he had found much greater attractions in the new career which circumstances had opened before

him—it was one for which nature had manifestly intended him, and therefore invention was an occupa-
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tiun no longer ancillary, but paramount, and the success with which he lias pursued it up to this day is

now distinctly marked upon the pages of our industrial histoi

The coach-lace loom was merely the basis of a series of improvements then contemplated, but
which have since been completed, and are now in successful use; these improvements are in loon
weaving Brussels and tapestry carpeting.

The weaving of Brussels and tapestry carpets by automatic machinery was considered by many, a
lew years hack, to he a mechanical impossibility, and, indeed, there were few subjects that presented
such formidable difficulties. After constant and laborious exertions, at times snatched from other
pressing engagements, Mr. Billow succeeded also in this undertaking. There are now 28 Brussels
rooms in operation in one establishment in Clinton, producing carpets which are pronounced by the
ablest judges to be the best Brussels caspets manufactured in any part of the world, and r.o ta]

looms in the establishment of Messrs. Higgins & Co., New York; and when those now in contempla-
tion -hall have been completed, there will be 225 looms in operation on his plan, weaving each, on the
a v. rage, from 18 to 20 yards per day, while from 3 to 4 yards per day is the average product of hand-
looms.

The surface of the carpets woven by these looms is more perfect and regular than when woven by
hand, the texture of the cloth more regular, and, what is of the greatest importance, the figures are 60
regularly measured that, when put together, they make a perfect match. This perfection in the quality
of the cloth and the regularity of the figure is in part due to improvements which will be described in

connection with the ingrain loom, as they are applicable to the weaving of all kinds of figured fabrics

that require regularity in the figure.

Shortly after the completion of his coach-lace loom, Mr. Bigelow called on Mr. Alexander Wright, the
agent of the Lowell Manufacturing Company, who was not only a man of great experience in manu-
factures generally, but possessed an intimate knowledge of the manufacture of coach-lace. From him
he obtained valuable information, and in the course of their conversation, Mr. Wright called his atten-

tion to ingrain carpets, and suggested to him the importance, as well as the difficulty, of producing a

power-loom for weaving that kind of fabric. The hint was not thrown away, for as soon as he had
completed hi- second counterpane-loom, he bent his mind to improving the ingrain manufacture, and in

rough the instrumentality of Mr. Wright, entered into an agreement with the Lowell
Manufacturing Company to accomplish this purpose, and before the close of thai year lr.nl completed
the tir-t [rower loom for weaving two-ply ingrain carpets. This loom produced from 10 to 12 yards per
day—the hand-loom produced only 8 yards per day.
When his mind was tir-t turned to this subject, it presented these leading difficulties. The mere

weaving of the fabric by an automatic loom was easily effected, but to invent a loom which should make
carpet East enough to be economical, one which should make the figures match, and to have a goo 1 and
regular Belvage and a smooth, even face, were very serious practical difficulties The hand-weaver, by
the exercise of his judgment, can, to a certain extent, meet these contingencies ;

if the weft-thread i- toe

loose after the -buttle has been thrown, he can give it a pull with the ringers to make the Belvagi

ular; if he finds by measurement that by reason of the irregularity of the weft-threads or the ingrain-

in_r , the figure i- being produced too long or too short, he gives more or less force to the lathe in beating-

up; and if he finds that the surface of the cloth is getting rough, he regulates the ten-ion of the warps.
In this way, by observation and the exercise of -.kill and judgment, he can approximate, and only ap-

proximate, to the production of a good and regular fabric. But to invent an organization of matter
which should itself observe, and think, and judge, and do it all with more unerring accuracy than man
himself— this was a result almost absurd to contemplate, but which it was reserved for Sir. Bigelow
to attain.

In the first loom produ 1, he approximated more nearly than the hand weaver to a perfect match in

the figure, ami this be effected by taking up the woven cloth by a regular ami positive motion which
was unerring, the same amount for every throw of the shuttle and beat of the lath.-, an 1 as the weft-

rularly, and the weaving in of the warp-threads and passing the different colon
from the upper to the lower ply or doth, a- ingrain carpet- are composed of two or three cloths woi en
and connected together, to produce the figures, requiring sometimes more and sometimes less to make
a given length, he determined to regulate the delivery of the warps as required by their ten-ion, thereby

throwing the irregularit bere it cannot be noticed, instead of in the length,

it would destroy the match of the figure* An I he accomplished this by suspending a roller on the

woven cloth, between tin- lathe and the rollers that take up the WOVen cloth, BO that when the cloth

wa- being woven too short, which indicates a deficient supply of warps, the roller would be elevab d,

and by its connect • the deliver] motion mi more warps ; and when the cloth was
being wov< n too long, which indii i pplj of warps, the roller v, a- lei down to dew
the delivery motion, and thus reduce the supplj of warps. In this waj the toller wa- made to act as

ud feeler of the quantity of warp demanded, and to din \>\<\\. Hut this contri-

1ike the mind of the band-weaver, onlj came in play to prevent the pro n of an evil after it

hail been obsei ved. If he had applied tin- \ telding roller to the unwoven warp- t.. fa 1 an 1 ascertain
the demand of warp beforehand, he could have prevented the eviL lie did not thi n perceive that tin-

could be done, for the reason that this roller nm-l be sensitive to detect and indicate the amount, and
at the time the lath.- beats up the weft, the warp- li i

to resist the beat. 0| ,

cannot I.,- produced. Thii - ompliahed b |uent improvement, which will ba

d.

Iltlon to thoe tabllahmonti si LoweU,ThornptonvlUe, snd other pbv ••-. which have 1
-•

f hi* Improvements, the new town of Clinton, Mb > nllonod I*

ioi 1 1
1 ol Worcester, anil no* containing a populal t nearly 3000, la virtual!) Ihe creation rnnun4

i illt u|i d] i.ti -no—i oonaoqunnl upon hli Invi all
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A smooth and even surface for the cloth he obtained in the following manner. We have already

pointed out that the passage of the -warp-threads from one ply or cloth to the other, called ingraining,

must necessarily be unequal and depending on the figure to be produced, and that in consequence o)

this the warp-threads that are the most ingrained will be taken up faster than those less ingrained, and

as all the warps are of necessity rolled up on the warp-beam with equal tension, they can only be given

out equally.

This seeming impossibility he did effectually overcome in the following manner. Each warp-thread

in the usual way passes through a loop called a mail, attached to a card suspended from the jacquard,

and each card has suspended to it a weight, all the weights being equal. The two trap-boards of the

jacquard move simultaneously, one up and the other down, and in these movements they catch or trap

such of the cords (determined by the combination of cards) as are required to bring up the proper warp-

threads at each operation to produce the figure, leaving down such of them as are not required at that

particular operation ; and when the two trap-boards are on a level, and all the warp-threads connected

with them in a horizontal line, and those not connected with them hanging down with the weights sus-

pended to them, the lathe beats up the weft-thread which lies between the warps that are in a horizon-

tal line, at the same time exerting a force on the weft-threads previously thrown, and beating them up

more closely.

Now, as the warp-threads are all connected at one end to the woven cloth, and at the other with the

beam, it follows that those which are hanging down in a bent line with the weights suspended to them,

will receive a greater proportion of the force of the beat of the lathe than those which are in a straight

line ; and as all the warp-threads in succession take this hanging-down position, and all of them have

an equal weight, it follows necessarily that each warp-thread in succession receives the same pull at

the time the lathe beats up, and that therefore all tendency to irregularity in the length of the warp-

threads taken up by the ingraining will not tend to produce an irregular surface, but, on the contrary,

the surface of the cloth will be as smooth and even as if all the warp-threads were equally taken up
in the weaving of the cloth, and were under a constant and equal tension.

At the same time he accomplished the making of a good selvage by a mechanism which handed in-

stead of throwing the shuttle across—an arm carried the shuttle half way across, and another there took

it and carried it entirely across. By this means any required degree of tension could be given to the

weft to make a smooth and even selvage. But although it accomplished this desirable object, it failed

to work with sufficient velocity, and thereupon Mr. Bigelow, nothing daunted, renewed his efforts, and

produced another loom with the fly-shuttle, in which he was enabled to make a good selvage by a

mechanism which gives a pull to the weft-thread after the shuttle has been thrown, and as the lathe

beats up. He also introduced other improvements, which will be hereafter described. This loom,

although it produced about 18 yards per day, did not satisfy the inventor, and he again applied himself

<vith renewed energy until he made a third loom, which averages from 25 to 27 yards per day of two-

ply, and from 17 to 18 of three-ply carpets. There are now in operation at Lowell, Thompsonville, and

r-jriffville, 450 of these improved looms.

This brings us to our main purpose, the description of the loom as it is now worked, with all the

improvements which have been made in succession from the commencement to the date of the la9t

patent, the 23d day of October, 1849. But before proceeding to the detailed description of this loom,

it may be well to state that the improved method of producing figures that will match, which makes
{>art of this loom, was invented in 1844, and patented on the 10th of April, 1845, in connection with a

oom for weaving plaids and ginghams, which has gone into extensive use at Clinton, there being now
580 of them in one mill, and 120 in another.

In addition to the various important inventions which have been enumerated, many others have been

made by Mr. Bigelow connected with the details of various kinds of looms, and for drying and stretching

fabrics and printing warps, some of which have been, and others are to be, patented both in England
and in this country, and which are nearly all of decided practical utility. No one man within our

knowledge, either in Europe or in this country, has given to the world so large a number of valuable

inventions as Mr. Bigelow, and inventions, too, evincing not only great ingenuity, but sound inductive

powers of the highest order.

This invention for weaving ingrain carpets, taking it from the commencement, through all its stages,

to the date of the last patent, consists

:

1 . In operating the trap-boards of the jacquard in a power-loom simultaneously, one up and the other

down, instead of moving them alternately as in the hand-jacquard, whereby either the time required

for the movements of the jacquard, or the velocity of their motion is reduced, the former admitting of

mine expeditious weaving (if the other operations be accelerated in the same ratio), and the latter re-

ducing the liability to wear and tear. But there are other and important advantages incident to tnia

change, such as balancing the weight of the harness, which in a jacquard is considerable, for that part

of the harness suspended to the descending trap-board balances the corresponding harness suspended
to the ascending trap-board, thus equalizing the resistance to the moving power, and rendering the

operations easier and more regular. And still another change is, that the beat of the lathe takes place

after the warps connected with the two trap-boards have passed and are a little crossed, and whilst the

remaining warps are in their lowest position, that is, bent down by the weights suspended to their trap-

cords, so that these, which like the others are held at both ends and bent down, will receive a greater

portion of the force of the beat of the lathe ; and as all the warps in turn take this position, and each

warp-thread, when in this position, is held down by the weights—all of them equal—suspended to its

trap-cord, it follows that all the warp-threads, as before stated, receive an equal tension in beating-ur.

the weft-threads, no matter what may be the variation in their lengths between the woven cloth and

the yarn-beam, occasioned by the irregularity of the ingraining. The practical weaver will appreciate

this as one of the most important advantages in weaving ingrain carpets, for it presents a principle ol

jompensation and self-adaptation to the irregularity of the ingraining due to the figure never before
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attained, and by which alone such fabrics have been made with a regular and measured figure, having

a face or surface as smooth and even as a plain fabrii.

2d, In taking up the -woven cloth by a regular and positive motion, which measures the length ol

doth to be produced at each beat of the lathe when employed in i nr combination with a

method of regulating the delivering out of the warps by their tension in proportion to the quantity re-

quired, and taken up in the process of wc;i\ ing, ana also with the holding of the warps rigid at the time

the lathe beats up the weft to prevent them from yielding to the force of the beat, it will be seen that

in thi- way the irregularities of the ingraining and of the weft-threads will be thrown into the thickness

instead of the length of the cloth, for as the lathe beats up the weft-threads to the same distance each

ind a given and measured length of cloth is taken up, the same length of cloth will be v..

but if the warp-threads were free to yield at the time the lathe beats up instead of forcing up the weft
threads to the required position, the whole cloth and warp would be forced forward, and produce what
i< called a sleazy fabric; and this, from its loose texture, would soon accumulate to such an extent as

to Btop the further progress of weaving. But to prevent this, the moment the lathe begins to beat up
the weft-thread, the warps are held firm to resist the force of the beat, and thus insure the carrying oi

tin- weft-thread up to the required line. In this way the two opposing or antagonistic conditions—en

sitiveness to deliver out the quantity required, whatever may be the irregularity of the demand, and
non-yielding to resist the beat of the lathe—are reconciled to produce the important result of weaving
ingrained fabrics with a regular and measured figure ; a result never before attained, even with the

hand-loom.

3d. In mounting the shuttle-boxes in independent frames at the sides of the lathe, which in this way
ii'S a mere guide to the shuttles as tiny are thrown from one side to the other. The advantages

of this arrangement are, first, the weight of the lathe (which must have a considerable ran^e of motion
and a high velocity) is greatly reduced, and will not, therefore, require so much power to operate it ; for

in weaving two and three ply carpets, particularly such as have a variety of colors, the shuttle-boxes

are numerous and heavy, and in proportion to the number and weight would be wasteful of power and
liable to derangement if carried by the lathe. Secondly, it affords a surer, easier, and more durable
mode of operating the shuttle-boxes to shift the shuttles for the changes in the colors of the pattern
and, lastly, it is very efficient in producing a good selvage, for the moment the shuttle is thrown the

weft-thread is held on a permanent bed by fingers, bo that as the lathe beats it up, the pressure of the

fingers affords the required friction to pull the weft-thread to make a tight and regular Belvage; and
the shuttle 1 in independent frames, the weft-thread is not drawn out of its position in the
cloth by the back movement of the lathe, as in th 'dinary loom'. Thus, the weft-threads, when once
beaten up, are retained in that position, and their parallelism in the cloth is insun d,

-1th. In connection with the mounting of the shut I le boxes iii independent frames by the Bide of the

lathe, n~iriLC one cam and roller to work the lathe, and another to hold it in a fixed position during the

throw of the shuttle, one of the said cams being on the lathe-shaft, and the roller which works in cu
in with it on the lathe, and the other cam on the lathe, and its roller or wrist attached to ti

(am ; one of the cams being concentric to hold the lathe in a fixed position during a pari of the rotation,

and whilst the shuttle is being thrown, with its ends eccentric, that the roller may enter and leave it as

the lathe- is either gradually started or gradually arrested, and the other cam being of any form suitable

for giving the lathe the required varying motions.

Bj thu : u as the cam and roller, which operate the Lithe, and which are, in const [posed
to ail the- -train and wear and tear, are not used to hold the lathe in a fixed position during the thrOVi

of the shuttle.

5th, In combining with a power or automatic loom four series of shuttle-boxes, two on each side in

separate frames at the -ides of. and independent of the lathe, the- said tour Beries of -hutth
I

ing motion from the loom or from some first moi er in Connection with, or operating in unison with
the loom; oi if these shut! a one side being for the purpose of holding all the shuttles
of the v.ui" quired for one ply of the carp t, and th.' corresponding Beries on the other side

ittles of the various colors for the other ply, so that by the up and down motion- ol

be effected, the other two Beries of shuttle
I

merely to receive and return tic- shuttle from and to the firsi Beries. La riew of this, for some patterns
ond or receiving shuttle-bos i

;
hut for others they are required to be double, as

lired to be alternated.

6th. In combining with the lathe and the -hutth . parate and independent frame- bv thi

-id.es thereof, hinged guides to guide the shuttle, from the one to the other, and to yield and thereby
prevent breaking whenever a -hutth-, or any part of it, fail- to i nter the -hutth- ;

7th. In giving to the jacquard, which determines the figure, a -.parate organization independi
the loom which form- the doth, that tie- various motions of the jacquard may he taken from oi

bafl or -haft- within it, and simply deriving it- or their motions from some part of the loom, oi

from some iii I mov< r corresponding with or regulau d by the motion of the loom or pari then oi

the motions of the jacquard may correspond with those of th,- loom. In this waj the motions of thu
jacquard are ren I- red more accurate and st ady, an- 1 tin- weight of the moi • lyre luced

Prior to this invention, in all looms i
i

ver in connection with the jacquard, nil the

q ard n ire derived directly from some cart of the loom and communicated !

Is, wnich were nece arilyol i. The principal difficulties attendii
"i coni traction and oi ;anizntion were thi of the motions by reason ol I

conni c the liability to deran foment, and the labor and difficult} of adju
the '.a-

i the ham. - th. \ are affected bj . All oi

which difficulties are a -ion.

In making the whole frame of th- jacq
'I th.- loom, thai th.- distanci d to thi- vn i
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In communicating the roqoiri to tho pick* I to tho appni lftn..,

; in peitduli nd independent of the latho, from
bove, when i.\ it avoided the -"-li'mx difficulty before ex] •

Of
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from a shaft or shafts below to the picker-staff and the apparatus for shifting the shuttle-boxes which
must he attached to or connected with the shuttle-box frames that vibrate on axes above. By this im
proved arrangement the motions are derived from a shaft or shafts coincident with or near to the axi*

of motion of the pendulous frames that carry the shuttle-boxes, instead of being below, where the frame*

have the greatest motion.

10th. In introducing in power-looms a reversing motion. Before this, power-looms were simply pro-

ruled with the means of disconnecting the motive power, and arresting the momentum of the moving

parts to enable the attendant to piece the threads, or to do what might be necessary preparatory to

re-starting; but as the loom cannot, always be stopped with the parts in the positions required, the
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ittendant I
• the motion of the loom by the application of hand-power to the driving-pulley

,

a mode of procedure attended with waste of time and great in
, for the attendanl must leave

Lis usual position to ur '> to the driving-pulley, and in heavy looms, Buch as are used for weaving carpets,

much strength is require! to set the machinery in motion. But by the use of a revi n, the

attendant, without leaving bis place, and by the simple motion of a lever, can operate the mechanism
in either direction and to any extent desirable to bring the parts to a proper position for piecing the

threads, &&, and re-starting.

Jn the accompanying drawings, Kg. 2665 is a plan of the loom in the present improved form.

Fig. 2666, a plan of the loom below the jacquard.

Fig. 2667, a front elevation; Fig. 2668, a back elevation.

Fig. 2669, an elevation of the Left-hand side, without the jacquard; Fig. 2670, a vertical section, with

the jacquard; and Fig. 2671 another section.

In the said drawings, A represents the power loom, and B the jacquard-frame resting on I

CCC'C, supported on columns D from the main floor.

The pendulous frames E E, which carry the series of shuttle-boxes, are arranged on each side' of the

lathe, and independent thereof, and are hung on arbors FF, at the top, on which they vibrate. These
frames are vibrated back and forth simultaneously, in opposite directions, at each throw of the shuttle,

so that the first series of shuttle-boxes on one side, and the second or receiving boxes on the other, slial
1

u« in (Joe with the race L> am of the lathe when one shuttle is thrown, an I i for the nexi I

And these motion an obtained from a cam A' on the main cam hafl B ol th loom
arm I

'' of a rock ihafl I » thai exti tries at em h end a .

K, which i h side w

!

ranka
H . one al each end the wri ta of which are Bl I I in the p<
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arbors G' G' are vibrated by the rotation and peculiar form of the cam A' and the connections?, the

pendulous frames are vibrated in opposite directions, and there held during the throw of the shuttle,

and then back again.

The driving-shaft a of the loom has a fast and loose pulley b c on one end, which receives the driving-

l»elt from any first mover in the usual way; and on the other end the said shaft has a bevel-pinion d.

which takes into and drives a bevel-wheel c on the lower end of a line-shaft/, which extends up to and

has its upper bearing in a box g attached to one of the beams C, the upper end of the said shaft having

a bevel-pinion h, which engages and carries a bevel-wheel i on one end of a horizontal shaft j, which has

its bearings in boxes attached to the tops of the beams C. It is from this horizontal shaft that all the

jacquard and shuttle motions are takin.
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On this shaft j there is a cogged -wheel R which communicates motion to a cog-wheel i on the jac-

guard-sbaft m, by the medium of a connecting pinion n, which turn-; on a stud-pin o adjustable m a
sector-mortice p, the curve of which is struck from the centre of the shaft m, that the pitch-line of the
said connecting pinion may be always at the Bame distance from the a\i< of the wheel >, when it-

pin is shifted. By this means, when the jacquard-frame is adjusted, the connecting pinion ean also be
shifted and adjusted relatively to the pinion k on the shaft/
The frame B of the jacquard, as already intimated, instead of being permanently attached to the

beams C'C', is free to slide vertically, for the purpose of vertical adjustment, to Buit any change in the

length of the harness. The side-pieces q q of the frame of the jacquard embrace the transverse beams
C C, and slide in them accurately, but freely.

The jacquard-frame rests on two horizontal slides SS, which are adapted to slide on the transverse
beams C'C', the upper surfaces of each being formed with two inclined planes tt, one for each of the
i?dee of the jacquard-frame to rest on, so that when these two slides are moved to the one side or the
other, the entire jacquard-frame will be elevated or depressed relatively to the loom below, the stud-pin
of the connecting pinion n being at the same time adjusted in its sector-mortice to adjust the pitch-line

of the cogged geering. The slides S S are operated simultaneously by a hand-wheel u on a ahi art arbor
v in front, which carries a worm w that engages the cogs of a wheel x on a shaft y that carries two
pinions z (only one shown in the figures) that engage the cogs of a rack a on each of the sli

For the purpose of adjustment, it is only necessary to turn the hand-wheel until the jacquard U

braughl to the required po ition,and tbei ring bj shifting the stud pin

pinion, the thread of the worm on the hand-wheel atix.r and the inclination <! the w

cient to retain the pari in permanenl position.
'1 he required motion ol the e, and the journa I from 1 1 »

•-

lb d abovi

,
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of the loom below, and the proportions of the geering, as represented in the figures, should be such as

to give to the jacquard-shaft one revolution for every two of the lathe-shaft of the loom. On each end

of the jacquard-shaft m there are two cams K h' and i' i, which are all of the same form as represented

in the figures. The cams hi h' are placed on opposite ends of the shaft, and in corresponding positions

to work the trap-board U, and the other two cams i' i' are arranged in the same manner, but on the

opposite side of the axes of the shaft m, to operate the other trap-board c, as one trap-board descends

whilst the other ascends ; and the form and position of the cams should be such that one trap-board

shall begin to ascend as the other begins to descend. There are four levers j'j'k' k' placed above the

cams and operated by them, each lever being hung on a fulcrum-pin at the rear of the frame, and having

a roller m which bears on the cam. The two levers// are connected with the ends of the trap-board

b' by connecting-rods m'm', that the cams h' K may communicate the required motions to it; and the

other levers k' k' arc in like manner and for the same purpose connected to the other trap-board C, by
similar rods n n. In this way it will be perceived that the required alternate up and down motions
are given to the two trap-boards. The same cams and levers are employed for operating the four

journal-; <!'<'/"</'. The two journals are alternately elevated with the trap-board V , and the other two

fg are in like manner operated with the other trap-board c, which is effected in the following manner:
To the ends of the four levers/ and k' are jointed four rods o o 6 o, (one to the end of each,) the upper

of which play in slots p'p'p'p' in the top plate q of the jacquard-frame—these slots being of such
length that the rods can vibrate sufficiently to pass from one journal to the other. The upper ends 01

these rods are rounded, and enter sockets in the under face of the ends of the journals, so that when
brought under either of the journals, when the levers are raised by the cams, the journals will be ele-

vated. As there are two journals for each trap-board, and' these are alternately elevated with the

rorresponding trap-board, the lifting-rods must be alternately shifted from the one to the other. A.8 th<»
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rods are so jointed as to incline outwards, when vibrated they will fall, by gravity, against the outer
ends of the slots p', which are so located as to hold the rods in a position t<> catch under the two outer
journals >t ang /.

In this position, when either of the trap-boards are elevated, one of the journals will be carried up
with it; but when the other journals are to be lifted, the rods 6 are to be shifted from the outside jour-

nals to the inside ones, and this is effected by cams r r s s, two on each side of the frame, and on oim
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two of the jacquard-shaft, the levers w and x will act upon the corresponding rods d at every alternate

descending motion of each trap-board.

The form of the cams f and s is such that during one rotation of the jacquard-shaft m', they elevate

one set of levers to to', to shift the two corresponding rods d d from one journal to the other, and during

the next rotation of the jacquard-shaft they recede to permit these rods to fall back, whilst the other

set of levers x x' shift the other two rods d d from one to the other of the other set of journals, the

next rotation liberating these and shifting the first set. In this way it will be seen that during one

operation, when the trap-board c descends, the journal g descends with it, the trap-board b' at the same
time being carried up and down with the journal e. At the end of this motion the cams r1 r throw out

the levers w w, which shift the rods d d to the journal /'; at the next operation the trap-board e 13

elevated, and with it the journal /', the trap-board b' at the same time descending, and with it the

journal e, and when this has reached the end of its down motion, the rods o' d continue the motion

down sufficiently to clear the sockets of the journals, and then by their own weight the rods fall back

to the journal d\ to be ready to carry it up at the next upward motion of the trap-board b' ; and when
this takes place the trap-board c descends, and with it the journal/', at the end of the down motion of

which the rods d d fall, to come under the journal g', so that at the next upward motion of the trap-

board c, this journal may be elevated, during which the trap-board U descends, and with it the journal

(/'. and when this is entirely down, the cams s' s act upon the levers x x', which shift the rods d d to

the journal e. Thus the journals d' and e are alternately carried up and down with the trab-board b'

and the other two journals/ and g with the trap-board c.

The journals of the card-prism a 2
(of the usual construction) are hung in the rods P b\ which slide

horizontally on the sides of the jacquard-framc, and which at the back are jointed to two arms c
2
c
1 in

a rock-shaft d1
, from which projects another arm <?, connected by a rod f" with a treadle g~ that vibrates
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on a fulcrum-pin at the back, its front end being provided with a weight A2 of sufficient gravity to push

out the prism, the levers being elevated to draw in the prism by a cam r on the jacquard-shaft m.

The form of the ram r, and its position relatively to the trap-board cams, must be such as to bring the

prism into action while the trap-boards are at rest.

The > traps /.- lr tr £3 of the picker-staffs Pj* extend up to, and are secured each to a picker-lever /'.

there being two such levers on each side, which are jointed at their back end to the upper arm »<
3
ot

two 1 that vibrate on a stud-pin o
a attached to one of the beams C.

The levers n'n1 constitute each two arms, at right angles with the arm >«-, the back one carrying a

weight n' which must be sufficient to carry back the picker-lever P, and the forward end carries a
roller q' which bears up against the periphery of a cam-wheel ?•-, so that when the i on the

periphery of this wheel, the picker-lever is pushed and held forward to the full length of its longitudi-

nal motion; but when, by the rotation of the wheel, the roller is permitted to enter a depression in its

periphery, the picker-lever is drawn back. As stated above, and as represented in the plates, there

are two picker-levers on each side, one for each pieker-staff, and, therefore, two inverted T levers m* a"

and one cam-wheel r", for each lever m" » 3
. The forward ends of the picker-levers /'• work between \ i rti

cal guides s
3

, to prevent lateral play, and they are each provided with a hook t", which, when the lever is

drawn back, hooks into the end of the picker-treadle u'\ which is made of sufficient breadth to receive

and operate the two, there being one treadle on. each side, and operated at the proper periods of time
by two cams v- v

2
, one for each treadle, and placed on opposite ends of the shaft j, as before described.

Each cam has two projections opposite to each other, so as to operate the treadle twice for each ro-

tation, and the projections of the two cams are placed in the same line, bo that the two treadli

operated at the same time, and the shaft makes one rotation for every two beats of the lathe of the

loom; hence the treadles are both worked once for each beat This simultaneous working of the trea-

dles is rendered necessary, because two shuttles have frequently to be thrown in succession from the

same side. As both treadles are operated for each beat of the lathe, and there are two picker

on each Bide, at each beat of the lathe one of the picker-levers P must be put in connection with one of

the treadles, whilst the other remains disconnected. This is effected by drawing back the picket

which i- to be operate I, until its hook catches into one of the treadles, and this must be done whilst

the treadli- is down, and at rest The manner in which the picker-treadles are drawn back to effect

the hooking on to the treadle has already been described, as also the manner of pushing them forward
t try their hooks beyond the range of motion of the treadles, and it only remains to explain

how the succession is determined. This is done by means of lour cam-wheels r". which act on
the four lei cam-wheels are formed with a Beries of cam-like

depressions u3 made at equal distances around the periphery, hr.o each of which the rollers of the

levers n* enter; and when this takes place, the weights on the levers >r draw the picker-lei t i

back that the treadles in rising catch under the hooks and elevate the picker levers, and the furthei

rotation forces out the rollers from the cam-like depression on to the periphery of the circle of the

wheels, which forces the picker-levers so far forward as to disi iks. There must be as
many of these cam-like depressions in each cam-wheel as the number of changes of shuttle required
in the kind of fabric to be woven ; eight being the number represented in the plates for eight cb

of shuttle. To each of these depressions is fitted a block, which when put in renders the periph

the v. heel cylindrical; and when all are in, the picker levers will
i ;ed or booked by the

treadle, and hence no shuttle will be thrown; and, therefore, in Betting the loom for any particular

kind of fabric, the operator will leave out of each of the cam-wheels as many of thi Be blocks, and in

the order required, as may be necessary for opaaating the picker-staffs in the eider required for the

succession of the shuttles. The four cam-wheels /• are on a Bhafl x', parallel with, and receiving motion

bom the -halt j. by a cog-wheel and pinion //'..", the Bhafl .<• making one rotation for four of the Bbaft

j. The ['' at the back, or receiving shuttle! as consisting of two on each Bide,

although for some kinds of fabrics but one is required, in which case they are not required to be oper-

ated in the pendulous frames, When the two on each side, they are adapted to slide in tin-

hack of the pendulous frames, and are suspended each to one end of a lever &', by a conui i

the rear end of the said lev< 1 with a sufficient weight - to lift the boxes, in order to

bring the lower box of the Beries in line with the race-beam of the lathe; and when the upper box is

n> be let down to receive a shuttle, the id of the lever is elevated by a cam a' on the end
ot the .-haft ./'', he lore described as carrying the cam- to determine the succession of the motions of the

staffs. The form of the cams a, will of course depend on the pattern to be woven, and as they
i the -haft, they can be removed and other cams of different forms substituted. 'I he

(root series of shuttle-bi are represented a consisting of twelve shut! b Bide,

adapted to work pattern- requiring twenty four Bhuttl A the I operated in like man-
ner, it i-, old*, ni • ,

These shuttli i re all connected together, and lide in the front of the pendulous frame, and
pended to a chain o* that is attached to and winds on n hand // on the arboi F of the pendu-

and this arbor carries anoth r bam I, i n which wind am thi i chain . ' il

guide pulley, and has a coin l< I to il to i
dance the shuttli

lc in sections, thai il n the number of shuttles employed. As
are connected with the arbor I

, il will be obvious that their weight will carry them
i, when permitted ol the arbor in i no direction, and that they will bi

when the arbor i turned in the rever e direi Lion < >n Iho inner end of the said arbor thi
•

wheel e°, the cogs of which engage a pinionJ lb il diameter,which has attached
wheel -/' with a portion of its periph i .

• dnst winch ;

d h\ a h< heal spring r*, w hich forces tin periphery of the w ),<

when the wheel js turned, thoj h dl h ive the effect to top I

n - the parts to a d an I there hold them. The « bi i

:
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pins projecting from its inner face, at equal distances apart, and so proportioned that the turning of the

wheel the distance of one of these pins shall shift the shuttle-boxes to a distance required for one
change. There are two rods yy, one on each side of the axis of the wheel e°, and so far apart that

when thrown out they will not touch the pins on the wheel. These rods are jointed to a sliding-frame

&6 above, adapted to work on a guide-rod, and suspended to a lever
ff

3 that carries a roller h3 working
in a cam-groove i

3 on the shaft j'\ which makes twro revolutions to each beat of the lathe, so that the

lever and rods f will be carried up and down every alternate beat of the lathe ; and there being a
similar arrangement on each side of the loom, with the cams placed on opposite sides of the axis, one

set will be worked for each beat of the lathe. The rods ff before described, are drawn together by
a helical spring l

e
to bring their inner edges against the pins of the wheel e". Their inner edges are

formed each with a hook m9
, so that when drawn up the hooks catch under the pins to turn the wheel

;

and as the two rods are on opposite sides of the axis of the wheel, the wheel can be turned in either

direction if the appropriate hook be brought in the required position. The manner in which the rods

are drawn inwards has been pointed out. They are kept out so that their hooks shall not engage the

pins as they are moved up and down at each operation, by means of weights n9 n9 (represented by
dotted lines) suspended to cards o

9
o
s attached to levers q

9
q
9

, which by the force of the weights are

made to bear against the inner faces of the said rods f, and to overcome the tension of the spring .

which tends to draw them in. The weights n9 n9 are connected each to one of the cards (not repre-

sented) of the jacquard, so that when either weight is lifted by the jacquard, the corresponding rod f
will be drawn inwards by its spring, and hence, when drawn up by the rotation of the cam, as before

described, its hook will catch under one of the pins and turn the wheel, and hence shift the shuttle-

boxes. As these movements are very quick, and it is important that the shifting motion be accurate,

the two rods are bent in at their lower ends to such an extent, that when drawn up, with the hook of

one turning the wheel at the required extent of motion, the said bent projection of the other comes in

contact with another one of the pins on the wheel, and thus effectually stops the movements. In this

way it will be seen that by the punching of the cards that operate the needles connected with the

cards that control the weights to disengage the hooks, the shuttles can be shifted to suit any variety of

changes of color in the pattern.

The connection between the frames that carry the hook-rods ff and the levers operated by the

cams to give the shuttle-motions, is by means of spring-gripes, which hold by friction surface, so that

in case of an imperfect throw of a shuttle, or any other impediment, the connections will yield instead

of breaking. This is effected in the rear or receiving shuttle-boxes by the weighted lever, which is suffi-

cient to move the boxes, but not to strain the parts in case of any impediment.

When a shuttle enters either of the boxes, it is arrested in part by its point striking against the

picker, which soon becomes so indented as to permit the point of the shuttle to lodge therein, and
I here fore it will be seen that in this condition of the parts the shuttle-boxes could not be shifted, or

rather would be seriously impeded, for the shuttle being in the box which is to rise, and its point im-

bedded in the picker, which does not move up, the parts would thus be held or strained. To prevent

this, at the time the shuttle enters a box the picker is forced inwards by a lever r
9

, which is afterwards

drawn back to permit the picker to be drawn back clear of the point of the shuttle by the spring of

the picker-staff. There are four such levers r4
, one for each series of shuttle-boxes ; they turn on ful-

crum-pins on the pendulous frames, and at their lower ends carry wrist-pins that work in cam-grooves

on wheels s that turn on stud-pins on the lower ends of the pendulous frames, and from each of these

wheels extends an arm t
9 with a slot near the end, playing on a pin u9 attached to the floor, so that as

the pendulous frame vibrates, the required vibratory Motion shall be given to the cam-groove wheels
One such cam-groove wheel answers for two levers, as shown in the plates.

The warps pass from the warp-beam below the floor, and pass over a roller e
1 above the warp-beam,

and thence through the mails of the trap-cards in the usual manner of mounting a jacquard loom. The
woven cloth from the breast-beam passes between two rollers f f, one of which is weighted to

make pressure against the other, that the cloth may be gripped between the two with sufficient force to

prevent it from slipping. And thence the cloth is wound upon the cloth-beam, (not represented,) which

is driven by a friction-strap with sufficient velocity to take up the slack, the band slipping on the pul-

lev when the diameter of the beam becomes so large as to tend to wind on the cloth faster than it is

carried forward by the two rollers ff, which constitute what is called a positive take-up motion, and

which receive the same motion for each beat of the lathe, that the same length of cloth may be taken

up for each operation of the loom, and thus measure the figure to be produced on the cloth. As the

mechanism for giving this regular and positive take-up motion to the rollers was not invented by Mr.

Bigelow, but was previously well known to weavers, it is deemed unnecessary to give a description of

it here.

The mode of operating the yarn-beam is not represented, but it will be understood with sufficient

clearness from the description alone.

On the shaft of the yarn-beam there is a cog-wheel operated by a worm on a vertical shaft, which

carries a crown ratchet-wheel, the teeth of which are engaged by a pall, or ratchet-hand, on the end of

a rod jointed to the sword of the lathe, so that as the lathe beats back, by the connections described,

the ratchet-wheel is turned a given portion of a revolution, which shall be sufficient to, give out the re-

quired quantity of warp-threads for any one operation of the loom. But as the diameter of the beam
is constantly varying, beginning with a large diameter, and gradually diminishing as the warps are

given out, and the demand for warps is constantly varying, by reason of the irregularities of the weft-

threads and the ingraining of the fabric, the regular and positive motion of the warp-beam given by

the mechanism requires to be varied to suit the varying conditions above described. This, as before

intimated, is governed by the tension of the warps between the beam and the woven cloth. The roller

'? ever which the warps pass from the warp-beam is hung in the upper ends of two levers rp <p which

havp their fulcra at 1P\ and the lower arms of these levers are formed in sector-racks i\ the cogs 01
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which engage pinions f on the ends of a shaft, and this shaft is provided with an arm which carries a

weight P, which, by the connections of the pinions and sector-racks, tends always to force back the

roller '.

7
to keep the warps under the same, or nearly the same tension, This weight is adjustable on the

arm by a Bet-screw, to regulate the degree of tension, to suit the quality of the warps and the fabric to

be produced From this a will be seen not only that the warps will be always kept under the same
degree of tension during the operation of weaving, a condition very essential to the production of a

fabric of regular texture, but if the quantity of warps given out by the warp-beam be greater than the

quantity taken up in weaving, the roller will be carried back by the weight, and that when the quantity

is less than enough, the roller will be drawn forward. This motion of the roller is made use or to

nlate the motion of the warp-beam in the following manner: On the shaft before described there is

another arm, to which is jointed one end of a connecting-rod, the other end of which is in turn jointed

to an arm which turns on the arbor just above the ratchet-wheel, and this arm carries a plate that

on the face of the ratchet-wheel, so that when the roller is carried back by the action of the weight
when the supply of warps is too great, the shaft is turned in one direction, which, by the connect!

scribed, carries the plate so far over the surface of the ratchet-wheel a-- to cover all, or only a portion

of the teeth which would otherwise have been engaged by the band, and hence the let-off motion of

the warp-beam is either entirely or partly prevented ; and when, on the other hand, the roller is drawn
forward by the amount of warps given being insufficient, the plate is drawn back, which permits the

band to engage the teeth of the ratchet, and to operate the warp-beam, to give out the required quan-

tity of warps. In this way the supply of warps is proportioned to the demand, and the cloth being

taken up by a positive and measured quantity at each operation, it follows that the irregularities will

be thrown into the thickness instead of the length of the cloth, and hence the figures will be produced
of a regular and measured length, whatever may be the irregularities of the welt-threads and the in-

graining.

But there is still another condition which is important to be observed. The roller c
7 must be suffi-

ciently sensitive to yield to the tension of the, warps under the force of the weight suspended to the

arm of the shaft connected with the levers that carry the roller; and hence, when the lathe beats up the

weft-threads, it would yield to the force of the beat, particularly in weaving fabrics of a close texture,

which motion would have the effect to prevent the full action of the reed, and cause the cloth of

texture to lay up in front of the red, and in a short time impede the proper working of the loom. To

Erevent this, the -haft carries a wheel m~, and around a portion of its circumfi i
- a friction-

rake, /<
7

; that i-, a metal strap jointed to the frame and to a connecting-rod d1
, attached to the sward

of the lathe, -o that when the lathe beats up, this metal strap is drawn in contact with the periphery

of the wheel, and thus by friction hold- it firmly so that it cannot turn, by the connections holding the

roller firmly, that the warps may be pre,, nted from yielding to the force of the beat of the lathe, in

this way the desired effect is produced; viz., that of producing a close fabric of regular texture and
measured figure, with the irregularities thrown into the thickness instead of the length of the cloth.

is the shuttle has been thrown the weft-thread lies between the warps in a diagonal line

from the selvage on one side to the ^huttle-box on the other, and this diagonal line being longer than

the breadth of the cloth, it is evident that if the weft-thread were beaten up freely, it would t»

ad produce a bad selvage. To prevent this, the sides of the frame at a1
constitute a bed on each

side, gr red to receive a Beriee of lingers //.jointed to the frame, and the moment tin- shuttle has

i a cam d1
, on the lathe-shaft) permit- the linger- to fall on to, and gripe the weft-thread, bo that

wleu it is carried forward by the reed it is resisted by the pressure of the fingers, which givi

required pull to insure a good selvage. The cam then passes around to lift the fingers, thai the Bhuttle

may pass. These fingers are made to answer the purpose also of stopping the loom when th

thread has no( been carried across ; for then, as the linger- descend, not being held up by the wefl
thread, they enter the groove-, and the arm at the back acts a- catch levers connected with the Bhipper

The manner of operating the lath.- ha xibed with sufficient clearness in pointing out the

I it i-. therefore unnecessary to give a more detailed description of it.

The belt i- shifted from the loose to the fast pulley, an I i by the belt Bhipper '. and b 1'

'-', in the usual way; but to adapt thi- to the introduction of a reversing motion, the Bhipper and

uide are differentlj arranged. The shipper a*, and the belt-guide b*, are on opposite ends of a

ig inappropriate I this snail i- hollow, and within it there is an arbor d*, which
- out at each end. From the rear end of this inner arbor projects an arm e*, which can

pin/4
,
that tits and Blides lYeeh but accurately in a curved mortise g\ in one arm of a lever A'

that turns on a fulcrum pin arm being jointed i" the conned ', that

nst the inner periphery of the fast pulley b,in the usual wa) of nrran ing the brake for

operation of the loom when the bell When
the inuer arbor d* is therefore connected with the ihaft ol the shipper, the bras make

I pulley when tic be|i . p ille\, and liberated to relieve the fric

lien tin' b ! pulley, the motion of the shipper to shift the belt from thi

to the other of the pulleys I If* shall move o

o equal to'half the length of the curved mortise in the lever of the bral

ich thai moving the ',
1 1 | pin from either end of the mortise to the middle

ice the brnl the pulley to make friction, and movin [ il from the middle towards •

end will remove the brake. A 1 . mploy the l . pullej for the pu
it I.e. -..Hie- i

i the iii t p it in the :

ind tii bimng the belt from tije fast to the loose pulley, th

pan . and then liberated whilst (he mechani m of the ,.

d in tho following manner : on the fronl end whoa
" proj : I thi' holloa hi] rm /, which

,
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of the loom, nearly in a horizontal direction and at a convenient height to be reached by the attendant's

foot. On this arm is journalled a treadle A4
, and so connected with the arm g*, by means of a helical

6pring i
4

, that when no force is applied to it, an armj4
, which projects upward from its inner end, is

held against a projection k4 of the shipper, so that the arbor of the brake and the shaft of the shipper

are kept in a locked condition by the helical spring i
4 to be operated together ; but when pressure is

applied on the top of the treadle, then the brake is operated separately to remove the friction from the

pulley. When the attendant moves the shipper towards him, the belt is shifted from the fast to the

loose pulley, the brake at the same time being drawn down to make friction for arresting the momentum
of the moving parts, and then the attendant with his foot forces down the treadle which relieves the

brake, thereby liberating the parts preparatory to the reversing motion which is brought into action by
the same motion. From the bottom of the treadle projects an arm I

4
, that carries a pin m4

, that plays

freely in a mortise n4
, in the end of a sliding-rod o4

, and the length of this mortise is such that the mo-
tions given to the arm I

4 by the ordinaiy motions of the shipper will not communicate motion to the

sliding-rod, but when the treadle is borne down to relieve the brake after the shifting of the belt into

the loose pulley, the sliding-rod is drawn in the direction of the arrow.

The sliding-rod o
4

is jointed to the lower arm of a lever p
4

, which turns on a fulcrum-pin q
4

, its uppei

arm being forked and made to embrace the collar r
4 of a wheel s

4
, which slides freely on the main driv-

ing-shaft a of the loom. "When the sliding-rod o4
is drawn in the direction of the arrow, it forces the

wheel a
4 against the face of a friction-plate u4

, which is fast on the main shaft, and this friction-plate

has the effect of locking it with the main shaft, so that any motion given to this wheel s
4 will drive the

main shaft. The hub v* of the loose pulley carries a pinion w4
, which engages another pinion x4

, on a

parallel shaft y
4
, the other end of which has a pinion z

4
, which engages cogs on the inner periphery of

the wheel s
4

, so that the motion of the loose pulley communicates a reversed motion to this wheel, which

drives the main shaft in the reversed direction whenever they are locked together by the friction-plate.

The moment the attendant removes his foot from the treadle, the wheel is withdrawn from the fric-

tion-plate by the tension of a helical spring a5
, on the slide-rod o

4
, and the parts are then in a condition

for starting the loom by the shifting of the belt on to the fast pulley.*

MACHINES are instruments employed to regulate motion, so as to save either time or force.

The maximum effect of machines is the greatest effect which can be produced by them. In all ma-
chines that work with a uniform motion there is a certain velocity, and a certain load of resistance, that

yields the greatest effect, and which are therefore more advantageous than any other. A machine may
be so heavily charged that the motion resulting from the application of any given power will be but just

sufficient to overcome it, and if any motion ensue it will be very trifling, and therefore the whole effect

very small. And if the machine is very lightly loaded, it may give great velocity to the load ; but

from the smallness of its quantity the effect may still be very inconsiderable, consequently between
these two loads there must be some intermediate one that will render the effect the greatest possible.

This is equally true in the application of animal strength as in machines.f

1. The maximum effect of a machine is produced when the weight or resistance to be overcome is

four-ninths of that which the power, when fully exerted, is able to balance, or of that resistance which
is necessary to reduce the machine to rest ; and the velocity of the part of the machine to which the

power is applied should be one-third of the greatest velocity of the power.

2. The moving power and the resistance being both given, if the machine be so constructed that the

velocity of the point to which the power is applied be to the velocity of the point to which the resist-

ance is applied, as four times the resistance to nine times the power, the machine will work to the

greatest possible advantage.

3. This is equally true when applied to the strength of animals ; that is, a man, horse, or other animal

will do the greatest quantity of work, by continued labor, when his strength is opposed to a resistance

equal to four-ninths of his natural strength, and his velocity equal to one-third of his greatest velocity

when not impeded.
Now, according to the best observations, the force of a man at rest is, on an average, about TO lbs.

;

and his greatest velocity, when not impeded, is about 6 feet per second, taken at a medium. Hence
the greatest effect will be produced when the resistance is equal to about 31 l-9th pounds, and his uni-

form motion 2 feet per second.

The strength of a horse at a dead pull is generally estimated at about 420 pounds, and his greatest

• The history of the invention of this machine is so full of instruction to the young mechanic, and the facts of the case
coming entirely within our own knowledge, we have been induced to dwell upon them, although by so doing we have de-
parted somewhat from the original plan ol the Dictionary, which would confine all description to the machines themselves.

t These conditions are deduced from the following empirical expression, which is adopted by Enter and other writers,

to represent the law of the moving power: Let P=the power applied, (or weight which the power, when fully exerted, is

just able to overcome;) R= the resistance, or load, or weight to be overcome; c the greatest velocity, or that at which
the power ceases to act; rj= any other velocity: then the law of the moving power is

K -*-:-)'

The variables in this expression are R and v, and the effect is represented by the product R;> ; on making which a max-
imum, the rules of the differential calculus give v— J c ; whence the formula becomes R= 1 P.

From these expressions it follows, that when the moving power and the resistance are both given, if a machine be so

constructed that the velocity of the part to which the power is applied is to the velocity of the part to which the resistance

is applied in the ratio of OR to 4 P, the effect of the machine will be a maximum, or it will work to the greatest possible

advantage. The above conditions apply equally to machines impelled by animal force and the agents of nature, as running

water, steam, the force of gravity, &c. An animal exerts itself to the greatest advantage, or perforins the greatest quantity

of work in the least time, when it moves with about one-third of the utmost speed with which it is capable of moving,

and is loaded with four-ninths of the greatest load which it is capable of putting in motion.
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rate of -walking 10 feet per second; therefore the greatest effect is produced when the load = 1861

pounds, and the velocity ',", or 3g feet per second.

4. A machine driven by the impulse of a stream produces the greatest effect when the wheel move*
with one-third of the velocity of the water.

The following may be taken as a general arrangement of machines:

Class I.

Machines for raising weight-.

Machines for transportin

Machines for raising water.

Machines/or overcoming inertia.

Blowing machines.

weights on land. Machinery for ascending and descending in fluids.

Machines for navigation, etc.

Ploughs.

Drilling machines.

Reaping machines.

Threshing machines.

Mills.

Boring machines.

Class IL

—

Machines for overcoming cohesion.

Cutting machines.

or removing impurities.Machines for cleanin

Grinding machines.

Machines for turning.

Machines which act by compression
l'ile engines, <tc.

Class III.

—

Machines for combining ?naterials.

Machines for weaving cloths, carpets, nets, stockings.
|
Machine for combining materials in brewing, <fcc.

Class IV.

—

Machines for measuring forces.

Anemometers.
Torsion machines.

Balances and steelyards.

Barometers-.

Thermometers,
Hygrometers.

Quadrants.

Circles.

'I hi oddites.

Levels

Micrometers.

Machines for measuring the elasticity and strength

of materials.

Dynamometers for measuring the force of men,
animals, and other agents.

Machines for measuring the force of projectiles.

Machines for measuring the force of running water.

Class V.

—

Machines for measuring and dividing space.

Goniometers.

Dividing machines
Odometers.

Drawing and copying instruments,

Class VI.

—

Machines for measuring time.

Machinery.—The utility of machinery, in its application to manufactures, consists in the addition

ffhich it makes to human power, the economy of human time, and in the conversion of Bubfltanci B ap-

parently worthless into valuable products. The forces derived from wind, from water, and from -

are bo many additions to human power. The difference between a tool and a machine is not capable
of very preci • distinction, nor is it necessary, in a popular examination of them, to make any distinction,

A tool is usually a more simple machine, and generally used by the hand; a machine is a complex tool,

a collection of tools, and frequently put in action by inanimate force. All machines are intended to

transmit power. Of the class of mechanical agents by which motion is transmitted—the leer, the
pulley, the wedge—it has been demonstrated thai no power is gained by their use, however combined.
Whatever force is applied at one part can only lie exerted at Bome other, diminished by friction and
other incidental causes; and whatever is gained in the rapidity of execution, is compensated by the

ity of exerting additional force. These two principles Bhould be constantly borne in mind, and
teach us to limit our attempts to things which are possible,

l. A r,— When the work to be done requires more force for its execution than can
eiated in the time necessary for it- completion, recourse musl be had to some mechanical n

of preserving and condensing a part of the power exerted previously to the commencement of the pro

ll. i- i most frequently accomplished by a fly-wheel, which is a wheel having a heavy rim, so
that the greater part of the i ar the circumference. It requires greal power, applied foi

time, to set this in rapid motion; and when moving with considerable velocity, if its force is concen
tr.ited on a point, it- effects ate exceed rfuL.

_' Regulating pouter.— Uniformity and stead m in the motion of the machinery are essential hitli to

ind iu duration. The governor, in the' Bteam-i i contrivance for this
|

r fly, ol little weight, but lai I. II rapidly, and booh i

uniform rate, which it cannot much exceed ; becau e anj addition to its velocity produces a greater ad
ilition to the resistance of the air. Thia kind ol fly i

• ncrally used in small pieces of ihaniam, and.
unlike the heavy fly, it serves to de troy instead ol to pn

locity.— 1

1

1

fling exertion of force may become futiguin |
'

rapidit) of motion necessary, or a dc free of rapidity may be desirable boyon 1 fho power

nize time. Thus, twisting the fibn I by the fingers would be a mosl todio
In the common spinning w heel, the velocity of the fool is moderate, but, by a simple contt

"I the thread i mo I rapid.

I. Diminution of velocity.—This is common! forthepurp
with small power. By tern ol pulli j aftbi I an i sample of thi .
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5. Spreading the action of a force exertedfcr a few minutes over a large time.—This is one of the most

common and useful employments of machinery. The half-minute which we spend daily in winding up

our watches is an exertion of force which, by the aid of a few wheels, is spread over 24 hours.

6. Saving time in natural operations.—The process of tanning consists in combining the tanning prin-

ciple with every particle of the skin, which, by the ordinary process of soaking it in a solution of the

tanning matter, requires from six months to two years. By inclosing the solution, with the hide, in a

close vessel, and exhausting the air, the pores of the hide being deprived of air, exert a capillary at-

traction on the tan, which may be aided by pressure, so that the thickest hides may be tanned in six

weeks. The operation of bleaching affords another example.

7. Exerting forces too large for human power.—When the force of large bodies of men or animals is

applied, it becomes difficult to concentrate it simultaneously at a given point. The power of steam, air,

or water, is employed to overcome resistances which would require a great expense to surmount by

animal labor. The twisting of the largest cables, the rolling, hammering, and cutting of large masses

of iron, the draining of mines, require enormous exertions of physical force, continued for considerable

periods.

8. Executing operations too delicate for human touch.—The same power which twists the stoutest

cable and weaves the coarsest canvas may be employed, to more advantage than human hands, in

spinning the gossamer thread of the cotton, and entwining the meshes of the most delicate fabric.

9. Registering operations.—Machinery affords a sure means of remedying the inattention of human
agents, by instruments, for instance, for counting the strokes of an engine, or the number of coins struck

in a press.

10. Economy of materials.—The precision with which all operations are executed by machinery, and

the exact similarity of the articles made, produce a degree of economy in the consumption of the raw
material which is sometimes of great importance.

11. The identity of the result.—Nothing is more remarkable than the perfect similarity of things man-
ufactured by the same tool. This result appears in all the arts of printing : the impressions from the

name block, or the same copper-plate, have a similarity which no labor of the hand could produce.

12. Accuracy of the work.—The accuracy with which machinery executes its work is, perhaps, one oi

its most important advantages. It would hardly be possible for a very skilful workman, with files and

polishing substances, to form a perfect cylinder out of a piece of steel. This process, by the aid of the

lathe and the sliding-rest, is the every-day employment of hundreds of workmen.
Machines are classed under different denominations, according to the agents by which they are put in

motion, the purposes they are intended to effect, or the art in which they are employed.

The reader is referred to the various machines, under their respective heads.

MAGNET—MAGNETISM. The magnesian stone, or native magnet, abounds in various parts of

the earth, especially in iron mines, where it is found massive, frequently crystallized, and occasionally

in beds of considerable thickness. Its constituents are, for the most part, oxygen and iron under the

form of two oxides, the black and red. In 100 parts', we have about 73 parts iron and 27 oxygen: it

has been termed magnetic iron ore. Its color varies from a reddish black to a deep gray. Native

magnets from Arabia, China, and Bengal are commonly of a reddish color, and are powerfully attractive

Those found in Germany and England have the color of unwrought iron.

The specific gravity of magnetic iron ore is about 4-J-
times that of water, and affords, when worked,

excellent bar-iron.

This remarkable substance has not only the power of drawing apparently towards itself small parti-

cles of iron, but it has also the important property of communicating or propagating, as it were, its own
attractive power through a series of masses, so as to cause them to hang one on another in a sort oi

linked chain.

If the magnet be suspended by a delicate silk line from some point between the surfaces of attraction,

so as to admit of its turning freely on that point, the mass will rest only in one position : this position

will be such as to place its poles either in the line of the meridian, or very near it; one of the surfaces

of the mass will have turned towards the north, and the opposite surface towards the south, ami. it

drawn aside from this position, will continue to vibrate backwards and forwards until it again rests in

the same position.

The attractive force of the loadstone or natural magnet cannot generally be considered as of any
great amount. Native magnets in their rude state will seldom lift their own weight, and, with some
rare exceptions, their power is limited to a few pounds.
The effective power of the loadstone may be considerably improved by means of what is termed an

armature, which consists of small pieces of very soft iron applied to the opposite polar surfaces of the

etone, and projecting a little below it on each side. The attractive force is thus transmitted to the

small projecting or artificial poles of iron ; this is found not only to augment the power, but also to en-

able the experimentalist to bring both the poles to bear upon any given mass at the same instant.

The pieces intended for the armature should be made of very soft iron, and each formed with a ver-

tical face about \\\\ to £th of an inch thick, with a projecting solid foot below, as at ap and bn, Fig.

2672; the vertical face being closely applied to the polar surfaces, and the mass allowed to rest on the

projecting feet p n, forming the artificial poles. Things being thus arranged, the whole is bound firmly

together by a cap of silver or brass, or by plain metallic bands, as represented in A B and C D, Fig. 2673.

A ring R is usually fixed in the upper part of the cap for the convenience of raising the whole mass,

and a transverse piece of soft iron K, termed a keeper or lifter, furnished with a central hook G, is

placed across the artificial poles p n, so as to unite them. This keeper is found to preserve and increase

the attractive force of the poles, especially if the magnet be suspended by its upper ring R, and weights

be attached to the hook G, and by which its power may be roughly estimated.

If the armed magnet be thus suspended, and a small scale-pan attached to the keeper K, an additional
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weight mav be added daily for a considerable time : tbe loadstone thus armed may be caused to sustain

from twenty to thirty times its own weight.

When an armed loadstone is employed for particular experimental inquiries or other purposes, the

keeper K may be removed, but it should be replaced -when the magnet is not in use.

It we Buspend a magnet by a fine silk fibre over another magnet, or near another magnet also sus-

pended, the poles of these magnets will arrange themselves in such a way as to bring the opposite

poles together; the similar poles are found so powerfully and reciprocally repulsive, as not to allo^

'he masses to rest with their similar poles in juxtaposition.

2G72.
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Pieces of common iron, which have been for a great length of time in one fixed position, or under-

ground, acquire considerable polarity— in feet, become magnets. In the "Memoirs of the Academy 01

1 1731, we find an account of a large bell at Marseilles having an axis of iron: thi

rested on stone block-, and threw off from time to time great quantities of rust, which, mixing with the

particles of stone and the oil used (•> facilitate the motion, became conglomerated into a hardened mass :

this mass had all the properties of the native magnet The bell is supposed to have been in the same

I

d for -I
1 hi years.

The artificial 7/iaynct.—To make an artificial magnet, procure a small bar of steel about 8 inches in

length, 4 tl 1 of ; l" inch wide, and |th of an inch thick, or a piece of common Bteel wire of about thi

length, anl from |th to 4th of an inch in diami ter. Let the steel be well hardened and tempered bj

Dg it at a cherry-red heat into cold water* when cold and polished, apply each extremity in buc

1 to the opposite poles of an armed magnet, Fig. '-'07'-', first touching with gentle friction one ex

tremity of the bar, or one of the poles and the opposite extremity on the other pole, or, which is better,

draw the bar a b, Fig, 2674, a i\'\v times, in the direction of it.- length, across the two 1 of the

magnet M, as represented in the figure, and in Mich a way as not to pass either extremity, a b, beyond
or off the opposite pole- m n

; finally, bring the bar a b so as to rest w ith its extremity a equally dis

taut from each pole rnn; that is to sav. bring the pole- m n at the centre of the bar, or as nearly as

maybe. In tins position remove the bar from the pol( The bar will now be found attractive of

particles of iron, common Bteel needles, and other ferruginous matter: when suspended it will arrange
itself in the direction of the magnetic meridian, and v\ ill, in fact, have all the properties of the load-tone,

including the important property of imparting or exciting a magnetic condition in t> mpered BteeL

Take a -mall bar of steel which has been rendered magnetic by the process jus! described, apply it

with slight friction to a piece of hard Bteel wire or a similar bar, and in such way that the opposite
extremities of each bar may have contact attended by a ree of friction: this Becond bar or
wire \. 1

. i al-o to nave acquired a similar magnetic condition to the first ; and tin- process mav
intinued from the second to a third wire of Steel, ami so on without limit.

'1 he propagation of magnetism from one bar of Bteel to another, a- illustrated in thi- experiment, en

the experimentalist to obtain artificial magnets to anj given amount ; and since the form and
magnitude of the Bteel I a found to interfere with the generality of the result, we are further
enabled to obtain magnets of any required 6 ure or m.i -nitude,

I' to I
i pecialij ob erved that the polarities excited in the opposite portions of a Bteel bar by

this artificial proc etic poles to which these per
have been applied Thus in if the extremity b of the Bteel a 6 rest on the north, or

the magnet M, the polarity induced in that extremity /. will be a south or
polarity. Reciprocally, ii the extremity n be brou "hi to reel on the negative or south pole /". then the

polarity induced in that point of the steel will bo a positn north poTaritj

.

ificial magnets may be of an) required form, or of almost an) dimen
Uculai he experiments '\ are limited to Btra h a-

I in Fig 2075, oi oth< i bent into a curvilinear form, resemblir
in Fig. 26 76 ; the branches ep and • and the extremities /- >* neater than in the common

Many such bars, eithei rved, form, when < ibined, what i

ted in Fi I 26 IB Tho coi I

1 compound magnets w ith pi ' be
'•Ii ti

shout j^th ,, r jijth of the length, and tie- thickness somethii . • i tin

;'li.
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To magnetize a bar of tempered steel, Fig. 2676, curved into the horse-shoe form, fix the bar, Fig
2679, on a flat board, with its extremities, p s, against a straight piece of soft iron, p s, of the same
thickness and width as the bar. Having secured the whole in this position, place a compound magnet
M, or an armed native magnet, on one of the extremities s, of the curved bar, taking care that the oppo-

site or marked and unmarked ends are in contact with each other. Continue as before to glide the

magnet M several times round the whole series, and in the same direction, scp, finally stopping in the

^ 7
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centre, c. Repeat this process on each face of the bar, when a high degree of power will have become
developed ; so much so, that the iron or keeper p s cannot be directly pulled away without considerable

force, and in some instances cannot be conveniently removed except by sliding it off.

In order to preserve effectually the magnetism thus excited in bars of steel, it is requisite, when not

in use, to keep their opposite poles united by means of pieces of soft iron.

2679.
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Take a perfectly straight and even bar of steel, P S, Fig. 2680, sufficiently hard to retain a magnetic
state. It may be 7 inches long, gth of an inch wide, and y^th of an inch thick. Drill a clean hole

through the centre of the wide surface, and then pass an extremely fine drill also through the centre

transversely to this hole, across the thickness of the bar, edgewise, and so accurately as to pass through
the centre of gravity of the mass, or as nearly as possible

;
proceed now to complete the equilibrium of

the bar upon a fine needle as an axis, and in such a way as to render it indifferent as to position in a

vertical plane or nearly so, and that whether it be placed with one or the other face uppermost. Let
the bar be now magnetized, and then mounted on its central axis ; run the axis through a small silver

stirrup c r, and suspend the whole by a fine silk fibre r t, attached to a fixed point t ; the bar P S will

be observed gradually to assume a definite and oblique position, p n, inclining in these latitudes its

north pole, P, nearly 70 degrees below the horizontal line, turning at the same time into a plane devia-

ting from the plane of the meridian by a given angular quantity, called " the dip," the lower extremity

having turned towards the north, and the other extremity towards the south ; and it may be likewise

observed, on the principle already stated, that the extremities which have thus turned, the one towards

the north and the other towards the south, will have been derived from the opposite poles of the load-

stone or magnet by which it has been magnetized.
The position of the magnetic centre and poles of each surface, together with the general magnetic

condition of the bar, and the reciprocal attractions, repulsions, and neutralization of the opposite forces,

may be shown in the following way.
Strain a piece of common drawing-paper on an open frame, A C, Fig. 2681, and place it over a hard

steel bar S N, regularly and powerfully magnetic
;
project on the paper over the bar, through a small

muslin or lawn sieve, some fine iron dust or filings ; the particles will arrange themselves in a series o'
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curved lines of magnetic force proceeding from homologous or similar points on each side of the middle

of the bar, some uniting about the magnetic centre, others standing out at the extremities as if repelled

from the poles N S, and tending to turn at considerable distances into other curved lines of force, to

unite their branches between the opposite poles. This experiment may be rendered more decisive by
slightly tapping the finger on the paper, so as to give the particles a little vibration.

Oppose the dissimilar poles S N, Fig. 268H, of two powerful bars to each other at about two inche?

2G81. SCslJ.
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distance, and project over them fine iron filings as before ; similar results ensue. Magnetic lines of

force, both straight and curved, and proceeding from similar points of each bar, will be apparent, uniting

the two poles by chains of reciprocal attraction.

Change the position of one of the bars, so as to oppose two similar poles N N, Fig. 2C82 ; the lines of

force will then appear to be conflicting lines ; the repulsive forces will cause a straight line a b to appear

on the open space or field bet-ween the poles, from which the iron dust stands out transversely. At
this line, the opposed forces on either side are apparently struggling -with each other, being exerted in

repulsive directions from the opposed poles.

-'i -j.
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We have in these phenomena satisfactory visual evidence of the existence of two distinct forces—of

their reciprocal attractions and repulsions, and their mutual neutralization.

A light magnetic bar NS, Fig. 2G83, or a small magnetic steel cylinder, of great comparative length,

has been termed a magnetic needle. When delicately poised on a central point c, so as to retain a hori-

zontal position, and move freely in a horizontal plane.it has been termed the horizontal needle. When
poised on a fine central axis, so as to move freely in a vertical plane, it has been tinned a in riical or

dipping needle, h' suspended as in lig. 2083, so as to have motion in both a horizontal and vertical

plane, it has been termed the horizontal and vertical needle.

Instruments for ascertaining whether a Bubstance has polarity or not, and for detecting die pit

and kind of•force in operation, nave been termed inagnetoscopts. The most Bimple kind of ma
scope is a small horizontal needle, about an inch in Length, delicately suspended by a tine >ilk fibre, or

otherwise set upon a tine point and agate centre, within a Miiall wood or glass

case, as represented in Fig. 2684, and so set as to admit of some degree of dip or

depression of either pole, a-, well ae a perfect motion in a horizontal plane. From
tie- attractive and repulsive forces of similar and dissimilar poles it is evident,

bom the kind of effect produced on the poles of the magnetoscope, we may al-

ways determine the presence or kind of polarity acting on it. Thus, if nich an instrument as that jusl

described, be glided along the surface of any given substance without any attractive or repulsive
• being apparent, such a substance ma] be considered as non-magnetic If, on the contrary, we

find both poles of the instrument everywhere I indifferently, then we may infer that the sub-
-tan. . ,, ii would be the case with a piece of common soft iron. Should we
find certain points attractive of <> f tie- poles of the -mall needle, and repulsive of the otb<

we may infer that not ,,nl\ i the substance a magnetic substance, but that it has also polarity, i

magnet
Magnetic infli -When a piece of soft iron is brought into contact with a inn

pole, i' immi quires an attractive power, a- if the magnetism of the pole had ipre

pervaded the iron. In bet, if we examine a piece of iron thus circumstanced by means or the •<

. we fmd the same polarity continued throughout the iron ; it n ill .\m w here attract one
|

th' 1 m e, and repulse the oppo ite pole, if, however, we s< parato the iron from the n

and retain it at a short distance fiom th. pole, then a new case appeal
of the iron next the magnet will have an oppo ito polarity to that of the pole to which it

the two magnetic elements resident in the iron will, in fact, becom i d; one of them will !><•

sensible at the extremity next the magnet) and the other at its distant extremity :
a re -,i, which ws
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might expect to follow from the repulsion of the similar elements and the attraction of the opposite

elements. This separation of the latent magnetism of the iron into its constituent elements lias been

termed magnetic induction. It is altogether a temporary state or condition of the iron sustained by the

influence of a magnetic pole, and vanishes so soon as that influence is withdrawn.

In the communication of magnetism by the loadstone to hardened steel, and from one piece of steel

to another without limit, neither the loadstone nor the artificial magnet loses any of its inherent power
,

nothing, therefore, appears to be communicated ; the whole result is entirely a species of molecular

excitation, or a calling into sensible activity certain forces already existing in the magnetic substance,

and which, under ordinary circumstances, remain in a quiescent or neutral state. No means yet de-

vised have ever insulated these forces in such way as to enable us to obtain one of them only, independ-

ently of the other. We cannot, for example, produce a magnetic bar having a single pole ; for although

we touch one extremity of the bar only with one pole of the loadstone, still two poles will appear in

the bar, although the one induced by the presence of the other may not be so forcible.

Methods of communicating magnetism to steel bars.—The first means of imparting magnetism to

steel was, as we have already described, by contact with the armed loadstone or other magnet. A
more efficacious method, however, of magnetizing small needles or bars by simple contact, consists in

placing the bar or needle between the opposite poles of powerful magnets, as, for example, in the mag-

netic field S N, Fig. 2681, immediately between the poles S K
We are indebted to Dr. Gowan Knight, F.R.S., a London physician, for the first important step in the

communication of magnetism to bars of steel. His method, as given in the Philosophical Transactions

for the years 1746 and 1747, vol xliv., is as follows : two powerful magnetic bars M M', Fig. 2685, are

placed in the same straight line, with their opposite poles N S very near each other ; the needle or bar

n s to be magnetized is laid flat on the surface of the bars, immediately over the opening N S, between

them. If the bar n s be a magnetic needle, having a cap for suspension, then the cap is allowed to

rest between the bars : if the surface be unimpeded by this, the bars M M' may be brought very near

each other. Things being thus disposed, the bars M M' are gradually withdrawn in opposite directions,

and immediately under the bar s n ; the result of which operation is, on the principles already ex-

plained, that each half of the bar s n being acted on by opposite polarities, the two magnetic forces resi-

dent in it become separated ; the pole N of the bar M attracts all the south polarity and repels the

north, whilst the pole S of the bar M' attracts all the north polarity and repels the south : hence a

final and permanent magnetic state is imparted to the bar s n, the position of the poles s n being the

reverse of the poles N S of the bars.

2G8fi.
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Small needles will become magnetized to saturation by one operation of this kind performed on each

of its surfaces ; for larger bars, two or three, or more, repetitions are desirable. This method is very

effectual, especially for single bars, and there is not, perhaps, any better for certain purposes, even at

the present day.

After this method of Dr. Knight's had become known and practised, M. Du Hamel, member of the

Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, was led, about the year 1749, to a further and still more exten-

sive application of it. Two bars N S and T P, Fig. 2686, required to be magnetized, are laid on a ta-

ble parallel to each other, and their intended opposite poles united by pieces of soft iron N T, S P, so

as to form a closed rectangular parallelogram, as seen in the figure. The opposite poles n s of two
powerful magnets A B, either simple or compound, are then applied to the centre C of one of Ihe bars

N S, and drawn away from each other in opposite directions C N, C S, being held all the while at an
inclination of about 40°: this operation is repeated several times; the magnets A P> are now either

reversed, or their relative positions changed, by turning them round ; they are then applied in a similar

way to the other bar P T, so as to bring the poles s n opposite to their former position : the same oper-

ation is now repeated on the bar T P, and this process is to be further repeated on each surface of the

bars T P, N S. M. Du Hamel's method is effective and expeditious ; the elementary forces resident in

the bars being by the joint operation of the magnets easily separated, whilst the union of the opposite

poles N T and S P by soft iron, further tends to increase the effect, by holding together, as it were, the

two separated magnetic elements, and thus allowing the exciting magnets A B to operate with more
considerable effect.

Bars of the horse-shoe form may be rendered magnetic in a similar way, by uniting their near ex-

tremities or intended poles with soft iron, and then drawing the magnets away from each other, com-

mencing at the centre of the curve, and terminating at each extremity.

A high magnetic development may be obtained in a series of straight bars, without the aid of pow-

erful magnets, by a successive touching in combination one with the other. We are indebted to -Mr.

Canton for this process, which is as follows

:

Having a set of 12 bars, however slightly magnetic, two of the series S' N', NS, Fig. 2687, are laid
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with i> a parallel to each other, and the rectangle closed by pi . NTS',

about one-half the length of the bars, and of the same breadth, as in the method of Da Hamel ; the

remaining 10 bars are separated into two combined Bystema A B ol G
;

>

i

- • ach,
|
Lao I on one of the

bars 2s'' S', with their remote and opposite poles C in contact, and their lower poles n a somewhat open.

This arrangement being made, the bars S' if' and X S are rubbed with these Bystema in the way
already described, and being thus strengthened ly the united powers of all the rest, are now removed.

and placed at the back of the others, as at A B, whilst the two interior bars of each system C s, C n,

are withdrawn, and subjected to the same operation as the preceding; in this way we continue to

strengthen each pair of bars by the acquired power of those last touched, until the wh mag-
netized to saturation. This process is very useful when powerful magnets ate not at hand; for how-
ever weak may be the magnetic Btate of the bars, even although two of them only lie slightly mag-
netic, we may from these render the whole series very powerful

The combined Bystema A B may be temporarily bound together by a little common tape, and a small

block of wood placed between them, so as to support the whole in position during the proa -- of mag-
netizing.

Besides these direct methods, we have other processes for obtaining a magnetic development in

and iron, of much practical importance. Marcel, so long since as the year 17'2'J, observed that a bar of

iron acquired a temporary magnetic state by position alone ; and he BUCCeeded in imparting magnet-
ism to a piece of hard steel placed on an anvil, merely by rubbing it with the lower en 1 of a bar ol

iron about S3 inches long, set upright upon the steel. The temporary magnetic Btate thus induced by

position in the iron bar is such, that the lower extremity, in these latitudes, becomes a BOUth pole, and

the upper extremity a north pole; and the forces are much increased by placing the bar in the i

tion of the inclined needle: in southern latitudes the reverse of this occurs—the lower extremity is

then a north pole, and the upper end a south pole. Mr. Canton, by an ingi nioua manipulation of this

kind, succeeded in communicating a weak degree of magnetism to Bteel by means of a common poker
and a pair of tongs, and from this magnetized his series of bars to saturation by the process we have

>ed: the bar to be rendered weakly magnetic was attached to the upper end of the poker by

means of thread, and the whole placed m the direction of t Ik- dipping Qe; whilst in this position

the bar was repeatedly touched with the closed extremities of the tongs, carried from one end of the

bar to the other, from below upward, the marked end of the bar being below.

Another method of developing magnetism in Bteel bars, without the aid of common magnets, consists

in subjecting the bar to sharp concussion. This principle was well known to Gilbert so long sic

the year L670, who, in bis celebrated work "JDe afagnete," represents a blacksmith bammerii
bar in the position of the inclined needle. Smith-,' tools, gneh as drills, broai bicb have under-

gone pressure and motion, are generally magnetic, When a steel punch is driven bard into iron, the

punch i- not unfrequently rendered magnetic by a Bingle blow.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1788 we find an u ant, by Desaguliers, of iron bars ren

dered magnetic bj striking them Bharply against the ground whilst in a vertical position, or otherwise

striking them with a hammer when placed in a horizontal position at ri bl angles to thi

meridian. Such bars attract and n pulse the poles of the a lie. According to Du Faye, who
perimenta are quoted, it i. do consequen •• bow the bar is struck : all that is required is to impart to

the bar a vibratory state whilst in a vertical position.

tiling himself of tl ifter a further and critical examination of the buI

led in obtaining magnetic traordinary power b\ percussion. In tho com
inquiries, a considerable advantage was found to arise by striking the bar whil ti

on upon a rod of iron. A. cylindrical bai si, 6} inches long, and \ of an inch diam
resting on stone, and struck with a hammer w< mid oidj be madi
grains ; whereas when resting on a bar of iron, and struck in a similar way, il lifted B8

by, in develoj etism in this way by percu lion, first struck a large iron bar in a vertical

tion, and then laid il on the ground with its acquired south pole towards the north; he thru

irply with a hauiui' r a soft steel bar, 80 inches long and an inch square, i

on the south pole of the iron bar. A mood I similar bar was treate 1 in the tune way; then,
|

one of the s tee! bai v< rtically, be proceodi d to ^ 1 1 1 k «

•
upon them, -i- support

I, 8 inches lot n inch broad, and in few minutes thej bad acquin
lifting power. The eriea ol bail being now touched one with the other, after the mannei
became ver^ oon magnetised to saturation ; each pair readirj lifted
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Dr. Scoresby observes that large iron and steel bars are not absolutely requisite to the success of tliit

process, common pokers answering the purpose very well.

The next series of phenomena claiming attention, arise out of a property peculiar to natural and

artificial magnets, by which they tend, when freely suspended, to arrange themselves in a certain rela-

tive position to a wire carrying a current of Voltaic electricity. These phenomena have been hence

termed electro-magnetic, and although of sufficient moment and extent to come under a separate and

peculiar branch of physical science, yet so far demand a brief notice here, as constituting a very im-

portant property of the natural and artificial magnet.

With a view to a clear conception of these reciprocal magnetic and Voltaic actions, it is requisite to

understand that two plates of zinc and copper, z c, Fig. 2688, placed near each other in a vessel of di-

lute acid, and connected by a metallic circuit c' S NV, turned or directed in any manner, give rise, during

the solution of the zinc in the acid, to a peculiar electro-chemical action, by which a current of electricity

J3 supposed to flow from the zinc plate z in the direction of the small arrow, through the acid upon the

copper plate c, and from thence through the metallic circuit c c' S N z' z back again upon the zinc plate z.

A combination of this kind has been termed a Voltaic circle, and the metallic circuit c'SNz' the

uniting wire.

This understood, let SNbea perfectly straight portion of this circuit, which, as a standard of refer-

ence as to position, we will suppose to be in the direction of the magnetic meridian. Let pibea mag-
netic needle, suspended below and parallel toNS; then, directly we complete the communications N
z' z—S c' c with the zinc and copper plates z c, the needle p t varies from the meridian, and tends to

place itself across the wire N S, and in such way that whichever pole of the needle is next the copper

plate c, that pole moves to the right hand, or towards the east. If, therefore, the current flow over the

needle from c to z, through the wire S N, from south to north, and the observer be looking over the

wire in the same direction, then the south pole t, next the copper plate c, turns to his right hand, or to the

east, and the north pole p to his left hand, or west. If we suppose the position of the plates c and z

to be changed, and the direction of the current reversed, by connecting the extremity N with c, and the

extremity S with z, so as to cause the current to flow from north to south, then these deflections are

also reversed. The south pole t now goes to the left hand, and the north pole p to the right hand

—

that is to say, the north pole p being now next the copper plate, goes to the right hand.

Place the needle above, and parallel to the wire S N, then the reverse of all the former deflections

will be obtained ; whichever pole of the needle is now next the copper plate, that pole moves to the

left hand, or west When the current, therefore, flows from south to north, the south pole t, which be-

fore went to the right hand, or east, now goes to the left hand, or west, whilst the north pole turns to

the right hand ; if we reverse the current, and cause it to flow from north to south, as in the last experi

ment, then these deflections are again reversed; the north pole of the needle, being now next the cop

per plate of the battery, goes to the left hand.
If the needle be immediately in the plane of the uniting wire, on either side of it, no motion is ob-

tained in that plane ; but if it be suspended in a vertical plane, on a horizontal axis, so as to admit of

a deflection of inclination, then it tends to place itself across the wire as before. If the needle be on

the east side of the uniting wire, that is, on the right hand, taking the current and direction as at first,

then the south pole, next the copper side of the battery, dips below the horizontal plane, and the north

pole, next the zinc plate, rises. If the current be reversed, the deflections are also reversed. If the

needle be placed on the left hand, or west side of the uniting wire, then the south pole, next the copper
plate, rises, and the opposite north pole dips. By reversing the direction of the current, these deflec-

tions are again reversed.

It is apparent, from the successive directions of the bar as it becomes placed above, at the sides, or

below the wire S N, that the force affecting the magnet is a force transverse to the pole of the bar, by
which, if the bar had complete freedom of motion in every direction, the poles would actually turn

round the wire, but in different directions ; and, conversely, supposing the tar fixed, and the wire S N
carrying the current free to move, then those parts of the wire parallel to the magnet would rotate

about the magnetic poles in opposite directions, in a similar way. If both are supposed free to move
in any direction, then the wire and magnet would turn round each other, and such is really found to

happen, giving rise to a very important series of electro-magnetic actions.
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Let a melanotic bar M M', Fig. 2689, be bent so as to produce a short oblique portion at the middle
Df the bar, with two vertical arms M 147; poise it on a fine central point c, and let a wire N S be

placed near and parallel to one of the arms 31. Then, supposing a descending current to flow from the

copper plate c, Fig. 2688, through the wire in the direction N S, upon the zinc plate Z, the magnet M
revolves about the wire N S, upon the central point c; and if the north pole of ibe bur be uppermost,
the motion will be direct, or from the left hand to the right

Convert I v. if the magnet 31 be fixed as in Fig. 2690, and the wire NS be movable on a fme centre

o, then, on transmitting the current as before, through the wire X S, it immediately revolves about the

pole P of the magnet, with a direct screw motion, supposing the current to descen 1 the wire, and the

pole P to be a north pole. To enable these motions to go on without disturbing the progress of the
current and the connections with the Voltaic plates, the movable parts dip into small cups and cisterns

containing mercury, and with which the plates of the Voltaic circle, Fig. 26SS, communicate, as indi-

cated in the figures.

z V V

'
f >

The tangential or transverse force, by which a magnetic pole is caused to revolve about a wire trans-

mitting a current of Voltaic electricity, is equally apparent when the magnetic bar itself becomes the

conjunctive wire of the battery; so that an electrical current flowing over or through a magnetic bar
from one of its poles to the equator, or from the equator to either of the pole-, causes such a Kir to

revolve upon its axis, the requisite mechanical arrangements for motion being compli

Let a magnetic bar, S P, Fig. 2691, be mounted vertically between two delicate centres ; the liar mav
be about 18 inches in length, 1 inch wide, and ^ of an inch thick. Let an electrical current be i

to flow from either of the poles PS to the equator </, or from d to either of the poles P; the bar will

immediately revolve upon its axis P S, the direction of the motion being Mich, that supposing the bar
to rest upon its north pole P, the centre (/ being in communication with the copper plate of the batfe ry

C, and either or both of the poles PS in communication with the zinc plate '/.. electrical currents w il

flow from the equator </ to the pole-, and the bar will revolve from left to right, a> in the motion of the

hands of a watch, or a common right-handed Bcrew, By reversing the communication with the Voltaic

plates, that is, placing the poles P 8 in connection v. ith the copp * plate, an 1 the centre </ with the sine

plate, the electrical current will flow from the poles to the equator <l. In this case, the direction of the
motion will be the reverse of the former; it will be from right to left, or backward, as il were.

It' the position of the magnet be changed, that is, if we place it to rest with it- south pole below,
then, the communication with the Voltaic circle remaining as in the first instance, we also reverse the
motion. If riow the communications be changed, as in the la>t instance, we again reverse the motion.

and obtain, as al lir-t, a motion from left to right

To facilitate the passing of the electrical current over the magnet, the bar i- supported between fine

I'S by a Light vertical column fixed on a firm base; a small ring or cistern of mercun
supported from the vertical column, surroun Is the equator of the bar; the bar turns within this, and it

is connected with the mercury in turning by a small bent wire dipping into the cistern; the lower
P turns upon an agate contained in a small ct p al P, Qnected with the point '/.'

; this cu]

tains a small globule of mercury, to keep up the metallic connection with the magnet ; thi •

lar globule in a small cavity at the upper end of the bar for the eentreS; this upper centre is

ported by a w i i
*

• extending from the head of the pillar '///.'. It is here evident thai in connectic

points C Z or C Z' with the plates of the Voll an electrical current -will flow between
through d 3 Z, or dp Z', the direction depending on the r< | iv< connection with th

oi copp r plate of the circle,

a recollection of the relative direction of the motions we have been describing will bo fa< il I

keeping in mind the following simple formula : n <! current moves a north polo to tl

band, or will give rise to a dii m this simple fact all other relative i

easily determined.

reciprocal action of a magnetic nee llo und uniting wire, together with tl

in given directions, have led to the invention ol a very important magnetical ii

l c tro w tgnetic Multiplier, I ly small d:

ma\ be detected and measured
It will be appai d, thai a current flowing both above and I
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opposite directions, deflects the needle in the same direction ; hence it follows that if a magnetic needle

p t, Fig. 2G92, be suspended on a delicate centre c, within the bite of a returning wire zdc, and the
extremities z c of the wire connected with the zinc and copper plates of the Voltaic circle by means of

two little cups containing mercury, then a current will flow longitudinally round the needle, both above
and below it, and in opposite directions, that is to say, in the direction c d above the needle, and in the

direction dz under it; the effect of this will be to deflect the needle with twice the power by which it

would be deflected with a single current only, as in Fig. 2688.

If we imagine the wire zdc to be several times turned longitudinally about the needle, as in Fig.

2693, then the effect would be still further increased ; it would, in fact, become multiplied in proportion

to the number of turns of the wire, which would represent so many additional currents. It iv only
requisite to cover the wire with silk thread, or some other imperfect or non-conducting matter, so as

to avoid metallic communication between the coils, and oblige the current to traverse the whole length
of the wire. This is the principle upon which the electro-magnetic multiplier rests, and the delicacy of

the effect is such that the needle will become deflected by the immersion of two pieces of zinc and
platinum wire less than |th of an inch long, and ^th of an inch in diameter, in water slightly acidu-

lated. Fig. 2694 represents this instrument under one of its most perfect and delicate forms. Two

2694.

2095.

R

magnetic needles, with their poles reversed to each other, are fixed on a central rigid axis, so as to neu-

tralize the directive power of the needles, merely allowing a sufficient force to bring the whole into the

meridian. This system is suspended by two parallel threads of unspun silk r n, one of the needles

being within a rectangular coil of wire zdc, and the other needle immediately without it, and over the

upper part of the coil. The wire z c is covered with silk thread, so that the coils may not have metal-

lic communication, and the extremities p q are brought out near each other, and terminate in small cups

p rj, containing a little mercury, for the better convenience of communicating a current to the coil from

;tny given source. The coils are separated a little near the centre, to allow the axis of the astatic sys-

tem of the two needles to pass through them.

The slightest current transmitted through the coil from p to q, or q to p, causes the needles to deviate

from their constant position. Both the needles, as is evident, will be impelled in the same direction

;

the lower needle being in the position just described, Figs. 2692 and 2693, whilst the upper needle, its

poles being reversed, is impelled in the same direction by the upper side of the coil.

The threads of the double or bifilar suspension r n, in tending to cross each other as the needles turn,

give rise to a reactive force, whic'i may be set against the deflective force employed to measure it ; for

this purpose a graduated circle s 3 is fixed under or round the upper needle, so that the angle of deflec-

tion may be accurately estimated. If the earth's directive force be completely neutralized by the re-

versed positions of the needles, then this would be the only force opposed to the deflective force ; i

not, then it becomes mixed with the little directive power left in the system, but which is generally so

small as not to be of much moment.
The instrument is set upon a convenient stand, and may be inclosed within a glass shade, the bifilar

suspension being sustained within a tube of glass.

Steel magnetized by the electrical current.—One of the many important results of these discoveries is

the means of imparting a high degree of magnetism to iron and steel, and to so great an extent as to

give a soft iron rod a lifting power of more than a ton.

We have seen that the electrical and magnetic forces are so related that the one is exerted at right

angles to the other. We derive from this elementary principle a means of disturbing the latent mag-

netic forces resident in magnetic substances, by which these forces become separated, and the body ren-

dered magnetic, precisely in the same way as effected by the contact of an ordinary magnet.

Let a long piece of copper wire be wound round a piece of glass tube of about -£ an inch or less in

diameter, and from 6 to 10 inches in length, so as to produce a helix or spiral, A B, Fig. 2695, and mount

this spiral between two vertical supports,, as represented in the figure. Place a perfectly neutral piece

of hard steel wire p n, of about J
ff
th of an inch in diameter, or a large sewing needle within the helix,

™d connect the extremities A B with the zinc and copper plates of the Voltaic circle, the steel p n will

become immediately magnetic ; in fact, each turn of the spiral causes electrical currents to flow in re-

verse directions above and below the steel. If the coils of the spiral be numerous and close, they ma>
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be regarded as parallel circles standing at right angles to the direction of the inclosed wire, and with

which tbe axis of the helix may be made to coincide. The effect of a helix of this kind on a fine mag-
nctic needle placed within it is so powerful, that with a strong Voltaic current the needle is frequently

caught up and retained on the axis of the spiral, as if liberated from the trammels of gravity.

The kind of polarity given to steel or iron thus circumstanced will depend on the direction of the

current with reference to the axis of the helix, and this again will depend On the connections with the

plate- of the Voltaic circle and the direction in which the helix is turned. Now, the spiral may evi-

dently be turned either direct, like the threads of a common cork-screw, forming what is termed a

right-handed helix, or they may be turned in the reverse direction, in which case we have a left-

handed helix.

If we suppose the helix to be a reverse or left-handed helix, as in Pig. 2696, the current flowing from

c to z, round a small cylindrical steel needle or wire PIT, and the coils standing in the direction of the

magnetic meridian <•'.:', so that the current may flow under the wire in the direction c' z', from south

to north, as indicated by the dotted lines, and over the needle in direction z' c\ from north to south, as

indicated by the full lines, then the positive pole P will be determined to the right hand, and the ex-

tremity P, of the wire next the copper plate c, will be a north pole: by similar reasons the opposite

< xtremity N will be a south pole, and next the zinc plate of the battery.

If we take a direct or right-handed helix and an inclosed wire 1' X, as in Fig. 2097, and transmit the

current as before from c to z, then the reverse of all this occurs ; the currents flow under the wire from

north to south in direction z' c', and over the wire from south to north in direction & z'. Under these

conditions the positive pole P is determined to the left hand, so that the extremity P of the steel cylin-

der P X next the zinc plate becomes a north pole, and, by similar reasoning, the opposite extremity next

the copper plate c, a south pole. Supposing the current to be reversed and to pass through a

Drom left to right, the copper plate of the battery being to the left hand, and which is the ordi-

nary form of the experiment, the north pole will be always determined next the zinc plate, that is. to

tiio rijdit hand.

2696.
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It will be useful to the Btudent to remember as a general fact, that supposing, Fig. 2696, the observer
to be facing the north. Cf, and the helix A B placed transversely before bim so that its axis maj lie

est, then if the cun g the coils of the spiral directly before him. the north pole
the right hand, and the south pole to the left. Reciprocally, if the current be a

ing the coils of the Bpiral directlj before him, then the Bouth pole is determined to hi> right hand, and
rth pole to the left Hence, with a direct helix, the north pole will be always found next the

sine plate, and with a lefl helix nexl th pper plate.

The magnetic power develop d in soft iron •
I by heliacal end, transmitting i leetrical

;- all in the ami- direction i I iron rod, during the action of the battery,

ma\ I-- caused to sustain an enormous weight The a ual form of the expei as follows •

\ cj lindrical bolt of sofl iron 1' I
I a inch or more in diameter, and from 80 to 40

is bent into th<- horse -hoc form, a in the figure. It is then surrounded by Beveral

f copper wire Tc, covered with silk or other insulatio \ thread, so as to interrupt all i

lie communication or coil with the other ; one ed on another, and all the ends of
the wire- P N on each side united into common termination >•, to !» connected w ith tin bat

If, when the currents are pa in ; throu h the coil . we applj a sofl iron keeper I' N, ai

ii will be held fast with an enormous force, so that si vera! hundred weight VI

peuded without breaking the contact An eli this kind maj
us n. upporl upwards ol 2 •

lu I,

ing th |

and determinin 5 it- peculiar polai

"•'"I" [uantitative measurement ui - '"^g-
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Magnetoscopes generally consist of light bars or needles, either suspended by a delicate flexible

thread, or attached to an agate or metallic cap, and set on a fine central point. Of these two forms of
suspension, the filar suspension is the most sensitive. The Rev. A. Bennet, F. R. S., employed fila

ments of a spider's web, which proved so extremely delicate, that two small pieces of straw, placed at

right angles to each other, in the form of the letter T inverted, would, when thus suspended under a

closed receiver, turn towards a person coming within 3 feet of the glass, and would move so decidedly
towards wires merely heated by the hand, as much to resemble magnetic attraction. A fine and weakly
magnetic steel wire, suspended from a spider's thread of 3 inches in length, would admit of being twisted

round 18,000 times, and yet continue to point accurately in the meridian—so little was the thread sen
sible of torsion.*

Magnetometers.—The quantitative measurement of magnetic forces may be either direct applications

of equivalent weight, or any species of equivalent reactive power, as in the reactive force of torsion; or

may consist of indirect determinations of force, through the medium of certain relative effects, as in the

amount of deviation of a suspended magnetic needle from its line of direction by the influence of a mag-
net placed at a given distance from the needle.

Scale-beam magnetometer.—The common scale-beam has been occasionally applied to the measure-
ment of magnetic forces. A small cylinder of iron or a magnet is to be suspended from one arm of the

beam, and counterpoised by weights in a scale-pan suspended on the opposite arm. The beam being
sustained on any convenient support in the usual way, a second magnet or iron is placed on the table,

immediately under this, and the attractive force at any given measured distance is estimated by addi-

tional weights placed in the scale-pan.

Much care is requisite in effecting this experiment. The beam should not be allowed any very con-

siderable play, but be limited in its motions by two vertical forked stops, one under each arm. If the

beam, with a given added weight in the scale-pan, be overset by the attractive force, and rest on
the stop, we may either increase the distance of the attracting bodies, or increase the weight, so as just

to catch the instant of the balance of the force. Or, supposing a given added weight in the scale-pan,

we may continue to approximate a magnet towards the suspended iron or other magnet over a divided

scale of distance, and catch the point at which the beam turns.

The bent lever, or any self-adjusting balance, may be also employed in a similar way to the measure-
ment of magnetic force.

The hydrostatic magnetometer.—This instrument, shown in its general form in Fig. 2700, and partially

explained in the following figures, is of such convenient and universal application to the measurement
and exhibition of elementary magnetic phenomena and forces, that a particular description of it appears

essential.

A light grooved wheel, W, Fig. 2699, about two inches in diameter, being 2G99.

accurately poised on a firm axis, m n, is mounted on the smooth circumfer-

ences of two similar wheels, m w, n w'. The extremities of the axis ?n n are

turned down to fine long pivots, and whilst resting on the friction-wheels mw,
n w', pass out at m n between other small check-wheels, two at each extrem-

ity of the axis, so that the wheel W cannot fall to either side : great freedom

of motion is thus obtained. These friction and check wheels are set on points

or pivots in light frames of brass, and the whole is supported on short pillars

screwed to a horizontal plate or stage, as shown at A B, Fig. 2700. The stage

is sustained on a vertical column, A E, fixed to an elliptical base of mahogany,

E, supported on three levelling screws.

There is a short pin h, Fig. 2699, fixed in the circumference of the wheel
W, to receive an index of light reed, cut to a point, and movable over a gradu-

ated arc MN, placed behind the wheel, as represented in Fig. 2700: the

weight of this index is balanced by a small globular mass d, movable on a

screw in the opposite point of the circumference ; so that the wheel alone with

the index would rest in any position, or nearly so. The arc MNisa quad-

rant divided into 180 parts: 90 in the direction I M, and 90 in the direction

I N, the centre being marked zero. Two fine holes are drilled through the

wheel, one on each side of the point /;, for receiving and securing two silk lines,

ww' : these lines pass over the circumference on opposite arms of the wheel,

and terminate in small hooks, t and w. A cylinder of soft iron t, or a small

magnet, rather less than 2 inches in length and ^th of an inch in diameter, is

suspended by a silk loop from one of these lines, w', and a cylindrical counter-

poise of wood, au, weighted at u, and partly immersed in water, is hung in

like manner from the other line, w. The weights, and altitude of the water, and of the vessel q con-

taining it, are so adjusted, that when the whole system is in equilibrio, the index b o is at zero of the

arc M N. With a view to a perfect adjustment of the index, the water-vessel q is supported in a ring

of brass at the extremity of a rod q, movable in a tube k, Fig. 2700 : this tube is attached to a sliding

piece bit, acted on by a milled head at h and a screw within the cylinder, which is fixed to the stage

A 1!, so that the water-vessel may be easily raised or depressed by a small quantity, and thus the index

be regulated to zero of the arc with the greatest precision; for it is evident, by the construction of the

instrument, that the position of the index will depend on the greater or less immersion of the cylindrical

counterpoise au, the weight of which being once adjusted to a given line of immersion, and a given

position of the wheel W and index O, any elevation or depression of the water-vessel q must necessarily

move the wheel. The counterpoise au is about 1-J inch in length and full -3 of an inch in diameter: a

small ball of lead is attached to its lowest part, in order to give it a sufficient immersion, and at the

• Phil. Trans, for 1792, p. 86.
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game time balance the iron cylinder t when th bout half immersed in the water. With a view

iiial regulation of the weight, a small hemispherical cup « is fixed on the head of the i

for the reception of any further small weights required This counti ccurately turned

fine-grained mahogany, and is freed from grease or varnish of any kind, so as to admit of it

easily wetted in the water.

The column AK supporting the stage AB i of two tubes of 1 r, movable within

the otl that by a rack on the sliding-tube G, and a pinion on the fixed tub whole
i parts just described mi I or lowered thri

Q, adjustable to any point by me; re in the i

-ing the column are each about a foot in length and an inch in diameter.

ment, thai if anj

cause tin- cj Under t to descend, then the index h o v. ill mo\ e fom ard in the direction ON, until such a

Midi, in the fluid it

cusp]

.

iv force. I
; '"' cj linder t to i

in the op] i iple, on th(

ler f, the index will indicate, in th<

. e obtain a 1 o on. The i

on pi icirj j the weights in the cup of tl

1

i

IT D\ ill" alli.u i:

If the i'i trumi nl b « ell <

tli- mdex in either oi the dii lions ON <

You I !.-•-• 1
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gives 3 degrees, 2 grains will give 6 degrees, and so on. And thus we obtain a continual and knowt
measure of the force we seek to examine, within a given range of degrees of the arc, which will be
more or less extensive according to the dimensions of the cylindrical counterpoise, the intensity of the

force, and the fate of its increase. "When we require to examine very powerful forces, or forces operat-

ing on the suspended iron t at small distances, it is requisite to increase the size of the counterpoise

float, the indications of which we may always find the value of in grains, as before.

Previously to suspending the cylindrical counterpoise a u, the iron cylinder t should be placed in

equilibrio on the wheel W, with an equal and opposite weight, as previously determined by an accurate

scale-beam, in order to observe if, when loaded with the whole, the wheel W and index are indifferent

as to position on any part of the arc, or nearly so. The instrument will be sufficiently delicate, if, when
loaded in this way with 350 grains, it is set in motion by something more than £ a grain added to either

side.

In order to retain the wheel "W, Figs. 2699 and 2*700, in its position at the time of removing either of

the suspended bodies, a small brass prong is inserted at h into the arms of the circular segment MN, so

as to inclose the pin h carrying the index : the wheel is thus prevented from falling to either side.

The forces requiring to be measured are brought to operate on the suspended cylinder t through the

medium of induction on soft iron, or by a magnetic bar placed immediately under it, either vertically

or horizontally. In the vertical arrangement, shown in Fig. 2700, the magnet or iron is fixed against a
graduated scale S, by which the distance between the attracting surfaces or bodies is estimated. This

scale, together with the magnet H, is secured by light bands s, of brass, united by a rod D K. The
lower band and rod D are both fixed to a stage D, movable between guide-pieces, and acted on through
a nut at q by a vertical screw P q, about 6 inches in length and |ths of an inch in diameter ; so that the

whole may be raised or depressed, and hence the suspended cylinder and magnet placed at any re-

quired distance apart. The regulation of this important element in the operation of magnetic forces is

hence provided for in two ways, viz., by the rack at G and the milled head at P, either of which may
be employed, as found most convenient. The scale S is of boxwood, 1 foot in length, f ths of an inch

wide, and ^th of an inch thick : it is divided into inches, subdivided into tenths and twentieths of an
inch. About 6 inches of the upper part is divided in this way, viz., 3 inches on each side of a central

division which is marked zero ; the rest of the piece extends to the stage D. The magnetic bar H is

tied to the scale by compressing screws and simple brass bands, either fixed, as at D and K, or mov-
able, as at H. This adjusting apparatus is secured to a stout brass plate R, fitted by a dovetail into a

sliding piece v, forming part of the mahogany stand E, so that it may be removed at pleasure. The
brass bands and frames at D H K are sufficiently capacious to inclose two bars together if required, the

superabundant space being filled when only one magnet is employed, either by a bar of wood or small

wedge pieces in the brass frame-.

When we require to examine the forces in different points of a moderate-sized magnetic bar, the bar

is hud in a small frame piece T V, Fig. 2*01, temporarily fixed by a compressing screw to the divided

Bcale S, in the way already described, the force on the suspended cylinder / being caused to operate

through a small cylinder of soft iron </, accurately fitted to the surface of the bar; and thus, by sliding

the bar along in the holding-frame, we may get, approximative!)', by induction on the iron d, the force

of any point in the bar.

When the bar is of considerable magnitude and weight, or we require to examine inductive forces,

the magnets may be placed on a narrow table, "A, Fig. 2702, supported on a central square pillar P,

fitted to tli'' frame-pieces, K P, of the adjusting apparatus already described, so that the whole may
be raised or depressed through any given distance. In this case the divided scale S, which measures

the distance a between the al oi repelling surfaces, is a detached piece fixed against one of the

perpendicular sides of a right-angled triangle, so as to be anywhere placed upright on the bar :
the
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a divided scale s, movable in a wide groove thro otre, by which anj

tauce s between magnetic masses may be also shown. When the bars arc very ponderous, two sup-

ire requin d, ch end of the table a b.

dry by fixing the compressi i\ tlio

scale S, Fig. 2702, and of which we may have, it' requisite, two or three in succession.

<i to note readily and simultaneously all relative distances an i

at variety of magnetic and apparently complicated conditions.

"\\"e have been somewhat prolix in our description of this instrument, but not unnecessarilj

is scarcely any elementary experiment in magnetism which it i mpletely and satisfac-

torily illustrate, beside- furnishing quantitative measuri - of great importance to the mathematical in-

quirer into the laws and operations of magnetic I
i i;i;y.

MAHOGANY. The beautiful reddish-brown colored v. L of which household furniture is now
chiefly made. It is a native of the warn of America and the West ludie-. h thrives in most

soils in the tropical climate-, but varies in texture and grain according to the nature of the Boil t'n

rocks it i- of a smaller size, but very hard and weighty, of a close grain, and beautifully .-haded; while

luee of the low and richer land- i- observed to be mure light and porous, of a paler color, and

_iain; and that of mixed soils to hold a medium between both The tree grows very tall and

straight, and i- usually four feet in diameter. < In account of the difficulty of transporting the mahi

timber from the forests, when the tree is of great thickness they cut it into -hurt logs, otherwise the

great weight and bulk would be unmanageable with the restricted means available on the spot ; and

with the view of equalizing the burden or draft of the cattle, (oxen.) the logs are long in proporti

their diminished thickness. The largest log ever cut in Honduras was of the following dimensions:

length IT fe it, breadth 57 inches, depth I measuring 5421 feet of plank, of one inch in thick-

ness, and weighing upwards of 16 tons.

MANOMETER. An instrument for measuring the ran faction and condensation of elastic fluids, but

illy that of the atmosphere. It differs from the barometer, which shows only the w< ight of the

olumn of air; whereas the manometer shows the density, which depends "\\ the com-
: of weight and the action of he it. It is sometimes called manoscope, Among the various

- of this kind may tie mentioned that of the Jlon. Robert Boyle, which he call- a statical

barometer, which consists of a bubble of thin glass, about the size of an orange, which, being counter-
; m an accurate pair of and sinks with the alterations of the atmosphere. This

meiit, however, does not -how the cause of the difference of density in the atmosphere, whether it !«

from a change of its own weight, or i;- temperature, or both. The manomel ted by Mr.

Ramsden, and used by Capt Phipps in his voyage to the North Pole, was composed of a tube of -mall

bore, with a ball at the end; tin- baromi 97, a -mall quantity of quicksilver was put into the

tube, to tat ommunication between the external air and that con lined in the ball, and th

of tlie this quicksilver. A Bcale i- placed on the side of the tube, which marks the d<

of dilatation arising from the increase of heat in this Btate of the weight of the air, and has the Bame
graduation as that of Fahrenheit's thermometer, the point of freezing being marked 82°. In this Btate,

therefore, it will .-how the' degrees of heat in the same manner as a thermometer. Hut if the air 1 e

r, the bubble inclosed in the ball being less compressed, will dilate itself, and take up a

Bpace a- much 1 irger a- the compressio ;
force i- less ; tie

i banges arising from the increase of

heat will be propoi I onably larger, and the instrument will show the differences in the density of the air,

arising from the changes in i id 1 heat. Mr. Ramsden found that a heat equal to that of boil

iiiLC water increased the magnitude of the air from what it was at the freezing point bj ,',',,',, of the

wlmle. || ace it follow-, that the ball and part of the I the beginning of the scale, is of a

qual to almost ill degrees of the Bcala [f the height of both the manometer and ther-

m .in. i. r be given, the height of the barometer may be determined
When used for measuring pressure above that of the atmosphere, the instrument (as usually

- the Bame, except that the tube i- not filled with mercury, but inverted, while

full of atmospheric air, into a reservoir of mercury, and the scale i- differently mailed. When the

re on the surface of the mercurj in the reservoir i- that of the atmosphere, the mercury will rise

m the tube nearly to the level of that Burface, (but all jhtiy lower, owing to the resistance oi the air iti

the gb |e that of the atmosphere, the

[bra d up into the tube, and th I, until its elastic resistance i- just

1 column will of course vary with anj varial

ure, and then bj in licate 'In- di r< • of
j

mi by mean- of the Bcale, which i-

divided, according to Mariotte'a law, into nds, or the like.

hich the la- 1 described form of manometer ma ud with ut

of mercury, the pi I tin- even where . lusting at

f the material of i pheric air, or other flui

mparatively -mall dimensions an. I
• • trument for i

am. As u i-, w hich h

Ic of mercu -1 on by 'i

1 partial loss of air from within the tube whenever anj partial vacuum wi
in the bod. r, and o .ill,, 'a in ; the mcrcui •

lation v, hen there i- n

it lelid.licv of tin' C I' li

i find its way into the tub.- above thi ity in tlic

from the i

!''

Thi imj . w hich th
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serviceable for determining pressures less than that of the atmosphere, have recently been made tlit

subject of a patent to Mr. Paul Stillman, of New York.

Fig. 2703 is the usual form of the patent manometer for showing a pressure up to eight atmo
Fig. 270-1 represents the form of one for showing a pressure up to twenty atmospheres.

Fig. 2705 is the form used for showing less than one atmosphere. The arrangement of

the glass tube is quite similar in all the forms usually given to the instrument.

Fig. 2706 is a longitudinal section through the centre of the glass tube, in which A is

the tube ; B is an iron piece in which the tube is firmly secured by means of the stuffing-

box G-. It is screwed at one end to receive the brass case C, and in the middle ,to confine

it in the reservoir of mercury into which the lower end of the tube is to be immersed.
D D are scales divided into atmospheres, pounds, or inches of pressure, as desired. E E
are blocks to secure the scales in their proper places. F is a gland which protects the

lower end of the tube, and compresses the packing in the stuffing-box G. H is a cap or

plug loosely screwed into the gland to facilitate the operation of charging the tube, and
also, by admitting the mercury into the tube only through the interstices of the screw,

prevent its oscillation, and at the same time allow
the orifice to be made the full size of the tube 2704.

whenever it may be necessary to clean the tube.

In Fig. 2703 the reservoir for mercury is a deep
cell, with an iron tube communicating from the

cock at the bottom to the middle of the chamber above the surface of the mercury. In Fig. 2704 it is

divided, the glass tube being inserted into a cell of greater depth, while the reservoir of mercury is in

the bulb, to which a sufficient elevation is given to compress the gas within the tube to two or three

times the density of the atmosphere, according to the density of the steam of which it is to serve as the

gage. In this, as in the other form, an iron tube communicates the pressure from the cock below to

the surface of the mercury in the bulb above. The subdivisions of the scale are by this means much
more uniform and distinct than when used at atmospheric pressure only.

In all cases, the mercury should be seen above the junction of the tube with' the tube-holder, so as to

indicate tlie initial pressure, or 0. In Fig. 2703 it is brought up by partially exhausting the tube at the

time it is erected. In Fig. 2701 it is forced up by the superincumbent weight of the mercury in the

bulb. The oxidation of the mercury'within the tube is prevented in the latter form of the instrument

by charging the tube with nitrogen or hydrogen gas ; but in the former, on account of the difficulty of

preventing the admixture of atmospheric air, while exhausting a portion of the contents of the tube, for

the purpose above referred to, atmospheric air only is used, and a drop or two of naphtha or other

fluid answering the end, is introduced within the tube, on the surface of the mercury, to prevent the

oxidation.

When designed to show a pressure less than atmospheric, but not less than that shown by two inches

of mercury, the tube is to be perfectly filled with mercury, and inverted in the reservoir, and the press-

ure will be determined by the number of inches sustained above the level of the mercury in the reser-

voir below ; but if it is to be used for a pressure less than the weight of two inches of mercury—that

being the distance from the lowest visible part of the glass tube to the surface of the mercury in tho

reservoir—it will be necessary to use the bulb shown in Fig. 2704, but with such an elevation only as

,
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«.-ill bring ' of the mercury in it to a height equal to the Ln pait of the glass tube;

or it : e equally well by nsing the form Bhown in l-'i'_r
. 2704, if a Bcale is properly made for

the purpose, and the bulb elevafa I so as to compress the air bo high in the tube as to allow the mercury

to have sufficient fall without going out of sight) when the pressure of the atmosphere is removed from

the surface of the mercury in the bulb above.

It will 1»' Been that either of these arrangements would resist the fa i ich partial vacuum as

rally formed in steam-boilers, when they are allowed to cool down, B he quantity

of air within the tube of the manometer.

If the initial quantity of air or gas in the tube be deranged by a change of temperature, or by any

other cause, it b«-. 3ary to know the extent of the variation occasioned therel ertain

:it to correct it at once,) a simple arrangement is adopted, viz.. 1st, to remove the press-

ure by closing the stop-cock and opening the small waste-cock between it and t
1 —this will

allow the mercury to tall to a place in which it will be at equilibrium with the atmosphere; 2d, to note

ant to which Is. The variation from the original place of will be, in addition to the

{xmnds shown on the scale-plate, such part of the whole as the variation from bears to the whole

ength of the tube above 0. To determine this proportion, a series of decimal^ i- placed on the BCale at

ad the one of these nearest to where the base of the column of air within the tube rests,

be used as a multiplier, by which the pressure of steam indicated on the scale is to be multiplied

Their product, less the pounds of variation shown on the scale, will be the true pressure. Thus, for

example, if the mercury in the tube falls until the base of the column of air rests at the decimal -96,

which would be near to the place due to 1 pound pressure, and if, on opening the communication to the

again, it should rise to 130 pounds, this apparent pressure of 130 pounds is to be multiplied by
•'.'0, and deduct from their product the 1 pound, thus giving as the true pressure 123-8 pound-, showing

a variation of 6-2 pound-. See Gage, Indicator.

MA 270*7 and 2708 exhibit a house mangle for swathing cloth, the action of

which is obvious. 2708.

MAPLE-WOOD, is fo ng in mountain districts, is indigenous to the United States, and val-

for its lightness ; and i I to warp or split, il will take any color, and a fine polish.

When green, it weighs 61 lbs. 9 oz. a cul L when dry, 51 lbs 15 oz.

, and tli.- shades of its Bpots, i- much employ* d for

..m.; (lie timber nearly parallel with the concentric rings, the effect of it- marking or

pencilling i- much improved. In this country wheelwrights emplo iving it a seasonis

. and when r water it will not readily perish

MARBL] D POLISHING M \< Ml N i:i; Y. work '. Marble I

been exten ively worked bj machinery driven by steam-power ; the processes are cl

in principle t" tlio it with vai ations of the apparatus, and
plain briefly Borne of the peculiarities of the machine i

In the simplest application of machioi

iction of the ordii followed, but the frame is made much
Bquared timber I n ith chain

ne, the pla f the
|

fixi I

frame, and

p n upright, and nk driven b

i

'<> ran I"- plfl
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with sand and water supplied in the same manner as for the stone-saw used by hand, but the introduo

tion of the guide principle renders the chasing of the stone for the entry of the saw unnecessary. In

some cases smaller saws ot similar construction are used for cutting thick slabs into narrow slips, and
sometimes several cuts are made at once by an equal number of saw-blades, arranged in a rectangula-

frame that is suspended horizontally by vibrating slings, and works between vertical guide-posts.

In the horizontal sawing machine for marble patented by Mr. James Tulloch, in 1824, the entire ar

rangements are combined in a very effective manner, for cutting a block of marble into a number ol

parallel slabs, of any thickness, at the one operation. The iron frame-work of the machine, shown in

Fig. 2709, consists of four vertical posts strongly connected together at the top and bottom, to form a

stationary frame from 10 to 14 feet long, 4 to 5 feet wide, and 8 to 12 feet high, within which the block

of marble to be sawn is placed. The two upright posts at each end of the stationary frame have, on

their insides opposite to each other, perpendicular grooves, within each pair of which slides up and down
a square vertical frame ; to the lower end of each of these slides is affixed a spindle carrying two guide-

pulleys, or riggers, upon which the horizontal saw-frame rests, and is reciprocated backwards and for-

wards. The saw-frame is thus traversed within the fixed framing, and supported upon the four guide-

pulleys of the vertical slides, which latter are themselves suspended by chains coiled upon two small

drums placed overhead. On the same spindle with the drums is a large wheel, to which a counterpoise

weight is suspended by a chain. The weight of the counterpoise is so adjusted as to allow the saw-

frame to descend when left to itself, and which thus supplies the necessary pressure for causing the

penetration of the saws.

The saw-frame is made rectangular, and from two to three feet longer than the distance between the

vertical slides, in order to permit of the horizontal traverse of the saws, which is from IS to 20 inches.

To allow of the blades being fixed in the frame with the power of separate adjustment, every blade ia

secured by rivets in a clamp or buckle at each end. The one extremity of the buckle ernbraci - the saw,

the other is made as a hook; the buckle at one end of the saw is hooked upon a horizontal bar fixed

across the end of the saw-frame, and the opposite end of the frame has a groove extending its entire

width, through which a separate hook, provided with a vertical tightening wedge, is inserted for every
saw, which thus admits of being replaced without deranging the position of the neighboring blade-.

The distances between the saws, and their parallelism with the -sides of the frame, are adjusted by
means of iron blocks made of the exact thickness required in the slabs of marble ; the blocks and blades

are placed alternately, and every blade is separately strained by its tightening wedge until it is suffi-

ciently tense; the block- are' sustained between two transverse bars, called gage-bars, and are allowed

to remain between the blades to give them additional firmness.

The traverse of the saw-frame is given by a jointed connecting-rod, attached by an adjustable loop to

a long vibrating pendulum, thai is put in motion by a pair of connecting-rods, placed one over the other,

and leading from two cranks driven bj the engine. iill three connecting-rods admit of vertical adjust-
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ment on the pendulum. The connecting-rod of the saw-frame i- placed intermediately between the

other two, but its exact position is n gulated by the height at w 1 1 i .-1
1 the saws are working, a< it is

pended by a chain and counterpoise weight, which allow it to descend gradually downwards on the

pendulum" with the progress of the cut, bo as always to keep the connecting-rod m arly honzontaL
In the London Marble Works four of these sawing-machines of different

with the driving-shaft and pendulums in the middle, and so arranged that each pair of saw-frames

reciprocate in opposite directions at the same time, in order to balance ce the

vibration

ther mode of traversing the saw-frame sometime.-? adopted, i- by means of a v< i thai

i- n ciprocated horizontally on slides, and the connecting-rod, instead of b< ing jointed, is fixi d rigidly to

the saw-frame, and slides upon a vertical rod Various other unimportant modifications in the construe
• the machines are also adopted.

-t difficult points in the application of these machines, was found to be the supplying

of the sand and water mechanically to the whole of the cuts at the same time. This i- now su

fully effected by the following arrangement. Above the block of marble to be sawn 4s fixed a water
tiding across the whole width of th,e frame, and measuring >l wide, and

1 foot deep ; about 20 -mall cocks are arrangi ch side of the cistern, and a small but constant

stream from each of the cocks is received beneath in a little box; a Bloping channel leads from

box across the bottom of a trough filled with sand, which mingles with the water, and flows out in

separate streams, that are conducted to each of the saw-cuts. In the first construction of this appara-

tus for the feed, the -loping channels were- led straight across the bottom of the sand-trough, but it

then found that the water excavated little tunnels in the Band, through which it flowed without cat

the -and down. This difficulty was overcome by leading the channels across the bottom of the trough

in a curved line, when viewed in plan. The form of the channels i- shown in Fig. -7k 1

,
which i

four channels cut across the middle of their length, to show 2710.

their Bection, from which it will be seen that the channels are made
as a ithic shaped tunnels, supported only on one side, and
open on the other for the admission of the sand; the water flows

through these tunnel-, and continually washing against the a
side of the channel, undermines the -and, which falls into the water
and i- carried down: to assist this action the attendant occasionally

stir- up the sand to loosen it. There is a sand-trough and •

channels on each Bide of the water cistern, bo that every saw-cut re-

ceives t of -and and water in the course of it- length
The saws having been adjusted to the proper distances for the required slabs, the saw-frame is i

i a windlass and the suspended chains attached to the vertical frames, and the bl<

marble to be -aw u i- mounted upon a low cat Irawn into its position beneath the >aw -. and
adjusted bywedgea, '1 he saws are then lowered until thej tic- block, the counterpoise

ts are adjusted, and the mixed -ami and water allowed to run upon the saw-blades, \\ hich are put
in motion by attaching the connecting-rod to the pendulum. The .-awing then

|

echanically
until the block is divided into Blabs, the weight of the &aw-fram< an. I * ..-ing them
gradually to descend with tin- progn -- of the cutting.

To allow the -and and water to flow readily beneath of the saw-blade-, it i- di -liable

thai the horizontal frame should be slightly lifted at the end of each stroke This i d by making
the lower edges of the frame, which bear upon the guide-pulleys, straight for nearly the full length of

tin- Btroke, but with a -hoit portion at each end made as tin inclined plane, which on passing over the

lift- tie- frame just sufficiently to allow the feed to How beneath the -aw-.

i and \\ hich i- effected by hand with
grub-saws, a machine called a ripping /"./i- employed, in win a- may be required in

tie- one -lab are effected Bimultaneoui h , bj an i qua! number of circular -aw - w ith smootl
vol \ ing vertically, and fed, a- USUal, With -and and water. 'I hi- machine- consists "la bench ah. cat 1 'J

or l i feet long, >'. or 7 wide, and about 2 feel 6 inches high ; upon the top of the bench i- fixed two rail-,

upon which a platform, mounted on pulleys, i- drawn slowly forward by a weight. The hori: onta

olves about 9 inches above the platform, and to insure the rotation oi the saws,
the axi i provided with a projecting rib or feather extending its whole length 'I '1 made

about 17 inches diameter when m clamped between two
collars about 6 inches diameter, fitt I pindle, and be retained at any pari
1- ngth

'lie- au having been adjusted to the required r the width
by the gidi i- imbedded in sand upon the platform, and

I

rrounded on • mall heap of moisl Band. The -aw- are tie a

•ion, which
lab of marble i

- ly divided i

of the plat

o form a b

I the 1 J II. I

Wear, it I j
I plo\ a thi

the slab to the proper heigh) To avoid thi n improvement I

- pth.
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2711.

by means of revolving cylindrical cutters, constructed on much the same principle as the crown saws
for wood. The slab to be sawn is placed horizontally on a bench, and the axis of the machine works
vertically above it in cylindrical bearings, which allow the spindle to slide through them, so as to be
elevated or depressed according to circumstances. The spindle is suspended at the upper end bv
a swing-collar attached to a connecting-rod, that is jointed to the middle of a horizontal lever.

The weight of the vertical rod and cutter supplies the pressure for the cutting, and the whole is

raised for the admission of the work by a rope attached to the end of the lever, and passed ovei

a pulley.

For circles of small diameter, the cutters are made as hollow cylinders of sheet-iron, of various
diameters, and each attached by screws to a circular disk of cast-iron, as shown in section in Fig. 2711.
The cutter is screwed on the lower end of the spindle, just the same as a chuck on a lathe mandrel,
except that the spindle is placed vertical instead of horizontal. To insure free access for the sand and
water beneath the cutter, one or two notches, about three-quarters of an inch wide, are generally made
in the lower edge.

For large circles, the apparatus is made strong, and
the vertical spindle is fitted at its lower extremity with a
circular plate, to which is bolted a wooden cross, shown
in plan in Fig. 2711, and in elevation in Fig. 2713; the

cross has radial grooves about 18 inches long, near the

outer extremities of the four arms. The cutters consist

of detached plates of iron, from G to 18 inches long, of

various widths, according to the thickness of the work.

The cutters are curved as segments of a cylinder, of the

particular diameter they are required to cut, and are each

riveted to a clamp that passes through the radial groove,

and is retained by a wedge. The number and length of

the cutters is solely a matter of convenience, as a single cut-

ter, when put in rotation, would make a circular groove,

and several cutters are only employed in order to expedite

the process. But every different diameter requires a
different curve in the cutters, and which must all be placed
at exactly the proper distance from the centre of rotation.

The horizontal bench upon which the marble is laid, is

generally a temporary structure, adjusted to suit the

thickness of the object to be sawn. Works of large di-

ameter are seldom more than one or two inches thick, but
those of small diameter are frequently much thicker, and
sometimes three or four thin pieces are cemented upon
each other, and cut at one operation. Short pillars are

sometimes sawn out of an irregular block in a similar

manner, instead of being chipped and turned. And it I

has been proposed that long cylinders, and tubes of stone,

should be cut with cylinders of sheet-iron of correspond-

ing length, put in rotation, and supplied with sand and water.

Marble works of small and medium size, are ground fiat upon horizontal revolving laps, after the

same general method as that pursued by the lapidary, but with a proportionate increase of size in the

lap, which is supplied as usual wTith sand and water. The laps for marble works are made as circular

plates of cast-iron, from 6 to 14 feet diameter, and about 3 inches thick when new ; they are mounted
in various ways upon vertical spindles, so that their upper sides or faces may be about 2 feet 6 inches

above the ground. Across the face of the lap, or, as it is called, the sanding plate, one or two strong

square bars of wood, faced with iron, are fixed so that their krsver sides may just avoid touching the

face of the lap, and their edges present perpendicular faces, from 5 to 6 inches high, at right angles to

the face of the lap. The wooden bars serve as stops to prevent the work from being carried round by
the lap, and also as guides to insure the work being ground square.

The piece of marble is laid flat upon the lap, with the face to be ground downwards, and the side of

the work in contact with the guide bar. Water is allowed to drip upon the plate from a cistern fixed

above, and small quantities of sand are thrown on as required. During the progress of the work the

workman leans upon the marble, the position of which is shifted occasionally to expose both the work
and the hip to an equal amount of wear, and prevent the formation of ridges, but which is less likely

to occur with iron laps used for grinding large surfaces of marble, than when small objects are applied

upon lead laps, as by the lapidary and mechanician.

The one side of the marble having been reduced to a flat surface, the work is turned over to grind

the adjoining face, and the; first face is held in contact with the perpendicular side of the guide-bar, in

order to present the second face of the work to the lap exactly at right angles to the first. When two

pieces of similar size are to be ground each on the one face and two edges, as for the upright sides of

a chimney-piece, the two pieces of marble are cemented together back to back with plaster of Paris,

(a process that is called lining,) and the pair are ground as one piece on all four faces ;
in this case the

flat sides are first ground parallel t<> each ether, or of equal thickness on the two edges, and the latter

arc then ground square by placing the sides in contact with the guide-bar.

When the lap i- of moderate size, one guide-bar only is employed, and it is fixed across the diameter

of the plate, which then allows of two workmen being employed on the opposite sides; but largo

grinding plates sometimes have two or three bars placed at equal distances across the face, and four or

six workmen may then be employed at the same time upon separate pieces of marble.

JEL ^,<SL±i,

TT U
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The sand and water are continually thrown from the lap by the centrifugal force, and the large

of the works sometimes applied prevents the use of a rim standi • f the lap ta

catch the by lapidaries. Every workman, th ithin a kind of trough like a

three feet high, without a top or back; the troughs serve at .
i to the workmen,

who would otherc osed to a continued shower of sand and water.

The surfaces of large Blabs are in some cases ground upon revolving plates; in this case the a

1 entirely beneath the surface of the plate, somewhat as in Fig. .71 I, and the slab is fcrav<

o men over the face of the plate to grind it equally, but the machine next d< better
adapted for large slabs of marble requiring tolerable accuracy.

Large slabs of marble and stone are ground verj . in a machine patented bv Mr. Tull
and called a grinding bed. In this

I in Pig. 211 1, the slab to be ground is placet!

2714.

ntally u] a moving bed, and the grinding i;
I water, by mean- ol l

i iron re ting upon the surface of the Blab. The two surfaces are traversed over each other

with a compound motion, partly eccentric and partlj rectilinear, bo as continually to change t li< ir rela-

tive positi Tl d ichine consists of a frame about 9 feel long, 6 feel wide, and 8

round is mounted a platform, thai is very Blowly reciprocated horizontally for a dis-

tance of from 1 to 2 feet, according t" the Bize of the slab, by means of a rack and pinion placi

and worked alternately in both din

form are fixed vertical! baft-, havin ; at their upper extr< mitiea hori-

d diameter, which are driven by means of a • bed wheel !

on the drivii rhe two vertical shafts are thus u »lve al equal velocity, or turn for

turn, and to their lower ends are attach* i cranks, placed parallel to each other ; the extremi-

whtch, thei
'

in the sni lirection. To these cranks the ii

or runner is connected by pi - placed D] the central line of the

'I be crank i are made with i can be fixed bj •

from the i \\ ben the machine is put In mi

bodily in a horizontal circle of ih" same diameter as the throw "I the cranks, whii h

portion of the bui lace "i tl rinding plate

pon the bui face of tnc Blab I nd, if tl"' I

movement of the platform, tl i ontinually shifted beneath tl

cloids, in a different position ; and I

that the same poinl • of thi

eontact

The rinding pi I for the admission of the slab by mean ,nl *
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double lever, and attached to the arms of a cross secured to the centre of the upper surface of the plate,

which is thus lilted almost like a scale pan. For slabs that are much thicker or thinner than usual, the

principal adjustment is obtained by the removal or addition of separate beds, or loose boards, laid upon
the platform to support the slab at the proper height. Slabs that are too large to be ground over the

whole surface at the one operation, are shifted once or twice during the grinding, to expose the surface

equally to the action of the grinding plate.

The necessary pressure for grinding, is given by the weight of the horizontal plate, which is sup-
ported almost entirely by the work, as the pivots of the cranks merely enter the sockets, and allow the
plate to descend when left to itself. For delicate works a counterpoise weight is attached to the

double lever so as to regulate the pressure on the work.

The sand and water are applied to the grinding surfaces in much the same manner as in the iron

runners used by hand, previously described. The grinding plate is made on the upper side with a
raised rim like a tray, and the bottom of the tray is perforated with numerous holes about 1£ inch

diameter arranged at equal distances apart. The sand and water are thrown into the tray at intervals

in small quantities, and run through the holes and between the surfaces of the slab and grinding plate,

which are thus uniformly supplied with the feed that ultimately makes its escape around the edges of

the grinding plate.

Various qualities of sand may be employed according to the perfection of surface required, and very
flat surfaces are produced by this machine. The grounding or smoothing of the best works is effected

with a succession of fine emeries, with which the surfaces may be made very smooth, and almost

polished ; but from motives of economy, the grounding of ordinary works is more frequently completed

by hand, with grit-stone and snake-stone, before the work is finally polished on another machine.

Rectilinear mouldings in marble are wrought by machinery in a manner altogether different from the

hand process of working mouldings, in which, as previously described, nearly the whole of the material

is removed with chipping chisels, and the surfaces of the mouldings are only smoothed by abrasion. In

the machine process, on the contrary, the whole of the material is removed with revolving grinders, by
which the work is reduced to the required form, and left smooth at the one operation.

The machine for working rectilinear moulding, or as it is called the moulding bed, closely resembles

in its construction the ripping bed described previously, except that the frame carrying the revolving

grinders is provided with the power of vertical adjustment by a screw placed beneath, in order to raise

the grinder to the proper height to suit the thickness of the marble, and that instead of the grinders

being thin circular sheets of iron, they consist of solid cylinders of cast-iron turned to the counterpart

forms of the required mouldings. Indeed the ordinary ripping bed is occasionally used for working
mouldings on large works, and when it is provided with the vertical adjustment for elevating or

depressing the axis to any required position, the ripping bed is equally suitable for working mouldings;

but as the latter are in general only required on slips of marble only a few inches wide, a narrow ma-
shine is usually employed for the purpose.

MARINE ENGINES, Steam. J! arinc engines may be divided into two broad classes, viz: beam Oi

lever engines, and direct acting engines. These may lie either^. condensing or uon-conaensing engines,

the former, however, are the most extensively used. With the exception of small screw-propellers and
tow-boats, and steamers on the western waters, the condensing or low-pressure engines are almost

!i'
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wholly used in this country. The terms high and low pr< •

ti v , ly the :,re "ot '" truth sufficiently di

tive, as the condensing engine may he, and in connection with the expansion principle, frequenl

ivith what m ed high steam. What would be considered in this country alow pn

steam, . to the inch, won! . as high-pressure.

These two classes admit of subdivision into many varieties, but may, for all practical purposes, be

confined to the following system of arrangement:

Beam-ensrinc Side-lever.

r

Direct-acting enjrine.

Vertical.

Square engine.

iue.

Trunk engine.

Gorgon.

Fairbairn.

Double-cvlinder engine.

Oscillating

The Direct-AcA i differ from the beam-engine simply in the method of taking the power
from the piston-rod. In the one the head of the piston-rod is connected either directly with the crank,

or by means of a connecting-rod or rods ; in the i ther, the working-beam or great lever, vibrating on

!S at one end the power from the piston-rod through the modifying action of " parallel

motion " rods, or plain slides, and communicates it to the crank-shaft by a connecting rod attache.: I

other extremity.

The Side-Lever Engine is a modification of the

beam-engine. In our river and coast boats the

walking-beam or lever is above the engine, and
single ; but in the sea-g ling steamers two i >f these

beams are used instead of one, and instead of be-
. e the engine they are brought down to the

bottom, one on each side, and being connected

by a cross-tail, they act asa single beam or lever.

Hence is derived the name from thi

of the working-beam, the "side-lever engine."

Th i
, illustrated in fig. 1511, is the

of the '• Osceola," running on the North

River, and may be taken as the type of

of engines in nse on our coast and .

The boats worked by these engines are frequentlydta
:i an immense scale, with engines of the— ~~

' perfect construction, and are managed with great

skill, very frequently attaining a i r 20

miles an hour. They have been employed suc-

cessfully for sea-going steamers, as in the North
Star and Vanderbilt, and come properly under

ad of marine engines.
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ately over the axis and cranks, to which motion is communicated from the cross-head of the piston bj
means of side-rods, the air-pump being worked by a separate beam connected with the cross-head by pro-

per links ; but this is equally unsuited to sea-going steamers on account of the height of the cylindel

above the paddle-shaft.

To obtain the object sought without incurring these evils, many descriptions of engine have beoi

contrived ; among others the steeple engine, so called, where the piston-rod is made forked, so as, pass-

ing round the shaft, to rise above it to a considerable height, from which again descends the connecting-

rod to the crank. Figs. 2716 to 2721 illustrate the principle. The top of the piston-rod carries a four-

armed cross-head h h, on each end of which stands a pillar h h ; these four pillars again unite in another

quadruple cross-head, sustained upright by a vertical guide ; and it is frcm this summit that a connect

ing-rod descends to the crank K.

After passing through a great variety of phases the steeple engine appears to have settled down mt«
the two following shapes. In figs 2720 and 2721 the piston-rod is seen united to a triangular frame,

from the apex of which the connecting-rod descends to the crank. In fig. 2722 this frame is shown ta

be squai'e, and fig. 2719 is the side view of both varieties. 2723 2724

Another method of accomplishing the direct connec-

tion without encumbering the deck is called the trunk

engine. The axis is placed at the height of half the

stroke, or more, above the cylinder, and a connecting-

rod unites immediately the crank-pin with the centre of

the piston. In this way the connecting-rod, passing

through the top of the cylinder, would allow the steam

to escape but for a large trunk or casing with which it

is sui-rounded, and which, passing through a chasm of large area conceived to

be steam-tight, rises and falls with the piston to which it is attached. In fig.

2721, A A is the cylinder; to its piston is attached a trunk B, which works

through a stuffing box in the cylinder cover; to the piston the connecting-rod

c c is attached. Fig. 2723 represents the top of the cylinder A A, with its

stuffing-box and the trunk.

were first used for marine purposes with vertical cylinders,

and were again introduced into use by Penn, of Greenwich, with horizontal

cylinders. The first application of it was to H. M. S. Encounter, a vessel of

otiO horse-power. The cylinders arc horizontal, and connected at once to the

screw-shaft. These engines make between 78 and 80 revolutions per minute,

which was sufficient to propel the ship about eleven knots. They were fitted

with locomotive slides, and worked with two eccentrics. The air-pumps, like

the cylinders, were horizontal ; ami indeed all the parts of the engines were

as low as they possibly could be, for the purpose of bringing the machinery
. the water line.

This form of engine was used by the Messrs. Kemble, for the steamers " Pioneer" and " City of Pitts

rung." In these the cylinders are again brought back to the original vertical position, and form, not*

withstanding, a most compact form of engine.

The Gordon, Fairbairn, and the double-cylinder engines are English varieties of direct-acting engines

extensively rued abroad, but little used in this country ; they deserve a passing notice, as illustrative

of the efforts made to reduce the dimensions of marine engines within the least possible limit.
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The principle of construction of the Gorgon engines will I a by reference to Cg. 272". which

represents a section of one of such engines; and the several parts, for simplicity sake, are repre-

only by I'll . H '. I'
•

' I I i

i [Hi
itofB Hi F It is
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forced Tip and down by the steam, the crank will he made to revolve, and consequently cause the paddle-
wheel to rotate. The remaining parts of the engine will he readily understood: L is the condenser, 11

the air-pump, N the hot well, a and h are the foot-valve and delivery-valves respectively. There are twe
particulars deserving special notice in this engine, viz. : the slides for admitting the steam and allowing
it to escape, and the parallel motion, or the means of keeping the piston-rod in its vertical line. It is

observable that there are four slides, viz. : A, B, C, and D, two of which, A and C, are for allowing the

ingress of steam, and the other two, B and D, for allowing it to escape to the condenser L. The follow-

ing is an outline of the parallel motion: H is a binm called the " rocking-beam," one end of whicli

2727

C !

•JT-Js

is fitted to the upper extremity H, of the piston-rod. PQ is a vertical frame, called the 'rocking-

standard; " the lower end of this is connected with some convenient point Q, about which it can move,
and the upper end P will therefore, describe a small circular arc about Q; but this arc will be so small

that it may be practically looked upon as a straight line. T S is a bridle-rod, secured at one end T to

the framework of the engine, and at the other to the rocking-beam. If, now, these rods have the pro-

per proportions, the motion of H will be vertical. The rocking-beam is continued along to 0, and the

air-pump rod is fitted to it by means of the interme-

diate rod K 0. The air-pump rod is kept in a vertical

line by means of guides.

Fig. 272G represents an outline of the Gorgon
engine.

The chief peculiarity of Fairhairn's direct-acting

engines is in the parallel motion, which is somewhat
similar to that of the Gorgon engines.

The dotted lines, fig. 2727, represent the Gorgon
engines. H P is the rocking-beam ; H the point to

which the piston-rod and connecting-rod are attached;

P the point of attachment of the rocking-standard

;

then, to construct Fairhairn's parallel motion, let the

ag-standard P Q he inverted, as in the figure, so

as to hang down from a point Q' in the entablature of

the engine. In the Gorgon engines, H P is prolonged
to 0, as before described, and the air-pump is worked
from this extremity; but in Fairhairn's engines the

radius-gear S T will be produced to some point 0', and
() T serves as the beam for working the air-pump,

i sam i- admitted and allowed to escape by
means of a slide-valve, worked by an eccentric.

The lour main parts of each engine, viz. : the cyl-

inder, slide-valves, condenser, and air-pump, form a

square, and thus occupy little

Fig. 2728 represents in outline one of the Fair-

bairn engines.

Maudslay's Doubh Cylinder "Engines. In the fore-

going direct engines the connecting-rod is necessarily

aborter than it would have been if side-levers had been used : and .•onscqucntby the force exerted on tb«
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Iters more suddenly as tl mated from the up to the down str

than would I the case had the connectiiig-r
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Fig. 2732 will give an idea of the appearance of the oscillating engine.

Many nautical men, and some engineers, have objected to oscillating engines on account cf the move-
ment of the cylinder, which, they imagined, would become a formidable evil in the case of a vessel roll-

ing heavily at sea. These objectors do not scorn to have remarked that the rolling of the cylinder is

neither dependent upon, nor proportionate to, the rolling of the ship, but is regulated exclusively by the
movement of the piston; and it is difficult to see why a mass of matter, in the form of a cylinder,

should be more formidable or intractable in its movements than a similar quantity of matter in the
form of a side-lever, or in any other shape whatever. It has also been objected against the oscillating

engine, that the eduction passages are more tortuous tnan in common engines, so that the steam
out of the cylinder less freely. "We do not believe such to be the fact, if the comparison be made with
the common run of marine engine : and in practice, no diminution of efficacy from this cause is appre-
ciable. All the objections that have been raised to the oscillating engine are hypothetical ; they are

anticipations of defects to be found out in large engines on the oscillating plan, and would probably be
plausible enough to carry some weight, were it not the fact that they have been completely controverted

by experience. The remark, indeed, is heard sometimes even yet, that the oscillating method may do
very well for small engines, but is of doubtful efficacy for large ones. But the definition of large en-
gines has been continually changed, to escape the contradiction experience afforded, and that size is, in

every case, decided to be large, which just exceeds the size of the oscillating engine last constructed.

The grounds of this skepticism, however, are now being fast contracted ; and, indeed, experience has
now demolished every objection that theory had raised. Some persons have apprehended that it would
be difficult in large oscillating engines to obtain sufficient surface of trunnion to prevent the trunnions
from heating

;
yet we have never been able to learn that any heating of those bearings has been found

to occur in practice, and it appears probable that any such disposition would be resisted by the cooling

effect of the steam passing through them, which, though hot, is of greatly inferior temperature to that

of a hot bearing. It does not appear to us, however, that the trunnions may not be made with any
amount of surface that is thought desirable, but we believe the proportion adopted by Messrs. Penn have
been found adequate, and are generally adopted in this country.

Rotatory Engines are engines for obtaining a motion round an axis by the direct action of the steam,

without involving the necessity of reciprocation. Some of them operate on the principle of reaction of

which the engines of Avery and others may be taken as specimens ; others operate on the principle

of impulse; a third kind trusts to the intervention of some liquid to produce the desired effect, as in

the mercury engine of "Watt and the wheel of Amonton ; while in the fourth class the piston moves in a
circle round the axis. It is impossible to give any enumeration even of the numberless schemes for

rotatory engines that have at various times been projected ; but none of them have been applied with

any prospect of success to the purposes of navigation, and in their present state, need scarcely be ranked
as marine engines.

MARINE STEAM-ENGINE, of one hundred andforty-five horse-power. By Cairo & Co., Greenock.

Tiie following figures illustrate very fully the form and construction of marine engines made by Messrs.

Caird <fe Co. of Greenock, for the steam-packets Actaeon and Achilles, and also for the royal mail-packet

Urgent, still plying betwixt Liverpool and Dublin. The drawings were made from the engines of the

Action, since lost on the West-India station ; but in order to render them more complete, and therefore

more acceptable to the engineer, the expansion-geer subsequently applied to the engines of the Achilles

has been embodied. It may also be remarked, that by proportionally reducing the scale of the draw-
ings, they will be found to agree in every respect, beyond a few very slight modifications of a technical

kind, with the larger class of engines, since constructed by the same spirited firm for the "West-India

mail-packets Clyde, Tay, Tweed, and Teviot, of 225 horse-power each engine. The figures may thus

be regarded as giving a general representation of the form of marine engines built by a firm to whose
engineering skill the profession is indebted for a design of engine equally remarkable for elegance of

appearance and compactness of arrangement. In lightness of material it is no doubt surpassed by the

recent introduction of malleable-iron framing, and direct-action; but in the class to which it belongs,

known as side-lever engines, it exhibits a massiveness of appearance and an economy of weight which,

in combination witlnequal strength, has not hitherto been surpassed.

Enumeration of the figures.—Fig. 27 14-J exhibits a complete side elevation of the engine, showing the

general design and arrangement of the framings, and the relative positions and connections of the -work-

ing parts; the valve, expansion, and starting geer, parallel motions, and situation of the pumps. In this

view the side of the vessel is supposed to be removed and the engine seen in. situ.

Fig. 2715 is a plan of the sole-plate of the engine with all the parts removed, but showing the position

and provision for fixing the steam-cylinder bottom and valve casing, the hot-well, placed on the top of

the condenser, the air-pump, and the soles of the main framing.

Fig. 27 1G is a general plan of the engine, exhibiting very fully the starting and eccentric geer, the

mode of working the pumps, the direction and position of the steam-pipe, and mode of connecting the

diagonal framing ; also the horizontal relation of the valve and expansion geer.

General description.—Sole-plate and condenser.—The sole-plate, marked A A, with the condenser "U,

consists of a single casting, double-ribbed on the under side, to give it additional strength and rigidity.

For facility of fitting it is provided with fitting-strips on its upper surface; these are faced true to re

ceive the soles of the main frame and cylinder bottom, which are fitted upon it metal to metal, and

consequently are likewise provided with corresponding fitting-strips, faced in the same manner. The

6ole-plate is firmly secured to the keelsons of the vessel by sixteen strong malleable-iron bolts marked

a in the elevation, and the recesses for which are similarly designated in the plan of the sole-plate The

middle of the plate, falling between the two keelsons, is depressed to allow the condenser and its ap-

pendages to stand lower in the vessel than they otherwise would, as shown in the general section.

Framing.—The main framing of the engine consists of four strong fluted columns, cast pair and pair

:

;
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with their soles a The soles, as above ob ! ipon the sole-plate metal to
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The junk-ring is secured in its place by bolts and nuts ; the nuts are placed in recesses provided

tor them in the metal of the piston, and the bolts are screwed into tliem from the outside. The heads
thus project on the surface of the ring, and would come into contact, at the end of the up-stroke, with
the cylinder cover, but for a circular recess formed in it for their reception, as before noticed.

The piston-rod II is inserted into the piston through the eye in the centre, which is bored and tapereu

from the under side. The rod is of malleable iron, and turned, the body of it truly cylindrical, so that

it may work freely in the stuffing-box through which it ascends, and the lower end with the same taper

as the eye into which it is fitted, and in which it is secured by a cotter-key traversing the metal of the
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eye and the thickness of the rod thereby effectually binding the latter to the piston For convenience

of inserting the 1. is left in the upper plate of the piston, 'which is afterwards filled, to prevent

admission to the hollow interior of the piston

ion*.—The piston-rod, ascending through a packed stuffing-box, is

inserted into an ' taller than its own diameter in tJ id I, equidistant

from the two extremities; and is then fixed by two gibs and cotter in the usual manner. The

crosi head has two journals turned on each of its ends, separated u . ruffs of an inch

2715.
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die of their length till their projecting ends fit closely upon the rectangular ends of the side-rod?, U
which they are secured by a gib and cotter. This species of connection, technically known as the butt-

end and strap, and universally adopted in like circumstances, provides for any slight wear of the brasses

for should these become too large, they can be brought closer together by driving the cotter more
tightly, the holes through which the gib and cotter pass being so disposed in the strap and butt that

the gib shall only be in contact with the ears of the strap and the cotter with the butt on its under
edge. The holes in both strap and butt being thus of greater breadth than the gib and cotter together,

the connection admits of adjustment to the extent of the difference, and no further, for then the i

of the holes being in the same plane, the relative positions of the strap and butt will not be altered by
any subsequent action upon the cotter.

The side-levers are divided at their extremities at the point of connection with the side-rods J J and
the links jj, •which connect them with the Vross-tail. The joints are completed by strong malleable-

iron pins which pass through the jaws of the levers, and the bushes of the straps which are placed be-

tween them. These centre pins are turned with a little taper on the parts which pass through the

levers, and the holes made for their reception are accurately bored to the same diameter and ground.

The studs arc driven in tightly from the outside, and secured in their places by riveting at the opposite

extremity.

Both levers are suspended upon the same axis called the main centre, M', which passes through and
is fixed in the sides of the condenser. It will be observed that the eye of the lever is fitted with brasses

which can be tightened as they wear by a pair of cotter-keys, passing through the boss and bearing

against the back of the under brass. Inside, and bearing against the shoulder of the boss, is a ring of

malleable iron, of sufficient breadth to cover the margin of the eye to fully an inch beyond the circum-

ference of the brasses, thereby preventing the lever from deviating inwards: and to prevent it from

shifting its position outwardly, a plate of the same external diameter is applied by a strong bolt screwed
into the end of the main centre.

The side-levers are connected with the connecting-rod N by means of the cross-tail and links
JJ.

The connecting-rod passes through an eye at the middle of its length, and is fixed by two gibs and a

cotter, in the same way as the piston-rod is attached to the cross-head, while the links are connected in

the same manner as the side-rods, except that the upper ends do not admit of adjustment, being simply

riveted in the eyes. The attachment of the connecting-rod with the crank is likewise by a butt-end and
strap, the cotter of which is tightened and maintained in its place by a screw and nuts. The crank-shaft Q
rests, as before observed, on pedestals fixed upon the entablature of the crank-framing, and is prevented

from moving on end by ruffs on the outsides of the pillows, and by the shoulders of the crank-brasses

inside.

It may be noticed that the piston-rod, side-rods, cross-head, main centre-shaft, cross-tail and links,

connecting-rod, and crank-shaft are all formed of the best malleable iron, and turned and pared to the

requisite forms and dimensions.

The parallelism of the piston-rod is maintained when the piston is in motion, by the two radius bars

iv K, by the radius levers//, fast upon the ends of the shaft L, called the parallel-motion shaft, and by
the parallel bar h. The ends of the radius bars K K, on the cross-head are formed with solid eves,

fitted with brasses, the inner of which are tightened by keys, in the same manner as those of the side-

rods which are attached at the same points. The eyes at the opposite ends, which work upon studs in

the radius levers //, are formed in the same way, but are smaller, and have the outer brasses adjusta-

ble by screwed-pins g g. The length of the bar thus admits of slight adjustment between its centres,

to compensate for errors of workmanship and wear of the bushes. The parallel bar h is also attached

by a solid eve and stud to the lever / and admits of still more extensive adjustment at its lower end.

This bar, it will be observed, is formed in two pieces, with the contiguous ends screwed right and left, and
embraced by a long nut similarly screwed. By turning this nut to the right or left it is obvious that the

upper and lower ends will be made to approach or recede, and the distance between the centres be

thereby diminished or increased. The upper end of the rod is formed with a solid eye bushed, and the

lower with a butt-end and strap in the usual way ; it is attached to the exterior side-lever by a malleal i i

iron stud inserted into a rectangular eye formed in the latter.

The disposition of the flexible points of these connections being such, that in every position of the

piston the angles of the parallelogram formed by the part of the side-lever comprehended between the

stud of the rod h and the junction of the side-rod, opposed to the radius bar K, and by the parallel

bar h and the side-rod J, shall change proportionally, always preserving the same constant ratio, it fol-

lows that the piston-rod cross-head will move constantly in the same place and the parallelism of the

piston be thereby maintained.
The parallel-motion shaft L is supported by two plummer-blocks, resting on the entablatures of the

small pillar-framing D. This framing, called the parallel-motion framing, consists of four columns,

cast, like the larger framings, pair anil pair, with their soles and entablatures, and with provision on

the latter for bolting and keying the pedestals. The soles rest upon oblique flanges cast on the

diagonal framing C 0, to which they are secured by bolts and keys.

Tht valves and val geer.—The valve casing F is cast of a semi-cylindrical form, corresponding to

the form of the valves, which are of that kind designated, in accordance with their outline, short

D-slides.

The casing i fitti d team tight and bolted to the side of the cylinder by projecting flanges cast on

both l'.ir that purpose; and also to the sole-plate over the recess T', shown in the general elevation

The flat side, as will be observed from the general section, occupies only about a third of the whole

length equidistant from both ends, ami is cast with projecting flanges, which are carefully fitted steam-

tight between the ends of the projecting faces of the cylinder. These faces thin project inside, but

are concealed by the circular part of the casing, in which, it will be observed, when the cover is applied,

there is no communication with the external atmosphere; through the passages T it communicates
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with :'.
i the steam-ports with the cylinder. I pipe G likewise opens

into it, and a communication is thereby effected with the boilers.

The valve dy noticed, are of the kind known as Bhort I' slidi a. Th re are two of these,

one to of the cylinder. The backs are turned truly circular, and the planed and

ground to the bi - of the ports, so that they may Blide upon '-tight, and with

as little frii They are k igainst the faces, and i 1 Bteam-tight in

the casing by hemp packings, introduced through tl in the casing. These pack-

ings are covered by the packing-rings which are
|

linst them by set pins acting in nuts

between the packing-rings an I the port-covers, as fully shown in the general section. These set pins

tightened at pleasure by a box key, inserted through ho]
i
-, and tilled with

gs, which can be withdrawn when necessary.

The plan.- forming the faces of the valves are slightly less than double the breadth of the port, but
the circular parts sadly much larger. The faces and backs are connected by strong dia-

phragms, through which pass the ends of the rods which couple the two valves together. Th
length between the ru which the contiguous sides of the diaphragms

and are kept last in their places by nuts upon their protruding ends. They are stiffened at the middle

of their length by a cross-stay. A strong stud is inserted downwards in the middle of the diaphra

the uj
|

and is retained in its place by a nut on the end projecting below. The upper end is

formed with strong projecting lugs, between which the enlarged square i ud i i the valve-spindle is r<

i. and retained by a strong square pin which passes through the lugs of the stud and the end of

the spii.dle, thereby forming an inflexible joint at the point of connection.

The valve-spindle passing through a packed stuffing-box in the cover of the valve casin

attached by mean- of a small cross-head and Bide links, to the lever n. This lever is fast upon the

transverse Bhaft m, which has its bearings immediately under those of the parallel-motion shaft in the

framing 1). < »n the oppo ite end of the lever «, i- fixed a weight q, sufficiently heavy to counterpoise

the weight of the valvi ight i- connect) d with the shaft S, called the starting-shaft, by two
small levi l- is. Thi -' Levers are fast upon the shaft S, but are flexibly i to the axis of the

it q, by two short connecting rods ji haft S is carried on pedestals fixed upon
diagonal fin . and has a short lever crank keyed upon the end projecting to

1 to this fia a hollow boss which passes upon
the tail, but, nally, it is not fixed, that it may be removed when not in use,

and for that reason it is not shown in the dram i ing it applied, it is plain that by mo\ ing

lit and carrying the shaft S with it in the Bame direction, the ba \A a will be

eleval valves depressed. 'Jf ction will produce the n t by again lower-

ing thi 1 raising the valves. NTow, observing in the section that the li p rl of the

cylinder is open to communication with th'- coi I that the uppi r port i ommunicates only with
the interior of the casing, if the weight q be raised until the vah i I through a space equal to the

breadth of the fa ar that the conditions will be reversed, and that the upper port will be

d to communication with the condenser, through the passage T, and that the low< r
]

.ill be
shut, and the lowi r port v. ill communicate with the interior of the casing.

Upon of the traverse-shaft m, is a crank-arm, upon the pin of which a gab formed in the

called the eccentric rod, rests. Thi- rod, which consists of two bars of

onal
, is attached at i to the tv o I i of the

vluch works freely upon the it, and which revolves with the

crank-haft of tl. the crank to revolve, the rod //will at the

re an alternating rectilineal motion, which bein I to the crank-lever of the

travi rse shaft «'. will cause the end- of the lev< r n alternately Bui the valve

ng attached to thi motion will be transferred to the valves, which will thus be
alternately to ascend and descend in the same manner as when n lever i- applied by manual

maintain t! a- will b<

oed.

A~ in the case of th by means of the

I as in thi

: mall tram. ; tin- valv<

. form to allow th i

.. leu the ' ngine i- in a

. e the

; . the top i

exhaust pa ngoTT, thevei ece with the hot-well X
npon lected partition.

i v bich pa e into I

.

I. the n at i

i 1 in the pij plan
-

which the u lie w hi< li

i

nd n bich
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attached over the opening, which, throwing the water over the edge of the partition into the body o!

the condenser, prevents it. from accumulating in the passage, and at the same time renders the water o
more avail than if it had been allowed to strike against the side of the condenser.

The air-pumps and valves.—The condenser communicates at bottom by a valve, called the foot-

valve, with the air-pump V, the barrel of which is 4-J inches, clear of the sole-plate, thereby leaving

space for a body of water to enter it from below. The barrel of the pump is bored and lined with a
thin cylinder of brass turned to fit within it. A strong flange is cast round it at 11 inches from its

lower end, which is fitted water-tight, and bolted to the margin of a circular opening cast in the upper
division of the sole-plate, for the reception of the lower end of the barrel, as shown in the section, and
also in the plan of the sole-plate.

The bucket consists of a ring connected to the eye at the centre, into which the rod is fitted by four

arms. The under side of the ring has a flange cast upon it of one inch breadth, between which and
the projecting ledge of the junk-ring, bolted on the upper side, a packing of hemp is retained. But
before applying this packing, both the flange and the junk-ring are turned to work easily in the barrel.

The pump-rod is sheathed also with brass, to prevent corrosion by contact with the water. To apply
this sheathing, the rod, which consists of malleable iron, is first roughly turned ; it is then thoroughly

cleaned and taken to the brass foundry, where the covering of brass is cast upon it, of somewhat more
than the required thickness. It is again put into the lathe and turned to the requisite diameter. The
rod, which thus possesses all the advantages of strength and diminished liability to corrosion, is retained

in the tapered eye of the bucket by a cotter, and passes through a packed stuffing-box in the cover of

the pump. The bucket-valve is of that kind technically known as the pot-lid valve, in contradistinc-

tion to the butter-fly valve, which consists of two hinged flaps. The pot-lid valve consists of a circular

plate, which slides vertically on the pump-rod by means of a bored eye at its centre ; the plate is

strengthened by ribs radiating from the eye, and terminating in a narrow ring on its circumference,

which is faced, and fits water-tight upon the similarly faced edge of a ring projecting round the plane

of the bucket.

To understand the action of this valve it is only necessary to conceive the under part of the barrel

to be filled with water, and the bucket to be forced to descend in it ; it is then obvious that the

water passing between the arms will meet the under surface of the valve, and prevent it descending

with the bucket ; for being inelastic, and also being prevented from returning into the condenser by the

foot-valve, it must force a passage at the least resisting point ; but the only resistance which the

valve offers being its own weight, the water will bear it up and force a passage at its circumference,

over the ring of the bucket, and will continue to ascend relatively in the barrel so long as the bucket
continues to descend ; but when the bucket has attained the lowest point of the stroke and begins to

return, then the valve, being of greater specific gravity than the water, will shut by its own weight,

and will carry whatever water is above it to the height of its own ascent. The water thus carried up is

ejected by the valve called the discharge-valve, into the hot-well X, so called because the water thus

thrown into it by the air-pump, being that employed in condensation, has its temperature proportionally

increased.

It may be observed that the bucket and valve are of brass, as are also spindles which form their axes.

The box-framings of these valves are formed of cast-iron, faced with brass, and fitted water-tight into

their seats, where they are each retained by two long copper keys, one at each side, inserted from above
before the covers are put on. The covers are likewise fitted water-tight and bolted down.

The valves are prevented from opening beyond the requisite distance, by projecting bridges situated

before them, as shown in the section.

The hot-well.—The hot-well, as already observed, is situated above the condenser. The part marked
X, with the vertical part of T, of the upper exhaust passage, is formed of a single casting, fitted water-

tight to the top of the condenser. In one side of the well, as shown in the section, is a rectangular

recess covered by a door, through which admission can be obtained to the interior; and in the side ad-

jacent to that of the vessel, as shown in the elevation, is a circular opening to which the discharge-pipe

Y is bolted. Through this latter the excess of water beyond that required for supplying the boilers, is

discharged into the sea. The pipe consists of a single length outside of the condenser, to which it is

fitted by an expansion joint, to compensate for the spring of the vessel when at sea; and has also a

valve in it capable of opening outwards, but which being shut resists the pressure of the water
inwards.

An air-vessel Z is placed over the hot-well and fitted to it air and water tight. The object of this

vessel is to create an elastic pressure by means of the air contained within it, to assist in ejecting the

water through the discharge-valve should the hot-well from any cause become surcharged. The pressure

thus brought into action by continuing to increase with the exigency of the case will, under all ordinary

circumstances, prevent accumulation of water in the well to any detrimental extent.

Feed and bilge pumps.—The same cross-head u by which the air-pump is worked, serves also to work-

two other pumps of smaller dimensions. These are the feed-pump, by which water is supplied from
the hot-well to the boilers, and the bilge-pump, by which leakage water is withdrawn from the hold

of the vi i I. These are very nearly identical in construction with the bilge-pump. The barrel is

formed of cast-iron, but the plunger, which is made hollow for the sake of lightness, is formed of brass.

It is connected to the cross-head by a cotter, a portion of the end being made solid for that purpose.

This pump communicates with the hot-well by a pipe projecting from the side of the barrel, a portion

of which is shown in the general elevation, where it is marked W. The feed-box is bolted upon tfo

of the part of the hot-well formed in the condenser, at the position marked w' in the plan of the sole-

plate, by square flanges upon the face. In the side of the hot-well are two square holes corresponding

to the two openings in the feed-box, and these being made to coincide, the pipe from the feed-

pump is attached to the lower of the two circular openings in front of the box corresponding to the

lower of the square openings, and the upper communicates by a copper pipe with the boilers. This

f!
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connection being effected, and a clack-valve, opening towards tin; pump, being placed in the lower
division of the box, and a similar valvi . Ly, being placed in the upper division, if the

plunger be made to ascend in the barrel of the pump, leaving a corresponding .-pace unoccupied, the

water will flow from the hot-well, by it- own gravity, into the pump; but on the plunger beginning to

ad the valve in that division of the feed box will be closed by iter tending

to return to 'ly will be forced through the upper valve, and along the

pipe, to the boilers. But if more water be drawn by the pump than is required for the boilers, it is

Bimply ejected through the valve in the upper division of the box, and thus returned to the well The
pressure of water in the box is maintained by a loaded conical valve placed on the top: this can be
adjusted at pleasure to suit the pressure of steam in the boilers.

Instead of being guided by parallel-motion bars, the pump rtical

path by two guide-rods ti v attached to the flanges of the feed and bilge pumps at their lower ends, and
to the diagonal framing above ; these pass through bushed eves in the cross-head which is thus confined

at the same time that it slid— freely upon the rods in it- alternating ascent and descent.
'1 he cross-head i- connected to ti ids 1 1, which are formed with solid bushed eyes

at their upper ends, and with butts and -traps ;i t their lower extremities.

—The bottom of the air-pump well communicates by a pipe with a small conical valve,

which is technically called the snifting-valve. This valve is kept shut by a screwed pin passing tl

a malleable iron bridge made fast upon the mouth of the pipe. To the side of this pipe, above the

valve, .ill return branch, by which the water passing through the valve is carried off.

The use of this valve is to admit of the escape of the air within the condenser, air-pump, and steam-

starting the engine, and before these have been tided with steam. When about to start,

the pin i.s simply unscrewed by hand, to permit the valve to rise and allow the air and water to escape,

and give place to the steam, which now flows onwards from the valve-casing, occupying all tin' pa
aud condenser, and finally begins to issue by the valve itself

Blow-through valve.—This valve is situated at the position marked u' in the plan of the sole-plate.

It is placed in a chest fixed upon the steam-valve casing at the lower end, and has two openings,

one above and the other below the packing port The valve itself is placed between these two
apert'.

This valve is used simultaneously with the snifting-valve, to allow the -team to till the passagi - an 1

condenser, when preparing to air and water which ma
1" Iged in them, through the Bnifting-val

Priming-valves.—These ar am-ports of the cylinder, and are

called priming-valves fn m their I led t<> discharge any n 1 over into the cylinder

with the- steam, and which is technically termed priming. 'I he-.- val I
-hut by spunks acting

• them externally, and of such strength as to resist the ordinary I
the steam; but should

water lodge in tin' passagi 9, owing to its i prop rties, it will he ejected through the valvi - by

the action of the pi-ton tending
/:'.<; r.—The expansion geei of an apparatus by which the amount of steam

admitted during a stroke of tie-
]
iston can 1- '. when it is not required to work

tic- engines to full power. 'I I ^-i the apparai i of a cam with live laces nvd on

the crank-shaft, as shown in the elevation and
|

engim These faces are of different lengths,

giving of expansive action. They are bo formed that the friction roller en (he

end of the fever on i of them, is thn wn forward through the same bj

but the time of action varying as tl ipon the particular face

in contact with the filer ; and this, according to it- distance from the frame, may be made to bear

against either one or other of the fao . The position of the roller, and consequently of the lexer to

which it i- attached, i- regulated by a screw and nut; the lasl is formed in the back lever x, which is

piece with the weighted lever, and ha- a long hollow b.-s working on a Btu 1 fix< 1 in the

framing. 'I i - a handle upon the projecting end, which being turned

advan upon the i
i
on which it slides by a sunk key. The roller is

• the face of tl . the weight tending to de-

scend and earn the 1

the cam
'1 1..- lev* r j- i- i by a joint with an ro 1. carried forward to the lever y, which i-^

el by two small i the flange of the i . marked <;

in the elevation On tl I lever y', one end of which is conn

. it li the -pin lie of the expat which is oi th hind known by the name of

•nmunicat. « ith an arrangement

ttached to the Bide of tl thrown into geer and

crank lev< i
lit, the rod i will

-a n, and with it tic en. I of the borizonl d lever •/' to which it i- attached; bat th.- levi

r w ill I"- throw u back, an I at lie

tine- ih.- lever r, v. ith

I
I-. e the fill]

pro-

vided wnli • i i t -i which i

'''

• en the t

•

I

I
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-imply a disk of the same diameter as the inside of the pipe, -with a rectangular eye cast in it to receive

the spindle upon which it works.

The steam-ports of the cylinder being both shut by the valves, and the blow-through and snifting-

valves open, the steam is allowed to pass into the valve-casing by opening the throttle-valve, partially

at first, which fills the steam-passages and condenser, driving the air and water before it. When this

has been accomplished; and steam alone issues by the snifting-valve, the blow-through valve is closed,

and the injection-valve is opened; the cold water now rushing into the condenser effects the conden-

sation of the steam with which it was filled, and creates the desired vacuum. The eccentric-rod I being

out of geer with the crank upon the traverse-shaft m, and a long lever, as before described, being applied

to the starting-shaft S, the steam-valves are raised until the under port communicates by the passage

with the condenser, and the upper port with the interior of the valve-casing, now full of steam,

which, in consequence of this disposition, will flow into the cylinder above the piston and force it to de-

scend. The next operation is to reverse the pressure upon the starting-lever and thereby to reverse the

position of the valves, shutting off the communication of the upper port with the casing, and opening it

to the condenser, at the same time that the communication of the lower port is cut off from the con-

denser and opened to the interior of the casing. This being done the steam will flow from the cylinder

into the condenser, and encountering there a shower of cold water from the injection-pipe, will be con-

densed, and a vacuum thereby formed in the cylinder above the piston. By that means the pressure

over the piston is removed, and the steam flowing into the cylinder beneath it, forces it to ascend to the

top of the cylinder.

But the piston being connected by the cross-head and side-rods, with the side-levers, carries these

with it in its ascent and descent, through an arc, whose chord is equal to the length of the stroke of the

piston ; and the side-levers being connected at their opposite ends by means of the cross-tail and con-

necting-rod, with the crank, the motion of the piston is thus transferred to the crank-shaft, and through
it to the paddles, which are fast upon its extremities.

After two or three strokes of the piston the moving parts will have acquired a certain degree of mo-
mentum, and this is taken advantage of to render the engine self-acting. The crank-shaft being in

motion, if the eccentric-rod I be thrown into geer with the traverse-shaft, exactly the same effect will be
produced upon the valves as by the lever applied to the starting-shaft S ; for by the alternating thrust

and pull of the rod, communicated to it by the eccentric R, the crank of the traverse-shaft will be made
to describe a certain portion of a revolution, proportional to the eccentricity of the eccentric, and the

valve lever n being fast upon that shaft, the valves must consequently ascend and descend regularly

with the revolutions of the crank-shaft ; and these revolutions are performed uniformly with the alter-

nating ascent and descent of the piston.

The water is drawn out of the condenser by means of the air-pump with the same regularity ; for the

air-pump cross-head being worked by the side-levers, it will move simultaneously with them ; the feed-

pump being also attached to the same cross-head, the boilers will be furnished with water in proportion

to the speed of the 'engine, and consequently in proportion to the quantity of steam used.

Literal references.

A, the sole-plate of the engine.

a a a, holding-down bolts by which the sole-plate is

fixed to the keelsons.

B, the crank framing.

b 6, spring-stays of the crank framing which work
between face-plates on the paddle-beams.

C, the diagonal framing.

ec, stay-rods connecting the framings of both en-

gines.

1), ill" parallel-motion framing.

dd, flanges by which the diagonal framing is bolted

to the cylinder.

E, the steam-cylinder.

F, the steam-valve casing.

&, the steam-pipe and expan i :i valve chest.

IT, the steam-piston rod.

I, the cylinder cross-head.

.1 J, the cylinder side-rods.

KK, the radius-bars of the piston-rod parallel
motion.

fj\ the radius levers of the parallel motion.
ejij, pinching-screws for adjusting the ends of the

radius-bars.

L, the parallel-motion shaft.

h, the parallel-motion . ached to the lever

f, and to

MM, the greal side-levers of the engine.

M\ the main centre.

ii, bosses at the centres of the side-levers, through
which pass the keys for tightening the bearings.

rf, the connecting-rod.

0, the cross-tail of the connecting-rod.

j, the cross-tail links.

P P, the cranks.

Q Q, the crank or paddle shaft.

R, the eccentric for working the valves.

I, the eccentric-rod.

m, the traverse or valve shaft.

n, the valve-lever.

o, small parallel-motion for the valve-spindle.

p, a small framing to which are attached tha

ends of the radius-bars of the valve parallel-

motion.

a, the back balance or counter weight of the
ivalve.

r, the back balance or counter weight of the ec-

centric.

ss, levers by which the valve counter weight is

attached to

S, the starting-shaft.

T and T', the upper and lower exhaust passages.

U, the condenser, cast of a piece with the sole-plate.

V, the air-pump cylinder, lined with bra .

I I, the air-pump side-rods.

u, the air-pump cross-head.

v, guides for the air-pump cross-head.

YY, the feed-pump.

X, the hot-well.

Y, the discharge-pipe.

Z, the air-vessel.

u', (in plan of sole-plate) the part of the sole-plate

to which the blow-through valve is bolted.

v', (in plan of sole-plate) a projection on tiie conden*

ser, to which the expansion-valve casing is bolted

I
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»', (in [Jan of Bole-plate) the part of the hot-well
|

x, the fixed lever

to which the feecnihest i- bolted , yy'y\ additional levers for workii
]

ftheexp : i vi

•

Section and detail-; of the engine Mail

acific, built at the Alhure Works ci fori, after tl

Details.

1
'. 7, longitudinal section of engine.

Fig. 271S Bhows a plan of the 1 i A plate.

Fig. 2719, a longitudinal projection.

1 is. 2720, a transverse section, vertically of the

bed-plate and condenser through the centre of

the side-lever shaft bearing.

Fig. 2721, transverse section of bed-plate thi

the centre of the sockets, for the support of the

pillow-block columns.

bows a vertical elevation of steam cyl-

inder.

i 723, plan.

1 elevation of the air-pump.

I ig. 2725, plan.

2726 Bnov

[ever.

Fig. 2 7
'2 7, plan.

i-tion through Bteam \ i

Fig. 2729, sectional plan.

Fig. 27 el svation of outboard pillow-1
'

2731, plan.

732, plan of reservoir.

• nd projection.

Fig. 2 7 ation.

tion through man-hole i

Fig. 2736, longitudinal projection of main pillow-

block.

Fig. 2737, plan.

Fig. 21 i through sockel for column.
. column.

J 7 10, plan.

2741, front view ol im-chest.

742, « nd view of upper Bteam-

Fig. 2743, front view "I lower Bteam-chest, with

at tai hi d to upper ch(

.'7 11, end view oi

hrough air p
746, plan.

and
T 18, plan.

I

itrie.

. nd \ i. w.

757, plan.

Fig. mp.

levation of force-;
•

:i.

2763, front view of bonnet tocl
|

ning

to adjust vi

Fig. 2764, end vi

n of bilge-pump i

'

ngitudinal projection.

67, end elevation.

18, plan of bonnet.

I vi( .'•' of I

2770, plan of bilge-pump plunger.

2771, vertical section.

1 •.'772, side view of centre-bearing for water-
wheel shaft.

Fig. 277:;, plan.

7 1, water-M hi el >haft

i . 2775, centre w i I
haft.

• view of driven crank.

.777, plan.
:' driving-crank.

Fig. 277'.', plan.

2780, parall I

781, end \ i !W i i p urall ! m ition ai

782, plan.

1 plan < f radi

parallel mo
2785, side \ ii n i i

1
; Ian of parall< l-n

connecting-rod.

786, pillow-block columns.

2787, -i le i L ration of busb for driven crank.

2788, plan.

1 elevation •

r links attached.

tail

Fig. 2791, end vi]

792, plan.

bead
Fig. 2794, plan.

795, piston i

the ends.

• nd view.

.. an I

i
Ian of main -

of cylinder

ro I.

ntric-

.

plan.

I

A, the bod pin

which
'

'

11 II. uiipi r and Ii
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1 1, steam-valves.

J J, valve-stems, on which are keyed the steam-
valves.

K, parallel-motion shaft and standard.

L, Lifting-rods, for lifting steam and exhaust vab es,

worked from an eccentric on the water-wheel
shaft.

M M, steam-toes, keyed to the lifting-rod.

N N", feet for lifting rod, attached to the rock-

shaft.

O, steam and exhaust side-pipes.

P, foot-valves and seats.

Q, condenser, cast upon bed-plate.

R, side-lever shaft, passing through and firmly keyed
to condenser.

c e, pillow-block columns, keyed into sockots cast

upon the bed-plate.

/, pillow-blocks for water-wheel shafts.

ii, cranks.

h, main connecting-rod, connecting cross-tail and
crank-pin.

i, cro-s-tail, attached to the side-levers by twi*

short links, also the main connecting-rod.

j, main-braces from pillow-blocks to cylinder.

k, steam-valve lifters, keyed to the lifting-rods.

/, parallel bar for parallel motion.

m, parallel motion connecting-rod

n, eccentric-rod.

o, guide-rod for air-pump cross-head.

p, brace from pillow blocks to bed-plate.

TT-U 13 C n u u u u u u

S, siil'
!

T, hot-well

ction-pipe.

V, connection, from exhaust-pipe to condenser.

W, air-column, to n a ive the air arising from the

waste water, thereby facilitating its discharge.

X, air-pump.

Y, air-pump piston.

X, air-pump rod.

a, air-pump cross-head.

b, delivery valves and seats.

d, force-pump chest.

q, injection-valve.

r, centre-bearing for rock-shaft.

.?, brace from cylinder to bed-plate.

1 1, cross-beams for pillow-blocks.

ww, studs and transverse braces.

v, nuts for securing pillow-blocks to columns.

iv, bolts for holding down pillow-block caps.

x x, studs between columns and bolts, running trans-

versely through each set.

y, braces from pillow-blocks to bed-plates, in the

centre of each and between engines.

z, snifting-valve.
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Engines of the Golden Gate. Plate II. is the front elevation, and Plate III. the side elevation an«

section through air pumps, a main shaft, b crank-pin, cccc cylinder; d trunnions on -which the

cylinder oscillates to accommodate itself to the motion of the crank ; e stuffing hox on the cylin-

der-head. This is made as long as practicable, to give as much bearing as possible for oscillating

the cylinder, ff belt-passage connecting the trunnion with gg side-pipe, h h valve-stems, connect-

ing with the balance puppet-valves in Hi valve-chests. The lower valve on the right or steam side

is concealed by jjj j, air-pump ; the air-pump bucket is provided with India-rubber valves, and is

worked by I; crank on the intermediate shaft. I III, condenser : there are two condensers and two air-

pumps ; they are located between the cylinders and inclined towards each other, one only being repre-

sented.

The passage ff, together with the side-pipes, valve-chests, and appurtenances, are fixed to the cylin-

der, and oscillate with it, the steam being received through one trunnion and allowed to escape to the

condenser through the opposite one. m is an injection-cock admitting the water upon a scattering plate

in the condenser. These are the first oscillating engines to which balance puppet-valves have ever been

applied ; and the constructors, Messrs. Stillrnan & Allen, deserve great credit for successfully carrying

out so decided an improvement.
The valves are worked by the toes o o in the usual manner. The rock-shafts;;;; receive motion partly

from the movement of the cylinder, and partly from the eccentric. Levers are permanently attached to

the trip-shafts q q, the ends of which work in a slotted piece curved to the centre of the trunnion. This

piece is guided, as represented in the engraving, by vertical rods sliding in bushes attached to the fixed

fianiing, and is connected by a rod to the starting lever r, ali the levers for working by hand being so

balanced, that the engineer with one hand can work the engine up to the usual speed. The cut-off

valve is placed outside the trunnion, and is a balance puppet-valve, worked by the ordinary cam motion,

and so arranged as to act either as cut-off or throttle, or both, the levers being placed within reach of

the engineer wdien working the engine.

The Golden Gate has four return tubular boilers—two forward and two aft of the engines. They are

placed at the sides of the ship, leaving room for the fire-room in the centre. The furnaces are conse-

quently athwart-ships instead of ranging fore and aft as usual.

The Illinois, plying between this city and Chagres, the John L. Stevens, the Augusta, plying between
this city and Savannah, the Republic, the Agnes, a vessel constructed for the Spanish government in

1850, the Arago of the Havre line, the Adriatic of the Collins line, are among the American examples
of paddle-wheel steamers fitted with oscillating engines.

The Golden Gate is of the following principal dimensions : Length on deck, 265 feet ; beam, 40 feet

;

depth of hold, 22 feet; tonnage, 2030 tons; diameter of cylinders, 85 inches; stroke, 9 feet; average
revolutions, 18^-; average pressure in boilers above atmosphere, 12 lbs. ; cut-off from commencement, 3

feet; amount of fire surface, 12,052 square feet; tube surface, 8396; grate surface, 367; calorimeter

of tubes, 61j feet; paddle-wheels, diameter 31 feet; length of paddle, 12 feet; depth, 21 inches; num-
ber of paddles in each wheel, 30.

Barrows' Douhle Acting Reversible Rotary Steam Engine.—Arranged for working steam expansively.

Plate IV. is a perspective view of two cylinders or engines fixed on one shaft for the expansive work-
ing of the steam. The cylinders are of equal diameter but of unequal length. The steam is first ad-

mitted to the smaller; after doing its work in which, the greater part is admitted at a lower pressure to

the larger cylinder. In this respect, working the steam through two engines, it somewhat resembles the

well-known Woolf engine, but with this difference, that the steam is taken from the first engine at such

a point that it exerts no back pressure. This will be understood by examining Plate V., which repre-

sents a vertical and horizontal section of the smaller engine only. The larger engine resembles this,

except in having but four instead of eight pistons, or leaves, and in having no outlets for the stsam at

the top and bottom, as in the smaller.

c is a pedestal of cast iron on which the cylinder rests, forming the whole of the frame of the engine

;

a is the cylinder, whose inner periphery is turned perfectly true, and whose ends are closed by heads dd,
in each of whicn heads is a groove h h, the form of which is best shown in fig. 5 by dotted lines,

Icing that of a circle with segments cut off on opposite sides, leaving only two-fourths of its circum-
ference. On opposite sides of the cylinder are abutments nn, cast upon the steam-heads m m ; on either

side of ",-hich abutments are quadrangular openings 1 1', u u , connecting with the double three-way cocks

qq'. To the inside of the cylinder is fitted the steam-wheel ee ee e'e. The ends of the steam-wheel are

formed of two plates ee, ee, of a diameter equal to the interior of the cylinder, and secured by bolts it,

to a ring e'e of less diameter, which forms the bottom of the channelf, in which the steam acts. Its

axle j passes through boxes in the cylinder ends, packed with metallic packing, and lined with anti-

'i'iction rollers. The rollers may, no doubt, be omitted in practice, as a refinement of little use, if not

tively productive of derangement. The peripheries of the two plates ee, ce, forming the ends of the

steam-wheel, are made to fit steam-tight to the interior of the cylinder, by means of metallic packing-

rings let into the interior of their flanges as represented. The abutments n n are packed with metallic

bottom, and p to the sides of the channel/
-

; the packing-pieces o and p being dove-

tailed together, so that;; will slide with o, but at the same time slide outwards, independently of it as they

wear. The steam acts in the passage /upon 8 slides or leaves gg, which wc will term pistons, which
revolve with the steam-wheel, but are capable of sliding to or from the centre through slots in the ring

e'e. It will be seen that the sides of the channel /are formed by the plates ee, before deserib'

that the channel is, in fact, wholly sunk in the rim of the steam-wheel. The pistons arc made a little

wider than :he channel, and partially supported by shallow radial grooves on the inside of the-platea

ee. The p )f >ns are packed on their edges Loth to the inner periphery of the cylinder and to the grooves

ti the sides of the channel/. This packing is shown on the right hand of fig. 2, Plate V., in section, the

section Lehig taken through the centre of the piston, and exhibiting the end and side packing dovetailed
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loosely together in the same manner as already described in the packing of the abutment". The slots

throngh which the piston slides are also packed, as represented in ti^r. 1. All the packing pieces are

kept to their work by small helical springs at their backs. From the inner ob pi-ton at

ts throngh a radial doty', in (he plat.'- ... and at the end of each stod is a

pivot g\ carrying a friction-roller. These friction-rollers travel in the grooves A A, inside the fixed cyl-

inder head, and during the revolution of the wheel canse the pistons to alternately project and with-

draw into the wheel. By the form of the groove, it will he seen that aach piston will i

channel /"during two fourths of the revolution, while during the remaining two-fi urths, it will be wholly
or in part withdrawn into the interior of the wheel. At the mome I i

|

the outer cd<;e of the piston will coincide with the outer surface of the ring e e
, bo that the packing

pieces oo of the abutments have presented to them by the revolution of the steam-wheel simply a

tiimous cylindrical surface.

I he steam-heads or cocks m m, throngh which the steam is admitted to the cylinder, and which
supply the place of valves, valve-gear, and reversing-gear in ordinary engines, are of peculiar con-
struction, having six ways or passages in each. There are conical seats in each to receive the

77', in which are passages to correspond with the ways in the steam-heads. The Bteam-pipe s

has two branches leading to the two steam-heads. Of the six ways or passages in each steam-head,
two ft* are steam-passages leading from the cock-seats into the channel f, the former above and the

latter below the abutment, (see the right-hand side of fig. 1, Plate V. iding

from the cylinder to th tk-seats, the former from above and the latter from below the abut]

(see left-hand side of fig. I, Plate V.). In addition 1 1 the four already describ <1. one pleads from the Bteam-
pipe to the cock-seat, and the remaining one r, fi_r . 2,1'latcV. is a continuati k-seat, provide 1

with a flange at its extremity for connecting to the exhaust -pipe. The vertical section, fig. 1, is taken
through the steam-passages on the right side, but through the exhaust on the left. The
77 have each two passages, the first /•, fig. -. being for the purpose of communication between the

steam-pipe and either of the passages ' t . and admitting steam on either the upper or lower side of it-

corresponding abutment, the other /. in a hollow part of the plug, being for forming a communie •

en the exha isl 1 v, and the opposite side of the abutment to that which
'

urica-

tion with the steam-pipe. The two plugs 77' an I with levers (see Plate IV.), by which they are
turned to admit the -team on either tide of the abutment, and of the exhaust from the

opposite side, and the I I, so that both ar at the same instant. Whatever ra-

ti, therefore, exists betwe< ' m-hetid and cock, the opposite relation

must exist between the passages in the other. In fig. 1, Plate \\. tl ht-hand side of th

ure is in such position, that steam is admitted through the passage t above the abutment, the pass

effectually closed, while La thi . theexhau
lines as being more distant from the eye, i i admits the exhaust .-team to escape from the lower

the abutment into the hollow portion of the plug at its further end. In the other steam

the lower .-team and the upper exhaust are supposed to be open, the dotte I -t in

irer the eye than the exhau-t 1 which this section i- ta

It will be r. coll cted that there is no movement of these cocks, except in reversing, all the pas

being full open, and the steam exerting its full force in every possible position of the wheel. The a

movements of the steam, and also the direction in which the wl 1 t ary particle

be wheel, without loss by filling any cavities us

in the vs 1 clearance of evi ry variety of recipro si I i

It now remains I ion for rendering available son expansive po

ces in the channelj with steam of full
]

by the revolution of the wheel, and discharged into the exhaust passage of the
opposite steam-head. This would be the casi . midway between the Bte

heads, throe rofined expands itself into th

engine, which i - of similar construction, but containing only four -. I'll 1 channel
in which th may al-o be deeper, and any desire 1 ratio may -ub-i-t

n the capacities of the two engini the boiler pressure to be 60 lbs. per square in :h,

.and the capacity of the that of the first, si am fr im the b tiler at 60 lbs. above the

phere, or 76 panded in past into three times its original

i- into the second engine, while one volume remains in the first, 1

. iil thus be reduced, according to 1 0! Boyle md Marriotte, to about .' 26 lbs total, or

atmosphere. Tie' additional force, therefore,

k
rine will be that of |(i I!,., per inch upon a .: third that of t

!

60 - '

l

lit be engim - ai I vacuum, the pow
• will be two thirds that of the first [26 - 2 7"> • • 1. Is

•

1 nly equal i.i

to the first, the pressure on its pi -ton- will be hall' t be boiler pr 17*6 lbs.; and tie' 1 .

f the first, when both mum, or a little mora than 1

third when . into the atmosphere [87*6 16 '.'_'..

Dy calculate the effect of any other ratio between tie- cylinders, or of any other initial
|

Dm. The tir-t.

\ e
. ;. ruble ni. ant ige to be derived un i

g both for :i few minut under full p
with die boiler. In r

•/ alone, afl 1 bich, a poi I

Under />. Should
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pressure of steam from the boiler. Both might be thus worked so long as the boiler could generate t

sufficient supply of steam.

Engines of the Vagnero, (Plate VI.) The Vagucro may he considered one of the best specimens of a
modern auxiliary propeller. The hull was modelled and built by George Steers, Esq. ; the engines were
designed and constructed at the Faron Iron Works, East Piver. The vessel is 145 feet keel, 155 feet on
deck, 24 feet 4 inches breadth of beam moulded, and 10 feet depth of hold. She draws, with 175 tons

of coal and stores on board, 8 feet of water. The engines are remarkable only for the extremely small

space occupied, and novel method of obtaining the valve movement. The cylinders are oscillating, with
slide-valves and the usual cut-off, and inclined to an angle of 36° when on their centres. They are 2G
inches diameter, 28 inches stroke, and geered, by the internal geer represented, in the proportion of 2|
to 1. The view given in the plate is a front elevation, the stout timber-frame being removed on one
side to allow a fair section of the cylinder port, behind which appears the after and similar frame. Both
frames, and a portion of the dead wood, as also a portion of the flange on the large geer-wheel, arc rep-

resented as broken through at a lower point, to allow a view of the pinion and shaft of the propeller.

The valve motion is derived principally from the oscillation of the cylinders, the connection being to

cranks of about 2 inches throw on the shaft of the hand-wheel in the centre. The latter shaft is in

line with the main shaft, and is carried round with it by means of arms and adjusting screws, which
meet the extremity of the crank-pin, extended for the purpose. There are two arms on the shaft, mak-
ing with each other an angle of about 140°, the extra arm coming into play on reversing the engines.

The valve receives its motion immediately from a geered segment on a shaft traversing the valve-chest.

The arms on the end of this shaft are in fact one piece, with a curved slot, for the convenient transfer of

the connection from one arm to the other. This transfer is effected by means of a small geer-wheel tak-

ing into a rack near the side of the slot. The connecting-pin, and consequently the small geer-wheel,

iz turned by a small hand-wheel on its extremity. This wheel is omitted in the plate.

Behind the po;t cylinder is dotted the pump-shaft and arm, worked by connection with a crank on the

after end of the driving-shaft. From arms on this shaft are worked the air and feed pumps, which are

placed horizontally on the starboard side, and secured to the condenser. The condenser and hot well

are cast in one piece, the capacity of the former being 20 and the latter 8 cubic feet. The air-pump is 23
inches diameter, and 18 inches stroke, with solid piston. The feed-pump is 4i inches diameter and 14

inches stroke. The -^ilves of the air-pump are of India rubber, and of the usual construction. The
boiler is a single ascending return-flue, 21i feet long ; diameter of shell, 8 feet; width across the front,

9 feet ; Two furnaces present each 20 square feet of grate surface; and the whole heating surface of the

boiler is 1,000 square feet. The consumption of anthracite is estimated at about five tons per day ; number
of revolutions under steam alone, from 30 to 35

;
pressure of steam, about 25 lbs., cutting off at half stroke.-

The propeller is of brass, 3 bladed 8 feet in diameter, 16 inches long, and weighs 2,100 lbs. The
pitch is 10 feet, expanding to 11. "Working-surface, exclusive of hub, 24 square feet. The diameter

of the propeller-shaft is 6^ inches—the thrust of the propeller being taken by 6 collars, working in a

corresponding box of brass.

The Vaguero is owned by an Havana company, and is designed especially for freighting between that

place and the southern ports on the island. A two-way cock is provided for the extinguishment of fires,

by turning which a volume of steam from the boiler may be turned into either the coal-bunkers or the

hold. On the starboard side of the engine-room, which is also the fire-room, is a small vertical steam-
engine, working a double-acting force-pump for extra feed, and an apparatus for hoisting goods or coal.

The fire-annihilator, i. e. the steam-cock alluded to, is worked from the deck.

Marine Engines, designed by Mr. Joseph Hall of Munich, and fitted in a boat on the Upper Danube.
The arrangement is very fully detailed in the engravings. Fig. 2804 is a side elevation of one of the

engines, with boiler and paddle-wheel, as fitted in the vessel. Figure 2805 is a corresponding trans-

verse section through the vessel, showing both engines, with various parts in section. The view ol

the right of the centre line represents sections through the paddle-box, air-pump, feed-pump, crank shaft

journals, condenser passage, and the barrel of the boiler—the cylinders not being shown. On the left,

the air-pump and paddle-wheel are in elevation, the cylinder beingin section through its exhaust passage,

as in connection with the blast-pipe. Figure 2806 is a plan of the combined engines, one being in hori-

zontal section. The boiler and the fire-box A B, are constructed just as in a locomotive. At C C^irc

two parallel frames of double boiler plate, filled in with timber, running along the boiler, and riveted

fast to it. D I) are two similar frames, standing up from the bottom of the boat ; and these four lines

of framing carry, at one end, the four inner journals of the paddle-shaft, and at the other the pair of

steam cylinders E E. The steam is admitted in the usual way by a regulator in the dome, through the

pipe E, to the steam-chest G. The expansion-vale spindle H, has a right and left-hand screw at ] 1,

each screw having a plain cut-off slide, commanding the steam ports J, leading into the second steam-

chest K, and fitted with piston-valves worked by the spindle L. The cut-off spindle H, is worked by

the outside, eccentric M, the rod of which is linked to it direct. The variation in the expansion is ef-

fected by the light shaft N, passing alongside the engines to the engineer's hand, and having a bevel

pinion O, gearing with a similar pinion P, on the transverse shaft Q, passing across between both en-

gines. In this way the shaft N, commands the valves of both engines through the two pairs of bevel

pinions R 11—the result of turning the shaft N to the right or left being to expand or approximate the

two cut-off slides by the right and left screws, and thus increase or diminish the degree of expansion

without affecting the lead. The cylindrical, or piston-valve chest, has three valves S T and U, on the

same rod V ; and, as represented in the horizontal section, the engine is upon its bottom centre, and

steam is entering between the valves U and T; the valve U being on the point of opening to admit

steam to the cylinder—the waste steam of the previous stroke having escaped by the opening cast in

the middle of the cylinder, and through similar recesses formed in the valve T, into the blast-pipe W.

Now it is to be remembered that the valve U must travel downwards until its port leading into the cyh

I
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inder is full open ; and, ns the whole three valves are on one rod, as U is opening to admit steam to the

cylinder, T is closing the communication between the cylinder and the blast-pipe. So soon as the port*

I feet it) 1 inch.

to tin- blast-pip—which are I h of tli" valvi—are closed, the other v -, and

the remain i through the pipes X. cast on the -' V. leading I

user '/.. As the expansion ;it each stroke commences at the face of the cut-off slides, whatever

may be in the piston-valve chest at the time is nl-<. to diminish

O.ii amount as much as possible, two additional pistons S' S', are fitted upon the valve-rod, for the pur-

pump a, isof thi

pump it—the feed being I

The I

:
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the eduction-port or blast-pipe when the piston is ljths inch from the end of its stroke. The valve S
opens to the condenser when the piston has travelled lfths inch from the commencement of its stroke

—the full length of stroke being 30 inches—so that the cylinder is open to the condenser when the pu
ton has travelled -J.th of its stroke.

Atyand <y, two cocks are placed upon the pipe Y, leading to the condenser, and these cocks are so

arranged that when one is open the other is shut. The injection-pipe h, is placed between the air-

pump and the cocks/ and g, so that by reversing the hitter by means of the rods and levers kl; the en-

gine will work with the condenser or without it. When working without the condenser, the cylinder is

open to the atmosphere throughout the entire stroke, as in the common high-pressure engine, and under

such circumstances, the pipe / is open to the feed-pump, for the boiler supply. The pipe m, leads to a

small steam pump not seen in the drawing, and the pipe n, conveys the water from the steam pump to

the boiler. The pipe o is the blow-off pipe.

•4

i



MATCHES.

MATCHES. The contrivances in which sulphur matches were inflamed by immersion in phospho-

rus (phosphorous matches) were fii ded by the so-called chemical matches, which consisted ol

sulphur matches, with a coating of chloratii of potash This salt, when brought into contact with

centrated sulphuric acid in the cold, is decomposed with explosion and the production of fire, into bisul-

phate of potash, perchlorate of potash, and chlorous acid, and by the two latter one of which is re

solved into chlorine and oxygen, and the other into chloride of potassium and oxygen) inflammable

matters of all kind-:, as sulphur, metallic sulphurets, resin, gum, tfcc, are inflamed, when within the im-

mediate reach of its action. The sulphur ends of the ma1 ivered with a composition of chlo-

rate of potash, flowers of sulphur, colophony, gum, and cinnabar, (as a coloring matter:) on di]

this into a bottle containing asbestus, previously moistened with sulphuric aci I. it quickly becomes in-

flamed. These matches are now superseded by the more simple lucifer matches, which inflame with-

out the aid of acid, or any thing of the kind, by mere friction; an invention, the history of which, not-

withstanding its novelty, is already lost, partly on account of its simplicity, and from the rapid intro-

duction of similar processes,

Lucifer matches.—These, like the last, are sulphur matches, to which a separate inflammable com-
pound has been added. The primary coating of sulphur cannot be dispensed with, because the

inflammable composition burns much too rapidly to sel fire to the wood. The flame produced by the

combustible mixture is, therefore, first communicated to the sulphur, and from it to the wood. .The
mixture at first contained chlorate of potash as an essential ingredient, and the production of fire de-

1 upon the power of this substance of inflaming the sulphur, phosphorus, (fee., with explosion, the

effect being produced even by shaking or friction. Thus phosphorus was mixed with mucilage, at a

temperature of lul° F., so as to form an emulsion, to which the chlorate of potash was then added
The phosphorus was sometimes replaced by sulphuret of antimony. The operation of mixing the in

gredients in the dry state is at all times dangerous. The unpleasant noise which occurred win never a

match was inflamed, and a certain amount of danger from fire, rendered it desirable to replace the de-

tonating action of the mixture by a -low combustion, and this has been accomplished in the not

lucifer matches. None of those compositions which inflame' without explosion contain chlorate of pot-

ash, but nitre and phosphorus instead; the latter of which bums at the i .[ use of the oxygen of the

former. Hie general principle concerned in the action of these matches is, that substances as phos-

phorus' having a great affinity for oxygen, are mixed with a large amount of it, condensed into a small

Bpace, (in the nitre,) so that the slightest cause til to effect their combination. The peroxides

of lead and manganese, which abound in oxygen, are often mixed with the nitre
;
they act in the same

way when they have once attained a red heat
As the thickness of the match, and the quantity of the composition upon it, must always beat a cer-

tain proportion, both because the latter is expensive, and burns with a disagreeable o lor. the mat
require to be cut by machinery, or plane- constructed for tin' purpose ; they are thus obtained thin, Buf-

fi< i. ntly strong, perfectly uniform, and of an elegant appearance. Moisi poplar wood is best suited for

this purpose. The round or angular matches are dipped in bundle- into melted sulphur, and then
coated with the inflammable composition : sixteen parts of gum arabic, ',) parts of phosphorus, 1 1 parte

of nitre, and 16 of finely divided peroxide of manganese, form a good composition, which mu-t be

worked up with water to avoid danger. The mixture then forms a thick paste, into which the matches
are separately dipped and then dried Occasionally, smalt and similar matter- are added, to produce
certain colors, or to increase the effects of friction. After repeated trial-, the inflammability of the

composition has been gradually diminished to such an extent, that it only inflames when strongly
• nol readilj bj pressure or -baking, especially when the matches are

preserved in closed boxes
;
hence they are much less dangerous than might be anticipated. 'I he -low

combustion of the sulphur, with the emission of sulphurous acid, forms a greal objection to

ius to respiration. Matches have consequently been introduced into com-
merce which havi dipped into fu i I > arine, in tead of buI] hur ; these, however, freqi

1.. tire.

According to Ore, the following i rers well:

Phosphorus I part-.

Nitre 10 -

glue S ''

Red ochre, or red had 6

Smalt 'J
'

Convert the glue, with a little water, '", a gentle heat, inl
'

il into a slightly warm
io liquify ; run the phosphorus down through this gelatine at a temperature of a

or 150° I'., add the nitre, then the red powder, and lastly the smalt, till the whole forms a uni-

form paste. To make writing paper mntches, which burn with a bright llame, and < ] 1 1

.

I
• abb-

moi ten each side of the paper with tin. •tore of benzoin, dry it, cut it into lips, and mi ai i

(heir end- with a little of the above paste bj mean- of a hair pencil. Ou rubbing the -aid end after

ice, i lie paper will take fire without the intervt ntion "i sulphur, .

T; i inn lucifer wood mate) ulphur, mail in > Bat-bottomed tin pan a much
wax as will 'and one tenth of an inch deep ; take a bundle of w len ma tele

rub their end- again t a red hoi iron plate till the rood b rrcd ; dip them now in the

I wax for a moment, shake them well on m out, and finall) dip tin m in tlio

When dry, they will kindle readilj by friction,

the i.ipid manufacture of tie-

Mr. Reuben Partrid ;o, in Mao b, 1842. Hi pel

ats, bul th
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blank space between them, otherwise the plate would afford too great resistance to the passage of the

wood. By this construction, the whole area of the block of wood may be compressed laterally into

the countersunk openings, and forced through the holes, which are slightly countersunk to favor the

entrance and separation of the wooden fibres. A convenient size of plate is three inches broad, six

inches long, and one thick. The mode of pressing is by fixing the back of the plate against a firm

resisting block or bearing, having an aperture equal to the area of the perforations in the plate, and
then placing the end of the piece or pieces of wood in the direction of the grain against the face of the

plate within the area of the perforated portion. A plunger or lever, or other suitable mechanical

agent, being then applied to the back or reverse end of the piece of wood, it may be forced through the

perforations in the plate, being first split as it advances by the cutting edges of th holes, and after-

wards compressed and driven through the perforations in the plate, coming out on the opposite side or

back of the plate in the form of a multitude of distinct splints, agreeably to the shapes and dimen-

sions of the perforations.

MATERIALS, properties of used in the mechanic arts. The following tables show, in a condensed

form, the characteristics of materials.

Experiments on the direct Cohesive Powers of various Materials.

Names of Materials.

Cohesive
powers re-

duced to a sq
inch rod.

Experimenters. Quoted from.

WOODS.

Oak
do

do. dry English from

Beech
do

Alder
Chestnut, Spanish

Ash, very dry, from

do
Elm
Acacia
Mahogany
Walnut
Teak
r, i ( fromP°Plar

"J
to

Fir if
rora

do 1*::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Scotch Pine

Norway Pine
Larch
Cedar

METALS.
STEEL.

Cast-steel previously tilted

Cast-steel not tilted

Blistered steel reduced per hammer
Sheer steel reduced per hammer..

IRON WIRE.

Iron wire

do. l-10th inch diameter ....

do

SlAIXEABLE IRON IX BARS.

German bar, mark B R, highest
results

Swedish bar, highest result

German bar, mark L, highest result

Liege bar, highest result

Spanish bar

Oosement bar, highest result

Swedish bar reduced per hammer.

lbs.

17,300

13,950

j 12,000 )

\ 8,000 ]
17,709

11,500

14,186

13,300

j 17,850 )

\ 15,784
j

12,000

13,489

20.5S2

8,000

8,130

15,000

j 6,641 )

\ 4,596
)

j 13,448
I

I
11,000 [
8,506

7,818

7,287

10,224

4,973

134,256

68,110

133,152

127,632

113,077

93,964

85,797

93,069

88,972

85,900

82,839

81,901

76,697

72,064

Muschenbroek.
Rondelet.

Barlow.

Muschenbroek.
Barlow.

Muschenbroek.
Rondelet.

Barlow.

Muschenbroek.
do.

do.

Barlow.

Muschenbroek.
Barlow.

Muschenbroek.

Barlow.

Muschenbroek.
do.

Rondelet.

do.

Muschenbroek.

Rennie.

Brown.
Rennie.

do.

Sickengcn.

Telford.

Buffon.

Muschenbroek
do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Rennie.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat.

L'Art de Batir, iv.

Essay on the Strength of Timber.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat,

Essay on the Strength of Timber.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat.

L'Art de Batir, iv.

Essay on the Strength of Timber.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat.

do.

do.

Essay on the Strength of Timber.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat
Essay on the Strength of Timber.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat.

Essay on the Strength of Timber.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat. i.

do.

LArt de Batir, iv.

do.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat. 1

Phil. Trans, for 1813.

Barlow's Essays, etc.

PhiL Trans, for 1818.

do.

Ann. de Chimic, vol. 25.,

Barlow's Essay, p. 245, 2d ed.

CEuvres de Gauthey, ii. p. 153.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat. i. 426.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Phil. Trans. 1818.
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Nami s of Hal

Coli>

|

powers re-

to a sq
I inch rod.

Common round iron

German bar, marked L
Common Staffordshire bar

Common German bar

Swedish bar

Oosement bar

Welsh bar

Bar of the best quality

A bar of Welsh, one of Swedish,

and one faggoted scrap iron,

each gave a result of

The Swedish iron broke at a flaw.

Liege bar

Staffordshire bar
i Jin nan bar, marked B R
Bar (mean of 33 experiments)

Russian old sable, mark C C X ....

English bar reduced per hammer.
Welsh 1 ar i

', experiments)

Bar of good quality

b t ar (3 experiments)

[BOX.

Bar, specific gravity 7*807

d.>. cast vertically

da cast hi rizontiuly

da Welsh pig

Wire
Wrou| t reduced by the

hammer
Cast, Barbary, Bpec. grav. s-lS2...

da .Lilian," da da 8*726...

do

PLATINUM.

Platinum wire, spec. grav. 20*841

.

da do

fBLI

Silver wire

Silvi . ,11*091

<;oi.i>.

Gold wire

ZINC.

Zinc wire

da ca ;

Tin wire

English block, cast .

Engli

! L65 .

Mill.
I

Wire ,

da
da

Oast lead,

.

lbs.

66,309

69,530

64,580

69,133

68 728

62,079

66,000

60,413

Experimenters. Quoted from.

Telford.

Muschenbroek.
Telford

nbroek.

do.

do.

Telford.

Ruinford.

Telford.

62,369 Muschenbroek.

57,288 Telford

61,361 Muschenbroek.
61,041 Perronnet

Brown.

55.S72? Ronnie.

60,238 Brown.

65,000 Romford
57,503 Browa

Muschenbroek.

Rennie,

do.

Brown.

61,228 Sickingea

83,792 Rennie.

22,570 Muschenbroek.

20,272 do.

Rennie.

Morveau
Sickirj

88,267 da
nbroek

30,888 Siddn
nbroek,

Morveaa

7.129 Mon
'

da
Rennie.

da

'

hi.

1,824

iv, p. 230.

Introd. ad Phil. Hat i. 426
Barlow's Essay, p, 230.

Introd. ad Phi Mat i. 426.

da
do.

Barlow's Essay, p. 230.

Phil Mag. x. p. 51.

Barlow's Essay, p. 229.

Introd. ad Phil. Nat i. 426.

Barlow's Essay, p. .

Introd. ad Phil Nat L 426.

CEuvres de Gauthey, ii. 151.

Barlow's Essay, p. 233.

PhiL Trans, for 1818.

Barlow's Essay, p. -

PhiL Mag. volx. p. 51.

Barlow's Essay, p i

Introd. ad Phil. Nat i. 417.

Phil. Train, for L818.

do.

Barlow's Essay, |>. 235.

Ann. de Chimie, xxv. 9.

Phil Train, for L818.

Introd. ad PhiL Nat i. 117.

da
ThiL Trans, for 1S18.

Ann. de Chimie, xxv. s
.

da p. 9.

da
Introd. ad Phil N.it. IT

lie. xxv. 9.

Introd. ad Phil Nat. i. 117.

Ann. de Chin,:-, l\\i. 19 L

PhiL Mag, vol L p. 422.

[ntrod ad PhiL Wat L 1.07.

Ann. ill- ( !himie, Ixxl 194
[ntrod ad PhU. Nat i. 117.

.I...

PhiL Trans, for 1818.

ad PhiL Nat L 117.

da

Phil. Mug. vol. i. p
: I Phil. Nal

do,

Ann. de Chimio, lwi. 194,

PhiL l 13.

Inn, i I. .id I i



3G2 MATERIALS.

Cohesive
"!

Names of Materials. powers re-

duced to a sq.

inch rod.

Experimenters. Quoted from.

BISMUTH. lbs.

Bismuth cast, spec. grav. 9-810.... 3,250 Muschenbroek. Introd. ad Phil. Nat. L 452.

3,008 do. do.

ANTIMONY.

Antimony cast, spec. grav. 4-500... 1,006 do. do.

ALLOYS.
Copper 10 tin 1, sp. gr. 8351 ... 82,093 Muschenbroek. Introd. ad Phil. Nat.

do. 8 do. 1, do. 8-392 36,088 do. do.

do. 6 do. 1, do. 8-707 41,071 do. do.

do. 4 do. 1, do. 8-723 ... 35,739 do. do.

do. 2 do 1 1,017

36,368

17,968

6,904

7,922

do.

Rennie.

do.

do.

Phil. Trans, for 1818.

do.Brass fine yellow
Tin, English 10 lead 1 Muschenbroek. do.

do. do.

do. 6 do. 1 7,997

10,607

7,470

7,074

do. do.

do. do.

do. 2 do. 1 do. do.

do. 1 do. 1 do. do.

sp. gr.

Tin, Banca, 10 Antimony 1, 7'359 11,181 do. do.

do. 8 do. 1, 7-276 9,881 do. do.

do. 6 do. 1, 7-228 12,632 do. do.

do. 4 do. 1, 7-192 13,480 do. do.

do. 2 do. 1, 7-105 12,029 do. do.

do. 1 do. 1, 7060 3,184 do. do.

do. 10 bismuth 1, 7576 12,688 do. do.

do. 4 do. 1, 7-613 16,692 do. do.

do. 2 do. 1, 8 076 14,017 do. do.

do. 1 do. 1, 8146 12,020 do. do.

do. 1 do. 2, 8580 10,013 do. do.

do. 1 do. 4, 9009 7,875 do. do.

do. 10 zinc, Ind'n, 1, 7-288 12,914 do. do.

do. 2 do. 1, 7 000 15,025 do. do.

do. 1 do. 1, 7-321 15,844 do. do.

do. 1 do. 2, 7-100 16,023 do. do.

do. 1 do. 10, 7-130 5,671 do. do.

Tin, English, 8 do. Goslar, 1, 10,607 do. do.

do. 4 do. 1, 10,258 do. do.

do. 2 do. 1, 10,964 do. do.

do. 1 do. . 1, 9,024 do. do.

do. 1 antimony 1, 7'000 1,450 do. do.

do. 3 do. 2, 3,184 do. do.

do. 4 do. 1, 11,343 do. do.

Lead, Scotch, 1 bismuth 1,10-931 7,319 do. do.

do. 2 do. 1,11-090 5,840 do. do.

do. 10 do. 1,10-827 2,826 do. do.

Experiments on the Resistance of different Metals to Pressure.

Size of prism.

Name of Metal.
Crushing
weight.

Remarks.
Size of base. Height.

inch. inch.

l-4th 1-lth.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

Cast copper.

Brass.

Wrought copper.

Cast tin.

Cast lead.

lbs.

7,318

10,304

6,440

966

483

Crumbled by pressure,

j Fine yellow brass reduced one-tenth by 3213

| lbs., and one-half with 10,304 lbs.

. ( Reduced one-sixteenth with 3427 lbs., onc-

"1 eighth with 6440 lbs.

] Reduced one-sixteenth with 552 lbs., one-thud

\ with 960 lbs.

Reduced one-half with 483 lbs.



MATERIALS. 3G3

tents on tlie Resistance of Cast-iron to Pressure.

Size of prism.
Specific

gravity.

Crushing
W< Ight

Mean from
Remarks.each set.

Size ol Height

inch. inch. lbs. Ibe.

1-Sth.

do.

l-8th.

do.

7033
do.

1,454

1,416
j

- ..440
\

specimens were from one
block

do. do. do. 1,449

do.

do.

2-8ths.

do.

6917
do.

1,922

2,310
2,116 Iron from a block.

do. 3-8tha do.
'

do. 4-8tha do. .

do.

do.

do.

5-8ths.

6-8tha

7-8tha

do.

do.

do.

1,407

1,743

1,594

- 1,758
-j

These specimens were from the

same block.

do. 8-8ths. do. 1,439
•

1-lth. 1 Itl,. do. 10,561

do. do. do.

do. da do. '.','.'17

- 9,773 |

These specimens were from the

do. do. da 9,020 same block as the above.

do. do. 7013 12,665

do. da do. 10,720

da da do. 10,005
-10,114

-j

These specimens were from hori-

do. do. da 8,699 zontal castings.

da do. 7074 12,665

do. do. do. 10,950

do. do. do. 11,088 '1 hi se specimens were vortical

do. do. do. 9,8 1 1

[

11
'
1°°1 castings.

do. do. do. 11,096

do.

da
l-2d
do. 1

7113
|

9,455
'.',:. 7 1

I 9,414 Horizontal ca

do.

do.

da
do.

1 7074

j

9,938

10,027
I 9,982 al casting.

do. 8-8ths. 7113 9,006
]

do. 5-8ths. da 8,845

do.

do.

6-8 ths.

7-Stli-.

da
do.

8,362 -

6,430

Horizontal castings.

da 8-Sths. da 6,821

9,328 1do. 3-8ths. 7074
do. 6-8tha da 8,385

da 6-Sths. do. 7 896 Vertical castings.

da 7 Btha da 7,018

da 8-8tha da 6,430

The Exper mental i. \ \ a Transverse B

KunN <<f Wood.
I

. Inglisb, \ oung tree

l ship timber

Do. medium quality

medium quality

Alder ."

lore

( 'he tnut tree

A-li, from yo
It", medium quality
A 1. ...

Elm, common

Acacia, green
uiv, Spanish, sen

[Da ii
. ooi 'I

748

•Ml

5 1

1

•

30

Broadth
in

Inches.

B'5

Inn
,

Deflec-

tion :it Break- Value ol

ih>- time ing constant Aulh
ol frac- w.i 111 strength.

ture. III ll>".

L-87 482 Tredgold
1-5 26 l L980 da

! 1 a da
284

2 1

9

1711 .1...

2481 - foa
•J 7 1 2081 Ebb
2 1 2 do.

243 l- '1 da
2] 1 da
180 da
824 Ti

I
i I

2 1

1 i i" da
[866

1911



364 MATERIALS.

Exhibiting the Experimental Strength of various Species of Timber, etc.—Continued.

Kinds of Wood.

Walnut, green
Poplar, Lombardy
Do. Abele
Teak
Willow
Birch

Cedar of Libanus, dry
Riga fir

Me.mel fir

Norway fir from Longsound .

.

Mar forest fir ,

Scotch fir, English growth
'Do. do
Christiana white deal

American white spruce

Spruce fir, British growth
American pine

Larch, choice specimen
Do. medium quality

Do. very young wood
English oak
Canadian do
Dantzic do
Adriatic do

Ash
Beech
Pitch pine

Red pine

New England pine

Specific

Gravity.

•925

•375

•511

•744

•405

•720

•586

•480

•553

•639

•715

•529

•460

512
•465

•555

•460

•640

•622

•396

•934

•872

•756

•993

•760

•696

•660

•657

•553

Length in

feet.

2o
25
7

25
2-5

25
2-5

7

25
2-5

o

2

2-5

20
2-5

2-5

2-5

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

Breadth
Depth in

inches.

Deflec-

tion at

the time
of frac-

ture.

1-5

4-00

3

2-75

13
1-15

1-125

55
1-75

•937

1-362

1-125

3-0

1-78

8-1

60
4-86

5-73

8-92

5-73

6-00

5-83

4-66

weight
in lbs.

195
131

228
820
146

207
165
212
218

396
360
233
157

343
285
186
329

253
223
129

637
673
560
526

772
593
622
511

420

Value of
constant Authorities.
strength.

1461 Ebbels.

981 do.

1710 Tredgold.

2151 Barlow.
1095 Tredgold.

1551 Ebbels.

1236 Tredgold
1590 do.

1635 do.

2376 do.

945 Barlow.

1746 Tredgold.

1176 Ebbels.

2058 Tredgold
1710 do.

1395 Ebbels.

1974 TreoVold.

1896 do.

1671 do.

966 do.

1672 Barlow.
1766 do.

1457 do.

1383 do.

2026 do.

1556 do.

1632 do.

1341 do.

1102 do.

Of Experiments on the Stiffness of different Woods.

Kinds of Wood.

Ash, young tree, white colored

Do. old tree, red colored

Do. medium quality

Ash
Beech
i'eak

Elm
j

Cedar of Libanus
Maple, common
Abele
Willow
I Imi e chestnut

Lime tree

Walnut, green

Chestnut, Spanish
Acacia

Plane, dry
Alder, do
Birch, do
Wych elm, green
Lombardy poplar, dry

Mahogany, Honduras
Do. Spanish
Sycamore
Pear, green
Cherry, do
[Beech, dry

Specific

Gravity.

811

753
690
60
88

744
540
514
486
625
511

405
483
483
920
895
820
018

555

720
763
374
560
853
590
792
690
696

Length in Breadth Depth in Deflec-

feet. in

inches.

inches. tion.

2'5 1 1 0-5

2-5 1 1 0-5

25 1 1 0-5

7 2 2 1-27

7 2 2 1-025

7 2 2 1-276

2-5 2 2 1-42

25 0-5

25 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 0-5

25 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 05
2-5 0-5

2-5 05
2-5 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 05
2-5 05
2-5 0-5

2-5 0-5

2-5 05
25 1 1 0-5

Weight
which
produ-
ced de-
flection.

Value of a

from a-
40 biP S

hW

141

113
78-5

225

150

300
125
99-5

36

65

84
41

79
84

62
68-5

125

995
80-5

90-5

92
56-5

118

93

76
59-5

92-5

975

•009

•0113

•0163

•0105

•01277

•0076

•0212

•0128

•0355

•0197

•0152

•031

•0162

•0152

•020

•0187

•0102

•0128

•0159

0141
•014

•0224

•0109

•0137

•0108

•0215

•0138

•0131

Tredgold.

do.

Ebbels.

Barlow.

do.

do.

do.

Ebbels.

Tredgold.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Ebbels.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Tredgold.

do.

Ebbels.

do.

do.

d0
- J
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Of Experiments on the StiJ'ncss of Fir.

Kinds of Fir.
Length in

I!r,
'

:

J'

llh
r*

,
thin

Gravity. feet ;, ir i„,.
inches.

Fir, Riga, yellow medium,
way

I >0 Rig i.

J
.Mow

|

.Do. Mcmel medium

1American pine

spruce, Christiana ..

ibec

Pitch pine

i England
Riga fir

Mar forest, Scotland

Larch, Blair, Scotland, dry

1

1

>ned medium

1

1

'ii,r wood
Scots fir

Spruce, British

Fur, (bois-disbrin)

do.

.G39S

j
-480

(
-464

•544

•460

401
5 1

2

468
•712

•560

•765

•715

•622

•644

5."> 1

•396

•529

•555

1-8 •i

2 1

1

2-5 1

25 1

2-5 1

2 1

3 1

•_>
1

2 1

7 • i

7 2

7
o

7 2

1

25 1

25 1

25 1

25 1

2-5 1

21-3 10-48

1065 10-58

1

1

1

1

1

1

1048
1048

. lueofo
irom

P \V

41) /,d i
flection in

it.-.

Autlioritit'9.

0-5

0-5

0-5

05
0-5

0-5

•970

912
1-560

0-5

05
0-5

0-5

0-5

0-5

0-2245

103
•-'U

123

116 0110
143 •0089

145

0112
261

180 •0130

•0166

J 50 •0121

150 •01131

125

93 •0181

101

112 •clll

45 •0284

89 •01 i:.7

93 , i] 24

4389 •0115

4122

Tredgold.

D i

Do.

JDc,
Do.

Da
Barlow.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Da
Ebbela
Tredgold.

Do.

Ebbela.

Girard.

Da

'stance of various SI a Crushing Force.

Names of Mi I

1

Crashing
weight.

1. Elm, cube of 1 inch

2. American pine, do
',. Whir., deaf, do

lish '.ak, do
>. Portland stone, 2 inches long

tuary marble, 1 inch

1. Cra i ith, do
8. Chalk, cube of 1] inch

9. Brick, pale red, do
10. Roi I rehire, do
1 1. Red brick, do.

12 Do. Hammersmith pavior's do
.nit do

!
'

I re brick, da
1 5. I > rby grit, da
1 6. Da another specimen, do
17. Killaly v.

I
..-, do

is. Portland do
jleith white freestone, da

ig v. iili ih" Btrata, da .

21. Do. i ta,do
j-.'. White statuary marble, do

mley Fall sandstone, do
2 i. I >'. again t sti ita, •! •

ranite, do
I lundei andstone, da

27. PortInn I, a two inch cube .....

igleith, with the strata, 1
i inch cube

. • I

'
;

I
i

•

•';". t lompaci limestone ,

!

I i l
: \ en bar I

ilian marble
. G n M- rdei n Bl . I ii I

2816

2423
2428
2452

2662

lbs.

1284

1606

1127

1265

L449

1811

2254
8248

1010

10264

12346

1 iv is
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Of Experiments on the Stiffness of Oak:

Kind; i

i;ra\ itv.

Length in

feet.

Old ship timber
Oak from young tree. King's

Langley, Herts
Oak from Beaulieu, Ham* ....

Da, another specimen
Oak from old tree

Oak, Riga
glish

inada

Da Dantzic

Do. Adriatic

en

Do. Dantzic seasoned

Do. do.

Do. ?reen

Do. do
Do
Do. |

1

Oak"
Do

-

"736

625
•

861
•:s:

9 1

8

2*5

2-5

2 a

128

- -

1606

1

1

319

5-3

1

I

1

1

Depth in

inches.

Deflec-

tion in

inches.

1

5-3

5-3

11-73

1

1

0-5

05
0-5

05
0o
05
1-275

107
1-26

1 oo

05

106

2-7

3

Weight ,.
,

producing Values of

lhech>
i

a ,rom

flection in
*<*>>& i

/3\V

127

-

-

7<

Go

103

2

270
225
20S

96
1 18

•

7587

4140

149

167

•00998

0164
0197

•0119

•009

37
•

•005

0095
•0013

•0117

Authorities.

Tredgold.

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Barlow.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Ebbels.

Aubry .

Buffon.

Do.

Girard.

Do.
.

Do:

cd Oak Beams to Forcespressing in the direction of tlteir It

Kind ol

- a
a

C _=

z— —
: -

e a
•5 -

- C
_ ~

o -

II

Oak seas

D .

v

Da

Da

Do.

Da

Da

Do

2.125

4-25

7;

2-125

4-: 5

.1-25

2126

2-126

2-126

LS

18

3 IS

2126-

2126-

126

518

J-18

18

4-25

4-25 -;

787

03937
1181

3

781

1574
1574
1574

1574
1574
2361
1574

787

1574
1574

-

1574
-

781

61

1574
781

3

•03937

781

781

781

J

1574

- •0006

•00033

.119 •00032

71 2

,298 1

298 1

-

•

298 J

.

•00015
- •000 IS

750 )

750
J

1

599 3

,168 5

317

.647

819
.121 1

.713

_

142 -

3 _

B8 •001 IS

691
)

J I :

21

•0006
"

3

•0003 i

4

6

IS

S
"21

24

2

5

9

17

7

19

4

6

11

8

-

28

30

19

19

15-631

21-296

19-993

21-060

11-844

12-225

13565
12-458

7-244
-

-

7 878

43-639

- !

28 -.

28 81

2

66112
105-82

94-476

88

1 751
-

3

"
. •

54062

SLar::.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Da

Da

Do.



MECHANICAL POWERS. 3G7

On the Elasticity Mr.1

I

i oak
Beech

JAlder •

reen

A-li

Elm
Acacia

my, Spanish !

= a.

ras :

Teak
i !e lar, Lebanon
Riga fir

Memel fir

N irway Bpruce

:

Larch

MEAN. A mi between two extremes; thus we say, arithmetical mean is half

any two quantities: as —;—- = arithmetical mean between a an<l h.

metrical mean is the square root of the product of any two N

'

metrical mean between a and b.

MEASURE. Measure denotes any certain quantity with which other I

compared.— Si e Wi igb -

MECHANICAL POWERS. I'uwer is a compound of weight, multiplied by .

bo increased by mechanical means.

weight is the resistance to be overcome, the power
When thi . .no motion can take place.

Thi Lkvsb, Inclined Plane, and Pollkt.

eel and axle is a

an I the screw i- a i inclined pi

Lkvi.u.— ]\'/,>.i< i)ofthele\

Rule.— Uivide- the weight to 1"' raised by the power, and the quotient is the differ

or the distance from the fulcrum at which the power supports the weight.

multiply the weight by its distance from the fulcrum, and the power bj m the

point, and the weight and power will be to each other as their

I of 1 COO lbs. is to be raised by a ired the lei

[ arm of the lever, the shortest being 1 foot

0X1

"X 1=16
• 20= 1600.

of 2460 lbs. i- to b i raisi 1 with a

of the 1

r 1 '•' -

_'ht.

will

. hem,' 10 :

K1S = 50 lbs- An*.
L20

and
i

W/u n the i

and fulcrum, is t.> thi

fulcra

6 + 2 = I

;

Th.- Qxxi i.u. Rule, thi r» I

:

multiplied !

b from the t il i urn.
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Let P be called the power, W the weight, p the distance of P from the fulcrum, and w the distance
of W from the fulcrum ; then

P : W : : w :p, or PX/= WXw;
and

w*w
=Vm Fxp=w

p w
WXw PXP

If several weights or powers act upon one or both ends of the lever, the condition of equilibrium ia

PXjo+ P'X;/ + P"Xjo", <tc.,=WXw+ W'Xw', <tc.

In a system of levers, either of similar, compound, or mixed kinds, the condition is

?XpXp'Xp"_^
wXw'Xw"

Let P= l lb., p and// each 10 feet,/" 1 foot; and if w and w' be each 1 foot, and w" 1 inch, then

1X120X120X12 1*72800—

—

-~ =—

—

=1200; that is, 1 lb. will balance 1200 lbs. with levers of the lengths
12X12X1 144

above given.

Note.—The weights of the levers in the above formula? are not considered, the centre of gravity being
assumed to be over the fulcrums.

If the arms of the lever be equally bent or curved, the distances from the fulcrum must be measured
upon perpendiculars, drawn from the lines of direction of the weight and power, to a line running hori-

zontally through the fulcrum ; and if unequally curved, measure the distances from the fulcrum upon a
line running horizontally through it till it meets perpendiculars falling from the ends of the lever.

Wheel and Axle.—The power multiplied by the radius of the wheel is equal to the weight multi-

plied by the radius of the axle.

As the radius of the wheel is to the radius of the axle, so is the effect to the power.
When a series of wheels and axles act upon each other, either by belts or teeth, the weight or velocity

will be to the power or unity as the product of the radii, or circumferences of the wheels, to the product
of the radii, or circumferences of the axles.

Example.—If the radii of a series of wheels are 9, 6, 9, 10, and 12, and their pinions have each a
radius of 6 inches, and the weight applied be 10 lbs., what weight will it raise?

10X9X6X9X10X12 .= 75 lbs. weight.
6X6X6X6X6 °

Or, if the 1st wheel make 10 revolutions, the last will ma!-:e 75 in the same time.

To find the power of cranes, &c.

Rule.—Divide the product of the driven teeth by the product of the drivers, and the quotient is the

relative velocity, which, multiplied by the length of the winch and the force in lbs. and divided by the

radius of the barrel, will give the weight that can be raised.

Example.—A force of 18 lbs. is applied to the winch of a crane, the length being 8 inches ; the pinion

having 6, the wheel 72 teeth, and the barrel 6 inches diameter.

: 12X8X18= 1728 -^-3= 576 lbs. weight.
7i

Let w represent length of winch,

r
" radius of barrel,

P " force applied,

v " velocity,

W " weight raised.

^=W.
r

W r= v in.

^r=p.
V w

Example.—A weight of 9-1 tons is to be raised 360 feet in 15 minutes, by a force the velocity <f

which is 220 feet per minute ; what is the power required?

= 24 feet per minute.
15

24X94= 10-2542 tons.
220

In a wheel and axle, where the axle has two diameters, the condition of equilibrium is

W: P::R: $(r— r');

or, PxR=WXiC*— *');

that is, the weight is to the power as the lever by which the power works, is to half the difference of

the radii of the axle

;

R representing radius of wheel,

r " radius of large axle,

r'
" radius of less axle.

Inclined Plane.—Rule.—As the length of the plane is to its height, so is the weight to the power.
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Example.—Required the power necessary to raise 1000 lbs. up an inclined plane G feet long and 4

feet high.

As 6 : 1 : : 1000 : GGGGG Ant.

Let W - reight,

U " height of
[

'

I
" length of plane,

P " power,
" base of plane,

p' " pressure on plane.

h

wxfi

/ lite length of the lave, height, or length of Hie plane, when any two of them arc given.

Rule.—For the length of the Jose, subtract the square of the height from the square of the length oi

the plane, and the square root of the remainder will be tin' length of the I

the length o [uares of the two other dimensions together, and the squai.

of their sum will be the length required.

for subtract th rom the square of the length of the plane, and the

square root of the remainder is the height required.

Example.—The height of an inclined plane is 20 feet, and its length 100 ; wh Lse, and the

pressure of 1000 lbs. upon the plane ?

\/iiu-— luO2= 9G00= 979S the base.

1000X97'98
100 : 20 : : 1000 : 200 lbs. necessary power to raise the 1000 lbs., and — = 9793 theJ ? >

l0Q
• upon the plane.

If two bod tes sustain each other by tlic aid of a cord over a pulley, t!

.ctly as the lengths of i

Example.—If a body of 50 lbs, weight, upon an inclined plane of In |V,
•

>. be sustained by
another weight on an opp site plane of 10 feet rise to 90 of an inclination, what is the weight of the

1

: -15, the ;:•

117 • f the angle

ares upon them are reciprocally as tl.

planes to tl \ iz.

:

The weight, i i' sine of the angle betwei a the planes.

The pressure upon cue plane, i -j Sine of the ai

The pressure upon the other plane,
) ( sine of the angle of the other plane.

Thus, if the angle between the plane's was 90°, of on . and the other '60°—since the

natural sines of 90°, 60°, and 30° are l,*866, and '500—if the body weighed 100 lbs, the] upon

the plan- of 30 ' would be SGG lbs., and upon the plane of G0°, 50 lbs., = ti ity being in

'itre of the I

Wh not act par licular b> the direction of the

end of ill,' 1, ise lin -. at th !> ;<!; of the p' in and the intersection of this line

on the length will d the length an I height of the plane.

Note.— Whi n the' line' of direction of the p iwer i- parallel to the pi
i least.

• which aba 1 plain', when "-. r on the plane by the

in i
time, as the hi ight is to the li a th i

plane; an i I une, the tines will be inversely in this proportion.

—If a body be place I upon an inclined
|

what space

will it roll d iwn i gravity alone I

If o locity, thi i

will be from the poinl of projection in a given time u ill be tX>-\- x 16 OBt*; hut if the l

:i will be tXV — X 1
''

f I

ht of the plane dh ided by il

l. /. rej of tie- plai the time in second ,
s

|

will move thro le of inclination I sia t =: ).

»= . ,or . or——r. " r

I ' i

•;),! 64-8 h
, /i= , or

\ OL, II.— li 1
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2 s I v , I s
1 =—

>

or
o».i g ,. '

or >/ , g .noi. »
or

o«.i a -:r-;» or >/;
10-08 /t 32-lOsin.i

v 16-08 sin. i

32-16 f' 10-08 *
2 ' 6-1-3 s

The accelerating force on the plane is to the accelerating force of gravity as v" is to 643 X«.
If sin. i = ^, it shows that the length of the plane is twice its height, or $ = 30°.

If the proportion which the length of the plane bears to the height be given, substitute these pro

portions for the length and height in the above rules, and the conclusions will be equally true.

Wedge.— When two bodies are forced from one another, in a direction parallel to the back of the wedge.

Rule.—As the length of the wedge is to half its back, so is the resistance to the force.

Example.—The length of the back of a double wedge is 6 inches, and the length of it through the

middle 10 inches ; what is the power necessary to separate a substance having a resistance of 150 lb3. ?

As 10 : 3 : : 150 : 45 lbs., Ans.

When only one of the bodies is movable.

Rule.—As the length of the wedge is to its back, so is the resistance to the power.

Example.—What power, applied to the back of a wedge, will raise a weight of 15,000 lbs., the wedge
being inches deep, and 100 long on its base ?

As 100 : :.: 15000 : 900 lbs.* Ans.

Note.—As the power of the wedge in practice depends upon the split or rift in the wood to be cleft,

or in the body to be raised, the above rules are only theoretical where a rift exists.

Screw.—As the screw is an inclined plane wound round a cylinder, the length of the plane is found

by adding the square of the circumference of the screw to the square of the distance between the

threads, and taking the square root of the sum, and the height is the distance between the consecutive

threads.

Rule.—As the length of the inclined plane is to the pitch or height of it, so is the weight to the

power.

When a wheel or capstan is applied to turn the screw, the length of the lever is the radius of tho

circle described by the handle of the wheel or capstan bar.

Let P represent power,

R " length of lever,

W " weight,

I " length of the inclined plane,

p " pitch of screw or height of plane,

x " effect of power at circumference of screw,

r " radius of screw.

Then, by the above rules,

P : W
r : R
P : x
R : r

Example.—What is the power requisite to raise a weight of 8000 lbs. by a screw of 12 inches circuru

ference and 1 inch pitch ?

12 2 +1 2= 145, and ^145= 12-04159.

Then, 12-0416 : 1 : : 8000 : 664-36 lbs., Ans.

And if a lever of 30 inches length was added to the screw,

12 -~ 3-1416= 3-819 -f- 2+ 30= 31-9095, length of lever.

Then, as 31-9095X2X3-1416 : 120410 : : 00436 : 399 lbs., Ans.

Or, let C represent the circumference described by the power, and we have

P : W : : p : C,

C : p : : W : P,

PXC =WXjt>;
When a hollow screw revolves upon one of less diameter and pitch, (or the differential screw,) the

effect is the same as that of a single screw, in which the distance between the threads is equal to the

difference of the distances between the threads of the two screws.

If one screw has 20 threads in an inch pitch, and the other 21, the power is to the weight as the

difference between t,'„ and 77
1

r > or 4^0 = 1 to 420.

In a complex machine, composed of the screw, and wheel, and axle, the relation between the weight

and power is thus

:

Let x represent the effect of the power on the wheel,

It, " the radius of the wheel,

p " the pitch of the screw,

r " the radius of the axle,

C " the circumference described by the power.

* This is exclusive of friction, which in this machine is very great.

As I P : W • P,

I W: V : I5
,

VV / : P : P.

P I : P : VV,

V I,

P 2\

r R,

X P.
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Then, by the properties of the -crew,

PXC=xXp;
and of the wheel and axle,

«XR=VXr.
Hence wc hare

1'XCX x X R= z XjJ X W X r.

Omitting the common multiplier, r,

PXCxR=WxpXr;
or P:¥::pXr: CXR,
andjpXr : GxK : : P: W.

—What weight can be raised with a power of 10 lbs. applied to a crank 02 inches long,

3s screw of 3j inches diameter an 1 one inch pitch, applied to a wheel and axle of 20
and 5 inches in diameter respectively :

Circumference of 64= 201.

1 : 201 : : 10 : 2010.

Radii of wheel and axle, 10 and 2 5.

: 10 : : 2010 : 8040 11.-., Ant.
or 2-5X1 : 201 X 10 : : 10 : 8040.

I when a series of wheels and axles act upon each other, the weight will be to the power as the
continued product of the radii of the wheels to the continued product of the radii of the axles; .

thus, W : P : : R3
: r3

;

or, r
3

: R 3
: : P : W,

there being three wheels and axis of the same proportion to each other.

— It' an endless screw, with a pitch of half an inch, and a handle of 20 inches radius, be
! with a power of 150 lb > a toothed wheel, the pinion of which turns another wheel,

and the pinion on the second wheel turns a third wheel, to the pinion or barrel of which is hung a
weight, it is required to know whal in be sustained in that position, the diameter of the v.

. S, an 1 the pinion- 2 inc

pXr> : CXR3
: : P : W;

or -5 XI 3
: 1256X9* : : 150;

which, when exfa nded, -

5
: 91562-4 : : 150 : 27468720 lbs., A

Note.—The diameter of a screw is not a necessary element in determining the weight it will support,
when the point at which the power is applied is given.

I
.— Whi it only one cord or rope is

Rule.—Divide the weight to be raised by the number of parts of the rope engaged in supporting the

lower or movable block.

Example.—What power is required to raise COO lb-., when the lower block contain- six -heaves and
the end of the rope is fastened to the upper block, and what power when fastened to the lower block?

600 = 50 lbs., 1st Ant.
6X2

— =46-15 lb-, 2d Ant.
6X2-J-1

or W= nXP,
fying the number of pari • of the rope which Bustain the lower block.

1 1 71 1 i

In a where there are two ropes, two movable pulleys, and one lix.'d and one sta-

tionary pulley, with tie- end- of one rope fastened to the Bupporl and uppi t movable pulley, and the
.lids of the other fastened to il." lower block and the powei the weigh! is to the power as 6 to I.

I in one where th upport and the power, and the ei

tit*- other to the lower and npper block-, the to 1.

In a .-•/. tern of j
' W: —XT,

n expressing the number of ropea

tnple.—What weight •• of i movable pulleys and i i

1 X2X2X2X2= hi lb -., Ant.

117, to attach th>- <>i<!.i of the rope to the mm i

\\' =
Example. \\\ tain with 4 movable and 4 fix.

5X8>
117/'// the endi of the rope, or thefix dp iffht,

W XP,
and V>

Id

1X2 16 i - i:. Iba,

! lb-*.
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MECHANICAL POWER OF STEAM. Under the head of Crank, in the first volume of this Dic-

tionary, reference is made to this article for an elucidation of the theory of its movement, as also for

an explanation of the mechanical laws of steam. These last should be sought under their proper head
" Steam," while the theory of the crank will be explained in this place, as reference has been made to

it under this head.

If we consider the rotatory engine with revolving piston apart from the practical objections against

its application, it is a perfect engine, and is capable of giving out all the effect of the steam. An im-

pression has, however, widely prevailed that this is not the case with the common reciprocating engine

with its connecting-rod and crank. Several scientific writers on the steam-engine have pointed out the

error of this conviction, so that all the better-informed class of engineers are well aware that the crank,

like all other pieces of machinery, fully transmits the power which is communicated to it. There are

others, however, who cannot understand this : they cannot set out from the great fundamental principle

of virtual velocities, and satisfy themselves with asserting the truth as a simple and inevitable deduc-

tion from it. They are continually asking the question, " How is it that, in the common crank, we are

able to show that, at two given points in its revolution, the position is such that an infinite power would
produce no effect at all; that there are only two positions in which the force and effect are equal; and
that, at every other position, the effective pressure given out by the connecting-rod to the crank is less

than the original pressure of the steam on the piston—the remainder of the pressure of the steam pro-

ducing only a useless pressure on the cranks—how then can the crank be conceived to transmit the

whole mechanical effect of the steam ?" In the present remarks we intend to give an answer to this

question. We intend to examine, at considerable length, the action of the crank, and to show that the

great fact upon which the whole science of mechanics has rested ever since the time of Galileo, still

obtains in all its generality in this particular case. For the purpose of clearly elucidating the subject

we intend to consider it at first in a very simple and practical manner, and then to examine it in a more
theoretical point of view.

Before proceeding further it is necessary to have a clear conception of the meaning of the term
" power." It is obvious that it must be different from the term " force" or " pressure ;" for,' if its mean-
ing were the same, it would be absurd to say that the crank always transmits the whole " power," since

in some position^ it does not transmit any of the pressure of the steam at all. The term " power," as

generally used by writers on the steam-engine, means the mechanical power of the steam, or its me-
chanical effect. In estimating the mechanical effect we have to consider two things : 1st, the load or

force raised, and 2d, the distance through which it is raised; and the mechanical effects are considered

to be equal when the product of these two are equal. For example, suppose two different machines
constructed in such a manner that in the one 1 lb. of steam is made to raise 10 tons through 8 feet, and
that in the other 1 lb. of steam is made to raise 15 tons through feet; we say that the mechanical

effect of the steam is the same in these two machines, because 10X8=15 X0. This principle may be

expressed in the form of a rule :
—

" Mechanical effects are equal when the weights raised are inversely

proportional to the distances through which they are raised." This law is useful for comparing the

mechanical effects of different machines ; our purpose, at present, however, is to compare the mechani-
cal effects of different parts of the same machine. It will not be difficult so to modify this law as to

suit our purposes. When it is different machines that we are comparing, the time for developing the

mechanical effects may be different, but in the same machine the time must necessarily be the same.

From this equality of time we infer that the spaces through which the load is moved are directly pro-

portional to the uniform velocity with which they are described. Hence the law may be expressed as

follows: "The mechanical effects of the different parts of the same machine are equal when the

weights or pressures raised are inversely proportional to the velocities with which they are raised."

The product of a weight or pressure into its velocity is Called the " momentum of the weight or pres-

sure." After this definition, our rule may be expressed as follows :
" Mechanical effects of the differ-

ent parts of the same machine are equal when the momenta are equal." Adopting the principle that

the momentum measures the mechanical effect, or, as it is usually called, the power, it is a recognized

principle, proved by all writers on mechanics, that however complicated machinery maybe, still, making
allowance for the resistances arising from friction, the mechanical effect remains the same. Our inten-

tion at present is only to show that it obtains in the particular case 2304.

of the crank. The crank-pin moves through a greater space than
the piston

; and when the piston is moving very slowly the crank-

pin is moving very quickly, so that the ultimate effect is the same
at every moment. By multiplying the pressure into the velocity,

it will be found that the same quantity of steam produces the

same amount of power at every part of the stroke.

Suppose the velocity sf the piston to be uniform, then the mo-
tion of the extremity of the connecting-rod will be uniform also.

The extremity of the crank always moves irregularly, but as it

moves over a greater space than the extremity of the connecting-

rod, its mean velocity must be greater. The proportion is obviously

as follows

:

Velocity of piston : mean velocity of extremity of crank : : twice

the length of stroke : circumference which the extremity of the

crank describes.

Let / denote the length of stroke, and ir the ratio of the circum-
ference of a circle to its diameter ; then we have the proportion,

Velocity of piston : mean velocity of extremity of crank : : 2

I : 7r I : : 2 : t, and, therefore, mean velocity of extremity of crank
= tX velocity of piston -j- 2. Since the mean velocity of the
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:rank is greater than that of the piston, then, according to our law, in order to produce the same mechan-
ical effect, the mean effective pressure must be less, and that in the same proportion. We may approxi-
mate tn the mean effective pressure by calculating it for a great man] u'ons, and taking

rerage. Thus let Fig. 2804 repn sent the circle which the extremity of the crank describes, Di-

| tal par;-. Suppose the connecting-rod to remain always in a parallel direction, and
.;» it to be 100. The effective pressure at any point P will be luu bin. POE.

. bis we have the following table

:

Points in the Figure. Pressure in the Direction of Revolution.

At and at 20 100 X sin. 0° = 000
1 19 100 X sin. 18° = 30-90

18 100 X sin. 36° = .

8 17

4 IG 100 X sin. 72° = 95-11

5 15 100 X sin. 90° = 100-00

14 100 X sin. lus 3 = 95-11

7 13 100 X sin. 1-J0
D = 80-90

8 12 100 X sin. \14° = :

9 11 100 X sin. lo2 D = 30-90

10 10 X sin. 160° = 0-0O

Mean pressure 6..1

1

From this we learn that the mean effective
|

ure at piston in the proportion of

about I his i- very nearly the same proportion as 2 to n
; for 110-f- ,;:; = l"8 nearly, and

- — 2 = 17. Hence we have the proportion, pressure at pi-ten : mean effective pressure at extremity

of crank :: l ity of extremity of crank : velocity of piston. This shows, according to our law,

that t!i .1 effect of the pressure at the pi-tun is wholly transmitted to the crank.

We have Jy that the t is the Bame ultimately, but that it i

momentarily; that is to say, that the product of the effective force at any point, and the velocity at

that point, i- constantly equal to tl E the pressure at the piston, and it- v< locity at tl.

responding position. It is more difficult to illustrate this in the same manner, on account of the diffi-

culty of calculating tl . of the crank and piston. It is very easy to -h,,-

that at what is called the " position of the centres" no 1" r can really take place. Tin

pens tor this very plain reason, that there is no power exerted at that time. It ought to be remem-
bered that at that time the communication which supplies the steam from the it off. The

"ii one Bide havii work, only waits to be released from its chamber, and escapes at the

openii duction valve, and at the same instant is in the act of being permitted to enter on the

opposite side for reversing the motion. Hence at th< all applies Land
arrangements are making for reversing the motion; besides which, when the engine is on the centre,

the piston has not any motion.

With regard to the rei al which it i- -aid
p tyim-

i to the crank is always an exact equivalent for the force which is apparently lost. At pi

we wish only to illustrate this fact, for it- rigid demonstration requires rather abstract considerations.

illowing tabic pr nts the results of the calculations of the pow< t and velocity. The numbers
1, 2. ,1.-. r< fer to Fig 2804.

• rank. oof
ilion.

Crank
bj \ elocitj ol l'

li\ Ided
.-loll.

A- and at 20 Infinite

1 19

2 is 1-701

8 17

l 18 95-1 1 1-051

1

5

[-000

6 1 l 95 1 1 1-051

7 18 l 288

8 1

2

1-701

1

1

10 in Infinite

ined on tin

ime law hi

the small* r tl n of the revolution, tin

Tie . dilution till

vhicb in this work would
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Levant. Madrid. Natoiia.

60-81 53-80 42-00

27-80 23-80 30-50

27-80 23-80 2-30

-009
( 1-20)

1 1-20
f

200

11-29 2000 23-00

100-05 98-80 99-30

MEERSCHAUM. This form of silicate of magnesia is employed in manufacturing the celebrated
tobacco-pipes known under this name, and its composition is as follows, differing but little from steatite

or soapstone; but, unlike the hitter, may be artificially produced:

Silica

Magnesia
Lime
Alumina
Oxide of iron

Water

It is found in the native state on the shores of the inland seas of Europe. That found in Morocco
contains, in addition to the above ingredients, '52 of potash. It is light and soft, and is employed in the

Turkish dominions as fuller's earth. In Germany it is extensively used in the manufacture of tobacco-

pipes, which are prepared for sale by being soaked first in tallow, then in wax, and finally by being
polished wTith shave-grass. Imitation meerschaum pipes are sold in large quantities, and the greatest

caution is necessary to guard against deception. To the connoisseur, the best criterion is the beautiful

brown color which the genuine meerschaum assumes after being smoked some time.

MENSURATION—Of Surfaces. To find the area of a four-sided figure.—Rule—Multiply the

length by the breadth or perpendicular height ; the product will be the area.

To find the area of a triangle,—Rule.—Multiply the length of one of the sides, by a perpendicular

falling upon it from the opposite angle; half the product will be the area.

To find the length of one side of a right-angled triangle, when the lengths of the other two sides are

given.—Rule 1.

—

To find the hypothenuse, add together the squares of the two legs, and extract the

square root of that sum. '

Rule 2.

—

To find one of the legs, subtract the square of the leg, of which the length is known, from
the square -of the hypothenuse. and the square root of the difference will be the answer.

To find the area of a regular polygon.—Rule.—Multiply the length of a perpendicular, drawn from
twe centre to one of the sides, (or the radius of its inscribed circle,) by the length of one side, and this

product again by the number of sides ; and half the product will be the area of the polygon.

To find the area of a trapezium.—Rule 1.—Draw a diagonal line to divide the trapezium into two
triangles ; find the areas of these triangles separately, and add them together.

Rule 2.—Divide the trapezium into two triangles, by a diagonal, and let two perpendiculars fall on

the diagonal from the opposite angles ; then, the sum of these perpendiculars multiplied by the diagonal,

and divided by 2, will be the area of the trapezium.

To find the area of a trapezoid.—Rule 1.—Multiply the sum of the two parallel sides by the perpen-

dicular distance between them, and half the product will be the area.

Rule 2.—Draw a diagonal, to divide the trapezoid into two triangles ; find the areas of those triangles

separately, and add them together.

To find, the area of an irregular polygon.—Rule.—Draw diagonals, to divide the figure into tra-

peziums and triangles ; find the area of each separately, by either of the rules before given for that

purpose ; and the sum of the whole will be the area of the figure.

To find the area of a long irregular figure.—Rule.—Take the breadths in several places, and at equal

distances from each other ; add all the breadths together, and divide the sum by this number, for the

mean breadth ; then multiply the mean breadth by the length of the figure, and the product will be the

area.

T<> find the circumference of a circle when the diameter is given ; or the diameter when the circumfer-

ence is given.—Rule 1.—Multiply the diameter by 3-1416, and the product will le the circumference;

or divide the circumference by 3' 141 6, and the quotient will be the diameter.

Rule 2.—As 7 is to 22, so is the diameter to the circumference

;

As 22 is to 7, so is the circumference to the diameter.

Rule 3.—As 113 is to 355, so is the diameter to the circumference;

As 355 is to 113, so is the circumference to the diameter.

To find the area ofa circle.—Rule 1.—Multiply the square of the diameter by -7854
; or the square '

of the circumference by -07958
; the product, in either case, will be the area.

_ Rule 2.—Multiply the circumference by the diameter, and divide the product by 4.

Rule 3.—As 1 i is to 11, so is the square of the diameter to the area

;

Or as 88 is to 7, so is the square of the circumference to the area.

To find the lengtlt, of any arc of a circle.—Rule 1.—From 8 times the chord of half the arc, subtract

the chord of the whole arc; one-third of the remainder will he the length of the arc, nearly.

Rule 2.—As 180 is to the number of degrees in the arc;

So is 3-141 G times the radius to its length.

Or, as 3 is to the number of degrees in the arc

;

So is -05236 limes the radius to its length.

To find the area of a sector of a circle.—Rule 1.—Multiply the length of the arc by half the length of

the radius ; the product will be the area.

Rule 2.—As 3G0 degrees is to the number of degrees in the arc of the sector ; so is the area of the

circle to the area of the sector.

To find the area of a segment of <> circle.—Rule 1.—To the chord of the whole arc, add the chord oi

calf the arc ami one-third of it mor :. Then multiply the sum by the versed sine, or height of the seg-

ment, and four tenths of the produc. will be the area of the segment.
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Rule '2.—Divide the height, or versed sine, by the diameter of the circle, and find the quotient in the

column of versed sines, in the table of areas of si gments.

Then take out the corresponding area in the next column on the right-hand, and multiply it by the

square of the diameter, for the answer.
'!'> find the area of a • me.—Rule 1.— When the zone is less th<> the area o{

the trapezoid, formed by connecting the extremities of the zone by straight lini -. add the area of the

circular segments beyond those lines; the sum is the area I

Ri ii _'.— When ilf zone is greater tha ' the parallelogram, formed in liko

manner a- above, add the area of the circular segment , at its extremities ; the sum is the area of the

cone.

find the area of a circular ring, or aj r les.— Rule.— Find the

: tie- two circles separately; then the difference between them will be the ana of the rim;.

'J'., find the circumference of an cllij>s>:.— Rule.—Square the two axe-, and multiply the square root

of half that sum by 3*1416; the' product will be tin 1 circumference, nearly.

To find thi area of an ellipse.—Rule.—Multiply the transverse diameter by the conjugate, and the

product by "785 l.

To find the area of <> '.—Rule.—Divide the height of the segment by the axis of

which it is a part, and find, in the table of - circles, a circular segment having the same
versed sine as this quotient Then, multiply the segment thus found and the two axes of the ellipse

continually together, and the protluct will give the area required.

U7- ordinate.—Rule.—Multiply

the abscis>;e into each other, and extract the square root of the product; tins will give the

Then, as the transverse diameter is to the conjugate diameter, so i- i to the

ordinate required.

When thi ! the ordinate are given, to find I
•—Rule.:—From

the squaii' of half the conjugate, take the square of the ordinate, ami extract the square root of the

remainder.

njugate diameter is to the transverse, so is that square root to half the difference ol

the two abs

1 this half difference to half the transverse, for the greater abscissa; and subtract it for the I

1(7. —As
ict of the r. i the ordinate, so i- thi ' diameter to

the conjugate.

—In the same manner the transverse diameter may 1> • found from the coi jug ii . using the two
. and their ordinate perpendicular to the conjt

WhentJu Unale,andtl to find the tr r.— Rule.—
f half tli'- conjugate subtract the square of the ordinate, and extract the root of the

remain lor. Add this root to the half conjugate if the Less abscissa be given; but subtract it when the

greater abscissa is Lr i\.-n.

'J hi n a-
I

; tie- ordinate Is to the rectangle of the abscissa and conjugate, so is the reserved

sum, or difference, to the transverse diam

Tofi bola.— Rule.—Multiply the base by the height, and two-thirds of the pro-

duet will bo the area

lb J -Rule—Multiply the difference o of the two
end-- of tie- frustum by twice it- altitude, and divide the product by thrice the difference of their Bqt

'/'>
find Unate of thi parabola —-Rule—The abscissue are to each other a

square- of their ordinates ; that is, as u:.y abscissa in to tin- square of us ordinate, so is any other

a to lb,- -

|

ordinate.

< >r, a- the square root of-ai tare root of another abscissa to its

ordin

i

tin- ordinate, add four third- of the . the square root of that sum, multiplied by 2,

will give the length of the curve) nearly.

iths of the abscis -a. ad I the I I ame-

by tie- ab-. the
]

I
inn, multiply the

i I.-, the ab ci a, and extract the I "f that product.

ii, to -ji tin].- tin- first root add l

•

. multiply the

of the i \ an 1 dr. ide le 78 times the transverse ; this will give tin- ana, nearly.

; ib.- squari add 9 tunes

thi- quan of the transverse ; also, to 21 times the square of thi . I
tare ol

the Iran verse, and multiph each of these

ach of the ! add 16 ti

117c /< the .
'. to find th '•

• the

ordui iti

btracted from the axis, gi\ c the I

117/- >i ih

To il,. v

Mini.

: (lid

ub ci
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To this half sum add half the transverse diameter for the greater abscissa, and subtract it fol

the less.

When the transverse diameter, ordinate, and abscissa', are given, to find the conjugate.—Rule.—As the

square root of the product of the two abscissas is to the ordinate, so is the transverse diameter to the

conjugate.

When the conjugate diameter, the ordinate, and the two abscissce, are given, to find the transverse

diameter.—Rule.—To the square of half the conjugate add the square of the ordinate, and extract the
square root of that sum.

To this root add the half conjugate when the less abscissa is used; and subtract it when the greater

abscissa is used ; reserving the sum or difference.

Then, as the square of the ordinate is to the product of the abscissae and conjugate, so is the reserved

sum, or difference, to the transverse.

Mensuration of Solids.—To find the solidity of a cube.—Rule.—Multiply the side of the cube by
itself, and that product again by the side ; the last product will be the solidity of the given cube.

To find the solidity of a parallelopipedon.—Rule.—Multiply the length, breadth, and depth or alti-

tude, continually together, or, in other words, multiply the length by the breadth, and that product by
the depth or altitude, and this will give the required solidity.

To find the solidity of cylinders and prisms.—Rule.—Multiply the area of the base by the height of the

cylinder or prism, and the product will give the solid content.

To find the convex surface of a cylinder.—Rule.—Multiply the circumference by the length of the

cylinder ; the product will be the convex surface required.

To find the convex surface of a right cone, or pyramid.—Rule.—Multiply the perimeter, or circum-

ference of the base, by the slant height, or length of the side of the cone, and half the product will be

the surface.

To find the convex surface of a frustum of a right cone, or pyramid.—Rule.—Multiply the sum of the

perimeters of the two ends by the slant height or side of the frustum, and half the product will be the

surface required.

To find the solidity of a cone, or pyramid.—Rule.—Multiply the area of the base by the perpendicular

height, and one-third of the product will be the content.

To find the solidity of the frustum of a cone.—Rule.—Divide the difference of the cubes of the diam-

eters of the two ends by the difference of the diameters ; this quotient multiplied by -785-f and again by
one-third of the height, will give the solidity.

To find the solidity of the frustum of a pyramid.—Rule.—Add to the areas of the two ends of the

frustum the square root of their product, and this sum, multiplied by one-third of the height, will give

the solidity.

To find the solidity of a wedge.—Rule.—To the length of the edge of the wedge add twice the length

of the back ; multiply this sum by the height of the wedge, and then by the breadth of the back ; one-

sixth of the product will be the solid content.

To find the solidity of a prismoid.—Rule.—Add into one sum the areas of the two ends and four

times the middle section, parallel to them ; then, this sum multiplied by one-sixth of the height, will

give the content.

Note.—The length of the middle section is equal to half the sum of the lengths of the two ends ; and
its breadth is equal to half the sum of the breadths of the two ends.

To find the convex surface of a sphere, or globe.—Rule.—Multiply the diameter of the sphere by its

circumference.

Or, multiply 3'1416 by the square of the diameter; the product will be the convex surface required.

Note.—The convex surface of any zone or segment may be found, in like manner, by multiplying \U

height by the whole circumference of the sphere.

To find the solidity of a sphere or globe.—Rule.—Multiply the cube of the axis by -523G ; the product

will be the solidity.

To find the solidity of a spherical segment.—Rule.—To three times the square of the radius of its

base add the square of its height; then, multiply the sum by the height, and the product by '523G.

To find the solidity of a spherical zone or frustum.—Rule.—To the sum of the squares of the radius

of each end, add one-third of the square of the height of the zone; this sum, multiplied by the said

height, and the product by 1'5708, will give the solidity.

'J'" find the solidity of a sjiheroid.—Rule.—Multiply the square of the revolving axis by the fixed or

r axis; the product, multiplied by '5236, will give the content.

To find the solidity of a segment of a spheroid.—Rule 1.— When the base is circular or parallel to (he

revolving axis, multiply the fixed axis by 3, the height of the segment by 2, and subtract the one product

from the other ; then multiply the remainder by the square of the height of the segment, and the pro-

duct by -5236.

Then, as the square of the fixed axis is to the square of the revolving axis, so is the last product to

the content of the segment.
Rule 2.— When the base is perpendicular to the revolving axis, multiply the revolving axis by 3, and

the height of the segment by 2, and subtract the one from the other; then, multiply the remainder by
the square of the height of the segment, and the product by -5236.

Then, as the revolving axis is to the fixed axis, so is the last product to the content.

To find the solvlily of th( of a spheroid.—Rule 1.— When the cuds arc crrcmar, or

parallel to the v '

, to twice the square of the revolving axis, add the square of the diameter

of either end; then, multiply this .-urn by the length of the frustum, and.the product again by '2018;

this will give the solidity.

Bole 2.— When the ends are > lliptical, or perpendicular to the revolving axis, to twice the product ol

,he transverse and conjugate diameters of the middle section, add the product of the transverse and
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conjugate of cither en J; multiply this Bum by the length of the . -
, this

will give the solidity.

Tofind fa circular spindle.— Rule.—Multiply the length of the spindle by the rod

the revolving arc Multiply also the said are by the central distance, or distance between tli

the spindle and centre of the are. Subtract this la<t product from the former; double the

remainder; multiply it by 3-1410, and the product will give the surface of the spindle

ne rule will serve for any segment, or zon , em off perpen licularly to the chord of the

revolving arc; but, in this case, the particular length of the part, and the part of the arc which describes

it, in :, instead of the whole length an 1 whole arc.

Tofind th fa circular - Lule.—Multiply the central distance, as above, by half the

area of the revolving segment. .Subtract the product from one-third of tin gth oj

indie. Then, multiply the remainder by 125664, or 4 times 3*1416, and the product will be the

solidity required.

Y'> find the solidity qftJu frustum, or zone, of a -Rule.—From th.- square of halt

the length of the whole spindle, take one-third of the square "1 half the length of the frustum, and mul-

tiply the remainder by the said half-length of the frustum. Multiply the central distance !•

revolving area, which generates the frustum. Subtract the last product from the former; and the

remainder, multiplied by 6*2832, or twice 31416, will </\\e the content,

To find the solidity of an elliptic spindle.—Rule—To the square of the greatest diameter, add the

square of twice the diameter at one-fourth of its length; multiply the sum by the length, and the pro-

duct by "1809, and it will lciw the solidity, very nearly.

To find tlte solidity of a frustum or —Rule— Proceed, as in th
rule, for this, or ai ition of a conic section about an axis, nam

•her the squares of the greatest and least diameters, and the square of double the diai

lie between the two; multiply by the length, and the product by -1309, and it will

give the solidity.

.—For all such solid: this rule i-; exact when the body i- formed by tie' conic section, or a part

of it, revolving about the axis of th rid i: will always be very near the truth, when the i

revoli i d itlier line.

To find th ii— Rule.—Multiply the square of th

by the altitude, ami the product by
Tn find tlf solidity of a frusta —Rule.—Multiply the sum of the squares of the

the two ends by the height of the frustum, and the product ly '3927.

To find
'

-lii ii.— .Multiply thf square of the middle diameter by
the length of the spindle, and the product bj 1 1

^ - ^ i winch i> i and it wiL
. • nt.

To find the solidity of the middle fru
• of the greatest diameter, :j times the square of the least diameter, and l times the product of

these two diameters; multiply the sum by the length, and the product by '

:; 1 116 thJ9 will give the solidity.

j'>
fin I tht convex surface i ring.— Rule—To the thickness of tic ring add the inner

diameter; multiply this Bum by the thickness, and the prod vhich is the square oi

3'1 1159,) and it will give the superficies required.

Tofind the solidity of >.
—Rule—'I'm tin- thickness of the ring add the inner diam

then multiply the sum by the square of the thi I the product by 2*4674, (which is one-fourth

of the square of 3*1416, and it will give' the Bolidity.

7'<
fi

!*!.— Rule 1.— Multip bj the

; I the product will be the superficies.

Rule 2.— .Multiply the tabular solidity by the cube of the linear edge, and Ihe product will 1"- the

solidity.

1

.
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Tenacity distinguishes a number of the metals, and is not possessed in any great degree by othel

bodies; hence arises their malleability and ductility. Some of the metals are neither malleable nol

ductile. Both these qualities are greater in combinations of the metals than in the individual metals.

Metals are the best conductors of caloric ; their expansibilities are various, and are probably nearly in

the order of their fusibilities. Mercury melts at so low a temperature, that it can be. obtained in the

solid state only at a very low temperature; others, as platina, can scarcely be melted by the most in-

tense heat which we can excite. Metals may be volatilized; at the degree of 600 quicksilver may be
volatilized, and zinc and arsenic at a temperature not very remote from this. Metals are the best con-

ductors of electricity.

Table of the Properties of the Metals.

Gold
Silver

Iron

Copper
Mercury
Lead .

"

Tin
Zinc
Bismuth
Antimony ..

.

Arsenic
Cobalt
Platinum
Nickel
Manganese .

.

Tungsten
Tellurium . .

.

Molj bdennm
Titanium
Uranium
Chromium. ..

Columbium.

.

Palladium . .

.

Rhodium
Iridium
Osmium
Cerium
Potassium
Sodium
Barium
Strontium
Calcium
Cadmium . .

.

Lithium
Silicium
Zinconium .

.

Aluminum .

.

Glucinum . .

.

Yttrium
Thoniiim
Magnesium .

.

Varadium . .

.

Lantanium .

.

When dis-

covered.

Known from
the earliest

ages.

1541
1520

XVlh cent.

1723

1741
1751
1774
1781
178-2

do.

1781
1789
1797
1802
1803
do.

do.

do.

1804

1818
do.
1824 ;

1828)

1829
do.

1830
1840

By whom.

Paracelsus.

Agricola.

B. Valent.
Brandt.

do.

Wood.
Cronstedt.

Scheele.
D'Elhuyart.
Muller.
Hjelm.
Gregor.
Klaproth.
Vauquelin.
Hatchett.

Wollaston.
do.

Descotils.

Tenant.
Berzelius.

Davy.

Stromeyer.
Arfvedson.
Berzelius.

do.

Wohler.
do.

do.

Berzelius.

Bussy.
Seftstrom.

Mosander.

Color.

Pure yellow.
U hite.

Blue-gray,
lied.

White.
Blue.

White.
Bluish-white.
Yellowish-white.
Bluish-white.

Gray.
Gray-white.
Bluish-white.
White.
Gray-white.

Gray.
Red.
Gray.

Bluish-white.

Grayish-white

Bluish-black.

Gray-white.
do.

do.

White.

1

tr-5 c ''• <— .t: -oS
Specific '7 "^ ® 3 oS 1

gravity. 3 *T :- U C3 — -a

t-.S «*§ H «2
c e

19-257 5237 1 i 68-216 8
10-474 3677 2 2 85-062 6
7-788 17977 4 8 269659 3
8895 4587 5 3 157-399 5
13-5G8 39 None.
11 -352 594 8 6 14
7-291 442 7 4 24-200 12
C-661 700 6 7 12-720 9
9822 476 7
6702 932 10
8-308 13
8-538 16677 11

21-500 G. B. P. 3 5 124-000 4

8279 21877 9 9
5-850 do. 2
7-600 G. B. P. 1

6-115

7-400 G. B. P.

do.
9-000 do.

do.

do.
11-300

g.'b.'p.

do.

do.

10 L0 1

0-865 136 100
0972 194 100

8-604 ii i

1

Antimony* is of a silvery white color, brittle and crystalline in its ordinary texture. It fuses at about

or at a dull-red heat, and is volatile at a white heat. Its specific gravity is 6
-712. (Hatchett,

Phil. Trans. 1803. Brande, 849.)

Antimony expands on cooling; it is scarcely used alone, except in combination with similar bars of

other metals for producing thermo-electricity : but antimony, which in the metallic state is frequently

calkd "regulus," is generally combined with a large portion of lead, and sometimes with tin, and other

metals. See J,,,,,l and Tin.

"Antimony and tin. mixed in equal proportions, form a moderately hard, brittle, and very brilliant

alloy, capable of receiving an exquisite polish, and not easily tarnished by exposure to the air; it has

be< n oci manufactured into speculums for telescopes. Its sp. gr., according to Gcllert, is less

than the mean of its constituent parts."

—

Aikiris Dictionary.

muth is a brittle white metal, with a slight tint of red; its specific gravity is 0-822. (Hatchett,

Phil. 2'rans. 1803.) It fuses at 476°, (Crichton,) 507°, (Rudbcrn,) and always crystallizes on cooling.

According to I
I pure bismuth is somewhat flexible. A cast bar of the metal (see Rennie) one-

tenth of an inch in diameter, supports, according to Muschenbroek, a weight.of 48 pounds. Bismuth is

volatile at a high heat, ami may In- distilled in close vessels. It transmits heat more slowly than most

other metals, perhaps in consequence of its texture. (Brande, 861.)

* The alloy: re in I under those metals which constitute respectively their largest proportional part^

Vut in some few instances under those from which they derive their peculiar characters.
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Bismuth is scarcely used alone, but it is employed for imparting fusibility to alloys, thus:

8 bismuth, [> lead, 3 tin, constitute Newton's fusible alloy, which mi Its at 212° F.

•J bismuth, 1 lead, 1 tin, Rose's fusible alloy, which melts at 201° F.

5 bismuth, :; lead, 2 tin, when combined melt at i

8 bismuth, 5 lead, -l tin. 1 type-metal, constitute the fusible alloy ui

Ihe beautiful casts of the French medals, by the • ess. The atedh
. d into drops until they are well mixed. Mr. Charles V. Walker substituted antimony

for the type-metal, and Btronglj recommends this latter in preference to the 6rst-named fusible

i, Part II. j). 9—11, where thi
|

ocess is described.

1 bismuth and •_' tin make the alloy Mr. Cowper found to be the most suitable for rose-engine and
eccentric-turned patterns, to be printed from after the manner of letter-press. He recommends the thii.

plates to be cast upon a cold surface of metal or stone, upon which a pur,' of smooth paper is placed,
and then a metal ring; (he alloy Bhould neither burr nor crumble; if proper, it turns Boft and .-ilkv

;

when too crystalline, more tin should be added.

2 bismuth, 1 lead, 3 tin, ) , ,. ,,
ii- iii i,i- constitute
1 bismuth, 1 lead, 2 tin,

)

l

All these alloys must be cooled quickly to avoid the separation of the bismuth; they are rendered
more fusible by a small addition of mercury.

>>; with the exception of titanium, is the only metal which h: ir; it has much lustre.

is very malleable and ductile, and exhales a peculiar smell when warmed or rubbed. It melts at a
bright-red or dull-white heat; or, according to Daniell, at a temperature intermediate between the

silver and gold =1996° Fahr. Its specific gravity varies from 8
-86 to 8*89; the

least density of cast copper, the latter the greatest of rolled or hammered copper.

12)
! alone for many important purposes, and very ext< nsively for the following: namely,'

Bheathing and bolts for ships, brewing, distilling, and culinary vessels. Some ot : * loco-

motivi boilers for marine i Hers for calico-printing and paper-making, plates for the
. engravers, >Ax.

Copp r is used in alloying gold and silver, for coin, plati it enters with zinc and nickel into

Iver. Copper alloyed with one-tenth of its weight of arsenii is so similar in

appearance to silver, as to h -
I for it

The alloys of c >pj er, which are very numerous and important, are principally included under the

gem ral oai In the more common acceptation, brass mi ans the yellow alloy of copper, n ith

about half its weight of zinc
;

this is often called by engineers "yellow brass."

Copper alloyed with about one ninth its weight of tin, is the metal of brass ordnance, which is

generally called gun-metal; similar alloys used for the brasses or bearings of machinery, are called by
engineers hard brass, and also gun-metal ; and such allcg s, when employed for statues and medal-, are
ailed bronze. The further addition of tin leads to bell-metal, and speculum-metal, which are named
after their respective uses; and when the proportion of coppi r i ly small, the alloy constitutes
one kind oi

Copj when alloyed with nearly half its weight of lead, forms an inferior alloy, r< i< mbling gun
in color, but very much softer an I chi api r, lead being only about one fourth the value of tin, and

in much larger proportion. This inferior alloy is called pot-metal, and also cock-metal
i f< r large vessels and meast taps oi cocks for brewers, dyers, and distillers, and
of -mailer kind- for household use.

1 the lloyed vith one of the metals, zinc, tin, or lead ; occasionally with two,
and sometimes with the three in vario pi portions. In manj cases the new metals are carefully

weighed according to the qu 1 in the alloy, but random mixtures more frequently occur,

from the ordinary practice of lilli- ble in great part with various pieces of old mi tal, >( un-

known proportions, and adding a certain quantity of new metal to bring it up to the color and bai

ny, but also from an impression which appears
to be lined, that Buch n re homogeneous than those compi
tirely of new metals, fu ed togi ther for tl

Thei pper alios swill I I in the tabular form, in foui

, and, to make them as practical they will be stated in the term- commonly n ed in

the 1,: Thus, when the founder i- asked the e. ual proportions of yellow brass, he will Bay,

in metal, he would not

ply that it

might be . bo th it the quantity and kind of t!

lined.

All

pound oi copper.

1

ill} a. Id. d, frequently in tin

I

u-.d of copper .
an I

i

of copper.

I to \\ oz. Gilding-n tal for imon jewi li by l

amine hi. pper v. ith 6

found to match pr< tt\ wi II in color with the cast gun metal, which In •

rolled; th

i oz. Red
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B to 4 oz. Bath metal, pinchbeck, Mannheim gold, similor, and alloys bearing various names, and re-

sembling inferior jeweller's gold greatly alloyed with copper, are of about this proportion : soma
of them contain a little tin; now, however, they are scarcely u

6 oz. Brass, that bears soldering well.

5 oz. Bristol brass is said to be of this proportion.

8 oz. Ordinary brass, the general proportion ; less fit for soldering than G oz., it being more fusible.

8 oz. Emerson's patent brass was of this proportion, and so is generally the ingot brass, made by sim
pie fusion of the two metals.

9 oz. This proportion is the one extreme of Muntz's patent sheathing. See lOf.

10| oz. Muntz's metal, or 40 zinc and GO copper. '' Any proportions," says the patentee, " between
the extremes 50 sane and 50 copper, and 37 zinc 63 copper, will roll and work at the red-heat

;''

but the first-named proportion, or 40 zinc to 60 copper, is preferred.

The metal is cast into ingots, heated to a red-heat, and rolled and worked at that heat intc

ships' bolts and other fastenings and sheathing.

12 oz. Spelter-solder for copper and iron is sometimes made in this proportion; for brass work the

metals are generally mixed in equal parts. See 16 oz.

12 oz. Pale-yellow metal, fit for dipping in acids, is often made in this proportion.

16 oz. Soft spelter-solder, suitable for ordinary brass-work, is made of equal parts of copper and zinc

About 14 lbs. of each are melted together and poured into an ingot-mould with cross-ribs, which
indents it into little squares of about 2 lbs. weight ; much of the zinc is lost. These lumps are

afterwards heated nearly to redness upon a charcoal fire, and are broken up, one at a time, with
great rapidity on an anvil, or in an iron pestle and mortar. The heat is a critical point ; if too

great, the solder is beaten into a cake or coarse lumps and becomes tarnished ; when the heat is

proper, it is nicely granulated, and remains of a bright-yellow color ; it is afterwards passed
through a sieve. Of course, the ultimate proportion is less than 16 oz. of zinc.

16 oz. Equal parts is the one extreme of Muntz's patent sheathing. See 10§.

164, oz. Hamilton and Parker's patent mosaic gold, which is dark-colored when first cast, but on dip-

Ping assumes a bea_tiful golden tint. When cooled and broken, say the patentees, "all yellow-

ness must cease, and the tinge vary from reddish-fawn or salmon color to a light purple or lilac,

and from that to whiteness." The proportions are stated as from 52 to 58 zinc to 50 of copper,

or 16^ to 17 oz. to the pound.

32 oz., or 2 zinc to 1 copper, a bluish-white brittle alloy, very brilliant, and so crystalline that it may
be pounded cold in a pestle and mortar.

123 ez., or 2 oz. of copper to every pound of zinc; a hard crystalline metal, differing but little from
zinc, but more tenacious ; it has been used for laps or polishing disks.

Remarks on the alloys of copper and zinc.—These metals seem to mix in all proportions.

The addition of zinc continually increases the fusibility, but from the extremely volatile nature of zinc,

these alloys cannot be arrived at with very strict regard to proportion.

The red color of copper slides into that of yellow brass at about 4 or 5 oz. to the pound, and remains
little altered unto about 8 or 10 oz. ; after this it becomes whiter, and when 32 oz. of zinc are added to

16 of copper, the mixture has the brilliant silvery color of speculum metal, but with a bluish tint.

These alloys, from about 8 to 16 oz. to the pound of copper, are extensively used for dipping, as in

an enormous variety of furniture work ; in all cases the metal is annealed before the application of the

scouring or cleaning processes, and of the acids, bronzes, and lackers subsequently used.

The alloys with zinc retain their malleability and ductility well, unto about 8 or 10 oz. to the pound
;

after this the crystalline character slowly begins to prevail. The alloy of 2 zinc and 1 copper before

named, may be crumbled in a mortar when cold.

The ordinary range of good yellow brass, that files and turns well, is from about 4^ to 9 oz. to the

pound. With additional zinc, it is harder and more crystalline ; with less, more tenacious, and it hangs
to the file like copper; the range is wide, and small differences are not perceived.

Alloys of copper and tin only.—The marginal numbers denote the ounces of tin added to every

pound of copper.

Ancient Copper and Tin Alloys.

\ oz. Ancient bronze nails flexible, or 20 copper, 1 tin. (lire.)

,., „„ c r,i „, , f According to Pliny, as quoted by Wilkinson.
1* oz. Solt bronze, or 9 to 1. .

J ', .^ , ,
J

.
, „, nK .

o\ tu r v o *. -i
I Ancient weapons and tools, by various analvses, or 8 to 15 percent

2 oz. Medium bronze, or 8 to 1. < ,. , i r „ , n
' -.in i

r
i i w

„, „ -rj i i „ . , tin ; medals from 8 to 12 per cent, tin, with 2 parts zinc added tc
2} oz. Hard bronze, or 7 to 1.

; nAA . . .J?
,

',
, TT

' .

[_
each 100, ior improving the bronze color. (Ure.)

6 to 8 oz. Ancient mirrors.

Modern Copper and Tin Alloys.

1 oz. Soft gun-metal, that bears drifting, or stretching from a perforation.

1 J oz. A little harder alloy, lit for mathematical instruments ; or 12 copper and one very pure grain tin

1 i oz. Still harder, tit for wheels to be cut with teeth.

1| to 2 oz. Brass ordnance, or 8 to 12 per cent, tin ; but the general proportion is one-ninth part of tin

2 oz. Hard bearings for machinery.

24 oz. Very hard bearings for machinery. By Muschenbroek's tables it appears that the proportion

1 tin and G copper is the most tenacious alloy; it is too brittle for general use, and contains 2

4

oz. to the pound of copper.

For some other alloys used in machinery; see alloys of copper, zinc, tin, and lead, p. 354
3 oz. Soft musical bells.

3 J oz. Chinese gongs and cymbals, or 20 per cent. tin.

1 oz. House bells.
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4t oz. Lai

5 oz. Largest bell?.

*l\ to 8\ oz. .Speculum meti brass is added to every p
of introducing ;i trifling quantity of unc; at other timi silver are added;
the employment of arsenic was strong.'y advocated by fee Rev. John Edwards. Lord Oxman-
town, now the Karl of Rosse, says, "tin and copper, the material • wton in the

lecting telescope, are pi any other with which I linted; the

proportions being t atoms of copper to 1 of tin, (Turner's number-:; i.i , f cop-

per to 68 -9 of tin."

—

Trans. R I I, p. 504.

The object agreed upon by all experimentalists appears to be the exact satun I r with

the tin, and the proportionate quantitii [in this a rding

f the metals : for the most perfect alio] Swedish cop-

per and grain tin should be used.

Mr. Ross says: "When the alloy is perfect, it should be white, glassy, and flaky. When the co

i< in excess, it imparts a red tint easily detected; when the tin is in excess, the frs sture is

and also less white." His practice is to pour the melted tin into the fluid copper when it is at the low
that a mixture by stirring can

! ; then to pour the mixture into an i

to complete the combination by remelting in the most gradual manner, by putting the metal into th«

furnace as soon almi St as the fire is lighted. Trial is made of a little piece taken from the pot ii

diately prior to poui

oz. of tin to 1 lb. of copper make the alloy called by the pewterers "temper." which i

small quantities to tin for some kinds of pewter, called "tin and temper," in which the copper is &v

quently much less than 1 per cent.

/. seem to mix in all proportions.

The addition of tin continually increases the fusibility, although when it is added cold it is apt tc

., or even to set it in a solid lump in the crucible.

The i
I the copper is not greatly impaired in those proportions used by the engini er, namely

up to al grayish white at 6, the limit sui able for bells, and quiu
im metal; after this, the alloy becomes of a bluish cast.

The tin alloy is scarcely malleable at - oz., and soon becomes very hard, britl
;
and

when it has ci ased to si rve for producing sound, it is emploj e 1 for i I ht.

tough, tenacious charact ir of copper under the tools rapidly gives way
; alloys of 1J cut easily

about the maximum hardness without being crystalline; after this they yield to the file \<\

crumbling in fragments rather than bj oi linan abra ion in shre I . until the tin vi r\
|

domi
nates, as in the pewters: when the alloys become the more flexible, soft, malleable, and ductile, th

copper they contain.

-1/ -The marginal numbers denote th i to everj
pound of copper.

A re l-colored and ductile alloy.

1
i /.. much used as the following, as the

as much lead as possible.

ordinary pot-metal, called dry pot metal, a I y of lead will be taken up witho
arating on cooling; this is brittle when warmed.

7 oz. This nil.). di po ed tc break.
box. -metal, called wet pot-metal, as the lead partly oozi loutino icially when

th.- Dew metals always usual to till the crucible in part with old

'.and to add new for the remainder. This alloy is very brittle when slightlj wanned
.More lead can

metals mix in all proportions until the 1. .. i

to nearly half; after this tin

Idition of I

lead ; at about ! oz. I I the work
has a blui h leaden hue when first turned, but changes in an hour or bo to that of a dull

chara<

When tli ' 0Z. the W malleable, hut with more had it

soon I.
. brittle and rotten ; the all-

i or to gun-metal, and is principally

. the mixture, and the facility wit!, which it i^ tuna d and id. d

, tin, and lead, <kc II i {group refers principally to gun-metal alloys, to which
,
the quantity ol tin in i \ , w Inch u

cd ly tie- mo on.il numbers, principally determines the bardn

Copper 91*40, or about I

Zinc -
i

'I'm 1 7"

Lead I I

In i the l *
• ouoc

ti to

parts in each loo ..i one, to improve tbo >
'I !..• modern so > talh d bron i mint ore i

pel lieiallv.

.an- to 16 i
I groat li nacitj

.
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y For wheels to be cut into teeth.
14- oz. tin 2 oz. brass 16 "

if " 2 " 16

2 "
1-J-

" 16 " For turning-work.

2i " 1J " 16 " For nuts of coarse threads, and bearings.

The engineer who uses these five alloys recommends melting the copper alone : the smal.
quantity of brass is then melted in another crucible, and the tin in a ladle ; the two latter are
added to the copper when it has been removed from the furnace ; the whole are stirred together
and poured into the moulds without being run into ingots. The real quantity of tin to every
pound of copper is about one-eighth ounce less than the numbers stated, owing to the addition of

the brass, which increases the proportion of copper.

1| oz. tin, 1J oz. zinc, to 1 lb. of copper. This alloy, which is a tough, yellow, brassy gun-metal, is used
for general purposes by a celebrated engineer; it is made by mixing 1^ lb. tin, 1J lb. zinc, and
10 lbs. of copper : the alloy is first run into ingots.

2i oz. tin, 4 oz. zinc, to 1 lb. of copper, used for bearings to sustain great weights.

24, oz. tin, 2 1 oz. zinc, to 1 lb. copper, were mixed by the late Sir F. Chantry, and a razor was made from
the alloy ; it proved nearly as hard as tempered steel, and exceedingly destructive to new files,

and none others would touch it.

1 oz. tin, 2 oz. zinc, 16 oz. brass. Best hard white metal for buttons.

£ oz. tin, 1^- oz. zinc, 16 oz. brass. Common ditto. {Phillips's Dictionary.)

10 lbs. tin, 6 lbs. copper, 4 lbs. brass, constitute white solder. The copper and brass are first melted
together, the tin is added, and the whole stirred and poured through birch twigs into Avater to

granulate it ; it is afterwards dried and pulverized cold in an iron pestle and mortar. This
white solder was introduced as a substitute for silver solder in making gilt buttons. Another
button solder consists of 10 parts copper, 8 of brass, and 12 of spelter or zinc.

Remarks on alloys of copper, zinc, tin, lead, (be.— Ordinary yellow brass, (copper and zinc,) is

rendered very sensibly harder, so as not to require to be hammered, by a small addition of tin, say \
or -J oz. to the lb. On the other hand, by the addition of \ to -£ oz. of lead, it becomes more malleable
and casts more sharply. Brass becomes a little whiter for the tin, and redder for the lead. The addi-

tion of nickel to copper and zinc constitutes the so-called German silver.

Gun-metal (copper and tin) very commonly receives a small addition of zinc; this makes the alloy

mix better, and to lean to the character of brass by increasing the malleability without materially re-

ducing the hardness. The standard measures for the Exchequer were made of a tough alloy of this

kind. The zinc, which is sometimes added in' the form of brass, also improves the color of the alloy,

both in the recent and bronzed states. Lead, in small quantity, improves the ductility of gun-metal,
but at the expense of its hardness and color; it is seldom added. Nickel has been proposed as an ad-

dition to gun-metal by Mr. Donkin, and antimony by Dr. Ure.
Pot-metal (copper and lead) is improved by the addition of tin, and the three metals will mix in

almost any proportions : when the tin predominates, the alloy so much the more nearly approaches
the condition of gun-metal. Zinc may be added to pot-metal in very small quantity, but when the
zinc becomes a considerable amount, the copper takes up the zinc, forming a kind of brass, and leaves

the lead at liberty, and which, in great measure, separates in cooling. Zinc and lead are also very in-

disposed to mix alone, although a little arsenic assists their union by " killing
-

' the lead as in shot-

metal. Antimony also facilitates the combination of pot-metal; 7 lead, 1 antimony, and 16 copper
mixed perfectly well the first fusion, and the alloy was decidedly harder than 4 lead and 16 copper;
and apparently a better metal. "Lead and antimony, though in small quantity, have a remarkable
effect in diminishing the elasticity and sonorousness of the copper alloys."

Gold is of a deep and peculiar yellow color. It melts at a bright-red heat, equivalent, according

to Daniell, to 2016 J of Fahrenheit's scale, and when in fusion appears of a brilliant greenish color. Its

specific gravity is 19"3. It is so malleable that it may be extended into leaves which do not exceed

the one two hundred and eighty-two thousandth of an inch in thickness, or a single grain may be ex-

tended over 56 square inches of surface. This extensibility of the metal is well illustrated by gilt

buttons, 144 of which are gilt by 5 grains of gold, and less than even half that quantity is adequate by

giving them a very thin coating. It is also so ductile that a grain may be drawn out into 500 feet of

wire. The pure acids have no action upon gold. (Brande, 972.)

Gold, in the pure or fine state, is not employed in bulk for many purposes in the arts, as it is then

too soft to be durable. The gold foil used by dentists for stopping decayed teeth is perhaps as nearly

pure as the metal can be obtained : it contains about six grains of alloy in the pound troy, or the one-

thousandth part. Every superficial inch of this gold foil or leaf weighs f of a grain, and is 42 times as

thick as the leaf used for gilding.

The wire for gold lace prepared by the refiners for gold-lace manufacturers, requires equally fine

gold, as when alloyed it does not so well retain its brilliancy. The gold, in the proportion of about 100

grains to the pound troy of silver, or of 140 grains for double-gilt wire, is beaten into sheets as thin as

paper ; it i- then burnished upon a stout red-hot silver bar, the surface of which has been scraped per-

fectly clean. When extended by drawing, the gold still bearing the same relation as to quantity,

namely, the 57th part of the weight, becomes of only one-third the thickness of ordinary gold-leaf used

fur gilding. In water-gilding, fine gold is amalgamated with mercury, and washed over the gilding

metal, (copper and tin ;) the mercury attaches itself to the metal, and when evaporated by heat, it

leaves the gold behind in the dead or frosted state : it is brightened with the burnisher. (See 'Tech-

nological Repository, vol. ii., p. 361 : 1828.) By the electrotype process, a still thinner covering of

pure gold may be deposited on silver, steel, and other metals. Mr. Dent has introduced this method

af protecting the steel pendulum-springs of marine chronometers and other time-pieces from rust.

Fine gold is-also used fir soldering chemical vessels made of platinum.

Gold alloys.—Gold-leaf, for gilding, contains from 3 to 12 grains of alloy to the oz., but generally t
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grains. Thi : by respectable dentists, for plates, is neai 1;. pure, but nec( ssarily < < ntains about
6 graii troy, or one-eightieth part ; others use gold containing upwards of one-
third of alloy: the copper is then very injurious.

With coppi r, gold forms a ductile alloy of a deeper color, harder and more fusible than
|

thi- alloy, in the proportion of 11 of gold to 1 of copper, constitul I; its density is 17157,
that the metals slightly expand on combining. One troy pound of

this alloy is coined into , or 20 troy pounds into 934 so t and a half.

was formerly coined into -1 I guineas and a half. The standard gold of Frai of -old
and 1 of copper. Brand . 919.)

For ' the French have three different standards: '.'2 pari - pper; also 64 gold, 10

i
; and 75 gold 25 copper.

In England, the purity of gold is expressed by the terms 22, 18, L6 carats, .

supposed to be divided into 24 parts, and the gold, it" it could be obtained perfi

called 24 carats line.

The " OKI Standard Gold," or that of the present currem i fine, there Win.: 22
j

gold to - "f copper.

The "New Standard," for watch-cases, Ac, is is carats of fine gold, and 6 of alloy. .X" gold of infe-

rior quality to is carats, or the "New Standard," can receive the tlall mark ; and gold oflowi r quality

ribed by its commercial value, as 60 or IC shilling

I'll.- alloy may be entirely silver, which will give a gi or entirely copper
hut the copper and silver are more usually mixed in the one alloy according to the taste andjudg
of the jeweller.

The following alloys of gold are transcribed from the memoranda of the proportion ! by a
practical jeweller of considerable experience.*

First group.— Different kinds of gold that are finished by
|

ia, without i

sarily requiring to be colored :

fine, or the " Old Standard," is so little used, on account of "and
greater softness, that it ha- been purposely omitted.

IS carats. r New Standard gold, of yellow tint:*

16 dwt. grs. _

2 dwt. 18 -rs. silver.

2 dwt. c grs. coppi r.

20 dwt. irrs.

18 carats, or New Standard gold, of red tint:*

15 dwt. grs. gold.

1 dwt. IS grs. silver.

:j dwt. C gra copper.

20 dwt. grs.

rats, or Spring gold : this, when drawn or

rolled very hard, ma little inferior to

of steel i

1 o/.. 16 dwt. -old. or 1-12

6 dwt. Mlver. — -1

12 <iv- 1. coppi r. — "12

oz. 1 I
•s

S0». -old of yellow tint, or the fine gold of the jew-

ellers ; 16 carats nearly :

1 OZ. H d\\t. -old.

7 dwt. silvi r.

5 dwt. Co;

1 oz. 12 dwt

COS. gold Of led tint. , ;

1 OZ. H dwt. -nld.

•J dwt. >il\ er,

8 d\\ t. CO] [••!.

1 oz. 10 dwt.

Id, or tin- old-fashioned jew
i .djout

1 1 carats fine ; no longer used :

1 oz. ii dw i. gold
12 dwt. silver.

12 dwt C(
j

OZ. I dwt.

these all require to he submitted to the process of <..

which will be explained : they are use d in much smaller quantities, and req i ery exact'

portioned.

Full red -old:
.". dwt. -old.

6 dw t. copper.

lo dwt.

•Id:

10 :

1 d

-I dwt. copper.

!., dwt.

1 .'Id :

5 dwt ra gold

.'i dw I

gold : ' Platinum is also calli

jewel!

:; 1 1'..

L dwl

.'i dwt

• U lii fill

*"l'i"-r UtliMxl dlrccl n-um iho reflnor*. \n i

dtUonal of gold are usual)]
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Blue gold ; scarcely used

:

5 dwt. gold.

5 dwt. steel filings.

10 dwt.

Antique gold, of a fine greenish yellow color!

18 dwt. 9 grs. gold, or 18- 9

21 grs. silver, — 1-3
18 grs. copper, — -12

20 dwt. grs. 20-

Third group.—Gold solders: these are generally made from gold of the same quality and value as

they are intended for, with a small addition of silver and copper, thus

:

Solder for 22 carat gold :

1 dwt. grs. of 22 carat gold.

2 grs. silver.

1 gr. copper.

1 dwt. 3 grs.

Solder for 18 carat gold :

1 dwt. grs. of 18 carat gold.

2 grs. silver.

1 gr. copper.

1 dwt. 3 grs.

Solder for 60s. gold :*

1 dwt. grs. of 60s. gold.

10 grs. silver.'

8 grs. copper.

1 dwt. 18 grs.

Solder for 40s. gold ; but middling

more generally used

:

1 dwt. fine gold.

1 dwt. silver.

2 dwt. copper.

4 dwt.

silver solder ia

Dr. Hermstadt's imitation of gold, which is stated not only to resemble gold in color, but also in spe-

cific gravity and ductility, consists of 16 parts of platinum, 7 parts of copper, and 1 of zinc, put in a

crucible, covered with charcoal powder, and melted into a mass.

Gold alloyed with platinum is also rather elastic, but the platinum whitens the alloy more rapidly

than silver.

Lead appears to have been known in the earliest ages of the world. Its color is bluish white ; it has

much brilliancy, is remarkably flexible and soft, and leaves a black streak on paper : when handled it

exhales a peculiar odor. It melts at about 612°, and by the united action of heat and air, is readily

converted into an oxide. Its specific gravity, when pure, is 11-445
; but the lead of commerce seldom

exceeds ll
-

35. (Brande, 833.)

Lead is used in a state of comparative purity for roofs, cisterns, pipes, vessels for sulphuric acid, &c.

Ships were sheathed with lead and with wood from before the Christian era to 1450, after which wood
was more commonly employed, and in 1790 to 1800 copper sheathing became general; of late years,

lead with a little antimony has likewise been used, also Muntz's sheathing, an alloy of copper ana zinc

and galvanized sheet-iron. The most important alloys are those employed for printers' type, namely,
about

3 lead, 1 antimony, for the smallest, hardest, and most brittle types.

4 lead, 1 antimony, for small, hard, brittle types.

5 lead, 1 antimony, for types of medium size.

6 lead, 1 antimony, for large types.

7 lead, 1 antimony, for the largest and softest types.

The small types generally contain from 4 to 6 per cent, of tin, and sometimes also 1 to 2 per cent,

of copper ; but as old metal is always used with the new, the proportions are not exactly known.
Stereotype plates contain about 4 to 8 parts of lead to one of antimony.

Baron Wetterstedt's patent sheathing for ships consists of lead with from 2 to 8 per cent, of anti-

mony ; about 3 per cent, is the usual quantity. The alloy is rolled into sheets.

Similar alloys, and those of lead and tin in various preparations, are much used for emery-wheels and
grinding-tools of various forms by the lapidary, engineer, and others. The latter also employs these

readily fused alloys for temporary bearings, guides, screw-nuts, <fcc.

Organ-pipes consist of lead alloyed with about half its quantity of tin to harden it. The mottled or

crystalline appearance so much admired shows an abundance of tin.

Shot-metal is said to consist of 40 lbs. of arsenic to one ton of lead.

In casting sheet-lead, the metal was poured from a swing-trough upon a long and nearly horizontal

table, covered with a thin layer of coarse damp sand, previously levelled with a metal rule or strike.

The thickness of the fluid metal was determined by running the strike along the table before the lead

cooled, the excess being thus swept into a spill-trough at the lower end of the table ; but the sheet-lead

now more commonly used is cast in a thick slab, and reduced between laminating rollers ; it is known
as " milled lead."

The metal for organ-pipes is prepared by allowing the metal to escape through a slit in the trough,

as it is slid along a horizontal table, so as to leave a trail of metal behind it ; the thickness of the metal

is regulated by the width of the slit through which it runs, and the rapidity of the traverse ; a piece of

cloth or ticken is stretched upon the casting-table. The metal is planed to thickness, bent up, and

soldered into the pipi .

Lead pipes are cast as hollow cylinders and drawn out upon triblets ; they are also cast of indefinite

* By others, 4 (.'rains of brass ore added to the solder ; it then fuses beautifully and is of pood color. Zinc is sometimes
added to other gold solders to increase their fusibility ; the zinc (or brass, when used) should be added at the last mo-
ment, to lessen the volatilization of the zinc.
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:

j without drawing. A patent was taken out fo b of tin within tl.

been aband
Lead shot arc cast by lettii tl run through a narrow slit,

in drop?, which, for th

r into which they fall at the foot of the tower, and this pi

tower, the larger the shot tl 1 and bad
shot are tall qu tntitie which

torn, the imj

are thrown aside 1 lied or sifti I foi I in a

barrel with black
• }Ir. Joseph Mai mating th

of mercurj •

barrel nearly full of water, until t! Bilvery c 'it. '!

barrel of the gun bale less injurious to the

killed.

is a brilliant white metal, li;r,

i kn twn from v< rj liquid at all

considerab

vapor at about 0°.

I- 1 !. The specific gra

Ph. xxxiii.

1 in the fluid state for a variety of philosophical instrum

imes, though rare!

7ith tin-foil for silvering lookin tployed as a substitute lor water in hard-

ening rcury forms amalgams with bismuth, copp r. gold, Lead, palladium, silver, tin, ami zinc.

Mercury is commonly used for the extraction of gold and silver from their ores by amalgamation, and
also in water-gilding. -

Nickel i- a white, brilliant m stal, which acts upon
[I magnetism is more fi eble than that of iron, and vanishes at a heat >on;

Faraday.) I pecific gravity varies

ring from 8
-69 to 9. I' is not oxi

i h • tted in th • air i ac [uire

i oated • oxide. (

''•

!y used in the simple state ; Mr. Brande mentions, however, tl

k in it ; but it is principally used together with copper and zinc, in alloys

re rendered the harder and whiter the more nickel they contain; they are known under ti.i

British plat rman silver, pakfong, teutanag, <fec. : the proportions differ

much, accon ;
thus the

Com re 3 to 4 pai I copper, and 16 zinc.

an - copper, and 8 to 10 zinc,

About two-thirds of this n I for articles resembling plated goods, and ome of which are
rd o

|

harness, furniture, drawing a iatical

for accordions, and numerot tall works.

The - kite eoppi r of the < Ihinese, which is the same as the < lerman silver of the pre -< nl daj . i

posed, according to the analysis of Dr. 1

81 -

6 part . of nickel, 104 of copper, 2 on 1 2*6 of iron.

17-48 - - 5389 " 13-0 " Fri ' -r.

tured at Sutil, in the duchy of Saxe I Uldburgbausen, is said by Kef<

alphur, with a little antimony, -

7i v, and iron

The it ntally introduced into the e several alio] ith the nicki

a minute quantity i idiciaL

Iron been alloyed with , nickel ; the former, the Bame as th

always contains nickel,) is little di posed to rust, whereas the alio with nickel i

tli.it respect than Bteel not all

1 u bite color, rnalh able and ductil I ravity is ab
the fusion of old. /

• Palladium i
I are all harder than the pure metal. \\ ith tul

h malleable alio of mathematical I lor dental

which it is much used by the French; with Bilvor and copper, palladium in

i not t :n tn hing arc r< quired ; tl - taki > h It poli h

pnlladiutn c at ordinal

i alleable n (

This u teful mi I
I n, in I

*>>'', and
i

lane • in ill of the Min is Oct

John on. Palladi tin lily to fultil man) of tl

I

to which platinum and gold are applied in 1
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and air. It varies in density from 21 to 21-5, according to the degree of mechanical compression whick
it has sustained ; it is extremely ductile, but cannot be beaten into such thin leaves as gold and silver

(Brande, 4th Ed. p. 822.)

The particles of the generality of metals, when separated from the foreign matters with which
they are combined, are joined into solid masses by simple fusion; but platinum being nearlv infu-

sible when pure, requires a very different treatment, which was introduced by Dr. Wollaston, and
is now conducted in the following manner by Messrs. Johnson and Cock, of London, the celebrated
metallurgists.

The platinum is first dissolved chemically, and it is then thrown down in the state of a precipitate

;

next it i> partly agglutinated in the crucible into a spongy mass, and is then compressed whilst cold in

a rectangular mould by means of a powerful fly-press or other means, which, in operating upon 500
ounces, converts the platinum into a dense block about 5 inches, by 4, and 2§ inches thick. This block
is heated in a smith's forge, with two tuyeres meeting at an angle, at which spot the platinum is placed
amidst the charcoal fire ; when it has reached the welding point, or almost a blue heat, it receives one
blow under a heavy drop, or a vertical hammer, somewhat like a pile-driving engine; it then requires

to be reheated, and it thus receives a fresh blow about every 20 minutes, and in a week or ten days it

is sufficiently welded or consolidated on all sides to admit of be*ing forged into bars, and converted into

sheets, rods, or wires by the ordinary means.

The motive for operating upon so great a quantity is fur making the large pans for concentrating

sulphuric acid, in only two or three pieces, which are soldered together with tine gold. In Fiance,

2,000 ounces are sometimes welded into one mass, so that the vessels may be absolutely entire, a prac-

tice which is considered in this country to be unnecessarily costly. For small quantities the treatment
is the same, but in place of the drop, the ordinary flatter and sledge-hammer are used.

Platinum is exceedingly tough and tenacious, and " hangs to the file worse than copper,'' on which ac-

count, when it is used for the graduated limbs of mathematical instruments, the divisions should be cut

with a diamond point, and which is the best instrument for fine graduations of all kinds, and for ruling

grounds, or the lined surfaces for etching.

Platinum is employed in Russia for coin. This valuable metal is used in various chemical and philo-

sophical apparatus, in which resistance to fusion or to the acids is essential.

The alloys of platinum are scarcely used in the arts ; that with a small quantity of copper is em-
ployed in Paris for dental surgery. For alloys of platinum and steel, see Quarterly Journal of the

Royal Inst., vol ix., p. 328. The alloy of equal parts of steel and platinum is therein highly spoken of

as a mirror.

"Dr. Von Eckart's alloy contains platinum 2"40, silver 3'53, and copper 1171. It is highly elastic,

of the same specific gravity as silver, and not subject to tarnish; it can be drawn to the finest wire

from |th of an inch diameter, without annealing, and does not lose its elasticity by annealing. It is

highly sonorous, and bears hammering red-hot, rolling and polishing."

Mr. Ross added to silver one-fourth of its weight of platinum, and he consider^ that it took up one-

tenth its weight. The alloy became much harder than silver, capable of resisting the tarnishing influ-

ences of sulphur and hydrogen, and was fit for graduations.

An alloy of platinum with ten parts of arsenic is fusible at a heat a little above redness, and may
therefore be cast in moulds. On exposing the alloy to a gradually increasing temperature in open ves-

sels, the arsenic is oxidized and expelled, and the platinum recovers its purity and infusibility.

—

Turner's

{ Tiemistry.

Tin also so greatly increases the fusibility of platinum, that it is hazardous to solder the latter metal

with tin solder, although gold is so used.

Platinum, as well as gold, silver, and copper, are deposited by the electrotype process ; and silver

plates thus platinized are employed in Smee's Galvanic Battery.

Rhodium is a white metal, very difficult of fusion ; its specific gravity is about 11 :. it is extremely

hard. When pure, the acids do not dissolve it. (Brande, 1001.)

Rhodium was discovered in 1803, by Dr. Wollaston, and has been long employed for the nibs of

pens, which have been also made of ruby, mounted on shafts of spring gold ; these kinds have had to

endure for the last 7 or 8 years the rivalry of "Hawkins' everlasting Pen," of which latter, the author

from many months' constant use can speak most favorably. " The everlasting pen," says the inventor,

"is made of gold, tipped with a natural alloy, which is as much harder than rhodium as steel is harder

than lea'!; will endure longer than the ruby, yields in!; as freely as the quill, is as easily wiped, and if

left unwiped is not corroded? See also Mec. Mag., 1840, p. 554. Mr. Hawkins employs the natural

alloy of indium and osmium, two scarce metals, discovered by Tennant amongst the grains of platinum
;

the alloy is not malleable, and is so hard as to require to be worked with diamond powder. The metals

rho Imiii, iridium, and osmium, are not otherwise employed in the arts than for pens, although steel

bas ! "lii :dlo\cd with rhodium. See also the Quarterly Journal, Royal Inst., vol. ix.

Silver is of a more pun; white than any other metal ; it has considerable brilliancy, and takes a high

polish, [ts specific gravity varies between KM, which is the density of cast silver, and 10-5 to 106,

which is the density of rolled or stamped silver. It is so malleable and ductile, that it may be ex-

tended into Leaves not exceeding a ten-thousandth of an inch in thickness, ami drawn into wire much
finer than a human hair. Silver melts at a bright-red heat, estimated by Mr. Daniell at 1 ;s7 :;

J of Fah-

renheit's scale, and when in fusion appears extremely brilliant. {Brande, 953.)

Silver is but little used in the pure unalloyed stale, on account of its extreme softness, but it is gen-

erally alloyed with copper in about the same proportion as in our coin, and none of inferior value can

n eeive the " Hall mark." Diamonds are set in tine silver, and in silver containing 3 to 12 grs. of cop-

per in the ounce ; the work is sold, red with pure tin.

The sheet metal for plated works is prepared by fitting together very truly, a short stout bar of cop-

per and a thinner plate of silver ; when scraped perfectly clean, they are tied strongly together with
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biuding wire, and united by partial fusion without tlie aid of solder. The plated metal is then

out, ami the silver always remains perfectly united, and of the same proportional thickness as at first

Additional silver may be burnished on hot, when the surfaces are scraped clean, as explained under

gold ; tlii- is d either to repair a defect, or to make any part thicker for engraving upon, and the

uniformity of surface is restored with the hammer. In addition to its use for articles of luxury, th<

important service of copper plated with silver for the parabolic refli i tors of lightho

overlooked; these are worked to the curve with great perfection by the hammer alone.

Plal forks, harness, and many other articles, are mad.' of iron, copper, brass, and G< !

silver, either cast or stamped into shape ;
the objects an- then filed and scraped perfectly clean ;

and

often little thicker than paper, is attached with the aid of tin solder and heat ; the silver is

npon every part with a burnisher.

The electrotype process i- also used/under Elkington & Co.'s patent, for plating several of the i

with silver, which it does in the most uniform and perfect manner ; the silver added is charged l>y

weight at about three times the juice of the metal ; the German silver, or albata, is generally usi

the interior substance, as when the s,ilver is partially worn through, the white alloy i- not so readily

ted as iron or copper,

r alloys.—Mr. Brande say-, "The alley with titutes plate and coin
; by the addition

of a small proportion of copper to silver, the metal is rendered harder and more sonorous, while its

ircely impaired. Even with equal weights of the two metals, the compound is whiti
;

maximum of hardness is obtained when the copper amounts to one-fifth of the silver. The standard

ntry consists of 1 1 ./-', pure silver, and ,',;; copper, or Ll*10 silver, and 0*90 copper. A
pound of troy, therefore, is composed of 11 <>z. •_' dwts. pure silver, and Is dwts. of copper. Its density

-. its calculated density is 10"5, so that the metals dilate a little on combining. The Fr< nch
- constituted of 9 silver and 1 copper." nch billon coin is 1 Bilver and -l

copper. (Kelly.)

For silver plate, the French proportions are '.>, parts silver, j copper, and for trinkets, 8 parts silver,

2 cop

Silver solders are made in the following proportions:

Hardest silver -older, i part- fine silver, and 1 part copper; this is difficult to fuse, but i

i mployed for figures.

Hard silver solder, :; parts sterling silver, and 1 part brass wire, which is added when the silver is

melted, to avoid wasting the zinc.

r foi general use, 2 parts fine Bilver, and 1 part brass wire. By some few, ]
pan < i

Lde I, to render the -older more fusible and white, but it becomes less malleable ; the ai

i moment, with care to avoid it- fumes.

Silver i- also soldered with tin solder, 2 tin, 1 had.) and with pure tin.

silver and mercury are used in the plastic metallic stopping for teeth.

has a silvery-white color, with a slight tint of yellow; it is malleable, though sparingly ductile.

ion tin foil, which is obtained by beating out the metal, i- not more than l-1000th of an inch in

thickness, and what i- tinned whitt Dutch metal is in much thinner leaves. It- spei ific gravity fluctu-

rom 7-28 to 7'6, the lightest being the purest metal. When bent it occasions a peculiar crackling

noise, arising from the destructi amongst its particles.

When a bar of till is rapidly bent backwards and forwards - < ral times successively, it becon i

;t it cannot be held in the hand. When rubbed it exhale- a peculiar odor. It melts at
I

and by exposure to heat and air is gradually converted into a protoxide,
i
Bra

Pure tin i- commonly used for dyers' kettles ;
it is also sometimes employed for the bearings of loco-

motive carriages and other machinery. This metal is beaten into very large sheets, some of which
i by 100 inches, and are of about the thickness of an ordinary card; the -mall sized foil is

to exceed one-thousandth of an inch in thickness. The metal is first laminated between
and then spread one Bhe< I at a time upon a large iron surface or anvil, bj the direct bio

hammers with very long hand skill i- required to avoid beating the sheets into holes, The
of tin-foil are only used for silvering looking-glasses by amalgamation with mercury. See

Mr. Farrow's apparati e. of Arts, voL 19, p. 146. Tin-foil i- also used for electrics

The amalgam used for electrical machines, is 7 tin. :; zinc, and •_' mercury.

Tin is drawn into wire, which i ofl and capable of being bent and unbent many times without

ing ; it is moderately tenacious, and completer* inelastic. Tin tube is extensive!* used foi

fittings, and many other purposes; il has been recently introduced in an ingenious manner for the

tion of very cheap • mtaining artists' and common colors, besides numerous othei

ubstances and fluid .required to be hermetically sealed, with the power of abstracting small

quanth

Tin plate it an abbreviation of tinned iron plate; the plate- of charcoal iron are scoured bi

pickhd, and immersed in a bath of melted tin covi red with oil, or with a mixture of oil and common
oned iron wire is similarly prepared; there are several

in the 1 1 lam j hi lat mo- of each of the e pr» which cannot be noticed in tlii

Tin i- oi f th d . and sanatory ol metal .and i- larger* con umed as o

die quantity taken up in the tinnin mall, and which -

I IV.

Tin imp i nd is the basis

itanniu metal, and other important alio- .all of which have a low powei ol • i

Pewter is principally tin ; i I is tho only additi n

I with the above, as will bo separately adverted to. The exact pro| nowa

I
.a the monufactu t

j

ind to be tl

- Icruble portion ol old metal, to wl ti lal
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In order to regulate the quality of pewter wares, the Pewterers' Company published in 1772 "A
Table of the Assays of Metal, and of the Weights and Dimensions of the several sorts of Pewter
Wan--," and they threatened with expulsion from their guild, any who departed from the regulations

given in this now scarce and disregarded pamphlet.

The ; I ting a small button of the metal to be tried in a brass mould, which is so

propi i the button, it pure tin, weighs exactly 1S2 grains; all the metals added to the tin

ier than the latter : the buttons or s the heavier the less tin they contain, and at

14 of the pamphlet the following scale is given :

y of pure tin 182 grain;.

Ditto of fine or plate metal 1
.}
grains heavier than tin, or 183^ ' "

Ditto of trifling metal " " 1851
Ditto of ley metal "

.
" 19S|

&nd it may be added, although an unauthorized addition, that equal parts of tin and lead are about
fifty grains heavier than tin, or 232 grains.

Some pewters are now made nearly as common as the last proportion : when east they are black,

shining and soft ; when turned, dull and bluish. Other peAvters only contain l-5th or l-6th of lead ; these

when cast are white, without gloss, and hard; such are pronounced very good metal, and are but little

darker than tin. The French legislature sanctions the employment of 18 per cent, of lead with 82 of

tin, as quite harmless in vessels for wine and vinegar.

The finest pewter, frequently called "tin and temper," consists mostly of tin, with a very little cop--

per, which makes it hard and somewhat sonorous, but the pewter becomes brown-colored when the

copper is in excess. The copper is melted, and twice its weight of tin is added to it, and from about
J- to 7 lbs. of this alloy, or the "temper," are added to every block of tin weighing from 360 to 390
pounds.

Antimony is said to harden tin and to preserve a more silvery color, but is little used in pewter.

Zinc is employed to cleanse the metal rather than as an ingredient ; some stir the fluid pewter with a

thin strip, half zinc and half tin; others allow a small lump of zinc to float on the surface of the fluid

metal whilst they are casting, to lessen the oxidation.

Britannia metal, or white metal, is said to consist of 31 cwt. of block tin, 28 lbs. antimony, 8 lbs. cop-

per, and 8 lbs. brass ; it is cast into ingots and rolled into very thin sheets. This manufacture was in

troduced in about the year 1770, by Jessop and Hancock.
Tin solders are very much used in the arts, and according to Dr. Turner,

1 tin 3 lead, the coarse plumber's solder, melts at about 500 F.

2 " 1 " the ordinary or fine tin solder " " " 360 F.

Zinc.—A bluish-white metal, with considerable lustre, rather hard, of a specific gravity of about 68
in its usual state, but, when drawn into wire, or rolled into plates, its density is augmented to 7 or 7*2.

In its ordinary state at common temperatures, it is tough, and with difficulty broken by blows of the

hammer. It becomes very brittle when its temperature approaches that of fusion, which is about 773°
;

but at a temperature a little above 212°, and between that and 300°, it becomes ductile and malleable,

and may be rolled into thin leaves, and drawn into moderately fine wire, which, however, possesses but
little tenacity. "When a mass of zinc, which has been fused, is slowly cooled, its fracture exhibits a
lamellar and prismatic crystalline texture.

—

Brande, 770.

Zinc, which is commercially known as spelter, although it is always brittle when cast, has of late

years taken its place amongst the malleable metals ; the early stages of its manufacture into sheet, foil,

and wire, are stated to be conducted at a temperature somewhat above that of boiling water ; and it

may be afterwards bent and hammered cold, but it returns to its original crystalline texture when re-

i 1. It has been applied to many of the purposes of iron, tinned-iron, and copper; it is less subject

to oxidation from the effects of the atmosphere than the iron, and much cheaper, although less tenacious,

ductile, or durable than the copper. The sheet metals when bent lengthways of the sheet, (or like a

roll of cloth,) are less disposed to crack than if bent sideways. In this respect zinc and sheet-iron are the

worst : the risk is lessened when they are warmed.
Zinc is applied as a coating to preserve iron from rust.

Zinc mixed with one-twentieth its weight of speculum metal, may be melted in an iron ladle, and
made to serve for some of the purposes of brass, such as common chucks. The alloy is sufficient to

modify the crystalline character, but reserves the toughness of the zinc; it will not, however, bear ham-
mering, either hot or cold. Four atoms of zinc and one of tin, or 133-2 and 57-9, make a hard, malleable,

and I' 39 crystalline alloy.

Biddi i j v, are, manufactured at Biddery, a large city, 60 miles N\ W. of Hyderabad in the East In-

dies, and also at Benares, is said by Dr. Heyne to consist of copper, 16 oz.; lend, ! oz. ; and tin, 2 oz.,

melted together : and to every :; oz. of this alloy, 16 oz. of spelter or zinc are added. The metal is used

as an inferior substitute for silver, and resembles some sorts of pewter.
The foregoing alloys are mostly derived from actual practice, and although it has been abundantly

shown that alloys are most perfect, when mixed according to atomic proportions, or by multiples

of their chemical equivalents, yet this excellent method is little adopted, owing to various interfer-

ences.

For example, it i- in most ca et neces sary, from an economic view, to mix some of the old alloys, (the

proportions of which are uncertain.) along with the new metals. In most cases also unless the fusion

and refusion of the alloys are conducted with considerably more care than ordinary practice ever attains,

or really demands, the loss by oxidation completely invalidates any nice attempts at proportion; and
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wliich proportions can be alone exactly arrived at, "when thi - quite

|

Hardru j«, fracture, and color of alloys.—The this division of our article is to explain, in a

1 way, some of the peculiarities and differences amongst alloys, in the man
. prior to entering on the means of melting the metals, without which pi

alloys cannot be made: yet notwithstanding that the 1 1 — t conta ter number of the alloys in

ordinary use, ami many others, it is merely a small fraction of those which might be made, for, says Dr.

Turner, "It is probable that each metal i- capable of uniting in one or more proportions with every other
metal, and on this supposition the number of alloys wi i I • linglynumen

It i- also stated by the same distinguished authority, that "Metals appear to unite with one ai

iv proportion, precisely in the same manner as sulphuric aci 1 and water. Thus there is ne limit

t.p the number of alloys of gold and copper." The same might be said of many other metals, and when
the alloys comp tunded of three, four, or more metals, are taken into account, the conceivable Dumber <•(

alloys becomes almost unlimited. " It is certain, however, thai metals, haw a ten l< ucy to combine in

definite proportion
i

for several atomic compounds of this kind occur native." "It i- in I.

that the variety of proportions in alloys is rather apparent than real, arising from the mixture of a few
definite compounds With each other, or with uncombined metal ; an opinion uot onl by the
mode in which alloys are prepared, hut in some measure support I by observation."!

It appears to be scarcely possible to give any sufficiently general rules I", which the properties of

alloys may he safely inferred from those of their constituents ;
lor although, in m

qualities and appearance of an alloy, may he nearly a mean proportional between the oaturi

f the metals composing it
;
yet in other and frequent instances the deviations ve, as

will lie seen by several of die examples n ferred to.

Thus, when lead, a soft and malleable metal, is combined with antimony, which is hard, brittle, and
Mine, in the proportions of from twelve to fifty parts of lead to one of antimony, a flexible alio.

i- obtained, resembling lead, hut somewhat harder, and which is rolled into sheets for sheathing shi] -.

six parts of lead and one of antimony are Used for the large -oft printers' types, which will bend
slightly, hut are considerably harder than the foregoing; and three parts of had and o f anl

I for the smallest type-, that are very hard and brittle, and will not bend at all : an;

being the more expensive metal, is used in the smallest quantity that will Buffice.^ The di

specific gravity between lead and antimony constantly . ad unless the type metal i- lie

ly stirred, the lead, from being the heavier mi the bottom, and the antimony i- dispro

p. rtionally used from the surf

[n the above examples, the differences arising from the proportions appear intelligible enough, as

when the soft lead prevails, the mixture i- much like the had; and as the hard, brittle antimony is

d, the alloy becomes hardened, and men- 1. little: with the proportion of four t" oni

ture i- licit!. I like that of lead, nor foliated like antimony, hut assumes very nearly the grain
and color of SOme kind- of steel and cast iron. In like manner when tin and had ate alloj l d. the for-

mer metal imparts to the mixture some of its hardness, whiteness, and fusibility, in proportion to its

quantity; as seen in the various qualities of pewter, in which however copper, and sometimes sine or

antimony, are found.

The same agreement i- net always nut with; a- nine parts of copper, which is red. and one part of

tin, which is white, each very malleable and ductile metals, make the tough, rigid metal used in

ordnance, from which it obtains its modern name of gun-metal, hut which neither admits of rolling uoi

drawing into wire ; the same alloy is described bj Pliny as the of his day. The continual

addition of the tin, the1

softt T no l.i I. produces a gradual increase of hardness in the mixture ; with about
ixth of tin the alloy assumes its maximum hard tent with its application to mechanical

nh to one third tin it becomes highly elastic an I sonon : rath i

than its hardness i- greatly increased.

When the copper becomes two, and the tin cue part, the alloy i, -.> hard as nut to admit •

under their action ; whi ith a hammer, or even suddenly wai
it Hi' and clearly shows a structure highly crystalline, instead of mal
alloy has no e red color of the copper, but it is quite white, susceptible of an exq i ito

;

and being little disposed i" tarnish it is most perfectlj adapted to Lha refli

and oilier instruments, ("f which pur] it is alom i

< lopper, v. hi n combined lored and
oami 1 r metal is of a bluish « like, and

as till is \. .

Cut and filed.

II, p,

n

with ill.- other, i. nt ;

IIMCllillCI V. (

011(1 Hind, w
V litll
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metal, called pot-metal, or cock-metal, from its employment in those respective articles. This alloy i-

much softer than brass, and hardly possesses malleability; when, for example, the beer-tap is driven
into the cask, immediately after it has been scalded, the blow occasionally breaks it in pieces, from its

reduced cohesion.

Another proof of the inferior attachment of the copper and lead, exists in the fact that if the mould-
are opened before the castings are almost cold enough to be handled, the lead will ooze out, and appear
on the surface in globules. This also occurs to a less extent in gun-metal, which should not, on that
account, be too rapidly exposed to the air; or the tin strikes to the surface, as it is called, and makes it

particularly hard at those parts, from the proportional increase of the tin. In casting large masses of

gun-metal, it frequently happens that little hard lumps, consisting of nearly half tin, work up to the
surface of the runners or pouring places, during the time the metal is cooling.

In brass, this separation scarcely happens, and these moulds may be opened whilst the castings are

red-hot, without such occurrence ; from which it appears that the copper and zinc are in more perfect
chemical union, than the alloys of copper with tin, and with lead.

Malleability and ductility of alloys.—The malleability and ductility of alloys are in a great measure
referable to the degrees in which the metals of which they are respectively composed possess these
characters.

Lead and tin are malleable, flexible, ductile, and inelastic, whilst cold, but when their temperatures
much exceed about half way towards their melting heats, they are exceedingly brittle and tender,

owing to their reduced cohesion.

The alloys of lead and tin partake of the general nature of these two metals; they are flexible when
cold, even with certain additions of the brittle metals antimony and bismuth, or of the fluid metal
mercury ; but they crumble with a small elevation of temperature, as these alloys melt at a lower
degree than either of their components, to which circumstance we are indebted for the tin solders.

Zinc, when cast in thin cakes, is somewhat brittle when cold, but its toughness is so far increased

when it is raised to about 300° Fahr. that its manufacture into sheets by means of rollers is then admissi-

ble ; ft becomes the malleable zinc, and retains the malleable and ductile character, in a moderate
degree, even when cold, but in bending rather thick plates it is advisable to warm them to avoid frac-

ture ; when zinc is remelted it resumes its original crystalline condition*
Zinc and lead will not combine without the assistance of arsenic, unless the lead is in very small

quantity ; the arsenic makes this and other alloys very brittle, and it is besides dangerous to use. Zinc
and tin make, as may be supposed, somewhat hard and brittle alloys, but none of the zinc alloys, except
that with copper to constitute brass, are much used.

Gkrtd, silver, and copper, which are greatly superior in strength to the fusible metals above named,
may be forged either when red-hot or cold, as soon as they have been purified from their earthy mat-

is, and fused into ingots ; and the alloys of gold, silver, and copper are also malleable, either red-hot

a- eold.f

Fine, or pure gold and silver, are but little used alone ; the alloy is in many cases introduced less

with the view of depreciating their value than of adding to their hardness, tenacity, and ductility; the

processes which the most severely test these qualities, namely, drawing the finest wires and beating

gold and silver leaf, are not performed with the pure metals, but gold is alloyed with copper for the

red tint, with silver for the green, and with both for intermediate shades. Silver is alloyed with copper

only, and when the quantity is small its color suffers but slightly from the addition, although all its

working qualities are greatly improved, pure silver being little used.

The alloys of similar metals having been considered, it only remains to observe that when dissimilar

metals are combined, as those of the two opposite groups—namely, the fusible lead, tin. or zinc, with

the less fusible copper, gold, and silver—the malleability of the alloys when cold is less than that of the

superior metal; and when heated barely to redness, they fly in pieces under the hammer; and there-

fore, brass, gun-metal, &c, when red-hot, must be treated with precaution and tenderness. Muntz's

patent metal, which is a species of brass and is rolled red-hot, appears rather a contradiction to this

;

but in all probability this alloy, like the ingots of cast-steel, requires at first a very nice attention to the

force applied. It will be also remembered the action of rollers is more regular than that of the ham-
mer

;
and soon gives rise to the fibrous character, which, so far as it exists in metals, is the very ele-

ment of strength when it is uniformly distributed throughout their substance. This will be seen by the

inspection of the relative degrees of cohesion possessed by the same metal when in the conditions of

the casting, sheet, or wire, and to which quality or the tenacity of alloys we shall now devote a few

lines.

Strength or collision of alloys.—The strength or cohesion of the alloys, is in general greatly superior

to that of any of the metals of which they are composed.
All nice attempts at proportion, are, however, entirely futile, unless the metals are perfectly pure;

lor example, ii is a matter of common observation that for speculums, a variable quantity of from seven

and a half to eight and a half ounces of tin is required for tin; exact saturation of every pound of cop

per, and upon which saturation tin' efficiency of the compound depends; bells of exactly similar quality

noes thus require the dose of tin to vary from three and a half to live ounces to the pound of

copper, according to the qualities of the metals.

Fusibility of alloys.—In concluding this slight view of some of the general characters of alloys, it re-

mains to consider the influence of heat, both as an agent in their formation, and as regards the dj

in which it is required for their after fusion; the lowest available temperature being the most desirable

in every such case.

"Metals do not combine with each other," says Dr. Turner, "in their solid state, owing to the influence

* It is considered that most of the sheet zinc contains a very little lead.

t Uold alloyed with copper alone is not very malleable when hot.
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nicnl affinity being counteracted by the force of cohesion. It is to liquefy at least one

of them, in which case they always unite, provided their mutual attraction i- energetic." Thus, brass is

1 when pi< cea of copper arc put into melted zinc; and gold unites with mercury at common tem-

peratures by mere contact."

The agency of mercury in bringing about inations of tl i«> metals, both with an 1 withoui

heat, i- also very curious and extensive. Thus, in e silver, copper, or gilding metal,

when chemically clean, arc rubbed over with an amalgam of gold containing about eight parts oi

ry; this immediately attaches itself, and it is only necessary to evaporate the mercury, wluch
requires a very moderate heat, and the gold is left behind H r similarly u>

plished

I iron, wrought-iron, and steel, as well as copper and many other metals may be tinned in n

similar manner. .\n amalgam of tin and mercury is ma le -•> as to be Bofl and just fi iable
;

thi

to be tinned is thoroughly cleaned either by filing or turning, or if only tarnished by exposure, it is

d with a piece of emery-paper or otherwise, without oil, and then rubbed with a thick cloth

moistened with a few drops of muriatic acid. A little of the amalgam then rubbed on with the same
rag, thoroughly coats the cleaned parts of the metal by a process which is described a- cold-tin

cither pieces of metal mav be attache 1 to the tinned parts by the ordinary process of tin soldering.

In making the tinned-iron plates, the scoured and cleaned iron plates are immersed in a bath of pure
melted tin; covered with pure tallow, the tin then unites with every part of the and in the

ordinary practice of tinning culinary vessels of copper, pure tin is also used. The two metals, however
must then In- raised to the melting heat of tin; but the presence oi a little mercury enables the pi

to be executed at the atmospheric temperature, as above explained.

In Mr. Mallett's recently patented "processes lor the protection of iron from oxidation and corrosion,

and tor the prevention of the fouling of ships," one proceeding consists in covering the iron with zinc

The ribs or plates for iron ships are immersed in a "cleansing bath" of equal parts of sulphuric or

muriatic acid an 1 water, used warm ; the works are then hammered, and scrubbed with emery or -and.

to detach the scales and to thoroughly clean them; they are then immersed in a "preparing bath" of

pans of saturated solutions of muriate of zinc and -al ammoniac, from which the works are trans-

ferred to a fluid " metallic bath," consisting of 202 part- of mercury and 1292 parts of zinc, both by
weight;* to every ton weight of which alloy is added about pound of either potassium or sodium.

(the metallic bases of potass, and -'da. i
the latter b rred As soon a- the cleaned iron works

have attained the melting heat of the triple alloy, they ;u\' removed, bavin thoroughly coated

with zinc.

'I'la- affinity of this alloy for iron is, however, so intense, and the peculiar circumstances of surface as

induced upon the iron pr. sented to it by the preparing bath are such, that care i- r< quisite l< Bt I

loug an immersion the plates are not partially or wholly dissolved Indeed, where the articles to be

I are -mall, or their parts minute, Buch as wire, nails, or sinall chain, it is necessary before im-

ng them to permit the triple alloy to dissolve or combine with some wrought-iron, in order that
its affinity for iron may be partially satisfied, and thus diminished. At the proper fusing temperature

of this alloy, which is about 680° Fahr., it will dissolve a plate of wrought-iron of an eighth of an inch

thick in a tew seconds.

TIu palL process.—The article- to be protected are to be first cleansed in the same way
as iii the case of zincing ; namely, by means of the double salt- of zinc and ammonia, or of man
and ammonia; and then to be thinly coated over with palladium, applied in a state of amalgam with

iry.

In the opinion ( ,f eminent •

:

1 metallurgists, all the metal-', even the most p fractory, which
ii' arly or quite refuse to melt in the crucible when alone, will gradually run down when surrounded by

l f the more fusible metals in the Quid state ; in a manner similar to the solution of the metals in

mercury, a- in the amalgams, or the solutions of solid -alts in water. The surfaces of the superior metals

are, a- it were, dissolved * ' bed" doy. p. or reduced to the state of alloy a, layer by layer, until the entire

ma-- i- liquefied

Thus nickel, although it barely fuses ;>' into the composition of German silver by aid of the

r, and whilst it gives whi-. Dees and hardness, it also renders the mixture less fusible. Platinum

combines very readily with zinc, arsenic, and also with tin and other metal-; bo much bo, thai it >s

either of tho e metals in a platinum BDOOn, or to solder platinum with common tit.

solder, which fuses at a very low temperature ; although platinum is constantly soldered w ith line gold,

the melting point of which i- very high in th< on. the circumstances that some of tire I

bismuth auoj - melt below the temperature of boiling water, or at less than half the melting beat of tin,

their most fusible ingredient, m of alloys, are equally tplaua

tion or generalization a r of the anomalo . •hem.

much, however, maybe Bafely advanced, that the alloys, without exception, are more .

than the superior metal of which they ar the same view to the r

quantities of the com] oard Boldera i"i tho vai • and
alloy- aie in em ral i lade of thi intended i" join, but with

addition- of the more fusible i ler should n

on which it is employed, in hardm epl fusibility; in which il

ju-t to an lieu ordin u 11 avoid tli

the objeel to b. i |i r by winch it i

|

appear as il
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it seems to be a natural conclusion that each surface of the iron becomes alloyed with the copper; and
that the two alloyed surfaces are held together from their particles having been fused in contact, and
run into one film. It is much the same when brass or spelter solder is used, except that triple alloys

are then formed at the surfaces of the iron, and so with most other instances of soldering.

And in cases where metallic surfaces are coated by other metals, the latter being at the time in a
state of fusion, as in tinned-iron plates and silvered copper; may it not also be conceived, that between
the two exterior surfaces which are doubtless the simple metals, a thin film of an alloy compounded of

the two does in reality exist? And in those cases in which the coating is laid on by the aid of mercury,
and without heat, the circumstances are very similar, as the fluidity of mercury is identical with the

ordinary state of fusion of other metals, although the latter require higher temperatures than that of our
atmosphere.

When portions of the same metal are united by partial fusion, and without solder, as in the process

described as burning together, and more recently known as the "autogenous" mode of soldering, no alloy

is formed, as the metals simply fuse together at their surfaces.

Neither can it be supposed that any formation of alloy can occur where the one metal is attached to

the other by the act of burnishing on with heat, as in making gilt wire, but Avithout a temperature suf-

; to fuse either of the metals. The union in this case is probably mechanical, and caused by the

respective particles or crystals of the one metal being forced into the pores of the other, and becoming
attached by a species of entanglement, similar to that which may be conceived to exist throughout solid

bodies. This process, almost more than any other in common use, requires that the metals should be
perfectly or chemically clean ; for which purpose they are scraped quite bright before they are burn-

ished together, so that the junction may be next approaching to that of solids generally.

And, lastly, when metals are deposited upon other metals by chemical or electrical means, the addi-

tion frequently appears to be a detached sheath, and which is easily removed ; indeed, unless the metal
to be coated is chemically clean, and that various attendant circumstances are favorable, the sound and
absolute union of the two does not always happen, even when carefully aimed at.

METALLURGY. A word derived from the Greek, signifying the art of working metals, or the art

by which metals are produced from their ores.

Metals constitute a well-known class of substances, distinguished by characteristics which every one

recognizes. They are considered as elementary matter by chemists, because chemistry has failed, up
to the present time, to resolve any one of them into more simple forms of matter ; they may, therefore,

be regarded as an aggregation of elementary atoms, held together by the force of cohesion. Metals are

popularly recognized as heavy matter, of great tenacity ; of a peculiar metallic lustre, which it is diffi-

cult to describe, but which is easily recognized. With one exception, namely, quicksilver, all the metals

are solid at ordinary temperatures ; they are all capable of liquefaction, and even volatilization, at

higher temperatures, the degree of heat being a different one in every instance. Metals, as a class, are

characterized by a higher specific gravity than almost all other matter ; they are distinguished by
opacity, from which rule only gold and silenium are excepted. The capacity of conducting heat and
electricity is possessed by metals to a high degree of perfection.

Malleability is the property of metals to change their form permanently, under a certain pressure.

The most important considerations for our present purposes are, the chemical qualities, the fusibility of

metals, their affinity for other matter, and their affinity among themselves.

Fusibility.—The degree of heat at which metals assume the solid or the fluid state is their fusibility.

Mercury melts at 39° 1 Silver melts at lSGOo
boils " 600° Gold " " 1983°

Tin melts " 420° Cast-iron " " 2700°
Lead " " 600° Platinum " " 4561°
Zinc " " G66°

|

The affinity of the metals for oxygen forms a very important item in our investigations. The oxides of

mercury, silver, gold, platinum and the platinum metals, part with their oxygen by the mere application

of heat. The following oxides of metals retain their oxygen at any temperature ; they require the

addition of carbon or hvdrogen in order to expel their oxygen : lead, copper, bismuth, antimony,

chromium, arsenic, nickel, cobalt, iron, tin, zinc. Most of these oxides may be deprived of their oxygen

by c irbon only, others by carbon and hydrogen, and some may be reduced by hydrogen only. Hydrogen
reduces all these oxides, but with most of them the point of reduction is so low as to leave the metal

in the form of a fine powder, which oxidizes as soon as it is exposed to the atmosphere. Iron, copper,

nickel, chromium, and other metals cannot be reduced by hydrogen, on account of the low heat by
which the process is accomplished. Antimony, arsenic, tin, zinc, lead, mercury, and all the alkaline

metals may be reduced by hydrogen. The facility with which metals oxidize is also of importance

in metallurgical operations. Lead, copper, bismuth, antimony, chromium, and arsenic do not decompose
water at any temperature, but are easily oxidized by atmospheric air. Nickel, cobalt, iron, tin, zinc,

manganese, decompose water easily at a red heat. All the terrifiable metals, such as aluminum, and

we may add silicon, are easily oxidized at a higher he it, and their oxides readily reduced in the pres-

ence of carbon, and of such other metals a the e metals can combine with. The alkaline metals

oxidize most readily under all conditi m . and their oxides are easy of reduction in the presence of

metals, such as lead, antimony, and others with whii dine metals may combine. Besides the

combination of the metals with oxygen, their union with other matter, such as sulphur, phosphorus,

carbon, <fcc, i metals combine readily with sulphur, such as iron or

had; others are not so easily disposed to enter into that com! , , , zinc and gold. The affinity

of sulphur for the metals and carbon, and the mode and conditions under which these combinations

may be separate:!, forms a very i p rt of the metallurgist's knowledge. Of the same i:;

ance as the sulphur coi
; wl ich combinations are in most cases mori
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difficult of separation than ;dl other or similar compounds. Of equal importance to the smcl

metals, i- the relation of the metals among themselves ; it is not so much the nature and qualil

these combinations, as the conditions under which the metals combine and separate, which interest him

The art of smelting consists in the knowledge of the nature of metals, their fusibility and relation to

matter. It is not bo much the specific qualities i f metals which interest the metallurgist, as the

of manufacturing the metals from their native ores. To produc mi al from ore, the first <

tiuii is to exp ise the ore to such a high heat as will meli the metal. Gold, mercury, and the platinum

metals maj be produced in this way to a certain extent All or most of the metals in natun

combined with other matter, such as oxygen, 6ulphur, phosphorus ; to remove the o ...him

the ore matter which b: en than the metal, at or near that degree of 1

which the metal melts; carbon is the most generally in use,hydrogen serv

in ether-. Metal- and sulphur, or oth r matter, may In- roasted, and the metal i

but if 3s is not practicable, the sulphnret or phosphuret, < with another
metal, such as sulphuref of lead or copper with metallic iron, where always that condition is complied
with, namely, that the newly formed metal is mi.re fusible than the newly formed Bulphurei -Metallic

re in most cases a mechanical mixture of the metal in its pure state, a- gold on - •. or a mixl

the oxide ut' metal and other matter, such as is the case in clay—iron— -tone : or the ores are a el., mica]

combination of one sulphuret of metal with other sulphurate of metal, as copper-pyrites in connection

with i,
, to which, frequently, silex or clay is added in admixture. The prevailing principle

in all metallurgical operations is, with but few exceptions, the transformation of all ores into metallic

. ami the reiluctii.ii of these oxides by carbon. Where the metallic oxides are incorporated with

r, such as -ilex, alumina, or lime, which cannot be reduced at those temperatures and under those

conditions by which the metals melt and are reduced themselves, that matter would prevent the .

tination of the metallic globules, and permit but a -mall portion of the metal to separate from it, even it

all other conditions of the reducing process are fulfilled; this foreign matter forms an inclosure to the me-
tallic ['article-. This inclosure i- to he destroyed, which, in man;. be done by heat simply ; such
is the case with some copper ores, where a certain portion of iron i- presi nt In other cases it n

: h matter to the ore which will combine with the impurities of it, melt with it, and lib-

This latter part of the science of metallurgy is the most difficult to obtain, ana

pi li oi the operation. This branch of our investigation il

yond the li:! to explore fully, we can furnish but a faint outline of the principles involved.

The formation of fusible sli smelting an oxide of m er with the

if another, i r these oxides together with silex. These combinations are subject to the laws of

affinity developed by chemistry. They depend upon the quantity of the oxides, their degree i f oxida-
tion, their relative position in tie scale of affinity, and the conditions under which The
most prevalent in these combinations are the silicates, or a vitrification of a metallic oxide with silex
father mixed to a silicate, or one mixed to the other, are frequently found the carbonates, chlorides,

sulphates, filiates, and other salts, which form in all cases a more or less filBible Blag. The nature of the

operation requires the formation of a fusible slag as most advantageous to the process. In practice, this

principle i, frequently modified, on account of the quality of the metal to be produced, or, more generally,
tor reasons "f economy. Silex and alumina are the most pervading admixtures t<> mi tallic

are vitrified by till the alkalies and alkaline earths, by protoxides of metals, and the oxide- of metals.

The fusibility of these combinations is in the following order: alkalies, alkaline-earth-, protoxide-, an I

peroxides, .V mixture of various oxide, or alkalies is more fusible than thai of hut one alkali or oxide,

with -ilex or alumina ;
the greater the number of these \ itrifj in the more fusible an 1 i

ius i- the Blag; the greater the affinity b twe< tic composing
|

melts.

The laws involved in this question maj be abstracted from chemistry, always, however, with due
: to the temperature by which the operation is performed.

Preparatory metallurgical operations.—Some metallic ores may be made to yield their met
hing and washing the ort— nch are the gold and platinui 'es. uelted

without any preparation or addition of fluxes ; to th m of the coppei
Bome require Bimple i

i omping and
furnace. Almost all the oi i Ited, require tf •

addition of fluxes to ma iationjir.Tnal.le. The manipulations in the smelt-v
into the pre], iration of fuel, preparation of ore, and smelting. The first we consider as

the limits of this confine the Bubject to the description of the two latter pro-

roasting, crushing, and wasl
I'r —An imperfeel picking or sortin dly performed in the i

ted in tins place, \ aluo
I and clean* , round with greater care than il could be done in tl

Id |
:. i |

Gold ( e they are brought to the mill ; the same opera
among the ore which contain no metal at all, they arc thrown .

to p .v the expenses ••! the

li the mi ire ol m ind impuriti

i

••hiner. imping-milL
In i

i plan, and in 1

• nied in tin

For

provi le I
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to 2} o\vt>. each. These stamper-heads are made of the finest and hardest kind of cast-iron, such iron

as chilled rollers are made of, and are cast in heavy iron chills, so as to harden the whole surface of the
head. These heads are fastened to the wooden helve by a wrought-iron tang of two inches square
iron, cast in into the head and sunk into the centre of the wood, where it is secured by wrought-iron

hoops laid around the lower end of the helve. The SO stampers are divided into 3 sets of 5 each ; these

5 stampers work into one trough—that is, the whole length of the trough is divided into 6 compart-
ments, of which each forms a set or battery. Each battery has its own feeding apparatus ; this is a
large, wooden, fixed hopper, as shown in Fig. 2807

from the hive. It discharges the ore in the middle

of the battery or set of five stampers, the middle

stamper drawing as much ore as, with the assist

Into this hopper the ore is carried as it comes

2807.

ance of the two stampers on each side, it can crush.

The bottom of each trough is provided with a cast-

iron plate ; the stampers, however, never touch this

plate. Upon this bed-plate a bed of quartz is laid,

and kept so that always from 2 to 4 inches high of

partly crushed quartz is in the bottom of each bat-

tery. This bottom of rocky matter protects the iron

bottom, the stampers, and the whole machinery
against premature destruction. Each battery is in-

closed by a trough made of cast-iron plates, reach-

ing about 7 inches high above the bottom plate.

The woodwork to which these plates are fastened is higher, and reaches up to 12 or more inches. Each
battery is provided with two sieves, or grates, shown by A ; these are made of sheet-iron, or sheet-cop-

per, pierced with holes, or they are made of brass-wire gauze, tweeled, in which wire and spaces are

each about i of an inch. Round holes punched in plates ought to be TV or -Jg- of an inch in diameter.

These sieves are 8 inches square, fastened vertically at each end of the trough, about 4 inches or 3-J

inches above the bottom. The size and form of the holes in the sieves decide the size of the grains of

sand made, for all grains which cannot pass these holes are returned to the stamps.

This stamping-machine crushes and washes the ore in the mean time, each stamper receiving 2J
gallons of water per minute. Where ores are stamped dry, the breast-plate and sieves at each battery

can be dispensed with. The yield of the machine is about 1000 bushels of quartz converted into fine

sand fit for amalgamation in 12 hours, each pestle making from 90 to 100 strokes per minute, having

in or 11 inches lift. The water in the trough ought to be always high enough to prevent splashing,

and loss of good mineral. There is a diversity of opinion respecting the construction of stamping-

machines, many machines being now built entirely of cast-iron. We are not aware that any superior

results have been achieved by cast-iron machines. It is against the practice and principles of mechanics

to build machines which work by concussion of an almost inelastic material such as cast-iron. Wooden
machines of this kind are, in the" first place, cheaper, and, if well built, are more durable and of gri f< r

effect than cast-iron structures.

Gold ores are stamped to liberate the metallic gold inclosed by rocky matter. Lead ores, copper

ore-, silver ore-, &C., are stamped to wash off the gangue. Rocky matter is of a smaller specific

gravity than the metallic ores generally are, particularly the sulphurets. When an ore is pulverized,

and a current of water passed through the trough containing it, the sand and clay, limestone, Ac, will

pass off readily in coarse grains, because its gravity is greatly diminished in water: such grains are car-

ried off by the slightest current. Metallic substances more heavy than quartz or rocky matter, will not

move until reduced to a certain size, when the particles will follow the current by adhesion, or be so

inconsiderable as to be carried oft" by the wash water. The current of water issuing from the stamps

will carry the rocky matter further than the metallic granules, and if the water and sand from the

stamps is led into a long wooden trough, the lightest particles will be found furthest off the stamps, and

the heaviest matter nearest to the mill. The size of the grains is regulated in the mill, chiefly by the

height of the grating or sie\ c above the bottom of the trough or stamper-bed ;
further by the size of the
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holes in the sieve; by the amount of water; by the lift of the Btamps, weight of stamps, and particu-

larly by the kind of bottom used, [f the bottom is too hard or thin, the mill Btamps coarsely; and if the

rock bottom is too thick, it stamps too fine.

Other means of grinding or crushing ore arc millstones, of considerable weight and size In I ig.

2808 a mill of this kind is represented. A vertical shaft, to which a cross shaft ami two millsto

4 or 5 feet diameter are appended, revolves slowly around itself, making from - to five revolutions p r

minute. This Bhaft carries with it the two head-stones, which revolve around the vertical axis, ami in

the mean time around their own axis, running upon a third millstone, which i- laid horizontal, anil fixed

ui>"ii the floor of the millbouse. These stones arc of hard material, either of granite, gneiss, trap, oi

other tenacious hard nick. Such mills are chiefly used lor grinding clay, tire-clay, or kaolin in poi

celain manufactories. Similar mills are exclusively employed in [forth Carolina for crashing gold "re.--,

also to some extent in Virginia; they are there entirely constructed of iron, or at least tl.

grinding part of it is made of cast-iron ; and are here called Chilian mill-. The-,- mills show one ad-

the -tamper-mill-
;
that is, they may he made to grind the m.- very line

; and where that p
ary, a- it i- with many gold ore-, these mills arc' advantageous Bui there i- one serious draw-

back to these machines : they require much power in proportion to their effect, and much room. A
strong mill of thi- kind requires from i to r, horse-power, with which it will grind from 40 to 50 bushels

of in 12 hours, that is, ten bushels to a horse-power. One b i will drive one stamper in a
stamp-mill, "and that stamper will crush at least SO bushels in the same time,—a consideration which
i- of importance where wages, power, and time are valuable. Other crushing apparatus, such a- common
mil!-, in the form of grist-mills, Crushing roller-, and similar machinery, are not m use in this COUD
least not to any extent

Washing of / .
—

( hes which contain a considerable amounl of clay, lime, sand, and other impurities
which may be injurious to tic smelting operation, are washed in an abundance of water, bo a- to carry
oil" the light particles and retain the heavy metallic matter. The Bimplesl form of a washing appar itns,

such as is used for washing impure iron i I in Fig. 2309. A is a long wooden trough of

from 2 long, 1 . inches wide in

m, and 6 i t B inches high.

I to the hoi 1/

afford a gentle cm rent At the up.

per end a Btrong current of water i- let

into it, from a w eir or an elevated

voir, which flows down the channel at a

ti ance of tin- water
a Laborer throws' in, at intervals, a shovel-

full of uncles e. under the i

tie- -pout of the pool The water in tall-

• the -mall

and fight particles, which are carried

downwards to the valves B and 0. The
light, floating particles are carried over

I at

tin' end of "
'

. near the bottom
the small* r through <

'. foi i

from which the remaining light impui i

plied in all in tano n hi i

rope to n
.

i r machines, all of which are ol i

chines worl

above wash apparatus, properly modified in
|

ufficivnt foi

ore, ami purifj in

•
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is the case with iron ore, < >r it is performed after the ores are crushed, which is the way of working sil

ver ores in North Carolina. The principle involved in this operation is to drive off all that volatile mat-
ter from the ore which maybe dissipated by heat ;

such as water, carbon, sulphur, phosphorus, chlorine,

arsenic, zinc, &c The consequence of this operation, if well performed, is in all cases, with but few
exceptions, the oxidation of the remaining metals to their highest degree ; a condition in which the ores

are most easily worked, and reduced by carbon to the metallic state. Roasting is performed in this

country almost exclusively in the open air; experiments made on roasting ovens met in but few instan-

ces with success. There is no doubt but that roast ovens are more economical in the use of fuel than
heaps in the open air, but the ovens require more labor; and as fuel is cheap witli us, labor high, the

reverse of what they are in Europe, it appears to be natural to follow those modes of woilung which
tend to lessen cost, and do the work in the cheapest way. In Fig. 2810 a roast-heap is represented in

section. These heaps are often round, but in most cases are mounds of from 25 to 50 and more feel

long. The operation consists in spreading over an area of a certain length, and from 8 to 20 feet wide-

Bticks of fire-wood, which may be of an indifferent

kind and form. The spaces between the sticks are

filled up by small wood, chips, or any kind of fuel,

providing, however, sufficient spaces for the access

<>f air from below. The coarser pieces of ore are

now spread over this grating of wood, and a layer
of from 8 to 12 inches levelled over it; on this ore

line charcoal, braise, is spread about 2 inches thick.

Instead of fine charcoal, mineral coal slack may be «
used to advantage, or wood chips, or in fact any
fuel free of injurious matter, such as sulphur, phos-
phorus, (fee Ore i.s now piled again upon this coal, and the operation of laying coal and ore in succes-

sive layers repeated until that height of the heap is reached which is calculated to be most ad-
vantageous in this particular instance. One inch thick of coal is generally considered sufficient for one
foot high of ore, exclusive of the foundation of wood. The ore is broken into uniform sizes, of from 2 to 3

inches thick, fire is kindled in the lower parts of the heap, which to conduct to advantage requires

considerable skill, sagacity, and industiy. The chief object in this operation being the dissipation of

volatile matter, it is evident that the melting of any particles of the ore is to be prevented, for from
such melted ore no degree of heat will separate the injurious matter effectually. The conducting of

the degree of heat in the roasting heap is therefore an operation liable to injure the ore instead of bene-
fiting it. Ores which melt readily, such as impure iron ores, silver and lead ores, pyrites of all kinds,

require more than common watchfulness to insure success in the operation.

Fig 2811 represents the section of a reverberatory furnace for roasting schliech of lead ore in Ger-
many. These ores contain much sulphuret of zinc, and resemble our silver ores in Virginia and North

2311.

j np

MMJ

Carolina, for which reasons we allude particularly to this furnace. Fig. 2*12 is the draw ing of an ele-

:, uf that furnace, showing^) to be a double furnace ; and Fig. 2813 is the plan of half the furnace,

or one single furnace. In the e several figures, a is the furnace or fireplace ; 6, a chimney leading to
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the condensing cl . in which the evaporati I; <l U
the -tack for the < and smoke ; e' is the charging door

;
/the dr_\

for expellin h the hearth of tl

?' channels for th

chaml arly half a ton of ore i bich takes fi

to 12 h urs work to be roasted; much zinc delays the pr
If well o

ingly well, out require a great dei I

imical in the use of fuel than heaps .

air; this advantage, however, is bal inced by our having generally cheap I
- arc Labia

rork; the access of air, which is the chief oxidizing s

--. In ov< us the advantageous access of watery vapoi in the

m the ground in such quantities and in such conditii dvan-

is to the operation. Watery vapors afford in roasting the triple advantaj

oxidizing element, in the mean time carrying off sulphur in the form of sulphuretted hj drogen, and :

in_j in keeping the heat more uniform than it can be done without thi -< vaj

may be more expensive in so it certainly i< mure correct in principle tl

Roasting in reverberatory furnaces may be considered an advai I] hur,

arsenic, and le matter is to be expelled which cannot well be removed in tl

ing in h saps. Th - apply particularly where are i be driven off; but as i

lelted in the Union, there is little use for reverberatory roast-ovens. At the copper smelti

works roasting is done to a certain extent in
,:

ratory, but it i< not practised in any other in-

. This furnace suffers undei disadvantage as thi en ; the work performed by it

ive, because of the labor it r stir and shovel the ore.

are auxiliaries in metallurgical operations. We refer to the article on " Ikon" for in-

formation.

ry important in smelt-worj '
i

I only perfori

tain the quantity of metal contained in the ore; it is I both for that
]

ing the metal to inquire what kind of metals and how mi i i- contained in the sampli -

[ting-furnace. Assays of gold ores are generally no ling the rock, convert-

ing it into a very fine powder, and washii yhich latter operation is performed
in a sheet-iron pan. The '

I, after washing, is either taken up, amalgamated by quicksilver,

and the quicksilver expelled by heat, or, if the quantity i- large, -a-, one grain or more, it is weighed
in its native state. Experienced gold-washers will judge very near correctly how much on

ill contain in gold by makin re pan washes.

Assays for ascertaining the quantity of a certain kind of metal in a specimen of ore, arc in this in

chiefly made in tin: dry way. It' an ore i^ to be as ayed for it-- contents in gold or silver, the

ore i- finely powdered, sieved, and mixed with its three or fourfold weight of litharge. This lit!

must I any other natal hut lead ;
the common shop litharge is not quite safe in tin- r<

and in case a com Ivisable to dry and roast sugar of lead ; the lithai

rived from it maj b i onsi lered pure. The fine litharge and ti re are well mixed, to which a very

if soda may he added. If not much gold or silver is expected, hut little had is re-

in ilu- process, which i I 'by the quantity of carbon mixed with it. In most cases, half

an ounce of lead will contain all thi gold and silver in th e;one grain of charcoal product

grains of lead; if we want, therefore, 240 grains, or one half ounce of had, we mk s grains of fine

charco.d powder with the above mixture of ore and litharge. The mixture i- put in a dry and warm
by a little common -ah. ami a slab to prevent the foiling in of coal, and then exposed

to a rapid heat in an air furnace. ( Ine hall' hour'- heat w ill finish the operation ;
tin- • rucible i- cooled,

. and tic button of had removed, washed, and cupelled. This button of had, of half an ounce

t, requires a cupel of half an ounce
; better it' em- ounce. The cupel is a flat crucible, made of

which, when the had is heated in it, and in the mean time oxidized, i the oxide of.

lead, just as a sponge absorb .i this cupel will not absorb an\ metal in the metallic

n I silver have b ind in heating the alloy of lead and other n

all other metals will he oxidized and absorbed by the cupel, while gold and silver remain in their p ire

condition. When, in exposing the cupel in a inutile, or in a crucible, to a while heat, all the had and
metal is oxidized and ah oil,,-, |, a

'

h- of gold or - il\er, or a mixture of both, remains;

is analyzed in the humid wa tain the qu her metal,

or silver.

|.|.< r. 'II pounded, roasted, and

mixed with from i
i- . i prepared in mixing the powdi

Itpetre ana crude I other, heatir ly, and stirring it with i

I n ; the burnt powder is again pounded, sifted, and kept in uppered bottle foi

I ore is intimately mixed with its flux, put into a crucible, and 1

t»; a bright white heat in thi ne. The n copper is b
ci ucible an I washed ; it is < I nis button i poundi I in <

id form, along with half il

Idcd; the I
i

V, bile this

in w huh a flux I It, and Bait pi
I

when th ppei
i Ued, and tin icible hot, the flux melted, tin

from th.' firs! into lie lain i i I and llu\

hi . w hah me\ itabl) folio Jcen, or if tl I. 11

ppcr after I line, the
j
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may be gathered together from all the smeltings and melted along with some black flux, which will

produce ;i small button of crude copper; tins is added to the first after it is refined, or added by ap-

proximating its value in copper. This last grain contains generally a great deal of iron, and looks like

iron.

Other ores than those mentioned are commonly not assayed in the smelt-works. Iron, lead, zinc, &c,
are of too little value; they cannot bear these expenses. Tin we are not yet smelting, and in so far

have no need of assaying it.

Assaying forms a very important branch of the smelting establishment. In this country, owing to

the youth of metallurgical operations, most of the smelt-works are connected with the mines; from
this rule the copper smelt works are only excepted. For these reasons, the assay necessary to ascertain

the value of ore, in order to establi-h its price, is not in extensive use. When smelt-works shall be car-

ried on in their proper form, assaying of ore will be more generally executed. At present the assays
of ore are only used to ascertain the value of ore specimens, byr which assays, as they allude but to a
small and in most cases a selected part of the ore, many illusory prices of ore are furnished, which de-

ceive the unwary. All assays made in the dry Avay are incorrect; they always furnish a smaller

amount of metal than the large operation ; if, however, the assays are conducted with uniform precision,

the loss in each case will be the same, and may be represented by a pcr-centage of the whole. The
second feature of the utility of the dry assay is its affording indications of the amount and nature of

the foreign admixtures to the ore : it furnishes a guide to the smelter at the furnace. Experiments as

to the mode of smelling an ore to the best advantage, can be made in the crucible with less expense
and greater facility than in the smelting furnace. A third advantage arising from the assay laboratory
:< the analysis of the manufactured metal in respect to its purity and contents of precious metals.

Assay in lh< humid way.—The chemical analysis of ore, or the assay in the humid way, is not of

much practical use to the metallurgist If this assay is well performed, it furnishes an exact table of

the contents of an ore, of slags, and of metals ; but it requires more science and experience than com-
monly is at the disposal of the practical man, to make that use of an analysis which frequently is

expected from it. The humid analysis furnishes the facts, the elements for the science of metallurgy
;

but the application of these facts is subject to more difficulties than at a superficial glance appear : it

is moreover a means of inducing young, speculative minds to a waste of time and money which may be
better employed than in chemical analysis. This department belongs to the scientific chemist : it is of

no use in the smelting-house. There is no doubt but the humid analysis furnishes the most correct esti-

mate of the contents of an ore, slag, and metal, but in all instances it is advisable to verify these results

by the dry assay, for there are innumerable instances where the portions of metal obtained in the analy-

sis cannot be yielded by the ore in the most perfect smelting operations. The assay comes nearer to

the practical result than the analysis. We cannot deny that the analysis furnishes principles upon
which improvements are and may be executed, but these principles and facts are only useful in the

hands of a scientific and experienced metallurgist.

The manufacture of metals.—In this part of our labors we shall omit the allusion to iron, because a
valuable contribution is furnished under the proper head; we shall further limit ourselves to those

metals which are actually manufactured, or are likely to be manufactured in the United States.

Gold.—Germ, gold; Fr. Or; Lot. Aurum. Gold is found almost over the whole globe, but in most
cases in small quantities compared with other metals. At the present time California affords the

largest amount of this metal in the world. Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and Ala-

bama, in the United States, afford gold in considerable quantity. The production of California amounted
in the year 1850 to about 640,000,000 worth of this metal ; the other States of the Union together about

$2,000,000. Next to the United States, the largest amount of gold is furnished by Russia, from the

Ural Mountains. It is found extensively in the South American States, near the Equator, in Africa,

Asia, and Europe. Gold is chiefly found in its native condition, in a metallic state, alloyed with silver,

and sometimes with tellurium, as is the case in Virginia and North Carolina. In California it is found

chiefly in alluvial ground, bedded upon rock in most cases; it is also found inclosed in quartz rock, ap-

parently in veins ramifying the rocks of an extensive mountain range. This California gold is ob-

tained chiefly in large grains, and often in lumps of several pounds weight! In the other States of the

Onion the gold is in very minute fragments, often invisible to the eye if not aided by a lens, only to be

detected by crushing and grinding the rock and washing off the debris. This gold is apparently de-

rived from the decomposition of iron and copper pyrites, chiefly the first; which assertion cannot be ol>

jected to, because it is founded in principle that almost all iron pyrites contain gold, that the gold ores

of that region are rocks which are colored by iron, and that this iron is evidently derived from the de-

composition of the pyrites. Fyritous ores of this kind are worked which contain no visible gold, or

which do not yield gold at the first crushing and washing, but which furnish gold in a succession of

amalgamations, performed after regular intervals of exposure to the air in a fine powder. Gold is also

furnished by the silver ores of North Carolina and Virginia.

A splendid yellow color and brilliant metallic lustre characterizes gold distinctly from other metal-

,

itg specific gravity being l'.i-:; to water, is another quality easily appreciated by the senses. It is pre-

i minently ductile, which qualifies it for an extensive use in the arts. One grain" of gold may be drawn
into a wire 500 feet long; silver may be coated with gold, of which the thickness is only the twelve-

millionth part of an inch, and still the microscope cannot detect the slightest indication of an interrup

tion of the gold coating. Pure gold requires more heat for melting than either silver or copper, but as

fill native gold is alloyed with some other metal, it may be considered more fusible than those

metals. If, in cupelling gold, the hot globule shines with a gre< nish light, we may consider the gold

-jot much adulterated
; if it contains 10 per cent, or from there to one-third of silver, the color of the

gold is in the hot cupel white as silver. Pure gold is not very volatile, and may be exposed to a strong

heat for a long time without loss of metal
; but if gold is alloyed with volatile metal, such as lead, zinc,

and antimony, it is liable to be carried off by their vapors. Cold has a considerable cohesion, which
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incline- it tocrj stallization. Its crj stal form is an octahedron; it ig often found in fragmi nts of crystals

imbedded in quartz, of which 6ne specimens are found in California, and also in the gold region of the

Southern States. In melting gold along with pure borax it assumes a whitish color, a- if adulti

with Bilver; in melting it again with saltpetre, or common -alt. it recovers it< rich yellow color.

'I!;. position of gold i- in the primitive rock. I miuated in

grains and spangles through the m:i-s of nick. In the United States gold i- chiefly found in the

stratified transition Beries; in Cahfornia it appears i rough this ruck, imbedded in

quartz. Most of the gold, the California gold exclusively, is found in alluvial soil In the Southern
»urce is much exhausted, and the gold i- here obtained

'

r, well-developed

,
running parallel with the general direction of the rock strata, southwest by northeast '1 he

.;' inclination of these veins is also parallel with the plane of inclination ft' the general formation

It appears from this that the gold-bearing veins are of a simultaneous origin with the rock ; a'

they have been introduced when the rock was in a plastic condition. In Virginia and North Carolina
the gold-bearing veins are a ferruginous talcose slate, often inclined (•> mica slate, [n North Carolina

this slate i< found to he very hard in many in- lid mass of rock, apparently
the same -late, but having been under the influence of a considerable heat, it i- hardened. In Vir-

ginia this slate is mute soft, the fissures open more readily, and the whole vein -hows the appearance
of -lift slate. This -late i- impregnated with small quartz veins, from one-eighth to one-half an inch,

and often two inches thick. \\ here these quartz veins arc thin and in greal numbere, the ere is alwavs
found to be richest in gold. This feature of the ore i- well developed throughout Virginia, and ai l

hill, North Carolina. The vein-stone of the gold-bearing veins i- strongly impregnated with oxide of

iron, showing evidences that this iron is derived from
|

cause the oxide appears in d

ps of dots. Many of these vein- have been traced to that depth where the

not oxidized; here they appear in their perfect crystal form, and are profusely distributed through the

slate. The oxidation of these pyrites appears to depend on the penetrability of the rock by atmos-
pheric agents; where tl soft we find it oxidized to the depth of from 50 to 150 feel

;
where

hard, as is the case at the Sawyer mine. North Carolina, the oxidation reaches hardly t< a

or twenty feet deep, and is in many places, such as bluffs, not d tall. At the latl

pyrites are in their original form, untouched by oxygen. Where th I oxidized tl

traction of gold is connect) 1 with considerable more expense than it i- from soft -late and ox

tsbjng of the hard slate i- in the first place more expensive ; the sulphur of the p
portion of quicksilver in amalgamation, and the gold cannot be all extracted

;
the

it remain- inclosed by the sulphuret of iron, which can only be liberated by d<

envelope.

When we consider the great extension of the Southern gold format!* n. which is ai

long; the breadth of the gold-bearing strata in which the veins are imbedded, and which i- froi

20 mill ler the depth of these veins, which may be assumed to be 2 feet, the

body of gold oreinthi - certainly to be regarded as an important source of national wealth.

. "ii draw hack to the rapid extraction of gold from these deposit— the on - are all,

without exception, pyritous in greater depth, and to work these sulphurets to advantage no pn
ha- been made up to this I me. \ arious i speri m nts ti a ling to accomplish this purpose, and affoi

mean- of extraction, have been trie 1, hut none of tin led so far as to work the po in r da— of

\t GoldhiU, N. <

'., where the ores yii Id from 81.50 i" ~
;

: of gold in 100 pounds or one bushel of

ore, the pj lit' .it- ores an- ground, amalgamated, ami a certain portion of gold extracted. The crushed
iw a tine -and, i- exposed to the influence of the atmosphere for one year, after which the pn

of grinding and amalgamating is repeated, and another portion of gold, almost equal to the first,

1. An exposure of another year furnishes am it her crop of gold, which operation may he repeated
01 live time, with ing all the metal from the -and. This way of working i- t<

• ml will nut answer where the me- yield b it 25 ci nts to the b ishel. I hi

ing thi k> expensive, and all processes which require much
the question. I hie i- a promising field for American ingenuity an I industry.

formed in » [atifornia, an 1 also in some pan- of the Southern state-, simply
bing the alluvial t Dg tie -ami. claw ami debris of ruck

; afti r thi se operations the gold,

iest matter, will remain in the vessel in which the washing has been performed.
Tin- washing mas he done to in a tin pan or a sheet iron pan. Such a pan is filled with

-ami containing tin- gold ami immersed in wat< i ; in Btirring it gi atlj bj hand the <!.. sand

the earths d i the pan i- shaken o ta to brin - the heavier

i the bottom of it ; tie i now removed, and the gold found in the bottom
of the pan. W hei abundant, a mi than the pan i- erapl

mai hiin- i- called a i ickcr. I

This is a machine made of wood iches hi b, and 1 6 inches wide in the ti

tig ut flat ii "U bai >>( iihout } an in

bar, By B a strong current of water is lot upon th ' off at the opposite etui

machine. The mni him . b Inch admil
two planki laid mi the ground. 'I In- appara

deofil limiting that motion, and forcing the rocker back at each vibration Tl

supplies tin- rocker with mm I
the -ami which

ami also tic gold, (alls into the trough i

in amalgam of gold. The light sand fr< ur which p
cradle i

kind of material to he « oshe hi.
and floatio

[
gold i
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Gold inclosed in rocky matter cannot be washed with success in the foregoing described manner ; the

rock must be crushed, and is, in this operation, transformed into more or less fine sand. The bulk of this

sand is removed by washing, and the rest, with the gold, reserved for amalgamation. The crushing is

performed in the stamp-mill, Fig. 2808; the sand, including gold, conducted over hides, which retain the

gold, and the sand is floated away. The gold and sand from the hides are removed, when the latter are

tilled, to an amalgamating machine, which combines the gold with quicksilver, and admits the sand to

flow off Instead of hides, woollen blankets are also used for gathering the gold, and there is a diversity

of opinions as to the merits of either. Blankets, it is contended, are more expensive than hides, but

they have the advantage of working mure uniform. Hides are cheaper, but they lose their hairs or

wool very soon, and are then not fit to do good work. Hides of short, curly wool are selected; these

are spread on the ground, and over these the water, sand, and gold are led in a broad sheet. In other

instances shaking-tables are suspended at the discharge of the stampers, which gather the gold and

some sand. Shaking-tables are wooden platforms of 8 or 10 feet long, and from 3 to 4 feet wide, mad"
of '.'-inch plank well joined together, and the whole smoothly planed. Around the edges of the table

arc projecting ribs, which prevent the water from flowing over the edges. In suspending this table, a

little inclined to the horizontal, leading the sand and water over it in a broad sheet, and applying a

gentle shaking motion to it, the gold will sink to the bottom and move gently down the plane; it is

arrested at the lowe t end of the table by a projection on the table. In either of the above cases the

gold is brought to the amalgamating machine for amalgamation.

Most of the gold-mining establishments are provided with Chilian mills for crushing the ore. "We

furnish a description of it in its simplest form in Fig. 2808, in which form most of these machines are

erected. Still, there are some machines of this kind in North Carolina, which work by four or five run-

ners or crushers in one trough.

ilMllll l'inill.JTmTT i TTII
I
llliMTHrn

^l

In Fig. 2815 is such a machine represented as it is in operation at Goldhill. It is a cast-iron circular

trough of about 16 feet diameter, 10 inches wide, and 6 inches deep; the trough is firmly fixed upon
the floor of the mill. In this trough five travellers or head-stones are moving, of 3 feet diameter and
fi inches thick, rounded on the edge, made of cast-iron. These travellers are fixed to the revolving shaft

in the centre, and are moved by it. The circular trough is supplied with coarsely broken ore and a con-

stant current of water, which latter washes off all the light impurities, and leaves the gold in the trough.

At the close of every day's work the trough is supplied with some quicksilver, which is worked in it for

$ or -J- hour's time, in which time it absorbs the gold, and is then removed as amalgam. The water
from these mills is generally conducted into other machines, in which some of the fine gold which passes
from the first machine is gathered. In most cases a shallow round basin, of about 4 feet diameter, is

appended, in which a rake moves around with a vertical axis, gently stirring the sediment which may
settle from the passing water. It retains only the heavy particles. In other instances, Sullivan

bowls (a small machine which derived its name from the inventor, residing in North Carolina) are

appended ; these gather the heavy parts which may escape the previous machines.

2816.

2817.

- A fli
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A Sullivan bowl is represented in Fig. 2817. A vertical wooden shaft of about 18 inches long and

2 inches square carries on the lower part a shallow vessel or bow] B, about 2 inches deep and 18 inches

in diameter. This bowl is formed of a wooden bottom and sheet-iron periphery. This bowl receives

the water from the other machines at or near its circumference, and discharges at the centre. By the

lever A, the machine is set in a rocking motion, caused by a crank connected with the same. This

machine gathers a great deal of fine gold, but it is an expensive machine, because they work but little

water, and it requires many machines to do the work'bf a small establishment.

The gold from the various machines, mixed with some sand and other impurities, is carried to the

Chilian mill for amalgamation, in case there is no other machine for doing that work. This is an im-

perfect machine for amalgamation, and i losses in quicksilver and gold. In most cases separate
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principles, and as the operation at tlie Washington mine may be considered one of the most difficult

cases, on account of the composition of its ore, we will describe the operation in this instance.

The ore at this establishment consists chiefly of brown sulphuret of zinc, which is largely mixed with

galena, copper, and iron pyrites ; it contains silver, gold, and other metals. The ore as it comes from

the mine is broken into coarse, fragments, and roasted in heaps in the open air, in the manner described

before. The roasting is performed altogether by wood and wood charcoal. After the first roasting the

piles are picked over for such ore which is well roasted, and that which is too much roasted. This is

brought to the stampers, crushed into a fine powder, and washed, so as to carry off all the oxidized zinc

and quartz. If the 6re, after its being crushed, is found to be imperfectly roasted, it is returned to the yard

arid once more subjected to roasting. That part of the ore which is rejected in the yard is piled and
roasted along with some fresh ore from the mine. In this way it may happen that some of the ore is

exposed to several heats. The roasting operation is not considered to be finished until all the sulphuret

of zinc is destroyed ; that is, until the zinc is deprived of its sulphur and converted into oxide of zinc, in

which form it may be washed away by the water at the stamping-mill.

The finely powdered ore consists nowr chiefly of galena, or, in case the roasting operation is well per-

formed, of oxide of lead, oxide of iron, oxide of copper, silver, and other matter. This ore is brought to

the smelting-furnace, called a high-furnace, and here smelted along with some fluxes by charcoal. In

Fig. 2818 such a furnace is represented; it is a solid work of masonry, calculated to retain its heat if

once thoroughly heated. The fire is urged by cylinder bellows, driven by a steam-engine ; the air to

the furnace is supplied at the tuyere m. In consequence of the alternate charges of coal and ore, the

basin or hearth g is regularly supplied with metal, which is removed at certain intervals of time, so as

to afford room for fresh metal and cinder. In this manner about one ton of lead is obtained in 12 hours,

which is removed and put aside for refining. The composition of the ore, which makes its perfect

roasting difficult, renders it necessary to make large additions of iron ore to the posts of ore. The iron

oxide, which is reduced in presence of carbon in the furnace, will absorb the sulphur from the other

metals in case there is any sulphur left after roasting. This circumstance renders the operation tedious

and slow. It cannot be avoided but by perfect roasting, which may be considered practically impossi-

ble in this instance. The presence of zinc is what renders the operation tedious and expensive. If the

zinc is not removed to a large extent, it will, in smelting the ore, carry off by evaporation much of the

other metals, gold and silver not excepted. The sulphurets of zinc and lead are very fusible if in- con-

tact. In roasting the ore these two sulphurets will invariably melt together, which causes the roasting

process to be either very expensive or imperfect. All experience with a similar ore in other parts ot

the world are confirmatory as to this operation being expensive.

2020.

777,
""

The lead from these blast-furnaces is transferred to the refining-furnace. Formerly the English re-

fining-furnace was used as it is represented in Fig. 2819, in a longitudinal section. Here is a double,

or two furnaces represented, which, as is shown, are reverberatory furnaces. The fireplace a throws

the flame over the hearth or cupel into a chimney, which is provided with a sliding door at //to shut

off the draft and prevent the fumes of metal from escaping through the stack. The cupel is formed of

Beveral layers of bone-ashes, mixed with wood-ashes; this mass is rammed into an iron hoop when in a

moistened condition. The form of this cupel is represented in Fig. 2820; from above it is a concave

egg-sbaped dish, of about 5 inches thick, the Largest diameter being -1 feet, the smallest 2 feet. "When

the furnace and cupel are heated, the lead, previously melted in an iron pot, is cast into it; and now th

ocllows, which are represented in Fig. 2821, are set to work, a gentle current of air is thrown over the

not surface. The action of the blast is here twofold: it oxidizes the lead and forms litharge of it. and

drives by its force tic melted litharge to the opposite side of the blast, or the tap-hole, where it flows

out and falls into an iron basin, from whence it is carried back to tin- smelting-furnace. The level 01

the lead is in this way gradually reduced if not kept up to a certain height ; this i> done by casting in

melted lead, which is always ready milted in an iron pot. This process is carried on until a certain

quantity of lead has been concentrated so far that a little more than one weight of lead is combined

'.villi an equal weight of silver; this rich lead is taken out and refined in a properly prepared cupel

If sufficient rich lead is ready to make from 500 to 1000 ounces of silver, it is refined in a new cupel,
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and the Bilver melted into a cake. The operation is carried on as before, \riili the only difference, that

L lead is added
The Washington mine lias more recently introduced the < ; < rman refining furnace represented in Fig.

2822, with what success we are not aware This furnace is larger than the above English I

cupel being at least 6 feet diameter. The drawing show of the furnace, in which th<

place y, the tuyeres n rt, and the d q, into which the lead i~ charged, are Bhown. Jn Re. 2823 is a

ground plan of the furnace shown. Bere is the flue x visible, which leads to the stack, and which
in the mean time to clear off from the surface of the melted lead some of the scum. i f this

furnace is made entirely of « which are the refuse ashes from the soap-works, and in this

the furnace has an advantage over the English furnace. The floor or hollow surface of it
i

pounded by woollen mallets, to make it solid and smooth. About four tons of lead are chat

heat ; it is carefully laid upon the bottom, and at first gently heated, so as not to injure the fresh I

and dome When the lead is melted, and all ebullition era- 3, the blast is thrown in at the tuyeres nn
ting the bellows at playing on the surface of the melted metal. At first no litharge is made, but

a dirty troth of oxydized metals is raked off, to facilitate which formation of froth, fine charcoal dust is

thrown on the surface. \\ hen all the impurities of the lead are removed in this way, the formation

of litharge begins, which flows off at the flue x. The separation of the litharge from the lead must be
I ic. a hook, because the blast i- generally not Btrong enough to move the fluid oxide of had over

the large surface of the molten masa The cupellation of four tons of metal lasts from I s t<> 20 I

Towards the end of the operation some Bilver i~ carried off with the litharge, which portion of litharge

is therefore carefully preserved, to be remelted by itself or along with other ore. The Bilver is, in this

operation, obtained pure in the first beal ;
i; i- melted into the form of a cake in a cavity prepared fox

eption in the centre of the hearth.

In all these refining operations there is an inevitable less of metal, disappearing in the form of fumes,

through the chimney. This loss is variable, and may lie modified by the Bkill of the workman and
the purity of the lead; it amounts on an average to from -I to 7 per cent of the lead melted.

•

l^J A A
The 1- h"t practised in the United States; this

1 In the old States of the Union there 1- do prospi c( of

n ' California, where rich silver ores and met bound, then
be a probability of its b n, which, at the rate of w
paid in the Unit< I id not yield much profit. Amalgamation i-

too laborin 1 . anion or n

1 irnuh a description of this operation. In our condition there 1- do n

the ore and refining the li ad ; or, in BOinc in I

introduced la 1 year into I

.

nients maj answer our purp
Some of the silver smelt-m dition of workii

ition, \\ lueli -

Mine.

f the metall

n more "i l< ' tbffl
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carried to a reverberatory furnace ; here the ore is heated to redness, calcined, and in that state from J

to 5 per cent, of common salt is added to the ore ; the -whole kept in that degree of heat, and stirred by
iron liars for some hours. The object of this operation is to transform the silver contained in the ore

into chloride of silver, which is so much more easy, as silver has a predominating affinity for chlorine.

If tie operation of heating is perfected, the red-hot ore is drawn from the furnace and thrown hot intc

a boiling concentrated solution of common salt. The hot salt solution will dissolve the chloride of silver,

and it is kept in solution so long as that solution is boiling-hot; it is therefore necessary to filtrate it in

adition. To the hot and filtrated solution a little muriatic acid is added, and then some coarse

pieces of crude copper; -which latter precipitates all the silver in a metallic state, in the form of a fine

powder : this is gathered and melted in a crucible ; it is pure silver. This process is, to all appearances,

simple, and is in fact so; but it requires an expert chemist to execute the operation. If there is only

copper, iron, and silver present in the ore, the operation is simple; but if there is gold, lead, or quick-

silver in the ore, the case is not so easily managed ; for the gold will not pass with the silver into the

solution, and the chlorides of lead and quicksilver, which are soluble in the same manner as chloride of

silver, are precipitated by the same means. The application of this process to our Southern ores is

difficult, but it may be an extremely useful process in applying it to the argentiferous stamp-work of

the Lake Superior copper ores.

The silver ores of the Southern gold region, such as are smelted at the Washington mines, yield from
200 ounces to 300 ounces of silver in a ton of lead ; the ore itself contains on an average 8 per cent, of

lead ; the other matter is zinc, iron, copper, tin, and chiefly sulphur. The silver is worth §1.80 the

ounce, because it is alloyed with a large portion of gold, which raises its value to double the value of

pure silver.

Copper.—Germ. Kupfer; Fr. Cuivre; Lett. Cuprum. Copper was known to the ancients long before

iron; most of the metallic instruments of the era preceding ours were made of copper, alloyed with

tin and other metals. The ancient nations on the old continent, as well as the inhabitants of America
before European invasion, understood the art of hardening copper as well as we now understand

hardening steel. This art is now lost, and we doubt its utility if it were recovered. Copper is pro-

fusely distributed all over the globe ; its ores are found everywhere. Native copper is particularly

found hi this country and in Russia. The ores of copper are chiefly sulphurets, of which the yellow

Bulphuret, or copper pyrites, forms nine-tenths of all the ore used in the smelt-works. Besides this

ore, there is the gray sulphuret ; there are carbonates, arseniates, phosphates, silicates, oxides of cop-

per, and others ; all these ores are of more interest to the mineralogist than to the metallurgist. The
bulk of ore, particularly in this country, are the yellow pyrites ; besides which, the native copper forms

an important source of metal to the smelter. The whole amount of copper produced in the world an-

nually is about 33,000 tons, of which Europe produces 25,000 tons ; the rest is American copper.

In the United States there are four large copper smelt-works, and some smaller. At Boston, New
York, Baltimore, and Pittsburg are smelt-works, working on the English plan ; smaller furnaces are ih

Missouri, Wisconsin, and Michigan. At present most of the smelt-works are stopped for want of ore.

If all the furnaces in the Union could be kept in operation, we should produce more copper than we
want, and have some for export ; for the smelt-works have a capacity of 18,000 tons. The works along

the Atlantic coast depend chiefly upon ores from Cuba ; Pittsburg and Boston are supplied from Lake
Superior. All the States along the Atlantic coast furnish copper ores, but there must be causes which
prevent a regular supply to the smelt-works. Our ores are not particularly rich, still there are mines

in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and all the Southern States, which will pay handsomely if car-

ried on properly. There is a deposit of native copper in Virginia which will furnish stamp-work
equal to Lake Superior. The chief difficulty in our copper-mining business is, that some of these mines

have been carried on by ignorant persons ; in other cases, swindlers have abused the confidence of the

community. If copper-mining in either of the Atlantic States is carried on with discrimination, indus-

try, and not over-sanguine expectations, there is no doubt as to its being a safe and paying business.

Many of our copper mines would be, and could be carried on by farmers, or the owners of the soil, it

their knowledge of mining and preparation or concentration of the ore were sufficient to make the opera-

tion profitable. In these respects the smelt-works can assist a great deal in developing the resources of

the country, if they will furnish such instructions to the owners of the mines as will facilitate their

operation
; for it must be presumed the smelt-works are more qualified to furnish practical information

on that subject than any other person or persons can do. Ores do not come now on consignment, be-

cause the owner of the ore does not like to run the risk of a sale which appears to him arbitrary. Our
Atlantic smelt-works have to exert themselves in developing the sources of ore, and export copper, or

they are to stop operations. Lake Superior promises to furnish 6000 tons of copper this year; this

will supply nearly the demand of the Union; there is, therefore, little or no choice for the Atlantic

works, but to smelt for export. Here are mean3, that is, ore and fuel, to go into competition with Eu-

rope : it requires some industry to make these means available.

The smeb
i ores in all of our smelt-works is carried on in furnaces resembling the En

furnaces at Swansea. The operation of smelting- is also similar to the English process, all of which

elaborate descriptions are furnished in Ure's Dictionary of Manufactures and Mines. The operation of

o\ into preparing, or washing and crushing of the ore, calcining, smelting and

refining. The washing of these ores is performed at the mines, and also the crushing or concentration,

i; 1 doe nol differ from similar operations performed on other ores. The furnaces used in the various

operations at the smelt-works are all of the reverberatory kind, and fired by bituminous coal, or by
wood. Fig. 282-1 shows a ealcining-funiace in elevation, Fig. 2825 the same furnace in section, and

Fig. 2827 shows the ground-plan of the furnace. A is the fire-place, B is the hearth, C an arch into

which the ore is drawn ; E E are stationary hoppers, or feeders, and bbbb four work-doors. The ore

in this calcining operation is not fused ; it is heated merely to such a degree of heat as will evaporate

sulphur and arsenic, and oxidize the metallic ores. These calcined ores are exposed to a second heat^
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either in the same furnace, or, as in most case.-, in a separate or smelting furna

rep'resente I in Fi iwing the plan an i E it ; here A B is the hearth, C the tire-

place. J. the hopper, and K M a receiving-pot rilled with water, in which the copper is granulated In

(he second operation, or ris produced along with the marl or slag, which is sep-

arated and treated in a peculiar way. The matt, which contains but little copper, i- returned to the cal-

ore, and smelted along with it. In this operation fluxes arc added in case the ore d

tain sufficient flux for smelting. Ir. .ti forms the best flux, and for th< coppi r pyrites, which

always contain more or less iron pyrites, are the most profitable ores in the smelting operation. Other

fluxes arc the metallic oxides of d ad and tin, beside- which, lime, fluor spar, or other fluxes

2824

-

1 L
7 "

The lined in the first eration is impure, and classes not higher than a rich matt
Ited ore; its granules consist of copper, iron, sulphur, <fea This in - onc6

calcined in the calcining-furnace, and thei 1 to another smelting, by which, operation a

btaim I. The I however, not yet fine copper ; it is matt, which
contains 60 per cent of copper ; ii and roasted as before, and once mure smelted, by
which a richer matt i- itions of roasting and Bmelting are re]

from Beven to eight times before fine cop;., t is obtained. The cause of this d< lay, or repi titiou

is found in the great affinity of copper for sulphur and arsenic, which it requires i

oling to expel successfully.

done in the smelting-furnace, or a refining-furnace kept for the
|

irpose,

The melting of th 1 slowly, so as to calcine the copper, in case anj impurities are 1< 1

1

in the fine copper. When the copper is melted, its surface is covered by finely broken charcoal, which
operation i- repeated as the charcoal consumes. This refining process lasts for 20 hours, and [i

for one heat of from 8 to 9 tons, after which time the copper is ladled out 1 iron ladles

I with clay.

.an-, and all other European nations, also the new copper smelt-works in Baltimore,

r to 2881. '1 he opera*

ti> n i- similar to that of Bmelting lead, silver, or in a ores, fa thi te furnaces, which are about 11

ide, ar^ two tuyei. i
I ' I ' and a cinder tap-hole in the line GEL 'I he cop] er is

into the basin i, where it i- chilled on the Burface an 1 forms rosettes, or it is cast into fimng.

The 1 rformed in i j, similar to those described.

Superior, in Virginia, and elsewhere, contains a large portion of

Bilver, which at
]

i extract this Bilver by liquation is expensive, and injurious to the

• cpensive, and hardh would
;

pi r ci nt. of Bilver to the

the wide ! cent; thi wo il 1 us of

000 worth of Bilver, w

'

1 for the ' Iver the process all idi d

tly foun I to 1

in wh

time immemorial. I

from whi< h Ii id ..ins when
|

in the I hi an o

thiol;

'
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vertical and horizontal section. About one ton of ore, along with one ton of slag from the previous

heats, forms one charge. The whole is thoroughly heated by closed doors and suffocated combustion,

so as to produce carbonic oxide gas in the furnace, for reducing as much lead from the slags and ore as

Possible. When in this way most of the lead is extracted, the doors of the furnace are opened, more
eat is given, and the mass, ore and sings, thoroughly melted, with the addition of some pure quick-

lime, which is occasionally thrown into the melting mass, and well stirred along with the ore. Most of

the lead is yielded by the ore in this operation, still there is more than 25 per cent, of it lost in the

slags; these are resmelted in a blast-furnace. Reverberatory furnaces are heated by dry wood, and

produce in 24 hours from three to four tons of metal.

More general than the foregoing are the blast-furnaces for smelting lead. These are furnaces resem
oling a cupola in which iron is smelted, more than any thing else

; they are generally built in a rough
manner in appearance, but the inside of the furnace coincides with a cupola; it is generally from six to

eight feet high ; the blast is introduced by the nozzle h to the tuyere y. The lead, in gathering in the

bottom f, is frequently tapped, so as to have but little metal in the furnace at a time. The cinder, or

slag, is kept as high as the tuyere, and if it reaches too high some of it is tapped at a tap-hole in the

front of the furnace. One blast-furnace will produce in 24 hours about two tons of lead, for which it

consumes 6000 lbs. of galena, 25 bushels of charcoal, and about a quarter of a cord of wood. In this

operation, as in the reverberatory, a great deal of metal is lost, which in most cases amounts to 20 per

cent, or more. The slags contain most of this loss, still a large portion of it is destroyed by evapora-

tion. The blast-furnace has the advantage over the reverberatory so far as regards economy, but it

does not furnish so much metal in the same time as the latter.

The slags from the blast-furnace, the reverberatory, and the slags from the old Scotch furnaces, now
no longer in use, are gathered, broken into coarse lumps of about two inches, and are then subjected

to another smelting in the slag-furnace. The slag-furnace is similar to the above blast-furnace, but it

is lower ; its extreme height is only four feet, and in many instances it is only three feet high. The slai^s

are here smelted by charcoal, with the addition of some lime and iron ore, by which about two-third*

of the lead contained in the slags is obtained ; one-third of the metal in the slags, or 10 per cent, of the

ore, is therefore irrecoverably lost. These furnaces are the same in principle as that represented in the

above drawing
;
the work in it differs somewhat from the smelting of ore. The lead and slags flow

here continually, the first into a basin nearest the tap-hole in which it gathers ; the latter flows from

this basin into a somewhat distant reservoir of water, where it is cooled and thrown away. A slag-

furnace will smelt in 24 hours about two tons of metal; this, however, depends upon the richness of

the slags ; it will make more if the sings are rich, and will make less if poor.

The conditions of the lead business are not very encouraging at present; the profits are so small that

the smelting of lead is reduced to an occupation which hardly pays the trouble of carrying it on. If an

Illinois smelter, who carries on one furnace, can make ten dollars a day, he does very well. When we
consider the risk of had debts, accidents, and stoppages for want of ore or hands, we find that the

smelting of lead pays worse than any other trad.'.

Zinc.—This metal was known to the ancients, who melted oxide of zinc, called galmci by the Ger-

mans, together with copper, and formed brass of it, A similar process is performed with the red oxide

of zinc in New Jersey. The Chinese have known this process longer than historical reports reach. The
most abundant ores of zinc are the i ulphurets, blende ; these are found in Virginia and North Carolina
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:ii iDcxhaustibl qu intitii -. along with galena, silver, and the sulphurets of iron and copper. Anothei

>re is the oxide of zinc, calamine, which is combined with carbonic acid, or silex, or both of these mat-

tera Large deposits of this kind of ore are found in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and some of it along

the northwestern lake-.

Zinc is a brittle metal, of a bluish white color and considerable lustre; it is booh tarnished with an

insoluble coating of protoxide of zinc. It-; fracture is crystalline and short, and its malleability not

remarkable American zinc, manufactured by the New Jersey Company, is remarkable for its tenacity.

Fine wires may be drawn of it, which possess great strength, a beautiful silvery lustre, and tine ap-

Eearance. The specific gravity of zinc is 69 to 7'3
; it melts at about 700°, and booh burns with a

luish-white light, forming bright white Mowers of zinc, a flocculent matter resembling cotton-wool, or

snow-flak*— it is oxide of zinc.

Tn the United States not much zinc is manufactured in its mi i1
; the low price

of the European zinc will not admit of working our own oi
- manufactured in New

Jersey, but the quantity is small in comparison t" that imported. Considerable use, however, is made
of the red oxide for the manufacture of brass. An important business could he dune in the Southern

by workingthe silver blende for zinc, and extracting the silver in the mean time, either bi

after the zinc i> manufactured from it. The Silesian process of working zinc ore i- the best adapted for

working this kind of ore, for which reason we shall describe this operation in preference to other pro-

The ore, in this operation, is roaste 1 in a reverberatory furnace, similar to that in which copper ores

are roasted, and which have been represented before After the ore i- well roasted, which operation is

tedious on sulphurets, it i- mixed with an equal volume of culm, that is. bituminous coal-lack, and
some small charcoal, in case the ore is fine, to make the mixture per., us. The roasted ore, well mixed
with its ingredii nts, is now introduced in lets of 50 pounds of ore into a muffle, which is carefully made
of good tire (day, such clay a- the bricks are made of— the Mt. Savage, Maryland, and Johnstown, l'a.,

clay i-. for ' .Mutlles are round pipes; they must be slowly dried, and are then

baked in a particular furnace. They are, when red hot, inserted into the reducing-furnace, which i- :.

reverberatory, shown in Bection in Fig. 283 1. and in plan in Fig. 2835. A ran /e of mutlles is laid en the

IT

2834.

1 J r

-r"- —
T T

e, reaching to the fire-bridge, b, their i riding to--. The muffles an
l by a day Blab at the mouth, in which there are two openings, one at the bottom for the charge and

discharge of the ere. an 1 on,, at the t >p for inserting an iron pipe which i- to conduct the vapors of tho

distilled zinc to the condensing vessel The vapors of zii lucted into cold water, in which it

.in.; these are afterward- remelted in an iron pot. One reverberatory contains

live muffles, an 1 a double furnace ten. To produce one ton of metal, 10, and from that to 12, tons of

bituminous coal are consumed, and one muffle will lasl for making nearlj on I
ton and a hall' of zinc.

Zinc is a useful metal, if it cm b isonable prices; it i- in lispensable in the chemical
laboratory, and i- very useful in architecture for roofing and for ornaments. It- most important appli-

r, in l ombination with copper, a- brass, of \\ hi< h a great \ari' ' \ of -had' - of the yellow
color are pro

.1/ I hydrargyi am, has been known from •

historical times. The most important mines use I to be. and are -till, in Spain ; besides which, mi •

Idi ia and I ' California. Tl of mere in

i of t laliforni i, than it

• 1 1
.

- manul i but in its rel ition to the gold and Bilvi i

The quicksilver mint of ( California ha i

ime a p nt o| ih I ni m The prii 1

.

p and the \, w Almadan in i in -, « Inch aie Bomo miles distant from
lor, and n ^t far in the these

]
lutiful sulpl

cinnabar, of a bl

i in of the e mini , and a reduction of I i

to all the silver n

I hi • .' iction of qu l»lo in

his kind, wc will describe tli pparatus invented for thi kii I of work—
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Fig. 283G shows a section of a furnace parallel with the front elevation represented in Fig. 2837
zaaare iron retorts; the whole furnace contains 9 of them. I is the fireplace, designed either foi

coal or wood. The upper rcto'-t is protected against the direct contact of the flame by fire-bricks. K K

Bhows the flues for the escape of the burnt gases. The whole arrangement is shown in Fig. 2838 very
distinctly. The two ends of the retort, a, are shut by two iron lids, secured by cross-bars and screw-

bolts, luted with clay. The one end of the retort is provided with an iron pipe b, which leads into a long

2837.

condenser e, and from thence into the receiver D, e. The hole L is designed for the introduction of an
iron wire, in case any disturbance should happen in the pipe b, where dirt from the ore may accumulate
and obstruct the passage of the mercury vapors. The pipe,

c, is always partly filled with quicksilver, and kept cool by
water contained in a trough which surrounds it.

The retorts are kept in constant ignition, and a charge is

worked in three hours' time, each charge consisting of 5

cwts. of ore. The ore is finely broken, and mixed with a

portion of quicklime or porous magnetic iron ore, and, if it

can be had, with both mixed together. The quantity of

lime or iron depends upon the quality of the ore
;
pure ore

requires more of it than impure ore. The quantity of

quicksilver made in one retort per day depends also on the

richness of the ore: the California ore ought to produce at

least 600 lbs. in 24 hours in one retort, which will be for 9

retorts nearly 2 tons and a half per day. The retorts are

charged and discharged from behind, so as to leave the con-

ing apparatus undisturbed.

Tin.— Germ., zinn ; Fr., etain ; Lat., stannum. Tin has
been known for ages, and was used by the ancient- I

before our era. Tin ore is found chiefly as an oxide of tin :

it is, in fact, the only available ore. England, Germany, and the East Indies, furnish almost all the

tin in market—some is brought from South America, but it i- of an inferior quality. In (lie United

found in Conn cticut, and there is said to ho a good d :po ii in
"'

i
< ri ;

a small quan-

tity is found in the silver ores of the Southern States. Tin is a beautiful metal, and, next to silver, the

wbiti st ol'all the metals. Its specific gravity is r'2'.t. It is a little harder than lead, and emits a pe

culiar sound, tin ci bul the addition of a small quantity of lead diminishes the strength ol

that sound. Tin , ible than lead; it melts at 440°. It is very volatile, and burns in

fire, fi i
ii le of tin, or putty of tin. The most extensive use of tin i; in the manufacture of tin

Elate, for which purpose a very pure tin is required; it is further employed for making pewter, bronze,

ell-metal, &C, tor which
|

il is alloyed with other metals, such as lead and CO]

The metallurgy of tin is simple, but it requires experience to succeed well ir smelting. The ores are
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first concen imping and washing, which is so much the i . I a high

specific gravity, almost equal to galena. The roasting is invariably . .

nace, which is a tedious operation, and n beat; if this operation

i- not w< M p it-formed, much trouble and loss is met with in smelting. Tinis the mo-t profitably smelt-

ed in a blast-furnace, such as silver ores are smelted in. In England, the

.r I for Bmelting some kind- of ore, but the best metal is made in the first Furnace. The charges
in the blast-furnace consist in charcoal ore, and lime, lead ore or iron ore as the 1 rerbera-

tory, the ore is charge 1 along with lime, and culm, or mineral coal slack, as the m ana of re luction At
the tap-hole of the furn ing basin is moulded, into which the fluid metal is tapped at certain

intervals, the iluid slag being 1 (o some other reservoir and gathered, to

Tin, directly from the smelting furnace, is always impure. It contains all the m itals with which the

re adulterated, and it absorbs, also, metals from the flux. The metal is refined in a r<

furnace by eliquation, which process is based upon the ready fusibility of tin. In charging t)

tin near the fire-bridge, the hearth being slope 1 t wards the Sue, a gentle heat will melt the tin t

all other metals, and it will flow down the hearth, leaving the other metals in the form of t

the original blocks. The pure metal is removed by tapping it at the flue, and then the heat iui i

and the other metals melted down: these are kept separate. The tin thus obtained is once mon
iected for which purpos it is melted in an iron kettle, and stirred with stii wood

i mitted from that wood oxidizes all other metals, and purifies the tin from them ; the former
form a light scum on its surface, which is removed, and the metal cast in blocks; it is now readv for

the market. The whole amount of tin manufactured in the world may be estimated at about i

tons, of which England furnishes the one half.

MICROMETER. An instrument ap] uring very small

distances, or the diameters of objects which subtend very small angles. A great numb r of contrii

of various kinds, and depending on different principles, have been employed for this
|

but i'.

will be ral description of some of the most useful or remarkable ones.

Wir r.—This instrument, when placed in the tube of a telesco]

glass, presents the appearam ry fine wire
fixed to the diaphragm; and B6 and d i wires stn forks, each con

with a milled headed screw. I the two win
re exactly parallel to each other, are movable in the direction per-

ular to A •'
; and in order that the wire An may be placed in any direc-

tion relatively to the meridian, there is an adjusting screw, which work- into an
interior toothed wheel, and turns the apparatus round in its own pi i

dicular to the axis of the telescope.

The method of using the micro:, to be

accomplished were the measurement of tl

i and kept on the ol Be microme-
ter is turned by its adjusting screw until the Bpider line Aa coincides with the

line joining the two stars, or threads them both at the same moment. The
milled heads of the Bcrewa, which cany the twi wires, are then turned
until I. me of the two stars, and C c 1 other. The observation is now completed, and
it only remains to ascertain the position and distance indicated by the i For the G

ence of the micrometer is di\ ided

two verniers : this reading gi ition of A a in respi cl oft! e horizontal and vei tical plan< s, and
of position of the 1 To find their distance, the head of the screw which

on^ of the movable wires, for instance Ce, is turned until Cc coincides with B6 ; and the i

ber of revolutions, and parts of a r . of the

fhen the val is known; thai is to say, when the number ol

i- known. The
with gr<

'I he vah f th in the following n

meridian. I ii declinatii

have th iwn number
enl irely from

of a diapln

i

'I'h.

I
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strument is called the suspended annular micrometer. The advantage of this construction consists in the

accuracy with which the moment of ingress or egress is determined, from the body being seen in the

field of view before it comes up to the edge of the steel ring. The annular micrometer is conveniently

used for comparing the place of a small star or a comet with that of a known star in nearly the same
parallel of declination.

Divided object-glass, or double-image micrometer.—This instrument is formed by dividing the object-

glass of a telescope or microscope into two halves, the straight edges being ground smooth, so that they

may easily slide by one another. A double image of an object in the field of view is produced by the

separation of the segments ; and, by bringing the opposite edges of the two images into contact, a

measure of the diameter of the object is obtained in terms of the extent of the separation. From its

being used to measure the diameter of the sun, this is usually called the heliometer. Instead of a

divided object-glass, Ramsden preferred a divided lens in the eye-tube, which form of the instrument is

called the dioptric micrometer. The double-image micrometer was suggested by Roemer, about 1678,

but first brought into use by Bouguer, about 1748.

MICROSCOPE. An optical instrument which enables us to see and examine objects which are too

minute to be seen by the naked eye. Microscopes are single or compound, according to the nature

of their construction ; a single microscope being one through which, whether it consists of a single

lens or a combination of lenses, the object is viewed directly ; and a compound microscope one in which
two or more lenses are so arranged that an enlarged image of the object formed by one of them is

magnified by the second, or by the others, if there are more than two, and seen as if it were the object

itself.

Single microscope.—This instrument is, for the most part, simply a lens or sphere of any transparent

substance, which refracts the rays of light issuing from a small body placed in its focus, and gives them
such a degree of convergency as is necessary for distinct vision. In order that the rays of light issuing

from the several points of a very small body may produce a sensible impression on the retina of the eye,

it is necessary that the object be brought very near the eye ; but when this is done, the rays coming
from its different points are so divergent as to produce only a confused image. Now, if a convex lens

be interposed between the object and the eye, and so placed that its distance from the object is a little

less than its focal distance, the diverging rays issuing from the object are refracted by the lens, and
enter the eye placed behind it, either parallel, or so nearly parallel as to afford distinct vision. The ob-

ject is then seen in the direction of the refracted rays, and at the distance at which it could be distinctly

seen by the naked eye, and consequently magnified in the ratio of the distance of distinct vision to the

focal distance of the lens. This ratio is called the magnifying power of the lens ; hence, for single mi-

croscopes, the magnifying power is equal to the distance at which a small object can be seen distinctly

by the naked eye, divided by the focal distance of the lens ; and, as the distance of distinct vision is

constant, (at least for the same individual,) the magnifying power is inversely as the focal distance. If

we suppose the distance which limits distinct vision, in respect of minute objects, to be 5 inches (which

is about the average for good eyes) and the focal distance of the lens to be 1 inch, the object will be

magnified 5 times in linear dimensions, and 25 times in superficial. If the focal distance is one-tenth

of an inch, the magnifying power will be 50 in linear extent, and 2500 in superficial.

A single microscope may be obtained very easily by piercing a small circular hole in a slip of metal,

and introducing into it a drop of water, which will assume a spherical form on each side of the metal.

The substance commonly used for microscopic lenses is plate glass ; but they are sometimes formed ol

rock crystal, which is better. Flint glass, by reason of its great dispersive power, is unfitted for the

purpose. The precious stones, as the garnet, ruby, sapphire, and diamond, have been proposed ; but the

numerous and skilful attempts of Mr. Varley and Mr. Pritchard have proved that the advantages aris-

ing from the greater refractive powTer of those substances are more than counterbalanced by their color,

reflective power, double refraction, and heterogeneous structure. The crystalline lenses of minnows and

other small fishes give a very perfect image of minute objects.

When the object to be examined is of such magnitude as to subtend an angle of some degrees, the

requisite distinctness cannot be given to its whole surface by an ordinary lens, in consequence of the

confusion occasioned by the lateral rays; unless, indeed, the rays are only permitted to enter the lens

through a very small aperture, whereby the quantity of light is greatly diminished. In order to

remedy this inconvenience,. Dr. Wollaston contrived a form of lens, to which he gave the name of

periscopic lens. Its construction is as follows: two plano-convex lenses or hemispheres are ground to

the same radius, and between their plane surfaces a thin plate of metal, with a circular aperture, is

introduced. The aperture which appeared to give the most distinct, image was about -j of the focal

length in diameter; and, when the aperture was well centered, the visible field was as much as 20°

meter. A Lens of this kind possesses the double advantage of having a very short focal dis-

tance, an 1 very little spherical aberration. Dr. Wollaston's contrivance may, however, be improved

upon in various ways; for example, by tilling up the central aperture with a cement of the saro

refractive! power a- the lenses, whereby the loss of light from the double number .of surfaces is avoided;

or by grinding away the equatorial parts of a sphere of glass, so a- to leave a deep groove all round

it, in the plane of a great circle perpendicular to the axis of vision, and tilling the groove with opaque

matter. This last construction is called the Coddington lens, (from the name of its proposer,) and

when executed in garnet, and used in homogeneous light, it is considered by Sir David Brewster

to be the most perfect of all Lenses, either for single microscopes, or the object lenses of compound

ones.

In using a single lens as a magnifier, it is always necessary that the light be made to pass through

a very small aperture, in order that the object may be seen distinctly and without distortion, this

necessity arises, both from the spherical aberration an 1 the chromatic dispersion of tin 1 light falling on

the surface of the lens under an angle of considerable obliquity; and the consequence is, that the

quantity of light admitted to the eye i~ so much diminished that the object cannot clearly be seen
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To remedy this inconvenience, Dr. Wollaston proposed a combination of two lenses, called, in consu
quence, a microscopic doublet, the optical part of which may be described as follows: M and N, Fig

2841, are two plano-convex lenses, whose focal lengths are in the ratio of 3 to 1, or nearly bo, and
placed one over the other bo that their plane Bides are toward- the i he adjustment of the

distance between the 1 besl accomplished by trial; and they must, accordingly, be bo mounted
that the distance may be varied at pleasure. A D is a diaphragm or Btop for bunting the aperture.

Though it does ii"t appear that the -toj> was contemplated by Dr. Wollaston, who make- do all

to it, the performance of the microscope depen i- much on its nice- adjustment. It I- obvious that as

each of the pencils of light from the extremities of the object i- rendered eccentric by the Btop, and
made to pass through the two lenses on opposite sides of the common axis, they arc affected by oppo-
site errors, which, in some degree, 6erve to counteract each other. Thi- doublet, when correctly made,
is infinitely superior to any single lens, and will transmit a pencil of from I without any very
sensible errors. The original description by l'r. Wollaston is given in the Philosophical 7

for 1829.

The above construction has been improved upon by substituting two plano-convex lenses for N in

the doublet, the plain; Bide of the one being in contact with the convex side of the other, and tl •

being retained between them and the third. This combination is called a triph t • and it- adi i

i-, that tin' errors of the double! are -till further reduced by the greater approximation to the >

in con i which the refractions take place nearer the axis.

When the magnifying power of the lens is
1 considerable, and, consequently, its focal distance very

small, it requires to be placed at the proper distance from the object with great precision; and. as it

cannot be held in the hand with sufficient steadiness for any length of time, it requires to be mounted
in a frame having a rack and screw, by means of which it- distance from the object can I e adjusted
witli accuracy. Mirrors for collecting the fight and throwing it upon the object are also necessary for

many purposes.

'
.—The simplest kind of compound microscope is formed by the combination of

two converging lenses, whose axe- are placed in the Bame Btraight line. The arrangement of the

lenses, and tin- path of the ray-, will he readily understood from the annexed diagram, Fig

M N is the object-glass, which has a vei and P Q the eye-glass. A small object,

" b, l" in_' pla I before the object-glass, a little further from it than the focus or parallel rays, a re-
: and enlarged image, a' b, will be forme I at some distance behind M N. The lens P Q is placed

h a distance from M N that its principal focus is in the line at a' b'
;
consequently the i

lighl from every point of the image a' 6' emerge nearly parallel from PQ, and to the eye al E the
a' b' i- magnified, as if it were a real obji ct, into o" 6", an I appears at a distance equal to tho

limits of distinct vision, which, a- stated above, is aboul > inches.

magnifying power of this microscope, or the ratio of o" b to a b is found as follows : In the first

if we assume d to denote the distance of the first image a' b' from M N, and f the distance of

a b from M N, or the local distance of MN, we have tlii-- proportion, a' b':ab::d'.j. In the -

if / denote the limit of distinct vision, or distance of the Becon 1 image a" b" from PQ, and

focal distac or distance of a' b' from PQ,) we shall also have a" b": a'b'::l:f. These two

proportions, being mull —as—; which, therefore, is nifying power of

pe. It thus apj the product of the focal dis

lenses, and directly as the distance betwi en them. The magnil

tanco between t
:

placed to tl bj the indistinctness of the imago, and, in practici
' m M N more than from 5 to 7 inches. Suppose tho I

i an inch, and the distil
' /.' w ill be 20 tii

than ab ; and if the focal di tance of PQ bo Jan inch, and the distance of

then /<"/," n ill be I" tiini

or the magnify in
j
pov i i

i

Thl in the manner now d

mallness of tho fiold of itUm in thi

coloi For tl

Of \ ie\v, a third i dier of tl, I called the field

• a' b' an I the ob

(
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ceivcd. Suppose MET, Fig. 2843, to be a concave speculum, and a small object to be placed before it

at/. A reflected image of the object will be formed at F, where the rays issuing from each point of

the object intersect each other, and magnified in the proportion of FM to/M. If the image at F ia

viewed with the naked eye, the instrument is a single reflecting microscope ; but if the image is view-

ed through a refracting lens P Q, (or a combination of lenses forming an eye-piece,) by which the rays

are made to converge towards the eye at E, it becomes a compound reflecting microscope.

The reflecting microscope was first proposed by Sir Isaac Newton in the form now described; but,

on account of the impracticability of illuminating the object, it was long disused. It has, however
been recently revived, under a modified firm, by Professor Amici, of Modena, who places the object

outside the tube of the microscope, below the line N F ; and, in order that an image may be formed in

the speculum, the rays issuing from the object fall upon a small plane mirror placed at/, inclined to

the axis of the speculum in an angle of 45°, whereby they are thrown upon the speculum in the same
manner as if the object itself were placed at/. By this means the object can be illuminated with per-

fect facility. The concave speculum MN is ground into an ellipsoidal surface ; the diagonal mirror ia

placed at the nearest focus /', and the image is consequently formed at the other focus F. The image
it V is viewed with a single or double eye-piece, as in other microscopes.

2343. 2844.

M F

1^
N

Solar and oxyhydrogi n microscopes.—The solar microscope is composed essentially of a mirror and
two converging lenses. The plane metallic mirror C D, Fig. 2844, reflects the sun's rays upou the lens

M N, by which they are concentrated upon the object a b placed in its focus. The object being thus

strongly illuminated, is placed before a second lens P Q, (a little before the principal focus,) by which
the rays are rendered still more convergent, and produce a magnified image of the object upon a

screen suitably rjlaced at a distance of some feet behind the lens. The object is here supposed to be
transparent ; if opaque, the light must be thrown upon it in such a manner as to be reflected by it to

PQ. The mirror and lens MN are placed in the hole of a window-shutter in a darkened room; and
the mirror must be movable, in order that the suu's rays may always fall upon it under a proper angle

to be reflected to the lenses. But the solar microscope is now almost entirely superseded by the

oxyhydrogen microsbope; so called because the illumination, instead of being produced by the sun's

rays, is produced by burning a small piece of lime or marble in a stream of oxyhydrogen gas. In this

case the plane mirror C D becomes unnecessary ; and instead of the lens M N a concave speculum is

employed, in front of which the ball of lime is placed, and an intense hght thus thrown upon the ob-

ject a b, the rays from which are brought to foci upon the screen by the lens P Q. For full details

respecting the management of this apparatus, which forms a very popular exhibition, the reader is

referred to Goring and Pritchard"s Micographla. For descriptions of the various kinds of micro-

scopes see Brewster s Treatise on New Philosophical Instruments ; or Ency. Brit., art. " Microscope."

MILE. A long measure, equal to 17G0 yards. See Weights and Measures, for miles of different

countries.

MILL. The term is most commonly applied to machines for grinding corn, but it is likewise used in

a more loose sense to denote machines intended for other purposes, as the grinding of bark, for felling

wood, for preparing flax, cotton, &c. See Water-wheels, Geerixg, and the various processes of man-
ufacture commonly classed under this head.

MILLSTONE, or Burr-Stone. This interesting form of silica, which occurs in great masses, has a

texture essentially cellular, the cells being irregular in number, shape, and size, and are often crossed

by thin plates, or coarse fibres of silex. The burr-stone has a straight fracture, but it is not so brittle

as flint, though its hardness is nearly the same. It is feebly translucent; its colors are pale and dead,

of a whitish, grayish, or yellowish cast, sometimes with a tinge of blue.

The burr-stones usually occur in beds, which are sometimes continuous, and at others interrupted

These beds are placed amid deposits of sand, or argillaceous and ferruginous mails, which penetrate

between them, filling their fissures and honeycomb cavities. Burr-stones constitute a very rare geologi-

cal formation, being found in abundance only in the mineral basin of Paris, and a few adjoining dig-

it place of superposition is well ascertained: it forms a part of the lacustrine, or fresh-watei

formation, which, in the locality alluded to, lies above the fossil-bone gypsum, and the stratum oi' sand

and marine sandstone which covers it. Burr-stone constitutes, therefore, the uppermost solid stratum
of the crust of (lie globe ; for above it there is nothing but alluvial soil, or diluvial gravel, sand, and
loam.

Burr-stones sometimi c n ain no organic forms, at others they -rem as if stuffed full of fresh-water

shells, or land shells and . ind gro th. There is no exception known to this arrange-

ment; but the shells ] . ,| ;l silicious nature, and their cavities are often bedecked with crvs

tals of quartz. The best burr-stones for grinding corn, have about an equal proportion of soli er

and of vacant space. The finest quarry of them is l: [„>n the high ground near La Ferti
'\ he stones !i air, and are cut out in cylinders from one to two yards in dial

by a series of iron and wooden wedges, gradually but eq ted. The pieces of burr-stom

Rfterwards cut in parallelopipeds, called panes, which are hound with iron hoops into large mill

These pieces are exported chiefly to this country rid. Good millstones of a bluish white

eolor, with a regular proportion of cells, when six feet and a half in diameter, fetch 1200 francs a-piece,

or £18 sterling. A coarse conglomerate • er breccia i
;

, iu some ca es, used as a substitute for

burr-stone, but it is a poor one.
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are used, and pitch also enters into the composition of other kinds. Shellac, either alone or mixed
with half its weight of finely powdered pnmice-stone, is sometimes employed ; and fine sealing-wax,

which is principally shellac, is used, as well as many other kinds of cement. The stone is in general

warmed to the melting point of the cement, but sometimes the latter is melted by friction alone.

Clay.—This material is only worked in the soft and plastic state. In pottery, it is attached to

the potter's wheel or horizontal lathe, by its own adhesiveness alone, and is turned by the hands and
blunt wooden tools; it is also pressed into moulds of metal and plaster of Paris, some of which are
mounted on the lathe when the objects are smoothed within and moulded without. Lathes with
vibrating mandrels, or possessing the movement of the rose-engine, are likewise employed for the pro-

duction of some works in pottery and china. The artists who model in clay, use blunt instruments,

mostly of wood, which are rounded at the ends; and all artisans cut or divide this material with a

stretched pack-thread, or a metal wire. The clay for superior pottery works and modelling, often

called pipe-clay, is decomposed felspar—it is mostly obtained from Cornwall and Devon ; and the im-

portance of the Stourbridge, and some other refractory clays, in the construction of crucibles and fire-

bricks for a variety of other purposes in the arts, must not be overlooked.

Meerscliaum—Amber.—These are principally used for smoking-pipes. Previously to being turned,

the meerschaum is soaked in water; it is then worked with ordinary tools, and is described ''to cut

like a turnip." After having heen dried in a warm room, it is polished with a few of its own shavings,

and rubbed with white wax, which penetrates its surface. Sometimes the pipes are dipjjed into a

vessel containing melted wax.
Jet, cannel coal, dr.—Jet is found at Whitby, Scarborough, and Yarmouth, and is also imported

from Turkey, but it is not generally met in large pieces. It may be turned with most of the tools

for the soft and hard woods, and worked with saws and files, all used in the ordinary way. Jet, until

polished, appears of a brown color, and is manufactured by the lapidary into a variety of ornaments,
such as necklaces, ear-rings, and crosses.

Cannel coal is principally obtained in England from Yorkshire, Shropshire, Derbyshire, and Cum-
berland. It is also found in parts of Scotland and North Wales. It occurs in seams, generally about
three inches, but occasionally one foot thick, amongst ordinary coal ; sometimes, as at the Angel Bank
Colliery, near Ludlow, it constitutes the entire bed. Compared with jet it is much more brittle, also

heavier, and harder ; it is less brown when worked, less brilliant, but more durable when polished
;

neither of them are at all influenced by acids or moisture, although they temporarily expand by heat.

Cannel coal may be thought to be a dirty and brittle material, but this is only partially true ; it is

far better suited to the lathe than might be expected, although a peculiar treatment is called for in

the entire management, which commences with the selection of pieces free from flaws, of a compact
grain, and of a clean conchoidal rather than flaky structure.

All the tools for cannel coal are ground with two bevels exactly like the chisel for soft wood turn-

ing, but they are held horizontally ; a small gouge, from one-quarter to three-eighths of an inch wide,

also slightly bevelled off from within, is used for roughing out, or gather bringing the work as near as

possible to the shape, to save the finishing tools : these should be ground with thin and very sharp

edges, otherwise they burnish instead of scrape the work. The ordinary tools for ivory and hard wood,
if employed, must be held downwards at an angle of about twenty degrees. These tools are some-
times used with a wire edge turned up in the manner of a joiner's scraper.

The plankway surfaces turn the most freely, and with shavings much like those of wood ; the edges
yield small chips, and at, last a fine dust, but which does not stick to the hands in the manner of com-
mon coal. Flat objects, such as inkstands, are worked with the joiner's ordinary tools and planes ; but

with these likewise it is also better the edge should be slightly bevelled on the flat side of the iron.

The edges of cannel coal are harder and polish better than the fiat surfaces.

Alabaster.—This is a sulphate of lime, or compact gypsum, which occurs in various places ; in

England the finest is found near Derby, where the pure wdiite is employed for the purposes of seulp-

ture, but the finest white alabaster is from Italy ; the variegated kinds are turned into vases, pillars,

an I other ornamental works.

The Italian alabaster, when first raised, is semi-transparent like spermaceti; it is wrought in this

state. The works are generally rendered of a more opaque white by placing them in a vessel upon

little fragments of the stone, so that they may be entirely surrounded by the cold water, which is

then poured in and very slowly raised to nearly the boiling temperature; this should occupy two'

hours. The vessel is then allowed to cool to 70° or 80° Fahr., the object is taken out, closely

wrapped in a cloth, and allowed to remain until dry. The alabaster at first appears little altered,

but it gradually assumes the opaque white; for the first six months it is considered to remain softer

than at first, but to become ultimately somewhat harder from the treatment.

Alabaster readily absorbs grease and dirt of any kind, but it is cleaned by the Italians very dexter-

ously; some use "weak alkaline and acid solutions. Soap and water are not to he recommended, as

the unpolished parts absorb (he oil of the soap.

There an' but lew kinds of tools employed in turning alabaster, namely, points for roughing out,

fiat chisels for smoothing, and one or two common firmer chisels, ground convex and concave tor curved

lines. The point tools used in Derbyshire are square, and described under marble ; the Italians pre-

fer a triangular point, as an old triangular file driven into a handle and ground off obtusely at the

*nd. The carved parts are done by hand with small gouges, chisels, and scorpers of various firms and

sizes; drills, tiles, and saws are also employed, and the surface, unless polished, is finished with fish-

akin and Dutch rush.

The fibrous gypsum, called from its brilliant appearance satinstone, is much softer; it is turned into

necklaces and small ornaments by a sharp, Bat chisel held obliquely; a square point would split on

the fibres. All the above kinds of alabaster or gypsum produce-, when calcined, the well-known

plaster of Paris, a substance used for cementing together such of the vases as arc made of detached
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parts
;
plaster of Paris also r< nders other and far more important i variety * f the nsefu

acd ornamental arts.

Oriental alabaster is a very different Bubstance from the above; it i- a stalasmitic carbonate ol

lime, compact i t aerally white, but of all colors fr< m white i" brown, and Bometimes
with colored zones'; it is of the same hardness as marble, is used for similar purposes, add wrought by
the same means.

.—The common blue and red slat< - consi I i f clay and silex in about equal parts; tin' lai

slate quarries, perhaps in the worlds are at Bangor in Wales. The blocks, when quarried, are

int.) -i eet by four, by means of Long, wide, and thin chisels, appl
tin' edge, parallel with the laminae, and struck with a mallet or hammer. The sheets ar>- sawn into

rectangular pieces ami slabs, by ordinary circular saws with teeth, moved rather slowly; and these

are afterwards planed foi billiard-tables, (fee, in machines nearly resembling the i ngim er's planing-

machines for metal, but with tools applied at about an angle of thirty degrees with the perpendicular.

The
j

jawing slate appears rather crushing than cutting, or a trial of strength between tin'

tool and the slate, as the latter i- carried up t" tin- saw by machinery, and cannot recede from the in-

strument; the saw is sharpened about four times a day, and is worn out in ab nth-. The
planing tools for common slabs arc six inches wide, ami when made of the best cast steel and properly

tempered, they last a day and a half without being sharpened ; the jambs for chimney-pieces and
other mouldings, not exceeding about six inches wide, arc planed with figured tools of the lull width.

slate i- also turned in tin: lathe with tin' heel or book, tools used for if n, and also with ordinary

ised with or without the slide rest, which are, however, rapidly blunted when applied 'superfi-

cially ; it is much tougher at the ends or edges •;' the laminae than at the flat sides slate has been

recently worked into chimney-pieces, ami a variety of objects for internal decoration, which arc

ornamented by a patent process, in the manner ofpapier mdcfie and china; imitations of marbles and

granite are thus made at about one-third tin' prices of marble. Some of the substances known to

mineralogists as slates are exceedingly hard, and vary from the hardness 2£, to that of flint or 7.

Many varieties, including the Turkey oilstones, are used for sharpening tools; and this family also

includes the touchstones formerly used in assaying gold.

Set] l arc natural compounds of magnesia and silica They arc

rally worked immediately on being raised, being then much softer; hut with the evaporal

moisture they assume the general hardness of marble. The serpentine and steatite are

abundantly in Cornwall; serpentine i- often called green marble, and by the Italian

It i- much used ; but sonic of tin- serpentines will not polish well.

Potstone is an inferior variety of serpentine ; in Germany it i- abundantly turned into various

m common use, whence its name.

Steatite i, called soapstone, from its smooth, unctuous feel, ami when first raised it may be scratched

with the finger-nail; but it bee, .me, nearly as hard a- the others. A variety of Bteatite is carved b)

the Chinese into images employed as household gods, and is named figure-stone: until lately, it was
ise 1 to be a preparation of rice, steatite cuter, into th d of porcelain.

Marbles, limestones.—The term marble i- applied by the mason to any of the materials that he
employs which admit of being polished; but the mineralogist designates thereby the compact car-

bonates of lime variously colored. The principal kinds worked in the ornamental arts, arc the white
or statuarv marble from Italy, a variety of colored marbles, principally from Devonshire and 1'

-hire, and the'black bituminous marble from Derbyshire, Wales, and various part- of Ireland.

The marble, arc turned w ith a bar of the be-r cast steel, about two feet long and five eighths of an
inch square, drawn down at each end to a taper point, about two inches long, and tempered to a straw-

this point is rubbed on two opposite sides on a sandstone, and held to the marble at an an

. or thirty degrees : the tool soon gets dull, and must be again rubbed on the sandstone to

sharpen it Water should drop on the marble, to prevent the tool from becoming heated and losing

i p int -.'.ill
',- broader b) constant grinding, till it forms a kind of chisel an

eighth of an inch wide, after which, it will require drawing out again, For cutting in the mould
and these are the only tools employed ; a flat tool will uot turn marble

at all.

Many of their although chemically like the marbles, are 1, - compact, and therefoi

; lily admit of being polished ; of these ma) be noticed the Bathstone and other oolites, which

shaped pat fish; when first raised, the) ma) be cut

readily with an ordinary toothed -aw. and turned with great freedom. The .Malt, which
beautiful tunic, l and carved woi Id in London, belongs likewise to this

group. It i- very compact, and nearlj which, in \'a-^, it scarcely differs in any
pt in its delicate brer lor. The natives of the island of Malta displaj con

abb- taste in the ol rvod in tin- limestone.
. i-a natural combination of limo and fluoric acid, an I the is peculiar

to Derbyshire, whero the art of turning it is carried tl\ varietii

th,- deep blie an I purple, found only at Castlcton in that county. Fluor tx

ng a fourfold cleavage, is vei easily split

even ol the. best workmen can turn it into vi i
• thin hollow articl I I

The stone is first roughed out with a point and mallet, then heated till it will rcudih fri

resin which is applied all over it : this peneti hth of an inch,

ler. b i- next rough turned i heated ai
I

Mil! more into form; then it is bound round with n thin

sufficient!) thin t" show the colors. It

manner as mai ble, but the
|

i Itimatel) I

r |
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The blue color of fluor is often so intense that the works cannot be wrought thin enough to show it.

When this is the case, the stone is very gradually heated in an oven until it becomes nearly red-hot,

when the blue changes to an ameth\ tine color. Great care is required, for if suffered to remain too

long the color would entirely disappear. The white ami lighter kinds of iluor are not worth one-tenth

of the value of the blue, but are wrought in the same manner for commoner works.
/'/ iton< -. sand, tones.—Freestone is a term commonly applied by the mason to such of the sand-

I for building purposes as work freely under the tools; namely, the stone-saw, a smooth

iron blade, fed with sand and water, and the ordinary picks and chisels, which are too familiar to re-

quire more than to be named. The freestones arc frequently turned into balustrades, pedestals, and
The term is used in this country to" < tones used in building.

Sandstones, from their relatively slight cohesion, may be turned with the point tool used for marble,

although, in the workshop, the grindstone is commonly tinned with an old file drawn down for some
two or three incites to about one-eighth of an inch square, and held downwards upon the rest at the

angle of 20 or 80 degrees. It is rolled over and over, which continually produces a new point; the

stone is then smoothed with a Hat piece of iron or steel, or rubbed with a broken lump of another

grindstone.

Porphyries, elvans; granites.—The division and preparation of the softest of the former materials,

namely, clay, can be accomplished by the hands alone ; in others, as alabaster and slate, with the ordi-

nary toothed saws ; and i'< r those of a harder nature, the stone-saw, fed with sand and water, is an
economical mode of dividing them with great exactness and little waste, from their original forms

to those "in which they are ultimately required, and which is greatly facilitated by the structure of

such as occur in stratified beds; but the use of the stcue-saw may be considered to cease with the

sandstones.

Different and far more troublesome methods of working are necessary with those materials now to

be considered, that are much harder, and in which the existence of stratification is considered but

rarely and imperfectly to exist ; namely, in the compact and cemented porphyries, principally from

Egypt and Sweden. The crystalline granites, and some other varieties, appear to merge from the

porphyries to the granites, are used for similar purposes, worked by the same means, and ask for an

intermediate position.

In detaching the masses of granitic rock from their natural beds, the points of least resistance are

first determined by an experienced eye, and holes are sunk at those points, vertically or inclined, as

circumstances may require : the diameters of these holes vary according to the mass and the amount
of resistance, and their depths according to the thickness of the blocks to be detached.

The holes are made with an iron rod, terminating at foot in a chisel-formed edge of hardened steel;

the tool is held by one man, who changes its position at every blow received from sledge-hammers
worked by other men who stand around. When the holes are thus made sufficiently deep, they are

charged with gunpowder, in order to effect a separation of the mass by blasting ; the ordinary process

of tamping confines the powder, and the fuse communicates the blast. The art of the quarryman
consists in placing the blast (or shot) where the smallest amount of powder will remove the largest

mass of rock with the least breakage, simply dislodging or turning it over ready for converting.

In converting the rude masses of granite to their intended forms, the line of the proposed division

is first marked, and holes from two to three inches deep, and four to six inches asunder, are bored upon
this line, by means of an iron rod, terminating at each end in chisel-formed edges of hardened steel,

with a bulb in the middle to add weight; this tool, called a jumper, is made^to fall on one spot. It

rebounds, and is partially twistetl round to present the edge continually in a different angular position.

In this manner a very expert workman will bore about a hundred holes a day. Every one of the

is then filled with two half-round pieces of iron, called feathers, with an iron-pointed wedge
between them; the wedges ai

-e progressively and equally driven until the stone splits, and the

fissure will be in general moderately flat, even should the mass be four or six feet thick, although in

such cases the holes are sometimes continued round the ends also.

The scouters, the next class of men, employ the jumpers' feathers and wedges for removing any large

projections, by boring holes sideways, and thus casting off large flakes; the spatters employ heavy axe-

formed or fliwcHe-hammers, for spalling or scaling off smaller flakes ; and the scablers use heavy pointed

picks, and complete the conversion, so far as it is effected at the quarry, ready for the masons employed

in erecting the buildings for which the blocks are used, who complete their formation on the spot. All

materials are likewise used in the ornamental arts.

Porphyry is worked in the lathe with remarkable perfection, and many excellent specimens from

Sweden, of vases, slabs, pestles, and mortars, and hearings intended for the gudgeons of heavy
machinery, may be seen in London. These objects are first worked as nearly as possible to the re-

quired forms with the pick, are then mounted in lathes driven by water power, and finished by grinding

them with other lumps of porphyry, supplied with emery and water; the machinery is kept going day
and night, and the gi ngs of men relieve one another at certain intervals.

Granite is incapable of being turned in the lathe; it is therefore treated like porphyry, that i-,

shaped with heavy picks, and finally with smaller points used with a hammer; it is afterwards ground

with circular or reci] ig motion, according to the figure, by means of iron plates fed with sharp

sand, next with emery, progressively finer and finer, upon wooden rubbers, the endways of the grain;

and lastly, the polish is perfected with felt rubbers and crocus. The process is tedious and difficult

from the unequal hardnes - of the particles; in this respect granite is inferior "to porphyry.

Of late years numerous vases and other circular and ornamental objects have been admirably exe-

cuted in polished granites and elvans, which occur />f various colors and degrees of hardness ; when
decomposed they are friable, and furnish the china stones extensively used as one of the materials for

porcelain and china, ami also for making very refractory crucibles.

Agate, ja.
j

ny, carru Man, &c , are all composed of silex nearly pure ; they break in geucial
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with a conchoidal fracture, and to divide them into plates it I

~

it to the lapidary pro-

They may be -lit with emery, but it is far more economical to employ diamond powder, as the

time then required i only one-third of that called for when emery is us d; t
! always

ground with emery, and polished with rol

Agate is used as the bearing planes f< r the knife-edges of delicate balances, f tortars,

burnishers for gilders, and bookbinders, and also foi

whole of the this group are largely employed for U

knives, snuff-1 oxes, and a variety of ornari

Topaz, sapphire, ruby.—These may be split with p'cuie surfaces through their natur -. and
which method is conl - oly slit with powder.

I similar stones may 1 I with emu ig in hardness only equal to

9, produces but little effect upon topaz, upon sapphire and ruby it is almost inert, and on diamond quite

an 1 ruby, and also diamonds, are th< n fore alwaj ith diami od powder.

On an-,. i. nt of the peculiar interest attached to the mechanical applications of the hard Lr ' ms, it is

rt a little from the subject and order of the advert to some few of their

rally understood. The sapphire, the rub; o the diamond, are com-
I for the construction of certain parts of the 1 :ch as the pivot-

I other part- of tl

- : the one, commonly sapphire or ruby, is tui i

. to thin it away at the part v.
I

with the hole, and which little smaller in the mi I en the surface bearing.

The other, which i- called the "top-stone," or "end-stone," is generally a ruby, in the form of a plano-

convex lens, or else it is a diamond cut into facets
;
the flat side of this tou ad of the pivot.

i- burnished into a brass or steel ring, I of the lense- od the two
i stance for the retention of oil by capillary attraction) are inlaid in a

'ate, or other part of the watch, and retained therein by two
.' variations are made by different artists in the shapes and proportions of

irts.

The delicti . lied holes will be imagined, when it is added that in the axis above n I

to, the pivot i- the one two-hundredth part of an inch diameter.

The wire for making the pendulum springs for chronometers is sometimes drawn through a pair 01

d slide.-, having screw

me before the other, r

lalizing the wire both in width and thickness.

: drilled with holes conical from I for drawing the slender silver

gilt and silver wires used in the manufacture of gold and silver lace
;
the wires are afterwards flattened,

wound spirally upon silk, and then woven into the lace. Ruby holes are also employe I for rot

for thi da-y are chamfered from the otji side only, an

lead is pushed th] then used as a cutting tool ; whereas the hole

in the draw-plate is Blightly rounded upon t! more as a burnishi roi r; the

i of the wire, which is pull d through in th'' direction of the arrow, ti w the stone more
firmly into its seat The finest holes of all are made by barely allowing the point of the drill to

bate into the apex of the conical hole, previously formed on th ide of the ruby.

All these applications are adopt nt of the very great hardnes . but thej

ly exist were th( ince -till harder than the ruby to serve tor the tools by which
v.ral forms are wrought, and the brief o ci idi ration of which will i, eeded with.

i —The diamond is the hardest substance in nature, and in common with some other crys
tallii. is harder at the natural angles an ;

I also at the natural coat or skin cf the

than within, or in its general substance. Its peculiar hardness i- probably altogether due to its

.lline form, as by analysis the diamond, charcoal, and
|

I i" be nearly

.1 ; th'- hi -t i- absolute!) pure cart* n, tie- othei are near!

The principal use of the i preparation for which will 1 pon in

tie- slightest possible manner; bul from . baroness tie- diamon 1 fulfils ome more really in>

although ervices a-- tools, without which Beveral curious and highly valuable

I
ether abandoned, and others accomplished in an inferior although more

l

The diamond is prepared for the purposes <(
i

Cutting, and polishing, which v. ill b ! ;' in a \
. i . few lines. |u order to -pit off the portions

[uireel, the alnut, the li f di> isioo is

lawn a ;.;;.- ...!. with a pointe 1 diami n 1 fixed in

ith the blui i lick v. ith a liamo \\ ben tin",

io small for jewel] \ , are calle I d >

In cutting di.oi: ace ; thej are f two
i,.-- u ide, 1.

i ich oth« r m ni.irls flat

• a fine du-t call r, which tall- through th.- I'm.- hi

box, ami i, there colli cted
'I he diamonds . ilUhcd upon an iron la] I with diamond powder, the

oppor

end of the pim
, a il il boai I

I

' the other extremity in two feet, whii

upon n fix the v, hole formin
I.a 1 1.

^ e u ill ii..w
; the applications of the

Voi ft—27
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The invaluable instrument, the glazier's diamond, although employed for a considerable period, was
for the first time investigated scientifically by Dr. Wollaston, in 1816, who pronounced its operation tc

depend upon a peculiarity of crystallization in the diamond, the facets of which are frequently round

instead of fiat, and therefore the edge- arc circular instead of straight. The rounded edge iir>t indents

the glass, and then slightly separates its particles, funning a shallow fissure, with a splitting rather

tharj a cutting art ion, none of the material Being removed.

The primitive form of the diamond is that of a regular octohedron; it is like two square pyramids
joined base to base ; the four sides of the pyramids meet at the angle of 90°, their bases at the angle ol

109° or thereabouts. Many of the diamonds merge from the form of the octohedron into that of the

sphere, or a very long egg, in which cases although a disposition to the development of the six points,

each termed by the meeting of four surfaces, exists, they are curiously twisted and contorted. The
Count de Bournon has published upwards of one hundred forms of crystallization of the diamond, but

the irregular octohedrons with round facets are those proper for glaziers' diamond-.

The extreme point of any diamond may be employed to scratch glass with a broad white streak, and
detach its particles in a powder, but such glass will break with difficulty, (if at all,) through such a

scratch; whereas the almost invisible fissure, made when the rounded edge is slid over the glass with

but slight pressure and almost without causing any sound, is that which produces the effective cut; and
the cut or split thus commenced will be readily extended through the entire thickness of the glass,

when the extremities of the sheet are bent with the fingers or appropriate nippers.

If we could obtain a diamond in the form of a circular button, the edges of which were turned to the

angle of 90 or 100 degrees, it would be the perfection of the instrument, as there would be then no
point to interfere with its action, and any part of its edge might be used. But as the natural diamond,

unaltered by the artisan, is always employed, it must be so applied upon the glass, that one of its curved

edges bears upon the intended line of division of the glass, and with the extreme point just out of con-

tact: this, in to small an object, necessarily confines the position within very narrow limits.

The [latent swivel diamond insures the one condition, by placing the edge of the stone upon the line

of the cut, and a few trials at different elevations, generally from 70 to 80 degrees, will soon give the

other position. At the commencement a slight force is applied, until the stone appears to bite or hang
to the glass, it is then drawn steadily along, with but little pressure, and the good cut will be scarcely

either seen or heard.

To show that the diamond possesses nothing in itself that should adapt it to cutting glass, beyond its

peculiar form and hardness, Dr. Wollaston succeeded with great labor in giving the same form to the

ruby, the spinel ruby, topaz, and rock crystal, with ail of which likewise he effected the cutting of glass,

but they were of course far less economical than the natural angle of the diamond itself, which requires

no such tedious preparation, and lasts very much longer.

It must not be supposed, however, the diamond endures forever; the ordinary painter and glazier

may use one diamond throughout his lifetime, by having it reset to expose other angles ; but in some
glass-works, where enormous quantities of this useful material are cut up, the consumption of diamonds
amounts to one and two dozen or upwards every iceck, as the sides from being convex, become rapidly

concave, and the principle is lost.

The following figures represent, say two or three times magnified, the forms of diamonds that would
be most proper fir various tools; but it will be remembered they are only selected as near to the

respective shapes as they can be found, either amongst imperfect diamonds, or from fragments split off

good stones in the first stage of their manufacture for jewelry; these pieces are known as diamond
bort. The diamonds are mostly fixed in brass wires, by first drilling a shallow hole for the insertion of

the stone, which is imbedded slightly below its largest part, and the metal is pinched around it. Shel-

lac is also used for cementing them in, and spelter or tin solders may be fused around them with the

blow-pipe, but pinching them in annealed brass is preferred.

28-15.

a h c . d e f g A i k I

V V V W *&

When diamond to,, is Larger than those nude of crystals or thin splinters are required, diamond

powdi i pplied upon metal plates and tools of various forms, which serve as vehicles, and into which

diamond powder are imbedded, either h. slight! flows of the hammer, or by simple

ire.

[n the ii f the jewelled holes, and in similar works, the rubies and sapphires, although

sometimes split, are more commonly slit with a plate of iron three or four inches diameter, mounted on
.. l.,il... n.,,l ..l ...l i i ... ':.c i: i ......... l l . :i \vi i:...i , l,.... .,,.., .,.-.,,

. similar plate with finely washed diamond powder is used for polishing them.

The rubi ented with shellac; on the end of a small brass chuck-, turned cylin-

drical on their edges, and bevelled for burnishing into the metal rings. They are also turned concave

and convex on th le turning too fragment or splinter of diamond, fixed in

a brass wire. Fig. a represents the flat view, and Fig. 6 the edge view of such a tool, but of the
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form more usually selected for turning hardened steel, namely, an

the circular end being used with the flat surface upwards; the watch

dar corner.

The if the rubies are polished with concavi grindei :

copper, the next glass, and the last pewter, with three siz ! prin-

cipally from Holland, from the men who ivelry, an art which is more exten

followed in i than elsewhere. The watch jewellers wash this
;

manner that will be hereafter explained in regard to emery.

In drilling the rubies they are chucked by their edges, and a 1 in a

wire, is used. Shonld the drill be too conical, the back pai I away with a diamond tool to re-

duce it to the si •', an I from tli

always exist to pause the drill to cut The h I rubies are commonly drilled out at two pi

. each side, and arc afterwards polished with a conical steel wire fed with diamond
powder.

In producing either very small or very deep holes, a '
. is used, with diamond

powder applied upon the end of the same, the limit of fineness being the diameter to which th<

wire can be reduced.

In drilling - in china i triangular fra

tremity of a steel win .
id /, either with or without shellac. omon prac-

- and china i e stone, and mount it as in

in the en I of a taper tin tube, which wears away against the side of the hole so as to b

thin, and by the [ire-sure to embrace the stoni intermediate betwei its angli -.

The 3tone is, from time to time, released by the wearing away of the metal, but th a are

dus in remounting it ; and that tie
|

neither difficult nor tedious to those ao
I
by the trifling -urn charged for repairing articles, even when many of the so-called rivets

or rati id in; they employ the upright drill with a cross stall!

A similar diamond drill mounted in bra-s was used by Mr. Ellis, with the ordinary drill bow and
for drilling out the hardened steel nipp] ;. which had been broken short off in the

ial difficulty was experienced, although the stone appeal d. nderlj beld
For larger holes, metal tabes such as Fig. A, fed with diamond powder, are used; they grind out

an annular recess, and remove a - be thus

and various other Bubstances. The Bame mode ha- bei n adopted for cutti

hi. in within one another by the aid of steam machinery.

i use I by engravers for the purpose of etching, either I".

or with the various machines for ruling rounds; for ruling medals ami other works,

1 diamonds are turn* d in a lathe bj a fragment ol anothi r diam< nd, the outsi le skin or an

being used, but the tool suffers almost a- much abrasion as the conical point, from their nearly equal
- i- expensive, although when properly managed entirely successful.

To conclude t! il the diamond tools, Figs, k and I show the side and end views of a

splinter suitable for cutting tin'' lines and divisions upon mat! 'lie' similitude

i u this and the gl; .. ill be remarked, but in th - present

with a . natural angle would be f( r the pun
.Mr. Ross, with a diamond point of this kind, was enabled | ten circles upon platinum,

. at the < nd of which time

point would have suffered in the gradual

.
in platinum, so a- to have called for additional

i
n ssurc with the pi

of the work, w bich in bo delicate an operation ble.

MINES, ENG1 litj of a mine will the manner in which it ought to

be drained. Where the mine i- situated on the top or side of a lull, a Bhaft i- led from tl e bottom ol

tin- mine to the m y, and the water run- off in this way without the application of pumps
m-engines. Where the mine is Bituated in a level

hould the mine I from 100 to 150 fathoms, very powerful steam-engines are

Where the pumping r<
,

power, sup] is better to construct

tall engines than one I W here a single engine i- us< d ire wrought,
an I the a cending mol 1 to halt th

water in the pumpa Whi re two
i attached to the piston end of the beam, and I

lit bj

d be -un|p|e in form and proportioned to the work they

have to perform. The pump-shafl is divided hould not i there

he top of each lift. Rather than make the diami

. Id< d. Mining \

nee hi\ in.- than anol

'

pinion

d dllt'. W hell 11 I ..

.

DULUS.

'I he •
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of wood, iron, or other substance, an inch square and a foot in length, would he extended or diminished
r>y the force/; and let / be any other length of a bar of equal base and like substance ; then

1

:

1 : : c : A, or It= A, the extension or diminution in the length /.

The modulus of elasticity is found by this analogy : as the diminution of the length of any substance
is to its length, so is the force that produced that diminution to tire modulus of elasticity. Or, denoting
the weight of the modulus in lbs. for a base of an inch square by m ; it is

/ i /
£

And, if w be the weight of a bar of the substance one inch square and one foot in length ; then, if M bo
the height of the modulus of elasticity in feet, we have

-£=M.
we

When a force is applied to an elastic column of a rectangular prismatic form in a direction parallel

to the axis, the parts nearest to the line of direction of the force exert a resistance in an opposite direc-

tion ; those particles, which are at a distance beyond the axis, equal to a third proportional to the
depth, and twelve times the distance of the line of direction of the force, remain in their natural state;

and the parts beyond them act in the direction of the force.

The weight of the modulus of the elasticity of a column being m, a weight bending it in any manner
f, the distance of the line of its application from any point of the axis D, and the depth of the column d,

the radius of curvature will be ———

.

12 D/
If a beam is naturally of the form which a prismatic beam would acquire, if it were slightly bent by

a longitudinal force, calling its depth d, its length I, the circumference of a circle of which the diameter
is unity c, the weight of the modulus of elasticity >», the natural deviation from the rectilinear form a',

and a force applied at the extremities of the axis/, the total deviation from the rectilinear form will be

f
d2

c
2 A m

A —
d?c-m— 12 Pf

Scholium.—It appears from this formula, that when the other quantities remain unaltered, a' varies

in proportion to A, and if A= 0, the beam cannot be retained in a state of inflection, while the denomi-
nator of the fraction remains a finite quantity : but when d'

2 c"m= 12 Pf, a' becomes infinite, whatever
may be the magnitude of A. and the force will overpower the beam, or will at least cause it to bend so

(dc\~ m d2

— ) . — , .S225 — m,

which is the force capable of holding the beam in equilibrium in any inconsiderable degree of curva-

ture. The modulus being known for any substance, we may determine at once the weight which a
given bar nearly straight is capable of supporting. For instance, in fir wood, supposing its height

10,000,000 feet, a bar an inch square and ten feet long may begin to bend with the weight of a bar of

the same thickness, equal in length to -8225 X ; X 10,000,000 feet, or 571 feet; that is, with
'

x 120 X 120
'

\ weight of about 120 pounds ; neglecting the effect of the weight of the bar itself. In the same man-
ner the strength of a bar of any other substance may be determined, either from direct experiments on

m P I

its flexure, or from the sounds that it produces. If /"=—,— = -8225 n, and - = -J (•8225 n) = -907
1 J n a 2 d v v

•j v. ; whence, if we know the force required to crush a bar or column, We may calculate what must be

the proportion of its length to its depth, in order that it may begin to bend rather than be crushed.

The weight of the modulus of the elasticity of a bar is to a weight acting at its extremity only, as

four times the cube of the length to the product of the square of the depth and the depression.

If an equable bar be fixed horizontally at one end, and bent by its own weight, the depression at the

extremity will be half the versed sine of an equal arc in the circle of curvature at the fixed point.

The height of the modulus of the elasticity of a bar, fixed at one end, and depressed by its own weight,

is half as much more as the fourth power of the length divided by the product of the square of the

depth and the depression.

The depression of the middle of a bar supported at both ends, produced by its own weight, is five-

sixths of the versed sine of half the equal arc in the circle of least curvature.

The height of the modulus of the elasticity of a bar, supported at both ends, is ^_ f the fourth power

of the length, divided by the product of the depression and the square of the depth.

From an experiment made by Mr. Leslie on a bar in these circumstances, the height of the modulus

of the elasticity of deal appears to be about 9,328,000 feet. Chladni's observations on the sounds of fir

wood afford very nearly the same result.

The modulus of elasticity has not yet been ascertained in reference to so many subjects as could be

wished. Professor Leslie exhibits several however, as below. That of white marble is 2,150,000 feet,

nr a weight of 2,520,000 pounds avoirdupois on the square inch ; while that of Portland stone is only

1,570,000 feet, corresponding on the square inch to the weight of 1,530,000 lb.

White marble and Portland stone are found to have, for every square inch of section, a cohesive

Dower of 1811 lb. and 857 lb.; wherefore, suspended columns of these stones, of the altitude of 1542

and 945 feet, or only the 1394th and 1789th part of their respective measure of elasticity, would be

torn asunder by their own weight.

Of the principal kinds of timber employed in building and carpentry, the annexed table will exhibit
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their i modulus of elasticity, and the portion of some of them which limits their cohesion, 01

which lengthwise would t.'ar them asunder.

Steel 9,300,000

ron 9,00

Ditto 8,450,000

Yellow pine 0,150,000

11,840,000

Finland deal 6,00

Mahogany 7,500,000

Rosewood 3,600.000

Oak, dry 5,100,000

Fir bottom, 25 years old 7,400,000

Petersburg deal 6,000,000
Lancewood 5,100,000
Willow 0,200,000

Ouk 4,850,000

Teak 6,040,000 feet 168th.

Oak 4,150,000 feet 141th.

- camore 3,860,000 feet 108th.

Beech 4,180,000feet 107th.

Ash 4,617,000 feet 100th.

Elm 5,680,000 feet 146th.

Memelfir 8,292,000 feet 205th
Christiana deal 8,118,000 feet 140th.

Larch 5,090,000 feet 121st

Annexed we give a table of the modulus of cohesion, or the length in feet of any prismatic substance

required to break its cohesion, or tear it asunder.

Tanned coVs-skin 10,250
calf-skin 5,050

horse-skin

cordovan

sheep-kin 5,000

-kin 8,900

Old harness of 30 years 5,000

Hempen twine 75,000
Catgut, some years old 23,000

li u matting 21

Writing-paper, foolscap 8,000

Brown wrapping-paper, thin I

Bent grass, (nolens) 70,000

Whalebone 14,000

Bricks, (Fenny Stratford) 97 I

[Leighton) 141

I ce

Leicestershire slate 7

Teak 12,015 lb 86,049 feet.

<)ak 11,880 lb 32,900 fe<

camore 9,6301b 86,800 feet

Beech 12,225 lb 38,940 feet

Ash 14,130 1b 42,080 feet
Kim o.T-.'ii lb 39,050 feet

Memelfir 9,5401b 40,500 fe

Christiana deal 12,3461b 55.500 feet

Larch 12,240 lb 42,160fe<

Mi IMENTUM, in mechanics, is the same with impetus, or quantity of motion, and is generally esti-

mated by the product of the velocity and mass of the body. This is a Bubject which has h-,1 to various
c mi. . ...u philosophers, some estimating it by the mass into the velocity, as stated above,
while others maintain that il the mass into the Bqtfare of the velocity. But this diffei

en rather from a misconception of the term, than from any other causa Those who
maintain th le, understanding momentum to Bignifv the momentary impact ; and the
latter, as the sum of all the impulses lill the motion of the body is destroyed. See Force.

UI'Ai.'. A mix! d lime ia il, • state of paste with Band; it possesses the property,

when spread in thin la] iallj hardening to the i of limestone, and
In order t" understand the principles upon which mortar i- i

it is necessary to quainted with certain facts which here exert the greatest influi i

' "/.—Simple lime, in the Btate of paste, likewise hardens, bul onlj to form a

iass of too cy to bind the parts of a wall oi ether, it is only
when the layer of lime forms a very thin stratum, a it a firm and solid

I be lime n

irmly onlj u> the

only mi. n

an I tlie lime. 'I he hapc i

i bctW c. n i! i line to an in. h II

1 W Itll

dn ided into
1

.in I I'm liu

It i ...
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porous and will not bind, yet the action of moisture is essential to make it harden in the air. Lastly, the

free access of air is also absolutely necessary to the setting of mortar.

Proportions of mixture.—When these facts are borne in mind, the rules to be observed in mixing
mortar will be obvious. Although many kinds of stone in the form of coarse sand are applicable for

making mortar, as limestone, for instance, yet quartz-sand is always most easily obtained; the grain of

the sand] however, is a matter of some importance. Very fine sand renders the mortar too dense, and
impedes the free access of air; sand in grains of the size of hay-seed, particularly if it is angular or

sharp, is very good ; the interstices become too large to be entirely filled with lime if very coarse sand
is employed. It is then advantageous, particularly when irregularly shaped building-stones are used,

ti> mix two kinds of sand together, coarse and fine. Fine sand can only be mixed with the lime when
the mortar is intended for a thin coating upon the surface of walls, <fcc. The more irregular the sand is,

the better. The proper proportion of sand and lime is a most important point in preparing mortar

;

and the good quality and solidity of the mortar are more influenced by it than by any thing else.

Errors committed in the mixing can never be subsequently corrected.

As a general rule, the lime should be sufficiently tine to cement all the grains of sand together, but
should form at the same time the thinnest possible stratum between them. The surfaces of the grains

of sand, or the interstices between them, should therefore be only just covered with the lime in a half-

liquid state, and no more. The rule might be laid down in the following terms : let as much lime be
mixed with the sand as it will take up without having its volume increased. Practically, about 3 to 4

cubic feet of sand (or 6 times the weight) are added to 1 cubic foot of half-liquid lime, provided the lime
be fat, or very fat

;
poor lime, which may be viewed as already containing a certain portion of sand, will

not bear the addition of more than 21 cubic feet of sand to 1 cubic foot of lime. The sand should be
pure, i. e., it should not contain too much iron or clay, and least of all, bog-earth, or vegetable matter.

Hardening or setting—time required.—Although mortar sets sufficiently in a few days, or weeks, to

enable a wall to withstand pressure and the like, yet the hardening proceeds so slowly and gradually,

that it only attains its maximum (in which case a wall appears as if constructed of one piece of stone)

after years, or even centuries. The apparent superiority of mortar in olden times over that in the

present, is solely attributable to the longer time which has been allowed it to harden and set, as no
essential difference can be traced in the mixture of the ingredients. Although we see, on the one hand,

that old buildings can only be destroyed with the aid of powder, yet it must not be forgotten on the

other, that in some buildings the direct converse is observed, and that the durable portions only have
been enabled to withstand the ravages of time, while the weaker and less durable parts have long since

disappeared. In the same manner, it is probable that some buildings erected in our own age will stand
forward to posterity as patterns of solid architecture, just as those of the middle ages and of the ages of

Greece and Rome appear to us at preseut.

Cause of setting.—The hardening of mortar upon exposure to the air is not so easily explained as

would at first appear. It has even been disputed whether it is the result of mere physical (mechan-
ical) or only of chemical agencies. And it appears probable, when every thing is taken into consider-

ation, that the hardening cannot be attributed to any one cause in particular, but to all collectively, and
in such a manner that the formation of a silicate of lime and crystallization are the causes of the durable
solidity and conversion into stone, while the absorption of carbonic acid induces the rapid setting of

the mortar.

The hydraulic mortar employed in building the Eddystone lighthouse was mixed by Smeaton from
equal proportions of lime, slaked to powder, and Puzzolana. Trass and Puzzolana are generally mixed
with one-half their weight of lime, as was the practice amongst the Romans. It is desirable to ascer-

tain the best proportions by experiment in all cases where no certain knowledge of the nature of the

two substances can be obtained.

Good hydraulic mortar, whether made from natural limestone or composed of lime and cement, should
not show any tendency to crack when hardened under water, even when no sand is mixed with it. It

then forms a very dense and solid mass, which, in a short time, neither suffers water to permeate it, nor
is attacked by the water, but acquires a considerable degree of hardness. For this reason, it is well to

use nothing but hydraulic mortar for those parts of walls which are constantly under water. If the

mortar is not only required to harden, but also to bind well, a very important point must never be neg-

lected, and that is to moisten the surfaces of the stones to-which the mortar is to be applied. When
tliis is not done, the surface of the stone (by its power of absorbing moisture) dries the mortar, and pre-

vents proper adhesion from taking place; the joint then remains open to a greater or lesser extent.

It does not by any means follow, that because hydraulic mortar is the only durable material for

building under water, it cannot consequently be used for dry walls. It is, on the contrary, of the great-
e i service wherever protection is required against the infiltration of moisture and damp; and dwellings
or buildings can often be rendered very much less damp by a judicious application of a hydraulic coat-

ing ;
a layer of this kind, when once hardened, is not calculated, like ordinary mortar, to attract moisture

and allow it to pas-, through. Tin; hydraulic mortar must, of course, when used for covering dry walls
or otherwise, be kept moist and watered, until it has acquired its proper degree of hardness. If this is

not attended to, a soft, friable, useless coating is the certain result. If moisture enters from below, for

instance, between the wall :m 1 the routing of mortar, it will continue confined there in consequence of

the impenetrability of the latter, which, on the occurrence of a frost, will most certainly peel off and he

destroyed. Care must also be taken that the mortar does not dry up of itself immediately in the air, in

which case it contracts and cracks. It is, therefore, necessary to add sand or some other substance which
obviates the shrinking. Hydraulic mortar will bear a very considerable quantity of sand without injury

to its hardness, even as much as our ami a half times its own weight and more. This addition, there-

fore, is important in an economical point of view. The grain of the sand employed, however, requires

attention, as was the ca e with ordinary mortar ; sharp, angular sand is decidedly preferable to blunt,

taunded sand, and it is better to ui e a mixture of coarse with fine sand, than that the sand should be

t
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allofthi zed grain. The Band 6hould likewise be as free as possible from earthy particles and
dust In mortar composed of lime and cement, the rule is, to proportion the Band to the quantity oi

cement used. Slaked lime will not bear more than a certain quantity of tl

tity must i, ded, the cement itself being for the greater part inactive, and playing ti-

nt' Band.

Hydraulic mortar that sets with sufficient rapidity, and to which a proper pro]

added, may be employed for casting tolerably massive objects, which are m • crack w h< n

Dables hydraulic mortar to be employed for architectural ornaments which then combine great

sharpness with durability, are very light as compared with similar figures of Ban

great advantage of being easily multiplied.

A Bimilar application is that for casting water-pipes, on the spot where they are required, as pro
by Gasparin. The mould employed is a linen hose, like those attached to the fire-engines, a few

meter- in length, which i< filled with water ami closed at b «th ends. A thick kind of boh
produced, over which -aid is Bifted, ami it is then lai 1 upon a deposit of hydraulic lime an I covered,

by pouring over it I mco. When tin' whole ha- hardened, the hose i- drawn forwards,

about the length of one foot being left inserted in t!
l a fresh length i< cast Water-o

however, have a certain amount of fall, or the sand cannot be washed out, and
will impede tic delivery of the water.

When hydraulic lime i- mixed with sm or with shingles from the bed of a river, or th

wall- can •
1 of it, and a mass i- obtained which resembles the erections with

nary mortar, and i- • by the French.

At Toulon a mixture was used for the construction of the hai f 3 parts lime, -1 Puzzo-
lana. 1 Bmithy ashes, 2 Band, and I put- of rolled stones or shin

The great strength of walls constructed with hydraulic mortar i< most clearly shown 1 y !!,•
i

•

ments undertaken with a view to break beams constructed of brick-work A •_'.". feet long and 2

wide beam, constructed with 19 layers of bricks, bound together by Romai in which, here and
tier.', parallel >nips of ir<>n were inclosed, was capable of bearing, whi I at both end-, a

weight of 22 tons, suspended from the middle, before i! showi
Mr. Frederick Ransome has lately taken a patent for preparing different article- with a kind ofvitri-

following i- the principle of hi- pr
Flint- are suspended in wire baskets in a boiler of caustic alkali, which i- heated to about 300° Fahr,

under a pr pounds per square inch. A solution is thus ol oda o
potash, (of a specific gravity of from about l:; to 1-6.)

'I hi- l- the cementing subsl i reposition of which is said to be

Silica 20-43

A 27*05

Water 52-52*

0-00

One part of thi pipe-clay a rdered flint,

which are well mixed in a pug-mill with L0 parts of Band or road-drift The mixture i- pressed into

i moulds, and is then dried in the air en il.it surfaces, to pie. . m warping, li can no\i be handled,
and i- l previously to being placed in a potter's kiln, where it i- heated slowly for -J I I

and up t<> a fair red he it for -J 1 hour- more, and then gradually days.

Thi- gradual annealii la, during the firing, takes up more silica

and alumina from the Hint and clay, forming a true insoluble glass, which would crack if nol properly
annealed. The -tone i boiling in nitric acid, which proves that an in

med.

Sand and road-drifl produce a white f ornaments, which are

intity of -ih -. ii

I to fill up all the inter-- me \\ ill be impel
to the weather v, ithoul the sharp •

i

;

I er than iin-Ethis Btone will resist the action of an- and ram
1 Willi Bulpl of tl,,' blot

iw quite perfect, w hilsl in the
much i[<-r..

Mr. i ',r„ or
at a higher I

l>f the
I ,,, tl,,. ,,.;

.

A filled the

!

'
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^>Ir. Buckwell has also proposed a plan for making large masses, slabs, and pipes from stone and
:cm<nt; but liis invention does not apply to the manufacture of cubical blocks.

He uses fragments of stone as large as will go freely into the mould, mixed with other smaller frag-

ments, of various sizes, to fill up the interstices as much as possible, the remaining space being occupied
by the cement, composed of chalk and Thames mud burnt together.

One part of this cement is mixed with eight or more parts of fragments of stone, and wetted with the

smallest quantity of water sufficient to moisten the whole ; a portion of the mixture is then put into the

mould to a depth of 1^ inch, and rammed down by hammers or monkeys ; another 1+, inch is then added
and rammed down, and so on. The mould is perforated, and, although so little water has been used,

it oozes out at all parts, showing that the effect of the ramming is to bring the particles of stone into

much closer contact than could be done by any simple pressure. "When taken out of the mould, the
stone is hard enough to ring, and is fit for use in two days ; it becomes still harder by exposure to air

or water for some months.

New Portland stone fragments cannot be used for this conglomerate, because they crush into powder
under the hammer ; old Portland stone, which has become hardened by exposure, answers very well,

and makes an artificial stone of greater specific gravity than Portland stoue itself. The cement is

harder than the Portland stone. Flaws, repaired by the mixture laid in with a trowel, are much softer

than the cement in the body of the stone which has been consolidated by the ramming. The moulds
are made of metal and are very expensive, which prevents the material being applied to ornamental
purposes.

Separate pieces of stone can be joined by well ramming or caulking in the composition between
them. For this purpose, of course, the pieces should be firmly fixed before beginning to caulk between
them. Mr. Buckwell states that he could execute entirely in his artificial stone the ordinay system of

6ewage, with improvements, at the same cost as the present mode of executing it in bricks. It may,
therefore, be doubted whether it would be advisable to employ it. A new arrangement of sewage,
which he proposes, would cost §12 in his stone, for what would cost $75 in brick-work ; but it does not

as yet appear why, in one case' artificial stone should cost as much, and in the other only one-sixth the

price of brick.

An illustration of the effect of percussion in consolidating materials may be taken from the fact that

concrete, a mixture of gravel and lime, sets harder and better the greater the height from which it is

allowed to drop into its place : in building the Royal Exchange, it was shot in from a platform 30 feet

above the foundation. It seems probable that concrete might be rendered still harder by mixing it

with rather less water, and ramming it well in its place. In Malta the roofs of the houses consist of

flag-stones placed in a nearly horizontal position ; over the flag-stones a bed of fragments of stone and
a little clay is laid, which is moistened with water, and beaten and rammed until nearly dry ; it is then

covered with a layer of cement, formed of 4 parts of lime to 3 of Puzzolana, moistened with water, and
well beaten down until it begins to dry ; this again is covered with a layer of dry stone fragments to

prevent the sun from cracking it, which being swept off after a few days, a fine smooth impervious roof

is obtained.

Hydraulic fresco-painting.—In conclusion, we must notice a discovery of Fuchs and Schlotthauer,

which was lately communicated to the Academy at Munich, and which has reference to a new mode ot

fresco-painting. While the fixing of the colors in the antique as well as in the modern fresco-paintings

is due to the hardening property of caustic lime, when exposed to the atmosphere, the colored surface

upon this new method is converted into a silicate of lime. The two older methods stand, therefore, in

the same relation to the new one, as ordinary to

hydraulic mortar. While fresco-paintings of the

former kind are not very durable, (except in cases,

as at Pompeii, where their preservation is dua to

the entire exclusion of light and air,) and artists

have reason to mourn over the destruction of the

greatest master-pieces ; those obtained upon the

now principle are capable not only of withstand-

ing the action of water, weak acids, and alkalies,

o the great changes of climate during a se-

nium winter without injury to the freshness

of the coloring ; and the colors are so firmly at-

tached to the ground that they exhibit no tendency
to separate from it themselves, nor can they be
removed by mechanical agency. The particulars

of the process have not been made known, but it

probable that it is dependent upon the

silicification of the lime mortar, by means of a
solution of an alkaline silicate, of which we have
previously spoken under soluble glass.

MORTISING MACHINE. Fig. 2846 repre-

sents a mortising machine invented and patented
iiy A. Swingle, formerly of Texas, now of Boston.

A A are the legs, P> the bench; (' is a set-screw

for the out-and-in movement of the bench, and D
for the lateral, in any kind of work. E is a hub to

be mortised; it is mounted on centres turned by
the handle F, and there is a r< tchel ami wheel E on the nigh side

hub, operated by a teadying s

There is a rest below the

J, inverted, is a hollow augur, or rather hollow chisel withic
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which is the augur ; and the movement of the latter is followed by the '
I chisel, bo that the

is a square hole or mortise. The augur inside receives a verj rapid motion from a bevel-wheel,

geering into a pinion which drives the spindle K of the au Irive the wheel I '. M
is a lever, and by flanges the spindle is made steady to the back of the frame, and works down in guide-

collars. When the huh, or whatever it may be, is in a 1

1

ndle K of the augur is

set in motion, and the operator gently brings down the weighted lever M, cutting out the reotangulai
'11,' re is hut little work for the outside chisel of the auijur to perform.

The lever rests on the top of the spindle, and it (the spindle) works by fi to run

down through its s How the cut to the bottom of the mortise. These machines are I

recommended by those who have used them.

MORI 17 and 284 ured by W, It. A
1 1:, Newark, N. .1., and from the simplicity of its] ich 1< as liabl • to I out of

than others of n more i iplicate chai

1 1
•• action of the ma<

MOTION, in n ofmatterbj which it passes from

ioth( r, M follows: ^
in a ni'.\ ing body, indi

;

. falls undei ns \\ hich n

.. Inch i nJi in motion. B

d that which i- bo n il lie earth, tli

in v. hich il I at w hich is continually

al « hi' b is
]

I 1 1 ly w i Ih tl

thai \\ I hi li
i

that \\ nich

"i which are the n lion.
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MOULDING MACHINE. This invention consists of certain mechanical arrangements for producing

architectural, cabinet, or other mouldings. Our engraving represents an end elevation of the machine,

v. hich, with the aid of the letters of reference, will be readily understood. A, is a cast-iron bed-piece

with V grooves, and constructed in some respects similar to planing machines now in use for pL

iron, <fec, having a driving-screw placed in the centre of the bed-piece, so as to give a Blow alternating

motion to the travelling-table, when power is applied, thereto. The ordinary revi <

ployed, the construction of which is well known; B is the bed or traversing-table which is shown in

section, for the purpose of more clearly representing the various arrangements in detail, such as the

•node of fastening the planks of wood to the table by the means of lateral clamps inserted in their

; .! .1 tin: position of the driving-screws together with the inverted V rail, and standards KK;
C is the driving-screw, alsoshown*in section, and which passes longitudinally through the machine from

end to end, in geer with the bed or table by a nut, or any other suitable means usually applied to such

purposes when reversing. There are two vertical standards, supporting in bearings the bridge E, with

the cutter-bars, or mandrils, attached. Each of these standards contains a spring of the same pitch

(jeering into, and attached to the brid je, so that by turning the horizontal bar F, both screws are made
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to revolve at the same rate, and the bridge is th< t • ad and descend as may he re

quired; 6 is a horizontal bar, 'which revolves rapidly in its bearings II II. an 1 carries a numl

cutters or chisels, each having its cutting iped as to produi or any

parts thereof, which can be produced by revolving cutters on a horizontal shaft. Motion is communi-

cated to this axis by bands from an overhead power-wheeL Its course, after leaving the power
is first directed down to a tightening pulley, which is

clamped on to a part of the standar 1 frame i n one

having a vertical Blot therein for tl labling

the operators at any time to obtain the requisite tension
;

i passes up and over the upp r hall of one groove

of the cutter-pulley, down again at the back, and over the

drivin is then pressed in at the starting point

to make the endless band. 1 1 are the chisels i r i

which are mounted upon the horizontal Bhaft ('•, which ad-

mit of being arranged and set up in i

sary form and number suital

form and construction, having its cutting edge Bhaped to

form the numerous mouldings, either simple or com]
by either using them separately or in conjunction with eacl

other, as the case may require ; I.I ontho
standard on each Bide an 1 on each end, on a level witi

the surface line of the bed or table B. These 1— -

are bored to receive a vertical rod through each, the

lower end of which lias a thread run upon it, i i

with a nut an 1 a hand-wheel M M, whilst the upp< t i nd

i shackle or forked head, (but which is not shown in the above view.) it being readily undei

stitute merely a single bearing to carry n horizontal shaft from one side of the machine to the other

transversely, on which elastic friction rollers are mounted: the object of such bearings being that when
a different moulding i- to be substituted for th to in the course of formation, the Bhaft containing the

pon ling shape 1 friction roller- by the mouldings last completed may easily be exchanged for that

of any other, by removing it from the forked head in which it revolves. At the back of the bri

a boriz mtal and vertical slide is fixed, having a slot parallel to the I achine, fori

of carrying two traversing cutter heads, affixed to which, through the intervention of revolving man-
drils, are the cutters which work at any angle to tl"' bed or table, a- v. ell as on the same surfaci

as the cutters 1 1. The cutters tie;- ref< rre 1 to receive their direct motion from the power w heel ov< r

head, i ly of other parts of the machii Hess rope i r chain passing round the

ted in the cutter-heads in such a manner that when this part of the apparatus is not re-

quire 1 to work in w ith the other it can be thrown out oi a while the

running mouldings are in action,

W
In connection with the above tl the beveiled cono-whecht to pmduco rol

full effect in the cuttin ; tools 11,1 ' mandril v.

i he cutter hea I, while the work to be cut is held down nicoh by vu\<

in the in\ entinn i • the i ntal bar, whoreb
the inventor m • nabli I to m d • a mp mnd and vai patton by their ti

BHEET METAL MOULDINfl M VCHINE h Mi R
. and !'', « hich

i
i

with the lou , r li.it - in u< b a waj thai tl
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quired extent, without altering the depths of the wheels in geer. On the projecting ends of tliesn

shafts, the rollers D E are put, with which the mouldings are to be formed ; the lower roller is in one
piece only, but the upper roller is made in one or more parts transversely, as may be best adapted to

form the req dre I mouldings, as shown in

the enlarged figure: the which parts,

when mere than one, are made to ap-

proach each other by being slid along the

shaft B', which is hollow, by means of a
screw F that acts within on the back part

of the top roller D by means of a cotter,

which passes through the shaft and the

screw, and on the front part by a nut /',

>"hich is screwed, from time to time, by
hand.
The advantage of making the rollers i:i

two or more parts is, that it allows the

metal to be gradually compressed side-

ways as well as vertically, and avoids

puckering. The curved mouldings shown
in the engraving were made on the first

machine of the kind that was constructed,

and the straight mouldings on a similar

machine subsequently made. Almost any
degree of curvature can be given to the

moulding, by means of the third roller 11,

which, with its shaft and sliding bearings

J, is lowered by the geering //, Fig. 2951, in front of the pah- of rollers to produce the required curvature.
The engravings A, Fig. 2951, and A', Fig. 2953, are representations of two pair of rollers for form-

ing simultaneously the cap mould of each of the two brass domes for locomotive engines ; the rollers

A, Fig. 2951, being for the purpose of creasing the metal, and the rollers A' for finishing the two
cap-moulds, which may be afterwards divided in the middle by a lathe or with a saw. Two mouldings
are in this case made together, owing to the peculiar form of "the moulding rendering it more facile to

do so than to make one separately.

Fig. 2950 and 295 1 show two pair of rollers for forming the " astragal," to which the upper and lower

plates of the chimney of a locomotive arc riveted ; the rollers B 1 B2 are used in the order the draw-
ings an

Fig. a pair of rollers for forming the "base mould," and Fig. 29-19 for forming the body of

the br; i the locomotive engine, one pair of rollers only being used in both these last men-
tioned i

MULE. A machine employed in spinning cotton and other fibrous materials. For producing fine

threads, a process analogous to that performed with carded cotton, upon a common spinning-wheel,

and called stn tching, is resorted to. In this operation, portions of yarn, several yards long, are forcibly

stretched in the direction of their length, with a. view to elongate an I reduce those parts of the yam
which have a greater diameter and are less twisted than the other

|

thai the size and twist of

the thread may become uniform throughout. To effect the proa tching, the spindles arc

mounted upon a carriage, which is moved backwards or forwards across the floor, receding when the

threads are to be stretched, and returning when they arc to be wound up. The yarn produced by

mill spinning is more perfect than any other, and is employed in the fabrication of the finest ar1

ewing-thread, spun by mules, i- a combination of two, four, or >ix threads. Threads have been

nroduced of such fineness that a pound of cotton has been calculated to reach 167 miles.
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MULE, it >

cotton and other fibrous substances, stands first in the first class of machines.

Fig. _ elevation of the mule an 1 carriage. Fig. 2957 an

apian. Fig - elevation. Fig. 2961 a longitudinal vertii

XXofFia ration. Fig. 2962 a section through the friction-cl

f the scroll or volute cam. I

letters indicate like parts in all the Ggurea
A.

1 represents a frame properly adapted to the operative parts of

ited, as it is similar to those of other mules.

A A'A" three pulleys of equal diam I Bide by aid first

Jley attached to and turning with the shaft B. A' i- t!..- secon 1 fasl pulley, carrying a pinion

1). and turning freely on tin' -halt 15. A" a 1....-.- pulley place 1 b itween the other two, ;

ft. A driving-belt passes over these pulleys, and i- guided to either of them I

shipper-lever C, that vibrates on a stud-pin TJ, and connected with a "weighted balanci

which the belt is moved from one of the pulleys to either of the other two. .v
•'

I
operations, the belt runs on the first last pulley A/, to give the first

Tii.- pinion J, on the shall B, communicates a positive and regular motion to the shaft G (which is in

ition with the draw collars in the usual manner) by means of the first train of wheels K I. I

from the shaft Q by the second train of wheels N O P R S X, to the line -hut Y that drii

riage by moans of endless chains Z. connected with the carriage by one of the links, /. .
'!

1 ia the drawings, and the -halt i- shown broken off, a- the i

with the carriage present nothing new, and therefore need not be represented. The spindle-; at the

by the u-ital hand 'J', driven by the pulley 0', on tie- This

completes tie- fir motions, namely, drawing out the carriage, turning the draw rollei

spindles to draw out, spin, and twist the thread-. Near the end of the running-out motion '( the

is shipped from tic first fast pulley A to the loose pulley A", which removi
driving power from th The shifting of the belt is tl I: the weigl

C* is jointed to the shipper-lever at 2, above the i which it vibrates. The lower end ol

this bal t is T-shaped, and on,- of its short arn link I, with a -1

that turns ( ,n the stud-pin 6. This lever i- also connected by a link </, with another lever j», that

i id this last lever is depressed when the belt i- to be shij ped by means < f a

pin a, on a vibrating arm L', on t! . of the wheel that carries the connecting-rod by which
mage is run in. The balance-lever is bj tie- rried a little beyond the vertical line.

and then carried entirely over by the weight of the lever C*. tin this shaft, K . an 1 on tl
^ .

]
»• > — i t •

-

;' the frame, there i- another arm M', provided with a pin a, which at the san

another lever A I by means "f a jointed roil A. with an elbow-lever 7. that move- a

clutch M on tic shaft (!, by means of which the cog-wheel I i- clutched, which I

: draw
roller- and the second train of wheels that communicate motion to the carriage from the parts that

drive the spindles. The ••lurch M i- held open until the belt i- again carried to the first fast pulley

at the end of the third Beries of motions by a pin,/', on one arm of the balanci

against on.- side of the arm of the clutch-lever 7. for I

',

', that moves the clutch-lever, is

i d with a helical <_' attached to it and the frame, for the purpose of forming thi> clutch the

i nent that the pinj of the bal l
' Liberates the cl 7. '1 he hand T that carries

the spindles, and which, as we have he fore ~ round and i- carried by the pulley 0' i n the

main •
i le-pullej K' at one end of the frame, and another S' at the

en I, and al ! her pulley 1" that rui j endwise on its bearings
in 1 on t'i friction pulley, w bich U i from sliding endwise with the shaft by a collar 8, so that

; in one direction, the pulley P'is clutched to it by the frii

oonical surfaces, and when moved in the reverse direction it i- unclutched and turns freely on the
liing and unclutching i- effected by an arm /.'-', Fig. 2961, on the spindle I of the

er-lever C, which a collar on the shaft Q', so that when the shipper C shifts the bell

from the i'u res the requisite movement to dutch the friction

, lies with the -haft Q , which will I arried by their momi ntum; and as

this si ted by the train of wl 1 1 , with a horizontally sli

; a -hort distance in the directi i the arrow, Fig. 2961. When the shipper I

the belt from the fii I pulley, a clutch D*, Fig 2964, on the Bnafl

I

'•

I

j

dii in, and i- worked by a -pur II on the

I
of the volute spring 12 attached to the lever f, the tension of

which forces the sliding part of th inst tho permanent part. The slid I
the dutch

a train of v. heels <
"

1 i D on the

fu t pulley A', di I ippcr thul

\ to the li rei

live mo\ oment.
:i bIiowii that 111

v. i 1 1 I quired to cnuble t In

dies to i

momentum of tl

connected \\ ith tho rack in the follow in

llJIIIII.
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by the side of the ratchet-wheel, thi te r, that ah ly on the .-haft, arul which is

carried in one direction by the ratchet-wheel, when the catch or hand v, which is jo

plate, takes into the teeth of the ratchet, the two turning ently of each other in the n

ion, or in the same direction when the catch or hand i< lifted out of the teeth When the rack is

drawn 1>\ the momentum of the spindle in the direction of the an m attached tl

by a 1 It will thci
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plate, the tension of the spring increases the friction of the brake on the pi riphery of the cam-]

which gradually arrests the motion of the parts in connection with The rack W, and of necessity the

Bpindles. When these parts are arrested the ro is turned in the opposite direction, and carries

with it the cam-plates, ratchet-wheels, and spur-wheel by the pressure of the brake, and of necessity

motion of the rack and Bpindles to uncoil the threads from t] I the end oi

ition the catch v ofthi 1 from the ratchet-wheel EP, by a spur .<, of a lever

y, jointed at 11, by the arm F*, of the rock -halt n, the spur being forced on to the back end of the

catch by the rotation of the rock-shaft : the lever y having a -let in it which turn- and slides on a ]>. r-

manent rod ~. This reversed motion of the rock-shaft n is effected by a crank motion in the following

manner, viz.: Tin- pinion D, on the second fast pulley A, commences motion by the train of wheels H,

<
. 1 R5

, to the wheel Qa
, in the direction of the arrow, and tins wheel carries a crank-pin A', that

in a sloi /'"'. of a conne i 1 to a curved arm K", that vibrates on a fixed .-tud-pin

15, and this arm lias a slot in it which work- a slide i
'. for the purpose of graduating the Lack :

motion and to thi inted another connecting-rod «P, the other end of which I to the

arm P, of the rock -haft n. At th nd fasl pulli

which parts for the bat kin.,' off motion,

the crank pin A' i- at A\ a If <
\ tin' centre of the wheel to the junction oi

od i he aim K , so that • pin in this wheel can move around to thi

tion reprcsentc I time for •

:-•-! A to /,', the crank [.in cat

I the requin -off motion to tho spindles to uncoil tin- tl

an. I at the same
i. ol or former i lot w ith a w risl q, on ,u\

,

th>' fuller. to tin' point A' by the crank pin, which

il of th.- I... : the p*in 13, on t! e arm H '

there holds all tl,

•. the liberation of the
j

•"" '••
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by the catch-lever IP, the crank-pin /*' can revolve freely, the slot in the connecting-rod O2 admitting
of this. When the backing-off apparatus is liberated it falls back to the position indicated in the draw-
ings by the weight of the coping-rail and the other parts attached to the rock-shaft; and to prevent jal

this return motion of the parts is eased off by the connecting-rod O2 coming against the crank-pin h, at

the point P, the power required to turn this train of wheels in the reverse direction being sufficient tc

ease off and gradually arrest the moving parts without jar. This return motion of the backing-off ap-

paratus at the same time arrests the second fast pulley A, and the train of wheels in connection with it

by means of a brake.;', connected by the armT 2
, and link S 2

, with the arm K2
, of the backing-off ap-

paratus, and the train of wheels and the connection of the brake are so regulated as to stop the crank
pin h' at the point h3

, where it is required to be when the second series of motions is commenced. The
link S2

, and the connecting-rod J 2
, are provided with adjusting-screws for the proper adjustment of all

these parts. As the backing-off motion must be gradually decreased as the cop is formed and increased

in length, the vibrating motion of the rock-shaft is gradually shortened by means of the slide e, in the

arm K2
, to which the connecting-rod J 2

is jointed. For this purpose the slide is attached to a chain d,

which passes over the upper end of the arm, and is gradually wound up on the arbor e", of a cog-wheel
L2

, that geers into a pinion L', of a ratchet-wheel Na
, which receives motion from the arm K2

, of the

backing-off apparatus by a hand or catch M2
,
jointed thereto at z. It will be evident that as the slide

is drawn up by the chain towards the axis of motion of the arm K2
, the motion of the connecting-rod J 1

will be diminished, and with it the motion of the backing-off apparatus. This completes the second
series of motions, and the mule is then in a condition to commence the third series.

When the clutch D2
, at the end of the

backing-off motion, clutches the pinion E',

it begins to turn, which communicates mo-
tion to the cog-wheel F on the shaft K, or

to the periphery of this wheel at G is jointed

a connecting-rod at H ; the other end of

which at I is jointed to a horizontal sliding-

rack V, that runs on ways W that carries

by means of the pinion U the train of wheels
that communicate motion to the carriage.

The wrheel F is carried but part of a revo-

lution (nearly one-half) in one direction by
its connection with the second driving-pul-

ley A when the clutch D2
is closed, which

gives by the crank motion, in consequence

of the connection above pointed out, the

peculiar running-in motion to the carriage,

as pointed out in the description of the gen-

eral characteristics of this invention ; and as

the carriage approaches the end of its run-

ning-in motion, the pinion E is unclutched

by the reversed action of the shipper-lever

C 3
; this reversed motion of the shipper and

its appendages being effected by the pin e

on the arm L of the shaft K of the wheel F',

this pin e being on the side of the shaft K
opposite to the pin a which first ships it.

The unclutching the pinion E leaves the

wheel F free to be turned back by the re-

versed motion of the rack V by the train

of wheels which runs out the carriage in the

first series of motions.

A.S the carriage is run in by the means
just described, the spindles must be turned
to wind up the threads which have been
spun during the first series of motions, and this is effected by means of the top sliding-rack W,
by which the backing-off motion is given, and which is placed on top of the main rack A' ; the

connection of this rack W with the spindles by means of the friction-clutch having been described,

it is only necessary to the manner in which the winding-on motion is communicated to it by the main
rack V, and the manner in which this motion is varied and regulated to correspond with the varying

size of the cops as they are formed. To the upper rack W, and near one end of it, is jointed a lever

»i, to the short arm of which is attached a chain I', which thence passes around a pulley k that turns on

a stud-pin projecting from the side of the main rack V, the other end of the said chain being attached

to the smallest diameter of a scroll-cam n' connected with the end of the main rack V. From thi^

arrangement it will be obvious that if the cam n be prevented from turning on its axis, the motion of

the main rack V will carry the top rack in the same direction, and with the same varying velocity,

which would give, to the spindles a winding-on motion, corresponding to the running-in motion of the,

carriage, such as would be required if the cops were to be formed cylindrical and did not vary in diam-

eter; but such is not the case, as clearly pointed out in the general description. To give the varying

motion-; required, and fully pointed out above, the scroll-cam n' is attached to and turns with awheel v

on the stud-pin I on the main rack V, and to this wheel at w is attached a chain x', which, after passing

around a portion of the circumference thereof is attached by a link //' to a slide z" that travels on a

screw a" that turns in the arm Vs of a rock-frame V 3
, the lower end of the said arm being jointed tc
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mother ana of equal length W that vibrates on the stu 1-pin ] on which turn the i 1 the

aam «. bo that when tfa - at the lower end of the arm \ "-', chain j-', which is

the slide during the I of the main rack, will to the

wheel ii and cai i the motions of the two rack- V and W will i to the

gpindli . for winding the threads on the naked B]

is increased in diameter, thi Lawn up towards the axis of motion of the arm \ - to di

i of the chain x attached to it, which will cs

their axis, and thus give out the chain /', thereby L,
r i\iiur to the top rack W, ai to the

spindles, a gradua itively to the main rack to correspon 1 with tl I diam-

The motion required is given t.> th • slide a by the vibn

frame V, the screw a" that operates the shoe 1" in

with a horizontal ratchet-wheel I" which turns freely by the rockii in cue

direction, and which ti - not turn the screw, but which is pn in the

i. during the running motion of the carriage, by a catch or pawl r" t" turn t:

on of the threads in winding on i- i"<> great it bears down the counter-faller,

(uotr in the drawings,) the arm of which in mi rikes an arm S" of what
i which the catch or hand r" of the ratchet-wh

. :nl with which i' 1 by a s] rii teeth of the

t-wheel; the whi further vibration of the rock-frame turns the screw and
- uj) thi- -li'lc to reduce the motion of the spindle, and on the return mol

hand or catch r" is thrown out of the teeth of the ratchet-wheel by the arm of the counter-faller, which
then comes in contact with another arm f of the butterfly, the end of which ev r down than

the arm S', and low em ter-faller when it i< not under the i

of the tension of the thread-. The catch or band then remains out until the ten-ion of the tl

with a hand-latch

which the ai n throw the butterfly in and out of play.

n firmed the scroll form of the ci i
i vary-

ing motions t>> the spindles to wind the cone of the i

It 1. the thread^ are wound "i> hai

which r< gul king-off mi

I above, thei m which projects a crank-arm t\ i hich is joint.

a link r', a chain »', tlie other en : ed by :i link <
»' to a long arm of tl

. tl.e t"]> rack W an 1 tl.- (Lain /', which form
- . This shaft, as heretofore described, 1 with the el N-.

which i- operated by the- catch or hands Ma
of th'- levi r K- "i I

b length that it is wound up by the rotation of the shaft until towards the I

I v. Inch time it is drawn sufficiently tight to strike against a permarj towards th.

i
motion, which causes the lever m' to turn on its axis, an 11 tion to draw

up the chain /, and hi the velocity of the rack W",

spindles, which winds the threads on tighter. This operation gradually u

*i,i ; ,,; e" is
]

! cam Y". tl
j
of which ad- 00 the lever .\". to

which rail or former 6' is jointed at r',in a manner well known to th

1 which therefon

;
but it will be obvious that when oi of cops! pleted

haft -
"

tl p ng or

: tin which i and the arm /'

that •..
... osion of ti

th-- ral \ ', by which the wind

: th. it

•

il plan of my invention, ana the manner i ng and usii

I v. ish it to be distinctly 1 that

1, i r t" th.

;
|

as within the limits of my
\\ ha) [ claim,

. the 111. c!

ntiim oi' tl.

.

ntuin of th-

Olub i,

B cam and i] I

the increased len

(between the two si I which the i

I

which run* in the
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chain and scroll-cam, or their equivalents ; by means of which combination, in connection with the forrc

of the cam, the motions of the spindles so correspond with that of the carriage^as to wind the threads

on the conical form of the cdps, as described. 6th. The method of varying the winding-on motion of

the spindles to form the base of the cops, by means of the slide and chain which vary the motions of

the wheel that is attached to and which rotates the scroll-cam, substantially as described, whether the

slide be operated by the vibration of the arm on which it slides, or by any other means substantially

as herein described. 7th. The method of regulating the motion of the slide that varies the motion of

the scroll-cam of the winding-on motion, by means of what is termed the butterfly and its appendages,
when this is acted upon by the counter-faller, operated by the tension of the threads, substantially as

described. And 8th. The method of winding on the threads tighter at the points of the cops when
finishing them, by means of the apparatus which gives to the top sliding-rack an increased motion

towards the end of the operation ; the said apparatus consisting of a chain, which is.connected with a

chain that forms the connection betwen the main and top racks, and wluch is gradually wound up and
strikes against an arm towards the end of the operations of the mule to shorten the connection between
the two racks, and time increase the winding-on motion of the spindles, as described.

NAIL-MACHIXE. The manufacture of cut nails is entirely an American invention, and was born

in our country, and has advanced,
within its bosom, through all the

various stages of infancy to man-
hood ; and no doubtwe shall soon

be able, by receiving proper en-

couragement, to render them su-

perior to wrought nails in every
particular.

The nail-machine now exten-

sively in use in this country for

all sizes of cut-nails is exhibited
in the following figures, and is

the machine in operation at Z. B.

Crooker's Nail Works, in Brook-
lyn, L. I.

Fig. '2965 represents the front

elevation of the machine.
Figs. 2966 and 2967 side ele-

vations.

Fig. 2908 side and end eleva-

tions, showing the method of
turning the nail-plate.

Fig. 2969 a general plan of
Uii' machine.

a a, frame of the mac] line ; b,

main-shaft for carrying the cams,
driven by a belt over the pul-

ley e, and provided with a fly-

wheel d; c, guide which consists

of a metal tube through which passes the nail-rod, holding by means of pincers the nail-plate A, Fig

W67. and enlarged view A, Fig. 2968.
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In order to give the wedge-shape required in the brad or cut-nail, the cutter is set oblique to tin?

direction of tin- nail-plat.-, which is reversed after each cut, by which means each and every nail :

uniform taper. The reversing of the nail-plati E a focking-shaft r, which p

it- motion from the Bhaft through a geering/, and crank, producing an alternating motion to thi

ments v Figs. 2961 and 2988, which is communicated to the gu 3
a belt and pulley, tl.

t.lat.- being fed to the cutter by means of a weight m, as shown in
i
and 2968, the nail-rod

"with its attached plate vibrating freely within the guide-tube e.

The cutter, having the width of a

nail-plate, is adjusted by screws to

blocks; the nail-plate A,

lying*between guides, rests on the iron

block k, and hearing by the action of

the weight m against the face of the

cutter. The vibratory mown
the latter i- effected by means of the

1 lever /, worked by an eccen-

tric on the main-shaft—the cutter-

. forming the short arm of this

lever, has a short circular movement
their common centre. The le-

ver 6, cutter-block //, and the axle

arms or trunnions upon which they

work being all cast in one piece, are

7,2969.
v. 2965, shows the lever of the
y die, which is worked by a

crank-pin and rod i, attached to a
wheel y. on the main-shaft

event the nail falling from its

place before the completion of the

,

,
a -mall pair of nipp. of a cam I on the main shaft, are placi '1 1 'low and

in flout ,,t the cutter Mock
, these are worked by the rod

The working of tin- machine is as follows :

The nail-plate n frame of the cutter, the lever / resting on the point of the cam •

;
a- ill.- latter revolves, tl.'- lever / falls, biting thi hove the cutting bkx 1.,

and also above the nail-plate ; th< the action of the weight m, is thrown forward under the

i the width of the required nail int, by the revolution of the ecci ntric, the lever

/ i- raised, which lowers the edge of thi e-shaped strip of metal, having the

length of the width of the nail pi i eized at the Bame instant lc the nippers below the .

and immediately after the rod i, by tb< i-
. i .. t-. -. the level v, of thi

the n. >il i- completed al mplcte nail drops from the op inn-: nippers the nai

Ivanced under the cutl i it another nail.

action of thi- machini i ft r all dii idiino

I the diffen piki -.

NEEDLES. The making ol needles, although hi I on at B

,
is mainly conduct Iditch in \N We should

we to , numerate all the proci sea incidi nl to the manul
.cal nam.- applied to it in tl.. i i would amount to somowhurc ttbo 11 '

w ill be more in accordance v. ith <

icturo in-i •
, tly tei huical ai n
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the steel is brought into the state of fine wire before it can assume the form of needles. The needle-

makers are not wire-drawers : they do not prepare their own wire, but purchase it, in sizes varying with

the kind of needles which they are about to make, from Sheffield or Birmingham, or some similar town.

We will suppose, therefore, that the wire is brought to the needle factory, and is deposited in a store-

room. This room is kept warmed by hot air to an equable temperature, in order that the steel may
be preserved free from damp or other sources of injury. Around the walls are wooden bars or racks,

on which are hung the hoops of wire. Each hoop contains, on an average, about twelve or fourteen

pounds of wire, the length varying according to the diameter. Perhaps it may be convenient to take

some particular size of needle, and make it our standard of comparison during the details of the pro-

cess. The usual sizes of sewing needles are from No. 1, of which twenty-two thicknesses make an

inch, to No. 12, of which there are a hundred to an inch. Supposing that the manufacturer is about

to make sewing needles of that size which is known to sempstresses as No. G—then the coil of wire i
r

;

about two feet in diameter ; it weighs about thirteen pounds; the length of wire is about a mile and
a quarter ; and it will produce forty or fifty thousand needles. The manufacturer has a gage, con-

sist ing of a small piece of steel, perforated at the edge with eighteen or twenty small slits, all of

different sizes, and each having a particular number attached to it. By this gage the diameter of

every coil of wire is tested, and by the number every diameter of wire is known.
A coil of wire, when about to be operated on, is carried to the cutting-shop, where it is cut into

pieces equal to the length of two of the needles about to be made. Fixed up against the wall

of the shop is a ponderous pair of shears with the blades uppermost. The workman takes probably

a hundred wires at once, grasps them between his hands, rests them against a gage to determine

the length to which they are to be cut, places them between the blades of the shears, and cuts

them by pressing with his body or thigh against one of the handles of the shears. The coil is thus

reduced to twenty or thirty thousand pieces, each about three inches long ; and as each piece had form-

ed a portion of a curve two feet in diameter, it is easy to see that it must necessarily deviate somewhat
from the straight line. Tliis straightness must be rigorously given to the wire before the needle-making

is commenced; and the mode by which it is effected is one of the most remarkable in the whole manu-
facture. In the first place, the wires are annealed. There are provided a number of iron rings, each

from three or four to six or seven inches in diameter, and a quarter or half an inch in thickness. Two
of these rings are placed upright on their edges, at a little distance apart ; and within them are placed

many thousands of wires, which are kept in a group by resting on the interior edges of the two rings.

In this state they are placed on a shelf in a small furnace, and there kept till red-hot. On being

taken out, at a glowing heat, they are placed on an iron plate, the wires being horizontal, and the

rings in which they are inserted being vertical. The process of "rubbing" (the technical name for the

straightening to which we allude) then commences. The workman takes a long piece of iron or steel,

perhaps an inch in width, and, inserting it between the two rings, rubs the needles backwards and
forwards, causing each needle to roll over its own axis, and also over and under those by which it is

surrounded. The noise emitted by this process is just that of filing: but no filing takes place ; for the

rubber is smooth, and the sound arises from the rolling of one wire against another. The rationale of

the process is this :—the action of one wire on another brings them all to a perfectly straight form,

because any convexity or curvature in one wire would be pressed out by the close contact of the

adjoining ones.

Our needles have now assumed the form of perfectly straight pieces of wire, say a little more than

three inches in length, blunt at both ends, and dulled at the surface by exposure to the fire. Each of

these pieces is to make two needles, the two ends constituting the points ; and both points are made
before the piece of wire is divided into two. The pointing immediately succeeds the rubbing, and
i ) >i i~i -t s in grinding down each end of the wire till it is perfectly sharp. This is the part of needle

making which has attracted more attention than all the rest put together. The surprising manipula-

tion by which the needles are applied to the grindstone; the rapidity witli which the grinding is

effected ; the large earnings of the men ; the ruined health and early death which the occupation

brings upon them; the efforts which have been made to diminish the hurtfnlness of the process ;
and

the resistance with which these efforts have been met—all merit and have received a large measure
of attention. Let us first notice the process itself, and then the peculiar circumstances attending if.

Some of the needle-pointers work at their own homes, while some work at the factories; but the

process is the same in either case. The pointing-room, generally situated as far away as practicable

from the other rooms, contains small grindstones, from about eight inches to twenty inches in diam-

eter, according to the size of needle to be pointed. They rotate vertically, at a height of about two
from the ground, and with a velocity frequently amounting to two thousand revolutions per

minute. The stone is a particular kind of grit adapted for the purpose; but sometimes it flies in

. from the centrifugal force engendered by the rapid rotation, and in such cases the results are

often fearful. The workman sits on a stool, or horse, a few inches distant from the stone, and bends

over it during his work. Over his mouth lie wraps a large handkerchief, and, as lie can perform his

work nearly as well in the dark as in the light, he is sometimes only to be seen by the vivid cone of

Bparks emanating from the steel while grinding. The vivid light reflected on his pale face, coupled

with the consciousness that wo are looking at one who will be an old man at thirty, and who is being

literally "killed by inches" while at work, renders the processes conducted in this room such as will

not oon be forgot :

The needle-pointer take fifty or a hundred needles, or rather needle wires, in bis hand at once, ana

holds them in a peculiar manner, lie places (he fingers and palm of one hand diagonally over those

of the other, an 1 grasps the < een them, all the needles being parallel. The thumb of the

left hand comes over the back of the lingers of the right, and the different knuckles and joints are so

arranged that every needle can be made to rotate on its own axis by a slight movement of tin' hand,

Without any one needle being allowed to roll over the others. He grasps them so that the ends of the
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wire (one i r a small distance beyond the edge of the hand and fit these

ends he appli - to tin- grindstone in the proper position for grinding them down to a point. It will

easily b i
- a that if the wires were li.-'M fixedly the en Is would merely be bevelle 1 olf, in the man-

ner of a graver, and would not give a symmetrical point; but by causing each wii while

works equally on all Bides of the wire, and ;

the point in the axis of the wire. At intervals of every few second

or plate, and dips their i nds in a little trough of liquid between him an

grindsl of sparks, which ascends diagonally in a diri

opposite to that at which the workman is placed. So rapid are his movements that he will point

ty or a hnn lre;l need)
,

oue hand-grasp, in half a minute—thus getting through ten

ad in an hour

!

circumstan nders this o] active to health is, that the partii

the body of the wire by the friction of the -tune. Heat in the air for a time, and
kman; and the same remarks apply to this destru

i as to

fork-grinding.

reader will 1> tar in min 1 that the state of our embryo needle is simply that of a piece of dull

straight wire, about three inches l< ng, supposing 6's to be il e siz j and pointed t I

next pi hich two eyes or holes are pierced through the wire, near the

of its length, to form 1! 1 to be fashioned from the piece of wire.

iber of very curious operati i scte 1 with this process, involving mechanical and manip-
ulative arrangements of great nicety. Those who are learn.' I in the qualities of needles—as that they

will not "cut in theeye,"«S :. — will be prepared to expect that much delicate workmanship is in

in the pro luction of the eyes, and they will not be in error in so supposing. Most of the improvements
which . i introduced in needle-making relate more or less to the production

of the eye. In the commoner kinds of needles many pr< omitted which are essential to the

f the finer qualiti will show I ture of the operations better for us to

take tl those which involve all the various proc

After being examined when the pointer has done hi^ portion of the work to them, (an examination

whichi ne after every sin il the manufacture, the wires are taken to the

ing-shop, where the first germ of an eye is i
h half of every wire. The Btamping-

tsists of a heavy bl ipporting on its upper surface a bed of iron; and on this

bed is placed the under half of a die or stamp. Above this is 1 a hammer, weighing about

thirty pounds, which lias ,, t . fta lower surface the other half of the die or impress. The hammer i>

governed by a lever moved by the foot, so that it can be brought down exactly upon the iron bed.

The form of the die or stamp may be best explained by stating the work which il is to perform. It is

to produce the gutter, or channel, in which the eye of a :

I, on 1 which is to guide the

thread in the process of "threading
pers make a perforation partly through the needle,

as a means of m ly where the eye is to be. The device on the two halves of the die is

[uently a raised i is to produce depressions in the wire. The workman, holding in bis

haul Beveral wires, droi a tim ithe bed-iron of the machine, adjusts i

: to the die, brings

down the upper die upon it by the* action of the foot, and allows it to tall into a little dish when done.

This he dor-, with Buch repi hiy tl can -tamp four thousand wires, equivalent to

m an hour, although ho ha- to adjust each needle separately to the die.

To t! :
| | | iii which the eye of the needle is pierced through. This is effected

bj b whom works at a small ban 1 press, and the operation is at once a minute and

p a number of needles or wires, and spreads them out like a fan. B
them fiat on a -mail iron 1. I or slab, holding on.- end of each wire in his left hand, and bringing the

middle of tin- wire to the middle of the press. To the upper arm of tie- press are affixed two hard-

ened steel points or cutters, being in size and shape exactly corresponding with the eyes which they

are to form. I: th of these point- are to pa .
. h -.. ire, \ ery marly together, and at a -mall

distance on each side of the exact centre of the wire. The wire being placed bem ath the point

• moved h, hand, t ho points descend, and two little bits of steel are cut out of the wire, th

{brining the eyes tor two nee !h -. A - each wire becomes thus pierced, the boj shifts the fanliki

of wires until anothei one comes under the piercers, and bo on throughout. The pre-- has to he worked
by the right hand for piercing each w ire ; an I the head of the boy is held down pretty closely to hi-,

work, in order that lie maj ! properlj ! were not the wires previous!

iper, it would be impossible the- to guide the piercers to the proper point
;
hut this

effected, pat ' • the rest.

There at.- several pr< which an f these little la

tal.e tie- needles when they 1 I to -pit them; that i

wire through thi • lie. Two pie • of fine wire porluips three or four inch

pared, the dial: of th,- needle -

of wire are hold in the right hand, parallel, a put equal to th-

lie n ne. 'I he
|

• Id in the hit haul.

od upon tl "• hole i- tilled, th

something the ap| F a fine-toothed comb, a liown in J A workman thou I •

the bur or protub trances lefl on th

It mi! in mind that throughout all

the piece of wire, three inches in length, which i-
'

I whole and uiidn idod, tie '

point . being at the en I- Now . I

it down the protubcranc - tadi \\ a -
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bends and works the comb between his hands in a peculiar 'way, until lie has broken the comb inli

two helves, each half spitted by one of the fine wires. The needles have arrived at something like their

destined shape and size: for they are of the proper length, and have eyes and points. In Fig. 2971
we can trace the wire through the processes of change hitherto undergone.

A I! C D E F

In Fig. 2971, A is the wire for two needles ; B the same, pointed at one end ; C pointed at both

ends ; D the stamped impress for the eyes ; E the eyes pierced ; F the needles just before separation

def, Fig. 2972, enlargements of D E F.

But although we have now little bits of steel, which might by courtesy be called needles, they have
very many processes to undergo before they are deemed finished, especially if, in accordance with our

previous supposition, they are of the finer quality. There are very many workshops which we have yet
to glance through, the first of which is that of the soft-straightener. The filer and his two spitters (who
together get ready about four thousand needles in an hour) are very likely to bend in a slight degree

the needles under operation ; and, indeed, so are likewise the stampers and the eye-makers. To re-

store the straightness of the wire is the office of the soft-straightener, who is frequently a female.

The soft-straightener is seated in front of a bench, near the front edge of which is placed a small

steel plate. On this plate the needles are placed, parallel or nearly so ; the straightener employed is

a steel bar, from a foot to half a yard long, an inch or two in width, and perhaps a quarter of an inch

thick. It is turned upwards a little at the two ends, so as to be somewhat convex at the lower sur-

face, and is held by both hands at the two ends. By a curious management of this instrument, the

Boft-straightener separates each individual needle from the group of which it forms a part, and rolls

it over two or three times with the lower surface of the instrument, pressing it against the iron plate,

and thus working out any curvatures or irregularities which may have been given to it by the previous

operations. So quickly is this done that three thousand needles can be thus straightened in an hour by
one pel

The needles are by this time pointed, eyed, and straightened ; but before they can be brought to that

beautifully finished state with which we are all familiar, it is necessary that they should be hardened

and tempered by a peculiar application of heat After being examined, to see that the preceding pro-

are fitly performed, the needles are taken to a shop provided with ovens or furnaces. They are

laid down on a bench, and by means of two trowel-like instruments, spread in regular thick layers on

narrow plates or trays of iron. In this way they are placed on a shelf or grating in a heated furnace

When the proper degree of heating has been effected, the door is opened, and the needles are shifted

from the iron tray into a sort of colander or perforated vessel immersed in cold water or oil. When
they are quite cooled, the hardening is completed; and if it has been effected in water, the needles ate

simply dried; but if in oil, they are well washed in an alkaline liquor to free them from the oil. Then

ensues the tempering processes. The needles are placed on an iron [date, heated from beneath, and

moved about with two little trowels until every needle has been gradually brought to a certain desin d

temperature.

Notwithstanding the soft-straightening which the needles underwent after they were pointed and

eyed, they have become slightlj distorted in shape by the action of the heat in the processes just de-

scribed, and to rectify this they undergo the operation of hammer-straightening. A number of females

are seen seated at a long bench, each with a tiny hammer, giving a number of light blows to the neo
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dies; the needles being placed on a small steel block with a very smooth ice This is r

d tedious part of the manufacture, the workwoman not being able to straighten more than five hundred
needles in an hour, a degree of qnickni -- much less than that which we have had hitherto to notice.

We leave the tinkling hammers, and follow the n lies to the only pan of the manufacture which in-

ratus other than of a very -mall Bize. This is the scouring process, performed by machines,

looking like mangles, or, perhaps more correctly, like marble polishing machine—a square slab or rub-

ber working to and fro on a long bed, stone, or bench. The object of to rub the nei dies

one against another for a very long period, till the Burfaces of all have become p rf< ctly Bmootb, clean,

and true. This is effected in a curious manner. A strip of very thick canvas is laid out open on a

bench, and on this a large heap of needles, amounting to perhaps twenty or thirty thousand, is laid, all

the needles being parallel one with another, and with the length of the (doth. The needles are then

slightly coated with a mixture of emery and oil, and tied up tightly in the canvas, the whoL
compact roll about two feet long and two inches in thickness. Twenty-four rolls of needles being thus

prepared, comprising probably -ix hundred thousand needles in all, they are placed under the r il

of the scouring-machines, two rolls to each machine. A steam-engine or a water-wheel then gives to

the rubbers, by connected mechanism, a reciprocating or backward and forward motion, pressing heavily

on the rolls of needles, and causing all the needles of each bundle to roll one over another. By this

action an intense degree of friction i< exerted among the needles, whereby each one is rubbed a
by those which surround it. For eight hours uninterruptedly this rubbing or scouring is carried on;

fifter which the needles are taken out, washed in sud<. placed in new pieces of canvas, touched with a

new portion of emery and oil, and subjected to another eight hours' friction. Again and again is this

repeated, insomuch that for the very finest needles the process is performed live or six time- over, each
time during eight hours' continuance.

The needles are examined after being scoured, and are placed in a small tin tray, where, by Bhaking
and vibrating in a curious manner, they are all brought into parallel arrangement. From thence they

ar^ removed into flat paper tray-, in long rows or heaps, and passed mi to the "header," generally a

dice i- to turn all the heads one wav and all the point- the other. This is one among
the many simple but curious processes involved in'this very curious manufacture, which surprise

the rapidity and neatness of execution. The girl sit- with her face toward- the window, and has the

- ranged in a row or layer before her, the needles being parallel with the window. She draws
out laterally to the right those which have their eye- on the right hand, i: p; and to the left

which have their eyes in that diri ction, in another.

About this tine- too the needles are examined one by one, to remove those which have been broken

jf injured in the long process of scouring ;
for it -one time- happens that a- many a- eight or ten thou-

sand out of fifty thousand are spoiled during tin- operation Most ladies ate conversant with tie
i

:>i
•• drilled-eyed needles," warranted -'not to cut the thread." These are produced by a modern improve-

ment, whereby the eye, produced by the stamping ami piercing processes before described, i- drilled

with a very tine instrument, by which it- margin becomes a- perfectly smooth and brilliant as anj

part of the needle. To effect thi- the needle l- first "blued," that i-. the head i- heated -o a- to give it

the proper temper for working. Then the eye is counter-sunk, which consists in bevelling off tl

by means of a kind of triangular drill, so that there may be no -harp ed_ro between the eye itself and

the cylindrical -haft of the needle. Next comes the drilling. Seated at a long bench are a number of

and boys, with small drills working horizontally with great rapidity. The workman takes up a

few needles between tie- finger and thumb of his left hand, Bpreads them out like a fan with th<

uppermost, brings them one at a time opposite tie- point of the drill, governs the handle or lever of the

drill with his right hand, and drill- the eye, which is equivalent to making it circular, oven, smooth, and

polished Be Bhifts the thumb and finger round, bo a- to bring all the needles ii n under the

I
of the drill; and he thti- gets through hi- work with much rapidity. The preparation of the

drill-, which are -mall win-- of polished -tool three or four inches long, i- a rery great nicety,

and on it depends much of that beauty of production which constitutes the pride of a modern needle-

manufacturer.

The needles are next applied to the edges of little wheels revolving with great rapidity, some in

tended for what i- termed "grinding" the needles, and some for polishing. The men are Beated on low

, each in front of a revolving wheel, which i- at a height of perhaps two feet from the ground

rinding-wheels are very small, not above five or ax inches in diameter; they are made of grit

and are attached to a horizontal axis. Tic grinding here alluded to i not bu h as might be Bup

of the needles, but ha reference simply to the heads, which have doI yet

had a rounded form given to them. The workman take, up al , of needh be fin

d thumb, of the tWO hand-, and applies the lead- to

the it h a manner as to grind down any small aa-

peritii rface. A- the small grindstones are revolving

thro,- thousand timet in a minute, it is plain that the Btcol may
1 irficiently worn ;. I v. ith the

periphi tone,

'I be grindei an 1th it the

on a i the :

finished The
|

with bull' leather, who ' tow hi 1 « ith p
nst these w heels the poli hers bold thi

; the cylindrical surface in

and till n I

I in an hour can '

ian ; and when they Ii

(Q P)
,

C

\

6 <•

1 1 l
;

v
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of the eve in different states will assist these details, a, Fig. 2973, represents a needle with the eye
aud head rough; b, the head riled and formed; c, the eye countersunk; d represents a needle drillec

and finished.

NICKEL. A white metal, ductile, malleable, attracted by the magnet, and which, like iron, may be
rendered magnetic. Its specific gravity when hammered is about 9. It is rather more fusible than pure
iron ; is not altered by exposure to air and moisture at common temperatures, but is slowly oxidized
at a red heat. It is found in all meteoric iron ; but its principal ore is a copper-colored mineral found
in Westphalia, and called kupfernickel, nickel being a term of detraction used by the German miners,

who expected from the color of the ore to find that it contained copper. The salifiable oxide of nickel

consists of 30 nickel -4- 8 oxygen. Its salts are mostly of a grass-green color, and the ammoniacal solu-

tion of its oxide is deep blue, like that of copper. See Metals and Alloys.
NONAGON. A figure of nine angles and nine sides. The angle at the centre of a nonagon is 40c

,

the angle subtended by its sides 140°, and its area when the side is 1 =6T818242, consequently the

square of the side X 61818212 will give the area of the figure.

NORMAL. A term sometimes used for perpendicular. In the geometry of curve lines, the normal
to a curve at any point is a straight line perpendicular to the tangent at that point, and included between
the curve and the axis of the abscissa.

NUT-CUTTING MACHINE—By A. Milxe, Glasgow. This is a very convenient tool in works

where the chief business is the construction of the more

finished quality of machinery. In these the nuts are usu-

ally dressed to correspond with the other parts of the work.

It is not commonly employed by millwrights, although its

use would often be a material saving of time in the fitting-

shop, and especially in out-door work, in reducing the nuts,

and consequently the number of keys required, to a few

definite sizes.

Fig. 29*74 is a side elevation. Fig. 29*75 an end eleva-

tion. Fig. 2976 a general plan of the machine.

a is the main-spindle, having a spur-wheel w, and the

cutter x, keyed on it.

/.-, the driving-shaft, carrying fast and loose pulleys, and

having the pinion p keyed on it, and which geers into the

wheel w.

r, the nut-holder: the nuts are screwed on a pin which

is tightened by a nut on the under side, seen in Fig. 2974,

by a counter-nut; different sizes of these mandrel-pins

nr M'i'ews are of cour e required for different sizes of

nuts.

b, a hand-wheel, upon the end of a slide-lever for carry-

ing the nut across the end of the cutter.

c, a shaft carrying a set of grooved pulleys, connected

by a conl, with a corresponding set on the shaft k.
"

s, an endless screw on the -haft .•. and working into the

wheel //. on the slide-screw, to render the machine self-

actinjr.
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m, a handle to disengage the Belf-acting feed when desired. The upper part of tl which

the nuts are fixed turns round, and is held in the position required by the handle n, the end of winch is

d, by a Bpring, into notches on the rim of the table. See Fig. 2

y, a screw for moving forward the head carrying the cul o adjust it to the size of nut to bo

;ut. This operation is accomplished by hand.

OCTAGON. In geometry, a plane figure contained by eight sides, arid consequently h

When the sides and angles are equal, it i- a

in, the area i- o' X 2 tan. 67i°=a* X 4-828427.
'

rOHEDRON. In geometry, one of the five regular solids, or Plat .contained under
eight equal and equilateral triangles. Let

A =the linear e

B=the whole surface,

C = the solid content,

R= radius of circumscribed sphere,

r= radius of inscribed sphere; then

A=fV6=W2= ./($BV3)=VfCV2) 1

B= 12 rV ''• = 4 RV :; = - AV3
.

C=4rV3 = jK3=
;
', A V-'.

II= r v/ 3 = i A y/ 2 = 4 y/ B </ J =V I

-•= il!v/-:A v/i; =y l i; v/:;,

ODOMETER An instrument attached to the wheel of a carriage, by which the dista

red.

OILS. The term oil i- applied to two dissimilar and distinct organic products, which are usually

calledfixed oils aadvolaiili oils. The fixed or Gut oils are either oi or animal origin ; they

en; the relative proportions vary but little in the several

Th< following anabj es of olive and spermaceti oil maybe assumed as types of the r

i (live oil. Spermaceti olL

77J
Hydi gen lis

95 102

ibound in the fruit and tain plants; they are lighter than water, unci

and insipid, or nearly so ; soi Jure for

than the fn

lid at common tempi ral

mlly harden, forming a kind of varnish

;

and arc thi

I oil; oth( ra bi

and
tion, which iii i i.i.h the elaine, or oily portion, n;.

ttilized without i

I
-. when vol
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I he .
i tables w Inch afford them w iili i

ite in densil
'!"• perfno ppcrminl
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few of them are extensively employed in the arts as vehicles for colors, and in the manufacture of vap

nishes ; this is especially the case with oil of turpentine. .

Linseed, rape-seed, poppy-seed, and other oleiferous seeds were formerly treated for the extraction ol

their oil, by pounding in hard wooden mortars with pestles shod with iron, set in motion by cams driven

by a shaft turned with horse or water power ; then the triturated seed was put into woollen bags which
were wrapped up in hair-cloths, and squeezed between upright wedges in press-boxes by the impulsion

of vertical rams driven also by a cam mechanism. In the best mills upon the old construction, the cakes

obtained by this first wedge-pressure were thrown upon the bed of an edge-mill, ground anew, and sub-

jected to a second pressure, aided by heat now as in the first case. These mortars and press-boxes

constitute what are called Dutch mills. They are still in very general use, and are by many persona

supposed to be preferable to the hydraulic presses.

miiiimiiiiimiB

2930.

In extracting oil from seeds two processes are required— 1st, trituration ; 2d, expression ; and thu

steps are as follows

:

1. Bruising under revolving heavy-edge mill-stones, in a circular bed or trough of iron, bedded on

granite.

2. Heating of the bruised seeds, by the heat either of a naked fire or of steam.

3. First pressure or crushing of the seeds, either by wedges, screw, or hydraulic presses.

4. Second crushing of the seed-cakes of the first pressure.

5. Heating the bruised cakes: and 0. A final crushing.

The seeds are now very generally crushed first of all between two iron cylinders revolving in opposite

directions, and fed in from a hopper above them ; after which they yield more completely to the tritu-

rating action of the edg"3 stones, which arc usually hooped round with a massive iron ring. A pair ot

edge mill-stones of about '.' or 11 feet in diameter, and 25 or 20 inches thick, weighing from 1 to 8 tons,

can crush, in 12 hours, fro ti 21 to 3 tons of seeds. The edge mill-stones serve not merely to grind the
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. Old dry
ith a little water to make the oil more freely aw;
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Fig. 297*7 is an elevati a or side view of the fireplace of a naked heater.

Fig. 2978 is a plan in the I '77.
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When in the course of a few minutes the bruised seeds are sufficiently heated in the pans, the doubl*

door F F is withdrawn, and they are received in the bags below the aperture G. These bags are made
of strong twilled woollen cloth, woven on purpose. They are then wrapped in a hair-cloth, lined with

*ealher.

The first pressure requires only a dozen blows of the stamper, after which the pouches are left alone

for a i'uw minutes till the oil has had time to flow out; in which interval the workmen prepare fre h

hags. The former are then unlocked, by making the stamper fall upon the loosening wedge or 1:

2933.

The weight of the stampers is usually from 500 to 600 pounds ; and the height from which they fall

upon the wedges is from 16 to 21 inches.

Such a mill as that now described can produce a pressure of from 50 to 75 tons upon each cake of tho

following dimensions: 8 inches in the broader base, 7 inches in the narrower, 18 inches in the height;

altogether nearly 140 square inches in surface, and about f of an inch thick.

Adulteration of oils.—M. Heidenreich has found in the application of a few drops of sulphuric acid to

a film of oil, upon a glass plate, a means of ascertaining its purity. The glass plate should be laid upon
a sheet of white paper, and a drop of the acid let fall on the middle of ten drops of the oil to be tried.

With the oil of rape-seed and turnip-seed, a greenish-blue ring is gradually formed at a certain dis-

tance from the acid, and some yellowish-brown bands proceed from the centre.

With oil of black mustard, in double the above quantity, also a bluish-green color.

With ichale and cod oil, a peculiar centrifugal motion, then a red color, increasing gradually in inten-

sity ; and after some time it becomes violet on the edges.

With oil of cameline, a red color, passing into bright yellow.

t n ice-oil, pale yellow, into yellowish green.

Oil ofpoppies and sweet almonds, canary yellow, passing into an opaque yellow.

Of linseed, a brown magma, becoming black.

Of tallow or oleine, a brown color.

In testing oils, a sample of the oil imagined to be present should be placed alongside of the actual

oil, and both be compared in their reactions with the acid. A good way of approximating to the knowl-
edge of an oil is by heating it, when its peculiar odor becomes more sensible.

OIL TEST. The most valuable quality in an oil intended for the lubrication of machinery is perma-
nent fluidity. That oil which will for the greatest length of time remain fluid in contact with the iron

or brass is, without doubt, the most useful for the purpose. Hence the necessity of including the ele-

ment of time in any experiment on the comparative value of such oils.

Some idea may be formed of the importance of having the means of arriving at correct conclusions

on this subject, when we know that in some spinning establishments there are upwards of 50,000 spin-

dles in motion at the rate of 4000 or 5000 revolutions per minute ! The slightest defect in the quality

of the oil in such a case, by its becoming viscid, tells in the most serious way upon the quantity of fuel

consumed in generating the power required to maintain at this high velocity such a multitude of moving
parts. The slight increase of fluidity consequent on the rise of temperature, caused by the lighting of

the gas in the rooms of a cotton-mill, makes a difference of several horses-power in the duty of the en-

gine of an extensive establishment.

The oil test we have now to describe, and which is an invention of Mr. Nasmyth's, consists of a plate

of iron -1 inches wide by <i feet long, on the upper surface of which six equal-sized grooves are planed.

This plate is placed in an inclining position, say 1 inch in 6 feet. The mode of using it is as follows :

—

Suppose we have six varieties of oil to test, and we arc desirous to know which of them will, for the

I time, retain its fluidity when in contact with iron and exposed to the action of the air; all we
have to do i> to pour out siir, y at the upper end of each inclined groove an equal quantity of

each of the oil under examination. This is very conveniently and correctly done by means of a row of

small brass tubes. The six oils then make a fair start on their race down hill ; some get ahead the first

day, and some keep ahead the second and third day, but on the fourth or fifth day the truth begins to come
out; the bad oils, whatever goo 1 progress they may have made at the outset, come soon to a stand-

still by tbeir gradual coagulation, while the good oil holds on it - course : and at the end of eight or ten

days there is no doubt left as to which is the best; it speaks for itself, having distanced its competitors

by a long way. Linseed oil, which makes capital progre !ay,isset fast after having travelled

Is inches, while second-class
I

.

; - first-class sperm by 11 inches in nine days, having traversed

in that time 5 feet 8 inches down the hill. The following table will show the state" of the oil-race after

a nine days' run :
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Results of <>

ion ofOIL Ninth.

ft. in. ' it. in. ft. in. it. in.

Best Bpent oil 2 8}U 2 i :

Common sperm oil I 7

poli oil 10$
Lard oil 10*

oil 1 2$
ed oil 1 5A

1 11

1 2\ 1 6 1 &i

104 103 1";

L 6* 1 7 1 7j
1 6 1 6| 1

<',

ft. in.

1 6

1 1

U$

1 6*

1 6

5 1

I

ft. in.

- •

!"[. in.

For nice machinery nothing has been found to equal the b eti oil, and it is a
omy which applies inferior oil to good machinery.

:</

OMNIBUS CANE. at the extremity
of the . 1

- r-

ats the tower
three cent piece?, which are put in by removing the

after the insertio l coin, are replaced. At the npper end of the cane is id 6, which
on being depressed gives a longitudinal motion to the rod or wire a, which withdraws h from I

•ins, which arc thrust ofir by the bell-crank g. The small -

spring, as the stud is relieved, presses '• against the coin till taken out by the driver.

< IPSK 'METER. An instrument for measuring the extent of th^ limits "t' distin -t vision in dif

individual-. triple of M. Lehot's contrivance depends on the appear 1

line placed very 1 , in the direction of its I the principl

placing a thread of white silk on a narrow rule covered with black velvet, and furnished with a suitable

apparatus for marking 1 insandceas
held in a certain position with n-speet to tb • eye.

ORDINATE. I
i

lit line drawn from any point in a curve p iorly tc

another straight line, which i and ordinate together ai . the cu-

iint.

OK C , Abthlery. The size of fi Id lished in 1827 In

the French service, are 8 and 12 p 18 metal 150 times that of the

sli'jt. The I irely 9 pounders, 17 calibres long, and weight of metal 168

that of the shot Thi P 12 pounders, 18 cahb

navy, much heavier ordnance is u

1 lie, d into 1

lish .'!•_' pounder ;

•50 cwt. ; 1 l" k 10 i 112 1

hamber, P

1

tion of the charge, of less calibre than t!

to bl

in calibre ;

'

'

I
"•. •

1 1111. re inch D Gunpowdi 1:.

< IB 1 ll< i<
'

1 1 1 :< i\i (GRAPH. I his in trui

from the in!

of a solar ray.

r
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the observation, as at A in the diagram, fig. 29.c 0, or until the ray appears within the double line a!

at A, fig. 29S7. In either case, note the hour, minute, and second, when the ray is at A : leaving the in.

strument undisturbed, the sun's ray will I plate in the direction of the arrow until it arrive • al

the point A', when the time is again t" ! 7 noted. Add the results of the two observation"

together, and divide by 2 ; the difference between this result and 12 hours will show the error of the

clock as compared with solar time, which being corrected by the necessary equations, (of which very

complete tables are given in the descriptive pamphlet which accompanies the instrument.) will give

either mean or siderial time, as may be desired.

OSCILLATION, CENTRE OF. The centre of oscillation is that point in a vibrating body into

which, if the whole were concentrated and attached to the same axis of motion, it would then vibrate

in the same time the body does in its natural state. The centre of oscillation is situated in a right line

passing through the centre of gravity, and perpendicular to the axis of motion.

298s OYSTER-OPENER, Picault's. Amongst the extensive col-

lections of the products of industry, agriculture, and manufac-
tures of 1849, exhibited in Paris, is a peculiar mechanical con-

trivance for opening oysters, which we have engraved, fig. 29SS,

to show how judiciously mechanical talent may be exercised in

the improvement of articles of an humble class. The instrument,

which is the invention of M. Picanlt, consists of two levers bent

semicircularly at one end, and hinged together. In the curved

portion of one of these levers is a narrow recess, of a size suffi-

cient to receive the edge of an oyster, as shown ; and on the other

lever, exactly opposite to this recess, is fixed an oblique knife,

which, on drawing the two straight ends or handles of the levers

together, enters the joint of the shells, and divides them at once.

PACKING, METALLIC. Patented by Messrs. Allen & Noyes
in 1819. By an examination of the accompanying drawing, its

principle wDl be easily understood. Fig. 2989 A is the cylinder

cover, b is a matrix of cast-iron, c c &c, a series of rings, and d
a piston-rod. Its application is very simple : the bottom of the

inside of the stuffing-box, instead of being curved in the usual

way, is turned square with the rod on which the cast-iron matrix

is fitted and ground on steam-tight ; the diameter of the lower

part of the stuffing-box and the inside of the gland is made some
what larger than the rod ; and the stuffing-box the same amount
larger than the outside of the matrix ; the rings are made of a com-
position softer than Babbitt's metal, and are cast in two piece's, as

shown in fig. 2990. It will be observed, the upper ring in which the

gland screws enters the matrix about an eighth of an inch, and the

top is left the same diameter as the top of the matrix on the inside.

In its operation, as the matrix is ground on the cylinder cover,

and the inside of the rings made the same diameter as the rod, it is

kept steam-tight; the rod working through the

rings, and being so much the harder metal, I.

perfectly smooth; the rings are kept from being
worn by any irregularity of motion, by the play
nllowed in the stuffing-box for the matrix. In
screwing down the gland, which must be done
lightly, as the rings arc conical and left open, they
will all press towards the rod, and in time the up-
per will take the place of the lower ring. In a

stuifing-box of any kind, the great desideratum is

to keep it tight, taking care not to cause the packing to scratch the rod, as it always does more or less

in using hemp, nor to create an unnecessary amount of friction. This packing effectually accomplishes

these, and gives the engineer little or no trouble.

f?i
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PAPER, MANUFACTURE OF. Till within the last thirty linen and hempen rags from

which paper was made, were n doced to the pasty aminntion requisite for this manufacture

by mashing them with water, and setting the mixture to f< rment for many day- in do 1" re-

by they underwent, in reality, a species of putrefaction. It is < rganic structure of

the fibres would be tlm< unnecessarily altered, nay, frequi atly destroyed The next method empl
was to beat the raur - into a pulp by Btamping-rods, -hud with iron, working in Btrong oak mortars, and
moved by water inery. So rude and ineffective was the apparatus, that forty pail

were required to operate a night and a day, in preparing one hundred weight of raga The pulp or

was then diffused through water, and made into paper by methods similar to those still pra

in the small hand-mills.
*

About the middle of the last century, the cylinder or engine mode, as it is called, of comminuting
into paper pulp, was invented in Holland ; which was soon afterwards adopted in France, and at a later

period m England.
Tin.' first step in the paper manufacture is the sorting of the raga into four or five qualities. At the

mill they ai tin more carefully, and cut into Bhreda 1 > women. For this purpose a table

is covered at top with wire-cloth, containing about nine meshes to the a. To this frame

a long Bteel blade is attached in a slanting position, against wh Bharp edge the rags are cut into

squares or fillets, after having their dust thoroughly shaken out through the wire cloth. Each pi

rag is thrown into a certain compartment of a box, according to its fineness; -even or eight sorts being

ished.

The Borted rags are oexl dusted in a revolving cylinder surrounded with wire-cloth, about si i

long, and four feet in diameter, ha. about 20 ii ittached at right angles to its axis.

prevent the rags from being carried round with the case, and beat them during its rotation; so

that in half an hour, being pretty clean, they are taken out by the side door of the cylinder, and trans-

ferred to the engine, to be first washed and next reduced into a pulp. For tine paper, they rdiould be

for some time in a caustic ley, to cleanse and separate their filar

Wrigley's rag-machine is shown in Figa 2996, 2997, 2998, and 2999. Fig. 2996 is a side • l< ration;

Fig. 2 rerse section, taken lengthwise through nearly its middle; Fig. 2998 a plan view of

2996.

the a; ale; and Fig. 2999 is an elevation. The vessel in whii

diov, ii at a ', and in al are of this vessel the beating or triturating roll /, I,

ith the blade or roll-bars e e, Fig. 2997. The roll i- mounted up d a -bait

1<I, on.' i nd of which is placed in a
;

other in a bearing upon the arm or which is supported by it- fulcrum, at tl

1 of which i- placed in a pedestal or bearing on the further side of the chamber ". and the

er in a bearing upon the' arm or which is supported by it- fulcrum, at i!

t*, in one of the Btand i bj a pin fixed in the connecting-rod gg. At the

^^^

'
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the required number of revolutions for beating; and to be raised and retained, as required, for the final

purpose of clearing the pulp. The upper or working edge of this cam is to be shaped exactly according

to the action required by the engine-roll; as, for instance, suppose the previous operation of washing to

be completed, and the time required for the operation of the rag machine to be three hours, one of which
is required for lowering the roll, that, or the first division of the working surface of the cam k k, must
be so sloped or inclined that, according to the speed at which it is driven, the rollers upon the cn;>--

head shall be exactly that portion of the time descending the incline upon the cam, and consequently

lowering the roll upon the plates n, Fig. 2997 ; and if the second hour shall be required for the roll to

beat up the rags, the roll revolving all the time in contact with the plates, the second division of the

cam k k must be so shaped (that is, made level) that the roll shall be allowed to remain, during that

period, at its lowest point; and if the third portion of the time, or an hour, be required for raising the

roll again, either gradually or interruptedly, then the third division of the cam k must be suitably shaped

2999. 2998.

J
1

.. . _ - s

Jgfl
1

or inclined, so as to cause the cross-head to lift the roll during such interval or space of time ; the par-

ticular shape of the inclined portions of the cam depending on the manner in which the manufacturer
may wish the roll to approach to or recede from the bottom plates during its descent and ascent respect-

ively.

Its mode of connection and operation in the rag-engine is as follows : supposing that the rags intended

to be beaten up are placed in the vessel a, Fig. 2997, and motion is communicated from a steam-engine

or other power, to the further end of the shaft d, the roll b will thus be caused to revolve, and the rags

washed, broken, and beaten up, as they proceed from the front weir ?n, over the bottom plates n, and
again rewind by the back weir o. There is a small pulley p, upon the near end of the shaft d, round

whicL a band q passes, and also round another pulley r, upon the cross-shaft s ; upon this shaft is a

worm (, geering into a worm-wheel u, fixed upon another shaft v. below ; upon the reverse end of which
is a pinion w, geering into a spur-wheel x, upon the end of a shaft y ; and upon the centre of this shaft

?/ there is another worm z, geering into a horizontal worm-wheel 1, upon which the cam kk is fixed.

Thus it will be seen that the requisite slow motion js communicated to the cam, which may be made to

perform half a revolution in three hours ; or it will be evident, that half a revolution of the cam kk
may be performed in any other time, according to the calculation of the geering employed. The shaft

may also be driven by hand, so as to give the required motion to the cam. Supposing, now, at the be-

ginning of the operation, the cross-head bearing the lever and roll to be at the highest point upon the

cam /.; /.. as it< revolution commences, the roll will revolve for a short time on the level surface of the

cam, and will then be lowered until the cam k k has arrived at that point which governs the time that

the roll remains at the lowest point, for the purpose of beating the rags into pulp, and as the cam k k
continues to revolve, and thus brings the opposite slope upon the third portion of its working surface

into action upon the cross-head, the roll will be raised in order to clear the pulp from knots and other

imperfections, and thus complete the operation of the engine. In order to raise the cross-head and roll

to the height from which it descended without loss of time, or to lift the cross-head entirely from off the

cam when requisite, a lever 2, or other suitable contrivance may be attached to the apparatus, also a

shaft may be passed across the rag-engine, and both ends of the roll may be raised instead of one only,

as above described.

In the paper machine of Messrs Bryan Donkin & Co. in Bermondsey, on Fourdrinicr's principle, each

machine is capable of making, under the impulsion of any prime mover, all unwatched by a human eye

and ungraded by a human hand, from 20 to 50 feet in length, by 5 feet broad, of most equable paper in

one minute. Of paper of average thickness it turns off 30 feet.

Fig. 3000, 3000- is an upright longitudinal section, representing the machine in its most complete state,

including the drying steam-cylinders, and the compound channelled rollers of Mr. Wilkes, subsequently

to be described in detail. The longer figure shows it all in train, when the paper is to he wound up
wet upon the reels E E, which, being movable round the centre I of a swing-bar, are presented empty,

time about, to receive the tender web. The shorter figure contains the steam or drying cylinders, the

points O O of whose frame replace at the points P P the wet-reel frame F F P.

A is the vat, or receiver of pulp from the stuff-chest. 1! is the knot-strainer of Ibotson, to clear the

pulp before i to the wire. G is the hog, or agitator in the vat. The arrows show the course

of the currents of the pulp in the vat. I is the apron, or receiver of the water and pulp which escape

through the endless wire, and which are returned by a scoop-wheel into the vat. I is the copper lip or

the vat, over which the pulp Hows to the endless wire, on a Leathern apron extending from this lip to

about nine inches over the wire, to support the pulp and prevent its escaping, cc are the bars which

bear up the small tube rollers that support the wire, dd are ruler-bars to support the copper rollers
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over which the wire revolvea E i- the breast-roller, round which the endless wire turns. N is the point

baking motion is given to the machine. M is the guide-rolli r,

laterally to adjust the wire and keep it parallel. L i- the pulp-roller, or "dan I ater,

and to set the paper, r is the place of the second, when it is used. 11 is the first or w<

couching rollers; the wire leaves the paper here, which lal

the endless wire o returns, passing round the lower couch-roller. By Mr. Donkin's happy invents

y these rollers obliquely, the water runs freely away, which it d hen their as

a vertical line, ee are the deckles, which form the edges of the Bheet of papi r, and prevent the pulp

ig away laterally. They regulate the width of the endless duet, //are the revolving deckle-

itraps. R i- the deckle-guide, or driving-pulley, gg are tube-rolleis, over which the' wire passes, which
do not partake of the shaking motion; and h h are movable roll, rs for stretching the wire, or brass car-

• r keeping tie- roller- gg in a proper portion.

cond press, or dry press, to expel the water in a cold Btate. K K. Ac, ar< the steam-

cylinders for drying the endless sheet, i i are rollers to convey the paper, y, to conduct
the felt, which serves to support the paper, and prevent it wrinklin ting cockled DDare
the hexagonal expanding reels for the steam-dried pa] og used at a tin.

made to suit differi nt - beets; / is their swing-fulcrum. 1' 1' 1' 1'
is the frame of the machine.

The deckle-straps are worthy of particular notice in this beautiful machine. They are composed of

many layers of cotton tape, each one inch broad, and together one half inch thick, cemented with caout-

t i he at once perfectly flexible and water-tight.

The upper end of each of the two carriages of the roller L is of a forked shape, and tl

iller are made to turn in the cleft of the' forked carriages in such a manner that the roller may
vented from having any lateral motion, while it possesses a free vibratory motion upward

downwards; the whole weight of the roller L being home by the endless well of woven wire.

The (rreatest difficulty formerly experienced in the paper manufacture upon the continui

of Fouidrinier, was to remove the moisture from the pulp and condense it with sufficient rapidll ,

as to prevent its becoming what is call' Ilea, and to permit the web to proceed directly to

the drying cylinders. Hitherto no invention has answered bo well in practi e to remove this difficulty

channelled and perforated pulp-rollers or dandies of .Mi'. John wilks, the partner of Mr. Donkin.

.
'->< 00, ami M M. I is required for a machine which is

to make paper .01 inches wide, it must lie about t'i" inch that it- i xtremitii

and 3002) may extend over or beyond ea I the sheet upon which it is laid. Itsdiametei

be 1 inches. About fi i eh 1-16th of an inch wide, ai inch of the tube ; and
they are cut to half the thickness of the' copper, with a rectangularly Bhaped tool. A succession of

ribs and grooves are thus formed throughout the whole length of the tube. A similar succession is

then made across the former, but of 24 in the inch, and on the opposite surface of the metal, which,

by a peculiar mode of managemi rpose. As the hitter groovi

CUt as deep as the former, ill" -• oil l],
|
in-ide meet those "11 the oiit-ide, CTOSSing each other at right

i, and thereby producing so many square holes ; leavings per ribs on the in-

terior surface of the said tube, traversed by anoth I
round them our

forming a cylindrical aii of metal. The all the ribs mi
rounded off with a smooth file into a semicircular form.

A A are portion- of thi cterior, and
01 the inl i e; 6 6 and b b show the plain part at each of the ends, where it i- :

fast to the brass rings by rivi I n the rings with arms, and a centre pice in each,

for fixing the iron pivot or -haft B; one Buch pivot is fixed by riveting it in each of the ,-,

a- shown at c, I : o that both the -aid pieces shall he concentric with the rings,

and ha\e> one commoo axis w ith each other and with tli.' roller. At <i ./ a groove is turned in each of

the pivots, for the pur] pending a wi hook, in order to upon

ti..- paper, whenever it may he found necessary.

i- an end view, showing I

arm D, centre-piece E, and pivol B. Fig. 8004 is f the said ring, with the arm
The roller is shown at L, J lying upon the Burface of the wire web. The relative position

of that perforated roller, and the little roll, r /- over which it i h that the axis of I. i- a little

to one side of the axis of 6, and not in tl I plane, the lattei it an inch l

the vat end. Hence, whenever tl totion, it wul cause the roller I. to

revolve up onward - w ith tl

the urface of the roller. Thus the pul] 1 by compression uudi

i roller; while it transmits il perforatii ficienth; compact
to endure the action of the wot-] II II, and al-o acquires the appearance of paralll 1

le. hand in a laid mould.

Mr. Wilks occasional ..chine, which i- then
]

at the dot t( d hie

Tie

periphci

ml in\ cntion, in i

w hich In ; iced in tin
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latter an internal view. see that tlie external tube is the i

scribed; the holes in the inner tube being made in roi in the outer.

The boles are so distributed that every hole in one row Bhall b the middle of tb

n two holes in the next row, as v. ill appear from inspection of : '1 he diameter oi

punched holes Bomewhat exceeds the width of each rib in the

every inside groove of this tube coincides with a row of holes in the I ion permits

the frei Jation of the water out of the pulp. At eai h end of this d luble-cas

eft atM plain without, ami grooved merely in the inside of the outer tube. The
smooth surface allows the brass ends to be • curely fixed; the outer edge of tl » tits tight

into the inside of the end of the cylinders.

< in the inside of each of these rings there are four pieces which project I

the cylinder, two of which pii hown at aa, Fig. 3005, in section. 66 is

•cee, and a boss or centre-piece dd. Tl entioned ring is also turned

cylindrical, and of such a diameter as to fit the interior of the former ring oo. The two rii
\

'ether by four screws. ,- r is the hollow iron axle or shaft upon which the cylind
1

le is made truly cylindrical, so as to tit 1 1 1
«

• circular holes in the bosses dJ of the rings

and arms at each i in 1 of the cylinder. Hence, if the hollow shaft be SO lixed that it will not turn, the

perforated cylinder U capable of having a rotatory motion given to it roun 1 that shaft This motion i-

had recourse to when the vacuum apparatus i
1. J!ut othi i cylinder is made fast to

the hollow axle by means of two screw-clamps. To one end of the cj Under, as at p, a toothed \\ I

attached for communicating a rotatory motion < its surface motion shall be the same as that

of the paper web; otherwisi me, which would wear and injure both.

The paper stuff or pulp is allowed to flow from the vat A. I ig. 3000, on to the surface of i

wire-web, as this is moving along. The lines oo, Fig. 3
, show the course of the mo web,

which parating to a certain degree the water from the pulp, yi I leaving the latter

in a wet state till it arrives at the first pair of pressing-rollers 11 II, 1 tw< a which the web with its

per is squeezed. Thick paper, in passing through these roller-, was formerly often u

by becoming water-galled, from the greater retention of water in certain places than in others. But
Messrs, Donkin's cylinder, as above described, has facilitated vastly the of the watei

enabled the manufacturer to turn off a perfectly uniform smooth paper.

In 1 i
mediately below the perforated cj Under, then- is a wooden water trough Along one

Bide of the trough a copper pipe is laid, of the same length as the cylinder, and parallel to it ; the dis-

tance between them being about one fourth of an inch. The side of the pipe facing the cylinder is per-

1 with a line of small holes, which transmit a great many jets of water against the surface of the

to wash it and keep it clean during the whole continuance of the pro

The principle adopted by John Dickinson for making paper, is different from that of Fourdrinier. It

consists in causing a polished hollow brass cylinder, perforated with holes or sir-, and covered with wire-

cloth, I over and just in contact with the prepared pulp; so that by connecting the cylinder

with a vessel exhausted of its air, the film of pulp, which adhen 3 to the cylinder during its rotation,

I. whereby the paper is supposed to be rendered drier, and t<( more uniform

thickness, than upon the horizontal hand-moulds or travelling wire-cloth of Fourdrinier. Wh< n sub-

jected merely to agitation, the water is sucked inwards through the cylindric cage, leaving the textile

filaments so completely interwoven as, if felted among each other, that they will not separate without

breaking, and when dry they will form a sheet of paper ol \ relative to the i

and preparation of the pulp. The roll of paper thus formed upon the hollow cylinder is turned o

isly upon a second solid ritfa felt, upon which it is condensed by the p
third n Under, and

i Livered to the drying rollers.

Mr. I t manufacturer, obtained a patent. which has
|

i

-ful for a p truction of a Bieve or -trainer. Instead of w
i

hi the bottom of a box I the uppi i or the

plane, the edge of each bar being parallel \\ ith its neighbor, lea\ ing par-

allel slits l a them of from about 1 70th to L-lOOth of an inch in width, according to the fin

i ained A
I

i know a to consist of

I lie diameter of tl

which and i ful fibres were form* 1

1

to the paper manufactun r. Mr. I

When the

strainer is at work, a quick vertical aqd I to it, by machinery sim
the jo ns of corn mills.

Irinier ma< li

to

up and-down nio

Mr. I

ial ; in w Inch two noil

I
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united are carried forwards by the felt over a guide-roller, and onwards to a pair of pressing-rollers.

where, by contact, the moist surface of the pulp are made to adhere, and to constitute one double thick

sheet of paper, which, after passing over the surfaces of hollow drums, heated by steam, becomes dry
and compact. The rotatory movements of the two pulp-lifting drums must obviously be simultaneous,

but that of the pressing-rollers should be a little faster, because the sheets extend by the pressure, and
liould be drawn forwards as fast as they are delivered, otherwise creases would be formed. Upon

this invention is founded Mr. Dickinson's ingi nious method of making safety-paper for post-office stamps,

by introducing silk fibres, «tc, between the two laminae.

The following contrivance of the same manufacturer is a peculiarly elegant mechanical arrangement,
and con-i-ts in causing the diluted paper pulp to pass between longitudinal apertures, about the huu-
dred-and fifteenth part of an inch wide, upon the surface of a revolving cylinder.

'fhe pulp being dilated to a consistency suitable for the paper machine, is delivered into a vat, of

which the level is regulated by a waste-pipe, so as to keep it nearly full. From this vat there is no
other outlet for the pulp except through the wire-work periphery of the revolving cylinder «nd thence
out of each of its ends into troughs placed alongside, from which it is conducted to the machine destined

to convert it into a paper web.
The revolving cylinder is constructed somewhat like a squirrel cage, of circular rods, or an endless

spiral wire, strengthened by transverse metallic bars, arid so formed that the spaces between the rings

are sufficient to allow the slender fibres of the pulp to pass through, but are narrow enough to intercept

the knots and other coarse impurities, which must of course remain and accumulate in the vat. The
spaces between the wires of the squirrel cage may vary from the interval above stated, which is in-

tern led for the finest paper, to double the distance for the coarser kinds.

It has been stated that the pulp enters the revolving cylinders solely through the intervals of the
wires in the circumference of the cylinder ; these wires or rods are about three-eighths of an inch broad
without, and two-eighths within, so that the circular slits diverge internally. The rods are one-quarter

of an inch thick, and are riveted to the transverse bars in each quadrant of their involution, as well as

at their ends to the necks of the cylinder.

During the rotation of the cylinder its interstices would soon get clogged with the pulp, were not a
contrivance introduced for creating a continual vertical agitation in the inside of the cylinder. This is

effected by the up-and-down motion of an interior agitator or plunger, nearly long enough to reach from
the one end of the cylinder to the other, made of stout copper, and hollowr

, but water-tight. A metal
bar passes through it, to wdiose projecting arm at each end a strong link is fixed ; by these two links it

is hung to two levers, in such a way that when the levers move up and down they raise and depress
the agitator, but they can never make it strike the sides of the cylinder. Being heavier than its own
bulk of water, the agitator, after being lifted by the levers, sinks suddenly afterwards by its weight
alone.

The agitator's range of up-and-down movement should be about one inch and a quarter, and the

number of its vibrations about 80 or 100 per minute ; the flow of the pulp through the apertures is sud-

denly checked in its descent and promoted in its ascent, with the effect of counteracting obstructions

between the ribs of the cylinder.

The sieve-cylinder has a toothed wheel fixed upon the tubular part of one of its ends, which works
between two metal flanches made fast to the wooden side of the vat, for the purpose of keeping the

pulp away from the wheel ; and it is made to revolve by a pinion fixed on a spindle, which, going across

the vat, is secured by two plummer-blocks on the outside of the troughs, and has a rotatory motion given
to it by an outside rigger or pulley, by means of a strap from the driving-shaft, at the rate of 40 or

50 revolutions per minute. This spindle has also two double eccentrics fixed upon it, immediately
under the levers, so that in every revolution it lifts those levers twice, and at the same time lifts the

agitator.

The diameter of the sieve -cylinder is not very material, but 14 inches have been found a convenient

size ; its length must be regulated according to the magnitude of the machine which it is destined to

supply with pulp.

Metal flanches are firmly fixed to the sides of the vat, with a water-tight joint, and form the bearings

in which the cylinder works.
Mr. Dickinson obtained a patent in 1840 for a new mode of sizing paper continuously, in an air-tight

I. (partly exhausted of air,) by unwinding a scroll of dried paper from a reel, and conducting it

through heated size; then, after pressing out the superfluous size, winding the paper on to another reel.

A longitudinal section of the apparatus employed for this purpose is represented in Fig. 3006, where
a is the air-tight vessel ; b, the reel upon
which the paper to be sized is wound

;

whence it proceeds beneath the guide-

roller c, and through the warm size to

another guide-roller J. It thence as-

olls c f, (by
whose revolution tin: paper is drawn
from the reel b.) and is wound upon the

reel g. A float h is suspended from the

cross-bar i of the vessel a, for the pur-
pose of diminishing the surface of size

exposed to evaporation; and beneath
the bottom of the vessel is an inclosed

space j, into which steam or hot water
is introduced for maintaining the tem-
perature- of tire size.

3000.
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PAPER MACHINES found in practice to be '

til*' Foudrinier, and other machines, in common use, for th
; r. Wh n the

Sow of pulp upon anv machine is uniform, i ti in of it- motion will make the papers/tin,

whilst a retardation will make it thick. !! ace it i- of the utmost importance, in order to make i

i a weight and thickness, that when tin: flow of the pulp is uniform, the machii e uni-

formly at ti, any contrivance, the flow of the pulp i

checked, just in the Bame proportion as the machine moves Blowerorfaster.it i- evident that the

try relation between it- speed, and the quantity of pulp thrown on, might ;

taine I. Consequently, two modes of obtaining the requisite uniformity in the i
l ht of

i heet of paper Buggest I

I. To regulate the speed of the motor driving the machine.

I I. To regulate the flow of pulp upon the machine.

The attention of constructors has usually been directed chiefij t. the first method; and hen

find the machine-wheels of paper-mills are very frequently tub-whet ?», wasting a I

of the regularity of their motion. With this object also it

is almost invariably the practice here to employ an independent wheel to drive the paper machine a

e attempts have r< cently been made in this country to regulate endless paper machim • by the

second method, and accordingly " been applied with considerable

several important mills.

It being, in fact, a desideratum to me unobjectionable means of effecting the regulatii

ferred to, avc have translated from J. B. Vidllet's Journ an account of a mechanical

trivance devised in France for this object

/, gulator for feeding mach S utoford and Varrall, mechanical

Paris.—Whatever care may be taken to render uniform tlie speed of the motors which
drive endless paper machines, and notwithstanding we usually establish for each of these machi

te water-wheel, constructed of iron, in the best provid< I works, it has long been imj

obtain a regularity of motion, and a harmony between the movement of the endless cloth and th< I

ing on of the pulp bo that the paper may possess uniformly the same thickness.

•us unperfei ting of a marked inequauty between the different

of tin' long band of paper, and consequently, between ti to which it is cut We c< n-

: that this inequality was not only a fault, but also that it exposed the manufacturers to di

not arising from any fault on their part

In t ty of the machines, and consequently, th .ry.it

Dough that the resistan nstant, or that the stream of water

happened to be disturbed.

It is to ; difficulties and inconveniences th ! and Van-all have invented tho

apparatus represented in 1 i HO, 801 1, and 3012.

This app

p the diluted pulp eh from w bich the fi

into the val for w oi king the papci
ih it of the v» ater w heel, and <>i U

rapidity of the rcvoluti of the endless cloth of the m
each feel a propoi tional \ ai iation

pulp into the filter < of tho i

miiiish prop

p fumi h< d and I
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This principle established, the following are the details of the ingenious apparatus of Sandford and
Varrall.

It, as we have said, is the regulating wheel, provided with scoops eee; this wheel is confined in a

drum 15, which the pulp enters from the reservoirs A A by the large stop-cocks rr, kept entirely open,

so as to maintain sensibly in the drum B the same level as in the reservoirs A A. It is of little im-

portance, moreover, if this level be not rigorously equal, nor even if it varies notably in the reservoirs

A A ; for, provided the pulp arrives in sufficient quantity, and we must take care that it be always so,

each of the scoops, every time they issue from the pulp, only withdraws the same quantity of material

We easily conceive how advantageous is this property of the apparatus, since, notwithstanding all the

variations of level of the liquid pulp in the reservoir, or stuff-chest, it assures regularity in feeding on
the pulp—a regularity which would often be compromised if made dependent solely or. this level.

It is necessary that the relation which ex-

ists between the number of revolutions of the 3009.

scoop-wheel R and the velocity of the endless

cloth may be varied, when we wish to alter

the strength of the paper.

To obtain this effect, Sandford and Varrall

have controlled the scoop-wheel II by the two
parallel cones C and C, which carry the belt d:

the cone C receiving its motion from the lat-

eral shaft established alongside the paper ma-
chine, and on which is all the geering which
moves the endless cloth, and the other movable
parts of the machine.

M <

.- _„--—
. M

" lj~

"'.
r -~r

'

j:

!

3012.

3011

It is sufficient to move the belt laterally, (along the cones.) in order to retard or accelerate the rot»

tion of the scoop-wheel, witl rig the angular velocity of the other movable parts, and thus,

consequently, to change the relation iu question, and of course the thickness of the paper made.

!
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PAPER CUTTING. The follow)

Mill. The paper is wound upon a cylindrical roller ( I in an
iron frame or standard. From this roller the . breadth is i

i;i the frami

it proceeds tl [rawing or feedii s; rollers c, whicli carry it into the cuttii
[

lip n a table a </, firmly li- I the buildii

I at such di- i ' as the dii

to the table, and against them a 1 in a
h of paper !

knn es, u]> to a stop h, the c vung forwards, and by passing ov< r thi

again . the length of pap r becomes cui into
'

The frame ggt
which carries the circular cutters fff, bangs upon a very clew r that

idulous swii .< the cutti i in a horizontal line as possible; and it is n i

vibrate to and fro atric or crank, fixed upon a h er the drum
b, considerably above it. which may be driven by any convenient machinery.

workmen draw the paper from between the rollers e, an I in the inter-

vals between the i an 1 fro of the swing-cutters.

The following rery io para-

tus for cutting the paper web trans-

verse ly into any desired lengths, was
made the subject of a pati lit by Mr. E.

N. Fourdrinier, in June, 1831, and has

its duty wi 11 in

many establishmi I

ition, taken upon
ide of the m I

is a longitudinal Bection. a a

reels, each covered with one continuous

of paper; \\ hich r

apon bearings in the framework 666.
eee is an ei of feh" cloth

|

over the rollers dddd, which is 1.

I n ith the un l< r Bide of the

drum I] 6.

The several parallel layers of paj

i the drum '

and the end ill be drai

; 1 into the

machine, whenever the driving-band is

slid from the 1
"-' '" th

in ;

since the progi of the

f making 1

1

lowing app

a crank i

an adjustable slid

oonfin

upon the
•

variable di i the

'I I

Which work in the teeth of the gP '.
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The crank-plate g being driven round in the direction of its arrow, will communicate a see-saw move-
ment to the toothed arc k, next to the toothed wheel / in geering with it, and an oscillatory motion tc

the arms m m, as also to their surmounting pall n.

fn its swing to the left hand, the catch of the pall will slid" over the slope of the teeth of the ratchet-

I o; but in its return to the right hand it will lay hold of these teeth and pull them, with their

attached drum, round a part of a revolution. The layers of paper in cl ise contact with the under half ot

the drum will be thus drawn forward at intervals, from the n els, by the friction between its surface and
the endless felt, and in lengths corresponding to die arc of vibration of the pall. The knife for cutting

these lengths transversely is brought into action at the time when the swing arc is makiug its inactive

stroke, viz., when it is sliding to the left over the slopes of the ratchet-teeth o. The extent of this

vibration varies according to the distance of the crank-stud i from the centre/, of the plate g, because
that distance regulates the extent of the oscillations of the curvilinear rack, and that of the rotation of

the drum c, by which the paper is foil forwards to the knife apparatus. The proper length of its several

layers being by the above-described mechanism carried forward over the bed r of the cutting-knife or

shears r v, whose under blade r is fixed, the wiper s. in its revolution with the shaft f, lifts the tail of the

lever /, consequently depresses the transverse movable blade v, (as shown in Fig. 3015,) and slides the

slanting blades across each other obliquely, like a pair of scissors, so as to cause a clean cut across the

plies of paper. But just before the shears begin to operate, the transverse board u descends to
|

the paper with its edge, and hold it fast upon the bed r. During the action of the upper blade v

against the under r, the fall-board u is suspended by a Corel passing across pulleys from the arm y of

the bell-crank lever tt. Whenever the lifter cam s has passed away from the tail of the bell-crank /,

the weight z, hung upon it, will cause the blade v, and the pinching-board u, to be moved up out of the

way of the next length of paper, which is regularly brought forward by the rotation of the drum c, as

e described. The upper blade of the shears is not set parallel to the shaft of the drum, but

obliquely to it, and is, moreover, somewhat curved, so as to close its edge progressively upon that of the

fixed blade. The blade v may also be set between two guide-pieces, and have the necessary motion
given to it by levers.

PARALLEL MOTIONS. The following figures exhibit a variety of forms of parallel motions, such

as are employed to maintain the rectilineal direction of the piston-rod of a steam-engine, under the

constantly varying angular direction of the beam. Contrivances of this kind are required in other cir-

cumstances of the conversion of rotatory and alternating angular motion into rectilineal motion, and the

converse : but the absolute necessity there is of guiding the path of piston iu the steam-engine, has

called forth more attention to the principles and mechanism of parallel motions than would otherwise,

in all probability, have been awarded to the subject for other purposes. In the first place, the principle

may be briefly indicated.

Fig. 301G. Given A B D a right angle : it can be demonstrated that if the end A of the right line A T

jescend from A to B along the fine A !'., while the end D move; along the line B D produced, a point C in

the middle of the line will describe the circle C G. Hence, if a beam A 1) has one end sliding in a groove

at D, and is connected or jointed at the middle C in a guide B'C of half its length, this guide also mov-
ing on a joint at B, then in every position of the beam the point C will describe the circle G, and the

point A of the beam will move in a straight line.

Fig. 3017. In practice, it may be more convenient to have the er 1 D of the beam fixed to the end
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of a movable bar, th, than to slide i

by the end D will deviate a little from a straight line, yet the

Email that it can have no bad effect, or even be

In the steam-engine there are vai I from

that descril . >r causing the piston-ro

line, which, although i itically correct, are still so vcrj 1. r tl

p wanted exceedingly well ; such a system of jointed a jiar-

all'A in

30 lit

a>

301a

\j

i
co

t F, which is shown in its three positions, viz., at th< e two
extremities of the med by the extremity of the beam, is :

the vibration, and a piston rod attached i move in a line bisecting this vibi

thus, it' a piston-rod were attached I a V. ed is the line in which the r< I

! mdde of Ending the length of the radiu and shows the principli

which parallel motions formed by jointed rod, are founded; aFistheh am, ae a t

which is attached to the beam, and the piston-rod is attached somewhere about the

the beam is then put in its ti us, and while the point b to \\ hich the piston-ro 1 is fixed is kept
in the straight line, bisecting the vibration, the positions of the lower end « of the strap are can
marked, as at cce; then the centre Q of the circle passing through these points will be the p
which the radius-rod p e, connected to the strap at c, should be fixed, and the radius of the circle will

th of the rod. It' the point 6 be taken exactly in the middle of the strap, the length of the

radius-rod (
I
• will be equal to the portion of the beam a F.

3021.

plan of a i

the rod l» c and po ition of tl

ilil ill It- I
!

li the point

|
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Eumps : the lever F has the centre of motion at o in the up-standard s, fixed upon the cover of the pump
> is a cylindrical rod, also fixed to the top of the pump, and set quite parallel to the pump-rod R

; g
is a cross head attached to the top of the pump-rod, having a projecting arm h terminating in a socket/
which moves on the rod D; the lever F is connected to the cross-head g by two straps, one of which
is shown at c; upon moving the lever F it will he quite clear that the piston-rod R must move par-

allel to D.

Fig. 3022 is a drawing of a walking-beam for a twelve-horse engine, with parallel motion attached

The point B to which the inner strap is fixed, is very often taken exactly in the centre, betwixt A and c

and when that is the case, the length of the radius-rods is equal to the same distance, or, in other words,

equal to the fourth part of the whole length of beam.
When the inner strap is suspended from any other point than in the middle of the distance Ac, the

position of the centre and length of the rod ef would be found as described in Fig. SOI 9: keeping the

point a to which the piston-rod is attached always in the same straight line in which it ought to move,
and carefully marking the points assumed by the lower end of the strap f.

The point b to which the air-pump rod is fixed should be exactly in the middle of the strap, when the

beam is divided into four equal parts, which will also insure a parallel motion for the bucket of the

air-pump.

302;?,

the manner of finding the

this* motion is, in fact, the

3024.

__:~«£3v

.

Fig. 302?. is a mode of causing the piston-rod to describe a straight line by the use of the two friction-

wheels W W confined betwixt the guides G G ; this plan is often used in small engines, when the crank

to which the connecting-rocl P is attached is immediately above the cylinder.

Fig. 302-1 is a plan of parallel motion usually employed in marine engines

;

length and position of the radius-rod g is precisely the same as in Fig. 3019
;

common parallel motion modified to suit the circumstan-

ces in which it is placed. The length of the radius-bar

ef is easily found in practice, by supposing the piston-rod

to move in a right line, and finding three points through

which a point in the side-rod A, assumed at pleasure,

would pass, in the highest, middle, and lowest positions

of the piston-rod ; then a circular arc passing through

these points will give the radius and centre sought ; and
the point c assumed in the side-rod will be the point of

connection of the radius-bar.

Now, in order that the point P of connection of the side-

rod and piston-rod may describe a right line, the point/"

must describe an arc of curvature sufficient to neutralize

the curvature which would be transmitted to it by the

travel of the side-lever; to determine this arc fff, it is

only necessary to describe from the middle point of the
stroke, taken in the straight line eee, a right line egf
equal in length to the length of the radius-bar, and per-

pendicular to it ; also the highest position of the radius-

bar forming the same angle with egfth&t the radius-bar
forms with that line in its lowest position ; then the three

points ///being thus found, a circular arc drawn through
them will determine the fixed centre g, and the length of
the parallel bar gf.
The length of the side-bar c from / to its connection

with the side-lever, must of course be equal in length to

the side rod A, from e to the point also of its connection
with the side-lever. These rods will remain during the
working of the engine parallel to each other, and conse-

quently the radius-rod will continue parallel to the axis

of the side-lever in all positions of the stroke. It must, however, be remarked, that the parallelism is

not absolutely correct, but. is true only within certain though narrow limits, giving an approximation
sufficiently near for common practice.
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According to the theory of falling bodies, (See Gravity,) the time t in which a body falls through the

2 s
space s, by the accelerating force of gravity, is given by the equation t= y/—. Let 2s= I ; then t=
»/-. But the time T, of the oscillation of a pendulum whose length is /, is T= 7rv/-', therefore

9
T : t : : v : 1 ; consequently the time of the oscillation of a pendulum is to the time that a heavy body
would fall freely by the force of gravity through half its length, as the circumference cf a circle to its

diameter.

If we suppose the time to be expressed in seconds, .and make T= 1, we shall have g = ^
2

/. Cap
tain Kater found the length of the simple pendulum at London to be 39-13929 inches, and we know
that ,7

2= 9-8696; therefore g= 98696 X 39-139 = 386-29 inches, or ^= 32-2 feet. It follows, there-

fore, that the space through which a body falls freely at London in a second of time is 161 feet.

Compound pendulum.—The simple pendulum, as above defined, is only a theoretical abstraction

,

for the oscillating body can neither be so small that it may be regarded as a mathematical point, nor

can the rod be entirely devoid of weight. When the body has a sensible magnitude, and the suspend-

ing-rod a sensible magnitude and weight as they must have in all actual constructions, the apparatus is

called a compound penduhan ; and instead of being supported by a single point it is supported by an
axis, or by a series of points situated in the same straight line. According to this definition, any heavy
body oscillating about an axis of suspension is a compound pendulum.

In every compound pendulum there is necessarily a certain point at which, if all the matter of tho

pendulum were collected, the oscillations would be performed in exactly the same time. This point is

the centre of oscillation. (See Centre of Oscillation.) It is situated in the vertical plane passing

through the centre of gravity of the pendulum, and at a distance from the axis of suspension, (the axis

being always supposed horizontal,) which is determined by the following formula: Let dm be the ele-

ment of the mass of the compound pendulum, r its distance from the axis of rotation, and x the distance

of the centre of oscillation from the same axis ; then

= t r" dm-^trdm;

that is, the distance of the centre of oscillation from the axis of suspension is equal to the moment oi

inertia of the oscillating body divided by its moment of rotation. This value of x is the length of the

isochronous simple pendulum, and is what is always to be understood by the term length of a pendulum
The centre of oscillation possesses a very remarkable property, which was discovered by lluygens

;

namely, that if the body be suspended from this point, or a horizontal axis passing through it parallel

to the former axis of suspension, its oscillations will be performed in the same time as before ; in other

words, the axis of suspension and oscillation are interchangeable. This property furnishes an easy prac-

tical method of determining the centre of oscillation, and thence the length of a compound pendulum.
Applications of the pendulum.—The most important application that has been made of the pendulum

is to the measurement of time.

Compensation pendulum.—The value of the pendulum as a regulator of time-pieces depends on the

isochronism of its oscillations ; which, in its turn, depends on the invariability of the distance between
the points of suspension and oscillation. But, as every known substance expands with heat and con-

tracts with cold, the length of the pendulum will vary with every alteration of temperature, and the rate

of the clock consequently undergo a corresponding change. To counteract this variation numerous con-

trivances have been employed. The principle is, however, the same in all ; and consists in combining two
substances, whose rates of expansion are unequal, in such a manner that the expansion of the one counter-

acts that of the other, and keeps the centre of oscillation of the compound body always at the same dis-

tance from the axis of suspension. A brief description of the two compensation pendulums in most
common use—the mercurial pendulum and the gridiron pendulum—will sufficiently explain the n

by which compensation is obtained.

Mercurial pendulum.—This was the invention of Mr. George Graham, a celebrated watchmaker, who
subjected it to the test of experiment in the year 1721. The rod of the pendulum is made of steel, and
may be either a flat bar or a cylinder. The bob or weight is formed by a cylindrical glass vessel, about
8 inches in length and 2 inches in diameter, which is tilled with mercury to the depth of about Qh inches.

The cylinder is supported and embraced by a stirrup, formed also of steel, through the top of which the

lower extremity of the rod passes, and to which it is firmly fixed by a nut and screw on the end of the

rod. Now the effect of an increase of temperature on this apparatus is evidently as follows: In the

first place, the rod expands, and the distance between the axis of suspension and the bottom of the stir-

rup is increased. In the second place, by the expansion of the mercury in the cylinder, its column is

_lengthened, and the distance of its centre of gravity from the bottom of the stirrup consequently in-

creased. Hut, as the expansion of mercury is about sixteen times greater than that of steel, the height

of the mercurial column may be so adjusted by trial that the expansion of the rod and stirrup shall be

exactly compensated by that of the mercury, and the centre of oscillation of the whole sutler no change.

This pendulum is, perhaps, the most perfect of all compensators; but, as its adjustments are attended
with considerable difficulty, it is seldom used excepting in astronomical observatories.

Gridiron pendulum.—This was contrived by Mr. Harrison, the inventor of the chronometer. It con-

iists of a frame of nine parallel bars of steel and brass, arranged as follows: The centre rod, of steel, is

fixed at the top to a cross-bar connecting the two middle brass rods but slide's freely through the twe
lower cross-bars, and bears the bob. The remaining rods are fastened to the cross-pieces at both ends,

and the uppermost cross-piece is attached to the axis of suspension. It is easy to see that the e

sion of the steel rods tends to lengthen the pendulum, while that of the brass rods tends to shorten it;

consequently, if the two expansions exactly counteract each other, the length of the pendulum will re-

main unchanged. The relative lengths of the brass and steel bars are determined by the expansion ! 01
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tha two metals, which are found by experiment to be, in general, i I to 61. If, then, the

lengths of all the five steel bars added tog< ther be I im of the lengths of the torn

bars ought to be 61 inchea When the i in is found on trial nol :. an adju

is made by shifting one or more of the cross-pieces higher on the bars.

Applicat nduhan to the determination of th rent places.—
There are of determining the relative intensity of gravi ilum. Ac-

cording to the fii . olute length of the aimple pendulum
lations in a given time is accurately ascertained at each of the place.-, and the comparative force o(

gravity is then given by the formula g'^—g. According to the other method, an invariable pendu-

lum is swung at the different place-, ami tie.' number of its oscillations noted at each, when the relative

N"
gravity i- given by the formula g'^—-g. Each ol these methods has been full.wed in the delicate

experiments which have been made for the purpose of determining the figure of the earth; but though

of both appear to be nearly equal in point of accuracy, the latter method, on account of its

affording greater facilities in practice, is now generally ad Watchmaking.
PENS, STEEL The manufactory, at Birmingham, of Messrs. Hinks, Wells, .

a few year- ted of a small house on one Bide of the street Now the establishment has

become an immense manufactory. ployment to 564 hands, consuming 2j 1 per
week, turning out 35,000 gros.- i ekly, or 1,820,000 Lr r..-s in a

The nc lid in its crude state.—This consists of the best quality of cast-steel, made G h iron,

its granular structure dense and compact It is in hes wide, which - ;

are clipped across into lengths from l| t<> ide. These strips are packed into cast metal I

and placed on what is techni I a muffle, or large stone oven, h sated to a white heat ; there the

nnealing takes place. Aft r twelve hour- of this r< asting, the -

barrels, where, by the friction of metallic particles, the scales caused I the rough
I. They are now ready for the rolling mill. The roll< i

revolving upon each other. A man and boy attend at each. The first introd

betwi bag surfaces, and the boy pulls it out considerably attenuated. From the first pair

of rollers it passes tin ntQ it final!-. the requisite tenuity. Such is the

re employed, th.;' r than it i- convenient

tor unpractised hands to touch. The sti
;

sely the thii pen, is qui)

ible, and has increased in length from 18 m

II i- i.o-.y rea I. for the "cutting-out ro the pen fii le a form. Along this

room a number of women are s< ated at bend the aid of hand-presses, the futun

from the ribbon of steel. This is done- with great rapidity, th roduct of a good hand I

00, per day often hour-. Two pens an I
the width of the Bteel—the broad

part to form the tube, ami the points BO cutting into each other a- to leave tin' !• le amount ol

From this room the blanks are taken to be pierced The Hat blanks are placed separately on a

Bteel die, and, by a half circular action of a lever turning an upright screw, a lino tool is pi

upon the Bteel, and form- the delicate ration, and th ide slits which give flexibility to

the pen.

All this time the metal is Boft, bending in t] a piece of lead. It b

piently placed in the heated oven,

ami a second tin to the " marking-room :" upon

side and down the middle of the room are I
multitude of young women at work, each ol

Whom 'i of the' fo ' uly allows it to fall on the p, n. The r.lpidit\

of tin .lie blank-, each L,
r irl marking many thousands ot' p, ns in

lay. When it leaves the haul of this operator, the back of the pen i- stamped either with the

name of a retail d abroad, a national eml ; to the fashion

The n. >.t pro.-. Until HOW the
i

tool dropped upon it, forcing it in: red shape.

Upon the
]

• t the diffl-

I how nine!, il i- to

i | the gaping ot' a n. pens leave the

room, i- to return them on© to which they are placed in -mall iron

with lid-, and heated to a v.
I

tank

of oil, where, bj the chemical action of the liqui I on the Bteel, the |,

th. m cruml tin' oil il.

lil.'h lhe\ .

• by placing them in a cylin . over a fire, BOmi what

: tlio heat gradually changes the color of the

tii i from a dull gray to a pal n to blue.

Individual p in of tlie 26
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part of the metal, the point where the slit is made has a tendency to cohere, and so to form *

good pen. The pen is simply caught up by a pair of nippers, and held on a revolving bob, and so

ground.

The pens are now taken to the " slitting-room." This work is very light, for the pen is simply placed

on a press, and the handle being pulled, a sharp steel tool descends, and the pens are perfect. To
secure uniformity of quality, the pens are now looked over, by the points being pressed against a small

piece of bone placed on the thumb, and they are then thrown into heaps according to their quality of

good, bad, or indifferent. They are next varnished with a solution of gum, and are ready for affixing to

cards, or boxing, the latter mode of packing being almost universally ado]

PERCUSSION. The centre of percussion is that point in a body revolving about an axis, at which,

if it struck an immovable obstacle, all its motion would be destroyed, or it would not incline either way
"When an oscillating body vibrates with a given angular velocity, and strikes an obstacle, the effect

of the impact, will be the greatest if it be made at the centre of percussion.

For, in this case, the obstacle receives the whole revolving motion of the body ; whereas, if the

blow be struck in any other point, a part of the motion will be employed in endeavoring to continue the

rotation.

If a body revolving on an axis strike an immovable obstacle at the centre of percussion, the point of

suspension will not be affected by the stroke.

PERCUSSION-CAP MACHINE, by Richard M. Boutox, of West Troy, Xew York. Fig. 3028 is

a front elevation; Fig. 3029, a right-hand profile elevation; Fig. 3030, four views of the transfer appa-
ratus, full size; Fig. 3031, the star-punch, with its picker, lower die, and thimble, all in section, full

size ; Fig. 3032, the forming-punch and its die, in section, full size.

This machine consists essentially of two vertical punches, of which one cuts the star or blank, of

which the capsule is formed ; and the other forms the capsule by compression. These punches are at

their upper ends attached each to its respective arm on the same end of a double-headed lever, and
consequently both move at the same time ; and their operations are combined in effect by mechanism,
which transfers the star or blank from its punch to the forming-punch. To enable other practical me-
chanics to make and use my invention, I will proceed to describe its construction and operation.

A A, &c, is the bed-plate, on which are fixed the frame of the machine and a pedestal, (not shown.)
which supports the right-hand end of the branch arbor C C, to which the power is applied.

B B, &c., the frame of the machine, to which most of the working parts are attached.

L L, main lever, or double-headed lever, by which the punches are worked. Its long arm is, by a

connecting-rod and crank-pin, connected with the crank of the crank-arbor, h h are the short arms or

double head, to which are attached

R R', the two runners which carry the punches. 12 3 4 are the guides through which the runners

work. These runners may be operated by cams on an arbor passing over their upper ends or through
openings or offsets in the middle of their lengths. In this case the main lever and crank-arbor can be
dispensed writh, and power be applied to the cam-arbor direct.

K K K, bench or shelf, projecting from the frame, on which are the die-beds F and F'. The right-

hand half of this bench is elevated higher than the left-hand half of its length, in order that the star-

die on this part shall be higher than the forming-die on the left-hand half, and that the groove or way of

the director d d, <fcc, which rests on this part, may be on a level with the face of the forming-die V.
F, die-bed of the star-punch. This is a square above the bench, and has a round shank passing down

into the bench, to which it is fixed by a screw from below. The star-die U has a round hollow shank
passing down into this bed, and is supported by a flanch X, Fig. 3031, at its upper end, resting on the

top of the die-bed. Within this shank of the star-die is a conical steel tube or thimble v v, Fig. 3031,
the lower end of which rests on the director and transfer slide, it reaching up to the cutting part of the

star-die. Its internal diameter is exactly equal to the diameter of the star or blank, which, falling

from the star-punch through it, is conducted to its proper position on the transfer. The star-punch,

with its picker, die, and thimble, are seen in section, full size, in Fig. 3031.

F', die-bed of the forming-punch. This is round and has a shank passing down through the bench,

to which it is fixed by a screw-nut on it below; through the axis of this shank, and of the forming-die,

operates the elevator e. In a socket in this bed stands

V, the forming-die; its upper surface is on a level with the way of the director d T'". This die is seen

in section, full size, in Fig. 3032, V, as is also

X X', the forming-punch, which is compound, having an outer shell z, which planishes the flanch of the

capsule, and an internal or centre punch Z', which forms the inside. This centre punch has a shank
passing up through the axis of the shell z, and is secured by a cross-key near the bottom, or by a coun-

tersunk nut at the upper end. This arrangement, by equalizing the thickness of the several parts,

allows a better temper, and consequently insures a more perfect operation and more durability.

TT'T', Fig. 3030, (line views of the transfer, full size. T, slide, with lower face upward; b, the boss

in which the pin i of the connecting-link I works. T' shows the plate and link in profile, and T" shows it

in working position with the connecting-link I attached to it, slides in the way (groove) of the director

d T". The transfer i- operated by the lever or arm 1 1 applied to the pintle i. It will be seen in Figs.

3028 and 3029 that the director dT", etc., with its transfer, pa<s through the bed F of the star-die; it

passes immediately below the star-die and its thimble, in order that the star may fall from its punch
through the thimble upon the transfer slide.

U, Fig. 3031, the star-punch. This punch, with its picker, and the star-die, with its included

thimble are shown, full size, in vertical section, where q is the picker with its spiral spring above

it, and vv the thimble. The office of the picker is to prevent the adhesion of the stars to the face of

the punch.

CC, crank-arbor, to which the power is applied. On this is the collar and flanch D D, on which is

the feed-cam c, which operates the feed-lever J] and through the double hands P P, works the ratchets
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r r of the feed-rollers. On the opposite face of this collar is the cam c' of the elevator lever E E, which,
through the rocking-arbor E'and arm ". raises the elevator e, lifting ; out of the forming-die;
it is returned by the Bpiral spring »«», 1 X is the anvil on which the elevator rests while a
capsule is b si d; it has an adjusting screw and nut

nil,.

I

Iitno.
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u is the gage, a cap of steel over the head of the forming-die, with semicircular notch in its edge
against which the star is driven by the transfer and held concentric with the forming-die until seized by
the forming-punch.

yy, the driver, a slender lever suspended by its upper end thrown forward by a spring y ; its lower
•Mid is bent forward over the face of the forming-die, somewhat in form of a human foot and leg, Fig

8029. It is operated by a pin in the runner TV pressing against a tumbler, and holding it behind the

punch while a capsule is being forme I, and releasing i* instantly when the capsule is raised by the ele-

vator above the gage u.

nn, feed-rollers. There is a similar pair behind the punch to continue the progress of the ribbon aftei
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tt hr.~ front roll a lever to open arvl clos rollers. All ba arc

attache ! I ible plate K, covering the front of the bench I

Operation.—The material is cut in ribbons of such width as will admit of two rows of blanks or

being cat from each lengthwise ; but the machine maybe so constructed without departing from it-

principles as to work from ribbons of any width.

™ /

Of
\

i
\i

© O

3031.

One end of a lii tween the feed-rollers n n, is by them drawn in, while a row ol

stars is hout its length. Whi a

another star or trigger, (not shown,) which has ridden upon its but! off at the end, and by
mechanical conne the machine. Bach Btar, as -

i as cut, i- projected by the picker q
U the thimble v v, Fig. 3031, upon the face of the transfer, which

at this instant is holding a previous Btar against the gage u under the

fbrmii am its operating end pas es beyond the

thimble, wl deposited in it i

the transfer into the way 01 the direct >r, an 1 the next Btroke of the
transfer dri the forming-die while another Btar is being

ily one Btar is in the thi

at the

While the forming-punch i

he driv< r y kicks il

:: .-inks, the dri. I hiu I l!.

. and all i i

The
. ith a

high finish and in

I d

I

with I: •
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The lower portion of the magazine is funnel-shaped, and opens into a rectangular tube in which the

charge E is accurately fitted, and freely slides back and forth.

A circular aperture is formed in the under side of the tube at the distance of an inch or two from
the magazine, exactly corresponding in size with the aperture at the bottom of the magazine, and
with the aperture in the charge E.

A reciprocating movement being imparted to the charger, the aperture in the same, in passing bach
and forth under the outlet of the magazine, will receive the charge of composition for a cap and will dis-

charge the same as the charger is drawn back into a cap brought immediately under the aperture, bv
the movement of the wheel A upon its axis, in the manner hereinafter set forth.

N is the main-shaft, from which all parts of the machine receive motion. Motion is imparted to the

ratchet-wheel A and to the charger E by means of the vibrating lever C, suspended by and vibrating
on the arm (V projecting from the end of the machine, the cam 1> on the main-shaft, the cord t con-

nected to the upper end of C and passing to the rear over a loose pulley on the axle S', and sus-

pending the weight T' at its extremity. A vertical arm F ri-es from the front end of the charger E,

having a vertical slot near its upper end, through which
|

adjustable pin projecting from the

lever C by which it is operated. A pivot at the lower extremity of the lever C takes into an aper-

ture in the ratchet i), which communicates motion to the wheel A. The ratchet D works in the

guiding-box t, and is kept in contact with the teeth on the periphery of A by the spring s'.

'Hie cam B i- of ich a form that it will force back the upper end of the lever C, and thereby will

carry forwards the ratchet 1) and the charger E,and move the periphery of the wheel A tl
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length "l :t tooth, an 1 in that position will retain them during* one-half of the revolution of the

main-shaft. Durwg the other half of the revolution of the main-shaft, the periphery of the i

- to pr— back the upper end of C, and receding towards the shaft permits the weight 1" U
draw forwar Is the npper end of C and carry back the ratchet 1> and the charger K. The charger, it

k to its starting p] sits a charge in a cap as b :
i i. In this manner the

metallic caps placed in the a rtures in the ratchet-wl

The apertures in A c irrespon ! in number with the ratchet-teeth on its periphery, and are

that each forward movement of the ratchet 1) will place one of the apertures in A directly under the

ire in the tube, in which the charger E traverses back an I forth, as b

The composition is forced into the caps in the following manner: On thi
I the wheel

m the magazine two arm- project from the Btandard A", which an. ials at tho

en I- of a vertical tube It. The tube R Berves as a guide and supporter to the shaft of the punch which
ation into the caps. The shaft is compose 1 of two cylindrical parts, which rotate with

and play freely up and down in the tube It. The i parts of the shaft arc connected I

other and to the tube It. ci the inner ends of the respective parts of the shaft,

iting out through vertical slots in the Bides of the tube. The extremities of the arms ee are

I
i each other by the screw bolts or ro Ubb; the blank portion of the bolts play freelj in

the aperture- in the arm c through which they pasa

A stiff an 1 powerful helical spring embraces the mi Idle portion of the tube ];, the en Is of which
bear against the arms c c within the bolts 66. A ring a Loo ' encircles -the lower end of tube It; y
i- a helical spring encircling id of the tube between the lower supporting arm and the ring a,

which, acting against the lower arm e, forces up the punch-shaft

A rotary motion is imparte 1 to the tube R and the punch by mean- of the bevel-pinion, made fast to

the up it, an 1 working into a bevel cog-wheel <> on the main-shaft. The punch i

shape as to tit accurately into the caps: the wheel A in depth exactly corresponds with the depth oi

the caps; the wheel A revolves upon a journal//' made fast to the platform, and passing up th

otre. The edge of the wheel immediately under the punch passes over an 1 --lightly rests

tie- surface of a metallic block.

S is a cam on the main-shaft, im
|

inch; the i i form
that it will press down and b irths of the

.lion of the main-shaft. The cam s strikes against the upper end of th.'
|
unch-shaft, and I

down tic same, pressing the punch with great force into a cap ly after th

on the lever <
', the rat charger E, and wheel A, as befoi . during the time that

the punch i- iposition in a cap, four revolutions, more or Le -, are imparted to the

of the guiding-tube ll, the pinion P, and cog-'w the solidification

of the composition, and gives n the requisite adhesion to the caps.

During the action of the punch the ra D I the charger E are drawn back by the I

weight '1", and immedi the form of the cam s allows the spring y, on the lower portion

of It, to elevate the punch out of the cap, and retain it in an elevated position while the cam 1'. and

a operate upon the ratchet 1>, charger E, an 1 wheel A, as bef re dea i ill be
perceived that the pn pon the upper portion of the punch-shaft is communicated to

the lower portion of the -am • and to the punch through the medium of the sprin j. The objecl of this

arrangement i- to give an el iposition in the cap so that should
it explode from i yield an 1 give back, ;..i I no injury will be don- to i'i

chine or attendant
The cam 'I', on tin- main -left, is placed im

the cam T is of such a form ! the rod U nisly with the punch,!
tin; gi an arm upon the flanch of the cap, which retains the same and prevents

uing w bile the punch is operating : the cam T also retains the arm upon the il

.

the cap till tie-
|

I, and then allow a the

encircling U, to allow motion to Im- imparted to tho wheel.

The brown out of th in the w In • I A

i >llou ing d , viz. : A cap horizontal till ii

to a fulcrum standard, ity of w hi- !

punch; tho opposite end ol il rod X, which passes up thri

\ pring

ins the rod X.

as the main

rod X im i i tilt tic I. lien the w !, . \

thrown up i, and cond

i

I

i the hopp
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eame ; the feeding-hand on the front end of the arm I is then placed upon them, and draws then
down the groove until the foremost one is caught between the scolloped edged wheals n n, located on
each side of and projecting into the groove. The concavities in the peripheries of nn are arcs cor-

responding with the tubes of the caps, and embrace nearly their entire circumference when the caps
are drawn between them. Or.e of the wheels u plays freely on its axis; the points radiating from the
other wheel n are operated upon by a retaining spring. The spring partially retains the wheel n, on
which it acts.

,

As the caps are drawn down the groove, should the foremost one strike against a
radiating point of the loose wheel n, it will revolve the same sufficiently to bring the cap between
opposite concavities of both wheels. The elastic feeding-finger, connected to the front end of the
arm J, is so operated that it is placed in a cap while it (the cap) is retained between the wheels n n,

and draws it forwards and deposits it in an aperture in the wheel A. As the cap is drawn from
between the wheels n n it causes a partial revolution of the wheels ; the spring passes over a radiating
point in one of the wheels, and, striking oil the next point in succession, retains the wheel in the
proper position for the reception of another cap.

The feeding hand on the front end of the arm I has a soft face that rests but slightly, upon the
Candies of the caps ; the front end of the arm I, when the hand is acting upon the caps, rests upon
the roller which traverses upon the edges of the groove. The feeding-finger passes through an aper-

ture and is secured to the spring-plate projecting from the under side of the front end of the arm J ; it

is steadied and kept in a vertical position by passing loosely through the plate projecting from the
upper side of the front end of J, and to give additional elasticity to the finger it :.s inclosed in a
helical spring. The arms I and J are jointed to and receive motion from the upright vibrating
levers I' J' ; the levers I' J' are jointed to and suspended by the curved standard K ; the standard K
rises from the rear side of the platform, curves forwards over the centre of wheel A, and descends
vertically to the top of the axle g, to which it is connected. To the upper ends of the levers I' J' the

cords s s are connected, which pass to the rear over loose pulleys on the axle S', and suspend the weights
U' U' at their extremities : causing the upper end of I' to bear against the cam L, and the upper end
of J' to bear against the cam M on the main-shaft.

H is a vertical vibrating-lever, placed in the guiding-box u', and working on a joint-pin passing through
the sides of the same.

Angular arms/ and g project from the upper portion of H ; the angular extremity of/ passes to the
right over the arms I J, the extremity of g passes to the right under the arms I J. G is a horizontal

vibrating-lever jointed to the standard e'. The end of G, to the right of the standard e', passes immedi-
ately in front of the lower cord of the lever H ; the opposite end of G turns at right angles to the rear,

and is brought directly opposite and in contact with the head of the ratchet D.

When the ratchet D is drawn back by the lever C, it vibrates the lever G, causing it to throw back
the upper end of H, and thereby to elevate the front ends of the arms I J by the arm g at the moment
that the arms I J are elevated. The form and position of the cams L M permit the weights U' U' to

draw the upper ends of the levers I' J' to the rear, and carry the arms I J forwards ; the moment the

ratchet D is enrried forwards again, the arms I J descend, placing the hand h upon the flanches of the

caps in the groove P', and the finger k in the cap held between the concavities of the wheels n n, as

before described. As soon as the arms I J descend, the cams LM commence acting upon the levers

I' J' and arms I J, causing the hand to carry forward the caps in the groove, and the finger to place a cap
in an aperture in the wheel A, as before described. The moment after the finger has deposited a cap
in an aperture in A, the arms I J are again elevated and carried to the front in the manner before de-

scribed.

The rotating brush H' is driven by the band passing around a pulley on the main-shaft 1ST. The
rotating brush in the rear portion of the machine acts upon the upper surface of the wheel A near its

periphery, for the purpose of removing any of the percussion composition that may chance to be deposited

upon the wheel or flanches of the caps. This brush is driven by a band passing around a pulley on the

main-shaft.

PERPETUAL MOTION. In mechanics, a machine which, when set in motion, would continue to

move forever, or, at least, until destroyed by the friction of its parts, without the aid of any exterior

The discovery of the perpetual motion has always been a celebrated problem in mechanics, on

which many ingenious, though in general ill-instructed, persons have consumed their time ; but all the

labor bestowed on it lias proved abortive. In fact, the impossibility of its existence has been fully de

rated from the known laws of matter.

In speaking of the perpetual motion, it is to be understood that from among the forces by which
motion may be produced we are to exclude not only air and water, but other natural agents, as heat,

changes, &e. The only admissible agents are the inertia of matter, and its attractive

which may all be considered of the same kind as gravitation.

It is an admitted principle in philosophy that action and reaction arc equal, and that, when motion is

communicated from one body to another, the first loses just as much as is gained by the second. Bui

every moving body is continually retarded by two passive forces, the resistance of the air and friction.

In order, therefore, that motion may be continued without diminution, one of two things is necessary

—

i ither that it be maintained by an exterior force, (in which case it would cease to be what we under-

stand by a
;

I notion,) or that the resistance of the air and friction be annihilated, which is

physically impossible. The motion cannot be perpetuated till these retarding forces are compensated,

and they can only be compensated by an exterior force; for the force communicated to any body can-

not be greater than the generating force, and this is only sufficient to continue the same quantity of

motion when there is no resi tance. To find the perpetual motion is, therefore, a proposition equivalent

to this—to find a force (either an attractive force like that of gravitation or magnetism, or an elastic

force, that of a spring, for example) greater than itself.

But it may be argued that, by some arrangement or combination of mechanical powers, a force may
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ioed equal to that which is lost in i

a first mention appears plausible, and is, in fact, that by whi
[t is, however, entirely erroneous ; for by no multiplication of forces or powers by mechanical i

can the quantity of motion be increased Whatever is gaiued i a time ; the quanl
motion transmitted by the machine remains unalfc

PERSIAN WHEEL. Jn mechanics, a contrivance for raising water t i some height above the level

of a stream. In the rim of a wheel turned by the stream a fixed, from
which buck pended. As the wheel turns side go down into the stream,
where they are filled, and return up full on the other side till they reach the top. II

I in Buch a position that the buckets successively strike against it and are 1 the water
emptied into a trough As the water can never be raised by this means higher than the diameter ol

the wheel, it is obvious that this rude machine is capable of only a very lie times
the wheel is Siade to rai-e the water only to the height of the axis. In this case, ins!

the spokes are made hollow, and bent into such a form that when they dip into the watt r it runs into

them, and is thus conveyed to a box on the axle, whence it is emptii Is are
in common use on the banks of the Nile, and elsewhere.

PHOTOGRAPHY. Photography, or sun-painting, is divided, according to the methods used to pro-

duce the picture, viz.— 1' Oalotype, Chrysotype, Cyanoty} s,An-
. and Aftiphi

The principal instrument used in the Daguerreotype process is the camera ohscura, and the images
from the lenses are thrown on prepared metal or other surfaces and fixed. The processes for the rel

tion of the picture belong rather to chemical than mechanical science. This art is frequently employed
hanics and architects in making copies of drawings. See Ck i.oim dl* OF Dbawtho.

PHOTOMETER. An instrument for measuring the intensity of Light, or of illumination.

PILE-DRIVER

—

NasmytKi patent steam. This is a machine of great power, and one destined un-

doubtedly to take a prominent place among the impi

8084 is a front elevation of the entire machine, shown in full operation driving a pile.

I'iir. 3035 is a corresponding general side elevation.

I ig. 3080 i- a general sectional plan of the machine.

Fig. 8081 i- a transverse section of the stage or platform, taken on the line 1— 2, in Fig. 3036.
I ig 30 - an enlarged elevation of the steam-chest and safety-valve

I ig. 3039, a section corresponding to the above.

I ..-. 3040 is an enlarged section of one of the joints of the flexible steam-pipes, for conveying -'.earn

to the hammer cj lin ler.

1041, a plan corresponding to the

8042, a sectional elevation of the hammer-cylinder and
]

h all their i In

this vitw the hammer is supposed to have ju-t • i V. : .1 a blow upon the head of the pile, and the vaii-

irta of the valve-g( er are repri senti d in the positions they occupy at the commi . a fresh

str«>ke.

Fig. nt view of the hammer-cylinder and pile-case, with their various atti

Fig. 3044, a sectional elevation of the Bame parts as are represented in Fig. 8042, with 1

apparatus and val iwn in the positions they occupy when the hammer is about to fall.

Figs, 8045 and 3048, enlarged views of the trigger and parallel motion of th .

.

r detached,

rhese view- are' drawn to a Bcale of twice the size

"17 is a section of the hammer-block and hammer.
! 8048 is a BectionaJ plan of the pil a on the line 8— I. in Fig. 8043.

tional plan of thi nd hammer-block, taken on the line 5—8, in Fig 3042.

(ton.—There are two important features of novelty which Berve to distinguish the

m Pile Driving Engine from all Bucb as had previously been i

pose Thi e consist: First, in the direct manner in which the 'team is employed as the ag nt by which

f iron which bead of the pile is raised to the requin lly, in

it mode in which the pile, while being driven into the grow pport

that part of the apparatus which is dirt i oed in driving or forcing it into the 3oil —the appara-

tus in question tx rived that, as the pile
|

ind, th i Bup rincumbent ma
chinery shall follow down with it until it has reached the required depth.

the | uliar ana' ft rrcd to under the Becond lead, v,

i h the utmo I

and
]

i r\ e in the

i in w hich il

witho a the fricti if bands, or other appliances usunlly employed for that

hi ol the di

r which would

:iii A A, firmlj f

form, in which tin

I
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sions and weight to give the requisite stability and firmness to the entire structure, and to afford room

for the steam-boiler, the workmen, and all that is necessary for the accomplishment of the proposed

object. The great vertical guide-pole C C, on which the driving apparatus slides, is securely bolted t<

one side of the platform, the boiler being situated towards the opposite side, to counterbalance tin

weight of the former, and to afford an abutment for the diagonal timber supports D D, firmly bound tr

both by plates of iron and numerous bolts; the entire frame work of the machine is further secured by

the four adjustable tie-rods or stays bbbb, attached to the four corners of the stage and to the top ol

the upright. This latter i- surmounted by a cast iron socket-frame, supporting the brackets EE, which
carry a chain-pulley, over which works the great chain cc, < ne end of which is passed round a barrel
worked by a small steam-engine, as will be hereafter described, while the other end i I to, and
sustains the weight of, the pile-driving apparatus.

This consists of a steam-cylinder 1', with all the necessary appendages of
|

; ton, valves, &c, n^ will

be more particularly specified below; the lower flange of the cylinder is firmly bolted to the pile-case
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lar in the details of its construction to those of the direct action steam-hammer. For fuller informatioi

on these points, see Steam-Hammer.
F is the steam-cylinder, within which the power necessary for raising the hammer to the required

elevation three feet) is generated.

L, the steam-valve chest, holted to the lower side of the cylinder, within which the valve k is fitted

to work upon a face cast with the cylinder. The steam, after having accomplished its work, is permit-

ted to escape into the atmosphere by an oblong aperture I, formed in the cylinder-face ; and, to obviate

the risk of accident from the piston rising too high, a number of small round holes m m are formed near

3043.

the top of the cylinder, so that the steam may blow out into \\^ air wiicn the piston rises above their

It may here be remarked that the efficacy of the blows of the hammer, and the security from
damage to the parts of the machinery, are in this case, as in that of (lie steam forge-hammer, materially

(augmented by the recoil of the air or steam inclosed above the piston.

M, the piston,*formed of wrought-iron, and fitted with a single packing-ring.

N the piston-rod, having a cylindrical boss or enlargement n, at its lower extremity, for the purpose
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af affording means for securing a slightly elastic connection, by bard .

rod and hammer-block.
(

i, the 1 sting of a rectangular i

freely but without much play, within thi GG. It i- furnished with suitable I
ir the

be hammer, piston-rod, <fec, and for enabling it to rise clear of the cylin

pper extremity a recess in the form of a providi d, G i

the valve-lever so as to
]

raised the

hammer to a sufficient h

P, the hammer : a cylindrical block of cast-iron, formed with a slightly concave face, fitted into the

hammer-block, and fastened thereto by a wrought-iron key o, which at the

tion of the piston-rod. •

Q, the latch-lever working in a recess in the hammer-bl 9.) Thi

apparatus is fully described in the account of the Bteam-hammer.

p, a small solid pi-tun working in a cylindrical part of the valve-chest, and attached to the val

within

the vaJ o as to cause the steam-valve to assume the position indicated in Fig. 3042, unless

counteracted by a superior force.

i], the valve-"spindle,
,

and working in suitable bearing-;, so as to bring it under

the action i t' the trigger at tlie termination of the Btroke.

3047.
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attendant to throw the small chain-barrel into geer with the driving apparatus or disengage it at

I

laining details of this part of the process will be fully understood by reference to Fig.

3034, where ?. pile 11' is shown suspended from the chain a", ready to come under the action of the

y machinery. To adjust the pile-case over the head <!' tin' jiile at the commencement of the

driving, it is of course necessary that one or two men should be raised to the summit of the machine.

A rope i passed over a pulley at the top of the great upright, and wound round the barrel of a v in h

l", serves to accomplish this object.

The Loco mple, and will be at once understood by referring to Figs, i

anil 3037. A bevel-wheel f, fixed to the outer end of the shaft T, goers with another of equal diameter

working loose upon the shaft V, to which a pair of the locomotive wheels a a are fixed. "When it is

required to move the platform, with its superincumbent machinery, along the line of rails, a sliding-

clutch g is thrown into geer with the last-mentioned bevel-wheel, and is disengaged when the machine

has arrived at tin- d isire 1 position.

Action of the mac/tine.—The pile having been raised by means of the hoisting apparatus, and its

point having been set into the proper position, the pile-case G G, with its attached machinery, is low-

ered down over the head by reversing the small engine K, so that the jaws// rest upon the shoulders

of the pile, which sinks down into the ground by the effect of the superincumbent weight, till it has

reached soil sufficiently firm to support it ; this is indicated by the chain cc becoming slack. The pin-

ion y is then thrown out of geer, and the steam is admitted into the driving-cylinder F by turning the

handle i. The hammer-block O is by this means raised till the inclined plane o' o"', coming in contact

with the end of the valve-lever r, causes the valve k to assume the position represented in Fig.

3044. The steam which had served to raise the hammer is thus allowed to blow out into the air,

and the hammer descends and discharges its momentum in the form of an energetic blow upon the

head of the pile. During the descent of the hammer-block, the steam-valve is retained in its proper

position by the action of the trigger s, but by the effect of the concussion upon the head of the pile, the

valve-spindle is released from contact with the trigger, and the steam-valve assumes the position indi-

cated in Fig. 3042, in which circumstances the steam is allowed to act freely under the piston, for the

purpose of again raising the hammer.
Such is the rapidity with which these various movements and functions of the driving apparatus are

accomplished, that the machine may be easily made to perform 80 strokes per minute. Some idea may
be formed of the vast efficiency of this system of driving piles, when it is stated that, in ordinary

ground, piles of 14 inches square are driven at the rate of upwards of 10 feet per minute !

At the conclusion of the driving of each pile, the action of the hammer is arrested by turning the

handle i, which cuts off the supply of steam. The great chain-barrel pinion is then thrown into geer
witli the wheel on the barrel-shaft, and the small engine It is started, which rapidly raises the apparatus

off the head of the pile to the top of the great guide-pole C. In the mean time the locomotive action

is applied, and the machine brought opposite the next pile, when the process just described is repeated.

PILE-DRIVING MACHINE—THE AMERICAN STEAM. The following is a description of the

American steam pile-driving machine, and the operations for which it is applicable.

The machine consists of two pair of leaders, similar to the common hand machine, placed 6 feet from
centre to centre, and firmly bolted to a strong horizontal framing, and supported by two oblique lad-

ders. The frame is 9 feet wide to the outside of the framing, and 28 feet long ; it carries at one end
a locomotive boiler 11 feet long and 2 ft. 6 in. diameter, calculated to bear 120 lb. per square inch

pressure, but generally worked at 80 lb. per square inch, and about 100 strokes per minute. Under
the boiler is placed the supply cistern. In the centre of the framing, and on each side of the boiler, is a
pair of inclined cylinders 5i inch bore, with solid pistons working well without packing, and 14 inch

stroke, which act on right-angled cranks, and the geering, drums, &c, described in the motions of the

machine ; the shaft centres are 1' 3" apart, the sjnir-wheel has 56 and the pinion 19 teeth; bevels 101
and 40 teeth ; saw-pulley 1' 9" and 10i inches diameter. The ram is generally raised from 4 to 5

times a minute, the steam being at 80 lb. per square inch.

For river work the machine is made much more compact, the apparatus is placed on each side and
over the boiler, so that the stage is little more than half the length of the machine shown in the en-

graving, and it is also sometimesmade with an apparatus for driving one pile only, consequently rc-

quiring smaller power.
In the drawing, Fig. 8050 is a side elevation of the machine; Fig. 3051 elevation in front of leaders,

show ing saw, &c.
;

I'vj;. S052 a section taken in front of geering, etc. ; Fig. 3053 a plan of geering end with
leader-- and ladders removed, and showing saw in plan; similar letters refer to similar parts in each figure.

Taking up tlir pile.—The ram A being secured by placing the stop B under it, by means of the small
ropes attached to the latter, and jDassing over the small pulleys C (J, to within three feet of the stage.

The dogs D are made fast to the pile, Fig. 3052, the rope attached to which passes upwards through
the small guide-pulleys and over the outer pulley E, passes downwards and is coiled round the pulley
V fixed "ii the shaft G, which

I
to revolve, raises the pile to its place between the leader

is then secured by the loose stay II and the iron work IV placed round it for guiding it perpendicularly.

Driving tht pile.—The stop i: being withdrawn from under the ram A. the rain is raised by a rope.

which, being seem, 1 to a staj le on the top journal, passes down under the pulley I, then upwards over
the pulley K. and again downwards to the drum L, upon which the rope is coiled. The drum is placed
on the shaft G, which i- made to revolve by the spur-wheel N working in the pinion O on the lower

ifl revolves by the action of two cranks Q,Figs. 3050 and 3052, placed on each end of

the shaft P ;
the cranks are angles to each other, and are worked by the connecting-rods It

attached to the piston-rods, which are furnished with slide parallels, as shown in Fig. 8050. The slide-

valves of the piston are worked by the eccentric V on the end of the -haft 1'. Steam is supplied to

the cylinder by the pipe S from the boiler T; the boiler is supplied with water from the cistern M,
Fig. 8050, by the pump W, which is worked by the eccentric rod X fixed on the spur nave at Y, cr by
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For the steam machine it requires to work the engine and apparatus for driving two piles at one time,

with a ram weighing 1 6 cwt, the following men : an engine-tender, one man for throwing each apparatus

iu and out of geer, and one man to attend to each pile, making altogether five men for driving two piles

For the ordinary machine it requires four men to work the crab-engine for lifting a ram of the same

305-2.

weight, and one man to attend to the driving of the pile, making five men for each pile, or 10 men for

two piles. With the steam machine the ram is lifted four or five times in a minute, thereby the opera-

tion of driving the pile is very short in comparison with the ordinary machine. The cost of the steam

machine, with an engine of ten horse-power, tubular boiler and apparatus, is about $3500, and the cost

of the ordinary pile-driving machine, with crab-engine, is about §350.

:s(mvj

n T~

U 3
PILING MACHINE. Fig. 3054 represents the side elevation, Fig. 3055 the front elevation, Fig

8056 the plan, and Fig. 3057 a section of a pile-driver used at the construction of the Dry Dock. Brook
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!vn Navy Yard, drawn to a scale of 8 feet to an inch. Fig. 3083 is a plan of the hammer, weighing

4050 pounds.

Figs. 3061, 3059, and 30G0 are plan, elevation, and section of the nippers.

Fig. 3062, plan and elevation of head-pulley.

These machines were operated bysteam : the fall passing through the leading-blocks to the drum o;

a steam engine.

PILE, SCREW AND SCREW MOORING. To Alexander Mitchell, Esq., of Belfast, Ireland, the

profession is indebted for this discovery, by means of which we are now able to construct permanent

foundations in deep water, on shoals of sand, mud, clay, or gravel, or in fact on any bottom, excepting

solid rock, and to moor shipping of the largest class with a degree of security never before attained.

S003

8064

The plan which appeared best adapted for obtaining a firm hold of soft ground or sand, was to insert

to a considerable distance beneath the surface a bar of iron, fig. 3063, having at its lower extremity a

broad plate, or disk of metal, in a spiral or helical form, on the principle of the screw, in order that it

should enter the ground with facility, thrusting aside any obstacles to its descent, without materially dis-

turbing the texture of the strata it passed through, and that it should at the same time offer an ex-

tended base, either for resisting downward pressure, or an upward strain.

3066

_
Whether this broad spiral flange, or " ground-screw," as it may be termed, be applied to the foot of a

pile to support a superincumbent weight, or be employed as a mooring to resist an upward strain, its

holding power entirely depends upon the area of its disk, the nature of the ground into which it i*' in-

serted, and the depth to which it is forced beneath the surface.

The proper area of the screw should, in every case, be determined by the nature of the, ground in
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r,-hich it is to Lo placed, and which must be perimcnt. The largest size

nitherto used has been 4 feet in diameter; but within certain si.: .;ufac-

tnring them, the dimensiona may be extended to mi
, and may be said to be limited only bj

the power available for forcing them into the ground.

Either the screw-pile or the screw-mooring can be ei TOund, hard
rock alone . ical form enables it to force its way anion, [even to thrust

aside medium-sized boulders. In ports, harbor seldom met
with, except in detached masses, the ground being usually an accumulation of alluvial deposit, which
is well adapted for the reception of such fonn I o that in which they ai

required.

The ground-screw has been already extensively
i vera! purposes, and il

; ty to

many others will be evident from a succinct account of its present employment.
The fixed or permanent moorings at present most commonly used are of two kinds—the span-chain

i:l the .-inker, or mooring-block.

The former of these consists of chain of considerable length, .stretched along the ground
a the river), and retained by heavy anchors, or mooring blocks, at either end, and to the o

of the ground-chain the buoy-chain is shackled.

The other kind, which is more generally employed, consists of a heavy sinker, to which a strong chain

is attached, extending to a buoy shackled at the other end (fig. 3004). This sinker, which is a block of

or iron, is either laid upon the surface of the ground, or is placed in an excavation prepared foi

its reception. Asa simple, effective, and at the same time an inexpensive mode of holding the buoy-
chain down, Mr. Mitchell adopted m of the screw-pile, fig 3065, becam I facil-

ities for entering the ground, and when arrived at the reqni iter holding

power than any other form.

livery description of earth is more or less adhesive, and the greater its tenacity, the larger must h<

the portion disturbed, before the mooring can be displaced by any direct force. The mass i f ground
fleeted, in the case of the screw-mooring, is in the form of a frustrum of a cone, inverted

; that

at the surface, the breadth of the base being in proportion to the tenacity of the

ground; thi I on by a cy roal to its i depth,

and the water again bears the weight of a column of air ter of the cylinder.

It is evident, then-lore, that it' a cast iron .-
| irtain

depth, it must afford a firm point of attachment tor a buoy-chain in '-very direction (tig. 3066), aim will

tance, even to a vertical .-train, whi >ves fatal to .-inker moorings,

ling (as they do) chiefly on their specific gravity.

The fir.-t trials were upon a comparatively -mall scale; but their success was so d< t the

lre-rits of the moorings were aekno'w I their rise soon became extended.

depth to which these moorings have been sen is from 8 to 18 feet; th

b where the soil is of a firm and unyielding description, and the latter di pth i^ found to give Buffi-

cient firmm m. It is evident from its form, that every part of the Bcrew-mooring

far beneath the surface, i t a vessel from receiving injury from grounding immedis
i it, the mooring (bain alone protruding from the ground: and it is also obvious that anchors,

dropped in the neighborhood, cannot ed into or get foul of th
I alone being at-

tached to the- ground.

In fixing these the ports and harbors where tie : ,< hitherto

i generally compelled to avail th d ly means within their

a floating stage, or platform, on which the men could execute the work.
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power. It consisted of a jointed rod 30 feet long, and ljj- inch in diameter, having at its foot a spiral

flange of 6 inches diameter. It was moved round by means' of cross levers, keyed upon the borino--rod

and upon these levers, when the screw was turned to the depth of 27 feet, a few hoards were laid, form
ing a platform sufficiently large to support twelve men. A bar was then driven into the bank at soms
distance, its top being brought to the same level as that of the boring-rod. Twelve men were thes
placed upon the platform to ascertain if their weight, together with the apparatus, in all about one ton,

sufficed to depress the screw. After some time the men were removed, and the level was again applied|

but no sensible depression of the screw could be observed.

The inference from it was, that if a screw of 6
inches in diameter could support one ton, one of

4 feet diameter was capable of supporting at

least 64 tons, the comparative area of their sur-

faces being as the square of their diameters ; but
this experiment was nothing more than an ap-

proximation to the truth, a continuous surface

possessing a much greater sustaining power than
the same area in detached portions.

In fixing the foundation piles for the Maplin
Sand Lighthouse, a raft of 36 feet square was
used as a stage, or platform, upon which the men
worked, as barges would have been too high

from the surface, and " it was necessary to ground the raft itself,"

before the piles could be screwed down to the required depth,

their heads being only a short distance above the bank. The
raft was constructed of balks of American timber bolted together,

leaving an aperture of two feet in width from one side to the cen-

tre, by which the pile was brought to its position.

A screw-pile lighthouse of iron has been constructed on the

Brandywine Shoal, in Delaware Bay, under the orders of the

Bureau of Topographical Engineers. This work being very much
exposed to the action of fields of drift ice during the winter

months, it was deemed prudent to protect it by an exterior work
that should serve as an ice-fender : this consists of 30 screw-piles

of wTrought-iron of 5 inches diameter. These 30 piles are placed

in symmetrical order, so as to form an oblong hexagon, 75 feet.

on the largest diameter, and 45 feet on the shorter. The piles are

framed together at their heads by ties of 3-inch round iron, keyed
into cast-iron sleeves fitted to the pile-heads. A similar system

of ties connects the piles at the plane of low water. The nine

piles that form the foundation of the lighthouse are inclosed in

this system, which has been found, during a series of winters, a

most effectual protection against the heaviest drifts of field-ice

—

no injury whatever having thus far been sustained by any part of

the work.

Under the same Bureau, a screw-pile lighthouse of great size

has been commenced on the Florida Beefs at Sand Key, and the

foundation already completed. This work is quite peculiar, and

has many novel features. The principal one is, however, the

modification of the form of the screw, into something like a screw

auger, enabling the engineer thereby to penetrate through solid

masses of coral, of which these reefs are entirely composed. This

invention enables the government to erect a chain of lights along

the whole reef (upwards of 250 miles long), and right on the edge

of the Gulf stream.

Previously it was thought impracticable to locate any perma-

nent structure on these reefs, as in hurricane seasons they arc

deeply submerged, and exposed to a tremendous sea from the Gulf

stream. By means of the screw-pile, as modified for this locality,

all difficulties are now surmounted, and it is supposed that within

a few years the whole reef will be illuminated, and rendered

safely navigable.

The superintendent of the United States Coast Survey has

adopted this modified screw-pile to establish, on the Florida

Beefs, his marks of triangulation, the old form of tripod being

annually washed away, and their replacement attended with a

great expense. To the screw is attached a tube of cast-iron 8

fe-?i long; by means of this tube, which takes the place of the ordinary pile, the screw is inserted into

the reel' 4 or •"> feet deep. A long signal pole, with a cone or ball on top, is then inserted in the iron

tube, and will stand erect during the heaviest storms. The number of wrecks on these reefs has greatly

dininished since the operations of the Coast Survey were commenced.
Three beacons have been erected by Mitchell & Son for the Dublin Ballast Board, on the Kish Bank,

the Arklow Bank, and the Blackwater Bank, which are parts of the same shoal. These have all been
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put flown with the intention of placing lighthouses on thi ir suffci

no change hy the action of the sea. Afi these beacons are similar in form and principle

each consisting ol
' wrought-iron in two joints, connected by a -•

'pling,

and measuring, when togi ther, 63 fi i I in le igth ; their diameter at tb jrounfl is 8 ii.

diminishing from thence both up and down.

The incompressible nature of the sand offering considerable opp< :' the pile,

screws of only 2 feet in diameter were n i the top of each pile, when fixed, a ball was placed

of 3 feet C inches diameter. The screws used for the Blackwater and the '.

of malleable iron, and turned in the lathe, at great expense; but that will probabhj tin be

- they can generally be quite as well made of cast-iron, and at much
One of these beacons was fixed in June, 1843, the other two in the summer of 1846, and are all

standing, though two of them diverge considerably from the perpendicular, having been frequently

struck by vessels in heavy weather.

The engineer of the Great Portland Breakwater, which the British government have or!

constructed as a harbor of refuge for the Channel fleets, has applied the screw-pile in a novel and effi-

cient manner. On the axial line of the breakwater a viaduct of screw-piles is erected, bearing a railway,

which extends inland to the quarries, and is prolonged seaward as fast as the growth of the work requires.

Tb'.' .-tone of which the breakwater is to consist is thus brought direct from the quarry by rail, to ti

and there dumped into the water. The screw-pile viaduct is of course buried up in the mass of the

breakwater ; but an enormous saving has been effected by this arrangement, when compared with that

pursued at the Plymouth Works. An extensive railway viaduct was erected on screw-piles over the

fens of Linconshire in 1849, by Mr. W. Cubitt, anil other similar structures are now in progress.

Messrs. Ransomes and May (of Ipswich, England) have constructed several kinds of cast-iron screw-

points, shown in figs. 30G9, 3070, 3071, and 3072.

Fig. 3069 Bhows the largest size, weighing 2

cwt. .". qrs. Ill for whole timber piles,

which are often so splintered and -battered, and
even set on fire, by the rapid blows of the steam

pile-driver, when traversii ground, and
where wroutrht-iron shoes are geni rally crushed
into the timber even in ordinary ground, with
the force of the common pile-engine. The small

sc: . ens tb.' way for the conical part,

and the larger Bcrew not only draws the pile

down, but, when it has penetrated to a sufficient

depth, i
.'. f..r preventing

further depression. Thus several feet of timho
mu-" aeral length of ti

can he reduced, as it wfl] ater weight
and otl'er a more solid base when intro .

to a less distance, than when if rests upon the

ordinary sharp, wrought-iron pointed shoe.

B0T1

81 69
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The cast-iron screw socket-points, fig. 30G9, have recently been very successfully applied for the sup
porting posts or columns of timber-sheds and buildings for railway stations and other purposes.

Fig. 3072 shows the applicability to smaller objects, and a tent-pin has been selected as the most fainil

iar example, as it requires to be removed so frequently, and shows the use that may be made of the

screw for the standards of fencing, and for an infinite number of agricultural and other purposes.

The diagram given below represents four lighthouses that have been erected on the "skeleton frame
tower system," with screw-pile foundations. The whole of these structures are drawn to one scale, bc

that at a glance their comparative magnitudes in elevation and area of foundations are immediately
visible. The Brandywine Lighthouse is erected upon the shoal of that name at the mouth of Delaware

Bay, and was lighted in 1851. It stands upon nine piles of 5-A- inches diam-
eter, tapering from the screw (which is 3 feet diameter) to the top, where the
diameter is reduced to 4 inches. The diameter of the foundation is 42 feet,

and the height of the superstructure above the shoal is 70 feet. There arc two
series of tension braces. The keeper's house is entirely of cast-iron, circular

Comparative Magnitude of Lighthouses erected on the Screw-Pile system.

Scale 50 feet to 1 inch.

Coral Reef.

Sand Key, 1851. Brandywine, 1849. Maplin, 1 I Fleetwood, 18S9.

in form, and consists of two stories. The prevalence of vast fields of ice in the Delaware in winter,

rendered it advisable to protect the frame of the tower by surrounding it with a system of thirty 5

inch screw-piles, arranged in the foam of a hexagon of 75 by 45 feet, the longer axis of the polygon

being pai-allel to the thread of the current. This ice-breaker has proved perfectly efficient after a trial

of seven winters.

The screw-pile lighthouse at Sand Key, constructed by I. W. P. Lewis, is different in design and de-

tail from all that have preceded it. On reference to the diagram, it will be seen that the base is square.

It was found while constructing the Brandywine and Carysfoot lighthouses, that there was a want of

rigidity in the frame-tower, and that the application of any external force produced a vibratory move-
ment about the central axis of the frame. Secondly, it was observed that in tying all the horizontal

framing to a common centre, there was a veiy unequal distribution of metal and strength—the centre pile

bearing 6 or 8 times the load borne by any one of the angle piles. Both these important defects are

entirely remedied by adopting the square base. The tower at Sand Key requiring to be of the first

class, it was decided to increase the number of piles to 1G, and one auxiliary pile in the centre to bear

the weight of the staircase. The foundation thus is formed of 17 screw-piles of 8 inches diameter, armed
with a modified form of screw 2 feet in diameter. A survey in 1850 by the engineer, enabled him tc

design a form of screw, similar in principle to a centre-bit auger, which should with a very slow motion

fut its way through the coral. This screw was entirely successful ; being slowly turned by powerful

machinery, it descended through the coral about 2 inches for each revolution.

The screws are bored 12 feet into the reef, and the pile-heads being framed and braced together aa

shown in the diagram, a perfec ' rigid and firm foundation is obtained.

The superstructure of the frame-tower consists of six series of cast-iron tubular columns, framed to-

gether with wrought-iron ties at each joint, and braced diagonally on the faces of sach tier, as seen in

the diagram ; the rigidity of such a system of pillars and braces can be easily estimated.

The keeper's house rests on a floor of cast-iron, supported upon cast-iron girders and joists, at the

height of 20 feet above the plane of the foundation top ; this is higher by 15 feet than the great hnrri-
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cane tub of 1846, and beyond the any sea that could rise > surrounding

forming s perfect bn al;

The found ighthouse measun • S

is 132 t, or 120 f igh-water leveL The •'

thrown up by the com' - of wind and tide, to the height oi : mean high wafc ,

in depth about 2 feet below low-water level.

PIN-MAKING MACHINE. An imj hod of making pins, by John J. Bo\<
Hav< ;

r
. The wire having been properly straightened and placed in a coil upo

reel, and having one of its end-; introduced in a proper manner into the machine, is,
i

dons, drawn in and converted into pins, by the action of the machine ; each pin so made bytl
c insisting of a single piece of metal >>r wire, the head of the pin being up

a 1, and the other end being sharpened in a suitable manner, to form the point The following i- a

full and exact description thereof, and of the manner of constructing and using th

had to the accompanyii
The individual parts of the machine are marked in the drawings with capital letters, with small

letters, and with numb tively; and the same marks of reference refer in all cases to the same
or similar parts.

Oft .—The machine is put in motion through a driving-shaft F, which has its

rmed in the porl : fixed frame, shown in Fig. 3064. 'I
I ed at right

a to the main-shaft B, and both of -aid shafts are in a horizontal position in the Bame plan

sacb other.

i in the outer en 1 of the shaft F are fixed a fast pulley 1, a loose pulley 2, a fly-wheel 3, and a pulley l,

for driving the shaft L, which carries the pulleys 45 for driving the pointing mill-:, and on the inner end
of -aid -baft F is fixed a bevel-pinion G. The aforesaid bevel-pinion Q works into the bevel-wheel K,

which is fixed on the -baft B, -ail w heel having four times the number of teeth of the pinion G,so that

four revolutions of the driving-shaft F communicate one revolution to the shaft 1'.. The horizontal
-'

i- connected with the vertical Bhaft c by bevel and - 'bat both the -aid shafts revolve in

me time in the direction indicated by thi i£ is shown i i I

The mitre bevel-wheel HI on the shaft 1! works into the mitre bevel-wheel H2, which has it- axis

beneath the Bhaft B. On the axis of the bevel wheel 11- is 6 . -..heel

1.', which works into a similar spur-wheel fixed on the vertical shaft .-.

The pulley 4, Fig. 3067, is connected by a belt to the pulley ."> on the shaft I., for the purp
municating an accelerated rotary motion to the Bhaft L. On the -baft L are tin- pulleys 45, which are

lively connected by bands 1 l with the pulli 3063, on thi r Bpindles i<i the

mills or revolving circular files 38, for the purpose of communicating the necessary rapi 1 rotary motion
1 mills, by which the point- of tie- pins are ground and sharpened.

Of thefee* •

i a perspective view of the combined apparatus for

in and cutting off the wire, with a portion of the Semicircular horizontal part of ihe frame,

to which the principal parts of said apparatus are attached, tuber view- of said ape repre-

!. The fixed portion of the feeding apparatus consists of a hoi

la and two anna, 86 and ling in a perpendicular direction from the under side of -aid

horizontal portion. The horizontal portion 8a has an oblong opening through it, extending in a hori-

zontal direction from within toward- the shaft e outwards. The two vertical surfaces of said portii

are dri bt and parallel with each other, and the two si aforesaid oblong opening

: straight and parallel with each other. A Blide 9d\ which n ai i against the front vertical
:' the porn 1 through the -aid op • with a cap, which rests against

the back vertical .and the portion by which the sli Dnnected with the

• formed and fitted into -aid opening as to allow -aid slide I

backward,! am other direction. The slide 9a has

horizoi ntre of its face. 1

1

itally

throuf le, through which, and also tl

purp' !i end of the slide, I 1 in a horizontal direction from right I

i by a hole in in centre on th bind which the <

. 1 1 of the i

the lever 1 1 is joi

itb two hi i ai the mani
f w hich thi

- and then i

i thi u

.

in tie

by which il

; oi the fixed fi

! 1/..
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A gage-screw 15 is fitted into the exterior end of the portion Sa of the foeder-frame, against the poin'

of which the slide of the feeder stops, when it is carried back in the manner above described by the

spring 14. By turning the aforesaid gage-scrfiw 15 out or in, the length of the portion of wire intro

dueed at each operation of the feeder may be graduated according to the proposed length of the pin

When in the rotation of the cam a its rib al comes against the plate 11J of the lever 11, it crowds the

lower end of said lever back in the direction of thelength of the shaft B, so as to press its upper oi

forked end against the cap 10, pressing said cap against the wire, so that the wire is embraced and
firmly held between said cap 10 and the face of the slide 9, and while the wire continues to be held the
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rising face on the periphery of the cam a inst the stud lie? of the lever 11, crowding the lower

end of aaid lever back in a direction at right an length of the -haft B, and o

carrying forward the upper or forked end of said lever, which, holding on to the Btud '.'•• of the feeder bj

the fork in its end, carries forward the feeder, holding the wire in the inarm, r above described.

In the regular operation of the machine, where the wire i< carried forward by the feeder, the i

the wire enters one of the pointing chucks hereinafter described, which is in read ive it ; and

in order to insure the entrance thereof a guide is placed near the extremity of said chuck: said guide is

in the form of a hollow cone, having its apex directed towards the chuck, ami its base towards the

feeder. There must be a perforation at the apex of the cone to allow the wire to pass through in a

straight line from the feeder to the chuck; ana there must also be an opening made in its side to allow

the chuck to carry the pin. or wire, out laterally : Baid guide may be attached to the cutter-stand or any

convenient part of the fixed frame.

Before tli fore described, of the cam •/. leave 1 17. the rib

am will 1. I
, o in allow ii to retract the forked end of the lever 1 1 from

the cap 1" ; and afterwards sajd 1

- 1 1 . 1

1

'. 1 it i Itop I :
'

r the u ire, and also for hold -

been introduced by the feeder, while tin

order < pported 1

1 which is 1

behind th< rcprcsi nt< d i I

land 16 il !
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Ihe portion Sd of the feeder-frame, furnishing in front towards the vertical shaft c (or the centre of th<

revolving table D) a vertical plain surface at right angles to the line in which the wire is fed into the

machine. To the aforesaid vertical face of the portion 10>d of the cutter-stand is fitted a steel plate

This plate has a hole through it of a suitable size and in a proper situation to let the wire pass

through it in a straight line from the feeder to the pointing chuck, into which chuck the wire enters,

previous to a portion of it being cut off to form a pin. A steel cutter 18 is fitted into a groove or

60cket in the cutter-stock 19, so as to admit of its being adjusted and fixed therein by screws, and te

cause the cutting edge of said cutter to lie flat against the plate. The cutter-stock 19 is jointed to the

vertical portion 16d of the cutter -.and by means of a centre-screw 22, so that 19 forms the short arm
of which l$d forms the long arm.

A small projection or plate 19c extending from the edge of the arm IQd of said lever rests upon the

periphery of the cutter-cam 6, and a stud standing out laterally from said arm 19<i at right angles to

the plane of its motion on its centre 22, rests against the side of said cam b, on which side the acting

parte of said cam are formed. The cam b is circular and concentric with the shaft B on which it is

fixed, and lias its acting parts formed on the side of it next to the aforesaid stud of the lever 19.

il is a recess or low part, which is connected by an inclined portion at one of its extremities to the

I part J>2, and sA its other extremity to the tooth or pivot 63 ; the portion or face bi is a plain

surface coinciding with the plane in which the earn 5 revolves; and the tooth 63 is a wedge-shaped
projection raised upon one extremity of the face 62. A spiral Bpring 235, which connects the extrem-

I
the arm 19cZwith the fixed frame, serves to draw said arm in a direction contrary to that in

which it is moved by the action of the cam 6, and to retract the cutter immediately after its action
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in cutting off the - ' must b adjusted on the shaft B,i i '/. sc

that it- n • 1 will be oppositi r 19 during the time in which the

said cam d in carrying forwards the feeder t>> fei 1 in tl

to hold the >>
I r in its advanced position, and before tb its hold upon the wire,

in the mam er 19,

i npon the wire and hold it without cut
: and while the

62oi the c sing the stud, and e tooth 63 r

relax its •_•.
i fore the feeder begins to ad\ rhile it rema

ary in ition, the tooth 53 of tl -t pass the stud, by which th

will be suddenly further advnnced to cut off the wire close to the face of the p] I which the

itter plays, and by the reaction of the spring 236 the stud will be drawn

low part 61 of the cutter-cam, so as to retract the cutter ! way. to allow the feeder t«> intro-

oother succeeding portion of wire. The length of wire fed in and cut off at each operation oi

the feeding and cutting apparatus is equal to the length of the ] in I . and a portion of wire
sufficient) by being raised or upset and prop to form thi

of the pin.

Of the pointin I revolving to its.—In the pro
of sharpening the points of the pins made by the machine herein described, the piece of wire

is held and turned round bj a chuck formed at the extremity of a revolving axis, in :l manner similar to
that in which a piece of work i- held and turned in the chuck of a turning-lathe; bul the end of the
v. ire i to the requisite tapering and pointed fori u of circuit

iiu .ii of turning. 'I')" i

such chucks, mounted in suitable I living table D. The revolvii

izontal po i!i"ii i'ii the vertical shaft e, as is Bhown
fitted to the tabli i

allow said I of motion, when
i intcrmittin \ motion. 'I be uppci I

i tin' pointin

k or under ride a hull, which n i ollar on ii

bolo in the Inid 1.
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tically downward?, which is divided at its lower edge into eight equal divisions or teeth, similar to saw
teeth, as is shown in Fig. 3068. In said Fig. 3068 the above-described rim is represented in section

with all the other parts of the table removed, in order to show the aforesaid divisions or teeth, which are

marked in the figure D 1 to 8.

There is a semicircular groove formed around the circumference of the aforesaid rim, above the bot
toms of its teeth, to receive the clip-band ef. The clip-band e/is formed of a band of round iron or

wire of a size to fit the aforesaid groove. The ends of said rod e (being straight) are passed through
eyes in the yokes/, and arc secured in that situation by nuts which are screwed on to said ends of the

rod e. The yoke/ is placed in a horizontal position, and presents towards the table D a concave side,

which is fitted to the groove in the rim of said table. Said yoke/has a vertical shot formed through

it, the longitudinal centre of which is in continuation of a right line extending horizontally outwards

from the centre of the axis c. By means of a stud 23 which extends upwards in a perpendicular direction

through the aforesaid shot in yoke/ from the end of the lever g to which said stud is attached, a con-

nection is formed between said yoke/ and said lever g, so that when said lever g is moved horizontally

to the right or left hand, it communicates a corresponding movement to said yoke. The lever g l?

connected by a vertical axis 24 to the fixed frame, as is shown also at 2-4 in Figs. 30C3 and 3064 ; it

has a broad part in which is a slot or opening of sufficient dimensions to allow the shaft c to pass through

It, and to allow said lever to move forwards and backwards to a certain extent around its axis 24. A
stud 25 is attached to the broad part of the lever g, in a suitable position to receive the action of the

cam h, which is fixed on the vertical shaft c. The cam h has two eccentric faces on its periphery, viz..

the longer face hi which extends around three-fourths of the circle of the periphery ; and the shorte»
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face /<2 which occupies one-fourth of said circle A spring 26 conm of the lev< r g with the

fixed frame, and draws said lever in such a direction as to incline the stud 25 of said lever inwar
ward< ill,- vertical a\i

In tlic machine herein described tin' cam h U placed beneath the lever /, and the stud 25 is affixed to

the under side of said lever. In Fig. 8068 said cam h is repn 1 lever, and the stud 25

affixed to its upper side, in order to -how the action of said cam upon said stud.

There i- a Bpring-catch -7 attached to the

girt A6, which allows the table D to m
round freely in the direction of the arrow, l.-.

yielding under the inclined faces of th

D of said table; but which prevents or arrests

a retrograde movement "f said table, by
springing up behind the perpendicular fao -

of said teeth and catching against one <>!' -aid

perpendicular faces if an effort be made t<>

-aid table in a retrograde diri

'['he table moves forwards around the axis <

in the direction indicated by the arrow :
i

on the rim <l of said table, as shown in Fig

. one-eighth of a revolution at each

olution of the shaft <•. It occupies one-fourth

of the time of a revolution of the shaft c in

making said movement, and it remains at resl

during three fourths of the time of a revolu-

tion of -aid -hat't <•. The aforesaid alternate

periods of motion and rest of th.- table I > are

produced by the abo 1 combina-
tion, which is marked in the figures referred

to in ing description with the fol-

lowing letters and figun -
: 0, D, '. il to B,)

../, •_':;.//. 24, A I. A I, Ah, 27A, 1 to

in the following manner; that is to -a'.

posing all the parts of the aforesaid combi-
i which are shown in to be

in the positions relatively to each other in

which they are represented, and that the

shaft t and the cam h are in the act of re-

volving in the direction indicated by the ar-

rows; the face h\ of the cam A advancing
against the stud 25 of the lever a, will carry
back -aid lever, and with it the clip band
fe ; but the table I » v. ill be pr ;v< nted from mm ing I with the clip band < f in consequence oi

the tooth oi equently the clip-band will slip round in

the gri
I table J), and said table 1) will remain stationary.

PIPE MACHINE, LEAD. Until 1820 lead pipe was manufactured by i i drawing
thing similar to I twing. In I^l'i), Burr took out a patent in Ei

on the
•

machine is re]

-

U u
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to illustrate the principle of its fiction, without aiming at accuracy rf detail.) A hollow cylinder c, of

cast iron (fig. 3077) is furnished with a steel die c7, of the shape and dimensions of the outside of the pro-

posed pipe. A solid piston or ram n, of cast iron, fits this hollow cylinder as snugly as possible, without

friction. To the bottom of this piston is affixed a steel mandril or core m, of the length of the cylinder,

and of the diameter of the bore of the proposed pipe. When this piston is withdrawn from the cylinder,

the point of the mandril is just within the die at the bottom of the cylinder. The cylinder is then filled

with melted lead, which is allowed to set. By the action of a hydrostatic press the cylinder is then

raised between guides, or the piston lowi bters not which), and the solid lead is forced by the

action of the piston through the die, and enveloping the mandril runs off the point of the latter as leac

pipe. This action continues until the piston has reached the bottom of the cylinder, when the mandril

projects nearly its whole length through the bottom of the cylinder.

This was a great improvement on the old method of drawing, but yet accompanied with some objec-

tions, one of the most prominent being that, for small pipe, the mandril lacked stiffness to preserve itsell

from derangement, and the pipe in consequence was irregular in its thickness.

To obviate this, Hanson took out a patent in Aug., 1837, the principle of which was, that the mandril

was short, and instead of heing fixed to the bottom of the piston or ram, as before, was fixed within

the cylinder, and a few inches from the die to a plate or diaphragm, stretched across the cylinder a

(fif. 3078). The mandril in this case being immovably fixed concentric with the die. To enable the lead

to arrive at the die and mandril, this diaphragm or "bridge" was perforated by four large holes, shown

in plan fig. 3079, through which the lead in a solid state was forced by the action of the ram, but united

a< rain after passing the bridge and before reaching the die and mandril point.

By this means, it is true, the irregularity of the action of the man-
dril in Burr's plan was avoided, but at a great expense of power, and

the pipe made was inferior, the lead not uniting after passing the

bridge so perfectly, but that the pipe manufactured by this machine
would split at the points corresponding to the divisions of the " bridge."

To overcome this difficulty, as well as that of Burr's, was the object

of the patent of Tateham, dated Oct., 1841, in which the piston is

truly bored from end to end, and a larger mandril or shaft (fig. 3080)
fitted within, nearly of the length of the cylinder, into the bottom of

which is fixed the short core or mandril for the bore of the pipe, the

mandril remaining as in Hanson's plan, fixed just within the die.

As the hollow piston descends* upon the lead (the mandril shaft

% rising meanwhile within it), the latter is forced around the shoulder of

' the mandril, and so through the die into pipe.

At first sight, and in model, this plan would appear to be very effec-

tual, but in practice it is attended with some objections, the principal

of which is the difficulty of preserving the smooth, and at the same
time tight action of the hollow piston, and the mandril shaft moving
within it.

It will he readily foreseen that the great power necessary for the

manufacture of pipe, will force the lead between the mandril shaft and
the bore of the piston, increasing the friction to a very great extent.

Cornell's improvements consist simply in making the pipe from that

part of the lead subjected to the action of the power, and not to move the mass of compressed lead

through the cylinder to the die. This is effected by making the piston or ram a die holder, and hollow,

and affixing the mandril to the bottom of the cylinder, and extending it to the die in the piston bottom
(fig. 3081). The effect is evident.

The instant the piston commences its movement, pipe is formed at the die, at one half the expenditure

of power necessary when the mass of lead is moved through the cylinder.

PISE-AYORK. A method of constructing very durable walls of kneaded earth. Any kind of earth

that will sustain itself with a small slope, is adapted to the purpose; but that best suited to it is clay,

containing small gravel of sufficient consistence to be dug with a spade. It is first well beaten, then

screened to separate stones larger than a common hazel nut ; after which, it is wetted sufficiently tb

enable it to retain the form given to it by kneading between the fingers. It is now fit for use, and in

applying it to build a wall, a sort of movable bos or mould is made for the intended wall, of deal planks

put together with their joints ploughed, and tongued, and strengthened with clamps on the outside.

These frames rest on cross pieces or putlocks, which pass through the thickness of the wall, and near

the ends are mortices, into which are placed upright pieces, secured by wedges at the bottom, and tied

with ropes. These uprights are set to the intended thickness of the wall, which is about 20 inches at

bottom, and gradually diminishes upwards. The frames are steadied at the top by means of cross

sticks or struts, and the ropes arc made tight by twisting them with a small piece of wood placed be-

tween the folds. The frames being properly fixed, the earth is thrown in, and worked like concrete or

mortar; to allow the putlocks to be readily withdrawn, the parts, shout them must be well wetted.

In commencing a wall, the first frame is put at one of the extremities, and the end of the frame closed

by planks secured by iron cramps; at the other part, where there is no end, the wall is to be sloped .off

at an angle of about 00°, for facility in joining on the next piece. In commencing the work, the bottom
being well cleaned and sprinkled with Avater, the laborers bring the masons the prepared earth, and

it with their feet into a bed 3 or 4 inches thick; they then ram it down with a rammer. In ram-

* -For convenience, we assume that the pi ton descends in all these machines, ns it matters butJittle in elucidating

the principle whether the piston descends or the eylindi r o <, nd . 1 at the former method is more cutil.y compre-
hended.
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mini:, it is I ke the worl t, and unite it with

previously done. By means of the rammer, the first layi

on tli • manner, and so on, until the.

case is filled. The frame is then taken down, and moved furtl covers

the inclined part. rer alltheapi /some
month- •

rface may 1

1

Coi • ey tire termed in

chop] 2 feet thick,

: mnsi

e carefully pared down with an iron coh parer, whii

tucco "r plaster, and if kept dry at il bundation, il

Walls similar to pise-work a this country with cen

- : the into
'

• in its rongl as the wall
;

.

PISTOL. & e Gun.

PISTON. See Pomp—Engine, etc.

PLANES AND CHISELS.* if we drive an axe, r.r a thin «

it will split the same into two parts through the natural 1'

and the rigidity t will

ur, when we attempt to rem
hatchet, adze, paring or drawing knife, the paring ' nilar tool. - hip h
too rigid to hend to the edge of the tool, : and with a naked tool, the

bplitting will dhly final] I >n the insti harp, and it is applied to so small a

quantity of the material, that the shaving can bend or ply to the tool, and then only will the work ba

r will exhibit a true copy of rument, in i

showing the natural disruption or tearing

axe or hatchet with t' id splitting, when appli hg tho

surface of a block, must be direct jle, whichwi
a than that of the

nearly hori hatchet in its turn is greatly inferior t > the adze, in which the b

J po-

: for the surface to he wrought. The instrument is held in both bands, whilst th

; .;s work in a sto< ing position, the handle being from twenty-tour to thirr

weight of the blade from two to four pounds.

The chisel adc i

' lly placed, as to position, and when the tool j, very flat,

. tilted ap, it produces ver ' 1 in the m mths of plane-. The chisel when
. is struck with a wooden mallet, but in many cases it i- men ly thrust forward

handle. The paring-knife, exhibits also a peculiar hut most valuable arrangem
in which the thru r increase of power and control; and in tl

and its two handles form thn . bo that iti

ad of by violent

'

.

The chisel, when inserted in one of tl , tho

.tent to which the Had provide ad
ain th< splitting in favor of the cut I

ral, the sole oi is in all respects an ac< e form it i- i

produ be wrought by

straight planes, applied in tl. f a tang< nt,

venient, 1 the hoop, the radi .

For the i

;

planes to v< ry small oi

it, and with Iran I

> f pis

mouldings, but we]
it' ih. called by 1

: and third!;
,

uliki', as regards the i

the maximum v. idth i of the indi

maintaining with the width

ranges I

principally i i th-

. and \\ l»i'di may I

I of small nndul

I

Vol II
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engths in inche Width; ID 1 tic-bee. Widths u! irons

1 to 5 i to 2 3-10 to 1}
C| to 8 — 21 to 3^ — If to 2|

9* — f to 2 — to 2

12 to 17 — 2* to 3 — 2 to 2}

14* — 3* — 2*
20 to 22 — 3* to 35 — 2J to 2}

24 to 20 — 8# — 2i
2S to 30 — 3| — h
00 to 72 — 5 to 5-J

— 3J to 0J

Names of Planes.

Modelling Planes, like Smoothing Planes
Ordinary Smoothing Planes .....
Rebate iPlanes . ....
.Tack Planes .......
Panel Planes.....
Trying Planes .... . .

Loni; Planes .......
Jointer Pianos .......
Cooper's Jointer Planes .....
The succession in which they are generally vised, is the jack plane for I he coarser work, the trying

plane for liner work and trying its accuracy, and the smoothing plane for finishing.

The mouth of the plane is in the narrow aperture between the face of the iron, and the it-ear, or face of

the mortise; the angle between these should be as small as possible, in order that the wearing away
of the sole, or its occasional correction, may cause but little enlargement of the mouth of the plane; at

the same time the angle must be sufficient to allow free egress for the shavings, otherwise the piano is

said to choke. In all the bench planes the iron is somewhat narrower than the stock, and the mouth is

a wedge-formed cavity ; in some of the narrow planes the cutting edge of the iron extends the full

width of the sole, as in the rebate plane.

The amount of force required to work each plane is dependent on the angle and relation of the edge,

on the hardness of the material, and on the magnitude of the shaving; but the required force is in

addition greatly influenced by the degree in which the shaving is bent for its removal in the most perfect

manner. The spokeshave cuts perhaps the most easily of all the planes, and it closely assimilates to

the penknife ; the angle of the blade is about 25 degrees, one of its planes lies almost in contact with

the work, the inclination of the shaving is slight, and the mouth is very contracted. The spokeshave

works very easily in the direction of the grain, but it is only applicable to small and rounded surfaces,

and cannot be extended to suit large flat superficies, as the sole of the plane cannot be cut away for

such an iron, and the perfection of the mouth is comparatively soon lost in grinding the blade. Plane
irons are usually ground at the angle of 25°, and sharpened on the more refined oilstone at 35°, so as to

make a second bevil or slight facet; the irons so ground are placed at the angle of 45°, or that of

common pitch ; it therefore follows, that the ultimate bevil, which should be very narrow, lies at an ele-

vation of 10° from the surface to be planed. In the planes with double irons, the top iron is not intended

to cut, but to present a more nearly perpendicular wall for the ascent of the shavings, the top iron more
effectually breaks the shavings, and is thence sometimes called the break-iron. Now therefore, the shav-

ing being very thin, and constrained between two approximate edges, it is as it were bent out of the

way to make room for the cutting edge, so that the shaving is removed by absolute cutting, and without

being in any degree split or rent off.

Some variation is made in the angles at which plane irons are inserted in their stocks. The spoke-

shave is the lowest of the series, and commences with the small inclination of 25 to 30 degrees ; and

the general angles, and purposes of ordinary planes are nearly as follows. Common pitch, or 45 de-

grees from the horizontal line, is used for all the bench planes for deal and similar soft woods. York
pitch, or 50 degrees from the horizontal, for the bench-planes for mahogany, wainscot, and hard or

stringy woods. Middle pitch, or 55 degrees, for moulding-planes for deal, and smoothing planes for

mahogany, and similar woods. Half pilch, or 60 degrees, for moulding planes for mahogany, and
woods difficult to work, of which bird's-eye maple is considered one of the worst.

Boxwood, and other close hard woods, may be smoothly scraped, if not cut, in any direction of the

grain, when the angle constituting the pitch entirely disappears ; or with a common smoothing-planc,

in which the cutter is perpendicular, or even leans slightly forward ; this tool is called a scraping plane,

and is used for scraping the ivory keys of piano-fortes, and works inlaid with ivory, brass, and hard-

woods; this is quite analogous to the process of turning the hard woods. The cabinet-maker also em-
ploys a scraping-plane, with a perpendicular iron, which is grooved on the face, to present a series of

fine teeth instead of a continuous edge ; this, which is called a toothing plane, is employed for roughing

and scratching veneers, and the surfaces to which they are to be attached, to make a tooth for the better

hold of the glue. The smith's-plane for brass, iron, and steel, has likewise a perpendicular cutter,

ground to 70 or 80 degrees ; it is adjusted by a vertical screw, and the wedge is replaced by an end

screw and block.

It is well known that most pieces of wood will plane better from the one end than from the other, and
when such pieces are turned over, they must be changed end for end likewise. The plane working with

the grain, would cut smoothly, as it would rather press down the fibres than' otherwise ; whereas, against

the grain, it would meet the fibres cropping out, and be liable to tear them up. The workman will ap-

ply the smoothing-plane at various angles across the different parts of such wood according to his judg-

ment ; in extreme cases, where the wood is very curly, knotty, and cross-grained, the plane can scarcely

be used at all, and such pieces arc finished with the steel scraper. This simple tool was originally a

piece of broken window-glass, and such it still remains in the hands of some of the gun-stock makers;
but as the cabinet-maker requires the rectilinear edge, he employs a thin piece of saw plate. The edgo

is first sharpened at right angles upon the oilstone, and it is then mostly burnished, either square or at

a small angle, so as to throw up a trifling burr, or wire-edge. The scraper is held on the wood at about

60°, and as the minute edge takes a much slighter hold, it may be used where planes cannot be well

applied. The scraper does not work so smoothly as a plane in perfect order upon ordinary wood, and

as its edge is rougher and less keen, it drags up some of the fibres, and leaves a minute roughness,

interspersed with a few longer fibres.

We may plane across the grain of hard mahogany and boxwood with comparative facility, as the fibres

are packed so closely, like the loose leaves of a book when squeezed in a press, that they may b» vut in
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nil directions of the grain with nearly equal facility, both with tho flat and moulding ['lanes. But the
weaker and mere open fibres of deal and oth ootwithstai

; edge applied to

them parallel with tkemselvet, or laterally, as they are torn op, and leave a rongh nnfinisb 1 Borface.

The joiner nses therefo plane of low
obliquely, so as to attack the fibre from tl and virtually t •

it in the direction of its

length; so that the force is divided and applied to each part of the fibre in a Tho mould in •

- cannot be thru used, and all mouldings made in deal, and woods "t" similar open soft trrai'

consequently always planed lengthways of tho grain, and added as separal

in carpentry, in which rebates an i re mired directly across the grain of deal, th<

obliquity istlien given I . which is inserted at an angle, as in the skew-reb if • and fillister,

k of the p! in various ways to guide its tnm>it.

M' i.—All the planes hitherto considered, whether used parallel with tin' snrfaces

Btraight works, or as tangents to the enrves as in curved works, are applied on v- the same,

circumstances as regards the angular relation of the month, because the edge of the blade N a right

line parallel with f butwhenthe outline of the ' ved, some new condi-
tions arise which interfere with th f the instrument, [t i- now prop -nino

a\ irele, fr im which the generality of moulding-; may be considered
to be d-

A small central portion ma; idered to be ither small portions may be
considered as par tl dotted lin interm sdiate parts of th • - imicir :le m r.r i fro

horizontal to the vertical line.

The reason why one moulding plane figured to the half-round cannot, under the usual constnv
1 parts of the moulding with the sax in as the horizontal, exi

the fact, that whereas the ordinary plane iron presents an angle of some 15 to 60 degrees to the sole of

the plane, which part is meant to cut, it presents a right angle to t! plane, which part is

not meant to cut. Thus if tl of the iron of the square rebate plane, which protrude through
the -ides of the stock, were sharpene 1 evi r so keenly, they would only scrape and not same
as the -craping plane with a perpendicular iron. When, I rebate plan

instruction is then jn that is, the iron i- in-

i perpendicularly to the sole of the plane, but at an horizontal angle, i
/' th"

. bo that the cut is now only on the one dde of the plane, and whi :h si 1
• virtually b

sole. A second plane sloped the opposite way, is required for the op]

in pairs, and are used for the sidi 9, and places inaccessible t" the ordina plane.

The square ae, if applied all around the semicircle, would he everywhere ,

'

it- shaft stood as a radius to tie- curve, as then the angle i would be in the right

each of its temporary situatio in this mode a plane tol -ither

isitions of the plane, or an iron of such a kind as to combine these Bevera] positions. The-
oretically speaking therefore, the face of the cutter suitable to working ;

:

would become a cone, or like a tube of steel bored with a hole of the same diam iter as the bea 1, t .

at one end externally like a cone, and Bplit in two part-.

At all the imperfections in I of moulding-planes occur al I

era! attempt to avoid these difficulties by keeping the mouldings flat, or nearly without vertical lines.

For example, concave and convex plane-, call auh, inclnde generally the fifth or sixth,

• the third of the circle; and it is principally in the pari the third and the

irele that the dragging i- found to exist : an! tl

lane is applied at tw rmore lex mould-
I

:'

their parts are undercut, but in which I arse indispensa \-. 1 in nearly all

lings the plane is not pla licularly to ive all

vertical pari ads the horizontal position as circn will admit.
/.— In u-ii.

of the work under formation ;, and in repeating any one result, the same careful

But in the macb by cutting, the ensured far

readily, by running either th< - '.. up in a straight slide, an a

tion of v. hich ha nine
;
and the slide or

upon i be work, i: - a I plica-

is therefore generally •- ruently m
is transition from tho haml-proecsses to b but little,

in others with considerable change in th lure.

The first planing machine fo

who t.M.k out a patent lor it in I7'.'l ; it u.i- base 1 on th linar) plani

of which it closely followed Thi ured in th

• of the labor ; i'

laid on a bene!,, at other tira

iron of th led the full width of tl

the bench and -
I

in th.-ir ler i

in the b
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weights, and dragged along by a rope and windlass, the projection of the iron determines the thickness

of each shaving or scale-hoard. This construction is also reversed, by employing a fixed iron, drawing

the wood over it, and letting the scale-hoard descend through an aperture in the bench ; each of theso

modes is distinctly based on the common plane.

The late Mr. Joseph Bramah took out a patent in 1802 fora planing machine for wood; one of which

may be seen in the Gun Carnage Department, Woolwich Arsenal. The timber is passed under a largo

horizontal wheel, driven by the steam engine at about ninety revolutions per minute ; the face of fhif

wheel is armed with a scries of twenty-eight gouges, placed horizontally and in succession around it:

the first gouge is a little more distant from the centre, and a little more elevated than the next, and sc

on. The finishing tools are two double irons, just like those of the joiner, but without the advantage

of the mouth.
In France, planing machines for wood were patented as early as 1S17-18 by M. Roquin, and M.

Manneville in 1835. The first was intended for planing, grooving, and tonguing, and moulding for the

purpose of ornamant. The Board was placed on a platform or caariage. adjustable by screws to suit

different thicknesses, to which the boards or planks are desire to be reduced. The planes were " cylin-

drical rotating planes." In Manneville's, feed rollers were introduced, and the tonguing and grooving

was performed by circular saws.

In this country the most successful machine for planing wocd, is the invention of Mr. Woodworth,
patented in 182S, and reissued in 18-15 ; it consisted of a rotary cylinder on which were fastened the

blades or cutters, placed above or laterally ro a carriage on which was placed the board to be planed,

which was moved forward by rack and pinion. The cylinder revolved opposed to the movement of the

board, and rollers were introduced bearing upon the upper surface, so as to prevent the board .being

drawn up to the cutter. The following is the claim of the reissue patent

:

" What is claimed therein as the invention of Wm. Woodworth, deceased, is the employment of rotary

planes substantially such as herein described, in combination with rollers, or any analogous device to

prevent the boards from being drawn up by the planes, when cutting upwards ; or from the reduced oi

planed to the unplaned surface as described.''

And afterwards,

"The effect of the pressure rollers in these operations, being such as to keep the boards, etc., steady,

and prevent the cutters from drawing the boards towards the centre of the cutter wheels, whilst it is

moved through by machinery. In the planing operation the tendency of the plane is, to lift the boards

directly up against the rollers ; but in the tonguing and grooving the tendency is to overcome the fric-

tion occasioned by the pressure of the rollers."

Woodworth also united the tonguing and grooving machine to the planer, by which both operations

were performed at one and the same time.

Woodworth's planer has been a fruitful source of litigation. The only novelty seems to have been in

the pressure rollers to keep down the board, and the union of the tonguing and grooving with the planing.

Previous to the machine of Woodworth, Hill's machine was constructed, consisting of a rotary cutter

similar to Woodworth's, but placed beneath the bench ; the board was pressed down on the bench by
means of rollers ; in this machine boards were planed but not reduced to an uniform thickness. To
obviate this, an improvement was made on this machine in 1850 by N. G. Norcross. He has made
the cutting cylinder movable, vertically, which it was not before, and has connected it with his rest,

that is with the pressure roller, so that when the latter is forced upwards by the increased thickness of

the hoard, it draws the cutter upwards with it, which thereby is made to cut just as much more from
the under side of the board, as the roller is pressed up by the increased thickness. By this con-

contrivance the edge of the cutter is kept in a fixed relation to the rest, or in other words, the pres-

sure roller, the space between them being always the same, whereas in Hill's, and also in Woodworth's
the edge of a knife had a fixed rotation to the bed, and not to the pressure roller. To obviate the use of

the rotary cutter and continuous feed, which by many wore supposed to be inventions of Woodworth and
covered by his patent, many machines with stationary cutters or planes were made, beneath which
the board to be planed was forced, one of which is here introduced ; but the rotary cutter is by
far the simplest and most economical in regard to power. The Woodworth planer still continues to

be the one in common and general use for the planing of boards or thin plank, but for the planing

of timber, the Daniells' planer is generally preferred. This machine consists essentially of two arms
revolving parallel with the face of the timber to be planed, near the extremities of which are inserted

two narrow planes or gouges, the timber lies upon a carriage, and the feed is effected by a rack and
pinion. Upon the shaft to which the arms are attached, is a long drum or pulley, to which motion
is given by means of a narrow belt; the shaft can be raised or depressed, even whilst the machine
is in operation, by which means a thinner or thicker chip or shaving may be taken off, or successive

shavings may reduce the timber to the thickness required. A machine somewhat similar to this, is

sometimes used for the planing of iron, but it docs not leave a finished surface.

Tonguing and grooving is usually performed by revolving cutters; the cutter irons being general!)

of the hook form or duck bill. The same form of cutter is used in setting mouldings; they arc run

by cutters and then forced through stationary irons with cutting edges, corresponding in form to the

moulding required. Wave mouldings, such as arc used in cur.- and on furniture, are finished on a

machine somewhat similar to the iron planer, the wave motion being given by a pattern on the carriage,

which in it ibrates an arm connected with the tool.

Planing Machine, Wood. J. P. Woodbury's patent. A Fig. 3076 is the frame that contains the

machinery. B is the travelling platform, which is formed of iags, and linked together similar to some
of the well-known horse powers, the upper part of which runs on ways or rollers, which sustain it per-

fectly level. C is Hers over the platform, which serve to aid the lower platform to carry the

board under the stationary cutters. D is the pulley where the power is to be applied to drive the hoard
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thapugh the machine. It operates an«l tarns the chaii I shafts M, thereby moving the

platform, and making an ei r. I! is the stocks

beds towhich the cntt Saidcntters
are similar to those of a common plane, and are firmly screwed
to the beds which extend across the machine, and attached at

each end to the cast in they are each ad-
justed and held by set-screws. F \- the yielding-bar mouth-

machine, and is held

down by springs under the same. This bar is as near the' cat
ting (•!. '

le, and it serves to h 11 the grain of the

wood together just at the cutting edge, which wholly
i

splitting or tearing the wood It adapts itself t<> the ine-

qualitii ird or plank without clogging, and thereby
s a perfect surface. <i is t! ,t holds the

cutters, stocks, and mouth-pieces in their proper plac

is to be raised or lowered to suit the diffi rent thickn

material II is the crank with the geering attai

and lower the frame G, which hold I is the

geer-wheela, that connect the feeding roll irs I ' I

travelling platform B. J is a series of rollers, which hold
the board ever the cutters, to plane the of the

board, if required. L is a wheel attached to a Bcrew to

move a horizontal slide on which rests the frame that holds

the rollers J, and to which is attached four wedges. The
wheel and screw I. move the horizontal slide, thereby raising

and lowering the rollers to admit of different thickn •-- is of

material. M is the chain-wheels on which the endless plat-

form revolves. The board is entered b tween the platform

B and the rollers <

', and curried through under the station-

ary cuttt rs E, which plane and reduce tb i board to a uniform

thickness. It then moves forward Jlers .7

and under the cutters K, which plane the . if re-

quired.

The above described machine produces a most c.

surface, and does the work with great rapidity.

The patent includes planin . . and grooving ma-
chinery.

Planing Machine, Hand. The following figures t

three views of the machine: Fig. ."> | )77 is a front elevation,

Fig. 3078 is a side elevation, and Fig .".117:1 :i plan. The
same parts are denoted l,y the same letter- in all the figures.

A A the supporting legs of the machine, on which

I) the bed frame. To this is bolted the upright &
carrying the slides.

c, the vertical slide. On this are cast prof

</. thn . By these

is raised and depressed at pleasure by the

ritii s.

1>, the horizontal slide, which is carried
'

b, which has its 1 . which
has between it and Da blide-camer dd\ admittu

small :

•

1 circular slots in the pi te, and are
1

with pinching-nuts to retain the slide in the p sition

lired

r planing machines. In front of the cutter -lele is placed the tool b< \ t and g, to which
1 . the upper 1

the travellii to be plani lin ; in dovi

the usual
". on the und he trai II :

yea on the end of G the dri on one end of which is the di

lier II a hai ed on the end "i the -ban >
I

ble E by means of the 1

K, a 1 I fast on one end of th v b b.

I., a wheel K.

I
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M, the travelling rack, made fast to the table and worked by the pinion F. The form of the rack i*

ghown in tra tion in Fig. 3077, and an elevation and plan are shown in Figs. 8078 and 8079.

o, a balance-weight on the end of a lever projecting from the Bame Bmall Bhaft on which the crank-

ever is fixed. On the opposite end of this small Bhaft is fixed another lever, placed bo that it is depressed

by the tapet 8, when the travelling table is moved towards the hack of the machine
; by tin- the crank-

lever n is depressed and the weight o raised at the Bame instant.

S is a tapi t on the travelling table, and which nun be shifted to bjtj n quired position and fixed there

by a pinching-screw with which it is provided The position of this tapet is regulated according to the

length of the travel of the table at the time.

3079.

VW V, four bevel-wheels, peered pair and pair, for turning the screwsff to raise or lower the

vertical Blide
<

' 0, to suit the work upon the table. Two of the wheels are fast upon the upper end- i I

the screws, and two are in like manner made fast on V*' a crossrsfaaft, on which are two of the bevel-

wheels V V for working the elevating screws/'/. This shaft has a square at one end i" reo ive I

of a crank handle or hand-wheel. It has its bearings in two bored pieces which rest on the nppi I

of the Screws, and against the eyes of the wheels keyed on them, ami are retained in their pla

check-pins in the usual way.
PLANING M.\i dl INK, by Archibald Myi.ni:, Glasgow. This machine has some peculiarities which

render it worthy of a place among the higher order of tools of the Bame kind.

ide elevation, and Fig. 8080s a front elevation of the entire machine, with the

referen

It is the bed frame of the machine, carried on lege or supports /'. The bed-frame i- formed of one

casting, with two proi "i a A shape, which an ' planed true, and fitted to corresponding

V -baped grooves in the under Bide of the travelling table „/, contrary to the usual arrangement in plan-

hinea

I i the upright frame for carrying the ^li.bs -, and m the sliding table for carrying the work to bo
l. The work is fixed to the table by bolts with dovetail heads, which slide in groovi

gponding form, running the length of tin- table. The upright frame F is formed of two side brackets

bolted down to strong £ b on the bed frame /.and joined together at top b\ a cross piece, which

to the frami try rigidity and strength. The f.. cheeks and cross pi'

planed true and polished This i of the vertical faces, as upon these the vertical

slide a a moves when it is elevated and depn I
! bed to

avoid i of appearance.

A i- the driving-bell for the forward motion of the tal

'

is shown in

I'., a cro - belt driving a Btnaller pulloj for the return motion of the table, which it'

than the forward motion. 'I 1 1
.

-
.

- b

I - 8080, in which tin-', ate shown upon their loose pull

I >, a pillion fast on the pullej Bhaft

E, a wheel driven by the pinion !>, an the bed b

the machine, and two fast pinion vh '( ive motion to the alidin

•n the under side of it. shown in the end eloi i.) have the

teeth of ti ne opposite the space of the oil. i • nder the motion Bmooth and unil

a nt I |, are
:

• motion of the table.

i
doable lever keyed on a hollov< baft which • on the drivin r shaft.

I i hod to a l

double lever '/.

M, a tra.. to which • *

.
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J, a lever fast on the shaft M ; and C, Fig. 30S02
, a guide for the belts connected with the lever J

which has one of its ends flat to prevent it from turning round, and at the fame time to allow it to slir

lengthwise and shift the belts from the fast to the loose pulleys.

The machine Is set in motion by moving the belt-guide towards the offside of the machine, by whicl

the belt is shifted on the narrow pulley, which is the driver. The sliding table is thus put in motion

and moyes towards the back part of the machine, until the tapet ?i, catching one of the legs of the

lever g, turns it over, throwing outward the weight r, by the connecting-rod x, wliich is worked by a

lever fast on the hollow shaft with g.

The weights r r'. and lever /. being fast on the same shaft and connected by a link with M, the whole
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s simultaneously put in motion, and the upper weight r being thrown oflf the balance, the belt-guide i-

pulled by the lever •! until the belt A is Bhifted to the loose pulley, and the crces belt V> to the fust

pulley, to produce the return motion. < >n the return of the table the tapet n' turns over the lever g
in the opposite direction, and the reversing motion is produced in the same manner. The taj

stands further out than n, bo that each of them can only touch one leg of the lever g. They are als«

made to slide in dovetail grooves, and have pinching screws to fix then!, to suit the length of work and

its position on the table.

The lever t, which moves with the weights r r', communicate • the -lid.-- mi the frai

II of these slides is shown at Fig. 8081, and detached parts in Figs 186, the sami

ters being used to denote the same parts on all the figures.

ii, the vertical Blide attached to the upright frame of the machine l>y four screwed pins, which

Eair and pair, through long grooves in the cheeks of the frame F, and the slide being Bet at the requisite

eight by the screw- u u, it ran then be tightened by jam-nuts on the end- of the pins against t!

of the frame, and retained in the required position.

b. the cross-slide which moves across the breadth of the machine, upon the face of the vertical Blide a.

mmnnicated to it by a screw which has its bearings ss in the ends of the \. rtical slide, and

Ethicn passes through a nut attached to the back of the slide 6, as shown in Fig. 3081. The b!

Land also securely retained, on the slide a by dovetail faces formed on the back, and which

roond to dovetails formed on a. The upper dovetail is made adjustable, Fig. 3081, to allow for

any wear of the Burfaces which may take place. On the face of the slide is a graduated arc to regulate

tting of the slide carriage c, which i< attached to it by fixing screws and nuts, Fig.

-crew- have dov( tail heads, which slide in an annular groove, Fig. 3082, and pass through two holes in

the circular pieces cast on th c. The bolts are put in from the back of the e

through a 1 it for that purpose The carriage thus admits of being placed and Bet at any

y\e with the slide b, as shown l>y Fig. 3087, and the details of the mode in which this is

.-.plained by Figs. 3082 an 1 3083, and partially ly Figs. 3081 and 3080.

In the carriage, c i- a screw with bearings at its two extremities, in the metal of the carriage. I( is

k< pi from moving endways by a ruff on its upj r which passes a ring of malleabli

to tin- e; 1 nia i d pin- tapped into the metal. On the lower end of this screw i- fixed a -mall

heel, which ;'o-r- with one of a pair checked and bolted together, so that motion canm

communicated to the one without the other being moved simultaneously in the same direction,

of the wheels geers with a Bimilar wheel upon the
1

1* and their comw
.

;

• V by the backs of the n I

This groove is truly turned to tit the corn ponding V liaped edge of an annular n . 1 the

centre of th t this arrangement of

lained presently

.

< In the face of the carriage c a pi hich i- planed v.
i

ail- of th.- 1 in the back of this

el obliquely, according to th. . the work

p| that it i- smaller,

d to the sli I. ..It- w itn

of tie- glide d
in the

1 t on th.- edges of tin

the fac 1
• ./.

nilar to thai

'-'.une manm r . an I 1 .
1 w ith w hi ;

nut, I : n n quired w itbin the

1 I.- by a flexible |oint, w In li : • . .1
. 111

of the join!

ould he apl

ion, p. nil..-
luile motion of the joe. h
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The mode of fixing the tool is by T-headed bolts and glands, as shown in Fig;?. 3080 and 3086. Io

this last the tool and glands are removed, but the fixing bolts are dotted in their positions.

u M, screws revolving in the projecting ends of the top rail, and working into nuts on the back of the

slide a. . . . , .

o handle to turn the screws by means of a system of bevel-wheels, in order to raise or depress the

slide a to suit the work to be planed, the slide a having fixing bolts to secure it to the planed faces oi

the frame at the required height.

to a lever with a spring-catch which may be geered into the wheel >/.

v
'

a rod connecting the lever t with the lever w. The spring-catch being in geer, the wheel y receives

motion from the lever t, and being geered with a pinion on the end of the cross slide-screw, which re

volves in bearings ss, it communicates its motion to the screw atid cross-slide b. The amount of ieed is

adjusted by shifting the studs in the slots of the levers t and w; and the direction in which the slide is

wanted to be moved is regulated according as the spring-catch is geered above or below the axis of the

lever w.

3CS5. 30M.

P^Mrgj1
"

This self acting feeding motion is also communicated to the down-cutting slide d by shifting the
pinion from the end of the screw to the end of the small shaft which works in the bearings q q, Fig. 3080
On this shaft is a small bevel-wheel shown at Figs. 3081 and 3082, which is carried round by having a

key projecting into a groove continued the whole length of the shaft. This wheel is carried along the

ehaft by a projecting piece on the slide b, Fig. 3082, and its motion is communicated to that on the end
of the slide-screw in c, Fig. 3081, by means of two similar intermediate wheels placed in slide b, as

above described.

The front slide /is not commonly attached to planing machines; but it is valuable where work is tc

be done which requires two or three different angled surfaces to be planed, and which can be done with
this machine by arranging the slides before starting, no shift being afterwards required.

Fig. 3087 shows the slides set at different angles.

PLANING MACHINE, SELF-ACTING COMPOUND, by Nasmyth, Gaskell & Co. The machine
represented in Figs. 3088, 3089, 3090, and 3091 is remarkable for compactness and elegance of arrange-

ment, and for the accuracy and dispatch with which a description of work that, previously to the intro-

duction of such machines, could only be intrusted to the most expert and skilful mechanic, but which can,

by its means, be executed by workmen of the most ordinary capacity. It is especially applicable to the

finishing of the numerous small levers used in locomotive engine and tool-making, and is admirably
adapted, not only to the planing of the sides and edges of such levers, but also to the finishing of their

rounded ends, which otherwise could only be accomplished by the rude and tedious process of chipping
and filing.

Fig. 3088 is a side elevation of the machine.
Fig. 3089 is a view of the front end or face.

Fig. 3090, a general plan ; and
Fig. 3091, a transverse section through the principal working parts.

General description.—The frame upon which the machine rests, and which is used for the purpose of

raising it to a convenient height, is composed of two cast-iron cheeks A A, strengthened by flanges, and
held together at the lower end by two stay-rods a a. These frames are disposed at an angle to each

other, in order to give greater stability to the structure. The main body of the machine consists of a

cast-iron table or box B bolted to the frames by internal flanges, as shown in the section, Fig. 3091, and

on tlie upper side of this table are cast the bracket C, carrying the driving-spindle, and the rectangular

chamber 1), furnished with bearings for the other working parts of the machine. The square cast-iron

sliding-bar E, which carries the tool-holder, is accurately planed, and fitted into a recess in the upper
portion of the piece D. It is of essential importance that the slide E should move accurately and with-

out play in a rectilinear and horizontal direction, and for this purpose it is secured laterally by the

adjusting screws b b, and vertically by the wrought-iron plate or cover e, fixed to the frame by the six

countersink screws ddd.
On the front end of the square slide E is cast a flat rectangular plate, which serves as the fixed point

of resistance to the various motions of which the tool-box is susceptible. The first of these is a rotary

motion, which is impressed upon it by a toothed quadrant plate e, worked by an endless screw on the

axis f. This arrangement enables the workman to set the tool at any required angle to the work. On
the upper edge of that part of the tool-box marked F, is fixed a nut, through which works a screw g,

surmounted by a handle or small hand-wheel This screw is used for raising or depressing the tool, and
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thereby adapting it tu the diameter or height of the work to be executed, as well as for regulating the

depth "of cut. The part G, •which is thus acted u] furnished with two parallel

cheeks accurately dressed on their internal surfaces, and fitted to receive the tool-holder A. The tool

itself is inserted into a square hole passing through the piece ft, and fixed firmly to it by two pinching-

screws. The tool-holder A is so formed as t«> admit of a small amount of rotary motion round two
centre screw.-, passing through the cheeks of the piece G, and by this means accidi nts arising from the

friction of tli'- tool against the worh in the return stroke arc prevented.

The mode in which motion is communicated to the tool-box is as follows: The extremity of the

square Blide E opposite to that on which the tool-box is fixed, is traversed by a Longitudinal tdot 01

groove i, adapted for the reception of a bolt-head as shown in the transverse section ' The
projecting part of the bolt passes through a hole in the end of the connectin ;-rod II. the opposite end

of which is attached by another bolt to a rectangular cast-iron piece I, fixed to the end of the driving-

spindle, and acting as a crank for converting the rotary into a rectilinear motion. The (rank I is

traversed throughout its whole Length by a slot i, the form of which, as wed as of that in the sli Le E, is

shown in the section, Fig. 3094. By means rf these slots the length of the stroke and the position a
the tool may be easily and accurately adjusted to suit the work, as will be sufficiently obvious by

tion of Fig. 3088. The driving-spindle works in two bearings, one of which, as before mentioned,

is cast on the bed of the machine 13, and the other i- formed in the extremity of ;t bracket bolted to the

side of it. The velocity of the driving-spindle is varied and regulated by means of the cone-pulley J

and fly-wheel K.

The planing of circular surfaces is effected, in this machine, by means of a hollow cylindrical ea-t iron

nandrcl L, Figs. 3091 and 3092, accurately turned and titled into the body of the machine, the o ntn

being exactly under that of the square slide E. This mandrel is provided with a conical 1» aring on the
• nd, and i- traversed by a malleable iron bolt I, secured to it< opposite extremity by a ma. 'I he

f the bolt / i- formed into a cj lindrical socket, into w bich, by mean- of a cotter, is fixi I i oother
bolt, having two conical pieces mm, one of which is immovable, and forms part of the bolt, while the

slides upon it, and is adjusted by mean- of the nut ,/. 'I hese pieces are used for the purpose of

fixing the work M, upon which the machine i- to operate; and from their conical form, adapt them
. required diameter, bo as to insure, without any trouble in setting, tie- com t ntricity of tic

surface with the .

'lb.' motion of ill,, mandrel I., with it- appei 1 by means of the worm-wheel N", which
1 to its inner end by a large circular nut screwed to the casl iron mandrel itself, independently of

the bolt /, which passes through it. The worm wheel X geers with an endless bctcr on the horizontal

axis o, working in two bearii which is formed by a -mall malleable iron piece bolted t" the

of the machine D, and the other i iderablj beyond the table, and is supported bj the

brack iwn in the section, l i
- 8091. 'll ides the Belf-acting mecha-

nism whichwe are about to describe, is provided with a handle, by •« hich it can at pi. in be moved bj
the attendant workman. The -eli ai « hich, in 1 i„'. 8093, i- Bhown detached from the machine,

I', fixi d upon the drivin [ spindle, and b\ means "i the rod pp, communicating a

reciprocating motion to the Blotted lever Q, which motion is again conveyed !•-, the rod rr to the

smaller slotted lever S. The centre of motion of thi • 1 ivcly on the extremities i

w r, which is used only in il.it planin -, and on that of tin axis •. ol the endless Bcrew, and
on these centres they are fitted to move loosely without turning them, 'lb' slots

are for (he
;

int. The motion of ti

communicated to thou axes f-, the double pawl g and , which woi rclj into the wh
and T, fixed upon their o atreu v and o. The o n !.. • I - acl in tl ratchet-wheels, and from the

i lwIs, they maj bo ma
in ' the direction of the pawl •.

;
rovided w ith n en

UXJ, which
ch the wo fixed to it. 'I he back of the fact

;

[ the slide V, by meat in the manner wi ly to

requenl
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by the mechanism above described, and which, having a bearing at each end of the slide V, passes

along a recess cast in its surface, and works into a brass nut fixed on the back of the face-plate U. The
traverse screw v is provided with a handle w, for the purpose of setting the work into its proper position

under the tool, before bringing the self-acting mechanism into geer.

3092.

ffl T\\

TLATE-BENDING MACHINE, by Robert Napier, Glasgow. This species of machine, originally

confined to the tinsmith's shop, has recently—enlarged in its dimensions and rendered more complete ic

its mechanism—become indispensable in the operations of boiler-making and iron-ship building, in which

plates are required to be bent to various degrees of curvature. The example given is the design of Mr.

Elder, the manager of Mr. Napier's works, and is one of the largest yet made, being intended principally

for use in the building yard, where plates of greater thickness come under operation than those required

in boiler-making.

Fig. 3098 is a side elevation of the machine, and Fig. 3009 an end view towards the driving-geer.

Fig. 3100 is a plan corresponding to Fig. 3098.

General description.—The frame of the machine consists of two very strong end standards A A, cast

with soles to admit of their being bolted down to a solid stone foundation. They are braced together

by four strong rods of malleable-iron a a a, the screwed ends of which pass through projections on the

standards, of such thickness that the nuts by which they are secured are nearly flush with the outsids

of the frames, thus obviating the necessity for having the geering far overhung.

The three rollers BCD are solid; the dimensions of each being 12 inches diameter, and 10 feet li ag

within their bearings. The two rollers B and C are placed in the same vertical plane; but the third

)< 1 Iii- D moves in a plane inclined at an angle of thirty degrees to the vertical plane. On one end ot

the roller B is keyed a strong pinion E, which geers with another pinion of the same size marked G on

the end of the lower roller C. On the opposite end of this last is fixed a large spur-wheel H into which

works a pinion I on the shaft J, which has a bearing in each of the two standards, and carries on it-

other end a large spur-wheel K, commanded by a pinion upon the driving-shaft L. One end of this

shaft is carried in a bearing in the adjacent standard of the machine, and the other in an independent

standard M foiled to the foundation. It carries four pulleys, two of which, N O, are fast upon the shaft,

and the other two, 1' Q, of double the breadth of the former, are loose. On these are two belts, tin

cross ami the other open, so that the rollers may be driven in either direction according as the motion

13 communicated by the open or the cross belt. The belts are shifted on their pulleys by means of the

hand-bar R, on which are the guide-arms ST, so placed that in reversing the motion of the machine,

the belt thrown out of action shall have passed entirely from its fast pulley before the other shall have

I from i. ! loose pulley to the fast one. This arrangement obviates the injurious effect so commou
in naeliines furnished with ihis species of driving-geer, of the one belt acting against the other during a

part of the time of shifting, thereby occasioning much unnecessary tear and wear of lie 1 belts.

The upper roller B is adjusted to the thickness of the plate to be bent by two strong set-screws IT IT,

which work in hexagonal bras-; nuts inserted into recesses in the standards. These screws bear againsi
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a stool plate resting upon the brass block in which the roller revolves, and whi
o"or the journal, the pressure being upwards; and thus the roller i- kept pressc 1 down upon the

;

03 it passes through the machine in the opi ration of bend

The roller D is adjusl I position by the double hand-crank on \

immunicates by means of a pair of small bevel-wheels ec with

id, working into long brass n rted in reci frame. Tl

oi the rolli r, which may consequently be raised and lowered at pi

I in one direction or the other. The nuts ee are pn

with ; I: of the brasses fitting into

n

<

_ .

! i in thia outl \m!I be

upon the end ol

l "'" '

I II, which
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This roller being put in motion, communicates an equal velocity to the upper roller B by means of the

pinions E and Q which geer together. The roller I>, the position of which determines the degree ol

curvature of the plate under operation, is only driven by the friction of the plate against it as it passes

between the two other rollers.

Literal references.

A A, the end standards of the machine.

aaa, stay-rods, 'J inches diameter, fur connecting

the two standards.

B, the upper roller, 12 inches in diameter, and 10

feel Long between its bearings, which are 5i
inches in diameter.

C, the lower roller, of the same dimensions.

D, the shifting-roller, of the same dimensions.

b, the upright spindle for setting the roller D.

C, small bevel pair worked by the spindle b.

d, a screw, 2§ inches diameter, and § inch pitch.

e, brass nut into which the screw d works.

E, a pinion on the end of the top roller B
;
pitch 2£ CO

niches, number of teeth 1 6.

G, a similar pinion on the lower roller C.

11, a large spur-wheel on the opposite end of the

roller C; pitch If inch, number of teeth 100.

I, a pinion of 13 teeth, working into the spur-

wheel 11.

J, a wrought-iron shaft conveying motion to the

pinion I from
K. a spur-wheel at, the opposite end of the ma-

chine ;
pitch 11 inch, number of teeth 75.

L, the driving-shaft of the machine.

M, a standard for supporting the exterior end of

the driving-shaft.

jN'OPQ, fast and loose pulleys for setting in mo-
tion, stopping, and reversing the machine.

R, the hand-bar for shifting the belts.

S T, guide-arms fixed on the hand-bar R.

U U, screws for adjusting the top roller.

PLATIXUM. (So called from the Spanish word plata, silver, on account of its color.) A metal of »

white color, exceedingly ductile, malleable, and difficult of fusion. It is the heaviest substance known,
its >pecific gravity being 21'5. It undergoes no change from air or moisture, and is not attacked by any
of the pure acids ; it is dissolved by chlorine and nitromuriatic acid, and is oxidized at high tempera-

tures by pure potossa and lithia. It is only found in South America and in the Uralian Mountains : it

is usually in small grains of a metallic lustre, associated or combined with palladium, rhodium, iridium,

and osmium; and with copper, iron, lead, titanium, chromium, gold, and silver; it is also usually mixed
with alluvial sand. The particles are seldom so large as a small pea, but sometimes lumps have been
found of the size of a hazel-nut to that of a pigeon's egg. In 1826 it was first discovered in a vein associated

with gold, by Boussingault, in the province of Antioquia, in South America. When a perfectly clean surface

of platinum is presented to a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen gas, it has the extraordinary property of

causing them to combine so as to form water, and often with such rapidity as to render the metal red-

hot : Bpongy platinum, as it is usually called, obtained by heating the ammonio-muriate of platinum, is

most effective in producing this extraordinary result; and a jet of hydrogen directed upon it may be

inflamed by the metal thus ignited, a property which has been applied to the construction of convenient

instruments for procuring a light. The equivalent of platinum is about 98. It is precipitated from its

nitromuriatic solution by sal ammoniac, which throws it down in the form of a yellow powder, composed
of bichloride of platinum and sal ammoniac.
PNEUMATICS. The science which treats of the mechanical properties of elastic fluids, and particu-

larly of atmospheric air.

Elastic fluids are divided into two classes—permanent gases and vapors. The gases cannot be con-

verted into the liquid state by any known process of art; whereas the vapors are readily reduced to

the liquid form by pressure,-or diminution of temperature. In respect of their mechanical properties

there is, however, no essential difference between the two classes.

lie fluids, in a state of equilibrium, are subject to the action of two forces; namely, gravity, and

a molecular force acting from particle to particle. Gravity acts on the gases in the same manner as on

all other material substances; but the action of the molecular forces is altogether different from that

which takes place among the elementary particles of solids and liquids; for, in the case of solid bodies,

the molecules strongly attract each other, (whence results their cohesion,) and, in the case of liquid-,

exert a feeble or evanescent attraction, so as to be indifferent to internal motion ;
but, in the case of the

gases, the molecular forces are repulsive, and the molecules, yielding to the action of these forces, tend

ini i -antly to recede from each other, and, in fact, do recede, until their further separation is prev< nt< d

by an exterior obstacle. Thus, air confined within a close V( 5S( 1 < si its a constant pressure against the

interior surface, which is not sensible, only because it is balanced by the equal pressure of the atmos-

phere on ill irface. 'this pressure exerted by the air against the sides of a vessel within

which it is confined is called its elasticity, or elastic force, or tent

Conditions of equilibrium.— In order that all the' parts of an elastic fluid may be in equilibrium, one

condition only is necessary ; namely, that the elastic force be the same ai every point situated in the

tame horizontal plane. This condition is likewise necessary to the equilibrium of liquids, and the sain*
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circumstances give rise to it in both cases ; namely, the mobility of the particles, and the action of gravity
-

( -l to be filled with air, or a gas ; and let « and b 1

situated in the same horizontal plane. It is evident that if the two i are in a state of equili-

i the force \\ith which « repels b must 1 e < xactly counteracted by thai with which b repels r

vise motion would take place. The -amc thing tak p I of every horizontal b<

ei the gas ; but the pressure i ach Bection varies \\ i 1 1 1 its altitude. Suppose e and •/ to be two mole-
- tuated in a horizontal section, low r than tliit in which are a an 1 5. It is evident that the mole-

d sustain a greater pressure than a and i>\ for, in the first place, the whole of t
1

on a and b is transmitted to them by the principle of the equality of pressure in all directions; and, in

rod place, they Bustain a new pressure, arising from the gravity of all the molecules

situated between the two horizontal planes ab and cd
The principle which has just be< n explained is proved experimentally by the diminution of th<

,

pure of the atmosphere at greater altitudes. A column <>f air reaching from the ground to the top of

oosphere exerts a pressure equal to the weight of a column of mercury of the Bame diameter, and

height is equal to that in the barometric tube. Now, on carrying the barometer to the top of a
mountain, for example, the mercurial column h observed gradually to become shorter as we ascend;

and the' diminution of tin- column, and consequently of atmospheric pressure, i- connecte 1 with the uv

of altitude by a certain constant law. which enables us to deduce the one from the other, and to

apply the barometer to the very important purpose of determining the relative altitudes of pUv
I the earth.

Tht volun 'y as the pressures which they support.—This fundamental property

of elastic fluids is called the /.•"/• of Mariotte, from its having been discovered by that philosopher in

France. It has been verified in several ways, on all the known gases; and, in tie' case of dry air, its

verification has been pushed, by MM. Dulong and Arago, to pressures equivalent to twentj Beven at-

mosph [I
: Ids true in respect of vapors or steam, subjected to

than that which is luce them to the liquid state; and even

for mixtures of different gases. It i- important, however, to observe, that it is supposed no variation

of temperature has taken place during the' experiment.

density of bodies being inversely as their volumes, the law of Mariotte may be otherwis

d, by saying, the density of an elastic fh ctly proportioned i>, tin pressurt it n
Under the pressure of a single atmosphere, the density of air is about the 7 7'di part of that of h

whence it follows that, under the pressure of 77" atmospheres, air i- a- dense as water. Thus, the

average atmosphi i being equal to that of a column of water of about 32 feet in altitud

the bottom of *h a, at a depth of 24640 (= 770 X 32) feet, or Lf miles, air would be heavier than

water ; and though it should still remain in a gaseous state, it would lie incapable i the surface.

fieat .,„ the elasticity -<,' the gases.—The repulsive les of the elastic

fluids is greatly augmented by an increase of temperature ; and il is of the utmost importance in man)
physical inquiries to ascertain the relation between the temperature and the ela If the air

everal oiler gases, sustaining the same eon-taut pressure, are exposed to an increase i f t< n

ture which affects all of them equally, it is proved, by observation, that they all undergo an equal ex-

pansion ; that i-. to say, the incri ase of volume of all the gases is the same for equal augmentations of

temperature, and proportional to these augmentations. Experience also shows that, within a considera-

I temperature, the indications of the air thermometer differ very little from those of the

curia! thermometer ; bo that, within this range, tie' expansion of any gas whatever is proportional

ratore indicated by the degrees of th 'dinary thermometer. From the temperature
of melting id- to that of boiling wat< r, or from zero to 100° of u ide thermon
found th'' expansion of air subjected to ;i constant pressure, to be in the ratio of unity to i 875 ; which

on of 0*00375 for each centigrade di free I hi being assumed, let \ be the volume
of an) zero temperature. Pits elastic force, oi il sustains, and D its density.

id suppose the values of V and 1) to become \
' and 1

>' when the temperature i- in-

;
then the pn i a I' I" ing supposed constant, we have evidently

= V(l + a<);

md the (1, i. rscly as the volume, we have, dJ

D'= "
l -f

I wilhoul any change of the temperature, and lei j> denote the

. and dthi

I I

' l>

p
and, OH ,

The cocffii ienl

The d i with wat< i

in. X
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Of the motion of tJie gases.—Elastic fluids, in escaping from a vessel by a small orifice or tube, into a
vacuum, observe, like liquids, a law first discovered by Torricelli ; namely, that the velocity of the mole
cules, when they escape from the orifice, is equal to that which they Mould have acquired by falling

through a height equal to the height of a vertical column of uniform density, producing the same pres-

sure as is exerted by the gas at the level of the orifice. Thus, it has just been shown that the pressure

of the atmosphere, when the barometer stands at 30 inches, ami the temperature is that of freezing, is

equal to that which would be produced by a column of air of uniform density extending to an altitude

of 26155 feet. Now, putting </ = the accelerating force of gravity= 32 feet per second, the velocity

which a heavy body would acquire by falling in a vacuum from a height of 2G155 feet, is y/(2g X
26155) =8^/26 155= 1294 feet in a second; which, therefore, is the velocity with which air rushes

into a vacuum. If the temperature' varies, the velocity will vary also, and will become 1294 y/(\ -f- a t).

For example, if the temperature were 10° centigrade, (about 61° of Fahrenheit,) the velocity would be

I 332 feet per second.

Since the densities of the gases are proportional to the pressures they support, air will always rush

into a vacuum with the same velocity, whatever its density may be in the vessel from which it escapes
;

for the homogeneous column of the same density, and exercising the same pressure as the air in the

vessel, must, in all cases, have the same altitude.

The velocities with which the different gases enter a vacuum are inversely as the square roots of their

densities ; for they are proportional to the square roots of the altitudes from which the molecules are

supposed to fall, and these altitudes are inversely as the densities. Thus, hydrogen gas, the lightest of

all the gases, and whose density is only O0688 of that of air, would enter a vacuum with a velocity of

4933 (=1294 divided by the square root of 0-0688) feet in a second. It is to be remarked, however,

that all those laws relative to the flow of gases, are rather inferences from theory than truths demon-
strated by direct experiment.

In the case of air or any gas flowing into a space containing a gas of an inferior density, the velocity

will be the same as that of an incompressible liquid of similar density with the effluent gas, and capable

of exercising a pressure equal to the difference between the j:>ressures of the two gases. Taking, for

example, the case of a gas flowing from a gasometer into the atmosphere: let h denote the height of

the barometer, and h -f- H that of the column of mercury exercising a pressure equal to the elasticity

of the effluent gas, so that H is the difference of the two pressures. Also, let A denote the density of

mercury, d that of the gas in the gasometer corresponding to the pressure h -J- H, and v the velocity per

second ; then

=4^ hjH^)-
Now if, in the formula p= k d(l -f- a t), we substitute the pressure in the gasometer (A -f- H) A for

p, and also for k its value as above determined in feet, this expression will become,

where v is expressed in feet. If, therefore, A denote the area of the orifice in feet, the volume or num-
ber of cubic feet discharged in a second will be v A. It is to be observed, that the volume thus deter-

mined is the volume of a gas of the same density as in the gasometer ; if it were required to find the

number of cubic feet, at a different density, corresponding to the pressure of a mercurial column whose
height =/t', tt would be necessary to multiply the above expression by the ratio (h -j- H) — It'.

From the experiments of D'Aubuisson, it has been ascertained that air, in passing through an orifice'

pierced in a thin plate, forms a vena contractu, whose area, as in the case of a liquid, is 0'65 of the area

of the orifice. The application of cylindric adjutages increases the quantity issuing through the orifice

to 0'93, and a conical tube to 095. The length of the adjutage may be 20 or 30 times the diameter of

the orifice before the discharge begins to be diminished by friction. If, therefore, we suppose the gas
to flow through a cylindric tube, and assume the multiplier 0'93

; and also express the area of the orifice

in terms of the diameter of the tube, which we shall suppose = m feet ; then, observing that 4 A =
3'14159/ji2

, the formula for the number of cubic feet discharged in a second, the density being measured
by h -\- H, will become

POLARIZATION OF LIGHT. Light which has undergone certain reflections or refractions, oi

been subjected to the action of material bodies in any one of a great number of ways, acquires a certain

modification, in consequence of which it no longer presents the same phenomena of reflection and trans-

mission as light which has not been subjected to such action. This modification is termed the polari-

zation of light; its rays being supposed, according to particular theoretical views, to have acquired

poles (like the magnet) or sides with opposite properties.

The polarization of light may be effected in various ways, but chiefly in the following: 1. By reflec-

tion at a proper angle from the surfaces of transparent media, as glass, water, <fcc. 2. By transmission

through crystals possessing the property of double refraction. 3. By transmission through a sufficient

number of transparent uncrystallized plates placed at proper angles. 4. By transmission through a

number of other bodies imperfectly crystallized, as agate, mother of pearl, &c. The saccharometer
lately invented is based upon this property of light.

POTASSIUM. This extraordinary metal was discovered by Davy, in the year 1807, and was one of

the first fruits of his researches into the chemical powers of electricity. Its properties are so remark
able, that it was for a time doubted whether it could with propriety be placed among the metals; but

'he progress of discovery has removed all difficulty upon that point, by making us acquainted with
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stber metallic substances, the properties of which are, as it wen potas-

sium on the one band, and the common metals on the other. liking peculiariti

:um is mechanical rather than chemical, namely, its lo\( ivity, it being the lightest

known solid; anoth rk s affinity for oxygen, and tic action when placed

upnn water, where it immediately takes lire. Th specific gravity i tem-

pera! it is Bolid at the ordinary temperature of the atmos]

at 150° is perfectly liquid ; at 32° it is brittle, and has a crystalline texture, in color and lustre it

reseii.'' try. It- attraction for oxygen is such that it immediately 1"- "ii ex

posure to air, and becomes converted into |> >ta

I'KIISS. Under the head of hydrostatic press will 1 ah's most
ding of goods for shipment, for the paper

among printers ai phers, for the corrugation of iron and metals. It \.

for raising the tul Conway and ' and by Brunei for the li I

than. It is the most compact of all machines lor the transfer and multij li but is slow

in its operation, as usually tl y power is the same with and without the maximum

To obviate this difficulty, a steam press has been invent d by Phil s B. Tyler, call

srvK Levkb Steam, lijth January, 1845, which is extensively used in the baling of cot:

3100.
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There are various modes of applying the principle of this invention, for there are various modifica-

tions of the progressive lever, all of which may be employed to form the connection between the piston

and the follower of the press, on the principle invented by Mr. Tyler; but the arrangement selected and
adopted by him is represented in the accompanying engrai ings, in which Fig. 3099 is a front, and Fig.

3040 a side elevation.

In this arrangement the bed a is inverted and attached to rhe under side of a beam b of the frame,

,o the upper side of which beam is secured the cylinder c, of the steam-engine, to avoid undue strain on
the frame; for in this way the beam is simply exposed to a crushing force.

Within tin cylinder there is a piston of the usual construction, the rod d of which is provided on oji-

posite sides with cogs ee, to form two racks which engage the cogs of two sector-racks//, that turn on
fulcrum-pins g g. As the fulcrum-pins of these two sectors have to bear the brunt of the power applied,
the boxes in which they turn arc secured at the angles formed by a cross-beam h, and the sides ii of

the frame, and from the under side of this cross-beam, there are two diagonal braces which extend down
to, and rest on the beam b, each side of the steam-cylinder.

The sectors are connected with the follower R of the press by means of four connecting-rods III I,

two on each side.

The steam-cylinder is provided with the requisite steam and discharge pipes and valves, by means
of which the attendant admits steam from a boiler to the under side of the piston, and, at the end of

the operation, permits it to escape.

From the foregoing it will be seen that when steam is admitted the piston is forced up, which causes

the two sectors to vibrate, and by reason of their connections to draw up the follower, forcibly com-

pressing the cotton between its upper surface and the under surface of the bed until the cotton is com-
pressed into a bale m, of the required density, which is then tied up in the usual way.

It will be observed that the line of action of the piston-rod on the two sectors is always at the same
distance from their fulcra, so that these two will be constant levers during the entire operation, but the

connecting-rods attached to the follower being jointed to the sectors, as these vibrate upwards, the lines

of the rods gradually approach the fulcra; hence the leverage of these connections gradually decreases

during the operation ; and from this it follows that the leverage power with which the piston acts on

the follower, gradually increases in the ratio of the increasing resistance of the cotton.

This is a good form of press, both from the soundness of the principle on which it rests, and the sim-

plicity of the mechanical arrangement employed to carry out that principle. In practice it is found

to economize fuel and labor, and is so easily managed by ordinary hands that it will supersede many
other presses for this purpose.

A press similar in principle to this, but worked by hand instead of power, is used in many of the

smaller cotton factories for the baleing of goods.

PRESS. Dick's And- Friction Cam. For punching and shearing iron and metals, a new principle

of press has been introduced by Mr. Dick of Meadville, Pennsylvania, called the anti-friction cam: the

machines are extensively made at Holyoke, Massachusetts. The principle of their construction will

be readily understood from the following cuts and description :

Fig. 3102 represents the elevation, Fig. 3103 a section, and Fig. 3104 the combination of cams on a

larger scale of one form of these presses intended for a punch. A A are two eccentric wheels; B is a

roller between ; c c are two pairs of sectors, constituting the bearings of the axes of the eccentric
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wheels; D D are sections of tbe follower and bearing of the sector-. The axes of the sectors are angu-
lar or edge sh

The centre roller B is made to revolve by means of the winch or lever E, which carries by its tractive

qualities the two eccentric wheel- A A, the axes of which having their bearing on the face of the n I

are transferred the length of their faces right and left ; and as the sectors are edge shaped at their centre

of motion o o, they necessarily revolve free from the impediment of rubbing surfaces, and consequently

without friction.

"When the eccentric wheels have made their revolution, the follower will have moved the sum of two
eccentrics. When the press is con that the follower mov;s down G may be used to

return the moving parts to their places when the press is relaxed.

3ioa

it may bfl

M little in".

A A, FJ«. 8104
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stituting the axes of the sectors. Fig. 3107 is a view of the same as it is set in the frame, witb one side

nf the frame removed. Fig. 3108 is an edge view of the same with frame and lever all complete.
For further illustration of mechanical devices which may be ranked among presses, see Embossing

Machine, Punchingand ShkaeinoMachine, Printing Press, etc., etc.

PRINTING MACHINE, S. W. Francis' Patent. The principal feature of this invention consists ic

arranging a row of hammers in a circle, so that, when put in motion, they will all strike the same place,

which is the centre of the said circle. The paper is not touched by the operator till the page is finished,

'icing worked by means of a spring and catch, so connected with the keys, that it moves the pa-
per the distance of one letter whenever a key is struck. On the face, of each hammer a letter is cut in

relief, in such a position, that its impression on the paper is parallel with those of the others. When
within four letters of the end of the line, a little bell rings, giving notice to the operator that the word,
if of more than one syllable, must be divided by a hyphen. At the end of each line, the "car," which
carries the paper, is drawn back, and the paper is moved the distance of two lines, in a direction perpen-
dicular to the printed line, by means of a catch hereinafter described. The keys are connected with
actions somewhat similar to those used in pianos, by means of wires and bell-cranks, which actuate the

hammers. There, is also an arrangement for rendering the simultaneous action of two or more hammers
impossible. It is obvious that by causing two or more hammers to strike against each other, serious in-
;ury would be caused—rendering machines, where key-boards are used, practically useless.

Fig. 3109 represents a top or plan view of the machine (in part); fig. 3110 a detailed section of an
action and hammer, and fig. 3111 an open and front view of the stop-bolts beneath the keys, for the

purpose of preventing the downward motion of more than one at the same time.

(Fig. 3109). B is one of the sides, which together with the cross-bars F and C, fig. 3110, forms part of

the frame to which all parts of the mechanism are secured. Fig. 3110. The keys K L, K' L, are disposed

in a longitudinal series under the cross-bar C. They all carry a counter weight 3f, which brings them by
gravity to rest against the board A. Their downward motion is checked by a cross-bar into which the

screw R enters—two j.Ir?.s act as guides for each key. Under and between the keys, (fig. 3111,) a row of

vertical stop-bolts P Q, P' Q.P" Q", are pivoted by screws R, R', R", and are in contact with each other

;

the tops are bevelled on both sides, and are lodged in corresponding recesses of and between the keys. The
recesses are made twice as large as the tops of the stop-bolts PQ, P' Q', which enter them. By this

arrangement it is impossible to bring down more than one key at the same time ; for supposing a key A",

depressed, the stop-bolt P Q, placed on the left side of the key, with all the other stop-bolts on the same
slide is pushed simultaneously in the same direction. The same effect is produced on the right side be-

ginning with stop-bolt P' Q', and so on. If, however, it is attempted to bring down two keys at once, all

the stop-bolts between them, being equally pressed to the left and right, will keep their places directly

under the spaces between the keys, whereby the two keys which are acted upon, are prevented from
coming more than i of an inch.

(Fig. 3109.) The keys are connected with the "actions" by means of wires V, V, V", $, 8', S", and

bell cranks T, T', T". These actions and the hammers are attached to a circular frame Y, (in fig. 3110,)

which is fastened to central opening of the board A, (fig. 3110). Each action is composed of a rocker p
movable on a fulcrum, of a pawlp, having its fulcrum attached to the upper end of the hammer at Z.

When a key K, is depressed, that part of it to which the wire S is attached at o", pulls upon the rocker

p', moving the pawl p, and thereby causing the hammer V to strike the stud PL
(Fig. 3109). An arm 1: projects, from which hangs a stud, fig. 3110, against the end of which all the

hammers are made to strike. This arm moves on a cam, and is turned up on either side, while the

paper is p'ut in the ear g' d' e', which moves on rails c, I'.

The inking is effected by a silk band p, which is carried on four pulleys similar to I, secured on twe

sliding brackets similar to z v. The brackets may be elevated when the band is inke'd—it retaining ink

for four days. The paper is carried upon a " car," sliding between two rails c b' ; this car consists of a

quadrangular frame d' e'fg', supporting two rollers lit ', and the heavy flat bar J', to which the latter is

united by means of levers p q', n «', and rod to', in such a manner, that when J' is raised from tho

frame, along a circle the centre of which is at n', the roller i' is equally raised by moving round the

axis p q. The paper to be printed is first placed upon the roller h', the roller i is then brought down
upon it, and the weight of the bar J causes the rollers to hold together.

The car is propelled by a spring power, which consists of a spiral spring pulling the car by means of

string s' passing over pulleys in a direction contrary to the lines to be printed. To the opposite end of

the car is attached a cord a ', which, passing over a pulley, winds around a barrel b" ; the latter is firmly

mounted upon a round disc c", which is furnished with a row of pins near the periphery thereof, d' is a

catch ; on the under side it has a notch, through which the pins may pass in one direction only ;
this is

effected by means of a spring which causes the opening by the pressure of the pins against it, thus es-

tablishing a bar again I th pas age of the said pins; hence, against the revolution of the disc in that

direction. The catch is connected by a proper system of leverage with the frame g" h" and the side of

the cascing. The frame hears against a stud by means of a spring, but when acted upon by either of

the levers L, (fig. 3110,) it will also actuate the catch by withdrawing the spring from the said pressure

of the pins. The spring thus relaxed allows the passage of one pin, but backs against the next following

one. These arc the means employed to feed the "car," and consequently the paper, the distance of ono

single letter, until the whole line is completed.

The knob q\ is then pulled so as to bring the stud PL, (fig. 3110,) to bear against the first letter of

the next following line. The moving of the paper in a direction perpendicular to the lines is effected by

means of a spider-wheel v", made fast to the shaft end of the roller /', and by means of a lever ,S", and

spring u. When the car is pulled to the right, one of the spokes of the spider-wheel v" is pressed against

the inclined side of the lever S", and is turned the distance of two lines
; but when the ear goes back, the

spring u plays and the position of the spider-wheel v" remains unchanged. T1k> Dulley similar to / is
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free on the shaft of the band pulley, and carries a ratchet so arranged in relation to a ratchet wheel up«

on the shaft, that when the car is moved to the right the pulley turns freely, and when the car moves tc

the left, the pulley carries the other pulley with it ; the band is thus caused to follow the movements of

the car, and every letter strikes it in a different place. The band is placed between two pieces of paper,

a thick one below and a thin one above ; by this means two copies are printed at the same time and

with equal facility.

.'Illlllinpi!

^m

The above description with the cuts, explains fully the construction of a machine necessarily some-
what complicated, but not necessarily liable to derangement by use. On examining the above cut or
perspective view of the complete machine, it will be seen to resemble a piano in its general form and
arrangements, in its finger-board, and in the position of the manuscript or rather proof. The keys re-

spond as easily to the touch, and the letters appear on the paper in front of the operator. The average
size of this portable machine is two feet square, not much larger than a writing desk.

PRINTING-PRESS, LITHOGRAPHIC. Fig. 3109 is a front elevation of a lithographic printing press,

by "William Smart, of London. The principle of it consists in the whole of the press-work, with the ex-

ception of the operation of laying on and taking off the paper, being performed by a series of movemenu
resulting from the first motion given to the machine, and not requiring the aid of" hand labor to perform

the work as heretofore. A portion of the standard frame is removed at one end. A A are the stand-

ard and body frames of the machine. B E is the driving-shaft and pinion, receiving motion from steam

or any motive agent, and communicating the same to the wheel C, which takes into and gcers with I),

thereby giving motion to the wheel G, which drives the pinion F. Keyed on the main shaft with the
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pinion F is a Large toothed wheel H, moving loosely on il - or shaft, the periphery of which u
perforated with the stud holes at the side, of sufficient size to i

i n con-

tact with them, to enter into anil take hoi 1 of th i wh el H
; for tl >k of metal

keyed to the main shaft with the projecting studs is empl . it by any la i, caused bv
a shifting clutch-box on the main shaft, the wh fixed disk i

entering into and uniting the two together, and revolve with the main shaft ; mounted, also, upon this

Bhaft, there is a concentric double-action rack I, in which a pinion takes into, first on the outside
lusing the toothed « he 1 ! I to be thrown in play during the printin in one

direction
;
an I secondly, on the inside, by passing through an op sning in the periphery of the rack, and

reversing the wheel. J is a horizontal rack, moving longitudinally in the direction of a machine, in a
suitable iron be I. in geer with the large toothed wheel II. K is a wo iden be 1 or Bleep ir fixed

travel- on which a rectangular slab of slate is fi top. Mare
surplus bead standards carrying the wetting and inking apparatus; this part of tin- i it con-

sists in giving motion by means of the endless strap from the driving rigger "ii the main shaft to the

ink-roller, which revolve* at right angles with the supply and d inder- i

neath, in tin mam 2, 3, I. 5 6, T. 8, 9; for example, by the revi !

of the rolh rs 2 3 moving on •" Icon ey it, through the

intervention of other rollers, I , thereby < of inking in the man! 1

I. N is the water-trough and sponge-box 11 consists of a vessel of water having

c with their upper ends above the the water,

whilst their 1 >wer ends communicate with the sp n
;

s. A warp i f c itton is place 1 in the upper ends of

the tubes, and allowed to descend into the trough below the water, which caus

tion, the water contained in the trough to pass down the tul nection with the spongi

r it with water without overcharging it. This box is brought down on th

passing under for the p and remains until thi iss of inking is per-

on the -tunc returning to tl the i hine from which i ive the

i

raised an I tl il ion. is a small fi ming moun
the body standards A, for carrying i r and tympan-roller P. Q Taper, fixed to a

h ad, which is n ew R in th S is the tympan
which h fixe 1 at a bar T; the other end is coiled round a roller I', on the -haft of which a

i i- fixed, h iving a c trd or rope b faring on it in such a mann of this

over am. th r pu led a r a distance apart, as shown, it -hall caus , by the

of.a W( h to be kept Btretched, so that when the traversing-frame, with

the 8t< ng under the scraper, it may catch hoi 1 ofth i bar T, and by thi of the

traversing fi
I
ith an 1 lay it over the stone until it shall ha I under

raper and completed the printing operation. When, by the pi ig withdrawn from m>
I from th" end of the cord in connection with the pulley P i

then the medium through which the bed and stone is driven back into the ci ntri of the machine ready

for thi tiou, by reason of the weight acting in such a manner that when the tympan
wound and placed on the surface of the stone, the mode of again winding it up is only

I by the proximity of the bar T to the roller I' producing the diminution in the space from the

tion of the tyrapan-cloth. To apply the] . nd the traversing-frame, a pr<

! by a cam producing pressure al . Buch as when the Btone h
ig under the scraper ; b as it has performed such operation the

;

ill he with-

drawn, and the means empl lered free to act Th rrangement
ig bar or bearer I', with a counterbalati affixed ; this bar

|

og the

7, to which i entric

ig with it
; the ii 1 bj Buch means on tl r is for tbro'fl ing a stop

I the traversing-frame and checking its further pi .it the same time

the application of n spiral In the

. for throwing the driving wheel 11 er, d< p n Is the prop i worl

ichine. The means of employing Btuds, as desi ribed, consist in fixing two peri pi her by

into the npj oeite holes in the other; for this object a Bido

on with the clutch-box on the main shaft, which it shifta

illy within the limits of it- I
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which it is taken by a ducter roller a:i 1 transf i illcr, lu the cj lin lrii_-.il

distributing table; the fountain-roll a alow an I continuous rotary motion, to carry up the ink

from the fountain.

The large cylinder being put in motion, the form of typi • then on is, in sin •• ssion, carried to lour or

more corresponding horizontal impression cylinders, arranged at proper distances around it, to give the

impression to lour or more sheets, introduced one by each impression cylinder. The t'. cards
of two of the impression cylinders are similar to those on the well-kn cylinder press; on tlie

other two, the sheet is fed in below and thrown out above: The sheets are taken directly from the

feed board by iron fingers attached to each impression cylin ler. Between each two of the impn
cylinders there are two inking-rollers, which vibrate on the distributing surface while taking a Bupply

of ink, and at the proper time are caused to rise, by a cam, so as to r the form, when ihey

again fall to the distributing surface. Each page is locked up upon a detached segment of the large

cylinder, called by the compositors a " turtle," and this constitutes the bed an 1 chase. The column-rules

run parallel with the shafts of the cylinder, an 1 are consequently straight ; while the head, advertising,

and dash rules are in the form of segments of a circle. A cro • tion of the column-rules would pre-

sent the form of a wedge, with the small en 1 pointing to the centre of the cylin ler, so as to bind the

types near the top; for the types being parallel, instead of radiating from the centre, it is obvious that

if the column-rules were also parallel, they must stand apart at the top, no matter how tight they were

I together at the base ; but with these wedge-shaped column-rules, which are held down to the

bed or turtle by tongues, projecting at intervals along their length, an 1 sliding in rebated jjroovi

crosswise in the fai f the bed, the space in the grooves, beta lumn-rules, being filled with

sliding blocks of metal, accurately fitted, the outer surface level with the Burface of the be I, tfa

next the column-rules being cut away underneath to - of the toi

and screws at the end and side of each page to lock them together, the types are as secure on this cyl-

inder as they can be on 1 1 1= - old flal

Fig. 3112 represi
|

ess with four impression cylinders, capable of printing 10,000 impr ssions p r

hour. Four persons are required to feed in the sheets, which are thrown out and laid in heaps by self-

icting flyers, as in the ordinary cylinder presses. A press with eight impression cylinders will print

10,000 or more impressions per hour.

/'
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Single small-cylinder printing-machine.—Fig. 3114. In this press the form of types is placed upon a
flat bed, and the impression taken upon the paper by means of a cylinder, while the form is passing
under it. The small size of the cylinder allows the machine to be constructed in a very compact man-
ner, so as to shorten the distance which the bed travels, thereby considerably increasing the numhor oi

mnressions iu a given time, beyond the single large-cylinder press.

This machine is of convenient height for use. One person only is required to feed down the paper
ft hose position is but a step from the floor. It will give from 2,000 to 3,000 impressions per hour, with

perfect safety to the machinery. The printed sheets are thrown out by a fly-frame in a uniform pile.

Register sufficiently accurate ibr newspaper and job work is obtained by the patent feed-guides, whirl;

are attached to each press. When required, a registering or pointing apparatus is furnished, and the

press may then be u-ed advantageously for book-work.
The press is made in the same manner as the double-cylinder press describe,] above, with buffers

similarly arranged to prevent noise.

Double-cylinder printing-machine.—Fig. 3115. In its arrangement this press is similar to the single

small-cylinder machine ; except, that it has two impression cylinders each alternately giving an impression

from the same form. The sheets are supplied by two attendants, and, if required to print short editions

of various sizes, it will be necessary to have a boy at each end of the press to receive the printed sheel ;

but where large editions or forms of uniform, size are worked, not requiring frequent changes of tho

tape-wheels, the self sheet-flying apparatus is very efficient and economical, placing the printed

sheets in heaps with precision, and dispensing entirely with the two boys otherwise required for that

purpose.

The large amount of printing ordinarily done on these presses, and the consequent speed required,

have rendered necessary greatly increased strength and weight of materia' iu all the parts, together witk
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simplicity in (he mechanical arrangements, and the utmost perfection of workmanship. The noise an<i

annoyance occasioned by the concussion of the bed against the springs, which are phiced at each end ol

the machine to overcome the momentum of the bed, has been removed by means of adjustable india-

rubber buffers placed at the points of contact, which in no way interfere with the lively and certain

action of the spiral springs.

Patent machine card-press.—Fig. 311 G. For printing cards and small circulars, this machine is not

surpassed. It is worked by either a crank or treadle, and will print from 1,000 to 1,500 cards per hour

and may be used also for printing note-paper and small circulars. Its feeding apparatus for cards is

self-acting. Size of chase inside 0^ by 5 inches.

Improved lithor/rapliic-press.—Fig. 3117. This is believed to be the best press in use for lithographic

printing. The side-rods and top beam are made of wrought-iron ; the bed and stone are raised to the

scraper by a lever and steel cam, working on a steel friction-roller; the impression is reg.ilated by a

single screw through the top beam ; the scraper is hung on a pivot, that it may accommodate itself to

ineaualities in the surface of the stone; the bed is made <>!' the toughest ash plated svith iron, with iron
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runners, which n;n or. Hers; the tympan-frame is wrought-iron, with

st etching the tynipan. The larger sizes are t to take an impi
from the largest Btone with e

Copperplate-press.—"IIS. The side-frames, cylinders, and bed are mad in; the cylii

are turned an 1 tie I > '1
]

1 me 1 p srfectly true. The shafts through the cylin 1 n , the braces, anus, and
screw*, are of wrought-iron, the bearing ition.

PROJECTION Proj ai ins in which the eye ia

.supposed to be placed in r \ which it is to 1 I; but there

are three which, I : the frequency of their use, arc particularly <i on, namely
tin- trlh

1. Orthograph —In this projection the eye is supp sed to be at an infinite distance, and
the plan* oj lane on which the representation is made, perpen licular to tin i

tionofthe raj of I ;ht, which are all parallel t" each other. The laws of d. arc easilj

ed I. Any i ted by drawing a straight line from il ilar t'> the

vt to the plane of projection i point,

hi' parallel t" th n is proji cted into an equal Btraight Ime ; an
i to ill plane of

\
i straight line which is shorter than the lii-t in

il. proj ortion ol tic- c i ine i

• of inclination to p< rpendic

the plane of pro light line. I \ circle parallel to the | lane of pj
n equal > ii oblique to the plane of projei tion i^

|

ollip >•, <>( which i

; It" the diameU i »f tl

: the obliq
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i h other.
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point of contact is called the principal point ; and the projections of all other points on the sphere are

ut the extremities of the tangents of the arcs intercepted between them and the principal point. As
the tangents increase very rapidly when the arcs exceed 4o°, and at 90° become infinite, the central

projection cannot be adopted for a whole hemisphere.

^KLr-'--',^ ^

3) © © @

fo r^ rfel

pi

PROVING MACHINE, HYDROSTATIC, for proving chain-cables. Figs. 3119, 3120, 3121 aaJ

3122 represent a machine designed and constructed by Wm. M. Ellis, engineer, United States Navv
Yard, Washington.
A A, plan, Fig. 3119, water cistern, with three force-pumps
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B, hydrostatic cylinder. CC, wrought-iron cross-head - cross

-ill-.

II, screw-wheel, for forcing back the ram.

JO, Fi L levers, for as< ertaining the strain: proportion, 1 to 2i» ctioa

DDLEH 9 BALLS, M 10HINTE FOR COMPR

upon .in 1 betwoou the two bed
1), helical hope 1 i un, '<._ >

1 ••!
I
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which forces outward the ram or hammer E, which, when released from the cam, a powerful helical

spring which is inserted into a cavity in the outer end of the ram throws forward against the loop of

iron and upsets it—the opposite end of the loop, or ball, or bloom being supported against the heavy
flancli F, which is cast upon one of the bed-rollers, and serves as an anvil against which to upset or

hammer the blooms. G, spur-wheel on the end of the shaft that supports the cam A. H, spur-pinion

on the driving shaft I. This pinion works into two others of corresponding size, one on the end^ of eacli

bed-roller. This driving-pinion II being interposed between the two on the bed-rollers and the spur-

wheel G, gives the peripheries of all the rollers and the cam a direction the reverse of the periphery

of the ball C, and all being in motion no waste or abrasion of the hot iron can ensue, as the ball must
necessarily revolve upon its axis and be retained in proper place between the rollers and compressers

I, shipping-bar. J, shaft communicating with the driving power.

Advantages.— 1. Great expedition in shingling puddlers' iron, one of these machines being sufficient

to do the work for 25 puddling furnaces. 2. The almost entire saving of shinglers' wages. 3. No
waste of iron—turning out the blooms while very hot, enabling the roller to reduce them to very
smooth and sound bars. 4. Scarcely no expense for repairs. 5. A very small amount of power re-

quired to operate it. 6. The ends of the blooms being thoroughly upset.

PULLEY. See Mechanical Powers.
PUMPS.

—

The common pump. Fig. 3123 represents a section of the common suction pump.
A C is a cylinder or barrel, in which a piston P is moved up and down by means of a piston-rod 11,

attached to the extremity of the lever, RH, of the first kind. In the piston is a valve v lifting

upwards ; and at the bottom of the barrel is another valve V, also lifting upwards. A B is a pipe,

passing from the bottom of the barrel into the well from which the water is to be raised.

In the downward stroke of the piston, it plunges amongst the water in the barrel of the pump; the

valve V closes, and the valve v opens, and allows the water to pass to the upper side of the piston.

In an upward stroke the valve v closes, and the valve V opens, and, by the pressure of the atmos-

phere, the water follows the piston in its ascent, whereas the water above the piston is pushed before

it, and thus the fluid is discharged in a stream at the mouth C of the pump ; and so on to any num-
ber of strokes.

If a perfect vacuum were formed by the piston as it ascends, the water would be raised, on an aver-

age, to the height of 34 feet above the level of the water in the well, which is the height of a column
of water calculated to balance the average pressure of the atmosphere.

3124.

The common forcing pump.—This pump, Fig. 3124, raises water from the well into the barrel on the

principle of the suction pump just described, Fig. 3123, and then the pressure of the piston on the

water elevates it to any height that may be required.

Here I' is a solid piston working up and down in a barrel ; V a valve, lifting upwards, placed at the

top of the pipe descending into the well ; ; a valve, also lifting upwards; placed in a pipe D, which

conveys the water to the cistern.

In a descending stroke of the piston, the valve V closes and the valve v opens, and the water, being

pressed before the piston, is forced up the pipe D to the higher level required; on the contrary, in an

ascending stroke, the valve v closes by the pressure of the external air and the water in the pipe D;
the valve V opens, and the water rises into the barrel of the pump by the pressure of the atmosphere

on the water in the well; and so on \>< any number of strokes.

The forcing pump with <<>> air-chamber.—This engine, Fig. 31 '25, merely differs from the preceding

one by having an air-chamber ecv connected with the vertical pipe D. This air-chamber is a closeo.

vessel, having the pipe 1> descending into it, and a valve v opening and closing its communication with

the barrel of the pump. When the pi-ton 1' descends, the water is forced through the valve v into

the air-chamber, so that as soon as the water rises above the lower orifice of the pipe D, the air in the

upper part of the chamber is contracted or compressed ; and this compression of the air causes it to
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crcrt a continuous pressure upon the surface of the water in the chamber, whi •
- B ii ! D]

the pipe D, and thuB a constant discharge int istained. ! pomp
the water : rged at each downward stroke of the piston, <•, the

; the air in the ch he discharge through the vertical pipe l> dining the in-

tervals taken up by the upward strokes of the piston.

The great detect of this engine i- as follows :—after the pump ha tion the air

in the chamber I orbed by the water passing through it, so that at length it is foun I

all the air at first in the chamber 1 iway with the water di

J) medj the d qc. It

is simply a double acting forcing pump. 1' is a solid piston which move- up and . Under ; the

rod of this pi ton passes through a stuffin

the o]
|

- of the cylinder are t-. b" an I CD; where A B 'i. and
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;
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Fig. 3129 is a pump to raise water without any friction of solids ; making use of quicksilver instead

of leather to keep the air or water from slipping by the sides of the pistons. One form of it is repre-

sented by the figure. A is the suction-pipe, the lower end of which is inserted in the water to be raised.

Its upper end terminates in the chamber C, and is covered by a valve. The forcing-pipe B, with a valve

at its lower end, is also connected to the chamber. Between these valves a pipe, open at both ends, is

inserted and bent down, as in the figure. The straight part attached to it is the working cylinder of

the pump, and should be made of iron. Another iron pipe, a little larger in the bore than the last, and

of the same length, is made to slide easily over it. This pipe is closed at the bottom and suspended by
chains or cords, by which it is moved up and down. Suppose this pipe in the position represented, and

filled with mercury—if it were then lowered, the air in the cylinder and between the valves would be-

come rarified, and the atmosphere pressing on the surface of the water in which the end of A is placed,

would force the liquid up A till the density of the contained air was the same as before ; then by rais-

ing the pipe containing the mercury, the air, unable to escape through the lower valve, would be forced

through the upper one ; and by repeating the operation, water would at last rise and be expelled in the

same way, provided the elevation to which it is to be raised does not exceed thirteen times the depth

of the mercurial column around the cylinder ; the specific gravity of quicksilver being so many times

greater than that of water. When the depth of the former is 30 inches, the latter may be raised as

many feet in the suction-pipe and forced up an equal distance through the forcing one, making together

an elevation of sixty feet ; but if water be required higher, the depth of the mercurial column in the

movable pipe must be proportionably increased. To make a small quantity of mercury answer the

purpose, a solid piece of wood or iron that is a little less than the cylinder is secured to the bottom oi

the movable vessel as shown in the centre : this answers the same object as an equal bulk of mercury.

These pumps have their disadvantages : they are expensive : and however well made, the quantity

of quicksilver required is considerable—the agitation consequent on the necessary movement soon con-

verts it into an oxide and renders it useless. Great care is also required in working these machines : ii

^X]

the movements are not slow and regular, the mercury is very apt to be thrown out ; to prevent which
the upper end of the vessel containing it is dished or enlarged. For the reasons above stated, they
have never been extensively employed in the arts.

If a common atmospheric pump be inverted, as shown in Figs. 3130 and 3131, its cylinder immersed
in water, and the valves of the upper and lower boxes reversed, it becomes a forcing, or, as it is some-
times named, a lifting pump ; because the contents of the cylinder are lifted up when the piston is

raised, instead of being driven out from below by its descent. In a lifting pump the liquid is expelled
from the top of the cylinder—in a forcing one from the bottom : it is the water above the piston that is

raised by the former ; ami that which enters below it, by the latter. The piston-rod in the figure is at-

tached to an iron frame that is suspended to the end of a beam or lever. The valve on the top of the

piston, like that at the end of the cylinder, opens upwards. When the piston descends (which it does

by its own weight and that of the frame) its valve opens and the water enters the upper pari of the

cylinder, then as soon as it begins to rise its valve closes, and the liquid above it is forced up the as-

cending pipe. Upon the return of the piston the upper valve is shut by the weight of the column above
it, the cylinder is again charged, and its contents forced up by a repetition of the movements. Machines
of this description are of old date. They were formerly employed in raising water from mines.

Lifting pump.—The modern form of this pump is represented in Fig. 3132. The working cylinder

being generally metal, and having a strong flanch at each end : the upper one is covered by a plate

with a stuffing-box in the centre through which the polished piston-rod moves; and the under one trv

mother to which the suction-pipe is attached, and whose orifice is covered by a valve.
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Hie fire-engine.—This engine, Fig- 3133, is simply a combination of two forcing pumps, having a

common air-chamber II, and the same suction-pipe F descending to the water intended to supply the

engine. The beam A 1!. turning on its centre of motion K. works the two pistons C and D ; bo thai

while the one is descending the other is ascending, thereby keeping up a continuous flow of water into

the air-chamber BL A flexible tube E, of leather, called a ho$e, is attached to the discharge-pipe, to

enable the engine man to direct the stream of water upon any particular spot. The degree of compres
edon attained by the air in the chamber regulates the velocity with which the water i> projected from

the nozzle L of the hose.

If, for example, the air be compressed to one half its original bidk, then it will ad upon the •

of the water in the chamber with a pressure equivalent to that of the atmoephi re, and the water would
be raised in the pipe E to the height of about o4 feet, or it would be projected from the nozzle L with
a velocity equal to that which a body would acquire in falling freely, by the force of gravity, from this

height

3131. S132.

The chain pump,—This engine. Fig. 8134, consists of a continue •

A B I', to which are attached a series of pistons or buckets lor raising the w at. r.

This chain passes downwards through the WOoden tube 1". and return', up

wards through C, extending over ket wheels Q and J. The arms oi

teetli of the upper wheel Q, acting upon the notches or teeth cut upon the

links of the chain, put the chain of pi-tons or buckets in motion. The lower

portion 1> of the ascending tube is lined with a brass barrel, in which the

tins or buckets are fitted; bo thai whilst they are ascending through this

jarrel, the water is lifted and discharged at th>' top A of the tube. The
wheel Q i fcurni d bj a winch, « -how- the shape of the finks forming the chain, t> the section of the

t buckets.

Rotary pumps.—Two colt wheels, the teeth of which are fitted to work accurately into each otl ei

-ire inclosed in an elliptical case. The sides of these wheels turn close to those of the case, so that

water cannot enter between them. The axle of one of the wheels is continued through one side of the

a1u.1i i~ n moved in the figure to -how the interior, and the opening made tight bj

t Collar of leather. A crank i- applied to the end to turn it, and a- one wheel revolves, it in'

rily turn- the other; the direction of then- motions being indicated by the arrows. The watei

that enters the Lower part of the case i- swept up the end- b in rotation, and as it cann< t

between the wheels in consequence ol the cogs being there always in contact, it must a<

-anly rise in the ascending oi pe. The machine i-, therefore, botn a Bucking and forcin

• it v pump- this i- not only one .,i the oldest, but i i the best. Fire engines made on the

Irere patented about twenty five a England, and more recently pumps of the
.ind in this country.

imps may be divided into cli rding to the form- of and method
tliat act as such ; and des by which tho buttn

I. It lb this lost that i iter when impelled forwards by the pi

prevents the liquid from being swept by t
h< latter entirely round the cylinder or i *<

and compels n to enter the discharging pipe. In these particulars consist all the > lential diffi

p [n nie the l .ii 1 111. ni- are movable pi' n mad. to draw back I

'i protruded till it- return
j in Others th.\ are fixod, and the

j

i the -am.- with the latter; t
;

tic axle- by which they are turned, an I and drawn int.. |

butmi Ln another class the pStoru an

of a boriaontal « ind me « ith thi ir I

round the cylindrical case, till the) approach that part whii h corwtitutoH tho butmont, when
id pa i tlirough a nan which they cntircl) fill, and thcrebj pi
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passing -with them. In other pumps the butment is obtained by the contact of the peripheries of two
wheels or cylinders, that roll on or rub against each other. Fig. 3135 is of this kind : while the teeth

in contact with the ends of the case act as pistons in driving the water before them, the others are

fitted to work so closely on each other as to prevent its returu. Fig. 3136 exhibits another modifica-

tion of the same principle.

Eve's patent rotary steam-engine and pump.—Within a cylindrical case a solid or hollow drum A,
Fig. 3136, is made to revolve, the sides of which are fitted to move close to those of the case. Three
projecting pieces or pistons, of the same width as the drum, are secured to or cast on its periphery

:

they are at equal distances from each other, and their extremities sweep close round the inner edge
of the case, as shown in the figure. The periphery of the drum revolves in contact with that of a

smaller cylinder B, from which a portion is cut off to form a groove or recess sufficiently deep to re-

ceive within it each piston as it moves past. The diameter of the small cylinder is just one-third that

of the drum. The axles of both are continued through one or both sides of the case^and the openings

made tight with stuffing-boxes. On one end of each axle is fixed a toothed wheel of the same diam-
eter as its respective cylinder ; and these are so geered into one another, that when the crank attached

lo the drum-axle is turned (in the direction of the arrow) the groove in the small cylinder receives

successively each piston ; thus affording room for its passage, and at the same time by the contact of

the edge of the piston with its curved part, preventing water from passing. As the machine is worked,
the water that enters the lower part of the pump through the suction-pipe, is forced round and com-
pelled to rise in the discharging one, as indicated by the arrows. Other pumps of the same class have
such a portion of the email cylinder cut off, that the concave surface of the remainder forms a contin-

uation of the case in front of the recess while the pistons arc passing ; and then by a similar movement
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!w that used in the figure described, the convex part is brought in contact with the periphery of th<

drum till the piston's return.

All rotary pumps are both Backing and forcing manhim generally furnished with valves in

both pipes, as in the ordinary forcing pumps. The hutments are always placed between the apertures

of the sucking an I forcing pi]

There is anotbi p imps that bears some relationship to the preceding ; one of these is shown
in Fig. 8137. The hutment consists of a curved flap that turns on a hinge; a i- so arranged as to be

received into an I on the rim or periphery of the cu-1 1

, and into which it is forced by the

Ei-ton. The concave Bide of the flap i- of the' same curve as the rim of the case, and when pushed
ack forms a part of it. Its width is, of course, equal to that of the drum, against the rim of which

its la - pressed; this is effected in some pumps by springs, in oil,,
1 .heels,

<i'c, fixed on the axles, as in the last one. The force by which the flap is urged against the drum must
1 the pressure of the liquid column in the discharging pipe. The semicircular pieces on the outer

edge of the case represent ears for securing the pump t" planks or frames, Ac, when in use. The ar-

ia the figures show the direction in which the piston and water i- move I.

Nearly a hundred years before the date of Watt's patent, .

:

ommunicated to the French

Academy a description of a rotary pump substantially the Bame a- re] resi ated in Fig. 3137. It is

figured and described in the first volume of Machines Approuv., p. 108 : the body of the pump or case

1- a short cylinder, but the piston is elliptical, its transverse diameter being equal to that of the cyl-

inder, hence it performed the part of two pistons. There are also two flaps on opposite sides of the

cylinder.

In other pumps the flaps, instead of acting as butments, are made to perform the part of pistons;

this is done by hinging them on the rim of the drum, of which, when closed, they also form a part:

they are closed by passing under a permanent projecting piece or butment that extends from the case

to the drum.

In I is movable. A formed into three Bpiral wings that act as

pistons, U turned round within a cylindrical case. The butment B 1- a piece of metal whose width is

if the wings, or the interior breadth of the cylinder
;

it is made to slide through

ring box en the ton of the case, ami by it- ux ight to descend and rest upon the u inga It- upper

en two roll 1-. preserves it in a perpendicular p
A- th<- wheel ;-

I 01 the wheel in Fig. 31351 pushes

it the water thai I drives it through the valve into the as-

cending pi] e time the 1 illy raised by the curved Burface of the wing,

and as soon as the end of the latt< 1

;

• the load on die rod causes it instantly t.> di

upon the next one, which iii it- turn produa a the Bame effect. This pump as the Lfltl

nry, and pi ; known much earlier, Besides 'he defects common to most pf it< species, it has

loadi I with weight - sufHci

:nn over the valve, (otherwi raised and the water would >

•h it ,) the power to work this pump i- the amount which the water

ling an illustration of t'

of the gfidin :. \.il\ e a:. of the ehi,
|

::mp-

cylinder within

.

with it, th. of which aro fitti I to bear slightly against tin

A butracnl B B
|- COIltl i'. an all c\ lilldl 1

bod mt" tl

1 B I'.. ail I to the e till I
« hell the
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Fig. 3140 represents another rotary engine. This is also a reinvention. Liko many others, it con

Bists of two concentric cylinders or drums, the annular space between them forming the pump-chamber
but the inner one, instead of revolving as in the preceding figures, is immovable, being fixed to the

sides of the outer one or case. The piston is a rectangular and loose piece of brass or other metal

accurately fitted to occupy and move in the space between the two cylinders. To drive the piston,

and at the same time to form a butment between the orifices of the induction and eduction pipes, a

third cylinder is employed, to which a revolving motion is imparted by a crank and axle in the usual

way. This cylinder is eccentric to the others, and is of such a diameter and thickness that its interior

and exterior surfaces touch the inner and outer cylinders, as represented in the cut, the places of con-

tact preventing water from passing : a slit or groove equal in width to the thickness of the piston is

made through its periphery, into which slit the piston is placed. When turned in the direction of

the large arrow, the water in the lower part of the pump is swept round and forced up the rising pipe,

and the void behind the piston is again filled by water from the reservoir into which the lower pipe

is inserted. This machine was originally designed, like most rotary pumps, for a steam-engine.

In others the pistons slide within a revolving cylinder or drum that is concentric with the exterior

one. Fig. 3141 is a specimen of a French pump of this kind. The butment in the form of a segment

is secured to the inner circumference of the case, and the drum turns against it at the centre of the

chord fine ; on both sides of the place of contact it is curved to the extremities of the arc, and the

sucking and forcing pipes communicate with the pump through it, as represented in the figure. To
the centre of one or both ends of the case is screwed fast a thick piece of brass whose outline resem-

bles that of the letter D ; the flattened side is placed towards the butment, and is so formed that the

same distance is preserved between it and the opposite parts of the butment, as between its convex
surface and the rim of the case. The pistons, as in the last figure, are rectangular pieces of stout

metal, and are dropped into slits made through the rim of the drum, their length being equal to that

of the case, and their width to the distance between its rim and the D piece. They are moved by a

crank attached to the drum-axle. To lessen the friction and compensate for the wear of the butment,

that part of the latter against which the drum turns is sometimes made hollow ; a piece of brass is let

into it and pressed against the periphery of the drum by a spring.

In Fig. 3142 the axis of the drum or smaller cylinder is so placed as to cause its periphery to rub
against the inner circumference of the case. Two rectangular pistons, whose lengths are equal to the
internal diameter of the case, cross each other at right angles, being notched so as to allow them to

slide backwards and forwards to an extent equal to the widest space between the two cylinders. The
case of this pump is not perfectly cylindrical, but of such a form that the four ends of the pistons are

always in contact with it. An axle on the drum is moved by a crank. Fire-engines have been made
on the same principle.

Rotary pumps are as yet too complex and too easily deranged to be adapted for common use. To
make them efficient, their working parts require to be adjusted to each other with unusual accuracy
and care : their efficiency is, by the unavoidable wear of those parts, speedily diminished or destroyed.
The expense of keeping them in order exceeds that of others ; and they cannot be repaired by ordi

nary workmen, since peculiar tools are required for the purpose.
This remark holds true of all the rotary pumps we have seen, including Gwynne's, which is nothing

more than Dimpfel's fan, Fig. 1612, applied to raising water ; it is without the merit of novelty in prin-

ciple, and in practice will be found worthless for the reasons above given.

Reciprocating rotary pumps.—One of the obstacles to be overcome in making a rotary pump, is the

passage of the piston over the butment, or over the space it occupies. The apparatus for moving the

butment as the piston approaches to or recedes from it, adds to the complexity of the machine ; nor is

this avoided when that part is fixed, for an equivalent movement is then required to be given to the
piston itself in addition to its ordinary one. In reciprocating rotary pumps these difficulties are avoid-

ed by stopping the piston when it arrives at one side of the butment, and then reversing its motion
towards the other ; hence these are less complex than the former. They are, however, liable to some
of the same objections, being more expensive than common pumps, more difficult to repair, and upon
the whole less durable.

Fig. 3143 consists of a close case of the form of a sector of a circle, having an opening at the bottom
for the admission of water, and ano'.her to which a forcing-pipe with its valve is attached. A movable
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radius or piston is turned on a centre by a lover as represented
; thus, when the latter is pulled down

towards the left, the former drives the contents of the case through the valve in the ascending pipe.

Kg. 3144 consists of a short horizontal cylinder; a portion of the lower pari is separated bom the
rest by a plate where the suction-pipe terminates in two openings that are covered by clack-* <•<•. The
partition a extends through the entire length of the cylinder, and is made air and water tight to both
ends, and also to the plate upon which its lower edge rests. The upper edge extends to the under
ride of the axle to which the piston B is united One end of the axle is passed through the cylinder,
and the opening made tight by a stuffing-box

;
it h moved by a crank or lever. Near the clacks e e two

other openings are made through the plate, to which the forcing-pipes are

secured. These tubes are bent round the outside of the cylinder and meet
in the chamber C, where their orifices are covered by clacks. Thus when
the piston is turned in either direction, it

drives the water before it through one or

other of these tubes ; at the same time the

void left behind it is kept filled by the

pressure of the atmosphere on the surface

of the liquid in which the lower orifice of

the suction-pipe is placed. The edges of

the pistons are made to work close to the

ends and rim of the cylinder by means of

strips of leather screwed to them. Modi-
fications of these pumps have also been
used in England as fire engines. Watt
patented one in 1782 for a steam engine.

Centrifugal Pumps. If a common blow-
ing fan be immersed in water, and put in

operation, the water will be forced to the

periphery of the wheel, and may be ele-

vated in a rising main according to the

velocity given to the fan. Fig. 314."> rep-

resents a side rim of Appold's centrifugal

pump as exhibited at the World's Fair in

London. It consists of a hollow disk or cylinder, 12 inches diameter and 3 inches wide on the rim, with a

circular opening in the centre of C inches diameter. This cylinder is inclosed on both sides, excepting the

central opening, and is entirely open all round the rim. The <li-k is placed vertically on a shaft passing
through its centre, and on the end of this shaft is fixed a pulley for driving it. In order to raise the

water, the disk is placed in the bottom of a vertical trunk, as shown in fig. 3HG.

In the centrifugal pump tie' velocity of the eireuinf. rcnec inu-t he constant for all risd of pimps

.or the same height of lift ; that la, a pump] Inch diameter must make twelve times the number ot

revolutions per minute of one 12 he hei diameter, and*both pumps will then raise the water I i

height, but the quantity of (rater delivered will be ill: t than the 12 inch pump, being in

i irtion to the area of the discharging tthe circumference, or the square of the dial

when the proportion of breadth was kept the same, namely, one fourth of the diameter In each

In .Mr. Appold'i pump, a velocity of 60 minute ol the circumference raised the water 1 foot

high, and maintained it at that level without discharging an) ; and a double velocity raised the water to

"oar times the height, trifugal force was proportionate to the square of the velocity ;
•

piently,

r minute raised I foot withoul

I.mm • • ••
I

2,000
• '• •

|6

l-.l
••

i
• Qt to which the water had b irithont discharge, in the expertmentt with the

I 67*7 feet, with a a velocity of 1,158 feet per minute, being rather less than the calcu-

lated height, owing probably to leakage with the rroater pn

i
ixlmoui

mployi I in i dslnfl to the • one .'
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I,G78 feet per minute, giving a discharge of 1,400 gallons per minute from the 1 foot pump. The ad-

ditional velocity required to effect the discharge is 550 feet per minute ; or the velocity required to

effect a discharge of 1,400 gallons per minute, through a 1 foot pump, working at a dead level without
any height of lift is 550 feet per minute : consequently, adding this number in each case to the velocity

given above at which no discharge takes place, the following velocities are obtained for the maximum
effect to be produced in each case :

1,050 feet per minute, velocity for 1 foot height of lift.

1,550 " " " 4 feet

2,550 " " " 1G *'. "

4,550 " " " 64 "

Or, in general terms, the velocity in feet per minute for the circumference of the pump to he driven to

raise the water to a certain height, is equal to

550 + (500 \' height of lift in feet).

In some situations where it is the most important consideration for a pump to be quickly and readily

applied, that would discharge a very large quantity of water, the centrifugal pump is' found very advan-
tageous in such cases. In one instance, in putting in the foundations of harbor works at Dover, a large

quantity of water of 2,000 to 3,000 gallons per minute' was pumped out by one of these pumps. The
centrifugal pump had another important advantage for such applications, from having no valves in

action when at work, which enabled it to pass large stones, and .almost anything that was not too large

to enter between the arms. The largest pump constructed at present on this plan was erected at Whit-
tlesca Mere, for the purpose of draining, and has worked there nearly a year with complete success. The
pump is ih feet diameter, with an average velocity of 90 revolutions, or 1,250 feet per minute, and is

driven by a double-cylinder steam-engine, with steam 40 lbs. per inch, and vacuum 131 lbs. per inch
;

?t raises about 15,000 gallons of water per minute an average height of four or five feet.

Mr. Appold considers the spiral form of the arms an essential point in his pump, instead of the radial

arms in the other centrifugal pumps. He at first tried straight arms inclined at 45°, but he found
that the curved arms ending nearly in a line with a tangent to the outer circumference gave the greatest

effect.

The comparative value of the different forms of arms was proved by the experiments at the London
Exhibition mentioned before ; the curved arms gave a duty of 68 per cent., the inclined arms 43 per

cent., and the radial arms only 24 per cent.

The Spiral Pump. If we wind a pipe round a cylinder, of which the axis is horizontal, and connect

one end with a vertical tube, while the other is at liberty to turn round and receive water and air in each
revolution, the machine is called a spiral pump; it was invented, about 1746, by Andrew Wirz, a pew-
terer in Zurich, and was employed at Florence with Bernoulli's improvement, in 1779. At Archangel-
sky, near Moscow, a pump of this kind was erected in 17S4, which raised a hogshead of water in a
minute to a height of 74 feet, and through a pipe 760 feet in length. Eytelwein enters very minutely
into calculations of the effect of such a machine under different circumstances ; and the results of the

theory, as well as of experiment, recommend it for common use, instead of forcing pumps of a more
complicated and expensive construction. The water-tight joint presents the only difficulty : the pipe

may form either a cylindrical, a conical, or a plain spiral, and it appears to be uncertain which is the

most advantageous ; the vertical pipe should be nearly of the same dimensions as the spiral pipe.

The Screw of Archimedes, or the Water -Snail, and the Water-screw. The screw of Archimedes con-
sists, either of a pipe wound spirally round a cylinder, or of one or more spiral excavations, formed by
means of spiral projections from an internal cylinder, covered by an external coatin<v , so as to be water-
tight. But if the coating is detached, so as to remain at rest while the spirals revolve, the machine is

called a water-screw. Eytelwein observes, that the screw of Archimedes should always be so placed,

as to fill exactly one-half of a convolution in each turn ; and that when the orifice remains constantly

immersed, the effect is very much diminished. When the height of the water is so variable as to render
this precaution impossible, Mr. Eytelwein prefers the water-screw ; although, in this instrument, one-
third of the water runs back, and it is easily clogged by accidental impurities. The screw of Archime-
des is generally placed so as to form an angle of between 45° and 60 a

with the horizon, but the open
water-screw at an angle of 30° only : for great heights, the spiral pump is preferable to either.

Belido/s pressure engine, moved by water.—Fig.

3150: A conveys the descending column of water
from its source to the three-way cock F ; to one of

the openings of which it is united. This cock is con-

nected, at another opening, to the horizontal cylinder

C, whose axis coincides with that of a smaller one D.
Loth cylinders are of the same length ; and their pis-

tons are attached to a common rod, as represented in

the figure. Two valves are placed in the ascend-
ing pipe B—one below, the other above its junction

with the cylinder D. The horizontal pipe H con-

nects B and D with the third opening of the cock.

By turning the plug of this cock, a communication
is opened alternately between each cylinder and the

water in A. Thus when the water rushes into C it

drives the piston before it to the extremity of the

cylinder, and consequently the water that was pre-
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viously in D is forced up the ascending pipe B ; tl:en the communication between A and C is cat i ff,

(by turning the cock,) and that be! ID is opened, when the
;

irds F
by the of the column against the smaller piston— the water previously I tog through
an opening shown in front of the cock and runs to waste, while that which enf Dil I

.•• •-:.'.

np B at the next stroke of the pistons. The cock was opened connected to the
middle of the piston-rod, and was thus worked by the machine i: the air-chamber thi

from B is rei aious.

Suppose the water A has a perpendicular fall of thirty-four or thirty-live feet, and it was required
to raise a portion of it to an elevation of seventy fe< t above F ; it will be apparent that if both

[

were of the same diameter, such an object could not be accomplished by this machine— for

deis would virtually be but one—and so would the pistons; and the pn column on both
sides of the latter would be equal. A column of water thirty I thai

sustains it with a force of 15 pounds on every superficial inch; and one <>f Beventy feet 1 1
i

_- 1
> . with a

• scry inch; hence, with ling the friction to be i

from the rubbing of the pistons, 'from the
|

the water through the m the

ary apparatus to render the machine self-acting, it i- obvious in th ,

;i in must be more than double that in D, or no water could be discharged thn

Thus in all cases, the relative pro] or diameter of th

must be determined by the difference between the perpendicular height of the two columns. When the

ascending i ne, tl en
the cylinder of the latter may be larger than thai of the firmer; a smaller quantity of water in this

case raising a larger one. It, however, descends like a small weight at the long end of a lever, thi

a greater space.

That the force which a running stream acquires may be made to drive a portion of the liquid above
the source whence it flows, is obvious from several operations in nature.

The hydraulic ram raises water on this principle : aquantitj i id is set in motion through an
inclined tube, and its escape from the lower orifice is nude sud I al when th momentum of

the moving mass drives up a portiou of its own volume to an elevation much higher than that from
which it descend* I.

The lir-t person who is known to have raised water by a ram, designed for the
;

is Mr.
Whiti i :. r of Derby, in England. He erected a machine similar to the one represented
in Fig. 3151, in 1772.

A i spring or reservoir, the surface of the water in which was of about the Bame li .. 1

as the :i B. The main
|

to the cock at the en 1 of 0, was oearl

nd a half inch bore. The cock was sixteen feet below A, and
,. il r i r the When il 1 the liquid column in AC was put in

motion, and e to a fall of sixteen feet ; and as soon as the i hut, the mo-
1 the valve, upon which part of the wat< r rushed into th

i B. This effect took
|

time the cock was as I, and as water

•was drawn from it at I
from mojhing till night—all the d

I .nt. i I!, without any exerti »r exp
invi nte f in 1 t the

. i

3153.
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Fig. 3152 represents a simple form of Montgolfier's ram. The motive column descends from a spring

or brook A, through the pipe B, near the end of which an air chamber D, and rising main F, are attached
to it as shown in the figure. At the extreme end of B the orifice is opened and closed by a valve E,
.nstead of the cock in Fig. 3151. This valve opens downwards, and may either be a spherical one, as

in Fig. 3152, or a common spindle one, as in Fig. 3153. It is the play of this valve that renders the
machine self-acting. To accomplish this, the valve is made of. or loaded with, such a weight as just to

open when the water B is at rest; i. e., it must bo so heavy as to overcome the pressure against its

under side when closed, as represented in Fig. 3153. Now suppose this yalve open as in Fig. 3152, the

water flowing through B soon acquires an additional force that carries up the valve against its seat;

then, as in shutting the cock of Whitehurst's machine, a portion of the water will enter and rise in F,

the valve of the air-chamber preventing its return. When this has taken place the water in B has been
brought to rest, and as in that state its pressure is insufficient to sustain the weight of the valve, E
opens, (descends ;) the water in B is again put in motion, and again it closes E as before, wrben another

portion is driven into the air-vessel and pipe F ; and thus the operation is continued, as long as the

spring affords a sufficient supply and the apparatus remains in order.

The surface of the water in the spring or source should always be kept at the same elevation, so that

its pressure against the valve E may always be uniform—otherwise the weight of E would have to be
altered as the surface of the spring rose and fell.

This beautiful machine may be adapted to numerous locations in every country, and is coming much
into use in the agricultural districts of this country. When the perpendicular fall from the spring to

the valve E is but a few feet, and the water is required to be raised to a considerable height through F,

then, the length of the ram or pipe B must be increased, and to such an extent that the water in it is

not forced back into the spring when E closes, which will always be the case if B is not of sufficient

length.

If a ran. of large dimensions, and made like Fig. 3152, be used to raise water to a great elevation,

it would be subject to an inconvenience that would soon destroy the beneficial effect of the air-chamber

If air be subjected to great pressure in contact with water, it in time becomes incorporated with or

absorbed by the latter. This sometimes occurs in water-rams ; as these, when used, are incessantly at

work both day and night. To remedy this, Montgolfier ingeniously adapted a very small valve (opening

inwards) to the pipe beneath the air-chamber, and which was opened and shut by the ordinary action

of the machine. Thus, when the flow of the water through B is suddenly stopped by the valve E, a

partial vacuum is produced immediately below the air-chamber by the recoil of the water, at which
instant the small valve opens and a portion of air enters and supplies that which the water absorbs,

Sometimes this snifting-valve, as it has been named, is adapted to another chamber immediately below
that which forms the reservoir of air, as at B in Fig. 3153. In small rams a sufficient supply is found
to enter at the valve E.

Although air-chambers or vessels are not, strictly speaking, constituent elements of wTater-rams, they

ate indispensable to the permanent operation of these machines. Without them, the pipes would soon

c*i ruptured by the violent concussion consequent on the sudden stoppage of the efflux of the motive
column. See Ewbanlcs Hydraulics.

PUMPS, STEAM. Fig. 3154 and 3155 represent an independent steam pumping machine, pa-

tented in April, 1849, by Woethington & Baker, of -the city of New York, and which is undoubtedly
the best pump in use for heavy purposes.

The general principle involved in its construction is the combination of a pump with the steam-cylin-

ler that drives it by direct action, without the intervention of a crank fly-wheel or any other device

for producing rotary motion. The steam-cylinder S is in all respects similar to that of an ordinary

3155.

nigh-pressure engine, with the parts as usually constructed for the admission and emission of the steam.

The rod of the piston wdiich traverses in this cylinder is prolonged and attached to the plunger P of a

double-acting pump.
The arm A is fastened to the middle of the piston-rod, and strikes the tappits or nuts on the valve-
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rod at each end of the stroke, in order to change the position of the steam-valve and admit steam to

alternate sides of the pi-ton. The necessary reciprocating motion of the pump-plunger is thus prod

in a very simple way, with the least possible amount of friction and loss of p

The brief space afforded in a notice of this description, will only allow of a glance at the mechanical
peculiarities of this machine, designed to overcome the difficulties incident to the direct application ol

steam, without availing of the controlling power of the crank for regulating the stroke nor of the ec-

centric for producing the proper motion of the strain-valve. At
. more especially, the obvious

tendency of the motion is to bring the steam-valve directly over the ports, and exclude the steam from
either end of the cylinder. The patentees have obviated this serious difficulty in a manner at once sim-

ple and effective. By a peculiar arrangement of the water passages in the pump, the resistance is re-

duced or relieved at or near the end of the stroke, and thus a momentum is suddenly generated amply
sufficient to throw the valve wide open. A modification of the ordinary slide-valve, which t!

denominate a B valve, is shown in the drawing, and serves to admit the steam in the proper din

without resorting to levers for changing the motion

The pump shown at <
', called the doubli-actmg plunger pump, consists of a plunger or plug P, work

ing through a ring R, which may be made adjustable, if necessary.

The course of the water, as indicated by the arrows, is through a set of valves resting up
that radiate from a common centre, and covered in by the cap A, Fig. :!15{, which is held firmly in its

place by the single bolt B. As all these valves are thus accessible at a moment's warning, a gnat
source of danger from delay in relieving them from impediments is avoided.

This pump is in general use on board of steamboats, and in connection with stationary boflerB, both
on account of its value as an independent feed-pump, and also as a means of safety against accidents,

having been found of great use as a bilge pump, and also as a fire engine.

This pump has also been employed for water supply in the city of Savannah, Ha., and Cambridov,
Mass. The duty at the latter place almost comes up to (hat of the best Cornish Exgixes. Tho
engines consist each of two cylinders on the Wolf plan, with condensers. The cylinders are concentric,

the smaller being interior, and the larger exterior ; the piston of the latter being annular with tiro rods

The whole machine is compact and economical, both in first cost and in working.

.,,"^_

PUMPS. CabrktV Si './' I 151 :

. tit two view

sd to deliver ten gallons j-r minute al

two-horse portabl
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3157.

Fij. 3157 is a front elevation of the pump and actuating steam-cylinder, and Fi<<. 315G is a corre-

sponding side elevation or view, at right angles to the first figure. The steam-cylinder A is inverted

upon the horizontal plate B, which is bolted to the top of the two-standards C, forming the framing

of the machine. These standards spring from the chest D, which answers as the base of the whole, and

contains the influx and efflux vessels for the wattr. The branch E conveys the steam to the slide-valve

chest F, which is arranged in the simplest manner, the slide being worked direct from the eccentric G,

on the crank-shaft H. The crank-shaft is carried in two hearings in the cross-piece of the side stand-

ards, and is connected to the piston-rod I, of the steam-cylinder, by passing the cranked-portion, fitted

with a steel slide J, through the horizontal slotted cross-head K, of the piston-rod. The latter is pro-

longed below the cross-head, for the purpose of carrying

the water plunger L, which is bored out and entered

upon the rod, and secured by set screws. When the

engine is not required for pumping, the plunges is dis-

connected by. slackening these screws, and the piston-

rod then works loose inside the plunger as a guide, the

the power of the engine being then devoted to driving

other machinery by a belt on the fly-wheel, or by con-

necting the crank-shaft with the machinery to be driven,

by means of a link or universal joint, which, in the
figure, is supposed to be broken away. The whole of

the pump-work is shown by sectioned dotted lines in the

base chest. The pump cylinder or barrel is at M,
in the centre, and the passage N, at the top, forms the

communication with the vertical influx water-passage

0, governed by the conical lift-valve P. The bottom
of this passage opens into an air-vessel Q, which, -with

the corresponding vessel for the discharge on the oppo-

site side, forms the chief feature of improvement in the

arrangement. The water is taken in by a pipe attached

by a union joint at R, to the base chest. The discharge

is by the opposite port, fitted with the lift-valve S, which
opens into the top passage T, communicating with the

top of the discharge air-vessel U, which has a discharge

pipe attached at V.

It is this neat combination of air-vessels, with the in-

flux and efflux passages, which enables the pump to be
worked at an effective speed without injury to the differ-

ent movements, whilst a constant and regular delivery

is completely secured. Without a provision of this na-
ture the barrel of the common pump is only partially

filled at each stroke, and the ram is consequently driven

against the surface of the water with a serious shock at

each down stroke. On the other hand, in Mr. Carrett's

pump, the lower valve, at each ascent of the plunger,

•drains its water supply from the bottom of the induction

air-vessel ; which again is fully replenished by the suc-

IJ tional power from the reservoir. When the plunger

1
descends, the water in the barrel is driven ihrough ths

upper valve into the discharge air-chamber, and makes
its escape thence in a "continuous stream," under the

pressure of the contained air. • Thus, the pump has a noiseless aud perfectly smooth action, with a uni-

form delivery.

Our plate shows the old slotted cross-head movement as adopted for returning the plunger at each

termination of its stroke, and for this purpose, as there is no great strain on the working parts, this sim-

ple plan has met with an apt application. For powers of pumps from three horses upwards, a conuect-

ing-rcd and vertical slide movement is substituted, and this of course is a much more suitable arrange-

ment where the engine is intended occasionally to exert its power through the crank-shaft.

The slotted frame is not, however, a mere aperture, as in the original plan adopted in steam-engines.

A thin metal plate is bolted on each side, so as to provide projecting edges as guide flanges for the slide-

block, and to retain the lubricating oil on the surfaces where it is wanted.
Pumps like the preceding, with a fly-wheel, arc better suited to constant work than to the variable

duty of feed-pump to a boiler. They must be run with sufficient velocity that the impetus of the fly-

wheel may carry the valve sufficiently far to open the ports. This difficulty, as has already been ex-

plained, has been obviated in the Woithington pump, by relieving the pressure on the pump piston

near the conclusion of the stroke. In Garrison's pump, also a direct action pump, this throw is effected

in the steam chest.

The motion is somewhat similar to the working motion of a pinning machine, fig. 30SO. The roa

x is the valve, and the weight r consists of a small piston working in a cylinder open at the upper end
to the steam pressure, the other end connected with the exhaust. In this way the pressure of the

steam is made to serve for the weight ; other direct engines have been constructed in which the valve

is worked by another sma 1 engine.
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PUMPING-ENGDfE, erected at the new Dry Bock, Brooklyn The puniping-

engine of the now Dry Dock, ;it the -
fork, i-; of the 1.

and possesses many interesting features. If was built a . nd affords

additional proof of the capability of that establishment t<> execute th rk in the hi ;

degree of perfection.

.

nitod Btal

>f the government <lr.

tion, and pn e • no remarkable qualities of excellence, 'II"' new
dock i and al the m inu

ed important thai the machi I

iblo amount of ;ii>l i, afl rded bj tl i

the tide

Tl.

1

1

raised throu b an

115,
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110,000 cubic feet of water raised through an average height of 17-J feet.

110,000 " " 22* "

40,000 " " 26

610,000

The commission appointed to devise a plan, unanimously adopted that shown in the accompanying

figures, a brief description of which is here given.

The pumps are two in number, of the kind denominated "lifting-pumps," each 63 inches in diameter

of cylinder and 8 feet length of stroke. The suction-pipes (also 63 inches in diameter) are extended tc

the bottom of the well, and terminate in suitable rose-pieces, with ample apertures in the sides for the

4028.—Elevation and Sect on of (lie Pumps.

9 i- % * * S

i Floor.

admission of the water. By this arrangement a staunch support is furnished for the insistent weight
of the upper works of the pumps and the engine above. Each suction-pipe is furnished with a capa-

cious branch-piece, (63 inches diameter,) forming a connection with an air (or vacuum) chamber, sit-

uated centrally between the pumps, and extending up to the bottom of the upper (or engine) bed-plate.
This air-chamber, in addition to the support received from the branch pipes, is upheld by a hollow
cylindrical pillar resting on the bottom of the well. A continuation of this pillar is carried through tho

centre of the air-chamber to the under side of the lower (or pump) bed-plate.
The pump-cylinders, suction and branch pipes, the air-chamber and its support, are tf cast-iron,
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flanged and ribbed, as represented in the figures, the pump-cylinders Icing lined with composition
metal.

The mouths of the pumps are placed at the level of mean low water, in a chamber formed of cast-

iron, 8 feet wide, 13 feet high, ana 30 feet long,—the bottom of the chamber forming a Bupport to the
beads of the pump-cylinders, as well as a bed-plate for the air-pomp and condenser of the t-mrine : its

Bides, strongly ribbed, Bupport the engine bed plate with the superstructure, and the top is itself a part
of the engine bed-plate. A culvert tV.nn the bay leads up to one of the sides of this chamb

i

- as a conduit for the water delivered from the pumps. Twelve of the panels of the aide of the

-Elevation and Section of the Pumps

conduit ar< with flap ralv< of vul i ted India i

"!'"' tido from 6 i the chamber. Four cast-iron gin
-L 82 inches deep, ai the well, diroctl) underneath th<

Lumber, and arc held down ;

the arrangement of the pump-^ a-valve 1»

n( ar the bottom of each raction pipe, in addition to the aeai the • ottom ol the i

' i Bach of tbi e valve is provided i bonnel •. ai
;

i the u nal metal jjuai I abo it to the
i

i

" |[| <

tapped into tin- valv<

nnd the i ard . the fndia •
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two sets of valves to each chest, and are divided into numerous apertures hy nv.rrow but deep bars
crossing each other at right angles. This cross-barring forms a support for the flexible material of the
valve, and obviates all the difficulty to be apprehended from the tendency of the valve to collapse on
beimr loaded. A perfectly tight and quiet-working valve is the consequence of this arrangement.
The pump-rods are double, and passing through stuffing-boxes in the floating covers with which the

pumps are provided, take hold of cross-heads working in slides below the engine bed-plate. From
these cross-heads, double connecting-rods extend directly to the beam of the engine.

The engine is a double-acting condensing one, of 50 inches diameter of cylinder, and 12 feet length
of stroke, with an independent adjustable expansion-geer, so arranged, that as the load rpon the engine
is increased by the lowering of the water in the dock, a proportionate increased amount of steam is ad-
mitted into the cylinder.

The working beam is of cast-iron, 31 feet long between the "end centres," and 4 feet deep at the

"main centre," strongly flanged and bossed. The piston-rod is attached to the beam by a parallel

motion; the main-pump and air-pump rods are connected to it by double rods and links, the air-pump
cross-head working in slides attach id to th e columns of the engine-frame. The balance-wheel is of

cast-iron, 25 feet in diameter, a cross section of its rim having an area of about SO square inches. Its

arms (eight in number,) unite in a centre case, having compartments to receive their tapered ends.

The condenser is formed from a portion of the air or vacuum chamber before described, a partition

being placed in that portion of it which extends above the engine bed-plate. The air-pump stands level

with the condenser. The air-pump rod and bucket, foot-valve and seat, are of composition metal. The
length of stroke is 42 inches, the diameter of the cylinder 44 inches. The interior of the cylinder is

lined with composition metal.

The piston, cylinder-cover, and steam chests, side-pipes, valves, and valve-geering, are all nearly

identical with those used in the best specimens of American steamboat engines. The boilers are three iu

number, 2G feet long, and of 7 feet diameter in the waist, built on the ''single return drop flue " plan.

They are fed by the direct action steam-pumps of Worthington and Baker of New York.
PUMPING ENGINES. For the water supply of cities the Cornish Exgixe (q. v.) for this purpose

affords the highest rate of duty. "We know of no others that are remarkable either in construction or

duty, except the one at Cambridge, Mass., already spoken of, and one at Hartford, Conn. The pecu-

liarity of the latter consists in the arrangement of the piston in the pump cylinders : there are two
pistons in each cylinder, the piston-rod of the lower {passing through that of the upper, and so arranged
in their alternate movements, that the flow of water is nearly continuous. They are actuated by cams,

driven by a vertical steam engine, working very expansively.

PUMP, LEEGHWATER STEAM.^-Drainage of the Haarlem Lalce, Holland. la order to ascertain

the most, approved method, and at the same time the most economical manner, of draining this lake, the

Dutch government appointed a commission of engineers to report upon the best means, and to examine
the various plans of drainage adopted in England. After examining a great variety of schemes and
proposals, it was determined to adopt the plan submitted by Mr. Joseph Gibbs and Mr. Arthur Dean.
It is proposed to have three engines of the same power, and three sets of pumps. The first of these

engines is now in operation, and is shown in Figs. 3158 to 3161.

Description of the engines. The Leeghwater Engine, as shown in the figures, has two steam cylinders

A and C, one within the other, united to the same bottom X ; but the inner one is not attached at the

top, a clear space of 1^- inch existing between it and the cover, which serves for both cylinders. The
large cylinder A, is 144-37 inches diameter, and 1^ inch thick; and C, the small cylinder, 84-25 inches

diameter, and If inch thick ; both are truly bored out, and the small cylinder is also turned on its outer

circumference. B is a steam-jacket for the large cylinder, cast in 13 segments—which is again enve-

loped in a wooden casing I, having 4 inches of peat ashes between them.

Pistons.—The small cylinder C is fitted with, a plain piston of 5474-81 square inches area, and tho

large cylinder A is occupied by an annular piston of 10323-36 square inches area. The areas of the

two cylinders, after deducting 472 -

8 square inches for the thickness of small cylinder, are as 1 to 2
- 85.

The internal and external packings of the pistons consist of hard cast-iron segments at bottom, witli

gasket above, pressed down by glands, also in segments ; the open spaces in the pistons c c are filled

with cast-iron plates, and the tops of the pistons have movable cast-iron covers.

Cap or cross-head.—The pistons are connected to the great cap or cross-head G, by the main piston-

rod Y, of 12 inches diameter, and by four small rods y, of 4J- inches diameter, (Fig. 3158.)

The great cap G has a circular body 9 feet 6 inches diameter, divided into eight compartments, which

can be filled with cast-iron weights ; from its centre a guide-spindle z, passes through a stuffing-box

placed in the centre of a great beam of timber 2 feet square, which passes across the engine-house, and

is secured to its walls; there are two other guide-rods b, which pass through stuffing-boxes in the arms

of the great cap G, and are secured to the upper and lower spring beams.
Plungers.—Suspended from the arms of the great cap are two 9-inch plunger-poles F, working in

plunger-cases D ; attached to D are two valve-nozzles d", connected with stand-pipes d\ by two branch

pipes d" ; the valve-nozzles are connected with each other and a hydrostatic equilibrium valve-nozzle

O, from the bottom of which a branch piece is connected with the stand-pipes d' by the pipes d"". The

exterior surfaces of the plunger-cases D are turned truly, so as to allow the rings e e to slide up and

down freely ; the rings are suspended from the great cross-head by rods v, and are furnished with cross-

bearings, on which the jaws of the two air-pump balance-beams E rest: the inner ends of these balance-

beams move in a perfectly vertical line, and the outer ends arc furnished with rollers working between

guides, to allow for the variation of the beams during the up or down stroke.

Air-pump.—From tho centre of the air-pump balance-;, the two air-pump plunger pistons ri are sus-

pended, (Fig. 3159;) diameter of plunger pistons 40 inches, stroke 5 feet; the two air-pumps N fire

jnited by a branch piece with the bottom of the condenser M. The condenser has an intermittent in
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jection by a valve S inches diameter, and a constant injection by another valve of S inchi a diameter.

R is the CO! m.

Pipes and valves.—It is the steam-pipe (2 I placed a double

beat governor-valve of 16 inches diameter.

P, the induction-valve, 16 inches diameter and nuzzle.

Q, Equilibrium-valve, 20 do. da da
S, Eduction-valve, 26 do. da do

y, Equilibrium steam-pipe.

The induction and equilibrium nozzles are each connected to a Bepar

The eduction nozzle is connected by a pipe M, :.; 1 inches diameter, to the branch-pipe M of the

The pine M is also connected to the bottom of the cylinder, in which a
\

which

onicates with the space under the annular piston; by this arrangement a constant vaa
tained beneath that piston.

~<Uh ŝ% *>
, .ffle

The hand
'

I shaft T,
i of u hich is totted and woi

hi d w nli a

lance-beam II. I rhicn radiates from the centre of the piston-rod ; thi

tbs from th< 'I he ini
i

hed with casl iron rolli

d tu the cap l>\

of the balance be im the puui]
|

•i additional len -'!. ol l I fi el ol p
><• al i It lin i d to the pu p

;
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The pump piston C is of a peculiar construction ; it is composed of a wrought-iron centre-piece, 1 inch

thick ; firmly bolted to this piece are two double elbow frames of cast-iron, called " the cradles ;" the

elbows are faced with gun-metal plates ; the cradles serve to support two wrought-iron semi-elliptic

valves c a, which occupy the whole area of the pump when they fall out, and constitute in fact the pis-

ton. These valves are edged with wood, having a piece of leather on the upper side secured by a

wrought-iron gland ; the valves are hung to the centre-piece at about 3 inches from their lower edges,

so that when they open during the down stroke, any dirt or sand which has lodged on the bottom may
fall through. Attached to the centre-piece are two plates of cast-iron, which serve as ballast to sink

the piston ; these ends are cast with a jaw, in which pieces of wood are secured to prevent friction

against the sides of the pump, and to give steadiness to the piston. These pistons require a weight of

1*4 lb. per square inch of the area of the pump to sink them with the velocity required upon the down
stroke. The pump pistons of the Leeghwater are not furnished with guides, as shown in Figs. 3160 and
3161, and work very well without them: but the pistons for the pumps of the Cruquius and Van Lyn-
den engines (now constructing for the drainage of the lake) will have guides, in consequence of the

diameter of the pumps being increased to 73 inches.

Pump valves.—The bottom valves have cast-iron seats secured to the windbore, the valve beats are

of wood, and the valves are simply plates of wrought-iron, 1 inch thick ; the valves are not hung on
fiyed joints, but are each fixed to a bar, the ends of which are entered in cast-iron slot-pieces, allowing

a rise of 1^ inch, so that the valve can rise altogether from its beat, and give a large water passage all

round.

Power of engines.—The steam and pump pistons both perform a stroke of 10 feet in length : each

Eutnp byr calculation should deliver 6 -02 tons of water per stroke, or 66 -22 tons for the eleven pumps

;

ut by actual admeasurement of the quantity delivered, it is found to be 63 tons. The loss might be
reduced, but probably at the expense of increased friction.

The engine-house is a massive circular tower, concentric to the cylinders ; on its walls are placed the

eleven pump balances radiating from its centre. The eleven pump balances are so placed as in no way
to disturb the equilibrium of the great cap of the engine, under which the inner ends of all the balances

are concentrated. If any of the pumps require repairs, the opposite pairs can be easily detached, with-

out causing more than a trivial delay to the working of the engine.

The artion of the engine is very simple ; the steam being admitted into the small cylinder, the whole
of the dead weight and pump-balance beams attached to the great cross-head are elevated with it, and
the steam being cut off at such portion of the stroke as may be required, the remainder is effected by
the momentum acquired by the dead weight and the pressure of the expanding steam upon the small
piston, (the pump pistons at the same time make their down stroke ;) at the end of the up stroke a

pause of one or two seconds is requisite, to enable the valves of the pump pistons to fall out, so that

upon the down stroke of the steam piston they may take their load of water without shock. During
this time it is necessary to sustain the great cross-head and its load of dead weight at the point to which

" it was elevated by the up stroke, as otherwise it would fall back until the expanded steam under the

small piston was compressed to a density' equal to the pressure per square inch of the load lifted, or

would cause a very violent shock upon the pump-valves by suddenly throwing them out against the

sides of the pumps. To avoid these evils the hydraulic apparatus D F was devised.

Hydraulic apparatus.—When the engine makes its up stroke, the plunger-poles F (which form part

of the dead weight) are lifted, and the water from- the stand-pipes and reservoirs d flows through the

valves d", and follows up the plunger-poles as fast as they are elevated. At the end of the stroke the

spherical valves instantly close, and the dead weight is suspended exactly at the point at which it had
arrived—and, of course, if the valves are tight, could be maintained there for any given period ; in con-

sequence of all strain being thus removed, there is no pressure to close the valves of the pump pistons

beyond their own weight; therefore, they fall out without the slightest shock. To make the down
•stroke, the equilibrium steam-valve Q, and the hydraulic valve are opened simultaneously : the water
from beneath the plungers escapes to the stand-pipes and reservoirs by the pipes d"", and the steam
from the small cylinder passes by the pipe q, round to the upper side of the small and annular pistons,

puts the pressure on the small piston in equilibrium, and presses upon the. annular piston, (beneath

which a constant vacuum is maintained,) in aid of the dead weight now resting upon the inner ends

of the pump balances : by the united effort, the pump pistons are elevated and the water dis-

charged. Before the next stroke is made, the eduction-valve is opened and a vacuum formed over both

pistons.

So well does the hydraulic apparatus just described effect the object for which it was designed, that

the 1 [aarlem-mer Meer Commissioners have decided to use only eight pumps, but of 73 inches diameter,

for the other engines ; the chief reason for the adoption of the 63-inch pumps for the Leeghwater Engine

having been the- fear of the shocks to which such large pump pistons are ordinarily liable.

Boilers.—The Leeghwater Engine is furnished with five cylindrical boilers, each 30 feet long and 6

feet diameter, with a central fire-tube, 4 feet diameter: a return flue passes under the boilers to the

front, ami then splits along the sides. Over the boilers is a steam chamber, 4 feet 6 inches in diameter

and 42 feet in length, communicating with each boiler; from thence a steam-pipe, of 2 feet diameter,

conducts the steam to the engine. The steam space in the chamber, boilers, and pipe is nearly 1320

cubic feet, ami as tin- engine draws its supplies from such an immense reservoir of steam, no "primage"
takes place, and a very uniform pressure upon the piston is obtained until the induction-valve closes

These boilers have produced steam enough to work the engine to the net power of 400 horses.
_

The
Cruquius and Van Lynden Engines will have boilers capable of working to 500 horses' power if re-

paired.

The drainage.—Prior to the construction of the engine-house, etc., an earthen dam of a semi; irculai

form was thrown out into the lake, to inclose about \\ acres; after the water was pumped out from
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within the dam, a strong piled foundation was made, and the masonry commenced at lhe depth of 21

feet below the surface of tin.- Like: u small steam-engine was en cted to i vacuate the water from the

dam. When the Leeghwater was completed, the commissioners determined to test its merits fully

before deciding on the construction of the other engines upon the Bame model; and as they had the

means tit evacuating the water within the dam to any level required, the Leeghwater could be tried

and worked continuously under any circumstances, precisely similar to thi se which will occur di

the drainage of the lake, if, instead of discharging the water from the pumps into the upper cai

was allowed to fall back again to the level from whence it was derived.

The average depth of the lake is 13 feet below the general level of the surfi of the canal

and Y - conducting to the sea-sluices; when the communications between those waters and

'be Like are closed, the engine will at first have only the' head of water caused by the discharge from

he pumps, and the friction of the machinery, to overcome; in this state, all the filling ballast

of the great cap and pistons will be taken out, and counter-balances added to the pump bal

"out of doors," so as to take up as much of the dead weight attached to the great cap a- may
i

required for working the engine : as the lift becomes greater, the dead weight " in-do ire" w ill be gradu

allv added. In this manner the engine was worked tor a considerable time, to get all the parts in

working order. A sub-committee of the commission conducted a series of experiments, and satisfied

themselves that the Leeghwater will perform a duty of 7a million pounds, lifted one foot high, by the

consumption of 94 lbs. of good Welsh coal, whilst exerting a net effective force of 350 horses' power.

With a lift of 13 feet, the engine easily worked the eleven pumps simultaneously; the net load of

water lifted being BW tons, and the discharge G3 tons, cer stroke.

When the led of the lake is cultivated, the surface of the water in the drains will be kept

below the general level of the bottom; but in time' of winter floods, the waters of the upper
of the country will be i e their ordinary height : in which i ep the bed oi th<

lake drained to th 1 height, the lift and head may be increased to 17 feet. To test the power
of the engine under these circumstances, (and without regard to the consumption of fuel,) the whole of

the 11 reworked simultaneously, and the extraordinary quantity of 109 tons net of water

was raised per -troke to the height of 10 feet ; but, in practice, it will be advisable to work a less num-
I

: pumps, an 1 increase the Dumber ol stro aute.

trials of the engine, the eon. were satisfied that it is capable of

performing its work under the most difficult circumstances that can arise; and immediately deten

on having t . a r incs constructed, of equal si/.e, and on the -aim' model— the only material alter

ation being in the arrangement of the pumps ; the number being reduced to s
I

ine, but <>f

in,, ter, plac! d in pan i ach other, and the ends of the balance-beams proj<

over the great cap of the engine, instead of under as in the Leeghwater,) to which they will i

nected by stout v.
i

The boilers also will be increased in Dumber, and in power i

loo bora -. Ail the feed-water will be filtered before passing into the boilers.

i
.—.Many persons imagine that the engines tire constructed with two cylin

. of the steam than would be attainable in one cylinder; but such i-

not the case, a- do greater economy of Bteam can be obtained by the rise of two cylinders than I

although greater steadiness of motion for rotatory engines, and lei - -train up in the pal worh of a mine

pumping engine, may result from tin- use of two cylinders. In the Haarlem . fines two cylindi i

laid, r only were employed it would sometimes be oece -ary to u a dead weight

of 125 of the water load and faction of the engine an
I

inch a

of iron or other heavy material would be unmanageable, and no alteration in the force of t'
i

i
;< d hut by taking from or ad. in g to the .lead weight, which would be a sou

when the varying character of the load, chain: tic drainage of tin

I
;
particularly a- at times the water will be charged with SO much fori ign mat

. to add to the friction of the pumps. B I the maximum dead

ill Beldom • tons, tic additional power required being d<

from the pressure ofth down Btroke, on the annular piston; by varying tl

ill cylinder, the engineman can add to, or diminish the

on the annular piston, so a- to meet any case of variable resistance without the in© dv< ni

man. I at all
I i

; the Haarlem Lake i to tx

million i reased by any unforeseen

be 1 of the lake when drain d rou
' tinned

bow that ti. i. on v, hi. h fell upon the area of the lake ill that

:;.; million I water to be . 1 ivated

onth ; to perform this work would i rer to be ei

nual draina >
i . ..1 million •

water, buildings and inachm .

o the buildii Foi the foundations 1400 piles were driven to

ol 10 bard an I, and a rcon al the depth of ji i.
. |

6 of tl„- hike
j
upoll till • pi. 1 1 f. .HI I, at tie

I w ith an It

the wall and the i I upon the platform b. n. ath

their heads ic tlirou 'h the Bow all
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flows off on either side of the boiler-house, through sluice-gates, into the canals conducting to the sea

sluices.

The great cost of the buildings, for •whatever description of machinery might have been employed,

rendered it an object of considerable importance to lessen this expense by concentrating the power tc

drain the lake in three engines ; in addition to which a considerable saving in the wages of enginemen,

stokers, and others is effected, as these large engines require very little more attendance than an ordi-

nary mine engine ; this is an important feature in the economy of the charge for the permanent drain-

age of the " Polder," which will be formed by the bed of the lake.

The average consumption of the ordinary land-draining engines applied to scoop-wheels and Archi-

median screws, may be taken at 15 lbs. of coal per net horse-poivcr per hour; this quantity will be

greatly reduced if the horses power of the engines be calculated by the pressure of the steam on the

pistons, and not by the net delivery of the water ; in a case where the water delivered by a large

steam-engine working a scoop wheel, was measured during eight hours, the engine was found to exert

a net force of 73 horses' power during the first hour, with a consumption of 15 lbs. of coals per net horse-

power; as the lift increased the power diminished, and the consumption of fuel increased, until at the

eighth hour it was found that the engine only exerted a net force of 33 horses' power, and consumed 24

lbs. of coal per net horse-power per hour. The consumption of fuel by the Leeghwater is 2£ lbs. of coals

per horse-power per hour when working with a net effective power of 350 horses.

No new principle has been developed in the Leeghwater, but important facts have been demonstrated

which must have an immense influence on the progress of agricultural hydraulic engineering : it has

proved that with proper attention to well-known principles, steam-engines of the very largest class (the

Leeghwater is believed to be the largest and most powerful land engine ever constructed) may be em-
ployed to raise great bodies of water from low lifts for the drainage or irrigation of low lands with as

great an economy of fuel as was hitherto generally supposed to be confined to the elevation of com-
paratively small quantities of water to great heights. To the Haarlem-mer Meer Commissioners be-

longs the merit of having ventured to carry out this bold experiment, and they will reap their reward
by an economy of at least £100,000 over the cost of draining the lake by the ordinary system of steam-

engines and hydraulic machinery employed to drain land; and of upwards of £170,000 and three

years time over the cost of draining the lake by the windmill system hitherto generally employed in

Holland.

The Leeghwater is named in honor of a celebrated Dutch engineer, who, from his great success in

draining numerous lakes in North Holland, was popularly known by the name of " Leeghwater," or " the

drier-up of water," and with him the first proposal to drain the lake originated in 1623.

The engines and pumps were manufactured at the establishment of Messrs. Harvey & Co., of Hayle,

and Messrs. Fox & Co., of Penan, Cornwall.

PUNCH, REVOLVING SPRING. Invented by S. Merrick, of Springfield, Mass., and patented
February 28th, 1848.

This tool is designed for punching leather and other like material, and contains four punches of vary
ing size, either of which can be instantly brought into use.

In the drawings, Fig. 3162 denotes a side elevation.

Fig. 3163 an end view of the cylinder E, and the series of rotating punches FFFF, showing the

right-angular shoulders b, on the punches.
In said Figures A denotes the bed-lever of the punches ; B, the punch-lever, or that which supports

or carries the series of rotating punches FFFF, which are sustained and revolve between spring-jaws

D D. I is the bed or blank of copper, in conjunction with which the lower punch acts during the opera-

tion of punching ; E is the cylinder to which the several punches are fastened : right-angular notches

are made in the lower side of the spring-jaws D, which notches are made to fit the projections or

right-angular shoulders b, made on the sides of the punches ; their object is to prevent the lower
punch from being moved forward towards the extremity of the lever A during the operation of

punching. Each punch of the series is fitted with like shoulders. The notches are made in cam pro-

jections, formed respectively on the spring-jaws. For the purpose of effectually discharging the little

circles or cylinders of material separated i'rom any article by the cutters, and which pass through the

cutters and into the interior of the cylinder E, a cone is arranged with respect to the discharging

mouths of the punches, so that after the pieces of leather have passed out of the punches they are

forced against the cone, and by it directed laterally and out of the space. Without some such con

trivance, the space is very liable so become filled or choked by the pieces which are cut away by the

punches.

Tho remaining parts of the punch will be obvious without further description.
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PUNCHING MACHINE, STEAM.—By M. Cave, Paris. Fk,'. 8164* elevatioa Fig. 8166, end
view. Fig. 8166, plan. Fig. 811 1 plan of pnnching-fra a of cutter

adapted to machke fc? catting plate. Fig. 3169, elevation of 1 3170, plan. Fig. 8171,

lection ahowing the mode of keying the punch.

nder.

f, punching lover, •

bead 6' wi • met/ '.

I

y tin-

linl.

li\ t!

•', i r:uik and -l..tft.
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«n, fly-wheel.

n, punch.

o, dies.

v, stop.

q, plate being punched.

r, foundations.

s, aperture through which the iron plate punched
out falls.

PUNCHING AND PLATE-CUTTING MACHINE. By Messrs. Nasmyth, Oaskell & Co., Man
rhester Fig. 3172, front elevation. Fig. 3173, side elevation.

3172.

a, tight and loose riggers.

b, fly-wheel.

c, epur-wheel and pinion.

Literal References.

I d, frame for carrying machinery.

e, shaft and eccentric for raising and depressing

slide.

3173.

i«ii^.\,-. .. ImIII ......:. .....* :.... §s$lsi5§»

/*, slide, the upper end having a steel cutter g, and
the lower end the punches h.

n, steel cutters.

h, punches.
»', die frame.

;', stop for preventing the plate from rising.

k, travelling table for carrying plate to be punched.

I, rods, levers, and spindle for advancing the trav

elling table by means of tappet m, on spur-wheel

m, tappet on spur-wheel.

7i, rack-bar attached to brackets o of travelling

table.

o, brackets fixed to table. '

p, carriage for supporting spindle.
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PUNCHING AND SHEARING MACHINE. By Caird . enock. These figures repre

sent the form and general arrangement of a machine of great importance and utility in the manufacture

of steam-engine boilers The present example is distinguished for its mechanical elegance of design,

simplicity of construction, compactness and strength Although the machine occupies only a very in-

considerable space on the floor of the factory, it is capable of punching and shearing plates of one inch

in thickness

Kg. 3174 is a general side elevation of the machine.

Fiur - :;i~5 is a front elevation, looking upon that face of the machine which is adapted to tin' opera
•

Fig. :; 1 7 i> a corresponding elevation of the opposite end at which the operation of punching is per-

form. -d.

Fig. 3177 shows the form of the main-shaft and section of the slides.

<;,„. ,•„/ description.—The framing consists of a single massive t-a-tiri _r A A, having strong brackets

B C and D E formed upon it at opposite sidea In the pieces JJ and 1) recesses are formed lor the re-

ception of the bushes of the shaft N, and of the slides b b, to 'which the shearing cutter and punch are

attached respectively. The bushes of the shaft N are adjusted to the proper degree of tightness by the

3174.

lies aaof il"' shaft, close to are formed eccentrically, as

in Fig. 8171 i trie ends are inserted into the slides b b, and work in oblon

such a form n to allow the < ';• m a lab q, while the full amo
their vertical motion

i the slides, Thi places bj thin

.• vertically between the paralli I d tapped into the

B and I >. « hit b are carefu • allow llie

hem. < 'n the shearing slide is 1 ict w iifa the

ted into the table 0; t) form an acuti

i
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aIh.Ii i- I:. Id in its ...l..t I.-, a cotter h ; the Bmall hole i, immediab
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cheeks; the upper end revolves in an independent bearing attached to any convenient beam. The
power is transmitted to this shaft from the driving-shaft F, by means of the two bevel-wheels G and
H. On the upper end of the same shaft J is keyed the fly-wheel K, for equalizing the motion of the

machine under the irregular strains to which it is subject.

Action of the machine.—Motion being communicated to the eccentric-shaft N, the slides will be made
to travel vertically through spaces corresponding to the eccentricity of the parts a a, thereby working
the shears and punch alternately ; the eccentricity of the two extremities being formed on opposite

sides of the shaft, so that while the punch is descending, the cutter of the shears will be ascending, and
vice versa. The plates under operation are shifted by hand, upon tables of wood erected at the proper
levels, and usually with guides fixed upon them for insuring accuracy in the operation of cutting.

Literal References.

-slide.

h, a cotter for fixing the punch in its socket.

i, an oblong hole over the socket of the punch for

driving it out when required.

F, the shaft by which the power is led to the ma-
chine.

G, a bevel-wheel on the horizontal driving-shaft,

geering with

H, a bevel-wheel on the vertical driving-shaft J.

K, the fly-wheel for regulating the motion of the

machine.

L, a bevel-pinion on the vertical shaft J, geering

with

M, a large bevel mortise^wheel fixed on

N, the main eccentric-shaft.

u A, the frame of the machine.
B, hollow bracket for the shearin

C, the fixed table for the same.

D, hollow bracket for the punching-slide.

E, the table upon which the hollow die is set.

« a, eccentric ends of the shaft N.
I b, the shearing and punching slides.

c c, covers fixed upon the slides over the ends of the

eccentrics a a.

dd, cotters for adjusting the adjusting bearings of

the shaft N.

ee, dovetail guiding pieces between which the

slides move.

f, the shearing-cutter.

g, the punching-tool.

PYROMETER. An instrument for measuring the degrees of heat. The verm pyrometer is generally

understood to denote either an instrument intended to measure higher temperatures than can be

measured by the ordinary thermometer, or an instrument for comparing the expansions of different

metals.

Various contrivances have been employed for the above purposes. Musschenbroek, the original

inventor of the pyrometer, adopted the following method : A prismatic rod (about six inches long) of

the metal under trial being attached at one extremity to an immovable obstacle, and heated by lamps,

the other end is necessarily pushed forward ; and this being fastened to the end of a rack playing into

a pinion, communicates a revolving motion to an axle to which a train of wheel-work is attached,

whereby the minutest expansion of the heated bar is rendered sensible, and measured by an index on a

dial. The principle of this apparatus is sufficiently simple ; but the uncertainty attending the motion

of so many loosely connected wheels and pinions must have rendered its indications of little value ; and
the method is liable to a still more serious objection, namely, that the temperature communicated to

the bar by the lamps is entirely unknown. Desaguliers, and afterwards Ellicott, made several improve-

ments in the construction of the instrument, tending to give it a more equable motion and to increase its

delicacy. Graham substituted a micrometer screw for the wheels and levers that had formerly been
employed ; and on this principle Mr. Smeaton contrived an ingenious apparatus, which is described in

the Phil. Trans., vol. xlviii.

RAG AND WASTE PICKER—By C. G. Sargent. It has always been a desideratum, and hith-

erto unaccomplished in any practical degree, for the manufacturer to be able to reduce waste yarn and
poor or worn fabrics to their original condition of fibre, and capable of being again worked into cloth.

The above machine accomplishes this ebject, being capable of reducing 150 pounds of waste woollen

yarns, so that they may be easily carded and spun anew. It was invented after trials of several modes,
and after much consideration, by Mr. Charles G. Sargent, of Lowell, and he is now constructing them
for most of the woollen-mills in that section of the country. The cost of one whose cylinders are 1

2

inches long, with full rights to use it, is about $300.
The machine and its action may be described by reference to Fig. 3178, which represents a longitu-

dinal section of it. The frame being represented at A A A, <fec, the casings at B B B, &c, D being a

shaft put in motion by some force, and from which motion is communicated to all moving parts. The
yarn, cloth, or other material required to be picked, is spread upon a feeding apron E, which has a slow

motion towards the roll F, which has a motion indicated by the arrows, and being fluted or toothed

draws in the material between itself and the iron shell G, and passes it forward to the roll F', which is

similar to F, and has a quicker angular motion than it, thereby insuring that it may take all thai is

presented by the roll F, and at the same time tending to draw the threads or fibres to a position at

right angles to its axis, the rolls F and F' being so supported that they can rise and fall from and to-

wards the shell G, according as there may be large or small pieces between them and (he shell

The material is thrust out from between the roll F' and the shell G. towards (lie first picking cyh" id< r

H. This cylinder is formed by adding to a plain cylindrical pulley strips of metal, about 1 inch by |

inch, and of the same Length a- the face of the pulley. Parallel to' its axis and upon the outer surfaces

nf the-i; ships, are secured plates somewhat wider than the strips, having fine teeth cut upon one of

their edges, and set in such a manner that the points of the teeth will be somewhat further from the

centre of the pulley than the other edge, and also projecting forward in the direction >'' *he motion ol
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the pulley, and overlapping the strips to which they are attached This cylinder being bo placed that

the teeth oi d plates will, when the cylinder is in motion, I
n the

material is projected from between the roll 1" and the shell G the part bo projected will be combed ana

torn to shreds, while the twist of the yarn will be taken out by the rapid action of the serrated plates,

while large and long pieces will be prevented from being passed through by I between the

rolls and the shells. The material is taken from the cylinder 11 by the brush I. which revolves more

rapidly, and at the Bame time is assisted by the tan R, which also keeps the brush clean. By the cur-

rent of air ] reduced by the fan and brush the material, now partially picked, is blown upon the -•

_: apron J, which has a slow movement indicate. 1 by the arrows, and i- prevented from leaving

this apron by the cylinder K, which revolves slowly, being carried by the apron. This cylinder is made
vering a slight frame with wire cloth, thus allowing the air to pass through it and retain the ma-

terial upon the apron, forming a lap.

3178.

The material now passes under the small roll L, which is a plain cylinder, and for the

second pair of feeding-rolls M .M '. the cylinder i >. the brush P, and fan R, each ol

which acts respectively the Bame as the rolls p |-", the cylinder II. brush I. an 1 fan K. « xcept that the

if the Cylinder < > are finer than those of II, and that the material is now blown out of the machine
picked, and again ready for the card.

RAILROADS. The limits and scope of this work forbid enlarging upon the history of railroads, or

tracing their development from the rude tram-ways of the German mines, to their present highly ad-

vanced state of perfection. A great deal has been written on this branch of the subject, easy of i

and the read r is n ferred to Wood. Breese, Dempsey, and others on railroads. We have to do in this

with railroads in the light of machine-, and as Buch describe them as they are; th<

upon which they are projected and located, constructed and worked.
Railroads are roads upon which the carriages travel on iron rails, to which they are confined b

jectionS on their wheels, called flan
principles which govern in the location of a railroad are the Bame as thi

the motor in general use on the former, however, renders necessary a mow
princi]

1st By the want of uniformity in tl of the

points and out of the

load which the powi r ma\ draw to ->uh a> it can lift.

L'd. / rface be as even or uniform as it may,
another impediment to the n rith the additional disadvantage that while the

leavoring to lift I Uow, the fulcrum, which in the t'n
I

i

yielding and variable, subjecting the power to tl

stant cilbrt of lift i be added,

8d. i from a levcL I

the foi ;. , and unlike thi l< tcrmined from the well known la

wliil-t the former are di inient ort the road in question or ii

i ion i i for the pi

ident of the

'I he firsl i

i

I

•\ hoBc aim is to afford the ii

iurface, upon

To exhil .
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pike road in England, and probably in the world, the following was found to be the force of traction, or

the weight in pounds which, hanging over a pulley, would draw one ton on a level part of the road

—

the road-bed as firm as most railways

:

On a well-made smooth pavement 33 lbs.

On a broken stone surface (macadamized) over an old flint road 65 "

On a gravel road 147 "

On a macadamized road, on a rough permanent foundation 46 "

On a macadamized surface, on a foundation of cement and gravel 46 "

Average, 67 lbs.

On a good edge railroad, the force of traction on a level is usually taken

for one ton at 8
"

or a horse will draw from five to eighteen times as much on a good railroad as upon the best turn-

pike roads in use, and this is due to the smoothness of the surface alone.

This illustrates the extent of the first cause of resistance to motion on roads.

For the second, it may be sufficient to mention a circumstance within the writer's experience. A lo-

comotive engine, built at Lowell, drew, on trial, on the Lowell and Boston Railroad, up a grade rising

30 feet per mile, the same load which it barely drew on a level part of the inferior railroad upon which
it was subsequently worked. The surfaces in the two cases were the same, wrought-iron ; but the one

road-bed and rail was firm, and the other yielding.

The engine which could draw, say 300 tons gross, on a grade rising 30 feet per mile, the rail per-

fectly firm, would, in the same condition of rail, draw 475 tons on a level. This illustrates the value of

a firm and unyielding road surface.

Location.—In the location of a railroad, the termini are in most cases fixed, and the engineer, having

in consideration the nature and amount of the traffic anticipated on the road, must so adjust its align-

ment, both vertical and horizontal, as with the least expenditure in first cost and in subsequent working,

to produce the greatest effect—in this case, the greatest return on the capital invested in the building

maintenance, and working of the road.

The perfection of a railroad would seem to be a straight line and a level, and yet there may be con-

trolling circumstances which would render a level road not desirable ; such as a very heavy trade of

coal, lumber, ores, &c, in one direction : in fact, the trade may be such as to render the weight of the

empty return wagons alone the data for limiting the steepness of the grade ; and again, when the trade

is well balanced, it would be desirable to have the acclivities and declivities balanced, and the profile

to be an undulating grade, providing a level road could not be found. In general, however, let what
will be the best grade in view of the weight of traffic or other circumstances, it is rarely that these con-

ditions can be rigorously obtained, save at a cost which will defeat its own object; for it is undeniable

that a good road may cost too much. For instance, a heavy trade in one direction with no return of

freight would seem to call for a uniform descending grade, or a grade undulating between level and
descending ; and yet to obtain these advantages ridges may require tunnelling, and expensive works
encountered, to pay the cost of which would require tolls on the traffic for which the road was built,

tending to throw the article out of the market in competition with other sources of supply. Between
these limits of maximum acclivity and level the engineer is to make his selection, keeping always in

view the conditions which he is aiming to fulfil, avoiding a hill here, cutting through a ridge there, again

tunnelling in preference to adding to the length of line or to the curvature, or the reverse, increasing the

length of the road very materially in some cases in order to avoid encountering heavy expenditures, «tc.

After he has made a careful reconnoissance of the country between the termini, and an instrumental

examination of such lines of route as appear to his judgment the best calculated to fulfil the conditions

sought, it will usually be found that one of two things exist : either the true route is indicated beyond
all doubt by the features of the country, in which case it remains but to improve the line within nar-

rower limits, or else several lines offer, either of which may, to the unassisted judgment, appear to fulfil

all the required conditions. In the latter case, after improving each line in detail in reference to bal-

ancing the material to be used, that is to say, where possible, making the cuttings furnish the material

for the filling ; reducing the amount of curvature as much as possible ; selecting the proper crossings of

rivers, swamps, ridges, &c; examining foundations of all kinds ; ascertaining the fitness of the material

to form banks ; examining quarries, timber, price of labor and materials, and, in general, ascertain-

ing the capabilities of the country on each route : the several routes are then compared in view of their

first cost, maintenance, and working, and not unlikely a new element will appear of the varying amounts
of the local or way business to be anticipated and provided for.

A treatise on railroad engineering would of itself require more space than c'an be allotted to the whole
subject of railroads in a dictionary. This will account for the suppression of much of the detail which
would be sought for in a complete treatise on railroad building. We must omit, therefore, the consid-

eration of the preliminary operations of surveying and levelling, as well as the form and character of the

respective works which make up the construction of a railroad ; such as bridges, culverts, tunnels, founda-

tions, 4c., and which, in their principles of construction, are common to many branches of internal im-

provement.*
In preparing the estimates of the several lines, plans in detail are made of all the mechanical struc-

tures from which their cost is deduced : profiles are made exhibiting the grades of the road together with

* These are subjects of but little interest to the general leader, and the student in the science of engineering should look
Jlsewhere than in a dictionary, however comprehensive, for the principles of'his profession.
In the first volume of this Dictionary reference is frequently made to "railway engineering;" but the subject is, we

conceive, foreign to the character of this work, which is a dictionary or " machines," showing the principles of their couslruo
lion and working, or the "engineering of machinery"jsimply.

—

[Ed. 2d. Vol.]
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the cuts and fills, and tables exhibiting the cubical contents of the various sections of the work, as also

the horizontal alignment, showing the relative amounts of straight line and corves, and the character

of the latter. 'I I instruction having thus been obtained of the various lines, they are equati d
for their respective amounts of ascents, descent, and curvature, the ruling grade, or the grade which
limits the effective power of the engines to be used, determined, and the hue- of routes brought noder
one general view for comparison.

Equatingfor grades.—The result of experiments carefully conducted gives as the resistance to motion

of one ton, moving on a well-built level railroad, about 8^ pounds, or the weight which hanging I

over a pulley will overcome the friction of one ton. This resistance to motion 1- a constant fraction of

the weight moved, and is its Ty^th part. This is the friction of the load. If now the plane be elevated

from a level to a rise of 7r' 4
th its length, according to well-known mechanical laws 1 pound will on this

plane sustain 264 pounds, (See Inclined Plane and Mechanicai Powxbb, or -
.
pounds will Bustain

one ton ; and the fraction ^^ representing a rise of 20 feet in a mile; it follows that on this grade the

effect of gravity is equal to that of friction, and in order to produce motion up this grade, twice the

power must be applied that would be required were it on a level; and as it is a well-known mechani-

cal law that the same amount of power is expended in raising a weight through a given height, what-
ever may be the angle of the plane upon which the motion i- effected, it follows that for every 20 f« t

in height that we ascend on a railroad, we expend an amount of power equivalent to tin' transport of

that weight over one mile of level; and this holds true whatever the grade may be. Equating for

grades with a view to a comparison of lines, then, consists in adding to the measured distance one in

each and every twentyfeet of ascent on the respective r

Equatingfor curves.—Direct motions on levels or inclines are affected less by disturbing causes than

motion in curves; for in addition to the irregularities growing out of the imperfections of the curved

track and the varying elements of the curved motion in practice, is to be added all the disturbing <

which exist in the tir-t case. This has, as yet, prevented that rigorous solution of the latter problem,

which is to be desired, and which is essential to a true comparison, a priori, of the cost of movement on

cursed roads. It is as yet entirely an empirical formula deduced from a few experiment-, but has

used lor the purpose of comparison of routes by distinguished engineers, and i- the best we cai

with our present knowledge of the subject.

We find by the experiments referred to above, that a curve of 400 feet radius doubl

In propelling a train, then, through an entire circumference of such a curve, we expend twice the power
that would be consumed in travelling an equal distance in a right line.

Taking, then, the analogy afforded by motion on ascents as compared with levels as a guide, an i we
conclude that the same power would be expended in turning through an entire circle, whatever may be

its radius, this, of course, must be understood as confined to certain limit-
; hence, for every c:i

360 degrees, we nm-t add for the expenditure of power on a right line of the same length, the circum-

ference of a circle described with the radius of double resistance, found by experiment a- above to be

400 feet ; this will be half a mile. Equating for curve- consists, then, in adding to tht measured distance

one I, ,- each andevery thret hundred <tn<l sixty degrees of curvature on the respeetivt roi

Having explained the principles which govern in reducing the several routes under comparison to a

aniform Btandard in respect to their distance, curvature, and grades, we will introduce an example from

actual practice illustrative of the every-day operations of comparing route- preliminary to a selection of

one for construction.

i qu stion was to canned two points some ninety miles apart, for which -ev. n routes were
examined, nowhere distant from each other more than seven nnle-, and the nature of the country and

ticipated traffic Buch a- to reduce the question of a choice of routes to that of economy of con-

struction, maintenance, and working—independently of any local advantages which one route might

;

r mil'' |.r vear of roads as neai 1\ -imilarlv circumstanced a- possible, and With

: traffic, having been obtained from their official return-;, as al-o the CCfll of working, the former

r mile, was multiplied by the measured distances of tht lines, and the latter,

amounting I mile, was multiplied by tli< distances resulting from equating the lin

! gradi s at i ibed

A capita] which at 6 per cent, will furnish the firsl amount is shown in the -ixth column of die

below; the capital to furnish I >wn in the seventh column.

/ exhibiting tl '. with

tio

Capital requisite at 6 per

r— "
"

i
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t

1

i

1

*
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Judging the lines by these tests, we find that No 1, or the upper line, stands Gth in order of direct

ness, 6th in point of value derive 1 from present actual outlay, Gth in order of working, and of course 6th

in the aggregate of them all.

f4th
I l«tNo 2. or the lower line, is 1 „ ,

[sd

In order of directness.

In value derived per actual present outlay.

In order of working.

In the aggregate of all these considerations.

{1st In order of directness.

3d In value derived per actual present outlay.

4th In order of working, and
2d In aggregate of all these.

{2d In order of directness.

4th In actual present outlay.

2d In order ot working.

4th In aggregate of all these.

{2d In order of directness.

2d In actual present outlay.

1st In cost oi working, and
1st In aggregate of them all.

f"5th In order of directness.

up „ . i J 5th In order of actual present outlay.
JNo. 6 stands <

5th In cQst of working
(_5th In aggregate of all.

No. 7 Is the inferior one in every respect, standing

last in all the comparisons.

Simplifying the matter as far as possible, we have four routes, No. 2, 3, 4 and 5, differing from each
ether, in the extremes of the first respect, rather less than two per cent., and in the latter about } per
cent.

There seems no substantial reason at this stage of the case, founded upon such minute differences, for

preferring one line over another, and we must therefore consider what improvements each is susceptible

of, when it comes to be definitely staked off for construction.

It is very rare, however, that so small differences appear in the comparison of several routes, but it

is introduced here as an example in actual practice, and showing a very proper method of comparison.

The route having been determined on, we proceed to the construction.

Excavation and embankment.—Let ABC, Fig. 3179, represent a profile or longitudinal section of a

portion of the line over which the railroad is to pass, and abed the level at which the road is to be formed,

constituting what is called the grade line. All those parts of the section above the line abed will re-

quire to be cut down, and are called cuttings ; and those portions below this line will require to be filled

up, and are designated as embankment, or fillings.
Where a trifling variation in the general inclination of the line or of the grades is not of great im-

portance, it is very advisable that the line should be so laid out that the quantity of earth, or material
required for making the embankments, should not be greater than what is to be obtained from the ex-

cavations. There is, however, an exception to this in cuttings or embankments of great lengths. Cases
may occur where the distance between the cutting and embankment is such, that the expense of con-

.... J:--c

veying the earth from one part of the line to another i- greater than the increased expense of borrowing
material alongside the line of railway, or near the embankment, for the purpose of forming 'the embank-
ment; and of depositing the earth from the cut, which ought to have formed the embankment, upoii

waste ground alongside such cut, in spoil bank. These are, however, cases to be judged of by the en-

gineer of the work, and are entirely questions of comparative expense between the one mode and the

uther.
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Width of the railway.— Fig. 8180 is a cross section of an excavation or cutting, and I

bcction of an nt; al being the original surface of the ground, and gh the bottom level i

treme depth of the excavation. The tir-t question to determine i- the width at the bottom level, as l>\

this the whole of the operations are guided; ami this depends upon I rations: first, the width
between the rails; and next, the width between the two lines, if the railway is intend- . double
line.

11'/''/'// I I
'die railway, of any extent, which v. -

ton and Darlington Railway. The width between the rails of that railway v. inch-

da half, taldrjg the Killingworth Colliery Railway as a standard
r

l

'

I and Mancl
Railway, constructed by the same engineer, was formed of the same width

;
and it was then made a

standing order of the legislature in England that, in all public, lines of railway, the width, between the

iail<, should be foi 1 a half. In 1836 this standing order was suspended, and there

is now, or was until lately, no standard of width whatever.

The following are the principal L-a_res in a r from 4 feet G inches to 7 feet : No. 1.— 1

feet 6 inches, originally laid down in Scotland. No. 2.— 1 feet Bj inches, the lm-:'- in mosl general use.

No. 3.—of 5 feet, formerly adopted for the

Eastern Counties and Blackwall lines, in Eng- . , .

land. No. 4.—of 5 feet 6 inches, used in £
fc
__ i_ _ A

land. No, 5.—The New York and Erie Kail- ^ *
<

' +
*

feet 2 inches; and No. 7, tin' Great Western of * *»

\

in England.
,

c '

confusion actually resulting, and to be an- » ^

ticipated by this want of uniformity in thi

etruction of the "arterial circulation,*' so to .-peak, of Great Britain, led to the appointment by govei i

to inquire into and report upon the most advantageous width to Be adopted in the I

construction of railroads in that country. The subject was examined with all the minuteness wl,

importance called for ; ever] evidence was received from the friend- of the several widths which it was
in their power to furnish, and the result was a report from the commission in favor of the "narrow

or four feet eight and a half inch be rails as affording all the advantages claimed for

the - broad gage," and at a diminished expense. It is now the standard gage in that country, but in

our own the matter is -till left to the caprice of individuals or companies.

We -hall, then, ;i--n the width between the rails to be four feet eight inches and a half.

breadth of the bearing part of the rails cannot vary much; about two inches and a half Beem to I

width agreed upon by almost, if not aU, engineers. The width between the outside of the rails will,

there! one inch and a hah'; or five feet one inch if the breadth of the rail itself be two
inches and a quarter.

Width I I i track*.—The next consideration is the width between the bracks of the railway.

Upon the Liverpool and Manchester, the width was made the same as that between the rails, viz, four

•lit inches and a half. On (he London and Birmingham, and the Grand Junction Railways, the

width is -i\- feet; and less than this i lered advisable, and is the width almost universally

adopted in thi- country.

ll ./'A on tin ouUidt /'//• rails.—Tin' next question to determine is the width required on th

aide of the rail-, or between the raih an I thi i mbankment, or Bide of the excavations

is, to a great extent, determined by wha( ry to keep the ties firm, to preserve the -tab!,

the rail-, and to effi d the passage "i the i n| ines and carriages along the railway with ever}
j

bruction has been a primary object, a width of tin. a half

from tin- rail- to the o I
the embankment or footpath of the excavation, or from n to /.

.

to/, Pigs. 8180 and 8181, has been found sufficient to .-Mine adequate firmm to the

block-, or .i

Bat there i- another very important obj< I I the width ne<

ng along th'- railway, and which is more difficult to determine, wi

live point of view. The width necu sarj to prevent the < .

off the bank w ill .

the dimensions, and thi heels, the material forming the road-bed, the method of layii

• dI of the io.nl, v, heil ire or li <

limension to mure safety. I

a te of the f< n que lions wholly beyond bucIi mi ihod of determination. Its Bolution •

ind.nd writi

than the dial

and fkilin 'aii::

track, the •: adopted m l
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Supposing the width of gage to be 4 feet 8^ inches, or to outside of rails to be five feet one inch

between the tracks six feet; and the breadth on the outside of the rails three feet on each side; w*
have, then, the width of the entire road, at the level of the rails, or, between k and /, Figs. 3181 and
3180, twenty-two feet two inches. The only remaining questions for consideration, are the slopes g k,

h I, required for the filling of the road, and the width required for the drainage of the excavations. The
depth of the filling is usually two feet or two feet three inches, and a slope of one foot horizontal, to one
foot perpendicular, is found to be sufficient.

The width of the drainage eg, hd, Fig. 3180, will vary, according to the quantity of water required

to be conveyed off; but one foot and a half on each side, at the bottom level, is generally f >und

sufficient.

We have, then, the width of the excavations at the bottom level, as follows:

feet, inches.

Two lines of railway, including rails 10 2

Width between the two lines 6

Width on the outside of rails G

Width required for the slopes 4
Width for the drainage 3

29 2

which will be the width/*', cd, Fig. 3180.

And for the embankments, or Ik, Fig. 3181, which require no width for drainage, three feet less, or

twenty-six feet. And where the slope of the embankments is one and a half to one, the width at the

bottom level, so called, (two feet three inches below grade,) is thirty-three feet nine inches.

Slopes of the excavations and embankments.—Having now ascertained the width, it is next necessary

to determine the angle to be given to the slopes of the excavations and embankments. These
depend, in some degree, upon the depth of the excavation, or height of the embankment ; in the former,

when the material is sand, gravel, or gravelly clay, a slope of one and a half horizontal, to one perpen-

dicular, is quite sufficient; and in excavations, up to thirty or forty feet, this slope has been found to

stand very well. In some descriptions of clay a greater slope is given, sometimes as much as two
to one. The embankments are generally made with the same slope as that of the excavations ; and it

is presumed that, with whatever slope the excavation will stand, the embankment formed of the

material from such excavation will stand with the same angle of slope.

On the English railways the slopes are covered with a layer of soil, which is procured from the base

of the embankments, or from the top of the cuttings; this layer of soil is spread over the face of the

slope about six inches thick, or of the thickness which the soil from those places will yield. It is of

great importance to the security of the slopes, that the soil should be laid on as soon as possible, after

the excavation is made, or the embankment consolidated ; and sown with grass or clover, or both, to get

a turf upon it before the slopes are affected by the action of the weather. By doing so slopes will often

stand, where, without the soiling and turf, or when exposed to the action of

the weather, they will not stand. This is very much neglected in this ff

country, and the consequence is, the cuts are in general either badly
drained, or a gang of hands are constantly at work to keep the ditch free J

:
. Slbs. 31S"

from the wash of the slopes ; and it is a good practice to sow the slope

with some hardy grass-seed, or defend it from washing by loose stones

thrown over the bank.

In these figures we have shown the slope of the excavation to run
down to the bottom of the drain. In som.e cases, where stone is plentiful,

and where there is an excess of cutting, side walls, similar to Fig. 3182,

are built, to retain the sides of the excava'tion, the line p q showing, in that

case, the line of the slope. In such cases, stone drains, similar to that shown at g, are made to still

further diminish the width of the railway. The propriety of doing this is, however, entirely a matter

of calculation.

Foundations for the cross-ties.—The line having been formed to the proposed inclination longitudi-

nally, it is then levelled transversely. But, as the material constituting the base of the railway, in the

excavations and embankments, is rarely a proper material for a road-bed, it is necessary to cover these

surfaces over with some material which will allow the water to drain off from the bottom of the

tics, and which will likewise form a sufficiently firm foundation for the ties to rest upon. This is gen-

erally done by a layer or coating of broken stone, or clean gravel, whichever is found the least ex-

pensive.

The drainage having been effected, and the under coating of broken stone having been all spread

upon the line, the next operation is setting the blocks or ties.

On all the excavations where stone blocks can be had at a moderate cost, and on the embankments
whirl] are perfectly consolidated, which, by the way, is never sufficiently the case on a new road, they

may be used ; but upon high embankments made of clay, and which are constantly settling down, it is

found most advisable, in the first instance, to lay down wooden sleepers or ties, stretched across from

one rail to the other.

It has been the custom in England to lay the rails on stone blocks, which rest on a layer of br<

stone about nine inches thick, and the whole filled in afterwards or "ballasted," as it is called, with.

gravel. If broken stone be us ed, about one foot in depth will be sufficient; but if gravel be used, it is

customary to lay a greater depth, about two feet. This serves as a drain to take off the surface water

and prevents its freezing at the bottom of the ties or blocks.

The American system, however, is beginning to prevail to a great extent ; viz., the use of cross-ties of

wood instead of stone blocks, upon which to rest the rail- In our country, where the frost is so severe,
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the difficulty and i kjx use of - tting and preserving the -•
is very great, and they have long

since been abandoned for the wood ties; and even in England, son iginally laid with

blocks have been taken op and wood cross-ties substituted in Lieu of the Btone blocks. And in I

the experience in this country be worth any thing, this ma .

I
the proper i most

;.'d mi this plan.

These wooden made from eight to ten feet long, eight to ten in . and about
live inches thick.

When the blocks are set, or sleepers laid, as the ( between tl and on
itside of the rails, is filled up to about three inches above the top of the blocks, or ;,bout the same

deptli below the top of the raik

ting th>: chain uj^ui tic blocks.—A seal is first made upon the top of the bio,

and in the same plane as the base of the block, upon which the chair, of cast-iron, and weighing from
•jo to 10 pounds, is to be Bet 11"'< 9 are drilled into the -

i which
oaken plugs are driven, Fig. 3183; these plugs are then bored with a three-eighth inch auger, and the

chair, having been properly seated upon the top of the block, an iron pin is driven through the hi

the chair into the wooden plug, and which, having a head, fastens the chair to the sleeper.

3100.

i

:

'a to the chairs.— \. hods have 1 ig the rail to the chaxr.

, and pins, an 1
- union of all three, have in their turn had their advo

but all metal fastenings are objectionable, as all are found Co work lc li n keys or

.8184 is the rail used on the 1. 01 1 i . d 1 Birmingham Railway, and v.

i

lunds per yard; and which is the form of rail used upon the Grand Junction fta

:n-7.

'

; to the chaii I 8185. U ude of the chair

which the linst the upper aide of the 1

at the lame time, forces the rail againsl th<

[ of the chair. Tl oak and well dried, bo that when I od t>>

3

li lity of the atmo phi n
to the chair; ,

. 'Alien.
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therefore, the wedge, being quite dry, is driven between the rail and chair, and expanding by the damp
t)f the atmosphere, it is very tightly compressed by the convexity of the chair, which produces a con-e-

sponding expansion at the ends, and thus fastens tht wooden wedge so securely that no working takes

place between it and the rail or chair. This key has, of course, no tendency, except the mere friction or

pressure of its sides, to prevent the ends of the rails at the joint from separating.

Fig. 3186 represents the form of chair in use on the New York and Erie Railroad, in this State, which
is found to answer a good purpose. The chair is complete in itself, and the rail fastened by means ol

it and the spikes to the cross-ties, independent of the oak wedge, which is driven in to prevent the

rattling of the rail in its seat, from the vibration caused by the passage of the train. It will be per-

ceived that the action of the wedge forces the rail down in the chair and firmly against its opposite

cheek.

The effect of the expansion and contraction of the rails, by the variation of temperature, amounts to

about the fifteenth part of an inch in a nil fifteen feet in length. It has been attempted to obviate this

shock by forming the ends into a half-lap joint, but with partial success only. The best thing that can
be done at present is to preserve the parallelism of the upper surface of the rail ; but the opening of the

joint is inevitable, as, from the expansion and contraction of the rail, an open joint must be left,

dependent in its dimensions upon the temperature at the time of laying the rails.

3188. 3192. 3194.

3191.

Fig. SISY is a plan of rail laid down on some of the railroads in this country; with this rail chairs

are dispensed with, the base of the rail being very broad, and being laid upon the longitudinal sills or

cross-ties, is fastened to them by the brad-headed spikes c and d, which are driven into the sills. A
notch is cut near the end of the rail on each side, somewhat longer than the width of the spike which
is driven through the notch, thus permitting the rail to expand or contract, while the flat head of the

spike confines it firmly to the cross-ties. This has become a favorite mode of fastening rails in this

countrv, and may be said to be universal, sometimes without any chair at the ends, and sometimes

with a mere plate to prevent the ends of the rail from bedding themselves into the wood. This form

of rail is now known in Europe as the "American rail." The following are a few of the various

patterns of rail in use

:

Fig. 3188 is the section of an experimental fish-bellied or elliptical rail, rolled by the Newcastle and
Carlisle Railway Company, for the purpose of ascertaining the comparative rigidity of this kind of rail,

and parallel rails of the same weight per yard ; the weight of this rail was about fifty pounds per yard
;

the figure shows the extreme depth, and the dotted line a b the smallest depth.

Fig. 3189 is the section of the parallel rail, rolled for the purpose above described, the weight of

which was as nearly fifty pounds per yard as it could be rolled. The area of the wearing or top part

of the two rails is precisely the same, as likewise the breadth of the base ; but they differ in the depth

and thickness of the middle part of the rail.

Fig. 3190 is the section of a parallel rail, used upon the Liverpool and Birmingham, or Grand Junction

Railway, and weighing about sixty-two pounds per yard. The top and base of this rail are the same
section.

Fig. 3191 is the section of a rail used on the Dublin and Kingston Railway, and which is a parallel

rail, weighing about forty-five pounds per yard.

Fig. 8192 is a fish-bellied rail, made by Mr. Stephenson, and weighing about forty-four pounds per

yard. The entire section on the drawing shows the extreme depth in the middle, and the line a b the

depth at the bearing parts. This rail does not swell out at the base, being intended to be keyed into

the chair.

Fig. 3193 is the section of a parallel rail, of the weight of fifty pounds per yard, a few of which are

laid down on the Liverpool and Manchester Railway.

3201.

3203.

Fig. 3194 is the section of a rail intended for the Great North of England Railway, the weight of which

i-; about sixty pounds per yard. This is likewise a parallel rail; the mode of keying this rail differs

from any of the preceding plans, and is shown in Figs. 3195 and 3196, Fig. 3196 being a section, and Fig

3195 a plan. One side of the chair is cast to fit the rail; on the other side of the chair a loose inter-

mediate wedge slides between the cheeks of the chair, shown at c ; this intermediate wedge is keyed

against the rail by the driving-key/, which may be driven with any degree of tightness; the interme-

diate key prevents the vibration of the rail from loosening the key/ This chair, it will be seen, has

four pins to fasten it to the block.
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Fig. 3197 is the section of a parallel rail, laid down on the 1 jter Railway, and
weighing sixty pounds per yard In all the preceding figures of rails, both

part of the rail, whereon the wheels roll, is the same ; but as it is only on one side of the rail that the

flanch of the wheel rolls against it below the plane of tin- top of the rail, the wheel on the oth< i

rolling along the plane of the surface, it is evident that then- is no necessity to have both Bid

same, In this case the ride of the top, acted against by the flanch of the whei
'

same outline

as that part of the wheel; while, on the opposite ride, the section is at right angles to the plane of the

top. This plan, however, prevents the rail from being turned with thi de to the flanch of the

wheel, which it is Bometimes found requisite to da
I ig. : 198 i b section of the thirty-five pounds per yard fish-bellied rail, originally laid down upon

the liver] 1 and Manchester Railway ; the entire figure showing the extreme depth in the middle, and
the line a b the depth in the bearing parts of the rail. The mode of keying this rail is shown in Kg

Fig. :\-2'<0 is a section of a fifty pound per yard elliptical, or fish bellied rail, laid down on the Liver-

j 1 and .Manchester Railway : the section of this is nearly similar to the preceding figure, except in

a and weight; the keying is precisely similar; the line ah shows the depth at the bearings.

Pig. 8201 is a parallel rail, weighing seventy-five pounds jut yard, and laid on the I.

Birmingham Railway. The mode of keying is similar that shown in Fig. 3199; the distance oj

supports, five feet

Kg. 8202 is the section of the parallel rail, laid down upon the Liverpool and Manchester Railway,
weighing Beventy-five pounds per yard. The top of this rail is made of the shape explained in Kg. 3197.

Fig. 8203 is another sixty pounds per yard parallel rail, which has been laid down upon the Liver-

pool and Manchester Railway.

1 i_r
. 8204 is the Bection oi the rail laid down upon the Newcastle and Carlisle Railway; it is an ellip-

tical or fish-bellied rail, shown in Kg. 8205, with a convex projecting knob at the bearing points. The
entire tigur* in the plate shows the extreme depth of section at o' I the line a

8204, the depth near the knob, the latter swelling out the depth of half an inch more within the chair.

These rails weigh forty-two pounds per yard, and are laid in fifteen li 1 1 lengths, \\ith five bearings oi

three feet each.

The compound rail, designed with a view to correct the defect experienced in the Bimple rail at the

joint, is now receiving a good deal of attention from enginei re. Several plans have b< en devised, but

all of them want the results of experience before they can be recommended for general adoption. Un-
doubtedly the defects of the joints are, to a great extent, remedied by the compoun 1 rail, but it is

questionable if in this country greater evils would not result by increasing the number of pari

machine already so complicated and difficult to keep in repair as a railroad.

Curvi • on tfa :
\y.—It has been usual to construct the wheels for railway so that

the outride rim is conical^ or enlarged in diameter next the flanch; when, then
passing round a curve, the wheels being connected together by the axle, forms, as ii were, a conical

roller, running upon the rails with different radii ; the larger radii being on the outside curve of the rail.

'I In- increase in the diameter of the wheel running on the outside compensates, to a certain extent, tor

the increased length of the outer curve of the rail; and if the radius of the curve is not less than the lino

which the two \\ heels of unequal radii would describe, the wheels will travel along the line of the curve
without rubbing against the flanches. But if the curve is more acute than Buch a line, then the flanchea

whi els are the only guides to keep the carriages on the rails,

'Die degree of con.' generally given to the tire of the carriage wheels is to make the diameter next

the flanch one inch larger than the diameter next the Outride of the tire, the breadth bein

In practice, it i, likewise usual to keep the wheels at Buch a distance from each other upon the axl< .

that, when travelling upon a straight line, the flanches on each ride are about one inch from the rail.

With a \ iew to provide againsl the centrifugal force of the carriages when running in a cun e, it ha

customary to elevai I rail of the track.

The following table will show the elevation to be given to t!..- outride rail, of different radii, a

that of the inter rail ; BO that the whole amount OJ
i

balanced by that of the gravity

of the load, towards t', the curve.

Borploa of eleration ii Incbi -. iii" raloclt) m

i IpUon of * agon and « - ! c 1 1 of
ruih.

Radios oi

in fi . i.
I.'i mil. -. •-•it miles. 30 miles.

116 18-

Diameter of wagon v. 1

width of railwa inch
;

1-42

inclination of the tire of t !i< 1.-. •71

wheel •} inch in the breadth, •10 1-10

\i/
,

::
' ini has. .

IB

It was a few

of the wheel i w ith a rent the rubbin \ of tin '

whei Is in l

element, tli dly and practically, with a
•

I
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are coned at different angles—-which in practice would he very inconvenient, if not -wholly impractica-

ble—the different elevations of the outer rail -would not meet the necessities of the particular case
as a speed of 30 miles per hour requires an elevation some 11 times greater than a speed of 10
miles. It is now, in this country, the custom to disregard this coning of the wheels to the extent which
the theory would call for, and simply cone them to the amount of the draft (as it is called) of the cast-

ing, about g inch on the tread of the wheel; and engineers differ very much as to the proper amount Oi

elevation which should be given to the outer rail. The actual amount to meet a given speed is easily

estimated ; but whether it is expedient to give more or less than this, or to provide for the freight or

passenger trains, is as yet an unsettled question.

As there can be no doubt that the higher velocities of passenger trains, even with their less load, is

productive of greater injury to a road than the freight trains, it would seem desirable to adjust the rail

with the surplus elevation due the higher velocity ; if the road were essentially a passenger road, or in

other words, without the freight trains were largely in excess of the passenger trains, to suit the curves
to the latter traffic, having in view the diminution of " wear and tear" of both wheels and rail, rather
than an economy of motive power.

Great Western Railroad in England—Mr. Brunei's plan.—Yigs. 3205, 3206, and 3181, (p. 519,) show
a plan and different sections of Mr. Brunei's plan of railway. ABCDEF and G H are the longitudinal

rails forming the railway; these longitudinal rails are 14 to 15 inches broad and 6 or 7 inches thick, and
are made of American pine, ah' ab' and c d' c d' are double transverse ties or sleepers, which are each
six inches in breadth and seven inches deep; and ef single transverse ties or sleepers, which are six

inches in breadth and nine inches deep. These sleepers are stretched across the line of railway, and tc

them the longitudinal rails are secured. 12 3 4 5 and G are piles which, in the cuttings, are from nine

to fourteen feet in length, according to the nature of the material, and in the embankments 12 to 30
feet, or of such a length as that they will reach from the base or formation line of the railway 6 to 8

feet into the original surface of the ground. The cross-ties are American pine, and the piles of beech.

3205.

I. f

•-1 S ,

T5T

^

—fys—

1ST
3206.

3207.

k!>

The plan of construction, or of forming the railway, is as follows: the piles are driven at intervals of

every fifteen feet, as shown in the drawing, and in the middle between the longitudinal rails. In cut-

tings, they are driven from eight to ten feet into the ground, below the level of the cross-sleepers ; and

on embankments they must be of such a length as to be driven about the same depth, or seven or eight

feet into the original ground. Upon an embankment of three feet they must be, therefore, ten or twelve

feet long, and so on, according to the height of embankment, and the kind of subsoil into which they are

to be driven. These piles are always to be driven to the exact depth required ; no part of the head is

allowed to be cut off; but if the pile does not drive to the proper depth, it must be drawn and driven

again. This is for the purpose of being certain that they have sufficient hold of the ground; near the

head of these piles, as shown at 1 2 3 4 5 6, Fig. 3205, and at b b'f and dd\ Fig. 3206, a square shoul-

der, of 14, inch, is made on one side of the piles for the single ties, and on both sides of the piles 12 5

for the double ties. The ties or cross-timbers are let into these shoulders, and they are firmly bolted to

the piles, as shown in the drawings. The double cross-timbers are laid down thirteen inches, and the

single timbers nine inches below the line of the rails. Between the double timbers, as shown at gg,
Fig. 3205, and also at all the other points where the longitudinal rails intersect the cross-timbers, a piece

of wood is interposed, which is pinned to the cross-timbers, and upon which the longitudinal rails rest.

The longitudinal rails are then laid down upon the cross-timbers, the upper surface of which is three

inches below the surface of the iron rails ; they are bolted to the cross-timbers with screw-bolts and

washers, as shown at nnnn, Fig. 3205, and by a larger scale in Fig. 3207, ef being the cross-timber,

and A B the longitudinal timbers; the latter, "it will be seen, is let into the cross-timber a little, the

single cross-timbers being deeper than the double cross-timbers. The head of the bolt and washer is

countersunk into the upper surface of the longitudinal rail, as shown in the figure. One of these bolts

is put in at each of the points of intersection of the longitudinal rails with the single cross-timbers, and

two bolts at each of the points of intersection with the double timbers.

When the piles are firmly driven, the cross-timbers bolted to them, and the longitudinal timbers

bolted to the cross-timbers, then sand, or finely screened gravel, is beat or packed underneath the longi-

tudinal timbers, until a base or bed is made for them to rest upon, perfectly firm, solid, and compact.

Fig. 3208 shows a section of the rail used, which weighs from 4 S to 44 pounds per yard, and which
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rests upon and is secured to the hard-wood plank and timbers of the longitudinal sills, and is of the de-

scription known as the U or bridge rail.

As shown in the figure, the rails have a Blight bevel inward--.

The width or gauge of the railway ia V feet 2-J inches, from centre to centre of the rails; and the

width between the centres of the insi le rails is 6 feet.

A few instances occur in this country of the use of stone blocl rapport of the rail : but they

form the exception, it being found that the wear and tear of machinery on the stone track is much
greater than on the wood, and in consequence, the use of the hitter material for the support

rail has become universal Upon this depends in a great measure the perfection of the road. The
point in which our roads present a great inferiority when compared with the English, is in the w i

complete preparation of the foundation. All the refinement of form and dimen-
sion of rails, chair-, engines, tic, is useless, if the foundation be liab own by frost, or to

placement from any cause. To prevent this, too much care cannot be given to tl
' the mate-

rial forming the road-Lei, and to the position and preservation of the Ml material impervious

to water should be excavated from the bed of the road to the ast of two feet, and its

supplied by clean gravel. The sleepers or cross-ties of chestnut, cedar, oak or other durable wood, ac-

cording to the locality, are laid transversely, at intervals of about two fl

least 6 inches deep by 7 or 8 inches v. ide, and for the narrow gauge S feet long. Upon these crot

are to be spiked the iron rail-.

The rail is usually secured in the chair by the brad-headed spikes which hold the latter t > the ties, the

notch in the rail for the spike being elongated so as to permit the expansion and contraction of the rail, or

else the chair is fastened independently of the rail, and the latter prevented from rising out of the chair

by the latter being made to conform to the shape of the rail, so that it cannot be removed from its

chair but by drawing it out iu the direction of its length. At the intermediate cross-ties the rail is

1 inside and out by the brad-headed spike driven into tl ch aide, and lapping over the

base of the rail. The rail may be further secured in the chair by a W len wedge, Bawn to a taper,

and driven into the chair against the bottom, side, and top of the rail, one side of the chair being cast

eive it. It is not advisable, however, to make the fastening of the rail in the chair dependent
entirely upon th Phe chair should be sale against accident, were the wedge to drop oat

;

out the use of the hater should be to perfect the joint, and prevent the .-mall motion in the chair oc

casioned by the vibration of the rail, which in the end might prove the destruction of the chair. The
- should be machine-made, with chisel point-, and weigh at Least half a pound each, and occupying

in length the depth of the cross-tie. After the rails—we have supposed the Hor 1 - tion, of about

60 to 80 pounds per yard—are Laid and spiked, and the line of rails adjusted to their proper

adjustment, the ballast of clean gravel is brought into the road and deposited between and around
the cross-ties, packed well underneath them with the shovel and rammer, and levelled off to the plane

bottom of the rail, nearly. This i- the method, with Borne modification, which prevails prettj

illy in the construction of the modem railroad. A Longitudinal bearing under the rail, into which
the cross-ties are framed something similar to the Western Railroad in England, is occasionally adopt-

ed; but its want of simplicity, as wedl as other defects, has occasioned it- disuse.

!:• ILLING STOCK. Under this term are included the locomotives and cars. The distinctive feature

of the American locomotive will be found under its appropriate head. Our ear- are .-till more peculiar.

Whilst the English, adopting the as their model, mad" their cars with compartment
ling coach bodies, generally three to each car, and supported on but two Bets of wheels, we, a

and distinct construction, have adopted a long undivided car, supported near the ends by
truck- like the forward trucks of our Locomotives. Each truck has not less than two sets of wl

. and in very rare instances four. Passenger ear- are provided with seat- for from 40 to
'

:

ire entered at the end- from the end platforms, but in some, as in the

I Railroad cai is in the

The freight cars are in general construction similar to those for p but shorter. On a few

the -h'irt four-wheeled cars are adhered to, and when -l .

.

I thej are more
dead weight in proportion to the weight carried, and easier moved at the station-.

open or boxed; ballast care are usually two wheeled, and arranged

being dun.:

tion t'i our :

•
"

,i dting in part from unnecessary speed, i

amount of i I drawn in proportion to their freight roportionately increased

iry hauling of i mptj or far from full ear-. We annex the following table from

the Rep it of the Mi w Y< rk ( for L856.

The following I I per mile, for building and manning the r

n tons, an! the number of p i

Of equi

fliues and 6 ...
' r and

. . . .

number ol

'"T i.i.
. ear. .

IU 60
8 :i 50

-e number I >ad

for i ir 0.26 m
iu,

..... I •

train i f

. 72.0

; imbcr pel

1 1 ; i :;

non

1.17
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The great weight of the locomotive and of the carrying stock generally, ' irious expedient,

to avoid this difficulty. Hope railways, that is railways in which the cars were drawn by ropes or chain*

by means of stationary engine,3 , had long been used in mining districts to overcome steep gradients.

This system was adopted with some ingenious modifications, to propel cars on a love] track, on tin- Lon-
don and Blackwall railway. But it was found uncertain and expensive and given up. In fact, at present

there are but few inclines in this country worked by stationary power, it bei re economical fa

work with the locomotive on zig-zag or Y tracks to overcome steep gradients.

As an improvement on the rope railway, Cleggand Samnda introduced the atmospheric railway upon
the Dublin and King-town road, where it worked so successfully for a serf that it was intro-

duced on the London and Croydon Railroad, but it proved a failure. As an expedient it wa3 very in-

genious, and may perhaps in some form be serviceable on very short lines. Suppose a large pipe to be

laid down on a road, and that at one end of this pipe were placed an air-pump for withdrawing the air,

"and at the opposite end a piston, working accurately in the pipe. On pumping out the air from the

pipe, the atmospheric pressure upon the piston would drive it along the tube. In order that the piston

and the carriages might travel together, much in the same way as the short tube, or pencil-holder

inside a pencil-case, travels with the outer tube or ring,—some connection is necessary between the

piston within and the cars without the tube. The arrangement employed on the line from Kingston to

Dalkey, a distance of If mile, is as follows

:

In this railway the vacuum-pipe was about 15 inches in internal diameter; it was of cast-irou, and
was laid down in the same way as the large water mains, between the two rails of the railway. After

the pipes were cast, a cutter was passed through them in the direction of their length: they were then

raised to the temperature of melting tallow, and a mop dipped in that material was passed through
them, and being followed by a wooden piston, the inside became coated with a thin surface of tallow,

which soon acquired great hardness. This was found to be an excellent surface for the piston to travel

against. On the top of the tube was a narrow opening extending the whole length, closed by a valve

so as to render the tube air-tight. This valve was a continuous flap of leather, on the upper and under
of which plates of iron were riveted, the inner surface of the lower plate formed to the cur-.

the pipe, the upper plate and the leather being made a little wider than the opening or .-lot, and extend-

ing over it on each side. This continuous valve was hinged on one side to a projecting rib, and the

other edge fell into a groove containing a composition of wax and tallow, which, when melted, sealed

up the pipe, and made it sufficiently air-tight for the working. A flap called the in' i'!i' r-valve\ protected

the apparatus from the weather. The piston contained within the tube was furnished with a rod 1+ oi

l."> t'eet in length, to which were attached rollers for opening the air-tight valve behind the piston as it

advanced along the pipe. The piston was connected with the first carriage, or driving-car, by means of

a coult' r : to ti;c driving-car was attached a copper vessel, several feet in length, heated with coke, for

the purpose of melting tin' wax and tallow when the valve had been pressed down by the apparatus.

It will be understood, then, that the train of carriages moved on rails as in the ordinary railway

:

but between the rails the tube with its enclosed pi-ton was situated : and that an air-pump worked by a

stationary steam engine exhausted the air in the tube in front of the carriages. The - train

would evidently be in proportion to the rapidity with which the air could he pumped out. It wa- found

that an exhaustion of 15 inches could be produced in about 2 minutes, and that a -
I or 60

miles an hour could be produced.

RAILWAY BASS.

—

On the manufacture and form of. The mass out of which the rail is rolled i-

called a "p3e," end i- composed of a number of [dates cut from rolled bars to a length suitable to the

oienee of handling, and the dimensions of the close-furnace in which the piles are placed to p

a welding heat. The piles have a bed and cap plate of double the width of the ether plate-, which

ther, and an- mo fly of superior iron .See fig. 8196, in which \ - the cross-

ectaon of the pile.

i ran,

3197.—Cap of hammered iron

-

'I he i
-, «ed up to prevent the iron from burning on tbi ire the middle of the mass

el. Img heat. It i.
q

1 and pracl i
• • of heat n

ind i .ill. If tin- ! I weld through the whole m i

when put to the Lion of the locomotive wheels, \ull cna h down, ( .r pea] ofl in lamina; and

when the rail is finished it r- not •

and compel h more impoi Unl than

i he in. . -t careful in pection after the worli is done. [I often happens that a man
n ill send back a pilo to U». to

• a battel
I

,
udity of a rail i

a <hu

quality of the metal
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To obtain a more solid and durable surface on the top of the rail, it has been proposed to use a ham
mered bar of double the usual thickness for the cap-plate of the pile, which would remain a solid ma-
terial of considerable body after the rail is finished. See Fig. 3197, in which A represents the cross-

section of the pile.

In the composition of the pile no scraps or short pieces should be admitted, for the reason that the

process of rolling and extending the mass lengthwise is adverse to welding the cross-joints between the

pieces, and so far the rail is diminished in strength and solidity. Scraps and trimmings had better be
wrought into common bars, to be worked over again in the smith-shop. The heavy rail is a finished

piece of work, and so expensive that its efficiency should not be endangered by the use of improper
materials.

The pile should always be of sufficient weight to afford a surplus in length, so as to cut the rail of the

desired length entirely clear of the fag-ends. Rails are often defective and give way at the ends while

other parts remain sound, for the want of due attention to this matter.

3199.—Double-headed rail, to be reversed. 3200.-II-rail.

L D
Set in a cast-iron chair.

Ureat care should be taken in the straightening and trimming ; and the first step is to see that the

large cast-iron plate upon which the rail is laid while hot from the rolls is straight and out of wind—as

the rail, being lifted and slammed down while soft, will conform to its surface, and retain a twist when
cold if the plate should be in wind. This is a most mischievous fault, and can never afterwards be per-

fectly corrected. Though the surface may be brought to a line longitudinally, and the base adjusted on

the bearings, the pressure on the top, varying from side to side, will produce a rocking action, tending

constantly to loosen the rail.

Close attention should also be paid to accurate straightening, as even a slight undulation on the sur-

face will produce, at the ordinary velocity of the train, (30 miles per hour,) a sensible vibration, un-

pleasant to the passenger, and injurious to the road and train.

3201.—Bridge-rail. 3202.—Three-part rail.

\ ^
To prevent rails having these defects from being brought into use, a severe inspection should be

applied to them. Each rail should be placed on a strong bench, in length equal to that of the rail, and

the surface plated with iron in several places ; these plates should be dressed to a correct line and out

of wind, which will at once detect any twist or crook that may be in the rail.

The circular saw is now generally used in trimming, which is a great improvement over the chisel, as

it leaves the section of the rail undisturbed—a very important matter in making even joints.

In considering the form of the railway bar, it may be first observed that the more simple and com-

pact the section, the more sound will be the rail. It is obvious in viewing a section of the pile, (see Fig.

:U96,) that there are a number of joints between the plates to be welded, and that each plate must o/
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necessity be reduced to a thin lamina in extending the mass to the length of a rail, an 1 that the strair.

on the weldings and materials will be much less in one form of section than another: therefore, in do
signing a form, it is wl-U to give to this matter its due consideration.

The T or edge rail, Bet m chairs, and the doable-headed rail, Figs, 3198 and 8199 have been exten-
sively used in Europe; but it is said that the II, and /•/

; ;U, American designs, are comin"
into favor there. They have long been the favorite patterns in Am. rica, and do now divide the

il in. ii anl railway companii s, so that the two are placed in competition on extensive
divisions of the sirae line, and on different roads. Bach ha- i' peculiar merit-.

The II rail has the advantage in simplicity and beaut; of form, and //<</./ have in solidity, by a mod
itieation of the section. The head and base are generally made too light, (see Big.

i base for its support on the bearings.

The I' or bridge rail has the advantage of perpendicular sides to support the head, without projections
subject to he split off, like the H-rail It also offers better facilities m its hollow form to secure si

and even joints, by the insertion of an iron core at those points. .See Fig. 3201.

3204.

3203.—Two-part H-rail.

:

i

But, after all the exertion of talent and skill for the last twenty years to perfect a line of road with

isnal form of rail-, it still remains very deficient in smoothness and stability at the joinings, and it

i will continue to be so while the rails are made in independent, separate, solid pieces

The perfection of a rail would be one of sufficient and uniform Btrengtb—rolled, or made by other

means—in one pice, without joints the whole length of the line
; but tin- being impracticable, the

i- DOW to approach it by a new device, which is to form the rail of two or more pieces, say -Jo feet in

length, and to splice them together, breaking joint, bo that each part shall act as a Bplicing plate to the
.. here their end-

i

A three-part compound rail of cast and wrought iron has been on trial for some time on a line ol

heavy traffic, and stands the test of heavy engines remarkably well. It i- more elastic than a Bolid rail

of the hi, and the line is more uniform in strength, and of course more easy to the passenger,
on, and tic- road. ] » far a considerable advance towards theoretic perfection.

See I .
-. 8202.

'I he next attempt, bavin ;
the -a me object in view, i- a compound rail of two part-, bolted together

with a vertical joint, and each pari joint with the opposite part b Es now under trial in a
M of an important road, and is -aid to promise well. S. .

I i
r, 8208,

1 1..- third plan, which only iii model, is also a compound tail of two parts, having a vertical
joint, and break B 00 the inner side, SO that when they an' coml
they form a tub-, mi which, al joint, is inserted an iron core which tills the tube foi ,t

apensate thi occasioned by tic joint, and
rent vertical slip] en the two parts. Thi ibis compound rail an
which renders il capable of b

thereby doubling the durabdity of the raiL But without actual trial il i- questionable whethor
this presumed advantage will compensate tic die stancheons intended to supp .it the rail in

I..- modifii 8201 and •

,i on tie- top, the dotte I lin

A fair itatemi al •! the d

attempted
experiment.

1 he I .i i
•

j
i

.

.

. , a the three
;

and i third of the W In

|
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3206.

3Q0o —Two-part tubular rail.

A, Fig. 3-205, rivet.

A, Fig. 3206, rivet.

B 15, core.

C, stancheon-iron bolted to the
side of the sleepers.

Eassing keys through the tongue of the cap-piece and fitting in stop-notches cut in the top of the

earingrails. A better mode of security in this important matter is suggested by the inventor, which
is to let the tongue of the cap-rail project downwards sufficiently low that the bolts which hold the

base-rads together may pass through it also. This compound rail loses about one-third of its strength at

each cross-joint ; but the objection may be relieved to a considerable extent by inserting an iron core at

each cross-joint under the tongue of the cap-piece. This form of a composite rail necessarily carries

with it one great objection in view of a perfect surface, as the latter is broken at the end of each cap-

rail by a thorough cross-joint, presenting a notch for the wheels to pass over of more or less extent, pro-

ducing more or less jar at all those points.

The two-part H-rail, the second noticed, and the two-part tubular rail each equally possess the ad-

vantage of a surface but partially broken, as the cross-joint extends only to the middle of the surface,

leaving the other part a bearing to the wheels in passing over. They also equally possess a provision

against end-thrusts, in merely combining the two parts. When the surface is worn out, the whole rail is

lost in each case. The two-part H-rail loses half its strength at each cross-joint ; the tubular rail, in

consequence of the core, is of nearly equal strength in all parts of the line.

REFRIGERATOR, The Dnj, for Family Use. A. S. Lyman's. Fig. 3207 is an interior view. The ice is

placed in the chamber A, and the air in contact with it being cooled and condensed, and therefore rendered

heavier, flows down through the grate R, and the descending cold air flue C, in the direction of the arrows.

It is discharged up through the opening in the back part of the bottom of the lower drawer. The warmer
air in this drawer rises up through the opening M, in the division board above and onwards, finally

passing up the flue D, and over again upon the ice : thus a current is formed, as shown by the arrows.

For the pui-pose of showing more clearly its inter-

nal arrangement, the middle drawer is represented as

partially open. This shows the opening M, through
the division board on which that drawer rests, and
the opening N, through the back end of the bottom
of that drawer. This opening N, is now closed by
the division board. When the drawer is closed, these

openings M and N coincide, and the air flows freely

through them, as it is forced from the lower to the

upper drawers by the superior weight of the column

of cold air in the flue C Tbe back end of the drawer

cuts off all connection with the refrigerator, so that

no air can flow out when it is open. The cold air in

this drawer being heavier than the air outside, re-

mains in it, unless there are currents in the room,

which at most can only sweep the air from this drawer.

Some of the gases set free in refrigerators are ab-

sorbed by ice, or rather by the pure water as it is

dissolving from ice ; but that alone will not absorb all

impurities, nor prevent a refrigerator from accumu-

lating bad odors, as is known practically by all who
have used refrigerators for a sufficient time.

In order that the air may be rendered perfectly

pure, the charcoal filter S, is placed in the back part

of the drawer, so that the air in its rounds is constantly being filtered through the charcoal, and thus
deprived of all its impurities. The water from the melting ice runs into the gutter G, and off by a trap

pipe not shown. These refrigerators are all made double as represented, and the spaces, which are from

1| to 3 inches wide, filled with pulverized charcoal ; this increases the weight and cost somewhat, but it

is essential to practical success.

REGISTERING AND NUMBERING MACHINE, Baranowski's patent. The several machines
patented by Mr. Baranowski are all dependent on one particular arrangement of wheels or disks, of

which he gives the following preliminarv description :
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The wheels or plates d and b, Fig. 8209, turn on their centres B and A, and when the tooth t tails

into one of the notches in b, it moves b round one-tenth of its circumfen oce, as there are ten notches in

the wheel b. The spaces between the notches in b are arcs of the same rii i i that U i- always

stationary and fixed, except when moved by the tooth in if once for each revolution of (/. b \< fixed to

u, the edge of which is engraved with the figures from to 9, as shown in Fig. 320$. The CO

320ft. 3210,

3209.
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wheel c is also fixed to ./, and works into a cogged wheel of the same size/, timing on the same centro

a9 cl, tne edge of which is also Bhown in Fig. 3208. </' i- fixed to this last cogged-wheel/, and is of the

same form and size as J. b' is fixed to a1
, the edges of which arc shown in Fig. 3208, an i i- of the

same form and -i/.c as b. Again: Fig. 3208, //-' i- fixed to .<-, and is turned by <r, which i- fixed to /.
working into the cogged wheel e

1
: b and -/- arc also of the same Bize and form a- b and •!. '<' and a~

have also the figures from to 9 engraved upon their edges. All the plates or wheel ly on
their cylinders or centre-, A and B respectively, although it will he seen that no one of them can I

without moving all the others, at interval- of tune dependent upon tin' number of notches iii the •

b, b\ and b*, respectively, and also upon their respective distances in the arrangement from the first

mover J. The operation of counting proceeds thus:—The first revolution of ,/ moves * one tenth, or

pnta the unit in the place of the cipher on a; ten revolutions of (/, or one of a—that is, one revolution

3811

3211.

off/' [for tin

hi re the,,, i.imi o, in

of the cipher on < nno hundred where thi

mem
v
•line- wheel* ; bul there in. i'.

ud /-' twenl
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represent shillings and pounds. It will also be seen, by examining the Figs. 3208 and 3210, that Fig
3210 differs slightly from Fig. 3208, without affecting the peculiar character of the arrangement. The
same letters show the same parts in both figures, b, the unit wheel a, and d 1 are all fixed to the axle

A, which turns upon its centres. In Fig. 3208 the corresponding wheels are loose on A; d' works into

6 1
, as in Fig 3208; and as/ is fixed to b\ and c to a\ and /and c are of the same size, and work into

each other, every complete revolution of a is attended with a partial revolution of a 1 through a space

measured by the distance between any two notches in b\ Fig. 3211. The object of this variation it

the Figs. 3208 and 3210 is to bring the numbers on the edges of a and a 1
close together.

Again : if d had two teeth, two notches of b would be moved round at each revolution of d, and the

odd or even numbers on a would be presented from time to time where there is now 0, 0, 0, Fig. 3208,

according as the arrangement was started with 1 or 2. If started with 1, it would skip 2, 4, 6, &c, and
show 1, 3, 5, <fcc. ; if started with 2, it would skip 1, 3, 5, &c, and show 2, 4, 6, &c. The Roman method
of notation, or any other signs or symbols expressive of numbers, can be substituted for the Arabic

figures, and can, by means of this arrangement, (modified so as to facilitate and vary. its application,)

be made to appear at 0, 0, 0, Fig. 3208.

3213.
3214.

The manner in which this simple and ingenious arrangement is applied to the numbering, stamping,

and registering railway tickets, for example, is thus described

:

Fig. 3212 is a sectional view of the side of a machine of this description. R R is a cylinder which is

movable up and down in the frame S S. The top P, upon which the blow with the hand is to be given,

is always kept up some distance above S S by a spiral spring upon R R. The whole of the machinery
forms part of R R, and moves up and down with it, except the rack X, and the clicks b and b, which
are fixed to S S. When R R is struck down, a tooth of the wheel c passes beyond b, and when R R
rises again to its place, the wheel c is turned one tooth by the position and resistance of b ; d is a click

to keep c fixed, as R R descends. The arrangement here is the same as shown in Fig. 3208, only there

are four wheels with figures on them instead of three, as the number shown is any short of ten thou-

sand. There are also two sets of figured or marked wheels, one above the other, and made to move at

the same time by the cogged-wheels on the middle axle g, Figs. 3212 and 3213. On the lower set the

numbers project to be used as stamps, the neighboring parts being cut away, as shown in the wheels h,

Fig. 3212. The upper set appear at H, Fig. 3214, so that each number from time to time is both
stamped and registered. The segment of a wheel W, Fig. 3212, to which is fixed an arm carrying a

small elastic roller T, works into the rack X, and at each descent of R R is thereby carried over the

under side of the apparatus Z Z ; and this surface being charged with printing-ink, the roller T inks each
projecting figure before it reaches the paper below.

REGULATORS. Claris' Patent Steam and Fire Regulator. Even in the earliest application of steam,

regulators were contrived for controlling the draft of the fire by the pressure of the steam in the

boiler, by which an even pressure may be maintained and no greater quantity of fuel consumed than

may be necessary to maintain the desired pressure. Figs. 3215, 3216, illustrate the most successful and

practical of these contrivances, patented by Patrick Clark, in January, 1854. Both figures are in

section. The construction can be readily understood. The steam from the boiler is introduced

beneath a vulcanized rubber diaphragm, upon which rests a piston F, weighted like a common

safety valve to its lever 11, as rod K is attached, which connects with the damper in the chimney

or flue. Fig. 3215 shows the position of the diaphragm and piston when the pressure in the boiler »
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below that require:! ; when the pressure exceeds the desired pressure, the diaphragm and piston are forced

up, and the damper b se, till it attains the

position, fig. 3216, when the draft is entirely shut The
amount of pressure is controlled by the sliding weight or

pea on the steelyard arm II, as shown in fig. 3216. The
diaphragm is composed of a cup or cylinder, and the

patentee claims '* the combination of a cylindrical dia-

phragm with and piston," by which any de-

sired amount of motion may be given from one inch to

', hut for a movement not greater than an inch,

-••rves, that a

flat di-c will an-
swer, provided the

cylinder is made as

shown inthe figures.

These machines
are in successful op-

eration throughout
the country; tl

maintain an even hi ad of steam with economy in

the consumption of fuel, Bafety to the boilers, and
general saving in wear and tear.

RIVETS AND BLANK SCREWS, MACHINE
FOR MAKING, Bv J. C. Day, Brooklyn, N. Y.
The following is the patentee's description of a
machine for making rivets and blank screws,

patented July 3, 1849.

The nature of my invention consists in the discov-

ery of a speedy and useful way or process for mak-
ing rivets and blank screws, with machinery therefor

This machinery consists of a disk or circular plate

I m the

ind from i at h other, and - lit, to tin

another to the pi it one and the nme lira*

while al an inl i olvo, an 1 I

I
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maining at rest for the purpose of allowing such operations to take place, but cutting off the wire or roil

that has been fed in as the disk and dies revolve, and holding and conveying it until the work is com
plete ; that is, until the rivet is headed and discharged, and so continuing their operations in succession

so long as it shall be desired.

I arrange a table a upon which I place a disk b having its several dies c, and its outer edge being in

the form of a ratchet d, and which may be caused to revolve by the pawl c, or any equivalent mechanism.

This may be understood more clearly by referring to Fig. 3219 of the drawings, this being a plan 01

these parts, although the same parts are known by the same references in all the drawings. Above the

table is the main shaft, from which is conveyed motion to all parts of the machine. A double-acting

crank, by an intermediate connecting lever g, acts upon the pawl e to cause the disk to revolve at the

proper time, and to the proper distance ; while a somewhat similar arrangement bears a like relation

through its connecting-rod h to the discharger i, worked by an intermediate lever k. At 'the back of

the pawl e' is a spring /, which keeps the pawl up to its work at all times ; there is, besides, a strong

coiled spring, designed to keep the disk in its place firmly to the table ; a planing-board n is used

to plane off and level the head after the header or meshing tools have done their work. This tool

may be constructed with a projecting point or lip to fit in a recess in the face of the disk, and this lip

will cut the nick in the head of the screw. This planing tool is placed immediately in front of the dis-

charger ; behind the discharger is a stop or gage piece v placed in an oblique position, which serves

the double purpose of a gage for the length of wire to be cut off, and as a clearer to throw off the work
from the disk after it has been discharged from the dies. I will here add, that I have intended to use,

if necessary, a lock-up for my disk ; this would regulate the disk by stopping its motion at one precise

place at each stop, in case it should fall a trifle short or overreach the desired point by the inaccurate

action of the pawl. This lock-up may be applied in many ways, but can be well applied by attaching a

wide piece to the end of the discharging lever, and upon it placing two pins instead of one ; one of these

could have a long bevelled or taper point to enter one of the dies, and thus, as it is pushed in to the full

size, will bring the disk to the exact place to receive the other, (the discharging pin ;) this discharging

pin is for operating upon a headed rivet to discharge it.

Fig. 3217 shows the action of the heading hammer. This hammer has several hammer-faces, to

act upon as many rivets or blank screws, and gives by this means as many blows upon each one as

there are of these faces ; that is, one acts upon the head
of the rivet in one die at one blow, and the same one 3019.

acts upon the next rivet after one move of the disk, and
so on, while the one acted upon first is acted upon by
the second hammer-face, and so on to the finish. This

hammer is shown at o, and is worked by a connection p
to an eccentric or crank g, by which it is raised and low-

ered in its operation, and presses or crushes down the

metal, and forms a head in the rough where a flat head

is to be formed, whiie the round head is produced by a

hollow or concave in the face of the hammers.
I have used two, three, or more of these hammer-

faces as before stated, for the more perfectly pressing

and consolidating the metal, as it might not be per-

fectly solid by a single blow, particularly when the

metal is used in a cold state, as is generally the case for blank screws, while heated metal is most
generally used for rivets. I also use one hammer having a chisel-face, which may be pressed into the

head and form a nick, when it is desired to form nicks.

I provide a tube r through which the wire or rod may be fed to the die in the disk, and which does

the further duty of one-half of the shears for the cutting off the wire or rod, the die itself being the other

half of said shears. The rods or wire may be fed in by hand, or by any convenient machinery, in many
ways, such apparatus being common to machines for these purposes.

The operation of my machine will be better understood by saying that the machinery is set in motion

by power applied at the pulley s. We commence feeding wire or rods through the tube into the

dies, while the disk is at rest ; next, the disk of dies move round (always in the same direction) and

cut off the wire, which has been fed in until it meets the herein-before-named gage v. This revolving

action brings a second die which is also fed in, and so on until each die will be filled as intended. As
the dies continue to fill and cut off, they pass on, and one after the other meets the header and subse-

quently the discharger, when one after the other is discharged—all the other operations being performed
in the progress, and between the feeding and discharging.

RIVETING AND STEAM PUNCHING MACHINE. By M. Lemaitre, Paris. The principle on

which the motive power of the steam-engine is applied in the machine now before us, is widely different

from that which characterizes most of those of which we have yet treated, and, simple and obvious as it

may appear, it is only beginning to be appreciated by mechanicians as we think it deserves.

In those machines in which a rectilinear motion, whether in a horizontal or vertical direction, is re-

quired to be produced, that object has hitherto, in most cases, been accomplished by means of mechan-
ism, more or less complicated and expensive, for converting the rotary motion transmitted through long

trains of shafts from the fly-wheel of a steam-engine, into a rectilinear motion. In establishments in

which a great number of machines, small as well as great, have to be kept in motion, we believe that

no improvement, upon this roundabout method could be recommended; but for single and independent

machines, where great power acting in a rectilinear direction is required, we believe that the direct

action of the steam-engine, as exemplified in the machine now to be described, will supersede the more

tirctiitous, expensive, and, on many accounts, objectionable method hitherto practised.

Another very important peculiarity in the machine now under consideration, deserves to be specially
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noticed. In riveting by hand the workman finds it necessary to bring the plates upon which he is opera-

ting into close contact,*hv striking them with his hammer while closing and finishing 'he head « »t" the

rivet. The i f this will be obvious when we that the iron pin, which is to form the

rivet, tends, by the compression to which it is subjected by the blows of the hammer, to stavt up through-

out its whole length, a- well as at the end, and that, consequently, unli -- th plates are brought into

very close contact during the op ration, an obstacle to their perfect junction is interposed by the very

means employi d to bring them into intimate contact. In M. Lemaitre's machine this difficulty is obvi-

ated by a very ingenious and effective contrivance which we shall now proceed to describe.

Fig. 3220 is an elevation. Fig. 3221 a plan. Fig. 3222 an end view, and a partial b<

of the steam punching and riveting mac!
section

JSM.

f^rP
The plates to be operated upon are, in this machine, placed horizontally between the fixed and mov

able dies a and l. The matrix of the fixed die n is at the extremity of a strong malleable iron Btem or

riveting-block A. fixed firmly into the sole and foundation of the machine, and serving as the point of

resistance against the action of the punch I, the compressing ferule i, and the riveting-die b. This last,

which, as well as its corresponding fixed die a, is made of hard tempered steel, i- fixed into a malleable
iron stock or tool holder J!, accurately planed and adjusted to slide in a Vertical direction, and without

lateral motion, in :i socket I ;, the further purpose of which will hereafter he described. The tool-holder

]{ has an alternate rectilinear motion of ascent and descent communicated to it by a malleable iron lever

eh has it- centre of oscillation at the upper extremity of :t Btrong frame l>. cast in a piece with

le or base by which the machine is fixed to its foundations. The opposite end of the lever C is

ud by the rod K, to a piston working in the cylinder F. This cylinder, which i- open above, and
close beneath the pi- ton, i-, furnished \\ ith a valve inclosed in the valve box e, and by this valve high-

am is alternately admitted under the piston, through the Bteam-pipe g, and allowed to ee-

3331.

.

cape through the exhaust pipe h. The ndve is rai ed or depressed '>\ means of 'lie combination oi

/, which are di p • ed a- to place the machine wit Inn the coinman 1 of the W01 k

man who superintends the operation The mechanism by which the plates are compressed during tho

process of nvetin I ferule t, I through the centre of which the rn
and which again is fitted into ron socket O, slidii ind without

play, between two planed guides H II. The made holloa for the purpose of formic
to the tool holder B, as we have already mt ntioned, an 1 . motion similar to, thot

dependent of, the latter, from the two malleable iron lev< rs I I. which have theii i
i
ion at

1 ', and are connected at then the rod J to .. ;

contained within tho cylinder K. 'I In latter cylind er than that used for riv
and hke it, j. provided with a valve ' for the' admission and . am. The rods and l< i

»/. for opening and shul I in tho same waj
'

ribod.

This machine i- adapte I tot puin plates, 1 ot tl

parallel gruidi M M are fixed to the movable frame wh the compn
too! holdi i i

upper extremity and the guid< The punch / i fitted! o end of th
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sition, when brought into operation by turning it downwards upon its pivot m and securing it betweec
(he guides M M, coincides exactly with that of the matrix a, upon the extremity of the riveting-block A
The matrix a is sunk into a circular recess cast upon the riveting-block, and for the sake of accurate

adjustment, is acted upon by three small screws passing through the sides of the recess. Under these

circumstances, it is obvious that the operation of punching will be performed by the same mechanism,
by which, in riveting, the compressing ferule is made to descend. When not required to be used, the

punch and its socket are turned into the position represented in Figs. 3222 and 3223.

Action of the machine.—The plates to be united by riveting, having been previously punched, are

placed together, as shown in the drawings, upon the horizontal stem or riveting-block A. The heated
rivet is then placed into its appropriate hole, with the head inside, and the plates are shifted till the

rivet-head falls into the matrix a. The attendant workman by pulling down the handle/' depresses the

valve inclosed in the steam-chest c', and thus opens a communication through the pipe g, between the

bIi am in the boiler and the under side of the piston working in the cylinder K. The piston ascends, and
its motion being communicated through the rod J to the levers II, causes the ferule i to descend, and
compress the plates firmly together. The same workman then, by pulling down the handle/, opens
the valve of the large cylinder F, taking care that the pressure is still kept upon the plates. This

causes the tool holder B, and riveting-die b, to descend, and thus the rivet is finished. The valve of the

cylinder F is then first moved so as to shut the communication between the boiler and the piston, and
allow the steam to escape through the pipe h. The weight of the rod E and lever C causes the piston

to descend and the die b to rise. The handle/' is then released, and by a similar process the ferule i

rises to admit of the plates being shifted for the fixing of the next rivet.

The action of the machine in punching is obviously so similar to that already explained as to require

no further description. As it is of importance that the rivet-holes should be pierced with as little delay

as possible, at the same distance from each other, and in the same line, M. Lemaitre makes use of a

murker which serves as a guide to the workman in placing the plates under the action of the machine.

This contrivance, consists of a small arm n formed into a socket, so as to admit of being adjusted and
fixed upon the axis o, wdiich has its bearings in one of the cheeks or guides M. Into the arm n is fixed

a small piece of sheet-iron, shaped at the outer extremity into a circle, the diameter of which is equal to

that of the punch, and its centre, when turned towards the punch, coinciding wdth it. In making use of

this contrivance the handle p of the axis o is turned round till the extremity of the arm n is brought

directly under the punch. The plates are then shifted so that the place where the hole is to be pierced

is covered by the circular end of the sheet-iron marker, and thus the accuracy of the work is insured.

Figs. 3224 and 3225 represent a very ingenious and most useful contrivance which M. Lemaitre has

adapted to this machine, for the purpose of riveting long and narrow tubes from the interior, a problem
which, at first sight, is of very difficult solution. The stem or riveting-block N is made hollow through-

out its whole length, and incloses a long rod S, terminated by a steel wedge r. This wedge acts upon
the movable matrix t, which passes through the upper side of the riveting-block ]S

T
, in such a way as to

cause it to rise or fall according as the rod S is pushed in or drawn out. The die u and its holder or

stock are of the same form, and are connected with the machine in the same manner as those already

described. In using this form of the machine, the rivets are inserted from the outside of the tube, the

dies t and it receive simultaneously a motion in opposite directions, the lower one t being made to rise

by pushing in the rod S, and the upper one u descending by the action of the steam-piston upon the

lever, and thus the rivet is formed.

M. Lemaitre has been enabled, by this contrivance, to rivet tubes of considerable length and small

diameter ; a work which it was impossible to perform either by hand or by any machine formerly in

existence.

Literal References.

A, the malleable-iron stem or riveting-block.

13, the stock or tool-horlder into which is fixed the riveting-die b, and which is made to move in a ver-

tical direction by the great lever

C, by which the pressure necessary for forming the rivet-head is conveyed from the steam-piston.

1), the frame and sole or base of the machine.

E, the connecting-rod between the piston inclosed within the cylinder F and the lever C.

F, the steam-cylinder in which the power required for forming the rivet-head is generated.

G, a socket or tool-holder, to the lower end of which is fixed the compressing ferule i, and which

moves vertically between the two planed guides
II H, bolted firmly to the fixed frame of the machine.
1 1, a double malleable-iron lever, by which the pressure necessary for keeping the plates firmly to

gcther is conveyed from the piston inclosed within the cylinder K, to the compressing ferule i.

J, the connecting-rod between the piston inclosed within the cylinder K and the lever I.

K, the steam-cylinder in which the power required for compressing the plates is generated.

L, the stock or socket into which the punch I is fitted.

M M, the guides for confining the tool-holder L, laterally,

a, the matrix or die on the end of the riveting-block.

a, the matrix of the punching-tool.

b, the cylindrical stock into which the riveting-die is fixed, and which works up through the compres

«ing ferule i.

c, the valve-box fixed to the lower extremity of the steam-cylinder F.

c, a similar valve-box fixed to the lower extremity of the cylinder K.

def, rods and levers for working the valve attached to the cylinder F
d'e'f, similar rods and levers for working the valve attached to the cylinder K.

ah, pipes for the admission and escape of steam into and from the valve-box c.
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g h\ pipe- for the admission and e I firom the valve-box <f.

i, the compressing ferule.

k, a strengthening piece by which the foundations, frame, and d'cr.

/, the punching tooL

m, a joint by which the punch-holder L may be turned upward- or downwards, as required

n, a small sheet-iron arm which may be used as a marker.

o, the axis upon which this marker is fixed

/<. a handle by which it may be turned out or in as required,

N, the hollow riveting-block used for riveting tubes internally.

O, the stock or die holder used in the same operation

s, a long rod terminated in a wedge /•, by which the riveting-die I is made
r. a steel ' Ige moving in the interior of the riveting block X.

/. the internal riveting-die moving upwards and downwards by the action of the W< idge r.

'/, the external riveting-die moving upwards and downwards by the action of the -team.

RIVETING MACHINE—By William Fairbairn & Co, Manchester, fo the manufacture of steam-

engine boilers, however varied and important the improvements which have, from time to time

1 in the form and arrangement of their parts, no attempt has, until a very recent ['.nod, beer

made to facilitate the means of their construction, or, by the- introduction of machinery, to

the necessity for manual labor. It is true, the punching and shearing machine has, under various mod
rns, been long in use, but it is only within the last few years that machines for bending p

for making rivets, and -till more recently for riveting, have been introduced

. a variety of ingenious and effective combinations have been proposed, and al-

te of them has come into very general use among boiler-maki an be little

that the lal of riveting by hand will be I by some form of

this machine. The first idea of the riveting machine is due to Mr. Fairbairn, of Manchester, who, in

ted a machine in man;. imilar to the common punching machine, but having the

great lever of such a form as to communicate a horizontal motion to the dies or tool for forming the

of the rivet. The machine represented is a modification which Mr. Fairbairn has since made,

in which he has introduced several improvements, and remedied several defects to which the I

ibiect

The principle of Mr. Fairbaim's macbi i performing by ah
what could formerly only be done by a loi lianic is aware that the

ation of riveting, in all ordinary cases, requin men, one to hold a hami
if iron inside the boiler, a Mint the hi ad ol the rivet, while the other two beat tie- protrudio

into th.- conical form given to tin- rivet on th I i leof the boiler. For tin- operation \' n expert and
skilful workmen - I. that tie-

i tndly and firmly with I i the

and that all unnecessary hammering, which baa only the effect of weakening the rivets, may be

th'- riveting machine, the pi ccomplish I with much
and regularity, without producing tho stunning and disagreeable noise unavoidable in hand rh

Besides the u advanti ,ve have before said, perf led almost install

by the machine-, the danger of injuring the ri imering them n 1

and the hemispherical, which we think greatly preferable i" the conical form, i

Lhem.

i plan of Mr- Fairbairn

I bj him. I • th.- ndvanl
I-- compact an I

|
al pable of no

iron, and nni h th

1
'' of tie- machine I iron, and mounted u|

Tor tl. h the
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sole A, and consists of an oblong box, open at the top, and furnished with bearings for the movable
parts of the machine ; C, a strong upright stem of malleable iron, fitted firmly into the base A, which
is secured against the effect of undue strains, arising from the dies coming in contact with a cold rivet

or other hard substance, by a malleable-iron strap D passing round its upper edge, and secured by nuts

at a a. The stem or riveting-block C is the point of resistance to the action of the dies, and against it is

placed that part of the boiler which is to undergo the process of riveting. It is made of malleable-iron,

in order that it may possess a certain amount of elasticity, which is necessary to the prevention of such

accidents as we have just alluded to. Its upper extremity is formed into an oblong block k, and in this

the matrices for receiving the dies are placed.

The moving parts of the machine consist of a shaft carrying the fast and loose pulleys E and F,

driven by the belt b. To give the requisite power and velocity to the machine, a pinion G is fixed

upon this shaft, and works into a wheel I, keyed upon another and stronger shaft situated directly over

the former. On the pinion-shaft is placed the fly-wheel H, for giving a uniform motion to the working
parts of the machine, and at each revolution of the wheel I the machine performs one stroke. The
ratio of the pinion G to the wheel I is as 1 to 6 ; consequently, when the pulleys are driven at the rate

of 42 revolutions per minute, the machine performs 7 strokes per minute, and this is found to be the

most suitable velocity. On the axis of the wheel I is fixed a cam c, of the form denoted by the dotted

lines in Fig. 3127. This cam, in its revolution, alternately raises and suffers to fall by its own weight
the friction-pulley d, which runs loose upon the centre pivot of a knee-joint composed of the arms e e

and ff. The arms e e working upon a fixed centre, as shown in the plan, the elevation of the pulley d
by the cone c necessarily impresses a horizontal motion upon the corresponding extremities of the arms

//. These extremities are connected by a joint to the slide
ff,

the motion of which is guided into a per-

fectly rectilinear and horizontal direction by the dovetail pieces h h, planed true and screwed firmly to

the frame of the machine. The sliding piece g is furnished at its outer extremity with three holes or

matrices for receiving the die i, which forms the head of the rivet. These matrices are so placed that

their centres coincide exactly, both in the horizontal and vertical planes, with the centres of similar ones

in the upper extremity of the stem or riveting-block c, already described. Into these latter is fitted the

die j, against which the head of the rivet is placed during the process. The centre matrix in which the

dies are represented in the figure is used for riveting every description of flat or circular work, while

those at each side are required for finishing the corners of the boilers. Thus the machine is adapted

for riveting vessels of almost every shape within the given depth.

Action of the machine.—The plates to be riveted together, having been previously punched in the

usual way, are suspended by a block and chain, as shown in Fig. 3127. The heated rivet is then in-

serted into its appropriate hole, and the attendant workman shifts the plates, so that the head of the

rivet falls into the recess on the point of the die j. The machine is then put in motion by changing the

position of the strap b from the loose to the fixed pulley. This motion is transmitted by the mechanisn

above described, to the sliding tool-holder
ff,

and its projecting-die i, in its advance, forms the head and
finishes the rivet. The velocity of the machine is so calculated as to allow time between each stroke

for the insertion of another rivet and the readjustment of the plates, and thus the work proceeds with-

out interruption.

It is stated by Mr. Fairbairn that, with two men and two boys attending to the plates and rivets, his

machine can fix, in the firmest manner, eight rivets of three-quarters of an inch diameter in a minute,

whereas, by the common process of hand riveting, three men and a boy can only rivet up 40 per hour.

Thus the quantity of work done in the same time in the two cases is in the proportion of 480 to 40, or

as 12 to 1, exclusive of the saving of one man's labor.

RIVETING MACHINERY—GARFORTH'S PATENT, for riveting metallic plates, for the con-

struction of boilers, and other purposes.

These improvements in machinery or apparatus for connecting metallic plates for the construction

of boilers, consist in the direct application of the expansive force of steam to the dies for riveting

such plates together, and in an arrangement of machinery whereby such force is brought into

action.

3228. 3229.

"'" ^^\Sv^\\\A-Vx,\\^\^^ Nxvxv X-,',^v

Fig. 3228 represents a plan or horizontal view of an arrangement of machinery or apparatus designed

for connecting or riveting metallic plates for the construction of steam-boilers ; Fig. 3329 is a side view
;

and Fig. 3230 a section, taken longitudinally through about the centre of the apparatus, a a is the
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frame-work for supporting the steam-c;
'

dlic or other piston ct

work-; this piston ee is mounted upon the rod dd*, whi b

Lb; in tl:

pillar A, which is fast to the frame-work Strain being . h the entran

pipe i, it pass es onwards thri r other valve k, to the cylin ler; an 1 after 1

performed] dlowed to pass out thn i k is worked by hand,

is is as follows :

valve I) at the back, or as it appears in 1 ig. 3230 at th

•i will be i her with th I id*, in the

Is of the rivet n, betwi /an I g ;
th

ly steam, air, or water tight joint.

The head of the rivet is formed at one or more blows, as require 1; the

ing upon the urea of the piston, the length of the stroke,

;

i employed,

valve k i- th !

, to admit the steam in front of the cylinder; which movement will with

!'. when another rivet may be put in, and the operation proceeds as before.

The patentee remarks that he does not intend to confine himself to the use of steam alone for

- the direct pressure of water, air, or other elastic medium i -daily empl

without departing from fne principle <pf his invention. He it claim the exclusive

ase of the several parts of the above-mentioned apparatus, when taken separately, but only when i m-

El for the purpose of bis invention, which consists in the riveting of metallic plates by dies driven

f the power of steam, water, ttc.

3230.

ROLLING M M'HIXK. for rolling iron, specially intended for railroa 1 I omotive tires—

a

id, invented by Horatio Amis, of Falls village, Connecticut
We are i ation an 1 drawings of this invention, not only on account

-.able an I merit which it presents, but becau e of the deep interest which musl be felt in all such
improvements by those who are engaged in the manufacture of iron, and in railroads. I rival-

ship now going on in this country and in in the manufacture of iron, renders every improve*
roent which looks either to the reduction of the cost of manufacture, or to the ameli iration of the quality

of the iron, of the highest imj \ d a the cost of repairs on railroads arises in a great measure
from tl railroad bars and locomoth and splitting, any invention which
promises to avoi 1 this evil must be looked upon with interest The invention in question has already

I a, deep interest in England, where the inventor ha i li by patent
i a plan of the machine; I i Bide elevation; linal vertical

n, taken at the line X X of I 184, taken at the line ZZof the

figure. The same letters indicate like part : in all the 6g
[n the manufacture oi i bj rolling or hammering, the fibres are all drawn longitudinally,

for the rail of railroads, for the tire of railroad wheels, and for a variety of other pen
it liable to break off in thin le il lengthwise— this Btate of thin js bein

;

common in the two i Bed. The object of my invention is bo to treat the iron, either
in the original manufac an 1 thereby render the iron

more durabl rm and direction as to prevent it from

or plitting. And i the iron in,

11 n ot rolling or bam lal the fibre hall win 1 around one anothi r, in a rnanm r Bomewhat
to the blue- ol hemp in a tw i ted ropi

! oi my in 1

- ention relate to the m u binery by w
'

. and consists in i f \ ne or botli of w hi

draw rollers, and one set turning in the u

buck that i

Vol. II. 87
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To enable any one skilled in the art to apply my improved process of treating iron, and to construct

and use the machine which I have invented therefor, I will describe the mode of procedure which I

have essayed, as well as the manner of constructing and raising the machine therefor. The bloom of

iron, or a bar previously formed, is taken while in a heated state, and twisted while undergoing the

operation of hammering, which may be done by securing one end of the bloom or bar in a clamp and
rotating it while the hammer rests on the other end ; or by securing the two ends in separate clamps
and twisting one of them, or both, in opposite directions, until the required twist has been given, and
then subjecting it to the operation of hammering. 13ut when the bar is to be drawn by rolling, the bar

is to undergo the operation of twisting while passing between the rollers, or after it has passed between
one set, and before it passes between the second set ; and when it is twisted on its way to the rollers,

one end of the bar may be secured to a clamp, which is to be rotated as the bar passes between the

draw -rollers.

3232.
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As the bars thus prepared are, in most instances, to be reworked to receive the required form or

forms, according to the purposes which they are to be applied to, it will be evident that they may be

twisted as they pass from the hammer or the rollers, instead of giving the twist before the hammering
or rolling ; and to effect this, the end of the bar may be clamped as it leaves the hammer or rollers, and
the required twist given; but it is better to give the twist before the iron has undergone the operation

of rolling or hammering, as it is then more highly heated, and the fibres will not be so severely strained

as they would be after the metal has been partly cooled.

When iron has been treated and worked according to this process, the fibres, instead of running in the

bar longitudinally, in straight lines, will run in the direction of a helix, gradually approaching to a

straight line from the circumference to the axis of the bar, so that when used for making tires, or for

other analogous purposes, the bar will be prevented from splitting along its length by the tenacity of

the fibres, which cross the bar in the direction of a helix, instead of the mere adhesion of the fibres

together; and when used for the rails of railroads, or similar purposes, none of the fibres can be sepa-

rated from the mass longitudinally, as heretofore, nor can the iron be stripped off in scales until they

have been cut off on each side, for, by their direction, they pass diagonally from one side, over the sur-

face, and down the other side, whereby they are completely tied together.

3233.

Of the machinery for working iron in accordance ivith the foregoing process.—In the accompanying
drawings a represents a frame properly adapted to the purpose, and b b two grooved rollers, such as are

used in rolling-mills for rolling bars of iron—the groove in each being semicircular, or nearly so. that

the two together may form a cylindrical bar. These two rollers are placed one above the other, with

their journals in appropriate boxes in the two standards cc. The shaft of the lower roller extends out

beyond one of the standards, and is provided with a level cog-wheel d, which mashes into a level

pinion c on the main driving-shaftf, which turns the lower roller to feed in the bar of iron g—the upper
roller being carried by the motion of the lower one. Just back of the first set of rollers above described,

there is another pair nil, similar to the first, except that the grooves in them are smaller, to draw the

iron slightly, after passing the 6rst set—they are mounted in a hollow chuck or frame i on the forward

end of a hollow shaft or mandrel j that has its bearings in two standards /,•/,-, and which is provided

with a cogged pinion /, the teeth of which engage with a cogwheel m on the main-shaft, by which the

second set of rollers are made to rotate at right angles to their axes, and on an imaginary line p
through the bighf of the two sets of rollers, and in the centre of the two holes formed by the grooves

W the rollers at the bight of each set, the axis of the hollow shaft or mandrel being in this imaginarv
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line. Back of the clutch, and attached to the front face of the forward standard k, there is a wheel n,

.. liich mash into the cogs of two pinions o o on two -h it arh ire pp, on • on each of the two
opposite sides of the chuck, the other end of these Bhort arb ovided each with a short screw </.

the threads of which engage with the cogs of two pinions rr, one on tb en 1 of each of the rollers ol

the sec i that the cog-wheel n, being permanently attached to the standard when the hollow

shaft with its chuck, and the second Be"t of rollers, is turned, the travel about t ! 1 i

-

wheel, which turns the arbors to which they ai i the reverse of the rotation

chuck-, and the threads of the screw in turn engaging with the cogs of t
:

n the shafts

of the of rollers causes these to rotate on -. and in the same direction with tb

set, and with a velocity, relatively to the rotation of the first set, prop

hi. li they arc intended to exert on the bar that is to pa

In this way it will be obvious that when the machine is put in motion, and a bar of iron fe 1 in, it will

etween the first pair of rollers and be partly drawn, and then pa<s between the second pair,

w ! ,
;

: having two motii ns, one on their axis ami another at right angles thereto, and on the ;• .

tha bvt of iron, it (the bar) will in consequence be twisted between the two pairs of rollers, and also

d/awo by them, and the fibres compressed.

3235.

From the fore^oin^ it will be obvious that tint extent of drawing action of either or both -

irawing-roUers can be regulated at pleasure, by simply varying the size of the grooves and relative

motions of the draw-rollers on their axe-, and their rotation on the axis of the bar of iron.

It will be equally obvious that the number of draw rollers can be increased without chi

principle ofmy invention. It is to be understood that the iron, when subjected to the c< mj ound I

of drawing and twisting, is to be in a heated state, such as practised by and known to iron-masters in

ire of iron.

' -What I claim as my invention i-. first, the method herein described of treating i.

increase its toughness or durability for certain purposes—such as railroad bars and tires, Ac.— b.

j

hly heated >ta'e, to the compound operation of drawing and twisting, substantially as

herein described.

I also claim in tie- machini ry above describe 1. gii ing to one i
the rotary motion on their

axes, and a rotary motion at nidit angles thereto, on the axis of the bar of iron, when this is combined
with another pair of rollers that have simply a rotary motion on tie ir axes, whereby the bar of -.-.

i drawn and twisted.

ROPES, "-111 FNESS OF, or the resistance of ropes to bending upon a circular are. lie' .

h the rules and table following are founded were ma le b\ Coulomb, with an ..

tus the invention of Amonton, and ' foulomb himself deduced from them the following results

:

1. That the resistance to bending could b repn ented by an expn >ting of two terms, die

instant for each rope and each roller, which we diall designate by the letter A. an. I which this

philosopher named tie- Dal uralstifi i pen I- on the mo le of fabrication of the rope, and
tie- degree of tension of it- yam- and Btrands ; the other, proportional to the ten-ion, T, of the •

bent, and which the product B T, in which B is also a n
-it for each rope and each roller.

•_'. That the to bending varied inv<
i

diameter of the roller,

•he compli presented ly the expn

\+ b h

i)

-i the diameter of tie' i

upposed tl I ropes the iportional to the nifral f - ami

inferred, bom examination of Coulomb
tional to a certain \-

•
• i of the diam I r, which depended on the extent to which the i

worn. M. Morin, however, deem, this h and the folio im his

ie results of tni Coulomb to different dianietoi

i

' the ifficienl , A and B

: r it woui | I,- el .-, that a worn
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A and B shows that the power to which the diameter should be raised would not be the same for the

two terms of the resistance."

Since, then, the form proposed by M. Navier for the expression of the resistance of ropes to b;

n

cannot be admitted, it is necessary to search for another, and it appears natural to try if the factors A
and B cannot be expressed for white ropes, simply according to the number of yarns in the ropes, as

Coulomb has inferred for tarred ropes.

Now, dividing the values of A, obtained for each rope by M. Navier, by the number of yarns, we
find for

w= 80 (/=0m-200 A= 0-222400 -= 0-0074153
n

n= 15 J=0 D1-114 A= 0-063514 —= 0-0042343
n

7i= G J=0m-00S8 A= 0-010004 -= 0-0017673
n

It is seen from this that the number A i& not simply proportional to the number of yarns.

Comparing, then, the values of the iff do — , corresponding to the three ropes, we find the following

results

:

Number of
yarns.

Values of - • Diffe.ences of the numbers
of yarns.

Differences of
the values of

A
71

Differences of
the values of

— for each yarn
71

of difference.

30

15

6

0-00^4153

Ofd±2B4'J

0-001 *;673

From 30 to 15. 15 yarns

" 15 to 6. 9 "

" 30 to 6. 24 "

0-0031810

00024770

00056400

0-000212

0000272

0-000252

Mean difference per yarn, 0-000245.

It follows, from the above, that the values of A, given by the experiments, will be represented with
sufficient exactness for all practical purposes by the formula

A= ti [0-0017073 -f 0-000245 (n— 6)].

= n [00002973 + 0000245 »].

An expression relating only to dry white ropes, such as were used by Coulomb in his experiments.
With regard to the number B, it appears to be proportional to the number of yarns, for we find for

T>

7i.= 30 J= ra-0200 B= 0-009738-=00003246
71

71=15 J= m-0144 B= 0005518 -= 0003678

Whence

7t= 6 J=0m-00S8 B= 0-0023S0-= 0-0003967
71

Mean 00003630

B= 0-000363 n.

Consequently, the results of the experiments of Coulomb on dry white ropes will be represented
with sufficient exactness for practical purposes by the formula

K= n [0000297 + 0000215 n + 0000363 T] kil.

which will give the resistance to bending upon a drum of a metre in diameter, or by the formula

R = g [0-000297 + 0000245 n + 0000363 T] kil.

tor a drum of diameter D metres.

These formulas, transformed into the English scale of weights and measures, become

R =7i [0-0021508 -f 0-0017724 n+ 0001 19098 T] lbs.

for a drum of a foot in diameter, and

1! = ^ [00021508 -f 00017721 n -f 000119096 T] lbs.

for a drum of diameter D feet.

With respect to worn ropes, the rule given by M. Navier cannot be admitted, as I have shown above
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Dccause it would give for the stiffness of a rope of a diameter equal to unity the same stiffness as for a
new rope; and it i- from having adopted, with other authors, this rule without investigation, that I have
been led to this inadmissible result, in calculating the table of the stiffness of ropes inserted in the third

edition of my Aide MSmoire de M&canique Pratique, p. 328.

riments of Coulomb on worn ropes not being sufficiently complete, and not furnishing any
•data.it is not possible, without new researches, to give a rule for calculating the Btihness of

tla Be roj es.

Tarred ropee.— In reducing the results of the experiments of Coulomb on tarred ropes, as we have
done for white ropes, we find the following values:

71 = 30 yarns A= 0'34982 B= 0-0125605

n= 15 " A= 0-100003 B= 0006087
n= 6 " A= 00212012 B= 0'0026997

which differ very Blightly from those which M. Navier has given, But, if we look for the resistance

corresponding to each yarn, we find

ii = 30 yarns - = 00116003 - = 0-00041n

»i ^= 15
\ B
- = 0-O070GG2 - = 00004024GG

n= G - =0-0035335 - =00004332S3

Mean 000041S1!!

We see by this that the value of I! is for tarred ropes, as for white ropes, sensibly proportional to the

number of yarns, but it is not so for that of A, as .M. .Navier has supposed

Comparing, as we have done for white ropes, the values of — corresponding to the three ropes of 30,

15, and 6 yarns, we obtain the following results:

Number of
yarns.

\ tea of — •

n

Differences of the numbers
(il yarns.

Differenced of
the values of

A
n

Differences of
the valuei of

— for each yarn
N
of dill'ercnee.

30

15

G

00116G03 From 30 to 15. 15 yams

00070GG2 " 15 to G. 9 "

0-00.:. * 80 to G. 25 "

00045041

0-0085821

0-00812G8

0000306

0000392

0000

Mean 0-000846

It follow-, from this that the value of A can be represented by the formula

A=n [0-0035335 + 0-000346 (n— 6)]= >< [0-001 1575 -f 0-000846 „]

ind tl a roller of diameter 1> metres, by

11 = "
[0-001 1575+ 0-000346 n+ 00004181 il T j 1- il.

Tran and i have

\l = ' 1

[0-01054412 I I71889T] lb .

for lie- i i a roller of diameter ' i

itifrhi r than thai of new whit
lii the follow ing table the • dated

from the data of ( loulomb, by the f
i

\' n for dry whit.- |

' — y/o [86 ii for tan. •! rop<

whu h, n duci 1 to tl

./ — %/ h \ white ropes, an.

I

Uy, s in. h,-, m diameter in the ve, tie- diameter of the roll
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i Dry White Ropes. Tarred P.opes.

Value of the natural Value of the stiff- Value of the natural Value of the stiff-

"1 Diameter.
stiffness, A. ness proportional Diameter.

stiffness, A. ness proportional

s to the tension, 15. to the tension, 15.

I

ft. lbs. ft. lbs.

6 0-0293 0-07671 21 > 0-0071457 0-0347 0-153376 0-00S23133

9 00360 01629234 0-01071S0 0-0425 0-297647 0-01234700

12 00416 0-2810384 00142915 00490 0-486976 0-01646267

15 0-0465 0-4310571 00178644 00548 0721357 0-02057834

18 00509 6129795 00214373 0-0600 0-000795 0-02469400

21 0550 0-8268054 0-0250102 0-0648 1-325289 0-02880967

24 0-0588 1-0725350 0-0286831 0-0693 1-694839 0-03292534

27 0-0622 1-3501682 00321559 0-0735 2109444 0-03704100

30 '00657 1-6597051 0-0357288 0-0775 2-569105 0-04115667

33 0-0689 2-0011455 0-0393017 0-0813 3-073821 0-04527234

36 00720 2-3744897 00428746 0-0849 3-623593 0-04938800

39 0-0749 2-7797375 0-0464475 0-0884 4218416 005350387
42 0-0778 3-2168888 0-0500203 0-0917 4-858303 0-05761934

45 0-0805 3-6859438 00535932 00949 5-543242 0-06173501

48 00831 4-1869024 0-0571661 0-0980 6-2732S7 0-06585067

51 0-0857 4-7197647 0-0607390 0-1010 7-048287 006996634
54 0-08S2 5-2845306 00643119 01040 7-868393 0-07408201

57 00908 5-8812001 0-0678847 0-1070 8-733554 007819767
60 0-0926 6-5097733 00714576 0-1099 9-643771 008231334

n V^O-000144 n
( 00021508 n

I
+0.0017724 n2 0-00119096/t ./0-00020W

i 001054412 n

{
+0-00250309 nl

0-001371889»i

Application of the preceding tables or formula.—To find the stiffness of a rope of a given diameter

•>r number of yarns, we must first obtain from the table, or by the formulae, the values of the quan-

t.cies A and B corresponding to these given quantities, and knowing the tension, T, of the end to bf

wound up, we shall have its resistance to bending on a drum of a foot in diameter by 'the formula

R= A + B T.

Then, dividing this quantity by the diameter of the roller or pulley round which the rope is actually

to be bent, we shall have the resistance to bending on this roller.

Example.—What is the stiffness of a dry white rope, in good condition, of 60 yarns, or -0928 diameter

which passes over a pulley of 6 inches diameter in the groove, under a tension of 1000 lbs.? The table

gives for a dry white rope of 60 yarns, in good condition, bent upon a drum of a foot in diameter,

A= 0-50977 B= 0-0714576

and we have D -=0-5
-f- 0-0928 ; and consequently,

6-50977 + 0-0714576X1000
R = = 128 lbs.

0-5928

The whole resistance to be overcome, not including the friction on the axis, is then

Q -f- R= 1000 + 128 = 1128 lbs.

The stiffness in this case augments the resistance by more than one-eighth of its value.

SAWS.* Saws may he considered in two groups, namely, rectilinear saws, and circular saws. The
blade of the rectilinear saw is usually a thin plate of sheet steel, which in the first instance is rolled of
equal thickness throughout : the teeth are then punched along its edge, previously to the blade being
hardened and tempered, after which it is smithed or hammered, so as to make the saw quite flat. The
blade is then ground upon a grindstone of considerable diameter, and principally crossways, so as to

reduce the thickness of the metal from the teeth towards the back. When, by means of the hammer,
the blade has been rendered of uniform tension or elasticity, the teeth are sharpened with a file, and
Blightly bent, to the right and left alternately, in order that they may cut a groove so much wider than
the general thickness, as to allow the blade to pass freely through the groove made by itself. The bend-
ing, or lateral dispersion of the teeth, is called the set of the saw.
The circular saw follows the same conditions as the rectilinear saw, if we conceive the right line to

be exchanged for the circle ; with the exception that the blade is, for the most part, of uniform thick-
ness throughout, unless, as in the circular veneer saws, it is thinned away on the edge.

It is to be observed that the word pitch, when employed by the saw maker, almost always designates
the inclination of the face of the tooth, up which the shaving ascends ; and not the interval from tooth
to tooth, as in wheels and screws. The teeth of some kinds are usually small, and seldom so distant as

i an inch asunder: these are described as having 2, 3, i, 5, to 20. points to the inch ; such as are used

Holtzapfel.

L
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by hand, arc commonly from about i to 1| inch asunder, and are said to be of -J
or 1^ inch space

although some of the circular saws are as coarse as 2 t i
'.', inches and upwards from tooth to tooth.

The processes denominated tharpening and setting a saw, twodistind

operation-*: the first being that of filing the teeth until their extremities are sharp ; the second, that <>f

bending the teeth in an equal manner, and alternately to the ri _rht and left, bo that when the eye is di-

rected along the edge, the teeth of rectilinear Baws may appear exactly in two lines, forming c

lively an edge somewhat exceeding the thickness of the blade it

\

'

\

2^In general the angles of the points of <

teeth are rnnre acute, the softer the material to

be sawn, agreeably to common usage in cutting

tools; and the angles of the points, and those at // //

which the files are applied, are necessarily tin-

same. Thus in sharpening Baws for metal, the file is generally held at 'JO degrees both in the

and vertical angle, as will be shown; for very hard woods at from 90 to 80 degrees, and for v. i

7o to CO degr- more acutely. The vertical angle is about half the horizontal.

Fig. 3235 represents in plan and two elevations the saw-teeth that arc the I

namely, those of the frame-saw for metal, commonly used by the smith : t
;

set or bent in the ordinary manner, owing to the thickness and hardness of the bl U size

of the t

828T. The smith's-saw blade, when dull, is

placed edgeways upon th-

and the teeth which arc placed upwards,

are slightly hammered : this upa ts or thick-

them in a iniiiu; i the ham-
iih r face red:. eral level

teeth which stand highest They are thcr.

tiled witli a triangular file hell perfectly

square, or at ninety degrees to the
|

both in the horizontal direction A, and the

vertical i>, until each little facet just disap-

rs, so a- to leave tic- te< th a- nearly as

possible in a line, that each may fulfil its

•' r of the work.

The most minute kind •.!" saws, tho e which are made of broken watch springs, lcr. e teeth that are

iriy as in the diagram, hut without tho teeth being either upset or bent; as in

small saws the trifling burr, <r rough wiry cd^c thrown up by the file, is a sufficient addition to the

the blade, and i- the only »< t they n

Fig. 8236 illustrates the peg-tooth; but it may also I A to applj I th, and, in

tic- mill-saw t points of tl ttting saws for soft woods are required to be
. y.

i nate tooth, are

I witli tic- horizontal angle denote, 1 by

ft, and then the ,.;

with tl.

may he consi lered to refer generally to all teeth

les of which an I l the
• of tic- triangular file, i an 1

I for wood,

pie i-- the ordinary hand
of upright pitch, such

rablo jot- 1 -

1 much in

I

I

i

h
until t! i line

ond half of the f.,.

of pn

books.

z / X_J
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Fig. 32oS exhibits also in three elevations a somewhat peculiar form of tooth, namely, that of the
pruuing-saw for green wood. The blade is much thicker on the edge than the back, so that the ti eth

are not set at all. The teeth are made with a triangular file, applied very obliquely as to horizontal
angle, as at /(, sometimes exceeding 45 degrees, but without vertical inclination, as at v; and the face?

of the teeth are nearly upright, as in the hand-saw. The large sides of the teeth are very keen, and each
vertical edge is acute like a knife, and sharply pointed; in consequence of which it cuts the living wood
with a much cleaner surface, and less injury to the plant, than the common hand-saw toith.

Fig. 323i) explains the method em-

\M
ployed in sharpening gullet or briar-

teeth ; in these there are large curvili-

near hollows, in the formation of which
the faces of the teeth also become hol-

lowed so as to make the projecting

angles acute. The gullets 3, 7, are

first filed, and from the file crossing the

tooth very obliquely, as at to in the

section, the point of the tooth extends

around the file, and gives the curvature

represented in the plan. The file should

not be so large as the gullet ; it is there-

fore requisite that the file be applied in

twe positions, first upon the face of the

one tooth, and then on the hack of the preceding tooth. The tops of the teeth, 2, 6, are next sharp-

ened with the flat side of the file, the position of which is of course determined by the angles c and d

;

the former varies with the material from about 5 to 40 degrees with the edge, and the latter from 80 to

GO degrees with the side of the blade; the first angles in each case being suitable for the hardest, and
the last for the softest woods. The alternate teeth having been sharpened, the remainder are completed
from the other side of the blade requiring in all four ranges.

After sharpening, the saw is to be set, that is, an uniform bend is given to the teeth alternately to the

right and to the left. This is often done by a hammer and set punch, hut usually by a saw set which
consists of a narrow blade of steel, with notches of various widths, for different saws. The saw is

firmly held in clamps, the alternate teeth are inserted a little way into the proper notch, and are then

bent over by raising or depressing the handle of the blade. Some sets are arranged with a guide by
which the bends shall be uniform.

The method of sharpening and setting circular saws is very similar to that employed for rectilinear

Raws. The teeth of circular saws are in general more distant, more inclined and more set, than those

of rectilinear saws. They are more distant on account of the greater velocity given to the saw,

whereby the teeth follow in such rapid succession that the effect is almost continuous. They.are more
inclined because such teeth cut more keenly, and the extra power required to work them is readily ap-

plied. The harder the wood, the smaller and more upright should be the teeth, and the less the velocity

of the saw. The teeth are more set in order to produce a wider kerf, since the large circular plate

cannot be made so true, nor keep so true as the narrow straight blade. The setting must be very uni-

form, as one tooth projecting beyond the general line will score or scratch the work. '-It is generally

politic to use for any given work a saw of as small diameter as circumstances will fairly allow, as the

resistance, the surface friction, and also the waste from the thickness, rapidly increase with the diameter
of the saw. But on the other hand, if the saw is so small as to be nearly or quite buried in the work,

the saw-plate becomes heated, the free escape of the dust is prevented, and the rapidity of the sawing
is diminished." As a general rule the diameter of the saw should be about 4 times the average thick-

ness of the wood ; and the flange on the spindle should be as nearly as possible flush with the platform

or saw-table.

In cutting with the grain, the teeth of the saw should be coarse and inclined, and the speed mod-
erate, so as to remove shreds rather than sawdust. In cutting across the grain, the teeth should ba

finer and more upright, and the velocity greater.

The usual saws used at saw-mills for the manufacture of lumber are rectilinear saws, supported in an

upright frame, to which motion is given by a crank, either attached to a small water-wheel, or drum,
driven by a steam engine. The feed is generally by a carriage geercd and driven by a pawl on the saw
frame, working into a ratchet wheel. In water mills the carriage is drawn back by a distinct wheel.

In many mills the feed is continuous, the log being drawn in by feed rolls. For the manufacture of

boards many saws arc set in one frame, the whole log being split at once; they

Saws without frame, working in a guide at the top, and attached to the crank at the bottom are
|

muley saws. Circular saws are sometimes used for the manufacture of timber, but not to any i

extent.

SAVv'S. Improvement in Tempering and ':iff, Waterman's patent. The usual method of

tempering saws is to heat and then dip .them in oil.—This process is slow, laborious, and costly; it is

ulso disadvantageous, because the saws become warped, and require to be hammered up strai

by hand.

The present improvement consists in tempering and ing the saws at one operation. This

is done by heating the saws to the proper degree, and then pressing thorn, with a sudden and powerfiu

ptroke, between the two surfaces of cold iron. Drop presses are employed for the purpose. The en-

graving shows a pair ol >i joined, one for long the other for circular saws. Alter being 1.. I

the saws are supported in mid air, on buttons attached to the framing at the base of the machine. The

heavy drop-weigl ' e now liberated by pulling the cords B B, and the •. pon theii
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respective saw?, drive them down, and press them upon the soli 1 iron base C, with tremendous force

The sudden How hardens the metal by rendering it more dense, an 1 al

III
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have a double, triple, or quadruple thread, such, for example, as would be formed by placing 2, 8, or 4

strings in contact, and coiling them as a flat band round the cylinder. The screw may also vary in

section, that is, the section of the worm or thread may be anrpilar, square, round, etc.

Micrometer screws are screws of extremely fine pitch, accurately made, and used for graduation.

Wood screws is a term applied to the common screw, as used by carpenters. Machine screws are a sim-
ilar screw adapted to joiners in iron work.

SCREWS—SELF-OPERATING SHAVER. This is an improvement in machinery for turning or

shaving the heads of the blanks which are to be formed into wood screws, by J. Cuxlen Whipple,
Providence, Rhode Island.

In the machines heretofore used for turning or shaving the heads of blanks, the tool or cutter by which
they were finished was brought up against them by hand ; but in this improved machine the parts

are made self-acting by means of cams and levers, and other devices connected therewith, arranged for

that ouipose in the manner to be described.

3241.

In the accompanying drawings Fig. 3241 is a side, and Fig. 3242 a plan or top view. A A is the

frame of the machine, which is made of cast-iron. C C is a tubular or hollow arbor or spindle, which is

sustained by and runs in the heads A' A'. The arbor or spindle C is driven by a band on a whirl or

pulley D, and it is widened out at its end, C, so as to constitute two cheeks which embrace the jaws'

EE. Through the tubular arbor C the sliding-bolt FF passes, and serves to close the jaws E. its

wedge-formed end F' passing in between the tails a a of the jaws for that purpose. The sliding-bolt F

tears at Its outer end against a regulating screw G. This screw passes through the head IF of (he lever

H, which has its fulcrum at I. When the end IP of this lever is depressed, its end H' will force the bolt

F forward, and cause the jaws E to close and embrace the blank which is to be turned The lever 11 is

depressed by means of a cam J, which is carried by a cam-shaft K EL The cam J as it revolves oper-

ates upon a lever L, having its fulcrum at L2
, the short arm of which L' serves to depress the end IP ol

Ihe lever II, during the time that its long arm rests upon the periphery of the cam J. The lever H ha?
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a hardened roller M, •

1 H*, upon which L' bears. As i !41, the Lvei

L ia relieved from its action on the lever 11 by its having fallen into the recess between the points J' J*

of the cam J ; the weight E1 serves to raise the lever II. The arbor CC and the sliding-bolt F F then

fell back, release the blank that lias been turne 1, and allow a new one to I"- fed ia There is a second

cam N N, carried by the shaft K, which cam serves to advance the tool or cutter

be turned This tool or cutter does not differ from those used in other machine for turning the heads

of screw a.
1' is a lev< r upon which tin- cam N operates to raise the cutter and carry it regularly against

the head of the blank ; the fulcrum of this lever is at Q. 1" is a branch of the lever P, which by tin-

aid of the set-screw P" allows the action of the cutter to be ai
; raduated. The periphery of

the cam J is equidistant from its centre K, but that of the cam N has a gradually increasing diameter,

to cause the cutter to advance gradually, as it take- a shaving off the head. The cutting part of the

tool is so formed as to cut both the top and bevel of the head at the same time
< In the same Bhaft with the cams there is a large Bpur-wheel R, and motion is given to this wheel by

means of a tubular pinion S, on a third shaft T, the bearings of which shaft are on the standards A- A J

The shaft T also carries the large band-wheel U V, which receives a hand from a small band-wheel <>r

whirl V on the Bhaft C. The shaft C and the band-wheel D have their motion continuous, the I an I

around the whirl V and the wheel U connecting these two parts. W is a sliding clutch-box, having the

pinion S attached to it; and these are moved back and forth by the shipper -X, which is governed by

the handle Y, a rock-shaft Z on the lower end of which extends to the lower end of the shipper, by

ni' .in- of which the clutch-box is brought into contact with or removed from the clutch-pin, the clutch-

ing being effected by a tooth or pin h falling into one of the Bpacea cec. For the purpose of arresting

the wheel R at the proper time for removing a finished and feeding in a new- blank, that is to say, at

tin- period when tie- cam- cease to act upon the lever- 1' and L, there i- a pin p projecting from the

shipper X at it- upper end, on the side opposite to that seen in Fig. 3241, which pin point- towards the

wheel U, and -aid wheel has a hole in it- side, a- at </, Fig. 3241, into which said pin will fall when the

wheel comes round to the proper point The spiral Bpring <' draws upon the shipper X for the purpose
of forcing said pin into the hole, and of arresting the wheel There i- a gage-pin (/ within the cheeks
<•', against which a blank e is -topped when fed in; this pin is regulated bj a set-screwf to suit blanks

of different lengtha II i- a rest which sustains a blank whilst it i- being turned Within the jaw- E L
there is a spring ffcr by which they are opened, and the blanks relieved a- the bolt 1' recedes. The
feeding is effected by passing the blank in between the jaws on the side shown in Fig. 3241, where B'

Ls the head of a blank inserted ready for the shaving or turning, by the tool < >. When it has been

turned and the jaws opened, it is removed and another inserted by hand; the blank being stop;

the gage-pin d'.

One person can readily attend two such machine-, hi- duty being to operate the clutch at the proper

lime and to feed in a new blank.

SCREW BLANKS—MEsa* k's paU id. Fig. 3248 denotes a plan of the blank fei - 1 1. a

longitudinal, vertical, and central section.

In the -aid figures A represents a conical hopper, sustained in position by a suitable frame work B.

Two conic frustra C D are disposed within the -aid hopper, and the one over the other, and sustained

upon -halt- or bearings, as seen in the drawings. The -aid conic fru-tra should revolve in contrary di-

1 by arrows in the figun s. The diami t< t of the 1 ase of the lower frustum i- some-

what less than the diameter of the lowest part of the interior of the hoppei ; a circular space
V. hit, between them of a width to correspond with the diameter of the -hank of each of the screw

blank-, and permit them to move freely through it, as will be hereinafter descritx d. lie- c cterii r but

of the two conic fru-tra should be roughened or indented in such manner a- to act upon the screw
or pin blanks and cause them to revolve. < lenerally speaking, the angles of inclination of the extei ioi

of the two conic fru-tra and the interior edge of the hopper, with respeel to a horizontal
;

are to be equal, oi , d, as denoted in Fig, 82 1 1- Between the inner face of the b< pp rand 'lie

i.i. 1 extend a partition F, which 1 Becure to the hopper, and permit in

approach as near a- possible towards the fru-tra and not interfere with their revolving movemen
at a suitable distance from, or on the right of the -aid partition, and between the interior face of the

hopper and the ei of the frustra, 1 arrange a revolving beater G
The said beater con or more triangular or other suitable Bbaped plates H H, applied to a

iutal -haft I into the hopper, and sustained in bearings at L M, ns represented iu the

i I beater may be revolved by an endless band N, which maj pass around a grooved
pulle. pon tic- shaft P of the uppi i

- 1 1 l;, an I

a -mad p., I
upon the shaft of the be.it, r. The lower conic frustum should l

I it \ proci i ; to an 1 ai n 1 a
\

I •

ii a vertical shaft W. i pullej X fixed up n it ui
;

Ling with b i i upon the shaft of the upp
b in 1 L Instead of tl

work may be adopted,
'I he of the kind are to be throw a

]
the hopp r

ion F ; as the upper • onic ti

from i blanks « hi

l . b foro mention! d, thro h

Ihi thank i will fall until arrest d in vertical

with the adjacent incli of the low hopper,

AS the |

E, in the din ction in whi< h

with tand in vertii d
]

of the blank
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which may bo in that part cf the space E which exists on the right of the partition F, and between it

and the beater. The object of the upper conic frustum is to prevent the blanks from being carried

around towards the beater in too great a body ; it also facilitates the downward movements of the
Dlanks towards the space E.

The triangular plates or arms of the beater, shaped as seen in Fig. 3244, revolve in the same dircctior

as does the upper conic frustum. They therefore throw or keep back such blanks as might accumulate
to an injurious extent in rear of them.

3243.

The next part of the apparatus is that by which the blanks are regularly delivered or fed from the

circular space E. It consists of a horizontal slide-plate b, Fig. 3243, (which represents a view of the

under sides of the hopper and lower conic frustum D,) affixed to the lower edge of the hopper just on
the right of the partition F, the said plate being suitably sustained, so as to slide towards and from the

axis of the lower conic frustum. It is forced inwards or towards the same by means of a spring c ap-
plied to it and the hopper. The said plate has a circular aperture d cut through one end of it, and a
passage e into said aperture cut through the side of the plate, the whole being as seen in the figures.

The inner end of the plate is cam-shaped, as seen aXf, so that when a stud g, projecting from the under
side of the lower frustum, is brought into contact with it, the stud shall press the slide outwards, or in

a direction away from the frustum, and bring the passage e into line, or so as to correspond with the

circular opening E. When this takes place, the movement of the lower frustum will carry one of the

screw blanks through the passage e and cause it to drop out of the machine, the circular aperture d
being made larger in its diameter than that of the head of the blank.

There is a small stud h fixed upon the rear side of the

entrance e of the slide, as seen in the figure. When the slide

is pressed outwards this stud enters between the screw blank
which is to be discharged and the one next to it, and thereby
prevents the escape of the latter. As soon as the blank is

discharged, the slide-plate should be moved inwards by its

spring.

The screw, or pin, or other blank thus discharged, may
be received by or into any apparatus calculated to hold or

dispose of it for any other operation necessary to be per-

formed.

Instead of the conical frustra and hopper, I sometimes
make use of two or more chain-belts arranged parallel to

each other and at a proper distance apart, and I apply to

them a hopper and beater ; but I consider the said chain-

belts, as' mechanical equivalents to the aforesaid mechan-
ism, by no means so useful or perfect in their operation.

The beater may be applied to two cylinders or rollers

placed parallel to and apart from each other, and provided
with a hopper and other contrivances by which the blanks may be dropped between them, and ad-

vanced towards the beater.

In some cases but one conic frustum may be used in connection with the hopper ; in others, a greater

number may be necessary, according to circumstances.
SCREWS, BURRING MACHINE FOR—By J. Cullen Whipple, of Providence, Rhode Island.

Fig. 3245 is a front view of the machine, or of that part opposite to which the person stands who is

using it; Fig. 3246 is a side view of it; Fig. .

r

!217, a section through the main spindle or arbor; Fig.

8218, the under face of the machine; and Fig. 3249, the upper face of the lower end.

A A is the bed-piece or main-frame, which supports the working parts, and which is usually of cast-

iron. A' is a piece projecting therefrom, by which it may be fastened to a bench. B is a whirl or

pulley on the main arbor or spindle C 0. This arbor runs and slides in collars in the heads A2 A2
. The

arbor widens out at its lower end L", and is divided so as to form two cheeks, between which the

jaws DD are to be received. These' jaws work upon pins aa, which pass through them and through
the cheeks. Fill is an adjustable slide, which is fastened to the bed-piece A by a screw b passing

through a slot.

I
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He part H' of slide, which stand i to the part H, has on its face a

piece] :rew e, and this holds tb : from

the under side of the heads, t]

to the bevel of the head. J i- a Bteel plate, in which a countersink '/ to admit the head of Iho

Bcrew to come into contact with the tool G. Wh< re the tool is to act up in tli hi ad the Bti el plat

cut away, as shown at e.

The arbor C C is tubular, and there passes through bol E, having a ^ d K',

cy which the jaws DD arc to be closed, and this closing will take place as the bolt is drawn bac

part K' is for f/ot the ja* 1
'

i

& r,:
> P, that i l i -, . :, ; .
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bolt K. E E are a handle and lever, by which the sliding-bolt K and the spindle C are drawn upwards
A spiral spring M surrounds the arbor C, and bearing against the uppermost of the heads A2 and against

the pulley 13, causes the spindle and bolt to descend, when the handle E is allowed to recede and ren-

ders the motion in both directions regular and smooth. As the bolt K descends it is brought into con-

tact with the pins g g, which are made fast to the jaws and forces them open.

In using this machine, when the handle E has been moved back, and the sliding-bolt and arbor have
descended, a blank, which has been notched, is fed in through the countersunk opening in the plate J,

so as to enter between the jaws. The handle E is then drawn forward, which closes said jaws ant'

brings the head up against the cutting edge of the tool G, by which the removal of the bar is instan-

taneously effected, the edge of the tool projecting a little within the countersink. In removing the

han He back the blank is liberated and falls out, and another is fed in.

SCREW-CUTTING MACHINE. This is an invention of Peter H.Watson, Esq., of Rockford,

Illinois, for cutting serews.

Fig. 3250 is a perspective view of the machine, as arranged for cutting a male screw upon a rod of

nietaL

Fig. 3251 is a view of the face of the bevelled cog-wheel, carrying the dies, cutter and rest, &c.
Fig. 3252 is a vertical transverse section of the carriage and jaws for holding the material to be

operated on.

Fig. 3253 is a plan of the cutter.

Fig. 3254 is a plan of the tap in the act of cutting the thread in a nut.

The nature of this improvement consists in combining and arranging in a suitable frame certain

known mechanical principles in such a way as to form a new and useful machine, which will enable the
mechanic to make screws and nuts with greater dispatch and correctness than by the modes now
in use.

3054.

The combination consists of a cog-wheel A and pinion B working into the same, supported by suitable

framework C on a permanent bed D, said cog-wheel having attached to its face two sliding-dies E E of

the usual form for indenting the screw on the rod of iron F, said dies being turned with said cog-wheel,

which is caused to revolve by turning a crank G on the axle of the pinion B, while the rod of iron F is

held in a horizontal position between two vertical parallel jaws H, attached to sliding-carriage I, moved
in parallel grooves S in the bed towards the dies, by the draft of the dies and chaser, on the rod in

cutting the thread which passes through the hub of the wheel, made hollow for that purpose, the screw
being perfected and finished before passing through the opening in the centre of the wheel, by means
of an adjustable cutter or chafer J, of a shape corresponding to the shape of the thread to be cut,

attached t:> the face of the wheel between the dies and the wheel directly behind the dies, and in »
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position to bring the cutter for chaser in contact with the thread as marked by the dii -. so as to rut and
ter being attached to the face of the- wheel by a set screw J

through an in its sliank.

A forked rest K is connected to the cog-wheel in the same manner - rew < n

to that where the cutter is placed I rew while

the operation of the chaser or cutter.

The dies are contained in and I y a sliding-frame L. an

M, attached by a collar to a stud X inserted into the face of the wheel t illi d bead
or other means, without changing i's position longitudinally, the right thread working in a female head
; u the middli ling frame J., ami the left thr< a 1 in a female thread in the mid
i ling follower which slides in the sliding-fram I against th

iding-frame and the upper die against the under side of the follower 1'. so that when -.

the dies to approach or recede from each other simultaneously by giving the follower

and bottom of the frame similar movements in opposite directions. The inui r sidi - oi tl

i' a V-shape to enter c ped grooves in the end- of the lower.

The outsides of the sliding-frame are similarly shaped to slide in correspon on the
under sides of parallel ribs and fastened to the face of the wheel.

This arrangement is adopted for the purpose of adapting the dies to various diamel
which screws are to t'e made, and for centering th" di< 9 and rods.

'lie- jaws for holding the rod of inn on which the screw is to be cut consists of two vertical parallel

plates ll ll, : ed on their inner sides where they grip or clamp the rod F, having their

lower ends turned at right angles to enter and slide back and forth in parallel grooves R R on th'- upper
side 'f th.- sides of the sliding-carriage I at right angli rooves S in tie- bed in which the

carriage I moves. These jaws are opened or closed by means of a right and left horizontal screw T,

tinned in corresponding right an 1 left female screws in the jaws II 11. said -crew being i from

changing its
]

I Dally by attaching it to the head of a post l'. iusi rted into the cat

by a suitable neck V, formed in the mi Idle of the Bcrew between the right and left threads, said neck
» in a corresponding box fixed in the head of the post U. By turning this screw the jaws w
1 simultaneously in opposite directions.

When a nut is requiri d to be made, the piece of iron W to form the same must be held between the

jaws II II instead of the rod, and a tap X with a T head sui h as that r< pn •< nt< d at Fig. 8254 m
)

1 iced between the dies ; then, by inserting the tapered end of the tap into the hole in the centre of the

piece i firon to form the nut, and turning the crank axle <b the thread will be cut by the said tap.

'I be frame containing the cog-'w heel and pinion may be made to rei olve horizontally on a pn
and the cog wheel may be made the driver and the pinion the carrier of the cutting tool- and

dies, especially in cutting screws of -mall diameter where Bpeed is required.

LEW FINISHER

—

Whipple's patent. We copy from his specification. The cutter or chaser,

;ii i- of which the threads are to 1 e cut, is the same in all respects with that described and . la

by me in the specification of Letters Patent for a machine for cutting the threads upon w<

d to me under date of the 18th of August, in the year 1842; but the combination and an
incut ( f the other parts c,i the m tchinery wbi< h I am now about to d m that

which was the subject of the patent above referred to.

Fig. 3255 is a front elevation of such a machine.

3256 i» a view of tie- right-hand end thereof
the top view, with tie f certain parts shown fully in the next tiu'ure.

is the top view of the apparatus, into which th.- blank- that are to be cut are to be ft d, and

by which they an i to the action of the tool for cutting the thread: most of the

operating part- shown in this figure are omitted in each of the others.

Th( s represent parts in detail which could not be otherwise fully shown. In each ol I

s, where the same part are shown, tbi tiated by* the same letl ace.

A A i- the frame-work of the machine, which may be of cast iron. The pari A' is a circular hi

t.d table, upon which is sustained a movable zone or ring 1 I', and the apparatus by which il

in its ui' .t

i

I he zone or ring I I

rizontal table A', and i- kept in place by means of a circular rim N, 1 ttached

with tin- circular table A'. I ti •: portion 1 of the ring ha- on i'- |" ri] I

which the blank fed; tie,
| unk at the upper ends

to adapt them to th.- heads of tie- blanks, and below the countersunk part a portion

t away, as shown a Imit the end of tl r The blank which is 1

made to revolve within ns of a rc> • r, w huh take- into tie nit k on h-

and is op rat< I in a m bed.

.1 .1 i- tin- horiz i I with the iir-t mover for the purpose of ,; :

! . bevel-wheel o which gecra into tie- bevel

Imfl there 1- all elldl, l Worm C that I

wheel D D on the main horizontal hafl B 11 towl
bed to the fram h tie- table A '. in whii

uppi i

I •/ on a i icfa ia that which

tJO, ihown in dl tail in 1 i I will call the

frame : in tie • it slides up and down
led directl) to the b 'he upper end of a |<

pin in, by which i I
bar , tin- lov< i
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from the blank to be cut; the head o' of this lever is widened out for the purpose of sustaining the cut-

ter, which is shown in place at xx, Figs. 3 f. 5 7 and 3264.
This is held in place by the cap P, which has a curved groove on its under side to receive it, the

screw q pressing through said cap into the head o of the lever ; r is a steel spring that bears against
the inner side of the lever o, serving to force it back when not pressed up by the apparatus by which
the cutter is made to operate on the blanks, which I will now describe.

E, shown most distinctly in Figs. 3255 and 3256, is a cam-wheel made fast on the main horizontal

shaft B. The periphery of this wheel is divided into fourteen equal parts, andSs cut so as to have on
it thirteen tooth-like projections ddd', Fig. 3256, the part d' occupying two of the fourteen divisions,

leaving twelve, dd, equal in size. Each of these projections operates as a cam in causing the cutter to

operate on a blank; the number of equal projections determines the number of times that each blank
shall be acted on by the cutter, and this number may be varied, but that which I have given is found

3255.

"I ' I I

"^wv*^

sufficient for screws of ordinary size. To the cutter-slide G is attached a hardened steel bearing-piece «,

the upper end of which is in the form represented, and is kept in contact with the projections dd of the

cam-wheel; this wheel, therefore, by its revolution, will depress the slide and carry the cutter down:
the cam-teeth and the bearing-piece n are made very true and smooth. The faces of the projections d
which act on the.piece n are finished to an irregular curve, which is such as to cause the direct down-
ward motion of the slide to be equal in equal periods of time, the motion of the wheel bein<j uniform.

The slide G is raised in the following manner, after each descent: II is a steel spring, shown most
plainly in Fig. 3255, which presses on a lifting-piece V that works on n joint-pin U', and bears against a
pin on the hack side of the slide G. At the time when this lifting is effected, the cutter is drawn off

from the blank by the action of the gage-wheel F qnd its appendages.
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F, V. what I call the gage-wheel, which i :

p

; thit

wheel lia< a projecting rim ft on its face, like a crown wheel, which is divi i Dumber of
|

corresponding with those of the projections on the cam-w]
\i tv. ''•, whilst the otl ponds with the pi i a the cam-

wheel. Tl. 1 F is intended to regulate the feed of the cutfc • u the

i,: described the cutter will, . twelve tin

forming the threa tti « of the -haft,

j;. The cul ist the blank in the following manner : K' is a lever which work i

fulcrum-pin /, and the end K' of which bears ce of the pi

during the time that the cutter is operating upon the blank, when the point K is, by the revolution of

the wheel F, broughi opposite to one of tl t o with its cutter is passe 1 back by the

action of the spring r, and at the same instant the piece n falls into one of the noti am wheel,

le G rising, consequently, to its original elevation. The lever k advances the cuttei

3360.

3261.

£

blank ;
;

. it, and
thii i

i (he folli i / of the win 1 1 I

ond that whit h
i

i

whii It i

bit h in its whole
. ii which tl from the •

N\ hen tlie cutl

tli" nick on the bl hi n il lia
r

r. 'i he apparntu ft i d< pi

Vol. ii
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the cam-wheel E there is attached a broad rim or hoop v v, Fig. 3255, and the situation of which

is indicated also by the dotted lines V V, Fig. 3256 ; this hoop is continuous for about 10-llths of a

circle, about 1-llth of it being removed, as at the part h. The outer surface of it is made perfectly

Lrue and smooth, and there bears on it one end of a crooked lever Q, which is shown separately in Fig.

3263 ; its end Q is that which bears on the hoop UU; it has a fulcrum-pin at Q". K" is a pin attached

to the upper end of this lever, which pins enter a notch or opening in a piece k', to which is attached

tlie vertical sliding-rod P that makes a part of the sliding-frame P P, Fig. 3256, which frame sustains

the shaft of the screw-driver: when, by the revolution of the cam-wheel, the end Q' of the lever Q is

brought opposite to the opening h in the hoop U U it falls into it, and the sliding-frame P with the

screw-driver attached to it is raised ; the lever Q is kept in contact with the hoop U U by the action oi

a spring I' that bears against it, and is attached to the circular table A'. The passing of the end of the

lever Q into the recess in the hoop U occurs at the moment that a screw has been finished. R, Figs. 3255

and 3256, is the shaft of the screw-driver; this shaft passes through and revolves within in the arms

0, Fig. 3256, making a part of the stationary screw-driver frame. By means of a feather the shaft R
slides freely up and down through the wheel g', which is driven by the wheel e. 0, Fig. 3258, is the

bottom plate or basis of the frame 0, which is fastened on to the top of the circular table A by screws,

as at/"/". The upper end of the shaft R is connected to the sliding-frame P by the springs m' n', Fig.

3256. The lowermost of these springs serves to lift it, and the upper one, by means of the thumb-

screw o", serves to adjust it to the different thicknesses of the heads of the blanks, the shaft R is de-

pressed, and the screw-driver kept in contact with the blank by the bearing of the lever Q on the

hoop U U.

The removing of the finished screw from the tubes a is effected by the aid of the same hoop U that is

concerned in the depressing and raising of the screw-driver. S, Figs. 3255 and 3256, is a stationary

tubular rod placed vertically, which receives within it a small sliding-rod p'\ there is a slot along the

rod S, ar.d :\ small arm r" attached to the sliding-rod p passes through this slot and bears upon the

periphery of the hoop IT until it arrives at the opening h ; whilst it bears on the hoop the rod p' is de-

pressed, but when it enters the opening h the spiral spring r' forces the rod p' up, which, passing intc

the tube containing the last but one finished screw, removes it, and it falls into a receiver.

The apparatus used for causing the zone or ring 1 1' to revolve and carry a blank to the distance ne-

cessary to its being operated on by the cutter, is shown in Figs. 3255, 8258,* 3259, 3260, 3261, and 3262
One side of the worm-wheel D D is widened out, so as to leave a guide-groove//'/' formed upon it"

this groove passes uniformly round the wheel, excepting at the point/', Fig. 3255, where it forms an

angle, as represented. This groove receives the pin g which constitutes the end of a short arm g", seen

separately in Fig. 3262; from this arm a shaft M rises vertically and passes through the circular table

A', and is firmly attached to an arm or lever K which rests on the top of the table, as seen in Fig.
'

the piece K is shown separately in Fig. 3261, and the part of it to which the shaft M is attached is n p
resented by clotted lines in Fig. 3258. "Wliilst the pin g remains in the direct part of the groove//' the

piece K remains stationary, but where it enters the angular part/' the shaft M is made to revolve par-

tially back and forth, and carries with it the piece K. The arm g" is situated below the table A' ; the

shaft SI to which it is attached has its step in the stud d'. To cause the pin g to pass readily back into

the straight part of the groove/ a spring s', the lower end of which is seen in Fig. 3255, is mad.' to beai

i t said pin, as shown in' Fig. 8262. The finger V on the piece K draws back the bolt y, Fig-

3258, seen separately in Fig. 3259, so as to relieve it from one of a series of notches on the interioi

of the ring 1 1'. These notches z x", &c, correspond in number and position with the tubes for theblanks..

and it will be manifest that the bolt y, when inserted in one of these notches, will keep the ring sta-

tionary. The bolt y is forced into the notches by means of a spiral spring z, acting against the plate
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To the piece K is also I the feed-band I. 1 y a joint-pin a"; thia f< he ring I I'

round to tlr distance. The steel spring I' '. which has a b . throw

the feed-arm forward t / the proper position to bear against the .

In describing tl parte of this machine, I hav< r in which they. are in-

tended to operate, but I will now give a general view of the action "f the whole. The tubes aa in

the horizontal ring I
1' are to be kept supplied with blank-, which are to be fi 1 in 1 y band I

diately preceding the lir-t operation of tin.' cutter on a blank, the lever Q will h

It in tli- 1 [' U '•:! the cam wheel, and the lever K the recess j' in th . the machine
being in motion, the cutter-slide G G will be raised by the action of the >i>nn_j 11 on the join

|

262

At the commencement of the ascent of th.- , the cutter will be thrown back by the action

«.f th.- Bpring r on th'' levi r <. During I E time the revolving of the hoop Y on the cam wheel

will bring tl.'- i ud oi the lever Q, which had occupied the recess h, in contact with said hoop, on the

peripl h it will ii w-driver, when the screw-driver will enter the

nick on tin- blank, which it will cause to revolve rapidly ; the lever K also at tic proper instant will

leave the recess on the gage-wheel and beai cting pari of its rim, bringing the cutter into

Contact with the blank. That one of the tooth-like projections on the cam-wheel, which is next to the

double ,
will at th.- snine timi act with the steel bean: : itter will be

thereb) caused to mall it, which being succeeded by the action of the remaining cam-teeth,

completes the screw.

At th.- timeol : ion of the Bcrew last cut. tin- revolution of the cam-wheel will have bi

ition in which the end of U i, and the

driver will be lifted

At tin, time tl en Withdrawn from the screw, and the pointy of the arm./,
traversing iu the ; the worm-wheel, will have attoi variation fn

ilar part ol ; and returning along which it will havi

he revolving motion to the shaft M neccs arj t.> the operation of th<
|

I in the shift

the ring 1 I' one notch, in the mai bed, which will bring a fresh blank int.. a

ted en bj tie- i Mt:. i, and wi the tod /,

. will be removed b. l aim r" into tie lution of the

hoop r, which will leave the rod /' fn o i r'.

REWS—MACHINE FOR NICKING. By H. L. IVk-n, In this machine the blank
to bo nicked are

I f Una ul.e. I

re e.in ied up to

Lion, and then, bj the furtl of the wheel, are liberated and

wheel
into (he holi

m I then, by the . on of the w heel

In :
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power is applied, upon which there are two pulleys C C, with bands for driving the different parts of the

machinery. D is a whirl on the shaft E, which carries the circular cutter F, by which the screws art

to be nicked. A band from the whirl C drives the whirl G on the shaft H, upon which there is an end-

less screw or worm I, which takes into a pinion J, upon the upper end of a vertical shaft, the lower end

of which runs into a bridge-tree or shifting-bar, the end of which is shown at K, Fig. 3266. This shaft

carries an endless screw or worm L, which takes into and drives the toothed wheel M, Fig. 3265, which
toothed wheel is on the same shaft with that of N for holding the blanks ; the lower end of the verti-

cal shaft being seen in Fig. 3266 ; the connecting-rod P acting upon the bridge-tree or shifting-bar K.

The blank-wheel N is in two parts, divided through its plane, as shown by the line along its periph-

ery; one of these parts is fixed firmly on its axle, whilst the other part slides upon a square eye, or

otherwise, upon the axle, and is capable therefore of receding from the fixed part, although it revolves

with it. The periphery of this wheel is perforated with holes at the junction of its two parts, as shown
in the figures, which holes are of such size. as to receive and hold the blanks which are to be nicked. To
cause the two portions of this wheel to grip the blank while it is being nicked, there is a friction roller

which bears against the outer edge of the periphery of the movable part, immediately under the circu-

lar cutter. The dotted lines Q, Fig. .3265, mark its situation, which is opposite to the screw-nut R,

Fig. 3266, which confines the friction-wheel box in its place. To react against this friction roller, a simi-

lar one is placed opposite to it, and bears upon the fixed portion of the blank-wheel ; the bar S is to

sustain this friction-wheel. The shaft which carries the saw is raised or lowered by means of the ad-

justing screws T T, and by this means the depth of the nick is perfectly regulated.

Having thus fully described the construction of this machine, its operation will be readily understood.

The shaft B being made to revolve by any motive power, the blanks are dropped into the holes in tho

blank-wheel N as it approaches the cutter, and are held firmly whilst being cut by the pressure of tho

friction rollers ; and being released from this pressure, they fall out by their own gravity as they are

tarried round to the lower part of the machine.
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It will be obvious from the foregoing, that instead of having one part of the wheel firmly attached

io the shaft, that both parts may be loose thereon provided they are bo connected with it as to be car-

ried around by its rotation, and admit of being pressed together to grip the blanks firmly while p

under the opi ration of the cutter to be nicked, whether this cutt< r be a rotating cutter or any other kind

of instrument for this purpose, although the rotating cutter is deemed to 1"' the best Instead of the

rollers to
j
ress together the two parts of the carrying-wheel, cheeks may be substituted, Lut with Less

advantage on account of the friction of the rubbing - ind instead of making ose of two rollers,

die one that bears against the face of the permanent part of the wheel may be d ith by mak-
ing this part of the wb rong, and the >hait to run in firm bearings that will afford sufficient

ii to resist the pressure required to grip the blanks firmly while being naked. It will also be

obvious that the two par'- of the wheel may he kept apart for the free reception and delivery of the

blanks either by a boss or shoulder on the shaft, or by the introducti thing between them, or

by any other equivalent means; although a projection boss, or shoulder on the shaft, is the simplest and
effective.

LEWS, MACHINE FOR SHAVING AND TURNING. Crok «J patent The na
ture of the first part of this invention or improve ment in the before-mentioned machine consists in giv-

ing to the frame or carriage that carries the carrying and holding wheel (sometimes misnamed the ffed-

ing-wheel) an intermittent reciprocating motion to withdraw the turned blank and insert the ]"

in the jaws, in succession, instead of giving an endwise motion to the mandrel for this purp
heretofore; and also in giving to the carrying-wheel an intermittent rotary motion to present a/new
blank to the jaws preparatory to the insertion of the same into the jaws by the motion of the carriage

And the second part of this invention consists in shaving the under and upper surface of the head*,

within the rim of the carrying and holding wheel, by means of a tool properly adapted to the purpose,

which is attached to thi vibrating tool-holder, that receives its appropriate motions at right

angles to the axes of the blank from a cam on the main-shaft

In 1
,

> t lit which n av
b«- changed at the din n tion of the constructor. < ta the table 6 of this frame, and near one end tl

, in which slides a carrying and holding wheel
of withdrawing from the jaws the blank that baa been turned, and

]

new one t.

the jaw s.

The carrying and holding wheel a is made with a projecting rim f, in which

I'
nt. and i i 'the wheel to the middle of the w idthEim, and in tl ', which aj

I b\ Bcrews to the wheel
made half in the end of the dies and the other half in thi

of the i by sliding the dies the holes can be adapted I

The v, heel I

led at each i clutch-wheel /, ono-half of which i

permanentl • freely on the hnft, th< •

wheel K i n ;:i ;in ; w itli a ra< !. M, tl

hine, tlic en I of the i

wheel the i

•and .

which

unit the h ' turn in that d
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fulcrum-pin r, has the end of one arm working in u slot s of the carriage d, while the end of the othei

arm is provided with a roller or wrist which runs in a cam-groove t, made in the face of a plate u, on p.

shaft v, that makes half a revolution for each complete operation ; that is, for every blank that is intro-

duced, turned and discharged; and the cam-groove is formed so that from the point 1 to 2, in the direc-

tion the reverse of the arrow, it runs out of the circle to move the carriage, and with it the carrying-

wheel from the jaws w, to remove a blank that has had the head turned ; and from the point 2 to 3, in

the same direction, the groove runs towards the shaft by a curve the reverse of that from 1 to 2, for the

purpose of moving the carrying-wheel towards the jaws to present a new blank, the previous motion ol

the carriage from the jaws having turned the carrying-wheel a distance equal to a space between two
of the holes in the dies to present a new blank, and then from the point S to 4 the groove is concentric

to hold the carrying-wheel in the same position while the head of a blank is being turned. The other

half of the cam-groove is similar to the one described to repeat the operation. So soon as the carrying-

wheel has completed its motion towards the jaws and while that part of the cam-groove from the point

3 to 4 is passing over the end of the lever q, the carrying-wheel is held firmly in that position to hold
the blank firmly while it is being rotated by the jaws and acted on by the cutter; and this is done by
the point of a follower x, that is forced by a helical spring around it to enter one of the series of holes

y in the face of the wheel, and preparatory to turning the wheel to shift a blank, a cam z on the periph-

ery of the cam-plate u forces up a sliding wedge-piece a', that acts on a follower x, to force it back out

of the hole in the wheel, and the moment that the cam passes the follower a: is in a condition to be
forced by the tension of the spring into the next hole when the wheel is turned round to present another

blank to the jaws.

The screw-blanks thus presented are caught, 32G8.

gripped, and rotated by the pair of jaws w, that are

iointed to the end of an arbor or mandrel 6', which
runs in standards or puppets c c', and rotated by a
belt d' from a pulley e' on the driving-shaft/'. This

mandrel is hollow, and within it there is a sliding-

rod g, one end of which is jointed by links K K with
the levers of the jaws, and the other end projects

out beyond the back of the mandrel, and is there

provided with two collars i i', that embrace the

forked end of a lever/ that turns on a fulcrum-pin k',

the other end being provided with a roller or wrist

that runs in a cam-groove V in the periphery of a

wheel m on the shaft of the cam that operates the

carrying-wheel. The form of this cam-groove is such
that from the point 1 to 2 it runs by a sudden curve

to the left to open the jaws just as the carrying-

wheel begins to move from the jaws to draw out the

blank that has been turned ; from 2 to 3 for a short

distance it runs in the direction of the periphery to

give time for the carrying-wheel to present a new
blank, and then from the point 3 to 4 it runs by a
curve the reverse of the one from 1 to 2, to close the

jaws and grip the end of a blank, and then the
groove runs in the direction of the periphery to com-
plete half the circumference from the point 1, the

groove for the other half of the circumference being
a repetition of the first half to repeat the operation.

It will be obvious from the foregoing and the fig-

ures that the sliding of the rod in the mandrel by its

connections will open and close the jaws. So soon
as the blank has been presented and gripped the

cutter n' is moved up. The cutting edge of this

cutter is somewhat in a A form, the edge o being
nearly at right angles with the axis of the screw-
blank to turn the top of the head, and the other edge
v' forming the required angle therewith to turn the under surface of the head. This cutter is fitted to

a stock </, and slides therein that its cutting edge may be properly set by a screw r. The cutter-stock

turns on a fulcrum-pin s and it rests on the upper end of a sliding-bar t', provided with a friction-roller

u at the lower end, which is acted upon at the appropriate time ; that is, the moment that the blank

is griped by the jaws, by a cam v on the same shaft with the other cams before described ; this cam
suddenly runs out from the axis to carry the cutter to the head of the blank and then runs for a short

distance by a slight eccentricity to force the cutter gradually against the blank until the head thereof is

sufficiently reduced or turned, at which point the cam suddenly runs towards the axis that the cutter

may be drawn back from the blank by the weight of the cutter-stock. There are two cutter-cams v'

to correspond with the double cams for operating the jaws and the carrying-wheel ; but it Avill be ob-

vious that by doubling the motion of this cam-shaft relatively to the motions of the other parts of the

machine, that the cams may be single. The cam-shaft receives its motions from the mandrel by an

endless-screw w on the latter, which actuates a spur-wheel x on one end of a shaft ?/', the other end o?

tqjhich has a bevel cog-wheel z , the cogs of which take into the cogs of a similar wheel o
2 on the cam

shaft, shown by dotted lines. As stated before, the screw-blanks are placed in the carrying-wheel, and

carried up by its rotation, and who,! presented to the gripping-jaws the point is forced against a stop l
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within the jaws by the motion of the carrying-wheeL And a turned, the further motion ol

the wheel carries them up, their heads resting on to a curve I rest
•

'-'. which i- bo curved at d" as to per-

mit them to fall out by their weight so soon as they reach the top.

By doubling the length of the carriage, and putting another carrying-wheel on the other end of the

shaft, as repress nted in Figs. 3261 and 3268, and putting up a duplicate of the mandrel, gripping-jaws,

and cutting tools, with their connections, the cam-shaft and cam- will answer for two machines, with

the • sceptii n of the cutter-catns, which must also be doubled to avoid complexity; but even thesi

be dispensed with by changing the form of the cutter-stock and the slide that communicates motion

io it from the cutter-cam.

SCREWS, MACHINE FOR THREADING 32T1, 3272, 82*73, and
i if this invention consists in giving a reciprocating motion to a carriage, in whi< b is hung the

shaft of the carrying and holding wheel to draw th< the blank from the dies a< tl

give the pitch t" the thr< ad, and to return it to the dies for m of operations until the thread is

ren by a simple si wheel, the cogs of which act alternately

and a lowi ! with the carriage. And also in giving t" the carrying and
holding wh< 1 an inti rmittenl rol u . threaded Bcrew and

]
p • nl a blank] from t

wheel
: with a pin < n its face, which, at every rotation, lifts a lever, the upper end ol

which u providi 1 with a h n I tl he teeth of a ratchet-wheel on the shaft of tl

wheel i" turn il thi required distance for the presentation of a blank, the wheel that carries the 1

1 pari of a l' volution t'"r each cul of the dies by an arm on the shaft of the cam thai

that are to 1 the arm on the crank-

h pin on the oth< r face of the w be< h the auml
of the thread of the sen

'l l" 1 natu e of tl
'

ile under tl

iller within the rim. An 1 tl. of this iovei

! m the boll them
•hi ii tie- i

I between the sliding rod and the lever t<

ith.

In tl

i wbii h a 1 Irel / that

•!, in which '- h mad.- in the u

n the end i I, dial ton !

.
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rear end of this rod passes out of the mandrel and is acted on when the jaws are to be closed by the

point of sin adjustable screw I on the upper end of a lever m, the lower arm of the said lever feeing

acted upon by a sliding-rod n that bears against the face of a cam o on a transverse shaft p. The form
of this cam is such that from the point 1 to 2, extending one-half of the circumference, it is concentric

;

at the point 2 it suddenly runs out from the centre to close the jaws, and therefore to make the dies

grasp the shank of the blank, and then from this sudden swell to the point 3 it gradually runs out
from the centre to increase the bight of the dies, and then by a radial line it runs back to the point of

beginning, to permit the springs to force open the jaws that the screw-blank may be run back for a repe-
tition of the operation. This cam receives its motions from the mandrel by a train of cog-wheels q r s, the

one q being on the shaft of the cam and engaging with the cogs of the one r, which is on the shaft of the

wheel s that is actuated by an endless screw t on the mandrel. Between the lower arm of the lever m
and the sliding-rod n there is interposed a wedge-formed slide n' placed at right angles with the

sliding-rod n. The end v of this slide is forced by a spring w against the face of a series of cam-
formed projections x on the face of a wheel y on a shaft z, the periphery of the said wheel being pro-

vided with teeth a', which strike against a pawl or hand b' jointed to the main frame, the shaft of the

said wheel y having its bearings in a frame a3 attached to and moved by the lever m, so that at every
back motion of the lower end of this lever to open the jaws the wheel y is turned a portion of a revo-

lution, that the cam-formed projections x may act on the end of the wedge-formed slide and force it

back, and thus cause the threading cam at each operation to close the cutting-dies more, and in this

way complete the cutting of the thread by a series of operations. The cam-formed projections x are as

series of planes inclined to the plane of the face of the wheel from which they project, and the length

of each is such, relatively to their motion, as that each shall move its whole length for the complete
cutting of one screw; and of course the number of these cam-formed projections will depend on the

diameter of the wheel to which they are attached and to the extent of the motion of the said wheel.

The screw-blanks c' are inserted in holes in the rim d' of what is called the carrying and holding

wheel e', the rim being made to project from the face of the wheel sufficiently for this purpose. The
shaft f of this wheel runs in standards g' of a carriage h' that runs on ways V i', and this carriage

receives a reciprocating motion to move the blank towards and from the chasers or dies by a segment

log-wheel j on the shaft of the threading-cam. The cogs extend over a little less than one-half of the

circumference, and alternately act on the teeth of a lower rack k' to move the carrying-wheel towards

the cutting-dies, and then on the cogs of an upper rack /' to run it back to form the thread, the said

racks being formed in the opening of a bar attached to the carriage of the carrying-wheel. In this way
the motions back and forth of the carriage are given to determine the pitch of the threads and to return

the screw for the repetition of the operation.

So soon as a screw has been threaded it must be carried away and a blank presented to the dies.

This is done in the following manner: On the shaft of the carrying-wheel there is a ratchet-wheel m',

which is turned by a hand n! on the end of a lever o' that turns on a fulcrum at p' ; the lower arm is bent
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us at q\ so that when lifted the hand on the upper end turn- the ratchet-wheel, and with it the

ing-wheel, the n quired distance to carrj off the threaded blank an 1 present :i new one. The lever ia

ited in the following manner: On the threading-cam shaft thi re is an arm >•' which, at everj

tion of the shaft, strikes one of a series of pins »' projecting from a wheel V to turn it a disl

to the if any two of these pins, and on thi - wheel then

pin u' which, at every i mire revolution of the wh< rm of the lever d and
it the requisite motion to turn the carrying-wheel. Bade of the lever 6 thi n

with a set-screw b*, against which the lever strikes when thrown hack by the weight of the bent part </.

so that by the set of (J the extent of motion of the lever and the carrying-wheel can b<

: lined The position of the arm / on the segment cog-wheel shaft relati nt of

b thai the carrying-wheel will be turned for removing the thr< a le 1 Bcrew and pre-

senting a blank when the carriage i-> farthest from the jaws. And til j on the wheel t'

must be equal to the number of times it is intended that the chasers or dies shall pass over the blank
to complete the thread ; but if desired this number may be double 1, trebled, >'.<•.. by having two, three,

(fax, pins u on the other face of the wheel. It is, however, preferred to have it as described. Ju tins

way it will be seen that the carrying-wheel carries the blanks towards the jaws an 1 inserts the blank
in the open dies and moves it back to form the thread, and that the . given

number of times until the thread is completely chased or cut, ai id that when compli rrying-

wlael is turned far enough around to remove the threaded screvr and present a blank to the ja

undergo the same series of operations.

While the screw is b based it is held in its hole in the rim of the carrying-wheel by i

if a roll r
'' within the- rim of the wheel, and turning on a stud-pin ai the end of a lever «£ which turns

on a fulcrum-pin ar", the roller being held against the inner periphery of the rim of the wheel bj a

.!_rain-t tin- Lower end "f tie- lever, bo that as the blank is carried up by
the wheel to 1,.- presented t" the dies, ti of tin- roller against the head holds it firmly in the

rim of the wheel The machine can be mads double for threading two screws at on.' and the -aim'

tine-, a-: shown in the ii_'ur.'-, by ha\ ing two carryii
-

i
the same shaft, and two mandrels with

their jaws, i i mandrels I

in thi
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well-known mechanical equivalents, they are simply named to indicate the various modes in "which this

part of the invention may be applied.

SCREWING MACHINE FOR BOLTS. Fig. 3275 is a general plan of the machine.

Fig. 3276 is an end view looking upon the frame K, the guide-rods RR and chuck L being removed
Fig. 3277 is an end view looking upon the frame N.

Fig. 3278 is a general side elevation of the machine corresponding with the plan in Fig. 3275.

Fig. 3279 is a face view of the chuck L, seen also in Figs. 3275 and 3280.

Fig. 3280 is a corresponding front view of the die-frame, which is retained upon the guide-rods R E
of the machine by recesses in the projecting ends.

The same letters of reference are used in all the fisrures.

q jimn

l!Hllllli.ll 11 a

E'"t—

The head-frame of the machine consists of three pieces fastened to a sole in the usual manner. The

forms of the frame-pieces K and N arc distinctly shown in the drawings, particularly by Figs. 32/6

and 3277. A separate view of the intermediate upright is not given, but it is easy to perceive from
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Figs. 3275 and "277, thai it has a projecting piece corresponding to that on the bracket N to carry the

spindle of the back-sp I wheels OH; and that it has b iding to that

ni' Fig. 3276, lor the end of the main-spindle, on which are the pinion C and wheel 1>, and which c

the clunk L
P, the driving-pulleys on the driving-spindle of the machine. This spindle I

end, and a bearing also in the middle standard of the frame. The pinion F and wheel I are keyed "ii

the Bpindle, and geer with the wheel and pinion G and 11 on a pindle, like the back-sp

a lathe. The clutch-wheels A and Bare! e on the same Bpindle which can

and 1, so that either of them may be made drivers by means of the clutch S, which <li lea on the shaft,

and is made to turn with it by a -link feather which i lects the clutch and shaft. This clutch is

worked by a lever pi- ing to the hand of the operator in the usual manner, 'the pinion A L'eers with

D on the main-spindle; 13 gears with a carrier-pinion E, Fig. o-J76, which, in its turn, gt L-rs with on

the main-spindle.

3-2

327&

o)mm

T<> explain the action of the machine, suppose the holt to he centered in the chuck 1.. and t!

holder, shown by Fig. 3280, to be placed i n the guide rods R l;. an I brought up so that the end of toe
boltju-t enter- the die--, then the clutch being locked with the pinion A, and the machine Bet in mo-
tion, the chuck will be made to revolve, an 1 with it the' holt to he screwed ; and meanwhile t

:

holder being pressed against the end of the holt, this will enter them as into ,\ nut and will continue

to screw it-elf into them, and by this mean- the desired thread will he cut upon it- circumft ;

The bolt being thus Bcrewed, the next operation i- to unscrew it from the die-holder. For tins pur-

ine clutch is disengaged from the pinion A, and locked with B, which geeringwith an interme-

diate pinion E, reverses the motion, and it at the same time increases the speed in proportion to the

increa-e of diameter of 1! to ,\.

This form of screwing machine has some advantages, hut it is wanting in compactness an 1 simplicity

of geering, bo much the aim ol ra of engineering tool-.

BCREWINQ MAI II INK, DOUBLE—By William Mooas, Glasgow. This is one of the most pow-
erful and complete machines of its class. It is capable of cutting the thi inches
diameter, and, ui her machines of the kind, the geering is bo adjusted, that both Bides of the

machii tnployed simultaneously upon holt- and nuts of different Bizes.

A A, tie- two main -tandard- of the machine, are fixed Upon a8trong ca-t it' 'ii Bole plate B, which ex-

tend- the whole length of the machine, and i- Becurely bolted to a -tone foundation Upon these standards
all the L"-o|in^' of the maehitle is 1 1

1 " >1 SI 1 1 • • 1. 'I he (||i\ jng -pilldlo .1 i- plaeed ] f l T t | hled:a'e to til.' MTeW'illL,'-

spindles E and \. and carries the • cone I. by which motion is communicated to the machine
indie ! ha- a bearing in each of the two standards, and carries the fast-pinions > anil i>, also the

! I' and pinion ./, which an- i r, but run loose ( n the -pindle. The pinion

end F, which are loose u| the two screwing spindles 1'. and \
;
and the pinion

rs with tie- Bpur wheel K, which i- 1
i

lie F, immediately under the driving-spindle
.1. The wheel i to the wheel l:. and the pinion rf into the wheel 0, fast on tl

pindle N. The spindle L has il also in the two end standards, and carries, besides the
wheel K, another whet 1 M. which geers with the loose wheel <> on tl

I

union e, wl t-wheel P, upon the screwing-spindle N. The wheels K and
I

to the wheel K, tl I will be carried round in the lion with an equal vel

'I he arrai fully -how n h\ i

spindle i- provided with a hollow I t-wheel R and thi

this Uut can be brou jhl inl pon the sat

can be worked fi end of the i louble handle Z Z. The whi
odle.

'I be unallei i

li" In
I

1 by the double It

', cai i I'd

I

i

/. /. i- in li

I
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the screwing-spindle N, has a second fork for working a clutch on the spindle L, to engage and disen

gage the loose boss of the wheels K and M. But these two clutches are so fixed in relation to each
other, that one of them only can be in action at the same time, consequently, when the wheel S is en-

gaged by the clutch T, the wheels K and M must necessarily be loose on the shaft L.

This arrangement of the geering being kept in view, the action of the machine will easily he com-
prehended. Thus supposing motion to be communicated to the speed-cone I, if the clutches T and H
be in geer with the wheels S and F respectively, these wheels will be driven by the pinion a, with a
speed proportioned to their respective diameters, and in opposite directions. Meantime, the clutch on
the under shaft L, being out of action, the wheels K and M will be loose upon it, and the shaft itself

will be made to revolve idly by means of the wheel P, which geers with the pinion c upon it. The
angular velocity of the wheel F will be immediately communicated to the screwing-spindle E and its

chuck V; but the angular velocity of the wheel S will be transferred to the hollow boss Q, and thence

to the wheel R, which geers with the wheel U. But this las., being loose upon the driving-shaft, and
fast with the pinion d, will communicate its motion to the wheel O, which is fast upon the screwing-

% X R X d
spindle N, and so communicate a reduced speed in the ratio of the numbers — -. But let the
1 l s x u xo
clutch T be disengaged—the clutch H remaining in geer as before—then the under clutch will engage
the wheels K and M to their shaft L, and in consequence this shaft will be driven by the pinion b, which
geers with the wheel K, and will drive the wheel P, which is fast on the screwing-spindle N, with a

b X c
speed, in the opposite direction to its former motion, determined by the ratio of the numbers —
Let the clutch II be brought out of geer with the wheel F, and engaged with the wheel G, then the

spindle E will receive an increased speed in the opposite direction to its former motion. Tims the twe
M-re wing-spindles may be driven in either direction independently of each other, and may be employed
at the same time to screw-bolts and mils of different sizes and pitches of thread.
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The Bcrewing-spindles are of malleable iron to insure strength, an 1 ar

bolts to pass into them as they are screw I are fast upon tl the Bpindles, and
to these the imuion for:

fits into a dovetailed recess V. from which it can be removed and have it- cutters changed at pleasure;

3234.

c&w^U,-

but that for the larger spin!' v. ill 1, obs< rve 1 from the face view of it

given in Fig. S287. This consists of a strong plate W, annularis recessed to n ceive a ring X, flush

with its exterior surface. Th • ring X has a portion <>f its circumference cut. into teeth to geer with a

worm recessed in the plate W, and which can be worked by a handle \>\ iced upon the
|

end of its spindle h. Consequently, as tliis worm is turned in one direction or the other, the rin^ X

will be corresponding] md will, by change the relation of the cutters f//,ian-
of the chuck. For this purpose, three spiral i r g are formed on the u

circus ends of the cutters project and abut against tho

inner edges of th thai if the i > pa thro

!
'

"

; I

1 1

tten \\ ill I if th*

be fn m left to right, I in md and n t

I

i i
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dial slots kkk, through which pass three small round pins projecting from the cutters, for the purpose
of guiding them in a rectilinear motion.

In the operation of screwing, the head of the bolt is caught in the gland-frame D, Fig. 3288, which
fits between the guide-rods C C, along which it slides towards the chuck, as the thread is being cut,

and the screw thereby formed passes into the hollow interior of the screwing-spindle. When nuts are

to be tapped, they are inserted into glands which fit the guide-rods C C, at the opposite end of the

machine, and the taps are fitted into the square holes in the ends of the spindles.

SEA-LIGHTS, or Light-Houses. Powerful lights exhibited from lofty towers or headlands, to warn
navigators of their proximity to the land. These are divided into coast-lights, which occupy the most
.salient points; bay-lights, located within the recessed lines of coast; channel-lights, arranged to desig-

nate some particular course for vessels to steer over a bar or past some danger, and hence are often

called " leading-lights ;" tide-lights, to indicate the height of tide at the port; and lastly, floating-lights,

which are vessels from which are exhibited lights to indicate the vicinity of some shoal lying off from
the shore, in a position where no permanent structure can be erected.

Light-houses, properly speaking, are of modern origin, and date their efficiency from about the year
1780, when Citizen Argand, of Geneva, in Switzerland, invented the admirable lamp that yet bears his

name, and which combines in a degree not yet equalled by any other the best principles of combustion,

and consequently the evolution of a brilliant light. Previous to the invention of Argand, navigators

were compelled to trust to the dim and murky light of wood and coal fires, burned on the tops of tow-

ers or lofty promontories, which, when the wind was off shore, must have been nearly or quite concealed

bv their own smoke. Coal lights have been continued in the Baltic till within ten years past. Smeaton,
who erected the celebrated Eddystone Light-house, (justly considered the work of a man of genius, and
as displaying a high degree of mechanical skill,) had not the talent sufficient to devise any improvement
in the lights, but was obliged to illuminate that superb Pharos with tallow candles ! How great would
be his delight, could he now see the beautiful combination of science and practice that are united in the

admirable dioptric apparatus of Fresnel, which is installed in the Eddystone Light-house, and makes it

one of the most efficient lights in the English Channel

!

The great increase of commerce and navigation in the last century, and the repetition of frightful dis-

asters by frequent shipwrecks, naturally directed the minds of men to suggest means for ameliorating

the danger to which shipping of all classes was then exposed, and an effort to improve the light-houses

was one step towards the accomplishment of this desirable object. The clumsy means of producing

light from wood and coal fires, prevented the use of a glazed lantern to protect the flame from the

furious winds of the Atlantic, and consequently the application of optical instruments to magnify the

light. These fires were made in large iron braziers, and about 225 lbs. of coal were used in one night

The first attempt to economize the light from coal or other fires, and to direct the rays to the horizon,

was made in 1727, at the Cordouan Light-house, by M. Bitri, an engineer employed to repair that

structure. He placed over the flame an inverted cone of tin plates, which reflected all the light inci-

dent upon its surface, and must have added materially to its effect as long as the tin was kept polished;

but it is evident that with an open fire beneath the cone, the smoke and gas must speeddy have de-

stroyed the polish, and with it the reflecting power. *

The effects of a light in giving out rays without any controlling apparatus, will be to fill a sphere

whose radius is equal to the distance at which the light is visible. In the light shown from a light-

house, those rays which are thrown upwards or downwards beyond the reach of vision, would be totally

lo ; for practical utility, and it therefore becomes necessary to economize the light, to deflect these rays

and cause them to assume that direction only in which they are required : in short, our apparatus must
be so ordered as to produce a horizontal band or zone of light. To do this we have two methods, both

of which have been successfully applied : the first being to collect the rays in a concave mirror, and by

its reflective power project them to the horizon; a circle of these mirrors would thus be visible from

every point of the horizon: this is termed the catoptric method. Secondly, to place lenses of a

proper form around the light, when all the rays falling upon these will be refracted in a horizontal

plane : this is called the dioptric method, and is the more modern and by far most perfect of the two
systems.

As the catoptric or reflector system is the only one used in the United States, we shall briefly de-

scribe the form and construction of the reflectors, which ought to be paraboloidal to produce the proper

result, though, we regret to say, there are few such reflectors in this country.

It is proper to premise that a parabola is a curve of the second order, obtained by cutting a cone in

a plane parallel to one side, and possessing this remarkable property, that a line drawn from the focus

to any point in the curve makes, with a tangent at that point, an angle equal to that which a line par-

allel to the axis of the curve makes with that tangent. An inspection of the diagram will render this

apparent, and it is easy to see that a revolution of this curve upon its axis will generate a parabolic

conoid, which is the form of concave mirror we require for lighthouses.
The line P V G, Fig. 3289, is a parabolic curve, and within it is the focal point F, which is the situa-

tion of the lamp-flame in the reflector, of which this may be supposed to represent a section. Kuw, a

ray from the lamp at F falling on the concave surface at d, will be reflected in the direction af which

is parallel to the axis of the curve V Z, and the angle of reflection b a c is equal to the angle of incidence

dac; in other words, it make-; with the normal a z the angle g a h equal to the adjacent angle h a i, and

this property belongs to every portion of the surface of the parabola, and consequently the rays from

the local point will be represented by the lines ¥ zz f
, Fww.

With respect to the invention of parabolic mirrors, we find them mentioned at a very early period,

though not in connection with the subject of illumination, but in reference to their powers of focalizing

the rays of the sun to form burning instruments, an inverse principle of that of lamp reflectors.

In a work entitled " Pantometria," by Leonhard Digges, published in London in 1571, the authoi

states that, " with a glasse, framed by a revolution of a section parabolicall, I have sei fire to powder
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half a mile and i

"
T;i the prosecution of this subject U ! Napier and Sir Isaac

Newton ex] parabolic 73, and Bufl tturalist, with the
same object polyzonal lens, now adapte ! to li hi '. -. ;;- will b

further on. ry authentic r< cord remains,

1777. for in that year Wm. 1

!

of tL

in the four light-houses built at Liverpool in 1768. Thi

curve by a om< what rude process, which he d

I from
a plate in Hutchinson's " Practical Seamanship," formed of \\ I, and lined with pieces of looking
or of The oil is kept on a level with the flame bv a dri] r

at the back*

of the parabolic reflector, and had also
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patent, and, combined with the reflector of De Borda, had then been in public use in the French and
English light-houses for thirty years.

The manner in which these instruments are applied to produce the effect of fixed and revolving
lights will be understood by inspecting the diagrams.

Fig. 3292 is a half-plan and elevation of a fixed light of 16 lamps. The reflectors are arranged in

two series, one above the other, on circular frames of iron ; at the back of each reflector an Argand
lamp is attached, the supply-tube from which passes through a hole cut in the reflector and leading to
the burner, which is accurately set in the focus of the instrument. Each reflector must thus illuminata
that portion of the horizon towards which it faces, and consequently the distant observer sees the light

of but one lamp.

Fig. 3293 is a half-plan and elevation of a revolving light of four faces. In the diagram there are

but two lamps on each of the four sides of a square, though as many as ten lamps are often so placed

in lights of the first class. It is obvious in this arrangement that the light from this apparatus must
be visible in four directions only, and these 90° apart, or at right angles to each other, while the inter-

vening spaces must be dark or eclipsed. By causing this apparatus to rotate slowly on its vertical

axis, the bright and dark portions of the square will be presented alternately to the eye of a distant

observer ; in other words, the light will appear and disappear at intervals of time corresponding to the

speed of rotation. Two objects are gained by this arrangement : 1st. A distinctive appearance, by
which a light that is eclipsed at regular intervals can never be mistaken for a light steadily visible, or,

as they are termed, a fixed light. 2d. The power and brilliancy of the light is greater than in a fixed

light, just in proportion to the number of lamps on each face of the frame ; for while in the fixed light

we cannot receive the light of but one reflector at a time, owing to the circular form of arrangement,
in the revolving light we have the combined power of from two up to ten reflectors at one view, sim-

ply by placing so many reflectors on each face of the frame. The difference, then, between the illumi-

nating power of. the two methods of fixed and rotary lights, is in the ratio of 2 to 1, 3 to 1, or 10 to 1,

as the case may be. Consequently, the relative economy of the two plans is in a like ratio. In a

fixed light of 24 lamps, the seaman can only have the aid of one reflector, no matter from what direc-

tion he views the light ; while in a revolving light of 24 lamps, arranged in groups of eight reflectors on

the three sides of a triangular frame, the seaman has eight times as powerful a light presented to his

view at short intervals—yet the cost of maintaining these two lights is exactly similar. Notwith-

standing the simplicity of this fact, and the cogent reasons that exist for availing ourselves of the

superior economy and brilliancy of the revolving light, it is rarely adopted in the United States light

houses. With more than 300 lights on our coast, there are yet but 38 revolving lights, against 2S7

fixed.

In Fig. 32S9 the theoretical properties of the parabola arc stated, and it is obvious that if these

should remain true in practice, the beam of light from such a reflector would be a simple cylinder oJ

a diameter equal to the double ordinate of the mirror. Such, however, is fortunately not the case
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The size of the flame of the lamp causes a divergence of the reflected light, which divergence in.

and decreases with the length of the focal axis of the mirror and the Bize of the flame. In ] i

the effective divi the beam of light from a 21-inch reflector of l inches focal axis u found
t.> I).; about 1 1 degrees in azimuth. Hence we require 26 reflectors in

a fixed li^ht, in order to produce a tolerably equal distribution of li_rht

an.mid the horizon. If a lees number is used, the intervals betwe< a

each i>;iir of reflectors is poorly lighted, and not visible at any great

distance.

Fig, 3294 is a vertical section of a parabolic reflector, with its lamp
in the proper place, and the burner in the focal point.

Dioptric system of lights.—One of the earliest notices of the applica-

tion nf lenses to light-bouses i- in Smeaton's Narrative of the Kd.lv-

• Light-house, where it is mentioned that .*. London optician, in

1759, proposed grinding the glass of the lantern tun radius of seven

feet six inches. About the middle of the la-t century, however, lenses

were actually tried in several light-houses in the south of England, and
in particular at t ho South Foreland in the year 1752; but their imper-

fect figure and the quantity of light absorbed by the glass, which was
of impure quality and of considerable thickness, rendered their effect

so much inferior to that of the paraboloidal reflectors then in use, that

after trying some strange combinations of lenses and reflectors, the

(.inner were finally abandoned.
The celebrated Buffon, in order to prevent the great absorption of light by the thickness of the ma-

terial, which would necessarily result from giving to a lens of great dimensions a figure continuously

Bpherical, proposed to grind, out of a solid piece of glass, a lens in steps, or concentric zones. This

stion of Buffon about the construction of large burning glasses was first executed, with tolerable

i, about the year 1780, by the Abbe Eochon,
The merit of having ii r ~t suggested the building of lenses in separate pieces seems to be d

who, in his Elofft </• Buffon, published so far bach as 177:;, enumerates the advanta

lie derived from this method, sir David Brewster also described this mode of building lenses in 1811,

and in 1822 the late eminent Fresnel, unacquainted with the suggestions of Condorcet or the descrip-

tion by sir David Brewster, explained, with many ingenious and interesting details, the same mode <>f

constructing those instruments which he had discovered for himself in 1819.

Sph.-rical lenses, like Bpherical mirrors, collect truly into the focus those rays only which are incident

near the axis; and it is, therefore, of the greatest importance to employ only a small segment of any
spli.-re as a lens. The experience of this fact, among other considerations, led C lorcet, a~ already

iioti.-e. I, to suggest the building of lenses in separate piecea Fresnel, however, was the first who actu-

ally constructed a lens on that principle, and fully a\ ailed himself of the ad\ antages \\ bich it affords

;

and lie has subdivided, with such judgment, the whole surface of the lens into a centre lens and concen-

tric annular bands, and bas bo carefully determined the elements of curvature for each, that il do

teem likely that any improvement will Boon be made in their construction

.i plan of the great lens; Fig. 8296 a section through the line A 1'..

irrtijm*

I central .h-k of the lent, which is employed in lights of tl.

about il inches in diameter ; and the annulai

n breadth, as the} recede from the axis, from Ith ol

.
u ill, in certain limit*, a mui part of

Vo,.. n.
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the lens should be much thicker than the rest, as well for the purpose of avoiding inconvenient projec-

tions on its surface, as to permit the lays to pass through every part of it with nearly equal loss by
absorption. The objects to be attained in the polyzonal or compound lens are chiefly, as above noticed,

to correct the excessive aberration produced by retraction through a hemisphere or great segment, whose
edge would make the parallel rays falling on its curve surface converge to a point much nearer the lens

than the principal focus, as determined for rays near the optical axis, and to avoid the increase of ma-
terial, which would not only add to the weight of the instrument and the expense of its construction, but
would greatly diminish by absorption the amount of transmitted light.

In applying lenses to the flame of a light-bouse lamp, similar considerations must guide us in making
the necessary arrangements as in the case of reflectors. The size of the flame and its distance from the

surface of a mirror have an important practical bearing on the utility of the instrument, and the di-

vergence of the resultant beam materially affects its fitness for the purpose of a light-house. So also in

the case of the lens ; unless the diameter of the flame of the lamp has to the focal distance of the instru-

ment a relation such as may cause an appreciable divergence of the rays refracted through it, it could

not be usefully applied to a light-house ; for, without this, the light would be in sight during so short a time
that the seaman would have much difficulty in observing it. To determine the amount of this diverg

ence of the refracted beam, therefore, is a matter of great practical importance, and we shall briefly

point out the conditions which regulate its amount, as they are nearly identical with those which deter-

mine the divergence of a paraboloidal mirror illuminated by a lamp in its focus. The divergence, in

the case of lenses, may be described as the angle which thefame subtends at the principal focus of the

lens, the maximum of which, produced at the vertex of Fresnel's great lens by the lamp of four concen-

tric wicks, is about 5° 9'.

This will be easily seen by examining Fig. 8297, in which Qg represents the lens, A its centre, F the

principal focus, bF and V F the radius of the flame; then is the angle b A b' equal to the maximum

divergence of the lens. Sin b A F= ——,= sin V A F= '
'

..— ; and twice b A F = the wholeA b local distance

divergence at A. Then for the divergence at the margin of the lens, or at any other point, we have

F Q= V ( A y " + A F -•; and Q x :

_ Fa;

~~FQ"

•J (Q F
a + F x s

) ; and for any angle at Q, we have sin F Q x

3207.

—.__ tt—-v

On the subject of the illuminating power of the lenses, it seems enough to say that the same genera)

principle regulates the estimate as in reflectors. Owing to the square form of the lens, however, there

is a greater difficulty in finding a mean focal distance whereby to correct our estimate of the angle sub-

tended by the light, so as to equate the varying distance of the several parts of the surface; but, prac-

tically, we shall not greatly err if we consider the quotient of the surface of the lens divided b;i the sur-

face of thefame as the increased power of illumination by the use of the lens. The illuminating effect

ol the great lens, as measured at moderate distances, has generally been taken at 3000 Argand flames,

1 1" 1

\ alue of the great flame in its focus being about 16, thus giving its increasing power as nearly equal

to 180. The more perfect lenses have produced a considerably greater effect.

The application of lenses to light-houses is so obvious as to require little explanation. They are ar-

ranged round a lamp placed in their centre, and on the level of their focal plane in the manner shown
in Fig. 3298, which is a vertical section and plan of a revolving light of eight lenses, that form, by their

union, a right octagonal hollow prism, circulating round the flame which is fixed in the centre, am!

showing tu a distanl observer successive flashes or blazes of light, whenever one of its faces crosses a

line joining his eye' and the lamp, in a manner similar to that already noticed in describing the action oi

the mirrors. The chief difference in the effect consists in the greater intensity and shorter duration oi

the blaze produced by the lens; which latter quantity is, of course, proportional to the divergence of

the resultant beam. Each lens Bubtends a central horizontal pyramid of light of about 46° of inclina-

tion, beyond which limits the lenticular action could not be advantageously pushed, owing to the extreme

obliquity of the incidence of light; but Fresnel at once conceived the idea of pressing into the service

of the mariner, by means of two very simple expedients, the light which would otherwise have uselessly

escaped above and below the lenses.

For intercepting th< upper portion of the light, he employed eight smaller lenses ot 500 mm. foca'
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listance 1 1968 inches) inclined inwards towards the lamp, which is also their common focus, and thus

forming, by their union, a frustum of a hollow octagonal pyramid of 50° of inclination The light Bill-

ing on those leases i- formed into eight beams rising upwards at an angle of 50° inclinatii

them are ranged eight plane minor-, as in Fig. 3299, so inclined as to project the beams transmitti

the Bmall lenses into the horizontal direction, and thus finally to increase the effect of the light In

placing those upper lenses, it is generally thought advisable to give their axe- a horizontal deviatii n oi

7° or s° from that of the great lenses, and in the direction contrary to that of the revolution of the

frame which can ticular apparatua By this arrangement the dashes of the smaller lenses

it- cede those of the lai i I thus tend to corn cl the chief practical defecl of revolving lenticular

lights, jht perioda Tlie elements of the subsidiary lenst - d< pend upon tin

same principles, and are calculated by the same formulae as those given for the great lenses. In fixing

the focal distance and inclination of those subsidiary lenses, Fresnel was guided by a consideration of

•. for keeping them sufficiently high to prevent interference with the free ace,-- to the lamp,

lie also restricted tln-ir dimensions within very moderate limits so as to avoid too great weight Then*

focal distance is the same as that for lenses of the third order of lights.

3399.

-. bicli are necessan for th< •

mall portion of those raj n hi< h l< rises can '

them to lenticular

the periodic Hashes, would 1 ienl c plication of the a|
|

• in to the lioi i.'on in the form
.'. or rathi r of di<

thcr, 1 1 k • • ii

in -lit which ho

ion flame ol [ as portion*

bj mi
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e placed in the comm
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quickly perceived the advantage of employing for fixed lights a lamp placed in the centre of a polyg

onal hoop, consisting of a series of refractors, infinitely small in their length and having their axes in

planes parallel to the horizon. Such a continuation of vertical sections, by refracting the rays proceed-

ing from the focus, only in the vertical direction, must distribute a zone of light equally brilliant ir.

3300.

33:)3

every point of the horizon. This effect -will be easily understood, by considering the middle vertical

section of one of the great annular lenses, already described, abstractly from its relation to the rest of
the instrument. It will readily be perceived that this section possesses the property of simply refracting
the rays in one plane coincident with the line of the section, and in a direction parallel to the horizon,

and cannot collect the rays from either side of the vertical line ; and if this section, by its revolution

% i

about a vertical axis, becomes the generating line of the enveloping hoop above noticed, such a hoop
will of course possess tin' property of refracting an equally diffused zone of light round the horizon, Fig

3302. The difficulty, however, of forming this apparatus appeared so great, that Fresnel determined

to substitute for it a vertical polygon, composed of what have been improperly called cylindric lenses

but which in reality are mixtilinear prisms placed horizontally, and distributing the light which they
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receive from the focus nearly equally over the horizontal sector which they subtend Thia polygon has
a sufficient number of Bides to enable it to give,^il the angle formed by the junction of two of" them, a
light not very much inferior to what is produced in the centre of one of the sides; and the upp
lower courses of carved mirrors are always so placed as partly to make up for the deficiency of the

light at the angles. 'I he effect Bought for in a fixed li_rht is thus obtaine 1 in n much more perfect man-
ner than by any conceivable combination of the paraboloidal mirrors.

r-^t~
ia»
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jfc^^
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An ingenious modification of the fixed api Iso due to the inventive mind of Freencl, who
sooceived the idea of placing one apparatus of (his kind in front of another, with the axes of tho

eylindric pii r each other al i cylindric pieces li i\ • the propel
ting nil the rays which they receive from the fix us, in a direction perpendicular t" the mixti

them, it i- obvious tl ting media •! this Borl bo
ibove described, their join! action will unite the rays whkl me from tin ir common focus into .1

whose sectional area ii equal to the overlapped lurfaee of the two instrument*, and thai thej will thus
••, although in a duadvant is manner, the effect ofa lens. It was by avnilii

I invented the distinction for lighti « liii h I • <

.
in which the Bo I

' rovoluti f .•% lindric -

> iund the outside of the fixed light apparatus alread) di icribi I

'Ihu loss "i h -hi by reflection at tl re. "f
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the material composing their polish, led to the introduction of totally reflecting pri$™s as a substitute

for the silvered glass mirrors placed above and below the great refracting belt. These prismatic zones

or catadioptric rings, involve some very difficult calculations in order to determine the proper section 01

each. In a dioptric light of the first order there are 1 3 /.ones above the refractor and 6 below it. In

each one the triangular section differs according to its position with respect to the focal centre of the

system of lenses.

The problem is, therefore, the determination of the elements and position of a triangle ABC, Fig.

33U4, which, by its revolution about a vertical axis, passing through the focus of a system of annular

lenses or refractors in F, would generate a ring or zone capable of transmitting in. a horizontal direction,

by means of total reflection, the light incident upon its inner side B C from a lamp placed in the
point F. The conditions of the question are based upon the well-known laws of total reflection, and
require that all the rays coming from the focus F shall be so refracted at entering the surface B C, as to

meet the side B A at such an angle, that instead of passing out they shall be totally reflected from it,

and passing onwards to the side A shall, after a second refraction at that surface, finally emerge from
the zone in a horizontal direction. For the solution of this problem, we have given the positions of F
the focus, of the apex C of the generating triangle of the zone, the length of the side B C, or C A, and
the refractive index of the glass.

The position of the several prismatic zones is shown in the annexed section, Fig. 3305, or generatrix

of the complete system drawn in perspective elevation, Fig. 3306, which is a fixed light of the first

onler. ABC, catadioptric zones. DEF, compound dioptric belt with diagonal joints C N M. A' B' C\
lower catadioptric zones, one division being left out for free access to lamp. F, focus with flame oi

lamp. X X X, diagonal supports for the upper catadioptric zones. H H, service table, on which the

lamp rests and where the keeper stands to trim the burner, and which is supported by a pillar resting

on the light-room floor.

The original conception of this magnificent apparatus is seen

in the annexed diagram, Fig. 3307, which represents a plan
~"~T\ T >?

and vertical section of Fresnel's fourth order, combining a \'|^.
! xl /

central annular refractor, with totally reflecting zones above X/_^__- ',

L..^'/
'

and below. Mr. Stevenson has very unjustly attempted to ^j^ \ \ i .•
^~7

"""

^S&h^-
u:appropriate this invention as his own ; but the only claim he

can properly advance is that of proposing the adoption of this

plan of Fresnel's on a larger scale.

We have next to consider the great lamp, to the proper

distribution of whose light the whole of the apparatus above
described is applied. Fresnel immediately perceived the ne-

cessity of combining with the dioptric instruments which he

had invented a burner capable of producing a large volume of

flame ; and the rapidity with which he matured his notions on

this subject and at once produced an instrument admirably

adapted for the end he had in view, affords one of the many
proofs of that happy union of practical with theoretical talent,

for which he was so distinguished. Fresnel himself has mod-
estly attributed much of the merit of the invention of this

lamp to M. Arago; but that gentleman, with great candor,

gives the whole credit to his deceased friend, in a notice regard-

ing light-houses, which appeared in the Annuaire du Bureau
des Longitudes of 1831. The lamp has four concentric burners,

which are defended from the action of the excessive heat pro-

duced by their united flames, by means of a superabundant
supply of oil, which is thrown up from a cistern below by a

clockwork movement and constantly overflows the wicks, as in

the mechanical lamp of Carcel. A very tall chimney is found

to be necessary, in order to supply fresh currents of air to each

wick with sufficient rapidity to support the combustion. The
carbonization of the wicks, however, is by no means so rapid

as might he expected; and it is even found that after they

have suffered a good deal the flame is not sensibly diminished,

as the great heat evolved from the mass of flame promotes the

rising of the oil in the cotton. The large lamp at the Tour de Corduan burns for seven hours without

being snuffed or even having the wicks raised; and, in the Scotch light-houses, it often, with Colza oil,

maintains, untouched, a full flame for no less a period than seventeen hours.

The annexed diagrams will give a perfect idea of the nature of the concentric burner. The first,

Fig. 3308, bVjows a plan of a burner of four concentric wicks. The intervals which separate the wicks

from each other and allow the currents of air to pass, diminish a little in width as they recede from the

centre. The next. Fig 3309, shows a section of this burner. C C C" C " are the rack handles for raising

or depressing each wick
;
A 1! is the horizontal duct which leads the oil to the four wicks; LLL are

small plates of tin by which the burners are soldered to each other, and which are so placed as not to

hinder the free passage of the air; 1' is a clamping-screw, which keeps at its proper level the gallery

R R, which carries the chimney. The next, Fig. 3310, shows the burner with the glass chimney and

damper. F is the glass chimney; F is a sheet iron cylinder, which serves to give it a greater length,

and has a small damper D, capable of being turned by a handle for regulating the currents of air ; and

Bis the pipe which supplies the oil .to the wicks. To prevent the occurrence of such accidents as

stoppage of the machinery of these lamps, and to render their consequences less serious, various, precau
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ti,,iis have ;

1 to. Amongst others, an alarum to the lamp, consisting of a small

cup pierced in the bottom, which receives part of the overflowing <>il from the wicks, and is capable,

when full, of balancing a weight place 1 at the opposite end of ;i lever. The moment the machinery

the cup ceases to receive the supply of oil, and, the remainder running out at the bottom, the

equilibrium of the lever is destroyed, so that it falls and disengages a spring which rings a bell

sufficiently loud t<> waken the keeper should he chani e to be asleep.

ft .T.iCH.

R-

There is another precaution of more importance, which consists of having always at hand in the

light-room a spare lamp, trimmed and adjusted to the height for the focus, which may be

for the other in case of accident It ought to be noticed, however, that it takes about twenty minutes

from the time <>f applying the light to the \\ icks to bring the (lame t<> its full strength, which, in order

to produce its best effect, should Btand at the height of nearly four inches (10 '.) The inconven

ling the great lamp have led to several attempts to improve it ; and, among others, M. Delai

has proposed to substitute a pump having a metallic piston, in place of the leathern valves, which

require constant care, and must be frequently renewed A lamp was constructed in this manner by M.

Lepaute, and tried at Corduaa; but was afterwards discontinued until some of its defects could be

remedied. It ha- lately been much improved by M. Wagner, an ingenious artist whom M Fresnel had

*?-<
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purpose of maintaining the light in a tolerably efficient state for a short time, until the light keepers

have time to repair the valves of the mechanical lamp. Only three occasions for the use of this reserve-

lamp have yet occurred.

The most advantageous heights for the flames in dioptric lights are as follows:

Inches.

1st Order 10 to 11 centimetres= 3-94 to 4-33

2d Order 8 to 9
" =3-15 to 354

3d Order 7 to 8 " =276 to 315

The dioptric system of Fresnel has another capital advantage over the old system of reflectors, by
which a great economy is secured, and what is more important, the amount of light at each station can

be graduated to the wants of navigation and the peculiar features of the location. The dioptric system
Ls divided into four orders of magnitude, represented by Figs. 3311, 3312, and 3313, drawn to a uniform

scale. Each, order may be either a fixed light, a revolving light, or a fixed light varied by flashes, or a

flashing light. Here are four different appearances or characteristics, in addition to which, the times ol

the flashes and eclipses can be so essentially varied as to produce new distinctive appearances perfectly

intelligible to the practical seaman.

1. Lights of the 1st order. Fig. 3212, 3312.

have an interior radius or focal distance of

92 centimetres, or 3622 in., and lighted by
a lamp of four concentric wicks, consume
annually 570 gallons of oil. The revolv-

ing lights of this order, having eight large

polyzonal lenses, with the catadioptric

zones above and below, produce a beam
9f light whose power is equal to 5000
Argand flames of one inch diameter and
one and a half inch height. The fixed

lights of the same order with catadioptric

cupole and zones, produce a beam whose
power in all azimuths is equal to 800
Argand burners, as above.

2. Lights of the 2d order, Fig. 3313,

having an interior radius of 70 centime-

tres, or 27"55 in., lighted by a lamp of 3

concentric wicks, consume annually 384
gallons of oil. The best revolving lights

of this order have a brilliancy equal to

3000 Argand burners as above, and the

fixed lights of same order, have a power
in all azimuths equal to 450 such burners.

3. Lights of the 3d order, having an
interior radius of 50 centimetres, or 1968
inches, and lighted by a lamp with two
concentric wicks, consume annually 183
gallons of oil. The revolving lights of

this order produce a flash equal to 800
Argand burners, and the fixed lights of

same order have a power in all azimuths

of 100 such burners.

4. Lights of the 4th order, Fig. 3311,

have an interior radius of 15 centimeters,

or 5'9 in., and are lighted with a simple

Argand burner, consuming annually 48
gallons of oil. The flash of this light is

equal to 150 burners, and as a fixed light

its power in all azimuths is 25 burners.

There is no combination of reflectors

that can be made to produce such powers
of light as the first order described above.

A revolving reflecting light, such as the
one on Beachy Head, has three faces of

ten reflectors each, whose combined power
of 10X280 = 2800 burners. We have
thus three portions of the horizon illumin-

ated at the same time with a power equal
to 2800 burners.

The consumption of oil per lamp at

Beachy Head is 44 gallons per annum, which, for 30 lamps, i,nves an a^rrretjate combustion of 1320 gal

Ions of oil each year. The aggregate power of light produced is 2800X3 =8400 burners. A 1st order

dioptric illuminates eight portions of the horizon at one time, with a power of 5000 burners, or a;

aggregate effect of 40,000 burners, consuming in one year 570 gallons of oil.
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We have thus the following comparison:

1st order dioptric 6TO galls, oil 5000X8 points =40,000
1st '• catoptric 1320 " '• 2800X3 " = B, I

Saving in oil = 750 gallons per annum.
Gain of light= 31,600 1 nailers in eight points.

Gain of light= 3,200 " at any one [mint.

The greater the amount of sea horizon there is to be illuminated, the more economical and useful

becomes the dioptric light ; while the catoptric system increases in first cost, and maintenance after-

wards, by the same law. In the first no increased consumption of oil is caused bv extending the area of

illumination, while in the latter system the number of lamps and consequent cost and consumption

must be increased in proportion to the Dumber of degrees of horizon to be lighted

The spheroidal form of the earth requires that the height of a light-house tower Bhould increase pro-

portionally to the difference between the earth's radius ami the secant of the angle intercepted between
the normal to the spheroid at the lightdiouse and the normal at the point of the light's OCCultation from

the view of a distant observer. The effect of atmospheric refraction, however, is too considerable to be

neglected in estimating the range of a light, or in computing the height of a tower which is required te

give to any light a given range; and we must, therefore, in accordance with the influence of this element

on the one hand increase the range due to any given height, and, via versa, reduce the height required

for any given range, which a simple consideration of the form of the globe would assign. U\ ascertain

ing this height, we may proceed as follows

:

Referring to the accompany ing B ! in \\ hich S'dL' is a segment of th i
face, o (Tn*

centre of the earth, I.' I. a lighl bouse, and s the position of the marin< r*a eye, we obtain the ralue of

LL'ssH', the height of the tower in feet by the formula,

.(1.)

.r. which / — the distance in Engliah mile* I. J a\ which the light would strike thi W«
then reduce tln^ value of if bj the correction for mean refraction, which permits the li jbt to

, and winch— .

2P tP
11= — =

8 21 7
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an expression which at mice gives the height of the tower required, if the eye of the mariner were just

on the surface of the water at d, where the tangent betwei a his eve at S and the light at i. would

touch the sea. We must, therefore, in the first instance, find the distance dS=V, which is the radi-.s 01

the visible horizon due to the height SS'= /i of bis eye above the water, and is, of course, at once ob-

tained conversely by the expression,

>/nh
.(4.)

Deducting this distance from S L, the whole effective range of the light, we have Ld=I, and operating

with this value in the former equation,

we find the height of the tower which answers the conditions of the case. From the above data the

following table has been computed

:

II A A' H A Y II A A'

Heights in

feet.

Lengths in

English
miles.

Lengths in

nautical

miles.

Heights in

feet.

Lengths in

English
miles.

Lengths in

nautical

miles.

Heights ill

feet.

l.i'ii'jiii- in

English
miles.

Lengths in

naulical

miles.

5 2-958 2505 70 11-067 9-598 250 20-916 18-14

10 4184 3628 75 11-456 9935 300 22-912 19-87

15 5-123 4-443 80 11-832 10-26 350 24-748 2146
20 5-916 5-130 85 12196 1057 400 26 457 2294
25 6614 5-736 90 12549 10-88 450 28-062 2433
30 7-215 6-283 95 12893 11-18 500 29-580 25-65

35 7-826 6-787 100 13-228 11-47 550 31-024 26-90

40 8 :jgg 7-255 110 13874 1203 GOO 32-403 28-10

45 8-874 7-696 120 14490 12-56 650 33-726 29-25

50 9-354 8112 130 15-083 1308 700 35-000 30-28

55 9811 8509 140 15-652 1357 800 37-416 32-45

GO 10-246 8-886 150 17-201 1491 900 39-836 34-54

05 10665 9249 2C0 18-708 16-22 1000 41-833 36-28

If the distance at which a light of given height can be seen by a person on a given level be required,

it is only needful to add together the two numbers in the column of lengths A or A', (according as nauti-

cal or English miles may be sought,) corresponding to those in the column of heights H, which repre-

sent respectively the height of the observer's eye and the height of the lantern above the sea. When
the height required to render a light visible at a given distance is required, we must seek first for the

number in A or A' corresponding to the height of the observer's eye, and deduct this from the whole
proposed range of the light, and opposite the remainder in A or A' seek for the corresponding number
in U.

SEAMING MACHINE, DOUBLE. George R. Moore, Philadelphia, Penn. Fig. -331 5 represents

a general view of this machine. All the parts that are not lettered compose the frame simply, the con-

struction of which is obvious from the drawing, as it is similar to other tin machines, and made of the

same materials ; it may, however, be varied.

We proceed to describe the working machinery, noticing first the two arbors a and b. which are con-

nected byr cog-wheels, and turned by the crank c. Two heads, d and e, are affixed to the ends of theso

arbors, and between these heads the double seaming is performed. A pan p is represented in dotted

lines, as placed over the head d, on the lower arbor, so as to bring the edge which is to be seamed down
between the head e, and a small roller f, hereinafter described. The shape of the head e should be

carefully noticed. This head consists of a flanch 1, projecting from a cylindrical surface 2, similar to

some other machines now in use ; this cylindrical surface is terminated by a shoulder 3, that connects

•with a conical moulding 4. The bevel surface of the head e bears first upon the edge of the pan, which
is sustained by the head d, the shoulder 3, above named, coming against the bottom, and the edge is

forced to yield to the bevel of the head e, as this is screwed down upon it by means of the screwy ; and
should any part of the edge be inclined to slip out towards the top of the pan, (as this edge is always
composed of three thicknesses,) it is prevented from so doing by the little roller/, attached to the collar

k, that surrounds the arbor b near the head.
At this stage of the operation the crank c is turned, the pan revolves in the machine, and the edge

is turned down as far as the bevel part 4, of c, will turn it, while the shoulder 3 prevents the edge 01

the pan from bending too far down towards the centre; after this the head e must be raised up a little

by turning the screw g, attached to the box, (in which the arbor b runs,) and then the lever // is brought

into use to move the arbor 6 inwards, by which the cylindrical part 2 of the head e, which i- parallel

with the outer surface of the head d, i> brought over the same and then screwed down towards it, by

the screw*/, when, by again turning the crank, the work is completed. The outside shoulder 1 of the

head e keeps the bottom of the pan close against the head d. The lever h passes through an aperture

in the frame, where it has room to be moved back and forth, and places are fitted to receive it when
so moved, into which it is thrown 1,\- a spring, or by its own elasticity. It also passes between two

shoulders on the arbor &, and its lower end is connected to the frame by a pivot. Its use has already

Wen explained, i is a sliding gage for the purpose of holding in proper position flaring articles, sucb
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as the pan represented in the drawing, where the bottom needs to 1"- thrown oat from a perpcndicuhu

with the arbors, in order to bring the holy parallel with them. This gage ' a shank that i-

attached by the screwj to the frame, and i- terminated by heads branching out for the bottom i

pan to rest against, apon the inside. This is found to be indispensable when the work is much tl

The heads of this gage are provided with Bofl or smooth surfaces, to prevent them rubbing the tin -•• a-

to mar or injure it. When it is not desirable to use the gage, the work will rest against the head •/,

which i- faa d nearly to the edge with leather, although other materials may be us d, to prevent its

rubbing the tin.

The piece k is a collar with a lever attached thereto; the collar part of it is fitt« d upon the arbor b,

allowing the arbor to turn freely in it, while the upper end passes through a loop m in the frai

«•' j> u in an upright position; and below the collar, this lever passes through the little roller/! The
- of the loop m is to bring the roller/ to bear properly upon the work ; and to secure this the

the lever k is made crooked at the top, so that, by pressing it down, this part of it is brought
toward- the frame, and consequently the roller fis moved up closer towards e, and vice versa.

A spring / is applied to throw /.- hack as it rises up to make it easy to get the work properl;

the machine.

SEWERS. Subterranean passages formed for the drau age of a town. The inclination and depth of

related according to circumstancea The Bolborn and Finshury regulations require

that "the inclinal less than
J
inch to every H> feet in length, and as much more as circum-

- will admit in those portions that are in a Btraight line, and double that fall in p irtiona that are

curved.'' It is stated in the regulations of the Westminster Commission, (1836) that the current re-

quired for sewers in all i. inch to every length of 1" feet; but later r rder " that

the current of all sewers to 1"- built, be regulated by the commissioners according to surface required to

be drained," without stating any particular inclination. It is, as already observed, frequently a matter

tain sufficient inclination in a sewer, and yet to make it deep enough to drain the

ry of the neighboring b
To remedy the evils of insufficient declivity, the pr -- o£ flushing has been adopted in t'

that is, the water is allowed to accumulate for a time by means of gates or 'lams, and is then suddenly

let loo • act like :i powerful current in sweeping all the loose matter before it. Sewers r»

the drainage of bouses bj mi nnt of small channels or drain*, usually of circular form.

(minster commissioners require that the bottoms of private drain- shall he r_' inc

the bottom ol the sewer; and they rec mend that such drains have a fall of at least kinchins
i rtoneware pipe- are excellent substitutes h.r brickwork in the smaller drains. They are

quickly laid than the others can bo built, and they pre ent a much bettor surface for the rapid flo

wage. They are cons) men d in various forms ol bends and junctioi pieces, and from the compar*
iiti'.e thinness of these pipes a much la obtained with a given quantity of

for laying them, than brickwi tallest diameter cannot be less than WJ/
Bach one end for rcceh ing the plain

'Jh. to private drains are usu These tra] in *

but they depend for their action upon the formation of what thecb
form of sewer n, « ith the that

I flow the veli city of the current • Impaired I

depend on the area t.. be drained, the r of the rain shed, and the hi

.

libera] allov Mr, I'hil-

1 pa, I"
: : the Metropolitan Sanil :

8.8 a 2.8, . Ith an t, and the '.
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SEWING MACHINES. The application of machinery to the purposes of sewing, is of very recen'

date. It was only since the invention of Mr. Howe in 1846, that it assumed any practical value, and

still more recently by other improvements, has it become a household utensil. The perm of the sewing

machine is tie tambouring machine, a description of which may be found in the Edinburgh Encyclo-

pedia, under the head of " Chainwork." This machine contained 54 needles, placed one inch asunder

and was designed to tambour muslin ? wide, one whole row being wrought at the same time. In the de

tails of its construction may be found many principles which are still employed.

3316. The tambour or chain stitch is that in general use

mi1
-—h<g^fijB£g^g^gS^^a t

—- C '—- ™ ^ le cheaper single thread sewing machines. The

S^3^35CE5^3c^^^^^^^^^!c^^™* form of stitch is represented in fig. 3316; a loop of

6 thread e, is thrust through the fabric c, and held

open tin the next movement of the needle forces a second loop through the cloth and through the first

loop ; the first loop is now drawn tightly, and the second loop held open for the third stitch, and so on.

At the completion the upper surface of the work shows a single line of thread, the lower a succession of

loops : about four and a half yards of thread are a fair average for one yard of this work. The great

objection to this stitch is the facility with which it may be ravelled, and on this account it is often used

in cloth bleacheries and printeries, where pieces of cloth are stitched together for the purposes of under-

going temporary operations. The low price of these machines has led to a large sale of them, and for

many purposes they may be considered of practical value, but the purchase and use of them tend to

develop the necessity of sewing machines, and the purchase of the more costly, and by far the most useful

double-threaded machines.

Besides the tambour machine, there are two other single-threaded machines essentially different in

principle.

The first is the invention of Benjamin "W. Bean of New York City, patented March 4, 1843, reissued

March 10, 1849. The following is the claim : ""What I claim as my invention is the combination of

a straight or curved needle and two or more paired wheels for forming the doubles or corrugations of the

cloth, the whole being made to operate together essentially as above specified, and in combination there-

with. I claim one or more cogged wheels, applied substantially as above specified, and for the purpose
of advancing the doubles of the cloth along the needles as above explained."—This machine formed a

running or basting stitch.

Second, the Robinson & Roper machine ; this is essentially a hand-sewing machine, single-threaded,

forming the same kind of stitches that are made by hand, to wit: back stitches, half and quarter back,

side, sail, quilting, hemming, running, etc. Two needles are employed, one above, the other below the

cloth, traversing large arcs in a circular slide. The needles are somewhat like those used in the first

tambouring machines. The eye opens at the side for the slipping in of the thread, which is retained

in its place by a piston sliding down through the upper part of the needle. The principle of the action

of the machine is as follows: a needleful of thread, say about 18 inches, is drawn off the spool in its

proper position beneath the upper needle, as the upper needle passes down through the cloth it forces

down a loop, which is caught in the eye of the lower needle, and by the down movement of this needle,

the whole needleful is drawn through the cloth, and by the return motion of the under needle, a loop is

presented at the upper surface for a similar operation on the part of the upper needle. When the

needleful of thread is exhausted, another is supplied by the operator. The variety of form of stitch is

effected by changes in the relative position of the upper and lower needles.

A similar machine with a rotary feed, has been constructed for the working of eyelet holes ; for this

improvement a patent was granted to S. H. Roper, November 4, 185G.

To Elias Howe, Jr., of Spencer, Mass., now of New York City, is due the credit of inventing the first

practical sewing machine. This he patented in 1846, and under licenses from him, are manufactured
all the most valuable a^d practical sewing machines, as I. M. Singer's, G rover & Baker's, and Wheeler
& Wilson's.

3317. The stitch invented by Mr. Howe may be properly

termed a lock-stitch ; it is formed with two threads, one
above and the other below the fabric sewed ; inter-

locked with each other in the centre of the fabric, aa

in fig. 3317, c being the section of fabric sewed, e the

thread above the fabric, and z the thread below the

fabric ; a single line of thread extending upon each sur-

face of the fabric from stitch to stitch. The same
thread does not appear both above and below the fabric at each alternate stitch, but that shown upon
the upper surface is exclusively the thread e, and that shown upon the lower surface exclusively the

thread z. It may be formed by hand with two ordinary needles as follows :

Take two needles threaded in the ordinary manner, and a piece of soft cloth; tie the long ends of

the thread together, and thrust the needle ft, containing the thread e, through the cloth head first, as in

fig. 3:>18, say three-fourths of an inch; withdraw it slightly, and a small loop of the upper thread e

will be funned below the fabric. Through this loop pass the needle with the lower thread z, and with-

draw the needle h, entirely from the fabric. The upper thread e, thus surrounds the lower thread z, and
interlocks with it; the point of interlocking being drawn into the fabric as in fig. 3318, and the process

repeated, a seam will be formed with a single line of thread visible upon each surface, and having the

6amc appearance as that given by stitching. About two and one-half yards of thread are an average

for a yard of seam with this stitch, one yard being expended upon the upper surface of the fabric, one

upon the lower, and one-half of a yard in passing through the fabric. A firm knot might be tied at each

stitch, but as this would involve a waste of thread and form an uneven seam, it has not been practised.

In the machine invented by Mr. Howe, this stitch was formed in the following manner: one of thr
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threads was carried through the cloth by means of a needle, tlie pointed pnd of which passed through

the cloth. The needle had the eye to receive the thread near the point, the other end was held by > bi

»

or arm vibrating upon a pivot. When the needle was forced through the cloth about thr< evfonzths of

an inch, a small shuttle carrying a bobbin, filled with silk or thread, was made to pass between the

needle and the thread which it carried, and when the needle was drawn up, it forced the thread

1 from the shuttle into the body of the cloth and formed a stitch; this being repeated, a seam
was formed.

The cloth to be sewed was suspended perpendicularly upon pins projecting from a basteT plate, be-

tween which and a pad-plate in front of it, which pressed the fabric npon the baster-plate, it

while' the stitch was formed, the needle having a horizontal action. This baster-plate with the fabric

was moved forward by a mechanical contrivance, by which also the length of Btitch was regulated.

The invention of the endless rotary feel, an 1 the change of the needle from a horizontal to a vertical

action, were the first improvements upon it. The baster-plate was abandoned, the fabric n i

horizontally upon a cloth-plate beneath the vertical acting needle, pressed upon the plate by a cloth

presser, and moved forward by a wheel with pins or other projections upon its periphery, penetrating

the fabric from beneath, by the action of which also the length of stitch was graduated. The pins

penetrating the cloth were objectionable, in not allowing that free movement to the fabric which is

essential in forming curved seams. A feed was desired that should not only advance the fabric, but

should intermit its action, so that the fabric might be readily turned in any direction. The rough
surface feed, with the yielding spring pressure invented by A. 1$. Wilson, admirably answers t

quirements, and the patent has become the joint property of the three manufacturers above named.

Many expedients are devised to increase the speed of shuttle machines—a machine was inv<

which the shuttle had a rotary motion, and was made to travel an entire circuit at each Btitch; but

the shuttle was kept in its place with difficulty ; the thread was liable to become entangled, and was
untwisted at each stitch. Another machine was invented for using a shuttle pointed at both ends, to

take a stitch at each movement backwards and forward-.

The sewing machines of I. M. Singer are identical in their stitch with Howe's machine. Many im-

provements in construction and in the details have been the subjects ,,;' patent- of either Mr. Singer

, or have been acquired by purchase, [n general arrangement the machines are strong and
well made, and the seam secure. They are applied to the sewing of leather as well a- that of cloth.

The Grover A Maker Machine. Although making use of two threads to form the stitch, the -cam is

widely different in its appearance from that of the lock stitch; it may he called the double-threaded
tambour stitch, Fig. iSol'J represents the stitch in process of formation, fig. 3320 when completed.

3319.

On the upper surface a single thread is shown, on the lower side three. The tipper needle forms a loop

as in all machines, and the seam is made by a chain Btitch passing through this loop. The Btitch i-;

strong atid somewhat elastic, and the machine simple, but it is the least economical of thread of all the

machine-; the stitch requiring about six and a half yards of thread for each yard of Beam. Like all

tic other sewing machines, the machine embodies several patent-.

The Wheeler & Wilson Machine. In 1851, Mr. A. B. Wilson patented hi- celebrated loci

machine, which, with the co-operation of Mr. X. Wheeler, was soon introduced into successful opera-

don. The merit ofMr Wilson's invention consists in the rough surface feed above mentioned, and in

I

roved mode and mechanism by which sewing is effected. The main !'«• iture of the invention

in a " rotating hook," by which t', or upper thread upon being passed through the
fabric, i- enlarged and carried around a stationary bobbin containing the lower thread, interlocked w i tli

it. and the point ofinterlocking drawn into the fabric. It may he made by hand in an anal-

Take an ordinary needle threaded, and a small hall of thread /'. saj • f the size ofal

11, tie the ends of the thread together, leaving an inch or two i , unrolled from tin

ball. Thrust the needle/;, head Brsl I e fabric, withdraw it slightly, Beize the lo

by the upper thread, enlarge it, and instead of hall with the lower tl

loop. I,,,], I t|,r- I. all Stationary and pa-- the loop around it a- in tie; 3321 ; t

:

ratirely from the fabric, and draw up the loop, -"that the point of the thn
will he h, the centre of the fabric 'lie- manner of makin I b with the

nt.-d by the following
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¥. in fig, 3322 is the rotating Look referred to ; it is formed by cutting away a portion of the peri-

phery of the circular concave disk, upon the end of the arbor C. Y, is the concavity of the disk; a,

the point of the hook cut clear to the point d ; and d is a small groove diagonal across the periphery of

the hook to the point b, where the edge is beveled off; A is the needle with the eye near the point, that
has been thrust through the fabric, with the thread r, the loop of which has just been entered by the
point of the hook a. The lower thread is contained in a double convex metallic bobbin, to lie in the
concavity Y of the hook E, and held in its position by a concave ring (not represented) between which

3323.

and the concave surface of the disk it lies. No axis passes through it, so that a loop of thread can

pass around it as around the small ball of thread in the last diagram. By the revolution of the hook
sifter entering the loop of the upper thread, this loop is enlarged and carried forward. Fig. 3323 re-

presents the hook as having made about one-third of a revolution, and the lower thread z extending

from the lower surface of the fabric to the bobbin in the concavity of the hook containing it. The
upper 'thread c, extends through the fabric from a previous stitch, down into the concavity of the disk,

behind the bobbin, around the hook at the point d, thence diagonally along the groove and to the eye

of the needle h. Fig. 3324 represents the hook as having made about half a revolution, with the

bobbin F in its proper position. The upper thread c has been drawn further behind the bobbin, thence

around the hook at </, and diagonally across the periphery of the hook in the groove by b to h the

needle. As the hook further revolves to the position in fig. 3325, both lines of the loop e are upon the

same side of the hook. The line of thread that extended in fig. 3324 along the groove of the hook
from d to b, has slipped off at the termination of this groove, and fallen in front of the bobbin F, so thai

the loop extends behind the bobbin, around the point of the hook a, and across the front if the bobbin

to the needle A, thus surrounding the bobbin and inclosing the lower thread .-. The hook revolving

further, the loop e slips oil from the point of the hook, and being drawn up, interlocks with the lowei

thread z in the fabric, and forms a stitch similar to those represented in the m-\ ir;il figures above.

The following is a description of the accompanying plates.

To illustrate more Slearlj the method ofmaking the Howe stitch by the Wheeler & Wilson Machine,
we have exhibited th" rotating hook E and the bobbin F, carrying the lower thread detached from the

machine. In the subsequenl figures the same parts are represented in their proper places combined with

the other parts of the machine, and which are respectively numbered as follows: 1, 1, the Bed Plate

supporting 2, 2, the front standards, and 3, 3, the back standards. 4 is the Arbor with its bearings in

the front standards, and upon which are, 5 the Rotating Hook, <> the Feed Cam, 7 the Band Pulley, 8

the Eccentric King, and "J the Sj ling Swindle. Moving in grooves in the front standards is 10 the Feed
Bar; 1 1, 11, Ears of the feed bar, 12 the Spiral Feed Spring, working between the left front standard

and the left car of the feed bar. 13 the Feed Tongue, slctted in the feed bar, and furnished with 14
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F«€'l Points. I." is tl nvex metallic Bobbin, containing the lower thread, and held in the

concavity.-' ing hook by 16, the Bobbin Ring, mounted u] I". I
'

!;
ig in a

groove in the bed plate, and held by 18 the Thumb Screw. 19 is the Fi» d Ann, projecting from the

hack standard, and supporting 20, the Cloth Pressor, attached to the Piston in 21, the Piston Cylinder.

22 is the Thumb Screw of the cloth presser, 23 the Lever of th sclol to -ker,

1 npon 25, 25, the < S :rews, 26 the Short Ann of the rocker hinged Con-
tig Rod. Upon the rocker is 29 tl \

I » Arm, bearing 30 the Thi R

theBi , 33, 33 the Thread Eyelets, 34 th . 35 th e v • le. 36 is 1 I.

Pin, 38 a spool of Thread, 39 a Thread Guide, 4<> a Tension Pulley, 4 1 volute Tension Spring,

. 43 Gauge Screw, 44 Screw for Small Gauge, 45 the fabrin sewe I, 46 the Cloth

Plate 47 Table -
:

- Screw, 54 Feed Si >p, 55 Stop Pivot, 56 Thread Guard,
57 Thread Hold, 58 small Gauge, 59 Spiral Spring of the cloth presser, 60 Needle II

In constructing the machine, the lower surface of the bed-plate 1 1 is planed with
|

ictness,

and made the plane to which all the planes and lines of the machine are adjusted. The stand irds 2 2

are levelled to a plane parallel with the plane of the bed-plane, at a fixed heigh) ad pierced

in another parallel ['lane for the arbor 4, and grooved in a parallel line tor the feed-bar 1". The
ived in the same line lor the slide, bar 17; the standards •"> •'!. are pierced parallel to the line

•cing in "_' 2, for the centre screws 25 25 : and the arbor 1, and the rocker 24, are adjusted parallel to

each other and to the j lane of the bed-plate 1 1. The connecting-rod 28, the short ana 26, the

arm 29, the fixed arm 19, are adjusted at right angles to the lines of 1 and 24. The rotating hook 5,

the bobbin 15 and the needle 35, move in planes vertical to the plane of the bed-plate 1 1. The rotating

hook is a portion of the thread of a screw, formed npon the periphery of this circular concave disc,

of the notch'/, is a portion of another parallel thread of the screw: the disc is cut away
below the point d cavity, so that the thread of the screw form- the clear point of the ho

roove between the two thread-, of the screw extend- diagonally across the periphery of the hoc
to the point 6, wl . thread of the Bcrew is entirely chamfered off and the groove disap]

The i of the disc, and the slide ring 16, contain the bobbin ]•">
: the needle 35 is

curved to the arc in which the end of the needle arm vibr gular figure is formed :

the arbor 4 forms the connecting-rod 28, I 24, the third: and thei

arm -'>, with the needle •'!•">. and the rotating hook .">, the fourth. The opening is made for sewing be-

tween tl ad the hook.

The working parts are secured to a frame constituted by the bed-plate I 1. and the standards there-

on, 22 and .'I:;. The Blide ring 16, is adjusted by the set Bcrew •">•">, to re-tain the bobbin 15, and allow

it to turn freely in the concavity of the hook dis :. The needle 35 is adjusted with its heal in the needle

yoke 34, to vibrate through a small hole 60, in the cloth plate 46, and bo that in its rise the eye will

bo brought just below the point of the hook a, which revol by the right side of the nee I

that nothing can lie between them as they come opposite each other, rhe eccentric ring 8, through the

oonnecting-rod 28 and the rocker 24, vibrates the needle arm so that it begins to rise jusl

point of the hook a reaches I The pressure of the fabric upon the thread about the needle m
it beg the thread slightly upon the right of the needle; this loop is caught, en]

. I the bobbin as before illustrated. When the loop of tin- t to slip from the

hook, as is represent d on f i-r. 3325, it is cheeked for an instant until the hook has completed its full

ition and enters the next loop, in the process of enlarging which, it draws up the loop air
;

.
:;i;. the loop check employed, is a small piece of leather or an equivalent, held in contact with

the periphery of the hook, so that the loop cannot pass until the chamfered part l> of the hook n i

and frees it, as it does, just as the hook ent irs the next loop.

This rotating hook is of singularly ingenious, ample, and novel construction, and is equivalent to

. laborate machinery. It performs the three operations of enlarging the loop of the

npper thread, passing it around the bobbin carrying the lower thread, an 1 tightening the preceding

loop

i bobbin 15 is placed in its pn i, with the thread flowing from the top towards the front

in which direction it revolves slowly. The thread is wound upon this bobbin with

hundred yards per minute. For this purpose it i- placed up

B] ling spindle 9, and the spool of thread upon the Bpool pin :'«7; the tin-. -ad is then rewound upon tho

bobbin by working the :

npper thread may be used from th iginal spool 88, or from anothi r s] 1
•"•'> on which it baa

been rewound. The tension of the two threads used i- a point of importance. To form the Btitch per-

point oi interlocking the two >hould be drawn I

eld firmly, and the -cam pn -

lino of thread extending from itch. In this machine the tension o thread is

eat by the friction betw f the bobbin I
", and t

in the cavity of which it is
]

'

to draw the lower thread in( in the form

Were id uniformly wound, ti

: 1 it i

led from the original

upon the whe< 1 W, which ma aci

lined bj tin k>1 80, and which
nt of im| ortanoe is the Feed. 1

i, and the i .
'

«* uli the machii --, bul
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The feed consists of a bar 10, lying in grooves in the front standards, and directly beneath the elctb

plate 16. It lias a slot nearly its entire length, in which is pivoted, near the left end, a tongue 13, with

it< right end resting upon the right front standard, armed with two rows of small points 14-. The rela-

tive position of the feed bar and its appendages to the cloth plate is best seen in fig. 3327. The cloth

plate is furnished with a slot 52, through which the feed points when raised project, and enter the fabric

held upon the cloth plate by the cloth presses 20. The feed is worked by the cam 6, which rotates with

the arbor 4. As this cam revolves, the swell of its periphery strikes the under surface of the lie]

tongue 15, and raises the feed points 14, through the slot 52, while the swell on the right side of the

cam (!, presses, upon the right car 11 of the feed bar, and throws it forward. The cam further revolv-

ing, brings it point of depression both on its periphery and its side next to the feed bar ear, when the

points drop below the surface of the cloth plate, and the feed spring 12, throws the bar back to the left

against the feed slot 54, and the next revolution of the cam throws it forward again. It will be ob-

served that while the needle penetrates the cloth, the feed points are below the surface of the cloth

plate, and intermit their action upon the cloth; hence the needle constitutes a pivot upon which the
fabric may he turned to sew a curved scam of any radius.

The feed points rising and penetrating the cloth at each stitch, their movement forward determines

the length of the stitch, which is graduated by regulating the play of the feed bar. The play of this

bar is limited to the difference between the narrowest and the widest parts of the feed cam, which is

about one-fourth of an inch, and may he graduated to any length within these limits by the eccentric-

feed slot 54, against which the heel of the feed bar is thrown by the feed spring 12. As the narrowest

or widest parts respectively of this slot are turned towards the feed bar, greater or less play of it is per-

mitted, and longer or shorter stitches are made. This slot is turned with great facility while the ma-
chine is in motion, by pressing upon the lever with which it is furnished. The uachine when used

is mounted upon a neat work-table, and driven by sandal treadles and band 7. The fabric to be sewed
45, is laid upon the cloth plate 40, beneath the needle, and held by the cloth presser 20. The operator

scats herself before the table, on which the machine is placed, with her feet upon the sandal treadles

by which the machine is driven. The threads being adjusted, the machine is touched into motion by
a gentle pressure of the feet upon the sandals. The cloth moves forward from left to right, and the

sewing is accomplished in the manner above described. Two and one-half yards of thread is the

average required for a yard of sewing. There is no limit to the number of stitches that may be made
in any given time. The driving wheel is graduated ordinarily so as to make five stitches at each
tread, so that from six hundred to one thousand stitches per minute are readily made.
The bearings and friction surfaces are so slight, that the propelling power required is merely nominal.

Tiie rotary hook, feed, bobbin, and other parts at all subject to wear, are made of finely tempered steel •

the' other parts of the machine are tastefully ornamented, or heavily silver plated.

Various appliances are furnished for regulating the widths of hems, etc., as 42 and 58. The seam guide
42 is attached to the fixed arm 19, by the thumb screw 43, and extends down over the cloth plate with

various projections for guiding the work. It is slotted and jointed so as to be adjusted in various positions.

A smaller gauge 58 is commonly used, but not in conjunction with 42. It is fastened to the cloth plate

by the thumb screw 42.

Another appendage is the hemmer 48 ; it is used in place of the cloth presser 20, and is in fact a
cloth presser, so convoluted, that as the edge of the cloth passes through it is turned down as in ordinary

hemming and beautifully stitched. All numbers of thread are used, and needles of various sizes are fur-

nished suited to the several threads.

Thousands arc used by seamstresses, dressmakers, tailors, manufacturers of skirts, cloaks, mantillas,

clothing, hats, caps, corsets, ladies' gaiters, umbrellas, parasols, silk and linen goods with complete suc-

: sometimes from one hundred to two hundred are used in a single manufactory. The amout of

ag that an operator may accomplish depends much upon the kind of sewing and her experience; one
:'l stitches per minute are readily made, which would form more than a yard of seam with stitches

i
i

> drum length. Fifty dozens of shirt collars, or six dozens of shirt bosoms are a day's work. Upon
•lit seams an operator with one machine will perform the work of twenty by hand; on an ave

robably performs the work of ten seamstresses. .

The Wheeler it Wilson machine is applicable to every variety of sewing for family wear ; from the

t muslins to the heaviest cloths. It works equally well upon silk, linen, woolen and cotton goods,

i

quilting, hemming, gathering and felling, performing every species of sewing except making
button-holes, stitching on buttons, and the like. Its mechanism is the fruit of the highest inventive

genius, combined with practical talent of the first order. Its principles have been elaborated with great

care, and it involves all the essi ntials required in a family sewing machine. It is simple and thorough
in construction, elegant in model and finish, facile in management, easy, rapid, and quiet in operation,

and reflects additional credit upon American mechanical skill.

SHEARS ROTARY, Ruggles' Patent. This machine is made of sizes adapted to cut sheet metal of

ail numbers. One straight and one circular cutter are employed, the latter being revolved and moved
slowly along the edge of the former. The cutting edgi - do not lap by each other except in cases of very

thin metal, a vertical distance of about half the thickness of the metal to be cut.

SHEARS ROTARY. Fig. 3326 is a representation of Bulkley & Norton's patent improved rotary

. The shears, when a d, stand in the position of the figure, and revolve upon the perpendicular

axis or standard. The material to he cut is placed between the clamps, put up to the cutters and the

. and held there by the screw, and is cut by one revolution of the machine.
The cutters revolve and are placed upon a movable half, bows, which is easily set to any required

size. A boy can use them, and his work will be cut perfect, while there is great saving of labor and

stock, as it leaves the work aid pieces perfectly smooth, 'flay will cut any wire varying hut a hair's

breadth from 2.1 to 22 inches in diameter. The above shears have been in constant use in variuu*
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heavy manufacturing establishments inure than five years, and the many high testimonials of theil

value which we have e en are fully corroborative of their excellence. When tin is required to be cut

in a circular form '

; indeed it is said that an entire 1" s

can be cut perfectly uniform in twenty :r thirty minutes by this improvement < Orders for
'

are addressed to the patentees and proprietors, Messrs. Bulkley 4 Norton, Berlin, Conn.

SHINGLER, 1
- PATENT. Th

_• is the invention of Henky Burden, Esq., of the Troy [rob Works, New Fork, Big. 3327 is a

cr.-asection through BF 1'. I' ;. 3328 is a vertical section through li F E. Fig. 8329 i< a j» 1-:

/
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in the direction of the arrow by the pinion T. K K ia .1 heavy ring or thimble which is allowed to ii-e

and fall up and down the .-haft F; it- weight upsets the upper end of the bloom. The dotted line ;it

L represents a large hook, to deliver the bloom when finished. The dotted lineal Mrepresi
-draper to clean away any Blag that may remain on the flange of the cj Linder. 1> i- the rough bli om

i_,r , ami E is itjust leaving in its finished Btate. F F F F are fl strengthen th

casing. 'J'lie bloom Being thrown in at the wide end is laid hold of by the cylinder, and by it-
1

1 against >
! asing, and revolving on its own axis, is taken through the machine, being

thus gradually brought t<> it- finished state, and at the s; deprived of its scoria,

end of the bloom is npaet by the action of the flange of the cylinder, and the upper end by that

lifting-ring K K, in the most perfect manner.

Tht are:— 1. The entire saving of shingler'a wages, no attendance being nee ssary. 2.

Very considerable saving in first cost ''•. Great, or rather, almost entire saving of repairs. ;

siderable saving in power. 5. The immense saving, in tune, from the quantity of work doi

chine being capable of working to sixty puddling furnacea 6. Saving of waste, nothing but tl

being thrown off 7. The staffs are also saved. B. It will be readily seen, from the shortness of the
time required to finish a bloom, -ix or seven seconds,) that the scoria can have no time to s< I

thus got rid of much Letter than when allowed to congeal. 9. The blooms from this machine
discharged so perfectly hot, they roll much better, and thus, besides being much easier on the rollers,

1- produced are much sounder and better finished.

By the use of this machine, common iron, of an excellent quality, can be finished off at the firsl

riz., that of the puddling furnace.
- [NGLE MACHINE—JOHNSON'S. Fig. 3331 represents a machine invent,,! by Mr. J. G.

»n, of Augusta, Maine.

The machinery is adjusted to a frame of 10 feet in length by > feet 10 inches in width. On this i"

! a movable carriage E E, which run- on trucks attached to the carriage F F. B i- the bl

bolt of wood to be -awed, and i- held in its place by dogs. C i- a piece of wood fastened on the 1 nd
of the frame, the object of which is to cause the lever 1> to turn the set-shaft one quarter round evi n
time the carriage returns back; this lever is raised by a piece of wood fastened to the main Fi

this lever i- also fastened a hook, which hooks on to the set-shaft GG are handles attached to a rod

w hich has a cam on it. I5y turning the handles up, the rack i- raised out of geer and stops tl

while the operator supplies another bolt or block of wood. The -et--haft ha- a dog on each end.
|

at right angles -o as not one of the blocks at a time. Those ibirs move two '_
ra_

I to the headstock which hold- the block or bolt of wood. The carriage i- fed bv a de
motion received from the Baw-shaft

SHOT. Th- usual method - lead shot, is by letting melted lead, with a -mall alloy I

', the air from a ition, and thu- the leaden rain bl '. and

len hail or ihot To carry out tl high shot tower- .

melted and poured into colanders with different sized holes according to tii

required. That the let may not hi' bruised in falling upon another, they are received in<

1. T eparate the imperf I th of polished iron b tilted at a certain

ong the upper part of the inclined plane thus formed. The
1

1 rapidly in -trai Ldit line - and full into a bin placed to receive them, about a foot dial

•tom df the slab, whilst the
1

hot on the contrary, travel with a

and fall with d immediately at the f ,..t of the Incline.
•

1

•

I

I tin- ngh an ascending current of air. 1 I. of which the c Hon ii

up 1 t,i I (avid Smith by intent.

tl eli vation of a In • t metal cylin I

!

iy 1 f abi • •

C D of ] I

:
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the line G II of Fig. 8332. The similar letters used as marks of refi c to the like parts in all
the figures.

3-J34.

In these, 1 i- a water cistern beneath the tower, A is a pipe from any competent blowing app •

leading into a hollow annular ring-chamber 6, the bottom of which i- to be supported in any proper
manner above the cistern I

; the inner face forms a portion of the passage for the descending -hot
; the

upper face e i- fitted with holes, as show a in plan Fig. 8334, to pass and dispense the entering and as-

cending air; and the outer side of the ring 6 forms the base of a truncated cone that sustains ;i metal
cylindrical tower da\ which at ec spreads to pass the ascending blast through a frame ff\ this is Bhown
in plan Fig. 3335, and in Pig. 3332 i- shown as sustaining a cylindrical standard g, the upper central

portion of which receives tin- pouring-pan A : this i< made changeable for < ach separate size <>t' -li"t. to

le by larger or smaller holes through tl i, as usual; and round
the pouring-pan l< i- a circular waste-trough i ; round these part- the tower ./</ finishes also a trumpet-
mould KK. 'I'hc intent and effect of this arrangement is, that the fluid metal running through the
pouring-pan oding current of air, in a tower fifty feet high, when the air is passing up
with twice the velocity of.th -

ig metal, will I on to the same, or to a greater

by the air, as when it falls through the stagnant air in a costly tower of one hundredTand fifty
'

more high; ami in the like proportions with li ir less velocities of the ascending current of air.

The particles of metal fall through the open centre of th- ring b into the water in the cistern I. where.
for convenii I I carries the particles of metal into a tab m, v. bich may be placed empty, and
removed when full through a scuttle /< in th iverofthe cistern.

The paten into ad t< c mftne himself to the proportions of the parts as here described, nor

does I i aiming himself to the parallel cylindrical form of the tower */</. jfcjfc, as this i

made more or less conical ; and the- other parts may he varied in any way that is substantially the

same, in tin- means employ ice the like and intended effects.

rTTLES. See Look.
SILEX. The earth of flints. The characteristic ingredient of a jxreat variety of minerals,

<]u:irtz, chalcedony, flint, etc. : the predominating material in granite, many varieties of Band I

and quartz roe!-;. It- chief importance in practical art- i- in the manufacture of Glass.
SILVER. See Mi pai li rot.

SINKING, lu mining, di'_"_rhi;_r downwards. 1 i rising and sinking a shad
an nppcr level while another set rises from a lower level and meet them.

IK. An argillaceous rtone, lit, and employed to cover the roofs of buildinga Mo
ite at present naa 1 in this country is Welsh, but within a few year- it ha- 1 n i quar-

ried in Ven
Slat been all cm out in quarries by hand labor. Tie* workmen with ;

;

in the rock t i the depth required, ami thon th B in thin layers the size of the

ipersede this slow uietho I of quai
11. •'. Bremner, of Nazareth, Pa., has invented a machine, in which nrir r> are

forward and cut <
i length, and then it (the machine) is ta

and the cutters made to cut a tran od thus proceed until th
i grooved that the

or cut channels, forms a slab of tl ired for the

forced out. and split » c i
hori-

zontal layers from •

to the depth I

Ufa ting and Tn cutting and trim:

and patented by A -a Keyes, <S Brnttleboro', Vermont The nature of the invention >

I iimner blo f which heat- oil' a mil 'ite pieoe of th

while it (the rhe wheel v bich • on ies the i

momentum of the individual I

h hammer, hat supplies the purp I • 'he machine. The hararn
morrises ca*1 in tl»- wheel, by holt- and •

EPEKS, Piei • of timber laid on the •

t bearing tl

1 to tl,.- , r

SLIDE VA I.v; \ . .. l

,

Lead ot Sui i Vai
SLIDING l;i l.l!. \ i

u

, anothi r rule, to that
lonti r -olid may be kn
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3337.

SLOTTING MACHINE, Self-acting, by Caird & Co., Greenock. The following figures represent h

machine adapted for slotting or paring work of moderate size, and for cutting the key-grooves or seafc=

of wheels cot exceeding five feet in diameter. It is at once" elegant in design, simple in construction,

and capable of adaptation to a great variety of circumstances.

Fig. :;:.:;7 is a front, and Fig. 3339 a side elevation of the machine, showing the general arrangement
of the working parts. Fig. 3338 is a general plan, and Fig. 3340 a transverse section of the work-table

and part of the framing on which it rests.

The framing consists of a strong fluted column A,
,\ith two brackets of proportionate strength for carry-

ing the working geer and slotting-bar, and a sole-

frame for supporting the work-table and its append-
ages, and having a strong bottom plate by which the

machine can be bolted to a stone foundation. The
win ile of this framing consists of a single casting, and
therefore may be presumed to possess all the strength

and rigidity which can possibly be obtained with the

form adopted and the weight of metal employed

;

two conditions of the utmost importance in machines

of this kind, in which the strain varies suddenly from

the mere weight of the slotting-bar to the maximum
pressure necessary to effect the cut.

The projecting palms of the brackets are faced and
funned with dovetail edges, between which the slot-

ting-bar B slides in its up and down motion. Two of

these dovetail pieces are attached by screws, and can

be adjusted by set-pins, as they are worn by the

sliding action of the bar. On the lower extremity of

this bar the slotting-tool is attached by two glands

and set-screws, in the usual way ; and, at some dis-

tance from its upper end, it has an adjustable stud

fitted into it, to which the upper end of the connecting-

rod is jointed. The mode of fixing and adjusting

the stud is clearly shown in the front elevation of the

machine. From this view it will be observed that the

bar has a long slot, occupying about a third of its

length at the upper end, between the parallel cheeks

of which the rectangular body-part of the stud is

accurately fitted. This part of the stud is formed

with shoulders which bear against the inside of the

bar, and has a strong screwed pin projecting from its

exterior surface, on which a large pinching-nut is

passed. This nut being screwed tight against the face

of the bar, the stud is effectually secured from shifting

its position in the slot, by the friction induced between
the bar and the shoulders of the stud on the inside,

and the nut on the outside.

The rectangular body of the stud is traversed by a

long square-threaded screw, which occupies the whole
length of the slot in the bar, and which can be worked
by the small hand-wheel P, fixed on its upper end.

This screw is so fitted into the machine as to have no
end-long motion independent of the bar; but when
turned by means of the wheel P, on its upper extrem-

ity, it will cause the stud to assume any required posi-

tion in the slot. Put, it is easy to perceive that by
changing the position of the stud in the slot, the height

of the slotting bar will be correspondingly changed in

relation to the work-table of the machine. In etfect

the stud may be considered as a fixed point by which
the bar is suspended,0nd consequently by turning the

hand-wheel of the screw in one direction or other, the

bar will lie correspondingly elevated or depressed,

and the tool thereby Bet at any height above the

table that may be necessary for the kind of work
'.:!. ler operation. And when it is so adjusted, the stud

is made fast in its place' by tightening the pinching-

nut on the screwed tail projecting in front of the bar,

as above described.

The lower end of the connecting-rod is flexibly attached by a stud-bolt to the disk or crank-wheel

N, which bas a radial dovetail groove <t formed in its plane face to receive the correspondingly formed

head of the bolt. This bolt or stud i< embraced by a strong ferule of slightly greater length than the

eve of the connecting-rod, which tits upon it freely; and being in its place, a large nut is passed upon

the projecting end of the bolt, which fixes the ferule between it and the edges of the groove j„ t ]le faCP

13 8

33-10.
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sfthe wheel, and thereby effectually secures the stud in the required position, while the conned n

i~ left free to revolve <m the ferule, in consequence of the Latti r being slightly greater in length 1 1 j ;\
i-

the eye of the rod The position of the stud in relation to the > e crank-wheel obviously de

terminea the length of the stroke of the slotting-bar. Thus, the wheel admits >!' the stud being tix»-.i

;it seven and a half inches from the centre a> a maximum, and therefore the utmost throw will be :]f

tew inches.

:

crank-wheel N i- fast upon the pnd of hnfl which
j

' •' •*'

in the middle bracket of thi
'

formed in halves, to admit of their beii
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brasses, as shown in the side elevation of the machine. On the opposite end of the crank-wheel shaf
i< keyed the spur-wheel G, which geers with the pinion H on the driving-shaft. The cone-pulley K
receives motion by a strap from the main shaft, and is susceptible of three modifications of speed, to

suit the kind of work under operation, the fly-wheel I rendering the motion uniform, and obviating tht
jerks and variations to which it would otherwise be liable This shaft has one of its bearings in the

columnar frame of the machine, while the other is independently supported by a pillow resting on the

sole of a wall recess.

The sliding-table D is movable on the upper surface of the bed-plate E, in a direction parallel to tlie

sole-frame of the machine; and the circular table C is capable of sliding horizontally on this last, in a
direction at right angles to the direction of motion of the table D. From the sectional view, Fig. 33.40,

it will be observed that the table C is provided with a rectangular sole-plate, to which it is attached
by a central stud and socket, in such a manner as to be capable of working freely on the stud as on an
axis. By this arrangement two motions of the upper table are obtained, one rectilineal and the other

circular. The rectilineal motion is obtained from the sole-plate, on which are bevelled ledges, adjusted
to slide in corresponding faces formed on the table D, as shown in Fig. .3338 ; and the circular motion
is obtained by causing the upper plate to revolve on its centre. The first of these motions is commu-
nicated by means of a screw e, which passes through a long.'^ndinal recess, formed for its reception in

the table D, and works into a nut attached to the sole-plate of the upper table. To obtain the circular

motion, the table C is formed with a worm-wheel on its circumference, into which the worm on the

spindle S geers ; and as this spindle is attached by its bearings to the rectangular sole-plate, which
cannot revolve in consequence of its attachment to the table D, it is obvious that by turning the crank-

handle on the worm-spindle, the plate C will be made to revolve on its central stud.

The table D can also be worked by hand, by placing a crank-handle on the square end of the screw It,

the self-acting mechanism to be described presently being out of geer. This screw has its bearings in

the bed-plate E, and works in a nut attached to the under side of the table. It may also be observed
that one of the dovetail or bevelled ledges of each of the sliding-tables is adjustable by set-screws when
reduced by wearing, as shown in the section of the table D.

A self-acting motion may be given to the under table by means of an arrangement of parts shown in

the side elevation of the machine. These consist of the ratchet-wheel L, which is keyed upon the end
of a spindle connected by a universal joint at M, with the screw h ; and a pawl I, attached to the end of

the lever m, on the same axis and formed of a piece with the lever n. In one arm of the wheel G is

fixed a stud o, carrying a small friction pulley, and adjustable, like the stud in the crank-wheel, to any
required distance from the centre. This stud, as the wheel revolves, comes in contact with the lever n,

which, being loose on its axis, yields to the pressure, and through the lower arm m, and pawl /, trans-

mits its motion to the ratchet-wheel, and through this again to the screw h. The paw.l / can be applied

to either side of the ratchet-wheel, so that the table may, be made to travel upon the bed E, in either

direction, and as the throw of the lever n can be regulated by the position of the stud o, the amount of

the feed motion may thus be adjusted to the kind of work. The object of the universal joint at M is to

permit the table to be set at a small angle with the horizontal plane, when necessary, as in cutting the

key-seats of wheels. This is effected by raising the inner end of the table by means of the screwed
link b, jointed to the bed-plate E, as shown in Fig. 3340, and acted upon by the set-nuts marked 2, 2,

shown in the side elevation of the machine. The bed-plate of the table, when in this position, is sup-

ported by two palms fitted to a cylindrical piece formed on the front of the main sole ; and is prevented

from moving laterally by the set-screws gg.
The circular motion of the table C may be communicated by the handle on the end of the worm-

spindle S ; but, to render it self-acting, a double ratchet-wheel is substituted for the handle, and is

worked by pawls attached to a rocking-lever, which communicates by a series of small rods with the

lever m. The transverse motion of the upper table can also be given by the handle on the end of the

screw e; but a ratchet may also be substituted for this handle, and worked by a pawl connected with

the levers employed to transmit the circular motion of the table. Thus each and all of the three mo-
tion- of the table may be rendered self-acting, and the work thereby carried on independently of that

constant attention which would otherwise be requisite on the part of the workman. It is seldom, how-
ever, that more than one of the self-acting motions is required to be in action at a time, the other mo-
tions being adjusted by hand.

Literal References.

A, the frame of the machine.

B, the slotting-bar.

a, dovetail groove in the crank-wheel N.
C, the circular table upon which the work is fixed.

D, the under Blide of the table.

E, the bed plate of this slide.

b, a link witli adjusting nuts for setting the work-
table at an angle.

e, guide-screw of the upper table.

o g, set-screws for preventing lateral motion of the

table.

A, guide screws of the lower table.

G, spur-wheel on the crank-wheel shaft, geering
with

II, a pinion on the driving-shaft.

I, fly-wheel on the driving-shaft.

K, cone-pulley for driving the; machine.

L, a ratchet-wheel by which motion is transmitted

to the slide-screw It.

I, a pawl for working the wheel L.

in, lower arm of the lever to which the pawl is at-

tached.

n, upper arm of the same lever receiving motion

from the stud o.

M, a universal joint by which the spindle of tha

ratchet-wheel L is connected to the screw h-

N, the crank-wheel on the main shaft.

( ). the connecting-rod to the slotting-bar.

I', hand-wheel on the screw for adjusting the stroke

of the machine.

S, the spindle of the worm geering w ,th the worm-

wheel on the table C
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SLUICE-COCKS, Waller's This invention consists in applj Lag movable bushes or facii

sluice-cocks, and in constructing the bushes in such a manner that they shall be harder, and tit more

truly, and may be more readily applied and replaced when worn; it further consists in a mode of n
ijiLr t I:l' working surfaces of sluice-cocks, which are made without movable bushes, more bard and durable

Fig. 8341 is a vertical section of the improved sluice-cock; Fig. 3342 also represents :i vertical Bee

lion, taken on the line A I! of Fig. 3341 ; and Fig. 3343 is a horizontal section taken on the line CD "i

Figs. 3341 and 3342. a is the body of the cock, and o o are portions of two pipes which enter the

sockets of the cock, and are retained therein water-tight by the application of melted lead, in the

u-i. al manner. The body of the cock is bored out, and the backs of the bush
in a lathe, bo a< to tit the recesses thus formed. The bushes are made, by

\
of cast-iron,

(although otlu-r metal may be used;) the working surfaces are chilled in the act of casting, and an
ground or "laced up" with emery in a lathe. The bushes are coated on their backs with marine

Dr similar material, previous to introducing them into the cor\; and after the bushes have been

duced into the cock, they are moved hack in the n a re mentioned, into a proper working

tion by forcing down the plug / into its place. The patentee does not confine himself to the sh

the recesses formed in the body of the cock, as that may be varied < is a screw for raising and lower-

ing the plug; t is a screw-nut, fitted into a recess at the t.>p of the plug; gg are ribs, formed on the

interior of the upper part of the cock
;
and it h are corresponding ribs on tl of the upper

part of the i»hiL,r ; the use of the ribs being to guide the ]>lu^r correctly in it- movement up and down.
The surfaces of the plug are chilli d in the act of casting, and are then ground with emery.

When making sluice-cocks without movable bushes, tb causes the surface against which
the j .liiLC works to be chilled in the act of casting the body of the cook, bo as to make it more durable

,

and tin- surface i- afterwards rendered true by means of a revolving tool and emery.

The patentee claim-, Firstly, the mode' of preparing the bodies of sluice-cocks with i

,
the planes of the bid s inclined to the central fine of the barrel of the

cock as above described Secondly—the mode of applying movable bushes to cocks. Thirdly—mak-
ing the movable bushes, and also the plugs of Bluice-cocks, with chilled working surfaces at >.

Fourthly—the making of sluice-cocks with chilled surfaces, which form the bed of the plug.

SMUT MACHINK F. Harris A Sons' Patent Smut and Scouring Machine, for cleaning aV Linda

t rain, was, we undi inally invented for bulling and pearling rici nml
cuiuttin ' and polishing uhe.it and other grain. It lias l
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past, giving entire satisfaction to all who have used it, and acknowledged to be superior for cleaning

and scouring grain—being capable (when set the right distance apart) of pearling barley and wheat
with ease.

This machine is constructed of three concave and convex stones, of a very porous and gritty nature,

dressed similar to a mill-stone, are equally as durable, with a perforated iron case around the running

or concavo-convex stone, (which makes 400 revolutions per minute,) all set into a frame, as repre-

sented in Fig. 3344, with a perpendicular blower or fan attached to the spindle, capable of blowing

every thing from the grain without a particle of waste.

This machine is capable of cleaning from 'JO to 80,000 bushels of grain previous to being dressed or

picked, which makes it do the work as well as when first put in operation. The stones can be set as

necessity requires, closer or further apart, so as to suit all kinds of grain, and are well adapted for

custom mills.

SOLDERING. Soldering is the process of uniting the edges or surfaces of similar or dissimilar met-

als and alloys by partial fusion. In general, alloys or solders of various and greater degrees of fusi-

bility than the metals to be joined, are placed between them, and the solder when fused unites the three

parts into a solid mass ; less frequently the surfaces or edges are simply melted together with an addi-

tional portion of the same metal.

The circumstances to be considered in respect, to soldering, are, for the most part, that the solders

must be necessarily somewhat more fusible than the metals to be united ; and that it is of primary im-

portance that the metallic oxides and any foreign matters be carefully removed, for which purpose the

edges of the metals are made chemically clean, or quite bright, before the application of the. solders and
heat ; and as during this period their affinity for oxygen is violent, they are covered with some flux

which defends them from the air, as with a varnish, and tends to reduce any portion of oxide accident-

ally existing.

The solders are broadly distinguished as hard-solders and soft-solders ; the former only fuse at the

red heat, and are consequently suitable alone to metals and alloys which will endure that temperature;
the soft-solders melt at very low degrees of heat, and may be used for nearly all the metals.

The attachment is in every case the stronger the more nearly the metals and solders respectively

agree in hardness and malleability. Thus, if two pieces of brass or copper, or one of each, are brazed
together, or united with spelter solder, an alloy nearly as tough as the brass, the work may be ham-
mered, bent, and rolled, almost as freely as the same metals when not soldered, because of the nearly
equal cohesive strength of the three parts.

Lead, tin, or pewter, united with soft-solder, are also malleable from the near agreement of these sub-

stances ; whereas when copper, brass, and iron are soft-soldered, a blow of the hammer or any accidental

violence, is almost certain to break the joint asunder, so long as the joint is weaker than the metal gen-
erally; and therefore the joint is only safe when the surrounding metal from its thinness is no stronger
than the solder, so that the two may yield in common to any disturbing cause.

When the spaces between the works to be joined are wide and coarse, the fluid solder will probably
fall out, simply from the effect of gravity ; but when the crevices are fine and close, the solder will be
as it were sucked up by capillary attraction. All soldered works should be kept under motionless re-

straint for a period, as any movement of the parts during the transition of the solder from the fluid tc

the solid state, disturbs its crystallization and the strict unity of the several parts.

In hard-soldering it is frequently necessary to bind the works together in their respective positions

;

this is done with soft iron binding wire, which for delicate jewelry work is exceedingly fine, and for

stronger works is the twentieth or thirtieth of an inch in diameter ; it is passed round the work in loops,

the ends of which are twisted together with the pliers. The Asiatics seldom use binding wire.

In soft-soldering the binding wire is scarcely ever used, as from the moderate and local application
of the heat, the hands may in general be freely used in retaining most thin works in position during the

process. Thick works are handled with pliers or tongs whilst being soft-soldered, and they are often
treated much like glue joints, if we conceive the wood to be replaced by metal, and the glue by solder,

as the two surfaces are frequently coated or tinned whilst separated, and then rubbed together to dis-

tribute and exclude the greater part of the solder.

The succeeding " Tabular View of the Processes of Soldering" may be considered as the index to the
entire subject; which refers to the ordinary methods of soldering most metals. The article is arranged
under three divisions, illustrated in distinct sections, preceded by one section on the modes of applying
heat.

Tabular view of the processes of soldering.—To avoid continual repetition, references are made tc

the lists (in the succeeding page, in which some of the solders, fluxes, and modes of applying heat are
enumerated.

Hard soldering.— Applicable to nearly all metals less fusible than the solders; the modes of treat-

ment nearly similar throughout.

The hard-solders most commonly used are the spelter solders and silver solders. The general flux is

borax marked A, on next page; and the modes of heating are the naked fire, the furnace or muffle, and
the blowpipe, marked a, b, g.

Note.—The examples commence with the solders, (the least fusible first,) followed by the metals for

which they are commonly employed.
Fine gold, laminated and cut into shreds, is used as the solder for joining chemical vessels made oi

platinum.

Silver is by many considered as much the best solder for German silver.

Copper in shreds is sometimes similarly used for iron.

Gold solders laminated are used for gold alloys.

Spelter solders, granulated whilst hot, are used for iron, copper, brass, gun-metal, German silver, etc,

Silver silders laminated are employed for all silver works and for common gold work, also for Ger-
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man silver, gilding metal, iron, Bteel, bras-, gun metal, Ac, when greater m quired thai

tained with spelter Bolder.

White or Button Bolders granulated are employed for the white alloys called button metals ; they

were introduced as cheap substitutes for silver Bolder.

H-soldering.—Applicable to nearly all the metal.-; the modes of treatment very different

The soft-solder mostly used is 2 parts tin and 1 part lead ; sometimes from mi

lead is employed, and H tin to 1 lead is the most fusible of the lci <>u|> unless bismuth is

'1 be & to i
;

. and the modes of heating, a to i, are all need with the soft solders.

—The examples commence with the metals to be soldered. Thus in the li-t, zinc. 8, 0, f, im-
plies that zinc is soldered with No. S alloy, by the aid of the muriate or chloride of zinc and the copp r

bit Lead, i to 8, F, </. e, implies that lead is Boldered with alloys varying from No. i to 8, and that

it is fluxed with tallow, the heat being applied by pouring on melted Bolder, and the subsequent use ol

the heated iron not tinned
;
but in general one only of the modes of heating i- selected, according to cir-

cumstances.

Iron, cast-iron, and Bteel, 8, B, D, if thick, heated by o, 5, or c, and also by g.

Tinned iron, >. I ', I ). f.

Silver and gold are soldered with pure tin or else with B, E, a,g, or h.

Copper and many of its alloy-, namely, brass, gilding metal, gun-metal, Ac., 8, B, C, D ; when thick,

he ited by o, b, e, e, or g, and when thin by for g.

Speculum metal, 8, B, 0, D, the heat should b i most c lutiously appli d ; the -and bath is perhaps the

be-t mode.
Zinc, 8 0,/

and lead pipe-, or ordinary plumbers' work, 1 to 8, F, J, ore.

I i id and tin pipe-. 8 1> and (i mixed, g, and also/
Britannia metal, B, C, I >, g.

Pewters: the solders must vary in fusibility according to the fusibility of the metal, generally G and
are used, sometimes also • ' and y, <>r f.

Tinning the metal-, and washing them with lead, zinc, de.

lering per te, or burning together.— Applicable t<, some few of the metal- only, and which in gen-
eral require no flux.

Iron, brass, Ac, mes burned, or united by partial fusion, by pouring verj I ovei
ad them, ,/.

Lead is united without Bolder, by pouring on red-hot lead, and employing a red-hoi iron, d^ «, and
also by the autogenous proa

Alloys mil tin ir Melting Heats*

X,, 1. 1 Tin, 25 Lead 558 Fahr.

•J. 1
•

10

:;. 1
••

r,

1. 1

•'
:;

- 2

6. ]

7. 1

10.

1 1.

12,

13.

: i

i...

IT

1>.

: 'I in I I'.i-muth

.Ml

.',11

482
•111

870

340

320

A. Borax.

I!. Sal-ammoniac, or muriate of ammonia
t '. .Muriate, or chloride of zinc.

D. Common re-in.

E. \ enice Turpentine.

F. Tallow.
1

1 Gallipoli oil, a common

Modes of Applying Heat,

a. Naked lire.

/,. Hollow fuinai r muffle.

c. Immersion in melted -older.

</. Melted Bolder or metal poured on.

. IK ated iron not tinni I

f. I hated copper tool, tinned.

g. blow pipe il.une.

h. flame alone, generally alcohol
ui of heated air.

Hi- iting works for soldering are extremelv
I and depend jointly upon the magnitude of the objects, the general or local manner in w bjch the*

dered, and the fusibility ol the solders. It app< ars to be now desirable to adverl '

d in the tabular \ lew, a- are of more general application

ploj i-d in heatin : woi k- to tl I
-.

In li i works, if eml,lance t>, til,,-,- employed in fi

•• black tnitli ' equentl) med for brazing, although tin

Is it- ordinal pine, < loppcr mill

which -t.ind- further away from the up, ,, all,,w of the central pari

the bellow -

a chain from the I n up.

1 1„ I irth for lai

i op upon I

I

be central . w bich oontaini thi

* Bj II,,- ! IllloD .
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twc feet by one, and five or six inches deep. The revolving fan is commonly used for the blast; and
the tuyere irons, which have larger apertures than usual, are fitted loosely into grooves at the ends, to

admit of easy renewal, as they are destroyed rather quickly. The fire is sometimes used of the full

length of the hearth, but is more generally contracted by a loose iron plate; occasionally two separate

fires are made, or the two blast-pipes are used upon one. The hood is suspended from the ceiling, with
counterpoise weights, so as to be raised or depressed according to the magnitude of the works ; and it

has large sliding tubes for conducting the smoke to the chimney.

Furnaces are occasionally used in soldering, or the common lire is temporarily converted into !he con-

dition of a furnace from being built hollow, or by the insertion of iron tubes or muffles amidst the ignited

fuel, as already explained in reference to forging and hardening. For want of any of these means, the

amateur may use the ordinary grate, or it is better to employ a brazier or chafing-dish containing char-

coal, and urged with hand-bellows blown by an assistant, a- then both hands are at liberty to manage
the work and fuel.

Fresh coals are highly improper for soldering on account of the sulphur they always contain; the

best fuel is charcoal, but in general coke or cinders are used. Lead is equally as prejudicial to the fire

in soldering as it is in welding iron and steel, or in forging gold, silver, or cupper; as the lead readily

oxidizes and attaches itself to the metals that are being soldered or welded, preventing the union of the

parts, and in almost all cases rendering the metals brittle and unserviceable.

There are many purposes in the arts which require the application of heat having the intensity of

tbe forge-fire or of the furnace, but with the power of observation, guidance, and definition of the artist's

pencil. These conditions are most efficiently obtained by the blowpipe, an instrument by which a stream
of air is driven forcibly through a flame, so as to direct it either as a well-defined cone, or as a broad
jet of flame, against the object to be heated, which is in many cases supported upon charcoal, by way
of concentrating the heat.

The blowpipe is largely used—namely, in soldering, in hardening and tempering small tools, in glass-

blowing for philosophical instruments and toys, in glass-pinching with metal moulds made like pliers,

in enamelling, and by the chemist and mineralogist, as an important means of analysis : the instrument
has consequently received very great attention both from artisans and distinguished philosophers.

Most of the blowpipes are supplied with common air, and generally by the respiratory organs of the

operator ; sometimes by bellows moved with the foot, by vessels in which the air is condensed by a
syringe, or by pneumatic apparatus with water pressure. In some few cases oxygen or hydrogen, or the

same gases when mixed, are employed ; they are little used in the arts.

The ordinary blowpipe is a light conical brass tube, about 10 or 12 inches long, from one-half to one-

fourth of an inch diameter at the end for the mouth, and from one-sixteenth to one-fiftieth at the aper-

ture or jet ; the end is bent as a quadrant, that the flame may be immediately under observation.

The lungs may be used for the blowpipe with much more effect than might be expected, and with a

little practice a constant stream may be maintained for many minutes if the cheeks are kept fully dis-

tended with wind, so that their elasticity alone shall serve to impel a part of the air, whilst the ordinary

breathing is carried on through the nostrils for a fresh supply.

The most intense heat of the common blowpipe is that of the pointed flame ; with a thick wax can-

dle, and a blowpipe with a small aperture placed slightly within the flame, the mineralogist succeeds
in melting small fragments of all the metals, when they are supported upon charcoal and exposed to

the extreme point of the inner or blue cone, which is the hottest part of the flame ; that is, fragments of

all metals which do not require the oxyhydrogen blowpipe.
Larger particles, requiring less heat, are brought somewhat nearer to the candle, so as to receive a

;• portion of the flame ; and when a very mild degree of heat is needed, the object is removed fur-

ther away, sometimes as in melting the fluxes preparatory to soldering, even to the stream of hot air

beyond the point of the external yellowish flame.

'1'he first, or the silent pointed flame, is used by the chemist and mineralogist for reducing the metal-

lic oxides to the metallic state, and is called the deoxidizing flame; the second, or the noisy, brush-like

flame, is less intense, and is called the oxidizing flame.

The artisan employs in soldering a much larger flame than the chemist, namely, that of a lamp the

wick of which is from a quarter to one inch diameter: this must be plentifully supplied with oil ; the

blowpipe in such cases is selected with a larger aperture, it is blown vigorously, and held a little distant

from the flame, so as to spread it in a broad stream of light, extending over a large surface of the work,
which is in most cases supported upon charcoal. When any minute portion alone is to be heated, the

pointed flame is used, with a milder blast of air and a decreased distance.

The following method is much employed by the cheap jewelry manufacturers at Birmingham. A
stream of air from a pair of bellows directs a gas flame through a trough or shoot, the third of a cylin-

drical tube placed at a small angle below the flame. Instead of a charcoal support they employ a

wooden handle, upon which is fixed a flat disk of sheet-iron, about three or four inches diameter, covered
with a matting of waste fragments of binding wire, entangled together and beaten into a sheet about

three-eighths or half an inch thick; some few of the larger pieces of wire extend round the edge of the

disk to attach the remainder. Tin; work to be soldered is placed upon the wire, which becomes par-

tially red-hot from the flame, and retains the heat somewhat as the charcoal, but without the inconve-

nience of burning away, so that the broad level surface is always maintained. Small cinders are fre-

quently placed upon the tool, either instead of, or upon the wire.

Sometime- tic gas pipe is surmounted by a square hood, open at both ends, and two blast-pipes are

directed through it ; the latter arrangement i- used by the makers of glass toys and seals; these are

pinched in moulds something like bullet-moulds; the devices on the seals are produced by inserting iu

the moulds dried casts, made in plaster of Paris. |

Makeis of thermometers and other philosophical instruments generally use a table blowpipe, with a

lhallow oval, or rather a kidney-shaped lamp, with a loop placed lengthways upon the short diametei
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for holding I
onetimes an inch long and half an inch wide. The wick is plentifully

supplied with tallow or hog's lard, and a furrow is made through it with a wire to afford a fi

!"<>r the blast from the fixed nozzle, by the Bize of which, and its distance from the Same, the la-

made to assume the pointed or brush-like character. This lamp is more cleanly, and emits less smell

than those supplied with oil ; any overflow of tin- tallow is caught in the outer vessel or tray, and when
cold, the fat solidifies.

Many blowpipes have been invented for the employment of oxygen and hydrogen; the mixed
were first used by Dr. Bare, of Philadelphia, who has been followed in various ways by (.'lark. Gurney,

Cumming, Hemming, Marcet, Leeson, and many others. Two subsequent modifications of gas blow-

pipes winch have been invented for the workshop will alone be here described, namely. Sir John Rob-

Workshop Blowpipe, intended for soldering, hardening, and other
;

int tie

Richemont's Airo-hydrogen I Mow pipe.

The general form of the "work-hop blowpipe" is that of a tube open at the one end, and supported

on trunnions in a wooden pedestal, so that it may be pointed vertically, horizontally, or at any ang

desired. Common street gas is supplied through the one hollow trunnion, and it escapes through an
tr opening; whilst oxygen Lra-, or more usually common air, is admitted through the other trun-

nion which is also hollow, and is discharged in the centre of the hydrogen through a central conical tube
;

the magnitude and intensity of the Same being determined by the relative quantities of gas and air, and

by the greater or less protrusion of the inner cone, by which the annular space for the hydn
tracted in any required degi

From amongst numerous other small applications of heat, Mr. Gill's portable blowpipe furnace may
be noticed; it consists of a lump of pumice-stone thro- or lour inches diameter, scooped out Liki

or crucible, and filled with small fragments of charcoal ; sometimes a conical perforated cover is added
;

the in- i le may he intensely ignited, whilst the slow conducting power of the pumice-stone guards the

hand from inconvenient heal
Examples of hard-soldering.— It was mentioned in the tabular view that the several works united

with hard -older-
|

, ly the same treatment ; a few examples will there! avey a

1 idea of bard-soldering—a process commonly attended with some ri-k of partially melting the

works, because the fusing point- f the metals and their i solders often approach very nearly

her.

eral of the hard-solders contain zinc, which appeal seful in different waj -
: first, it in-

- their fusibility ; incases where the -older cannot he seen it serves as an index to den
completion of the process, for when the' -older i- melted the zinc volatilizes, and burns with the well-

known blue flame; and as at this moment some of the zinc i- i the alloy left behind becomes
tougher, and more nearly approaches to the condition ol the metal which it is desired to unite. The
zinc may be therefore considered to act a- a flux, and so likewise doe- the arsenic occasionally intro-

Id and silver .-older-, as the' arsenic i- for the most pan lost betwei

making and using the solders; hut this metal being of a noxious quality, it i- but little resorted to, and

besides, it render- the other metals very brittle.

[n every case of soldering, a general regard to cleanliness i:i the manipulation is important, and for

the most part the o|.',s ..f the metals are filed or scraped prioi to their being -old. I

I . in those cases in which the red-heat i- employed, filing or scraping are less imperative, as

greasy or combustible matters are burned away, and the borax has the property ol i mining with

nearly all the metallic oxides and earthy ba-es, thereby cleansing th should that

I

ling ba\ e been pre', iously on
The works in copper, iron having lie. -n prepared for bra ing, (or soldering with a f

and th.- din position by binding wire where needful, the granulated spelter and
pounded borax are mixed m a cup wit!: a very little water, and -plead along the joint L\ a dip ':

r a -mall Bpoon.

ficiently large, i- now
;

clear tire, firsl at a -mall distance bo a- grad-

ually to e\ aporate the i to drive off the water of crystallization of the borax ; dur-

ing thi the latter boils up with the appearance* of froth or snow, and if hastily beat

ler. 'Ih.- heat i- now increased, and when the metal becomi

borax fuses quietly liki that i- a: a bright red, the -older also fuses, the indii

of which is n smau blue flame from the ignition of the zinc. Just at this tune Borne works are tapped
slightly with the . it the whole in vibration, and cause the -older to run through the joint to

the lo absorbed in the joint, and nearly disaj

Without tie i.e W oi L.

I' i to applv the ' 'lie work about
- well ns th rk i- w nh.haw n from t

'

Bolder ha- flushed, and when the In the work m i

Iter w nil the pliei

dered upon the open fire are aim. I from within, as otherwise the heal wi

the tube witl

// th.- tube '

I hi comn ids, and nui

'ler.. I from th.- -

floor, by which il plied u uniformly around the i

W orks in iron i t of th,- |,.

i
th.- iutero

h loaui, an
.he and oi' ihe tuba when
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and rolled backwards and forwards on the ground to distribute the solder equally at every part. Other
common works in iron, such as locks, are in like manner covered with loam to prevent the iron from
sealing off. Sheet iron may be soldered by filings of soft cast-iron, applied in the usual way of solder-

ing with borax, which lias been gradually dried in a crucible and powdered, and a solution of sal-am-

moniac."

The finer works in iron and steel, those in the light-colored metals generally, and also the works in

brass which are required to be very neatly done, are soldered with silver-solder. From the superior

fusibility of silver-solder, and from its combining so well with the different metals without "gnawing
tin in or fitting them away," <>r wasting part of the edges of the joints, silver-solder is very desirable for

a great many cases; and from the more careful and sparing manner in which it is used, many objects

require but little or no finishing subsequently to the soldering, so that the more expensive solder is not
only better, but likewise in reality more economical.

The practice of silver-soldering is essentially the same as brazing. The joint is first moistened with
borax and water ; the solder, (which is generally laminated and cut into little squares with the shears,)

is then placed on the joint with forceps. In heating the work additional care is given not to displace

the solder; and for which reason some persons boil the borax, or drive off its water of crystallization at

the red-heat, then pulverize it and apply it in the dry state along with the solder ; others fuse the borax
upon the joint before putting on the solder.

Numerous small works united with hard-solders, such as mathematical and drawing instruments, but-
tons, and jewelry, are soldered with the blowpipe ; in almost all cases the work is supported upon char-

coal, and sometimes for the greater concentration of the heat it is also covered with charcoal. The
management of the blowpipe having been explained, it is only necessary to add that the magnitude and
shape of the flame are proportioned to those of the works.

In soldering gold ami silver the borax is rubbed with water upon a slate to the consistence of cream,
and is laid upon the work with a camel's hair pencil, and the solders although generally laminated are

also drawn into wire or filed into dust ; but it will be remembered, the more minute the particles oi

the granulated metals the greater is the degree of heat required in fusing them.
In many of the jewelry works the solder is so delicately applied, that it is not necessary to file or

scrape off any portion, none being in excess, and the borax is removed by immersing the works in the

various pickling and coloring preparations.

Examples of soft-soldering.—In this section the employment of the less fusible of the soft-solders will

be first noticed; the plumbers' sealed-solder, 2 parts lead and 1 of tin, melts at about 440° F. ; the

usual or fine tin-solder, 2 parts tin and 1 of lead, melts at 340°
; and the bismuth-solders at from 250°

to 270° : the modes of applying the heat consequently differ very much, as will be shown.
The soft-solders are prepared in different forms suited to the nature of the various works. No. 5, p.

590, the plumber's-solder, is cast in iron moulds into triangular ingots measuring from 1 to 6 superficial

inches in the section. No. 8, the fine tin-solder, is cast in cakes about 4 by 6 inches, and \ to ^ inch

thick ; and this and the more fusible kinds are trailed from the ladle upon an iron plate or flat stone, to

make slight bars, ribbons, and even threads, that the magnitude of the solder may be always propor-
tioned to the magnitude and circumstances of the work.

It is very essential that all soft-soldered joints should be particularly clean and free from metallic

oxides ; and except where oil is exclusively used as the flux, greasy matters should be avoided, as they
prevent the ready attachment of the aqueous fluxes. It is therefore usual with all the metals, except

clean tinned plate, and clean tin alloys, to scrape the edges immediately before the process, so far as

the solder is desired to adhere. *

Lead works are first smeared or soiled around the intended joints with a mixture of. size and lamp-
black, called soil, to prevent the adhesion of the melted solder ; next the parts intended to receive the

solder are shaved quite clean with the shave-hook, (a triangular disk of steel riveted on a wire stem,)

and the clean metal is then rubbed over with tallow. Some joints are wiped, without the employment
of the soldering-iron ; that is, the solder is heated rather beyond its melting point, and poured somewhat
plentifully upon the joint to heat it; the solder is then smoothed with the cloth, or several folds of thick

biil-tick well greased, with which the superfluous solder is finally removed.
Other lead joints are striped, or left in ridges, from the bulbous end of the plumber's crooked solder-

ing-iron, which is heated nearly to redness, and not tinned; the iron and cloth are jointly used at the

commencement for moulding the solder and heating the joint. In this case less solder is poured on, and
a smaller quantity remains upon the work; and although the striped-joints are less neat in appearance,

they are by many considered sounder from the solder having been left undisturbed in the act of cooling.

The vertical joints, and those for pipes, whether finished with the cloth or iron, require the cloth to sup-

port tin.' fluid snider when it is poured on the lead.

Slight works in lead, such as lattices, requiring more neatness than ordinary plumbing, are soldered

with the copper-bit or copper-bolt; they are pieces of copper weighing from three or four ounces to as

many pounds, riveted into iron shanks anil fitted with wooden handles. All the works in tinned iron,

sheet-zinc, and many of those in cupper and other thin metals, are soldered with this tool, frequently

misnamed a soldering-irora, which in general suffices to convey all the heat required to melt the more

fusible solders now emploj ed.

If the copper-bit have not been previously tinned, it is heated in a small charcoal stove or otherwise

to a dull red, and hastily iiled to a clean metallic surface; it is then rubbed immediately, first upon a

lump of sal-ammoniac, and next upon a copper or tin plate, upon which a few drops of solder have been

placed; this will completely coat the tool; it is then wiped clean with a piece of tow and is ready ior

use.

In soldering coarse works, when their edges are brought together they are slightly strewed with pow

tiered resin, or it is spread on the work with a small spoon; the copper-bit is held in the right hand,

the cake of solder in the left, and a few drops of the latter are melted along the joint at short intervals
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The iron is then used to heat the edges of the mi tal, both I I to distribute the sol der along the

so as entirely to fill up the interval between the two parts; only a short portion of the joint,

rarely exceeding six or <i'_rlit inches, i- done at once. Sometimes the parts are held in contact with a

broad chisel-formed tool, or a hatchet Btake, whilst the solder is i few distant

r or united by a drop of solder, hut mostly the hands al< •. ithout

the tacking.

Two soldering » rally used, so that whilst the one is in the han 1 the oth< r hmp

ing in the stove; the temperature of the bit is very important ; it' it be to raise the i

metal to the melting heat of the solder, it mi man-
ia it h made too hot ami the coating is burni 1

o i', the process of tinning p

I, it i- -imply wiped en tow on removal from tin' fire. If the tool be overheated it will make the

ily fluid, ami entirely prevent the main purpose of the copper lit. which is intended to

th as a heating tool and as a brush, first to pick up a small quantity or drop from the a
-older which h fixed upright in a tray, and then to distribt the edge of the

The tool is sometimes passed onlj on< ng the work, being, guided in contact with thi

or edge of the metal. This supposes the operator to] at dexterity of hand v. hich i- abundantly

exhibited in many of the best tm wares ; in these the lino of -older is very fine and regular. '1

1

dering-tool is then thin and keen on the edge, and tin' flux instead i f is mostly the muriate

of zinc, with which the joint is moistened by means of a small wire or a Btick prior to the applical

the heated tool ; -one times the workman cools the pari jii-t finished by blowing upon it as tin: hit pro-

e; and the iron if overheat : upon a moistened rag placed in the empty
of die tray containing the solder.

Copper works ai mmonly fluxed with
]

and so lil t-iron,

although some mix powdered re-in and Bal-ammonia work with a

solution of sal-ammoniac, using a piece of cane, the end of which is spin into filaments to make a

'i. and they subsequently apply resin: each method has its advocates, but so long as the

metals are well defended from oxidation any mode will Buffice, and in general management thi

me.

Zinc is more difficult to solder than the other metals, and the joints are
I [y so neat!

.

cuted ; the zinc seems to ren ting of tin from the copper soldering too] ; this probably arises

from tie- superior affinity of copper for zinc than for tin. The flux - im< timi • used for zinc is sal ammo-
niac, but the muriate of zinc, made by dissolvii uts of zinc in muriatic acid diluted with

ial quantity of water, is much superior; and the muriate' ofzin - Imirably likewise I

the other metals, without such Btrict necessity for clean surfaces as when the other fluxes are used.

Tin.' copper tool is only applicable to thin m • of heat a- will

allow it to raise the tempera! work to be joined to the melting point of the solder; and tho
of heat thus required for stout metals, is apt either to hum oil' the coating of -old. r, or t

i; to he absorbed as a process of superficial alloying. Jt requires Bome tact to keep the heat of the tool

within proper limits by mean- of the chai ler lire, but with the' aim hydrogen blowpipe it i-

ea-y to maintain ire for an indefinite period.

Thicker pieces of metal, such as thi
|

Losophical apparatus, gas-fittings, and others which
cannot be conveniently managed with the copper-bit, are first prepared bj filing or turning, and each

then separately tinned in one of the following ways. Small pieces, immediately after being

cli ate d witli the tile or other tool, and without being touched with the fingers, are dipped into a ladle

containing melted solder, which is covered with a little powd moniac. The flux meets the

work before it is subjected to the heat, and the tinning is then readily done; sometimes the work is in

th • lii i instance Bprinkled with resin, or rubbed over with Bal-ammoniac water; the latter i- rather a

the moisture i- apt to drive the melted metal in tic face of tl perator.

Thin pieces of 1 if submitted to thi- method, mu t he quickly dipped, or their

[ of their being attacked and partly dissolved by the solder. There is some little uncertaii

to iron, and especially . being well coated by dipping; Bometimi • jar or a hard rub

will re t of the tin, and il rks with a ited copper

d like a file, immediately on their removal from the melted Bolder, which makes the ad

nam.
f metal, or those it i- inconvenienl to dip into the ladle.

ammoniac water, or dusted with the dry powdi r or resin, and heated on :i , ither of charcoal,

i them is melted and adheres : a- the 1

ihould he always used . Another cleonlj waj of applyin r the heat, and which i- also efnploycd in tem

I

• mi '-11111'.', and of the end of a il.u iron bar

about two fi pinch it in the vice bj the cold part, and to I . upon thaf -pot which
ible temperature ; the work can l"- thus verj conveniently man ially a- it may I •

hi.
i wise placed in a good light

Until the two parts of the work
the i! dation ; th'

Ider is quite fluid, and a little additional -"1
I when pracl

the t . .ii . rubbed t< ether to perfecf the tinning and spread the alloj <

•

joint, the work La then allowed to cool under pn lire applied by the hammer handle, the I

:

tool, the tail vice, or in nnj convenient manner. 'I i

.

with the h until cold, n ' to

dl works are sometimes unite. I I.

the dry po : tin

Vot. II. ii
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foil, previously cleaned with emery-paper, and pinching the whole between a pair of heated tongs to

meit the foil ; or other similar modifications combining heat and pressure are used.

Many workmen who are accustomed to the blowpipe, as jewelers, mathematical instrument makers,
and others, apply the blowpipe with great success in soft-soldering ; but as the methods are in other

respects similar to those given, they do not require particular notice, except that in some cases there is

no choice but to tie the works together with binding wire, as in hard-soldering ; but the preference is

always given to detached tinning and rubbing together.

The modern gas-fitters are remarkably expert in joining tin and lead pipes with the blowpipe ; they

do not employ the method of the plumbers and pewterers, or the spigot and faucet joint surrounded by
a bulb of solder, but they cut off the ends of the pipes with a saw, and file the surfaces to meet in butt-

joints, in mitres, or in T-form joints, as required. In confined situations they apply the heat from one
side only with the blowpipe and rushes; they employ a rich tin-solder, with oil and resin mixed in

equal parts as the flux ; the work looks like carpentry rather than soldering.

An ingenious workman assured us that he had employed this mode, for lead pipes measuring
externally one inch and a half diameter and situated in angles, by placing pieces of slate against the

floor and the perpendicular partition to defend them from the flame, the action of which was assisted

by two pieces of charcoal inserted in the corners. And also that as a trial of skill, he had made fifteen

joints in three-quarter inch tin pipe, five of each kind, namely, plain, mitre, and T form, including the

preparations, in the exceedingly short period of twenty-five minutes.

Iron, copper, and alloys of the latter metal, are frequently coated with tin, and occasionally with lead

and zinc, to present surfaces less subject to oxidation
;
gilding and silvering are partly adopted from

similar motives.

Copper and brass vessels are first pickled with sulphuric acid, mostly diluted with about three times

its bulk of water ; they are then scrubbed with sand and water, washed clean and dried ; they are next

sprinkled with dry sal-ammoniac in powder, and heated slightly over the fire ; then a small quantity of

melted block-tin is thrown in, the vessel is swung and twisted about to apply the tin on all sides, and
when it has well adhered the portion in excess is returned to the ladle, and the object is cooled in

water. When cleverly performed very little tin is taken up, and the surface looks almost as bright as

silver ; some objects require to be dipped into a ladle full of tin.

Iron presents rather more difficulty, the affinity of the tin being less strong for iron than for copper

;

but the treatment is in general nearly the same. Old works require that the grease should be removed
with concentrated muriatic acid, before the other processes are commenced ; and in cast-iron vessels the

grease often penetrates so deeply, owing to the porous nature of the metal, that the retinning is some-

times scarcely possible, and it is often more economical to obtain a new vessel.

An alloy of nickel, iron, and tin, has been introduced as an improvement in tinning the metals.

Mr. G. M. Braithwaite, one of the patentees, says that " the nickel and tin compound is harder

than tin, and endures a much longer time ; it is less fusible, and will not run or melt at a heat that

would cause the ordinary tinning of pans to forsake the sides and lie in a mass at the bottom. Also

that as an experiment to show the tenacity of the nickel, a piece of cast-iron tinned with the compound
had been subjected by him for a few minutes to the white heat under a blast, and although the tin was
consumed, the nickel remained as a permanent coating upon the iron."

The proportions of nickel and iron mixed with the tin in order to produce the best tinning, are ten

ounces of the best nickel and seven ounces of sheet-iron to ten pounds of tin. These metals are mixed
in a crucible, and to prevent the oxidation of the tin by the high temperature necessary for the fusion of

the nickel, the metals are covered with one ounce of borax and three ounces of pounded glass. The
fusion is completed in about half an hour, when the composition is run off through a hole made in the

flux. In tinning metals with this composition the workman proceeds in the ordinary manner.

There is also another method, that of cold-tinning, by aid of the amalgam of mercury ; but this pro-

cess, when applied to utensils employed for preparing or receiving food, appears questionable both as

regards effectiveness and wholesomeness, and the activity of the muriatic acid must not be forgotten ; it

should be therefore washed carefully off with water. The tin adheres, however, sufficiently well to

allow other pieces of metal to be afterwards attached by the ordinary copper soldering-bit.

Soldering per se, or burning togcther.:—This principally differs from ordinary soldering, in the circum-

stance that the uniting or intermediate metal is the same as those to be joined, and that in general no

fluxes are employed.
The method of burning together, although it only admits of limited application, is in many cases of

great importance, as when successfully performed the works assume the condition of greatest strength,

from all parts being alike. There is no dissimilarity between the several parts as when ordinary solders

are used, which are open to an objection, that the solders expand and contract by heat either more or

less than the metals to which they are attached. There is another objection of far greater moment:
the solders <,.r't<!i::n either more or less freely than the metals, and upon which circumstances hinge some
galvanic or electrical phenomena; and thence the soldered joints constitute galvanic circuits, which in

some cases cause the more oxidizable of the two metals to waste with the greater rapidity, especially

when heat, moisture, or acids are present.

In chemical works this is a most serious inconvenience, and therefore leaden vessels and chambers for

sulphuric acid must not be soldered with tin-solder, the tin being so much more freely dissolved than

the lead. Such works were formerly burned together by pouriDg red-hot lead on the joint, and fusing

the parts into one mass, by means of a red-hot soldering-iron. This is troublesome and tedious, and it

is now replaced by the autogenous soldering.

Pewter is sometimes burned together at the external angles of works, simply that no difference ol

color may exi-t
;
the one edge i- allowed to stand a little above the other, a strip of the same pewter is

laid in the angle, and the whole are melted together, with a large copper-bit heated almost to lcdnese

the superfluous metal is then filed oil', leaving a well-defined angle without any visible joint.
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Brass is likewise burned together; for instance, the rims of large mural circles fur observatories, that

are five, six, or -even feet diameter, are sometimes cast in six or more segments, and attached by burn-

»ng. The ends of the segments are filed clean, two pieces art- fixed vertically in a Band mould in their

relative positions, a shallow space is left around the joint, and the entire charge of a crucible, say thirty

or forty pound- of the melted brass a little hotter than usual, is then poured on the joint to heat it to

the melting point. The metal overflows the shallow chamber or hole, and runs into a pit prepared for

it in the sand ; but the last quantity of metal that remains, solidifies with the ends of the segments
firms a joint aln erfect as the general substance of the metal ; tin- pi - ei eated

for '-very joint of the circle.

The compensation balance of the chronometer and superior watches is an interesting example ol

natural soldering. The balance is a small fly-Wheel made of one piece of steel, covered with a hoop i (

brass; the rim consisting of the two metals, is divided at the two extremities of the one diametrical arm
of the balance, bo that the increase of temperature which weakens the balance-spring contracts in a pro-

portionate degree the diameter of the balance, leaving the Bpring less resists! this

occurs from the brass expanding much more b\ heat than Bteel, and it therefore curls the semicircular

arcs inwards, an action that will he immediately understood if we conceive the compound bar of brass

and Bteel to he straight, as the heat would render the brass Bide longer and convex, and in the balance
it renders it more curved.

In the compensation balance, the two metals are thus united: the dish of steel when tinned and
i with a central hole, is tixed by a little screw-bolt and nut at the bottom of a small crucible

tral elevation, smaller than the disk
; the bra-- i- now melted and the whole allowed to cool. The

crucible i- broken, the excess of brass is turned off in the lathe, the arms are made with the file as

the rim is tapped the compensation screws or weights, and lastly the hoop is divided in two
places, at opposite end- of its diametrical arm.

A little black 1 rally introduced between the steel and the crucible; and other h
modi - of combining the metals are also employed.

1

-t iron is likewise united by burning, as will Be explained by the following example: to

flange to an iron pipe, a sand mould i- made from a wood model ol the required pipe, but the gi -

chamfered band between the flange and tube i- made rather fuller than usual, to afford a little extra

base for the flange. The mould i- furnished with an ingate, entering exactly on the horizontal parting

•of the mould, at the edge of the flange, and with a waste-head or runner pri pwards from

the top of the flange, and leading over the edge of the flask to a hollow or pit sunk in the sand > i

the door.

The end of tin- pipe i- filed quite clean at the place ofjunction, ami a shallow nick is filed

to assist in keying on the flange ; lastly tin 1 pipe is plugged with Band and laid in the mould,

the mould is closi ix or eight tii ch hot metal as the flan

the mould; this heats the pipe to the temperature of the fluid iron, so that on cooling tn<

tached sufficiently firm to bear the ordinary pi re\" bolts, steam
i

The method of burning i> occasionally employed in most of the metals and alloys, in making small

additions to old castings, and also in repairing trifling holes and defei ts in new ones
; it i- onlj -

ful, however, wh< o the piece- are filed quite clean, and abundance of fluid metal is employed, in

to impart sufficient heat to make a natural Boldering: a process which is also, although differently

pushed, in plating c >pper with silver, a- tie' two metal- are raised to a heat of the

melt I the silver, and the metal- then unite. without sold r bj partial alloying.

To conclude the description of soldering processes, we have to refer to the oiro hydrogi .< \ blow pi p.-.

• by the Connl de Richemont It i- in a great measure conv<

blowpipe, invented by Dr. Hare, to the Bervice of the workshop, and it is d. with great Bimplu |

- n from the generator, and a pipe supplies atmosphi -

a -mall pair of double bellow worked by the foot of the operator, and compressed by a constant wi
the two pip - meet in an arch, and proceed through the third pipe to a small jet, from wheni
tlie flame. All tin' connections are bj elastic tubes, which allow perfect freedom of motion, bo ti

portable blow pipe i- carried to the

In soldering by the autogenous process, the work, tire first prepared and al, the

hydrogen i il the flame is proportioned bj a stop-cock; the air is then admitted

through the ait pipe until the flame assumes a fine pointed character, with which the work is united

neial method of blow
\ \

i strip of had is used in

ally w ithoul any flux

mode is d of the inetal-, but its be-t application appeal
to plumb i work I

;

I lead consumed in making the joints i- a mere fraction of the \

of ordinary solder, which is both o re and more oxidizable, from the tin it contain I

soldi i ii . the risk < from the pi

• 'in. nt in iii. following proportion*: 119 11m. of cunt-Iron II imm ac, 1 lb

ini. mir.'. .-i , ; tier with a little wnter ahorU) Ii

for in a. 'it. crocks the cement la laid on externally a* a th It la driven In with i

• i Ol tin- in. l.-tl iin. I the . .in. HI -i

j. null will be round Ii ird, dry, and p< rinanenU

r The follow InR I Iho broad dluVrence between the t

gen blowpipe, the
i

hum. I in il. •! !«•• volun
l< - w ben L'liinbilii 'I • • i . -i i-ii. u .it. r. ill I III e

l Ipplli I M at. I

II .1 HO .1 II
|
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erator which is in itself harmless, may be allowed to remain on the ground whilst the workman ascendi
to tne roof, or elsewhere, with the pipe.

Lead is interposed as solder in uniting zinc to zinc, and it is also used in soldering the brass nozzles

and cocks to the vessels of lead, and those of copper coated with lead, used as generators. Another
very practical application of the gas flame is for keeping the copper soldering tool at one temperature,
which is done by leading the mixed gases through a tube in the handle, so that the flame plays on the
back of the copper bit. This mode seems to be very well adapted to tin-plate and zinc works, espe
cially as the common street-gas may he used, thereby dispensing with the necessity for a gas generator
SPANDRIL. An irregular triangular space formed between the outer curve or extrados of an arch

iind a line tangent at or near the crown, and the perpendicular line from the springing of the arch.

SPARK ARRESTER

—

Cutting's patent. Fig- 3339 is a vertical section of the machine.
Fig. 3341, a view of the diaphragm with its curved and inclined planes, separating the outer chamber

from the inner chambers, and exhibiting a view of the ventilators, or air-flues, in the lower or inclined

section.

Fig. 3342 is a horizontal view of the under side of Fig. 3341, showing a series of ventilators or air

flues, and the curved plane.

Fig. 3340 is a perspective view of a section, showing the combination of the different parts.

Fig. 3343 is a horizontal view, taken at the line a a of Fig. 3344, showing the air-flue, and the en-

trance of the ventilating tubes.

Fig. 3344 is a vertical section of the chimney in combination with the ventilating tubes and air-

chambers.
The same letters in the several figures represent the same parts.

The nature of the first part of this invention consists in arranging upon the outside of the inclined

plane, at the base of the diaphragm, a series of air-flues, extending from the spark-chamber through
the diaphragm, the mouths of said flues being in the spark-chamber, and their exits in the diaphragm,
so that the rotary current of steam, &c, through a series of curved flues in said diaphragm, will pass
over the exits of said air-flues, causing a current of air to be drawn from said spark-chamber through
said air-flues in the direction of the current of steam, <fcc., for the purpose of creating a partial vacuum
in said spark-chamber into which the sparks fall. And in order to effect the deposit of such light

particles as may possibly reach the top of the diaphragm, the nature of the second part of the in-

vention consists in arranging an air-chamber within the diaphragm at the top of the stack, which
chamber is ventilated or exhausted by means of tubes connecting that chamber with the air-flue at

the bottom of the chamber at the top of the chimney.
To enable others skilled in the art to make and use this invention, we will proceed to describe the

same with reference to the drawings.

o;c9. 3340.

At the top of the chimney A is placed an air-chamber F>, over which is placed a deflecting cone C, Id

the form of a funnel, with, the outer edges turned down all around uniformly, to reverberate the steam,

gases, and particles, and throw them into a series of curved and inclined fim^ D, surrounding the air-

chamber B, by which a whirling or rotary motion is produced within the' diaphragm 0. This di.i-

phragm is provided with a series of apertures G. The exhaust steam, in passing through the
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chimney A into the air-chamber B, has the effect of drawing a current of air between the curved plane

K, and the chimney A, through the air-fli

Tle_ air-flues F are a 'he outer side of the inclined plane K, at the base of the diaphr i

and extend from the chamber J through the diaphragm 0. Th
chamber J, and their exit- c in the diaphragm 0, tie' current of air through them being in the din
of the curr e inclined flues D, i allow
the air to pass out from, and prevent the sparks, &e., from passing into the spark-chamber through
llues F.

At the bottom of the diaphragm O, under the series of curved and inclined flues D, is a C

1 an inclined plane E. In the inclined plane E is placed the series of flue- I

oed. The effect of the passage of the circular current of steam, Ac, within the diaphr:

anl over the air-flues 1-'. i- to still further exhaust tie- Bpark-chamber d of its air, on the same prin-

ciple that the spark-chamber J i< ventilate. 1 by the passage oi i the air-flue P, (shown
by dotted lines in Fig. :;.".! Li at the bottom of the air-chamber B.

The circular current has the tendency l>y its centrifugal f< rce to throw the particles off in a tan-

gent, against the inner -walls of the diaphragm 0, and through the apertures G into tl iter ^r

spark-chamber J. The deposit oi the .-parks, <fec, in the spark-chamber J is greatly facilitate

the action of the partial vacuum in the spark-chamber J. by which a draught is ooca-i _h the

apertures G of the diaphragm O, towards -aid spark-chamber J.

8341. 8344.

ODDQu-QOOODO
0-0-/7/

8842

I-
'•

that the -park chamber J i- exhausted of its air. in part, bj I

• quently between every pulsation there will be a dr
well a- through the aperture • ; of the diaphragm < ». This dra

.ad- the -park chamber . I will have the effect to create a draught upw: a the
chime hich the. draught of the furnace will be to a greal i lated, and tl

. 8844 repr( lents the chimney A. with air-chamber B, in connection with he pipes II. which
i another air-chamber I, at the top of the stack I > the steam through thi

\ tends to draw b une manner in which the ventila-

tion of the spark-cham of which is to exhaust the air-chamber I of i

: its air. Tl I It provided with ap objeel of which
:. reach the top of the stack, and cause them to

]

i with
i L L ii tii" di ral o
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direct from the drawing frame, and has only one row of spindles on one side of the frame ; these arc

usually called speeders : the other receives the bobbins from the speeders and still further reduces the

rovings; these are called stretchers, and have rows of spindles on each side like the throstle. The
roving from these machines, unlike the first varieties, has a little twist : the chief objection to them
lies in the power required to drive them, and on this account chiefly, they have been superseded by thg

bobbin and fly frame in the finer mills ; two machines being commonly used, corresponding to the
speeder and stretcher, a coarse and fine frame. In their general action they may be said to unite the
drawing and spinning frame, performing both processes, and being the connecting link between the two.

SPIKE MACHINE. Burden's Patent. "In my improved machine, the feeding in of the rod, the

rutting it off, and the pointing the spike, are effected in the way previously used by rne for performin?
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33413.

the same offices in my ordinary spike machines,

Of adopted by others; and my improvement for

forming the spikes with hook or brad heads, may
be applied to spike machines of various construc-

tion-.

Before the introdaetun of my improvement,

ids of book or brad beaded spikes were,
so far a> I am informed, always made by haul,

and they were necessarily imperfect, being de-

ficient in that uniformity in Bhape and strength

which :m' important requisites. My improve-

ment in manufacturing them consists principally

in the employment ofwhat I denominate a bend-

er, or some analogous de\ ice, by m i

which the portion of the rod which is to

tote the bead is benl down so as to form an angle

with the shank, and in then forcio ' up :i beading

die, properly forme I. so as to opsel the b» n<

portion, and I

shape.

In e I'-h of these ii rurea, where like p
•

shown, they are designated b

of reference. A A is the bed plate upon which
most of the opera! I the mat bine are

sustained. I! B are the dies which grip and hold
I dm in j the time the I" ndi

:

heading are effected. Oisa lever by which 1 1i-*

die I! i- closed, the 'Ii*' I! being stationary. This

is acted on 1 [mental earn I ' on
the (hiring bail E of the machine; the frame
PP, which holds the die II, works mi joint-

. and is lifted bj th<

joinl pin - t.p ill loror 0.1
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f is to be fed into the dies in the usual way, and as soon as the dies are closed upon the piece to be

headed, the bending lever G has its outer end h raised by the cam H on the shaft E, which causes^ its

end g to descend upon the projecting end of the spike-rod, and to bend it down in the manner shown.

I is the heading-slide which carries the heading-die J, and as soon as the cam H escapes from the outer

end of the bending lever It, and that end descends, the cam K comes in contact with the end L of the

heading-slide, which it forces.

In the accompanying figures a represents the frame-work of the machine, in which are hung tne

shafts b b b of three rolls ccc, arranged at equal distances around a common axis. Each shaft has two
journals running in boxes dd, the lower one so mounted in the frame by means of set-screws e the axis

of the rollers can be adjusted in a radial direction from or towards the central line around which they
are arranged. The rolls are frustums of cones from the lines 1 to 2, and 2 to 3, which is the extremity
of the rolls ; they are in the form of the frustum of a flatter or more obtuse cone, so that in the plane
A the radii of the common centre, the latter part will be parallel with the common axis around which
the three rolls are arranged.
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There is a cog-wheel /on the shaft of each of the rolls, the three being of equal diameter, and these

three are caused to rotate in the same direction by means of two intermediate cog-wheels g g. The
driving power should be applied to the shaft h of one of the rolls in any desired manner, although it

may be applied to the shafts of one of the intermediate wheels. The dotted lines ij in sections,

represent the inclination of the axis of the rolls, and the intermediate wheels form the axis round

which they are arranged, and the dotted lines k k k represent vertical planes radiating from thift

common axis, and the dotted lines III the lines of the axis of the three rolls which are slightly inclined

thereto

When the rolls are set in motion a loop or ball of iron m, in a highly heated state, is dropped in be-

tween them, at their upper end, the frame-work being left open above for that purpose, and the slight

inclination of the axis of the three rolls from the vertical plane, as indicated by the dotted lines bbb,
causes the rolls gradually to carry down between them the ball of iron towards their lower end, where
they are nearer together by reason of the inclination of their axis from the vertical line being greater

than the lines of the cones.

By this means not only is the mass of iron gradually drawn down in the direction of the common
axis, around which the rolls are arranged, but by the action of the rotating surface of the rolls, in a

line nearly at right angles to this common centre, the iron is rotated on its axis and squeezed in a spiral

direction, and the mass gradually elongated and carried out at the bottom in a round bar n, of a di-

ameter equal to the space between the lower end of the three rolls, where the cones are so flat as to

reduce the bar to a cylindrical form. For the purpose of preventing the rolls from being overheated
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by contact with the highly heated mass of iron tinder treatment, the rolls may be made hollow
as indicated by the dotted lines, with a central water-tube o, extending down to near the bottom,

through which*water is introduced, and which flows out around the tube, and is discharged at

tli'
1

t< ']>.

Fig. 3345 elevation of right side of machine, showing the fly-wheel, pulleys, band-, and fixtures, to

apply the moving power.

Fig. 3345a gection of same through ed
8346 elevation of left side of machine when closed in the act of finishing a -pike.

;'J46a section of same through a b.

3347 front elevation, with pointing levers closed.

Fig. 3348 rear elevation, with pointing-levers closed.

Fiir. 3349 longitudinal section and elevation of machine, prepared for muting book brad Brakes, thfl

machine open, and immediately after forwarding the nail road, and ready for the downward motion ol

the upper lever and hooker.

Fig. 3350 section after the downward motion of upper lever and hooker.

Fig. 3351 section after the downward motion of upper lever and hooker, with the header home and
the spike headed and pointed.

Fig. 3352 plan of heading-box and heading-lever B, heading-bolt II.

SPINNING FRAME. See Mii.e am Throstle.
SPINNING-FRAME BANDING, MACHINE FOR MAKING. Applicable to the making of small

cord for any purpose.

Description,—A, Fig. 33G1, is the combination of fixed loose pulleys receiving the driving-band. B
is a cone, from which a band leads to a round cone directly in the rear of B on the shaft b ; thence bj

another band to the pulley c motion is communica-
ted to shaft e, which takes up the banding as it is

laid, which from thence passes to a bobbin, and is

wound by the friction of a drum on which the bob-

bin lies, -which is driven by a band from the pulley

t, but which are not shown in the drawing. E is

the machine which lays the banding. A revolving

motion is given by the band-geer C around the fixed

Bpindle D, while the upper is steadied in a socket

a '/, and the whole is supported by the point /

bearing on the top of D. The twist to be made
into banding is wound on two bobbins p placed

within the flyers //, held between two di-ks, which
disks are kept together firmly by two rods, not

shown in the figure. The twist, as it leaves the

bobbins, passes round the rim of the flyer, or

through a staple in the conical weight i, thence

through a hole in the end of the bar f, thence
through the- centre of the flyer twice or thrice

, the geered roll- fc, thence through the centre

of the spindle of tie- machine B, when the two
brands are twisted together or laid. The shaft E
lakes up and delivers the banding. It i< evident

that in laving the banding, if the bobbin- were
nary, a portion of tie- twist would be taken

out; to remedy this by mean- of the geer m fixed

on the Bpindle I' and an intermediate ", motion is

o to which the flyer i- fastened

;

by this mean-, a- much or more twist is put into

the strands as would be lost in the laying. The
bobbin are held on spindles, which spin-

dies lit into i the bottom of tiie flyer, and the upper end pa h the bar/is held by
a una]] -crew. To take out the Bpindle, the far /'can be revolved.
STATIONARY SHAM r.\'<;i\T. Dnder tile head of * Engine p wfll be found ti

of Stationary Engines. By far the largest olaa in this country are horizontal cylinders with every \

of valve and out oft Of late year an found economical to avoid wire drawm
Mid

i I mddenlyu possible, and to attach the governor directly to the -team valve.

01 til ll. Corliss, of Providence, has been the most successful buildei

inventor. Plate "VTl rep les: in this case a vertical engine, but the in.;

i to horizontal engiues.

Stat i
I •. The chief peculiarities lie in the mi the

tali •-, and in controlling the valve motion bj the g itc the motion of •

with perfection, and nse the steam to the
' • under all oonditions.

The valves employed are rotary sliding valves. Their motion i- similar to that of the common i

if the form adopted i- ruch that they till a portion only of the cylindrical

which they are mounted. The connection of each valve to it< spindle or stem ia mch tli -

• to all conditii ns. It work odyel rem dns t lit, pn
valve. There are two steam valves 0a\ and two exhao I

simple mechanism. The exhaust • ipen during the whole
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portion of the stroke. The precise point at which this shutting of the steam valve occurs, and conse

quently the volume of steam admitted into the cylinder in any given stroke, depends on the position of

the governor halls /, and the sp'eed of the engine is regulated by the variations in the quantity of stearr.

thus admitted. The principal improvements in this engine are therefore twofold.

First: There is a peculiar device for moving each steam valve and each exhaust valve, with a dis-

tinct and independent motion, by means of a crank-wrist. A series of crank wrists, a 1
a? a 3 a4

, are at-

tached to a common disc or plate, a, which latter is secured to a rock shaft connected with the main ec-

centric. Each wrist operates through a distinct lever upon its proper valve ; and all of the wrists are

so arranged on the common wrist-plate, with reference to their levers, that they act like cranks, each of

which vibrates near its dead point or point of slowest throw, and therefore imparts but little movement
to the valve it actuates, while that valve is closed, and moves with its fastest throw, and therefore im-

parts the greatest movement to its valve, during the opening and closing motions. This is a substitute

for the common slide valve arrangement. As commonly constructed, a steam valve and an exhaust valve

are rigidly connected together, so that when one is moved the other is forced to move equally with it.

The whole amount of force consumed in unnecessarily moving a valve while closed, is expended to no

good purpose, and tends to increase the wear of the engine. The new device therefore, secures two ad-

vantages : first, it saves much of the power which was injuriously expended in moving the closed valve

;

second, it prevents wire-drawing or waste of the expansive force of the steam, because the valves are

moved with increased speed while opening and closing their ports.

The second improvement in this engine consists in a method of automatic regulation of the steam in

its passage into the cylinder, so that, by means 'of the steam valves only, the entire expansive force of

the steam is saved and applied. This is effected by combining the governor—all its sensibility being

completely preserved—through the agency of stops or cams, with the catches that liberate the steam
valves for the purpose of cutting off the flow of steam into the cylinder.

The Corliss engine then, is a steam engine with sliding or circular valves, and with a new valve-gear

adapted to perfect automatic regulation and to the saving of fuel. The regulation in this engine is purely

automatic, and practically perfect, as it acts without impairing the effect of the steam. The common
method of regulation is by the employment of a throttle valve, a kind of damper in the steam pipe, de-

scribed on page . This is connected to the governor, so that as the speed of the engine is increased

the aperture through which the steam passes is diminished ; by thus retarding its flow, the pressure of

the steam in the cylinder is diminished, and the velocity of the engine is consequently checked. The
action is a continual choking of the engine, which is increased and diminished according to circum-

stances, but is always a tax on the power. The loss by the use of the throttle-valve is universally ac-

knowledged to be very serious. Maudsley, in Great Britain, and several others, succeeded in regulating

by varying the cut-off by the hand of an attendant, but the adjustments could not be successfully effect-

ed by the governor prior to this invention, as the power required to change the parts exhausted the sen-

sibility of the governor and made the motion very irregular. Even the slight resistance experienced in

turning a throttle-valve—as it is necessarily effected through the intervention of a steam-tight stuffing

box—is sufficient to affect the action of the governor, and make the throttle regulation not only waste-

ful, but imperfect. In the method here represented, there is practically no resistance to the rise and fall

of the governor balls, and the engine is found to work with apparent uniformity, even in driving such
machinery as large rolling mills, where the resistance varies suddenly from 60 to 3G0 horse power.

In the engraving, the letters c and d as before observed, indicate the steam valves, or rather indicate

levers, keyed on the stems of such, and by which they are worked. Near the extremity of each rod
;

and k, is provided a suitable hook or catch, which at each rocking movement of the plate, a, seizes the

respective lever c or d, and opens the valve, but by a movement which necessarily presses the polished

side of j or h against the end of one of the light and loosely mounted slides n n. This contact, as the

circular motion of the wrist pin a 1 or a 2 continues, aided by the curvilinear motion of the extremity of

the lever, compels the hook to slip off and release its valve, which is then immediately closed by a

weight suspended to the rod r or s. The slight rods or slides n n, are free to slip endwise until their op-

posite extremities press against the side of the pieces o o, mounted for the purpose on the rod m of the

governor. The sides of o o are inclined slightly, and as they are elevated by the rise of the governor

balls, they urge n n forward, and cause the hooks to detach and the steam valves to shut at an earlier

]
oint in the stroke. "When, on the other hand, the engine inclines to run too slow, and the balls sink,

the slides n n, yield to the slight pressure of j and k, and slip back until they are in contact with o, and
thus more steam is admitted into the cylinder, the steam valves not being detached until a later period

in the stroke. In case either the resistance to the motion of the engine becomes very great, or the

pressure of the steam becomes very slight, the slides n n retreat so far that they fail to detach the hooks
i ad the steam valves consequently remain open during the whole stroke, like the exhaust valves.

It will be observed that in this engine the governor nowhere performs any labor, and, on the contrary
only indicates the change required to the levers which move the valves. This does not task its powers :

it puts forth only the force necessary to move the small stops nn. This movement is attended with the

least possible friction, and the stop presents absolutely no resistance to the governor, except at the very

instant when it is in actual contact withy or 1:.

In puppet-valve engines, the valves must be started from their seats or places of rest at the moment oi

ripening their ports. In this engine, as we have seen, the sliding or circular valves have a rapid mo-
lion a Logous to, I, at faster than, that in the common slide valve arrangement. This al-

lows the ports to be uncovered ami covered very rapidly, without involving any accompanying sudden

motions and concussions. It allows the valves to be opened very widely with great rapidity, a point of

considerable importance in the motion of the exhaust valves, as it is always desirable to discharge thp

6tcam as freely and rapidly as possible when its work is performed. But its greatest merit lies iii the

":i(ct that it prevents a wire-drawing of steam at the closing of the steam valves, by means of the sud-
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Jenness of the moti rait which cannot be obtained in an engine having puppet-valv<

the des gravity, must in such engines, be very moder I I nomination of

motion, to prevent their slamming on their seats.

The as ordinarily effected, are constantly in

ing for the admi the si sam enlarges gradually, and i- do sooner full. . open thai:

: the same is true of thi or the exhat

admitting and discharging the steam that the m
y to commi Ivance. Thus the steam begi

iston in one direction before the previ

the wrong <1 i
i-<"

t

:

i has completed its pr I

•

using shde valves or pn mpletely avoided in this

admitted an :ly, andatt] :

- at the end I The
a allows of the adjusting of the valve motion so as to receive and dh

vance or a little 1 I, and in fact. I
- quently adjusts 1 in va-

.
' her operation in a

" to the va'r. rapidity with which it i

Perfection of economy in ti im is to admit it freely at a high
|

it the

commences its stroke, and allow it to follow at full i tion of the 5t

that ti ion shall, during the remainder >>t' tl. uce it to t!

at which it can he useful. A certain amount of pressure, varying from
ion of the engine. Whenever steam is dischar vlin-

der at a hi than this, it proves that there is still lining in it which
been utilized by a bi tter an fine. It mi

;

due to expansion, explained on page , may be increased in-

itely by increasing the initial i . an 1 cutting oil' ai i
.1 in

in, which limit it. In the < the aver - that

lical in pra I

It I i I be premised 1 ires a high re, but only a very littl . in>:it,

porate a given quantity of water at a high pressure than at a low. Recent elaborate scientific

-. as also t
:

• ral experience, assure ns that there is a littl

difference i
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of B, the large cutting-roller, which is open. L is the lever or handle to set the feed-geer in motion, In
lifting the wheel which drives the feed-shafts.

The nature of this invention and improvement consists in combining and arranging two revolving rin^s
or wheels having cutters on their opposing surfaces next each other, for shaving the stave transversely
on both sides at once, producing a stave the cross-section of which is the segment of a circle, the diam-
eter of which is to be greater than the diameters of the wheels, and the curve of the stave being variable
at pleasure for all kinds of casks. The position of the whole geering can be changed to suit the angle
of the stave's curvature, as the stave moves on the cutters it being the hypothenuse of a right-angled
triangle formed by the parallel lines on which the cutters are placed. The whole machine is constructed
on the principle of considering a circle (for the curvature) to be a regular polygon of an indefinite num-
ber of sides, the sum of the sides being the perimeter of the circle.

A patent was granted for this machine to Judson <fc Pardee, New Haven, Conn. It cannot but be ol

great benefit to our country, as it destroys at once the rough, slavish work of cooperage, and lets the

cooper occupy his hands with the most light and easy parts of his trade.

STAVE-JOINTING MACHINE. Fig. 3363 is an engraving of a stave jointer, the invention of Mr.

H. Law7
, of Wilmington, North Carolina, who has taken measures to secure a patent for the same. It;)

utility, nature, and mode of operation will be fully understood by the following description:

AAA, frame. B, lever, which moves the frame L L, together with the saw and roller D, which are

all attached to frame L L. C, lever, by means of which lever B is moved. D D, concave rollers under
which the stave passes. E E E E, standards to support D D. F F, circular saws, standing in a raking

position, verging in opposite directions, so as to give the proper bevel to the edges of the stave. GG
G G, raised pieces over which the stave passes, which raised pieces together with the concave rollers

D D form throats or slots just the thickness of the stave, and through which the stave is made to pass

H, a guide-piece to conduct the stave to the second saw. I, a light spring to press the stave against the

guide-piece H. J, the end of the feed-chain which connects with the dresser. K K, dogs or hooks, at-

tached to the endless chain and traversing in the curved slot S S S to carry forward the stave—the chain

is underneath, and does not appear in the engraving except at J. LL, movable frame that supports

the saw, and that is attached to and acted upon by lever B to adjust the saw to the width of the stave.

M, journal-box. F P, pulleys to drive the circular saw. 0, pawls, or hold-fasts, to lever C. NN, weight

and rope that move lever B. Q (J, index beds. R, curved piece attached to lever B ,
dotted

curved line ranging with the saw. and governing the feed of stave on that side.

Operation.—The stave is deposited by the machine on the floor of the jointer, and is placed by hand

ttdth the back of the stave up, with one edge on the dotted lines, being the proper position for that edge
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to be jointed by the- first -aw, and witb a aingle glance of the eye on the in lex lines on the near side tho

tender can -• e what width the Btave will bear ; if it is described, for instance, by the first line, the Lever

is immediately placed on the corresponding first line, and held fast by pulley 0, or If the stave i- ol

other width it is readily Been, and the lever C placed in the proper position; but it is i

nient that the -aw should take that position immediately, therefore fever B is -till laid fast in it- former

i by ratchets underneath and attached to circular piece It, which circular piece i- attached t.> and

traverses with lever B. There is a ketch attached to the frame of the machine, which is pressed into

the ratchet- and holds East l< ver B, This hold-fast is tripped by one of the d

throat under tin' floor at the proper time, when the weight M immediately shifts lever B to I I

jaw in it- proper position The dog that carries the stave forward traverses in a curved line

pon ling to the bilge or taper of the stave, -giving to the stave it- taper, and both -aw- standing in

a raking pa sponding to the bevel of the stave, gives to the -ta 1. the stave

passing between the raised pieces QGGQ and the concave roller I) J), which together form a dot just

the thickness of a stave, inu-t of necessity bring every crook or twi-t fair to the saw, jointing to
i

Bpond with the crooks and twists, ami making a more perfectly shaped stave than can possibly he done

by the hand. The staves are pressed by springs [which do not appear in the engraving) up against the

rollers D D, and as the roller- are more concave than the -lave i- convex, on,- edge of a narrow stave

i- forced into tl.i- concavity and presents an edge less bevelling to the saw than a wide -

so that without any alteration of machinery the bevel is made to correspond to the width of tli,- -

to accomplish this with the second -aw the concave roller, together with the near standard E and
i

piece <i, is attached to the frame and shifts with the .-aw.

STEAM. The elastic fluid into which water is converted by the continued application of heat.

All liquid- whatever, when exposed to a sufficiently high temperature, are converted into vapor.

The mechanical properties of vapor are similar to those of gases in general. The property which is

most important to be considered, in the i an, i- the elastic pressure When a vapor or •_<..- i-

contained in a close vessel, the inner surface of the vessel will su-tain a pressure arising from the

licity oi the fluid. This pressure i- produced by the mutual repulsii f the particles, which gives them
a tendency to fly a-under, and causes the ma-- of the fluid to exert a ibne tending to burst any •

within which it is confined. This
|
n uniformly difiusi -1 over every part of the surface of tin

sel in which BUCh a fluid is contained : it i- to this quality that all the mechanical power of 8l

To rendi r the chief properties of -team intelligible, it will only be neo --try to explain the pheno
which attend the convi rsion of water into vapor by the continued application of heat, tin ler the various

circumstances of external pressure which present themselves in the processes of nature and art.

Let A I!, i e a tube or cylinder, the magnitude ofwhose base is a square inch, and
ht ap steam tight in it ; let itb 1 that under this pi-ton, in the bottom <>t"

the cylinder, there is an inch depth of water, which will therefore be in quantity a -

inch ; let the piston be counterbalanced by a weight W acting over a pulley, which shall

be sufficient to counterpoise the weight of the piston and it- friction in the cylinder; and

let the weight W be BO arranged that from time- to time it- amount may lie diminished to

any i ent. Under the circumstances hen I, the piston being in cot

with the water, and all air being excluded from beneath it, it will be pressed down by
atmosphere, which we -hall assume to be 14j lbs. Lei it b

posed that a thermometer i- placed in the water under the pi-ton. and that the tube A I'. -
i- transparent, bo that the indication- of the th rmometer may be observed- ' h '' temper W
ature of the water under tin- piston being reduced to that of melting ice, which i- :-.:

the common then. • the flame of a lamp be applied under the lube, and let the

pplication 1 [f the thermometer be now observed, i! will be seen slowlj and
ually to indicate an increasing temperature of the water, the piston maintaining it- position in •

with the water unchanged. This augmentation of the temperature will continue until the therm-.

r> rat me of 212°. Let the time be then note- 1, h will be found that after that

tic- water \\ ill cease to increase in temperature, notwithstanding the continued application of the lamp,

the th rising Bui another effect will begin to be manifested; the piston

will 1- leaving a space apparently vacant between it and the water. The
depth of the water will, howi amo time gradually diminished, and the diminution of it -

depth will be found to boar constant!] the same proportion to the asci ol of the piston Tin- propor-

tion will render the circum to !» thai of 1700 to 1. If the application of the

lamp be continued, and the t ifficient length, the water will, after the lapse of a certain time.

ther disappcai from the bottom of the tube; and when th ill have risen to

i.t of 1700 iii!> -d depth of the -

The tube will now, to all appeal. ii ce, be
i mpt) . but if the apparatus were w< ighed, ;

,i the comic iraeut Tho w ater, then

lined in th- timed an invisible form. To demonstrat
the lamp I i to descend, and the ini

willb- th a dew, which speedily increasing, will fall to the bottom in drops of wat i

ton meanwhile will continue to move dowuwut re it the watei from tin

and a' Ii n rth will i

In tl

which the raduallj coi

I'll ir. pp ireiltU • « nil -team ; which. 1.

iblc fluid, The
|

pth of th.- v

in tl...- i When tl

Of the tub.

i
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which the water had been converted, it is apparent that the cubic inch of water, in this case, was con-

verted into 1700 inches of steam.

The pressure of the atmosphere above the piston was. in this case, overcome by the elastic force of

the steam, and the piston, bearing that pressure upon it, was raised to a height of 1700 inches. In the

evaporation, therefore, of this cubic inch of water, a mechanical force has been evolved equivalent tc

14 J lbs. raised to the height of 1700 inches.

From the moment at which the water began to be converted into steam the thermometer, having
then attained 212°, ceased to rise. Nevertheless, the application of the lamp was continued, and there-

fore the same quantity of heat per minute was still supplied to the water. Since the water did not
increase in temperature, it may be asked what became of this continued supply of heat received from
the lamp ? It may be said that it was imparted to the steam into which the water was converted ; but
if the thermometer were raised out of the water, and held in the steam between the water and the pis-

ton, it would still indicate the same temperature of 212°. We thus arrive at the extraordinary and
unexpected fact, that notwithstanding a large supply of heat imparted to water during its evaporation,

that heat is sensible neither in the water itself nor in the vapor into which the water is converted.

The quantity of heat which is thus absorbed in converting water into steam is easily determined, the

interval of time being noted which elapsed between the first application of the lamp and the moment
at which the thermometer ceased to rise. Let us suppose that interval to be an hour ; the interval be-

ing also noted between the moment the thermometer ceases to rise and the process of evaporation

begins, and the moment at which the last particle of water disappears from the bottom of the tube and
the evaporation is completed, it will be found that this interval is 5A hours ; and in general, whatever
may be the length of time necessary to raise the temperature of the water from 32° to 212°, 5i times
that interval will be necessary for the same source of heat to evaporate the same quantity of water.

It follows, therefore, that to evaporate water under a pressure of 14J pounds per square inch requires

5£ times as much heat as is necessary and sufficient to raise the same waterfrom 32° to 212°.

Since the difference between 212° and 32° is 180°, and since 5£ times 180° is 990°, it follows that

to convert the water into steam after it has attained the temperature of 212°, as much heat must be
supplied to it as would be sufficient, if it were not evaporated, to raise it 990° higher. The heat thus

absorbed in evaporation, and not sensible to the thermometer, is said to be latent in the steam ; and
the phenomena which have been just described form the foundation of the whole theory of latent heat.

That this large quantity of heat is actually contained in the steam, though not sensible to the thermo-

meter, admits of easy demonstration, by showing that it may be reproduced by converting the steam
into water. If a cubic inch of water, in the form of steam at the temperature of 212°, be introduced

into the same vessel with 5 J cubic inches of water at the temperature of 32°, the steam will be imme-
diately converted into water; the temperature of the 54- inches of ice-cold water will be raised to 212°,

and there will be found in the vessel 6^ cubic inches of water at 212°. Thus, while the steam, in re-

assuming the liquid form, has lost none of its temperature, it has nevertheless given up as much heat

as has raised 54 cubic inches of water from 32° to 212°. It is therefore demonstrated that this quan-
tity of heat was actually in the steam ; and that it was its presence there in the latent state, by some
agency not yet explained, that conferred upon the water in the vaporous form the property or elasticity.

We have here supposed that the pressure under which the water in the tube was evaporated was
the mean pressure of the atmosphere, or 14| lbs. per square inch. Let us now suppose that the piston

resting on the water is loaded with a force of 14 f lbs., besides the pressure of the atmosphere, which
may be done by taking 14| lbs. from the counterpoise W. If the same process be followed as before,

it will now be found that the thermometer will not cease to rise when it has attained 212°
; nor will

the piston then begin to ascend. The thermometer will, on the other hand, continue to rise until it has

attained 250°. It will then, as in the former case, cease to rise ; the piston -will ascend, and the water
will begin to be converted into steam ; the proportion, however, between the ascent of the piston and
the diminished depth of the water, or, in other words, between the volume of steam produced and the

volume of water producing it, instead of being 1700 to 1, will now be about 930 to 1, being little more
than half the former proportion. The force against which the elasticity of the steam, in the present

case, acts, is 294; lbs. ; and this force is raised about 930 inches by the evaporation of a cubic inch of

water. In the former case, a force of 14| lbs., being half the present force, was raised to 1700 inches

by the evaporation of the same quantity of water. If the double force, instead of being raised 930
inches, had been raised only 850 inches, or half the first elevation, then the mechanical effect evolved

would in both cases be precisely the same, the double resistance being raised through, only half the

space ; but the actual height through which the double resistance is raised being 930 inches instead of

850, a greater mechanical effect is produced in the one case than in the other, in the proportion of 930

to 850, being an advantage on the part of the steam of greater pressure of about 8 per cent.

If the pressure under which the evaporation is produced were further varied, it would be found that

with every increase of pressure the temperature at which the evaporation would commence would be

augmented, and that with every diminution of pressure that temperature would be diminished. It

would be also found that the volume of steam produced by a cubic inch of water would be less with

every increase of pressure under which the evaporation is made; and that the diminution of volume

would be nearly, but not in quite so great a proportion, as the increase of pressure. In like manner, if

the pressure be diminished, the volume of steam produced by a cubic inch of water will be augmented

in neatly, but not quite so great a proportion, as that of the diminution of pressure. From all this, it

obviously follows that the mechanical effect evolved by the evaporation of a given volume of water

under different pressures is very nearly the same; greater pressures, however, having a slight advan-

tage over lesser ones.

It has been seen that 14f lbs. are raised to a height of 1700 inches by the evaporation of a cubic

inch of water under the pressure of 1 1| lbs. per square inch. Now, 1700 inches arenearly equal tc

142 feet; and 14| lbs. raised 142 feet is equivalent to 142 times 14| lbs. raised one foot, which is eauaJ
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to very nearly 2100 lbs. raised one foot. To use round i may then be stated, that by tht

evaporation of a cubic inch of water a mechanical force is prod

foot high; and that this force is very nearly the same, wl iture or pressure nnd«
which the evaporation takes place.

In the following table, calculated by Dr. Lardner, and given by him in the Appendix to the 7th cdi

tion of his work on the exhibited tl tnresat which water i- I undei

different pressures, the volume into which the water expands by evaporation, the mechanical effect

avolvcd expressed in lbs. raised one foot.

£fe
3 i. - Volume ofthe Mechanical of-

2:5 Volume of in. '

; • s Bteam cora- iict of a cubic strain com-
il J Com-; ['iirf I

1 Inch ol water z - - -j.ond- pared . inch of water— = .- tag Tempera- volume of the evaporated, in
— - :- ing Tempera- v.. In f the ited, in

3 6,2 tore. water thai ba
~. ^_ T.

ture. water that baa

r- .- 7.
prodnci I it. one • ~ 3 7 r ul.

1 20868 1739 58 292-9 484
•J 1261 10874 1812 59 294-2 177
3 1410 7437 1859 60 2956 470 2347
4 152-3 5685 1895 61 IBS

I'.i;

2351
5 161-4 4617 1924 62
6 3897 1948 63 299-2 419 2359
7 175-9 3376 1969 64 3003 443
8 182-0 2983 1989 301-3 487
9 i>7 1 2674 2006 06 431

10 192-4 2426 2022 67 303-4 425 2872
11 2221 68 •1 1

9

12 . 69 41 1

18 1904 - 7.. 806-4 2382
11 177- 71

15 1669 2086 72

16 216-3 1573 73
17 219-6 1488 - 71 3103 388
is 222-7 1 111 2117 7:, 8112
10 1343 2126 7.; 8122
20 228-5 1281 2135 77 313-1 874

21 231-2 1225 •Jill 78 314-0 870 2405
22 1171 2152 79 3149 366
23 236-3 1127 2160 80 862 24 1

1

24 1084 81 3167 358 •Jill

25 2410 1044 •j 17;. 82 317-6 :;;, i 2117

26 2433 1007 2182 83 318-4 2 1 1

9

•11 245*5 973 2189 84 319-3 346 2122

28 J 17.'. •.'tl 85 8201 842 2426

911 2202 2127

30 883 87 821-8 2480
31 2215 88 882 2482

2oo
[ 89 828

B10 2 2 26 90 824 3 2488
2232 '.'1 8251 822 2440

767 819 2448

748 2248 826-7 816 2446
26 1 :: 2248 94 827-5 818 2 1 1 s

38 1

* 71 J 810

40 •:::<; 804
•11 801

12 881-8

48 100 2462
11 822 no 271

276 1 610 180

46 2291

27912 l in 218

150

19

1- •

61 l. I

2816 190

158

;, 1 8 210 l.M

1 1..

1 10

240 184
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From what has been above explained, it is apparent that the quantity of sensible heat in steam k
augmented with every increase of pressure under which the evaporation takes place ; but if the interval

of time be observed which elapses between the first application of the lamp to the ice-cold water in

the experiment above described, and the moment at which the last particle of water disappears by
evaporation from the bottom of the tube, it will be found that this interval is exactly the same, what-

ever be the temperature or pressure under which the evaporation takes place. It follows, therefore,

that the actual quantity of heat necessary to convert ice-cold water into steam is the same, whatever
be the pressure of the steam; but as the temperature of steam increases and diminishes as the pressure

is increased or diminished, it follows that this given quantity of heat is differently distributed between
sensible and latent heat in steam of different pressures. As the pressure is increased the sensible heat

is augmented, and the latent heat undergoes a corresponding diminution, and vice versa. The sum of

the sensible and latent heats is, in fact, a constant quantity ; the one being always increased at the ex-

pense of the other. It has been shown that in converting water at 32° of temperature, and under a

pressure of 14 J lbs. per square inch, it was necessary first to give it 180° additional sensible heat, and
afterwards 990° of latent heat, the total heat imparted to it being 1170°. Such, then, is the actual

quantity of heat which must be imparted to ice-cold water to convert it into steam. The actual tem-
perature to which water would be raised by the heat necessary to evaporate it, if its evaporation could

oe prevented by confining it in a close vessel, will be found by adding 32° to 1170°. It may, there

fore, be stated that the heat necessary for the evaporation of ice-cold water is as much as would raise

it to the temperature of 1£02°, if its evaporation were prevented. If the temperature of red-hot iron

be, as is supposed, about 800°, and that all bodies become incandescent at the same temperature, it

follows that to evaporate water it is necessary to impart to it 400° more heat than would be sufficient

to render it red-hot. if its evaporation were prevented. As the mechanical effect evolved by water
evaporated at all pressures is nearly the same, and as the quantity of heat necessary to effect that

evaporation is also the same, it follows that the same quantity of fuel employed in the evaporation of

water is productive of very nearly the same mechanical effect, whatever be the pressure of the steam.
Since the heat imparted to wTater in evaporation is necessary to sustain it in the form of vapor, it

follows that if any portion of that heat be taken from it, the steam will not be lowered in temperature,

but a portion of it will be reconverted into water ; a process which is called condensation. To illustrate

this, let us suppose the tube AB to be filled with steam of 212° of temperature, produced from a

cubic inch of water evaporated under the pressure of 14| lbs. on the piston. If, by the application of

external cold, or any other means, a quantity of heat be extracted from this steam, say as much as

would be sufficient to evaporate the tenth of a cubic inch of water, then a tenth part of the steam in

the tube will be condensed and deposited in the liquid state in the bottom, the piston will descend
through a tenth of its entire height, and the steam remaining uncondensed will still have the tempera-
ture of 212° and the pressure of 14| lbs. per square inch, while the water in the bottom' of the tube

produced by the condensation will also have a temperature of 212°. The heat, therefore, which has

been thus abstracted, is the heat which was latent in the steam formed by the water thus deposited.

And in the same manner, any heat which is drawn from the steam will be latent heat ; a correspond-

ing condensation will take place until all the steam has been condensed, and the piston brought into

contact with the bottom of the tube. After that, any abstraction of heat must be made at the expense
of the sensible heat of the water.

It has, in some works, been stated that by mere mechanical compression steam will be converted

into water. This is, however, an error, since steam, in whatever state it may exist, must possess at

212° of heat; and as this quantity of heat is sufficient to maintain it in the vaporous form, under
whatever pressure it may be placed, it is clear that no compression or increase of pressure can diminish

the actual quantity of heat contained in the steam ; and it cannot, therefore, convert any portion of the

steam into water.

If steam, by mechanical pressure, be forced into a diminished volume, it will undergo an augmenta-
tion both of temperature and pressure, the increase of pressure being greater than the diminution of

volume
; in fact, any change of volume which it undergoes will be attended with the change of temper-

ature and pressure indicated in the above table. The steam, after its volume has been changed, will

assume exactly the pressure and temperature which it wTould have in the ssune volume if it were im-

mediately evolved from water. Thus, let us suppose a cubic inch of water converted into steam under
a pressure of 1 1 j lbs. per square inch, and at the temperature of 212°. Let its volume be then reduced
by compression in the proportion of 1700 to 930. When so reduced, its temperature will be found to

have risen from 212° to 250°, and its pressure will be increased from 14| lbs. per square inch to 29^
lbs. per square inch ; but this is exactly the state, as to pressure, temperature, and density, as the steam
would be in if it were immediately raised from water under the pressure of 29i lbs. per square inch.

It appears, therefore, that in whatever manner, after evaporation, the density of steam lie chat

whether by expansion or contraction, it will still remain the same as if it were immediately raised from

in its actual state.

The circumstance which has given rise to the erroneous notion that mere mechanical compression will

produce a condensation of steam is, that the vessel in which steam is contained must necessarily have
the same temperature as tin; steam itself. If then the steam contained in the ve I

I
:

:

i

pressed, it will undergo as sudden an elevation of temperature ; and the vessel containing it not receiv-

ing at the same time, from any external source, a corresponding increase of temperature, it will rob the

steam of a portion of its heat, and a partial condensation will be produced, and wiil be continued until

the temperatures of the steam and the vessel containing it shall be equalized.

While water, in passing into steam, suffers a great enlargement of volume, steam, on the other hand,

in being converted into water undergoes a corresponding diminution of volume. It has been ^-evn that

a cubic inch of water, evaporate 1 at the temperature of 212°, swells into 1700 cubic inches of steam,

it follows therefore, that if a close vessel, containing 17U0 cubic inches of such exposed to
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cold sufficient to t;ike from the steam all im will be i into water, will

shrink into it- original dimensions, and will leave the n I .1 vacuum. This prop-

erty of stea lied the means, in practical mechan f mechauieai

power whicl i sphere confer uponavai mm. If by an;

io a cylinder under the piab will take

above the piston, and will urge th nawards with a force amounting to about 15 lbs. on

square inch of th
|
iston. To i m available for t. it is only n

i inject it into the cylinder until n m the cylinder all the atmosphi ric air or other uu-

which the cylinder contains; and when that i m which remain-

in the cylin iddenly condensed by the applicati • the cylinder a vacuum, and
gives effect to tl re above the piston, as before explained. This is, in fact, the
principle of the atmospheric engine.

E steam produced by immediate a, when it 1

• that which it takes from the water, have a fixed relati the other. If this

tion were known, and expressed by a mathematical formula, the temperature mig be inferred

from the pn rsa. But physical science has not yet supplied any principles by which
such a formula can be deduced from any knov. In the absence, therefore, of any

itablished by diri pyrical formulae have been proposed which ex]

with i this relation in different parts of the thermometric .-

When the pressure undt r which the evaporation takes place does not exceed one atmosphere, or 15

r square inch, the relation between the temperature and the pressure will be expressed with

sufrici' ;. . by the following formulas, proposed by Southern

:

P= 004948 +
/513 + T\ 513

\ 156-7256/

1= 165-7256 X >/P— 004948— 513,
.ire in pourj

|
.are inch, and T the temperature by Fahrenheit'^

exceeding one atmosphere an 1 i. ig four, the relation is expressed by the

following formul M:

T=

,1

or by the follow-in

T = 198-5G2^/r — 98-800.

For ; ing from four to fifty atmospheres, the i formuhs have been pp

P= (0-26793 + 0-006

T= l W-961 V P

i which expi
i lation between the pressure and

which the evaporation takes place. Let p bo the

;

1 iii inillih;
; let t be the tempera-

il air thermometer; an 1 let tantquanti*

a =

The : inula,

i — ; ''

;
-''

j, — ,i
-

t,

I

below tha |i ul.ited an ;

.. it hin the I ,

.

i for all ortl
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Let V express the number of cubic inches of steam produced by one cubic inch of water, and let P
express the pressure of this steam in kilograms per square metre ; then we shall have

V— 1009
~

o-09 _|_ 0-0000484 P'

This formula gives sufficiently accurate results when applied to pressures much above one atmosphere,
It fails to give the same accuracy, however, when applied to lower pressures.

The following formulae have been proposed by M. de Pambour

:

_ 10,000
~"

0-4227 + 0-00258 P'

which will apply to low pressures ; and

_ 10,000
~~ P4TT+0 :0023P'

which will be applicable to high pressures. In each of these P is expressed in pounds per square foot

Dr. Lardner proposes the following modified formula, V and P retaining their signification

:

_ 38*75969

~
164 + P'

which may be used in reference to low-pressure engines of every form, as well as for high-pressure
engines which work expansively.

When the pressure is not less than 30 lbs. per square inch, the following formula will be more
accurate

:

_ 434*7826

~618 + P'

In the preceding observations steam has been considered as receiving no heat except that which it

takes from the water during the process of evaporation, the amount of which, as has been shown, is

1170° more than the heat contained in ice-cold water. But steam, after having been formed from
water by evaporation, may, like all other material substances, receive an accession of heat from any
external source, and its temperature may thereby be elevated. If the steam to which such additional

heat is imparted be so confined as to be incapable of enlarging its dimensions, the effect produced upon
it by the increase of temperature will be an increase of pressure ; but if, on the other hand, it be con-

fined under a given pressure, with power to enlarge its volume, subject to the preservation of that

pressure, as would be the case if it were contained in a cylinder under a movable piston loaded with a

•iiven pressure, then the effect of the augmented temperature will be, not an increase of pressure, but

an increase of volume ; and the increase of volume in this latter case will be in exactly the same pro-

portion as the increase of pressure in the former case.

These effects of elevated temperature are common, not only to the vapors of all liquids, but also to

all permanent gases ; but, what is much more remarkable, the numerical amount of the augmentation
of pressure or volume produced by a given increase of temperature is the same for all vapors and gases.

If the pressure which any gas or vapor would have were it reduced to the temperature of melting ice

be expressed by 100,000, then the pressure which it will receive for every degree of temperature by
which it is raised will be expressed by 208^; or, what amounts to the same, the additional pressure

produced by each degree of temperature will be the 480th part of its pressure at the temperature of

melting ice. From these data it is easy to obtain an algebraical expression by which the augmentation
of pressure in a given volume, or, what is the same, the augmentation of volume under a given pressure

for every increase of temperature, may be calculated.

Let v be the volume of any elastic fluid at the temperature of 32° ; and let it be then supposed to

be raised by the application of heat to the temperature T, if under a given pressure. Let its aug-

mented volume be V. The increase of volume will then be V— v, while the increase of temperature

v
will be T° — 32°. But since the increase of volume for one degree of temperature is —— , the increase

for T° — 32° will be -^- X (T°— 32°) ; and therefore the augmented volume V will be
480

V=v-\ (T°— 32°). =v]lA (T
480

^ ;

( ^ 480

IfV be the volume at any other temperature T', we shall have

(
T

480 S

From whence we infer

V_T +448
V - T' + 44S'

by which, when the volume of steam at any one temperature is known, the volume at any other tem-

perature may be found, supposing that the steam receives no accession of water by evaporation.

Steam which thus receives additional heat after its separation from the water from which it is

evolved has been called by Dr. Lardner superheated steam, to distinguish it from common steam, which

is that usually employed in steam-engines. Superheated steam admits of losing a part of its heat with-

out Buffering partial condensation; but common steam is always partially condensed if any portion >>i

heat be withdrawn from it. For further details on these properties, see Lardner on the ,Stcam-Enyine

7th ed. p. 168, ct. sea ; also Appendix. See also Lardner on Heat, chap. viii. ; Cabinet Cyctopccdia.
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In the mechanical operation of steam, which has been already explained, the pressure, density, :ui«l

temperature of the steam are supposed to remain the -nine during its action, and the mechanical effect

is produced by the continual increase of the quantity of steam produced by evaporation. Thus, the

piston in th 1 in the figure is moved upward-, not by any change in the tempera-

ture, density, or pressure, but by the increased volume required by the continual production of steam.

It has been proved that by this process alone the evaporation of a cubic inch of water, whatever be the

Ere under which it take- place, evolves a mechanical force equivalent to a ton weight raised a toot

igh. But if, after this evaporation has been completed, the -team be separat d from the water which
produced it, and the load on the pi-tun be gradually diminished, the Bteam would expand by moving
:1k- piston upward- in virtue of its excess of pressure, and this expansion will continue until the i

are of the steam shall be reduced to equality with the load on the piston. All mechanical effect de-

1 in tlii- process i- due to the steam itself, independently of any further i raporation.

To make thi- important quality of the expansive action of Bteam understood, let us suppose th.- pig-

ton Loaded with a pressure amounting to four times that of the atmosphere, including that of tin- at-

mosphere itself If the water under the piston be evaporated under this pressure, it will have a tem-
perature of about 291°, and by its evaporation the piston will be raised 40 feet. This will, tin i

be the whole mechanical effect arising from the immediate evaporation of the water. But when the

evaporation has been completed, and the piston, with it- load of tour atmospheres, stand- susp aded at

40 feet above the bottom of the tube, let a pressure equal to that of one atmosphere be removed from
the piston. The remaining pressure of three atmospheres beinur less than that of the steam below the

piston, the piston will be raised, and will continue to rise until it has attained a height of about 50
ami the temperature of the steam thus expanded will fall to about 2~o°; and its pressure being re-

duced to that of three atmospheres, it will cease to rise. By this process, therefore, a mechanical force

ha- been obtained from the .-team equal to the weight of three atmospheres raised 1" feet, in addition

effect obtained by immediate evaporation; but the expansive action does not stop here. Let it

be supposed that the pi-ton is again relieved from the pressure of another atmosphere, the superior

atmospheres below will cause it to rise, and it will ascend to the height of about 7.">

feet, the f mperature of the steam falling to about 250°, and its pressure being reduced to two ati

ph i- -. A i .nil. r mechanical effect equivalent to the weight of two atmosphere- raised to about 25
feet, has tl. . lined ; and it is evident that by constantly and gradually rlimininriing the load
on the piston, an additional effect may be always obtained from a given amount of evaporation, to an
extent which is only limited by practical circumstances which restrain the application of this expan-ive
principle sine.- the cost of producing -team as a mechanical agent depends chiefly on the quantity of

fuel necessary to effect the evaporation of a given volume of water, it follows that all the mechanical

effect obtained by this principle of expansion i- so much power added to the steam without further
expense. Its importance, therefore, will be obvious in the economy of steam-power, for the manner
of rendering it available in -team machinery, Bee Steam-Engine.

Table No. l exhibits the temperatures and corresponding pressures of steam a- determined b\ the

experiments of the: committee of the French Institute up to fifty atmosphen —the atmosphere being
.red by a column of mercury 29*922 inches high,

'lie- last six temperatures in table No 1 are deduced by calculation from the formula c = (l-|-

0*7153 tf, in which e expresses the elasticity in atmospheres, and t the temperatures in centieme tie

ling from luu°, and proceeding upwards.
'I be most recenl experiments on the elastic force

of -team are those by a committee of the Franklin

Institute, d he object of the commute,- teas to in

quire into tl.
I

the explosion of steam
boilers, to investigate which they were requested
to make experiments on the properties of steam,

the expense of which was defrayed out of the

. of the United states

I be i' lults ate contained in the following table.

No. •_',
ft] ii table No. 1, up i,, ten atlno-

Tabu 11
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Pi ire in
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Table of the Pressure of Steam in inches of Mercury at the temperature of melting ice from degree It

degree of Fahrenheit's thermometer.

Temp. Pressure iu Difference Temp. Pressure in Difference Temp. Pressure in Difference

in inches of for in inches of for in inches of for

degrees. Merc. 1 degree. degrees. Merc. 1 degree. degrees. Merc. 1 degree.

' 0-040 0-002 91 1-67 157 9-54

5 0-052 0-003 92 1-72 158 9-76

10 0069 0-004 93 1-77 0-06 159 9-98 0-23

15 0-088 0-005 94 1-83 160 10-21 0-24

'20 0113 0-006 95 1-89 161 10-45

25 0143 0007 96 1-95 162 1069
30 0-179 0-008 97 2-01 163 10-93 0-25

32 0-196 98 2-07 164 11-18

33 0-204 0-009 99 213 165 11-43

34 0-213 100 2-15 166 11-68 026
35 0-22-2 o-oio 101 2-25 0-07 167 11-94 0-27

36 0-232 o-oii 102 232 168 12-21

37 0243 o-oio 103 2-39 169 12-48 0-28

38 0-253 o-oii 104 2-46 170 12 76

39 0-264 105 2-53 171 13-04

40 0-275 106 2-60 0-08 172 13-32 0-29

41 0-286 0-012 107 2-68 173 13-61 030
42 0-298 108 2-76 174 13-91

43 0-310 0-013 109 2-84 175 14-21 0-31

44 0-323 0-014 110 2-92 176 1452
45 0-337 111 3- 177 14-83 0-32

46 0-351 112 3-08 009 178 15-15

47 0-365 113 3-17 179 15-47 0-33

48 0-379 0-015 114 3-26 180 1580 0-34

49 0-394 0016 115 3-35 181 16-14

50 0410 116 3-44 182 16-48 0-35

51 0426 0-017 117 3 53 o-io 183 16-83

52 0443 118 3-63 184 17-18 036
53 0460 0-018 119 3-73 185 17-54 0-37

54 0-478 120 3-83 186 17-91

55 0-496 0-019 121 393 0-11 187 18-28 0-38

56 0-515 122 4-04 188 18-66

57 0-534 0020 123 415 189 19-04 0-39

58 0-554 0-021 124 4-26 190 19-43 0-40

59 0-575 125 4-37 012 191 19-83 0-41

60 0-596 0-022 126 4-48 192 20-24

61 0-618 0-023 127 4-60 193 20-65 0-42

62 0-641 128 472 194 21-07 0-43

63 0664 0-024 129 4-84 0-13 195 21-50

64 0-688 0025 130 4-97 196 21-93 0-44

65 0-713 0-026 131 5-10 197 22-37 0-45

66 0-739 132 5-23 198 2-2-82

67 0-765 0-027 133 5-36 014 199 23-27 0-46

68 0-792 0028 134 5-50 200 23-73 0.47

69 0-820 0029 135 564 201 24-20 0-48

70 0-S49 136 5-78 015 202 2468 0-49

71 0-878 0-030 137 5-93 203 25-17

72 0-908 0-031 138 608 204 25-66 050
73 0-939 0-033 139 6-23 205 26-16 0-51

74 0-972 140 6-38 016 206 26-67 0-52

75 1-005 0-034 111 654 207 27-19 0-53

76 1-039 0-035 142 6-70 208 27-72 0-54

77 1-074 143 6-86 0-17 209 28-26 0-55

78 1-109 0-037 144 7-03 210 28-80

79 1-146 0-038 145 7-20 017 211 29-35 056
80 1-184 0039 146 7-37 0-18 212 29-91 0-57

81 1-223 0-040 147 7'55 213 30-48 0-58

82 1-263 MS 7-73 0-19 214 3106 0-59

83 1-303 0043 149 7-92 215 31-65 0-60

84 1-346 0043 150 8-11 216 32-25 0-G1

85 1-39 004 151 8-30 020 217 32-86

86 1-43 0-05 152 8-50 218 33-47 063
87 1-48 153 8-70 219 34-10

88 1-53 154 8*90 021 220 34-73 065
89 1-57 155 9-11 221 35-38

90 1-62 156 932 0-22 222 36-03 0-6'
[
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Table of !/< /'- ,;<•., (Coi

Temp,
in

r Bare in

inch

Merc. 1 d<
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iu
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1 il

in

re in

inch

Merc.

j

for

l d

-,'.< 94-47 1-50 213-74 2-94

•j g i 95-97 l :. 1 216-68

225 281 1-52 219-65

226 "71 282 99- 1 :. 1

"-"-'7 89-47 0-72 283 1005 1 1-56 225

228 40-19 0-73 284 102-10 1-58 310
0*75 103-68 1-60 841 231 318

S 41-67 105-28 1-63 • 98

28] 42-42 0-76 •J -7 106-91 1 5 3-14

4318 0-77 288 10856 1-67 344 241-34 3-24

233 i 11 845 21 ! -

44-73 111-92 171 346 247-86

45-53 0-81 113-63 1-72 347 251-18

236 115-35 1-75 254-54

237 47-16 293 11710 1-77 257
118-87 1-80

18-84 295 120-67 1-83 :,:, 1 264-80

240 087 296 122-50 1-85 352
•J 11 088 124 L-87 •J 7 1

.. In
51 15 126-22 35 1 3-61

243 0-91 128-11 1-91

•Jil 13002 1-93

245 54 17 0-94 801 131-95 1-96
. - -

286-37 375
246 0-95 .'1 29012
247 0-96 135-90 201 29391
248 137-91 7-71

1- 305 L3994 361 301 3-91

1 01 306 142-

25 1 60- 1 1 1 211
252 61-01 308 1 16-20 2-13 818 16 1"1

253 104 1 18-33 2-16 817-50
i:, 1 107

l 07

310 L9

64-15 811 152 .)..)>

65-22 812 154-91 2-2 1
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1
•
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1

•
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1
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1 36 196 / , \ n
•J7 1

1

275 111
( '

276 I 13 l.:

•J77

1 17 211
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STEEL. Steel appears to occupy an intermediate place between cast and malleable iron. The
researches of the French academicians, Monge, Barthollet, and Vandermonde, show the distinction

between cast-iron and steel to be that the former is charged with a superabundant, the latter with a
minute yet sufficient dose of carbon ; hammered iron, on the contrary, if pure, consists of iron free from
al! heterogeneous matter. It; is to be regretted that the constituent proportions of steel have not been
accurately determined. Vauquelin assumes the average amount of carbon to be l-150th, and Clouet
places it as high as l-32d. Mr. Parkinson considers the quantity of carbon necessary for making of steel

to be very small, indeed the actual amount seldom exceeding l-200th, or l-300th,"and perhaps never
more than l-100th, the remaining portion of charcoal flying off at the time of cementation in the
form of gaseous oxide of carbon. Dr. Thomson analyzed some specimens of cast-steel, from the man-
ufactory of Mr. Buttery, near Glasgow, and the general results of his trials gave the constituents as
follows

:

Iron 99
Carbon, with some silicon 1

100
Now this approaches

—

Iron, 20 atoms , TO
Carbon, 1 atom 0^5

10-15

And this Dr. Thomson considers as likely to be the constitution of cast-steel. He did not in like

manner attempt the analysis of blistered steel, but concludes the proportion of carbon in it to be rather

less. It is well ascertained that iron and carbon are capable of combining together in a variety of

different proportions : when the carbon exceeds, the compound is carburet of iron ; when the iron

exceeds, the compound is steel or cast-iron in various states according to the proportion : all these com-
pounds may be considered as subcarburets of iron. The most complete detail of experiments on these

compounds which has yet appeared in this country is by Mr. Mushet. This ingenious metallurgical

chemist has observed that the hardness of iron increases with the proportion of charcoal with which it

combines, till the carbon amounts to about l-80th of the whole mass. The hardness is then a maxi-
mum, the metal acquires the color of silver, loses its granulated appearance, and assumes a crystallized

form. If more carbon be added to the compound the hardness diminishes in proportion to the quantity,

as appears from the following tabular arrangement, extracted from Mr. Mushet's papers on iron

and steel

:

Iron, semi-steelified contains 1-1 50th of carbon.

Soft steel, capable of welding " l-120th "

Cast-steel for common purposes " l-100th "

Cast-steel requiring more hardness " l-90th "

Steel capable of standing a few blows, but quite unfit for drawing, " l-50th

First approach to a steely granulated fracture " ]
1

„,, >
"

White cast-iron " l-25th "

Mottled cast-iron " l-20th "

Carbonated cast-iron "
1-1 5th "

Super-carbonated crude iron " l-12th "

Dr. Schafthacutl has lately propounded a novel and startling theory, viz., that steel is entirely a

mechanical production of the forge-hammer, which tears the molecules of certain species of white cast-

iron out of their original positions, into which the forces of attraction, in respect to the centres as well

as to the position of the molecules, had arranged those molecules by the slow action of heat, and that

steel, as it comes out of the converting-furnace or the crucible, is nothing more or less than white cast-

iron, of which Indian steel, called wootz, is the fairest specimen.

Steel, as is well known, is made by combining carbon with iron, the atmosphere being excluded and

a white heat kept up until the iron has imbibed from the carbonaceous matter with which it is sur-

rounded a sufficient quantity, which may be more or less, according to the use for which the steel is

intended. Iron is very slightly, and if pure, not at all, altered or increased in hardness by sudden cool-

ing from a red-heat, but the small amount of carbon which it receives during the process of cementation

greatly increases both its strength and toughness, leaving it alike malleable and ductile, and imparts to

it that peculiarly valuable property of becoming extremely hard if suddenly cooled from a red-heat.

With this first dose of carbon it is denominated mild steel, possessing all the distinctive properties ol

iron with increased strength. A larger dose of carbon renders the metal susceptible of greater hard-

ness, and proportionally more brittle. It is also fusible, and therefore called cast-steel, but being less

malleable is more difficult to work.

Steel made by cementation is designated blistered-steel, because it is supposed, while the carbon is

entering it meets with oxygen, hydrogen, or some foreign matter which it causes to become gaseous,

and thus blisters the surface of the steel. Dr. Thomson attributes these blisters to a gas evolved in the

interior of the bar, which pushes up by its elasticity a film of the metal, and Mr. Gill considers them a9

indications of the quality of the steel, as " the hardest will be found to be blistered all over its surface

while the milder will be smoother." Cast-steel being made by fusion admits of an equal distribution oi

the carbon, to the expulsion of every other substance, which cannot endure the intense heat :
the sound-

ness of this description of steel is obviously a great recommendation, but the excess of carbon renders il
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harsh and consequently intractable; under the hammer, however, by careful treatment during th>

operation of forging, thi carbon ma] ited and the quality of the Bteel ameliorated

and greatly improved for general purposes.

The question whether steel contains any thing besides iron and carbon is pa

Bideration of which would form, did space allow, an interesting theoretical illustration of the practical

details of the present inquiry. A. good workman merely requires From flaws, compl

homogeneous, and Buch as will harden at the lowest heat, for this test in]

its superior quality.

Pei fectly pure iron cemented in equally pure carbon would do • e from bli

but as in practice these blisters are unavoidably evolved, il is ne< dl 58 to inquire into their origin more
minutely than we have already done, especially as it Beems to be admitted that blistered-sti

unequally carbonized, the outside retaining the larger portion It is therefore rendered lit for the

market by doubling and welding several times, by which mean- the par;- are more intimately hi-

together, and the carbon more equally distributed ; in this Btate it is called

weldings, although they tend to condense the metal, are apt to produce Haws, 1-t. by imp< i

'2d. by the carbon burning out of the commingling surfaces, thereby interposing a stratum of iron <>r

imperfectly converted Bteel, and this being softer than the surrounding particles would give way during

the extension of the steel. To whatever cause such defects are to be attributed must necessarily

remain a matter of conjecture, but that they do very largely accompany this description of

>* certain, and it is a question whether any pn cess short of actual fusion can totally remove them;
nevertheless, it is ascertained that long-continued forging essentially conduces to the BOUndn
homogei

Besides these flaws there is another obstacle frequently met with in Bteel: it is said to have
when, in the operation of turning or filing, knots are developed harder than the other portions of the

metal; these knots or pins present themselves of almost every hardness, commencing with
mere hardiness, and advancing to absolute intractability, bo that whilst turning in the lathe the pins

would remain projecting out and grind or break the edge of the tool rather than submit to be cut away,
and it i- by i>" means unu-ual to find their hardness nearly approach that of a file applied to remove
them. Various causes hue been assigned for these knots; Mr. Varley thinks they are portions oj

metal i < completely charged with carb n as to be incapable of being annealed \>¥

any known process of slow cooling. Mr. Clemen! states that he broke the Bteel across these pins, hav-

ing filed away the back to render it weak enough to part at the right place, whi he found a cut or

division, on which account he attributes the Haw and its extreme hardness to an oxide of iron, which
prevented the union of the parts. Jt would be a curious and by no means an unprofitable invi

tion to analyze the condition of the deei , in order to determine whether they are alloyed or

oxidized, or in any way differing in then: Btate of carbonization from the more solid part-. It

clear that if these Dins are induced by the presence of oxygen, then the adjoining metal would be iron,

for there would be a gradation from the oxide through iron to the Bteel, and consequently tliv' circum-

ference of such a spot would be softest.

An excess of carbon renders steel harder and more brittle, therefore an inequality is liable to occur.

This may be illustrated by the known fact, that portions of an iron casting intended to be -..tt a:

quently hardened by contact with the moist sand of which the mould is formed, and n w
ontai !' break with a fracture more glassy than even hud Bteel. Now good steel hardened bv

sudden immersion in cold water, when at a red-neat, will invariably return to a soft state by bIo

ing from Buch heat, and more equally so if the external atmo phere be carefully excluded ; but this

lend cast iron on the contrary does not
;

'> be exposi d for many hour- to an intense heat,

and must not be smothered by fuel to prevent the escape of the superabundant carbon with which it is

charged. The air too should be allowed free access as a means of disengaging some portions of the

carbon, while the remainder ha- a tendencj to equalize itself; then, it bIo the ma-- will [»•

found to be sufficiently annealed.

The knots or pins in arely removed by -low cooling alone; tie -re i-. however, an opinion

Iirevalent among workmen that pinny steel may
'

i uniform in its Bubstance if it l

tardened and then annealed. To burn out these pins would manifestly spoil thi steel, becat e it has
no car re but in the' pins thu to be the cause of th< .i I ardness,) an 1 the pi

of annealing in aii luality sufficient for am good purpose. Even
rer and more h than any other di cription, is liable to

irder than tl ol tie- bar. Ail these -how the n<

an i more minute
nd two modes of bammcrin ; arc indi p< :. able. To illu (rate i

take any article

d way, not out : I, l"'th of which may i i to contain

cai boo uni ( lallj distributed, bul . which ha.

ler a ponderou tilt-hammer I and considered uniform. Vet notwith-

standing everj precaution, we still see the labor and skill of the machiu
I pins, which denote i ithi rn or th il thi

ii. The in

!, in which the d

render the difference inappn I I i admit the

and tl ;en tho bearings ol the case, will onabl

disappoint/1

1 be two fold
|

i of hat

bole, of the defa I the place to bammei ll

lued nil the difii n
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other, so as to insure perfect uniformity, for the carbon being thus spread the metal will be rendered

as sound as can be expected of cemented steel; and it is clear that if by mechanical agency all foreign

matter be expelled and the carbon alone remain, there is nothing to prevent a perfect union of the parti

while under the hammer. Good steel consists of that proportion of carbon and iron, which combined
form the strongest and toughest compound ; each purer portion, therefore, when brought into contact by
the hammer remains in that state and resists its percussive force the more from the greater cohesion of

the particles. Hence the redundant or deficient portions suffer most till they become equalized, and
the impurities are either beaten out or formed into a homogeneal compound with the entire mass.

Although by this means sound steel may be obtained, it is far from being in a perfect state ; it is still

very unequal in density, and in a state of distraction ; some portions are close and dense, and others arn

fissured. A second hammering at a particular heat is therefore necessary, and under circumstances

required by the shape of the steel—such as recesses in the anvil or blocks laid thereon, technically

termed swedges and moulds. For this purpose the metal is first brought as near as eligible to the re-

quired dimensions, and is then to be hammered in order to close and condense the particles equally

and throughout, yet leaving every part in a state of rest and ease—a condition very essential for good
springs, and indeed every article formed of steel, that has to vibrate or act by tension.

This second hammering is also intended to prepare the steel for receiving the utmost hardness of

which it is susceptible—a quality which entitles it to be considered the master metal—the one by which
we give shape and form to all others. Now steel at a red-heat, when suddenly plunged in cold water,

becomes both brittle and hard, but even in this state its toughness greatly exceeds that of any other

brittle substance. This characteristic hardness cannot be given in part, but always in full and to its

highest limit. So true is this, that in a piece of steel, a portion of which is hard and a portion soft, no
gradation of hardness can be detected, the parts adjacent to the hard portion being quite soft, or, as

some think, softer than if slowly cooled. This singular fact has been thus accounted for :—Suppose a

rod of well-hammered steel to be heated at one end for hardening, there will be a gradation of tem-
perature from the coldest to the hottest extremity, and the annealing or reduction of that hardness

which it has received will be in proportion to the heat, consequently the rod will be softer and softer

towards the end where the heat is applied. On plunging the bar into cold water, that portion which
has become sufficiently hot to harden, is rendered quite hard, but that part immediately adjacent to it

will be found to be most annealed, and will endure more twisting and bending than any other. Al-

though this hardness may be imparted in its full extent, it may nevertheless be lowered in any assigna-

ble degree—that is, a portion of its brittleness may be removed by the application of moderate heat, a

greater portion by more heat, and so on, as the purposes may require. This is called tempering. If

hard steel be brought to a red-heat and then suffered to cool slowly, it will become as soft as if never
hardened : this is called softening, and is distinguished from annealing, which is a similar process of

slow cooling, but applied to steel, iron, or brass, merely to remove all mechanical condensation, whether
by hammering or ctherwise ; for if metal has been altered in shape by the hammer or any other pro-

cess, as much a3 it will bear without breaking, then by annealing it will be softened and may again be
altered in form as often as requisite. Now as different degrees of heat remove different degrees of

condensation received from the hammer, and a white-heat removes all, it is of great importance to

harden steel from the lowest possible degree of heat, in order to retain as much condensation as practi-

cable ; and it is a fortunate coincidence that the greater the condensation the lower is the heat from

which steel will harden, and the stronger and tougher it will be. But should this condensed metal be

once over-heated, it will then no longer harden from that lower degree, but only from a heat nearly

approaching that to which it was originally raised. In this case, the condensation, with all its attend-

ant advantages, can only be restored by rehammering.
The lowest heat at which steel will generally harden, is a dull or cherry-red, just visible in day-light

;

therefore, to be safe, the same test, that is, a dull red-heat, just perceptible in the dark, is chosen for

the process of hammering; it offers, too, the advantage of coating the article with carbonaceous matter,

thereby securing instead of losing by the action of the fire a due supply of carbon, which is of particu-

lar consequence. Different modes of performing this part of the process may be adopted. It is de-

sirable that the forge should not be under the influence of a strong light; the anvil should be placed as

near as circumstances will permit to the flat bed of the forge, and the fire smothered with small fuel,

just kept alive by the bellows, so as never to allow the gas bursting into flame. The pieces of steel

under treatment are now placed in the smouldering and partially kindled fuel enveloped in smoke,

whence they imbibe a portion of carbon, which the hammering heat is insufficient to expel ; they are

then brought in succession from the tire to the anvil, and back again to the fire when too cool, the ham-
mer is moved quickly, and every part of the steel subjected to its blow. The position of the article is

then slightly changed, and the operation continued and repeated as often as needful, till it has been

hammered well in every direction. See Tools, as also Tempering. See also Mushet on Steel.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION. 1. Direct cohesion.—-The power of co-

hesion is that resistance which bodies exhibit when force or weight is applied to tear asunder in the

direction of their length the fibres or particles of which they are composed.
The strength to resist force or weight that produce fracture is as the area of the cross-section acted

upon. Hence, multiply the area of the section in inches by the power in pounds (as in the following

table) opposite the name of the material, and the product will be equal to the weight in pounds the rod,

bar, or piece will just support ; but the greatest constant load should never exceed one-fourth.
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Tabi.k of th ' ' •" of L'"dics uhotc '
-

Lance wood
Bo*
Turtosa, Afri

Ash
Teak wood, or Indian

oak
Poona, or Peon
Beech
American fir, or pine..

Oak
Elm
Mahogany, Honduras

.

Sycamore
• Spanish

Alder
Larch
Walnut
Mahoganv, Spanish ...

Cedar, Libanu-

Poplar

i tohesive

in lbs.

15,180

14,500

12,

1 1,800

11,592

1 I.:

11.17:.

11,000

10,800

9,500

7. TIM

7,000

in luiis.

lu-lt

B-92

7-58

704

6 17

•VI 7

513
.v 1 2

I
'.-!

1 82

1
•:,::

4-24

345
3-37

312

Swedish bar-iron

Russian do

English do
stei 1

Blisten d steel

r do

Wrought copper
Hard gun-metal
Cast copper

Fellow brass, cast

( last-iron

Tin, cast

Bismuth, cast

Lead, cast

Elastic power, or direct

tension of wrought-
iron, medium qual

ity

in lbs.

.".'.',17"

133,152

19,072

17,628

t;736

8,250

1,824

22,400

i

Power,
in tons.

29"20

26-70

-

59-43

15-08

16-23

B-51

801
7-7
2-11

1 -
1 -

.

081

:

.—A bar of iron is extei ded -00009C, or nearly our ten-thousandth part of its length, l^r every
ton of direct strain per square inch of sectional

resistance being proportional to the area, the E any given bar or 1 olt v. ill 1 e found by

multiplying the sectional area in inches by the tabular number.

Table of the relative II' hi a >! Strength ofHoj ' •

m. of Weight per Weight of Proof Circum. of il per Weight of

fathom. chain per falh. Btn u rope. fathom. chain per lath. Btrength.

ii. lbs. lbs. tons. cwl. i hes. n.s. lbs. tons. cwt

84 2| 1 5J- 10 23 43 10

M 8 1 16| 10} 28 49 11 11

5 6J 10J 10 11

J

30J I".

5} 7 14 :: 12i 86 63 11 Is

9] Is 1 34 13 71 16 11

7 1M .1.1
5 is 11

B 15 •J 7 6 4J 14J 87 8

M 19 7 7 56 96 22 13

21 37 8 16 106 2 1 18

_'.
'/'

fracture in

of the depth, directly, and invi r ely as the length.

Sad1= /,/•,

where " is the breadth, d the depth, / t! ' and -s' n number determined
When the '

i the mid lie, th*

for diflferenl low as in the foil

breadth and deptl

I

ble iron ,

I .......

i d h i

i
I

t 'auadiaii

th of

.

M.ir forest hr

l in i.

..in a third o| theM raluea,
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If the depth is taken, a certain fractional part of the depth as -th, the above formula becomes

Sd'-nlw,

,1 3 I
nlw

or, d= \/ .

S

Hence the following rule in words :

Rule.—Multiply the length between the bearing in feet by the weight to be supported in pounds

and by the number indicating the ratio of the depth to the breadth—divide the product by the tabulai

value, and the cube root of the quotient equals the deptli in inches ; and the depth divided by the pro-

portional breadth is the breadth in inches.

Example.—Suppose a uniform beam of cast-iron, 18 feet in length, be required to carry a weight of

20,000 pounds on the middle, between the supports, what must be the breadth and depth, in inches,

when the breadth is one-fifth of the depth, and the strain not to exceed one-third of the strength ?

We must here take \ s= 850.

88 X 20000 X 5 12"8
Hence, = s*/ 21 17'G = 128 in. in depth, and— = 2

-56 in. in breadth or thickness.
850 v l

' 5

2. Given the length and breadth of a uniform beam, and the iceight it is to support in the middle, to

find the required depth; or the depth given, to find the breadth required.

Here, d=y/—

.

sa

Rule.—Multiply the length in feet by the weight in pounds. Also the tabular value of S by the

breadth in inches. Divide the former product by the latter, and the square root of the quotient will

give the depth in inches.

Or, divide the former product by S times the square of the depth, and the quotient will be the

breadth.

Example.—Let it be required to find the breadth of a uniform beam of oak to sustain a weight of

6000 pounds in the middle of its length, the distance between the supports being 20 feet, and the deptli

of the beam 9 inches. The strain to be half the strength.

6000 X 20
- = 7'4 inches, the breadth ; and — — =91 inches, the depth.

200 X 9
a '

200 X 7

Note 1.—When the load is not on the middle of the beam, but placed nearer to one end, divide four

times the product of the distance of the weight in feet from each bearing by the whole distance in feet,

and the quotient equals the length of the beam to be taken into account.

Example.—Suppose a beam 30 feet in length with a load placed 9 feet from one end ; required the

length to be taken into calculation as affected by the load.

21 X 9 X 4
CO — 9 = 21, and — = 25-2 feet effective length.

SO °

Note 2.—When the load is distributed over the whole length of a beam, it will bear double the as-

sumed load as above ; hence, in such cases, the divisors must be doubled.

Note 3.—When a beam is to be fixed at one end and the weight placed on the other, take only one-

fourth of the tabular number for the divisor ; but if the weight is to be laid uniformly along its whole
length, use one-half.

Example to Rule 2.—Required the depth for the cantilevers of a balcony of cast-iron to project 4 feet,

and to be placed 5 feet apart, the weight of the stone part being 1000 pounds, the breadth of each can-

tilever 2 inches, and the greatest possible load that can be collected upon 5 feet in length of the balcony

2200 pounds.

1000 + 2200= 3200 lbs.; and 800-^2=400, the divisor.

V 3200 X 4 . , , , ,

Hence, = 4 inches, the depth required.
400 X 2

' 1

Deflection of rectangular beams.—To ascertain the amount of deflexion of a uniform beam of cast-iron

supported at both ends, and loaded in the middle to the extent of its elastic force.

Rule.—Multiply the square of the length in feet by -

02, and the product divided by the depth in

inches equals the deflexion.

Example.—Required the deflexion of a cast-iron beam 18 feet long between the supports, 12-8 inches

Jeep, 256 inches in breadth, and bearing a weight of 20,000 pounds in the middle of its length.

—- = 506 inches from a straight line in the middle.
12-8 °

Note.—For beams of a similar description, loaded uniformly, the rule is the same, only multiply by

025 in place of "02.

To find the deflexion of a beam when fixed at one end and loaded at the other.

Rule.—Divide the length in feet of the fixed part of the beam by the length in feet of the part which

yields to the force, and add 1 to the quotient; then multiply the square of the length in feet by the

quotient so increased, and also by '13
; divide this product by the middle depth in inches, and the quo-

tient will be the deflexion, in inches also.

Multiply the deflexion so obtained for cast-iron by -

86, the product equals the deflexion for wrought-

iron : for oak, multiply by 2'8 ; and for fir, 21.
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A Table of the Depth* of Square Beam* or Bars of ( ,-f. ,o \*

tons in th< Middle, ti Vefle. jth.

i ngthi in feet 4 6 8 10 12 11 16 :8 i 26 23 30

Weight Weight D. c, o, c.

—
— a. 71 a. C.

5 —

CI o - X o
Q - - Q a Q Q Q -

In.

a Q a Q -

In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In. In.

1 cwt. 112 1-2 II 1-7 1-9 2-0 ..... Jl 2-6 31 3-2

2 124 1-4 1-7 20 o-o 2-4 2-6 30 3-1 3-3 31 37 3-8

3 :m 1-6 1-9 .i. , 2-4 2-7 2-9 31 3-3 3-4 3-6 41 l I

4 448 17 2-0 Jl 26 3*1 3-3 3-5 3-7 3 9 40 1 2 43
5 560 1-8 .»..» 2-5 28 30 3-3 3 5 3*7 39 41 43 4-4 44
li 1-8 2-6 29 32 3-4 37 3*9 41 43 4-.'. 40
7 784 1 B 2-3 2-7 30 3-3 II 4 J 4-4 4*6 4-8 50
8 - 2-4 2-8 3 1 34 3-7 3-9 4*3 li 4-6 4-8 50 52 5-4

9 2-0 25 2 V 34 3-5 3-8 40 43 4-.-. 17 4-9 51 53 55
ID 1,130 21 2-6 3 33 30 3-9 4-3 11 47 49 5-2 5-3 5-4 57
11 1,233 2i 2-6 30 34 3-7 40 4-3 45 4-8 50 5-3 5-4 54 58
12 1,344 27 31 35 3-8 41 44 47 4*9 51 5-3 .V7 59
13 1,456 24 27 31 3-8 42 44 4-7 41) 5-2 54 50 59 60
14 !. i68 23 2-fi 3-2 30 39 42 45 4*8 50 5-3 5-7 64 61
IS 1,680 23 2-8 3-2 30 40 43 40 4-9 52 5-4 56 58 6*1

16 1,793 24 2-9 33 3-7 40 44 47 50 5-5 57 59 6*3 1,-4

17 1
'i l 24 29 34 3-8 41 44 47 50 53 5-5 5-8 60 64

18 2,016 24 30 3*4 38 42 45 4-8 .VI 54 5-6 59 01 04 CO
19 25 3-D 35 39 42 4-6 49 V4 5-7 64 0-2 03 67
1 ton. 2,240 2"5 30 35 39 43 40 49 55 - 60 0-3 6*5 C-8

1J 20 3-2 37 41 4-3 49 52 5-8 01 6*4 0-0 69
u 3.:ii',i) 2-8 3-4 39 4-3 4-7 51 55 5-8 61 0-4 ' : 70

3,920 29 3-5 III 4-5 49 5-3 .Y7 r,u 64 7--» 77
• 4.1-1 2-9 3o 41 4-7 51 55 59 64 6*5 7"* 70 7-7 80
- 5,000 31 3-8 11 49 5-8 62 66 6*9 74 7-9 8-5

3 3-3 40 46 51 57 6-1 Co 6 9 7-6 74 8-3

:.-i i 34 4 1 4-8 :, :i 58 B-3 67 71 7*5 7 '' 84 -
'

'.i J

8,960 35 4!) 49 5-5 60 7 7 1 7
- 95

1. 10,060 41 51 5-7 2 6-7 7*3 7*6 8*0 8-4 91
5 11,200 4-5 5-2 5.8 • 1 7 1 78 8-6 9 1 9*7 101
6 13,440 55 61 07 :

- 7 7 82 86 '.mi 9*4 94 104 in-:.

7 57 6-3 6-9 7-5 80 Ml 9 I 104 10-6 114
8 17,930 5*9 6-6 7-2 :

- B*3 9*3 '.'7 101 104 109 11*3

•J 20,160 6-0 6-8 : i 8-0 9-0 9-5 lllll 10-4 104 11-3 11-7

li) 22,4 hi 6-9 70 8 2 8-8 9-3 9-8 Hr.i Hl-7 11 J 114 124
11 24,640 71 7-8 8-4 90 9*5 ln-ii in.-. 114 11-5 114 124
IS 74 79 8-0 92 9-7 10-9 10-8 11 -2 11-7 IS 1

13 29.120 7-4 81 88 94 9-9 in 1 110 11*5 114 12-4

M 75 8-3 9-3 101 106 111 11-7 13*1 120 130

1 15 2 •25 •3 •35 1 •45 •5 •55 4 45 •7 •75

U ngtbi 10 12 11 16 18 20 33 24 2G 28 30 32 34 3G

s
33,600 7-7 8-4 PI 10-3 lu- 11-4 110 19*3 . 13-2 13-7 14-1 14-5

:r,.-in '.i - 10-4 ll ii 11-5 1 J ,i 18*5 1311 134 14*3

17 i 1 10-0 114 11-7 134 127 13*3 137 Hi I r., 14-9

1- iii.:i.ii -n '.i ;, lu 1 10-8 11*3 11-9 13*4 194 13*4 134 144 11-7 15*1

l'l 81 10-3 In .1 li:. 13 I 13-6 13 1 134 Hi 1
1*5 15*4

-•II •.in '.17 10 1 lin 11 Mi 13-5 IJ7 13-3 13-8 li .' 117 I.V1 154
19 M0 lllll 10-7 li:* 114 13-8 Kill 13*6 hi in, l.-l

J4 53,700 B i 104 10-9 11-3 13 1 13-0 13 1 13 9 n i 11 'j 15 1 154 103
•J., HI 1 111 11 -

IS I 13*3 13-6 II I 11-7
I : 104

9-8 10-6 11 1 l.-n 12 7 13*9 III 154 164 16 5

InchM,

.

•25 •3 •35 " •5 •55 ' •7 - 9

11 16

li.,

20 24

11 1 117

28

•

30 32 34 30 38 to

30 ln- 13 2 134 17-3 i: 7

:u 71,680 114 11 7 IS I 13 1 i i 1 143 II '.I li'.n 17-H 184 18 3
:n III 114 13 i 1 1 , IS 1 l .. 17 .1 i-.i 18

-

:w 80,040 11*3 13-0 1
i 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1

,i 184 1- .

111 I
.'

:

i:in
1
1-6 Hi in 16 1 16 . 174 1-3 i- -

1

1

19*4 I* I l 14 li , i . 1 10 1 184 19 I

4: IH 080 II n 117 1 , i 1 .1 17 1 194
44 11 .' I 1

»

1
,-, 16 1 174 1- , Inn

. 13-6 Mi 1 ,n 10 i 17n 1- 1 194
4- II , 17 1 l- - It,

M 112,000 in, 1 , I 17-3 Inn
III! 1- 1

Ill 1 1-9 1 .7 1- 1 lU 1

183,440 III 1 ,ii 1.1 1- l

II 1 1
i 1

1
II., 1, i

a

1- 1

8
r*

1
1
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Examples illustrative of the Table.— 1. To find the depth of a rectangular bar of cast-iron to support

a weight of 10 tons in the middle of its length, the deflexion not to exceed l-40th of an inch per foot in

length, and its length 20 feet, also let the deptli be G times the breadth.

Opposite C times the weight and under 20 feet m length is 15'3 inches, the depth, and' 1 -6th oi

15'3 = 2*6 inches, the breadth.

2. To find the diameter for a cast-iron shaft or solid cylinder that will bear a given pressure, the

flexure in the middle not to exceed l-40th of an inch for each foot of its length, the distance of the bear-

ings being 20 feet, and the pressure on the middle equals 10 tons.

Constant multiplier 1*7 for round shafts, then 10 X IV = 17. And opposite 17 tons and under 20

feet is 11 '2 inches for the diameter.

But half that flexure is quite enough for revolving shafts : hence 17 X 2 = 34 tons, and opposite 34
tons is 133 inches for the diameter.

The preceding tables of the strength of cast-iron bars are the data of recent experiments by Mr
Hodgkinson of Manchester, and extracted from his new edition of Tredgold on the strength' of cast-iron.

This gentleman has also made extensive experiments for obtaining the strongest form of

section for beams, the following of which is the strongest form yet obtained.

The bottom flange B is as 6 to 1 of the top flange T, or contains 6 times its sectional area.

He also gives the following rule for ascertaining the ultimate strength of beams of cast-

iron of the preceding section and proportions.

Multiply the sectional area of the bottom flange in inches by the depth of the beam in

melius and divide the product by the distance between the supports, also in inches, and
514 times the quotient will give the breaking weight in cwts.

Table of the Weight of Modulus of Elasticity of various Metals

Name of Metal.
Modulus of Elas-

ticity, in lbs.
Name of Metal. Modulus of Elas-

ticity, in lbs.

Steel 29,000,000

24,920,000

18,400,000

13,680,000

Tin

9,873,000

8,930,000

4,608,000

720,000

Note.—Modulus of elasticity, or measure by which the comparative stiffness of bodies may be ascer-

tained: thus, the modulus of elasticity for oak is 1714500, and for cast-iron 18400000, or 10'7 times

that of oak; therefore a piece of cast-iron is 10'7 times as stiff as a piece of oak of equal dimensions

and bearing.

A hard body is that which yields least to

any stroke or impressive force ; and in uni-

form bodies the degree of yielding is always
proportioned to the weight of the modulus of

elasticity.

Resilience, or toughness of bodies, is strength

and flexibility combined ; hence any material

or body which bears the greatest load, and
bends the most at the time of fracture, is the

toughest.

Annexed is a Table of experiments on rect-

angular bars of malleable iron by Mr. Bar-
low, for the purpose of determining the point
of neutral axis, the centre of compression,
and the greatest deflexion to which railway
bars or lines of rail might be submitted
without causing permanent injury to the pro-
perties of the iron.

Note.—Distance between the bearings 33
inches; breadth of bar li inch; depth 3
inches.

The neutral axis was found to be l-5th of
the depth from the top of the bar ; the centre
of compression fda of that fifth above the
neutral axis ; and the rule for obtaining the
utmost degree of deflexion as follows :

Divide -22 by 4-5ths the depth of the bar
,n inches, and the quotient is the utmost de-

on that can be Buffered with safety on
bearing 33 inches apart,

'To find the weight that railway bars will
support.—Observe, that whatever figure may
oe given to the transverse section, the head,
or top portion of the rail, is generally sup-
posed to occupy the 2-5ths of the whole section; or, in the larger description, to have two inches sec

tion, and to be one inch deep, and that the lower web be the same depth as the head

Deflexion
1

tons. iu nches. per half

ton.

Remarks.

•125 043
1

•500 059 1

1-00 074 •015
1

1-50

2-00

2-50

083

095
101

•009

•012

006

Mean, -0103.

]
w= 4^. Neutral axis,

V 1 : 4-9.

Elasticity preserved
s-oo

3-50

109
120

•008

•011

4-00 131 •011
at 4^ tons.

4-50 148 •017
j

•50 017
1-00 037
1-50 052 •015

1
2-00

2-50

300

061

064
078

•009

•003

•014

1 Mean, -01 OS.

1 w= 4i. Neutral axis,

1 : 4-9.

Elasticity injured.
3-50

4-00
0S9
102

•011 '

013
4-50 124 022

J
50 003

1-00 050 020
1

1-50 060 •010 The depth of this bar

2-00 (iT! •014
Y only '21 inches.

•Jell 093 •019 Mean, -0173.

3-00 110 •017

3-50 149 v = 3. Neutral axis, 1 :

49. Elasticity pre-

served, 3 tons.

750 Be nt 8 inches.
!
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Resistance of tJir head or upper portion of the rail.—Rule.- le rib

I iply the remainder by 10.—
j an inch I

and multiply the remainder by 12; then dii t by the latter and tl

to the head, not including the continuatii n of the middle rib.

Ri [stance of tl '•.

—

Rule—Multiply the wb rail in incl

minus J an inch, and that product by 10 tin.

nee, in tons, of the middle rib continued throi

/.': },.— Rule.—Multiply the whole depth of the rail, minus 1 inch, by tl

bottom web, minus the thickness of the rib, and that product by 10,— Again: from the

depth of the rail subtract 1 inch, and to 12 tic are of the remainder add 6 1 n main-

.. 1 call this the fir Fr im this sul 1 add 1, and call tins

Then say, as the first number is to tl ned in '1"'

r part of the rule to the mid-

Then, the sum of these three res

will be the weight, in tons, that the rail will .sustain without injury.

Ex. 1. Let the depth of a rail be 5 inches, with ;i plain rib, whose thicknc - i- "9 of an inch ; required

the greatest weight that it ought to be required to bear.

•9) X 10= 11 ) 11 _
of head 1 ,

-. _ i\ vl]-> == -, j ? Tl =

5 x -9 X 10 6T-5 -1 X 67-7

Resistance of rib = ; and, = 8-21 tons, the
3 67-1 33

..j.i

he deflexion with this weight — =-05 of an inch nearly.
-

pth of rail b kness of rib 6 of

rm inch, breadth of section of lower web \---l, and weight 50 lbs.; required tl i Load

p • ., ,1 (2
—

-6) X 10= 14) 14
nott

i head . - , . „ i ., -
,

~ 026 tons.
5(2—
}(5- i)X 12= 54 $54

. .
,1V X 5 X -6 X 10

Resistance of rib ,

_

I 5— 1) X 72 X 10 X 28-8

web - 1 2 (5 — 1 f + 2 1 = 2 1 6, i

( 216— 7= 209, or 2d number

Then 2 It; : 209 : : 1:88 : 2794 =2794

78-20

x 1

An I - = vT.'j ten-, the Greatest weight

ON THE . B POWER OF BJ E FORCE.

T;BLr, of P the Arm u

rt in lbs.

For a i

I b -f

, .,,,,. ,,. I78i
J nr a

+ lOf

8960 /61

V. — , ,, ,

l //- -{-

62 d*
For a

1 1

1

For a

S i ';

—
I, = the breadth in in

/ = the len

(/ = the diamctei in ii

Ex. I. A i
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Ex. 2. What weight will a cast-iron cylinder support, whose diameter is 4 inches, and length 10

feet?

9562 X 54 5976250 „„,„ „— = = 50646 lbs.
4 X 5

2 + -18 X 102 118

Table to show the Weight or Pressure a Column of Cast-iron will sustain ivith safety.

Length or

height iu

feet.
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

Diameter.
Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

Weight
in cwts.

In.

2J 119 105 91 77 65 55 47 40 34 29 25
O 178 163 145 128 111 97 84 73 64 56 49

n 247 232 214 191 172 156 135 119 106 94 83

4 326 310 288 266 242 220 198 178 160 144 130

4* 418 400 379 354 . 327
427

301 275 251 229 208 189

5 522 501 479 452 394 365 337 310 285 262
6 607' 592 573 550 525 497 469 440 413 386 360

7 1032 1013 989 959 924 887 848 808 765 725 686
8 1333 1315 1289 1259 1224 1185 1142 1097 1052 1005 959

9 1716 1697 1672 1640 1603 1561 1515 1467 1416 1364 1311

10 2119 2100 2077 2045 2007 1964 1916 1865 1811 1755 1697
11 2570 2550 2520 2490 2450 2410 2358 2305 2248 2189 2127
12 3050 3040 3020 2970 2930 2900 2830 2780 2730 2670 2600

Relative Strength of Long columns of different materials, Cast-iron being 1000:

Steel =2518
"Wrought-iron =1745
Dantzic oak = 1088
Red deal = 78"5

Elasticity of torsion, or resistance of bodies to being twisted.—The angle of flexure by torsion is as

the length and extensibility of the body directly and inversely as the diameter. Hence, the length of a

bar or shaft being given, the power, and the leverage the power acts with, being known, and also the

number of degrees of torsion that will not affect the action of the machine, to determine the diameter
in cast-iron with a given angle of flexure

:

Rule.—Multiply the power in pounds by the length of the shaft in feet, and by the leverage in feet

;

divide the product by 55 times the number of degrees in the angle of torsion, and the fourth root of the

quotient equals the shaft's diameter in inches.

Ex. Required the diameter of a series of shafts, 30 feet in length, and to transmit a power equal to

4000 lbs., acting at the circumference of a wheel of 2 feet radius, so that the twist of the shafts on the

application of the power may not exceed one degree.

4000 X 30 X 2 . . ,= 4»/43C4 = S'13 inches diameter.
55 X 1

V

Note.—The rule is the same for hollow shafts, only using 48 in place of 55, the thickness of metal
being l-5th the shaft's diameter.

To determine the side of a square shaft to resist torsion with a given flexure

:

Rule.—Multiply the power in pounds by the leverage it acts with in feet, and also by the length of

the shaft in feet; divide this product by 925 times the angle of flexure in degrees, and the square root

of the quotient equals the area of the shaft in inches.

Ex. Suppose the length of a shaft to be 12 feet, and to be driven by a power equal to 700 lbs.,

acting at 1 foot from the centre of the shaft ; required the area of cross-section, so as it may not exceed
I degree of flexure.

700 X 1 X 12 . „„„ . ,

92 .

5 x !
= \/90-8 = 9-53 inches.

Relative Strength of Bodies to resist Torsion, Lead being 1.

Tin.. =1-4
Copper =4-3
Yellow brass = 46
Gun-metal = 50
Cast-iron = 90

Swedish iron = 95
English do = 101
Blistered steel '. = 16 -6

Shear do = 17-0

Cast do = 19-5
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"°»en Pulled in the Direction of tkeirl

Names of met:!].-.

Force

_

Cravit;

Bq. in. in

lbs. Avd.

'

Gravity.

Antiiiif

I " ca-t
'•• C*ot, I i;-! ,,

" Japan "

wire
Gold, cast ..'"'

j

" wire
Iron, cast

" gray.ofCruzot, lsi

„" " 2d
'

I--: lish
"

soft

French

Boft.

German
frnn, wrought

medium fineness

rained
•'

•' of good quality..!
bar

i

" of best quality

B. ];. .

non ..

mark. I |,

1060

3008

20-27

61-228

20-450

30-888

30-162

30-680

52000
40-824

50-0S1

42666
63-622

20460
34-081

49-982

55000
61041
66000
80000
80-333

B4-4 13

61-361

93069

i ked L
Leige

ditto ............'..'.

nt ....

ditto

h

ditto '.'"'

cable

cable

wire

wire
Lead, ca-t

wire

wire

v ire

milled

Platfcani.wrs
407

wire
I

.->

Silver, <

.

wire .

"ft ....

r. toe

asunder V
sq. in. in I

II -• Avd.

11-479

I L-282

11-348

11091

Tin,
razor-tempered ..

ca i. B n

,

:

" English
" ditto

Malacca
wire

line, cast, ( : 1 . !-

'• ditto "."]

Bheet
wire

7-780

to

7-217

7*215

8

I

Tin

Gold.
pper .

.... 2 Silver

Sih
l

pper

8
• 1

6

l

44071

1-017

II 181

Tin, I

Ion ofth r I

Parts.
i

1—Bismuth... ]

1

> " .'.'.' 4
'

'•

. In

10—Zinc, In

dian

- - ... l

'
. I

1

•I— A i

-

I

!

.. I

.. I

I

1

.. 1

I "......]
8 Zn
' '

]

l

1 •
,

I

81-901

I

L13077
0-885

2-547

2581

3328
,

52-987

56-473

10902

120000

150000
8-679

5 322

3-211

7-129

22-551

Vou IJ i..

10-013

12-9U

15-844
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Strength of Woods when Pulled in the Dircctimi of their Length.

Names of woods.

Acacia
Alder
Arbutus
Arbutus
Ash
Ash
Ash
Ash
Ash, red, seasoned

" white, seasoned

Bay
Bay
Beech
Beech
Birch

Box
Cane
Cedar
Cedar
Chestnut, horse

" sweet
" do., 100 years in use..

Citron

Citron

Cypress
Cypress
Damson
Deal, Norway spruce

" ditto.

" Christiana
" ditto.

" ditto

" English
" Scotch, white
" " yellow

Elder

Elm
Fir, American
" Riga.
" Russian
" ditto

" ditto

" Memel, seasoned
" weakest
" strong red
" strongest
" ditto

Hawthorn
Hawthorn
Holly
Jujube
Jasmine
Jasmine
Laburnum
Lancewood
Lancewood
Larch

" Scotch, seasoned
" " very dry

Specific

Gravity.

Force
necessary
to tear

asunder 1

sq. in. in

lbs. Avd.

0-800

0-840

0-780

0-812

0-685

0-720

0-640

0-990

0-400

0-540

0-610

0-610

0-877

0-790

0-340

0-460

0-460

0-460

0-470

0-498

0-472

0-416

0459

0-910

0-760

0920
1-010

1-022

0-636

0-496

0-470

16-000

14-186

7-667

17-379

16-700

19-600

17-000

12-000

17-892

14-220

14-572

10-220

22-200

17-709

15-000

15-500

6-300

11-400

4-973

12-100

10500
12-168

8-176

12-7S2
5-105

6-895

14-000

18-100

17-600

12-400

12-300

14-000

7-000

4-290

8-478

10-230

13-489

8-874

9072
10008
10000
9-792

10-876

8-280

11-040

12-420

13-000

10-700

9-200

16-000

18-915

12-020

11-756

10-500

23-400

24-696

11093
7-888

7-020

Names of woods.

Lemon
Lignum Vitaj

Lime-tree

Locust-tree

.Mahogany
Mahogany

" Spanish
Maple, Norway
Mulberry
Mulberry
Mulberry
Oak, American, white

" Baltic, seasoned
" Dantzic
" English
" ditto
" ditto, old
" ditto

" ditto

" pile out of River Cam.
" black line, log
" dry, cut four years
" French, unseasoned
" ditto

" seasoned
" Hamburgh
" ditto
" Provence, seasoned ....

" " seasoned....
" " seasoned....

Pine, pitch
" pitch
" pitch
" Norway
" Norway
" St. Petersburg
" St. Petersburg

Plum-tree

Plum-tree
Pomegranate
Pomegranate
Poplar
Poplar

Poplar

Quince
Quince
Sallow

Sycamore
Tamarisk
Tamarisk
Teak, old

" Java, seasoned ,

" Malabar, seasoned ....

" Pegu
Walnut
Willow
Willow
Willow, dry

Yew

Specific

Gravity.

Force |

necessary]
to tear

asunder li

sq. iu. in I

lbs. Avd.

1-220

0-760

0-870

0-800

0-753

0-793

0-660

0-660

0-673

0-760

0-760

0-700

0610
0-670

H

0-660

0-660

0-771

0-828

1-164

0-590

0-660

0-550

0-490

0360

0-700

0690

0-530

0-697

0-688

0-619

0590
0-390

0790
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Transverse strength of timber.—The following table contains the results of five different series of ex-

periments upon tl i and qualities of differ« Limb r. The experiments are detailed

at considerable length in VoL V. ot' the Professional Papers of the Royal 1. I oei
he top of the columns in which th< tits of their experiment

contained.

The bran « formula --. in which W i- the weisht ii

pouixl to break a beam of I length, and d depth, and . at the en
S may be taken as the resistance of a rod an inch square.

Table of th '( Strength of 1

IBSERVERS

Nam j,
1 Wl. . MR. HI MR. BARLOW I.T. DI .

8]D.gr. S. sp. gr. g. g sp.gr. s. sp. gr. g. sp. gr S.

2484 . *22 982
760

1024 988
760

-

1

Ash, English
in i 1550 642 2041

1165

626
925

1795
1105'• •• Swiimp

• Block 861 533

b 696 1 1556

American H 1 "in 1380 711 1380

Bed.. 1720 '.
, 2 1758 1739

: III "?ii i:'>J
: 711 1928

Ami n -

04<J 1810 'era 2525 670 2061
.. 756 1335 756 1335

ida 748 1395 .491 748 1443
- 756

• '354 7' 6 35 1

of Lebanon 330 1 193 330 1 193

Elm, English 553 1013 605 55

1

I 700 1 369 751 2072 1970

B71 .'117 780 >i92 2205 2129
" Bitter Nut .-71 1 165 B71 1 165

Oak, English • 1^34

645
1629

1699 699
934
872 170o

7:;:! 1556 629
779

1694
17-43•• American Whil

" •• Bed 940 1709 9 .1 952
Live.... 1 loo 1160 1862

\ dri lie *7ia 559 993 1171

" Dantzic 684 579 756 720 1518
•• Italian 796 688 796 1688
• Lorraine 796 483 796 1 183

Memel 727 1665

1 453 1456 iio 1073 432 iieo 432 1229

i: .1 .... 621 1944 1799 i-Ji 289 657 1341 1 1261 576
I

Yellow'. 516 L88 1 1102 456 1266 508 11-.

Pitch ... 660 1632 B20 1822 71(1 1781

\ ii tola 590 456 590 1 156

trchangei :,.»i 370 55

1

1370

I> intzic 649 126 1 11 1426

Memel 348 in il 1348
Prussian .. 6 145 1 1 IS

'748 654 1383

li Hi 503 1346

Ami ri 1036 1036

Mar-Fon t Fir 1232 1232
r>7 t 14" 1 1474

ma l I
Tlir • )«•<!

I!;il-;im 548 1123 548 LI23
•

911 in.' "HI 1 1 19

Larch 542 1335
. •.'ii 133 911

1083 2013
1752 1719
1099

•• v. '.i.l i.l

2103

.
1

.

....

YulloW-wood
heart

1141 1147 Ii 1 1

Bullet-tret! .

i illy

i :

i i ".1

Jly

•
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SUGAR-MILL, HORIZONTAL. By M. Nillus, of Havre. The figures furnish a good example ol

Hie form of machine used for crushing sugar-canes, as constructed by an eminent French engineer, who
has devoted his attention, in an especial manner, to the improvement of the apparatus used in the colo-

nies for the manufacture of sugar. It differs but slightly from the form usually adopted by English

makers. Many improvements have been recently proposed, but we have preferred giving engravings

of the more simple and compact form which is still mostly in use.

The conformation of the sugar-cane does not render it necessary that, for the extraction of its juice,

the cells which contain it should be previously broken, as is the case with sugar obtained from other

sources ; simple pressure, properly applied, is all that is required for its expulsion. For this purpose

the canes are squeezed by being passed successively between rollers disposed somewhat like those ol

a rolling-mill. In the older form of machines employed for the extraction of the juice, the rollers are

placed vertically, and it is only within the last few years that this arrangement has been supersedec

by the sugar-mill with horizontal cylinders, which is not only cheaper in construction and more easily

fixed, but by its use the process of feeding is performed with much less labor, and at the same time

more efficiently.

Fig. 3365 represents a front elevation of the entire mill, showing the form of the framing, and the

general disposition of the cylinders or rollers, and of the feeding-board, returner, and delivering-board.

Fig. 3366 is an end view of the same, showing the geering by which the rollers are driven.

Fig. 336*7 is a half-sectional plan taken on the line v—w, in Fig. 3365.
Fig. 3368 is a similar half-section taken on the line x—y.

Fig. 3369 is a vertical transverse section, through the centre of the mill, exhibiting the form of section

of the framing or standards, and the internal construction of the top-roller, with its gudgeon and bear-
ings.

Fig. 3370 is a longitudinal section of the entire mill, in which the arrangement and dimensions of the
rollers and their gudgeons, and the disposition of the feeding-board, returner, and delivering-board, are
most distinctly represented.

Fig. 3371 is a longitudinal section of one of the lower or feeding and delivering rollers, and of one ot

the driving pinions.

Fig. 3372 a front elevation of the three driving pinions, corresponding in position with their respec-

tive rollers, as shown in Fig. 3370.

I i '. 3373 a detached view of one of the stay-bolts for strengthening the standard.-.

Fig. 3374 is a section of part of the feeding hoard, through the socket of one of its supporting columns.

Fig. 3375 is a section of that part of the standard through which passes the screw for adjusting the

.Mearings of the feeding and delivering rollers ; and Fig. 3376 shows a face vie 1*- of one of these bearing!

themselves.
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General d —The crushing-rollers consist of thi ast-iron cylin li ra A I.

between the two standards 1> D,an i - • disposed that the
|

. the upper

roller A is nearly in contact with those of both the others. The rol

thick, and to give additional Btrengtb, are ribbed in the centre. They are traversed by the strong mal-

leable-iron . be, fixed into their respective rolli i I manner, and carrying

at one extremity the gi rhich the rollers arc moved, 'li.'-
I the upper roller A is

of considerably greater strength than those of the tain simultaneously the

strain of both. The feeding and delivering rollers B and C have small flanges at il etween

which the top-roll I, as shown in Fig. 3369; thi are for the preventing

I canes from working into the mill-bed. Some makers .-till continue the practice, once uni-

v adopted, of fluting the top-roller, in ord< r the b< iter !• .tit i> no-.,

rally abandoned, as it is found that after working 6ome time,;: .a the rollei - suffi-

ciently rough to bite th. lively; and the fluted rollers have this disadvantage, that the gr

carry round with them a considerable portion of the i xpressi d juice, which i^ Bpeedil; 11 y the

. canes, 1- sid< • causin ; considi i.

Tli" standards D 1' are securely fixed to the Btrong cast-iron sole-plate E, which, besides performing

this function i i form a- t.< aerveas a for the collection of thi

juice For this purpose that part of the sole-plate marked F, which lies between the two standards, is

ipe downwards from all Bides, thus forming a Bpecies of trough or ci>tern, the bottom of

which communicates with the gutter e, also cast of a piece with the sole-plate, and through which the

juice runa off into the proper receptacles. The whole mill rests upon, ami i- bolted firmly to its foun-

dation (l, which, in the example before us, consists of two strong beams of timber, but more generally a

foundation is preferred The bolts///which serve tin- purp . foundation, sole-

plate, and standard-, so that the whole are at once bound together.

337 I.

i I - DD are formed v. ithiud for the purp irings 11 II of the

feeding and delivi h for each journal, and their

form, as well as tl their adjustment, is shown detached from the machine ii

oilers from each other, and to compensate for the wear an
of tie I to be capable of brie- n

from '
I

ill. and foi

lain is appl
i I. by which means tin- bearing is guided laterally, and

mall gutter g, which i the

tie' ' into il for

Her-.

cheei l I •
.

with, tie- I.

.'. /., V. Ilil h • r-l V'C to fill

M M, v. hii
'

I
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standards, and are supported by the slips of -wood PP, which may be made of greater ;ir less thickness

according as it is found necessary to elevate or depress the returner. The use of the returner is tc

direct the canes which have been crushed between the top-roller A and the feeding-roller C, so that thev
may be again subjected to pressure between the former and the delivering-roller 13.

The three rollers ABC are simultaneously set in motion by the strong spur-pinions Q RS, fixed by-

keys upon the extremities of their respective gudgeons and geering together, as shown in Fig. 3372.

The pinion of the upper roller, which communicates motion to the others, is itself set in motion by the
driving-shaft, through the intervention of a clutch or coupling-box, fitting into the teeth q q q, which are

cast upon it. To provide for the varying resistance arising from irregular feeding, or from the acciden-

tal crossing of the canes, by which accidents the engine is liable to be brought up so suddenly as to en-

danger the breaking of the fly-wheel shaft, it is necessary to make all these connections of unusual size

and weight. The best surface speed for the rollers is 3'4 or 3'6 feet per minute.

The feed-board P consists of a flat plate of cast-iron, strengthened by feathers on its under surface.

It is set at a considerable inclination, and furnished with sheet-iron sides, and its purpose is to convey
the canes regularly and equably from the hands of the feeder to the mill. The feed-board rests upon
two cast-iron columns 1 t, fixed by cotters at their lower extremities to the edge of the mill-bed. Fig.

3374 shows the mode of their attachment to the feed-board.

On several sugar estates a continuous system of feeding ha3 been recently adopted, and might, we
think, be generally employed with advantage. This consists of an endless web of cloth, carried by two
parallel rollers, on which the canes are laid. One of the rollers receives motion from the mill itself, and
consequently the cloth progresses regularly, carrying the canes with it, and delivering them to be
crushed between the feeding and upper rollers. By this means the canes are all presented to the action

of the rollers in a longitudinal direction, and in the most equable and regular manner ; whereas, when
spread on the hopper by the hands of the negroes, the quantity admitted is sometimes too large and
sometimes too small, which has the disadvantage, in the one case, of permitting a portion of the canes
to pass between the rollers without receiving the due amount of pressure, and in the other of unneces-

sarily straining the mill.

The delivering-board IT, by which the crushed canes are withdrawn from the mill after the juice has
been expressed, consists, like the feed-board, of a cast-iron table, set at a great angle, and fitted close to

the delivering-roller B, so as to detach any small portions of the canes that may adhere to it, and might
otherwise mix with the liquor. It is made so as to turn upon pivots at the top of the small columns u u
which support it.

Action of the machine.—The action of the sugar-mill is so obvious as scarcely to require to be spe-

cially noticed. The sugar-canes, having been previously cut into short lengths of about three feet, are

brought to the mill tied up in small bundles ; there the feeder unites them, throws them on the feed
board T, and spreads them so that they may cross each other as little as possible. They are drawn in

between the feeding and top rollers A and C, where they are split and slightly pressed ; the liquor

flows down and is received into the mill-bed F, while the returner O guides the canes between the top
and delivering rollers A and B, where they receive the final pressure, and sliding down the delivering-

board U, are turned out on the floor of the mill, while the liquor runs back and falls into the mill-bed.

When circumstances will admit of it, it is desirable that the mill should be situated at such an eleva-

tion above the rest of the sugar apjjaratus as to render it unnecessary to raise the juice which flows

through the gutter e by pumping, as the contact of the air occasioned by the agitation of the liquor in

the pump-barrels tends to throw it into a state of fermentation. In very many cases, however, a pump
is attached to the sugar-mill, and is worked by suitable geering affixed to the gudgeon a of the upper
roller, which in our figures is shown of sufficient length to effect this purpose if required.

Literal References.

A, the upper roller or cylinder.

ii, the gudgeon or shaft of the upper roller, upon which it is fixed by keys.

BC, the delivering and feeding rollers.

/> c, their respective gudgeons.
D D, the standards or headstocks of the mill.

d d, small projections thereon for guiding the bearings of the rollers B and C.

E, the sole-plate, to which the standards D D are fitted, and which is also formed intc

F, the mill-bed, into which the expressed liquor flows.

e, the gutter for withdrawing the liquor from the mill-bed.

///. tln> holding-down bolts of the mill,

(i (!, strong beams, forming the foundation of the mill.

,<///, gutters for withdrawing the superfluous oil from the bearings of the rollers B and C.

Hit, brass bushes, forming the bearings of the rollers B and C.

hh, regulating screws for the adjustment of the rollers B and C.

t i, their nuts, sunk into the framing.

1 1, the cheeks of the framing, traversed by the screws // h.

KK, cotter-bolts, for strength, nm ; the cheeks II.

k k, east-iron ferules on the bolts K K.

L L, the brass bearings of the top-roller.

M M, the^plummer-block covers of the top-roller.

NN, the plummer-bloek cover bolts, which also regulate the pressure upon the tqp-rollor by meantl

A the nuts n n.

»), the returner, fixed between the lower rollers, and serrated at each edge.

PP small slip3 of wood for supporting the returner.
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Q, a strong spur-pinion on the gudgeon of the top-roller. On il tions

ij q q, .'li Bimilar projections on the coupling-box of the driving-shaft

K S, sp d the gudgeons of the lower rollers, geering with t!.

tt, small columns for supporting the feed-board.

U, the delivering-board, fitted with hinge-joints, to admit of its turning upon
u u, u. I

. inns upon which it is supported.

Fig. Z'jII Represents a five-roll r sugar-mill built by Xellius in France for the French colonies.

r grinding the ran.' arc generally placed ten to twelve feet from the ground, in orde
(o give sufficient fall for the juice to flow into the juice-boxes, and from them into the ki

The thickness of tl
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going directly under the clarifiers, sending the draught through the teache and all the boilers. "W" W
dampers for shutting off draught from clarifiers.D E. XXX, feeding-doors to the boilers. Y Y, feeding

doors to clarifiers. Z Z Z, doors for drawing the ashes from under the boilers.

The sugar-cane is twice subjected to the action of the mills, or is passed through two sets of rollers

of which the second pair are adjusted more closely together than the first. By this pi'ocess, the sugar-

cane comes out from the rollers nearly dry, but some juice is still retained by the capillary forces ol

the plant, and cannot be entirely separated from it by any degree of pressure. The liquor thus pro-

duced soon undergoes fermentation if left to itself, and by very slight causes is changed into substances

of a nature entirely different from the pure solution of sugar, of which it at first consisted. Among
these substances are mucilage, lactic acid, alcohol, and carbonic acid. To prevent this change by fer-

mentation, the liquor, as soon as possible after it is expressed from the cane, is exposed to a high heat.

This checks its tendency to ferment.

As it comes from the mill, the juice is passed through a sieve or coarse cloth, to separate the coarse

6olid feculencies. It then flows from the mill-bed into channels through which it is conducted to re-

ceivers. These are generally two in number, placed in a situation as cool as possible, to diminish the

tendency of the liquor to ferment. They are also usually on a higher level than the boiling-house.

The crushed cane stalks are carried from the mill to the trash-house, which, on large plantations, is a
building about one hundred feet long, eighteen feet wide, and fourteen feet high. In these the cane-

trash is carefully spread out, and means taken to render it perfectly dry. When dry it i -

as fuel.

"When the receiver is filled with cane-liquor, a valve is opened, and the liquor flows out through a
channel lined with heet-lead, into the clarifiers D and E. Fig. 33*79. In the ordinary method, a fire is

lighted under these clarifiers, and lime is stirred into the cane-juice. The liquor soon becomes heated,
and the temperature gradually rises till the thermometer stands at about 210°. As the heat incn
minute bubbles of air make their appearance, an 1 a greenish-gray scum forms upon the surface of the
liquor. The temperature is not allowed to rise to the boiling point, as (he motion thus produced in the
liquor would break the scum at the top, and mingle it again with the fluid by carrying down the fecu-

lencies which had risen to the i p. la about forty minutes the scum attains a thickness which causes

it to "crack," or to divide into white froth, as watery vapor rises up and forces its way through. When
this is observed, the liquor is Bkimmed i'<>v about ten or twelve minutes, after which, if circumstances

will admit of the delay, the fire is
|

I, and the cane liquor is allowed to remain undisturbed in Iho

olonfiera for twenty or thirty minutes, or even lunger, during which period there ensues a more con»
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plete separation and ri impurities. This pri

the greater part of the feculencies is r< moved
Froi Sere the liquor is drawn < ocksMand

are employed in other I from the bo
that about one-twentieth of the liquid will remain in the boiler. In is fur-

i with only one clarifier; in general, however, two or three, and in ablishmenta

four an rhe 1 in Jamaica, whii h
|

annually, is provided with three clarifiere, each of 140 gallons capacity

f 300 gallons, another of 180 gallons, and another o( ire.

i the clarifiers the liquor passes into the first eva] bich, in Ri i d's arrai g< mi ni

about 400 gallons. Here the juice is allowed to boil. This

which could not be separated l>v gentle heat, and which, therefore, were i i in the clai

The scum, as it rises, is carefully ;

• scummers. When, in this way, the cane-hquor is im-

1 in quality, thickened to a syrup, and reduced about two-thirds in quantity, it is then dra

into the second and smaller evaporator 1!. This evaporator bol Is about 200 L^ai I
i
may

e admitted from the clarifiers into O. The syrup from G ran- 1 still further in i
;

then drawn off into the last evaporator A. This evaporator is technically calle 1 th ! u '<

. [n tliis

the syrup is concentrated to the r» jree for crystallizing. This is called the stril

and the concentrated syrup the strike, while striking is an operation performed

len vats, not represented in the figure. These are made of cypress planks, and are very

-hallow, measuring from four to five feet in width, by twelve to fourteen inches in di pth

than - of kettles, and, in general, a Bugar bouse contains i

a a greater number. They are called coolers, for the liquor is removed from the teach

poured into these vessels to cooL Their Bize is such that, when til! al that rate

which is most favorable to a proper crystallization of The more gradually the

cools the larger will be"the grain" of the Bugar, and the more easily will the molasses be d

from it.

'I lie degree of concentration of the' syrup i- determined by several methods, of which the best i-

called the pr h. A small portion of the syrup i- taken from a ladle or stirrer on the end oi

the thumb, and the middle finger is then brought in contact with it, and again separated from it. If.

in this case, two drops of liquid separate, that i n the thumb below being the larger, the concentration

is as yet weak. If th< me nearly equal ai d do no) si parate until the fingi r and thumb are

drawn widely apart, the concentration is stronger. The third state of concentration is where, by the
- paration of the finger and the thumb half an inch, a thread i- drawn out, which finally breaks l

the end of the thread 1 b-shaped, and rises slowly towards the finger. In the fourth

the same thing occurs at a greater distance, the end is folded backwards, and the thread has the form
of a ribbon or long strip, which rises more rapidly than before In the fifth and last d mcen-

tration, after a greater -"paration, the thread breaks, being very fine at the end which turns asi le and
u [I like a cork-screw. It does not fold itself upon the upper part of the thread as befoi

more concentration prevents the thread from shrinking at all upon itself

The scum which is removed from the cane-hquor and Byrup is taken, together with the I

Uected in the c I the still-house, where il ! I into spirit The furnace is maintained
.a a uniform hi at, day and night, from the commencement of the grinding season in Nbvi nab r, till its

conclusion in January, stopping only a few times that the kettles may be scraped from the accumula-
tion of rust, lime, and earthy impurities, which collect upon them, and which, if not occasionally re-

• them to crack,

From tb coolei th ar is taken to the curing-house, which is a large building i to the

boiling hou e. 1

tern and on the floor of the 1
;

a frame-work of si , leaving a gangwaj ii

the middle Upon tl hogsheads, into which the Bugar, when
ciently crystallized in the co ind the molasses drain the bottom.

This i low into the cistern. The curing-house is buil

to hold all
i .m be mad" in three or four weeks, or till it i i part

i enta led in the en •' w ben tol-

. ral.l , .1
i-- calli d ial used b bite or loaf-

/'

for tl.

arran
. :U in

the mode in which the fire i

In l

A in it lo r \ al .
•

\al,.

sufficiently kindled, tl.

I

and tl

.

.
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resented by the bent arrow, will finally pass through the flue a h into the chimney. Two valves art

represented by the letter a, and two by the letter b, corresponding to the two clarifiers represented bj

No. 1. The object of this double arrangement is to shut off the heat from either clarifier, according to

circumstances.

__ „_ -

The flue ed passes through the tcache and is composed of a series of pipes, as represented at b. ir

Fig. 3379. The valve e is so constructed as to close all these pipes, and corresponds to the valve R,

in Fig. 3379. The valve d is made in the same way. The flues beneath Nos. 3 and 2 pass through

these boiler?, as represented in G and II, in Fig. 3379. The flue beneath No. 1 has a different cod-
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structioa In this two larg I. By
the valve L the fire may at any time be entirely, or in part, cut off from th and by the valve

c from the teache.

remaining arran i ted in Fig. 3379. X X X W arc doors opening t<> the fur-

nace, by which a fire may at any time be kindled directly under each of tl r under the clari-

fiers. ZZZ are doors for removing ashes from under the 1 i : for drawi
syrup firom the teache. The stop-co ks for drawing off the syrup from the other boilers hav<

already mentioned.
'!'? prepare tl>- use.—A B and C are at first nearly filled with water. I) and I" are tilled

with cane-juice. The fire is then kindled, an 1 the heat is made to
|

ive, through
all the boilers, and one of the clarifiers 1\ but not through the other, E. When the cane-liquor in I

1

is

I nearly to the boiling point, the heat is cut nil' from this and made to pass through El The
water is qow drawn off from boiler C, and the clarified cane-juice from I) is drawn off into this I

D is then again filled with cane-liquor.

When the cane-liquor in E is sufficiently clarifie 1,

1

drawn off into B, the watei
of which has been previously removed. The liquor from £ is then drawn ofl . E is filled

with fresh cane
j

The liquor from D being ready to be drawn off again, the water i-
i from the striking I

A, and the syrup is drawn from B to A. from C to B, and from 1) to 0. J) is filled with fresh

juice, and all the boiler- are now in operation. When the syrup in A is sufficiently concentrated, the

fire i- cut off from this boiler by raising the valve </. Fig. 3380. The syrup is allowed to remain in the

for a few moments till it i- I, and is then drawn off except 3 or -1 inches at the

bottom.

Advantages of Reed's Bom as. 1. Economy //" '—In most of the tropical countries -.,

;-, fuel has become scarce ;
hence the great object of the planter ig so to arrange his work- as to

economize fuel. The usual arrang this pur] of boilers in a horizontal flue.

The heal of the fire is thus, to a greal extent, abstracted before it arrives in the flue. The saving of

fuel, in Reed's arrangement, it tting oil' the fire when it i- not i d< 1

Mere position cannot adapt the boilers to the < 1 i :

I

beat which they require, foi

i- no gradation in this respect, When the liquor i- first introduced into the clarifiers, a great amount
of heat is frequently necessary, on a icount of the large quantity of water which the .

i
main-.

But, a- the evaporation proceeds, the amount of heat required diminishes, in the striking-teache,

also, it is equally important to be able to diminish or cut off the heat at once. This i

in Reed's method, and. at the same time, the heat i- not lost, but is applied immediately to the evap-
orators No.s. 2 and 3, Fig. 3380.

•_'. Economy of many plantations, and on all at certain times, it is far more important to

hasten the o -juice into sugar, even if this is done imperfectly, than to obtain a more
ire of time. It is often far more profitable to make a large

quantity of rather inferior sugar, than a smaller amount of the first quality.

Economy of time is important in another respect, Ii has been ascertained that sugar is rendered
iel uncrystallizable more by the duration of boiling than by the intensity of the heat employed

.Slow evaporation for instance, instead of producing a b ttei r< rery dark and un

I

.
apoiaiion in 6 or 8 minutes, in the usual evaporating pan, renders less

of the Bugar uncrystallizable, than a slow evaporation in the same pan continued for 40 or

The same effect I found to take phv een a in the vacuum process, wh< re tl

at a very low tempi rat

e in three way-;, (l.) Evaporation tal

when the neat i- distributed through tl pipes, than when it is applied to the flat or round

'inn boiler. For this reason Bteom pipes are introduced into the Byrup, in the vacuum
itn which tills th- torn of the ; d in this pp •minu-

nicates heal i : heat can be used in this method than in the

!. In the common boiler, as the heat of the fire acts directly on the I

round bottom, th he sugar from being burnt, or from ben.

dered uncrystallizable. If a high heal i I, it is impossible to pn effect from:
place

I [ting the heat through the syrup, pro-

; he w hole an asily man
that the five evaporating pans will require no raori • f the

ordinal :

> labor will thus be saved when j| i- i, m the

hurry i

ther metho U by whii

'

ion The vacuum Howard
and otl i all their

|

nploy tie i

them. The amo pay the inter il on th

band
, u it requ
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the second vacuum-pan is supplied, where it is then brought to the striking point. The vacuum-pans
used in this mode of boiling are like those described under the mode of boiling in open kettles and
vacuum-pans ; they are heated with low-pressure steam, and, consequently, the burning of the concen-

trated saccharine liquid is thereby obviated. When the operations of defecation, filtering, and boiling

are well managed, the sugar is equal in every respect to any made in any apparatus of the most im-

proved method. By this mode of boiling sugar the consumption of fuel is as great as with common ket-

tles. These kinds of vacuum-pans require a great quantity of fresh water for condensing ; and in places

where water is scarce, vacuum-pans of this description cannot be employed.
Degrand's apparatus.—Degrand's system consists of a condenser. The vapors arising from the juice

or syr'D boiled in a vacuam-pan and condensed by means of a serpentine tube, over which a film of cold

juice is continually kept flowing, which absorbs the latent heat of the vapor within the tube, and a por-

tion of the water from the juice passes off as vapor in the air. Degrand's condenser serves the double
purpose of a condenser and evaporator.

There are only two of Degrand's apparatus in Louisiana. They were constructed at the Novelty
Works, Xew York, and are more commonly known as Derosne's apparatus; but Mr. Degrand is the

eal inventor and patentee of this apparatus, and Derosne it Cail are only the constructors and assigneey

jf his apparatus for the n( rth of France and the colonies.

The Degrand apparatus in operation in Louisiana have vacuum-pans with a very large heating sur-

face, and heated with low-pressure steam ; the air-pumps are larger than those used in the Island of

Cuba. The artificial draught of air is not made use of here, but the same result is obtained by the in-

jection of water between the condenser and air-pump ; this increases somewhat the consumption of fuel,

but the vacuum obtained in that way is as perfect as by means of the draught of air ; and the sugar

made with this apparatus is as good as any made in Louisiana.

In the beet-sugar manufactories in Germany the manufacturers were beginning to abandon its use, in

consequence of the practical difficulties in distributing the beet-juice regularly over the serpentine ; and

in case one of the many tubes which form the serpentine has the slightest deviation from the straight

line, the juice will concentrate more at such depressions, and disturb the regular distribution of juice

over the tubes. When a leak happens, the juice or syrup is rapidly absorbed into the interior of the

tube on account of the vacuum, and causes a considerable loss. It is likewise found that the economy

of water for condensing is not so great as wTas anticipated, and finally it was concluded to return to the

former plan of boiling in common vacuum-pans.
The consumption of fuel by a Degrand's apparatus is If to 2 cords of wood for every 1000 pounds

ar produced. In the Island of Cuba this apparatus takes off the whole crop with the b::

alone; kowever, some require great quantities of wood besides the bagasse.

Mr. Derosne obtained a patent in Europe in 1836, and in America in 1845.

The following description of the mode of working his apparatus is taken from his patent.

The juice which is taken from the mills is defecated in pans or boilers, a row of which is shown at

///, Fig In Fig. 3381, the elevation of one of these boilers,/, is represented. The juice from

the mill passes into a reservoir (/, that is connected by a pipe d' with an air-tight cylinder e, in which

pipe there is a stop-cock that is turd id bj a long handle d", by turning which the cylinder c can be

rilled, and the communication can be afterwards cut off by admitting steam from the generators or boib

hown in Fig. 3382, 6, in dotted lines, that supplies steam to tie engines and heating apparatus or

the whole manufactory,) into the top of the cylinder e. The juice is forced through a pipe e', in the

bottom of said cylinder, up into the clarifying boilers f, which is constructed with a double bottom, be-

tween which --team is admitted by the tube «' from the generator; the condensed watt r being returned

to the boilers by a force-pump through the pipe b'. The construction is common, but the employment
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of the series of these pans, for this purp r the juice cl about

When the cane-juice has reached I
f
the clarii int is

from 60° it is add< d. Thi

ilumine oft] with or without the pn
i in, which is formed by mix-

mj; sulphuric acid with alumi . and adding thi n to lime, potash or other Bimilar salt, i

:
I lified I lood, i ither fre h or dried, bi ii ited into thi This is

with the juice by carefully stirring it whi tture, and cl fthis,

an be used, as in the formi r
]

!
• quantity beii that used in

the old colonial mode of proci iding, as, i

which of 'Ii •

|
i perfectly i

i ny extent tl

in order to obtain a good clarification. The steam is ki

to boil, and when this point is reached, the steam i

that at the top of the boiler// a thick and f scum is formed, and only a ven small

quantity of matter is pi m of the boil< r. In a few minul
r. and can be drawn off through a tube m, by turnii

.
v.l.. n it c taim d if the liquor is limpid. A small of thick ma

By tin I all the trouble-

some labor of skin The juice, after ! a\ ing the tub m, pa utter M which comma-
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a condenser for the steam rising from the vacuum-pan. The steam, when condensed into water, runs

out of the lower tubes, as above named, into an injecting-cylinder D, where, if the condensation is not

perfect, water can be injected to complete it; from the cylinder 1) the water of condensation, &c, i^

drawn off by the action of the air-pump attached to a steam-engine, indicated in the drawing by E.

The pump and cylinder D, above named, may be omitted, and a ventilator placed in their stead; but
the vacuum will not in that case be so complete, although the expense of the apparatus is somewhat
reduced. Instead of attaching the condenser with the vacuum-pan, as above described, it may be con-

nected with the exhaust-pipe of the steam-engine.

As the depth of juice in vacuum-pan A is reduced by evaporation down tu the heaters inside, a Fur-

ther supply is to be admitted from u through the pipe d", as in the first instance ; and when the juice

under evaporation acquires a density of 2-1° or 25° of Beaume, it must be drawn out of the pan, the

passage of the steam to the heaters being first cut off, and the vacuum therein destroyed.

The syrup at 25° then passes through a movable spout L, which is directed into another spout N, and
thence into the reservoir I, after which the boiler is charged with juice from u, and the process again

proceeds as before. During the operation of emptying and refilling the pan, the time is so short as not

to require the stopping of the flow of the cane-juice over the outside of the tubes C C" C".
From the reservoir I the syrup is raised by means of a hand-pump J into a spout which is represented

at i, Fig. 3382, for feeding the filters before described. The syrup runs from the spout i into either of

the filters h through stop-cocks attached thereto for that purpose, and passing down through the filters,

it is soon after drawn off through the cock and received into the gutter i', whence it is conducted into

the reservoir k', Fig. 33S2 ; and when there is a sufficient quantity therein to fill the pan A, the other

processes are stopped, and the pan A is filled with the syrup from the reservoir k', by means of a pipe

u', which connects them by a proceeding similar to that for filling the pan from the reservoir u. The
evaporation of this syrup of 25° is then proceeded with until it is sufficiently boiled, which is ascertained

by the testing-rod of common form. When the syrup is in a proper state of condensation, the pan is to

be emptied by means of the movable spout L, through the spout N, into one or the other of the heating

pans shown by letter F.

The pans F have double bottoms, and are supplied with steam from the generators between the two
bottoms, by which they are heated, until the temperature of the syrup contained therein reaches 10°

Beaume, at which point crystallization almost immediately commences ; and when it is quite deter-

mined, the mixture of crystals and syrup must be stirred with a wooden spatula, care being taken to dis-

tribute the crystal formed on the bottom and sides equally ; the matter is then, while in a liquid state,

ready to pour into the moulds.

In the process of filtration, herein before named, as soon as it is found that from the use of the filter

the syrup of 25° comes from it less pure than at first, it is stopped and turned into another filter; the

clarified juice is then admitted into the filter from spout j; this drives the syrup still contained in the

filter down, and takes its place. When the degree of the flowing syrup is found to be reduced to 15°,

the juice flowing from the cock is directed into the gutter j, which conducts it into the reservoir J:, from

whence it takes its course as before indicated.

When the animal charcoal is sufficiently exhausted by the filtration of the clarified juice, water is let

on to the filter, and assumes the place of the clarified juice in the same way as the juice did the syrup

;

by this means the greater part of the juice is recovered, the flow being stopped when the degree of the

liquid is too weak to be of value.

The coal is then taken out of the filter and conveyed to the revivifier, and the filter is again refilled

with fresh black.

DeVosne claims the employment of a series of horizontal tubes, placed one above another, in the man-

ner described, having a current of steam passing through them, and the cane-juice flowing over the ex-

terior surface, by which the >ti am is condensed and the juice is somewhat concentrated; thus serving

the double purpose of condenser and evaporator as before described, said condenser being attached either

to the vacuum-pan or to the exhaust-pipe of the steam-engine.

Rillieux's apparatu.—Norbcrt Rillieux, of Now Orleans, invented an apparatus for boiling sugar in

vacuo, in which he uses the latent heat arising from one pan to boil the juice or syrup in succession in

another vacuum-pan of similar construction. To heat the first pan he uses the escape steam :>f tin
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steam-engine which works the grinding-mill ; the second, third, or fourth pan is heated firoa

> from the second and third pans.

r-pump produces the necessary vacuum.

Mr. Rilheux obtained nt for his invent;"!) in |

following d rkihg.

i four pans,

dee, after h 1 the clari i

vat, from which it d in the nrsl pan A. tl rough .1
] ;

186, which leads to the

: that pan, on which pipe there is a stop cock, which is oj f a handle 4

placed in front of the apparatus, where the man v.!. 1. in turning

that I i
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Now let us follow the steam:
The exhaust steam from the boilers goes through the pipe I, Figs. 3383 and 3384, to the first pan A.

Below that is another, K, which brings the direct steam from the boiler and feeds the clarifiers F F and
the pumping engine L. At M, Fig. 3384, is a valve which connects the two steam-pipes together, and
through which any quantity of direct steam wanted, besides the exhaust steam, can be let into the ex
haust steam-pipe I for boiling the juice.

The vapors arising from the cane-juice of the pan A are carried down through a pipe h, Figs. 3385
and 3386, and column i, in a cast-iron box, o", steam-chest /.'. A part of this steam passes up through
the column I to feed the second pan B, and passes through the horizontal pipe m, Fig. 3385, and up the

column q to feed the strike-pan D.

The vapor arising from the second pan B passes through column n and steam-chest k', and up through
the column o, to boil the pan C. The vapor from CD passes through the columns^ 2 through the

horizontal pipe s, and brings the vapor to the condenser s, where it is condensed by means of a jet of

water ; the vacuum being maintained through the means of an ordinary air-pump T. S is a pipe which
connects the jjumping engine with the condenser, the third and fourth pan.

The waste water of the first pan A comes down through a pipe into an air-tight chest in the bot-

tom-plate of the pumping engine, from which the force-pump u takes it and sends \\ back to the steam-

boilers.

The waste water of the second and third pans, which is the condensed water of the vapor arising

from the cane-juice in the first and second pans, passes through similar stop-cocks and pipes, which

carry it to the small air-pump U, which forces it up to a vat, where it serves for all the cleansings of the

establishment.

Three-pan apparatus,—When the three-pan apparatus is used, the cane-juice is pumped into the first

pan A; from thence to the third C; the second, marked B, is omitted; whence it is drawn off by the
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pump to the clarifiers, and the juice folio > the same com a apparatus, above, de
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sugar-house, generating enough steam to work the grinding-mill, to heat the defecators, supply the ne-

cessary quantity of steam to the boiling apparatus, to work the engine for the air, juice, syrup, ana
water pumps ; making 12,01)0 lbs. of sugar in 2-1 hours.

The apparatus is solid and requires very small space, and has a pleasant appearance.

The sugar made with this apparatus is of a beautiful light straw-color, of fine large crystal, and free

from unpleasant odor, and commanding a good price and ready sale.

The price of a liillieux apparatus varies according to the size ; a three-pan apparatus sufficiently

Large to lake off a crop of 4-10 hogsheads of first sugar, including clarifiers, bone-black filters, vat fur

filtered cane-juice and syrup, three boiling-pans, pumping engine, cast-iron and copper pipes, and all

expenses of setting up, is $11,000.*

A. Stillman patented an improvement in evaporating saccharine juices in 1843.

The invention consists in employing the surplus or waste heat from the " train" in generating steam
for grinding cane, pumping, or any other purpose for which it may be required.

To supply the deficiency of evaporating power occasioned by diminishing the train of kettles, he sub-

stitutes in their place any number of steam evaporators or clarifiers, into which is introduced the "ex-

haust" or waste steam from the steam-engine, 'ibis waste steam, to be made effective, must be intro-

duced into the clarifiers or evaporators under a pressure greater than that of the atmosphere, and the

eti'ect will be in proportion to the pressure.

The objects of this arrangement are, a saving of fuel and improvement in the quality of the product,

and the improvement in the latter respect will be proportionate to that amount of the process of clari-

fying and evaporating which is transferred from the ordinary kettles in contact with the fire, to those

making use of the waste steam.

Fig. 3387 is a section of the sugar-works in which are shown the tipplication of the improvement, and
respecting only a general arrangement. A A are the steam-boilers so placed as to receive under them
the waste heat from the train ; B, the steam-engine ; E, pump for bringing the liquor from the reservoir

to the clarifiers through the pipe F. This pump is not an essential fixture, as the mill is more frequently
elevated to a height sufficiently for the liquor to run directly to the clarifiers. 6G, the clarifiers; H.
the evaporator, which is of the same form and construction as the clarifiers ; I K L, a train of " coppers"
or evaporators, such as are in common use; M, fireplace for the train; N", the flue, through which the
flame passes from the "train" under the steam-boilers to the chimney ; O P is also a flue to the chim-
ney, so that the flame from the " train" may be turned off from the steam-boilers at will; R, exhaust
steam-pipe from the engine; this pipe communicates with the pipes in the clarifiers or evaporators; S,

the escape-valve, by which a pressure is maintained in the exhaust-pipe.
The clarifiers are rectangular boxes of sheet-iron, (boiler-plate,) the bottoms of which are double, so

as to form a steam-chamber a; around the top they have a channel-way m, which forms the ''skim-

ming-spout ;" the skimmings, which it receives, are carried off by a pipe. In addition to the heating
surface obtained by the double bottom, there is above it one or more tiers of copper pipes. The method
of introducing them is as follows : on two opposite sides of the clarifiers is a cast-iron box riveted, which
forms the side chamber b b, and extends the whole length of the clarifier; this chamber is closed by a

movable plate which is fastened by bolts; these two opposite chambers are connected by the cross-

pipes c; the pipes are received into the chambers through "packing-joints," so as to prevent any com-
munication between the steam in the chamber and the liquor within the clarifier. To the top of one of

the side chambers there is a cylindrical valve-chamber attached, which receives the steam from the ex-

haust-pipe on either side; from the lower side of this valve-chamber is a steam passage communicating
with the chamber 6; this steam passage is opened or closed by means of a sliding-valve d.

When the engine is in operation, the waste steam passing through the exhaust-pipe 11 is admitted
through into the side chamber b, and from thence into the pipes c c, and also through apertures into the

bottom chamber a. The liquor in the clarifier is then exposed to the heating surfaces of the pipes ee,

and also of tin; "false" or "double bottom."
Stcam-pipcs passing through the liquor have been before employed, but not in combination with (he

double bottom. The advantage of this combination is this : by using the pipes alone, that portion oi

the liquor beneath them would be in a great measure unaffected, whilst the double bottom above would
not give the necessary heating surface; so that the combination is necessary to a perfect operation.

/'/ and i are two valves; one for discharging the clarified or concentrated liquor, and the other fir

discharging the sediment, formed in clarifying. Their construction is as follows ; the valve is the ordi-

nary "puppet valve," with a hinge on the upper side for attaching the rods; the seat is fitted between
the two bottoms of the clarifier and riveted to both ; the pipes for carrying the liquor and sediment arc

Sue De Bow's Commercial Review, p. 290, vol. 5.
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TELEGRAPH, History of the. Soon after the discovery of the Leyden jar, in 1747, it was observed
that the shock, passed through twelve thousand feet of wire, affected persons placed at either extremity,

apparently at the same instant of time. The idea of the instantaneous passage of electricity was prob-

ably thus first received, and it was forced, by new observations, on the attention of all succeeding

electrician-.

In 1794, Reizen proposed a telegraph, employing the spark, with seventy-six wires, or thirty-sis

complete circuits, one for each letter and number. In 1798, Betancourt constructed a telegraph, also

employing the spark, which is stated to have been in successful operation, between Madrid and Aran-
juez, for twenty -six miles. This was the achievement of the close of the last century. The difficulty

of insulating free electricity made it impossible that any great results should be obtained from its use.

The first year of the present century produced the voltaic or galvanic battery. In 1809, Soemmering
improved this discovery by inventing a telegraph of thirty-five wires, which indicated the letters by
the decomposition of water, which took place under the eye of the observer, from little pins of gold.

He also caused the liberation of the gases to raise a cup attached to a lever, and thereby drop a weight
on a little platform, connected with chime machinery, so as to ring a bell. In 1816, Dr. J. it. Coxe, of

Philadelphia, proposed a simOar decomposing apparatus, and confidently predicted the ultimate sue

cess of the telegraph. In the same year, Ronalds, in England, returned to the use of free electricity,

inventing an elaborate telegraph, which was put into operation over eight miles of wire.

The first registering telegraph seems to have been constructed by Mr. Harrison Gray Dyar, of Long
Island, in 1826, who used the decomposing power of the spark, acting upon a fillet of paper, moistened
and stained with litmus, and moved by hand or clock-work. The passage of each spark from a con-

ductor to the paper produced a discoloration, and, by different combinations of marks thus made, any
signal could be transmitted and registered. This was a very important step in the history of the tele-

graph, and appears to be the origin of the system of telegraphic alphabets so generally used in later

inventions.

In the telegraphs already referred to, it had been necessary to interpose the indicating apparatus in

the course of the circuit ; that is, to interrupt the circuit for a short space. This was obviated by the

discovery of the deflection of the compass needle by Oersted, in 1819, and the discovery of the electro-

magnet by Ampere, in 1820. According to the first of these discoveries, a. magnetic needle tends to

place itself at right angles to a wire in its neighborhood, through which a galvanic current passes.

According to the second, a piece of soft iron, placed in the axis or centre of a coil of wire, becomes a

magnet during the passage of a galvanic current through the coil.

In 1820 and 1S22, Ampere proposed and fully described the use of the deflection of a number of

needles to constitute a telegraph similar to that of Wheatstone, now in operation, with a less number
of circuits, in England. From this time the subject became one of frequent suggestion among philoso-

phers. The deflective telegraph was, however, finally introduced into practice by Schilling, in Russia,

at the end of 1832, by Gauss and Weber at Gottingen, in 1833, and finally, on a large scale, by Wheat-
stone, in England, and Steinheil, at Munich, in 1837, or soon after. The credit of the first construction

of the galvanic telegraph belongs thus to Schilling, Steinheil, and Wheatstone, by the latter of whom,
with some of his English coadjutors, many of the practical difficulties in the modes of transmitting the

current were overcome.
The telegraph of Steinheil, which was in operation between Munich and Bogenhausen in the sum-

mer of 1837, seems to be the first electro-magnetic telegraph on record which employed a registering

apparatus. The deflection of his needles moved little levers, carrying pen-points, which marked dots

or short lines on a fillet of paper moved by clock-work, as had been done with common electricity pre-

viously by Dyar, and as was subsequently brought into use in this country by Professor Morse.

The deflective telegraph was still imperfect, each deflection of the needle requiring a very apprecia-

ble time to be accomplished. The use of the electro-magnet was the next step taken in advance. It

was not until the experiments, in 1830, of Professor Joseph Henry, now secretary of the Smithsonian
Institute, upon powerful electro-magnets, and the effect of long conductors, that this form of telegraph

became possible ; and in his first paper on the result of these experiments, he at once applied the new
facts to the idea of the construction of the telegraph.

In 18-14, the registering telegraph of Professor S. F. B. Morse, employing the electro-magnet, was
introduced upon a line between Baltimore and Washington, the caveat to his patent bearing the data

of October, 1837. The first suggestion of this form of telegraph is claimed to have been made by Pro-

fessor Morse in 1832, and also, in its general character, by Dr. C. T. Jackson. This telegraph, together

with the House telegraph, and the Bain decomposing telegraph, constitute the three systems now, for

the most part, in operation in this country.

Description of the telegraph.—Fig. 3390 represents a series of twelve pairs of Grove's battery, such

as is generally used in connection with the telegraph. When a plate of platina and a plate of zinc are

placed in an acid solution, a current tends to flow from the platina to the zinc, through any conductor
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which may be so disposed as to connect the two. In thi represented, con
listing of r pairs, the zinc of each of which is

I with the platina of the next. It

may be considered that a current is produced by each of these pair-, which has, howevi r. to tlow in thu

Dd fall in with all the others. Henco their intensity is multiplied twelve timea It is

by this means that the resistance to ti nt through very long condud
come. The number of pairs in the telegraph is always proportion d -..Inch the current

is to traverse, fifty or more being used on a fine of two hundred milea
h pair of the battery consists of a pint glass tumbler, a cj lind< r i f one, a small porous cylindri-

cal earthenware cell within the zinc, and a platinum strip suspended within the cell from an arm be-

: tn the zinc of the next pair. A solution of diluted sulphuric acid is used with the tine, outside

the porous cell, and the cell itself is filled with nitric acid. The two acid- are used on account of an
increase ofpower depending on a chemical reaction. The zinc cylinder is amalgamated with mercury,
to prevent it- being acted upon by the acid when the battery is not in use \

BOda : added to the sulphuric acid, to assist in accomplishing tl This is the

most powerful form of battery known.
A battery, using copper and zinc plates in fiat glass cells, has been lately employed on the lines of

the chemical telegraph in this country. The interval between the plates is filled with white san I

Band i- moistened to the consistency of a paste with diluted Bulphuric acid. This battery proves very
constant, and, though less powerful, is much more easily managed than th< tery.

Two a r< v. cups will be seen rising above the battery in Fig. 3390, one of which is the positive pole
or extremity of the series, the other the negative. To these the wires are attached which
current. 'J hese wir< 3, as first used in the telegraph, were of copper, which is a better conductor of gal-

vanism than iron; but the liability to accident, from their want of strength, v. it, that iron

wires were substituted by Steinheil, in Germany, of a size sufficient to make up by their quantity for

the poorness of their quality as conductors.

The wires are usually supported on posts, from which they are insulated by glass supports or knobs.
They have i„

,
n sometimes carried through the ground, insulated within a metallic tul e.

the Bignal-key in its Bimple form. 1. \\ hen in use, in the course of the

rraphic circuit, proceeding from the battery. When the hand depresses the key, it

with the knob and metallic Btrip below, making connection between the two -

ind completing the battery circuit. While the key is depressed, a continuous curi.

but if it be depressed, and allowed to spring immediately up, only an instantaneous wave or impulse
; imunicated. The use of the signal-key, in connection with the telegraph, was described by Am-
pere, m 1 B20.

>

more perf :tion, is represented in Fig. 8392. [t consists of a
mounted on a horizontal axis, with a knol or tin- hand at the extremity of the long arm, which
i^ at the right in the figure. This lever is thrown up by a Bpring, bo a- to avoid contact with the

on the frami rben the lever ia depressed for the purpose of completin \

it ana of tin Li vr, which lv the
amount I l I which it is at any tine- capable.

i on (no

with t

irm of the !

V\ hell tl.e
. .,11 | the •
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of the electro-magnet losing all its magnetism, and the armature, with the lever, is carried back by

the action of a little spriDg, being a dot impressed upon the strip of paper. Should the distant opera-

tor hold down the key, a continuous current will pass, and a line is marked on the paper which movej
under the roller.

b

d —

t

NUMERALS.

The complete registering instrument, shown in Fig. 3394, is a large spool, on which the strip or

paper is wound, and clock-work, with rollers, give the strip a steady motion onwards under the stvle

upon the lever of the electro-magnet. A bell may also be added, which is struck by its hammer on the

first motion of the lever, to draw attention. There is a stop-motion sometimes used, by which the clock-

work is brought to rest in a few seconds after the lever ceases to act, and which is released again bv
the first motion of the lever.

The annexed is the combination of dots and mouse's telegraphic alphabet.
lines on the fillet of paper used by Professor Morse
to indicate the different letters and numbers.
Between each letter of a word a short space is

allowed, between words a longer space, and be-

tween sentences a still longer one. Many short-

hand signals are also employed.
Where a long circuit is used, the resistance to

conduction, measured by the amount of electricity

which passes, is very great. The diminution of

the current is most sensible when tested through

the first few miles of wire, the amount which sub-

sequently passes appearing nearly constant for a
long distance. It is not, however, sufficient, in its

electro-magnetic effects, to work one of Morse's

registers directly. The current, which has trav-

ersed a great length of wire, can only move the

lever of the electro-magnet sufficiently to bring a
platina point in contact with a little platina disk

placed opposite to it, so as to complete the circuit

of a local battery, which works the register with
energy. This is the principle of combination of
circuits, and constitutes the important invention

of the receiving magnet and relay or local battery,

as they are familiarly known in connection with Morse's telegraph.

The effect of the combination of circuits is to enable a weak or exhausted current to bring into action,

and substitute for itself, a fresh and powerful one. This is an essential condition to obtaining useful

mechanical results from electricity itself, where a long circuit of conductors is used, and accordingly it

received the attention of early experimenters with the telegraph. This principle seems to havi

first successfully applied by Professor Joseph Henry, of Princeton College, in the latter part of I

He was thus enabled to ring large bells at a distance, by means of a combined telegraphic and local

circuit. In the early part of 1837, "VVheatstone, in England, used a combining instrument, which con-

sisted of a magnetic needle, so arranged as to dip an arcli of wire into two mercury oups, when deflect* d

by a feeble current, thus completing the circuit of a local battery, which struck a signal-bell. Davy

patented in England, in 1838, a system of combined circuits, for four different purposes connected with

his telegraph. He brought into action a local circuit, 1st, to discolor or dye, by electro-decomposition,

the calico on which lie registered his signs; 2d, to actuate an electro-magnet regulating the motion ol

the calico ; 3d, to direct the long or telegraphic circuit to either of two branches, by means of a receiv-

ing instrument placed at their point of meeting, and operated upon from a distance; 4th, he provided

for a complete system of relays of long circuits. His instrument resembled Whcatstone's, only the coiv

.act was made by two surfaces of metal, without the use of mercury.

<L- .

4 --

S —
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Hie receiving i bt modificati the plathn

Doint for completing the local circuit being substituted for the marking point lie magnel .-

rounded with helices of tine wire, which multiply t! •. and the whole instru-

ment is constructed with delicacy. Bj 10, this is applied t<> the combina!

ircuits, or the rr/ay of c ttd byhispatenl of 1846, h is applied to operating the ret

by a local or office circuit. The electro-magnet, armature, an 1 lever, constituting the chief part ol

istruments, i- simply tl lagnet of Professor Henry, described in 18! 1.

In a line vera] hundred or thousand miles, any number of receivii maj
be iuj as they do nof interrupt the circuit y work :i 1 r, and

may be recorded at a multitude of places, practically at the -

t a relay of i f its levi r brings into .

a Jin.'. it, which work- the next receiving magnet in succession, i

The use of the receiving magnet, however, for the purpose of relay of the galvanic force, i

pensed with by -implv increasing the number of pairs, and distributing them in ng the line.

Thus Mr. Sears C. Walker, of the I We have made abundant < q on the

line from Philadelphia to Louisville, a distance in th< hundred miles, and in circuit i

hundred mi rformance of this long line was better than that of any of the shorter lines has

hitherto been. I learn, from an authenti ttends the work from Phila-

delphia to St Louis, a dista, one-twelfth of the earth's ei The numl
• cup- used is about one for every twenty miles. It. is natural to conclude, from this experi-

ment that, if a telegraph line round the earth were practical I mdred Grove's pint cups, in

equidistant groups of fifties, would suffice tor the galvanic power for the whole Una The daily ex-

pense of acids, lor maintaining this whole line, would be about five mills per day fur each cup, or six

dollars per day for the whoh- line." This distribution of the galvanic agency is frequently a lopted in

the mode of placing one half of the necessary number of pairs al line.

The hitherto spoken of have been exclusively the telegraph wires. It has now, hov

oiversal cusl the earth as one-half of the circuit and I wire

This is accomplished by carrying a wire down at each extremity of the line, and connecting it with a

Uic plate buried in the earth. The advantage consists not only in the economy of •

wire to each circuit but ''''' '""• from conduction by using the earth is vastly !

circuit for th - inich.

In case of interruption of the telegraph wire, much ingenuity has been shown by th n of a

through line and a test line, which latter communicates with a number of intermediate statii

- of which'the place of interruption can be readily ascertained, and the injury repaired. An in-

terruption is Bhown by the i trength, the weakness, or tl. rrent which
station has the means of examining, and from which the direction and nature of the ..

rred.

of the telegraph, in this country, has been atmosj

icity. The air being in different electrical states in different places, or thunder storms taking
|

in the course of the hue, the insulated telegraph wires frequently become the medium of trans

tricity. Th : 'i" operators, and even the regular action of the electro-ma

ations, which are nearly in contact with the wires, and which
•<• with the earth, bo as to carry off any excessive charge of electricity which might di

the iii J irity in the action of r

.1 application to ti raph have I

iped and applied in this country, in connection with Mora i r. This in-

I with it, will al iit for it- <
.

L": !

L.

!

ry.

The

i

of i hi
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eye observes the point of contact, now a blank space, and now a deep blue line, appears upon the re-

treating surface. This is the record of the intermitting current, sent over the wires from a distance.

In Fig. 3395 the clock-work which moves the tablet is seen on the left. Its motion is regulated by

a ily-wind above, the vanes of which can be inclined so as to present greater or less resistance to the

ah. A lever or break bears upoD the axle of the fly-wheel, by moving which lever the clock-work may
be stopped, or allowed to go on. The circular disk, or tablet of brass, carried by the clock-work, is seen

on the right of the figure, inclined towards the observer. In the centre of the disk, occupying the shaded

portion, a spiral groove is cut, in which the guide to the pen travels. This guide is seen attached at

right angles to the penholder, which extends over the di.-k. The pen-wire is seen held by a little

clamp, descending so as to touch the tablet. This wire, of course, traces a spiral upon the outer ring

of the disk's surface, exactly corresponding, in the distance of its lines, to the spiral groove within,

which serves as a guide. By this beautiful contrivance, the writing is disposed in a close spiral, occu-

pying but very little space.

The outer part of the surface of the disk, upon which the letters are represented in the figure, is

covered with a ring of moistened and chemically prepared paper. This may be renewed or removed
at pleasure. The penholder is connected with the positive wire of the telegraph, and the tablet with

the negative. The circuit of conductors is completed by the moistened paper which intervenes, and
which the current accordingly traverses. This paper is moistened with a solution of the yellow prus-

siate of potash, acidulated with nitric or sulphuric acid. The pen-wire consists of iron. "When the

current passes, this pen-wire is attacked by the solution, and the portion of iron dissolved unites with

i':e prussiate of potash to form the color known as Prussian blue, Avhich permanently stains or dyes

the paper.

A modification in the mode of marking has been introduced in this telegraph by Mr. Rogers, of Bal-

timore. He substitutes a pen carrying an ink which is decomposed by the current when in contact with

the brass disk, without any intervening paper. A superficial stain is produced on the metallic, surface,

which is easily obliterated by friction.

339.3.

In Bain's telegraph, no receiving magnet is necessary. The current traversing the long wires is suffi-

cient to leave its trace upon the paper. There would be a disadvantage, however, in the use of this

telegraph, with a simple circuit, where it is desirable to register the same communication at a number
of different places, as the interposition of the paper, moistened with a saline solution, somewhat obstructs

the current. The receiving magnet and register used by Morse present a metallic conductor for the

current throughout, and they can, therefore, be multiplied without serious loss. To compensate this

disadvantage, a system of branch circuits at way-stations has been devised, in connection with the Bain

aph, by which communications can be received at various places at the same time. Morse's in-

strument requires the time taken by the motion of the armature to make each mark. The decomposi-

tion in Bain's instrument is instantaneous. This is an advantage where mechanical means are ti-

complete ami break the circuit with great rapidity fur the purpose of rapid communication.
An ingenious instrument to effect this object has been recently contrived. One of the circular me-

tallic disks of the register has it-; surface coated with wax or other composition. The "lines and dots

which constitute the writing to l>e transmitted, are scratched through this so as to expose the metal, by

the operator, pre\ mpleting the telegraphic circuit. This writing is effected, and disposed in

spirals around the disk, by -imply putting a little signal-key in place of the pen-wire, and allowing the

disk to revolve. The gui le to the penholder, of course, carries the signal-key over the same
which the pen-wire wi

i be on the disk. The Bignal-key has a sharp or cutting point, whicl?

removes the wax from the d key is depi I. The usual motion for signalizing the

ion of the writing, which is afterwards to be connected with the

telegraph, and transmitted with spee I. This transmission is effected by restoring again the pen-wire

'o its holder, and allowing il to follow over the track just made by the signal-key. The batti rj I

connected, the wire com i whenever it touches the exposed metal, and breaks the circuit

when it rests upon the wax. Th disks at both the transmitting and receiving ends are made finally to
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revolve rapidly, an 1 the message is said to be th is con . ind or more
•

The alphabet use 1 by Bain is the same in principle a thai • iheil, and aJ

Morse, consisting ofcombinal and lines.

Bain lines, is re] H
ing magnet, placed horizontally <m 1 1 1

<

• board, \\ith two helices of wii -. An
anna > an upright l*ur, so as to form a i

the magnet. This is held back by a delicate spiral sprin . r, which is i

the ! are two circular plates of glass. The upright bar, armed with two little knobs, to

a the part of a hammer, rises between these plates. When the ai

net, it strikes one of thorn, and on being drawn back it strike the other, As th v ai

petition of this Bignal at once draws attention to the register. The d .tv of the operator i- th n to

set the clock-work in motion, and receive the mes This instrument can be used
a receiving magnet, by placing a platinum point on the upi dum, and a

platinum di-k immediately in front of it, 1 that the interval between thepoin an! disk shall

constitute the break in a local circuit, an additional pair of screw-cups for the atta which
may be seen upon the base-board. When the armature appro
local circuit, and when it recedes it breaks it. This is essentially the receiving Morse
and otl

This call is similar in.purpose or principle to thoso used by Soemmering in III. £ ihilling in 1831,

heil and Wheatstone in I

Bain's telegraph has been i ito this country, especially in connection with

the network of lines construct.'! throughout the by the enterprise of

I in its improved form, Fig. v the purpose of combining or connect-

ing i

'

allied in its con :aH,

and may therefore be •'
re, though already referred

torn connection with M "aph. The armature is

mounted on an upright bar, ai brming part of the

I d with heli ..ire. The longortele-
.

ioard. When the current flows,

'it bar

is brought in contact with the end of the horizontal

instrument. This completes a local

circuit, or branch circuit from the main battery, the conduc-

which are connected with the instrument by means
of tv. u on the left of th - b i

' L The
tact of the upright bar and screw are protected froi i

f platinum

TELEGRAPHIC COMPOSITOR. The experience of Bain and others, in transmitting signals by

the amount of ti re to a distant pi i

not di pon the speed with which the electricity travels, which the human
an perform the proper manipulations. This, in actual practice, as exp rience with t

average of more than eighty 1 ainute. In

trches in electricity have shown, that when tl

at by the finger, it Hies to its i with the swiftness of thought, though its pal

f miles in length, and ! ind through

r was invent •
1 by J. P. Hu: i I . (

'

is to increase the rapidity of manipulation i thai il sh ill bear

i

i with the n,

i
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House's Printing Telegraph. This beau-
tiful invention may be considered as one of
the wonders of the age. Using but a single

wire, it is yet able to select and print in

order the letters of the common alphabet,

with a greater rapidity than the hierogly-

phic marks of Professor Morse, representing

the same letters can be produced.

This instrument is complicated, though
all its parts are simple. We shall try to de-

scribe it so that the mode of its operation

may be understood. A perspective view of
the instrument is shown in Fig. 3398, com-
prising both the transmitting and receiving

apparatus. The principle by which the dif-

ferent letters are signalized over the wire, is

the transmission of a given number of elec-

trical impulses for each letter, by the rapid

opening and closing of the circuit. This 13

accomplished by means of the twenty-six

letter-keys, and the two keys for the dot and
dash, seen in the figure. Under the key-board

is a horizontal cylinder, which is kept in revolution by turning the crank and wheel, seen at the left of the

figure. At one end of this cylinder is a circuit-wheel or break-piece, having fourteen projections and
fourteen spaces, on which a spring, connected with the telegraphic circuit, bears. Consequently the

battery circuit is completed fourteen times and broken fourteen times with each revolution of the cyl-

inder. Under each key a projection or stop is placed upon the cylinder, in such a position that when
the key is depressed and comes in contact with it, the cylinder shall have performed such part of a
revolution as to have made and broken the circuit the number of times which represents the letter cor-

responding to the key. The motion of the cylinder is communicated by means of slight friction, and it

is accordingly arrested by depressing the key. This is the transmitting or "composing" apparatus.

The receiving or printing apparatus is seen behind the key-board in the figure. There is one such at

each extremity of the line, to receive messages transmitted from the other extremity. But both are

left constantly in the circuit, so that the operator signalizes or prints the message which he sends both

at the distant end of the line and immediately before his eyes. The printing instrument which we are

examining is, therefore, a facsimile of the one which receives the communication at a distance from the

operator at the key-board in the figure.

The printing apparatus consists of an upright rod-elcctro-magnet, inclosed in the metallic cylinder A
of a little engine, operated by condensed air, and moving an escapement at B ; of a type-wheel at C
of a printing eccentric and lever, the end of which is seen at D ; of a black coloring-band at E, and the

strip of printing paper at F F.

The electro-magnet consists of a compound rod of several short pieces of iron strung upon a rod 01

brass. This rod is inclosed in a tube of brass, attached to which, within, are several short tubes of iron,

corresponding to and reacting with the pieces belonging to the axial magnet. This whole system of

tubular and axial magnets is inclosed in a single helix of fine wire, connected with the telegraphic cir-

cuit. The tube is fixed, but the compound rod is movable, and attracted downwards by several co-

operating reactions when the current passes. This rod is suspended by a cross-wire, which may be seen

stretched across the top of the cylinder A, and acts as a spring, drawing the rod back after the current

has ceased to act. A very rapid vibration of the rod is thus obtained, corresponding to the opening aud
closing of the circuit effected at the transmitting end of the line.

Connected with the wheel is a condensing pump at G, which keeps up a supply of condensed air.

At the upper part of the electro-magnetic rod is a collar-valve, which changes the direction of the cur-

rent of condensed air with each vibration of the rod, though these vibrations are only 1-6-fth of an inch.

The air is thus admitted to opposite sides of the cylinder of a little atmospheric engine, which, by means
of its reciprocating motion, permits the action of an escapement, tooth by tooth, and the corresponding

revolution of the type- wheel, which is impelled by a spring kept wound up by the manual power em-
ployed at the crank and wheel.
The result is that the type-wheel, which has twenty-eight teeth, revolves just as far as the cylinder

attached to the circuit-wheel, at the distant extremity of the line, has been permitted to revolve by de-

li-' keys. Each break, as well as each completion of the circuit, thus corresponds to a

1
1
only requires that the instruments at both ends of the line should be set to the same letter,

and then the cylinder at one extremity and the type-wheel at the other, regulated by the pulsations ol

the current, will always revolve at the same rate; and if the cylinder is stopped at any one point rep-

resenting a letter, the type-wheel is stopped at the same point, and presents the type which it carried

on its periphery to the strip of paper in front of it.

When the type-wheel stops, an eccentric, actuated also by the local power at the crank and wheel,

brings the black band and paper forcibly against the type, and leaves the impression of the letter.

The paper is then carried on just the distance of a letter, and is ready for another impression. Roman
letters are thus printed over a long line at the rate of from one hundred and fifty to more than two

hundred a minute.

In the figure the letter A will be observed at a little window above the type-wheel. This letter is

ui a letter-wheel, connected with the type-wheel below, so that the letters may be presented to th*>
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sight at tlie same time as printed; or the printing eccentric may be d ri ible

i read.

The action of the electricity in this telegraph i- merely to pr i ma-

la of the line, in the same manner that uniformity <>f ral • 1 in

clocks at different places, regulated by the el< All the mecb
Hou ph are produced ! hanical p k-work,hai
regular rate, would be prefi rable to manual power.

li raph.—The register invented by •'. II. Born before

applied to the telegraph, namely, the heating or igniting effect of i I when an electrical cur-

rent flows through a fine platinum wire it ignites it, or brings it to a re I heat If this wire is bent, as

at A, in the figure below, bo a< to I

•, for a Bhort distanc •, with a moving fillet of ]> i

".v ill burn a hole through the paper when the current passes. This can be done with great rapid

as to represent probably a hundred linear letters per minute.

3399.

This instnrment is shown in greater part of whi i of the clock-wort, spool, Ac,

required for moving the paper. Above the clock-work are two pillars, supporting an axis, upon which
mity of which i- -.

i u touching the fillet of pap< r.

of the pillars, axis and wire-holder, the platinum wire, which

;

i of porci .in at th" end of the wire-holder, becomes part of the circuit, with

whirl, •

d the right of the : are connected. When the wire need- adjust*

the wire hi bed supporting the li!

1 the paper.

Thi a quantity current to produce the efl a re-

ceiving instrument an 11

rutin 3*01.

i « Inch a •

I

:.'
•

;

.
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of this reaction is so great, that it has been successfully applied by Prof. Charles G. Page, of Washing-

ton, to the propulsion of machinery on a large scale.

The axial telegraph is represented in a simple form in Fig. 3400. The U-shaped iron rests upon a

spring, seen on the hoard. A style attached to the iron, projects up between the coils so as to be nearly

ntact with the roller, under which the strip of paper is made to pass. A little rod or armature of

iron, placed across the top of the coils, causes the soft iron to move in obedience also to electro-magnet-

ic attraction, somewhat increasing the power, but introducing a new and unnecessary principle into

the reaction. The axial telegraph in its complete form, is represented in Fig. 3401, where the spool

snd clock-work for the movement of the paper are added.

The axial motion is due to the deflective power of a coil, as in the telegraphs of Amphere, Steinheil,

and Wbeatstone, and not to electro-magnetic attraction. This instrument requires, on along line, the

intervention of a receiving instrument and short circuit.

'. Hughes. The Hughes instrument consists of a train of clock work, keys for closing the

circuit, an electro-magnet, and a vibrating spring to govern the type wheel, which revolves by aid of the

train of wheels. The clock work consists of four cog wheels, turned by a weight, wdiich turns a shaft

with a wheel, upon which are engraved the letters of the alphabet. This wheel is inked by a small roll-

er. Below the type wheel a small press moves the paper to be printed upon against the letters. This

press moves only when the armature of the magnet acts by a current of electricity being sent along the

line.

The magnet of the Hughes instrument is a peculiarly simple and effective arrangement, by which
electricity is made to work at its highest development. Electricity only holds the armature whilst in

contact. As soon as it is set free by the distant operator closing the circuit, it falls against a detent

which brings a small cam in play, and restores the armature to its resting place in contact with the

electro-magnet. This operation is performed every letter that is printed, the magnet never acting until

a letter is sent, and then only once to each letter.

The principle of making all the instruments keep exact time with one another, so that they always

present a certain letter opposite the press at the same instant, and also to revolve rapidly, has been ac-

complished by the union of a well known law in acoustics to mechanics : thus a certain number of vi-

brations per second produces a certain musical tone ; if these two instruments have each a vibrating

spring of the same tone, the two instruments must always revolve in exact time with each other.

These type wheels, revolving by means of clock work, carry around with them a circuit closer, which
travels over twenty-eight pins corresponding to the letters upon type wheels ; if any of these pins are

touched by corresponding ke
t
ys, the circuit is closed at the moment the closer passes that point. The

armature immediately falls off, opens the detent which locks the press to the wheel work ; this moves
up the press, and when the letter is printed unlocks itself until again locked by the action of the arma-
ture.

The fact of the possibility of writing both ways simultaneously on one wire has been fully demon-
strated. This is accomplished by the arrangement of the battery, so that it does not affect the magnet
at the office sending, but the instant that a distant office puts on battery the magnet acts; thus each
magnet acts only from the distant battery, and is not affected by its own writing, whilst it receives per-

fectly what is sent to it. Another great feature in this machine is the freedom of disturbance from
atmospheric causes. This is caused by the line being always open except at the instant of the letter

being sent ; then if in same direction, can only assist the current from the battery.

Another new feature is its power of cutting off all offices except those to which it is desired to com-
municate. This is accomplished by a flange on the type wdieel—this flange having a space cut out
opposite a certain letter—each office having the flange cut out at different letters from each other. A
bolt is made to slide through this space, and moved through by the action of the instrument. If this

bolt is sent through at the moment the space is opposite, it permits the instrument to run ; if not, it

goes against the flange and locks the wheel.

The success of telegraphs for overland communications soon turned the attention to its practicability

as a submarine conductor. As early as in August 1843, Prof. S. F. B. Morse, in a letter to the Secre-

tary of the Treasury of the United States, speaking of an experiment which he made the previous year,

of passing an electric current through a submerged conductor, says : the inference from this law is that

a telegraphic communication may with certainty be established across the Atlantic. In the autumn of

! I
.', he submerged an insulated wire from the Battery to Goveimor's Island, and had just begun to

operate, having received but two or three characters, when the wire was raised and broken by being
drawn up with the anchor of a vessel. He also succeeded in transmitting a current across a stream or

canal, by means of parallel lines along the banks.
In tin: fall ul' 1 850, a wire of about the size of an ordinary knitting needle encased in a coating of gutta

percha, was Laid from Calais to Dover; communications were transmitted for a time through this wire.

In; socn a portion became broken, and another cable was laid composed of four copper wires, each insu

u itb gutta percha, and afterwards bound together with hemp steeped in a solution of tar and tallow.

In May, 1852, Hblyhead and Howth, a distance of 65 miles across the Irish Channel, were connected

by a single wire encased in gutta percha. Scotland and Ireland were connected by a cable of thirty

miles long consisting of six wires.

The following June a cable was laid from Orfordness, in England, to the Hague in Holland, a distance

of 115 miles. This task was accomplished in thirty-four hours, and only -bl miles of cable were re-

quired in the pa] Lng er the actual length from point to point, making hardly L20 miles altogether

Another cable connects Dover with < Istend, making the third between England and the continent.

In the summer of 1854 a telegraphic union was effected between Corsica and Sardinia. This work

attended with much difficulty in consequence of the breaking of a part of the wire. The submerg-

ng of a cable between Corsica and the island of Sardinia was successfully accomplished shortly after-
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tnomentaiilv so as to mark upon the same fillet the transit of the star over the wire of the telescope.

A permanent and incomparably accurate record was thus made of the observation, and the instant of its

time. It is estimated that the facilities of astronomical observation are increased sixty-fold by this in-

n. In fact, it constitutes an era in modem astronomy. Though the work of the last one or twe
. it has already received the tribute of the most distinguished foreign observers.

TELESCOPE. An optical instrument for viewing distant objects.

For several reasons a distant object is seen less distinctly than a similar near one. The angle which
an object subtends diminishes as the distance increases; the density of the light which renders it visible

also diminishes with the distance, but in a much faster ratio; and a considerable portion of light is al-

vavs lost in its passage through the atmosphere.

It is found by experience that to be discernible at all in ordinary daylight, a detached object must
subtend at the eye an angle of not less that SO", and that the least angle under which contiguous ob-

jects can be satisfactorily distinguished is about oiie minute. By the aid of a telescope a magnified

image of the object is obtained ; and within certain limits the object is not only apparently enlarged,

out rendered brighter than it appears to the unassisted eye.

The invention of the telescope, to which practical astronomy is indebted for its most important dis-

coveries, has been ascribed to various persons. Sir David Brewster {Encyc. Brit., art. " Optics") says
" We have no doubt that this invaluable instrument was invented by Roger Bacon or Baptista Porta, in

the form of an experiment ; though it had not, perhaps, in their hands assumed the maturity of an in-

strument made for sale, and applied to useful purposes, both terrestrial and celestial. If a telescope is

an instrument by means of which tilings at a distance can be seen better than by the naked eye, then

Baptista Porta's concave lens was a real telescope ; but if we give the name to a tube having a convex
object-glass at one end, and a convex or concave lens at the other, placed at the distance of the sum or

difference of their focal lengths, then we have no distinct evidence that such an instrument was used be-

fore the beginning of the 17th century." Descartes ascribes the invention to James Metius, a citizen of

Alkmaer in Holland ; Huygens to John Lippersey, or Zacharias Jansen; Borellus also to Jansen. Pro-

Moll, who has discussed these rival claims, after examining the official papers preserved in the

archives at the Hague, comes to the conclusion that Metius (whose proper name was Jacob Adriaans\r

,)

on the 17th of October, 160S, was in possession of the art of making telescopes, but that from some un-

explained reason he concealed his invention, and thus gave up every claim to the honor he would have
derived from it ; that on the 21st of October in the same year, 1608, John or Hans Lippersey, a spectacle-

maker of Middleburg, was actually in possession of the invention; and that there is little reason to be-

lieve that either Hans or Zacharias Zanz (or Jansen, father and son) were inventors of the telescope,

though one of them invented a compound microscope about 1590. {Journal of the Royal Institu-

tion, vol. i.)

The telescope soon made its way into other countries. In April or May, 1609, the illustrious Galileo,

having heard a rumor of the invention, set about considering the means whereby distant objects could

be seen distinctly, and was soon in possession of a telescope which magnified three times. In subse-

quent trials he succeeded in increasing the magnifying power ; and before the beginning of 1610 he had
observed the satellites of Jupiter. In England, Harriot also, in 1609, began to use the telescope

for examining the disk of the moon, and before he had heard of the discoveries of Galileo. (Priestley

$

History of Discoveries relating to Vision, Light, and Colors!)

Telescopes are of two kinds, refracting and reflecting telescopes: the former depending on the use ol

properly figured lenses, through which the rays of light pass ; and the latter on the use of specula, or

polished metallic mirrors, which reflect the rays; an inverted image of the object being formed iu both

cases in the focus of the lens or mirror.

Refracting telescopes were those which were first constructed. They were of the most simple char-

acter, consisting merely of an object-glass of one lens, and an eye-glass of one lens, but of a shorter

focus. But in this construction the prismatic colors produced by the difference of the refrangibility of

the luminous rays tinged the images of all objects seen through the telescope, and the image was like-

wise distorted by the aberration of the extreme rays. It was soon found that the latter defect could

be sufficiently corrected by employing more lenses than one in the eye-piece ; but it was long before a

. remedy was found for the chromatic dispersion; ami artists, despairing of success, generally turned

their attention to the improvement of instruments of the reflecting class. The difficulty, however, was
at length overcome through the persevering efforts of John Dolland, (see Achromatism ;) and the achro-

\ing telescope may now be regarded as an instrument all but perfect.

The general aim in the construction of a telescope is to form, by means of lenses or mirrors, as large,

bright, and distinct an image of a distant object as possible, and then to view the image with a magnify-

ing glass in any convenient manner. We shall first describe those of the refracting glass.

Qalilt an telescope.—This is the most ancient form of the telescope, and is that which was used by
Galileo. It consists of a converging object-glass A B, Fig. 3 102, and a concave diverging eye-glass C D
On passing through the object-glass A B the ra\ -

of light coming from the different points of a dis- 3it)~-

tant object in parallel pencils are rendered con-

vergent, and proceed towards the principal focus,

Where they would form an inverted image; but
before they arrive at this point they fall upon the

concave lens C D, by which they are again rendered
paralli 1, or at least their convergence is corrected
so as to give distinct \ ision of the object to the eve
at E. The lens C D is therefore placed between the object-glass and the image, and at a distance from

the image equal to its principal focal distance. The magnifying power is equal to the princiual focal

distance of Hie object-glass. See Lens.
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Gregori <• t I ••< pe.— In this construction the object-mirror AB, Fig. 3406, is perforated in the mid-

dle, and the rays of light from a distant object being reflected from the surface of AB cross each other

in the focus, where they form an inverted image a, and are then intercepted by a small concave mirror

<7, whi hem again to converge to a focus at b, near the perforation of the object-mirror, where
they form a reinverted or direct image, which is viewed by an eye-piece E screwed into the tube behind

AB. The curvature of the small speculum should be elliptical, having the foci at a and b ; but it is

generally made spherical. In this case the great speculum should be slightly hyperbolic, to counteract

the aberration of the small minor.

Cassi telescope'.—The great speculum of this instrument is perforated like the Gregorian ; but

the rays converging from the surface of the mirror A B, Fig. 3407, towards the focus a, are intercepted

before they reach that point by a small convex mirror d, not sufficiently convex to make the rays diver-

but of such a curvature as to prevent them from coming to a focus till they are thrown back to l>,

near the aperture in A B, where they form an inverted image which is viewed by the eye-piece E. This

construction has the advantage of requiring a shorter tube than the Gregorian; but the inversion of the

image is not corrected, and for this reason probably it has not been much used.

In the two last constructions the small mirror J is adjusted by means of a rod turning on a shoulder

near the eye end of the tube, and connected by a screw with the apparatus which carries the arm c, to

which the mirror is attached.

I il

Hcrschelian telescope.—This construction differs from the others in having no second mirror. The
large speculum A B, Fig. 3408; is placed at the bottom of the tube in an inclined position, so as to bring

the focal image a near the edge of the tube, where it is viewed directly by the eye-piece F without in-

terfering with the light entering the telescope from the object observed. The magnifying power is the

same as in the Newtonian.
The reflecting telescope was invented by James Gregory, and is described by him in his Optica Pro-

mote, 1663 ; but the first telescope of the kind was executed by Newton. Reflecting telescopes have
been made on a very large scale. The celebrated instrument of Sir William Herschel, erected at Slough
in 1789, was 40 feet in length. Its great speculum had a diameter of 49i inches; its thickness was
about 3| inches, and its weight when cast was 2118 lbs. Its focal length was 40 feet, and it admitted
of a power of 6450 being applied to it. The essential advantage of large telescopes of this kind consists

in the immense quantity of light which they collect, whereby the observer is enabled to perceive faint

nebula? and stars which are altogether invisible in ordinary instruments.

Reflecting telescopes are used only for observing phenomena, and are not like refracting telescopes,

attached to circular instruments for the purpose of measuring angles with greater precision. In order

to derive full benefit from them they must be used in the open air; and must either be mounted equa-
torially, (see Equatorial ;) or else in such a manner as to be capable of a smooth motion both in a ver-

tical and horizontal direction. Telescopes of this kind being generally used with a high magnifying
power, and consequently having a small field of view, are always accompanied with a smaller telescope

orfinder fixed to the tube, so that the axes of the two instruments are exactly parallel.

Eye-pieces of telescopes.—When the image formed by the object-glass or mirror is viewed with a sin-

gle lens or eye-glass, whether concave or convex, it is only in the centre of the field that distinct vision

is obtained, all towards the margin being hazy and distorted. To remedy this defect, Boscovich and
Huygens separately proposed the construction of an eye-piece formed of two lenses, placed at a distance

from each other equal to half their focal distances. Boscovich recommended two similar lenses; Huy-
gens, that the focal length of the one should be twice that of the other ; and as this construction is found

to answer best in practice, it is that which is most commonly used.

The two lenses are usually plano-convex, with the convex faces towards the object-glass; the larger

Lens, called the field glass, is innermost, or nearest the object-glass; and a diaphragm cutting off the

marginal rays is usually placed between them near the focus of the eye-lens, where the image is formed.

This eye-piece is usually called the negative eye-piece, from its having the image seen by the eye be-

hind the held glass ; and is that which is commonly supplied with telescopes intended only for the pur-

pose of seeing objects without reference to measurement.
Another moditication of the two-lens eye-piece was proposed by Ramsden, and is called the positive

p ece, because the' image observed is before both lenses. The lenses are plano-convex, and nearly

of the same focal length; but their distance from each other is less than the focal distance of the li as

nearest the eye, two lenses thus placed acting as a compound simple lens. This eye-piece is the most

convenient when micrometer wires are placed in the focus, because it can be taken out without injuring

the wires; and it has also this advantage, that the measure of an object given by one eye-piece is not

altered wh n it is changed for another of a different magnifying power.

In both the eye-pieces now described, the image is seen inverted ; and though this is of no import-
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for cutting as arc found to be insufficiently annealed, the boiling is sometimes preferred to a second

passage through the leer : lamp-glasses are also much less exposed to fracture when, they have been
once used, as the heat if not too suddenly applied or checked, completes the annealing.

Steel in like manner when suddenly cooled is disposed to crack in pieces, which is a constant source

ot anxiety ; the danger increases with the thickness in the same way as with glass, and the more espe-

cially when the works arc unequally thick and thin.

Another ground of analogy between glass and steel, appears to exist in the pieces of unannealed

glass used for exhibiting the phenomena, formerly called double refraction, but now polarization of

light ; an effect distinctly traced to its peculiar crystalline structure.

In glass it is supposed to arise from the cooling of the external crust more rapidly than the internal

mass ; the outer crust is therefore in a state of tension, or restraint, from an attempt to squeeze the

inner mass into a smaller space than it seems to require ; and from the hasty arrangement of the unan-

nealed glass, the natural positions of its crystals are in a measure disturbed or dislocated.

It has been shown experimentally, that a rearrangement of the particles of glass occurs in the pro-

cess of annealing, as of two pieces of the same tube each 40 inches long, the one sent through the leer,

contracted one-sixteenth of an inch more than the other, which was cooled as usual in the open air.

Tubes for philosophical purposes are not annealed, as their inner surfaces are apt to become soiled with

the sulphur of the fuel ; they are in consequence very brittle and liable to accident.

In the philosophical toy, the Prince Rupert's drop, this disruption is curiously evident to the sight, as

the inner substance is cracked and divided into a multitude of detached parts, held together by the

smooth external coat. The unannealed glass, when cautiously heated and slowly cooled, ceases to

pre -cut the polarizing effect, and the steel similarly treated ceases to be hard, and may we not there-

fore indulge in the speculation, that in both cases a peculiar crystalline structure is consequent upon
the unannealed or hardened state ?

In the process of hardening steel, water is by no means essential, as the sole object is to extract its

heat rapidly ; and the following are examples, commencing with the condition of extreme hardness, and
ending with the reverse condition.

A thin heated blade placed between the cold hammer and anvil, or other good conductors of heat,

becomes perfectly hard. Thicker pieces of steel, cooled by exposure to the air upon the anvil, become
rather haul, but readily admit of being filed. They become softer when placed on the cold cinders, or

other bad conductors of heat. Still more soft when placed in hot cinders, or within the fire itself, and
cooled by their gradual extinction. When the steel is incased in close boxes with charcoal powder, and
it is raised to a red-heat and allowed to cool in the fire or furnace, it assumes its softest state ;

unless

lastly, we proceed to its partial decomposition. This is done by inclosing the steel with iron turnings

or tilings, the scales from the smith's anvil, lime, or other matters that will abstract the carbon from its

surface ; by this mode it is superficially decarbonized, or reduced to the condition of pure soft iron, in

the manner practised by Mr. Jacob Perkins, in his most ingenious and effective combination of pro-

cesses, employed for producing, in unlimited numbers, absolutely identical impressions of bank notes

and checks, for the prevention of forgery.

A nearly similar variety of conditions might be referred to as existing in cast-iron in its ordinary

state, governed by the magnitude, quality, and management of the castings ; independently of which,

by one particular method, some cast-iron may be rendered externally as hard as the hardest steel:

such are called chilled-iron castings; and, as the opposite extreme, by a method of annealing combined
with partial decomposition, malleable-iron castings may be obtained, so that cast-iron nails may be

clenched.

Again, the purest iron, and most varieties of cast-iron, may, by another proceeding, be superficially

converted into steel, and then hardened, the operation being appropriately named case-hardening.

It may perhaps be truly said, that upon no one subject connected with mechanical art does there

exist such a contrariety of opinion, not unmixed with prejudice, as upon that of hardening and temper-
ing steel; which makes it often difficult to reconcile the practices followed by different individuals in

order to arrive at exactly similar ends. The real difficulty of the subject occurs in part from the mys-
teriousness of the change ; and from the absence of defined measures, by which either the steps of the

process itself, or the value of the results when obtained, may be satisfactorily measured; as each is de-

termined almost alone by the unassisted senses of sight and touch, instead of by those physical means
by which numerous other matters may be strictly tested and measured, nearly without reference to the

judgment of the individual, which in its very nature is less to be relied upon.
'I he excellence of cutting-tools, for instance, is pronounced upon their relative degrees of endurance,

but many accidental circumstances here interfere to vitiate the strict comparison: and in respect to the

measure of simple hardness, nearly the only test is the resistance the objects offer to the file, a mode in

two ways defective, as the tiles differ among themselves in hardness; and they only serve to indicate

in an imperfect manner to the touch of the individual, a general notion without any distinct measure,

so that when the opinion of half a dozen persons may be taken, upon as many pieces of steel differing

but slightly in hardness, the want of uniformity in their decisions will show the vague nature of the proof.

Under these circumstances, instead of recommending any particular methods, we have determined to

advance a variety of practical examples derived from various sources, which will serve in most ca

confirm, but in some to confute one another ; leaving to every indivi lual to follow those examples which

may be the most nearly parallel with his own wants. There are, however, some few points upon which

it may be said that all are agreed ; nam* K
,

The temperature suitable to forging and hardening steel differs in some degree with its quality and

its mode of manufacture • the heat that is required diminishes with the increase of carbon :

In every case' the lowest available temperature should be employed in each pro e 5, the hammering
should be applied in Hi: most equal manner throughout, and for "cutting tools it should be continued

mtil they ar • nearly cold

:
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Coke or charcoal is much better as a fuel than fresh coal, the -ulphur of which i- highly injurioi

Thi :a the face of the work to expose it the more uniformly to the effect

of the • iium :

Hardening time without the intervention of hammering is attended with in< k; and
- through the fire the I
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application

The smallest works are heated with the flame of the blowpipe and are i

I upon
3 >i.M aiNG.)

For objects that are too large to be heated by the blowpipe, and too small to be conveniently warmed
in the naked fire, various protective means are employed Thus an

in the midst of the ignited fuel is a safe and cleanly way; it resembles the muffle employed in chemi-
cal work-. The work is then managed with long forceps made of Bteel or iron wire, bi o( in the form
of the letter U, and flattened or hollowed at the ends. A crucible or an iron pot about four

inches deep, filled with lead and heated to redness, is liki Llent, but more particularly for long
and thin tools, Buch as gravers for artists, and other slight instruments ; Beveral of these may be in

at once, although towards the la-t they should be moved about to equalize the heat; the v.

lead makes it desirable to use a bridle or tre\et for the support vi the crucible. Some workmen place
on the fire a pan of charcoal dust, and heat it to redness.

it numbers of tool-, both of medium and large size, are heated in the ordinary forge fire, which
should consist of cinders rather than lie-! harcoal are used, but tar less generally

;

- i- al-o had to hollow fires; but the Bellows should be verj sparingly i I in blowing
up tin- tiro before the introduction of the work, which should It allowed ample time to get hot, or, as it is

called, to ••
a

It i
. and excellent practice among some workmen to use coke both in forging and harden-

ing -' They frequently prepare it for th< the forge-hearth or in a

in tb.' ..j. i-n j aid.
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d.
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;
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i

rity for a repetition of the process atahighei beat; but the Bteel d burned or over]

will 1 anil what i- far worse, it- quality will be permanently injure. 1; a

hammering will, in a degree; restore it ; but tin- in finished works is generally impracticable.
It i- argued by BOme, that by heating pieces of steel to different

I
re plunging them into

iter, the one piece attains full hardness, the next the temper of a tool tit for metal, another of a
tool tit for wood, a fourth that of a spring, and so on. That thi- view i- QOl r without founda-

ppears in ill.' fact that if the end of a
;

I
be made entirely hard, the transition i- not

immediate from the hard to the -oft part ; in making points, Buch as aie used in a dividing-engine,
it i- customary to harden the end of a Longer piece "t Btei 1 than is required, and form the pom:
tie- gl at that part when' the temper -nits, without the Bteel being let down at all. In
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water, or -water mixed with various "astringent and acidifying matters;" plain water follows; an£

lastly, oily mixtures.

I rind but one person who has commonly used the mercury ; many presume upon the good conduct-

ing power of the metal, and the nonformation of steam, which causes a separation betwixt the steed and

water when the latter is employed as the cooling medium. I have failed to learn the reason of the ad-

vantage of salt and water, unless the fluid have, as well as a greater density, a superior conducting

power. The file-makers medicate the water in other ways, but this is one of the questionable myste-

ries which is never divulged ; although it is supposed that a small quantity of white arsenic is gener-

ally added to water saturated with salt. One tiling however may be noticed, that articles hardened in

salt and water are apt to rust, unless they are laid lor a time in lime-water, or some neutralizing a^jent.

With plain .water an opinion very largely exists in favor of that which has been used over and over

again even for years, provided it is not greasy : and when the steel is very harsh, the chill is taken of!

plain water to lessen the risk of cracking it; oily mixtures impart to thin articles, such as springs, a

sufficient and milder degree of hardness, with less danger of cracking, than from water; and in some
cases a medium course is pursued by covering the water with a thick film of oil, which is said to be

adopted occasionally with scythes, reaping hooks, and thin edge-tools.

From experiments upon all these means, we are induced fully to acquiesce in Mr. Perkins' recom-

mendation of plain cold water for general purposes ; except in the case of thin elastic works, for which

oil, or oily compositions are certainly more proper.

A so-called natural spring is made by a vessel with a true and a false bottom, the latter perforated

with small holes ; it is filled with water, and a copious supply is admitted beneath the partition ; it

ascends through the holes, and pursues the same current as the heated portions, which also escape at

the top. This was invented by the late Jacob Perkins, and was used by him in hardening the rollers

for transferring the impressions to the steel-plates for bank notes.

Sometimes when neighboring parts of works are required to be respectively hard and soft, metal

tubes or collars are fitted tight upon the work, to protect the parts to be kept soft from the direct ac-

tion of the water, at any rate for so long a period as they retain the temperature suitable to hardi ning.

The process of hardening is generally one of anxiety, as the sudden transition from heat to cold often

causes the works to become greatly distorted if not cracked. The last accident is much the most likely

to occur with thick massive pieces, which are as it were hardened in layers, as although the external

Crust or shell may be perfectly hard, there is almost a certainty that towards the centre the parts are

gradually less hard; and when broken the inner portions 'will sometimes admit of being readily filed.

When in the fire the steel becomes altogether expanded, and in the water its outer crust is suddenly

arrested, but with a tendency to contract from the loss of heat, which cannot so rapidly occur at the

central part; it may be therefore presumed that the inner bulk continues to contract after the outer

crust is fixed, and which tends to tear the two asunder, the more especially if there be any defective

part in the steel itself. An external flake of greater or less extent not uufrequently shells off in har-

dening ; and it often happens that works remain unbroken for hours after removed from the water, but

eventually give way and crack with a loud report, from the rigid unequal tension produced by the vio-

lence of the process of hardening.

The contiguity of thick and thin parts is also highly dangerous, as they can neither receive, nor yield

up heat, in the same times ; the mischief is sometimes lessened by binding pieces of metal around the

thin parts with wire, to save them from the action of the cooling medium. Sharp angular notches are

also fertile sources of mischief, and, where practicable, they should be rejected in favor of curved lines.

As regards both cracks and distortions, it may perhaps be generally said, that their avoidance de-

pends principally upon manipulation, or the successful management of every step : first the original

manufacture of the steel, its being forged and wrought, so that it may be equally condensed on all

sides with the hammer, otherwise when the cohesion of the mass is lessened from its becoming red-hot,

it recovers in part from any unequal state of density in which it may have been placed.

While red-hot, it is also in its weakest condition ; it is therefore prone to injury either from incautious

handling with the tongs, or from meeting the sudden cooling action irregularly, and therefore it is gen-

erally best to plunge works vertically, as all parts are then exposed to equal circumstances, and less

disturbance is risked than when the objects are immersed obliquely or sideways into the water
;

al-

though for swords, and objects of similar form, it is found the best to dip them exactly as in making a

vertical downward cut with a sabre, which for this weapon is its strongest direction.

Occasionally objects are clamped between stubborn pieces of metal, as soft iron or copper, during

their passage through the fire and water. Such plans can be seldom adopted and are rarely followed,

the success of the process being mostly allowed to depend exclusively upon good general management
In recent experiments in making the magnets for dipping-needles, which are about ten inches long,

one-fourth of an inch wide, and the two-hundredth part of an inch thick, this precaution entirely failed

;

and the needles assumed all sorts of distortions when released from between the stiff bars within which

they were hardened. The plan was eventually abandoned, and the magnets were heated in the ordi-

nary way within an iron tube, and were set straight with the hammer after being let down to a deep

orange or brown color. Steed however is in (he best condition for the formation of good permanent

magnets when perfectly hard.

hi. all cases tin' thick unequal scale left from the forge should be ground off before hardening, in

irder to expose a clean metallic surface, otherwise the cooling medium cannot produce it- due and

equal effect throughout the instrument. The edges also should be left thick, that they may not be

burned in the tire; thus it will frequently happen that the extreme end or edge of a tool is inferior in

quality to the part within, and that the instrument is much better after it has been a few times

ground

:

" lie that will a good E Ige v. in

Must Forge thick and Grind thin."
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Thirdly, the hi . ir letting down, ctreme conditions of hard and soft

eteel a index for which is the oxidation of the brig;

-, and it is quite for practice. These tints, an 1 thi ir n \ ective approximate terni era-

lures, are thus tabulated :

1. Very pale straw yellow I .

\ i
' ii i i,. r metaL

2. A shade of darker yellow 410
J

:;. Darker straw yellow 470 / Tools for wood, and screw -taps,

ill darker straw yellow 490 \

A. brown yellow I

j Hatchets, chipping-chisels, and
6. A yellow, 1 tly with purple 620 - other percusai iws,

7. Light purple. 530
)

8. Dark purple 550 / . .

10. Paler blue
j

11. still paler blue Gin - Too roft for the above purp
12. Still paler blue, with a tinge of green 630 )

'111- first tint arrives at about 430° F., but it is only oparison with a piece of steel not
! : the tempering colore htly with the various qualities of steel

The knifi I laptain Kater's experimental pendulum, were very carefully hardened and tem-
lu a bath heated to 430°

;
being tin n found t.>" soft they \\ i re rehardened, and tempered, at only

the heat of boiling water, after which they were considered admirably suite.! to their purj o

heal for tei of the tool not requiring to

be hardened, and which is not therefore cooled in the water. The workman first hastily tries with a

file whether the work is hard, he then partially brightens it at a few parts with a piece of grindstone
or an emery stick, that he may be enabled to watch for the required color; which attained, the work

; manner, lest the body of the tool should continue to supply heat.

en. on the contrary, tl otherwise appear, partial r< had to the

in which the work was heated, as the flame of the candle, or the surface of tin- clear tire applied, if

le, a little below the part where the color is to he obsi rv< 1, that it may not he soiled by the

A very convenient and general manner of tempering small ol .

f a Hat bar of ii ... feet Ion,'; it i- laid aero-- the anvil, or fixed !'

tremity in the vice; and the work is placed on that part of its surface which i- found by trial to he of

.'able temp . .ally Bliding the \. hi ati d extremity. In this manner
many to. ,is may I part bi ing pushed off into a vessel of wa

[uired color, but il by and quickness in thus managing
many pi

\ ese 1- containing oil or fusible alloy- carefully heated to the requiri d temperatures have also

nd I -hall have to describe a method called " blai sorted to lor many article-, BUCh at

springs an 1 .-av.s, by heating them over the- naked lire until the oil, wax, or composition in which they

. tl..- can only occur when they respectively reach their boiling tempera-
•i 1 are evaporated in the gaseous form.

period of letting down leans of the ham-
a- in hardening; this is done upon the anvil, either with

tie- thin pan.- of an ordinary hamu hammer, a tool terminating at each end in an
which requires < tinual repair mi the grindstone.

le of the work, and at right angles to the 1.

i i
. it to a plan ben the bl

...ii- of tie hammer unavoidably i

bould not be violent, as they are then also m
the v.ork, I,.

and •

Watchraa i ndle

,

b little bi lo

ither ly th

.

pipe, and ;'

iny which require cither I d; but tli

-

and th ii i
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are laid on their backs upon a clear fire, about half-a-dozen together, and they are removed one at a

time, when the edges, which are as yet thick, come down to a pale straw-color ; should the backs acci

dentally get heated beyond the straw-color, the blades are cooled in water, but not otherwise. Pen
knife blades are tempered, a dozen or two at a time, on a plate of iron or copper, about twelve inches

long, three or four wide, and about a quarter of an inch thick; the blades are arranged close togethei

on their backs, and lean at an angle against each other. As they come down to the temper, they ara

picked out with small pliers and thrown into water, if necessary ; other blades are then thrust forward

from the cooler parts of the plate to take their place.

Hatchets, adzes, cold chisels, and numbers of similar tools, in which the total bulk is considerable

compared with the part to be hardened, are only partially dipped ; they are afterwards let down by
the heat<of the remainder of the tool, and when the color indicative of the temper is attained, they are

entirely quenched. With the view of removing the loose scales, or the oxidation acquired in the fire,

seme workmen rub the objects hastily in dry salt before plunging them in the water, in order to give

them a cleaner and whiter face.

In hardening large dies, anvils, and other pieces of considerable size, by direct immersion, the rapid

formation of steam at the sides of the metal prevents the free access of the water for the removal of

the heat with the required expedition ; in these cases, a copious stream of water from a reservoir above
is allowed to fall on the surface to be hardened. This contrivance is frequently called a " float," and
although the derivation of the name is not very clear, the practice is excellent, as it supplies an abun-

dance of cold water; and which, as it falls directly on the centre of the anvil, is sure to render that part

hard. It is, however, rather dangerous to stand near such works at the time, as when the anvil face is

not perfectly welded, it sometimes in part flies off with great violence and a loud report.

Occasionally the object is partly immersed in a tank beneath the fall of water, by means of a crane

and slings ; it is ultimately tempered with its own heat, and dropped in the water to become entirely

cold.

Oil, or various mixtures of oil, tallow, wax, and resin, are used for many thin and elastic objects, such

as needles, fish-hooks, steel pens and springs, which require a milder degree of hardness than is given

by water.

For example, steel pens are heated in large quantities in iron trays within a furnace, and are then

hardened in an oily mixture
;
generally they are likewise tempered in oil, or a composition the boiling

point of which is the same as the temperature suited to letting them down. This mode is particularly

expeditious, as the temper cannot fall below the assigned degree. The dry heat of an oven is also

used, and both the oil and oven maybe made to serve for tempers harder than that given by boiling

oil ; but more care and observation are required for these lower temperatures.

Saws and springs are generally hardened in various compositions of oil, suet, wax, and other ingre-

dients. The composition used by an experienced saw-maker is two pounds of suet and a quarter of a

pound of bees-wax to every gallon of whale-oil ; these are boiled together, and will serve for thin works
and most kinds of steel. The addition of black resin, to the extent of about one pound to the gallon,

makes it serve for thicker pieces and for those it refused to harden before ; but the resin should be

added with judgment, or the works will become too hard and brittle. The composition is useless

when it has been constantly employed for about a month : the period depends, however, on the extent

to which it is used, and the trough should be thoroughly cleaned out before new mixture is placed in it.

The following recipe is recommended by an experienced workman :
" Twenty gallons of spermaceti

oil ; twenty pounds of beef suet rendered ; one gallon of neats-foot oil ; one pound of pitch ; three

pounds of black resin. These two last articles must be previously melted together, and then added to

the other ingredients; when the whole must be heated in a proper iron vessel, with a close cover fitted

to it, until the moisture is entirely evaporated, and the composition will take fire on a flaming body
being presented to its surface, but which must be instantly extinguished again by putting on the cover

of the vessel."

The above ingredients lose their hardening property after a few weeks' constant use. The saws are

heated in long furnaces, and then immersed horizontally and edgeways in a long trough containing the

composition ; two troughs are commonly used, the one until it gets too warm, then the other for a pe-

riod, and so on alternately. Part of the composition is wiped oft' the saws with a piece of leather, when
they are removed from the trough, and they are heated one by one over a clear coke fire, until the

grease inflames; this is called "blaiimj off." When the saws are wanted to be rather hard, but little

of the grease is burned oft"; when milder, a larger portion ; and for a spring temper, the whole is allowed

to burn away. When the work is thick, or irregularly thick and thin, as in some springs, a second and
third dose i~ burned off, to insure equality of temper at all parts alike.

Gun-luck springs are sometimes literally fried in oil for a considerable time over a fire in an iron

tray; the thick parts are then sure to be sufficiently reduced, and the thin parts do not become the

more softened from the continuance of the blazing heat.

Sprin I appear to lose their elasticity, after hardening and tempering, from the reduction

and friction they undergo in grinding and polishing. Towards the conclusion of the manufacture, the

elasticity of thi red principally by hammering, and partly by heating it over a clear coke

fire to a straw-color: the tint is removed by very diluted muriatic acid, after which the saws are well

washed in plain water and dried.

Watch-springs are hammered out of round steel wire, of suitable diameter, until they fill the gage

for width, which at the same time insures equality of thickness; the holes are punched in their ex-

tremities, and they are trimmed on the edge with a smooth file; the springs are then tied up with

binding-wire, in a loose open coil, and heated over a charcoal fire upon a perforated revolving plate

they are hardened in oil, and blazed oft'

The spring i- now distended in a long metal frame, similar to that used for a saw-blade, and ground

rnd polished with emery and oil, between lead blocks; by this time its elasticity appears quite lost^
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and it may be bent iD any direction ; its elasticity is I by a sul quent ham
"ii a very bright anvil, which upiAs tht

. flat plate of iron, or hood, un ler « hich . I lamp is kept bui

the spring is continually drawn backwards and forwards or three inches at ;i time, until it

blue tint throughout, accordii the purchaser; by many the

coloring is considered to be a matter of ornamant, and not essentiaL 'I tl the

spring into the spiral form, that it may enter the barrel in which it is to be contained; this is doni

too] with a small axis and winch-handle, and does not req

of marine chronometers, which are in the form of a • wound inl

square thri ppropriate diameter and coarseness ; thi of the Bprii

retained bj J, and the whole is carefully enveloped in platinum foil, and ti i with

wire. is next heated in a piece of gun-barrel closed a< tl I and plunged into oil,

which hardens the spring almost without discoloring it. owing to the exclusion of the air by the

platinum covering, which is now removed, and the spring i- let down t'> the blue, before removal from
wed block.

The balance or hair springs of common watches are frequently left soft ; those of the b

are hardened in the coil upon a plain cylinder, and are then < i the spiral form !

f a blunt knife and the tliumh, the same as in curling up a narrow riband of paper, or the tila-

of an ostrich feather.

Mi. I).in ilyone ounce; but springs also include the h< i

examples of hardened-steel works uncombined with iron: foi of Mr. Adams' patent bow-
spring for all kinds of vehicles, some intended for railway use, mi

pound . two of these are used in combination : other single e 6 feet long, and weigh
ads.

In hardi Ding them they are heated by being drawn backwards and forwards through an ordinary

How, and they are immersed in a trough of plain water: in tempering them they are

: until the black-red i> ju-t visible at Dight ; by d 13 light the heat is denoted by its making a piece

of v I sparkle when rubbed on the spring, which is then allowed to cool in the air. The metal is

9-16ths of an inch thick, and Mr. Adams considers 5-8ths the limit to which steel will harden pro]

—that atly alike to serve as a spring ; he tests their elasticity far beyond their intended range.

it diversity of opinion exists respecting the cause of elasticity in springs: by some it i> referred

to diffi ".
; by others the elasticity is consid ide in the thin, blue, oxidized

surface, the removal of which i- thought to destroy the elasticity, much in the same manner that the

elasticity of a cane is greatly lost by stripping off its rind. The elasticity of a thick spring is

nly much impaired by grinding off a small quantity of its exterior metal, which i> harder than the

inner portion; and perhaps thin Bprings sustain in the polishing a proportional loss, which is to them
equally fatal

It has been found experimentally that the bare removal of tl from a pendulum spring, bj

its immersion in weak acid, caused the chronometer to lose nearly one minute each hour ; a second and

immersion scarcely caused any further 1"--. It i- also stated as a well-known fact thai

get stronger, in a minute degree, during the tir-t two or three years they are in use, from

pheric change ; when the spi oated with g lectrotype process, no -

ervable, and the covering, although perfect, maj be so thin as not to compensate for the

the blue oxidized surface.

One of the m • '.ils in hardenin cially in thick block-, or those which an
! thin, i- their liability to crack, from the sudden transition ; and in reference to hard

Mr. Stodart mentions it as the observation and pracl work
I be made up with Bhavings of leather ;" and upon being aske 1 what

I the leather could do, this workman replii a, "that be could take upon him to Bay that

; ick in the hardening Bince he had used this metho I, thou jh il was a frequent

i

Wl. alway • happens from ,!

interior pai •.' a thai h more sp ice than

when soft; and it may easilj I that the nearer the steel approaches to the state ol iron, the

I \. II be this ii
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ir or any otl
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An analogous method is now practised in hardening patent axletrees which are of wrought-iron, with
two pieces of steel welded into the lower side where they rest upon the wheels and sustain the load
The work is heated in an open forge-fire, cpiite in the ordinary way, and when it is removed a mixture,
principally the prussiate of potash, is laid upon the steel; the axletree is then immediately immersed
in water, and additional water is allowed to fall upon it from a cistern. The steel is considered to be-

come very materially harder for the treatment, and the iron around the same is also partially hardened
These are, in fact, applications of the case-hardening process, which is usually applied to wrought-

iron for giving it a steely exterior, as the name very properly implies. Occasionally steel which harden;
but imperfectly, either from an original defect in the material, or from its having become deteriorated

Iiv bad treatment, or too frequent passage through the fire, is submitted to the case-hardening process

in the ordinary way, by inclosing the objects in iron boxes, as will be explained. This in part restores

the carbon which has been lost, and the steel admits of being hardened ; but this practice is not to be
generally recommended, although it is well employed for the purposes of transfer engraving, explained
at Engraving on Steel, a method introduced by Mr. Jacob Perkins, and which took its origin in the
curious transfer processes of the calico-works, wherein, however, copper is the material principally used.

Various methods have been likewise attempted to prevent the distortions to which work is liable in

the operation of hardening, but without any very advantageous results : for instance, it has been rec-

ommended to harden small cylindrical wires by rolling them when heated between cold metallic sur-

faces to retain them perfectly straight. This might probably answer, but unfortunately cylindrical steel

wires supply but a very insignificant portion of our wants.

Another mode tried by Dr. Wollaston was to inclose the piece of steel in a tube filled with Newton's
fusible alloy, the whole to be heated to redness and plunged in cold water ; the object was released by
immersion in boiling water, which melted the alloy, and the piece came out perfectly unaltered in form,

and quite hard. This mode is too circuitous for common practice, and the reason why it is to be always
successful is not very apparent.

Mr. Perkins resorted to a very simple practice with the view of lessening the distortion of his en-

graved steel plates, by boiling the water in which they were to be hardened to drive off the air, and
plunging them vertically ; and as the plates were required to be tempered to a straw color, instead of

allowing them to remain in the Avater until entirely cold, he removed them whilst the inside was still

hot, and placed them on the top of a clear fire until the tallow with which they were rubbed smoked

;

the plate was then returned to the water for a few moments, and so on alternately until they were quite

fold, the surface never being allowed to exceed the tempering heat.

From various observations, it appears on the whole to be the best in thick works thus to combine the

hardening and tempering processes, instead of allowing the objects to become entirely cold, and then to

reheat them for tempering. To ascertain the time when the plate should be first removed from the

water, Mr. Perkins heated a piece of steel to the straw color, and dipped it into water to learn the sound
it made ; and when the hardened plate caused the same sound, it was considered to be cooled to the

right degree, and was immediately withdrawn.
Locomotive wheels with hardened-steel tires may be viewed as the most ponderous example of hard-

ening, as the tires of the eight-foot wheels weigh about 10 cwt., and consist of about one-third steel, and
there seems no reason why this diameter might not be greatly exceeded.
The materials for the tires are first swaged separately, and then welded together under the heavy

hammer at the steel-works, after which they are bent to the circle, welded, and turned to certain gages.

The tire is now heated to redness in a circular furnace ; during the time it is getting hot the iron wheel,

previously turned to the right diameter, is bolted down upon a face-plate ; the tire expands with the

heat, ami when at a cherry-red it is dropped over the wheel, for which it was previously too small, and
is also hastily bolted down to the surface-plate, the whole load is quickly immersed by a swing-crane

into a tank of water about five feet deep, and hauled up and down until nearly cold ; the steel tires are

not afterwards tempered.
Hardening and softening cast-iron.—The similitude of chemical constitution between steel, which

usually contains about one per cent, of carbon, and cast-iron, that has from three to six or seven per

cent., naturally leads to the expectation of some correspondence in their characters, and which is found

to exist. Thus some kinds of cast-iron will harden almost like steel, but they generally require a higher

temperature; and the majority of cast-iron, also like steel, assumes different degrees of hardness, ae

cording to the rapidity with which the pieces are allowed to cool.

in ; left undisturbed in the mould, is softer than a similar one exposed to the air soon after it

has been poured. Large eastings cannot cool very hastily, and are seldom so hard as the small pieces.

some of which are hardened like steel by the moisture combined with the moulding sand, and cannot be

until they have been annealed after the manner of steel, which lenders them soft and easy to be

worked.
Chilled iron en nt as difficult a problem as the hardening and tempering of steel; the fact

is simply din, that iron castings, made in iron moulds under particular circumstances, become mi their

outer surfa< h rd, and n file almost like hardened steel; the effect is, however, su

pcrficial, as the cl i
I rior shows a distinct line of demarcation when the objects are broken.

Ploughsha tine c I
en this principle; the under sides and points are hard from the

shilling proces , and tl ig abrasion more than the softer parts, maintain a comparatively

The production of chilled castings is always a matter of some uncertainty, and d< ''< tlu

united effect of several cau es . the quality of the iron, the thickness of the casting, the temperature ol

ihe iron at the time' of pouring, and the condition or temperature of the iron mould, which has a greatei

effect in " striking in" when the mi tl in if quite cold : a very thin stratum of earthy matter

will almost entire! . A cold mould do not generally chill so readily as onf

heated nearly to the extent h so e cast-irr n
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There i- this remarkable dil ''"'1 '";•' pi

ter: that whereas the latter by a dull-red heat, the chill

try, are turned oat of the moulds as soon as tl .1 are allowed to cool in the

air; yet although the whole i- at a bright-red heat, no softening of the chilled part takes place. This

inches for red-hot iron ; the
;

1 in cast-iron sockets,

onlj projected sufficiently to perforate £he wheel-tires in the formation of which

g their hardness they '

Chilled castings are also common] 1 for axleti f wheels, which an

ished !>v grinding only ;
al>o for <••. linders for rolling metal, for the heavy hammers and anvils or Milium

ri-works, the stamp-hei i Us, as well as pi

chilled castings; with the destructive engine the chilling is unimportaut, and <

alone from tl • jiving the balls the required perfection of form an I

at the opposite extreme of the scale, and arc rendered extern:

©traction of their carbon, w herebj they are nearrj n duci d to the c< nditii a ol pure m
but without the fibre which is due to the hammering and ro

The malleable-iron castings are made from the rich Pennsylvania iron, and are at first as brii

inclosed in iron boxes of buiI and surrounded with pounded
of the metallic oxid from the iron forge, or with common lime, and

various other absorbents of carbon, used either together or separately. The cases, which an

rge as barrels, are luted, rolled into the ovens or furnaces, and submitted to at for about

five days, and are then allowed to cool very gradually within the fun

The time and other circumstances determine the depth of the effect; thin pi< able

entirely through, they are then readily bent, and may be slightly forged; cast-iron nail

treated admit of being clinched, thick* I portion of cast-iron, but in a softened

state, and not brittle as at lir^t ; on sawing them through, the skin or coat of soft iron is perfectly dis-

tinct from the remainder.

The mode i- particularly useful for thin article-, that can be more economically and correctly cast

than wrought at the- forge, as bridle-bits, Bnuffers, parts of locks, culinary and other vessels, poker- and

, many of which ai ntly case-ba bed, as will be explained, but malleable
:: should never be used lor cutting-tools.

-The property of hardening is not possessed by pure malli

iron; but we have now to explain a rapid and partial pri i cem< ntation, by which wrought-in n is

inverted exteriorly into .steel, ami 1 to that particular depth; leaving the

J parts in their original condition ol 3 iron. The pro© s is very consistently i

importance in the mechanical art-, as the piece- combine tl

th, and internal flexibility of iron, with a thin I . which, although admirable as an

from wear or deterioration as regards the surface, is unlit for the formation of cutting

or tools, owing to the entire absence of hammering, subsequi nt to the cementation with ti

i "ii. < a-' iron obtain- in like manner a coating of steel, which Burrounds the peculiar shape the metal
may have assumed in the iron-foundry and work-hop.

'1
1 !• principal agents used for case hardening are animal matter-, as the hoof-, horns, bones, and

of animal-, nearly alike in chemical constitution, and (hey are mostly charred and coarsely

|

al-o mix a little common salt with Borne of the above; tl

i on all Bides with a layer from half an inch to one inch thick.

The metb ;.t individuals do not greatly differ ; for example, the gunsmith ii
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It is a new application without any change of principle ; the time occupied in this steelifying process

is sometimes only minutes, instead of hours and days; as, for example, when iron is heated in the open

fire to a dull red, and the prussiate is either sprinkled upon it or rubbed on in the lump, it is returned

to the tire for a few minutes and immersed in water ; but the process is then exceedingly superficial,

and it may if needful be limited to any particular part upon which alone the prussiate is applied. The
effect by many is thought to be partial or in spots, as if the salt refused to act uniformly, in the same
manner that water only moistens a greasy surface in places.

The prussiate of potash has been used for case-hardening the bearings of wrought-iron shafts, but this

seems scarcely worth the doing. It has been also employed with the view of giving an additional and
extreme, although superficial hardness to steel, as in axletrees, Perkins's engraved steel-plates, <S:c. ; but

we have only heard of one individual who has encased work with this salt—it was for case-hardening

the iron rollers and side-plates of glaziers' vices employed for milling window-lead.

In the general way, the conversion of the iron into steel by case-hardening is quite superficial, and
does not exceed the sixteenth of an inch ; if made to extend to one-quarter or three-eighths of an inch

in depth, to say the least, it would be generally useless, as the object is to obtain durability of surface,

with strength of interior, and this would disproportionately encroach on the strong iron within. The
steel obtained in this adventitious manner is not equal in strength to that converted and hammered in

the usual way, and if sent in so deeply, the provision for wear would far exceed that which is required.

Let us. compare the case-hardening process with the usual conversion of steel. The latter requires a

period of about seven clays, and a very pure carbon, namely, wood charcoal, of wdiich a minute portion

only is absorbed ; and it being a simple body, when the access of air is prevented by the proper security

of the troughs, the bulk of the charcoal remains unconsumed, and is reserved for future use, as it has
undergone no change. The hasty and partial process of cementation is produced in a period commonly
less than as many hours with the animal charcoal, or than as many minutes with the prussiate of pot-

ash
; but all these are compound bodies, (which contain cyanogen, a body consisting of carbon and nitro-

gen,) and are never used a second time, but on the contrary the process is often repeated with another

dose. It would be, therefore, an interesting inquiry for the chemist, as to whether the cyanogen is ab-

sorbed after the same manner as carbon in ordinary steel, (and which in Mackintosh's patent process

was driven through the crucible in the form of carbonic acid gas, and is stated to be absorbed at the

rate of one-thirtieth of an inch in depth, each hour ;) or whether the nitrogen assists in any way in hast-

ening the admission of the carbon, by some as yet untraced affinity or decomposition.

This hasty supposition will apply less easily to cast-iron, which contains from three to seven times as

much carbon as steel, and although not always hardened by simple immersion, is constantly under the

influence of the case-hardening process ; unless we adopt the supposition, that the carbon in cast-iron

which is mixed with the metal in the shape of cinder in the blast-furnace, when all is in a fluid state, is

in a less refined union than that instilled in a more aeriform condition in the acts of cementation and
case-hardening. (See Tools.)

THERMOMETER. An instrument for measuring variations of heat or temperature. The principle

upon which thermometers are constructed is the change of volume which takes place in bodies when
their temperature undergoes an alteration. Generally speaking, all bodies expand when heated and
contract when cooled, and in such a manner that, under the same circumstances of temperature, they re-

turn to the same dimensions; so that the change of volume becomes the exponent of the temperature
which produces it. But as it is necessary not merely that expansion and contraction take place, but
that they be capable of being conveniently observed and measured, only a small number of bodies are

adapted for thermometrical purposes. Solid bodies, for example, undergo so small a change of volume
with moderate variations of temperature, that they are in general only used for measuring very high
temperatures, as the heat of furnaces, of melting metals, etc. Instruments for such purposes are called

pyrometers. (See Pyrometer.) The gaseous fluids, on the other hand, are extremely susceptible ol

the impressions of heat and cold ; and as their changes of volume are great even with moderate acces-
sions of heat, they are only adapted for indicating very minute variations, or for forming differential

thermometers. Liquids hold an intermediate place ; and by reason of their moderate but sensible ex-

pansion through the ranges of temperature within which observations have to be made for by far the

greater number of purposes, are commonly used for the construction of thermometers. Various liquids

have been proposed, as oils, ether, spirits of wine, and mercury ; but scarcely any other than the two
last are now ever used, and mercury by tar the most generally.

The properties which render mercury preferable to all other liquids (unless for particular purposes)
are these : 1. It supports, before it boils and is reduced to vapor, more heat than any other fluid, ex-

cepting certain oils, and endures a greater cold than would congeal most other liquids, excepting certain

spirituous liquors. -. I( takes the temperature of the medium in which it is placed more quickly than

any other fluid. Count-Rumford found that mercury was heated from the freezing lo the boiling point

of water in 58 seconds, while water took 133 seconds, and air GIT seconds, the heat applied being the

three cases. ">. The variations of its volume within limits which include the tempera-

tures mos( frequently required to be observed, are found to be perfectly regular, and proportional tc

the variations of temperature. The spirit thermometer is now little used i for observations ol

very low temperatures, or as a self-registering instrument for meteorological observations.

Construe/ ion, ';/'//<< - h rmometer.—In order to render small changes of volume sensible, a

glass bulb, having a slender hollow tube attached to it, is filled with mercury, so that expansion or con-

traction can only take place by the rise or fall of the liquid in the tube. The diameter of the tube may
be of any convenient size ;

but the smaller it is the larger will be the scale of the variations; and capil-

lary tubes are usually employed. It is essential that the diameter of the bore be of a uniform width

throughout; a quality which is tested by drawing up into the tube a short column of mercury, and

measuring its length at the different parts with a pair of compasses'. Not more than a sixth part of th*

tubes Vt huh come from the glass-house arc found to be fit for the purpose.
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Having lecto 1 a tub . the workman begins by blowing a hollow ball A.
I

one extreo
'ty of it, by means of an air-bag of caoutchouc, (in order to avoid the introduction of watery vapor by

olowing from the mouth) The length which the thermometer i> to have is then marked, and
this point the tube is expanded inl I bulb B, rather larger than the first When th

tube has acquired its natural temperature one of the bulbs i- wanned, in order to expel t]

from it, and the open end of the tul I into distilled and well-boiled mercury. During
j

the cooling the mi r* ury rises into I

:

. w hence il is made to pass into A by placing J'YR
this undermost, and expelling the air from it bj heat, after which the

of cooling. When the bulb A has bet o completely fille I, and also a part of B, the tube is

i a charcoal fire, so as to be equally heated I , and the in-

tiled, in order to expel every remaining particle of air or humidity. Ti.

end is then touched with sealing-wax, and the tube withdrawn from the fire, and placed in an up-

eition until it i- cooled, when the bulb A and the portion of the tube under B will be filled

with mercury. A portion ofm< re try is then expelled by heat, so that the column ma] stand ..

the proper height in the tube. The tube is then carefully softened with the blowpipe, and her-

under the bulb I!, which is thus cu1
'

.—The instrumi nt prepared in the manner now described is admirably ad

for rendering evident the expansions and contractions of the inclosi d fiuid, and it only remains to adopt
a scale tu it m order to have a complete thermometer. The graduation of the scale is in sum' 1 mi

arbitrary; nevertheless, in order thai different thermometers may be comparable with each other, it is

necessary that two points at least be taken on the I and determinate tern-

|
ires, the disl < en which will determine the graduation. The two points which are now

universally chosen for thi- purpose are those which correspond to the temperatures of freezing an 1 l*'il-

ing water. With respect to the tir-t ofth there i- no difficulty; it i< only necessary to surround the

hull) with ice, and to mark on tin- stem the point at which the mercury stands when the ice begins to

melt. The boding point is t. ! As the temperature at which wan i

to a small extent with the b -ary, in order to have instruments comparable
with each other, either that the boiling point i be determined when the barometer stands at

tin height which is arbitrarily assumed for the standard, or else to apply a correction when the

actual height of the barometer is above or below the assumed standard ]'< Luc made a number id

experiments on this Bubject, an 1 gave a formula for the correction, which was adapted to Fahrenheit's

Bcale and English inches by Horsley. {Phil. Trans., vol. lxiv.) A committee of the Royal Societj who
undertook to investigate the best method of adjusting the fixed points, and whose report is contained in

vol. lxvii. of the 7'
. laid down a set of rules which havi l>> • u generally foil i i I English

instrument-makers. Th j recommended the adoption of 29*8 inches for the Btandard barometric pres-

vc a table of the corrections for all ordinary pressui i below this standard. I hi ii

table i~ very nearly represented by the following simple rule, which will be quite sufficient for the guid-

i the artist in till ordinary cases :

posing the thermometer placed in an atmosph m immediately over th
I boil-

every tenth of an inch by which the barometer i- above i r b low 29*8, the correction

._,
r point of the scale of the thermometer is one-thousandth part of the interval between the

freezing and boiling points. The i ced lower than the observed boiling point by

I

, iniity v. 1. Is 29*8 inches, and higher when the pressure is less than the

ral other minute circumstances n ded to in the construction of delicate instruments.

As the temp boding water is different at the top and near the bottom of the vessel in which

ti r itself, but into the vapor which

abovi el with an i of the steam The vessel si metal,

a different temperature in vessels of different Bub

if mixed with saline i

mid be affected, and the instrument rendered inaccurate,

ral between the two ii be divided into anj numl er of d<

.. a* far aa maj I

'K adopb d i notice. The fii it is Fahn nhi it's, w hi

North All, . w bich w a
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fluid) expanded from 1000 parts to 1080. This division soon became general in France and othei
countries, and a great number of valuable observations have been recorded in terms of it

1

, but it is how
seldom used in works of science.

Centigrade scale.—-In 1742 Celsius, professor at Upsal, in Sweden, proposed to divide the space be-
tween the freezing and boiling points of water into 100 equal parts, the zero point being placed (as in

Reaumer's) at freezing. This division being in harmony with our decimal arithmetic, is better adapted
than the two former to scientific purposes. It has been adopted by all the French writers since the
Revolution, and is the best known in most parts of the north and middle of Europe.

It has been sometimes objected to this scale, (and the objection applies equally to Reaumer's,) that

on account of the comparatively high point at which the zero is placed, meteorological observations are

embarrassed with the algebraic signs of plus and viinus. The inconvenience (if any) is a very trifling

one, and is much more than compensated by the facilities for calculation which the scale affords.

Conversion of degrees of one scale into degrees of another.—From the manner in which the three scales

are graduated, it is easy to deduce formulae expressing any temperature given according to one scale in

terms of either of the others. The interval which in Fahrenheit's scale is divided into 180 parts is di-

vided into only 100 parts in the centigrade scale, and into 80 in Reaumer's. Hence one degree of Fah-
renheit's is equal to 5-9ths of a degree of the centigrade, and to 4-9ths of a degree of Reaumer. But
some attention is required on account of the difference of the zero points. For the sake of perspicuity,

it is convenient to adapt the expressions to three distinct cases. Let F denote degrees of Fahrenheit's
scale, C degrees of the centigrade, and R degrees of Reaumer ; then,

Case 1. For all temperatures above the freezing point,

F— 32 = § C = 5 R.

Case 2. For all temperatures between the freezing point and the zero of Fahrenheit's scale,

32— F=— |-C=— l\l.

Case 3. For all temperatures below the zero of Fahrenheit,

— 32—F=— |C=— f R.

By substituting numbers in these formulas for F, C, or R, as the case may require, the corresponding

values on the other scales is immediately obtained ; but if many reductions are required to be made, it

is more convenient to have comparative tables, by which the correspondence of the scales is seen at a

glance. Such tables are given in most treatises on chemistry.

Theory of the graduation.—It will be evident from what has now been said that, whatever scale be
adopted, the division is founded on the assumed principle that equal increments of heat produce equal

expansions. This assumption may be put to the test of experiment by the mixture of fluids at different

temperatures. For example, if a pound of water at 212° Fahr. be mixed with another pound of water
at 32°, and the requisite precautions be used, then the temperature of the mixture will be 122°, which
is the arithmetical mean between the two temperatures ; and if the assumed principle be correct, a ther-

mometer plunged into the mixture will stand at 122°. This is found to be the case wTith the mercurial,

but not with the spirit thermometer ; and, in general, thermometers formed of different fluids, when ex-

posed to the same temperatures, do not give the same indications throughout the whole extent of the

scale. An important question hence arises : what substance ought to be adopted as the standard to

which, in comparing observations, all others should be reduced? It is, perhaps, not possible to deter-

mine this question with absolute certainty ; but the experiments of the French chemists Dulong and
Petit on the dilatation of various substances, render it probable that air and the other permanent gases

(which all expand equally) afford the most accurate indications of the true variations of temperature.

As compared witli the air thermometer, the expansion of mercury is proportional to the increase of tem-

perature from— 3G° to -f-
100° of the centigrade scale. From this point to 3G0° (the boiling point of

mercury) mercury expands more rapidly than air, and consequently the mercurial thermometer stands

higher than the air thermometer in the same temperature. When the former indicates 200° and 300°,

the latter indicates 197° and 292'7° respectively; and it seems to be a general law that all fluids with

the same increase of heat expand more rapidly as the temperature approaches their boiling point. The
more rapid expansion of the mercury at high temperatures is, however, in some measure corrected by

the expansion of the bulb.

Changi of th zero point.—There is a circumstance connected with the mercurial thermometer which

requires to be attended to when very exact determinations of temperature are to be made, Bellani, in

Italy, and Flaugergues in France, observed that when thermometers which have been constructed for

several years are placed in melting ice, the mercury stands in general higher than the zero point i

scale ; and tin, circumstance, which renders the scale inaccurate, has been usually ascribed to the slow-

ness with which the glass of the bulb acquires its permanent arrangement, after having been heated to

a high degree in boiling the mercury. Despretz (Traiti de Physiqiu ) observes, that in very nice ex-

periments it i- alwaj necessary to verify the zero point; for he found that when thermometers have

been kept during a certain time in a low temperature, the zero point rises, but falls when they have

been kept in a high temperature; and this remark applies equally to old thermometers and to those

which have' been reo ntly constructed.

Register thermometers.—In meteorological observations it is of great importance to ascertain the lim

its of the range of the thermometer in a given period of time, during a day or night, for example, white

the observer is absent. Numerous contrivances ha , »ly been proposed for this purpose, but

the two following are thost mo ' frequently used.

Six's register thermometi r.—This ins'trument was invented by Mr. Six, of Colchester, England, and is

ibed in the Phil. Trans., vol. lxxii. It i> a spirit thermometer, having a long cylindrical bulb A.

with the tube bent in the form of a siphon, and terminating in a small ci vity B. A part ol

the tube, from a to b, is tilled with mercury ; but the bulb A, and the remaining portion of the tube.
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ind a Fm-all part of the cavity B, with highly rectifii f the mercury in the middle
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sounding along the shore has hitherto withheld the organization from any full investigation of the Gulf
Stream problems, yet several results of much interest, as to its form, position, movements, and tempe-
ratures, have been already reached in more or less detail. How to observe the deep sea temperatures
which are ever disturbing the rest of the ocean—how to bring up, from a depth of several miles, a trust-

worthy reading of the heat which prevails in those unexplored recesses, is a question which demands an
answer before the Gulf Stream can be fully comprehended in its fundamental facts.

The proposed investigations were seriously obstructed by the enormous pressures in the regions to be

explored, which deranged all common contrivances. The ordinary glass thermometers were repeatedly

tried in the Coast Survey soundings, but as uniformly broken. Attempts were made to protect them by
strong metallic cases, which were also crushed in. Mr. Saxton, the eminently ingenious and successful head
of flic Instrument Department in the Coast Survey Office, then devised the deep sea thermometer which
bears his name, and which has been used for several years with entire success. Some accidents, not

faults of the instrument, have had the effect to prevent such extensive observations as Mr. Bache had
provided for, but it is to be hoped that each year will contribute to the number of our reliable observa-

tions with this elegant apparatus. We proceed to state its principle and the arrangement of its parts.

. -j The main feature is a compound spiral of helical band or ribbon,

composed of two similar plates firmly united along their surface of

contact, the outer one being of silver, and the inner one of plati-

Fig. 1

nam. As the rates of expansion of these two metals are widely different, the variation of temperature

to which the spiral is exposed, will produce a considerable movement of torsion, or rotation at the bot-

tom of the helix, the top being fixed. This principle is familiar in Breguet's torsion thermometer, and

Mr. Saxton has only applied it to a novel case, with an improved arrangement at the upper extremity of

the spiral, for magnifying and reading the indication furnished. The motion of rotation given by a

change of temperature, is very well fitted for reading, as by gearing it up, it gives a quite ample rota-

tion to an index hand. Within the spiral is a hollow tube, to which at the top the spiral is screwed fast,

as shown in fig. 1. Within this tube is a small rod or axle, which is connected with the bottom of the

spiral, and turns freely on a supporting pivot, so as to communicate the torsion rotation to a toothed
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fiilver wheel on its top, which is shown in fijr. 2; that part only being toothed which will
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rests on pillow-blocks bolted to the stone-work forming the sides of the wheel-pit. These pillow -blocks

have sometimes covers of the regular form, but more commonly they are unprovided with covers of any
sort; occasionally they are furnished with shell-covers for the sake of appearance, and to preserve the

gudgeons from Mater and sandi

Or. the end of the water-wheel shaft, which passes into the barn, is keyed a spur-wheel 1, of 121
teeth ; (his wheel geers with the pinion 3, of sixteen teeth, upon the shaft B. On the other end of the

shaft is keyed the cog-wheel 2, of 115 teeth; this last geers with the pinion 4, of 15 teeth, on the end
of the shaft of a drum D, which carries on its circumference four projecting pieces called the beaters,

their purpose being to beat or thresh the grain from the straw as this passes forward between the feed-

rollers R, at the bottom of the feed-table F, upon which the unthreshen material is spread out in a layer

previous to its being introduced between the feed-rollers. The feed-rollers are both fluted, and derive

their motion from a pulley on the shaft B, by means of a pitch-chain 6, which jjasses over the pulley 8,

on the spindle of the lower roller.

On passing the beater-drum D, the straw is taken up by the twq sets of shakers S S in succession.

The shakers are driven likewise from the shaft B by a pulley marked 7, and a pitch-chain which passes

over a pulley marked 5, on the shaft of the first set of shakers. The second set of shakers is connecte 1

with the first by a pitch chain, which passes over the equal pulleys art, upon their shafts.

During the operation of threshing, the straw is tossed out behind the machine by the second set of

shakers upon a heck Y, and the grain falling through the sparred segmental bottoms H H, is collected

by the hopper k k into the fanner, situated below the machine, as shown in Fig. 3112. The fan is

driven from the shaft of the beater-drum by a rope-band, which, passing from the pulley P on the

beater-shaft to the guide-pulleys bb, embraces' the fan-pulley C, of the same diameter as P, so that the,
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fan and the beater-drum have the e of the band But the guide-pull<
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fur tie' Bpindle . |ruide i

' •!•• in which tie- I

i

|
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made by the Lowell Machine Shop, who build frames of this kind to rua with ea rate, thereby
stopping only half of the Bpindlea while doffing,

in general arrangement, this machine differs but in the mode of driving from other ring-thro

i .ill respects but this the description applies to all ring-throstles. The older mode of driving is

bj a ci ntra] drum, from which bands, passing round whirls on the spindles, give motion to I

This bitter mode of driving, by the friction of the whirl on the edge i fa n rolvihg disk, i- fully
•

and very largely in operation It gives a stronger, more regular and uniform motion to the i

than is given by bands, and is applied to driving the Bpindlea, flyers, and b thros

[las, also to wonted frames, and to doublers and twisters, with .-miliar advantaf

TIMBEB BENDING. The usual way of bending planks to curved form

heating the pieces and bending over a mould or frame, and leaving them keyed in this position till

had by cooling taken a set. This
|

i nly strained the fibre of the wo id, but was inappli

to the formation of curves of short radius in large scantling. In 1849 letters
]

ted 1

Thomas Blanchard for improvements in bending wood and other fibrous substances. This patent clai

tlie bending timber by placing a powerful pressure on the ends of the holy; and while the pr

continued, it was forced around a mould to the desired curve. The pi tim-

ber prevented the of the fibre outside of the curve, while the inside was necessarily

thereby preventing the rupture or breaking of the same.
It was found, in the course of experiment in bending heavy timber for ships'!

serves, that the timber, in the process of conforming to the mould, spread or bulged, much to its de

ly this defect, Mr. Blanchard was employed to construct another machine, in all

adapted to bending ship timber. This was a< mplished by encasing the timber on all sides, and

ting its spreading in any direction. This improvement was of vital iurj

. and without which large knees could not he made. Previous to being subj

to the pressure, the fihres of the wood a by steaming, which also incidentally by

the timber.

'I I • fihres of wood have their origin it; rally shaped like a double cone, greatly

and placed close and parallel I ther, with tl

tho f another set These fihres are generally c< into layers, so arranged

resistance to forces tending to displace them in the longitudinal

of til r •' cells which retain the air, fluids, gams, and resins of the I

In the application of heavy lateral forces to a bo ly of wood, as in the operation of bending, the re-

sult is but a compression of its file
I mass, by the breaking op of F which the I

arc only the coat i 01 remain under the action of any force, entire

tinuons tLr . through their flexibility and elasticity, most hard v. taken as a

standard. The grain of the wood or fibre is easily traceable, even at - a and

displacement curve, where • hold

the extremities of a stick in p to a right

The i and complication of the fibr E the curves, gives the great si strength

at that poi th of every inch lost in bending the interior side of

rve, is there gained. These1
i shown the impossibility of n I tickoftim-

riginal form, alter being subjected to this process; fracture woul 1 I

hut al removed from the centre i F Additional strength and elasticity are

• i a bent piece of wood, by the u I ceflul

material.

In 1866 Yard stion of officers of the navy, with
the follow ing n-- ult-

:

upon wl,i '

<e of the 1
• commonly used lor has

In order I ppliance in

'

i qua!

siding size with citing a timber of the ship's frame; also

l. The body was secured upon an iron frau

which •

the power 1 to the arm, on some, t ntract the angle of the

to a point of rupture ; and on thrust the arm outward t i tie

rere found inadequate to hold the*beam and an
although placed in about equal quantil and distribution, to the proportion commonly ascd in

I of more tl tamp in quality.

1 fulcrum at right th a point on 1 ' n
. required...

[

••
I

••
•• ••

• • • 10.000

and . I :

•
|

..

I

'

.

le, 88 degrees;
]
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Bent inward, at -J- inch, required G.500 pounds. I Bent inward, at H inch, required 10.000 pounds.
<: " i " " 9.500 li " " 2 " " 11.000 "

Note.—Tliis knee, (No. 3,) was bent inward six inches, when the fastenings giving way. the knee was allowed to re-

turn, which it did; was re-fastened, and again bent inward, when it sustained within about 9 per cent, of its first

pressure.

No. 4.—Natural or grown knee, sided 10J inches ; moulded to corner ; angle square, or 90 degrees

;

power applied, same as those before bent; fulcrum at middle of throat, at angle of 45 degrees, with
arm and body

:

Bent inward, at -A- inch, required 5.500 pounds. I Bent inward, at H inch, required 9.000 pounds.
" " 1 " " 7.500 " " " 2 " " 10.500 "

No. 5.—Bent knee, sided 10jr inches ; moulded 11 inches ; filled out to corner with chock ; angle right,

or 90 degrees; leverage as before, 5.37 feet from corner: fulcrum at right angles from middle of

throat, = to 3.0S feet

:

Bent outward, at -A inch, required 8.000 pounds. I Bent outward, at 11- inch, required. ..18.000 pounds.
" " 1 " " ...14.000 " |

" " 2 " " ...22.500 "

Note.—This knee, (No. 5,) was bent outward 10 inches, without the least rupture, and the highest resisting pressuro
=3S.OOO* pounds; and on being relieved, returned to within 4£ degrees of its former angle : was again subjected to
pressure, and when at 11J inches from its relieved position, the pressure amounted to 36.500t pounds.

No. 6.—Natural or grown knee, sided 10 A inches ; moulded to corner ; full and well-grow", with 5 feet

arm, the very best the Navy or market could furnish : was prepared at the navy yard , angle 82 de-

grees ; fastenings, leverage, and fulcrum as before applied ; one inch larger in body at commencement
of throat. This knee had two trials, in consequence of the necessity of re-arranging to secure equal-

ity of position.

On First Trial.

Bent outward, at \ inch, required 7.500 pounds.
[
Bent outward, at lh inch, required... 26.500 pounds,

" " i " " ...20.000 "
I

" "2 " " ...33.000 "

On Second Trial.

Bent outward, at -J- inch, required. ..11.500 pounds. I Bent outward, at 1\ inch, required. ..31.500 pounds.
" " 1 " " ...22.500 "

I

" "2 " " ...38.500 "

It broke at two inches in the throat, the rupture being complete. Blanchard's patent has passed into

the hands of the Timber Bending Co., who have now nearly ready for operation an improved machine,

with capacity to bend timber fifty feet long and t*venty inches square.

TOBACCO-CUTTING MACHINE. This is a superior constructed tobacco-cutting machine, the in

vention of A. P. Finch, Red Falls, Greene Co., N. Y. Its workmanship is of a very superior kind,

strong, correct, and simple, and there can be no question of its qualities.

A, Fig. 3419, is the frame; BB are two wheels on which is fixed the cutting-knife C, across the end
of the box D ; E is the lid of the box, under which is pressed down the tobacco to be cut, by four screws
F F F F. As the tobacco to be cut has to be pressed down to a very solid bed, two cross-bars extend
under the nuts of the screw-bolts across the box D, on the top of the cover E, and there are notches in

the sides of the box to allow these bars to descend with the cover on the top of the tobacco as it is

screwed down. H is a cog-wheel on the screw L. The screw passes through it, and as there is a

thread in the interior of the wheel, the screw will be moved forward or backward by the motion of the

wheel. On the end of the screw in the box there is a square block pressing behind the tobacco to move
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it gradually towards the knife. This ifi Ihe office of the -crew. Thi . he knife cuts up the to-

bacco under E, at the right end of the box, the screw pushi - ap the compressed tobacco to prea

ternately a new layer oi tobacco to tic knife at ever} revolution i i the revolving cutter-

K i- a liv-v. 1:. el on the cutt< r-shaft, and the pulley on the left of the cutu r is for a band to drive the

shaft heel F, at the left end of the box, i- driven by a worm w hi 1 1 J, scarcely Been,] under

the bottom of the box. K is a s« t of pulleys on the shaft of J to drive the said i

ward or backward motion by the changing of the land. The handle on the end of the

screw is merely to show the manner in which it ma] I

TO< d.s. i he great and manifest importance of tools to the mechanic is lent that it i- ex-

traordinary the subject has not hitherto received that investigation which it obviouslj 'lln-

va-t improvements in modern machinery are mainly attributable to the excellence an I of the

tools used in preparing and o mpleting the \ arious parts of which every machin !.

By the expression tools, ao i the definition given by Mr. George Rennie, we understand in-

i mployed in the manual arts for facilitating mechanical operatii

penetration, separation, and abrasion of the operated upon, and for all which
various motion- are required to bu imparted cither to the tool or the work.

For the sake of distinctness it would be desirable, so far as is practicable, to treat the subject

two points of view: 1-t. Where motion is given to the tool, as in handicraft work; 2d. \\ I

is given either to the tool or the work, as in self-acting or automatic tools. Now, in the case of the

turning-lathe the tool usually remains fixed, while the object invariably moves—in that of the planing-

machine the tool or cutter may either remain fixed or be made to move, according to the duty required

all the other machines which con the denomination tools—such,

for example, as are intended to perform the various mechanical operations of slotting

punching, drilling, nut-trimming, cutting the teeth of wheel-, boring, screw-cutting— t)

motion, although in Borne casi -. particularly in the nut-trimming and BCrew-cutting machines, the tool

may be either movable or t: .

It would afford much matter for curious and instructive inquiry to trace the early history of tools, as

can be little doubt that the use of handicraft tools is coeval with the - ; and assuming
the rei : modem travellers to be satisfact of the fact that the ancients

uted with almost all the tools now in use, we cannot foil to admire the patient perseverance of

the workman, whose .-kill, combined with manual labor, enabled him to produce bo many beautifu

cimens of his art—a circumstance the more remarkable -,. osiaer the rude ana simple imple-

by the aid of which this extraordinary d< IS attained.

The gradual improvi ment in tools, which ol have reached a very high point of

i- well illustrated by the wheel-cutting and dividing-engine. We therefore propo ;1\ to

sketch the history of those machines and appliances v* Inch come under the general name above prefixed.

While the art of constructing wheel work was in a less adv. id the dividing of the ci

e of a wheel into the requisite number of parts, and cutting out the tooth spaces bj a manual
operation, was not only a tedious but also an extremely imperfect way of proceeding. To facilitate

lannal operation by a file, the simple platform described by Pere Alexandre', in his Treatise on

Clock-making, was invi platform was simply a circular plate of bra--, of ten or i

in diameter, with concentric circles traced thereon corresponding to the oumbei - of teeth in the v,

and pinions of clock-work. In the centre of this platform was fixed a stud or fast arbor, round which
an index, with a nting to the centre, turned freely into any given point of a required

!c means of which the divisions of any given circle were transferred to a wheel placid on the

1 arbor under the index already described, by a marking point This mode of dividing a wheel
i- -m11 prai ; branches of the mechanical arts, and is, doubtless, an easy way of Irani li

divisions from a larger to a smaller circle for various purposes, where rigid accuracy

-till remained to be surmounted : the si red to be i

band with a file. a small frame was mounted on the index, which was contrive

and con line- the file in Buch a \\ ay bes in a wheel placed over the index, with li

viation from tin- truth than manual dexterity

that this addition I cutter, and of such other apt

ted b. M. I." b" tl.

was the tii

merit the n convei ted into a

up Of tie

i m or plate, « it',

r file, the d

i be

i

dei

liow n

into the pinion D, w hi. h !

1

l the pinii

:
i

. II, lllC •:
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The original divisions of the circle, namely, 360, 300, 150, 90, 60, <tc, are commonly retained in thu

ordinary engines, although many of the smaller numbers are included in the larger ones, and are, there-

fore, superfluous ; for, taking every fourth hole in the circle of 360, gives precisely the same result as

using the circle of 90, or every sixth as using the circle of 60, and, in like manner, taking every othet

hole in the circle of 300, will be precisely the same in effect as using the circle of 150. It must, we
think, be obvious to every one, acquainted with the ordinary process of cutting the teeth of wheels,

that engines, of the construction just described, are very limited in their operations, by reason of their

powers extending only to the numbers marked on the divided circles, or the factors of which those

numbers are composed, and because the prime numbers are not usually inserted. To remedy this de-

fect, and at the same time render the engine of greater practical utility, appears to have been a favorite

study with different ingenious artisans, whose daily avocations admirably qualified them to appreciate

the improvements we have already referred to, as well as to devise such additional apparatus as would
make the engine more perfect.

It is unnecessary to pursue further the minute details of this subject, but it is to be observed that the

only true and accurate method of circular division, namely, by a tangent-wheel and endless screw, first

contrived and used by Dr. Hooke in 1664, for the purpose of dividing astronomical instruments, has
been from time to time advantageously applied to the wheel-cutting engine by eminent mechanicians.

We now proceed to the dividing-engine, of which it has been justly observed, that "none has so much
contributed to the interest of navigation considered as a science ;" indeed the facility, and at the same
time the accuracy, with which the measuring portion of any astronomical or mathematical instrument,

however portable, can now be divided by our best engines, are truly astonishing ; the fine lines of divi-

sion which iu many instances are scarcely visible to the naked eye, are, when magnified by a suitable

lens, perceived to be laid down with perfect equality, as to relative distance, so much so, that no one

who has not examined the means by which the result is produced, can conceive the possibility that the

expedition witli which the divisions are made, is equal to the accuracy with which they are measured
and marked down.

Several trials were made at the Greenwich Observatory, by Flamsteed, the Astronomer Royal, but

the method was found defective, probably in consequence of imperfect workmanship, and was soon

abandoned. In Mr. Smeaton's paper, read before the Royal Society of London, November 17th, 1785,

on the " Graduation of Astronomical Instruments," he mentions an engine made by Mr. Henry Hindley

of York, which indented the edge of any circle in such a way that a screw with fifteen threads acting

at once, would, by means of a micrometer, read off any given number of divisions, so as to answer the

purpose of subdividing the circle. Mr. Ramsden, in consequence of the reward offered by the Board of

Longitude to Mr. Bird, for his method of dividing, in the year 1760, turned his attention towards the

contrivance of an engine that would divide nautical instruments with sufficient accuracy, without resort-

ing to the delicate and tedious process of manipulation, practised by Mr. Bird. He completed an en-

gine with an indented plate, or wheel of thirty inches diameter, which, though it did not entirely answer
his expectations to their full extent, yet was found very useful for dividing theodolites, and such like

instruments, with great facility. This was effected before the spring of 1768; and in 1774, a much
larger and more efficient engine was produced, with an indented plate of forty-five inches diameter,

winch divided a sextant for Mr. Bird's examination so accurately, that the Board of Longitude, ever

ready to remunerate any successful endeavor to promote the lunar method of determining the longi-

tude at sea, did not hesitate to confer a handsome reward on the inventor, but on the express condition

that the said engine should be at the service of the public, and that Mr. Ramsden should publish an

explanation of his method of making and using it.

In 1820, Mr. James Allan was rewarded by the Board of Longitude with one hundred pounds,

for his improvement on Ramsden's dividing-engine. This improvement consists in the method em-

ployed to cut or rack (lie teeth around the periphery of the great circle, worked by an endless screw,

upon which the arc to be divided is placed, so as to insure perfect equality of size, as regards the teeth,

in all parts of the circle. This extremely ingenious, though simple contrivance of Mr. Allan, is described

in the transactions of the Society of Arts. The great circle of bell-metal, a semi-plan of which is shown

in Fig. 3421, is mounted upon an axis A, and its surface made truly plane and perpendicular to the

axis; the section shows the figure of the axis, and the central ring B, to give the greatest strength to

the circle ; C is a section of a portion of the frame of the engine ; and D, a socket into which the axis

A is fitted; the circumference of the large circle is then turned to such a figure as to receive a ring ol

brass a, which is united firmly to it by a number of pins. Upon this ring a second, b, is placed, the two
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making the same thickness as the circle, a sectional view of which is here introduced The inside of

the ring b, and the outside of the bell-metal circle, are fitted to each other with the greatest accuracy.

and great care taken to turn the same truly fitting concentric with the axis of the circle ; the brass

rin^s a and b are held together by twenty tour screws, and a groove cones] ling to the curvature ot

the screw which moves the circle is then turned in the outside of the two ;
in this state the racking of

the teeth is performed by a screw similar to that afterwards used to turn the circle to its divisions, but

notched across the threads bo that it cots like a saw, when pressed against the circle and turned round,

and removes the metal from the Bpaces between the teeth, which are by this means formed around tlie

of til'- circle; when this has been performed all round, two tine Ones are drawn across the :

and bell-metal circles, diametrically opposite to each other; the twenty-four brass then

withdrawn, and the upper brass ring turned exactly half round, which is determined by the line-; before

mentioned; and bv this means the teeth of the circle are divided into two thicknesses, and being put

together again iu opposite direction-;, if any enor arose in racking the teeth, it would be shown by the

upper and lower halves of the teeth not coinciding when reversed, and by racking them while reversed,

the screw would cut away the inequalities, and make all the teeth of the same size and distance from

each other; this reversing the teeth is performed several times, till the teeth are brought to a perfect

equality in all parts of "the circle; four steady pins are accurately fitted into the two rings to hold

them together m any of the positions in which they have been racked together, and it is upon them

that dependence is placed for the coincidence of the teeth, the twenty-four ing merely

to hold them fast together, and fitted rather loosely iu their holes that they may not strain the

Bteady-pina

We have purposely omitted any mention of the improved engine by Mr. E. Troughton, in v

hands the art doubtless arrived at a high degree of exactness, because, to adopt the language of a com-

petent judge, there are various difficulties iu the application and construction of the apparatus, to avoid

which was the avowed object of the engine now in part to be described, by adopting principles perfectly

independent of mechanical action, and governed only by vision, assisted by the most powerful optical

meana For this really scientific piece of mechanism we are indebted to Mr. Alexander Ross, i

matical instrument maker, to v. hose ingenuity the Society of Arts of London, in 1881, awarded the Gold

l-i- Medal and fifty guineas.

8422 is a arae view of Mr. Ross's apparatus for cutting original divisions, and consists of tin- fol

: parts: a small circle 10 or 12 inches diameter, divided into -pace-; of :.- i;. ,. r 90 parts, by the

usual dividing-engine or by any ordinary means—two micrometer microscopes, represented ata6an
arc cc of the length of 3° 45' of the circle to be divided—a cutting-frame de,and a frameffag t" sup-

port the apparatus. The frame/// Consists of a bottom and top plate connected by two Strong pillars,

: which is represented at h, the front one being removed to -how the other part-. In the bottom

p] tte are screwed the note i
; w hich form adjustable feet for the frame ; these nut- are perforated, ami

the screws jj pa-s through and fasten the whole securely, after being levelled by the nut- i and the

level /. The upper plate is secured to the pillars h by two BCFeWB and .oil, t-, mm ing on the on.- a- a

centre, and adjustable at the other by the pushing Bcrew n for the purpose ot setting the cutting-point

o, which is attached to the upper plate/, to cut a radiating division on the circle to he divided: an arc

and index not capable of being shown in 8 side view, indicate the inclination given. To the upper plate

i- likewise attached the hollow centre o; in fids works a male centre, the fianch of which is seen at r;

this supports the bar t» which carries the microscopes " and the level /. The microscopes are -

to tins bar by two pulling and two pushing screws 1 1, tt. passing through a Band) '•. and acting in and

on the bar a '1: e secured to the flanch by fitting into Btroag tubes wu, and when ad-

justed to distinct vision can be fixed in that position by the clamping-rings w » The handle x .< for the

cutting-frame i- attached to the perpendicular Bling A having a double joint at the point where it is

fixed, in order to prevent any unequal pressure from producing a lateral motion of the cutting-point

;

the other end U Connected to the upright dovetail slide 84, which form- pari of the apparatus lor mov-

ing the cutting-point (See article At roMATio, in 1-t volume of this Dictionary.)

l i . in a o id( rati d of the foregoing sketch we draw the following conclusion, namely, that the dif

hich have from time to time checked the progress of inventive genius an- to be

traced to t tir-t, a limited knowledge of elementary principles
;
and Becondlj ,

'

ment imperfeel performance of the tools empl
t valuable aids to the more perfect construction of machinery is due to Mr. J

Whitworth, of .V ently introduced the simple process ot scrap ng, in

dirty and unsati I pa plane metallii

that all the bearing points should be in the

same plane, that they should be equidistant from each other, and that they should I

mere ir application intended, v. remain togetl '-r in fixed i

bearing points may, without tly wider aps

tin- ca and m close ap] i

A lil ration will ent that these conditions cannot 1 btained <

grinding. And first, with n neral outlii inal error to

1 the other -i tin p] u e th n

grinding, no doubt, would b< mer,butth errorwould

ited iii tie Ahieh an original en
would he w hen r ! exai tly tin

\ id' nt that w lure onl
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obviating this source of error except by sliding the one surface entirely out of the other at each move,
a method which is clearly impracticable.

It may be mentioned ns an additional cause of error, that the grinding powder collects in greater
quantity about the edges of the metal than upon the interior parts, producing the well-known effect 01

the bell-mouthed form. This is particularly objectionable in (he case of slides, from the access afforded

to particles of dust, and the immediate injury necessarily occasioned thereby. Another circumstance
materially affecting the durability of ground slides is, that a portion of the emery becomes fixed in the
pores of the metal, and can never be entirely eradicated therefrom, causing a rapid and irregular wear
of the surface.

If, then, grinding be not adapted to form a true general outline, neither is it to produce accuracy in

the minuter detail. There can be little chance of a multitude of points being brought to bear, and dis-

tributed equally under a process from which all particular management is obviously excluded. To
obtain any such result, it is necessary to possess the means of operating independently on each point as
occasion may require, whereas grinding affects all simultaneously. It is subject neither to observation
nor control, there is no opportunity of regulating the distribution of the powder, or of modifying its ap-
plication, with reference to the particular condition of the different parts of the surface. The variation

in the quantity of the powder and the quality of the metal will of necessity produce inequalities, even
supposing they did not previously exist. Hence, if a ground surface be carefully examined, the bearing
points will be found lying together in irregular masses, with extensive cavities intervening. An ap-
pearance indeed of beautiful regularity is produced, to which, no doubt, we may trace the universal
prejudice so long established in favor of the process ; but this appearance, so far from being any evi-

dence of truth, serves only to conceal error, and under this specious disguise surfaces pass without
examination, which if unground would be at once rejected.

In addition to what has been stated, it must be remembered another great evil of grinding is that it

takes from the mechanic all sense of responsibility and all spirit of emulation, while it deludes him with
the idea that the surface will be ultimately ground true ; hence he slurs his work over in a slovenly
manner, trusting to the effect of grinding, being conscious that it will efface all evidence either of care
or neglect on his part.

Thus it appears that the practice of grinding has altogether impeded the progress of improvement.
A true surface, instead of being, as it ought, in common use, was until lately almost unknown ; few
mechanics have any distinct knowledge of the method to be pursued for obtaining it, nor do practical

men sufficiently advert either to the immense importance or to the comparative facility of the acquisi-

tion. The expression " true surface" may appear contradictory, and therefore require qualification.

Absolute truth is confessedly unattainable ; moreover, it would be possible to aim at a degree of perfec-

tion far beyond the necessity of the particular case, the difficulty of which would more than counter-

balance the advantage ; nevertheless it is certain that the progress hitherto made falls far short of this

practical limit, and thai considerations of economy alone would carry improvement many degrees
higher. The extensive class of machinery denominated tools, affords an important application of the

subject ; here every consideration combines to enforce accuracy. It is implied in the very name of the
planing engine, the express purpose of which is to produce true surfaces, and it is itself constructed of

slides, according to the truth of wl'ich will be that of the work performed ; and when it is considered
that the lathe and the planing engine are employed in the making of all other machines, and are con-

tinually reproducing surfaces similar to their own, it will manifestly appear of paramount importance
that they should themselves be perfect models. Indeed it would be difficult to mention any description

of machinery which would not serve as an illustration of the importance belonging to truth of surface,

and at the same time offer abundant evidence of the present necessity for material improvement ; nor
is there any subject connected with mechanics, the bearings of which, whether regarded in a manufac
turing or scientific point of view, are more varied or more extensive.

The tool employed for scraping is not only simple but easily made ; it should be of the best cast-steel,

and carefully sharpened to a fine edge on a Turkey-stone, the use of which must be frequently repeated
;

but worn-out files may be converted into convenient scraping-tools. A flat file with the broad end bent
and sharpened will be most suitable in the first instance, and afterwards a three-angled file sharpened
on all the edges. The process of scraping is equally simple, requiring rather care than skill on the part
of the workman, whilst it affords a certain and speedy means of attaining any degree of truth that may
be deemed necessary, thus tending to the gradual establishment of a higher standard of excellence, the

influence of which cannot fail to affect beneficially all mechanical operations, opening at the same time
to the mechanic himself a new field in which he will find ample scope for the exercise of skill, both
manual and mental.

We are now in a condition to proceed with the matter more immediately under consideration. The
value of every cutting instrument depends upon the excellence of the steel of which it is made

;
the. ... e

bestowed daring the several processes of forging, hardening, and tempering, and the just adaptation of

tin; angle or bevel which forms its edge to the work it is intended to perform. Generally speaking, this

angle is determined by the hardness of the substance to be operated upon. Thus we see chisels for

cutting soft wood, are thinner than those used for the harder species, and these again are more acute
than chisels employed for cutting metals, or in other words, the greater the resistance ottered by the

material to be cut, the more obtuse must be the angle of the tool. This definition is not propounded as

rigidly correct in all eases, although it is susceptible of abundant practical illustration; for example, in

hand-turning, the workman is enabled by raising or lowering the T of the rest, to vary the direction and
limit the cut of the tool employed, according to circumstances. This one fact, amongst a multitude oi

others equally palpable that could be adduced, might have been expected to induce inquiry and in

ligation. On the contrary, we have the authority of Mr. Nasmyth for stating that the form of tools,

more especially those used in turning and planing iron, brass, etc., has not hitherto received either that

ittention which the importance of the subject calls for, nor has any attempt been made to reduce it to
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plain and general principles, of which it is highh, d would be of much service

in whose hands the management of such tools is for the mosl part intrusted. So man; consid-

erations of a practical nature are inseparable from this Bubject, that the quality a> well as the quantity

of work produceable from turning lathes and planing machines a the skill of the

workman in giving to his tools the j n< >j .. r form.

The general principle propounded by Mr. Xa-myth, which is equally applicable whether the motion

dar, or vertical, i from a consideration of the direction in which the metal
is to t e cut or penetrated. With regard to the first case, as in the planing machine, it is manifest that

the face of the tool i- at right angles to the plane of the material to be ntly, if it- point

made in the form of a verj i e, it will possess little or no penetrating qual-

ity— 3uch a tool would not cut, but rather abrade, or probably crush off the particles of metal Again,
and give to the cutting edge the shape of an extrem

all find, however sharp it may appear, a total absence of p< netrating quality, or at all events in

the 11 quiri 'I direction, and what is equally objectionable, the point being weak would Bnap off, incapa-

applied t

igation of these and other obvious facts, Mr. Nasmyth concludes that a tool of

form shown in Fig. 8423 fulfils the requisite condition .'nines a high degree of acuteness with
—the former in the direction of the cut, and the latter behind the point or cutting

where it i- most needed. Hence the following principle may be established, namely, that in forming
and setting a tool urface, it is essentially necessary so to place it that the end shall fori

i in other word-, as nearly parallel as possible, and what-
ever degree of acuteness may be deemed necessary must be obtained by hollowing out the i

a

which the shavings slide. An apt and very familiar illustration of the principle may be drawn from the

common plane of the joiner. An artificial end being given to the plane iron, which is here the cutting
tool, by mi .01- of the Bole of the plane, this necessarily limits the penetrating quality in all

except that in which it is required to remove the material. Further, it can scarcely have escaped oli-

on that the bevelled surface of a chisel i< invariably placed outwards, and the fiat surface

I, bo that the face of the chisel next the wood and th . the wood itself Bhall form
1 sible angle.

The same principle is. similarly true in the case of turning tools, and indeed in every tool, from the /
smalle-t and most delicate of the clock and watch maker, up to the largest and most powerful tool in

an engineer's lathe- or planing machine.
A :ular motion, we have a clear exemplification of the principle bj merelj considering

i >] already d< a turning-tooL In Fig. 3424, A B Bhows a section of a cylindrical bar in

the lathe, and E F bo placed a- to be, as nearly as cii - will permit, a tangent, that i-, at right

to the radiu urve—the requisite acuteness being obtained, as before, by hollowin

the face E C.

3423.

-

The applies to drills. Thu j the end view of a drill, the edge O P
i be in the I inenl or out of the plat n face, of which the bounding lines

are thi rominent than O P, so thai the penetrating quality at th<

ay l»- limited as much as possible. An adherence to these rules ns ill produce a drill that Bhall

h and equal hole, with is common! •• hen the ed

iwn at K. I |j ob
the principle laid down in respect to turnin tools, thai is, bj hollowin

appliances to the performai

atolj than can bo done with inferii i

how fi npparcnti . w hat con I

.

endurance, but hi and frequently do
.

diffi r an i

liner, to the touch of the indi

• tnmnle, t

WOrtlllc - and till

with the otln i
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duce a certain number in a given time, and if they satisfy the eye his ooject is attained. The good or

bad quality of a tool depends more on the care and attention bestowed during the process of forging

than is commonly imagined, and the defects, whether of texture or edge, which so often present them-
selves in articles manufactured of steel, are to be traced not so much to any natural imperfection or

partial conversion of the metal, as to a slovenly and hasty mode of forging. (See Steel.)

The tool employed for chipping is simply a chisel with an edge assuming the shape of an acute
wedge ; it is ordinarily made from square or oval steel of the best quality, rather spread out at that

end which is intended to form the edge, so as to afford a greater surface. Whatever may be the
length of the chisel, -whether six or eight inches—and this must depend in some measure upon the na-

ture of the work—the form of the cutting edge is in all cases nearly similar ; observing, however, that

it is advisable to have the chisel drawn out by the smith, by which precaution the edge, when injured,

may be more easily restored on the grindstone. The operation of chipping is materially facilitated by
the use of the cross-cutting chisel, of which Fig. 3426 shows a front and Fig. 3427 a side view, a a' in

the latter figure being a section. The cutting edge of this extremely useful tool varies in breadth from
one-sixteenth to five-sixteenths of an inch ; its utility and application will probably be rendered more ob-

vious to the reader by a diagram than by any lengthened verbal explanation.

Suppose the surface of a block of cast-iron, represented by Fig. 3428, to require chipping. In the

first place, the workman cuts longitudinal grooves a a', b b', cc', throughout or across the entire length
or breadth of the surface by means of the cross-cutting chisel, and at such a distance from each other as

is rather less than the width of the chipping chisel intended to be subsequently employed ; by which
means the corners of the edge of the chipping chisel are essentially preserved from injury, as under or-

dinary circumstances it is found that the corners of the chisel first give way, and require constant repair.

The interior portions of any piece of metal are usually removed by a tool called a drill. Boring dif-

fers from drilling principally, as we shall hereafter show, in being applied to larger works. The class

of tools which come within the general description of drills, or cutters, is extremely numerous ; that

more commonly employed is too well known to require description, more especially as we have already
given Mr. Nasmyth's improved form of this tool. The pin-drill and half-round drill are, in certain cases,

extremely useful ; the only objection to the former is, that it requires a small hole to be first cut in and
through the metal in which the pin of the drill works and necessarily follows ; it answers, however, for

3426. 3427. 3431. 3430. 3421).
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ill ordinary purposes, and performs its work extremely well, although it cannot be depended on in

cases where rigid accuracy is required. The half-round drill offers little or no security whatever as re-

gards piercing in a right line ; it is, however, a very useful tool, and may, in many instances, be advan-
tageously employed. Perhaps the most effective form of drill yet introduced, more especially if ap-

plied to any metallic substance revolving in a lathe, is that invented by M. Collas, an eminent French
mechanician. This tool, of which Fig. 3429 is a front view, and Figs. 3430 and 3431 side views, taken
from from e and/, is turned truly cylindrical throughout its entire length, except at that end which is

intended to fit into the brace, or if used in a lathe a small portion of the metal is filed square, or the

edges taken off to admit of any convenient mode of preventing the drill turning. At the other or oppo-

site extremity of this cylinder of steel, and through the centre a small hole is drilled in proportion to tke

size of the tool; one half of a portion of the bar is then cut away, leaving the remainder cylindrical;

this part is then equally divided into three, and one of them filed out, as is clearly shown in the plan

views of Figs. 3429, 3430, and 3431, by which process the central hole is cut into two equal parts, and
becomes a small semicircular groove. With regard to the angle of inclination to be given to the cutting

end of the drill, this must depend principally upon the resistance offered by the material.* This tool

manifestly cuts circularly, except at the centre, where it forms a small projecting pin, which enters the

central groove and serves as a conductor ; in proportion as the tool advances this pin increases in length

until it reaches the extremity of the groove, when it necessarily breaks and comes away with the chips.

It is important to observe that this groove must be rather less than greater than a semicircle, otherwise

the pin of metal which enters therein, being cylindrical, could not leave it during the progress of the

operation, and the distinguishing feature of this tool would be destroyed.

Small drills are commonly made of a single piece of steel wire, upon which, near to the middle, a

pulley or drill-barrel is driven. Occasionally a small mandrel is used, provided at one end with a square

* Di-illa or boring-bits ought to have the angles of their edges varied according to the nature of the metal to be bored;

thus, wrought-iron would require a very different ancle from that used for cast-iron. If, in use, the bit trembles or jare. it

is a si^n that the angle is too acute, and must be made inure obtuse, or nearer to a right angle with the plane or Hat fact)

of the drill. Again, if the obliquity of the other, or crossing angle, be too great, the tool will also have too meat a ten-

dency to form a nipple or cone in the centre of the bottom of the bole, and to bore the hole gradually wider and wider

instead of truly cylindrical, as it will do when properly formed ; and that fault must therefore be tweeted by grinding the

drill or bit so as to reduce its obliquity, or bring it nearer to a right angle with the sides of the bit,
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hole about half an inch deep, into which drills of various dimensions can be inserted The disadvan-
tage of tlii- mod.' of eonstaructkB i-, that the drill i- rarely placed tree in the mandrel, which neo ssarily

eanses it to perform indifferently; it is, therefore, but seldom employed by practical men who have the
convenience of readily supplying themselves with drills of various dimensions as required.

When small drill- are used they are held horizontally and kept up to the work by a 1

which is usually made of wood, armed with ;i plat.- of -•,
, l Bupei ficia :•. pierced with holes of din"

dimensions, in one of which the blunt cud of the drill work-. Tin- drill tea ives a reciprocating n

from an elastic bow, the -prim,' of which is coiled once round the pulley. Common hows arc ordinarily
made- of stout cane, those of a better description of Bteel, and the ati at, but the strength of

both must necessarily be proportioned to the size of the drill.

In order to cut large Boles more force is obviously required than can be imparted by the mi
just described, instead of which a brace, not very dissimilar to that used by carpenters, i- employed,
and the drill itself is fitted as a boring-bit; but with this difference in the mechanical arrangement, in-

stead "f the Btock remaining stationary, we have in this case a long tapering spindle, which being noth-
ing more than a continuation of the brace, is necessarily carried round at the same time, and the motion
becomes continuous. The upper part of this spindle works in an iron or steel plate, which i- attached
to tlie' under side of the beam, called the drill-beam. One end of this beam turns upon a bran
between two uprights, pierced with various holes, to allow facility of fixing it by means of the pin ..t

different elevations. The other end of the beam traverses between two uprights, and carries a heavy
weight, which acting as a lever necessarily keeps the drill to its work, and the- point of the drill

I

placed upon that part of the metal to be bored, the brace is revolved by the hand of the workman.
The -hank of the drill should be accurately fitted in the brace, and the apparatus is generally so ar-

ranged that the work may be held in a strong bench-vice during the proce—

.

The difficulty of applying a pre-s or lever drill in confined situations appears to have been very gen-
erally felt. In Bergeron's Manuel ,/u 'To,trner, there is a plan of a brad' worked by a pair of bevel-
wheels, and Mr. George Rennie, in the last edition of Buchanan on MUl-work and other Maehinet
given two views of a portable drill, invented by Messrs, Nasmytb, GaakeU, A- Co. of Manchester, which

iron frame, carrying an upright drilling spindle, the top of which is formed into ; t

screw, BO that it may be raised or depressed by a handle-wheel, while the requisite revolving motion is

imparted to it by two small bevel-wheel--. When required to drill a hole in any piece of machinery,
it is first of all set in its proper place; after this i- done the handle or -mall fly-wheel is turned round
for working the drill, and by a Blow revolving motion given to the upper handle, communicating by
means of the screw, the drill while working is made gradually to descend.
The contrivance we have now to describe i-, we are informed, the invention of a practical mechanic,

then in the employ of Mr. Hague, of London. The distinguishing feature of this tool is the introduction
of a ratchet-wheel and click, which obviate the necessity of turning the brace completely round, -" tl.it

the effective power of the workman ia constantly acting at the greatest advantage, -hows
an elevation of the complete tool. Pig.

B488 is a section of the same
;
ami Fig.

MM the ratchet with its appends
and the arm separately. It is composed
of two parts; tip- iir-t distinctly shown
in the sectional view, and distinguished

by the letter a, which is -imply an elon-

I nut ; tie- second is a circular piece

of wrought iron, terminating in a square
threaded screw b, and working into the

aforesaid nut a. The combined Length

of these two, which constitute the prin-

cipal part of the tool, a- -hown
i

8482, may be l< rthened "r shortened

a' pli asure bj mean- of a nut ,t. 'I he

bottom piece 6 1- hole, sligbl rtremity, and in a direction with r

riving the drill/'. The handle ,,r third portion of the tool, shown separately in
I

IT which purpose a square hole i- eut m it a- shown at e\ the handle ha- a portion of it at one

the ratchet and it- appendages, a- i- apparent from inspection of the figure, and

is kept in its place bj the rii hown in section at mm The action of the ratchet

m heel i- plainly restrain! It" one direction by mean- of the click ;/ and spring h, so that when ti

die is moved with a backward pull, the dull
i a

In working, the conical point of the bi d under at ist-iron; tt

thus fixed i- Bel in motion t : the handle ,-. the dull ben. wn when i

or, in technical I

• crewing the upper portion or nut •

of a piece of pointed iron which enters a hole i drill down-

ward
Such, with some unimportant m i in which I

ted. Its ad\ antii

than an-, form of brace or drill stoi ii reduced and it performs its work
i n I" • I. click, an. 1

mem, and n "In h i- prod iced in \*"tl>

'I bl •' "I';'

Shank- of Johnstone, England, which, we think, ^>

of Mr. Shao '> ,,,u
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drill-stock, and acting upon it by friction for the more complicated combination of ratchet-wheel, click,

and spring. Fig. 3435 shows an elevation, and Fig. 3436 a section of this improved form of the tool,

a is the hallow nut for adjusting the drill to different lengths, b the screw for feeding the drill, c the

handle of the same form, and worked in the same manner as that already described, but made with a

cylindrical socket c', which embraces the spiral riband k, and of which Fig. 3437 is a detached view

This spiral riband or clutch \a bored truly cylindrical to fit the drill-stock e, and rests without being

fixed upon a collar at the lower did cf the stock ; it is fixed to the upper part of the socket c' by the

screw /, and the washer m secures all these parts.

343G.

3438.

The mode in which the tool irork3 will be sufficiently obvious from the above description and an ex-

amination of the section, Fig. 3436. When the handle c is turned in the direction in which the drill /
cuts, the clutch k by its friction firmly embraces the drill-stock e, and turns the drill, however great the

resistance may be. When the handle is returned the clutch relaxes and slips upon the stock, thereby

preventing the return of the drill.

The class of tools which come within the general description of rose-bits, countersinks, wideners, or

broachers, is far too numerous to admit of any specific description in an article like the present. Some
are intended partially to enlarge a hole previously drilled, others to do so throughout its entire depth.

M. Lenseigne, a French mechanician, has made a great and decided improvement in the form of his

broaches. It is a well-ascertained fact that pentagonal broaches do not perform their work very accu-

rately, more especially when applied to enlarge a hole drilled through a thin plate of metal. The mo-
tion of the brace has a tendency to render the hole sensibly larger at the mouth. To correct this defect

Borne workmen turn the broach truly cylindrical and then remove a portion of two sides with a file, as

is shown in the sectional view, Fig. 3438 : the part a, which is a segment of a circle, bears against the

sides of the hole, and serves as a conductor, and whilst the acute angular edge b quickly removes the

material, the obtuse angle c. which follows, corrects any inequality of cutting. This form of broach is

unquestionably preferable to any previously introduced ; nevertheless it has this defect : if a chip of

metal gets between the round part a of the broach and the side of the hole, the angular edge b is

necessarily thrust forward, and the truth of the work is destroyed. To avoid this difficulty, M. Len-

seigne gives to his broaches the form shown in section in Fig. 3439. Here there are three segments of

a cylinder which serve as guides, and the metal is removed by the obtuse angular edges. A tool thus

formed cuts nearly as fast and much more accurately than that shown in Fig. 3438 ; it also possesses

the advantage of being more easily made than those which are either pentagonal or hexagonal.

We have now to consider the method of cutting a screw or spiral thread upon any cylinder of metal

by a manual operation. Before describing the tools by which this effect is produced, we propose to lay

before the reader a brief analysis of Mr. Joseph Whitworth's excellent and thoroughly practical essay-

on a Uniform System of Screw Threads, as applied to bolts and screws, used in fitting up steam-en-

gines and othe*- machinery. The difficulty of ascertaining the exact pitch of any particular thread, es-

pecially when it is not a submultiple of the common inch measure, occasions extreme embarrassment,

an evil which would be completely obviated by uniformity of system, the tnread becoming constant for

a given diameter. The same principle would also supersede the costly variety of screwing apparatus

required in many establishments, and remove the confusion and delay occasioned thereby ; it would
likewise prevent the waste of bolts and nuts which is at present unavoidable.

It does not appear that any combined effort lias been, hitherto, made to attain so desirable an object;

as yet there i no n cognized standard, and this will cease to be a matter of surprise when it is consid-

ered that any stan lard must, to a great extent, be arbitrary. On the one hand, it is impossible to de

duce a precise rule from mechanical principles, or from any number of experiments; and, on the other,

the nature of the case is such that mere approximation would be unimportant and unsatisfactory, ab-

Bolute identity of thread being indispensable. To how great an extent the choice of thread is arbitrary

will appear from a cursory consideration of the principles affecting it. Without attempting to discuss

these in detail, which would be foreign to the present purpose, it may be interesting to notice the gen-

eral outline and bearings of the subject.

The use of the nite certain parts of machinery in close and firm contact, and it is

.peculiarly adapted for this purpose by the compact form in which it possesses necessary strength and

mi chanical power. The extreme familiarity of the object tends to prevent the observation of its pecu-

liar fitness, yet among all the applications of mechanics there is, perhaps, no instance of adaptation

more remarkable. The ease with which di itinct parts of machinery can be united, the firmness of the

union, and the facility with which thej may be separated, are conditions of the utmost importance,

Which by no oilier contrivance could be combined in an equal degree.
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Whil . tin- utility of the screw in tl ndantly obvious, it is by no nioani

evidentwhat may be tl under all cii No exi

of any kind can be obtained for calculation, and the of ap-

proximate solution.

The principal conditions required in the screw-boH ar< h, and durability—the latter

having reference to the wear occasioned by frequent fixing and unfix litions

can be reduced to any definite quantity. We cannot, for exam]

iry to draw the parts of a machine into due contact, of the pn which may
suffice for resisting the strains to which tin;. xposed Hence we cannot lay down any rule

for determining the diameter of the screw-bolt required foragiven purpose. Practical men can judge of

the proper ?ize with considerable accuracy, but 'II - it with al -

ion.

If the dial •'•n, and it \»- reqi ired to t'.i. 1 the proper thread, i!

not essentially altered. The amount neither ol th, nor- indeed an lition,

is thereby determined A certain limit i- assigned, but within that limit the pro]

and power, &&, maj vary indefinitely according to tin' actual formation of the thread

to tin 1 screw thread, namely, pitch, depth, and fori

may be indefinitely modified independently of the others, and any change will

d conditions of power, strength, and durability. The mechanical power of the ly de-

li, which, for a given di rmines the angle <>t' the inclined plane, and on the

form of thread which regulates the direction in which the for© id an. The strength, <

a- regards tin- thread, varies with each of the three characters; in the centre part being as tin'

area, it is little affected, except by change of depth. The durability of the thread al i biefly

depth, and the proper degree of the latter is determined principally with
i

tion. In the selection of the thread considerable latitude of choice will be found to prevail with

all the characteristics ; therefore do definite rule < d for determining any <

Jt may be- manifest that particular thread- are too coarse or too fine, I I< ep or too -hallow, but

are clearly intermedial within which the choice of thread, like that of the diameter. i< arbi-

trary, and in 1
1 — t I ither by discretion than by calculation.

I be mutual dependence of the several conditions required in the thread may be noticed a- hai

perplex tin' choice. Thus, i ording to a known law. i- in

1 with diminution of strength, and tl thread which has the advantage in power
i- proportionally weaker than the angular thread. A line thread loses in strength while il

ally as compared with one that is coarser; and deep threads, while tl j an mon durable than
shallow, materially detract from the strength of the bolt.

'He- selection of the thread i- also affected by the mutual relation Bubsi

Btituent characters of pitch, depth, and form. Each of these, as already observi d, i

modified; but practically no one character can lie determined irrespectively of the other-. '1 lie pitch

of the Bquare thread is usually twice that of the angular, for the same diai

as of power an I
< Bhould !» deep as compared with fine to provide

against the wear from friction, and a con-,, angular thread will require additional depth,
l

preserve the due proportion of power, but also to prevent the longitudinal strain from being thrown
lou much sidewa

i ach character acts as a limit to the variation of the

in son . that i-, in the case of certain diameters, it -.
1 that tin- leading considera-

tions in fix character is the resulting effect on another. Thus, in Bome of the smallei i

pitch is determined princi] alls b. reference to the depth, a coarser thread I tiona

ble, because the extra depth would obviously tend to weaken the centre pari of the bolt, while tin

: iry shallow - of a liner thread v.
|

it too liable to wear with friction.

The proportion l of the thread and centre part of the screw is re ulated mainlj I

depth of tin- nut, which is usually "f the same measure as the diameter of the bolt. Assuming this

dimension a- fixed, the proportion of strength between the two parts will necessarily vary with the

I, and more particularly with the depth. The centre par • liable

to wear, while 1 1
1

•
- thri uy subject to friction and accidental injury, tin- original proportion

lerablj in fax or of the 1

variety and vague character of the principles involved in the

e of latitude might natural 1

. ted in their practical application. Accordingly we tin.
I,

I of that uniformity which is bo desirable, a divei I hope
ol it removal 'I he only mode jn which tin- could be attempted with am probability

a -on of compromise, all
[

to adopt a medium for the sake of common t

i h and depth of the various tine
. the leadin

m lard, which would nol only have the advantage of conciliating general

currence, but would, in all probability, be nearer tl dard for all practical
;

jther.

Bom
I

• I the i periment I ictory. An
made from the principal ivnrl land and tho avci

. i different d h were partii ulai

(I hicll the it

from t

inal parts in the number of threads to the inch. Ti-
to the inch, t in I ud i .
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Diameter Threads to Diameter Threads to 1

in inches. the inch. in inches. the inch.
|

3
Iff

24 2 44

|
20 H 4

1% 18 2+ 4
3
8 16 2J 34

tV 14 3 34

1 12 8i n
5
8 11 34 H
1 10 8} 3

B 9 4 3

1 8 4i
i)7
-8

1ft 7 44 -8

li 1 4J 21

If 6 5 2J
14 6 8* 21

If 5 54 95"8

If 5 6f 24
11 44 6 24

It will be observed that above one inch diameter the

same pitch is used for two sizes. This was unavoidable

without introducing small fractional parts ; moreover, the

economy of screwing apparatus is promoted by repetition

of the thread.

Further, it is important to remark that the proportion

between the pitch and the diameter varies throughout the

entire scale. Thus the pitch of the \ inch is one-fifth of the

diameter ; that of the 4 inch, one-sixth ; of the 1 inch, one-

eighth ; of the 4 inch, one-twelfth ; of the 6 inch, one-fif-

teenth. It is obvious that more power is required as the

diameter increases : but this consideration alone will not

account for the actual deviation, which is obviously much
less than it would be if the scale were calculated mathe-
matically with reference to the power required. The ne-

cessary amount of power must be determined in relation

to the muscular force of the human arm, aided by the lever-

age of the screw-key. Now in the case of smaller screws,

there is a considerable, excess of force, and consequently of

power. Again in the larger we discover a deficiency of

power, for with all the leverage that can generally be ap-

plied, it requires the united force of several men to fix a

bolt of six inches diameter. Hence it is evident that at the two extremes of the scale the amount of

power required is not the leading consideration in determining the pitch of the thread, and in the smaller

sizes the necessary depth of a coarser thread, as already observed, would too much weaken the centre

part of the screw. It may also be mentioned that coarse threads would render small screws apt to

work loose for want of sufficient hold to prevent the effect of jarring ; and, on the other hand, finer

threads on large bolts, besides being weaker, and consequently less durable, might render it a matter
of difficulty to unfix them when occasion required.

It may, perhaps, be necessary to remark that the threads, of which the preceding table shows the

average, are used in cast as well as wrought-iron, and this circumstance has, doubtless, had the effect

of rendering them somewhat coarser than they would have been if restricted to wrought-iron. The
variation in depth among the different specimens, before alluded to, was found to be greater propor-

tionally than in pitch. The angle made by the sides of the thread will afford a simple and convenient

expression for the depth. The mean of the variation of this angle in one-inch screws was found to be
about 55°, and this was also very nearly the mean of the angle in screws of different diameters. As
it is obviously desirable that this angle should be constant, more especially with reference to general

uniformity of system, the angle of 55° has been adopted throughout the entire scale; a constant pro-

portion is thus established between the depth and pitch of the thread. In calculating the former, a

deduction must be made for the quantity rounded off, amounting to one-third of the whole depth—that

is, one-sixth from the top, and one-sixth from the bottom of the thread. Making this deduction, it will

be found that the angle of 55° gives for the actual depth rather more than three-fifths, and less than

two-thirds of the pitch. The precaution of rounding off is adopted to prevent the injury which the

thread of the screw and that of the taps and dies might sustain from accident.

Two descriptions of tools are employed for cutting screws by hand ; namely, the screw-plate and the

screw-stock, with movable dies. The first, and doubtless the most ancient form, is simply a flat plate

of steel, assuming the shape of a file, having a tang and handle at one or both ends ; in this plate are

one or more series of graduated screwed holes, so that by passing the bolt or pin successively through

several a finished screw is obtained. This form of tool, however modified in its construction, is obvi-

ously imperfect, and but rarely used except for screws under |- inch diameter.

The first decided improvement with which we are acquainted is due to Mr. Peter Keir, who intro-

duced a cutter, let into a groove sunk in one of the dies, which follows the lead obtained by the dies,

and deepens the thread. This arrangement is more especially applicable to square-threaded screws.

In 1828, Mr. J. Jones submitted to the Society of Arts of London an improved form of scr.ew-stock

and tap, for which he received the thanks of the society. In this case, also, a cutter is used, secured

by clamps on the face of the screw-stock, which necessarily follows the lead obtained by the dies, and
completes the screw in an expeditious manner. The altered form of tap is a combination of the taper

and plug tap, the part towards the point being conical, and the upper part cylindrical. The threads

are rounded off both at top and bottom, and the tap is fluted with four or more rectangular grooves,

one side of which is in a line with the centre, thus giving, in a cross section of the tap, a form some-

what similar to a ratchet-wheel. About one-third of the threads have their tops filed down to diminish

the quantity of surface in contact, by which much labor is saved, as the greater part of the power re-

quisite for screwing in the usual way is expended in overcoming the friction, and not in cutting away
the superfluous metal. This form of tap answers perfectly well for nuts not exceeding one inch and a

quarter, but for those of larger size, as two or three inches, it is advisable to insert a cutter in the body

of the tap just at the part where the cone terminates, by which nearly the whole of the metal is cut

out, and the upper or plug part of the tap has nothing to do but to equalize and smooth the thread.

In 1838, M, Gouet proposed a new form of screw-stock with four dies, two of which were conductors

or guides, and the other two acted as a screw-cutting or chasing tool. In the Bulletin de la Soei&tii

Industrielle de Mulhouse, we find a description of two forms of screw-stock, and an expanding tap by
M. Lamoriniere. The firsl is composed of three dies, two of which are of tempered steel, and the third

of wood, intended merely to serve as a conductor. The second has four dies, very narrow and directly

opposite to each other, which are made to approach by means of a circular plate, hollowed in an ellip
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tical shape, and its circumference cut into teeth. With regard to the expanding Bcrew-tap the object

of the inventor appears to have been to dispense with a » ries of taps of differeni Bizee, to cat rather

thao press out the mi tal, and to allow sharpening on a grindstone when the catting • ie im-

[
»aired ML Waldeck also invented a Bcrew-stock with a Beries of cutters, which produced either angu-

ar or square thread-, and the same mechanician subsequently introduced further improvements with

to taps. The Bcrew-etock invented and patented by Mr. Joseph Whitworth, of Manchester, next

attention Of this tool there are two forms
; the first is rather complicated : the dies, of which

there are three, work in as many eccentric curve- Bunk in a metal disk, whose exterior edge is cut into

hi the manni r of a tangent-wheel, and worked by an endless screw, the actum of whi
rilv causes the dies either to approach or recede from a Common centre.

the metal with great rapidity, requires but little exertion, and produces very excellent

I lie principal objection to it is, that the complication of its part-, and the wear and tear of the

tangent-wheel render frequent repair necessary, more especially in the hand- of ear,;,— or indifferent

workmen.
The Becond, or guide screw-stock, is entirely new in form, and not liable to the same objection

; i

over, it is alleged by the inventor that it will cut a -crew scarcely interior to that obtained in a slide-

lathe from a true guide The thread produced is not only true, and of the exact pitch required, but
tly formed throughout, being cut clean, without distortion of the metal.

In all* thi - the advantage of the guide over the common 1, i- remarkable The
latter will not cut a screw in any degree perfect ; the thread, besides being irregular, i- never of the

right pitch; it is also more or less swollen by the violence done to the metal, bo that the diameter of
- frequently found to exceed that of the blank-bolt in which it is cut. These defects are

attended with the most serious practical inconvenience; they frequently render it extremely difficult to

obtain a lit between the -crew and the nut, and consequently occasion a considerable sacrifice both of

Lnd labor. I -arily impair, in a very great degree, the < bolt, which
Cannot possess either the strength or mechanical power which it would have if the thread were cut

clean and true.

The defects in question are variously modified according to the size of the master-tap used in cutting

the dies. If they i cut by a master-tap double the depth of the thread, larger in diai

than the boU to be Bcrewed, they will act very well at first, and the thread will be started true, but,

as the operation proceeds, they become altogether unsteady and uncertain in their action, if, on the

hand, they have been cut by a master I ip of the same size as the boh to I .. the thread
i- made out of truth in its origin They first touch the bolt only on the Bxtn
point of their outer edges, as Bhown in Fig. 3440, a being the die, and b the pin or

U>lt. Further, they have neither sufficient guide nor steady abutment till tfa

ation i- on the point of completion. Jt is not unusual to employ a master-tap ol an
intermediate size, in thi- case, however, it is obvious that the dies will com
a modified degree the defects peculiar to each of the cases already mentioned. In

tide stock this perplexity i- entirely obviated, and the dies act with full advantage from thi

mencement of the operation to its conclusion. They are cut by a master-tap double the depth of the

thread, larger in diameter than the screw-blank; while 1 1 form and the direction in which
they are moved forward, are Buch as to preserve their cutting power, and Bteadiness of action,

mini-hed to the full depth of the thread.

The plan of the guide-stock will be easily understood from Fig. -ill. The interior of the Btock is

shown m d through the top plate ,/, which is fastened \>\ the screws o a stationary

or fixed die; </</' are moving dies simultaneously brought up
by a piece «, sliding in a recess in the Btock, and bearing with

f

—^-i 3441.

a distinct incline, as shown by dotted lines, against the back
oi each die. Tl terminates with a square-thn

,d is drawn up by a DUt /. 0D the outside of the

Btock. The dies havii full-sized master-tap, as

already mentioned, the curse made by their ou i that

of the blank pin or l">lt they are intended to Bcrew, li

rting tin- thread they bear at all points of the common
the impression mad'- by indentation is an exact copy of the thread of the die The parts in-

Ie tO the die- ill ,| the blallk pill

ilitates the operation Four cutti brought into action, at points of the circ

equidistant . o that by little more than a quarter turn, the thread i- completely b1 irte I

tip- pin, and the difficulty involved in tl peration, by the common i- entirely I

After tip- tore i I principally a- a guide an. I abutment for the •

The moving die- are peculiar b >th on, which depen I on tl

the arc in the shank of the die The two l inclination to thi

lie.-, ,
. |, ,i v,

,

.., nuim I • ' ' .boll, and il

with the thread, till L The ] nim
I ither.

Lion of the common dil of the old form.

. the direction of the m i - thai of two pi

yond the centre of the Btock, in a line \ bolt, and •

'I In- direction is determined '

the thread
i

be a con tanl i lian - in the ;• i
.

; in i Lion to the i • o

I, would be to depm the

them the dil I, the pro]
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change of position, and the latter when combined with the eccentricity of the dies, so far from being
any impediment to their action, materially assists it. The newly formed thread is thereby kept in con-

tact with the dies, for some distance behind their cutting edges, affording them the same kind of sup
port throughout the operation which they have at the commencement ; when, as already observed, the

curve made by their outer edges is coincident with that of the screw-blank. This continued support,

which is necessary to steady their action, could not be obtained without a change in the position of the

screw-bolt. They would otherwise acquire too much clearance as they form the thread deeper, and
their cutting edges would be apt to dig.

The steadiness of the guide-stock, and its easy action in screwing, are equally remarkable. In using

it, not one-half the force consumed by the common stock is required. The inner edges of the moving
dies, which principally act in cutting out the metal, are filed off to an acute angle ; this enables them
to cut with extreme ease, and without in any degree distorting the thread, while they take off shavings
similar to those cut in the lathe; their action in cutting is in effect the same as a chasing-tool, to which
indeed they bear an obvious resemblance in form, and they may be sharpened on a grindstone in the

same manner.

A practical difficulty has hitherto attended the use of the screw-stock, arising from the wear of the

taps and dies. The tap becomes less in diameter, and consequently taps the hole too small, while the

opposite effect takes place with the dies, which, being unable to cut a full-sized thread, leave the screw
too large. The only mode of counteracting this two-fold error, so as to obtain a fit between the screw
and the nut, is by forcing the dies forward till they have reduced the diameter of the screw a propor-
tionate quantity, and from what has been before observed, it is manifest that this cannot be done in the

case of common dies, without injury to the thread. In using the guide-stock, on the contrary, it is

attended with no disadvantage, and lest the diameter of the screw should inadvertently be reduced
more than necessary, figures are stamped on the sides of the nut/, to indicate when the thread is full.

We have now to describe another screw-stock. This tool is constructed on the principle of the ordi-

nary screw-stock, with such additions and alterations as appeared necessary. The principal objection

to the old form is, that the metal is rather pressed out than cut, at the expenditure of much force ; in

that now under consideration, one die acts as a guide, and the other as a cutter, by which arrangement
not only is a perfect thread produced, but the tenacity of the metal is preserved and less power em-
ployed.

Figs. 3442 and 3443 show Mr. Bodmer's improved screw-stock, with the lid removed in a jjlan and
longitudinal section ; a a' is the box made either of steel, wrought, or cast iron ; b the vibrating tool or

cutting-die, which is fixed in the die-holder c, in such a manner as to accommodate itself to the inclina-

tion of the thread when the die begins to cut on the surface. The die may also be a perfect fit in the

die-holder c, but in that case it must be cut to a larger diameter than the screw itself would require, as

usually done in common stocks ; d is the guide-die recessed into the stock a a', and which may be bored
out to the full diameter of the bolt or pin to be screwed, or tapped in the ordinary manner. The guide-

die d is prevented from turning by a small key e; the screw/ in the die-holder c, is not only the handle
or lever by which the stock is worked, but also advances the cutting-die b as the operation proceeds.

The cutting die-holder c is recessed into the stock, in a manner similar to d, and has as much room at

x and x as is necessary to allow that part of the cutting-die which, when the stock is turned in the op-

posite direction would drag, to recede out of the thread so as to clear the thread and particles of metal
cut out during the operation, by which arrangement the cutting-die will preserve its keen edge. Sup-
pose the operation of screwing to have been commenced at the bottom of a pin, and the stock arrived

at the top ; the handle or screw / wdll require to be advanced a little, and then the stock is ready to

work in the opposite direction. It is evident that the moment the handles//' are pulled by the work-
man, the die will bite on that side which is moved deeper by the pull, and recede out of cut on the

opposite side ; it will therefore act and cut like a tool in a lathe or planing machine, and preserve its

keen edge much longer, and remove filaments of metal much more easily than dies constructed in the

ordinary way.

3447. 3440.

Fig 3 I II is an end view of the stock; Fig. 3415 a ground plan and an end view of the cutting die-

holder, and Fig. 3 1 16 the lid of the stock fitting the bevel or half A' grooves of the same ; Fig. 3447 is

a plan and section of the guide-die d, and Fig. 344S shows a mode of regulating the play or motion of

the cutting-die b, by means of set-screws.

Fig. 3449 is aground plan, and Fig. 3450 a section of a stock with two cutting-dies moving in a

lateral direction; a a' is the stock or frame; 66' the handles or set-screws, acting upon the dies cc',

which are perfect fits in the stock, and against which the cutting-dies dd' slide laterally. These dies

are confined between two plates which are screwed or riveted to the stock in the ordinary manner. It

is evident that the two cutting-dies dd, when tightened up against the piece which is to be screwed.
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•will recede in (he contrary direction to that of the pull, as much as there is space left between the dies

and the side of the stock, and in so doing will operate in the manner aire. renew

to the vibrating dies.

3150. 3440.

Dgitudinal and end view of one of these taps. After having been

f
lathe, the taps are subjected to the operatic ..ni-m

in a top-cutting lathe, bj which the convolul Lven.

34j1.

liliiiihiliililiiti

The advantage of this construction of to] ot only is the top of the thread eased
in a convolute form, as usually done by hand, but likewise the bottom; the ie thread al

tapered, or relieved, in the same proportion, so that the tap cuts like an ordinary turning-tool, instead

of making its way through the metal by sheer pressure.

The annexed table indicates the number of threads
inch both for angular and Bquare thread-.

•', within the limits of a brief article, the \

the different classes of I manifest-

ly impossible. They are so infinitely diversified both in

form . ording to the necessities, the ingenuity,

and frequently, perhaps ho use

them, that a volume would scarcely Buffice to do justice to

the buI

Gravers, triangular, Bquare, round, pointed, heed or hook,

ols, with various other nameless Borts, tl

trivance of individual skill, are used in turning hard bodies,

Buch as bone, ivory, and the metal-.

graver is made from a Bquare bar off by
an oblique plane at the end, which forms a lozenge or dia-

mond face, and produces two inclined edges, at two of the
tl.it Bides of the bar; these are inclined opposite ways, bo

that the gra1 ither for left or right hand work by
. turning it one quarter round to bring op another

The point formed by the acute angle in which the
two in • is hetter adapted for cutting than
any other form, and is i

give it an excellent bearing upon th i rest Anothi r

• I" the grav( • with which it may be sharp-

ened, an object of considerable importoo ghard
metal

; it Onl
j

rind-tone at the

proper angle to grind the dia away, and thus make -harp e Iges with the two flat Bides, The
r is principally d h the work ing applied to cut I over the surface

till 1 I then the i .are, or round tool, makes il Bmooth, and

of a pro]

—they are flat al imely, each arris in a longitudinal

are princip

lity.

1 for formin • hollow mouldi
The

j

wolk. or

r left

J l«il ed for tut and copper; they are male wi h all tl

aire. 1. 1. describ I bul the end wl I rraed is bent, so thai when
work iua |i lion, the handlo is inclined upward on that the end of it will

upon the workman's shoulder, and be I. a firmly with both ban I

dt th i on the lath

away in a connected shaving ; the I in the direcl to thr

work, bul a the di ifl of the n oi i

win.
| . upon the rosl - tin n U

the end It I

being nearly a right angle ; in turning they aro held in such a
]

Vol. 11. i:

V-Tl.i taper-threads.

Diameter Threads
in inches. per Inch. in Inches.
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arc made with a hook, which, being laid over the rest, acts as a lever, and causes the edge to approach
to or recede from the work by merely raising or depressing the end of the handle.

Screw-tools are very important appendages to a lathe, and in many cases indispensable ; they are

usually made in pairs, namely, an outside and an inside tool, and the teeth of both should be so accu-

rately cut that on being placed together, the teeth of the one in the intervals between the teeth of the

other, they should exactly fit, even to the exclusion of light. It may probably appear fastidious to

insist on this rigid perfection in a tool which is apparently of simple and easy construction ; a little

consideration, however, will show that unless the teeth, whatever be their shape, are similar in every

respect, it will be impossible to cut an accurate thread, since if one tooth be in the least degree larger

than the others, it will necessarily destroy the proportion of the thread.

Many methods have been suggested to enable the mechanic to cut his screw-tools. M. Seguier, a
distinguished amateur turner, recommends that a model be taken in lead or soft brass, by impression of

the required screw, and then to place the pattern so obtained and the blank tool back to back in a vice,

and with a triangular file remove the steel, until the projecting teeth exactly coincide with the model.

To this we object that the form of a triangular file does not agree with the shape of a screw-thread—it

js much too obtuse ; what is called a slitting file is certainly more suitable. With very great care and
dexterity in the use of the file, this method may answer, but the operation demands an aptitude and
precision of hand rarely attained—added to which the loss of time and risk of failure are scarcely com-
pensated by the probability of success.

We now proceed to explain a method very generally adopted to cut the teeth in screw-tools. A
piece of cast-steel is turned cylindrical, and being suspended between the centres of the lathe, is made
to revolve ; upon the surface of this cylinder a series of concentric and equidistant circles are cut by
means of a screw-tool, or a simple V-tool, which is held firmly and in a fixed position against the steel

cylinder. When the teeth are sufficiently raised by the cutting action of the tool, the cylinder is re-

moved from the lathe, and gaps or notches cut across its surface in a diagonal direction, so as to give to

the teeth a cutting edge. It is then hardened, and tempered to a straw-color. This is technically called

a Jtob, or hub.

The great objection to this method is, that it produces perpendicular and not inclined teeth in the

screw-tool. This, however,- is easily remedied hy cutting a regular helix, instead of merely concentric

circles, upon the surface of the hob ; or still more readily by employing a common plug-tap, which an
swers the purpose perfectly well.

We will now suppose either a hob or plug-tap to be made to revolve between the centres of the lathe.

The workman takes a blank screw-tool, which must be well annealed, and applies its face to the re-

volving hob ; being careful to hold the tool very firmly, yet not to allow the hob at the commencement
to bite too greedily, and supplying oil to the surface of the hob or tap, which essentially assists the

operation. The blank tool may be held either above or below the centre of the hob. The latter is

shown in Fig. 3453, and is in some respects preferable to the

former, as it affords a better purchase for the tool. The method
practised in Manchester of cutting screw-tools, is in many re-

spects similar to that wTe have just described, except that it

requires the aid of change-wheels and a slide-lathe. Never-
theless, as many of the details are common to both, the obser-

vations we are about to make will, in some measure, apply to manual as well as mechanical power.

The first thing is to cut the hob, or hub, which is effected by a self-acting slide-rest. It is simply a

screw cut on the surface of a solid cylinder of cast-steel, with diagonal grooves cut across the thread ot

the screw to act as cutters, as shown in Fig. 3452 ; the two necks of the hob have concave holes drilled

in the ends to carry the centres of the lathe.

The hob is placed between the centre points of the lathe, by means of a dog or catch attached to one

end in the usual way. Change-wheels are then put on to connect the mandrel or spindle with the

guide-screw of the lathe, and which carries along the slide-rest. The wheels are so arranged that one

turn of the mandrel causes the slide-rest to travel a distance exactly equal to one thread. The blank

whicli is to be cut is firmly screwed down in the tool-box of the slide-rest, and made to stand above the

centre of the hob, as shown in Fig. 3454. It is then pressed, by the screw of the slide-rest, against the

hob ; and the lathe being put in motion causes the tool to traverse along and against the hob, cutting it

as deep as may be thought necessary. The face of the tool, when cut, is a segment of a circle, varying,

of course, according to the diameter of the hob.

3455.

^ "V

3456.

Fig. ;; 155 is a side view of the tool in this condition ; but this form is not found sufficiently economical
n pia

;
il can only be ground and sharpened to a particular point, as to /<, fir when ground to

.-, as from </ in <-, ii ceases to cut, owing to the top of the tool being then as far from tin' screw to be

i ut as the bottom, 'flu' method adopted to obviate this difficult} i- i" give (In* tool an angular instead

of a circular fare, and this is managed in the following way: the screw-tool is removed from the slide-

rest, and as the hub revolves, the workman elevates and depresses the end of the tool which is in his

hand, sii as lo present different points of the face to the cutting action of the hob, until by degrees he

succeeds in obtaining a perfectly angular face, which allows the tool to be ground nearly or quite to the

bottom, with a certainty of preserving a good cutting edge. In order to fix the blank which is intended
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to make an inside screw-tool, in the slide-rest, some little contri uy, the stem is a

and afterwards, when c ly to hardening.

The handles of turnin must be vai rding to the manner in

which the lathe is turn- .

they must I tly long to reach to the shoulder, upon wl
op< ration of turning, besides being held bj both hands of the workman at the same time. In usin

held by both hands only, and the handles are rarely more than half the !•

red in the former instance.

The socket-handle for turning-ten 6, is an extremely

lathe. . ally applicable to

has a longitudinal Blot bb', which terminates at the circular hole c. This -

ring >/'/'. which has at one side a stei 1 set screw e, an 1 at the other a pinching-screw /'. which oe

rily co aperture, and consequently grips the tang of a tool placed within it. The Blot 6

well as the opening for the tang of the tool and the pinching -crew, are more clearly Bhown in th<

'lhe tool-gage i- a v.-ry Bimpl i ai ining whether a tool is ground oi

I to tin- proper angle, h consists of a planed plate of metal, on «

end, fixed a conical steel pin, whose taper, or the angle formed I

of the plate, i- exactly that which is proper for the cutting lace of the tool. The angle forn

of the cone and the surface of the base plate should be about three di .
' using this

all difficulty of forming the tools to the proper angle is at once remove I. Moreover, this jewill

answer for every kind of planing or turning tool of whatev* i

We now
|

i very important practical inquiry, namely, the velocity at which tools cut i

ly for different kinds of material
It cannot, we apprehend, have escaped the observation of such of our readers who are in the habit of

turning metal, that if a velocity ex< rtain prescribed limits be imparted to the material, the

edge of a cutting-tool applied to n irface of that material is brought to a soft state and ren-

. lis is an acknowledged fact, and many in

• the exigency of the case, or in other words, to regulate the speed of the

mandrel according to the hardness and diameter of the metal or other so ned It is

commonly supposed that for wood the velocity cannot be too great, yet this is probably a \

if we allow the Bpeed to pass certain limits the tool necessai ily 1

it Wrought-iron requires a slow motion, and cast-iron, above all, c 1 by
i the tool, unless a very Blow and regular motion is pr< i appears to act by abi

and actually grinds away the face of the tooL

The opinion of practical men is much divided on this point—Bome name from ten to fift*

minute as a maximum velocity, others allow thirty to forty feet, whilst others again regard this .

peed which should be given to casl iron, in order to obtain the greatest effect from thi

. turning or boring cylinders, or indeed any Bubatance of winch the diameter is nearly

bout, a uniform velocity fully answers 'the purpose, since thi • be increa

diinin .m- of conical pulleys placed in op] , as also by many other mechanical

contrivances* which are too familiar t<> [Tactical men to require anj extended d

« example, we have a cylinder of wood of considerable diameter to turn, we devise

method to control the -peed, as, for instance, bj diminishing the di !

. and
increasing that of , or mandrel-wheel ; by this means the motion is made slower, and in

proportion to the diameter of the material. Had the cylinder been composed of cast-iron

1 a somewhat bu 1 to further limits than

that we hai The facility afforded by t\.

ards their ! the one attached to or in immediate connection with tl

I, and the other on the lathe mandrel—enabli - us to regulate the velocity with a precision that in

but it mii-i

at are limited to the c I or perimeter.

purposi perfectly well for cylindrical turning. In

lectea, and may either

to tl. I of the lathi otly w hati

am inspection of the en
the spur-wheel a and pinion ]> to 1 52 and 18 teeth, and the -pur wheel h and pinion i

on tic- back ge< r Bpindle al o 52 and l :; t. th, the r tio of -
1 l of the ,1ns ing-cone to that of the lathe-

spindle would be as 16 to 1 ; or, in would perform l revolution for everj Li

M. Armengaud, ad
a[ plicable to th

'111

. iK. -I.
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1

Diameter
in inches.

Revolutions
of spindle per

minute.

Diameter
in inches.

Revolutions
of boring-bar
per minute.

1 50 1 25

2 25 n 12-5

3 16-67 3 833
4 12-50 4 6-25

5 10 5 5

. 6 8-32 6 416
7 7-15 7 3-57

8 6-25 8 3-125

9 5-55 9 2-77

10 5- 10 2-5

15 3-33 15 1-66

20 2-50 20 1-25

25 2 25 1

SO 1-667 30 0-833

35 1430 35 0714
40 1-250 40 0425
45 1-12 45 0-56

50 1 50 05
60 0-834 60 0417
70 0-716 70 0-358

80 0-626 80 0-313

90 0-554 90 0-278

100 050 100 25

The velocity of cast-iron, turned by a hook-tool, held

and guided by the hand of the workman, to finish or

complete, is 12 centimetres.

For iron turned by means of the slide-rest, the velo-

city at the circumference of the work is about 14 cen-

timetres. When the metal is turned by hand-tools, the

speed at its circumference is from 18 to 20 centime-

tres to rough out, and from 2S to 30 centimetres to

iinish.

The difference of velocity of the work or the tool

when the turning is effected mechanically or by the

hand, is deduced from the obvious fact, that in the for-

mer case the contact between the tool and the work is

constant and invariable, whilst in the latter it is inter-

mittent.

The foregoing velocities are equally applicable to

drills or cutters in boring machines.
The lateral progress of the tool varies according to

the power of the machine ; it is in general from \ to £
of a millimetre for each revolution of the work, never-

theless it should be less for drills.

The annexed table indicates the average degree of

speed, as well for turning as boring.

If we have occasion to turn a plane surface accu-

rately true, the motion of the lathe-mandrel, or what
is the same thing, the substance affixed to it, requires

to be accelerated or retarded in a ratio proportioned

to the progress of the tool, either to or from its

centre ; then that portion of the plane where the

tool takes effect would pass its edge always at the same velocity; and if a proper speed be obtained

in the first instance not only will the tool preserve its originally keen edge for a very considerable time
uninjured, but the surface produced by its action would be nearly perfect. This control and command
of the movement obviously require that it be continuous ; since if the lathe be stopped, a mark, or false

cut, as it is termed, will be the unavoidable result.

Under ordinary circumstances, regular motion in surface-turning is not only prejudicial in relation to

its effects, but it also involves great waste of time. We will suppose that a speed suitable for the cir-

cumference and the proximate parts is obtained, it is evident, as we approach the centre, the rotary

movement becomes less effective ; until at length near the centre it produces little or none, and the

work does not proceed at all. The reason of this is obvious ; the velocity continues unaltered, while

the diameter of the material is progressively reduced. It is also manifest as an inevitable consequence
to uniform motion in surface-turning, that presuming a suitable velocity be communicated when the tool

is at the greatest distance from the centre of rotation, if it be made to advance regularly towards the

same point, similar uniform speed being continued, the cutting edge of the tool would
not, on its arrival at the centre, be more deteriorated than if the velocity had been in-

creased in a proportionate ratio to its progress towards the centre. This, we believe,

is an admitted fact by competent judges ; but it must be remembered there would be a
sacrifice of nearly one-half of the time employed. . This statement, extraordinary as

it may appear, is nevertheless susceptible of mathematical demonstration, a mode of

proof which, we presume, few will feel inclined to dispute. Let the parallelogram, a
bed, Fig. 3457, represent the time that would be required to turn a surface. Draw
the diagonal line b c ; bisect the line a c at e, c c at g, and g c at i ; then draw the lines

of, g h, and ij parallel to a b.

Let c represent the centre, a c equal the radius, and a b equal the circumference, or time of one revo-

lution at its greatest diameter ; therefore, the lines ef, g h, and ij, will also represent their circumfer-

ence, or time of one revolution at their respective radii at eg and i; and as the lines a b, ef,gh, and

ij, are one-half the length of each other, so will their revolutions be performed in similar proportions of

time, and the velocity of the lathe-mandrel will be increased in the inverse ratio, as the length of the

lines a b, ef, g h, and ij ; consequently, the right-angled triangle a b c will represent the time that would
be required to turn a surface, when the velocity of the lathe-mandrel is increased in the manner already

described. The parallelogram abed will represent the time that would be required, if the velocity re-

main unaltered—that is, from the moment the tool is applied to the surface at its greatest diameter, to

its arrival at the centre ; for if the length of the line a b represent the time of one revolution at its

greatest diameter, the line cd will similarly represent the time of one revolution when the tool reaches

the centre ; therefore, as the length of the line c d is equal to a b, so will all the intermediate revolutions

be performed in similar spaces of time.

This inquiry may be usefully applied to determine the period of time necessary for surface-turning.

Thus, if we wish to know what time would be required to turn a plane surface of cast-iron, the diame-

ter being twenty-four inches, to make fifty revolutions or cuts in each inch of the radius, and to pas-; the

tool at the rate of 15 feet per minute-. Multiply the circumference, say 7

5

-39 inches by the radius

equal 1 2 inches, then multiply the product, 904-68, by the number of revolutions or cuts in one inch of

the radius, in this instance 50, this will give 45,234 inches; divide this by 12, to reduce it to feet, and

we have 37695 ; divide again by 15, which gives 25T3 minutes, and lastly dividing by 60, wc have 4

hours, 11-3 minutes; consequently this would be the time, if each revolution were performed in equal

3457.
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portions of time, but if the speed of the lathe-mandrel be regulated so that the surface to be turned

shall always pass the tool at the same velocity, then the time required to perform the work will he

only one-half of the above ;
for in this case we must multiply the radius by one half of the circumfer-

ence, as that will be a mean proportion of the lengths of all the intermediate revolutiona

We have now arrived at a very important and interesting inquiry:—namely, the principle and mode
of action of automatic or self-acting tool-machines.

If we consider the separate and distinct parts which combined make Dp a machine, whether simple

or complex, to be disunited and viewed in detail, we shall find that their constituent part-, however nu-

merous are composed either entirely or partially of certain original geometrical figures, bo that it is

dent the more nearly the configuration of each individual part appn ; math, matical truth,

the more regular and perfect will be the performance of the machine.

But the accuracy and precision of workmanship here predicated, and which peculiarly distinguishes

the machinery of the present day, is obviously unattainable by mere manual dexterity; it is principally

to be attributed to the slid/ -rest.

The invention and introduction of this tool may justly be considered an era in the history of construc-

tive mechanism; it has entirely superseded both manual labor and dexterity, which previously v. i i

quired ; added to which, it enables us to produce work infinitely superior, and in a much shorter space

of time than could be effected by hand-turning : so many and so conclusive are the beneficial results con-

sequent to the introduction of this tool that it is not affirming too much to assert that nearly all the im-

provements in modern machinery are in a greater or less degree to be attributed to its almost universal

application in some or other of its many and varied forma
It constitutes no part of the present inquiry to investigate the principles of turning, except so far as

i- absolutely necessary to illustrate the subject in hand. Let us suppose then, that instead of the tool

- held and guided by the hand of the workman, assisted merely by muscular strength, the same
tool is firmly fastened to the lathe-rest, so that during the operation of cutting, it could be slid aloriLC the

bed of the lathe, in a direction parallel to the axis of the work, the result of this operation would ne-

rfly be a cylinder; if, however, the tool move in a line forming an angle with the axis of the man-
drel, a conical form would be obtained, and if it operate at right the same axis a plane Burface

would be the result. Such are the elementary principle on which this important, and in many r< -

invaluable tool i- i. the details of which, and the different form-, we defer for the present,

thinking it preferable in the first instance to describe the machine of which it forms an appendage.

One of the primary and most indispensable requisites of a well-constructed latin' is, that the centre ol

the cone-spindle should coincide exactly with the adjustable centre of the movable head-stock, or, in

other words, that each of the-o parts should be in the same line, parallel to the face of the lathe-bed.

The spindle is a very important part of the lathe, as upon its truth and accuracy of motion the circu-

lar rotation of any work attached to it mainly depends; it is usually made of iron, but the working

parte of the two extremities are altogether of steel, which are hardened after being turned and finished ,

they are then ground in their places to fit the collars or bearings with finely pulverized Turkey

and o3 ;
the left-hand end has a hole bored exactly in it< a litre to receive the point of a screw, which

supports and retains it in its place, as shown in Figs. 2623 and 2524, p. 17>'>.

The other, or right-hand end of the spindle, is somewhat larger, and has a conical hole bored in the

direction of its axis for the purpose of receiving a centre point ; this is disentitled when necessary 1>\

means of any tapered instrument which, being inserted in a slot cut in the mandrel, acts as a lever ami

the ee nti.! forwards.

In the larger class of lathes the spindle is usually fitted up to run in divided collars of brass or gun-

metal ; these slide on V-shaped grooves casl in the head stock, and are adjusted to fit the neck ofthe
mandrel of spindle by mean- ofscrew bolts \\ hich pa-- through a cap or plate of w rOUght iron, fit!

6 or top ,,]' the head stock.

Various contrivances have from tune to i,\, 1 to avoid the ioi of aback
and at the same time insure uniformity of position under all possible circuu i boring anil

faming machine, pp. 180, 181, and 182, offers an example of this modification: here the spindle works

in divided collars, btri I. as shoulders at the necks, by which contrivance all longitudinal motion is en-

tirely avoided. The method adopted by Mr. Whitwortb, of Mai Sect this object fa extremely

ind peculiarly entitled to the distinctive epithi I ining ; as a specimen of the adap-

tation of mechanical means applied to pn 'i results, it i- probabrj unrivalled.

In tin- lathe il.e inner journal of the Bpindle i - turned conkally, but at two different angles, that part

in the remaining portion. 'Ik ent meets the great difficulty

lant on conical r>
,
tenth

removes all danger of the Bpindli or jammed in its collar. '1 i[d upon the spindle for working in the out i part of the spindli

laving longitudinal motion ; il ipplied directlj to the

iwn in the as in thi

1 motion h left

udle.

The n vable or i bt-hand

improvemi nl in tl the substitution of a plain o lin

the apex ol lo to de\ ial

, be imparti I al • :

'

overlooko i

the pin or the thi I |

'"' will d<
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it is almost impossible to make it perfectly regular and mathematically true ; consequently, if the central

line of the cone, which forms the point, be not that of the screw itself, the same effect will be produced
These and other considerations of a like nature that might be adduced, probably suggested the ar

rangement shown in Fig. 2538, which combines the simplicity and uniformity of position of the cylinder

with the mechanical power of the screw. In this case the sliding cylinder in the head-stock is deprived

of rotary motion, its outer end being connected by a coupling to a second cylinder of smaller diameter,

which constrains both to move in a parallel direction ; between these, a square-threaded screw works,

which is capable only of longitudinal motion, being connected to the aforesaid coupling, so that the

screw being worked to the left hand, compels the cylinder in the head-stock to travel with it, as is evi

dent from inspection of the figure.

The form of head-stock just described probably suggested that generally known as the cylinder head-

stock. This was invented simultaneously, we believe, by M. Collas, of Paris, and Mr. Joseph Clement,

of London. The arrangement now usually adopted is shown in section in Fig. 3458. The head-stock

is bored out true and an iron or steel cylinder ground therein so as to insure an accurate fit ; this re-

ceives a forward and backward motion from a screw which is rendered endless by means of a collar or

II

3458. 3459.

cap, and is worked by a handle-wheel. The sliding cylinder is fixed when requisite by a pinching-

screw, which presses against a piece of iron let into the head-stock. A sectional view of another mode
of fitting up is given in Fig. 3459. This is unquestionably not so expensive to get up as that just de-

scribed, but it is liable to the objection, that nearly the whole amount of pressure is thrown upon the

driving-screw connected with the cylinder and attached to the handle-wheel. In this latter example
the mode of fixing the spindle in its required position is superior to that shown in Fig. 3458. A malle-

able iron ring, bored out so as accurately to fit the spindle, is let into a recess in the head-stock, and
tightened up by means of a handle passing through a screwed shank projecting from the ring.

In some cases it is desirable to possess the means of moving the shifting head-stock in a direction at

right angles to the bed of the lathe. A very convenient mode of effecting this is shown in Figs. 2523
and 2524, by means of the screw f, which causes the head-stock to move transversely, an arrangement
wdiich is peculiarly applicable to conical turning.

In heavy lathes the sliding head-stock is usually moved along the bed by means of a train of bevel-

wheels, as in Fig. 2542. Here a bevel-pinion attached to a horizontal spindle, which is worked when
necessary by a crank-handle fitted upon the square end o, gives motion to a bevel-wheel upon one end
of a vertical shaft, which has its bearings inside a hollow column cast in the body of the head-stock for

that purpose. On the other end of this shaft is a bevel-pinion ; this again geers with a small bevel-

wheel keyed upon the spindle p, which works in bearings attached to the sole of the head-stock and
also carries a pinion which works into the rack M, fixed upon the bed-plate of the lathe, and thus obvi-

ously completes the connection, enabling the workman to adjust the sliding head-stock in any required

position with ease and facility.

Cones or speed-pulleys are very important adjuncts to tool-machines in general, and more especially

the lathe, as from the nature of the operations performed by it, it is a primary requisite that the range
of variation in the velocity of the spindle should be as large as possible. Professor Willis has investi-

gated the mechanical principles of their adjustment in a very clear and satisfactory manner.
Supposing a pair of cones or speed-pulleys to be arranged upon two parallel axes and in opposite

directions, we have an easy mode of changing the ratio of the angular velocity of the shafts by simply

moving the belt from one pair of speeds to another.

In this case it is evident that the diameters of each pair of opposite pulleys should be so adjusted that

the belt shall be equally tense upon any pair of the whole series ; this, as may be easily demonstrated,
is attained by making the sum of each pair of opposite pulleys equal throughout the whole series.

We have now to describe the slide-rest, a tool which has unquestionably contributed more than any
other to the improvement of modern machinery. The invention of this truly important tool is claimed
by Mr. Nasmyth for the late Mr. Henry Maudslay ; but, as it appears to us, the conclusion arrived at

by that gentleman has been hastily adopted and without sufficient inquiry, inasmuch as a form certainly

similar in all important details was well known and commonly used by rose-engine turners long pre-

viously, added to which we may remark that the original slide-rest constructed by Mr. Maudslay for

Mr. Bramah bears so slight a resemblance to that now in use as scarcely to be capable of identification
;

moreover, it is extremely doubtful whether a form of rest, known as the parallel rest, as well as a tool

very similar in principle, invented by the late Earl Stanhope for turning metallic surfaces of large di-

mensions truly plane, did not precede the slide-rest of Mr. Maudslay.
"It is foreign to our purpose to pursue the subject further, nor are we disposed to depreciate the great

merit of an ingenious and highly talented engineer ; nevertheless, as the principle has been so extensively

and so successfully applied to modern tool machinery, we have been solicitous to perform an act of jus-

tice in attributing to those who have in any way contributed to the invention of this important tool a

fair share of commendation.
The form of slide-rest shown in J igs. 25 I- and 25 13 is a very convenient arrangement in many of it,-
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details, and the one most commonly adopted. Here -I i- the Baddle-i which the slide t-

is supported, and the longitudinal slide J. which carries the tool bolder is firmrj - pari

K by the screw u; the parallel motion of the tool-holder is i btained I

larlv a transverse motion of the same in order to place the tool in and out of rut l>v the screw a;

-.mly work at ri_rht angles to each other, and the tool itself is made fast on the tool-holder by the

t\v> clamps a. The adjustment requisite for Betting the tool to the work is effected by disei

. from the saddle-plate J; the nuts on the bolts which pass through the slots, Bbown in the plan

view, l-'i_r . 2643, being released, by this means the Bole K may then be moved to the requisite distance

from tin- longitudinal axis of the lathe, and to a certain extent in the line of that axis by shifting 1 1
1-

•

a the dovetail grooves of the saddle-plate, Bhould that operation be more convenient than to

the latter on the bed-frame of the lathe.

A transverse adjustment to a limited extent may be obtained by means of th<

canier may be adjusted longitudinally by the screw r.

The Blide-rest we have now to describe is due to the ingenuity of y\r. Joseph Whitworth. It is un-

questionably an excellent specimen of constructive mechanism, combining the requisite stability with

great accuracy of motion, and the manner in which the detail- are worked out displays considerable

ability and mechanical talent Figs. 3460 and 3461, the latter being a section, show the resl set for

facing a circular plate
; that is. the motion of the upper slide i- in a line at right angles to the lath

A A, which is bolted in the usual manner to the Supports B I!.

-addle upon which is placed the carriage of the r< -t is -imply a broad and strong pi

iron C 0, planed true and finished by scraping upon both horizontal faces. The Blid dlarly

I and dressed, are BCrewed to the lower surface of the saddle on eith the lathe 1
I

enable it to traverse with uniform motion its entire li ngth without shake or play, and
tor wear and tear by mean- of lateral Bcrews countersunk in tfa C C.

When the -addle is required to remain stationary during the work, as, for example, when a circular

or other plate i- to be t ic< d, il is firmly fixed on the lathe bed A A by means of a Bingle screw !

the nut of which is Bcrewed up by the- fever-handle •-.

The carriage of the r three principal parts: the first DP, which rests upon the

die, and is susceptible ofdifferent positions ; bl S is a plate movable upon the preceding, and
the third F which carries the tooL The ast-iron, planed and finished 1>\ scraping
not only on the two horizontal i.\.cv<, but also en the two upper lateral edges, which are angular like

of the lathe-bed, bo a- to recen e the slides e fitted on each Bide of the rectangular plate EL A
bolt J. the Bquare head of which is lodged in a gap Bunk in the -addle i

•

earn. , the saddle-plate, anil this adjustment obviously depends upon the diami
I
be turned.

'I he rectangular plate ]; i- rendered movable in the direction of the length of the carriage I> 1> by
means of an endless-screw /', which is entirely sunk in its thickness, and r< ury motion cither

from the handle g at from the lathe itself This endless-screw works in a bra-- nut fitted under the

plate E, and being deprived of endlong motion, it necessarily follows that in it- rotation it impart- a

forward and backward motion to the nut, and consequently the tool-carrier.

'l'h.- pan F, which ma ited the tool-carrier, is susceptible of another movement—
that i-. in a direction e , that just described—by means of a Bee ti 1 i .

small. r than the' former; this is intended to be worked only by the handle' It, and that in the event of

it- 1- ,., exact manner the position "I' the tool w ith regard to the pie. e upon
which it i- to operate. This endless-screw works in a brass nut attached to the plate i'„ and o

ly imparts a forward and backward motion to the tool earlier T. which moves between two slides

I

The tool id upon the material either for turning or screw-cutting, is securely
, -carrier V by vertical pinchii \ which are Bcrewed through the thicki

the upper plate or cap
;
the-. ,- [q Dumber, are placed

ment which allows th.-

to be fixed in difii a manner that it

is always acted upon by two
|

. ,, enables

the workman to employ which shall act at the same
i

'.-. 1 1
up n the no .' n.il

; for instance, the i

to complete the

Mo otly to

the tool lide, b_\ a peculiar arrai

Which l BO fl 'I Hi' • fi Tunic,' th.
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dent that by turning the handle m, the tangent-wheel p, driven as already described, will produce pre'

cisely the effect of a rack ; that is to say, the saddle and carriage will receive a traversing motion ir.

the direction of the length of the lathe-bed.

In actual work the saddle, and consequently the rest itself, is placed in any required position, the

handle in being removed and the nut k brought into connection with the guide-screw G, which, actuated

and regulated by a train of wheels attached to the lathe, causes the saddle with its appurtenances t<?

travel with any degree of speed that may be required.

By a peculiar and ingenious arrangement, the guide-screw is made to drive the carriage and tool

carrier in a direction at right angles to the axis of the lathe. This is effected in the following man-

ner :—with the mitre-wheel o a similar but smaller one q geers ; this is keyed on the end of a shaft iu

the same straight line as that which carries the small mitre-wheel n. At the opposite extremity of this

axis is a spur-wheel r which geers with a similar spur-wheel s mounted on an iron spindle, which ter-

minates at the other end in a grooved shoulder ; this axis is movable in a socket which forms a support

and is fixed to the saddle C, and by means of an 'ingenious contrivance the forked lever t is made to

connect or disconnect at pleasure the spindle that carries the spur-wheel s, with the square end of the

screw f of the carriage D D.

It is obvious, if we suppose the saddle to be fixed on the lathe-bed—and to effect this it is merely

necessary to screw up the bolt c—that the guide-screw G giving motion to the tangent-wheel p deter-

mines the motion of the toothed-wheels, and consequently that of the screw/, which after this manner
gives motion to the carriage and the tool-carrier, to which we have given, by anticipation, the position

shown in the sectional view, Fig. 3461. It is evident that when this transverse motion is not required,

it i9 only necessary to throw the wheels out of geer by means of the forked lever t, and then these

wheels will revolve on their axes without producing any effect.

The collars or bearings in which the axes of the bevel-wheels n and q revolve freely, are nothing

more than long hollow cylinders bored out true, and fixed on the saddle cr bed-plate c, and to avoid
the injury which might result from these wheels becoming clogged by chips of metal, they are usually

protected by a metallic cover either of tin or sheet-brass.

In the construction of stea.n-engines and engineering work generally, there are a great number of

parts, such as steps, bushes, <fcc, which require their outer diameter to be turned truly concentric with
the hole bored through them. The most general method of accomplishing this, is by driving the work
upon a mandrel sufficiently tight to withstand the action of the turning-tool. The common mandrel,
which is perhaps the most universal adjunct of the lathe, is a cylindrical bar of steel, turned with an
exceedingly slight taper to fit the central hole of the work.
The time lost in preparing these mandrels, and the great weight of useless metal which must thus

be kept, in stock, prove serious objections to their use, and led Mr. Hick to the invention of the expand-
ing mandrel, by which various sizes of holes may be fitted.

Figs. 3462 and 3463 represent a longitudinal section and an elevation of the mandrel, the expanding
wedges being shown in two different positions, a is the mandrel, the central portion of which is turned

conically as at b. This cone is provided with four dovetail grooves c running in the direction of the

axis of the mandrel, and fitted to receive the four wedges dd, shown in Fig. 3462, in their highest po-

sition. The dotted circles in the end view represent the work, which is placed upon the four wedges

;

these are pressed onwards by the hollow conical collet c, urged by the nut /, working on the screw-

threads cut on the mandrel. In this manner the wedges d are driven up the inclined grooves, and thus

fix the mandrel concentrically within the hole of the work so that any diameter of hole may be readily

fitted, which is within the range of the travel of the wedges.
Another equally important appendage of the lathe, is the universal chuck. Various views of this

chuck are given in Figs. 254.2—2545, pp. 180-2. For turning or boring articles of a regular external

configuration, this arrangement lias ;i decided advantage over the common chuck, where each adjust-

ing screw is moved separately ; and effects a considerable saving in time, in setting the work.

There are, besides the modification just referred to, various other species of chucks, among winch we
uiav class Mr. Bodmer's as one
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In this arrangement, the clutches are expanded and contracted by means of a series of radiating
screws, each of which carries a pinion geenng with a large central wheel on the front plate of the
chuck; the work is fasfc oed by setting the lathe in motion, and holding back (In- front plate until the
wheel upon it -hall have driven in the clutches worked by the -crew- suffii iently Ear to grasp it.

The object of change-wheels applied to a lathe is, generally speaking, to obtain a screw of any re-

quired pitch; that is, in relation to the leading or guide screw* by which the cutter is moved in a lon-

gitudinal direction.

3463.

If a Bpnr-wheel be attached to the left-hand end of the lathe-spindle, and so arranged as to geer with

mother spur-wheel similarlv fixed on the axis of the guide-screw, and continuous motion be commu-
nicated to tlie lathe-spindle, it is evident that this motion will be transferred by means of the aforesaid

Is to the saddle of the slide-rest; consequently a screw-tool attached thereto, will receive direct

rectilinear motion, and thus trace the spiral thread of a screw on the exterior surface of any revolving

cylinder opposed to its action.

The relative proportions of these wheels obviously determine the pitch of the screw to be cot, as

compared With that of the guide-screw of the lathe ; so that if they are of equal diameter, or, what is

the same thing, have an equal number of teeth, the result will lie a screw of the same pitch as that of

the leading 6crew; but if the driving-wheels be larger than the driven—Buppoee in the proporl

two to one, then will the pitch of the work be exactly double that of the guide-screw, and if these pro-

portions were reversed a contrary result would follow.

It is obvious in such a case as we have here supposed, that, as the wheel fixed on the lathe -pindle

and that upon the guide-screw, each revolve in contrary directions, all screws cut by this arrangement
will be the reverse of the guide-screw, or left-hand threaded. In order, therefore, to cut a right hand

screw, it will be necessary to introduce an intermediate wheel geering with both wheels, so that the

direction of motion of the work shall be the same as that of the lathe-spindle.

'I he principle of this arrangement is shown in Fig. 34<
-

>t, entirely

disconnected from the frame-work of the lathe, and without strict

regard to proportion, it being intended merely to exhibit the parts

ocuy a- possible. Here A A' is a portion of the lathe-

spindle, te which is attached in the usual way a cylindrical rod,

for the purpo f cutting a thread upon i,. i; represents the

leading or guide -crew resolving in suitable bearings, and giving

motion by means of a nut to the saddle, and consequently the
. upon which is Bnnly clamped a

intended to cut the screw.

In this am I
is manifest that every revolution of the

i

•
• advance tnrou fh asps

own pitch, or, in other words, supposing the

rew to have i"ir threads in the inch, it will, in everj rev-

olution it makes, advance the rest, and consequently the tool or

one fourth of an inch end long upon the work, so that if the

lathe-spindle revolve with the sam
il will produce a screw of precisely »imilar pitch; but if, on

the contrary, A \ locity than O, then th'-

effect will i
I

spindle

, w have the mean-, by
obtain any desired pitch. I his

effected by an intermediate axis which is support* d by
it of additional chun •
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of -wheels which are in connection 'with the spindle of the lathe, it passes through and forms the axis of

a movable piece H, and at its extremity carries the fast-wheel 1, which geers with a pinion E ; this

and the wheel F, which geers with the pinion D upon the end of the lathe-spindle, are carried by r.

stud B fixed in a straight slot cut in the movable arm H, which has likewise a curvilinear slot near its

end, through which two fixed studs pass ; upon these studs pinching-nuts are placed, which being
screwed up tightly, retain it securely, and by altering the angular position of H, a pinion of greater or

less diameter than D may be used, and consequently the motion of the leading or guide screw regu-

lated.

Having now explained the arrangement of geering necessary for effecting a change of speed in the

guide-screw, we shall, for the sake of a practical illustration, give determinate values to the wheels
1) F E and J. Thus let the number of teeth in the wheels D and E be 30, and that in F and J 60 each,

the pitch of the guide-screw G being & inch, or in other words, that it has two threads per inch. It is

now evident that one complete revolution of G will advance the tool through the space , and simi-

larly one revolution of A will advance the tool through the space = 025 turns of G, or ithJ ° ' 60 X 60
8

inch, and consequently the pitch of the screw cut by this arrangement will be §th inch. In this man-
ner any desired pitch of screw may be cut by proportioning the change-wheels accordingly. This may
be much facilitated, by arranging the various pitches of screws in a tabular form and placing the re-

spective change-wheels required for each opposite to them, so that ail computation during the actual

progress of the work is avoided.

In order, however, to meet emergencies, it is necessary that the process of calculation for any given

pitch should be thoroughly understood, and for this purpose we shall give an example as a guide.

Suppose it is required to cut a screw which shall contain 13 threads in the inch. Here the ratio of

speed between the cone-spindle and the guide-screw is required to be as 6^ to 1 \ — i , so that we have

'
: <fec. = 6A-. In this case, the wheels D and J are supposed to be peered together merely

(D) 20. 24 il 6 a J

by a single carrier-wheel ; but as this arrangement is not always convenient, we shall now find the ratios

of the wheels as given in Fig. 3464, where four are used. Here we must remember that the condition

of the case is that the numerator divided by the denominator of the expression (13) shall be 6^. We

will assume 28 and 56 as the respective values of D and J, or — = 2. Hence we have only to find

* E 64,
such values of F and E, so that— =— or 3^, which informs us that E must have 3i times as many

teeth as F. Suppose then F has 32 teeth, we have 32 X 3J =104 =the number of teeth in E, the

whole set of wheels standing as follows : D = 281, J = 56, F = 32, E = 104. This result is capable

of verification as follows: — 2 = 2. 34. 2 = 13, or the number of threads per inch of the screw to
28. 32 1

be cut. Thus in all cases of calculations of this nature, the expression iu general terms stands thus :

(No. of teeth in J,) (No. of teeth in E No. of threads per inch of screw to be cut.

(No. of teeth in D,) (No. of teeth in F No. of threads of guide-screw.

The following table shows the train of wheels to be used in cutting screws varying in pitch from 1

to 70 threads in the inch ; the leading or guide screw is supposed to have two threads per inch, yet

may the table be still employed where the leading screw has four threads to the inch, for the same
train of wheels would suit for cutting screws of double fineness ; and similarly when the leading screw
has only one thread to the inch, a screw of only one-half the fineness will be produced with any train

given in the table.

In the first columns it will be observed that the wheel and pinion carried by the stud B are omitted

;

these not being required in cutting screws of the pitches there stated, are displaced, and a simple car-

rier wheel substituted for them. To facilitate this arrangement, the wheel J, on the leading screw, has
the boss of its socket longer on one side than the other ; so that when reversed, as in this instance, it is

brought into train with the carrier-wheel, placed upon the stud ; and this again is placed in train with
the pinion D.

Such are the general principles of screw-cutting for single threads ; but when it is required to cut a

multi-threaded screw, it is evident that some additional apparatus will be requisite to effect the requi-

site exactitude of division, so as to bring in each parallel thread in its proper place.

the surface of a hollow cylinder; the tool being in both cases the describing point, and the plain cylinder the surface.

Now as the tracing of this spiral is resolvable into two simultaneous motions, one of revolution with respect to the axis

ui Die cylinder, and the oilier of transition parallel to that axis, we have in the construction of machines for boring and
screw-cutting the choice of four arrangements:

(1.) The cylinder may be fixed and the tool revolve and travel. This is the case in all simple instruments for boring

and tapping screws, in machines for boring the cylinders of steam-engines, and in engineers' liming machines.
(2.) The tool may be fixed and the cylinder revolve and travel. Screws are cut upon this principle in small lathes with

a traversing mandrel.
(3.) The tool may revolve and the cylinder travel. The boring of the cylinders of pumps is often effected upon thif

principle.

(4.) The cylinder may revolve and the tool travel. Guns are thus bored, and engineers' screws cut in the lathe.
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Two separate contrivances have been devised for this purpose. Pihef8 apparatus is shown in

8465 and 8466; the former of which is a front elevation and the latter a Bection in a line with ti

of the lathe, a is a cast-iron disk cut with a female screw to fn the no e of the lathe spindle, and on

the face of tins disk is fitted the division-plate b, the tubular portion of which also answers for chucking

the work. The circumference of this disk i- divided by notch lual parts, numbered r<

from to 60, into which the spring-catch or stop c takes, bo thai when the disk a is put in mo*
ad the catch put down in any notch as required, the whole moves together as in one piece.

The di ik b is held
. .11 of tin 1 disk '. \\ bich

: .-w /. 'I bis bci 1 w p
nal n; t the latter in anj required division of th

;

In . place of the common
workman h* 1 ilar portion

Sui
;

n which 1 1

detaching of the top c from the di 1> bo that the lal md al until th

. I of the inl

divided into thi

1 m. hi-

1

when the 1
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In the production of the minor screws and bolts used in engineering work, the lathe is superseded by
the screwing and tapping machine, in which the thread is formed by a travelling die working upon the

revolving-bolt intended to be screwed. The principle of the action of this machine will be understood
by referring to Fig. 3275, in which we have given an elevation, ground plan, and different detailed

views of a single screwing machine of great simplicity. In this arrangement the frame containing the

dies travels upon the parallel guide-rods R R, the work being fixed in the chuck L, and entered into

the dies which are then contracted until they embrace the bolt sufficiently to be drawn along its surface

by its revolution. The quick return motion of the die-frame is produced in the ordinary manner as

applied to planing machines. This machine is objectionable on account of its want of compactnes:.
otherwise it is a pretty fair specimen of its class.

The double screwing machine by Messrs. Randolph, Elliot, and Co., of Glasgow, is a much more
complete and useful workshop auxiliary than the last, and has, besides, the merit of great compactness,
Fig. 3467 is a side elevation of the machine, Fig. 3469 is a ground plan, Fig. 3468 is an elevation of the

nut- tapping end, and Fig. 3470 is a similar view of the bolt-screwing end. The frame-work of the ma-

chine A A, and the sole-plate B 13, are cast in one piece. The driving-cone C is supported by the up-

right frames near the centre of the machine, and carries a pinion D, of 15 teeth, which geers with the

wheel E, of 56 teeth, keyed on the smaller screwing-spindle F; thus the relative speeds of the driving-

tone and the spindle F are as 373 to 1. The spindle F again carries a pinion G of 18 teeth, geenng
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with the wheel II of 72 teeth, keyed on the larger Bcrewii ' the ratio of Bpeed in this

case being as i to 1. In the end view the chucks K K are shown with square r thi

purpose of receiving the heads of tape for tapping-nuts. In the view of the contrary or bolt-screwing

end, the chucks I. I. are provided with plates grooved for the purj rewing-dies,

which are adjust -. which press against the backs of the dies bo as

them to any diameter of bolt The motion of the spindli - is stopped or i
- M M,

at each end of the machine. They are connect". 1 by a lever with the vertical r< <1 E, which carries the

shifting strap forks. The top driving-geer consists of three pulleys, a . with a to

"ii each Bide, all being on one shaft, which also carries a cone of thi tly similar to 0,

—

the last carries the driving-belta communicating directly with the machine. The a ntre pulley i I

set of three is much narrower than that on each side of i
r

. so as to allow of the release of th< i

strap before the open one comes upon it, and vice versa. For another somewhat similar arrangi

see Figa 8282 to 328*7.

3469.

Analogous to the subject just discussed, is that of nut-cutting, an operation formerly entirely
|

formeil by manual labor, a tedious and uncert.
|

• Sected with facility and pn
by self-acting machinery.

In Figa -
-". , 7 1

T " 2976 we have given detailed views of a complete machine for thiB purpose, by Mr. A.

Mylne, of Glasgow. The nut to be cut is fixed on the upright Bpindle of the Bupport r, and is brought

tact with the revolving-cutter x by mean- of the screw y, the requisite division of the bees of the

nut being effected by means of the circular table, which i

! with sis i qua! notches fitted with

a spring-catch from the lever . This machine is also providt '1 with a self-acting feed motion, by which
' is gradually moved up to the cutter while in action, '1 his is effected by the Bhaft t of the Bpeed-

pulley ', which carries a worm geering with the wheel //, upon the Bhaft of which is fixed a pinion

h a rack <>ii
| the table carrying the out This motion may I

with when thou •
, and the work may I forward by haul, by mean- of the hand-

wheel and shaft b.

This machine is very compact and fully answers the purpose of dressing-nuts of any nnml
g differently dri ided plat -. In many engineering works, nuts of all numb

made for tl the accuracy and beauty of finish of which is nearly equal to nuta
cut by the i I answer all purposes wher

m being at the same time very greatly diminished.

f which all

'1 in the connection of the different portion- of machinery are adjusted I

of median Th< comm key with fixed jawsmu
ary, and we Bhall therefore point

out a few exam] ay the defects of this most accessary instrument In t!

i of any piece of machinery wo invariably find a multil

different sized oolta, the nuts of which i a particular

I
in a pn-\ io "ill

liately point out die n< h the number of tl

, and introducing an adju table apparatus, bj which number of differ

worked \s it Ik mi'
i

;• ap

rile.) a mon
'

' loll of the I

ment for tl

! .ill similar pi rp

< tar example of thi I

with the I
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the end a and the fixed stop d; it is held in its place when set for any nut by means of the second

lever e, which works on a centre-pin in the projecting portion of the jaw. This lever also carries a

projection at f, by which it is jointed to a thin wedge, passing between the top of the lever b and tht

interior surface of the slotted portion of the movable jaw. Thus, when the lat-

ter is set to the size of nut required, a slight pressure upon the side of the lever

e forces dowTn the wedge, and secures the jaw immovably. (See Wrench.)

The peculiar merit of this species of key is, that all allowance for wear is

made up by the wedge, which will never permit any looseness in the jaw, as

the only difference caused by the wear of the surfaces in contact will be a greater

travel of the fixing wedge. Practical men who have made use of those keys

which are adjusted by means of nuts will at once see the value of this advantage.

Next to the turning-lathe in its importance to the engineer, the planing ma-
chine stands foremost in rank of constructive machines. The primary idea of

planing by machinery was doubtless brought into existence by the necessity

which constantly presents itself of diminishing the enormous amount of labor

expended in producing plane surfaces on wood by hand, as practised by means

of the common joiner's plane. Next to the process of sawing, there is no opera-

tion connected with the working of wood, which consumes so much time, and

adds so much to the expense of the conversion of timber as the production of the

hand,- planed surface.

The first attempt to obviate this difficulty with which we are acquainted, was
made by General Bentham, in 1791, who took out a patent for a method of effect-

ing this object. In this scheme, the plane or cutting-edge, which was movable,

was made of the full width of the board intended to be cut, and on each side of

it were fixed fillets which projected below the face of the plane, a distance equal

to the amount of the thickness intended to be taken off the board. Several

plans were adopted for obtaining a good surface from a very thin board, but the

whole scheme eventually proved all but abortive—the machine was never prac-

tically worked by mechanical power, but whether thus driven, or by the hand
of the attendant workman, the idea had still the advantage, that it exonerated

the latter from the charge which he had of his tool in the ordinary operation of

planing, rendering a common workman as useful as the skilful joiner for this

purpose. The next epoch in the history of mechanical planing is the improve-

ment produced by Mr. Bramah, who, in 1802, patented a method of producing
" straight, smooth, parallel, and curvilinear surfaces on wood and other mate-

rials." This invention embraced the original machine for producing spheres, the

principle of which is still preserved in all machines of a similar nature to the

present day. Bramah's planing machine, as constructed for the Royal Arsenal

at Woolwich, gives us a specimen of an embodiment of his ideas at this period.

Here the cutters are attached to a horizontal disk keyed on a strong vertical

spindle. This disk is put in rotation at a speed of about 90 revolutions per
minute, the material to be cut being attached to a sliding cast-iron bed, which is

moved by hydrostatic pressure. A pipe communicating with a hydrostatic press is carried in below the

bed of the machine, and terminates in a plunger-barrel, the plunger of which carries a rack-geering
with a pinion on a rag-wheel shaft. This wheel is provided with teeth, over which a pitch-chain at-

tached to the table of the machine is carried.

In all planing machines as at present constructed, the cutter is invariably the fixed portion, the work
being passed beneath it in the act of cutting, by means of a sliding-table. The particular species of

planing machine which has been most lately introduced, is termed the hand-planing machine.
In Figs. 3477 and 3479 we have given three views of a simple and effective hand-planing machine,

as suited for small work generally, such as links and connecting-rod ends for locomotive engines, and
other portions of machinery where a plane surface of small extent is required.

The table of the machine is here supported in the usual manner, as employed in similar tools of a
larger class, upon a bed bolted to the top of two standards attached to the floor. The lower surface of

the table carries a rack M, which is driven by a pinion F, upon the shaft CI, supported in bearings at-

tached to the fixed bed of the machine. Motion is given to this shaft in either direction, by the cross

handle H, worked by hand in a similar manner as applied to small presses.

The cross-slide C is supported by two uprights bolted down to the bed; this slide carries the tool-holder

D, which is traversed across the bed of the machine by means of the horizontal screw b. The automa-
tic action of the transverse feed motion of the cross-slide is effected by the movable stud S, attached to

the travelling table
;
this stud, being movable in a groove in the side of the table, is capable of being

it any point in order to suit the required length of stroke for the work. The pressure of this stud,

upon a short lever keyed on the small shaft carrying the piece n, depresses it, and the latter, by its

connecting-rod r, acts upon the ratchet-plate K, upon the horizontal screw b.

The amount of travel thus given to the screw is varied by shifting the position of the sliding-studs in

the pieces m and n. The front plate of the tool-holder is provided with two short circular slots, through

which bolts pass from the back plate ; in this manner the tool may be set at any angle to suit the na-

ture of the work required. The tool-holder or cross-slide is raised or lowered to suit the circumstances

by the vertical screws /'/, driven by bevel-geering in the usual manner.
A somewhat similar but more useful machine of this species has been introduced by Mr. Charles

Walton, of Leeds. In this machine the bed is so arranged that it may be fixed upon the workman's

bench, and may be driven either by manual or steam power. Immediately beneath die bed of the ma-

chine is placed a horizontal grooved disk, driven by bevel-geering, either frova the pulley-shaft of the
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•,vork~li"j> or by a winch. This disk fee

reiving a pin, which is i bya link with the lowei >rt travelling-table. In this

manner a n ciprocating motion is given to the table in the simplest manner, and the length of sti

capable of variation according to the distance of the pin in the horizontal grooved di-k. from tin-' •

tion. The feed i le is effected by a stud fixed on th of the

horizontal disk; this Btud works a short lev* r I a a shaft working in bearings attached I

aide of the bed This shaft i outside the bed, and i- jointed bj a link to an

arrangement of r. . r all small machines, this method of giving motion to the table i- decidedly

the simplest and most compact, and although the introduction of the disk has I

a variable speed in the cutting, 1»l itiLr greatest at the middle of its stn

the i!i>k i- confined to • a short stroke, its diameter is it a- t>> bring al

mental variation in the speed. Small machines of this species, which are quite an innovation in the

workshop, i ommg indispensable where much small work is required, and have served in a

great i banish that most expensive of all tools, the file, and thus rendered an importai

vice in cheapening engineering work m general So much indeed is this the case, thai il

that different portions of machinery, the configuration of which i- made up of curved and
plane surfaces, arc now entirely finished by means of the lathe and planing machine, without the i

sity of touching them with the file.

As a sp>3cimen of a step higher in the order of

of this kind, we must now refer the reader to I igs. 3080 and 3080s
, where we have given

complete views of the machine invented by Mr. Mylne, of Glasgow. Bere the sj orking

the vertical and horizontal slides is similar tu that made 6e of in the hand-machine,

and 3

'II. f liarities in thi machine are the arrangement of the geering for travelling the

of the tool-holder. The forward or cutting motion of the table i

large pulley A, the shaft of which carries a pinion D geering with the large wheel 12

upon the ra< k-pinion shaft

This Bhaft carries two pinions geering with two racks of similar pitch bolted to the if the

travi ! bat each tooth of the one shall be oppoe

of the other; in this manner the irregulai i much complained of in

machine-, as producing a waved surface on the work, is to some extent avoided. A more effj

method of attaining tme end !
: by Mr. Collier, of Manchester; this plai

making the teeth of the rack and pinion on what is technically t. i tem, that is,

tooth is divided in it- breadth into three parts, each division being set a di d to one third >>l

the true pitch of the teeth behind it- neighbor. '1 be practical result of this arrangement is, that alt

th of the original coarse pitch is preserved, yet the teeth work with the steadin

pitch tl as the number of divisio teeth amounts to. This

plan i- now universally adopted in all rack machines f application

laL

This, althi ' the best, is probably the most universally a

d » applied to planing machines. < >f the two remaining systems, the chain and sert u, the latt«

excellence of workmanship, i Med. Mr. Whitworth's planii \'.iai<

t tiiii-hed Bpecin i making extant.

principle of anti-friction rollers acted on by a screw, as a means of obtaining a rectilin

:.i-t introduced by .Mr. Whitworth, in 1835, when b ition for the

the bi pinning mule. In hi- planing machine the roller- are plao I parallel, lace to fai

rew, tb< ir • • ig in bearings attached to tl

and their periphi ng into the the threads of the driving-screw.

r upon the n

forward the table to which they are fixed. Tl which

would occur d' the threads "i the inst a fixed nut, i

ed in tin- pi sting between their pei iphi i

. to l.

and the chain \\ ill be p

d to the la nple.

'I hi I bj Mr. M\ Inc i

shall 9 ith tl.

Referring to Figs, i that then

i the other in order to

the' di

and i I \ iew ol tl

l

in ol the table Upon the r<

tch whi< h u

.

A adrh
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wheel motion, so called from its adaptation as a continuous forward motion for common clothes-mangles.

It consists of a large disk, having near its circumference a circle of pins bolted through the metal at

right angles to its plane
;
these pins answer as a set of teeth, into which a small driving-pinion geers,

working alternately on the outside and inside of the teeth so as to effect the desired reverse motions.

In Mr. Nasmyth's arrangement, the driving-pulley is keyed upon a light shaft passing transversely be-
neath the table of the machine. The contrary extremity of this shaft, which projects beyond the edge
of the bed, carries the mangle-pinion geering with the pins of the mangle-wheel. The latter is keyed
upon a central transverse shaft which passes beneath the table of the machine and carries a large chain-

pulley. Round this pulley a chain is passed twice, and its two extremities are passed round two fixed

pulleys placed at contrary ends of the bed, and attached to the opposite ends of the travelling-table.

The reversing of the mangle-wheel, and consequently that of the table, is effected in the following man-
ner : at two points in the circumference of the mangle-wheel, one or two' of the pin-teeth are removed,
and a sloping guide or stud is placed at each point, so that when the driving-pinion arrives there, this

guide causes it to traverse in or out, as the case may be, to geer with the inner or outer sides of the
pins, under which conditions it is easy to see that the two contrary motions of the wheel will be the

result. The guide supporting the pinion-shaft is slotted horizontally to allow of the traversing of the

shaft as well as to prevent its running beyond the point of geer with the pins of the mangle-wheel, the

bearing on the opposite end of the shaft next the driving-pulley being arranged to swivel on a centre,

so as to permit of this motion. This movement of the pinion-shaft is also taken advantage of in giving

the feed motion to the cross-slide of the machine, being connected to the vertical rod carrying the catches

for the ratchet-wheel of the transverse screw.

This movement, although ingenious, is destitute of the ad-

vantage of an increased speed in the return stroke, consequent-

ly much time is lost by it when applied to single-acting ma-
chines.

The arrangement applied by Messrs. ISTasmyth and Gaskell

to the rack-planing machines is a very convenient though
somewhat cumbrous motion. Fig. 3472 is a ground plan of_._

this geering, in which a is the forward motion driving-pulley,

keyed on the hollow shaft b, which carries a pinion c geering
with a large spur-wheel d. The latter is keyed directly on
the rack-pinion shaft e, shown in dotted lines passing beneath
the table of the machine. The backward-motion pulleyf is

keyed on the solid shaft, passing through the hollow one and
revolving at one extremity in the bearing g fixed on a pedestal

attached to the bed-plate, and at the other in the bearing h
bolted to the side of the bed. This latter shaft carries another
pinion k geering by means of an intermediate carrier-wheel,

with the spur-wheel I also keyed on the rack-pinion shaft.

The centre pulley is of course loose, serving merely to carry

the strap when the machine is stopped, and during the trans-

fer from the forward to the backward pulley. Thus it will be seen that the return stroke of the table

will be so much quicker than the cutting one, as the difference in diameter of the two wheels I and d, or

rather, as the ratio which exists between the wheels k and I and c and d.

The strap-fork is seen at m ; it is worked by catches fixed on the other side of the table, a connecting-

shaft from which passes beneath the bed where it is attached to the fork; n is a weighted lever for the

purpose of giving a sudden shift to the strap, so as to give the workman a better command over his

machine.

Of chain-worked planing machines, the modification introduced by M. Decoster, of Paris, is perhaps

one of the most complete. In his machine he has made use of the driving-geer as applied by Mr.

Whitworth to his screw-machines. In the example by M. Decoster, to which we refer, the chain-

motion is applied to give motion to the tool-slide, while the table of the machine remains stationary.

This plan is found extremely useful in planing heavy and unmanageable pieces of metal, as the latter

may be firmly secured to a foundation independent of the machine, while the tool alone traverses over

it ; and consequently no more power is absorbed by a heavy casting, than by the lightest possible piece

of metal. The driving geering before referred to is here placed alongside the bed of the machine, near

one end ; the pinion on the central bevel-wheel geers with a large spur-wheel, on a shaft passing trans-

versely across the bed of the machine, below the table. The latter shaft carries two rag-wheels, placed

near its two extremities just within the frame of the machine. Round each of these wheels is passed

an endless chain, which passes along the whole length of the machine, returning round a similar pair of

wheels revolving loosely on studs at the contrary end of the bed. The upper length of this chain is

attached to the lower surface of a V-grooved slide, working in corresponding grooves planed in the

upper surface of the bed. This slide carries a second horizontal slide supporting the tool-holder in the

usual manner. The feed-motion of the cross-slide is ingeniously effected by two ratchet-catches attached

to the spur-geering on the end of the horizontal screw. The lower extremities of these catches are set

to come in contact with movable tappets attached to the fixed frame of the machine, so as to give the

proper amount of motion to the screw of the cross-slide. The method of attachment of the driving-

chains adopted by M. Decoster has the advantage of giving a steadier pull to the tool-slide than can be

obtained by the central mode of fastening, with a single chain.

The principle of the movable tool and fixed table has also been adopted by M. Cave and Mr. Hick, of

Bolton. In M. Cave's machine, the driving motion is given to the tool-slide by an endless strap. The

driving-pulley is placed immediately over the centre of the bed of the machine, the strap from which

passes below two fixed tension-pulleys, placed just beneath the driver, and thence round two fixed pul-
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ittached to the opposite ends of the bed. Tlu attachment of this Btrap to the Bliding-frami

tool if sing the Btrap in contrary dirt n 1 two separate pulleys, each can
pinion geering with a central driving-wheel The Bhaft of the latter passes across the bed of tl

chine, and carries two pinions, geering with two racks, placed within the framing, and running

whole length of the bed.

The a v of the Bpur r< i r will be urn 34*78, which is a

nide view of the tool-slide, frame, and geering, with the driving-pull A is the trav<

tool-slide, carrying the central driving-wheel 1>, keyed on the pinion-shaft—the shafts CC each i

driving-pulley, capable of connection by means of sliding clutch-boxes with the two pinii ns 1» 1»

latter work loose on the pulley-shafts, and geerwith the central whe re it in

either direction accordingly as the clutch-boxes are -

Two movable inclined tappets are fixed to the b d of the machine, which alternately come in contact

with the lever E on the oblique Bhaft F, bo as I the motion of the

["he -haft F carries the two forks G, connected to the clutch-boxes of the pinions DD, which are ('laced,

of it, so that when the lever E is pressed upon 1>\ its tappets, the hold of the twi

banged accordingly—one being thrown out of geer at the same time the oilier i- pul in. In

this manner, a- tl
I the pinion shafts revolve in different direction-, a i

1 1- .n is giv< ti to the travelling-slide.

The of this machine i- provided with two tool-holders, one on each Bide, bo as to cut in both

.u-; tlii- improvi real saving of tin*', as the return stroke is n nd< n d equally as

effective as the forward •

In Mr. Hick's movable tool slide machine, the traversing motion is given to it b I belts,

pulley of tl i Ij worked by a cross and open Btrap; the Bhaft of this

pullej is connected, by i with a transverse b1

lc the frame of the machine. Tl i. an endless Bteel belt, running along

the frame, and passing round two similar pulleys placed at the contrary extremity of it The
I on the cross slide I ••, ineai

on the

drivin
:" the travelling table of this machine is the same in each direction, i

o 1 to

the adaptation of Mr. Whitwo Iving tool-hold ribed.

It is a n ible importance in planing machines, to have a compact arra

command, both foi of the table, and alto for giving tho self-acting fecd-m

the cro lion, in planing delicate or complii

•..|i the motion of tl"' table w ithin the

in planing up to an abrupt shoulder ; in

it which n. more lal

of the crank

which allow tudo in the length ol travel; but in mn i

tire driven to some oth< r i id. Where the i

!

(iulley-belt, the impli the addition

telam
i bed to the trap-fork fall, in citlu i

n itliin \< i j short limit

•

Vou Fi
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makers, indeed, have applied the clutch-box instead of the shifting-strap, the clutch being arranged to

throw the two side bevel-wheels in geer alternately with the centre one.

As a compact and efficient self-acting reversing and feed motion, we give that adopted by Mr. Whit
worth, as one of the best. Fig. 3474 is a side elevation of the apparatus ; a is the table of the planing
machine, on the side of which, at the centre, is screwed the fixed catch b, which, in the course of work-
ing, alternately conies in contact with the movable catches cc, adjustable on the shaft d which runs

alongside the table, sliding in the bearings e e at each end of

the frame. This shaft carries a third adjustable catch/, con-

nected with a short lever cast on the boss g working loose on
a stud screwed to the frame. The same boss has also cast

upon it a second lever h, at right angles to the former one,

the end of which works in a slot in the scrap-fork i. The lat-

ter oscillates on a centre attached to the bed at k ; when the

catch b comes in contact with one or other of the studs c, the

shaft d is carried along laterally, and gives motion, through
the arrangement of levers just described, to the strap-fork so

as to shift the strap from one pulley to the other, and reverse

the table.

The self-acting feed-motion of the cross-slide is effected in

the following simple manner : on the sliding shaft or rod d a

few rack-teeth I are cut, which geer with a segment of a spur-

wheel keyed on the shaft m, working in bearings screwed to

the upright frame of the machine, and carrying the eccentri-

cally-grooved disk n, which revolves with it ; o is the vertical

rod carrying the ratchet-catches for working the horizontal

screw of the cross-slide : it is guided by a bearing p screwed
to the frame, and carries at its lower extremity a pin working

in the eccentric slot of the disk n. Thus when the rod d re-

ceives its motion from the catch 6, at the termination of the

stroke of the table, its short rack causes the disk n to make a

portion of a revolution, so as to raise or depress the rod o

by means of the eccentric groove. This motion is at once ef-

fectual and easy of application, besides possessing that great

desideratum in all tools, compactness.

We now come to the consideration of tool-holders. The
specimen of a tool-holder given in Mr. Mylne's machine, is one

of the more complicated variety, being provided with a double

eet of slides and appropriate screws, for the purpose of plan-

ing at two different angles with one adjustment of the tool.

The saving in time, however, by this arrangement, is more
than counterbalanced by the increased cost of the tool-box,

m^0

and the disadvantage which it entails upon the machine, by throwing the point of resistance in cutting

so far from the surface of the supporting frame as to render the cutting action unsteady.

A somewhat simpler modification of the same variety of holder is represented in Fig. 3175, where tho
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telf-acting down cut motion , is a trans\

of the machine, to which is fitted, by dovetails, the horizontal Blidin I lattei again carries

the down-cut Blide e, being attached t« > it by dovetail-beade 1 bolts working in a circular groove in the

fitted with a central screw carrying :i nut fixed on the front Bliding
|

that the lal 1 at any angle t>> the bed of the machin Jar position

of the Bcrew ; « is a front plate, checked into the ^lido J, to which i

the tool as shown at a.

self-acting feed-motion i- ajiven to the screw in the plate • by bevel dlar to that em-
i in Mr. Mylne's machine. The hinge at the upper end of the tool-holder is for the puTj

allowing the tool to give way in case it comes in contact with any obstacle during the return stri

the machine. In all prop rly constructed tool-boxes, the mechanism is arranged ;•> lifl the tool out of

the way at each return Btroke, so that it never rests upon the surface of the v>. irk in ile- back motion.

This i- eparati transverse screw placed parallel to the main traversing screw, and worked
by th. ring. In Mr. Bodmer's tool-boxes this scre^ carries a nut with a slotted pi

ting to a pin in the upper end of the front plate, which oscillates loosely on a fixed centre. Tl

being carried along with the tool-slide by the revolution of its screw, remains always immedia
the centre of the tool-holder; at the termination of a stroke, the reversing geerinj i with

the -new as to give the latter a lateral sliding motion, the nut upon it then moves the front plai

the pin in its upper side. This plate carries a small inclined pin, which i

the front of the hinged tool-holder, thus raising it out of connection with the work-.

The motion is al* oscillating plate. The latter is provided
with a toothed sector screwed to it near its lower extremity, and geering with a small bevel-pini

the down-cut screw-spindle. The latter being fitted with a ratchet-wheel, i i ach Btroke of the

machine an amount of motion proportioned to the m scut This is probabl] one of the

complete and effective of all single-acting tool-holders, and ; o of the high degree of

ace which Mr. Bodm ir has attained as a ctive machinery.
In addition to the common rectilineal planing machine, machinists have of late years found a a

ful auxiliary in the circular machine ; this may b • defin • I, in general term-, as a lathe with a vertical

spindl 1 is either fixed or movable, the former being the preferable and more general ar-

rangi i advantages which these ma< bin. - possess ov< r common turning-lathes, are, lirstly, the

greater facility of adjustment of heavy castings preparatory to planing them; and sec lly, the greater
latitude they allow for acting on masses of metal of great diameter, a- the drn ing-wheels of locoo

-. fly-wheels, &c Of this Bpecies of tools, perhaps Mr. Bodmer's modification stands high
the Bcale of usefulness. It consists ofa heavy foundation plate, in the centre of which a >tnn'_r \<

spindle revolves, having a horizontal circular table of large diameter keyed upon it, and provided in the

usual manner with slots for fixing the work. The tixed cutter i- held in a tool-box precisely similar to

that adopted in the common planing machine-., h i- placed en a strong horizontal cross-sli le, which i-

ted to work freely in a vertical direction upon two upright frame-, p] of the

revolving-table. The tool-holder being fitted with a down-cut motion, is readily adjusted with
nicety to Mut the work, besides which it- horizontal motion on the cross slide, combined with tic

cal motion of the latter upon the uprights of the frame, permit the to .1 to be Bet to any portion of the

radius of the table. The machine i- fitted with a Belf-feeding motion; this i- found very serviceable in

turning up the tire- of locomotive and carriage wheels, the rims of -mall fly-wheels, &c M
which combine the advantages both of the rectilineal and circular machines, with a

view to the finishing of more complicated work than can
I by either of these separately. The

machine is provided with a rectilineal slidiog-table, as ordinarily used, supported on a fixed bed. A
• t:il -hair passes transversely below the bed, and carries a plain sector of considerable radius, to

which a chain is attached, and is connected to the opposite eul- of the table. Motion i- given to this

i by a plain k, as usually applied to slotting machines; this i- driven b) ovi

: ported by th- upright framing which Bprings from thi bed of the machina The pin of this

disk i- attached by a Buitabie connecting rod to a crank kej ed on thi of the shaft of tl..

tor, which thus communicab i to the table, of a Ion th dependent on the position

of the pin in
• •!' the disk.

When continued circular work i- required, the driving disk i- thrown i . and the driving-

shaft is connected with an upright spindle revolving in I- iched to the upi I of the

machine, and carrying an ad >r in a projecting arm at its lowi This cul

by which il re" of motion

of the acl upon an le. \\ hen thus a mai be used a a po
as applied to the usu I

the combination of tl.

the Mat -ii|. - and . ircular both move;
shaft as follow :— < »u the end of the di

ternately a tion to the whei ! n al motion, an I thai on the

tram : ch \i heel b ely hi Id bj

bile the otl of work m
, plutnmoi I

In addition to tl

u hi. h WO
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manner by a circular slotted disk. In planing the circular ends of levers, <fcc., the work, after being

drilled, is fixed on an ingenious adjustable mandril, with its rectilineal surface in a line with the direc-

tion of the traverse of the tool. A self-feeding motion causes the work to revolve slowly in the action

:>f cutting, similarly to the same arrangement in the slotting machine. By detaching t4iis geering the

tool becomes available for the production of plane surfaces at any angle by an appropriate adjustment

of the tool-holder—thus it unites the offices usually consigned to separate tools, and is a very usefu]

auxiliary to the engineer.

Though not in immediate connection with the subject of planing, we may here mention Mr. Bodmers
etand-cutting machine. This tool is a species of planing machine, provided with a revolving cutter, and

is used for the purpose of cutting out the recesses in the small stand bearings, <tc, in cotton and other

machinery, a species of work which requires the utmost precision and exactitude of management. In

preparing and fitting up the supporting pedestals used for the rollers of spinning machinery it is essen-

tially necessary to preserve their line of bearing perfectly level, otherwise the rollers will undergo an

injurious strain in the working. To accomplish this in a speedy manner, Mr. Bodmer fixes a row of

pedestals upright on a movable bed, constructed like an ordinary planing machine. The upright fram-

ing in the centre of the machine carries a revolving cutter, similar to the steel cutters used for cutting

the teeth of wheels ; the row of pedestals, which are placed in a line with the motion of the bed, are

then passed slowly beneath the cutter, thus securing an accurate adjustment of the height of each.

A machine similar in principle is used for fluting the wooden rollers of flax machinery, mechanism
being introduced for the purpose of causing the rollers to make a portion of a revolution after the cut-

ting of each groove.

Slotting machines, in their general principle of action, may be defined as planing machines with

movable tools. The period of their introduction to the workshop dates among the latest of the automa-
tic tools of the day, as, until a short time back, the species of work now executed by them was entirely

performed by the file and chipping-tool. As a finished specimen of this tool we may refer the reader

to Messrs. Caird & Co.'s machine, Figs. 3337, 333S, 3339, 3340.

The method of transmitting motion from the driving-geer to the reciprocating tool is here very simple,

and the machine, as a Avhole, has a very handsome appearance. The table, in addition to the usual rec-

tilineal and circular motions, is provided with apparatus for setting it at any angle to suit the different

varieties of work. This angular motion is useful in cutting the key-seats of wheels, where a slight in-

clination is necessary to suit the shape of the fixing-key.

In such a machine as the one before us, it is evident that the size of the work capable of being oper-

ated upon by it, is circumscribed by the distance from the cutting centre to the edge of the supporting

pillar. If this distance is increased in order to suit the dimensions of wheels and castings of a large

size, a greater disadvantage ensues, namely, an increased amount of unsteadiness of action. Messrs.

Nasmyth & Gaskell have remedied this disadvantage most efficiently by doing away with the support-
ing framing of the machine, and causing the tool to cut from below upwards. The machine is, as it

were, entirely reversed in this modification, the driving disk and geering connected with the slotting-bar

being placed under ground in a pit made for the purpose. The cutting end of the slotting-bar projects

upwards, through a fixed cast-iron table on the floor of the workshop, upon which the work is laid in

the act of slotting. As in this arrangement there are no supports to interfere with the work on the

table, it is evident that this tool possesses an unlimited range of action. In another modification by the

same firm, this object is attained by supporting the tool-slide in a bottom-plate attached to the floor, to

which are attached four strong pillars, carrying a square table for the support of the work, at the height
required for the convenience of the workman. The driving-geer, in this instance, consists of a horizontal

shaft, passing under the table, near the level of the floor, driven by a strap, and carrying a pinion geer-

ing with a large spur-wheel, which, at the same time, serves to communicate the reciprocating motion
to the slotting-bar, being grooved across one side, for the purpose of receiving the traversing-pin of the

connecting-rod. The self-acting motion of the table is extremely neat and convenient. The spur-wheel
shaft carries a small eccentric, the rod of which communicates with the ratchet-wheels of two shafts

running horizontally at right angles to each other, beneath the movable sides of the table. Each of

these shafts carries screws, one of which, passing beneath the centre of the table, gives the rectilineal

motion, while the other geers with the screw teeth cut round the circumference of it, and, consequently,
traverses the table in a circular direction.

We have already discussed the philosophy of the true form of cutting edge for drills, as well as the
minor species of tools of this class; it remains for us, therefore, now to enter upon the construction of

what are more properly termed drilling machines. The varieties of these useful machines, as used by
the engineer, are so numerous, that we can only find space to touch upon a few of those best adapted
to the wants of the workshop. Practically speaking, drilling machines are divisible into two classes

only, namely, the common vertical pillar, or wall-side drill, and the radial machines.
For a good example of the former of these varieties we may refer the reader to the detailed views in

Figs. 1122-1128, of Mr. Whitworth's vertical drill. This machine, which probably takes the first rank-

in its class, is independent, being provided with its own separate frame intended to be screwed to the

floor without the additional support of a pillar or wall. Motion is communicated to the drill-spindle by
an arrangement similar to the back geer of a lathe, contained in an opening in the upper portion of the

frame. The rectilineal feed motion of the drill-spindle is self-acting; it i- a. beautifully ingenious ar-

rangement, and is pre-eminently deserving of attention. The upper portion of the spindle betwei its

bearings is screwed for the purpose of geering with the inclined teeth of a pair of worm wheels placed
one on each side of it; the axes of which work in bearings attached to the front of the frame. A com-
pact friction-clip worked by a vertical screw from below embraces the projecting ends of these axe-, by
which arrangement the revolution of the wheels may be completely stopped whin requisite. Thus, we
will suppose the tightening screw of the friction-clip to be screwed up so that the latter holds the worm-
wheels firmly in their position ; it follows, then, that if the drill is set in motion, the threads upon the
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•pindle will act upon the teeth of the worm-wheel- exactly as in ;i out, and a quick descent of the -pin-

die will be the result. II' now the friction is slightly relaxed, then the speed of the descent of the -pin-

die will have diminished so much as is duo to the supping ro md of the worm-wheels, In this mannei
any amount of feed motion may be communicated to the Bpindle with a nicety unattainable by any other

means, so that the varying hardness of the metal under action may be immediately accommodati
a speed exactly suitable for cutting most advantageously. The table of the machine is provided most
completely with all the requisite movements, and may be raised or low< red to Buit the work by a pinion

working in a vertical rack attached to the front of the frame.

In Pigs, : have given complete views of Messrs. Nasmyth it Gaskell's drilling-ma-

chine, which differs from the last specimen in the fact of its being destitute of a self-acting feed motion
The downward pressure necessary for the feed of the tool being given by the pressure of the ],

ing on a bottom lever, which is connected by a vertical rod at the back of the frame, with a si

lever working on a bearing at the top. The front end of this h\er works a sliding bearing titling on
the top of the spindle, which thus receives a downward motion according to the pressure of the foot* the

counter-weight on the back end of the lever bringing up the spindle again, on tl

from the pressure of the foot. This, as an independent variable motion, i- very convenient, though in-

ferior in nicety to that used by Mr. Whitworth.
Pig. 34*76 is a front view of the Belf-acting feed motion

applied by .Mr. Lewis, < f Manchester, to a wall-side drill.

Here the vertical spindle a carries a bevel wheel b, into

which a second bevel-wheel c on the driving cone -haft

The spindle works in two bearings d </, attached
to a vertical plate bolted to the wall. A small spur-wheel
e i- keyed on the spindle, a little above the Lower bearing;
this v. with a second wheel/, which carries a
sliding bush g, so that it may be thrown in and out oJ

with the driving-wheel • at pleasure. The shaft //, carry-

ing this latter wheel, pOSSeS Up the side of the drill, and
carries a secon I -pur-pinion /.at it- upper extremity, geer-

ing with a large wheel I, the bush of which carries a nut

working on the -crew m on the spindle
This motion may be driven by hand at pleasure by dis-

connecting the' wheel /'and working a hand-wheel fixed on
the Bpindle h.

This may be taken as a sp imen of the best kind of

self-feeding motion-: u i- compact, effective, and inexpen-

sive:

Of pillar drills, the modification introduced by Mi Bsrs.

Randolph, Elliot & ( !o., of Glasgow, is one of the most com-
pact This drill is certainly tin- -imple-t and most gener-

ally applicable of it- class, its component parts being eon-

tine. 1 ti, a -et of brackets to carry the drill-spindle, without
any additional frame, tie- office of \\ bich i< supplied by any
of the' pillar- of the Work-hop. The -pindle I irackl 1 -, a-

well a- those for supporting the table, are clamp
I

to the pillar—the Bpindle being worked either directly

h a -peed cone or by double geering, a- appl
lathe, generally. The Belf-acting t I motion in it

eral details is -imilar to that of Mr. Lewis. The table i-

provided with a strong central foot, to which two pi

ing brackets at the fo >t of the pillar are bolted ;
it i- thus

fixed immovably, and -•> far lacks the important advan-
a movable table. In gome vare

drills the feed motion is confined entirely to the table,

which i- worked by a rack and pinii

being balano ittached to a chain
\

i a pulley on the top of tin- frame, in dnlls in-

tended for boring to a con iderable depth, tl sent may have tie

action, otherwise the movable spin .hie.

In I of Mr, Whitworth's modification of the second
of drilling n radial drill. A 11 -how that it i- an ai

"ii a
|

•• distinct fi th linarj drilling machine. In the radial dull the i

of tie- spina ifined *" the verti i

i"it 1- provided with a lateral motion, whi i

may 1m- sol to an) portion of the work within the limits of the radial aim, thus

rectilineal motions of the table, which in this ni t need onlj travel in 01

beneath the drill This machine is likewise provided with the

I machine.
M, i

, i [jck make u e • •' a - « hat tlifTi i ^

bracket, h i

foi ll a
,
w Inch r.\] i H . tl.,- I
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working in a bearing on the top of the radial arm immediately over the centre of the screw—motion

being communicated from it to the drill-spindle by means of bevel geer as in Mr. Whitworth's machine
The additional horizontal traversing motion of the spindle is effected by means of a pinion keyed on a

hand-wheel shaft and geering into a rack on the radial arm ; the downward motion for the feed is given

by hand by means of an overhead ratchet lever connected to a ratchet-wheel on a short horizontal shaft,

over which a chain connected to a cross-head on the drill-spindle is wound. A rod from this lever is

brought within the reach of the workman, so that he can depress the spindle at pleasure, the upward
motion being accomplished by means of a counter-weight attached to a chain-pulley on the ratchet-

wheel shaft. A somewhat similar mode of central movement has been adopted by Mr. Bodmer in his

improved radial drill. Here the main central support consists of a strong hollow circular pillar provided

with wrought-iron centres at top and bottom, upon which it revolves. A screw passes down the centre

of this pillar, and carries a nut attached to a bevel-wheel on a bracket projecting through a vertical slot

in the pillar. This bracket is screwed to the radial arm of the machine, and is raised or lowered by a
lever handle on a shaft carrying a bevel-wheel geering with the one referred to above as carrying the

nut on the central screw. The driving geer consists of an overhead horizontal shaft carrying a bevel-

pinion working in a large bevel-wheel on the top of the supporting pillar ; the latter carries a spur-

wheel geering with a pinion on a vertical grooved shaft working in bearings attached to the pillar.

This shaft carries a sliding oevel-wheel provided with a key to fit its groove, so that it is at liberty to

rise and fall with the radial arm without revolving loosely on its shaft. From this bevel-wheel motion

is transmitted by a train of geering to the drill-spindle in the radial arm, in the usual manner. The
self-acting feed motion is highly ingenious and effective ; the horizontal driving-shaft of the radial arm
carries a small band-pulley from which motion is given to a short horizontal worm-wheel shaft, the worm
of which geers with a wheel on an upright shaft carrying a long pinion on its upper extremity. This

pinion geers with a spur-wheel attached to the nut of the top driving-screw of the spindle, which thus

receives a regular descending motion according to its boring speed. By detaching this geering, the

long pinion may be worked by hand at pleasure. Although for some specific purposes this species of

drill is highly useful, yet where great accuracy is required, it is inferior to the ordinary pillar or wall-

side machine on account of its want of steadiness and rigidity.

Boring machines are, abstractedly, merely modifications of the larger class of drills, and are applied

to the same purposes.

They are divisible into two classes, namely, horizontal and vertical machines. The latter species of

machine is generally considered to be the most useful for engineering works, and there is no doubt that

it possesses some great advantages over the former one. In the first place, the vertical position of the.

cylinder entails no transverse strain upon it, which would be pretty considerable in a cylinder of large

size placed horizontally. Such a strain would, of course, render the action of the tool extremely uncer-

tain, and would detract materially from the required true surface. Again, the boring-bar may in some
sort be considered as liable to the same disadvantage which its vertical position remedies. Lastly, the

action of the cutters is not at all impeded by the presence of the turnings, which immediately fall to

the foot of the cylinder and leave the cutter free at each progressive step. The most convenient and
secure place for a boring-machine of a large size is the corner of the workshop, where the two angular
walls form firm supports for the framing of the machine.

Messrs. Nasmyth & Gaskell have produced a useful tool of this particular class; the framing consists

of a stout circular bottom casting, provided with a clamping ring for holding down the cylinder in the

act of boring, and an overhead cross-beam for carrying the upper extremity of the boring-bar spindle.

The footstep of the boring-bar is placed beneath the ground floor of the shop, where, as well as for a

portion of the driving geering. an excavation is purposely made to receive them. The driving-pulleys

are placed outside this pit ; they communicate with an oblique shaft, which carries a worm on its end,

geering with a large worm-wheel near the foot of the boring-bar, to which motion is thus given. The
cutter-boss is traversed in the usual manner by a longitudinal screw in the bar, but a different method
is adopted for returning it after the first rough cut. Immediately this is accomplished the cutter-boss

is detached from the nut of the traversing screw, and is hauled up alone by a small crane attached to

the machine ; the cutters are then reset and the finishing cut is gone over.

A machine somewhat similar, but of gigantic dimensions, has been constructed by the same engineers
for the Great Western Steam Navigation Company, for the purpose of boring out the cylinders of the

( treat Britain steamer.

In this machine, the entablature carrying the upper end of the boring-bar is supported on two mas-
sive pillars of masonry, placed one on each side of the boring-bar. The feed-motion of the cutter- is

novel and ingenious in the extreme ; it consists, primarily, of an internal screwed collar fixed on the upper
surface of the entablature, and surrounding the boring-bar. A train of geering, terminating in a pinion

working into a rack running down the side of the boring-bar, is attached to the latter and revolves with
it, The first wheel of the train is a species of crown-wheel, its teeth being set at right angles to its axis

of motion
; this geers with the internal threads of the screwed collar before mentioned, so that by this

means, the train is set in motion by the revolution of the bar, and the cutter-boss, which is attached to

the lower end of the rack, is raised and lowered at pleasure.

Mr. Walton, of Leeds,] introduced a highly effective boring machine, with columnar framing in-

tended principally for boring the apertures in the tube plates of locomotive engines. The machine is

capable of drilling a series of parallel holes on a surface of five feet square, without refixing the object

under operations, the tool-holder and the table being movable at right angles to each other. This bor-

ing machine may be considered as a magnified drill, as the spindle is fe I longitudinally, no cutter-boss

being attached. The framing consists of two plain columns, coupled at the top by a suitable entabla-

ture, and carrying two other transverse beams for the support of the drill-spindle and driving-gear

The self-feeding motion is similar to that illustrated by Fig. 3476, and it may also be worked by hand
in the same way
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spindle is capable of a vertical travel of 24 inches

out the small cylinders of locomotives, <fec, as well as for boring i
- of carriage and

wheels, which it will receive up to feet hi diameter.

Figs. 2541 and 2548 now introduce to us the second spi cii - of boring machine, the horizontal one

Our example is intended for the heaviest kind of work in the engine-shop, and is
|

rongly

constructed The arrangement of the train of driving-geer all nsiderable latitude of speed

of the cutters; 1 1 it - changes by alteration in the geering pi rmil of as small ;i variation as 1 to 14;, so

that any speed within the entire range may be obtained within Ith ofthi -- 2542

and 2543 we have given a still more complete tool by Messrs. Kinmon Is, Mutton, and Steel, i I

dee. It is provided with a slide-rest and tool-holder, and thu .- well

as boring. This is a very valuable machine, and where ground space is an object in the workshop, will

be found highly convenient from the Baving of space which it effects. The proper -\-
i 1 at which the

ratter should pass over the surface <'f the metal n a; r minute, though
this must, of court ndent in a considerable degree upon the relative hardness of the metaL
Until a few years back, cannon were cast with a core, in the Bame manner as steam-engine cylinders

are now. Experience has, however, pointed out the fallacy of this method, as it was impossible to

make a true bore, the cutter having a tendency to follow the u i the yet rough surface. In

addition to this, the guns, when cast hollow, have a tendency to pongy near the inner Burface

of the bore. To remedy these defects, all ordnance are now cast solid, and thus the metal is rendered

closer in the grain, and any " blown" or defective parte are confined to th ol the metal, when
axe cut "ut in boring. I ired id a manner directly the reverse of that employed in pre

paring -team engine cylinders. The bed of the machine emploj ed for boring out guns is provided with

two pedestals having bearings of a considerable diameter, in which the gun it- d to revolve,

the cutter remaining stationary • d a sliding-carriage. The cutter is kept up t<> its work by mean- of a

weighted-lever, attached to a pinion-shaft beneath the bed of the machine. This pinion geers with a

ittached to the cutter-carriage, which is thus imp. •lied forward toward- the gun, until the weights

in the loaded lever reach near tic- ground, when the lever is, raised and the weights reset by a ral

wheel
The punching machine, from being confined t<> the tin-smith and ornamental metal-worker's shop, has

latterly become an instrument of no slight importance to the engineer, whose ponderous adaptations of

this tool excite the greatest wonder in the mind of a stranger unaccustomed to their operations. Here
the punch or cutting t""l seems t" pa-- through an e mouslj thick

|

Id metal, as if t lie latter

wa- -o much pasteboard, the whole of the operation being conducted without producing the least noise.

In Kg. el 7 1 we have given various views of a compact and convenii al punching machine, const)

lc M '.. The framing consi solid casting, open in tl I « the

ion of the large drivin the horizontal punching-sbafa The driving geering and
fly-wheel for steadying the motion are placed overhead, so as to be completely out of the wa

i round the machine for the workmen. The shearing and punching apparatus

being on two opposite sides of the machine, these two operations may be conducted at the Bame time,

without any ri-k of confusion among the men.

Of late of riveting by -team power ha- made rapid progress, and promisi a in all

te entirely the old laborious and noisy process of riveting by bond. We are in-

I to Mr. Fatrbairn, of Manchester, for' the introduction of this machine, who invented it upon an

emergi t oi hand riveters who had Left their employment on account ol

some b stent Mr. Fairbairn's machim 7, is a highly elegant and efl

apparatus. The essential principle of the machine is thai of the knee-joinl lever, as applied to printing-

Motion is given to this lever by means of a revolving-cam driven by suitable geering ; this

cam acting upon a loose ami friction pulley, placed at the centre joint of the lever. The sa> m,r
I

; this machine i- ven great, and. what is of no small e, the whole operation ol riveting

i perl rmed in sileno >, hasthead^ the metal of thi i

,1 state, I'- the old plan of hammering, the rivets were extremely subject to crystalliza-

tion, and as a natural consequence, numbers of the head- gave way in the finishing.

We hav lion of two pieces of boiler-plate riveted together in this mannci

in^ taken through the centre of U I it was remarkable to of the ma-

the metal of the rivet into all the interstices of the plates, incorporating

the two bo a- t" b ble from one piece of -oh I mi t il. M i

i punching, in one machine, w hich.l

by the direct pn ntion of additional We have detailed thi.'

machine fully in ] > nai

row tubes, w Inch i

Mi

central joint ol the
'

e and fall i motion to I

• Ini forth, ol i nppli< d tb

Mam.
i

the c', Inch ii. n iiii hi t th

in this plan, as no the point oi

Mr. \
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capable of being worked either by manual or mechanical power. The framing consists of a single

casting, having a stud keyed in the thickness of the metal near its top, for the purpose of carrying the

fly-wheel and driving-pinion, which are cast together. These work loose on the stud, the pinion geering

with a large spur-wheel keyed on the horizontal eccentric punching-shaft. A slot is cast through the

centre of the frame for the reception of this shaft, suitable bearings for carrying it being placed within

the slot; the projecting end of the shaft is slightly eccentric, for the purpose of giving motion to the

vertical punching and shearing shaft. The latter consists of a heavy piece of metal, having a horizon-

tal slot in the centre, for the purpose of allowing a clear space for the lateral working of the eccentric

end of the driving-shaft. Suitable bearings are attached to the front of the frame, in which the punch-
ing-shaft is arranged to slide, the top of the latter being the shearing end, and the bottom carrying the

punch, the matrix for which is fixed in a projecting piece cast to the frame.

The machine is adapted to punch holes up to f inch in diameter in plates § inch in thickness, at any
distance from the edge not exceeding 1^ inches, the frame being hollowed out to this extent to permit
)f the entrance of the plates. The shears are capable of cutting plates § inch in thickness, and 12 inches

breadth, without curling the piece sheared off.

The construction of this machine is exceedingly simple, and being set in an independent framing of

its own, may be moved to any part of the workshop with facility. A somewhat similar machine, but

much more complete in its details, has been constructed by Messrs. Nasmyth and Gaskell. Here the

punching-slide is provided with four punches, by which means the same number of holes are punched
at each stroke of the machine. The punching operation is also made self-acting, by an arrangement of

a self-moving table for carrying the work. The plates intended to be punched are fixed in the usual

manner on a travelling-table, moving on wheels set to run cc x pair of triangular rails. A long notched

bar is attached by means of brackets to the under side of this table ; this is arranged to traverse the

table in the following manner:—The large driving-wheel on the eccentric shaft carries a pin fixed in

the side of its rim, which, once during each revolution, comes in contact with a lever connected to a

ratchet-catch adapted to take into the notches of the bar before mentioned ; thus each revolution of the

spur-wheel causes the table to advance a distance equal to the length included between each notch in

the bar.

In Fig. 3100 we have detailed a machine intended for the bending of wrought-iron plates. This ma-
chine, owing to the increase of iron ship-building, has latterly risen to be of great importance to the

engineer and ship-builder. The present machine being principally intended for the use of the ship-

building yard, where few plates are required to have a regular curve throughout, is not provided with

geering for simultaneously altering the positions of the ends of the front roller. This arrangement

allows of the setting of one of the ends of the roller at any position with regard to the other, so as to

give any required twist to the plate.

In the original application of the bending-rollers to the curving of boiler plates, none of the rollers

touch each other, and they are placed so that lines drawn from centre to centre form an equilateral

triangle, the upper central roller being made adjustable for the different curvatures required ; this

arrangement is, however, now entirely superseded by that depicted in Mr. Napier's machine.

We take this occasion to acknowledge our indebtedness to the Engineer and Machinist's Assistant,

published by Blackin and Son, Glasgow, for the very valuable articles on Geering, as also this one on

Tools. The work mentioned should be in the hands of every engineer and machinist.

TOOLS, TURNING. The process of turning is accomplished with considerably more facility, truth,

and expedition, than any other process requiring cutting tools, because in the most simple application

of the art, the guide principle is always present, namely, that of rotation. The expedition of the process

is due to its being uninterrupted or continuous, except as regards the progressive changes of the tool,

and which is slowly traversed from part to part, so as to be nearly always in action.

To choose the most simple condition, let us suppose the material to be in rotation upon a fixed axis,

and that a cutting tool is applied to its surface at fifty places. Provided the tool remain quiescent at

me place for the period of one revolution of the material, the parts acted upon will each become one

circle ; because the space between the tool and the axis is for a period constant, and the revolution of

the material converts the distance of the tool from the centre into the radius of one circle, and the same
is equally true of the fifty positions.

The fifty circles will be concentric, or parallel with each other, because the same axis, extended or

continued as a line, remains constant, or is employed for each of them ; and therefore conceiving the

fifty circles to be as many parts of the outline of a vase or other object, simple or complex, it will be

strictly symmetrical, or equidistant from the central line at corresponding parts.

Each of the fifty circles will also become the margin of a plane at right angles to the axis, and which

axis being a straight line, the whole of the circles will be parallel, and therefore the top and bottom

of the vase will be also exactly parallel. And yet all these accurate results must inevitably occur, and

that without any measurement, provided the material revolve on one fixed axis, and that the tool is

fof a short period constant or stationary at each part of the surface—conditions inseparable from the

turner's art.

The principle of rotation upon a fixed axis removes the necessity for many of the steps and measure-

ments required to produce witli accuracy the various angular solids employed in carpentry and many
other arts.

The turner's box consists of two pieces, as the bottom and its four sides are resolved into one piece

—

when of wood, by nature in the forest ; when of metal, by man in the crucible. The surfaces are there-

fore reduced to eight, namely, the Inner and outer surfaces of the bottom and lid amounting to four, and

the ianer and outer sides or margins, amounting to four also, and the revolution of the work upon one

axis places the eight in exact and true relation with extreme rapidity.

For example, the ends or terminal planes of the box are, from necessity, ai right angles to the axis of

rotation, ami parallel with each otl p.r. Fn ea,ch of ') esc superficies the question of being in cr out oi
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winding ceases
; as, if Btraight, they can only be planes or cones, and which the one straight edge imme-

diately points out
The principle of rotation insures circularity in the work, and perpendicularity or equality as r.

the central line ; it only remains, therefore, to attend to the outline or i ontour. The right line -
i i

produce the cylinder, which is a common outline for a box ; and the employment of mixed, flowing, and
arbitrary lines, produces vases and ornaments of all binds, the beauty • » t which demands attention alone

meat, or conception, namely, that of form; and in th . iction of which n

just appreciation of drawing and proportion greatly assist

In the art of drawing, it is almosl essential to the fre< dom ol the n - .''. that the lines Bhould 1

lineated at once, and almost without after correction; in the art of turning, it is always desirable

to copy a drawing or a sketch, hut having nearly attained the end, the tool may !>•• continually re-

applied, partially to remove any portions which may appear redundant, until tl.

fiea.

The combining of the several parts of turned objects, as the separate blocks of which a column or

other work is composed, is greatly facilitated from the respi ctive parallelism of the ends of the
|

of which turned objects consist ; and the circular tenons and mortises, whether plain i

the different pieces perpendicular and central with very little trouble.

These several and most important facilities in the art of turning, are some amongst the in

- having obtained so extensive and valuable an employment in the more indispi nsable arts ol life,

lias in its elegai

The tools used in turning the woods act much in the manner of the blades of the carpenter's planes;

but as we have now, at all times, a circular guidt in the lathe mandrel, we do not require I

the plane or its /• vide. Although if we conceive the sole of the plane applied as the tangi ot

to the circle, the position it would give is nearly retained, but we are no longer encumbered with the

Btock or guide In turning-tools for soft woods, the elevation of the tool and the angle of it- e If

each of diem le-s than in ordinary planes, and in those for the hard woods both angles are gn ater.

For example, the Boftest wood- are turned with tools il which measnre about !

- greea, and are applied nearly in coincidence with the tangent, a- in Fig. -177.

These tools closely assimilate to the Bpokeshave, which is the plane of the lowesl pitch and keenest
edge, <'n the contrary, the hardest w Is may be turned with the above sofl w 1 tools, applied just

d
;
but on the score of economy and general are thickened to from

ind tie- face of the tool is applied almost horizontally on the lathe rest, or as a radius to the
circle, as in Fig 3478, thus agreeing with tl pposite extreme of the plane'-, in which the cutter is

perpendicular and much lest ping and toothing planes, which are onlj ii

scrape, and not to

hard wood tools may be figured and employed as Bcrapen in turning the members of the capital

or the base of a column, or similar object in hard wood or ivory ; but if we try the same tools on deal.

ash, and other soft w Is, we shall in vain attempt to produce the capital of a column, or ev< n

lindrical shaft, w ith a thick hoi izontal tool as in bard w I ; for the fibres w ould not be c .t, but forcibly

tom asunder, and the surface would be Ii

to the planes with which the joiner pro -

i the fibres of d< sal, w dl > onvi y the
i to the pi ilways thin and sharp, and applied in an oblique

manner end, and virtually to remove it in thi of its

length.

It i- propo ed now < important of the turning tools, commencing with
those employed on th

the none.- of all the varieties which are to be met with in the hand- of different indi\

so much will !<•• here advan hoped, ma plain the modification

Criiuij i

neral the p the cj lindi r the

inc, w dl be alum intermediate angles, w

flowing lines, the position ot the Ux rlinder to that for tin

le appan nt u Inn tl,. dualU mo

It ma;, be added th it

tiiiitth

.

•u th.- oils! mc l

! he turned with I il ihf *nr
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faces are perfectly true or concentric; as 'wide flat tools applied to rough irregular surfaces, espe

cially of metal, would receive a vibratory, or rather an endlong motion, quite incompatible with truth

of work.

Turning -tools for soft wood.—Angle 20° to 30°

—

Figures generally half size.—-The tools most gen-

erally used for turning the soft woods are the gouge and chisel, Figs. 3478 to 3479, wherein they are

shown of one-fourth their medium size; they vary from one-eighth to two inches wide; and as they are

never driven with the mallet, they do not require the shoulders of the carpenter's tools, they are also

ground differently. The turning-gouge is ground externally and obliquely, so as to make the edge
elliptical, and it is principally the middle portion of the edge which is used; the chisel is ground from

both sides, and with an oblique edge, and Figs. 3481 and 3482 represent the full thickness of the chise'

and its ordinary angles, namely, about 25 to 30 degrees for soft, and 40 for hard woods. The gouge;;

and chisels wider than one inch are almost invariably fixed in long handles, measuring with the blades

from 15 to 24 inches; the smaller tools have short handles, in all from 8 to 12 inches long.

3479. 31?9i-. 3437

A

N
3482.

Fig. 3477 shows the position of the gouge in turning the cylinder; the bevel lies at a tangent, and the

tool generally rests on the middle of the back, or with the concave side upwards, the extremity of the
handle is held in the right hand close to the person, and the left hand grasps the blade, with the fingers

folded beneath it, and in this manner the gouge is traversed along the cylinder.

For turning the flat surface the gouge is supported on its edge, that is, with the convex side towards
the plane of the work, and with the handle nearly horizontal, to bring the centre of the chamfered ed.u;e

in near coincidence with the plane; the tool is inclined rather more than the angle at which its chamfer
is ground, and it is gradually thrust from the margin to the centre of the work.
The gouge is also used for hollow works, but this application is somewhat rnoje difficult. For tin'

internal plane, the position is almost the same as for the external, except that the blade is more inclined

horizontally, that it may be first applied in the centre to bore a shallow hole, after which the tool i^

traversed across the plain; by the depression of the hand which moves the tool as on a fulcrum, and it is

also rotated in the hand about the fourth of a circle, so that in completing the margin or the internal

cylinder the tool may lie as in Fig. 3177, but with the convex instead of the concave side upward-, as

there shown.
In Figs. 3183 and 3184 arc represented the plans, and in Figs. 3485 and 3486 the elevations of the

hook-tools for soft wood, which may be called internal gouges ; they differ somewhat in size and form:
the blades are from 6 to 12 inches long, the handles 12 to 1.1. They are sharpened from the point

around the hook as far as the dotted lines, mostly on one, sometimes on both sides, as seen by the sec
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oearly the motion of the gouge in hollowing, the rest is placed rathe

distant and oblique; the tool is moved upon it as a fulcrum, and it i- 1 in the band, bo as al

ways to place the bevel of the tool at a very small inclination to the tangi

The finishing tools at ently to the gouges or hook tools have straight edges
;
the i

o ; its po ition clos ily resembles thai of the gouge, Bubject to the modifications

called for by its rectilinear edge. If, for example, the edge of the chi • parallel with th<

of the cylinder, it would take too wide a hold; there would be risk of one or other comer digging into

the work, and the edge, from its parallelism with 1 1
*

.
- fibres, would be apt to tear them out All

ioconv< avoided by placing th is in Fig. 3487, in which the tool may be sup-

posed 1 in plan, and proceeding from right to left, Fig. 3 17 7 being still true for the other view

;

the tool is turned over to procei d from left to right, and both corni rs of the tool are removed from the

work, by the obliquity of the edge. The tool may b
|

then held in

a more doping position, which is less convenient.

Turning a flat surface with the chisel is much more difficult The blade is placed quite on edge, and
with the chamfer in agreement with the supposed plan.- a b e, Fig. 8481 ; the point of the chisel then cuts

through the fibres, and removes a thin Blice which I omes dished in creeping up ad, the bevel ol the

tiling like the Bcoring-point of the plain-, or the point of a penknife. Fl I

faces, especially those Bunk beneath the surface, as the insides of boxes, are frequently smoothed with

an ordinary firmer chisel, which is ground and sharpened with one bevel, but rather thicker than for

- then burnished like the scraper, and it is applied horizontally like a bard-i

tool, as in Fig. 8478, but against the face or plane surface. The wire edge then lies in the required po
nition, bnl it must be frequently renewed.

I in three views in Fig. 3488, endures much I il requires to be held

downwards or undt rhand at about an angle of 10 to from the horizontal, in order I

ito the piop, r rel ition to the plane to !"• turned. Another form of the broad is also repn
in Fig. 84 39 ; it is a • . Lindrical -torn, upon the end of \\ bich i> screwed a triangular disk ol

measuring three inches on the sid< -. an I sharp illy on each edge: thi> tool requires the

n as the last Broads of the forms o c are also used, bul principally for large woi
plank way of the grain. Similar tools are also used for turning pewter wares.

For the ii \* bich i^ represented in thi

used; it is sharpened on both edges, and appl tally. The tool Fig. 3491, also shown in

lea and the I admit of being turned
.'. hi.'h

'I'll,

ted in their i

ide, and I

To conclude the notice of tools of this

] 6, the upp< I

'

than the bevel of the to >l, and «

I

'I he vai lout tui

and cllUl i

them I

them. It i

ire efficil nt!'.
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A good fair practice on the soft woods would be found very greatly to facilitate the general manipu
lation of tools, as all those for the soft woods demand considerably more care as to their positions an''

management than those next to be described.

3430. 3491.

Turning-tools for hard wood and ivory.—Angles 40° to 80°

—

Figures generally half size.—The
gouge is the preparatory tool for the hard as well as for the soft woods, but it is then ground less

acutely ; the soft-wood chisel may indeed be employed upon the hardest woods, but this is seldom done,

because the tools with single bevels held in a horizontal position, as in Fig. 3478, are much more man-
ageable, and on account of the different natures of the materials they are thoroughly suitable, notwith-

standing that their edges are nearly as thick again as those of soft-wood tools. In general, also, the long

handles of the latter are replaced by shorter ones, as in Figs. 3496 and 3497, measuring with the tools

from 8 to 1 2 inches ; but these give in general an abundant purchase, as from the nearly horizontal pc
sition of the tool, the lathe-rest or support can be placed much nearer to the work.

CCr
The hard-wood tools are often applied to a considerable extent of the work at one time, and the fin-

ishing processes are much facilitated by selecting instruments the most nearly in correspondence with

the required shapes. Rectilinear surfaces, such as cylinders, cones, and planes, whether external or

internal, necessarily require tools also with rectilinear edges, which are sloped in various ways as re-

gards their shafts ; they are made both large and small, and of proportionate degrees of strength to

suit works of different magnitudes. The following are some of the most useful kinds.

3oS;>. 35S7. 3583.

The right-side tool, Fig. 3498, cuts on the side and end, the clotted lines being intended to indicate the

andercut bevel of the edge—so named because it cuts from the right hand towards th<$ laft. The left side

tool, Fig 3499, is just the reverse. The flat tool, Fig. 3500, cuts on both side-, and on the end likewise
;
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and in all three tools the angle seen in
;

than a right angle, to allow them to be applied in

rectangular corners. The point-tool, Fig. 3585, is also very convenient; ai I
36 and

the halves of the former, are likewise employed ; Fig - eral thicknesses of these

When any of them arc very narrow thej proportionally deep to at >t i«*iiur t h.

the extn g the parting-tool, Fig. 3589, which is do longer required to I in the

softwood; but the 6ide-tools, when used for small and deep holes, necessarily

require to be -mall in both respects, as in I The inside partin 3591, is used for

(he removal of rings of ivory from tin- interior of solid woi k-, id to turning the materials into

shavings ; it i- also useful in some other undercut works.

the curvilinear tools for hard wood are represented in the annexed group of figures ; the

rcular or round /"»/, Fig. 3592, is the most general, as concave mouldi be made without

1 it is frequently divided, as in the quarter round tool*, l-':_ renient that

should he- exact counterparts of the mouldings, but they may also !>.• used for works larger than
themselves, by sweeping the tools around the curves. Convex mouldings are fri qui ntly made by rec

tilinear tools, which are carried round i:- a .similar manner, so as to place the 1 dge a- a tangent t" the

curve, but the bead, Fig. 3595, the astragal, Fig. 3596, or the quarter hollows

facilitate the processes, and complete the one member of the moulding at one sweep, and enable it to

he repeated any number of times with exact uniformity

3593. 3a94.

' -A rWiMJ i:;CT

L.'vv
L/X/l

3603
36 12.

3605

3006.

Frequently the tools are made to include several members, a- the entire base or capital of a column,

similar figured tool- have been applied to turning profiles of about one or one and a

half inches high, by employing four different tool-, embracing each about a quarter of tin' profile, and

applied at four radial 1 round a rim: of Bome three to five inches diameter; the rings are cut

up into radial slices, and turned flat on each face prior to being glued upon tablets. Profiles have been

likewise successfully and more -l.ilfully turned, by the ordinary round, point, ami flat tools.

I . repi ome of the various kinds of inside tools, which are required for hoi*

- and undercut works; and i 1. an 1 Fig. 3605 the •
'

tool for bard wood, ivory, and the metals: these tools are made with many points, and are bevelled

like the rest of tin- group.
Thi- hollow- tool

; irpened with a narrow slip of oilstone used almoel

as a file; b are more accurately sharpened bj conical metal grinders, supplied with

emery, as will be explained ; mosl other moulding tools, and tl Is, arc only sharpened upon
tie' taio. 'I be ends of these tools maj be whetted at a Blope, if it be more gradual than in 1 i_r

this however, increases tin- angle of toe ed ;e; but by nicking in the tool-, a- in Fig. 3607, bj applying

them ti nustone, tl"- original and.' i- maintained, an 1 which is the better mu
ally.

Ti B

-Tin.' turning-tools for brass are in general simple, and nearly restricted to round, poin

right and lei "Is; they cli ble the hard-wood too

• 1 of about . and when shai
|

ai an

I tin' finishing or planishing tools 1 exactly at 90 ', upon

I laps or ei ang le and on both sides
•

Os*
It is not a little curiou tl at tl

lofinitively shown to be about 90 and 60 degrees. For turning

ally ground on all -i.l

one "i tl..- ed • of the prism
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copper, it only scrapes with inconsiderable effect. A triangular file, Fig. 3G09, similarly ground, cuts

iron with great avidity and effect, but is far less suited to brass; it is too penetrative, and is disposed

to dig into the work It appears, indeed, that each different substance requires its own particular angle,

from some circumstances of internal arrangement as to fibre or crystallization not easily accounted for.

A stout narrow round tool, Fig. 3592, in a long handle, serves as the gouge or rough i.ng-out tool for

bra - work ; others prefer the point, Fig. 3585, with its end slightly rounded, which combines, as it were,

the two tools with increased strength; a small but strong right side tool, Fig. 3582, is also used in

rough-turning; the graver, Figs. 3611 and 3612, although occasionally employed for brass, is more
proper for iron, described hereafter.

The wide finishing tools should not be resorted to under any circumstances UDtil the work is roughed-

out nearly to the shape, and reduced to perfect concentricity or truth, with narrow tools which only

embrace a very small extent of the work.
It is the general impression that in taking the finishing cuts on brass it is impolitic, either to employ

wide tools, or to support them in a rigid solid manner upon the rest, as it is apt to make the work full

of fine lines or strife. This effect is perhaps jointly attributable to the facility of vibration which exists

in brass and similar alloys, to the circumstance of their being frequently used in thin pieces on the

score of economy, and to their being rotated more rapidly in the lathe than iron and steel, to expedite

the progress of the wi irk.

When a wide flat tool is laid close down on the rest, and made to cut with equal effect throughout its

width, lines are very likely to appear on the metal, and which if thin, rings like a bell from the vibra-

tion into which it is put ; but if the one corner of the tool penetrate the work to the extent of the thick-

ness of the shaving, whilst the other is just flush with the surface, or out of work, the vibration is les-

sened, and that whether the penetrating angle or the other move in advance.

The brass-turner frequently supports the smoothing-tool upon the one edge only, and keeps the other

slightly elevated from the rest by the twist of the hand, which thus appears to serve as a cushion or

spring to annul the vibrations: Fig. 3610 shows about the greatest inclination of the tool. Some work-
men with the same view interpose the finger between the tool and the rest, in taking very light finish-

ing cuts. The general practice, however, is to give the tool a constant rotative shuffling motion upon
the supported edge, never allowing it to remain strictly quiet, by which the direction of the edge of the

tool is continually changed, so as not to meet in parallelism any former striae which may have been
formed, as that would tend to keep up the exciting cause, namely, the vibration of the metal. The
more the inclination of the tool, the greater is the disposition to turn the cylinder into small hollows.

Some workmen burnish the edges of the finishing tools for brass, like the joiners' scraper, or the

firmer chisel used in soft-wood turning. On account of the greater hardness and thickness of the edge
of the tool, it cannot be supposed that in these cases any very sensible amount of burr or wire edge is

thrown up. The act appears chiefly to impart to the tool the smoothness and gloss of the burnisher,

and to cause it, in its turn, to burnish rather than out the work ; the gas-fitters call it a planishing tool,

but such tools should never be used for accurate works until the surface is perfectly true and smooth.

The hard-wood and brass-turners avoid the continual necessity for twisting the lathe-rest in its socket

to various angular positions, as they mostly retain it parallel with the mandrel, and in turning hollow
works they support the tool upon an armrest; this is a straight bar of iron, which resembles a long-

handled tool, bat it has a rectangular stud at the end, to prevent the cutting-tool from sliding off.

The position of the arm-rest and tool, as seen in plan, are therefore nearly that of a right angle ; the

former is held under the left arm, the latter in the right hand of the workman, the fore-fingers of each

hand being stretched out to meet near the end of the tool. This may appear a difficult method, but it

is in all respects exceedingly commodious, and gives considerable freedom and choice of position in

managing the tool, the advantage of which is particularly felt in guiding the first entry of the drill, or

the path of the screw-tool ; and in brass-work it likewise renders the additional service of associating

the tool with the elastic frame of the man. But wThen particular firmness and accuracy are required

the tool should be supported upon the solid rest as usual.

Tl*rnixg-tools for iron, steel, etc.—Angles 60° to 90°

—

Figures generally one-sixth the full size.—
The triangular tool is one of the most effective in turning these metals, as was adverted to above

;

the triangular tool is also used by the engravers and others for scraping the surfaces of the metals,

and it is then applied nearly perpendicular, or as a penknife in erasing ; but when the triangular tool is

placed nearly as a tangent against the inner or outer edge of a ring or cylinder, as in Fig. 3609, it

almost to devour the metal, and instead of scratching, it brings off coarse long shavings. In

turning the flat sides of the ring, the face of the tool is placed almost in agreement with the plane to

be turned.

The graver, which is also an exceedingly general tool, is a square bar of steel ground off at the end,

diagonally and obliquely, generally at an angle of from 30 to 50 degrees. The parts principally used

are tin; two last portions of the edge close to the point, and to strengthen the end of the tool a minute

facel is sometimes ground oil', nearly at right angles to the broad chamfer, or principal face.

The proper position of the tool in turning a cylinder, will be most readily pointed out by laying the

chamfer of the tool in exact contact with the flat eua of such cylinder; it will be then found that one

of the lateral angles of the tool will touch the rest, and the obliquity in the shaft of the tool would be

the angle, at which the graver is ground, instead of which it is held square and slightly elevated above

the horizontal position, as shown in Fig. 3611. The graver is rotated upon the supporting angle, which

sticks into the rest, much the same as the edge of the triangular tool; in fact, the two tools, although

different in form, remove the shaving in a very similar manner.

In using the graver and other tools for the metals, it is the aim to avoid exposing the end of the tool

to the rough gritty surface of the material. This is done by cleaning the surface, especially the extreir.a

edge, with an old file, and beginning at that edge, the work is at one sweep reduced nearly to its re-

quired diameter by a wide thin cut. which maj be compared with a ciuirofer, or a conical fillet, con
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necting the rough external surface with the smooth ylinder. Th r the first

the point of the I I in the clean metal below tl
i i works laterally, which i- indeed

the general path of pointed tools for metal

Wh t is used in the- torn-bench with intermitti nl n otion, as for the pivots of watches, the

rks, it is applied ir inverted, a* in Fig. 3612 ; but it

i necessary t<> withdraw the tool during each back strok ., t<> avoid the destruction of

the acute point, and which alone is used The graver, when thus applied in lathes with continuous

motion, is only moved on the rest as on a fulcrum, and in the plane in which it lies, rather as a I

work done, than as an active instrument

3612. atiu.

The ( dge of the graver is afterwards used for smoothing the stronger kin Is of work ; it i- then i

sary to incline the tool horizontally, to near the angle at v. hicb it i- ground, in ordi r tol ring the sloping

parallel with the surface. But the smoothing is better done by a thick narrow flat tool, ground

frees, the handle of which is raised Blightly above the horizontal, as in Fig. 3613, in

order that its edge may approach the tangential position; here al

after the maimer of the brass tools <>v the graver.

For many slight requiring rather delicacy than Btrength, as in finishing the ro •

of a washer, the flat tool i-^ inverted or
;

61 i
. the lower side then be-

the axis of rotation of the tool, the same as in turnii i mould-

: chiseL Indeed, many analogies may b n the tools respectively

used for soft woods and iron, except that th ground at a ' the

increased resistance of the hard metal, and the tools are n line 1 by the direct support of the

re-', in-tea i of resting in I the hand- of the individual.

3020.

For instoi

in the ide view, ]

n of the flul .

double the I
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edge travels in short arcs, and when its position becomes too inclined, a fresh footing is taken ; on this

account the straight handle, employed in ordinary tools, is exchanged for the transverse handle repre-

sented. In the best form of heel-tools the square shaft lies in a groove in the long handle, and is fixed

by an eye-bolt and nut, passing through the transverse handle, as seen in the section, Fig. 3618. Not-
withstanding the great difference the materials upon which the gouge and heel-tool are employed, their

management is equally easy, as in the latter the rest sustains the great pressure, leaving the guidance
alone to the individual.

Fig. 3619 represents another kind of hook-tool for iron, which is curiously, like the tools Figs. 3483 to

3484, p. ^OY, used for soft wood, the common differences being here also observable, namely, the in-

creased strength of edge, and that the one edge is placed upon the rest to secure a firm footing or hold.

Nail-head tools are made much on the same principle : one of these, Fig. 3620, is like a cylinder, ter-

minating in a chamfered overhanging disk, to be rolled along so as to follow the course of the work, but

it is rather a theoretical than practical instrument. When, however, the tool is made of a square or

rectangular bar, and with two edges, as at Fig. 3621, it is excellent, and its flat termination greatly

assists in imparting the rectilinear form to the work. Occasionally the bar is simply bent up at the

end to present only one edge, as in Fig. 8622 ; it is then necessary the curved part should be jagged as

a file to cause it to dig into the rest like the others of its class, and which present some analogy to the

soft-wood tools, Figs. 3488 and 3489, p. 101.

The cranked, or hanging tools, Fig. 3623, are made to embrace the rest, by which they are prevented

from sliding away, without the necessity for the points and edges of the heel-tools ; the escape of the

cranked-tool sideways is prevented by the pin inserted in one of the several holes of the rest. The
direct penetration is caused by the depression of the hand ; the sideway motion by rotating the tool by
its transverse handle, which is frequently a hand-vice temporarily screwed upon the shaft. To save

the trouble of continually shifting the lathe-rest, an iron wedge (not represented) is generally intro-

duced at a, between the rest and the back of the tool ; when the wedge is advanced at intervals it sets

the tool deeper into the work, when it is withdrawn it allows more room for the removal of the tool.

Fig. 3624 represents a tool of nearly similar kind ; the stock is of iron, and it carries a piece of steel,

about three or four inches long, and one inch square, which is forged hollow on the faces by means of
the fuller, to leave less to be ground away on the stone. The rectilinear edges of this tool are used
for smoothing iron rollers, iron ordnance, and other works turned by hand, and to preserve the edge of

the tool, thin spills of hard wood are sometimes placed between the cutter and the bar. Under favora-

ble arrangements these tools also are managed with great facility ; indeed, it occasionally happens that

the weight of the handle just supplies the necessary pressure to advance the tool, so that they will rest

in proper action without being touched by the hand ; a tolerable proof of the trifling muscular effort

occasionally required, when the tools are judiciously moulded and well applied.

These hand-tools, and various others- of the same kinds, although formerly much used by the mill-

wrights, are now in a great measure replaced by the fixed tools applied in the sliding-rest.

Fixed or machine tools for turning and planing.—Angles as in the hand-tools—Figures generally

one-fourth to one-eighth the full size.—The performance of fixed tools is, in general, much more effective

than that of hand-tools ; as the rigid guides and slides now employed do not suffer the muscular fatigue

of the man, nor do they experience those fluctuations of position to which his hand is liable. There-

fore, as the tool pursues one constant undeviating course, the corresponding results are obtained both
more economically and more accurately by the intervention of the guide-principle, or the slide-rest, from
which we derive the side-lathe, and thence the planing machine, and many other most invaluable tools.

The cutting edges of machine-tools mostly follow the same circumstances as those of hand-tools, but
additional care is required in forming them upon principle ; because the shafts of the fixed tools are

generally placed, with little power of deviation, either at right angles to, or parallel with, the surfaces

to be wrought ; the tools are then held in the iron grasp of screws and clamps, in mortises, staples, and
grooves. The tools do not, therefore, admit of the same accommodation of position, to compensate for

erroneous construction, or subsequent deterioration from wear, as when they are held in the hand of the

workman, and directed by his judgment.
It must also be additionally borne in mind that, however ponderous, elaborate, or costly the machine

may be, its effectiveness entirely depends upon the proper adaptation and endurance of the cutting-tool,

through the agency of which it produces its results.

The usual position of the fixed turning-tools is the horizontal line, as at a, Fig. 3625 ; and unless the

tools always lie on the radius, (or any other predetermined line.) various interferences occur. For in-

stance, the tool proceeding in either of the lines b or c, could not reach the centre of the work, and a

portion would then escape being wrought; the curvature of the circle at b would sacrifice the proper

angle, and expose the tool to fracture from the obliquity of the strain ; and at c, the edge would be

altogether out of contact, and the tool could only rub and not cut. These evils increase with the dim
inution of the circle ; and although the diagram is greatly exaggerated for illustration, the want of

centrality is in truth an evil of such magnitude that various contrivances are resorted to, by which either

the entire slide-rest, or the cutter alone, may be exactly adjusted for height of centre.
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The planing tool ally, ami tl in the
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sidered in one group ; the principal difference is, that the tools for brass present an angle of nearly 90
degrees, the tools for iron an angle of CO, to the superficies to be wrought. Indeed, the angles or edges
of the cube may be considered as the generic forms of the tools for brass, and the angles or edges of

the tetrahedron, as the generic forms of the tools for iron ; that is, supposing the edges or planes of

these solids to be laid almost in contact with the line of motion or of the cut, in order that they may
fulfil the constant conditions of the paring tools.

Thefixed tools for fo'ass and similar alloys resemble, as in hand-turning, the more simple of the hard
wood tools, except that they are sharpened a trifle thicker on the edge ; they are, however, nearly re

stricted to the point-tool, the narrow round tool, and to the side-tool, which is represented a.tj, Fig. 3620
It is ground so that the two cutting edges meet at an angle not exceeding about 80 degrees, that in

proceeding into rectangular corners it may clear each face by about five degrees, and it will then cut

in either direction, so as to proceed into the angle upon the cylindrical line, and to leave it upon the

plane surface, or it may be applied just in the reverse manner without intermission.

When the tool is used for rough work the corner is slightly rounded, but in finishing it is usually

quite sharp ; and as it differs only some ten degrees from the solid angle of a cube, it is abundajitly

strong. If the tools acted upon a considerable extent or width of the brass, they would be liable to be
set in vibration ; but as the paths of the cutters are determined by the guide principle employed, the

point fulfils all that can be desired.

The fixed tools for iron present more difficulties than the generality of the foregoing kinds; first, the

edges of the tools are thinner and more interfered with in the act of grinding, as the vertical height of

the cutting edge is reduced when either face of the wedge is ground ; and secondly, they are exposed
to far more severe strains from the greater hardness of the material, and the less sparing manner in

which it is reduced or wrought, owing to its smaller price and other circumstances ; and therefore, the

most proper and economic forms of the tools for iron are highly deserving of attention.

The fracture of a tool when it is overloaded commonly points out the line of greatest resistance or

strain. The tool, Fig. 3629, although apparently keen, is very weak, and it is besides disposed to pur-

sue the line at which its wedge-formed extremity meets the work, or to penetrate at an angle of some
30 degrees. Fig. 3629 would probably break through a line drawn nearly parallel with the face a b of

the work under formation; that portion should therefore be made very nearly parallel with a b, the line

of resistance, in order to impart to the tool the strength of the entire section of the steel ; so that should

it now break it will have a much longer line of fracture. The tool thus altered is very proper for brass,

an alloy upon which acute tools cannot be favorably employed.
But with the obtuse edge of Fig. 3630 other metals will be only removed with considerable labor, as

it must be remembered the tool is a wedge, and must insinuate itself as such amongst the fibres of the

material. To give the strengthened tool the proper
degree of penetration, the upper face is next sloped, 3629. 3630. 3G3f . 3G32. 3633.

as in Fig. 3631, to that angle in which the minimum
of friction and the maximum of durability of the edge
most nearly meet; and which, for iron, is shown to

be about 60 degrees, as in the triangular tool, Fig.

3609. The three planes of pointed tools for iron,

meeting at 60 degrees, constitute the angle of the te- " —
trahedron, or the solid with four equilateral planes,

like a triangular pyramid, the base and sides of which are exactly alike.

But the form of Fig. 3631 would be soon lost in the act of grinding; therefore, to conclude, the tool

is made in the bent form of Fig. 3632, in which the angles of Fig. 3631 are retained, and the tool may
be many times ground without departing from its most proper form. This is in effect extending the

angle of the tetrahedron into the triangular prism ground off obliquely, or rather, as seen in the front

view, Fig. 3633, into a prism of five sides, the front angle of which varies from 60 degrees to 120 de-

grees, and is slightly rounded, the latter being most suitable for rough work ; sometimes the front of the

prism is half-round, at other times quite flat: these forms are shown in Fig. 3639.

The extremities of Figs. 3631 and 3632 approach very closely to the form of the graver used for en-

graving on steel and copper-plates, than which no instrument works more perfectly. The slender graver,

whether square or lozenge, is slightly bent, and has a flattened handle, so that the ridge behind the

point may fie so nearly parallel with, and so completely buried in, the line or groove under formation,

as to be prevented or checked by the surface contact from digging into the work. This is another con-

firmation of the fact that the line of penetration is that of the krwer face of the cutter or wedge, or that

touching the work.
In adopting the crank-formed tools, Fig. 3632, the principle must not be carried into excess, as it

must be remembered we can never expunge elasticity from our materials, whether viewed in relation

I" the machine, the tool, or the work.
The tool should be always grasped as near the end as practicable, therefore the hook or crank should

occupy but little length ; as the distance from the supposed line of the fixing-screw c to the edge of the

tool being doubled, the flexure of the instrument will be four-fold; when trebled, nine-fold ; in fact, as

the square. And also as the flexure may be supposed to occur from near the centre of the bar, (that

3, neglecting the crook,) the point of the tool should not extend beyond the central line o; otherwise

when the tool bends, it-; point would dig still deeper into the work from its rotation on the intersection

of c and o; the point situated behind the central line would spring awayfrom, or out of instead of into

the work. To extend the wear of the cranked tools they are commonly forged so that the point is nearly

level with the upper surface of the shaft, as in Fig. 3638; they then admit of being many times ground

before they reach the central line, and they are ultimately ground (always at the end of the prism and

obliquely) until the hook is entirely lo t. This avoids such frequent recurrence to the forge tire, but i<

is a departure from the right principle to allow the point to extend beyond the centre line o.
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The works of the lathe and planing-machine frequently present angles or rebate?, chamfers, grooves'

and under-cut lines, which require that the tool should be bent about in various ways, in order that

their edges may retain as nearly as possible the same relations to all th rdinary

surfacing tools, Figa 3631 and 3632, have to the plane 06. For instance, the Bhaft of the tool Fig

when bent at about thi side cutting and facing tool, as shown in

plan:: 635, and in perspective in 1 1 like manner the

cranked tool, li_r
. 3632, when also bent as in Fig. 363

intj into angular corners upon eith 1

lso adapted to n 01 r.

3634.

K>s

fix

MX,.

\£ J

Mr. Nasmyth's I
'own in elevation in fig. 3638, and in plan in moves

the uncertainty of the angles given to these irregular bent tools; for instance, when the shaft of the tool

Is laid upon the flat surface and applied to the iron cone c, whose aide measun a about 3° with the per-

pendicular, it sen tal truth for «, the tool for surfaces; p and/, the side-cutting tools

also for perpendicular cuts and fillets; and u for undercut works.

In applyii lathe work- of .-mall diameters.it is nei place

them abovi the centre, or they immediately rub ; and as this Boon occurs v* ith tools having bo small an

angle, it appears desirable to make the 1 all lathe works of about twice the given angle,

and t<> mark upon the cone a circle exactly indicative oi the hi ight of centre; the tool can be then

with one or two lips of sheet-iron, to be afterwards
|

ith the

tool when it is fixed in the lathe-n aU hollow works, the most lasting or the crank-f

are entirely inapplicable ; indeed, so much attention is required to prevent the tool from rubbing

against the interi linary angles cannot be employed, and the cone-g
t'd, but in • antlj n orted to; the additional thickness <i is re
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tate the process of sharpening without altering the character of the edge, which continued under tin

same circumstances as when solid.

About sixteen years hack the author made for his own use a tool such as Fig. 3640, but found thai

with rough usage the cutter was shivered away, on account of its breadth, and he was soon led to sub-

stitute for the solid cylinder a triangular cutter, the final edge of which was slightly rounded, and placed

more nearly perpendicular, in a split socket with a side screw, as in Fig. S641. The strength of the

edge was greatly increased, and it became, in fact, an exact copy of the most favorable kind of tool for

the lathe or planing-machine, retaining the advantage that the original form could be always kept,

with the smallest expenditure of time, and without continually reforging the blade, to the manifest de-

terioration of the steel from passing so frequently through the fire ; it being only requisite to grind its

extremity like a common graver, and to place it so much higher in the stock as to keep the edge at all

times true to the centre.

A right and a left hand side-tool for angles, the former seen in Figs. 3642 and 3643, were also made

;

the blade and set-screw were placed at about 45°, and at a sufficient vertical angle to clear both the

inside of a cylinder of three inches diameter and also to face the bottom or surface. These, side-tools

answered very well for cast-iron ; but Fig. 3641, the ordinary surfacing tool, is excellent for all purposes,

and has been employed in many extensive establishments.

The prismatic cutters admit of the usual variations of shape : sometimes two binding screws are used,

and occasionally a tail screw, to receive the direct strain of the cut. When the blades are only used
for cutting in the one direction, say from right to left, they may, with advantage, be ground with a

double inclination ; for as all these pointed tools work laterally, the true inclination of some 60° to the

narrow facet or fillet operated upon is then more strictly attained.

Considerable economy results from this and several other applications, in which the cutter and its

shaft are distinct parts. The small blades of steel admit of being formed with considerable ease and
accuracy, and of being hardened in the most perfect manner. And when the cutters are fixed in strong

bars or shafts of iron, they receive any required degree of strength, and the one shaft or carriage will

serve for any successive number of blades.

The -blades are sometimes made flat, or convex in the front, and ground much thinner, to servo for

soft wood ; the tools for hard wood and ivory, being more easily ground, do not call for this application

of detached blades.

In turning heavy works to their respective forms, a slow motion and strong pointed tools are em-
ployed ; but in finishing these works with a quicker rate of motion, there is risk of putting the lathe in

a slight tremor, more particularly from the small periodic shocks of the toothed wheels, which in light

finishing cuts are no longer kept in close bearing as in stronger cuts.

Under these circumstances, were the tools rigid and penetrative, each vibration would produce a line

or scratch upon the surface, but the finishmg or hanging tools, Figs. S644 and 3645, called also spring-

ing tools, which are made of various curves and degrees of strength, yield to these small accidental mo-
tions. The first resembles in its angles the rest of the tools used for brass, the second those for iron

;

their edges are rectilinear, and sometimes an inch wide. The width and elasticity of these finishing tools

prevent their acting otherwise than as scrapers for removing, the slight superficial roughness without

detracting from the accuracy of form previously given. In a somewhat similar manner the broad hand
flat tool, rendered elastic by its partial support, as in Fig. 3610, is frequently used for smoothing brass

works, and others turned with the slide-rest.

3044.

Figs. 3646 and 3647 represent a very excellent finishing tool, introduced by Mr. Clement, for planing

cast and wrought iron and steel; it resembles the cranked tools generally, but is slighter; it is made
smooth and flat upon the extremity, or rather in a very minute degree rounded. This tool is sharpened

very keenly upon the oil-stone, and is used for extremely thin cuts, generally one quarter of an inch

wide, and when the corners just escape touching the work is left beautifully smooth ; the edge should

on no account stand in advance of the centre line. But to avoid the chatters so liable to occur in brass

works, Mr. Clement prefers lor that material the elastic planing-tool, Figs. 3G1S and 3649; its edge is

situated considerably behind the centre.

In concluding the notice of the turning tools it may be necessary to add a few words on those used

for lead, tin, zinc, copper, and their ordinary ullovs. The softest of these metals, such as lead, tin, and

soft pewter, may be turned with the ordinary tools for soft wood ; but for the harder metals, such as
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zinc, and hard alloys containing much antimony, the tools resemble tl For the bard woo.;

they are mostly employed dry.

Copper, which is much harder and tougher, is turned with tools similar to those for wrought-iron, but

in general they arc sharpened a little more keenly, and water is allowed to drop upon the work to It

the risk of dragging or tearing up the face of the copper, a metal that neither admits of being turned or

filed with the ordinary facility of most others. Silver and gold, having the tenacious charact r • f e p
per, require similar turning tools, and they are generally lubricated with milk.

In the above, and nearly all the metals except iron and those of equal or raperior hardness, theit

adhere, when by accident the recently remoi forcibly p
against a recently exposed surface, (the metals at the time being chemically clean ; this disposition to

unite is nearly prevented when water or other fluid is used.

W&i tonally resorted to in turning wrought-iron and steel; this causes the work to be left

some-..
:

her, but it is not generally used, except in heavy work, as it is apt to rust the machin-
oil fulfils the same end, but it is too expensive for g neral purpi

Cast-iron, having a crystalline structure, the • n break without causing so much fricti

the hard ductile metals; cast-iron is therefore always worked dry, even when the acute edges i

thickened to those of 80 or 00, either from necessity, as in some of the small boring ti < !-.

or from i hoice on the score of durability, as in the largest boring tools and others. Brass and gun metal
iked dry, although the turning tools are nearly rectangular, as the copper becomes so far

modified by the zinc or tin, that the alloys, although much less crystalline than cast iron, and less duc-

tile than copper, yield to the turning tool inly without water.

I!;t when tools with rectangular edges are used for wrought-iron and steel, on account of the greater

cohesion of these materials, they must be lubricated with oil, greese, soap and water, or other matter,

to prevent the metals from being torn. And the screw-cutting tools, many of which present much BUT

Miction, and also rectangular or ^ t ill more obtuse edges, almost invariably require oil or other unc-
" :ids for all the metal-.

In the practice of metal turning the diamond point a b, Fig. 2846, is occasionally used in turning

nd other substances; il, Fig. 2841 stantly used in engraving by machinery,

and in graduating mathematical instrumi
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of the operator ; but in this the drill-spindle has not only the same vertical and revolving motions as in

that form of the machine, but admits also of a lateral motion whereby it can be brought over the work
into any required position within the limits of the radial arm D, on which the whole drilling apparatus
is carried.

The arrangement consists of a strong upright framing A A, Fig. 3650, with a sole by which it can be

bolted to a stone foundation. To this is attached a vertical sliding bracket BBB, attached by dove-

tailed guides. This bracket is raised and lowered at pleasure, according to the height required for the

work, by means of a handle which fits on the end of the tangent-screw 'L ; this screw works into the
tangent-wheel K, on the spindle of which is a small pinion which geers with a rack on the back of the

bracket B B. The bracket is secured, when raised to its proper position, by the pinching-screw w, on
the outer end of which a handle is fixed.

C C is the sole of the radial arm D D. It is supported in bearings at its extremities in the vertical

slide B B, and by this means can swing through an arc of 180 degrees. On this arm D D is carried

movable slide, to which all the drilling apparatus is attached.

E is the pulley-cone by which motion is communicated to the machine. On the spindle of this cone

is keyed the bevel-wheel/, which geers with the similar wheel marked e on the vertical spindle <j. Thid

spindle is provided with a sunk-feather to allow it to slide through the eye of the wheel e when the

bracket is moved vertically. On the upper end of the spindle g is keyed the bevel-wheel h, which

works into another similar wheel on the end of the horizontal, and hollow shaft G, which has its bearing

in the boss F. This hollow shaft G has a groove-cut inside of it to receive a feather inserted into the

spindle k, which passes into it, and with which it must of necessity turn by virtue of the connecting

feather or key projecting from the surface of k. The other end of the spindle k has its extreme bear-

ings in the slide, and has the bevel-wheel o keyed upon it ; this wheel geers with that marked n on the

drill-spindle. It is therefore clear that motion being communicated to the driving pulley-cone E, it will

be transferred to the bevel-pairf and e, then to the similar bevel-pair at h, and from that point through

g and k to the bevel-pair o and n, the last of which is placed on the drill-spindle / with a sliding feather

or key, as before explained.

"We have described the wheel which geers with that marked h, as being directly keved on the holloa
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piece G
;

this • the case: the wheel is keyed on an in
'

pindle of its own,
which enters ('< in F, ai itself also by a sunk key, so that tin' piece (r is nothing more than a
coupling for this spindle with that marked k, and can moreover be slid considerably further into the
boss F than is represented in the drawing, Fig. 3652.
The slide is moved along the radial arm D by a crank-handle placed on the squared end of the screw

t if, which passes through a nut fixed on the back of the slide in the usual manner.
The slide moves along the arm in dovetail guides, as shown in the front view, ! on the

upper side are the adjusting piece c and setting-screws <{.

As alrea K stated, the feeding apparatus, and in fact all the drilling tackle, i- identical in arrange-
ment with that described on p. :;^7 : pp an.' the friction-pulleys on the sac
which geer with the screwed part r of the drill-spindle, q q are the friction clips upon the pullej
and 8 i- the screwed ro 1 by which the clips are brought into action.

For some Bpecial purposes the radial drill affords great com. I where much accuracy is re-

Uired it cannot be so well depended upon as the ordinary form, as it rarely possesses the requisite

of rigidity.

It may be here observed, that the merit of first introducing this description of drilling machine ia due
to Messrs. Benjamin Hick <fc Son, of Bolton.

:;.

3054. 3033. 30J5.

r-'

G
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a pai 1 1 .1 ectinn thi
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of pulleys is placed the belt, which directly gives motion to the drill-spindle by means of the bevel-pair

a and b, of which the wheel marked a is keyed on the guide-tube C C of the drill-spindle, and tha*

marked b is fast on the rod of the same spindle on which are the cone-pulleys E.

G and H, a pair of pulleys, one fast and the other loose, by which the machine is driven. They are

upon the same spindle as the lower cone-pulleys F, by which the motion is conveyed through a belt to

the pulley E.

I, a link connecting the foot-lever J with the weighted lever L, one end of which enters a recess d of

the sliding bracket hh, the sole of which is guided in dovetail grooves, formed by the pieces bbbb, seen

in Fig. 3653. From this arrangement it is easy to perceive that when the foot is pressed upon the foot-

board at J, the link I will cause the weighted end of the lever L to ascend, and the other to descend

;

and at the same time the sliding bracket, into which is fitted the top of the drill-spindle.

The manner of attaching the drill-spindle to the sliding bracket is rendered obvious by Fig. 3654 :

the top is formed with a ruff upon it, which is kept in the screwed recess formed in c to receive it, by
the hollow screw wdiich bears against the under side of the ruff. The spindle is at the same time met
above by a screwed steel pin. The end of this pin sustains the downward pressure when the foot is

placed on the treddle J.

M is the bracket of the table N. The table is simply a plank of wood resting upon the top plate of

the bracket.

As the travel of the drill-spindle is very limited, the table-bracket can be raised and lowered at pleas-

ure, through the required range, by means of the screw S. Its sole is guided vertically by grooves k k
in the frame ;' this has also grooves formed in it to receive the heads of the setting-bolts m m, the nuts of

which, being screwed tight, keep the bracket in its place. The bolt-heads are entered through the open-

ings n, and slide down the grooves 11; the arrangement of the table-screw S, with the hand-wheel for

working it, also its socket with the treddle-lever attached, are shown in plan, Fig. 3659.

Fig. 3656 is a plan of the sliding bracket for feeding the drill-spindle; and Fig. 3657 is a plan of the

lever by which it is worked by means of the treddle and link I.

TORSIOX in mechanics is the twisting or wrenching of a body by the exertion of a lateral force. If

a slender rod of metal suspended vertically, and having its upper end fixed, be twisted through a cer-

tain angle by a force acting in a plane perpendicular to its axis, it will, on the removal of the force, un-

twist itself, or return in the opposite direction with a greater or less velocity, and, after' a series of os-

cillations, will come to rest in its original position. The limits of torsion within which the body will re-

turn to its original state depend upon its elasticity. A fine wire of a few feet in length may be twisted

through several revolutions without imparing its elasticity ; and within those limits the force evolved is

found to be perfectly regular, and directly proportional to the angular displacement from the position

of rest. If the angular displacement exceeds a certain limit, the particles of' the body will be wrenched
asunder ; or if the elasticity is not perfect, (as in a wire of lead, for example, before disruption takes

place,) the particles will assume a new arrangement, or take a set, and will not return to their original

position on the withdrawal of the disturbing force.

The resistance which cylinders or prisms formed of different substances oppose to torsion, furnishes

one of the usual methods of determining the elasticity and strength of materials ; and the property which
a metallic wire or thread stretched by a small weight possesses of becoming twisted and untwisted in

a series of isochronous and perfectly regular oscillations, has been ingeniously applied in the torsion

balance to the measurement of very minute forces, and thereby to the establishment of the fundamental
laws of electricity and magnetism, and to the determination of the mean density of the earth. See Bal-

ance of Torsion.

The laws of torsion have been experimentally investigated by Coulomb in a variety of substances:

as metallic wires, hairs, fibres of silk, ifcc. The method which he employed consisted in attaching a

body of given form and dimensions to the extremity of the wire, and, after twisting it through a certain

angle, to abandon it to the action of the force evolved, and observe the time of the oscillations. The
following general laws' were found to hold good

:

1. On loading a wire or thread with different weights, it will settle in different positions of stability;

that is to say, an index attached to the weight will point in different directions if the weight be varied,

and the angular deviation may amount even to a whole circumference.

2. The oscillations are isochronous.

3. The time of oscillation is proportional to the square root of the weight which stretches the wire.

4. The time of oscillation is as the square root of the length of the wire.

5. The time of oscillation is inversely as the square of the diameter of the wire.

From the second of these laws it follows that when the wire is twisted round from the position of rest,

the force with which it tends to return to that position is proportional to the angle to be described in

order to attain it. For it is a general result of mechanics that all motions produced by forces acting

according to this law have the property of tautochronism ; that is to say, the oscillations are performed
in equal times, whatever be the length of the arc. This fundamental property is usually enunciated by
saying that the force of torsion is proportional to the angle of torsion.

Let F denote the force of torsion, measured by the weight which it would be necessary to apply by
means of a pulley to a point p, situated at the unit of distance (one inch) from the axis of the wire, and

invariably connected with it, to cause the point p to describe an arc of a circle equal in length to the

unit of distance; then, by the property enunciated, the force which must be applied at p in order that

the point may describe any arc <p is expressed by F' <p. If the arc of torsion is expressed in degrees

instead of parts of the radius, we have = -k p° -^- 180° (jt being the semicircumference to radius 1, or

= 3-14159
;) whence the expression of the force becomes F -4- jt 0° -f- 180°.

On this principle of the proportionality of the impelling force to the angle or deviation the problem
of determining the time of an oscillation is solved. Suppose a body of any form attached to the ex-

tremity of a slender wire, whose weight in comparison to that of the body may be neglected, and lc*
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dm be an element of the mass, r the distance of d n from the axis of the wire, and T the time of ar

oscillation ; the solution of the problem gives

m / (
r'" ,! " l \ ts > r r"'1 'T=*S\f-T-)' 0lT=*J

The integral frdm is the moment of inertia of the attached holy. If tl a cylinder whose

axis coincides with that of the wire, and if a denote its radius and M its mass, then / ri!m =
j

or, substituting the weight for the mass, and observing that if thi
I 1 by 1', and the

rating force of gravity by <j (=32-1908 feet or ! . I,) we have P=
M g, f'r dm =Pa2 -f^. Hence the expression for the time becomes T= ta v/ -—-.

If the attached body were a slender cylindrical needl. i horizontally by its middle to the

wire, we should, on denoting its h ngth by /, have / r d m = J M l"
; whence T= «• I <JJ

, . . .

:;,/1 '

The following results are deduced from the formula: 1. The torsion is independent of the

weight which stretches the wire, or F remains con-rant while P is varied. I'< r suppose P to become
P. and let T' be the corresponding time of oscillation, and 1" '

riding force, we have then

T-= -

P Ti_*
3 a

L',/P

whence T" : T'- : : P 1"
:
1" F. But, by the third experimental law, T- : T'= : : P :

1"
; therefore F' = F.

2. The force is inversely as the length of the wire. For, supposing P to remain constant, we have
T-: '!"-:: F: F. But, by the fourth experimental law, T- : T/a

: :/:/'; whence 1' :F::l: /'.

:;. I he i iree is proportional to the fourth power of the diameter of the wire. Let there be two wires

of the same substance, but of different diameters, 1' an I
1)', anil stretched by the same weight I'; and

let T and T' be the corresponding times. By the' fifth experimental law, we have T : T' : : J >
-

: 1

>'J
. But

it has been shown that '1 -
: T '

: : F' : F ; therefore F : F' : : D' : D".

To show the method of applying the formulae, we shall compute one of the experiments of Coulomb
An iron wire was Btretched by a vertical cylindi r of '8 of an inch radii:- and n eighing 2 lbs., and it was
observed to make 20 oscillations in 242 Beconds, or one in 12*1 seconds. It i

|
> determine

_. ,. 1

.

the force F. From the formula for the time of an oscillation we have, by transposition, F= -—=^.

Substituting numbers in this formula, we have r»= 98696, a* -=64, P= 2,g= P= (121)'

1 2*633= 14041 ; consequently F= —-—^-= -0001117 of a pound, or about -78 of a grain. Hence the weight

applied at the distance of one inch from the axis of the wire that would be required to twist the wire

through a complete revolution, or 360°, is 6*283 times this quantity, or nearly five grains.

For the demonstration of the fundamental formula, namely, T'-' F= ir' / r*dm, see Coulomb, I

d i Ma* at Biot, TraiU de Physique, torn. i.

TRANSIT INSTRUMENT for the correction of Mr. Dent had long felt per
that the interest of Horology would be promoted if the public were more generally possessed of a

Bimple, and correct transit instrument, requiring little or no scientific knowledge for its right use,

and not readily susceptible of injury or derangement. To this end he had devoted much time and
thought ; and, in

'

msidered that he had succeeded in inventing an apparatus which, by means
would produce tie- desired n suit. This idea he communicated to J. M. Bloxam, Esq., who

a that his own attention had for - years been devoti I to thi' same object,

and that he had contrived an optical arrangement, which, by the agency of a single and double redec

over the meridian with great exactness. Convinced of the

riority of .Mr. Bloxam's contrivance, Mr. Dent, in conjunction with that gentleman, after two \,

great labor and exp I

the instrument in it- presi nl simple and accurate form. It ha- been

mad- the -'j!,;, ,-t of a patent, and may be had, with complete instructions for it- ti-e, from the •

and propi ietor Mr. 1 1 int.

1 outline of the instrument in readiness for taking observations.

it i
-j

The [)ipli i ! cope i

!

fac< -. Bcarin ; thi. in mind, an I

upon a pi
I

ivill 1 from the li r;
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The instrument consists of three reflecting planes DC, DB, and B C, Fig. 3661. D C represents tha

exterior plate of glass, which covers in the other two opaque glass surfaces D 13 and B C, set in the in

terior of the instrument. Suppose D C to be so divided that the ray No. 1 falling on D C, at E, will

be reflected to the eye at 1', and the image of the sun will appear to advance in the direction from 1)

towards C. The ray No. 2 passing through D C, is reflected from C B, impinges on D B, and readies

the eye in the direction 2'. The image of the sun thus formed will appear to move from C towards D,

because it has been twice reflected, and thus the two images will approach each other. Suppose the

ray No. 1 to have advanced to the position No. 3, and the ray No. 2 to the position No. 4 ; it will then

be evident that their reflected rays will be in the same direction 3' and 4', and, therefore, that the two
images of the sun coincide, as shown by the arrows being in the position of crossing each other, and in-

dicating the instant of apparent noon; as the rays continue to advance, the images, having passed over

each other, will, of course, be seen to separate.

The following familiar illustration is introduced to further explain the optical construction. "When
the sun is about setting, it is not uncommon to see the rays so reflected from the windows of a whole
range of houses, as to convey the idea of a public illumination. While some portions of the sun's rays

are thus reflected, other portions pass through the glass into the rooms. The rays thus transmitted

(the rays of incidence, as they were styled above) may be thrown at pleasure in any direction consist-

ent with the range of the sun, by a person within the room, having a looking-glass in his hand: exactly

as children produce what they call a Jack-o-Lantern. Now if, instead of throwing the rays upon a

non-reflecting object, (such as the wall, <fcc.,) he were to transfer them to another looking-glass, they

would be again reflected from this latter glass. Supposing these two looking-glasses to be placed at

an angle of less than 90°, in a manner corresponding with the position of the two silvered planes seen

in the instrument, and also shown in the figure at D B, B C, he can reflect the sun's rays again out of

the window. Now, if we imagine the window to represent the outer reflector of the meridian instru-

ment, its construction is, by this process, completely exemplified. To proceed a little further ; it is

evident, that the angle and situation of the two looking-glasses could be so arranged as to direct the

rays of the sun through any particular pane of the window ; so that a person standing without, in a

proper position, would see, in addition to the sun's rays reflected from the outer surface of the pane, the

rays of incidence that had passed through the window, and were thus reflected from the double mirror.

One of the luminous objects (the flash or glare of the sun) so produced, wouL4 be reflected from the

surface of the window, and would be a single reflection ; while the rays of incidence, which had passed
through the window, and undergone a double reflection by means of the two mirrors would, on being

thrown back by the mirrors through the window, move in a direction contrary to that taken by the

single reflection from the surface of the window-pane. Hence, any one of the heavenly bodies, sub-

jected to the eye by a process of the above description, would not only appear as two distinct objects,

but those objects would be seen to approximate and cross each other in an opposite course : a desidera-

tum being hereby secured which increases the power of the instrument in a double ratio, and renders it

proportionably preferable to any other that has been hitherto employed.
The Dipleidoscope, or new patent meridian instrument, will enable any person to obtain correct time

with the greatest facility, by an observation either of the transit of the sun over the meridian by day, or

of the transit of the stars by night. It possesses great advantages over any other of similar correctness

;

it is exceedingly simple, it is not liable to get out of adjustment or repair, and it does not require any
attention beyond that which is, of course, necessary in the first instance, viz., that it be placed on a

level surface, and in the meridian. The observations to be taken afterwards can be made by any one,

although previously unacquainted either with astronomical apparatus or practical astronomy ; the in-

strument being as simple as a sun-dial, while it is infinitely more correct, since it gives the time to

within a fraction of a second. The utility of possessing an indicator of this kind in addition to the most
perfect time-keeper, must be evident : for, however excellent a clock or watch may be, experience

shows how difficult it is to obtain exact time, for lengthened periods, by any mere mechanical contriv-

ance. To remedy the defect of mechanism, it has been already remarked, that actual observation of

the heavenly bodies becomes indispensable ; as, without it, the best time-keeper cannot be implicitly

depended upon for any considerable interval.

TRIP-HAMMER. Fig. 3662 is a side elevation of a small trip-hammer, such as is commonly used

/or forging spindles and bolts, and for swaging various other kinds of small work
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Fig. 8663 is an end elevation of the same \ is the driving-pulley, with a flanch on each side to

guide the belt while running loose. Tliis pu :

•

| cam-shaft, upon the other end of

which i- thi C a fbi t-levi r, . by a rod and spring, and by
mi ans of which the hammer can be stopped or started without shipping the )>• it. F, bod of til

bolted together to support hammer. <'. post in which the hammer-1 inding

into the ground four or live. the husk-supporter or rocker, adjui ws and boll

that the hai -

. t any tap r. S is a heavy cast-iron 1 cd-plate to which all othi

connected. Thi ted firmly to the timbers below.

TRIP »b TILTING HAMMER 'From the Lowell Machine Shop. Fi e aide

and end elevations of a tilting hummer, with a head weighing '250 lbs.

a is the driving-pulley. As the Delt rims loose around the pulley wl.cn the ham in use,

here is a flanch on each Bide to keep the belt in its p
B, large timbers on which the heavy iron-work rests.

P. timbers disconnected with J!, winch support the block S in which the lower die is fastened

8665. S6C4.

c a Bpring of the best kind of timber, which . stop for the hammer when raised, and gives
i the blow.

I> is the cam, which raises the hammer twice in one revolution.

The bosh of this hammer i, hung in a rocking Btand, adjusted by set-screws and bolts, so that it cm
be Bet at any taper for drawing tapering work.

This hammer is well adapted to swaging car axles, (fee .

TUBE-MAKING MACHINERY— Diakin's improvements, 1850. The patentee's invention relates

to rolh ry for the manufacture of metallic cylindrical, taper, and other tubes and solid-*

8660.
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pair of rollers C C, the centres of the shafts of these rollers being in a direction at or near right angles

to those of the rollers B B, and therefore revolving at right angles to them. The peripheries of the roll-

ers B B are all concave, the concavity of the first pair from the rollers C C being greater than the con-

cavity of the other pairs, and this concavity decreases in each pair of rollers until the last, in which the

two concavities of the rollers form together a circle. The peripheries of the two rollers C C are differ-

ent from each other ; that is, one of them, as C, is convex, and the other, C\ is concave. The lower ends

of the vertical shafts D D, carrying the rollers C C, revolve in steps, E 1

, E2
, upon the bed-plate F, which

thereby supports the weight of them and the rollers. The rollers are geered together by spur-wheels,

and the requisite rotary motion is given to them and to the rollers B B by any well known and conve-

nient means. G represents the plate or skelp of metal in the process of being bent and formed into a

tube. The flat skelp is previously heated in a suitable furnace, and then passed through the machine,

first between the convex and concave rollers C C, by which it is bent from its previous flat form, and

assumes that of the peripheries of the rollers, being about semi-cylindrical, of considerably larger diam-

eter or radius than that of the intended tube, and then passes on to the first pair of the horizontal rollers

B B, by which the edges of the skelp become further bent round, and begin to approach each other, and

this rounding gradually goes on in the passage between the remaining pairs of rollers. In passing be-

tween the second pair of rollers, the edges are caused to approach nearer together ; the action of the

third pair brings the edges into contact, and the last pair effects the closing or welding of the joint

When the whole formation of the tube is intended to be effected at one operation of the machine, it is

necessary that the skelp should be at a welding heat when passed into the machine. Thus it will be

seen, that at one operation of the machine, the flat plate or skelp will be bent up to the cylindrical form,

the joint welded up, and the perfect tube produced a,t one heat of metal. This result, however, cannot

always be obtained, as when very thin plates or skelps are used for the manufacture of tubes. In this

case the metal cannot be retained at a welding heat sufficiently long to insure a perfect junction of the

edges of the skelp at the last pair of rollers, therefore the skelp is bent up to the tubular form, and the

edges brought together at the first operation, preparatory to the welding process, which the patentee

then effects by passing it, at a welding heat, between the rollers of a second machine of similar construc-

tion to that previously described, but not having any rollers similar to these, C C 1
. The rollers B B are

sometimes arranged in vertical positions, instead of horizontal, as described ; the rollers C C 1 will like-

wise be reversed in their position, but their action on the skelp and the result will be precisely the

same as by the first arrangements.

The next improvement consists in the means of manufacturing taper tubes. The machinery em-
ployed for this purpose is the same as that previously described for manufacturing cylindrical tubes,

except that one or more of the pairs of rollers employed, instead of having their grooves regular, and
of equal size throughout the whole of their peripheries, are formed of varying sizes, either increasing or

decreasing, according as the tube to be manufactured is required to be produced of increasing or de-

creasing diameter. One of the rollers is represented in section, Fig. 3668, which shows the form of the

3669.

groove. It will be seen that proceeding from the cutter P, Fig. 3668, in one direction round the roller,

the size of the groove is gradually increased until it arrives at the same point, which is the junction oi

the greatest and smallest portions of the groove
;
proceeding in the other direction from the same point

the reverse obtains, the corresponding roller working with the one shown in section, both being grooved
in a similar manner, so that when working together they present a circular passage of gradually vary-

ing diameter, and thereby produce a tube, the taper of which corresponds with the varying size of the

grooves; the variation in the sizes of the grooves will of course depend upon the degree of taper the

manufactured tube is required to have. The patentee sometimes employs taper plates or skelps of

metal in the manufacture of taper tubes, by means of the above-described machinery; and when he re-

quires to manufacture tubes with the interior cylindrical, and taper upon the exterior, he then employs
skelps of metal of unequal thickness. The means adopted for forming and making the varying grooves

in the rollers, so that they shall present a smooth surface, and also that their variations shall be perfectly.

regular and uniform throughout the circumference, is this :—It consists of a fianie or head-stock H, Fig

3668, fitted in bearings, in the top of the uprights of which is mounted the shaft or mandril H 1

, upon
which is fixed the driving cone of pulleys or wheels, H'-2

, by which the requisite rotary motion is given

to the mandril II: the mandril is hollow, and slotted upon opposite sides. A rod I passes into the hol-

low of the mandril from one end. The inner end of the rod is pointed or wedge-shaped, and passes

into, and bears against a corresponding recess in the end of the cutter 1', which is of two or more parts,

the cutting-edges of which pass through the slots in the sides of the mandril, and project beyond it
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The rod I i adril by means of the screw P, pa* b a bracket

rrying the open end of the mandril, the end of tl aring

bat as the - wed up, it causes the - [pan i

by acting on the rod The cutter is, of course, carrie I round with the mandril ij.v d

upon the screw P, by which a slow but regular rotary motion is given to it, by which the expansion of

the cutter is effected at a regular and uniform rate. The ro

carrying-frame, in position Bhown, the gi cut off, one •

• at equal- vi time that a

rapid motion is given to the mandril and cutters; when the cutter is iwn in the draw-

ings, the largest part of the groove required will be cut, b ' irgest part of the cutter is then

in the ['lane passing through the two centres of the rollers; but as tl

t cut will gradually tson of the cutter I i to travel man-
dril, when the small pari of the cutter comes gradually into action, until the rollers havi

revolution, when the cutter will have traversed bo far that only the small end of the c itt< r will be in

action, in cutting the smallest part of the groove, where the junction with the largest part ofil

place. The degree of varial rooves cut in the
]

of the rollers will n the

form and length of the cutter, and amount and rate of traverse given to it, in relation to that of the

rollers upon their axis. In manufacturing other forms of tube, the ; mploys the cylindrical

in the manner before described, which are reheated and
|

ween rollers, the
|

of which are of such a form as to cause the tubes to assume the exterior form desired. A pair of i

the forms or shape- of the peripheries of which are such as to eompi u'ndrical tubes be1

thrm, and into the form of a hollow railway rail, are shown in Fig. 3671.

Fig. 3669 -hows an arrangement of these rollers, 0, placed triangularly, for comj . 1 roll-

dndrical tubes into hollow trilateral fori I i railway rails, the periphi ;

of such shapes as to produce the forms required
- the hollow trilateral rail produced and lolled by the' arrangement of rollers, as shown

n Fig. 3669.

8678.

Fig. 3675 i- another form of hollow trilateral rail, slightly differing from the preceding.

i cylindrical tube.

i 8674 i- a taper tube, the interior and exterior being of uniform taper, and of equal thickn

bout
deriorly, and cylindrical interiorly, and 1 thickness

tal Mandrils may bo employed or not in the above modes of manufacturing tub • oient
The next impi to the manufacture of Bpiral or belied metal tube-. This improve-
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catch being provided to secure it, and as the rollers revolve, the tube will be drawn between them, and

coiled along the spiral grooves TT, thus forming the spiral tube required, and when the tube Las been

formed, the machinery is stopped and the rollers removed from their bearings, when the spiral tube

may be drawn off. The rollers are then replaced in their bearings preparatory to another operation.

The rollers maybe formed with any required degree of taper, so as to manufacture tubes of correspond-

ing forms, and the spiral grooves may be made so as to produce spiral tubes either regular or irregular

in the pitch of the spirals, increasing or decreasing, as required. When it is required to manufacture

helical tubes, the patentee employs cylindrical instead of taper rollers, and proceeds as before described,

with respect to spiral tubes. By this improved machine the patentee is enabled to manufacture spiral

or helical tubes, in which the direction of the spiral or helix shall be either right-handed or leftdianded.

This is effected simply by causing the straight tube to be coiled during the process, and wrapped
around either one or the other of the two rollers, the grooves of one being right-handed, and the other

left-handed, and therefore a correspondingly formed tube is ttroduced.

TUNNELS. From an examination of James Hayward, Esq., C. E., before a Committee of the Mas-
sachusetts Legislature.

Mr. Hayward visited Europe and examined as many as thirty tunnels. The Marseilles Tunnel L

located at Nerthe near Marseilles, is three miles (15,153 feet) long, and has twenty-four shafts. The
material in this tunnel is a very hard limestone. The height of the ground over it is a little over GOO

feet. The aggregate length of all the shafts is 7,589 feet ; the deepest shaft is G10 feet. The cost per

yard down, for excavation, was $43. The shafts are nine feet in diameter, and are lined with masonry,

at a cost of $19 40 per yard down.

The deepest shaft cost $73 per yard down, entirely completed. The entire cost of all the shafts for

the masonry- amounted to .$47,000 ; and $150,000 for the whole cost of the tunnel. The entire cost of

the tunnel for the contractor was $125 for the lineal yard; this includes shafts. The tunnel was lined

with masonry of different thicknesses, and cost $423,000. The entire cost of the tunnel, exclusive of

masonry, was $705,000.
Woodhead Tunnel between Manchester and Sheffield, is a little over three miles long, and the hill

over it GOO feet high. It has five shafts, 10 feet in diameter, which vary from 400 to G00 feet in depth.

The character of the rock is granite, not so hard as our granite; it is called there "Mill-stone rock."

The tunnel was about five years in construction, and its whole cost was $1,026,705.

There are various ways of ventilating the tunnel while the miners are at work, and it is easily done.

It was supposed that the shafts would be necessary for ventilation in the Woodhead Tunnel, as the cars

passed through it, but they are now closed. Mr. H. gave an explanation of th6 various modes that are

adopted for ventilation. In the mines in Cornwall, there are excavations extending 30 miles under

ground. There are tunnels in the Duke of Bridgewater's Canal, which make, in the aggregate, thirty

miles. On the Thames and Medway panal, there is a tunnel about two miles long. The shafts by
which it was originally constructed, except one in the centre, are closed. The tunnel is used both for

a railway and canal, and trains pass through it every half hour daily. Gen. Paisley, the superintendent

of public works, passed nearly a day in the tunnel, and he says that the smoke and steam from the

trains passed almost immediately away. There was a constant current of air through it.

The Box tunnel, on the Great "Western Railway, about 100 miles from London, is the largest and

most expensive tunnel ever constructed ; it is 39 feet high, and over 30 feet wide. The shafts were 25

feet in diameter, its length is 9579 feet. Over one-third of it is through the solid rock.

Upingham Tunnel, 1320 feet in length, cost £25 per lineal yard. Pulpit Rock Tunnel, Pennsylvania,

a difficult tunnel on the Reading Road, cost $GG 20 per lineal foot. Gen. Barnard gave to Mr. Baldwin,

in answer to some inquiries, the cost of five tunnels, the highest of which was $4 3G per cubic yard.

TURBINE. See Water Wheel.
TURN-TABLE. A contrivance on railroads by means of which the engine or cars may be turned

round. This is effected by excavating a pit under a portion of the track, and laying in the bottom ol

this pit a circular track, upon which a platform, supported by friction-wheels, is made to revolve. A
great many plans have been devised to effect this object. The following is the method of constructing

the iron turning platform used in England.

These tables are thus constructed: oo, Fig. 3680, is the surface of the ground whereon the rails of

the railway are laid, a circular hole being dug of sufficient depth to receive the table ; around this, large

stone blocks a a, similar to the railway blocks, are placed ; upon the-3e blocks eight cast-iron chairs, rep*

resented at bbb, &c, Fig. 3681, are placed, and pinned down; a circular ring of cast-iron cc is laid

within these chairs, about two inches and a half broad at top, and a little bevelled ; this ring is laid

perfectly horizontal, and upon it the small bevelled rollers g g g, &c, revolve, the arms 1, 2, 3, 4 acting

as axles to them, and around the ends of which they turn freely. These arms pass through a ring oi

iron near the extremity, which keeps the rollers constantly in their proper position ; the arms are fast-

ened in the centre to a ring of iron/, which turns freely round the spindle/', Fig. 3680. The turn-table-

rests upon these rollers, which are for the purpose of causing it to turn round as freely as possible.

Fig. 3682 shows the framework of the table ; h h li, <fcc , are the outer rim ; Hi the arms ;
and m m the

inner rim, which is of the same diameter as the ring of iron cc c, and which rests on, and turns iound

upon, the periphery of the rollers ggg. The table is kept in its place by the vertical spindle/ fixed

upon the table at c, and turning with it upon the rest e'.

The table, it will therefore be seen, turns round this rest as a centre, and revolving upon the periph-

ery of the rollers, it moves round with very little friction. It is not intended that the spindle/' should

support any part of the weight of the table, the use of it being solely to prevent any side motion. 1 he

outer ring h of the table projects above the level of the. arms i i and the inner part of the ring h' h

Within this outer ring a platform of timber is laid, resting upon and fastened to the arms k h, the bou

holes being shown in the figure ;
upon this platform the rails of the road are placed- «n. Tig. 3680
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of which i~ level with the top of the » uter ring h h, A circular ring

oo of cast-iron, or "i mason-work,- is laid around the outer circle of the table, upon which t!

iind which abut against the en ds of the rails laid upon the turn-: .

We have said that the t>>p of tl c turn-table is covered.with timber, on which the rails /orming tha

railway is laid; in many cases the top is formed of cast-iron, the rails being raised a little above the

surface of the cast-iron plate.

A v. rv much i

' of Mr. A!. hi.],, of Woi
"

used in N- '' Rnglnnd, -

in fact, the principle I
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friction-rollers is however much greater, and on the whole the arrangement is superior to the English

tables! This wheel is turned by means of a pinion working into the toothed segment shown in plan

I'ij, ::'.' :;. The-e tables arc of wood, and were originally patented. The arrangement is shown in the

6gures so clearly as to require no further description.

3G84.

TWISTING MACHINE FOR IRON—Melling's. The great advantages of obtaining perfect

homogeneity of matter in metal surfaces over which heavy loads are passed, either with an abrading or

rolling movement, is obvious ; and by a very simple process a vast increase in permanency may be con-

ferred upon articles of this class as well as upon various others, as axles, shafts, connecting-rods, and
piston-rods. In shafts, for instance, where' the mass is built up out of a series of bars, flaws are of fre-

quent occurrence, through imperfect welds ; and where the weld is good, a deficiency in strength and
durability is generally the resulting effect of the parallelism of the fibre.

To overcome this practical mechanical difficulty, Mr. Melling, of the Rainhill Iron Works, Liverpool,

has proposed to twist together the bundles of constituent bars which go to form a shaft, or other forging

of large size, and for this end he has devised and introduced the machine which forms the subject of

our figures. This machine has now been in operation for a considerable period ; it is not, therefore,

held up simply as a novelty, but as a valuable workshop accessory.

Fig. 3685 is a complete longitudinal elevation of the machine in working order, having the front

heavy driving geering removed to avoid obscuring the twisting details. In the same view are also

shown the carriages on which the bars under treatment are conveyed to and from the machine.

Fig. 36S6 is a corresponding plan, partly in section, showing the driving geering. In this view a bar

is represented as in the act of passing through the twisting rollers.

Fig. 3687 is an end view, looking upon the delivering rollers.

Fig. 368S is a side elevation of a modification of the delivering rollers, differing slightly from the same
portion in Fig. 3687 in point of regulation of the upper roller-bearing.

Fig. 3689 is a front elevation of the first or revolving set of rollers, exhibiting the actuating mechan-
ism whence the revolving movement round the axis of the twisting bar is obtained.

Figs. 3690, 3691, 3692, 3693, 3694, and 3695 represent various kinds of work, as finished from the

original pile of bars.

The machine stands upon a massive foundation of masonry, to the surface of which the cast-iron bed-

plate is belted The driving power is communicated to the shaft A, from which motion is communi-
cated through the pair of wheels B F> to the transverse shaft C C, passing right across the machine, and
having a heavy fly-wheel D at its opposite end. From this shaft the first pair of rollers E E, from their

peculiar movement distinguished as the revolving*rollers, are worked by the worm F, which overs with

the large worm-wheel G, cast in one piece with the back of the plate 11, and bored out at the back to

work upon a fixed carrier bolted to an upright bracket fixed to the back part of the bed-plate. The
shafts T T carrying these rollers are supported in four bearings K K, fitted into a pair of transverse

cheeks L L, bolted and keyed between the two plates II M. The latter is supported by a corresponding

plate N, into which is fitted a turned ring ca-t on the front of the plate M, and this plate N is again
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bolted to flanges O O on the upright cheeks of the delivering rollera It is easy to see how by tl

rangement the revolui jhaft C communical work
carrying the rollers E E; but in addition to this movement they revolve also round their own axes, an J

this is obtained 1 B anJ M, which cany round wjth them two small

pinions V P, geering with the fixed toothed rim Q. This motion is then transmit
|

imons

to the rollers, through the two worms B R upon thi ir shafts, to th in the

roller-sl

In the plan, Fig. 3CSG, the machine is shown as thrown out of geer with the driving-shaft, whilst n

This disengagement is effected by the two Li I I acting each

one upon a clutch-box, corresponding with similar clutches on the worms v and u, the latter being that

h which motion is communicated to the front delivering rollers, which latter may be thrown
in <>r out of geer by the attendant, when on the opposite side of the machine, by means ofaahon
u.uidle at v.

The 1 .
.-. r of the two del

its motion from the main shaft, Ihi ;
with the worm wheel X on I

v<t o ah ifl i . n (he lowei

Vol. 11
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may be required to suit the work, the upper being driven from the lower one by the pair of pinions oo
on 'the opposite side of the roller-standards b b. In the combined views of the machine, the pressure

upon the upper delivering roller is represented as obtained from the weight c, adjustable on the long

lever d having its fulcrum at e, and pressing upon the journals of the upper roller by the two spindles//.

Crane-power may be applied to raise or lower this weighted lever, by attaching a chain to either of the

two loops formed for the purpose, both on the weight and on the lever. In Fig. 3685 the office of this

weighted lever is represented as supplied by a pair of adjusting screws pressing upon the upper rcller-

bearings.

3688.

-5^ J

The bars to be operated upon are brought from the furnace in the carriage gg, running upon four

wheel? on a tramway. The body of this carriage carries two brackets supporting a cross-shaft, on which
are two pulleys h h, employed for the withdrawal of the bars from the furnace. The pulley-shaft is

worked by a short winch-handle, as in Fig. 3686, and the ends of the two chains, coiled on the pulleys,

are attached to a box which is slipped over the bar whilst in the furnace. Guides are attached to the

carriage at k k for the support of the bar or pile of bars to be twisted ; and to admit of their free revo-

lution they are turned on the outside and fitted into the cast-iron rings, bored to correspond. These

3091.

allel longitudinal rods con

a crane. The carriage for

oearmg-nngs are put together in halves, and are carried upon a pair of parall

nected with the body of the carriage, or they may be simply suspended from a crane. ±ne carriage >«•

receiving the twisted bar, as delivered from the machine, is at I on the opposite or delivering end. It

is nothing more than a semicircular iron trough, mounted upon a pair of wheels, with a drawing handle.

3694.

3695.
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The bar or pile of bai between the revolving rollers, awl parsed through until the end

reaches the delivering pair, the upper one of this latter pair is pressed hard down upon it, so a3 to pre-

vent it from turning. I I
at this end whilst the after port:

the revolvers, it is clear that a twist must tak I bo the simnltan -ions of each pair

npon their own axes carry forward the bar; it is preserved perfectly straight, and an even and regular

to it 1 is 1

a < twiste I I to the subsequent finish und r the hammer. In fig. 3692 the t.

wn under the form of a donble-T rail. 3693 is an axle forme 1 oat of round bars twisfc d together,

and welded only at each end for the wheels, and journals ; and fig. 369 I i- a tire-bar exhibiting the stri-

fig. 8692.

TYPE FOUNDING. There arc two kinds of fonts which arc used respectively for book printing and

job printing, the latter including Bnch work as hand and posting bills, eta Book types include •

or twelve regular bodies, from Great Primer, which is the largest, to Diamond, which is the smallest

type used for printi The following are specimens i f hook types:

Great Primer, f:';

," I
•

n,1,

") Bow
Brevier,

Minion,
Nonpariel.

English,

Pica, •

Small Pica,

u of the above fonts of type ,}/_. \ A. .\. a, .1. ". together with many
;i all, and these mnst all he exactly alike, except in devici and width. Tlie

;• the W and M, and the least t". >r the i and !

.

Every one of these numer ra requires for its formation a punch, a matrix, a mould, and

type metal in a fused state. The punch is a piece of steel with a single letter at one end. It is formed by
down the hollows and filing op the edges of the metal in a Boftened Btate. Each letter must

harmonize with all the ethers i-i the font with regard to height, breadth of stroke win flier heavy or line.

The matrix is a -mall piece of copper about 1
| inch long, | inch Jeep, and wide in proportion to the

the type : into this the hardened punch is struck This must be managed with care, so as to

allow- op, to be in a perfect plane. B lepthofthe
impression in the matrix is of great importance, and it is usual to adjust this depth by filing down the

of the copper. The matrix havi mpression from the raised letl

the punch, all thi pour a quantity of fluid metal into the matrix in order to reprt

tter as it i- engraven on the punch. But in addition to thi- the cast letter will require a rapport,

dy, an appropriate width, and certain nicks or bich enable the co

er position in his composing-stick without having to examine ev< ry letter by eye. The
ire of the type with regard to height^ width, and body, is determined by the type mould. The

I that on being pui the two halves form in the centre

a .-[ace or mould, in which t rmed : tl>e matrix is placed at the bottom of the mould, and is

tiding one part upon the other, the square cavity in the centre,

have its width diminished t>> any extent required. The extent

to which the two part determined by tb the matrix.
- the upper parts.

•
i xplain the operation • The

tal (see Metals
t hand, and taking np a portion of the mettd, in a very

small quantity of it into the mould, and immediately

it up fort! the air from the cavity and driving the metal ii

.

. llOW the I,..
•

a boy, whi by the <

tie m to a

i a .-lab of

grittj oy, in

With the

uning tla m
with I planes t the types to the re-

qilir-

tl.e . . I- \\itll til

il for tile pi

TYPJ it\i:\m

I
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manner, that they reach fke composing wheel p in the order in "which the keys are struck. The types

are delivered upon the composing wheel by an inclined conductor. The composing wheel delivers the typo

in an upright position to the composing slide, from which they are taken and justified by the workman.

TYPE DISTRIBUTOR. Mr. Mitchel has also invented a simple and efficient distributing machine,

of which the following is his description.

" Before the types are made use of or composed, each letter of the font is prepared, by cutting or

otherwise forming (as the assorted letters are set up in line) one or more grooves or notches in the body

of the type at a certain distance or distances from its bottom or lower end, each respective character

having its notch or notches differently located relatively to the lower end of the body from those of any

other varieties of letters or types, and around the edge of the wheel pins are inserted near the bottom

of each groove therein, which pins, by the notches before mentioned, sustain the types in different posi-

tions, according to the position of the notch or notches in the types; hence, as said types are carried

along on said pins, each respective letter is dropped into a groove or receptacle provided for it when it

arrives opposite to said receptacle, by its lower end taking an off-set or incline, which removes the

type from its pin ; or any suitable means may be made use of to deposit the type in the receptacle

adapted to its peculiar position on the revolving wheel ; and by a peculiar arrangement of double

notches, a very great number of separate characters of types may be distributed to their respective re-

ceptacles by a very simple arrangement of inclines and off-sets. The lines of types in the receptacles or

grooves are successively pushed along to give room for the succeeding types, and a stop motion is used,

by which any misplaced type arrests the rotation of the machine.

TYPE DISTRIBUTING MACHINE,- Beaumonis Patent. This machine is automatic and distributes

with perfect accuracy every thing but two-em and three-em quadrats, without any attendance except to

supply the matter at short intervals. The types are carefully picked apart and are left standing in lines

suitable for a type-setting machine, or tumbled unceremoniously into boxes, as may be desired, the lat-

ter being easier as requiring less labor and care in their removal by the attendants. The principle on

which the machine is able to discriminate and put each type in its appropriate place, is that of feeling,

not the face, but the sides of the body. Each type is prepared expressly for the purpose by cutting

three nicks on its edges, differently arranged for each letter. The letter a, for example, is manufactured
with three nicks, called one, two and three, counting from the highest; c has one, two and four; b has

two, three and five, etc. The channel leading to each box is provided with a mouth of the same form,

carefully executed in hardened steel to withstand the wear, and the lines of type are pressed up succes-

sively against all these channels until the right one is presented, when the first type in the line pops in,

leaving the next to commence a similar round. The receiving channels are arranged in a circle, faces

inward, and the lines of type to be distributed are ranged radially in a horizontal wheel of somewhat
less diameter. This wheel is properly geared and rolls around within the enclosure, presenting each

type rapidly, but gently, to every aperture. The lines are thrust outward in the wheel by suitable

springs, which are simultaneously compressed by a simple movement when it is desired to supply moro
matter. In working out the details of this machine the most beautiful simplicity has been arrived at,

and every type is seized, on entering its proper channel, by a spring lever of sufficient force to tear it

from its fellows, however adhesive may be its alkaline and inky bond. A similar lever guards the exit

of each type from the wheel, and the hold is slackened only during the instant it presses fairly against

the steel mouth of a channel for its reception. Thirty lines are received at once in the wheel, and tin'

machine has been for several months in operation without appearing to wear, or otherwise injure the.

sides of the type. The nicks cause a slight annoyance by catching the rule in setting, but this evil will

probably be overcome by practice. Each machine will distribute but one size of type; but the inven-

tor states that they may be so constructed as to be easily adapted to the different size3 of small type.

If worked by hand, one man or boy can distribute 12,000 ems per hour, and with searcely a possibility

of an error of a single type ; whereas by the usual process of hand distribution, 3,000 ems are about

the average. The machines can be worked by steam, and one man can then attend to three of them,

making the total distribution in one hour 30,000 ems.
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URANIUM. A metal discovered by Klaproth in 1

7

Q 0. The oxides of uranium are used irrpainting

upon porcelain, yielding a fine orange color in tl ne in that in which the

porcelain itself is baked.

VALVES. -
'

• [. I
';

i \:

efl and Hotkhuft Treble Beat Hydraulic 1'

A is the valve seat; B, the valve; CC, the pas

through the seat, and DD, passages through and around

the valve
; E is the guard or -top to prevent the valve from

being thrown out of its seat hy any sudden or unusual ac-

tion of the engine. In fig. 3696 the valve is shown in its

open position, and the arrows indicate the course taken hy
the water in passing through it ; a a, b b, c c, are th>

ring surfaces. The mo.-t prominent advantage of-

fered by these valves, is the larger opening for the passage

of the water than is afforded by the valves of the forms hitherto in use, while at the same time the lift

is reduced, and consequently the concussion very considerably lessened.

VALVES, BALANCED

—

Stevens' Improvements, 1851. The patentee's object is a convenient

adaptation to the double-acting steam-engines of balanced valves, commonly known as the Cornish

double-beat valves. For the balanced spindle valve instructed, is liable to two objec-

tion*: in th in lie, the !

team actin : n - tin t the di I

that should

ii be the valve will be prui \ fit m the n .it and will leak
;
and in

the differen en the valve spindle, which U complex
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the steam-chests holding the valves, which is on the outside, exposed to the atmosphere, will also cause
•the valves to leak. The valves commonly known as the Cornish double-beat valves are obviously
superior in principle to the spindle valves just described, and having been invented nearly a century

ago, and been in constant '.ise ever since, it may be presumed that their general introduction in the

double-acting steam-engine, where balanced valves are used, has been prevented or retarded by the

difficulties presented for their adaptation to that purpose. These difficulties might be of the space
occupied, or of the expense, or of such an adaptation as would alter but little the arrangements of the

existing parts of the engine. The object is to endeavor to arrange these valves in such manner that

869a

die advantages gained by their superiority in principle may not be so counterbalanced by the difficulties

above named, as to prevent their general introduction. To effect this, the valves are arranged on the

lame level, as this is the arrangement most generally adopted in engines having balanced valves ;
and

tor the same purpose certain peculiarities are introduced in the construction of the valve, that render it

different from any hitherto in use.

Fig. 3698 represents a side, view of one of each of the steam and exhaust valves ; the steam valve

being the Cornish valve, and the exhaust-valve having Stevens' improvement.
Fig. 3G99 represents a vertical section of the same valves both raised off their seats, which are also

shown in section.

Fig, 3700 represents a horizontal view of the same valves.
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Fig 3697 represents a vertical section of the Bide-pipes, Btean lives, and valve-Beate.

a horizontal cross-section of the loi -seats, taken

i line xx of F1 :. 3697.

Fig. 37<>L> represents a horizontal view of the lower steam-chest.

Fig. 3703 represents a vortical section of the taken through the dotted line ////of Fi^. 4082"

In the drawings, a is the lower Bteam-chest , 6 is the upper steam si le pipes,

leading respectively to the boiler and condenser; d and a are the openings from the Bide-pipes into the

r imzzles; e is the opening into the on lenser.
" hh represents the two steam-valves, differing but little, if any, from the Cornish valve; m and m
represents the two exhaust valves, showing the alterations made to adapt them to the p eition in which

they are placed relatively to the steam-passagea In the first place we will describe the different parts

of the Cornish valve.

/and /'are respectively the lower and upper seats, the upper scat being formed on tin- circumference

of a disk supported by across; gg, cast in the centre of the rin^, forming the lo the valve A

is funned by a hollow' cylinder, the lower part of which being turned in, as Bhown, forms the valve-

face t ; that rests on the seat f, and the upper part also turned in, forms the valve-fece i;
'

the seat/; k k are ribs cast on the inside of the valve to guide it ; / is a cross by which the valve is

lifted by the- valve-stem.

8703.

The Bteam-valve h, thus drawn and descrih I, does not differ materially, if in an from a

Cornish double-beat valve ; and we have been thus particular in describing il i explain the

manner in which to alter it, the alteration constituting the material part of the invention

Jt will be observed by a reference to the drawings tin' the position of the exhaust valve with respect

Bteam-passages, and also with regard to tin- direction in which it is opened, is such that if it were

similar to the valve just described, tin- pressure of the -team would force it from its seat It is

ary, therefore, in order that the valve -hall !»• retained on its seat by the pressure of the si

that the seat formed on the <li~k supported by the ribs shall be larger in diameter than the Beat that

rcular opening through which the steam passes. In order to effect this, a ring is attached

to the valve, forming the bearing for the smaller -eat, this ring being smaller in diameter than the disk
;

,- also a 11114 attached to thi- >lid;, forming the larger seat, We are thus enabled to put the valve

slipping the smaller ring over the' disk, and then by attaching the larger ring to the di?k,

ami finally by slipping the valve over the disk and attaching it to the -mailer i

The fa© - of tin- valve having respectively the smaller mid larger diameter are represented respect-

ively by n and n, restii in 1 • "; / i- the disk supported by tho cross a. The valve is

foi med in
I

"-' it to the ring /•, on the edge of which the smaller valve-face n i- shown
;

the di-k i- I into two the disk p the ring », on the edge of which the

larger valve-seat o is shown, l lipped over the disk p,

then tl to the disk p, and finally the remainder of the valve must be slipped

the disks and ring «, and bolted to thi is a cross by which the valve is luted by the

valve i
le the valve. From the position in which thi Bhown in

,,„, tothe ' when the valve is closed the pit am will be

below the valve, acd the vacuum will be above the valve; it will also he seen from the construction oi

the valve that il i down on it- seal by tl i m acting from below.

Vi | .( ICIMET1 of machinerj .
Whi a t e vel

riable

ty, which n
\< hich may

l„. i
,

•. -. u made to revolve with an

ring pencil,

with tl

\ l.I.< (CITY, VI

Thi

I
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they respectively act. Thus, let F and F' be two forces applied to the points p and p' of a body which
is in equilibrium between their joint actions, and let s and s' be the spaces which the points p and^'
would describe in the first instant of time, in case of the equilibrium being disturbed ; then F : F' : : s' : s,

or F s= F' s'. The principle is thus enunciated generally by Lagrange, {Mec. Andlytique, p. 22
:)

" If any system of bodies or material points, urged each by any forces whatever, be in equilibrium,

and there be given to the system any small motion, by virtue of which each point describes an infinitely

email space, which space will represent the virtual velocity of the point; then the sum of the forces,

multiplied each by the space which the point to which it is applied describes in the direction of that

force, will be always equal to zero or nothing, regarding as positive the small spaces described in the

direction of the forces, and as negative those described in the opposite direction."

In order to illustrate this principle we may take as an example the case of the bent lever, Fig. 3100.

Let P P' P" be the points of application of the three forces F F' F", acting on the lever B A C, in the

directions P Q, P' Q', P" Q", which are all supposed to be comprised in the same plane. Suppose the

lever to describe an infinitely small angle about the fulcrum

A, so that the points P P' P" come into the positions p p' p".

According to the definition given above, the infinitely small

arcs Pjo, V p', P"p", which may be considered as straight

lines, will be the virtual velocities of the points of applica-

tion P P' P", of the three forces F F' F". From the points

pp'p" let there be drawn pm, p' m', p" in", respectivelv

perpendicular to the lines P Q, P' Q', P" Q" ; then P m will

be the virtual velocity of the point P reduced to the direc-

tion PQ of the force F, and P'm', P"wi" will in like man-
ner represent the virtual velocities of the points P' and P"
reduced to the directions in which the forces F' and F" respectively act. Let P«= s, P' m'= s', and
P" m" =zs" ; and as the force F acting in the direction P Q tends to turn the lever in the direction in

which the motion has been supposed to take place, while F' and F" tend to turn it in the contrary di-

rection, the space s must be regarded as positive, and s' and s" as negative.

Now, according to the principle of virtual velocities the sum of the given forces, each multiplied by
the velocity of its point of application reduced to the direction of that force, is zero in the case of equili-

brium ; and, reciprocally, when this sum is zero the system is in equilibrium ; hence the equation of the

equilibrium of the lever is

Fs+ F's' + F"s" = 0.

It is easy to verify this equation by showing that it may be derived from the equation of equilibrium

deduced from the principle of the lever. From A let A q, A q', A q", be drawn respectively perpen-

dicular to the directions P Q, P' Q', P" Q", and let the angle P Ap = ; then, since the angle A Pp
may be regarded as a right angle, m P p= P A q ; whence the two triangles m Pp, yAP, are similar,

and m P : A q : : Pp : P A : : tan. 0:1; therefore mP— Aq tan. 0, that is, s= Aq tan. 0. In like man-
ner we have s'= A q' tan. 0, s"= A q" tan. ; whence, by substituting in the above equation, and leav-

ing out the common multiplier tan. 0, we find

F-Aq+ F'-Aq' + F"-Aq"= 0,

which is the well-known equation of equilibrium.

The equation Fs+F's'-f F" s"= may be extended to a solid body of any form, or to any machine
whatever. Let dm be an element of the body, F an accelerating force applied to dm, v the velocity of

that element, z the angle comprised between the direction of the force F and that in which the element

dm moves ; then the moving force of the element will be F dm, and v cos. z, its velocity estimated in

the direction of this force ; and consequently, by the principle of virtual velocities, the equation of equi-

librium will be / F v cos. z dm = 0.

The principle of virtual velocities is easily verified by experiment with respect to all the simple ma-
chines ; namely, the lever, the pulley, the wheel and axle, the inclined plane, and the screw. Its im-

portance as a fundamental principle in rational mechanics was first recognized by John Bernoulli, (see

the Nouv'clle Mecanique of Varignon, torn, ii.;) and Lagrange has derived from it the whole theories oJ

statics and dynamics in his celebrated work, the Mecanique Analytique. Fourier {Journal de V Eeole

Polytechnique, cahier v.) has demonstrated the principle from the property of the lever.

VENTILATION. See Warming.
VERNIER. A contrivance for measuring intervals between the divisions of graduated scales or cir-

cular instruments. The name is given from that of the inventor, Peter Vernier, who published an

account of the contrivance in a work printed at Brussels in 1631. It consists of a small movable scale,

which slides along the graduated scale; the divisions on the one scale being to those on the other .n

the proportion of two numbers which differ from each other by unity. The theory of the instrument,

and the manner in which it is used, may be explained as follows

:

B I 1 A
2 1 987654321 98

V \ I I I I I I I I I \ v
10 9876543 2 10

Let AB= « be a distance oh the scale containing n of its divisions. Le( v v be another scale cqua

in length to n— 1 of the divisions on A II; and let v v be divided into n equal parts. Since the distauca
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AB — a, and contains n equal parts, each division on • =— . 1L
;
th of the vernier

vv— a • and, as it is divided into n equal parts, each division on the vernier =— ( a — )

n' n\ n/

= -• and therefore the difference between a division i o •• on the vernier — —
a

-

n n n

Suppose the zero of the vernier to coincide with the division marked A on the Bcale; thru the (ir-t di-

vision on the vernier will not coincide with the first after A on the - sale, but fall behind it by a quantity

eaual to their difference, or equal to — . In like manner, the next line en fhe vernier will fall behind

2 a

the next on the scale by a quantity equal to twice the difference of the divisions, or equal to ... The

third on th'- vernier will fall behind the third on the seal b\ the nth division on the

vernier, which will fall behind the nth on the scale 1> that i-, by a whole division; and there-
J n- n

fore the nth on the vernier coincides with the division n — 1 on the lea

scale of inches, and suppose it divided into tenths ; then a = 1 inch, n— 10, - =~. ,' of an in, and

difference between a division 00 the scale and on the vernier) =
1(J„ ;

so that the ,,',,'h of an inch is

exhibit scale, though its divisions are only to tenths,

vernier is connected with the scale in Buch a way that it can !"• moved along it by mean-, of a

rack and pinion, or a tangent-screw, or some similar contrivance, and its zero be brought to coincide with

any point on the scale. l(, when the vernier is thin adjusted, it- zero coincides exactly with a division

on the scale, the measure is read oil' at once; but if (a- must generally happen the zero fall- betweeu

two of the divisions on the scale, then some one of the lines on the vernier will .toincide, or very nearly

coincide, with one of the divisions on the -rale, and the distance of tl md the last division on

th- -e.de behind it i- i . bun Iredths by tl : the division on the vernier which

incident with a division on the scale Suppose, lor example, the position of the vernier with respect h

the scale be as represented in Fig. 3701, where the zero of the vernier i- broug bt to coincide with a cer

129

1 2 3 4

3701.

5 6 7 s '.'

130

1 J :;

li 1

\P\
I ! 1 |

1 1)
r-i

'

j

128466789 10

tain point/) on the scale. The pointy is read on the scale 29 inches, 2-lOths, and a fraction, which is

to be measured by the vernier. Here the division ."> mi the vernier coincides with that.which is marked

7 on the scale; therefore the distance of the zero of the vernier from the last division (2) behind it on

tie i- :. LOOths of an inch; for as ,"i on the vernier coincides with 7 on the -'ale, the distance of t

from 6 is 1 lOOths ; of:; from :.. 'J lOOths ; of'-' from I. 8 lOOths; of 1 from '
.
an I of from -'.

In like manner, if the v. mi. r were pushi 'I along till the division 8 coincided with SO ii

on the scale, then the reading of the rem point would be 29 inches, 2-lOths, and B 100the. If, when the

zero i- brought to coincide with p, none of the divisions on the vernii !

• with a division

sample, if the •"> on the vernier should lie a little past the 7 on the scale, and tl"

i.p to the B, the reading would !>•• between •' lOOths and 6-10 th- ; 1 amount could only be

iHi.ii. If the line •"> appeared nearer 7
•'

I would be

greater than 5-lOOths, or 10-200ths, but less than ll-200ths; a-.! -than

the distance wo ban 12-200tbs,or 6-100ths, Thus in any

the uncertainty m ned within a distance = l-200ths of an inch. In order that

the coincidi 'he division rally read with a lens.

Ily applicable to 1 .1 circles; it 1- then circular

and must rj ! trie with the limb of thi e the limb divided into intervals of 10'

;

and let " = l". We have then 10 divisions 1 n the limb -— U th of the vi

(—a— -1=100'— 10' s hofadivi

rssl'. The arc, thci But tlto reading 1

1 the number of 1 » ^ Uiona on I

cmbn
.1 60 l' 1

60 equal 1 = ,
- =

10"; that i to aj ;:

In barometers, where a

the vernii 1 and divided into

,,

ss— = l
•

•_'

". inch a =
. II h
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Instead of making the vernier equal to n— 1 divisions of the scale* it is sometimes made equal to

n -\- I divisions, and the object will still be accomplished in precisely the same manner. For in this

case the length of a division on the scale being as before, — , and that of a division on the vernier -
n n

(a-\— | =—j—„ the difference is still -„. The principle is the same in both cases.
nf n n ir

The vernier is often called a nonius, but improperly, the contrivance invented by Nonius or Nunnez
being on a quite different principle.

VICE, LEVER. This is an engraving of a vice invented by Mr. J. Peck, and improved by Mr. L.

Pardee, of New Haven, Conn. It possesses great strength and great power. It is made of wrought-
iron, and is claimed to have better qualities than any now in use. It is worked entirely by the foot

without laying down a tool for that purpose, and it can be changed to receive work from l-16th to 8 or

10 inches in width, as quickly as any other vice can be moved one-fourth of an inch.

3702.

Description.—at Pig. 3702, sliding-jaw; b, jointed or swing jaw; c, rail on which the sliding-jaw

moves ; d, click which catches in ratchet on rail c, and holds the sliding-jaw firmly where placed. E,

jointed lever (elbow-joint) which turns on pins e e, and is attached to prong of rail c and the lower end
of the swinging-jaw. g, foot-lever with joint attached to leg of bench, and connected by rod i with

jointed lever, h, click which catches in ratchet at the foot of the forward bench-leg, and holds the jaws
firmly as forced up by the combined levers ; it is easily tripped with the foot, /is a spiral spring which
lifts the foot-lever and throws open the jaw.

It will be recollected that when this vice is forced up it becomes very firmly attached to the bench,

and very solid for chipping and other heavy work that is required to be put into a vice, and heavy work
requiring both hands to lift can be very easily placed in it. It is certainly much easier for the mechanic,

for the strain upon the breast in turning the screw is avoided. This vice has been tested and found to

be a useful invention, and one of them weighing fifty pounds has been found to possess as much power
as an English vice weighing seventy pounds.

WARMING AND VENTILATION. Heat is given off from bodies by two distinct processes—ra-

diation and conduction. In radiation, rays of heat diverge in straight lines from every part of a heated

surface, and also from extremely minute depths below such surface. These rays, like rays of light, are

subject to the laws of refraction and reflection, and their intensity decreases as the square of the distance.

When we approach an open fire, or the surface of a stove, we feel its heat by radiation, and it has been

ascertained that, at the ordinary temperature of hot-water pipes, about one-fourth of the total cooling

effect is due to radiation.

But the amount of radiation of a body heated above the temperature of he surrounding atmosphere

depends greatly upon the nature of its surface. If a vessel of hot water, coated with lamp-black, radiate

100 parts of heat within a given time, a similar vessel, containing water of the same temperature, coated

with writing-paper, will radiate 98 parts of heat; resin, 9G ; China ink, 88; red lead, or isinglass, 80;

plumbago, 75; tarnished lead, 45; tin, scratched with sand-paper, 22 ;
mercury, 20 ; clean lead, 19;

polished iron, 15 ; tin-plate, 12.

In order to ascertain the velocity of cooling from a surface of a cast-iron pipe 30 inches long. - j

inches diameter internally, and 3 inches diameter externally, the rates of cooling were tried with differ-

ent states of the surface: fii^t, when covered with the usual brown surface of protoxide of iron; next it

was varnished black, and finally the varnish was scraped off, and the pipe painted white with two coata

if lead paint. The ratios of coding 1° wen; found to be for the black varnished surface 121 minutes-
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for the iron surface, 1*25 minutes, and for the white painl ihiutes. "These ratios are in

the proportion of 100, 103*3, and 105*1 ; but, as the relative heating I the time "I

cooling, we shall 6nd that 1"" feet of Tarnished pipe, 103-} feet of plain iron pi] f iron

pipe, painted white, will each produce an equal effect"

Tarnished surfaces, or such a- are roughened by emery, by the file, or by drawing streak- or lines

with a graving tool, have their radiating power considerably increased. But, according to Melloni, the

roughness of the surface merely acts by altering the superficial density which
bodj is of a great density, pre\ ious to the alteration of its surface by n The follow-

ing experiment gives the data for Una conclusion : Melloni took four plates of silver, two of which, when
cast, were left in their natural state, without hammering, and the other two were planished to a high

under the hammer. All four plates were then finely polished with pun
and after this one of each of the pairs of plates was roughened by rubbing with coarse emery paper is

one direction. The quantity of heat radiated from these plates was as foil

Hammered and polished plate 10° I Cast and polished plate 13**7°

Hammered and roughened plate 18°
| Cast and roughened plate ITS

Thus it appears that the hard hammered plate was increased in radiating power four-fifths by ro

ing it- surface, while the soft cast plate l<>-t nearly one-fifth of its power by the same proc
When a body is exposed to a source of heat, a portion of it is absorbed, and it has been proved, ex

perimentally, that the absorptive power of bodies for heat is precisely equal to their radiative power.
It was Inn:; supposed that color hail great influence on radiation and absorption, By exposing vat

colored surfaces tu the heat of the sun, their absorbing power was in the following order: black, blue,

led, yellow, and white. Hence it would naturally be expected that the radiating powers of dif-

ferently colored bodies would be in this order, and that by painting a body of a dark color we should
increase its radiating power. Such, however, is not the case, for the absorption and radiation of simplt
/en'. i>r In at without tight, depend on the nature of the surface' rather than on color.

The numbers which represent the radiating powi re of difli r< at bodies for invisible or non-luminous
heat, or heat of low temperature, evidi ntly bear no relation to color, for lamp-black and writing-paper
are nearly equal; Indian ink is much less, and plumbago still less. A thermometer bulb, coated with

a paste of chalk, is affected by invi even more than a similar one coated with Indian ink; but
this result does not occur when the heat is from a luminous source. Thus it was found that when two
spirit thermomet' ataining colored, and the other colorless alcohol, were exposed to the son,

the colored liquid rose much more rapidly than the colorless, but when they were both plunged into a

vessel containing hot water, they rose equally in equal tin

'I la- propagation of heat by conduction is a very different process from that of radiation. By conduc
tion, the heat travels through or among the- particles ofsolid matter, until I /ana- of the body
in contact with the source of heat is raised mor less above the temperature of the air. When Seat

is communicated to a fluid body, the process is different. In consequence of the great mobility of its

particles, those which first come under the action of the source of heat, being raised in temperatu
cape from its influence, and ascend through the fluid mass, distributing a portion of their acquired heat

among other particles on it- way; other particles immediately take its place, and being heated, ascend
in like manner and distribute their heat By this process of convection, as it is called, the whole of the

particle • in a confined mass of fluid come under the action "t the beating 1 ody ; those lir-t heat
cape a i far a- possible from the Bource cf heat, and becoming cooled, descend again t<> be heated, and
again to ascend and deso nd. In tin- way a circulation is maintained in the whole ma-- of fluid.

It i- only by tl a that air may be -aid to be a conducting body, for if a mass of

• ed in m.eh a way a- to previ at the free motion of its particles, it ceases almost entirely to

conduct heat, and maybe usefully employed t" retain heat; as in the case of double windows, the

inclosed mass or air prevents da- beat f i escaping from the apartment and shields the L-la-s which is

in contact with the warm air of the room from the cooling action of the external air. According to

experiments eai h of glass w ill cool 1 -J 7 '.* cubic feet of air 1
J per minute, w Ian

I

ature of the glasi a that of the external air. This, however, is in a -till atmospl

: 'l h' at. and the cooling effect of wind upon it ii erally

I.

it-conducting powers. If gold conduct It beat platina wfl]

marbli tin, 12*20; fire-brick, 11*40. The slow conducting power of such bodi

lain, brick, at ay be contrasted with the rapid conducting power of tome of the metn
holding one end c in a flame; the metal will soon 1 r the

hand, while the porcelain n the flame witho felt to be much
her end. A practical application of this property i- also

in fl 1,1. h tie

iron receive theii - with it quickly, th which are lined with bi

with porcelain receive their h at slow
lj

owly to the air of the n]

i • r, derx nd

Wb< n a heat

'

ilv on the a itun of tl

the air b\ conduction 1

a p rtion ol '

,
' ihu
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process. By these two processes the body cools down to the temperature of the surrounding air, the

conductive power of which varies with its elasticity, or barometric pressure; the greater the pressure

the greater also the cooling power. It has also been shown by Dulong and Petit that the ratio of heat

lost by contact of the air alone, is constant at all temperatures; that is, whatever is the ratio between
40° and 80° is also the ratio between 80° and 160°, or between 100° and 200°.

It was long supposed that a certain relation existed between the radiating and conducting powers of

heated bodies. This does, to a certain extent, apply where low temperatures are concerned, but does

not hold at high temperatures. Thus, in a set of experiments by Dtnong and Petit, the total cooling at

G0° and 120° (Centigrade) was found to be about as 3 to 7 ; at 60° and 180°, as 3 to 13 ; and at 60°

and 240°, as 3 to 21 ; whereas, according to the old theory, these numbers would have been as 3 to 6,

3 to 9, and 3 to 12. When the excess of temperature of the heated body above the surrounding air is

as high as 240° Cent, or 432° Fahr., the real velocity of cooling is nearly double what it would have
been by the old theory, varying, however, with the surface.

Since the heat lost by contact of the air is the same for all bodies, while those which radiate most, or

are the worst conductors, give out more heat in the same time than those bodies which radiate least, or

are good conductors, it might be supposed that those metals which are the worst conductors would be

best adapted for vessels or pipes for warming rooms by radiation. .

" Such would be the case if the

vessels were infinitely thin ; but as this is not possible, the slow conducting power of the metal (iron)

opposes an insuperable obstacle to the rapid cooling of any liquid contained within it, by preventing

the exterior surface from reaching so high a temperature as would that of a more perfectly conducting

metal under similar circumstances; thus preventing the loss of heat both by contact of the air and by
radiation, the effect of both being proportional to ^he excess of heat of the exterior surface of the heated

body. If a leaden vessel were infinitely tbin, the jquid contained in it would cool sooner than in a

similar vessel of copper, brass, or iron ; but the greater the thickness of the metal, the more apparent

becomes the deviation from this rule ; and as the vessels for containing water must always have some
considerable thickness, those metals which are the worst conductors will oppose the greatest resistance

to the cooling of the contained liquid."

The reflective power of different substances for heat is inversely as their radiating power. If a sur-

face of brass reflect 100 parts of heat, a similar surface of silver will reflect 90 parts ; tin-foil, 85 ; block-

tin, 80 ; steel, 70 ; lead, 60 ; tin-foil, softened by mercury, 10
;
glass, 10

;
glass, coated with wax, 5.

When similar substances are exposed to the same temperature they all become heated to the same
degree, as measured by the thermometer ; but if the temperatures of dissimilar substances have to be

raised to the same degree, the quantities of heat required for the purpose will be very different for dif-

ferent substances. Thus, if we place side by side, upon a hot plate, two equal and similar vessels, one

containing a certain weight of water, and the other an equal weight of mercury, the mercury will soon

become much hotter than the water. So also, on lowering the temperature of dissimilar substances to

an equal degree, some will give out more and others less heat. Different bodies, therefore, display dif-

ferent degrees of susceptibility for receiving free heat within their molecules ; this is called their capa-

city for heat, and the quantity required to raise equal masses or equal weights 1°, is termed their spe-

cific heat. The theory of specific heat is of great importance in a practical point of view, for on it de-

pend many of the calculations for ascertaining the proportions of the various kinds of apparatus em-

ployed in warming buildings.

The specific heat of different substances can be ascertained by mixing together, with certain precau-

tions, ascertained quantities of the substances under consideration, when their mutual capacities for heat

are determined by the decrease in the temperature of the hotter body, and by its increase in the cooler.

Thus, if 1 lb. of mercury at 32°, and 1 lb. of water at 62°, be mixed together, the common temperature

will be 61°. The temperature of the metal has, therefore, risen 30°, while that of the water has fallen

1°. If the mercury had been at G2°, and the water at 32°, the common temperature of the mixture

would have been 33°. In this case the water would have gained 1° of temperature, and the mercury

would have lost 30°. Thus it appears that the capacity of water for heat exceeds that of mercury 30

times. If the water be taken as unity, the specific heat of the mercury will be J^, or 0'033.

Again, if 1 lb. of iron filings at 6S° be mixed with 1 lb. of water at 32°, the temperature of the mix-

ture will be. 36°. That quantity of heat, therefore, the loss of which lowers the temperature of iron

32°, raises the temperature of water only 4°
; so that eight times as much heat is required to raise oi

depress the temperature of the water 1°, as would raise or depress the temperature of an equal weight

of iron 1°. Hence the specific heat of iron is J, or 0-125.

The capacity of substances for heat may also be found by observing the quantity of ice which the

body under investigation is capable of thawing. Thus, if equal weights of iron and load be operated

on, it will be found that the iron requires a greater quantity of heat than the lead to produce the same

change of temperature, in the proportion of nearly 11 to 3. If a bar of iron, in falling from 100° to 95°,

melt 1 1 grains of ice, then a bar of lead of equal weight, under similar circumstances, would melt rather

less than 3 grains; heat is, therefore, more effective in warming lead than iron. Again, an ounce of

mercury and an ounce of water, in falling from 60° to 55°, will melt quantities of ice, in the proportion

of 33 to 1000, or very nearly 1 to 30 ; that is, to raise water from 55° to 60°, requires a greater quan-

tity of heat than to raise an equal weight of mercury through the same range of temperature, in tho

proportion of 30 to 1. The quantity of ice melted by different kinds of fuel affords a convenient, method

jf estimating their relative values. Thus it has been found that

1 lb. of coal, of good quality melts 90 lbs. of ics.

" coke, " " " 84
" wood, " " " 32
" wood charcoal, " " 96 "

« peat, « " " 19
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One method of estimating how much of the heat of a common lire is radiated around it, and how mud
combines with the smoke, i^ to allow all the radian) elt :i quantity of ice contained in a ves-

sel surrounding the tire, and all the heat of the smoke to melt the ice in another vessel surr-ouuding the

chimney. By comparing the two quantities of water thi with the quantil elted,

it will be found, i l»r. Arnott, that the radiant portion of the h< at is, in ordinary caa s, rather

less than t! I, or less than half the whole heal produced.

I i. specific heat of bodies has been determined not onlj for equal weights, but also for equal vol-

and this is called their relativt heat, which is to the specific beat of any substance dii

i gravity, it may be found by multiplying the specific heat into tl

ific beat may be found by dividing the relative heat by ;
;

the quantity of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 lb. of water 1
J

i- sufficient n> n

mercury 30°, we say that the specific heat of mercury i< ,'
n , taking water as unity

;
and si

ravity of mercury is al follows that the relative heat of an equal volume of this metal
is ' xl3*6=

h respei t to gaseo is bodies, it has been found that their specific heal is inv< rsely as U

gravity or d
|

atly, equal weights of Buch gases contain a larger quantity oi heat,

less their specific gravity. The capacity of atmospheric air is taken as the unit by whi h

the specific heat ol ; but sometimes that of water is assumed as the unit, and then the

capac parable with those of solids and liquids. The latter values are obtained by
multiplying the former into 0*2669, which is the index of the specific heat of atm
with that of water.

The folio the specific heat of various substances referred to water as the standard,

and ;, in the quantity of hi i 1 it. equal weights of I J sub-

stances

:

Carbonic acid 0-2210

Carbonic oxide 0*2884

Charcoal 2631
Sulphur ,1

Wrought-iron 0*1100

Mercury !

Platinum I

Gold

Water 1-0000

Aqueous vapor
. d

r

Oil 0*5200

Air

Hydrogen 3

Nitrogen 0*2754

Oxygen 0*2361

The method of i

• the specific heat ofgases is as follows :—The i camined is well
dried, and then broughl surrounded with water at 212°, gradually through a spiral tube,

Burroui 1 1 water, tl. ping through the opposite end of the 6piraL In the course of its

parts with a portion "t it- heat to the cola water which surrounds the spiral, and the

rature of the water gradually rises, until after some time it becomes stationary. The equilibrium

thus established betwei :i the water and the gas is measured by a thermometer, so as to tin | both the

rise in tin- temperature of the water, and the tall in that of the !Ms. If the eX] made Willi

ll should give a higher temperature to the water, then this must
have imparted to the fluid a greater amount of heat than the former one did. If, on the contrary, the

temperature- ofwi time than before, it will have given out le-s heat, and the resi

of these two gases will be proportional to the t> mperatures of the water tl.:

which they have been admi I mo pheric air being taken as the unit, the -j

beat ol ou* portionate numbers. To raise l lb. of water from 3!

•_'l -j -. otity of heat as will raise 4 lbs. of atmospheric air the Bame number of de-

tactly, 0*26 in the

\\ I the first effect which marl - the increase of ti is ex-

the temperature, as marked by the thermometer, b
tionarv ; and altl ly applied, the tempei ilid is

now u passing from the solid into the liquid Btate ;
and no rise in tern-

the solid has become point at v* huh d

melt, i^ call I

st.ui i b.i| bj th as far a> the tin rmomi
I
ued, i- cal

anotl. ry, and the liquid begin • to . form

if vapor i in different

bsorbed dui
|

I o called

In the following table, the Lit} of

liquid state. 1 n in th

:

In at absorl do proportion bctw een thi o • >

maccti an I 112°, and yet tl | len J lati a

M. : , i i .

I 10 il

Sulphur . I .

I 1
•_ " I' 1

Lead................ BIS "

Le . .

**
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Melting roini. Latent Heat.

Zinc 773 degreas. 493 degrees.
Tin 442 " 500
Bismuth 476 " 550

In the following table, the boiling points of a few substances are given, together with the quantity of

heat rendered latent by each in passing from the liquid into the aeriform state :

Boiling Point. Latent Heat.

Water 212 degrees. 1000 degrees.
Alcohol (sp. gr. 0-7947) 173 " (bar. 29"5) 457
Ether 98 " 312-9 "

Oil of Turpentine 314 " 183-8 "

Nitric Acid (sp. gr. T50) 210 " 550 "

Ammonia .• 865-9 "

Vinegar 903 "

Petroleum 183-8 "

These details respecting latent heat will enable the reader to compare the merits of the two systems
ol heating buildings by pipes filled with hot water, and by similar pipes filled with steam.

7xi the former system, it is not desirable to raise the water to the boiling point (212°), because, in

such case, steam would be formed, and this escaping by the safety-pipe, would abstract much useful

heat from the apparatus. In the latter system, it is desirable to maintain the pipes at 212°, because,
at a lower temperature, the steam would condense, and also absorb much useful heat from the appa-
ratus. From the necessity of maintaining the temperature of 212° in steam-pipes, it is evident that a
given length of steam-pipe will afford more heat than the same quantity of hot-water pipe ; but the fol-

lowing remarks by Mr. Hood, on the relative permanence of temperature of the two methods, will show
an advantage in favor of the hot-water system

:

" The weight of steam, at the temperature of 212°, compared with the weight of water at 212°, is

about as 1 to 1694 ; so that a pipe which is filled with water at 212° contains 1694 times as much mat-
ter as one of equal size filled with steam. If the source of heat be withdrawn from the steam-pipes,
the temperature will soon fall below 212°, and the steam immediately in contact with the pipes will

condense
; but in condensing, the steam parts with its latent heat ; and this heat, in passing from the

latent to the sensible state, will again raise the temperature of the pipes. But as soon as they are a
second time cooled down below 212°, a further portion of steam will condense, and a further quantity
of latent heat will pass into the state of heat of temperature ; and so on, until the whole quantity of

latent heat has been abstracted, and the whole of the steam condensed, in which state it will possess

just as much heating power as a similar bulk of water at the like temperature ; that is, the same as a
quantity of water occupying y$$z Par ^ °f tne sPace 'which the steam originally did.

" The specific heat of uncondensed steam, compared with water, is for equal weights as -8470 to 1
;

but the latent heat of steam being estimated at 1000°, we shall find that the relative heat obtainable

from equal weights of condensed steam and of water, reducing both from the temperature of 212° to

60°, to be as 7
-425 to 1 ; but for equal bulks, it will be as 1 to 228, that is, bulk for bulk, water will

give out 228 times as much heat as steam, on reducing both from the temperature of 212° to 60°. A
given bulk of steam will, therefore, lose as much of its heat in one minute, as the same bulk of water
will lose in three hours and three quarters."

But when the water and the steam are both contained in iron pipes of the same dimensions, the rate

of cooling will differ from this ratio, in consequence of the greater quantity of heat contained in the

metal than in the steam. The specific heat of iron being nearly the same as that of water, the pipe

filled with water will contain 4'0S times as much heat as that which is filled with steam; and if the

latter cools down to 60° in one hour, the other will require about four hours and a half to do the same.

There are other circumstances to be noticed hereafter, which cause the hot. water apparatus to be six or

eight times (instead of 4£) more efficient as a source of warmth than steam.

The process of boiling is by no means indispensable to the formation and escape of steam or vapor

;

fur at all temperatures below the boiling point, vapor is formed at the surface of liquids, and escapes

therefrom by a process called spontaneous evaporation. The difference between this process and ebul-

lition is chiefly this :—When a liquid boils, the vapor which escapes therefrom constantly maintains the

same temperature, provided the pressure remain the same ; but evaporation may go on at all tempera-
tures and pressures, the quantity of liquid evaporated depending on the temperature and the amount
of surface exposed.

We have seen that the pressure or elasticity of vapor at 212° is sufficient to support a column of

mercury 30 inches high. The force of vapor at lower temperatures is also measured by the length of

the mercurial column which it will support. \
r

apor at 200° will support 23 -64 inches of mercury ; at

150°. 7-42 inches; at 100°, 1-86 inches; at 80°, 1 inch; at 60°, -524 inch; at 50°, -375 inch; at 32°,

•2 inch.

The amount of evaporation, however, is greatly influenced by the motion of the air, which carries off

the vapor from the surface of a liquid as fast as it is formed. A strong wind will cause twice as much
vapor to be discharged as a still atmosphere. Dalton ascertained the number of grains' weight of water

evaporated per minute from a vessel, six inches in diameter, for all temperatures between 20° and 212°,

when the air was still, or in gentle or brisk motion. When the water was at 212°, the quantity evapo-

rated was 120 grains per minute in a still atmosphere ; 154 grains per minute with a gentle motion of

the air; and 189 grains per minute with a In i>k motion of the air. The following is an extract from

rria table between the tempera:: 1

, of 10° and 60°:
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.lieit.

Force of vapor in

inches ol" mercury.

Eva] ' in '-.'rains of u

Gentle. .

40 d< 0-2'". 1 -I'- L*35 d iv,;, degri
•1 2 •288 ll;; l-i;, 1-78

44 80S 122 1 :.T I 92

10
" 1-81 1-68 -

is •:;;, 1 1-in 1-80 ••

" 378 l.-,.. !-.,._, -

52 401 1-60 <: ._,.-,

ot - IT 1 2-2 1

-

•' 458 1-83 2-35 2-88

•490 1-96 252 808
GO 524 2-10 2.70 - "

The amount of spontaneous evaporation i< also greatly influenced by tbe quantity of rap r all

existing in the air. In order to find this, we must ascertain the of the air, or 1 1 j *
- temperature

ut which tbe vapor in tin' air begins to condense, ami then, by referring to the table, the quantity of

vapor in the air at the time can be found; and this, deducted from tin- quantity Bhown by the tal.fr to

be given off at the ascertained temperature of the evaporating liquid, will give the quantity of water
that will be evaporated per minute. In finding the dew-point, we musl bring ei body into

. or haw tl point a- shall just condense the vapor of the

air upon its surface. Dr. Dalton use 1 a . into which he poured cold water from a
well, • .n the water by adding a small portion of a freezing mixture. It' the vapor was in-

1, he poured ou oe a little warn. on, until lie

could just
[

ight dew upon the surface. The temperature at which this took place was the
dew-point. In Daniell's hygrometer, the cold i- produced by the evaporation of ( tie r. Now sui

(v-point of the air to be 40°, and the temperature of the air and of tin' evaporating liquid

CO , with a still at , the vapor in the air, as shown by the table at 10°, i- 1*05 grains, which,
subtracted from that at l es 1*5 grains per minute as the quantity oi .from

• ix inches in diami t. r.

During the p utaneous i vaporation of wet surfat v the
quantity of heat r mtbythef the vapor;
hquid itself, or the surface containing it. By proper contrivances, water may 1»

ring the rapid formation of vapor. When a person take- cold from wear-
ing wet clothes, the vapor from the wet clothes obtain- its heat from his body, and the chilling

tion i- often the greater the warmer the air. A person with damp clothes, entering a room tilh d with
take cold, on account of th I effect of warm air in .

moisture.

In a badly ventilated room, the i n the breath of the inmate -. an 1 from the combustion of

lamps and nearlj to the point of saturation. This is well Bhown l>\ an. .

The temperature of a room being 15°, the dew-i I . a

r and window shut, and no air was allowed to enter. The tbern

of condensation remained the same A party of eight persons afterwards
I hours, and the fire was kept up; the tempei i the

point of condensation rose to*62 '. Now, if this room had been properly ventilated, the vapor would
have be, u : n was formed, and with it the effluvia and impure air.

On I : warming build

mi into water when admitted int. -

whichi At th. moment of c tensatioo, the latent b n out
to th.- . i tl,is diffuses th'- h.at into til.' -Kllo'lll,!.

principle \ Jami - v> .,tt, m the wink r of 1

1

who fitted up an appai The m was 18 feet long, 14 feet wi
I he appai il I of a box, or beater, made of two side pi

.

'I his hi ; the room.

i a boili i,

pip.- ti to the boiler, The heal of this apparatus was i

favorable to ra

It the ,-11,1
I

•liii-iiMi, the earlii t of its km. I.

appai

iron i

of tin .th. r wall.

;t..m of tbj| V. . II, . i
r

the an I.. ii.;' allowed I
i
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water escaping by a pipe not shown in the figure. The transmission of the heated air was regulated

by a valve at a, on the top of the brick-work. This apparatus was so effecth'e, and heated the staircase

to such a degree, that after it had been in operation a short time, it was
necessary to suspend its action by closing the valve at a, or by closing the

^703
valve, which admitted steam into the cylinder.

a

'

n
In establishments where a steam-engine is in daily use, the steam-pipes

may be supplied from the engine-boiler, its dimensions being enlarged at the

rate of one cubic foot for every 2000 cubic feet of space, to be heated to the

temperature of 70° or 80°. A boiler adapted to an engine of one-horse

power is sufficient for heating 50,000 cubic feet of space. Hence an appa-

ratus specially erected for the purpose need not be of very large size, nor is

the quantity of fuel consumed great. If the fire under a small boiler be
carefully managed, 14 lbs. of coal will convert one cubic foot of water, at 50°,

into 1800 cubic feet of steam, at 216°
; and only 12 lbs. of coal are required

to convert the same quantity of wafer into steam, at 212°. The shape of the

boiler, and the method of setting it, must also be considered, and the furnace

must be arranged so as to admit no more air than is required to support the

combustion. The hot air must also be kept in contact with the sides of the

boiler, until as much of the heat as possible be abstracted from it. In such

an arrangement, according to Dr. Arnott, nearly half of all the heat produced
in the combustion is applied to use.

In estimating the extent of surface of steam-pipe required to raise the rooms to the proper tempera-

ture, it is necessary to consider how the heat is expended. This is done in three ways :— 1, Through the

thin glass of the windows. 2, More slowly through the walls, floors, and ceiling; and 3, In combination

with the air which escapes at the joinings of the windows and doors, or through openings expressly

made for the purpose of ventilation. The amount of heat lost in this way has been variously estimated

by different writers ; but Dr. Arnott states it thus :—That in a winter day, with the external tempera-

ture at 10° below freezing, to maintain in an ordinary apartment the agreeable and healthful tempera-

ture of 60°, there must be of surface of steam-pipe, or other steam vessel heated to 200°, (which is the

average surface-temperature of vessels filled with steam of 212°,) about one foot square for every six

feet of single glass window of usual thickness ; as much for every 120 feet of wall, roof, and ceiling of

ordinary material and thickness ; and as much for every six cubic feet of hot air escaping per minute as

ventilation, and replaced by cold air. A window, with the usual accuracy of fitting, allows about eight

feet of air to pass by it in a minute, and there should be for ventilation at least three feet of air per

minute for each person in the room. According to this view, the quantity of steam-pipe or vessel

needed, under the temperature supposed, for a room 16 feet square by 12 feet high, with two windows,

each 7 feet by three, and with ventilation, by them or otherwise, at the rate of 16 cubic feet per minute,

would be

—

For 42 square feet of glass (requiring 1 foot for 6) 7 feet.

" 1238 feet of wall floor and ceiling (requiring 1 foot for 120) lOf "

" 16 feet per minute for ventilation (requiring 1 foot for 6) 2§ "

Total of heating surface required 20 feet.

Which is 20 feet of pipe, 4 inches in diameter, or any other vessel having the same extent of surface,

—

as a box two feet high, with square top and bottom of about 18 inches. It may be noticed, that nearly

the same quantity of heated surface would suffice for a larger room, provided the quantity of window-
glass and of the ventilation were not greater ; for the extent of wall, owing to its slow conducting

quality, produces comparatively little effect.

The same authority also supplies the following illustrations :—A heated surface, as of iron, glass,

(ic, at temperatures likely to be met with in rooms, if exposed to colder air, gives out heat with ra-

pidity, nearly proportioned to the excess of its temperature above that of the air around it, less than

half the heat being given out by radiation, and more than half by contact of the air. Thus, if the ex-

ternal surface of an iron pipe, heated by steam, be 200°, while the air of the room to be warmed by it

is at 00°, showing an excess of temperature in the pipe of 140°, such pipe will give out nearly seven

times as much heat in a minute as when its temperature falls to 80°, because the excess is reduced to

20°, or \ of what it was. Supposing window-glass to cool at the same rate as iron-plate, one foot of

the steam-pipe would give out as much heat as would be dissipated from the room into the external air

by about five feet of window, the outer surface of which were 30° warmer than that air. But as glass

both conducts and radiates heat about JJ- slower than iron, the external surface of the glass of a

window of a room, heated to 60°, would, in an atmosphere of 22°, be under 50°, leaving an excess of

less than 30°
; and about six feet of glass would be required to dissipate the heat given off by one foot

of the. steam-pipe. In double windows, whether of two sashes or of double panes, only half an inch

apart in the same sash, the loss of heat is only about one-fourth of what it is through a single window.
It is also known that one foot of black or brown iron surface, the iron being of moderate thickness, with

140° excess of temperature, cools in one second of time 156 cubic inches of water one degree. From
this standard fact, and the law above given, a rough calculation may be made for any other combina-

tion of time, surface, excess, and quantity. And it is to be recollected, that the quantity of heat which

changes, in any degree, the temperature of a cubic foot of water, produces the same change on 2850

cubic feet of atmospheric air.

The arrangement of the steam-pipes has next to be considered. A common method is shown in

Fig. 3704, in which a is the pipe from the boiler, rising at once to the upper story. From this pipe pro-

ceed horizontal branches b b to each floor. Each branch is furnished with a stop-cock at o, by which

means the steam can be turned on or off at pleasure, in any one of the three stories. The w*ter aris-
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ing from the condensation of the steam in each pipe flows hack into v tiding pipe

But it' it he not convenient to place the boiler below the level of the

ived into a reservoir, from which it is pumped into tl stern. At the extremity oi

horizontal branch (J is a -top cork, winch is opened when the steam is filling, to allow the air to blow off

Another arrangement of the heating pipes is shown in Fig. 31 3 im from the re by

meeting-pipe <? into the beating-pipe b, placed near the floor; and this is carried, with a gentle

to the oppo the room, \( and returns along its floor to

the opposite side, where it rises to the third fioor, and proceeds as before. lh .

water Sows back in a direction contrary
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to the current of the steam, and i- n

moved by a siphon at a. The air-vent

is fixed at the 1,

rangement e.

It is n< cess iry to prevent thi

i water from accumulating in the

otherwise it would be imp
lintain them at a uniform ten

ture. Moreover, this water o
Bteam so rapidly, that a vacuum i- formed
within the boiler and pipes; and should

they not be firm enough to resist the ex-

ternal pressure of the atmosphere, the b liler may he crushed in, and the wl By a

Bpecial arrangement, the condensed water is collected at certain parts of the system, where it continue- to

! to flow into the pipea In such
I, so arranged as to allow the wat

terwards withdrawn from the pipes ; the same codes also serve for

letting the air out ofthe pipes when the -team is first admitted. Bui when
the water is returned into the boiler, the advantage of this supply of heat

cannot be i cases, a self-acting apparatus is used
for taking off the water of condensation. Such a siphon is represented in

i. that A is the lowest point of a branch

so that any quantity of water that may he formed in it will flow

into the siphon, a B C, at A, and I '. where it may be reo ived

into any vessel ; for as the water i- pure distilled water, it may be useful

for a variety of
|

The water in the legs of the sipho

trap to the -team in the pipe A
; hence, the length of the leg A B si

not be le-s th.m is equivalent to the m in the pipes.

When, for example, the steam is worked at the rate of ten pound:

re inch, the column of water should not be !
-- than ten feel ;

and

with this pressure, there will be considerable oscillations, unless a

valve he
i

me intermediate point between A and B. When
the legs are both filled with water, and at restj this valve should be i

never the water has a ten 1 um into the pipe,

iphon should be large enough to carry off all the water of condensa-

tion, I large, or there would be a loss of heat in the leg A B,

from lied with steam ; and, in all • iphon should be
In connection with the siphon, it is usual to

|

» the air out of the pipe, instead of the Btop cock above
hown at K, and it i- made to range with the

lower part of the !"]"•. because the air being hea\ ier than Bteam, will occupy only the lower portion of it.

Ju cases where sufficient depth cannot be afforded lor a siphon, a Bteamtrap or valve, made to

open by a float-ball, is employed Ti tent is as

folloWS :— B I the end A of

;
pe; 1'i-a hollow copper cylinder, fixed to a conical

valve E. When steam is condensed, the will till with
which will float the I. ier, and the water will

and run by the pipe F into the dram. \\ heneverthe quan-

ta the h"

.
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the usual allowance for the expansion of cast-iron pipes is one-eighth of an inch in 10 feet, or -^ e<

their length. Cast-iron, heated from 32° to 212°, expands^ of its length, which is nearly If of an

inch in 100 feet. A similar expansion-joint applied to the spigot and faucet connection, Fig. 3709, an

swered very well. Lead cannot be substituted for tin or iron cement in joints, for, by frequent heating,

it becomes permanently expanded ; while the iron pipes always contracting in cooling, and the lead not

participating in the contraction, the joints soon get loose. Count Rumford introduced an expansion-

drum .c, Fig. 3710, of thin copper, between the extremities of two pipes a i, which, in elongating,

pressed the sides of the drum inwards, and in cooling drew them outwards. The pipes should not be

connected with any part of the building, but be quite independent thereof. All the horizontal branches

should be supported on rollers, and nothing done to interfere with the expansion of the different pans

3708. 3711.

In private dwellings, where the appearance of the pipes is objectionable, they may be concealed be-

hind perforated mouldings, or skirtings, or cornices ; or the steam may be brought into ornamental
vases dispersed about the room, each furnished with a small stop-cock, to allow the air to escape while
the steam is entering.

The method of heating buildings by steam has been superseded by hot -water apparatus of various

kinds, which, however, may be resolved into two distinct forms or modifications, dependent on the tem-
perature of the water. In the first form of apparatus, the water is at or below the ordinary tempera-
ture of boiling. In this arrangement, the pipes do not rise to any considerable height above the level of

the boiler, so that the apparatus need not be of extraordinary strength. One pipe rises from the top of

the boiler, and traverses the places to be warmed, and returns to terminate near the bottom of the

boiler. Along this tube the heated water circulates, giving out its heat as it proceeds. The boiler

may be open or closed. If open, the tube, when once filled with water, acts as a siphon, having an as-

cending current of hot water in the shorter leg, and a descending current of cooled water in the longer
leg. If the boiler be closed, the siphon action disappears, and the boiler, with its tubes, becomes as one
vessel. In the second form of apparatus, the water is heated to 350° and upwards, and is, therefore,

constantly seeking to burst out as steam, with a force of 70 lbs. and upwards on the square inch, and
can only be confined by very strong or high-pressure apparatus. The pipe is of iron, about an inch iu

diameter, made very thick. The length extends to 1000 feet and upwards ; and where much surface

is required for giving out heat, the pipe is coiled up like a screw. A similar coil is also surrounded by
the burning fuel, and serves the place of a boiler.

The heating of rooms by the circulation of hot water in pipes seems to have occupied the attention

of a few speculative individuals, long before the attempt was actually made. The first successful at-

tempt, on a large scale, was made in France, in 1777, by M. Bonnemain, in an apparatus for hatching
chickens, for the purpose of supplying the market of Paris. A section of this heating apparatus is

shown in Fig. 3711, in which a is the boiler, d a feed-pipe, o a stop-cock, for regulating the quantity of

ascending hot water, b the pipe by which the hot water ascends from the boiler into the heating pipes
c c which traverse the hatching-chamber. These heating pipes have a gradual slope towards the

boiler, to which the water returns by the pipe e, carried nearly to the bottom. In this way the water
cooled by being circulated through a long series of pipes, is being constantly returned to the lowest
part of the boiler, where it receives a fresh amount of heat; and being thus rendered lighter, rises up
the pipe b, and descends the inclined planes of the pipes, losing a portion of its heat on the way, and at

the same time increasing in density; the velocity of the current depending on the difference between
the temperature of the water in the boiler and that in the descending pipe. At the highest point of the

apparatus is a pipe i, furnished with a stop-cock for the escape of the air which the cold water holds in

solution on entering the boiler. The water that rises along with it is received into the vessel k.

Whatever be the arrangement adopted for warming buildings by this method, two considerations must
be specially attended to, viz., sufficient strength to bear the hydrostatic pressure, and freedom of motion for

currents of "water, of varying temperatures, and consequently of varying densities. As fluids transmit
their pressure equally in every direction, a column of water rising from a strong vessel to a certain

height, may be made to burst the vessel with enormous force. Thus a tube whose sectional area i> one
inch, rising to the height of 34-J feet from the bottom of a vessel of water, will, if the tube be also full

of water, exert a bursting pressure on every square inch of the inner surface of such vessel of one at-

mosphere, or 15 lbs. If the sectional area of the tube be increased, the pressure remains the same, be-

cause it is distributed over ;l larger Burface of the vessel. If a boiler be 3 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2

feet deep, witli a pipe 28 feet high from tin; top of the boiler, when the apparatus is filled with water,

there will be a pressure on the boiler of 66,816 lbs., or very nearly SO tens. This will show the -

sity for great strength in the boiler, especially when it is considered that the effect of heat upon it is to

diminish the cohesive force of its particles. But even supposing the apparatus were to burst, no danger
would arise, because water, unlike steam, has but a very limited range of elasticity. The boiler just

descriU'd would contain about 75 gallons of water, which, under a pressure of one atmosphere on the
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square inch, would be compressed about one cubic inch; and if the apparatus were to xpan-

Bion would only be one cubic inch, and the on] • bursting would be a cracking in some pan of

the boiler, occasioning a leakage of the water.

The circulation of the water is brought about by the principle of o When heat i- ap]

to a vessel containing water, the principle of conduction altogether fails, for water is bo imperfect a con-

ductor of heat, that if the fire be applied at the top, the water may be made to boil there wi

greatly affecting the temperature below. But when the fire is applied below, the particles in contact

with the bottom of the boiler, being first affected by the heat, expand, and thus becoming specifically

lighter than the surrounding particles, ascend, and other particles take their place, which in like manner
becoming heated, ascend also; and the process goes on in this way until the whole contents of tin-

boiler have received an accession of temperature. If the process be continued long enough, the water
will boil ami pass off in steam. If the boiler be closed in on all Bides, bo as to previ

'

steam, it will burst with a fearful explosion If a tube full of water rise from the top of the boiler in a
vertical line to any required height, and then by a seiies of gentle curves descend, and enter near the
bottom of the boiler, the process of heating is -till the same. The particles of water first heated will

rise, and, in doing so, distribute their heat to other particles, which will also rise These in their turn

will lose a portion of their heat to ether particles, winch rise in their turn ; until at length an equilibrium
is established. But as the Bource of heat is permanent, other particles are rapidly brought under its

action, and, being heated, ascend. By continuing the process a short time, the particles in the vertical

tube become heated, and, by their expansion, exert a pressure on the water contained in the lateral

branches. This, together with the increasing levity of the water in the boiler, establishes a current, and
the water from the branches begins to Bet in in the direction of the boiler; the water in the 1

branch, where it enters the boiler, supplying colder and heavier particles every moment to take the

of the warmer and lighter particles which are I I
upwards along the vertical pipe.

Now to ascertain the force with which the water returns to the boiler, we must know the -pecific

gravities of the two columns of water, the ascending and the descending, and the difference V»
'

them will be the • n 3sure or motive power. This can be done by ascertaining the temperature
of the water in the boiler and in the descending pipe. When the difference amounts to only a few de-

uce in weight is very small, but quite sufficient, in a well-arranged apparatus, to main-
tain a constant circulation. For example, suppose an apparatus to be at work, in which the ti i

ture in the descending pipe is 170 deg., and the temperature of the water in the boiler, the height of
which is 12 inches, is 178 deg. Thi in weight is 8*16 .,-,.,

grains on each square inch of the Bection of the return pip<

the boiler A, Fig. 8712, be two feet high, and the distance from
the top of the upper pipe e to the centre of the lower pipe d be

18 inches, and the pipe tour inches in diameter, the difference of

re on the return pipe will be 15o grains, or about one-third

of an ounce weight; and this will be the amount of motive pow< r

of the apparatus be the length of pipe attached to it. If such an apparatus have 100 3 ards
of pipe, four inches in diameter, and the boiler contain 80 gallons, there will be 190 gallons or 1900

dit of water kept in continual motion by a force equal to only one-third of an ounce.

Another method of 1 . of motion of the water of a hot-water apparatus
regard the two portion- of (he system aathe lighter and heavier Quids in the two limbs

of a barometrical airiometer. This instrument is an inserted siphon, Kg, 8718, and its

u • is to ascertain, ir. a rough way, the specific gray ities of immiscible fiuida If mercury
be poured into one limb A and water into the other B, and the Btop cock between them
be turned bo as to establish a communication, it will be found that an inch of toercury

P 1) in one limb will balance 1 3j inches of water I E in the other Limb, thus showing that

the densities 1 the two fluids are as 13J to 1. Ef oil be used instead

;ry, it will require l" inches of oil to balance 9 inches of water, i >r If equal bulks

of oil and water be poured into the Limbs of the siphon and the Btop cock be then turned,

.ards with a velocitj i qua! to that which a Bolid body would ac-

quire in falling l>y it- own gravity, through a be to the additional height which
the lighter body would oceupy in tin- -iphon. Now a- the relative Weights of water and
oil are as 9 to 10, the oil in one Limb will I"- forced upward- by the water with a velocity

equal to that which a falling body in this case the water) would acquire in falling

through one inch of space, and this \ qual to 188 feel per n ,

timating the velocity of motion oi the wab r in a hot water apparatus, th

rule will apply. "Ifthi be 170 deg, the difference between the

temperatui I descending columns 8 deg., and the height 10 f

when similar weights of w.. I m each column, the hottest will stand '881 of

ber than the other, and this it 1 minute. Lftiiol
I"- live feet, the difference "i ten

;
before, the vi locitj will be 1 1

minute ; but if th< mp rature in this last example had been double the amo
that is, had the difference of temperature been 16 deg., and the vertical height of the pipe fivi I

then the velocitj ol mo on would ha. per minute, the same as in the- ni

d the difference of tempera!
.n all these calculation 1 con idi 1 il I deduction musl !»• made for the offoi I • I frii

nding pipe, the heated pari ' k ith the •
1

•

: nppascnt In tin

ivitj ol thi

:
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tion from the theoretical amount must still be made, to represent with any thing like accuracy the true

velocity; and Mr. Hood states that in more complex apparatus the velocity of circulation is so much
reduced by friction that it will sometimes require from 50 to 90 per cent, and upwards to be deducted

from the calculated velocity, in order to obtain the true rate of circulation.

The amount of friction not only varies according to the arrangement of the apparatus, but also ac-

cording to the size of the pipes. It is much greater in small pipes than in large ones, on account of the

relatively larger amount of surface in the former; besides this, small pipes cool quicker than large Dnes,

and this increases the velocity of the circulation, and with it the friction is also increased. When the

velocity with which the water flows is the same in pipes of different sizes, the relative amount of friction

is as follows

:

Diameter of the pipes, J in., 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.

The amount of friction, S, 4, 3, 1'3, 1.

So that, if the friction in a pipe of 4 inches diameter be represented by 1, the friction of a pipe 2

inches in diameter is twice as much, and a 1-inch pipe four times as much. By increasing the velocity,

the friction increases nearly as the square of the velocity ; but as the water in a hot-water apparatus

circulates with various degrees of speed in its different parts, it is not easy to calculate the amount of

friction from this cause.

It will be seen, then, that when all the deductions are made, the circulation of the water is produced

by a very feeble power, so that, as may be supposed, a very slight cause is sufficient to neutralize it.

Mr. Hood has known so trifling a circumstance as a thin shaving accidentally getting into a pipe, effect-

ually to prevent the circulation in an apparatus otherwise perfect in all its parts.

But the great point to be attended to, is so to dispose the pipes, that the water, in its descent, may
not be obstructed by differences c' level, or angles in the pipes, where air may accumulate ; for this,

by dividing the stream, effectually prevents the circulation. For example, in an apparatus constructed

in the form represented in Fig. 3714, the motion through the boiler 3T14
and pipe A B takes place by convection, and through the descend-

ing pipe C D by the force of gravity, as already described. But
it will be seen that, when the motion commences in the return

pipe D B, in consequence of the greater pressure of C D than of

A B, the water in A will be forced towards e, while the water in

efcj h flows towards C. But when a very small quantity of hot

water has passed from the pipe and boiler A B into the pipe ef,

the column of water g h will be heavier than the column ef, and
the current will, therefore, tend to move along the upper pipe

towards the boiler, instead of from it. This force, whatever its

amount, must oppose that in the lower or return pipe, in conse-

quence of the pressure of C D being greater than A B ; and unless the force of motion in the descend-

ing pipe C D be sufficient to overcome this tendency to a retrograde motion, and leave a residual force

sufficient to produce direct motion, no circulation of the water can take place.

With respect to the accumulation of air in the pipes, every part of the apparatus, where an altera-

tion of level occurs, must be furnished with a vent for the air. Thus, in Fig. 3714, if the air accumu-
late in the pipe between A and e, it is evident that a vent at C, although it would take off the air from

g h, and from C D, could not receive any portion of that which is confined between A e, or between ef,

because, in that case, it must descend through the pipe ef before it could escape, and as air is so very
much lighter than water, it cannot possibly descend so as to pass an obstruction lower than the place

where it is confined. The same remark applies to all cases, however large or small the descent may
be, and the accidental misplacing of a pipe in the fixing, by which one end may be made a little

higher than the other, will as effectually prevent the escape of air through a vent placed at the lower
end, as though the deviation from the level were as many feet as it may, perhaps, be inches.

When it is required to heat a number of separate stories by the
same boiler, one of two methods may be adopted. The vertical pipe
from the boiler may be carried up to the highest story, and the re-

turn pipe meander through each story, until it finally terminates in

the boiler. But it is obvious, that in such case, the top story will get
the larger share of the heat, and the lower stories will be gradually
less heated, on account of the cooling of the water in its passage to

the boiler. The second method is to supply each story with a sep-
arate range of pipes branching out from the main pipe, and returning
either together or separately into the boiler. The application of

this principle, however, requires caution, for if the branch pipes are
simply inserted into the side of a vertical ascending pipe, the hot
current may pass by, instead of flowing into, them. Some con-

trivance is, therefore, necessary to delay the motion of the upward
current, and to cause it to turn aside at the points required. This
may be done by the arrangement shown in Fig. 3715, which is

also copied from Mr. Hood's work. Here it will be perceived,
that as the water ascends from (he boiler B it receives a check at

b, whereby it tends to flow through the horizontal pipe, at that

level. The same also occurs at c, and, by this means, a nearly

equal flow of hot water may be obtained. If it be required to

cut off the supply of heat from one story, while the others are

being heated, this may be done by turning a stop-cock at s, by

,& ^

r$= ^v

^ 4.W
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which the heated med from flowing along the particular branch But when-
ever a branch is closed as at 8, it is accessary also I other en 1 / of the same branch,

wise the water in the descending return pipe It, being warmer and lighter than that in the branch I

at », will circulate therein, and thus raise the temperature of the room int>

hi some arrangements, the hot ascending current of the vertical main i- ma le to discharge in!

open cistern at the top, a- in Fig. 8*716, and from the bottom of this cistern the various flo^i pi]

made to branch off By this means, the expense of cocks or

valves is avoided; for by driving a wooden plug into oiv 3716.

more of the pipes which open into the cistern, the circulation

will be stopped until the apparatus is heated; hut, in that

.iter will flow Lack through the return
i
ipe. This,

however, may be prevented, by bending a lower portion of

in pipe into the form of an inverted Biphon, as

in the figure. This will not prevent the circulation when the

flow-pipe is open; but if that be closed by a plug in the

cistern, the hot water will not return hack through the lower
pipe. Any Bediment that may accumulate in the siphon may
be removed, from time to time, by taking off the cap at the

lower part of the bend.

In Buch an arrangement as that shown in the last two figures, the vertical main j.pe need not be oi

larger diameter than the branches, unless these extend to a very considerable distance, and then the

diameter of the main pipe may be somewhat enlarged. It is not, however, desirable to increase the

diameter of the main, because it i- an object to economize the heat in this pipe, and there are eircuin-

Btances in which a small main loses less heat than a large one, as, for example, in the arrangement
shown in Fig. :>710. If one main pipe, eight inches in diameter, supply four branches in a given time,

it i- evident, that by reducing the main to four inches in diameter, the water must travel four times
faster through the smaller pipe to perform the same amount of work; and, under such en-

tile water will lose only half as much heat in passing through the small main as it would do in ascend-
ing the larger one, for the loss of heat sustained by the water is directly as the tine 1 and the - .

conjointly.

Hence, in warming by tie- irated from each other by a considerabl
tance, the pipe connecting the two room- may be of -mailer diameter than the pipes used for diffusing

the heat Thus a pipe of on, inch diameter may be used I
;

pes four inches in diaoa

The great Bpecinc heat of water, whereby it i< enabled to retain its heat for a very long turn

already shown page 748) to be a great advantage of tin- method of warming buildings. The
rate at which thi- apparatus c !- depends chiefly on the quantity of water contained in it with r<

to the amount of surface exposed, and the excess of temperature of the apparatus above that of the

surrounding air ; but for tempi natures below the boiling point, thi- last circumstance oeed only be take o

into account in estimating tie- velocity with which this apparatus coola Now the variation in the rate

of cooling for bodies of all Bhapes, is inversely a- tie- mass divided by the Buperficiea In cylindrical

pipes, th,' inverse number of tie.' mass divided by the superficies is exactly equal to the inverse of the

diameter-
;
so that, supposing the temperature to be tie- -aim' in all,

In pip.-s of 1 2 3 4 inches diameter,
The ratio of cooling'will be l - 1*8 1

"

-, a pipe of on.' inch in diameter will cool four times as quickly a- a pipe of four incl

diameter, and -o on. These ratios, multiplied by the excess of heat in the pipes above that i

Bnrrounding air, will give the relative rates of cooling for different temperatures below 21

if tie' temperatures be tie- same in all. the simple ratio- given above will -how their relative rate of

cooling without multiplying by the temperatm
These calculations -upply practical rules for estimating tie- -i.'.' of tie' pipes under different cun

If the heat In- required to be kept up Ion.,' after the tire i- extinguished, I
.' bould

itrary, the heat is not wanted after the tin' i- pu1 out, then -mall ones \\ ill answ er

the- purpo i
i diameter than four inches should never l»-

,
lire a

long time in in' proper temperature. Pipes of four inches in diameter are well

adapted for hot I. p \-,\,, , ir three inches may be

arming churi I dwelling houses
; Buch pipe- retain their heal for a sufficient 1

of time, and thej can be moi nd more intensely heated than lai it. on this

-, a smaller quantity of pip,- will often suffice.

With respect to the quantity of pipe r<

r in mind tie- rate at w huh intitj of hut water, in an iron pipe, will impai

show U b\ Mr II I that the \\a'-

.

in at
;

that of tl.

i f wati r m 1" in ;
l di

air tie- lik( i h pipe \\ ill hi al 2

nute, when the d i
'he temperature of the pipe and tl

An alio.

a half t" U

'he p moii, thi- .pi mtity w ill
I

bl to be wanned.
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temperature of the room exceeds the temperature of the external air. If the difference between them
be 30 deg., the 1-279 cubic feet of air will be cooled 30 deg. by each square foot of glass, that is, as

much heat as is equal to this -will be given off by each square foot of glass.

The quantity of air to be warmed per minute in habitable rooms and public buildings must be three

and a half cubic feet for each person the room contains, and one and a quarter cubic feet for each square

foot of glass. For conservatories, forcing-houses, and other buildings of this description, the quantity

of air to be warmed per minute must be one and a quarter cubic feet for each square foot of glass

which the building contains. When the quantity of air required to be heated has been thus ascertained,

the length of pipe which will be necessary to heat the building may be found by the following rule :

—

multiply 125 (the excess of temperature of the pipe above that of the surrounding air) by the differ-

ence between the temperature at which the room is purposed to be kept when at its maximum, and
the temperature of the external air; and divide this product by the difference between the temperature

of the pipes and the proposed temperature of the room ; then, the quotient thus obtained, when mul-
tiplied by the number of cubic feet of air to be warmed per minute, and this product divided by 222
(the Dumber of cubic feet of air raised 1 deg. per minute by one foot of 4-inch pipe) will give the

number of feet in length of pipe four inches diameter, which will produce the desired effect.

AY ben 3-inch pipes are used, the quantity of pipe required to produce the same effect will, of course,

be different. To obtain it, the number of feet of 4-inch pipe obtained by the above rule must be mul-
tiplied by 1'33. If 2-inch pipe be used, the quantity of 4-inch pipe must be multiplied by two.

If we wish to determine the quantity of pipe required to maintain a constant temperature of 75 deg.

in a hot-house, we must suppose the external air occasionally to fall as low as 10 deg., and calculate

from this temperature. The amount of heat to be supplied by the pipes is obviously that which is

expended by the glass, the cooling power of which is exactly proportioned to the difference between
the internal and the external temperature, the actual cubical contents of the house making no difference

in the result. If such a house have 800 square feet of glass, it can easily be calculated, from the pre-

ceding data, that this quantity will cool down 1000 cubic feet of air per minute from 75 deg. to 10 deg.,

which will require 292 feet of 4-inch pipe. If the maximum temperature of the pipe be 200 deg., and
the water be at 40 deg. before lighting the fi.e, the maximum temperature will be attained in about

four hours and a half; with 3-inch pipe, in about three hours and a quarter; and with 2-inch pipe, in

about two hours and a quarter ; depending, however, upon the structure of the furnace, and the quantity

of coal consumed. If the external temperature be higher than 10 deg., the effect will be produced in

a proportionally shorter time.

In churches and large public rooms, with an average number of doors and windows, and moderate
ventilation, a more simple rule will apply for ascertaining the quantity of pipe required. Where a

Lumber of persons are assembled, a large amount of heat is generated by respiration, so that a very

moderate artificial temperature is sufficient to prevent the sensation of cold. In such a case, the air

does not require to be heated above 55 deg. or 58 deg., and the rule is to take the cubical measurement
of the space to be heated, and dividing this by 200, the quotient will be the number of feet of 4-inch

pipe required.

The efficiency of any form of hot-water apparatus will, of course, greatly depend on the boiler,

which ought to be so constructed as to expose the largest amount of surface to the fire in the smallest

space ; to absorb the heat from the fuel, so that as little as possible may escape up the chimney ; to

allow free circulation of the water throughout its entire extent, and not be liable to get out of order by
constant use. A variety of boilers are figured in Mr. Hood's work, and their respective merits con-

sidered on scientific grounds. One of these boilers is shown in Fig. 3717.

It is of cast-iron, and the part exposed to the fire is covered with a series

of ribs two inches deep, and about one-fourth or three-eighths of an inch

thick, radiating from the crown of the arch at an average distance of two
inches from each other. These ribs greatly increase the surface exposed
to the fire, exactly where the effect is greatest ; for being immediately over

the burning fuel, it receives the whole of the heat radiated by the fire. The form of this boiler being

hemispherical, will also expose the largest amount of surface within a given area. The boiler shown
in Fig. 3715 being of wrought-iron, and, therefore, thinner than cast-iron, absorbs the greatest amount
of heat from the fuel.

With respect to the size of the boiler, it has been shown by experiment that four square feet of sur-

face in an iron boiler will evaporate one cubic foot of water per hour when exposed to the direct action

of a tolerably strong fire. The same extent of heating surface which will evaporate one cubic foot of

water per hour from the temperature of 52 deg., will be sufficient to supply the requisite amount of

heat to 232 feet of 4-inch pipe, the temperature of which is required to be kept 140 deg. above the sur-

rounding air ; or one square foot of boiler surface exposed to the direct action of the fire, or three square

feet of flue surface, will supply the necessary heat to about 58 superficial feet of pipe ;
or, in round num-

bers, one foot of boiler to 50 feet of pipe. But as this is the maximum effect, a somewhat larger allow-

ance ought in general to be made. If the difference of temperature be 120 deg. instead of 140 deg.,

the same surface of boiler will supply the requisite amount of heat to one-sixth more pipe, and if the

difference be only 100 deg., the same* boiler will supply above one-third mure pipe than the quantity

Fluted.

With respect to the furnace, the rate of combustion of the fuel will depend chiefly on the size of the

furnace-bars, provided the furnace-door be double and lit tightly. The ash-pit should also be provided

with a door to exclude the excess of air when the fire is required to burn slowly. A dumb-plate should

also be provided, to cause the combustion to be most active at the hinder part of the furnace instead of

directly under the boiler. The fuel will thus be gradually coked, the smoke consumed, and the fuel

economized.

In an apparatus containing 600 feet of 4-inch pipe, the area of the furnace-bars should bo 300 square
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inches, so that 14 indies in width and "J2 inches in length will rive the amount of surface required Tc
obtain the greatest heat in the shortest time, the area of the bars Bhonld be proportionally Lnci

so that a larger fire may be obtained The fire ought at all times to be kept thin and bright; and to

obtain a good effect from the fuel, one pound weight of coal ought t<> rake 89 lbs. of water from 89
• to 212 de

The best kind of pipes for hot-water apparatus are those with socket-joints, flange joints having long

been out of use for this purpose. Where the Bocket-joints are well made, there is no tear of leakage,

for the pipes themselves will yield before the joints will give way, or before the faucet end of one pipe

can be drawn out of thi t the other. The joints must be well caulked with spun yarn, and

filled up with iron cement, or with a cement made of quicklime and linseed oiL

Soft or rain water ought always to'be u<vd in the hot-water apparatus f hard water be

used its salts will form a Bediment or crust in the boiler, and interfere with its action, lint as t!-

very little evaporation from this kind of apparatus, the boiler will not require cleaning out for \

if a modera •!' attention be bestowed on the water employed
When the apparatus i- not in use, care must betaken toprevent tl. a freezing in the

]

or the sudden expansive force of the' water in freezing may crack them. If the apparatus is not likely

to be used for some time during winter, it is better to empty the pipes than incur the ri-k of

Log. Jt has been proposed to till the pipes with oil instead of water, and as the boiling point of ,,il \*

nearly three times higher than that of water, it was thought that a temperature ot too deg. might
be safely given to the- pipes. It was found however, that the oil at high temperatures became thick and
viscid, and at length changed into a gelatinous mass, completely stopping all circulation in the pipes.

In the- form- of apparatus to which the preceding details refer, the temperature of the water never
to the ordinary Boiling point, 212 deg.;) but we have now to notice a method in which tin- tem-

ferature of the water is often beyond 300 deg.; this is the hi^h-pressure method contrived by Mr.

'erkin-. In its simplesl f< urn, the apparatus consists of a continuous or endless pipe, closed in all part-,

and tilled with water. There i- no boiler to this apparatus, it- place being supplied by coiling up a

portion of the pipe (generally one-sixth of the whole length) and arranging this in the furnace. The
remaining five-sixths of the pipe are heated by the circulation of the hot water, which Hows from the

top of the coil, and i ling m its progress through the building, returns to tie- bottom of the coil

reheated The diameter of the pipe i- one inch externally, and half an inch internally, and i- formed
of wrought-iron. The coil in the furnace being entirely surrounded by the lire, the water is quickly
heated, and becoming also lilled with innuiii bbles of steam, these imparl pecific

levity to the ascending current. At the upper pari of the pipe, the -team bubbli into water,

ami uniting with the column in the return pipe, which is comparatively cool, the .1. scenl l- rapid in

proportion to the expansion of the water in the ascending column, or, in other word-, according to the

relative specific gravities of the two column- of w.::

As the expansive force of water is almost irresistible, in consequence of its extremely limited

tieity, it i- necessary in the high pressure apparatus to make gome provision tor the expansion of the

water when heated. Tte necessity for this will appear from the fact, that water h( ated from 89*48 deg.

point of greatest condensation) to 212 deg., expand- about 1 23d part of its bulk; and the force

exerted on the pipes by this expansion would be equal to 1 1,1-1 lb-, on the square inch. The method
adopted i- to connect a Large pipe, c tiled the expansion pipe, 2 |

inches diameter, w ith Mime part of the

apparatus, either horizontally or vertically. It should be placed at the highest point of the apparatus,
and at the bottom of the expansion-pipe is inserted the filling-pipe through which the apparatus is tilled.

While the apparatus is being filled with water, the expansion-tube is left openal the top; water i- then

i in through the filling tube, and a- it rises in the pipes, drives out the air before it. \\ hen the

ire full, the filbng-pipe and the expansion-tube are carefully closed with Bcrew plugs. It i- im-

portant to expel all the air from tin- pipe-, ami thi- i- done, in the first instance, by pumping the water
repeatedly through them. The expansion-pipe i-. of course, hit empty, as its use is to allow the water
in the pip. - to expand on being heated, and thus prevent the danger of bursting. From I

i expansion Bpace U generally allowed in practice.

'I he linn u dly bo arran fed in the buudii I
to be heated M '" allow the tub

ng from the top of the coil to be carried straight up at once to the highest level at which the water
o circulate; here the expansion-! iated and from thi- point two or m descending

columns can !»• formed, which, after circulating through differenl and distant part- of the building,

unite at length m one pip'',
;

bottom of the coil in the furnace.
'1 he w boh- ai rangement will be better undi [18, in which a is the as*

olumn; /<, tl .
<', the d< .luiim-; «/, the coil in the furnace

; and
i-top cocks for turning off the circulation from the coils when desired

'lie- heat i- communicate d to thi' air of the rooms from the externa] surface of tie- pip. -. which are

i placed within pedestals, ranged about the r n with open trellis work u

or they may be mink in -t
i floors, placed behind

i in the fin
|

i b floor, tl

u any other convenient mam
In consequence of ii, ire w Inch t!

tuired in their manufacture. 'I i
• ide of the i lit-iron, rolli

quarter of an inch thick, and of the proper width. Tin i the

whole length of the iron, which i I In thi state il is pi

I to a weld ' 'm- ' n I i- ed by an instrument fii

chain, revol ind a man applii

I whhh he hold, firmly while the I

iuo or three timi

DOt "p. u it at the join! -••,,:..
i tl.
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When the tubes are screwed together at each end, they are proved by hydrostatic pressure, with g

force equal to 3000 lbs. on the square inch of internal surface.

When the tubes are properly arranged and fixed in the building, the whole apparatus is filled -with

water by a force-pump, and subjected to considerable pressure, before lighting the fire. In this way
faulty pipes or leaky joints are detected.

The tubes are joined by placing the ends within a socket, forming a right and left hand screw, the edge

of one tube having been flattened, and the other sharpened ; they are then screwed so tightly together,

that the sharpened edge of one pipe is indented in the flattened surface of the other. Another method

of connecting the pipes is by a cone-joint. A double cone of iron is inserted into the ends of the pipes

to be joined, and is made tight by two screw-bolts, as shown in Fig. 3119. This joint is quickly made,

and is very strong.

3718.

Eipansion-tubc

2710.

The furnace varies in form and dimensions according to circumstances ; but a very common arrange-

ment is shown in Fig. 37 20. The size is about three and a half feet square, increasing to six feet,

according to the extent of pipe connected with it. The fire occupies a small space in the centre, raised

about one foot from the ground, and the fuel is supplied through the hopper-door m at the top. The

outer casing a is of common brick-work ; cc are fire-bricks, supporting the coil k ;
dd reservoirs for the

dust and soot, which would otherwise clog the coil
; g bearing-bars for the grate ;

h the grate : the fire-door

is double, and there arc also doors to the ash-pit and dust reservoirs. Fig. 3*721 shows the descending

tube entering the fire-chamber, and passing through the bearing-bars gg of the grate h. Fig. 37'2'2 is a

section of the back well or reserv :>ir d d, formed so as to support the coil, and to cause the soot and dust

to fall to the bottom.

In this arrangement of the furnace, the ignited coal is surrounded on three sides by a thickness ot

nine-inch fire-brick ; the hopper-door is also placed in one of these lumps; the coil is contained in a

Chamber round the fire-brick, four and a half inches wide ; the pipe enters this chamber, passing thrrugr
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the hearing-burs of the grate, which tends to preserve the grate from burning; t lie- pip il from

the top of the coil, at the upper part of the chamber. The sm ike pa— through the. chambi i

taining the pipes, and escapes through an opening at the back. The coil i- in actual contact with the

nly in front The be-t fuel for this fumac r Welsh hard coal, Buch as is not liable to clog.

Tin- furnace may be placed in a cellar, or b I from the building to he warmed.
The heat of the furnace can be moderated bj closing the ash-pit door, and opening the furnace d
tin- reservoir d a, bo as to lesson the draught and admit cold air to the coil

In the apparai I the British Museum for warming the print-room and tin' bird-room the

furnace i- in a vault in the basement Btory, and the pipes, entering a flue, are carried np about forty

. one in each room ; one containing 360 feet of pipe, and the other 100 i-

1 in feet of pipe art- employ L-il in the flow and return pipes in the flue, and 16 I
up in

the furnace. In this way, L050 fei i of pipe are employed: the apparatus i- verj powerful, and sup-

plies the requisite amount of heat. The print room is about 40 feet long, by SO feet wide, and the

ceiling contains large Bky-lighta The temperature of Go deg. can easily be maintained in this room
during winter. The fire i- lighted at 6 a.m., and is allowed to hum briskly till sufficient heat is pro-

. in lb rooms, when the damper in the flue is partially closed A Blow fire is thus maintained:

at 11 a. IL, a fresh Supply of fuel is added, and this supports the tire till -1 P. IL, when :'.ll the fires at the

Museum are extinguished.

The above details will suffice to show the nature and application of this apparai

It is, however, of great importance to ascertain whether this apparatus i-. perfectly safe, for . i

doubt on the subject must he fatal to its general introduction The average temperature of the pipes

is Btated to be generally about 350 deg.; but a very material difference in temperature, amounting
lines to 2 leg. or 800 deg., is said to occur in different parts of the apparatus, in consequence

of the great resistance which the water meets with in the numerous bends and angles of this small

pipe. The temperature of the coil will, of course, give the working effect of tin- apparatus, but the

temperature of any part of the pipe will furnish data for estimating its Bafety ;
for whatever is the

temperature, and, consequently, the pressure in the cuil, must be the pressure on any other part of the

apparatus ; for by tin- law of equal pressures of fluids, an increased pressure at one part will g< i

an equally in at every other part of the system.
A very elegant method of ascertaining tin- temperature of a heated Burface of iron or steel, consists

in tiling it bright, and then noting the color of the thin film of oxide which forms thereon, as folio

very faint yellow at ISO deg. Fahr.
" pale straw-color

" 450 "

full yellow " -170 "

brown " 41

" brown, with purple spots " 610 "

" purple " 630 "

blue '• 550 "

full blue " 560 "

" dark blue, verging on black " BOO "

Mr. II that in some apparatus, if that part of the pipe which i- immediately above tin- lui

Dace be filed bright, the iron will become of a straw color, showing a temperature of about 450 deg.

Jn other instances, it will become purple= about 580 deg., and, in some cases, of a full blue color=
560 deg. .Now, as there is always -team in some part of the apparatus, tin-

| ure can be calculated

from the temperature, and a temperature of 460° =a pressure of 420 lbs. on the 6quai 0°=
1 lbs. ; and 560 '= 1150 Iba per Bquare inch.

Although these pip'-- an- proved, at a pressure of nearly 8 Iba per Bquare inch, and the

required to break a wrought-iron pipe of one inch external, and half an inch internal diameter, requires

8822 lbs. per square inch on the internal diameter, vel these calculations are taken for the cold metal
posing irmi to long-continued heat, it Loses its fibrous texture, and acquires a crystalline chart

v. hereby its tenacity and coh ned
In order to make tins apparatus -at.-, Mr. Hood suggests that, instead of hermetii r the

expansion pipe, il should be furnished with a to press with a weight of 185 lbs.

on the Bquare inch This would prevent the temperature from rising above 850 deg. in any part . the

old then I"- nine atmospheres, which i- a limit more than sufficient for any working appa
>

the apparatus were to b - rould, by no mean
which accompany the explosion of a ateam-b of the pipes would probably crack, and the

water, under high pro f it would instantly h
while that which remained a- water would sink t This would have the

i would not seal I

'

lor lati ii' heal i
insion, mi b

I of imparting It 'hut

would be U ie, would be from the

'it.

'IT. meth
ill w huh an 1 in an in- hind ilsii. ill V w ilh tin

within a brick chamber, either double 01 I tin

nation of v.
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These furnaces are represented in the accompanying draw

3723.

Culver's hot-air and portable furnaces.

ings, Pigs. 37-23, 3*724, and 3725.

A, Fig. 3723, iron or brick ash-pit.

13, ash-pit door.

C, pot, or coal-burner, with or without soap

6tone lining.

D, fire-chamber.

E, lower half of tubular drum.

F, elliptical tubes.

G, upper half of tubular drum.

11, top of tubular drum.

1, cap and smoke-pipe.

K, fiat radiator.

L, water-basin, or evaporator.

M, smoke-pipe to chimney.

N, conductors of hot air.

O, cold-air conductor and chamber.

P, feed-door.

Q, hot-air chamber.
R, damper in globe with rod attached.

S, pendulum valve for cleaning.

The arrows show the direction of the current:

hot or cold air.

Fig. 3724 represents a large size portable fur-

nace in outline or skeleton form, in double cover-

ings of sheet-iron, tin. or zinc, with same letter

references as in Fig. 3723.

These portables may be used to warm stores or

buildings where it is not convenient or desirable to

erect brick walls, and may be placed in basements
or cellars, warming the rooms in which they stand,

if need be, as well as those above. They have
sufficient power to warm a moderate sized building, and can be removed as easily as a common stove.

Fig. 3275 represents a portable furnace with two metal coverings, with the inlets and outlets of cold

and hot air, smoke-pipe, &c, with evaporating pan standing upon the top of the drum.

McGregor** hot-air furnace.—Fig. 3726 is a front view of largest furnace set in mason-work. 1, feed

door; 2, fire-chamber ; 3, 4, and 5, hot-air pipes; G, ash-pit door; 7, cold-air box ; 8, cylinder chamber

for generating hot air.

Fig. 3727 exhibits an internal view of the structure of the furnace. A C D, the course of the heat

ascending into the drum, descending rfhd passing off into the smoke-pipe. II, the feed-door for fuel,

D, die bark dumper by which the fire is checked by admitting cold air into the smoke-pipe.

The aim of t!,U furnace is to exclude entirely the red and unwholesome heat made by the hot or fire

chamber, in which the coal is burnt, from coming into the hot air chamber, and instead, all the heat is

thrown into the large cylinder drum in the air-chamber, which is never allowed to became so heated af*
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lo burn the air; and into this chamber is continually alio - a large volume of fresh air, and
from thence into the apartmenta The serious objection to furn I they would nol

produce sufficient heat, but that the air was burnt and poisoned by coming in contact with the red-hot

cylinder as it passed through the hot-air chambi r, which in this furnace i- obviated by shutting off in a

separate brick chamber all the heat thrown out from the cylinder.

Wal • .dr.—Walker's
hot-air furnace is now very much in vogue, and we extract from his treatise "n warming as follows:
The principle of heating by hot-air furnaces is to take fresh air from outside the budding, warm it,

and then let it flow into the rooms ature and ventilation require. Thus, a pipe conducl
air from outside of the building to the air-chamber of the furnace, i ... the Bpace inclosed about tl.

nace ; here it i~ warmed, and is then conducted by pipes into the apartments, while the smoke ai I

ted by the combustion of the fuel pass off by another pipe to the chimney.
But if the air-chamber and the pipes leading from it are small, or if the furn i- bo BmaTJ that

in order to get the heat required its surface must be kept at a high red heat, a furnace will be found to

be one of the most expensive and disagreeable modes of heating. To construct a good furnace, there-

fore, Beveral things must 1 nsidered
1. Ventilation.—The problem is how to secure a plea-ant, gonial heat, with thorough ventilation.

r of these alone may be very easily and economically obtained. 9 various kind- will pro-
duce heat at little cost, but they afford no ventilation. Open doors and windows will produce ventila-
tion, but at the expense of that warmth which health and comfort require.

To make a furnace the means of ventilating an apartment d .;r lo have been thought of.

The uniform plan was to admit into tin' apartments to be warmed by the furnace but a small quantity
of air, which, to produce sufficient heat, was necessarily raised to a very high temperature— intensity of

heat being substituted for quantity. This was in various way- productive of bad results. The small
volume of air introduced into a room from the air-chamber of the furnace was with very little for

ventilation.

But tie- question arises, how i- the requisite amount of ventilation to be secured? What limit shall

be assigned to the introduction of fresh air into an apartment which i- to be heated to a given temper-
ature? The answer to thi- question must vary with the relative importance of economy in fuel, and of

the health and comfort of the occupants of the room. The limit of the amount of Mutilation must
sometimes be that which can be afforded The beating of air for this process i- just so much fuel

thrown away.
The moat economical Btove i- that which is placed in the room to he warmed, an 1 tic Bmoke of which

is reduced to the temperature of the room; if no change of air then take place, b r otherwise,
we have arrived at perfection in the economy of fuel. Whether it is advis ible to practise Buch i

my, or rather parsimony, for thi- i- it- nature, is quite another question. It is upon thi- principle of the

non-renewal of the air and low- temperature of the -moke, that hut little wood .

that the odor of the rooms warmed by them, in which several people are assembled is offensive, ami
their influence upon the health injurious. In New England the winter temperature is such that the

•ise of heating op the air to a comfortable point i- a serious item, and the temptation to economise
in this rasped is with Borne not easily resisted.

If pure and healthy air be worth what it will cost, then -hould hot-air furnaces he so constructed as
to admit freely large quantities of fresh air into the apartmenta but while thi- object is securi d, fur-

should he BO Constructed also 'hat the ample volume of air thus freely introduced shall be rai-. d
to the required temperature with the least possible expense of fuel

_'. I -'I here appears to he a great want of information on thi- branch of the Bubjecl
among those who ought to he Buffi rS of their business to know it- u-e. Tin;- one man will

advertise as a recommendation of hi- furnace, that "a large quantity of water
i

to the air the oxygen taken from it by the heat of the furnace," Another ha- a furnace " bo constructed
that evaporation is not n Bsary, a- it never becomes sufficiently hot to destroy the vitality of the air,"

It being lined with BOap Btone, or -otuethiug -iimlar.

• all Buch statements are based upon an incorrect idea of the u-e of evaporation. They imply that

heat destroys the vitality of the air, and that the evaporation of w at. r w ill restore it. neiuu t oi

i- correct Heat without c unbustion does not destroy the vitality of the air; and if it did. evaporation
would not he a remedy. 'I he nee raporation arises whollj from the fact, that a- the temper-
ature of the air i- increased, to hold ami it- tendency to absorb moisture art I

a ho
i given volume of air at the temperature of in deg. is capable, like a sponge, of holding in suspen

• certain quantity of water. If now. without adding to the quantity, the t.

66 d ubled; if raised to 90 deg it is nearh qundi i

11 additional In-; ..potation of water, wl
the./ the air will <

i recta upon the m l-work oJ

upon the furniture, and also upon the skin and tits, It i- imi— ible, t

ve a heating apparatus n hii w ith the
i

nature require this expedient, to supply oil with the moi ture which it

mis.

evaporation, imp
i

! nevi i be hi ..''J to

.in will rise whether the an- requii when the \

boilic

rapid, and
I . ill he evaporated, while in n

A the funi
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3. Temperature.—To keep the apartments at a comfortable temperature, well ventilated, without dust

or gas, and without injury to furniture or to health by the extreme dryness of the atmosphere, in a

word, to keep up a continual supply of pure, fresh, invigorating air at summer heat, is the desideratum

in a hot-air furnace. To effect this the heat must be imparted by a surface so large that no part of it

will be highly heated in obtaining the requisite temperature. The chief objections against furnace."

have arisen from the fact that very small surfaces have been used, and were heated to such a degree

that the innumerable particles of animal and vegetable matter that are always floating in the air were
burned, rendering the air offensive and unhealthy. The air also was very highly heated, which not only

made it very unpleasant, especially when it came in contact with the person before its temperature was
reduced, causing headache, lassitude, and other disagreeable sensations, but also very injurious to the

mnnels and other wood-work of the room, furniture, <fec, by reason of its extreme dryness.

When the temperature of the air cannot be diminished without depositing water upon the walls of

the oontaiuing vessel, or appearing as a mist, it is said to be saturated. If the temperature of saturated

air be raised, it will, to the feelings, become drier, and will immediately begin to take up water which
is exposed to it ; air is dry or mo«t, not in proportion to the water it contains, but in proportion as it is

more or less removed from the point of saturation.

Walker's patent improved hot-air furnace, manufactured at No. 89£ Leonard-street, New York, is

represented in Figs. 3728 and 3729.
The objects aimed at by the patentee in the construction of his hot-air furnace are

—

1st. By means of one fire to produce a mild, uniform, and agreeable temperature throughout several

apartments, and to warm a whole house sufficient for sleeping-rooms, or to keep plants of all kinds, in

the coldest weather.
3729.

2d. To avoid all dust and gas, and to keep the apartments well ventilated by means of a constant

supply of fresh air from without.
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8d. To be simple, bo thai any one capable of managing a a take care of it.

4 tli. i ntiik-al in point "1" fuel

5th. To be durable, * luent or exp ire.

The furnace is constructed of cast-iron, is placed in the cellar and inclosed in brick walls, in such a

manner that there is very little heat wasted by escaping into the cellar or chimn uently

till the fuel consumed is made available to heating the apartmi > where thej

I, have they failed to give entire satisfaction.

A, upper smoke-pipe.

F>. clamper.

(', drums, or radiators.

1>, feed-door.

E, fire
|

P, cold-air tl

Rt ;' / neea.

.'. .til- for cold air.

J 1. hot-air flues.

I, lower Bmoke pipe.

• I evap rating pan— 12 gallons.

K, door to put in or t J

L, door to remove ashes.

We extract from the Journal of the Franklin Institute a report on warming and rentilatii

half of the Lunatic Asylum ofBlockley Almshouse, Philadelphia, by si

Mucl was experienced in the adaptation of an old edifice, not originally d

adopted, and which added greatly to our labor and made it more difficult to

our pur

In constructing the heating chambers and necessary fines, we were obliged to cut through a -
of arches, which of the substantial manner in which the building was constructed, added
greatly to the expense and time attending the prosecution of the work. The want of propi r Sues an 1

its for the warmed and extracted or foul air, all of which we were obliged to construct, or all

answer the purp arrangement; the insufficient height of the cellar ceiling for our pur-

. and the impossibility of going any deeper on account of water, presented another set ioua difficulty

in the great distance the Bteam had to 1 1 and the condensed water returned again to the
boiler-

i feet ; a greater depth would have facilitated the return of the condensed \

Running i the building are a number of sewers, into which the sinks are drained, o
fluently making them very foul. These made a Bystem of ventilation very desirable, but at the

time greatly interfered with our efforts to produce a pure atmosphere throughout the building,

buildii one very difficult to warm, on account of the greal height of the ceilirj

being If feet 11 incl nd 16 feet 4 inches, and the third lit in height The
number and large Bize of the windows making the glass surface equal to :uit - and the im-

perfect tiftin_r of the windov. v, ith the large Bize of the doors, and the very < xposed situation

of the bunding, render it, perhaps, more . warm than any of the buildii ith the

i'ion.

Explanation of thefigures.— Fi I 7 0, plan of building, and warming and vent;'

Fig. 8731, elevation of heating chambers.

Fig. 8732, longitudinal vertical section of the arrangement for warming and ventilal

plan of a part of the heating and ventilating chamber.
• li ration oi

8731 i- a plan of i he west half of the Lunatic Asylum: the main building, running east and -

feet wide, inside measurement, three stories high, with an attic. On each floor

of the main building there is a large hall running the length of it, a stairway, kitchen, dining room, and
three large associate rooms, in each of which there i- a nurse's room, w ash-room, and n

The wing at right an.de- to the main building is 119 feel long by 46 feet wide, inside mi

three Btories high, with an at! ch floor of the wii a ball running the length of it, and
connected with the main building by another hall, two stairway room, a bath-root

eiate room-, and twenty cells.

re air for the supply of the house from pui

it from being contaminated while in the equalizing and heating chamh rs under the building. Tl

rangements are such that the patients cannol with them in any way ; there are no valv<

those in the hall, nor have they been found desirable, as there is but a ti

difference in the I f the house, thus avoidin luent annoj
from il n ith them.

The heating cl imber \ \, foi the main building, runs along the centre of the cellar

until within -. where it was found necesanrj to stop, on account of a -ewer

vanning the halls in the main Building, another chambei B

nd hall- in the wing, the heating chamber A' runs the length of the

ill.- mam chamber. For warmin > iho associate and ma -. s rooms, th

'lie- air for uppl;.
i n from the garden on the south

chamben I. I. L, and from tl h thn small apertun I, «sc, in tho bottom ol

wall, as indicated b) tho an
distrib

I
into the different

he w armed.
the cells and hnlU in the w in ' i-. drawn from the i

the I. iil Iin | \i t.> !„• beyon I
,;

mi-. I" •: ing in 'he yard, conveyed down this and through a tunn*
J "T A', w h nd from tht

I
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from the yard. Their arrangements for the equalizing and heating chambers, flues, &c, are the same aa

the others.

The arrangements by which the heated air is introduced and the foul air extracted from the rooms,
will be understood by referring to Figs. 3732, 3733, and 3734, which represent the arrangement for

warming and ventilating three of the large associate rooms in the main building, which are each 47 by
44 feet. Tb«j flues FFF lead from the heating chamber A to near the ceiling in the centre of the
rooms ;

these supply the heated air for warming- the roo™- tlirowing it out in the directions as indicated

by the arrows.

A

!

(—

'

m
i^ 1[---

The foul air is drawn off by means of the foul-air flues V V placed in the sides of the rooms, opposite

to the entrance for warm air; they open close to the floor, thus producing a downward ventilation.

Through these it is conducted to the main foul-air flue K K, Figs. 3733 and 3734 ; from thence conducted

to the extracting shaft E, which is 90 feet high, fitted with a cast-iron chimney 30 inches diameter

and 25 feet high, through which the smoke and gases from the fire are discharged. The extracting

shaft is also fitted with a steam-jet, by means of which additional force can be given to the ventilation

if it should be desirable. There is also a small furnace in the base of the shaft, so arranged as to pro-

duce ventilation when the heating apparatus is not in use.

The main sewer which runs under the building is so connected with the fire under the boiler that the

necessary air for supplying the furnace may be drawn from it, thus creating a current of air into the

sewer, and in a measure preventing the escape of fetid gases.

GG, Figs. 8*730 and 8*731, are two cylindrical boilers, 36 inches in diameter and 40 feet long, having

a capacity, together, equal to 565 cubic feet. We would here assure you of the perfect safety of these
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boilers. They are constructed of the best Pennsylvania iron, by experienced workmen, and are of un-

nsua] thickness; the heads, although of cast-iron, are concave; the boilers weigh together 12,186 lbs.,

the great amount of water they contain, and consequently the amount of time necessary to evaporate

it, makes them e n from the most frequent cause, the want of water; and their

proportion in relation to the fire and radiating surfaces is Buch that, were th< es.chained

down, it would be impossible to generate a pressure of 100 lbs. to the Bquare inch, with the pr
weight at the extreme end of the safety-valve levers, 12 lbs. pressure would raise them. The boil< re

will sustain a pressure of 300 lbs, to the Bquare inch \\ ithout anj I lbs. is the greatest pr.

under which the apparatus is generally worked. Plain cylinder boilers arc always preferable to tubu

lar boilers when- there is room enough to make them sufficiently large—they can be made Btrongi

•it of their form; they have, also, more -team and water room. The boiler of a iir-t class U>

tive of ordinary construction will generate enough -team, when the fire is in full operation, to till the

steam space in four seconds, and enough, could there noi to burst the boiler in about t> n min-

utes; they will evaporate the water so as to bee ous in froi minutes when the

supply of water is stopped.

The Bmoke an i g ises from the furnace are conveyed through the Bmoke flue 1'. Figs, 5780 and

within the heating chamber A, until it is opposite the extracting Bhaft E; from here il is conducted

aero-- and into the cast iron chimney I', within the e • ifl El The Bmoke flue within the heat-

: d with cast-iron plate-, and these with clean Band. The arrangements are Mich

that the- temperature of the -moke and gases i- n duced below tutted

ape, thus preventing any unnecessary v.
|
.el.

To the boilers ai I. bj mean- of a 6 inch cast iron main K, systems of radiating pipe-- hhh
of wrought non,

; inch inside diameter ; they are distributed through the different beating chai

A A A ,
ac. '|

| that the condensed water is returned to the boilers to be

again into steam, thus producing a circulation Thi

radiatii ibuted through all the beatin

If a i I ition through the i

i- the puip - the

temperature of the building in a compare!
short time, i'

cock which •'.

; m the co»d(

into the boilers. 'I hi- pump
for supplying the boilers with a the -

a the -

In the thirl

of a cai I 'A Inch the

i I

mean - ol a coil which is upplicd

I he I

boih i I is cooked. 1 he k :tch< u in the
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eastern or male part of the house is arranged in the same way. They are all supplied with steam from
the same source.

There is no fire in the -west half of the Asylum excepting under the boilers G G, and a small cooking
stove for preparing food for the sick.

The cubical contents of the building warmed, without deducting partition walls, stairways, &c, is

180,000 cubic feet ; the amount actually warmed by the apparatus, deducting partition walls, stairways,

etc., is 730,000 cubic feet, or 90 rooms and 6 halls.

The consumption of fuel in cold weather is 1-J tons of coal per day, (24 hours ;) allowing 75 days cold

and 100 days moderate weather through the winter, the consumption would be 213—say 225 tons; 30
tons of this should be deducted, which is the amount used in cooking, and 15 tons of this should be
charged to the eastern or male part of the house. The consumption of fuel, as near as we can ascertain,

for heating this part last year by close stoves, &c, and there was no ventilation, was from 275 to 300
tons of coal, say 275 tons, when but a portion of the rooms were warmed, and that imperfectly ; while
by the arrangement introduced by us, the whole of the building is warmed at a saving of at least 75
tons of coal, which, at 84 per ton, would be $300.
The advantages of the present arrangement are

—

1st. Producing a pure atmosphere throughout the building, the air being supplied in great abundance
from pure sources, and so arranged as to keep it from contamination.

2d. A system of downward ventilation, which diffuses the warmth uniformly throughout the various
apartments ; the air being admitted near the ceiling and drawn off at the floor is constantly sinking, and
in this way the colder and impure air passes off by the foul-air flues, and is ejected from the extracting

shaft above the building.

3d. The safety from fire, both in the building and as regards the patients, which, in a lunatic asylum,
is a very important consideration.

4th. The freedom from noise, dust, and dirt usually attendant upon fires in grates and stoves.

5th. The whole heating arrangement being under the care of a single individual, is more easily man-
aged than by a number of attendants, who are now dispensed with.

6th. The economy of the arrangement, saving about 25 per cent, in fuel ; the repairs will not exceed
those of stoves and grates.

Ventilation.—The following hints on ventilation will be found of value in this place; they are by
W. Walker, Engr., of Manchester.
However useful steam agency, as applied to ventilating purposes, may be in factories or buildings

connected with them, and in theatres or other places liable to great and sudden influx or efflux of per-
sons—and well as it has been found to answer in its appplication to other buildings, such as club-houses,

banks, collegiate institutions, and hospitals, in which manifest advantages have been derived from its

employment—there will still be great numbers and many classes of edifices in which it would be
from various causes inadmissible. Churches, chapels, and houses for worship, may be enumerated under
this head—the numbers contained within their walls being, on the whole, tolerably constant, and not
liable to very sudden fluctuations ; but especially from the circumstance that they are seldom used more
than two days in the week, with intervals of two or three days between ; and when used it is only for

two hours consecutively, with intervals of two or three hours between. With such proper quantity and
sizes of ingress and egress flues as can readily be obtained in the thick walls and piers of such edifices,

(if planned prior to their construction,) this short period of occupation will not permit their atmosphere
to become very highly charged with impurities, while the intervals between the services will be found
sufficient for an entire change of the whole atmosphere left in them at the close of each service, without
resorting to mechanical means. In churches with lofty open roofs, of the mediaeval or early English
construction, without galleries, the total cubic space bears so large a proportion to that portion of it

occupied at the floor level by the congregation, that scarcely any injurious vitiation of the entire atmos-
pheric contents can take place during the short period of occupation, provided moderate preparations
have been made for ingress and egress. Hence, very sudden and powerful ventilation is scarcely re-

quired in such churches, and the purification of their atmosphere may safely be left to the spontaneous
action of those preparations ; but on special occasions, and in hot weather, the action of the fresh-air

flues may be accelerated by the exhausting power of a shaft or trunk of adequate size running up within
the tower or steeple, its upper end discharging into the external air, while its lower end communicates
with the interior by openings in or near the roof; and this shaft may be made, in very hot weather, to

perform two or three times its usual duty, by rarefaction produced at its lower end g, Fig. 3735, by a
large number of gas-burners fixed there in tolerably close proximity with each other, and supplied with
gas from the mains which furnish light to the whole budding. These ideas have been successfully car-

ried out in numerous instances, and in large buildings. The whole process recommended for such 'a

buiMing will be better understood by a reference to the upper portion of Fig. 3735, which represent j a

section of a church ventilated in this manner ; a a are openings all round the church for admission of

fresh air; bb, hot-water pipes, over which it is made to pass on its way to the gratings cc\ chl are
openings, by which the vitiated air enters a horizontal trunk e, from the end of which rises the shaft/
with a collection g of gas jets in the bottom of it; hi is the gallery line, and k an excavated room for

the boiler, the floor of which should be five feet below the floor line of the church.

By simply turning the cock in the gas-pipe which supplies the jets, the rarefaction in the shaft, and,

consequently, the velocity and quantity of the air passed through the church, may be controlled with
tolerable accuracy, and instantly proportioned to any greater or smaller number of persons assembled.
The cost of piping and cock for bringing the gas to the jets has been found to be but trifling; and as

they need only be lighted during the time the church is occupied for worship, which is seldom of longer

duration than two hours and a half, the consumption of gas is not very great, and amply compensated
by the beneficial result obtained.

The means most proper to be adopted for the plentiful supply of fresh air in the low-roofed, galleried
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and crowded meeting-house, will be found to i
all round under

the wi by brick Hues with the lower part of th ler the aisles and

in which the hot water pipes that are to warm the air sh< L Fresh-air flues should he

,] in ail th< i i a the windows, running as high a- the gall< ry, to supply it with

warme 1 air. A vitiated air-flue should also commence in dlery (in order to give

to that which would otherwise be intercepted and detail.

trunk, running over the root", along each side, into ti.

ti u . - ;'.,re explaii also be left in tl with these

ntal trunks, to cany off the bad and heated air over th ild be

the side-walls, under the floor.so as to warm the air that passes up within the p« i

the gal

leading p .
d in such a case are delineated in the lower

]
below

the line h i.

Mil '

'

I Wf
,a^

A much 1:ult' r provision Bhould be made t"«
.1- supplying fresh air to worship, or other

lilding, than In one which baa do gallerj , and which possesses the advantage of an open roof;

and ti to the cop Dmmended Bhould well

ler the following i Iculationa A chapel <>r meeting-house with large gall
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ness, about 30 feet in average height. This church lias often contained 1S&0 persons; its cubic contents

being 156,000 feet, and the requirement of air, allowing, as before, seven feet per minute to each person,

(1800 X 1 =) 12,600. feet. The time in which the whole atmosphere of this church would, when con-

taining its full complement of persons, require to be changed, 4s (156,000-7-12,600=) 121 minutes;

and large openings will obviously be required to pass the quantity in the time.

These figures will suffice to show the necessity for a very much larger provision for ventilation that

has been customary in buildings containing galleries, in which the cubic contents bear a small propor-

tion to the numbers assembled.

The management of the warming of a church bein^ a matter frequently intrusted to a sexton or verge*

charged with other duties, which necessitate his making a clean appearance, and demand his exclusive

attention during the service, it is a matter of some importance, where hot-water apparatus are used, tc

adopt such form of boiler as will require the smallest possible attention. The kind shown in Fig. 3736,

in section, will be found to fulfil this requirement. In this, a is the fire-box; b, ash-box; c, smoke-box;

d, fire-bars; c, smoke-tubes;/, fuel-box; r/, damper; //, flow or steam pipe; ?, return or condensation

pipe; j, ash-box door; k, fire-door; /, smoke-pipe. Many large churches have been kept by it at a uni-

form temperature with only three attendances in twenty-foi;r hours. This sort of boiler will be found

yery desirable in many other buildings besides churches. They are to be filled to the top with coke

Woken into small pieces, which falls on the fire as required. A very useful kind of Arnott stove has

)oe> jargely adopted on the same piiiciple.

3T3G. ,

3737.

[ a * (iY'i d

Fl
frm &t

The stove here described appears to us a very simple arrangement for effecting the purposes desired,

and to be well worthy of adoption.

In the whole range of ventilation there is, perhaps, nothing so much neglected as the ventilation of

schools ; and as it is most desirable public attention should be turned to the subject, we give room to

Mr. Walker's statement of his views on the subject:

Schools are frequently very crowded, and their atmosphere in a most unwholesome condition. The
great increase in their number in the populous manufacturing districts, is a gratifying sign of the times,

and affords good reason to hope that the succeeding generation will grow up with improved ideas and
habits, and. as is most needful in those districts, stand some degrees higher than their predecessors in

the scale of civilization.

Fig. '.','rM is a section representing a boys' and girls' school ventilated (except as regards the windows)
in a satisfactory manner: a a are the fresh-air openings ; bb, pipes for heating; cc, gratings for entrance

of fresh warmed air
; dd, openings for foul air, leading into a trunk e, whence it is drawn down the shaft

fby fhe rarefying furnace g, whence it is discharged up the shaft /< into the atmosphere.

This arrangement of a rarefied shaft, continued down to the ground for the purpose of obtaining a

quick draughl by a heated column, and requiring a down-shaft to connect the ventilating trunk from the

top of the building with its lower end, so that the foul air may enter it below the fire, is the same that

has been adopted, at very great cost, by Dr. Reid, in the new house- of Parliament. 'I here is a com-

plexity and expense aboul this arrangement which would seem to be ne< dless. 'I he drawing down to

the ground level of the whole of the vitiated air of the building, and then sending it up again ; tl i

of connecting the main down-shaft with the up-shaft, which circumstances may require to be at a con-

siderable distance; and the trouble of forming air-tight connecting-flues to convey the vitiated air from

numerous rooms to one main down shaft, to say nothing of the double space and materials occupie 1 by

the two shafts, would render (his plan in numerous cases impracticable. To overcome some of these
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difficulties the fire has, in many cases, been provided for at the roof level, i thus relinq

iog the down shaft and the lower part of the up-shaft, and m> far haa been an improvement;

many cases the trouble of carrying up fuel an 1 ascending to attend ;

ventilation was, therefore, uncertain The b< -' mod rcible ventilation by a shaft doubt-

lopt the last-named arrangement; substituting gas ran fiers for a furnace, as Bhown in the

church, Fig. 3735. Jiv bringing the pipe which supplies burnt rs to some aco

be ground-floor, with a stop-cock at that point, the handle of which Bhould work in a grad

ilation can be regulated from below with great pn
Window ventilation of a kind very frequently adopted '<

into this figure, [k, Fig. 3737,) not with a view to represent it as part of Dr. Reid'a Bystem, but to illus-

: Her where it i- the sole provision made, or where it is used in combination with

a better process. If it !> the sole provision made, and the room be heated by a 1 1 1

downward rush of air at 10° should that low temperature happen to prevail outside at thi

will play ii|>'>n the heads of those near it. If it be in force, as in the figun

means of inl -li warmed air, its force w ill be modified, and partially deflected apwai
r cold air thus enters is so much deducted from that whi

ntered warmed through the proper channel e.

Arnotf* Lunatic A ! —The apj

is shown in the annexed engravings, of which I a plan, and ion, taken tl .

the centre from A to 15. It consists of a fixe 1 cylinder, placed in the centre of a room, and whit

in ler is about 5 ft 6 in. diameter and 5 ft high, with a chamber above and below, each furnished with

inlet-valves to receive the air from the fresh-air -haft, and cctlet-valves to delivi t the air into the adja-

cent chamber, and thence distributed tl in lidding. The cylinder is made of galvanized iron, in

Oct filled with wal i

5 ft. B in. d • r

up and down in the v.

ipper and I

'11
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weight to cause the bell to descend and expel the air in the lower compartment. Now, for the pui post

of setting the beam in motion, it is necessary to have some movable power to overcome the friction ol

the movable parts and the air. For this purpose Dr. Arnott lias adopted a single-action water-engine,

having a cylinder 2 inches diameter and 12 inches stroke; to be supplied by water from a reservoir

placed on the top of the building, CO feet above the engine. A column of water of this altitude acts

with a pressure of about SO lb. on every movable square inch of the piston ; and if the piston be 2

inches diameter, it will be equal in round numbers to 3 square inches, consequently the force of the

water acting on the piston will be 3 X 30= 901b.; and this is the power with which the Doctor pro-

poses to work the apparatus, and as the engine is single-acting, the cylinder will require about a pint

"f water for every stroke. Thus, if the engine works 8 strokes per minute, it will require 8 pints of

water, or 1 gallon per minute, to keep the beam moving.
This engine is placed so that the connecting-rod is connected with the movable beam at 1 foot from

the fulcrum ; and if the beam have a radius of 5 feet, and the working cylinder be suspended at the end

of the beam, the bell will be elevated 5 feet at every stroke of the engine. When the piston has per-

formed one upward stroke by the pressure of the water, the water is cut off by a slide-valve, and that

which is within the cylinder is discharged into an open pipe; consequently, the extra weight of the

movable parts will cause the piston to descend, and at the same time the working cylinder will also

descend. Now, if we suppose that at the commencement of the working of the apparatus the working
cylinder is close down on to the fixed cylinder, the upper compartment will be filled with air, and as it

rises it will displace a quantity of air equal in capacity to the cubic contents of the working cylinder,

and force it out of the valves that open outwards ; and at the same time that the cylinder is rising, the

space below is increasing equal in capacity to the cylinder, and a quantity of air rushes in through the

valves opening inwards, and fills up the space ; and when the bell begins to descend, the lower inlet-

valves close and the lower outlet-valves open, and the air that is below is forced out through the outlet-

valves of the lower compartment, and at the same time the air is being admitted into the upper com-
partment, as before described. 13y this means the action is double, and a constant stream of air is being

taken in through either of the inlet-valves, and forced out through the upper or lower outlet-valves into

the adjacent chamber, and thence through trunks and cases to all parts of the building.

Now, it has been shown that for every stroke of the engine the working cylinder displaces a quantity

of air equal to its capacity in both the bottom and upper compartments ; and as the capacity of the

working cylinder is equal to 125 cubic feet, it displaces in both compartments 250 cubic feet for every

upward and downward stroke of the engine, at an expense of one pint of water, descending from an
altitude of 60 feet ; and if the engine works 8 strokes per minute, it will displace 2000 cubic feet of air

at an expense of 8 pints, or one gallon of water, which is equal to 2,880,000 cubic feet of air displaced

by the aid of 1440 gallons of water for 24 hours. These are the proportions proposed by Dr. Arnott for

ventilating York Hospital.

For the purpose of feeding the apparatus, pure air is brought down a shaft, the top of which is con-

siderably above the top of the building, and which communicates at the bottom with the chambers be-

fore described ; and if it be desired that the air be warmed, it is effected by allowing the air, as it is

expelled from the chambers on its passage to the trunks, to pass between a series of hollow copper ves-

sels filled with hot water.

The adaptation of the water-engine which Dr. Arnott proposes to adopt is particularly desirable, as

it can be worked at comparatively little expense, and the water, after it has done its work in the en-

gine, may be used for domestic purposes. It will also be seen that by this apparatus the whole of the

air forced in for ventilation can be accurately measured if a counter be attached to the engine to show
the number of strokes the engine has performed during the day.

Literal references,—Similar letters refer to similar parts in each figure.

A is a fixed cylinder, open at both ends with outer case a, filled with water, forming an annular hy-

draulic joint.

13, working cylinder inclosed on the top and open at the bottom ; the rim works up and down in the

hydraulic joint a.

C C, upper and lower chambers, with inlet-valves iv opening inwards to take in the air from the ex-

ternal air-shaft E; and outlet-valves ov opening outwards to convey the air to the shaft D, and thence

to the building through the trunk T.

F, furnace-room, in which is placed the boiler with four square fire-boxes////', to heat the water for

supplying the copper cells g, when it is required to warm the air as it is being forced into the building
;

there are several of these copper heating cells placed side by side, with narrow spaces between for the

air to pass through.

11, a water-engine, acted on by a column of water on one side of the piston, which is brought by a

pipe h from a cistern placed on the roof CO feet above
; j is an air-vessel to prevent concussion by cut-

ting off the water suddenly
; l\ geer for opening and shutting the eduction and induction valves ; /, pis-

ton and connecting-rod.

K, balance-beam; at one end is fixed a chain to suspend the working cylinder, and at the other end

is another chain to Buspend a balance-weight m.

WATCHMAKING, on Horology—the construction of instruments for the measurement of time.

The most satisfactory of the ancient instruments for the measurement of time, was the Clepsydra or

water-clock; in which the hours were indicated by marks upon the side of a vessel filled with water.

from whose bottom a small stream was allowed to flow out. As the water in the vessel ran oil', its

surface sank ; and its height, as shown by the marks, indicated the time that had elapsed. It was soon

found that the water does not run from such an orilice with a regular velocity ; for, when the vessel is

full, the pressure of the fluid is much greater than when it is nearly empty, and its flow will be pro-

portionally faster.
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The simp] .' overcoming the difficulty, arising from the unequal flow

cf water through an orifice in the bottom of a vessel, is shown in Fig. 81 N). This

clepsydra co cylinder of glass, famished with a float a, which can:

siphon b. When this siphon his been once filled with water, the fluid will run

out at
I

,
until the whole water in tin- vessel has been drawn ofl

rate at which the water is discharged may be i .
and as, by

the connection of the siphon with the float, the mouth of the pipe is always at the

same distance below the surface of the water, the quantity will always be the

• the height of the fluid in the vessel; and a scale -/. on it- bi le,

divided into equal parts, will always indicate, by the place of the float, the lapse

of equal intervals of time.

All these instruments, however, were but rude attempts to effect that which is

at present accomplished far more perfectly by other means. By the combination

of wheel- work (acting upon principles ahead] I) with the pendulum,

the lav vibration have also been explained, clocks we now constructed,

which indicate the passage of time with a degree of accuracy which it would have

been thought but a Bbort time since quite impossible to attain. J' i- to these in-

.
- that the term Clock is now restricted. A watch is a portable instru-

ment, in which the same mechanism is employed as in the clock, but in which,

instead of a pendulum, there is a balance-wheel, whose vibrations are regulated

by a spring. Any dochs or watches might be termed chronometi ra or time-measurers
;
but this name

in now appr«priat which are constructed with the utmost attention to tie- p. rfection of every
pair, and with means for compensating certain errors to which they are liable. The in

arc those constructed for astronomical observations, in which the greatest p |

tired;

and hence the-,- are ordinarily terme 1 astronomical clocks. It must be borne in mind, however, that

differ from ordinal d particular; though their appear Ezling

to those who see them for the first time, in consequence of the hour and minute hands being fixed on

distinct centres, and pointing to different circles, instead of revolving about the -
.
and point-

ing to the same circle, as in ordinary clocks. Again, the most perfect watches are tl

for il ivigation, to which they give the most important assistance; and these, being

much larger than ordinary watches, though constructed on the same principle, are distinguish) d a- ma-

rine chronometers,
(

'

. " ,v—The object of clock-work is to maintain t!.

dilations of a pendulum, by continually communicating to it a slight additional impulse; and, at the

time, to register the number of these oscillatio i
indicate the passage <<( time. In order

to effect tli tse purposes, a train of wheels and pinions i, put in motion by a power acting on the first

of them, whilst the last is connected with the pendulum by a p « Jiar contrivance, termed the i

ment. In clock, which are to remain stationary, and in which a saving of room is no object, the

: i- a weight, which is by a Btring coile 1 roun 1 n drum or barrel; this drum c

the tii-t wheel of the clock, and imparts to the tram the movement it derives from the gradual di

of the weight If the whole of this foic acted on tl wheel work alone, which it would do if the ea

capi i. tkenoff, the weightwould run down comparatively fast, and the train would be<

to m i .it rapidity. But a part of it is expended in keeping up the vibrations of the pendu-

lum; and tfa ii of this with the wheel work is Buch, that not a tooth of the latter can advance,

I

mitted to do bo by the Bwing of the pendulum. Hence a clock will not go, even when
up, unless the p in motion; but when its vibrations bav< I, they will

been unwound from the barrel by die descent of the weight In " winding

up" the clock, we raise the i ing round the barrel; and thus commu
chine a power which will keep it in action for a certain limited time It

ad that time, to any desired amount, by adding to the number of « he< la Ordi-

kinds of clocks, require to be wound up everyday; chronon

for -hips, and |„. mmonly ma ithont winding for a week; many <

few have I

year. principle of the wheel and pinion, that the greater the

multiplication of velocity, tin i of power; bo that, the Ion er a clock is made
• the

.ion.

Ill

ind the other, in die eflbi t to urn oil il If, n il

lv wound, i

do u hi u n ha, l immedi il

1

at the en | of the
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inner or central end of the spring is attached to a fixed axle. Hence, when the spring has been coiled

up, its elasticity will curry round the barrel, in its attempt to uncoil itself. The barrel, in turning round,

pulls a chain, -which was previously coiled round a conical axle,

which is termed the fusee. This axle carries along with it the first IH

wheel of the train. In winding up the watch, we coil the chain ,si_.—

—

*-- -~^^--*-~
,t

round the fusee, and draw it off from the barrel; by which action '-•_ k.'-'-———-;--^l

the spring within the barrel is coiled up and its power becomes >C
;

_ r -.--, L i

very strong. In attempting to uncoil itself, it pulls the chain, which r- -----y ^"^ "-_

now acts upon the small part of the fusee. When it has gradually

uncoiled itself, the power of the spring is weakened ; but by this time nearly the whole of the chain is

coiled upon the barrel, having been unwound from the fusee; and its pull or strain acts upon the largt

part of the fusee. NowT upon the principles stated in a former part of this work, the more distant

the point to which a force is applied from the central axis, the greater will be its power of giving

the required motion. "When the spring is acting most strongly, therefore, its power is applied at a far

less mechanical advantage than when its power is nearly exhausted; and thus its action on the spindle

of the fusee is equalized, so that from a variable power it is made to become nearly as regular as that

produced by the descent of a weight.

The contrivance by which, in winding up a clock or watch, we can turn the fusee

without influencing the wheel-work, is shown in Fig. 3742. The first wheel is hol-

lowed out to receive the small ratchet-wheel d, of which the teeth are so cut as to slant

on one side, but to be upright in the other. In the same hollow, there is a movable
click or ratchet b, which is pressed down by the spring c. Now if the ratchet-wheel

be turned in the direction of the slanting sides of its teeth (that is, from left to right

in the accompanying figure) it will not carry the large wheel with it ; for the ratchet

will be lifted by the inclined side of each tooth, and will consequently pass over them
all. But if the ratchet-wheel be made to turn in the contrary direction, it will carry

the large wheel with it ; for the upright side of the tooth will be caught by the ratchet ; so that any
force applied to the ratchet-wheel will act upon the ratchet, and consequently upon the large wheel
with which it is connected. Now the fusee is attached to the ratchet-wheel ; and hence, when the fusee

is being drawn by the chain in the direction last mentioned, it carries round the large wheel with it,

and gives motion to the whole train; whilst, if the fusee be turned in the contrary direction, as it is by
the key in the act of winding, the teeth of the ratchet-wheel lift the ratchet, and there is no motion
given to the large wheel. The same contrivance is applied in clocks, to the drum round which is coiled

the string that suspends the weight. In the better class of time-keepers, whether clocks or watches,

there is another contrivance introduced into the fusee, by which the train of wheels is kept in motion
during the time when the weight or spring is being wound up ; so that the inaccuracy that would be
;(nei wise occasioned by the stoppage of the movement (which any one may observe, who notices the

tecond-hand of an ordinary clock or watch, whilst it is being wound up) is prevented. This contrivance

is termed the maintaining power or going-fusee.

Having now considered the moving power, by which the train of wheels is kept in action, we shall

examine the regulating power, by which its action is controlled. This, in all clocks now constructed, is

the pendulum ; whilst in watches and chronomete»s, it is a wheel termed the balance. The balance of

a watch serves the same purpose as the pendulum, having the advantage of occupying much less space,

and of acting equally well in almost any position. It consists of a wheel, having an axle which ter-

minates in two very fine pivots, and so exactly balanced, as to be capable of being moved with a very
small impulse in either direction. To the axle, however, is attached one end of a very delicate spiral

spring ; of which the other end is attached to the frame-work of the watch, as shown in Fig. 3747. Now
the action of this spring is like that of any other elastic body ; it will produce a certain degree of re-

sistance to any change of position of the balance ; and the greater the alteration of its place, the greater

will be the resistance, until at last the force which set the balance in motion is overcome by it, and the

rotation ceases. But the spring has been so much displaced, that it tends to bring the balance back to

its original position, with a gradually increasing rapidity; and when it has arrived there, the force

which it has acquired will carry it as far on the other side. Again this force is resisted by the spring,

and again will this bring back the balance to its former position.

Thus a balance, provided with a spring that possesses perfect elasticity, and uninfluenced either by
friction or the resistance of the air, would go on vibrating backwards and forwards without cessation.

But three retarding influences really act upon it—want of perfect elasticity in the spring, so that each

n acting force is somewhat less than the force which acted on it ; friction of the pivots ; and resistance

of the air. Hence, in order to keep up these vibrations, it is necessary that a slight additional impulse
should be continually given to the balance, as to the pendulum. When a balance is well constructed,

its vibrations become almost perfectly isochronous, whether the space through which it moves belong or

short. ; hence it is not much affected by moderate differences in the strength of the impulses given to it

by the moving power, and in this respect has even advantages over the pendulum. It is found advan-
tageous to construct the balance spring of the best chronometers not in the form of a flat spiral, like

that of the common watch, shown in Fig. 3747, but in that of a helixox cork-screw, as shown
in Fig. 3743. And the balance itself is not a complete wheel, but is made in a peculiar 3743.

form, which will be described here; fter, for the purpose of compensating the influence of

heat or cold upon the spring. The time occupied by each vibration of the balance depends
upon the strength of the spring—other things being supposed equal; and the strength is in-

fluenced by the length. A short spring, of equal thickness with a long one, is very much
more elastic ; hence, by shortening ihe balance-spring, we increase its elastic force ; whilst

by lengthening it, we diminish thai force. The greater the elastic force, the shorter will be the vibra-

tions of the balance, and the less will be the time occupied by each of them; consequently the time
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piece will gain when the Bpring is shortened, and will 1 >-• when its length is increased. It is by
slightl; all » the length of this spring that a til letted, so as to .

than bi

The contrivance by which the pendulum or the balance U con;! 3~4J.

with the moving power, is termed the escapement. The simplest form
of this i- represented in Fig. 81 1 1 Lei xy be the axis on which the

balance turns, or from which the pendulum is

from it in different directions arc two Leaves e and </, which are I

At fb is seen a crown-wheel, turning on a perpendicular axis

o e ;
its teeth are cut like those of, a saw ;

and the direction of its move-
men! is from right to left,— that is, /moves towards b, whilst on the

further side I iwards a, and a comes gradually round to/*.

This wheel, termed the balanc i connected with the rest of the

moven pinion on its axis, as will be shown hereafter. The
pallet- ced, with regard to the teeth of this wheel, that, as

the axle turns froi to the other by the swinging of th

dulum or the vibration-; of the balance, the teeth are permitted to

alternately from each of them, and thus the wheel turns

with an interrupted motion. In the figure, the pendulum or balance is

repri si nted a- at the extremity of its excursion towards the right, and
th.' movement of th'' axis has just allowed the tooth a to excap

the pallet e; whilst at the same time the tooth A is just about to fall

on the pallet d. Now, whilst the pendulum or balance is mo>
the left, that i-, from p tog, the tooth L -till prcs-es against the pallet

d, and i- prevented by it from moving further on, until the pallet has

changed its position so far towards the left, a- to allow the tooth to

escape from it. During all the time that tin.' tooth i-, pressing against

th.- pallet, the balance-wheel i- communicating to the pendulum or

balance, through its means, a part of the powi r by which it is it-elf moved ; and thus supplies the im-

keep its vibrations up to the pi
: When the tooth b ha- escaped from </,

ith t, on the other side of the wheel, will drop against the other pallet <; and will remain press-

gainst it. in like manner, until the return of tie- pendulum or balance to the position repri

in the figure lift- the pallet e sufficiently to allow the tooth i to escape from beneath it, as ; had pre-

viously done In this manner, then, the wheel is allowed to advance by an interval of half a tooth at

vibration of the pendulum or balance; ami thus, if the wheel have 16 teeth, and the pendulum
vibrate seconds, it will make one revolution in half a min il

This escapement was in use long before either the pendulum or balanci is applied to

regulation of time keeper-.

The it first used die pendulum with the clock, pr< i .bled that which
has ju-t b 'en described, 'the axis of the crown wheel was vertical, as in Fig. ''!

i i : and the pi ndulum
was attached to the horizontal axis xy. In fact, there was no essential van tion from thai representa-

except that; instead < i-bar with weights /< and a at either end, the L a only, s p,

was l< pendulum. Jt was found, however, that the extensive vibrations which a

dulum must make when so hung were injurious to the regular going of thi ontriv-

bave 1 n devised to preven of i rror, by constructing the escapement in Buch a man-
ner that the pendulum shall make shorter vibratio iletely superseded the i

oris ; but it is Mill i;

watchi an object to make the vibrations of the balance as extensive as ] ible.

rdinary watches ai pon this plan; and they are distinguish :

rown v. lee! has a vertical or upright position, as seen in Fi :. 3746.

The first watches that were mad t as the early cl differed only from them
in being made upon a smaller scale, and in th I of a weight, as the m i

They had only an hour-hand • of them required winding twice a day. The invei

application of the pendulum to the clock, at no 1
I . and

thus both machio nt in the
|

I
their

f this invent 1 bj 11

man, and Dr Ho ibt that it is really due to tl

ofthi had employed th and had applied

patent forhi invention, in tl ; whilst the claim of Huyghenswi
n ol an ord

all; with '

which

mim.
ii lioiu the

!.

• Am
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plate and the dial, which really lie close together. The balance is seen at A ; and on its axis or spindle art

the two pallets pp, which together constitute what is termed the verge. At C is seen the balance-wheel, the

teeth ofwhich resemble those of a saw. By the vibrations of the balance, the teeth of this wheel are per-

mitted to escape from each of the pallets alternately, as already explained. On the axis of the bal-

ance-wheel is a pinion d, which is driven round by the crown-wheel K. This wheel is termed by watch-

makers the contrate-wheel. On the axis of this last is a pinion c which works into the third-wheel L;

and the axis of the third-wheel is another pinion b which works into the wheel M, termed the centre-

wheel, from its position in the centre of the watch, (see Fig. 3746, c.) The axle of this wheel passes up

through the centre of the dial, and carries the minute-hand; making one complete revolution in an

hour. Upon this axle is placed the pinion a wdiich works in the great-wheel N. This wheel is acted on

by the mainspring, which is either fixed upon its own axis, as represented at P in this figure, or is

contained within a barrel or circular box, which acts by means of a chain upon the fusee which carries

the great-wheel, as already explained. Upon the axis of the centre-wdieel, between the upper plate

and the dial, is fixed the pinion Q; and this drives the wheel T. Upon the spindle of this wheel is a

pinion g which works into the wheel V. The axis of this last wheel is hollow, so as to allow the axis

of the centre-wheel to pass up through it ; and upon this hollow spindle the hour-hand is fixed.

It is seen, then, that in the watch, as in the clock, the moving power acts on a wheel which drives a

pinion ; that this pinion carries on its axis a wheel, which drives another pinion carrying another wheel

;

and so on. Hence there is a continual increase of velocity, and at the same time a loss of power. The
revolution of the balance-wheel c is very rapid in proportion to that of the great-wheel N, but its force

is less in the same proportion ; so that the slightest interruption (such as a thickening of the oil on the

teeth and pivots) is sufficient to check the movement of the former, whilst the power of the latter, com-

municated to it by the spring, is sufficient to overcome a considerable resistance.

Many different trains may be adopted, to give the required proportions between the times of revolu-

tion of the several wheels ; since their rates depend not upon their absolute number of teeth, but upon
the proportion between the teeth of the wheels and the leaves of the pinions. The centre-wTheel must,

of course, make one revolution in an hour ; the balance-wheel is generally made to turn 9i times in a

minute ; whilst the great-wheel makes one revolution in about four hours; so that, if the spring can

turn it seven times round, the watch will go for 28 hours. The following is the train (or arrangement

of the number of teeth in the wheels and pinions) usually adopted in common watches. The great-

wheel N has 48 teeth, and the pinion a into which it works has 12 teeth ; consequently this pinion will

make four revolutions whilst the wheel revolves once ; and if the great-wheel turn round in four hours,

the centre-wheel will make one revolution every hour. The centre-wheel M has 54 teeth, and the pinion

b has 6 leaves ; so that it, together with the third-wheel, turns round nine times, whilst the centre-wheel

revolves once, and hence makes nine revolutions in an hour. The third-wheel L has 48 teeth, and the

pinion c has 6 leaves, so that the velocity is again multiplied by S ; and the contrate-wheel which is on

the axis of the pinion c will make (8X9) 72 turns in an hour. The contrate-wheel K also has 48 teeth,

and the pinion d into which it works has G teeth, so that a further multiplication of velocity takes place,

to the amount of 8 times ; and the balance-wheel C, which is carried round by the pinion d, turns

(72 X«) 570 times in an hour, or about 9i- times in a minute. The balance-wheel C has 15 teeth, and

half of one "1 these escapes with every turn of the balance; hence there are about (9-J-X15X2) 305

impulses given to the balance in a minute, so that each of its vibrations occupies t>0-305th parts, or about

l-5th of a second.

It is often an object, however, to cause the fourth or contrate wheel to revolve exactly once in a

minute; so that its spindle may carry a hand which shall indicate seconds on the dial. This m
done by making the balance perform exactly live beats in a second, and by giving 15 teeth to the bal-

ance-wheel, 6 haves to its pinion, and 60 teeth t<> the contrate-wheel. The contrate-wheel, in turning

once round, causes the balam i 1 to revolve 10 times; and hence the number of escapes its teeth

will make is (10X15X2) 300 in a minute, or one in every tilth part of a second. Or the balance may
be adjusted to beat nine times in two t econds; and then the number of teeth in the contrate-wheel must

be nine times that of the pinion it turns—that is, 54 to 6, or 03 to 7. Or the number of beats may be

four in a second ; and lor this arrangement the contrate-wheel must have eight times the number of

teeth in the pinion u turns—that is, 48 to 0, or 54 to 7. When the contrate wheel is to he thus made
to turn 60 times in an hour, instead of 72, a- in the ordinary train.) the number of teeth in the centre-

wheel and third-wheel, and the number of leaves in the pinions they turn, must be regulated accord-
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ingly. The usual plan is to give the centre-wheel 64 teeth, and to the pinion it I

that thia pinion, carrying with it the third - eight times for each turn of the centre-wheel

The third-wheel, having 60 teeth, works s; and this last, carrying the contrate-

wheel, turns TV times for each revolution of the third-wh the contrate-wheel turns s XT
60 times for each revolution of the centre-wheel ; and as the latter i ition in on hour, m>

does the former complete one in each minute.

3741-,.

The mode in which the parts of a watch are actually arranged is Bhown in ? x- :; ~ l ,;
- representing the

ir of a watch, from which one of the plates has b i fr< n above. Here a is the

barrel, containing the mainspring coiled within it. By the elasticity of this, the barrel is made gradu-

ally to wind upon itself the chain b, which was previously coiled around the fusee, and thus to give mo-

tion to that fusee, which carries round with it the great-wheel & The pinion turned by the great-wheel

i- seen at d\ and tin- carries on its axis the centre wheel e. It is the spindle of this wheel which, pro-

longed through the dial, carries the minute hand The v,
I f, which carries round

the third-wheel g; and this works into the pinion (which cannot be Bhown ia this view) that i

i the contrate-wheel h. This wheel turns the pinion i, which carries round the balance-wheel k.

The balance itself and the verge are supposed to have been removed with the upper plate, which i
j

shown separately in Fig. :;7lT. This gives a view of the bach of the works of an ordinary wal

1. The balai iatp; its spiral spring is shown by « ; and the end

of this is fixed at t. In order ton length of this spring, so as to bring the vibrations of the

balance precisely to their required number in a minute, there is a movable piece, marked o, through a

slit iii which the balance-spring passes. This piece (which is termed the curb) can be made to travel

toward- one ride or the other, by moans of a win-el acted on by the circular scale r, to which the key

i- applied for the purpose of regulating the watch. The position of the curb o determines the

length of the balance-spring, since the part between oand t is cut off, as il were,from the rest l

if the curb I wards t, the acting length of the spring i . whilst,ifi

from /, the spring i- shortened. The effect of this alteration

n already explained. At g is jeen the square end of

the Bpindle of th « hich the key is applied for wind-

ing tl I the barrel In I shown the work

which een the dial and the plate on which it
i

h.i\ in tl-'- h"'ii band. The
v. heel x i- tui ne I by otre-whei I,

:,7 15. I i
•

I

' oh it the pinion 10, whi< li

the wheel 1 the hollov

i 1- fixed. 1

v. h< re, that the

wheel <
I 12th of tl" 1 vela i

the 1 ' the centre pinion I

nil, if

the pinion h, the

: the central pinion (3X4) 1 - tii

: an 1 the minute hand ...

I
not be :i

;

Wh it •
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Watch, or by the action of the key in setting it. If the face of any ordinary watch I e examined. (Ik r(

will be seen a small round spindle projecting in the centre. This is the spindle of the centre-wheel

Inclosing this is the first hollow spindle, which carries the minute-hand, and which is squared at the

top to receive the key ; and this is again inclosed in a second' hollow spindle, to which the hour-hand is

attached. These are seen in Fig. 3745. Precisely the same means are adopted to connect the motion

of the two hands in ordinary clocks ; but where great accuracy is required, as in clocks used for astro-

nomical observations, it is desirable to avoid unnecessary friction as completely as possible. This is done

by making the hour-hand turn on a different centre from the minute hand
;
and the former receives its

motion from the latter, by means of a wheel containing 1 2 times as many teeth as the pinion which

turns it, and therefore making its revolution in 12 times the period. In astronomical clocks, however,

the hour-circle is not unfrequently divided into 24 parts, instead of 12 ; and the hand requires a whole

day and night to traverse it. The object of this is to avoid any mistake, arising from the same numbers

being repeated twice between noon and noon, or midnight and midnight. Some clocks have been con-

structed, especially at Venice, to strike all the numbers, from 1 to 24 ; but in this there can be no ad-

vantage.

The mechanism of a portable eight-day clock is represented in

Fig. 3749. Of the two barrels, fusees, and trains of wheel-work

here seen, the one on the right-hand side alone has for its office the

measurement of time. The other is called the striking-train, and

its office will be separately considered. The works are arranged, as

in the watch, between the plates, in which are holes for the pivots of

the axles of the various wheels, &c. The front plate is attached to

the dial, with an interval in which the hour hand movement is con-

tained, as in the watch. This interval also contains the mechanism

by which the striking is regulated. The dial and the front plate are

supposed to be here removed, so as to give an uninterrupted view of

the train of wheels. The back plate is shown by the letters ABCD.
The springs inclosed in the barrels E E give motion to the fusees F F,

as in the watch, either by a chain or a piece of catgut. The main-

wheel a of the going-train has 96 teeth, and this acts on the centre-

wheel pinion k, having 8 leaves. This pinion carries with it' the cen-

tre-wheel b ; and on the same spindle, as in the watch, the minute-

hand is placed. The centre-wheel b acts on the pinion I ;
and this

carries round with it the third-wheel c. This third-wheel, in its turn,

acts on a pinion (not seen in the engraving) which carries round the

ecape-wheel d ; and this wheel, acting on the pendulum by the pal-

lets n o of the escapement, communicates to it the impulse received

from the spring, whilst its own motion is entirely determined by the duration of the vibrations of the

pendulum. For if, on the very same escapement, we were to hang a pendulum of 9 J inches, another of 39

inches, and another of 13 feet, the duration of each beat, and consequently the interval between the escape of

each tooth, would be half a second in the first pendulum, a second in the next, and two seconds in the last.

The number of teeth in the wheels and pinions, therefore, must depend upon the length of the pen-

dulum. Thus, for a pendulum vibrating seconds, the number of teeth in the scape-wheel is usually

30, since, as the wheel only advances to the amount of half a tooth at each escape, its revolution is then

performed in a minute, and it may be made to carry a seconds-hand. If the centre-wheel and the third-

wheel have 64 and 60 teeth respectively, and their pinions have 8 leaves, the multiplication of velocity

will be (60 X 64— 8X8) exactly 60; so that the scape-wheel will turn round 60 times for one revolution

of the minute hand. Where the pendulum vibrates half-seconds, however, it would be necessary to

make the scape-wheel with 60 teeth, if it be required to perform but one revolution in a minute. Small

portable clocks, however, such as those designed for a table or mantel-piece, are not made with a sec-

onds hand ; and in these the scape-wheel is made with a small number of teeth, and revolves in a shorter

time ; the number of teeth in the wheels and pinions which connect it with the centre-wheel being ad-

justed accordingly. In a clock now before the author, the centre-wheel has 84 teeth. This turns a

pinion of 7 leaves, which must therefore revolve 12 times as fast, or once in every five minutes. This

pinion carries round with it the third-wheel, which has 77 teeth in it; and the latter drives the scape-

wheel by a pinion of 7 leaves, so that a velocity of 11 to 1 is gained. The scape-wheel goes roundby a pin!

therefore, 1 1 times in five minutes, or once in somewhat less than half a

minute. It has 32 teeth ; and the pendulum, being not quite eight inches

ong, allows each to escape in rather loss than half a second.

Clock-escapements.—The construction of the anchor-pallet escapement,

bo called from its having some resemblance to an anchor,) which is

now applied to nearly all ordinary clocks, is seen in Fig. 3750. The
scape-wheel has its teeth cut upon its edge, and not raised up as they

are in the scape-wheel of a verge watch. The centre, from which the pen-

dulum is suspended, is seen at A
;
and the same point is the ccv.tre of mo-

tion of the piece of metal A B C, which is termed the crutch, the extremi-

ties B and being the pallets. This crutch is usually not fixed to the pen-

dulum, since it is convenient to detach the latter, when the clock- is to be

mot id from one place to another ; but it is so connected with it, that, as the

j
ndulum Bwings from side to side, the two ends of the crutch move up

and down. The position of the crutch shown in the figure is that which cor-

dis with the direction A E of the pendulum. If the pendulum be

to A 1", the end V, of the crutch would be raised still more ; whilst if it swing to the other sid»

F »
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A. F', the end B of the crutch would -ink betwci n the tei th of
'

heel, whilst the end C would

The scape-wheel i< driven by it- pinion in the direction of th.- am
but it- nterruption by the alternate locking and disei I of it- teeth against the

tch ; and as the moven idulurn, it- time of vibration

r the period in which the wheel revoli

In the position of thi escapement Bhown in the figure, the pendulum i- at E,

be m iving towards F. Now the elevation of the pullet B, against v. tooth 5 was

previously pressing, has disengaged the point of that tooth; and the ~e.ip.-w heel i- tly at

I
;t it i- prevented from doing bo to more than the interval of half a tooth;

for whilst the pallet 1! was being withdrawn from the Bpace between ." and *'•. th.' pallet C was sinking

ini. i the interval between - an I 3; consequently the vh ked by the hill • I

ipper surface <>i tie- pallet c. But as the pendulum continues t.. -w

F, the pallet is >till further lowered ; and it givi - a slight backward impulse t.. the tooth which

resting upon it, and coi to the whole wheel This backward movement, termed I

may be Been in the seconds-hand of any common clock; this band being attached to the scape-wheel,

1 with it. Having completed it- swing to F. th- pendulum begins u> nam < 1 ack a

and in doing so it is assisted by the pressure of tooth 2 against the upper Burface of the pallet C. This

pallet is gradually withdrawn from the tooth that rests upon it, so that thi- at la But in the

mean time the pallet 1! has sunk into the interval between .". an 1 1 ;
so that when teeth 2 has e

from the pallet C, t.».th l drops against the under side of pall.-t 1!. The further motion of thi- pallet,

which continues until the pendulum lias reached the position 1". again cat - 7 of the wl

but when the pendulum begins to swing back toward- D, it is again assisted by the moving power of

ii .1. which tends to, make the tooth I (now resting on pallet B) press that pallet towai

1 f . When th pendulum has moved to 1".
I 5 had a . and teeth 1 falls

upon the pallet B, as 'J previously did; teeth 5 having in the mean time moved on to 6; an I

•J to 3.

The objection to the recoil • ists chiefly in this, that the impelling powerof the v.

rough the train of wheels, i- acting on the pendulum, by mean- of the inclined sui

of the pallets, during the whole of each of its vibrationa Hence, any inequalities in the moving
j

are liable to produce a considerable effect on the pendulum, so as to vary it- rate of vibration ; and such

inequalities are continually li r from various causes. It was to avoid this it the

<l ad-beat escapement was invented by Gra bmaker at the commend ment oft]

century, to whom we owe also the invention of the i
;

ndulum. The peculiarity of this i

m. ait consists in the form of the pallet- ; the surface of each of w hich is partly a circle, ha\ ing th<

of suspension for it- centre, and partly an inclined plane. 'II tion and action of this escapo-

iii' 1. 1 are seen in Fig. 3751. : of suspension is at A
;
whilst A I! an 1

A r are the two L rutch, moving from Bide to -id.- with the vibra-

.f the pendulum, whose hue of direction i- Bhown by A I'. The scap

wh.el moves in tl.e direction shown by the anew ; and the position of the

whole i- -eeti to be such in Fig. 3751, that the pendulum having nearly

reached the limit of its vibration on the left hand, the tooth 6 has

from the pallet B, having just slid off the inclined portion >•( it- surface, of

which the dotted line' b -how- the direction The tooth -J now drop, against

tie- pallet e, and the further motion of the BCape-wheel i- thereby cl

die pendulum then begins to vibrate towards the right, carrying with it the

the interval between the tei th 6

whilst the pallet C i- drawn out from the interval betwe< n 1 and 'J. During

this movement, however, the scape wheel remains at rest ; for bo long a- the

i' oth 2 bears upon the circular part of the pallet 0, it does not itl

.nl it- moving power is not communicated t.> th.
;

lum. Bui ntly withdrawn for the

'li 'j to pi.-- a. in- 1 th. iii.
,
of which th.' dotte I

I lation, the wheel is all it communicates an imj

mi, w lii.li aids \: in it- \ iLratioii.

When the ], dli

tooth 2 is entirel the wheel would ve onwards, but for thi cl

.
;.-. wiiii i

the upper bui face of

I be pendului

until the
|find

B -hall ha\
'

II:

of j. ' I.

dead

D
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maker possesses,) and also in many large public clocks, most of the readers of this description may ob

tain the opportunity of observing its action.

Compensation pendulum.—Although every part of a clock may be constructed with the greatest per-

fection, its performance will be very inaccurate, unless it be provided with the means of compensating

for those changes which result from an alteration of temperature. A very minute difference in the

length of a piendulum will produce a decided influence upon the rate of going of a clock. For if this

alteration be so trifling as to cause an increase or decrease of the time of each vibration by l-1440th

part of its whole length, it will occasion the clock to lose or gain a minute in every twenty-four hours—
a minute being the l-1440th part of a day. The alteration in length required to produce a difference

of a second a day will therefore be almost inconceivably small, and such as a trifling variation in the

temperature of the air would be sufficient to produce. The amount will vary with the material em-

ployed. If the pendulum-rod be of dry varnished deal, an alteration of the temperature to the amount
of 10° (Fahr.) will only affect its going by one second a day. But if iron wire be employed, the al-

teration is three times as great ; and it is increased to five seconds by employing brass. Hence, to in-

sure the accurate going of a clock, some means must be devised to compensate for this source of error.

This compensation is sometimes effected in clocks by the appa-

ratus termed the mereurial penelulum, the form of which is shown
in the annexed drawing, Fig. 3752. The rod of the pendulum con-

sists of a flat piece of steel, which is formed at the bottom into a kind

of stirrup, to carry a glass jar securely fixed to it. This jar is partly

Ailed with mercury, which serves as the weight or bob of the pendu-

lum. When a change of temperature causes the steel rod to expand
downwards from its point of suspension, it also occasions an expan-

sion of the mercury upwards from the bottom of the jar ; and as the

expansion of any given bulk of mercury is many times greater than

that of the same bulk of steel, the rise of the mercury in the jar

counteracts the lowering of the whole jar by the expansion of the

rod ; so that the place of the centre of oscillation remains the same,

and the rate of vibration continues unaffected. The quantity of mer-

cury requisite for the purpose can only be accurately determined by
experiment ; but in general it will be found that the height of the

column should be about 6
-7 inches. If the column is not high enough,

its expansion will not counteract that of the steel rod; if it be too

high, the pendulum will be over-compensated, so that heat will cause

'it to gain, and cold to lose,—contrary to the usual rule. Of course

what has been said of the mode in which the two expansions balance

each other, equally applies to the contractions which will take place,

in the steel rod and in the mercury, from the operation of cold. The
absolute length of the pendulum is adjusted by a screw at D, by
turning which the stirrup is raised or lowered upon the rod. At C is a projecting index, which points

to a circular scale below, by which the pendulum's arc of vibration may be observed from time to

time.

A very simple compensation pendulum, which may be applied to any clock at the most trifling ex-

pense, consists of a wooden rod, dried and varnished ; carrying at its lower end, by way of bob, a hollow

leaden cylinder, which rests on a serew at the bottom of the rod. If the rod be made about 46 inches

long, and the lead cylinder about 14 inches long, it will nearly vibrate in seconds, (since the centre of

oscillation will be at about the middle of the leaden cylinder, and therefore at about 7 inches from the

end of the rod ;) and the expansion of the lead upwards is sufficient, or nearly so, to counteract that of

the rod downwards. There is another very ingenious compensation pendulum, which was invented by
Harrison, to whom we are so much indebted for his improvements in chronometers. This is termed,

from its form and aspect, the grieliron pendulum. (See Pendulum.) Many other contrivances have
been devised for the same purpose ; but they are not superior to these.

The regular going of a clock will partly depend also uj^on the steadiness with which it is fixed ; and
it is therefore desirable that a clock for scientific purposes should be as firmly supported as possible.

After all, however, there is one source of error for which it does not seem easy to devise a remedy ;

—

this is the varying density of the air, which will produce a variation in the resistance to the motion of

the pendulum. When the air is dense, as shown by a rise of the mercury in the barometer, the resist-

ance is increased, and the clock will go slower; the contrary result occurs when the pressure of the

air is diminished, as shown by a fall of the mercury. An attempt has been made to correct this error,

by attaching small barometers to the sides of the pendulum; it being intended that the rise of the mer-

cury in the tube, by slightly raising the centre of oscillation, should counterbalance the effect of the

increased resistance. This ingenious idea has not yet been properly applied to practice. To show the

perfection at which clockmaking has arrived, it may be mentioned that several clocks are now going,

whose errors are less than l-10th of a second daily.

Watch escapements.—As in the clock it is desirable to remove the pendulum as much as possible

from the constant influence of the moving power, so is it desirable in the watch to withdraw the balance

from the same influence, slight variations of which (such as must be continually occurring from various

causes) must otherwise greatly affect its regularity. In order to effect this, various kinds of escape-

ments have been devised.

The vertical escapement is the oldest escapement of all which, after having first been adopted in

clocks, was applied in the construction of watches. Its nature is explained by Fig. 3754, (a contrate-

whcel, b escape or wheel, c the verge, d the balance.) That which is here called the balance-wheel

*as, when originally applied in a horizontal position to the primitive clocks, termed the crown-wheel
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evidently from its resemblance to a crown: this same wheel, when employed in the watch,

the latter to be plac< '1 on its face or back,) obviously i tically to the plane of the hi .

made with ; ment are termed vertical Watches are still manul
thi< principle, which hi . man
pretends to repair watches, and is the cheapest of all i ps for this reason will

never be wholly -

In •; oent, as in the common recoil escapement 1 are

: the pallets, in such a manner as to be exerc tant inline:-

vibrations of the balance ; and a fresh impulse is communicated at each \ ibration. In all the imp
stents, the balance i- I from the train of wheel-, that il itary

impulse from the moving power; and in the intervals, the whole train of v.
I

thi> h 1 only at every second vibration of the balance; tl

n ring one im] letes its vibration in that direction and returns to

3754

" * £s

\ J1

of the contrivances by which these objects are fulfilled, is that known a ape-

vied from • ent-wheel having two th on its rim; the action of which
will 1 756. A A repn
which i- provided with two th;— 1, 2, from it- Bides, and termed the

teeth of repose -.—and a <• , a.'-., rising from th I
die wheel, and termed the teeth of imj

On the axle of th piece CD pallet; this stands just i

ethaoemust strike the projecting portion D, when the

wheel revolves. < ta the same axi 1 a little b slow il on the level of the teeth 1,

. c. i- a small roller made of ruby; this ha- a
I

tion v. itli the going-train, in the direction

:: to 1
;

aii i
i

;
osition represented in 1 ig I . i the tooth .<

I to strike

tl"- impulse-pallet I'. og given, 1 nd, and the

from the pallet. The ]i".\t tooth l> does not immediately fall against it. 1 il can

do so, the tooth 1 has been Btopped against the ruby roller. There it is hel I, during the vibral

the balance and its return, until th , 9 back into the position shown in . which will

permit the point of the tooth 1 to pass by the notch ; so that the tooth /• may fall on the pallet 1>, and
the balance a renewed impulse just as its next vibration is commencing. Thus it is -ecu 1! a

teeth „ // e are those \\ hich give the impulses to the pallet ; whilst by means of the check w hich, in the

interval-, the points of the teeth I, against the ruby roller, the train is kept in rep—

.

Fig. 8766 i- a • of this escapement, the col:-,/ being placed upright n

centre, while tie- long teeth £ arc in the plane of the wheel; hence arises a double action: e is the

of English invention : watche- having it are perhaps to be ranked
to th. particular!'. the length of time which they will continuo I

form without cleaning, or requiring a fresh application of oil

To this movement tl must be acknowledged, some objections, ft is of very d

: hi, and if not ii bj a workman of superior talent, the watch 1- liable to

stop in the p
Th; monly employed, however, a- the one known under the name of the

nsists of the dead ln-.it escapement, applied to the balance in Buch a

i from the anchor'or crutch, on the other Bide of its centre of

motion, shall give a momentary ii 1 the axle of the balance, each time

that either of the pall< I

Neither of these, ho

v

to that known, after the name of its invento

ment. This U the one at present universally employed for chronon
and the in" but the delicacy ol it • < onsti u<

expensiveni It- action will n 1 ncd \<\ thi
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B is -how n
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moving further towards the right than the place in which it is seen. At the other end of the lever ia

an extremely delicate spring ]>, which extends a little beyond the extremity of the detent. In the mid-

dle of the lever is the pin o, which serves to stop the teeth of the scape-wheel, when the detent is ia

the position represented in Fig. 3757, which is that of repose.

The following is the mode in which these parts act upon one another. The tooth 5 of the scape-

wheel h seen to be resting against the pin o; whilst the tooth 1 is nearly ready to advance and strike

the ruby face of the main-pallet BBB, but is prevented from doing so by this locking of the wheel.

The balance, however, being in motion from right to left, (by the elasticity of its spring,) carries round
with it the lifting-pallet q, the projection on which acts against the end of the lifting-spring; and this

spring, pressing against the end of the detent E E, raises it a little from its place, towards D, so as to

n ithdraw the pin o from the point of the tooth 5. The wheel being thus unlocked, the tooth 1 strikes

against the ruby face of the main-pallet, and gives the balance an impulse, which increases the extent

Df its vibration. Before the tooth has entirely escaped, however, from the ruby face, the lifting-pallet q
has completely passed the point of the lifting-spring p ; so that the detent is at liberty to fall back into

its place, which it is caused to do by the spring at its fixed end. Hence, by the time that the tooth 1

has escaped from the main-pallet, the pin o will be in a position to check the next tooth 6, which ad-

vances against it; and the wdiole train of wheels, therefore, again comes to repose. The balance, hav-

ing completed its vibration forwards, begins to return, by the elasticity of its spiral spring. In this

return, the lifting-pallet q has again to pa^> the end of the lifting-springp ; but it now merely separates

this from the end of the detent, and does not move the detent itself. The locking of the scape-wheel

still continues, therefore, until the balance has completed its return vibration, and again begins to move
forwards; the lifting-pallet will then again raise the detent and set free the scape-wTheel ; the balance

will receive a fresh impulse from the action of the teeth upon the ruby face of the main-pallet; and
the detent will again lock the wheel, as soon as the tooth has escaped. All this complex action, which

occupies so long in the description, is really repeated in every half-second,—that being the time in

which the balance is usually made to perform its double vibration.

Compensation balance.—It is essential to the accurate going of a chronometer, that it should be fur-

nished with some means of compensating the action of heat or cold upon the balance-spring, analogous

to those by which compensation is made for the effect of change of temperature upon the pendulum.

This is here also effected, by taking advantage of the unequal expansion of different metals ; so that

the change produced in the length of the spring may be antagonized by a change in the form of the

balance, producing a variation in the amount of force necessary to move it. From what has been

formerly stated of the principles of the lever, and wheel, and axle, it is evident that, the nearer the

chief weight of the balance is disposed to the centre of motion, the less amount of force will be required

to turn it. Consequently if—when the action of heat upon the balance-spring has weakened it, by in-

creasing its length :—the same action can be made to cause the weight which the spring has to move
to approach nearer the centre, a perfect compensation may be effected. In the same manner, the spring

being shortened by cold, and thereby rendered more powerful, the weight ought to be carried further

from the centre, so as to require a greater moving power.

These objects are accomplished by the compensation balances represented in Figs. 375S and 3759.

The principle of both is the same ; and the only difference consists in this, that the necessary weight is

given in Fig. 3759 by a single piece W on each arm of the balance ; whilst in Fig. 3758 it is distributed

among the four screws 1, 2, 3, 4, which are inserted into each arm. These balances are not made in the

3759.
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form of a complete wheel; but are composed of the cross-bar AB attached to the axis, and of the two

circular arms carried by its ends. Each of these circular arms is a compound liar of brass and steel,

the brass being on the outside. As brass expands by heat much more than steel, the effect of a rise of

temperature is to cause the curvature of the bars to increase, so that their ends a a curl in, as it were,

towards the cross-piece A B, carrying inwards the weights W W, Fig. 3759, or the screws 1, 2, 3, 4, Fig.

3758 ; hence the balance will be more easily made to revolve, and the weakened action of the spring

will be compensated. On the other hand, the effect of cold will be to make the brass contract more

than the steel, and thus to diminish the curve of the circular bars, rendering them straighter, so as tc

increase the distance of the weights from the centre, and thereby to increase the power requisite to

move them; thus counterbalancing the increased power given to the spring by its own contraction.

There is much difficulty in exactly adjusting this compensation to the error it is desired to correct.

It may be that it is too great; in which case the chronometer will gain by heat and lose by cold. This

is corrected by shifting the weights W W, Fig. 3759, towards a pari of the circular bars nearer to their

attachment, so that they may be less influenced by the alteration of the curvature of the bars; .and the

same result is obtained in the other form of (he balance, Fig. 3758, by drawing out tVe screws 4,4, and
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screwing in 1, 1. On the other band, if the compensation he not suffi i< nt, the w< ighl

towards the : the circular bars, so as i i be more a!;, n d in ['lac.-, when the curvature of the
bars i -

i hang e ! by an alteration of temperature. 1

1

. iously not affected by these

changes of curvature, since they pass into the ends <>; the straight bar A I! ; hut the i rewing
them i:i or drawing them out, is to alter the rate at which tin- balance will vibrate; for if the m

remain the same, and a portion of the weight be carried to a greater distance from the centre

—

by partly drawing out the screws CC—the vibrations will be otrary

effect will In- produced b) screwing them in. Now in Gnally adjusting a chronometer, it i- found unde-
sirable to alter tlie length of the balance-spring, after the point has i lined at which its

vibrations ai r nearly so. Hence, in order to bring it to the proper rate, it i- found ad-
vantageous to iyake it uro faster or slower as required by slightly altering these screws, which are hence

I, to distinguish them from the others, m n ws.

Tli iws the balance-wheel of a chrom n

elastic force of which, when wound up by the motive power, acting through '1. esc pement,into a

of tension, gives motion to the balance b. The elastic force of this balance spring varies 1

temperature, producing an error of six minutes in twenty-four hours in the time indicated by tin

nometer, for 68° of Fahrenheit This irregularity is corrected ly tl b varying its dian
much in the same manner as tl,,' balls of a -team engine govern that machine ; with tl n, that
while the balls of a -team eng trifugal force, the effi ct i- here mi • hanically

:ed from the different metals (bn eel) expanding and contracting differently un
change of temperature, thus varying the diameter, and consequently the inertia of tie- balano in ac-

cordance therewith It must he recollected that no chronometer can keep a uniform rate unless the

tension of the balance-spring has an invariable ratio to the inertia.

Heat renders the balance-spring a weaker, while the inertia of the compensation balai

creased, thus compensating the Loss i by the relaxation of the spring.

The compensation balance, by which the error is compensated, may be tin;- explained : The compen-
sation, as already observed, i< produced by tie- variation in the diameter of the circle A. The internal

part of the nm e is of steel, while the external part </ is of bra-s ; these are united by heat, causing a
partial fusion of the brass, and consequent union with the steel. The d expansion of these
metals upon application of thi 1, and
as it cannot release itself from thi-, bo neither has it the power of expanding it-elf in length, b< .

strained by the- steel y an increase of curvature i- produced by the brass forcing the -;, , 1

to change its original circular form, the inertia or power of the comp
gain in the balance -pi i. i by a change of temperature. The rim

ofthebalan dmit of this variation in its

form; the screwsy
1 can be inserted in an

Ling to their position in one or the other, these -crews are

moved mere or less in towards the centre by the incn

curvature of the rim before mentioned, thus contributing to vary
the inertia of the balance in a small degree, but admit!

original adjustment for this purpose—giving that finish to the

pie of this contrivance on which thi

ironomoter in great measure depends. This principle of

nsation is 'he Bame in all watches to which a compensa-
tion balance is applied, viz., to those of tip- duplex ana levi r

hind. '1 he escapement used in the chronometer, a- Been in Fig.

3761, i- termed a u detached" one, which means, that the\ ibrattons
| ei the balance are i

detached from the pressure.of the motive power during I i

!' vibration

is, that it requires no oiL This escapement i- of French invention, but improved by
English an

.

These are the principles on which the of a time '..
, ]-. in their application to

practice, however, ever) thing depends on tie
i
with which the machine is constructed ; and

tin- minuteness of the con litions require 1 tbi the jood going of a chronon
ct with which practical men are familial -that, of two chronon i L upon the

plan, and finished with equal care in all respects by the Bame band, one ma. ell, and the

other i el) badly, without anj discoverable difference between them, [n finally adjusting a

chrom ttempt is made to it; thai i-, to make it continue to :

tl) to tie correct hour; for u i- just a- advantageous t"

Led that the gain or Lo

the real tin known with thai which the chronometer indie,

i i hrononn I ince w hi< h time it bos b i

that period will

three mmi. rom the time to w hah the !

.
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]
. I I i .

,
i
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oil,) will greatly alter the result. Thus, as there are 1 110 minutes in a day, any cause which make;?
each vibration of the balance (of which there are five in a common watch) take place in 1 -7200th part

less or more than its usual time, will cause the time-keeper to gain or lose a minute a day. And as

there are 86,400 seconds a day, any cause which makes each vibration of the balance of a chronometer
(which usually occurs 4 times in a second) take place in 1-432,000th part less or more than its usual

time, will cause it to gain or lose a second a day—an error of very considerable magnitude. When it

was first suppo ed that chronometers could be made sufficiently perfect to give important assistance in

the determination of the longitude at sea, (the mode of doing which will be explained hereafter,) a par-
liamentary reward of L' offered in 1714 to any one who should construct a time-keeper capa-
ble of doing so within the limit of sixty geographical miles

; £15,000 if to forty miles ; and £20,000 if

to thirty miles. Now a chronometer that has so much changed its rate as to have gained or lost, in a
few weeks, two minutes more than it was estimated to have done, would gain the highest of these re-

wards; so that the utmost degree of accuracy which was contemplated as possible, at the beginning of
the last century, when this act was passed, is far surpassed at present.

The reward was gained by John Harrison, who, in 173G, completed the first chronometer used at sea,

after many years of patient study and laborious experiment. lie gradually improved his machine

;

and in 1761 the first trial was made of it, according to the regulations of the act of Parliament, by a
voyage to Jamaica. In consideration of his advancing years his son was allowed to take this voyage
instead of himself. After eighteen days' navigation the vessel was supposed by the captain to be 13°
50' west of Portsmouth ; but the watch giving 15° 19', or a degree and a half more, was condemned
as useless. Harrison maintained, however, that if Portland Island were correctly marked on the chart,

it would be seen on the following day ; and in this he persisted so strongly, that the captain was in-

duced to continue in the same course, and accordingly the island was discovered the next day at seven
o'clock. This raised Harrison and his watch in the estimation of the crew ; and their confidence was
increased by his correctly predicting the several islands as they were passed in the voyage to Jamaica.
"When he arrived at Port Royal, after a voyage of 81 days, the chronometer was found to be about 5

seconds too slow ; and finally, on his return to Portsmouth, after a voyage of five months, it had kept
time within about one minute and five seconds, which gives an error of about 18 miles. This amount
was much within the limits prescribed by the act ; but Harrison did not receive the whole reward until

a second voyage had been made ; and large as the sum appears, it cannot be regarded as more than
equivalent to the devotion of extraordinary talents, with unwearied perseverance, during 40 years, to

the attainment of an object whose importance can scarcely be estimated too highly.

As an illustration of the improvements which have been since made in the construction of chronome-
ters, the following circumstance, mentioned by Dr. Arnott as having occurred to himself, is of great in-

terest. " After several months spent at sea," he says, "in a long passage from South America to Asia,

my pocket chronometer and others on board announced one morning that a certain point of land was
then bearing north from the ship at a distance of fifty miles ; in an hour afterwards, when a mist had
cleared away, the looker-out on the mast gave the joyous call of ' Land ahead !' verifying the report of

the chronometers almost to one mile, after a voyage of thousands. It is allowable at such a moment,
with the dangers and uncertainties of ancient navigation before the mind, to exult in contemplating

what man has now achieved. Had the rate of the wonderful little instrument, in all that time, been
quickened or slackened ever so slightly, its announcement would have been useless, or even worse ; but

in the night and in the day, in storm and in calm, in heat and in cold, its steady beat went on, keeping
exact account of the rolling of the earth and of the stars ; and in the midst of the trackless waves which
retain no mark, it was always ready to tell its magic tale, indicating the very spot of the globe over

which it had arrived."

It is surprising that, in spite of the great advantages resulting from the use of chronometers in navi-

gation, many ships are sent to sea without them, even for long voyages. Not unfrequently must it occur

that the knowledge of the exact position of the ship, which may be obtained byT the chronometer, pro-

duces a great saving of time, as well as contributes to the avoidance of danger. A remarkable instance

of this was mentioned to the author, a few years since, as having just then occurred. Two ships were
returning to London about the same time, after long voyages, one of them provided with chronome-
ters, the hitter destitute of them. The weather was hazy, and the winds baffling; so that no ship, whose
position was uncertain, could be safely carried up the British Channel. Confident in his position, how-
ever, the captain of the first ship stood boldly onwards, and arrived safely in the Thames, whilst the

other ship was still beating about in uncertainty near the entrance to the Channel. The first ship dis-

charged her cargo, took in another, set sail on a fresh voyage, and actually, in running down the Chan-

nel, encountered the second ship still toilsomely making her way to her port!
( )f the degree of accuracy which chronometers are capable of exhibiting, some idea may be formed

from the following statement, kindly communicated to the author by/ a gentleman practically conversant

with them, A chronomi ter made' by Molyneux had its daily rate determined, in August, 1839, to be a

loss of 7 seconds per day. It was then placed in a ship which traded to the coast of Africa, and was
consequently exposed to great variations of temperature. Yet when again placed under careful obser-

vation in November, 1840, ixtei n months afterwards,) its daily loss had only changed to 6'7 seconds,

being a difference of only 3-10ths of a second a day. As opportunities for ascertaining the real position

of the ship, without chronometers, frequently occur at sea, any error in these may almost always be

detected before it has accumulated to any great extent; but even supposing that no such opportunity

had occurred for six months, and that the alteration of the rate had taken place at once, and had been

entirely unknown, the whole error would have been under a minute of time, and consequently less than

15 miles of space. Another chronometer, constructed by Muston, which had made the same voyage,

and been out about the same length of time, had its previous gaining rate of 1-9 seconds a day increased

to 2-3 seconds; the difference being lure 4-10ths of a second. It i< customary for two or more chro-

nometers to be carried by the same ship, that they may check one another; for if owj alone were
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trusted to, an accidental irregularity in its going might lead to great error. The average of several

—

their errors counterbalancing each other—will be most likely I • il time with

Strii vratue.—The apparatos for striking the boor is somewhat complex; but we shall

i make its action intelligible, as it is a verj beautiful specimen of ingenious mechanism.
no which will I..- '1. scribed i- that which i- adopted in the best English clocks : a simpler plan i-

adopti '1 in tin-' cheap German clocks, which are now -.. largely employed in this country ;
J >ut they are

very liable to get out of order. The difference consists, however, only in the apparatus by winch the

striking is regulated, as to time and number of strokes; the mechanism by which the hammer is made
to strike the bell is the same in both cases. It consists of a train of wheels and pinions, put into action

by the spring contained in the barrel E, Fig. 3749, which turn- the fusee 1'. The fusee carries round
with it the main-wheel e, which has 84 teeth ; this drives the pinion/) of - leaves, which carries on its

axle they.;,/ wheel/, having 64 teeth, in the rim of this pin-wheel are B pins, which lift the hammer
•>•• by acting on its tail t when the train is in motion. The hammer being gradually lifted by each pin.

i- at la-; let Lro by it, and i- made to -uike the hell by the spring u. The pin-wheel drive- a pinion 7
of BI 1 tnd the pallet-wheel g of 56 teeth: a- the pin-wheel has r,i teeth, it turns

the pallet-wheel pinion 8 times for each revolution of its own, consequently this pinion maki -

lution tor every stroke of the hammer, an arrangement of which the- use will he presently shown.
The pallet-wheel acts on a pinion : of 7 leave-, on which is the warning-wheel /' of 18 or 50 teeth, and
this last turns the fly-pinion i. The object of this part of the train i- only to equalize the motion
which is principally effected by the constant resistance of the air against the surface of the plate (termed
the fly) which is whirled very rapidly round by the highest pinion. If it were not for this addition, the

pin-wheel would move onwards with a jerk, after each pin had escaped from the tail of the hammer.
The striking-train remains completely at rest during each hour's movement of the going-train, and

is only allowed to act at the conclusion of one hour and the commencement of the next. The mode
in which it is restrained in the intervals, and its action at the proper time permitted and regulated,

will now he explained. The mechanism by which this i< effected i- shown in Fig. 3762. It 1- situated

immediately behind the dial. The axis of the centre wheel, as

already mentioned, is prolonged through the dial, to bear the

minute-hand. In the striking clock this also bears a small wheel
a, which tion to another wheel & of the same size and
number of teeth; hence this wheel, like the former, revolves once
in each hour. On the centre of this wheel is a pinion of 6 or s

Leaves, which turn- a wheel e with a hollow axle, moving on the

fame centre as a, but at a different rate, as in the watch. This

wheel ha- 1 _' tunes the number of teeth that the pillion contains,

and therefore muses at only l-12th of the rate. To it the hour-

band i- affixed; and it also carries a peculiarly shaped piece of
metal // which is called the mail. The edge of this -nail 1- cut

into 12 Bteps, each of which i- a twelfth of the circle of which it

a part; but the distance of each from the centre increases regularly from 1 to 12. At 1 i

a circular rack, fixed to the end of a b D.1 lever t fg h, whose centre of motion i- at /'. By the a.
•

the bent spring * this rack will be made to fall towards the left, when permitted to do so; but the

1 to which it -hall fall is governed by the position of the -nail, against the edge of which t:

h will be brought to bear. This spring 1- prevented from forcing the rack out of the position shown in

the figure, by means of the
1 m the lever /.-. which turn- on the < entre I, and .hop- h\

ia into the teeth of the rack. The form of these teeth i- such, thai w ben the rack is 1

from left to right, the catch is lifted by them and allows them to pa-- ; but, so 1- 1 i^r as it is allowed t.>

drop between the teeth, it comple - the motion of the rack from right to left The lever /..

with ii^ cat eh, may be lifted by the bent lever m /< >t. whose centre of motion is at y. ; and this i-

on by a pin in the circumference of the wheel >i, which i- seen in the figure, 1
' the tail of

the lever.

( Inly oil- other part remain- to be described— that which is known a- the gath The axle

of the p.dht wheel g, Fig. 8749, projects tin tugb the front plate; and i- furnished with a projection,

esembling one leaf of a pinion. This works into the teeth ol the rack in such a manner that,

a- the axle turns round, the rack is gathered "/> by it, to the amount of one tooth tor each revolution.

When the machinery is in the position Bhown in the figure—which it baa during the whole time that the

<trikit -a projection on the gathering pallet rests on a pin \\ Inch proji cts from the

1 at /•. It is tins which ke.p- the -
1 1 1 k 1 1 1

.' t i.i.ii it on i acting; for. so long a- tin- projection from

the a\|e of the pallet wheel hear- Upon tile pill, -o |0Ug llltl-t the pale t wheel, alld C i||-e 1 JUellt 1\ the

whole remainder of the striking train, be
j • i • vented from runnin

IJllt When the tune .
• e. the

I

.ill oil the wheel /, a< t- oil the tall of the le\el

ii j, m\ the end // of which raises the lever /• I, and consequently lifts its catch Oul "i the i u k n Inch

i- tie. i :>"U the projection bclo

rds the lefl : and then I
tion on the

>n which if rested. Bence the whole striking train would be set in action

thai, at the same time that the gathering pallet i- freed, another check 1- provided i

inn i lev< r in /i a bears a proji ctin - piei e, which, when the lov< i

i. nee ,,i the w.irnin -
I the lei I I I

the ti prevented from actin i

the place of the snail In the
|

furo, the pin h wi

second step; and thus the rack would onl\ bo permitted to movo to tin

If the p., in f the hour wheel thai the twelfth step of the snail h the

end h of tli r, i hen the pin would nol be stopp and tho rack would full tot

Vol. II.
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iiie left to the amount of twelve teeth. This preparatory action is usually made to take place about 3

or 5 minutes before the expiration of the hour, and it is called giving warning.

The machinery remains in this position until the minute-hand points to XIL, at which time the wheel
h has so far advanced that its pin escapes from under the end of the lever, and thus allows it to fall, so

that the end <j no longer checks the pin on the warning-wheel. The striking-train is now set entirely

free ; the weight or spring that moves it produces a rapid revolution of its wheels ; and the pins on the

pin-wheel, acting on the tail of the hammer-lever, cause the successive strokes on the bell. This move-
ment goes on until it is checked by the action of the gathering-pallet on the rack. It has been alreadv

mentioned that the pallet-wheel, from the axle ef which the gathering-pallet projects, turns round once
for every stroke given to the hammer; and in each turn it gathers up one tooth of the rack, causing it

to move towards the right, so as to regain its original position. The projecting catch of the lever k I

drops between the teeth at each advance, and prevents the rack from being moved back by the spring i.

This goes on until the rack has been completely brought back to its first position, and then the projec-

tion on the gathering-pallet will be again checked by the pin r, and the striking-train would be
brought to rest.

It is evident, then, that the number of strokes will be determined by the number of revolutions

which the gathering-pallet is allowed to make; this depends upon the number of teeth on the rack
which have to be gathered up by it; and this number is regulated by the extent to which the rack is

permitted to fall, by the bearing of the pin h against the edge of the snail. It is almost impossible for

any error to be committed by a movement so constructed ; but the striking-train of the common Ger-
man clocks, now so largely imported into "Britain, is regulated by an apparatus of simpler construction,

which is very liable to give wrong indications. It principally consists of a large wheel, (termed the

count-wheel,) usually placed at the back of the clock, on which are cut 18 teeth ; this is so connected
with the striking-train, that it moves on one tooth for each stroke. The number 78 is the sum of all the

strokes which the clock should make in 12 hours ; consequently, after all these strokes have been made,
the wheel returns to the same place again. From the surface of the wheel, near its edge, there projects

a rim, in which are cut a series of notches, at intervals corresponding with the number of strokes. Thus,

between the first and second notches there is an interval amounting only to one tooth of the wheel

;

between the second and third notches an interval of two teeth ; and so on up to the twelfth notch, the

interval between which and the first is 12 teeth. The use of these notches is to receive a catch or pro-

jection, which keeps the striking-train at rest during the hour, and regulates the number of strokes.

When the clock gives warning, this catch is lifted out of the notch ; but there is a temporary check
applied to the warning-wheel as in the last case. When this check is removed, the train immediately
begins to move, and continues in action until it is stopped by the falling of the catch into the succeed-

ing notch. The number of strokes is determined, therefore, by the number of teeth which the count-

wheel shall have moved on before the catch falls into this notch—or, in other words, by the number of

teeth between each notch and the succeeding one.

The advantage of this last plan consists in its simplicity, and the facility with which the apparatus
may be constructed. Its disadvantage consists in the readiness with which it may be put out of order.

For it will be easily seen that if, from any cause, the clock be made to strike at an improper time, the

count-wheel advances, and the number of strokes made will be one more than the last ; so that, when
it should nest strike the hour, the number of strokes is one too many. Or if any cause (such as neglect-

ing to wind up the weight of the striking-train) should prevent the clock from striking at the proper

time, the count-wheel remains stationary ; and when the clock next strikes, it gives the number succeed-

ing the one which it last struck, which may, of course, be altogether wrong. On the other hand, in the

more perfectly constructed clock, the striking may be repeated any number of times within the hour, or

it may be made to cease for a time altogether ; and yet, when the clock next strikes the hour, it shall

do it correctly. For the number of strokes, as just explained, is dependent upon the position of the

snail, which is carried round by the hour-wheel whether the clock strikes or not ; and which must, there-

fire, always correspond with the place of the hour-hand. In some clocks of this construction, there is

a simple contrivance for causing the hour to be struck at any time. This consists of a lever x, to one
end of which the string t is attached, whilst the other carries a pin that raises the lever m. The action

of this lever is checked by the two pins s and z, which prevents it from being moved too far in either

direction. When the string £is pulled the lever m is lifted, and all those changes take place which
have been described as occurring in the ordinary learning of the clock. When the string is let go, the

lever is made to return to its place .by the spring y\ the lever m foils, the warning-wheel is released,

and the proper number of strokes is made. Such a contrivance is convenient to those who desire to

know the hour during the night.

Where a clock is made to strike the quarters as well as the hours, a third train of wheels is required.

The mechanism is the same in principle with that which regulates the striking of the hours. The axle

of the minute-hand carries round a snail cut into four steps; and on a wheel corresponding to b, and
revolving therefore in an hour, there are four pins, one of which lifts the lever that sets free the rack

every quarter of an hour. The rack has four teeth, corresponding with the four steps of the snail ; and

the passage of each tooth permits one stroke on the quarter-bell. Most frequently the quarter-stroke is

made upon two bells; ami this is accomplished simply by having a set of pins on each side of the pin-

wheel, of winch Hue sel art- mi one hver, and the other set (acting a little afterwards, so that the two

-trukes may not be made at the same moment) mi the other lever. In clocks constructed for purposes

in which great accuracy is required, it is necessary to dispense altogether with the striking apparatus

;

Bince a certain degree of force is required to set it in action, that would derange the very regular move-

ment of a delicate and perfect clock, in which the power of the weight ought to be no more than is

requisite to keep the pendulum in action.

The same apparatus has been applied to watches; but when made on so small a scale and carried about

in the racket, its action is extremely liable to become deranged, and it is therefore of little use. The
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ordinary repeating-watches are made, nol to Btrike the ilarly, but merely to indicate them
when desired to do bo. In order t<> effect tin-, it is not requisite thai the watch Bhould be furnished

with a second barrel and fusee with a distinct striking-train of wheels, for it is easy to apply a power

sufficient to produce the strokes every time that the watch is applied to for this information. I

usually accomplished bj pushing in the pendant, or projecting portion to which the chain i- attached;

:iinl by this a ~j >riiiLr i- compressed, which Bets in action the mechanism that produces the Btrokes

number of Btrokes is regulated by a snail, resembling that employed in clocks. The ordinary repeating

watches are -till very complex in tli.ir construction ; and we prefi r describin r one invented some

ago by Mr. Elliott, of Clerkenwell, in which the number of parts is greatly reduced by the combination

of several into one. The striking portion of this watch is represented in Fi_r-. 8768 and 8764. The
most important part of it is a flat ring or centreless wheel, of nearly the same diameter with the watch.

orted in it- place so as to admit of a circular motion, by four grooved pulleys round its externa]

circumference. Jn Kg. 3768, A B represents the plate to which the dial is attache!; and the flat ring

CD, with the rest of the striking mechanism, lies between this plate and the dial The four pulleys

are seen at E FG II. This ring has teeth cut in the part of the outer edge o nearest to the pendant,

and the rack may be thus turned by the wheel a, to which motion is given by turning the pt

At the h>wer part of this ring is a series of projecting pins, which, in the position shown in Fig

act upon the projecting pallet i; whilst in the position Bhown in Fig. 3764, they act upon the pallet r.

Of these, th< destined to Btrike the hours, and the other the quarters. The internal edge oi

the ring is cut into two Beries of steps, of which the one seen on the left-hand side of each figure contains

rwelve, and regulates the striking of the hours; whilst the one on the right contains only tour, ai

- the striking of the quarters. When the ring has had its position changed by turning th<

dant, it is brought hack again by a spring contained in the box or barrel V ; the action of tl

communicated to the ring by a chain which winds off the barrel, passes between the pulleys D and W,
and is attached to the ring at X. Hence, in whichever direction the ring is turned, the chain will be

drawn off the barrel, and the Bpring put on the stretch, as -een in Fig. 8764; and the elasticity

Bpring will tend to bring back the ring to its previous position, shown in Fig. 87l

The regulation of the number of Btrokes is effected by moan- of a -nail. • rnbling thai

dock. At I in either of the figures i- Been the quarter -nail, placed on the axis of the minute h u

ry hour, and cut into four -top-. The same axle carries a projecting piece 2, which
i the -tar wheel ], Fig. 876 I. in such a manner as to push it on to the amount of one twelfth of a

.it each revolution of the minute hand ; consequently the whole -tar i- made to turn once in the

twelve hours. To this wheel i- attached the hour -nail, as -ecu in Fig. 8764 ; the common centi

i they turn is marked at L, Fig 8768. The hour-snail acts upon the bent lever P O Q, whose

tre of motion is at ; and the end P is always kept against the step of the snail by the sprii

ion in which the lever is there Bhown, the -nail having been removed, tl

Q of the lc tinst the last or lowest step of the flat ring, and consequently the ring can-

not he movi d. I en I
1' to he lifted by the -nail to the 2d, 3d, 1th, or any othei

the end {
i v. ill be raised to . xactly tin' -ami- amount, and will permit the rinu' to he tinned from

to left, until it i-> stopped bj 'he e.inia, r of Q with 'he corresponding step of the ring. In exo

name manner (he quarter -nail acts upon the steps cut in the inner edge of the

the benl lever S R 'I', whose centre i

Now when it i- desired to nscertain the hour, the watch is held in one hand and thi

•o left with the other. Thi- i
'din,,' motion in tin' ring; an i

•
. the hammer, which caust - a -Hoke upon ti

to which thi mod, and consequently the number of pins all

depends upon thi of the lever POQ ; and this, plained, is determined I

position of the snail. Uenco the ring is stopped just when pins nave p
I n ith the itep of the • nil P of tl

I

• ndnnl may thi n I in tl
p|

the ng

lever 8 R T, i i which the end ul, whilsl '

;

the ring al A. In the position represented ii

'hi- i .poll the h and ha- lilted the i !.
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that the motion of the ring is not checked until it stops at the last step, by 'which time four pins have
passed the pallet, and four strokes have been made.

Dent's new patent watch without a key.—There are two improvements which have recently been made
in the construction of watches, and patented, which will now be described. The daily recurrence oi

the act of -winding up our watch, and its imperative necessity, renders it obviously desirable that the

power of doing this should be facilitated as much as possible ; and that whatever may be the situation

in which we may be placed, whether travelling, or in the dark, that we should be able to perform this

operation with the greatest ease and certainty: now the use of a key detached from the watch, and
requiring to be applied to a small hole, which must be seen to be used, is dispensed with by the im-
provement alluded to, so that the winding up of the watch may be effected in the dark by simply turn-

ing part of the pendant, by which the watch is attached to the chain to connect it with our person.

But this improvement is not the only one now made : thus much has been partially accomplished by
former artists, who, while they rendered the watch independent of a key for winding it up, suffered the

necessity for this adjunct, for the purpose of adjusting the hands, still to exist, and thus did not make
the machine quite independent of appendages of any kind. By a simple contrivance, which will now
be described, it will be seen that the adjustment of the hands can also be effected by the motion of the
pendant at the pleasure of the wearer, and that with a greater latitude than could be done under ordi-

nary conditions.

In Fig. 8765, a is the knob next to the pendant-ring,

but in the improved watch independent of it, and mova-
ble with a rotatory motion like a common watch-key

:

on the axis b of this knob there is a bevelled pinion

which acts by means of an intermediate wheel c on a

larger one d, which is carried on the axis of the main-
spring ; this completes the arrangement for simply
winding up the watch : that for setting the hands con-

sists of a pinion e attached to the arbor of the minute-

hand. This pinion, it must be observed, is free of the

wheel d, or, in technical language, not in geer with it

;

but it can be put so by means of another and equal
pihion f, which is carried on an arm, or lever, moving
on a centre at g and terminating in a stud h, which
projects through the rim of the case ; if this stud is

moved by the finger from the pendant, the pinion/ will

obviously be brought into geer with d, and thus will

impart the motion of that wheel to e when the hands
require setting ; but when the stud h is released, a

spring removes the pinion f from d, and the winding-up
part is detached as before. It must be mentioned,

that as it is requisite to be able to move the hands
either backwards or forwards, the wheel d is made to

admit of motion from the knob a in either direction, for

this purpose. Since the winding up must always- take place in the same constant direction, there is a

ratchet and click of the usual principle connected witli the wheel d to admit of this double motion : by
tli is arrangement also, the injury to the watch produced by over-winding is guarded against.

It will be inferred from the foregoing description that the frequent necessity for opening the watch is

done away; hence results another, and not the least improvement effected by the contrivance: in the

old (•( instruction of the watch-case, dust will penetrate to the interior of the watch, however seldom it

may be opened, through the number of passages necessarily consequent on the existence of hinges in

the case ; these being dispensed with in the watch now described, the glass and case are as nearly air-

tight as possible, while the dust which makes its way in the ordinary watch to the works each time the

case is opened for the purpose of winding up, or of setting the hands, is now altogether excluded ;
thus

cleaning the watch will not be so frequently required as heretofore.

WATER-CLOSET—By G. Jennings. This closet is intended to remedy the defects of the pan and

valve closet. It has neither the usual metal pan or valve, so that no chamber is required, which prevents

displacement of pure air when used—an evil so justly complained of in pan or other closets.

The raising of the handle, a- shown in fig. 3768, causes the water to fall from the cistern to the

closet, and suddenly discharges the contents of the basin with all its force through a four inch India-rub-

ber pipe, flushing, as it is termed, the trap and soil-pipe each time the closet is used. The lowering of

the handle, as shown in Fig. 3767, compresses the tube, and retains the water in the basin. The surplus

water pa-ses ,,tl' through the overflow pipe, which also regulates the proper quantity of water to be

retained.
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This closet in its actii is perfectly Bilent,ae the metal-flaps full without noise against the India-rub-

ber tube. It is also free from all • »; and a fresh piece of India-rubber tube, if ever needed,

will make the doe I as new.

WATER-METRE—By W. II. Lindsat. The invention of, an instrument that will, on inspection,

.-how accurately the amount of water evaporated during any given time—as, for instance, during a

ngc—by a steam-boiler, is a desideratum which has long been Bought after.

The water-gage represents 1 in Fig 8769 and 8770 ii the invention of William n Lindas

tructii r, New i'ork, who has, after a large outlaj of time and money, uccveded in producing

instrument, and is the oolj one yot bro

which can laj claim i" that title. Ii ba* been lubjected t" the most thoi

der the supervision of many of our most dint ii k|i|Kiinted

Na\\ Department to examine and leport upon it- merits The trials t""l» place aftvi ii I
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operation more or less every day for the previous five months. On measuring accurately the quantity

of water passed through it, in the tanks that received it, and comparing the amount as indicated by th»

instrument, the difference on nine experimental trials, under different or varying circumstances, was

found not to exceed 30 cubic inches in one hundred thousand.

By the use of this instrument on board steam-ships, the owners will be enabled to place themselves in

,t> advantageous a position, in a pecuniary point of view, as that of the Cornish mine-owners, who some

\ ears >ince°adopted the system of registering the duty performed by their engines, and the amount of

fuel consumed ; in other words, the work done in relation to the fuel consumed is registered. This ob-

ject is accomplished there by means of a counter, which merely registers the number of strokes made

by the engine; but this expedient will only answer where the load upon the engine is constant and

easilv measurable, but is of no avail in a steam-vessel, where the load is continually varying ; which can

only be done by measuring and recording the quantity of water evaporated by the boilers, and con-

verted into steam, which is the measure of the power exerted by the engines.

The best proof of the saving in fuel derivable from the plan of registering the duty performed by

steam-engines, consists in the enumeration of the wonders it has already done. According to a report

made by a committee of the House of Commons appointed to investigate the matter, it appears that the

Cornish mine-owners, even in their limited operations, are saving the sum of $400,000 per year, by tin-

simple expedient of registering the duty of their engines. If such a saving can be realized by this sys-

tem out of the contracted sphere of Cornish engineering, the results that would ensue by its adoption in

our ocean steam-ships are incalculable. Such a practice insures a rigid attention to their duties on the

part of the engineers and firemen, as any negligence will be sure to tell to their disadvantage. Its adop-

tion puts all the engineers upon their mettle, and induces an emulation, out of which improvement can-

not but spring, with corresponding advantages resulting to the owners. Yet the saving of fuel in tin-

case of steam navigation, important as it would be, is not the greatest benefit that would be derived.

The powers of steam navigation would be extended, and its profits correspondingly augmented. Re-

quiring a less amount of fuel to perform the same duty, they could carry more cargo, and the growth of

our steam marine would just be in proportion to the extension of the limit which now hinders its develop-

ment. It is needless, however, to dwell further on the advantages derivable from the system of regis-

tration, as they must be conspicuous enough to every one who gives attention to the subject, the ac-

knowledgment of which has been made by its adoption in the naval service, by order of the Navy De-

partment. A series of experiments will shortly be commenced at one of our navy yards with one of

these instruments, by a board of officers appointed by the Department, for the purpose of establishing a

standard of evaporation due the different varieties of coal used for the generation of steam, for the use

of the naval and mercantile marine ; also to institute a series of experiments to ascertain the relative

merits of boilers of different construction, which may lead to the solution of the problem, what are the

true principles which should govern their construction in every respect ; and determine, beyond all cavil,

the best-constructed boiler in use at the present time. The results that may be arrived at by the use

of this instrument will be a subject of much importance to all concerned in steam navigation.

Having given an outline of the use of this important invention, we will proceed to give a description

of the figures, <fcc. :—Fig. 3770 is an elevation. Fig. 3769, sectional do. The figures are lengthened

out, with the view only of showing the metre's general arrangement, without reference to the economy

of space that may be attained by a compact arrangement of its several parts.

Literal references.—D, connecting pipe from the feed-pump of the engine to the drop-valve chest, G
;

E, an overflow-valve chest bolted on the pipe E ; F, air-chamber ; G, drop-valve chest bolted to the

forcing metre-chamber or cylinder H ; T, plunger or ram working in the cylinder H ; R, metre-cylinder
;

L, plunger working in the metre-cylinder—the two plungers being connected by a coupling-rod ; M,

metre valve-chest bolted to the cylinder R ; N, stop-cock on the pipe O leading to the boiler ; R, feed-

pipe from the hot well bolted to the bottom of the valve-chest M, for supplying the metre-chamber R

;

P, side-frames, to which the cydinders H and R are bolted.

h, valve in chest E, loaded by means of the springs attached to the cross-head on the valve spindle

;

c, drop or cut-off valve in the chest G
; g, cut-off valve spindle passing through a stuffing-box on the

cover or bonnet of the drop-valve chest ; d, stud keyed on the spindle g ; e, an inclined slide receiving

motion from the connecting link y. It works in a slot in the slide-piece that springs in under the stud

>/. "When the valve c rises, and when it is drawn down by the rod y, it draws back the slide-piece from

under the stud d, thereby allowing the valve c to fall on its seat, and prevent the return of any more

water from the forcing-cylinder H through the pipe D into the engine feed-pump, during its exhaust

Btroke. lr It'\ seat on the frame/, on which the drop-valve slide (not shown) works, and through which,

at the back part, the inclined slide e also passes
; /, stand for the seat /t

2
h*, its lower end being bolted

on the bonnet of the chest G. Its upper end is curved, the valve-rod g working through it, which confines

the valve-rod to its place. There is a spring not shown fastened to the inside of the frame in its curved

pit ion, the lower end of which being in contact with a small stud on the slide-piece working on the

-•a: ft
2

/*
a
, springs it under the .stud d. When the valve-rod g rises, by the water lifting the valve c on its

passage to tin- cylinder H, the slide-piece retains the valve c, leaving a free passage for the water to and

from the cylinder H and the engine feed-pump during the force and exhaust strokes of the feed-pump

plunger, until such time as the plungers T and L have completed their required amount of force and

exhaust travel, when, by the motion-rod /, on which is keyed the bracket s, in the slot of which i- ad

justed the pin t, coming in contact with the arm w, thereby giving motion to the arm w, the connecting

link y, and the inclined slide c, the slide-piece is withdrawn from the underside of the stud d, and

the valve e drops on its seat, having arrested the motion of the plungers T and L. It remains at rest

until the feed-pump plunger again commences its force stroke, when the valve rises as before, and is

again locked by the slide-piece. The motion-rod has the same motion as the plungers T and L, being

worked by a cross-arm from the plunger coupling-rod, (not shown,) the end of which works on the

guide-rod k. The arm i being bolted to the cross-arm at the upper end, and keyed to the motion-rod
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at the lower, the travel of the plungers is recorded by means of the rack, keyed on tin- r<»l /<, giving

motion to the segment n, which works freely on the spindle «', "ii which the arm is keyed. Thi

t ion of the arm is communicated by the link /< to the counter arm r, which lias a Blot in it, by which
the required length of counter ami may be obtained by means of a pin having a nut on the back. 1.

feed-valve in metre-chest ; 2, delivery-valve in same.
i In reference to the sectional figure, it will be perceived, that by the drop-valve e and the delivery-

valve 2 being open, that the cylinder 11 is re© iving Mater from the engine fei '1 pump during a

stroke, and that the metre-cylinder R is discharging, by the ad\ ance of the plunger L into it, a quantity

of water through the valve 2 and the j>i j><- < >, provided the Btop-cock N is not closed, equal to its area

of surface and length of travel. But, supposing all the parts in the position as represented, that the

stop-cock should now !» closed, there being no passage for the water from the cylinder U, the pint

are at once brought to a state of rest, the water from the feed-pump finds an escape by liftin

loaded valve 6, and passing off by the overflow-pipe; so in like manner if the Btop-cock N is only part

open, the plungers T and L will only move a distance equal to the quantity of water received into the

cylinder II, the resl going to waste by the valve 6.

< in the engine feed-pump plunger commencing its exhaust stroke, the delivery-valve 2 having closed,

the pressure of the water from the hot well causes the feed-valve 1 to rise, admitting of a supply to the

cylinder as the plunger L recedes, by reason of the plunger T being acted on by the vacuum caused
by the exhaust stroke of the engine feed-pump plunger, and the pressure of the water from the hot well
oil the plunger I., by the plunger T following the vacuum, the water in the cylinder II during thi

vious force stroke of the engine feed-pump is returned to it on the exhaust; and in ease that only

of the water- discharged by the feed-pump during its previous force stroke should have entered thi

cylinder II. by reason of the Btop-cock N being partly closed, the rest having escaped by the valve b,

then the cylinder II first returns all it received, the valve-rod g is disengaged, the valve e drops, ami the

ocy i- supplied to the feed-pump by the feed-pipe from the hot well.

Prom the above, it will be seen that the travel of the plungers I. and T is dependent on the quantity

of water received during each stroke of the engine feed pump by the cylinder 1 1, and the quantity of

water displaced from the c\ linder, and thence into the boiler, is dependent on the area of Burface and
length of travel of the plunger L; from which it follows, that if the travel of the plungers is correctly

Ii d. we can at any time ascertain, by inspection ejf the counter-face, the actual amount delivered

WATER-PRESSURE ENGINE The first engine erected in England with cylinder- or piston-

valves, was that put up in the Alport mines, Derbyshire, in the year 1842. This was a Bingle cylinder

engine. Its Buccesswas complete, and others were erect I on thi same plan. But in 1845, a

bined cylinder engine was designed, and erected by the same engineer, which is found practically to

- for Buch large supplies of water as that consumed by the pumping-engine, ol

which we subjoin accurate reductions of the working-drawings.

k^t c
—

Pig 8771 is a front elevation of the combined cylinder engine. Pig. 37*72 is a sectional vie*

oeral plan. POisthe bottom of the pressure column, i b, and 2 I ii

internal diatuei.
i

. aih 'j l inches diameter, open at top, with hemp
and piston rod- in. combined by a cross head n, workin j betwei les in

og frame. The admission throttle valve ii a iluice \.ilw, shown at o, Fig 8771, and betwi en ilu-

letters /, and ' in l be main or working valve, i> a piston in diumeti

with its counter or equilibn I The orifice for the admission of the
|

i he intermediate pipe ./ i- a il.it pipe, into which numero
from the valve-cylinder, seen immediately under p The valvi p

in the <y In. ;

i the pipe • Fig. 8772, bj

The vnlvc geer i- worked by an auxili by men
i piston-valves in the val communicating with tl

pip. h b\ a in. ill pipe, provided w till o»
\al-. es i effected by n pan- of tap| on a vertical rod

tappets move the fall-bob b, by mean of the canti-levei I end of the li
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linked to the rod s, Fig. 37*72, (s, Fig. 3771, is misplaced,) which again is linked to the auxiliary piston

valve rod.

The play of the machine is now manifest. It is in every respect analogous to the Harz and Huel-

goat engines, described by Weisbach. The average speed of the engine is 140 feet per minute, or 7

double strokes per minute. This requires a velocity of something less than 2^ feet per second of the

water in the pressure-pipes ; and as all the valve apertures are large, the hydraulic resistances must be

very small. The engine is direct-acting, drawing water from a depth of 135 feet, by means of the

gpear wiv, Figs. 3771 and 3772. The "box," or bticket of the pump, is 28 inches in diameter, so that

3771.

"c^c;
the discharge is 266 gallons per stroke, or when working full speed, 1862 gallons per minute. The

mechanical effect due to the fall and quantity of water consumed is nearly 140 horse-power. The

mechanical effect involved in the discharge of the last-named quantity of water is nearly 74 horse-

power, so that supposing the efficiency of the engine and pumps to be on a par with each other, the

efficiency of the two being ??, = 71 '15, the efficiency of the engine alone 77
=

X) the language of Cornish engineers, 85 per cent, is the duty of the engine.

1 + .I, 1 + -71
•85, 01
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WATER-WHEELS

—

Theory and Conbtrui nos oi . Although in localitii a where mineral reservoir!

of motive- power are convenient, the ever-available steam-engine has much diminished tin- importance

Df hydraulic movers, these most always continue to be the most economical, and therefore the most

1 to, in situations where the liquid element can be attained in sufficient abund

ana undi r the ne lessary circui o answer the conditions contemplated. A waterfall i- rendered

available comparatively without labor, and furnishes its supplies without the intervention of human aid

The energies of the Bteam-engine, on the contrary, can be commanded in any situation, only by t) e

influence of the miner; and in localities much removed from Bources "t fuel, can only be sustained at

an expense which falls heavily upon the operations to which they are subservient That expense, it is

true, is continually being diminished, and by means of the -tram engine itself, in it- character of i

rier; but no happy discovery, no possibility, can reduce it to the minimum at which our water-runs

maintained.

But while water-power has the advanl onomy, where it is abundant and constant, in other

localities where it i- more immediately dependent upon 1 1 1
1

- condition • fthe seasons, it n under th

advantage of being less certain, ami less under control, than the more artificial agency developed in the

steam engine. It is this independence of time and Beason, of circumstances and locality, which mark
the great superiority of this potent creation of engineering .-kill, and which, in it- multiform applications

and applicability, have invested it with an importance and an interest which - ms only to

stimulate and render more intense. The complexity of parts, and the diversity of combination, offer a

scope for the exercise of ingenuity, alike highly inviting to the theoretical and the practical mechanic,

The Bteam-engine, even as a stationary power, is, moreover, of recent origin; and contemplating the

phases which it has already assumed, in connection with the general feeling thai its energies have not

v< t been fully developed, it is not matter <( wonder that it has diverted attention from the less inviting

problem which we are about to discuss. Water-power is an old, if not an antiquated subject, on which

the light of modern improvement has been but feebly reflected since the day- of Smeaton With a few

exception-, it has been abandoned to the management of those who recognize in it do principle, and no

lor improvement; and whose practice is not more opposed to improvement than it is empirical

and opposite to all true principle.

Th.' fact that water-power i- an agency which cannot be augmented at pleasure, and which, in most

situations win-re it i- employed, has a full -hare of duty imposed upon it. render- it desirable that the

best means of economizing it be adopted. This implies a knowledge of some of the fundamental prin-

ciples of h_\ draulics, in addition to that acquaintance with the general laws i f mechanics \t hich ei i rj

engineer is assumed to possess. It is with the view of placing the Bubject in a distinct and concise

form, and of pointing out precisely those principles which oughl the practice of the engineer

in his dealings with this agency, that we undertake a brief exposition of the general problem. Under

the title assumed, is implied the economy of « ater pan er, and the various mean- of rendering it avail-

aide for purposes of industry. Without avoiding those abstract questions which beset the subject, and
winch implj some acquaintance with elementary analysis, we -had endeavor to keep in view that

theory i- valuable only in it- relation- in practice.

arieties of water wheels, and the theory of their action.— By far the most numerous,

and, therefore, important order of hydraulic movers, are those which come under the denomination oi

els, from their movement being in vertical plane-, and their axis of rotation consequently

horizontal. Of these we have three varieties—named according to the point- at which the water is

red upon the periphery—over*Ao4 undershot, and breast wheel. This last i- further distinguished

as high and low breast, according as the water is received upon the wheel above or below the horizontal

plane of the axis. When the point of reception approaches the k>w< -t point of the circle, il b i

an undershot-wheel; and on the contrary, when the water is laid on within a few degrees of the sum-

mit, it takes the name of overshot

'

A second order, of which the varieties are more numerous, and even less distinct, come under the

denomination of horizontal wheels, because thei move in planes parallel with the horizon, and •

quently have then- axis of rotation vertical. Of these, the best known types aio the rea

[he turbines oi Burdiu, Fourneyron, and Jonval, the tub-w)teels of America, the moul i the

French,) and the wheelett common m the south of France in Provence and Dauphind), and which

-i-t simply of a series of spoon-shaped (and sometimes Sat] paddles or floats, set on the periphery ol

v h-ii axis, and against winch the water is projected from a conical adjutage. The ,/.,

better known to theory than practice, belongs to the same order.

The effects of these different varieties ol wheel- arise from three source— weight, impulse, ai

action, pit in stating these as the primary and simple element- of hydraulic power, it is to I

marked that we ven rarely find tl lucible to a single mode of action; more commonl) we

find two, and sometimes even the three acting simultaneously, and not unfrequently in nearlj equal

utrifugal force is also an element which in most form- of « heel - be ap|

and in tome constructions— the reaction-wheel, foi example it is the most difficult influence which

enters into the calculation of the ultimate .

Directing our attention, in the fii to the element of weight, it is easj to prove thai when

a given volume of water descends I a mechanicul airvnt, will be

bj the | lucl ol the w< i hi into I I (alien through. \- tamili '"• in
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by a rope passing over a pulley fixed in the mouth of a pit, of the depth H, equal to the length D, tin

pulley being assumed to have no friction, and the rope no weight, (conditions which can be virtually

attained.) the weight W, which is a measure of the constant effort exerted by the animal, will descend

and drag the carriage along the level road with the same uniform velocity, and arrive at the bottom ol

the pit at the same moment that the horse would have arrived at the extremity of the distance D. In

both cases, the carriage passes over the same space and with the same velocity ; the weight W is there-

fore capable of effecting all that the horse had done ; as a prime mover, it is therefore identical. It has

given the same quantity of action W X H or WH = PD in the same time. Its dynamical effect may
therefore be expressed in terms of the power of the horse, as a known unit. And in general the power
developed by any mover, animate or inanimate, may in like manner be measured by that of a weight

W descending through a certain height H, and expressed by the product W H.
Keeping this principle in view, it is further obvious that the greater the height through which the

weight descends, the greater will be the effect' produced. But as a current of water may be regarded

as a continuous succession of weights, descending from the higher to the lower level, it is necessary to

ascertain the rate of succession—in other words, the measure of the weight which descends in a given

unit of time. Let that unit be 1 minute, and let the quantity of water flowing be 500 cubic feet, which
multiplied by 62£, the weight in lbs. of a cubic foot of water, gives 31,250 lbs. as the weight which has

descended in a minute. Further, let it be supposed that the whole height H, through which it descends,

that is, the whole height of thefall or head, is 120 feet ; if this quantity of water be made to act upon
the circumference of a gigantic overshot-wheel, so constructed as to be free from all those detrimental

influences to be hereafter considered, and the wheel be attached by a suitable connection to a train of

carriages upon an incline, which by experiment is found to require the application of a force (measured

dynamometrically) of 31,250 lbs. to move it through 120 feet in a minute, then, the power and resistance

being equal, the water will give motion to the wheel, and descend with it through the height of a fall

equal to 120 feet in the same time that the load is moved through an equal distance upon the incline.

In this case we have manifestly W H= P D, since W =P, and H= D. The first of these conditions

only is necessary to establish an equality of dynamical action. Let us assume the height of the fall to

be reduced to 30 feet, and the force necessary and sufficient to drag the train of carriages up the incline,

with a velocity of 120 feet a minute, to be only 7812£ lbs., the other conditions remaining unchanged,

the quantity of water constantly in action upon the circumference of the wheel will be ^th of 31,250

lbs.= 78121 lbs., since the rate of descent is 120 feet per minute ; and the distance ^th of 120 feet, or

30 feet. In this case, D= 4 X H, and \V = 31,250 lbs. of water expended in the unit of time is equal

to four times the load moved ; but iWxH=|PxD is W H= P D, by cancelling the common
multiplier \.

The dynamical force of a current of water is therefore correctly represented by W H lbs. per minute
;

and since the height of fall H feet is independent of the time, W lbs. must express the weight of water

which descends in a minute. A stream on which there is a fall of 30 feet, with a supply of 500 cubic

feet of water per minute, will afford the same amount of power as another stream of 1000 cubic feet

with a fall of 15 feet, the product \V H of the two factors being the same, whether we take 30 X (50f>

X 621), or 15 X (1000 X 621).

In thus estimating the motive force of a current of water, the height H is the difference of level be-

tween the surface of the water at the higher and lower points between which its power is developed.

This is termed the fall, and is either real or fictive : it is real when the fluid descends abruptly from a

higher to a lower level, and fictive when it acts in virtue of a velocity of motion due to that height. Thus

if a current, flowing in an inclined channel, be ascertained by experiment to have a uniform velocity of

12 feet in a second, then we know, from the laws of falling bodies, that the fictive head is 225 feet

nearly, and is found from the formula V = ,/2 </H. In this formula, V expresses the velocity of the

current in feet per second, and g = 322 feet the velocity communicated to a falling body by gravity at

the end of the first second, when it falls freely. H is the height capable of generating the velocity \\

V 2

and is therefore represented by -— 0-0155 V 2
; and if s be the area of the cross section of the fluid cur-

rent in square feet, then the weight of water passing a given point in a second will be 625 s V ; and

therefore the whole dynamical force in a second will be expressed by

62-5 s V X 0-0155 V2= 0-97 s V 3

,

and this result multiplied by the number of seconds in a minute, the unit assumed in speaking of the

dynamical value of a real fall of H feet, gives WH= 5823 s V 3
.

"
In illustration : let the mean velocity of a current be 10 feet per second, the mean depth 2 feet, and

the mean width 15 feet ; then V s = 1000, and s = 30 square feet;

.
•

. W H= 58-23 X 30 X 1000 == 1746900,

the dynamical force of the current, of which the fictive head is 00155 V 2
,
equivalent to 1-553 feet, and

the quantity of water flowing per minute is 1,125,000 lb>.

The fictive head of a stream flowing in an inclined channel may then be determined in terms of a

real or vertical head, and measured accordingly. They are, indeed, mutually convertible; and were it

not that the expression W II is arithmetically more convenient than 58-128 s Y 3
, we might in every

case determine H in terms of V, and employ the latter formula in our calculations of the power of a

ya
.vaterfall. Thus generally II = r— ; therefore, if H be known, the value of V can be readily deter-

mined; and conversely, if V be ascertained, the corresponding value of H may in like manner bu

found.

We have hitherto employed these expressions abstractly ; but in speaking of the dynamical force o;
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a fall ut' water, it i- found convenient to introduce a unit of comparison by which the amount may be

more readily conceived. The mind does not readily apprehend the value of a product, even of Bucb

magnitude as 1,746,! : and it is often necessary to deal with much higher resulta In this aa in all

other estimates of mechanical power on a large Bcale, the unit adopted is the /< reckoned at

150 lbs, raised through a height of 220 feet in a minute, or 33,000 Lbs, 1 foot high per minufa—as from

the bottom of a mine by a rope passing round a pulley. This i- the unit introduced by Watt in rating

his steam-engines, and is supposed to have been taken as the maximum work of the London dray

horses. The estimate is found to lie a third part t< o high, as applied to draught horses generally; bu1

a- a :. lynamical force, when applied to inanimate sources of power, it is unexceptionable on

that account The object is served by a definition of the unit; and horse-power is a name less objec-

tionable than any others which have been proposed, unless we are I • except the eheval uapeur of tin

We have already shown that the magnitude of the individual factors of the product W 11 may rel-

',

. change without affecting the result Now, in the estimate of the horse-power, we have taken

150 lbs. = W raised or descending] through 220 feet = H in a minute
;
hut these numbers will mani-

festly give the same product by multiplication as 33,000 lbs.= W, raised or descending) through 1

foot = 11 in a minute. This affords the simpler enunciation, ami is that uniformly adopted

To estimate, therefore, the moving force of a current of water in units ,,f this kind, it i- only

sary to divide the product W JI by 33,
,
and the quotient will indicate the equivalent in horn .

tie- example above, we find W 11 = 1.7 16,900 dynamic units; which divided

as the horsepower of ti

The ~.iuie result may, of course, !" obtained by taking the reciprocal of 33,000 = i as a

multiplier. And if we take Q to represent the number of cubic feet of water supplied in a minute, we

Bhall have W =625 Q, and, therefore, — =—— •0018,989 t.> 11 will express the horsi i

• 33,i 528 ' '

of the current Thus in the preceding example, the fall due to a velocity of 10 f<

feet= 11. and the quantity of water supplied per minute will he -J x 1"> X 10) X <'" = I s . i cubic

feet= Q. Th.i, H89 8 x 18,000 X 1*553= 52-94 horse-power as before determined
It may al-o !„• here observed that 83,000 lbs. raised a foot in a minute being the same a- 550 Lbs.

raised to the same height in a second, if we take v t i represent tie- weight of water supplied in the

\V ][
smaller unit of time, then will =-00182 \V 11 represent the horse-power of the Btream. Thus in

\V 1

1

the preceding example, w = 800 X 62J = 18,750 lbs.; and II = 1 ;».".;;
; tl

power a-- before.

Al-o, -inc.- :,:,<> 11.-.= • —
t of water, if y he the number of cubic feet furnished per rocond

then —- will in like manner represent the horse-power of the current

A- all calculations of the velocity are referred to a Becond a- the unit of time, these tonus of expres-

sion will Bometimea 1«- useful in our subsequent investigations; and may he borne in mind.

We have hitherto spoken of the power of the water ; hut in the application of a motive power bj

means of machinery, we in no case realize the th etical effect To produce an effect by a machine,

i- to overcome the resistances continually and periodically reproduced in a direction opposed I

lired oving force during the time of its action ; but in this a certain loss invariablj o

on tin in,' our at t nt ion to tin- agency under consideration, all the force "A E of a current of water
l upon the buckets of a water-wheel does not take effect A put of the water \\ commonly

escapes, especially in low breast and undershot wheels, between the wheel and the are by which the

water i- confined ; and a part of the bead 11 i- al-o lost both on th.' entrance of th.- water upon the

I and on it- leaving if. To th.--, loss we must generally add the amount of motive

annihilated by tie- counteraction or back lath of the water in striking the buckets, and th

at th.- penstock. These circumstances, to which we shall return, prevent the

trail-!, i "f a .-, Main amount of th>- power |x> ed by th.- water to th.- wheel ; hut there arc, L*

absorbing influences winch diminish th.- useful effect of the power actually developed. In the machine

itself, we have th I the journals; and if th.- velocity be high, a- in horizontal wheals working

under high falls, the resistance of th.- atmosphere becomes a sensible quantity. A.1

which the transmitted to the working points, another loss takes place by the friction and

shocks of the teeth—individually very small, it i- true, but I- mtlj and often repeated, the

-tun becomes an appreciable quantity.

Thi nl purpose it is sufficient to indicate, being in s

tial I

' mechanism, have in consequence obtained the nam.- of pa
in contradistinction to • bj which we understand the useful effect develop
o| the two

—

that I-, the win bj the machine, active and p i
I non

productive- the dynamical
amount of • x 1

1

- -a what ha tho development of n chanical power, luem

is manifest that the higher thu thu machine, the greater will he itx . tl.

,dwa\ - (hi omo lo pi, • i •. the

tho w.i -lit equivalent to tl. with whii -

»!-<> a' x -

' to di noti hall have -
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expression of the whole dynamical effect of the machine, wv -f- w' v'. But as all resistances, active

and passive, upon the machine are reducible to the common velocity v, we may put W to represent

their entire sum ; and, therefore, denoting by E the whole dynamical effect, we shall have E = W >.

In words : the effect of the mover is equal to the resistances overcome.
From this, we observe that the effect does not depend upon the magnitude of the individual factors.

but upon that of their product. By means of geering, the working speed may be made a hundred or a

thousand times greater or less than that of the first mover; but when this is the case, the weight ele-

vated will be correspondingly diminished or increased in amount, agreeably to the maximum univer-

sally recognized in mechanics, that whatever is gained in speed is lost in force, and vice versa.

The factor v is in practice easily ascertained by observation ; but W being the sum of resistances

opposed to the movement of the machine, and often consisting of many particulars imperfectly ascer-

tained, and only ascertainable by direct experiment, usually of some difficulty, this factor, and conse-

quently the whole effect E, does not always partake of that certainty which is desirable, in comparing
the work done with the power expended. But this last, which we have represented by W H, being

always greater than E, we know that whatever may be the efficiency of the wheel, these forces must
have the relation E= »i W H, in which m is a fraction less than 1, but different in different cases and
conditions, and only determinable by direct experiment. Taking the force expended, viz., "W H = 1,

the coefficient m will express the ratio of the effect realized in the active and passive resistances of the

mover to that force. It can never equal 1, for then the whole moving force would be realized by the

wheel, which cannot possibly happen by any adaptation hitherto discovered ; much less can it exceed 1,

which would imply that the power realized is greater than that expended. The values which it bears

in particular cases will be subsequently investigated at considerable length, taking as the basis of dis-

cussion the numerous experiments which have been directed to its determination. In the mean time, it

will be sufficient to observe, that it very rarely exceeds 080, and not unfrequently, in undershot-wheels,

it falls below 0"25. In wheels coming under the denomination of high breast and overshot, the common
value ranges from 075 to -66.

The formula E = m W H is general ; it applies to any hydraulic mover under any circumstances,

and, therefore, the effect and producing cause may always be thus compared. When the fall is Active,

we have seen that it may be determined in terms of 11, from the known relations of the velocity V
generated in the current, to the generating head H. But in the case of an undershot -wheel acting by
a Active head, although the formula of ultimate comparison remains the same as for an overshot-wheel

acting under a real head, the mode of action is different, and requires a separate consideration. Taking
a case of the most simple kind, in which the wheel is furnished with radial floats, and acts in a confined

rectilineal course, in which the current of water flows with a velocity of V feet per second, it is obvious

that the motion of the floats must, under the supposition of the wheel being burdened, be less than V
when impelled by the current; sinceit is clear that the fluid could have no effect upon them if they

moved at the same velocity, and would retard rather than impel the wheel at any higher velocity.

Moreover, in impelling the floats at a given velocity v, there must remain in the water, after it has

passed the wheel, a certain velocity which is always greater, and cannot manifestly be less than v. If.

according to the supposition, the floats so completely occupy the watercourse that no particle of the

fluid can pass without acting upon them, the velocity retained by the current would evidently be the

difference between the initial velocity V, and that imparted to the surfaces opposed to its motion. But
this condition, although not actually, is virtually fulfilled in every case analogous to that assured, how-
ever imperfect the arrangements in scheme and construction. Although a highly mobile fluid, there is

a certain cohesion among the particles of a current of water, by which an equilibrium of motion is, if not

uniformly maintained, at least quickly established in cases of disturbance. The interruption offered tc

one portion of the mass is speedily communicated to the wdiole. The uninterrupted particles, by the

mutual cohesion existing in the mass, act upon those to which the interruption has occurred, and there-

by reciprocally communicate and lose a portion of the velocity which they possessed. An equilibrium

may not be thus instantaneously established. Like other ponderous bodies, the fluid particles possess

inertia, and, therefore, require time to receive and communicate motion ; but the action is no less certain

and essential to the conditions assumed. We may, consequently, without risk of error, presume that

in all cases the velocity retained by the water after it has acted upon the float of the wheel, will be

fairly expressed by V — v. This velocity is, moreover, lost as respects the efficiency of the wheel : it

lias produced no effect. Now, from what has been before stated, we know that the head equivalent to

V 2

the initial velocity V of the current may be expressed by ; and extending the same principle to (he

2ff
v*

velocity v communicated to the wheel, the head equivalent will be expressed by——; and the head lost

(V— vf
in consequence of the unemployed velocity V — v will, in like manner, be represented by— . The

vertical section of the stream being, therefore, designated as before by s, the whole weight of water

acting upon the wheel, in a second of time, will be represented by 62-5 sV, and this multiplied by 00

will be the quantity acting in a minute = W. The dynamical effect of the impulse will, therefore, be

Expressed by

(Va
v* (Y — vf\ W

- 1 reducible to — (V— v) v

by performing the operations indicated. And designating by hh' h", the heights of head due to the

three velocities V, v, and V— v, we have the equivalent expression

W (h — h 1 — h"\
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The two last terms in the parentheses manifestly diminish the effect produced. Were they zero, this

effect would then be Wh, which is the whole dynamic for< fthe current, since /< re] total

head due to the velocity V. In order th.it the first of the two last terms may he zero, it ,-

that v =0 ; and on this supposition, the whole expression vanishes, showing that no effect i- realized

—

which is manifestly the case where the wheel has do velocity. The expression further shows that the

velocity preserved' by the water after it had acted upon the floats depends upon the relation of V and

v. and in order that v — t>= 0, the wheel must have the same velocity as the current In this case also

the whole expression vanishes, or the power realized is nothing; for then the whole force of the water

will be al sorbed by its own velocity, and could only turn the wheel at an equal velocity when the

burden including its own weight and passive resistances) of the wheel is nothing. The formula is

therefore, consistent with itself in the most extreme cases, and may be accepted as a lair representation

of the effect realized in all intermediate conditions.

There are other modes of establishing the rule, which it may be at least satisfactory to state, more
illy as it will be necessary to resort to them in a subsequent part of the inquiry. According to

a well-known notation in dynamics, the weight of a body divided l>\ gravity g is called the mow; and
the mass multiplied into the velocity in fi i I p r second is denominated the quantity

<>f
movement, or

re of the body.

Adopting this notation, and denoting the weight of fluid which flows in a second by locity

by V
; then the mass will be represented by - and the quantity of movement or pressure bj » But

the floats of the wheel are assumed to recede from the impulse with a velocity of u feet per second
;

w
the ]! x rcised upon them will therefore be reduced to — (V — r); but the Bpace passed through

by the wheel, impelled by tin- pressure, i- ti feet per second ; consequently the dynamical force (the

Ct of the pressure and velocity) will be -(V — v) v per second; or taking Vk' = GO u\ it will be

-- V — v) d per minute. B il as before observed,
9

ff

K
1*9 -.' *9 S

as may be found by reduction of this last expression.

From the principle formerly adverted to of the relation of the velocity possessed by a falling body,
io the height through which it must have fallen to acquire that velocity, it follows that the weight
being a pounds, and the velocity V feel per second, there must be a.cumulated in the body a nu

V -

ol units of dynamical force represented by the former w - as before shown. Alter it has passed from

the velocity V tot! l< - *• locity L', there will be accumulated in it the number of units of force rep-

resented by w— There will therefore have been taken from its dynamic force a number of units

V V - W= \
'- — i

'

-'. Now this must be equally true of a current of water
-.'/ - ;' -/

or of any other body; consequently, if the velocity with which it meets the Boats of the wheel be V,

and it escape with the reduced velocity I
, the force Lost by its action will

I | by

w
.
i-u»).

But this fore.- has been lost bj impulse \\\»<u the Boats, and ought, theoretically, to have been en-

tirely communicated to them. On this assumption, if v denote the velocity of the wheel in fei

second, and p the
]

e, then willpv= ——(V-

imption that the water meets the float- of the wheel without shock, it \\ ill leave them
with a velocity, an before shown, of \ — c = I' i feel |"i Becond otly, putting for I

equivalent ( V — i ) and reduce our formula b_\ p rforming the operations indicate. I, we fin 1

W W
p V=

* m
which i- the sami preceding modes of inv<

In the case ol purefj undershot and other Impulsive wheels, we ma) then

E—\r,v- '

in * hi. h, a mined by ( cpi rimi nt, and W tin

pei minuU , and V and and of tin

and
'1 in- P rmul i was • moil on 1

I to tho French A 1707. tin ( with which the wnl*
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p
abandons the machine, and — it,

2 the sum of the losses ofvis-viva sustained by the fluid, he gives, as a gen

eral corollary to the principles demonstrated in his memoir, the relation,

z - u a v
pv= F(k—— -->

which is exactly the same as that above established, p being the pressure overcome by the wheel, v its

velocity in feet per second; P the total pressure due to the weight of water, and h the head real or

Active ; u= V — v the difference of velocity of* the current and of the periphery of the wheel. Deceived
by his formula, he, however, remarks that in the case of the greatest effect u= and z = ; whence
v r = P li, which in plain language signifies that the wheel being at rest, the whole power of the stream
is realized. This is evidently absurd ; but the absurdity is in the interpretation, not in the formula.

When u and z are respectively zero, no power is realized, but the floats of the wheel entirety obstruct
• lie passage of the water, and sustain the whole pressure Yh. But pressure without motion is not
power. The error has, however, been reiterated until it has assumed the position of an established prin-

ciple. Thus every writer since Carnot has laid it down, as the basis of the theory of hydraulic ma-
chines, " that in order that the machine may produce the greatest possible effect, it is necessary that the
water shall arrive and act upon it without shock, and quit it without velocity." That the maximum
effect be obtained, it is admitted that there must be no percussive action ; the fluid must lose its velocity

by insensible degrees ; but to suppose that it shall quit the wheel without velocity, is to suppose that

the wheel itself has motion equal to that of the stream, and consequently produces no mechanical effect.

The doctrine is, however, true, if, instead of velocity, we read " relative velocity." In this case no water
will escape that has not given up a certain amount of its movement to the wheel, and it will clearlv pos-

sess the least quantity of motion consistent with its action upon the floats, namely, an absolute velocity

equal to theirs. On this condition we shall have v = V— v and therefore v= -J V, which implies that

the wheel ought to take half, and only half, the velocity of the current.

We shall hereafter find that this conclusion requires modification ; but in the mean time it .is suffi-

cient to intimate the mode of calculation, and to point out the theoretical conditions which form the

basis of inquiry.

It now only remains in this place to indicate the general principle of the reaction of water. Accord-
ing to Newton's third law of motion, action and reaction are equal in amount and opposite in direction.

This proposition assumes the character of an axiom, when the mind is directed to the reciprocal action

of solids, since it is clear that any body acting upon another by pressure, for example, must itself ex-

perience a reaction equal and directly opposed to the action which it exercises. In the same manner,
whenever a force, as that of gravity, pressing upon a fluid, causes it to issue through an orifice formed
in the side of a containing vessel, a force equal and contrary to that with which the stream issues will,

in consequence, be expended upon the side of the vessel opposite to the orifice of escape. To explain
this very briefly: when a part of the weight of a fluid is expended in producing motion in any direc-

tion, an equal pressure is necessarily deducted from its pressure in the opposite direction, for the gravi-

tation employed in generating velocity cannot at the same instant be causing pressure. Supposing an
orifice to be made in the bottom of a vessel filled with water, a column of the fluid will descend
through it, and will expend during its descent a quantity of«pressure equal to a column of twice the
depth of the fluid in the vessel, and having an area equal to the least section of the stream. For exam-
ple : suppose the vessel to be 16 feet deep, and to be kept constantly lull, the velocity of the stream
will be 32 feet in a second ; and, therefore, a column of 32 feet of length will pass through the orifice

in each second, with the whole velocity derivable from its weight acting for the time. It is therefore

clear that an equal amount of the pressure of the fluid in the vessel must be expended in producing
that velocity, and must of course be deducted from the weight of the whole fluid—that is, from the

entire pressure which it would otherwise exercise on the bottom of the vessel. Now, what is true with

respect to vertical descent, is equally true when the motion is in any other direction. When the orifice

is fumed in the side of the vessel, the pressure upon that side will be diminished by as much as the

pressure employed in producing the motion ; and the effect of the diminution of the pressure in that

direction will be the same as if the vessel were subjected to an equal pressure of any other kind in an
opposite direction. And, moreover, the pressure being lateral, and therefore perpendicular to the only
direction in which a vertical force, like that of gravity, can itself act, it must be derived from reaction of

the opposite surface of the vessel upon the moving particles of the fluid, and may be assimilated to the

constant pressure of a spring interposed between the moving particles and the part of the vessel im-

mediately opposite to the orifice. In this position the spring must needs act in a direction exactly con-

ti'.uy to that of the movement impressed upon the fluid, and with an intensity exactly equal to the hy-

draulic pressure—that is, to the force due to the volume of water issuing by the orifice. Now, if s be

taken to denote the cross sectional area, in square feet, of the stream, and h the depth of the water above

the centre of the orifice, then the quantity of water discharged in a second will be s V 2 g h cubic feet,

and the weight 62-5 s V'lr/h. Put the hydraulic pressure due to this volume of water will he 62-
5

•; X 2 h, which is the weight in pounds which would be necessary anil sufficient to prevent the vessel

from receding in a direction opposite to that in which the water issues. To approach the actual condi-

tions : suppose a vertical cylinder with two hollow tubes inserted near its base, and projecting laterally

at light angles to its axis; that these tubes are closed at their outward extremities, and communicate
with the interior of the cylinder ; that an orifice is pierced near the extremity of each on opposite

-ides of their common axis, ami in a plane passing through that axis perpendicular to the axis of the

cylinder. If this apparatus be placed on a vertical axis, round which it is live to revolw.it will consti-

tute that variety oi hydraulic machine known as Barker's .Mill, ami may be considered a.type of those

machines which derive their power from the reaction of fluids. Water being let in to fill the vertical
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cylinder, it will flow into the horizontal tubes, and issue by the lateral orifices , but in thus finding vent

into the atmosphere through the (contrary) rides of tin- tubes, these will be made to recede in a direc-

tion opposite to that in which the water flows put, and thereby produce a circular motion of the appa-

ratus round the axis by which it i- confined

To arrive at a general notion of the power developed by the revolution of the machine, let as denote

the depth of the cylindi e level of the orifices by H, and the sum oft! tional areas

of the jets by 8; it the cylinder be kept constantly full of water to the depth 11, then the weight which

must he applied in an opposite direction to that in which the- machine tends to revolve, and at the same
distance from the axis of revolution a- the centres of the orifices, to prevent the machine from

.

into motion, will be 62^3 x -11 lbs, tins being the hydraulic pressure due to the quantity of water

S y/2 g II cubic feet discharged each second. Otherwise expri sjed, the weight necessary and sufficient

to balance the- hydraulic pressure, and thereby to prevent the machine from revolving, i- that of a col-

umn of water equal in length to twice the head, and having an an a .of base equal to tie- sum of the

cri— ectional area- of the two jets. This is found to agree with experiment, and it maj I"- determined
from a priori reasoning. In every body falling freely, the velocity acquired in a given unit of time i-

such as would carry it through double the Bpace which it has fallen during tin: next equal unit of time.

supposing gravity to cease to act upon it. There must, therefore, have issued by each of the orifi

the machine, a column of water equal to double the height of the .-urfaec above tie- orific -. that is, - 11.

an I ile- weight of such column is manifestly 62-JS X - H.

This will then be the condition of the machine held in a state of rest by a weight balancing the hy-

draulic pressure of the water discharged by its orifices. But when it is allowed to get into motion

another important condition is superadded. Centrifugal force is brought into action, and increases the

re of the water at the orifices, and thereby augments the quantity discharged in a given time,

and also the intensity of the reaction, exactly as if the head-pressure or depth of the cylindi r w< i

respondingly increased.

A common expression for the centrifugal force of a body revolving in a circle at a distance x from the

IB , u
of motion is - «' x, in which « is the angular velocity at the distance x, and i- = when

9

s the- absolute velocity in feet per Becond, at the distance .<•. Now, if the mass - of the body ad-

vance in the direction of the radius outwards, through the element of space ! x, in an instant of time, the

quantity of action ntrifugal force will be- mxdx, Hut tin- being true of

< -olid body, will be equally true of the molecules of water in the arm- of the machine. If, t!.. .

these arm- commence :t t a distance rand extend to a distance li (the centres of the orifices) from
ntre of rotation, we .-hall have, by integrating for the: -pace between r and K. tie- length oi

each arm.
it

././• = J
-- (j-( R-— (-).

'
.'/

"
'.!

e the

to the velocity of rotation,

9 V

Anl since »= —, if we take the quantity of water e = i. we have, a- the pressure at the orifices due

If. therefore, we add this to the initial head pressure 11. we -hall have a- tie- whole pressure at the

orifices of th<- machine,

"+:('-;;)
Now, under tin- pressure, the expenditure of water will be m-

V7 -:' II W y/2gB.+ *(\— ','V that is,

as l to J\ + (l — '

)

putting V for the velocity doe to the initial lead H; and supposing the permanent head H I

ed bj tie- q I l — 1, by directly increasing the depth of the cylindi

from what has b tctioo, that the wei ht which i

iufficien( to k. • ip tie- ma. I. into motion, would be

Tin-, then, is the whole pr< d head II + (
i

)

action doe to thi Active part - ( ) ' ll "'
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machine, with a velocity of v feet per second ; a portion, therefore, of the whole reaction due to the

quantity of water expended, must have been consumed in communicating that velocity to the volume

of water discharged in that second of time. The pressure thereby withdrawn from that due to thu

condition of rest will be expressed by the mass X into the velocity, that is, by

62-5S,/2<7H+ *>
a (l-JL)

X v
;

(J

and this pressure being subtracted from the pressure due to the whole force of reaction, there remains

the whole effective pressure, that is, the resistance or load which the machine can overcome at the given

velocity, v feet per second. The operation being performed, we obtain

62^ S

9

But the weight of water discharged in a second is

UgK+v*'(l~) -v J2gB.+ v* (l—)^

62} S J-2 ?H+ v"- (l - J)=w ;

therefore,

62iS=
;ty,H+*(i-|;)j

If, then, we put for 62} S in the foregoing expression this equivalent, and reduce, we obtain the conve-

nient formula,

to C I / r
2
\ i

Now, this being the pressure acting upon the machine, and the velocity being v feet per second, the

power transmitted, supposing no loss, wT
ill be

5i^H+ '(i-£)—

h

and putting V= *J1gH -\- v2 / 1 ——V the formula takes the form

-(V— v)v,

in which w = the weight of water discharged in a second ; V the velocity of the issuing jets, and v the

absolute velocity of the machine, in feet per second. The theoretical rule thus agrees with that estab-

lished for wheels which derive their efficiency from the impulse of the stream, thereby verifying the

doctrine that action and reaction are equal. There still remains, however, to determine the value of

the experimental coefficient m, with which this expression must likewise be affected to render it avail-

able in practice ; but this being different for differently constructed machines, we cannot pursue the

inquiry in this place.

The rule may be otherwise established thus : The whole laboring force, or mechanical efficiency of the

v* / r"\
water, expended under a head-pressure of H -f-

-— (1 —— 1 feet, will be

^•'s+*(i-S)}Hi»'H+-'( 1 -s)-
But of this efficiency there is consumed in giving rotatory motion to the water, and thereby raising the

V* / 7*" \ tO / T* \
head-pressure— 11 — —-

t J,
the quantity — «2 II — ---„ I, which consequently falls to be deducted

from the entire efficiency of the fluid.

Again, the water leaves the machine with a certain amount of velocity remaining in it, namely,

a velocity equal to the difference between that with which it issues from the orifices under the virtual

head H -\ (l —— ), and the velocity of the machine measured on the tangent to the circle

through which the orifices revolve ; this difference of velocity will be expressed by

V^H-f^l-gj)-.*,

and the quantity of laboring force due to it will be

^Ah+^i-J)-.}
1
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This likewise falls to be deducted from the lab ring force doe t<> the water expended -under the head

H-f--— I] r V leaving the efficiency communicated to the machine

which is the same formula as we obtained by the preceding investigation, and which, it may be well to

ooserve, would correctly represent the action of the machine, were ii not that it i- liable to modification
l.. i rtain incidental influences, which remain to be examined when we come to treat of tl

tion, and other circumstances by which the efficiency of the machine is aff

We now pass to the examination of the different varieties of wheels before indicated, and shall take
them nearly in the order given, hut under a somewhat more convenient division

•
1

!*.— Under this head we include those nominal varieties of vertical wheel—overshot and
breast—which are provided with buckets upon their peripheries for the reception of the water, and
which, therefore, derive their efficiency chiefly from the weight of the fluid received into the buckets.

This T'irm of wheel, at whatever point the water may be received upon its en. is the most
obvious in it- action. No hydraulic machine could be more simple: a given weight descends from a
given height ; a known power i- thus expended, to which the work performed ought to hear an as

able relation.

The older bucket-wheels which we encounter are constructed of wood; but that material, oi

• universal use in constructive mechanics, is fast giving place to iron, and in a few yean
may expect that a wooden water-wheel will be as rare, and as much an object of antiquarian interest

to those who take pleasure in reviewing the progress of the industrial art-, as wooden geering has

already become. Many of those wheels still continue to exhibit in their constructive detail- a vei

perior style of workman-hip, and an attention to durability which, in Beveral instances within the knowl-

i th • writer, the lapse of a century ha- hardly conquered. The b< st specimens, no doubt
remain of the truly old construction, while those of an inferior grade have disappeared and !• •

i

by wheels of modern construction, in which iron, if net the sole material, holds at leasta prominent
place.

3774.

Anothi r peculiarity, not in 'eon in win .* construction, altl

doued by millwrights who make
]

ipcrior knowledj, f the principl

n of 1m draul

the wheel into the l

have
|

t.iiion of the term, notli

•ummil of the w heel , and, in

Vou II.
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some under the designation of high-breast wheels. One of the finest specimens of this construction yet
erected is that represented in Figs. 3778 and 3779, in which the height of the fall bears to the diameter
of the wheel the relation of 9 to 10. In the purely overshot-wheel this relation, as we shall immedi-
ately have occasion to show, is very nearly inverted.

3779.

In the construction of wheels of this class, the technical points which remain to be considered, after de-

termining the diameter and breadth of the wheel from the height of fall and quantity of water furnished

by the stream, are the axle and its journals, the arms and their connections, the shrouding, sole, and

buckets.

The subject of the axle and journals has already been very fully noticed when treating of shafts in

the article on Geering, (which see ;) but it may be here added that in iron wheels of great weight and

breadth, in which the axle is consequently of corresponding diameter and length, and especially when
the wheel is to be transported to a considerable distance from the work at which it is constructed, it is

not uncommon to make the axle of two, or even of three parts. When the axle is formed in this man-
ner, the parts are fitted together by turning', and are secured by bolts in strong flanges cast upon the

contiguous extremities. Fig. 3775 will convey an idea of this arrangement in its best and most endur-

ing form—that in which it is least liable to objection. But no force of ingenuity can render it safe

;

the constantly changing position of the weight ultimately, and sometimes, indeed, very speedily, acts

injuriously on the bolts, thereby relaxing the joint, which it is all but impossible to refit with any pros-

pect of durability. This result is greatly delayed by boring the bolt-holes in the flanges, and turning

(he bolts exactly to fill them. In fitting the parts together permanently the bolts ought to be in-, ri id

hot and have the nuts fully screwed up before they have contracted to their normal length. As a fur-

ther precaution, the bearing surfaces may be rusted together by washing them immediately before

they are put together with a dilute solution of sal-ammoniac.
In wheels composed entirely of wood, the eight principal arms are commonly disposed in parallel

pairs, crossing each upon the axle to -which they have no positive attachment. The arms at the points

:of crossing are bolted together in sets of four, and the two frames thus formed are set apart upon the

axle at a distance from each other, determined by the intended breadth of the wheel, and are bound to-

gether by tie-rods, and not unfrequently by diagonal struts when the breadth of the wheel is considera

Die, yet not sufficient to require the introduction of an intermediate set of arms and partition shrouding
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l"he framing is farther Becured in it.-; place upon the axle by wedging. Hie material nsed for Que

pose is commonly oak, which, on being driven aa firmly as the nature of the material will admit,

tersp rsed with thin iron wedges to give further compactni -- and Bolidity to the joint, and to pn

the packing from relaxing. These crosses of four arms i ach thus fixed in position Bustain the two late-

ral shroudings between which the buckets of the wheels arc inserted. Thej are termed them
main, or principal arms ; and in wheels of very Bmall diameter— 1 1 feet and under—there are do

employed. But when the diameter of the whei 1 exct • Is the limit at which the arcs of the shrou

would be safely supported at that minimum Dumber of
\

es of auxiliary arm- are introduced,

in Bets of four, od each Bide of the wheel. These secondary arms do Dot 'her at the axle

as the principal arm- do, but are simply mad.- to abut against its faces, where they are Becured by

filling blocks, laid in in different ways, according to the Dumber of auxiliaries introduced.

further secured by bolts to the master-arms, which they are always made to cross in the manner rep
resented
When the wood i- sound, and no particular circumstances intervene to increase tin- -tram upon the

wheel, the strength of the anus may be computed by the ordinary nil* - applicable to the kind ol

employed in the construction*. In a very elegant specimen of 48 feet diameter the arm- at the bae

8 inches square, and taper to 6 inch-'- at the extremities.

In wooden wheels of more modem construction, instead of the arms being Iran i upon the

axle in the manner just described, their bases are inserted, and generally fixed by wedges in iron

tic- previously fitted upon the axle. This is a much more elegant and substantial arrangement, and is

applicable to all the varieties of vertical wheels, and to all diameters; but it does not always happen
that the mode >•!" titiini: i- tie- best adapted for durability or convenience of repair. Very commonly

ilid castings, with recesses in the periphery corresponding in number and -

arms which they are intended to receive; and when the arms are formed of malleable iron ban
arrangement is all that could be desired. But for wooden aim-, the ight to be considerably

more in breadth than the butts t" be inserted into them ; and these ought to be faxed, not with iron, but

by wooden kevs, and without the aid of bolts. If the outside cover I irately as a loose ring,

and bolted upon the centre after the butts of the arms are fitted, it will allow of the recesses to be

I widest at bottom, and the butts I dovetail-shaped, and Becured bj parallel kej

in the manner represented by the arms a A, in Fig. 8776. I jses, when the work i- ol :i

tor character, would he planed i n all the bearing surfaces, and the cover might be tin. .

turning.

This mode of tittin_: is equally suitable for cast-iron arms, except that ti.

. by the butts being made to till the recesses, and are carefully fitted by pla

They are also secun d by bolts, and it is not ofti n that anj mployed.
When the wheel is of small diameter the centres and arms are sometimes, and advantageously, formed

of one casting. In this case no fitting is required ; and although the moulder's labor there

is an ultimate economy, when the diameter does not much exceed 12 feet, which more than bal

the excess of foundry cost In one- -mall example we have observed tin- pi in. iple extended to the shrou 1

inLr ; each side of the wheel consisted of a single casting, and the two were -imply bound ti

a few tie-rods, and the Bheet-iron plans, of which the buckets were composed.

The shrouding is formed of two annular plates, which, in wooden wheel-, are composed of plank, "!

:;\ inches to 7 inches thick, shaped and jointed together similarly to the felloes of a carriage w

Instead, however, of the joints being formed by simply abutting the extremity of one piece upon tl ..i

ent, the extremities are cheeked to half then- thickness upon oppi .and overlapped
also the joints are made by scarfing, when not opposite to the arm-, and strengthen

3 of iron laid into recesses flush with the genera] Burface. The other joints which receive tl

tremities of the arms an- half-checked on die exterior Burface, and are conn* cted by the palms, which

are usually counter-checked on the inner face, to fall Bush int. - prepared for them in the
en Is nf the piece- which they are intend..! to connect. With the old millwrights it was not uncommon

DtS of the bettei ' ; i-e -and t. '
i

method which seems to us equally efficient and less expen
In the older wooden whe.i, the .-

1 u i nidiii:
5 i- usually of a great r d. pth than i- consistent with mod-

ern practio examples in which the shrouding is more than 12 to IS

inches deep, whereas a depth of 20 inches v not uncommon. This is a subject, ho*
which will require to be considi red subsequently, as also the width of the wheel or distant

the shrouds.

Hie width of the wheel determines the length of the buckets, These extend between the shrouds,

in Which an intermediate or partition Bhrouding i introducea

port to the bucket- at the middle of their length This is usually resorted to in w<

wheels when the breadth . incommon to find iron wheels i-fdnulile.th.it

breadth without any partition shrouding. In I indeed, an excepted case in which
:. I this arrangement adopted in th< thibib J bj the older bi I

tition shroud

from an independent centre, placed intermediate to the two others upon tin

ad.hll.ili.il :

the buckets w hich bci I

» i'h sbi el iron b

hrouda I-. ..-I fixed in

-

each of the

tefi. 1
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allows for the repair of the sole, as the planks may be taken off without disturbing the buckets in theij

vicinity. When the sole is completed the wheel has the appearance of a large drum with radial flanges,

between which the buckets are to be fixed. The extremities of the planks of which the buckets are

formed are commonly received into mortises cut in the contiguous faces of the shroud-plates ; or into

grooves formed by narrow runners of wood nailed upon the plates. A still better mode of fitting is to

sprig the buckets' in their places, or to mark off their form and positions upon the inner surfaces of the

shrouding, and fill in the spaces between them by plates of board cut to the proper form. When the

first method is adopted it is necessary to insert the radial part D F of Fig. 37 SO, before fixing the sole-

planks; but by forming grooves according to the latter methods, the sole may be completed previous

to any part of the bucketing being prepared. When the method of mortising is adopted it is, on the

contrary, more convenient to make the bucketing precede the application of the sole-planking. It is of

little moment which of these methods be adopted in practice, and the circumstances of the particular

case will invariably determine that which may be resorted to with most advantage ; but it is of the ut-

most importance that in the process of deeding the wheel be not thrown out of truth. To avoid this,

the operations ought to proceed from at least two points ; and if the wheel be of large diameter it will

give a better chance of correctness to distribute the operations over the four quadrants of the wheel,

taking alternately that immediately opposite and contiguous as the next in succession to be operated

upon.

Each bucket consists usually of two plates placed at a determinate angle A D F, Fig. 3780 ; and some-

times of three, as in the form indicated at P M. The bucket is an essential part of the wheel, which ought

to be determined not by the rule-of-thumb practice admissible in some of the less important details, but from

a competent regard to the conditions involved. Upon their form depends, in a great measure, the effi-

ciency of the wheel as a hydraulic motor; and although with wood the true conditions which lead to

the best effect can only be Very distantly approximated, it may still be of advantage to indicate these

as nearly as the circumstances will admit.

Having determined the diameter of the wheel and the depth of the shrouding—the rules for which
will be hereafter adverted to at length—let portions of their circles A S and B Q be described from a

common centre, as O in Fig. 3780. Let the depth A B of the buckets be divided into three equal parts

and with a radius to C, making B C= ^ A C describe the arc C D E of the third circumference upon
which the centre of gravity of the water contained in the buckets will always be found, at least very nearly.

This radius, marked r in Fig. 3774, is termed the dynamic radius of the wheel, and it is of importance
that it be correctly defined. The distance of one bucket from that succeeding it is measured upon this

last circumference, and may be taken generally at 12 to 13^ inches. The common practice is to divide

the circumference into four equal parts, and in each quarter is inserted the same number of buckets, the

distance being made to vary slightly with the size of the wheel. But it also follows from this practice

that the number of buckets will not be exactly proportional to the diameter. An approximate rule is

to double the number expressing the diameter of the wheel in feet, and call that or the next higher

number divisible by 4, the number of buckets.

Thus the diameter being 12 feet, the number of buckets 24.

17 " " " 36.
« » 21 " '• " 41,

In greater diameters, the proportion increases thus :

Diameter, 28 feet Buckets, CO

38 84

Diameter, 40 feet Buckets, 9'2

42 " " 96

46 " " 108

We do not instance these as examples to be copied, but simply in illustration of a practice not yet quite

obliterated, of referring the most vital conditions of the question to a haphazard empiricism, which pre-

tends to no better foundation than its affording an easy approximation. The proper elements from which

the capacity of the buckets ought to be determined are the quantity of water to be used and the angu-

lar velocity of the wheel, subjects which will be subsequently considered in relation to this and othei

questions of equal importance.

The circumference described by the dynamical radius of the wheel being divided into equal part?,

C, D, E, &.c, in number equal to the number of buckets which the wheel is intended to have, the radial

lines C B, D F, E G, <fec, will determine the direction and breadth of the starts of the buckets. Theflats

AD, HE, <fcc, are determined by regard to the condition that the angle 11 E G, comprised between the

start and flat of the same bucket, ought to open as little as possible, in order that the bucket ma\ re

tain its water as long as possible
;
but at the same time the angle musf be sufficiently greal that the

water shall have free admission through the space D6, otherwise a portion of it would be thrown back

ibiefly by the action of the air confined in the bucket—an evil now almost entirely remi died by the sj -

lent of ventilation introduced in the construction, but which in wooden wheels could only be effected ver\
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imperfectly. In all cat - -ntially and obviously requisite that the space between the Ba
considerably greater than the thickness of thi (rater which is thrown upon tin- wheel. It is

true, thai by increasing the breadth of the stream, its thickness may I"- diminished at pleasure. Still

it is necessary to give to D b a minimum of 6 to 6 inches, to insure free ingress to the water in all p< si

tiona of the bucket, while receiving its charge. This i on lition i- attained l>v giving to the angle J I EG
avah f 110° to 118°, supposing the wheel to havi a diami feet Under this ar-

rangement, the flat will have an inclination to the interior circumference— rather i" a tangent drawn to

that circumference from the point of intersection with the exterior circumference—of about 81°, and not

more than 33°. This angle is indicated by the tangi a\ in Fig. 3774
Some millwrights have endeavored to lessen the evil experienced in the water being thrown out of

the buckets by increasing the breadth of the starts, as in the bucket L lv 1, in which IK= iIP. And
a- an approach to the more modern curved bucket, the form I'M has been employed, in which the flat

i- composed of two parts, PO, X. joined together at an angle of about - form ha- an ad-
vantage in so tar as it retains the water longer; but besides increasing the labor ami difficulty of fitting

and repairing the buckets, it ha- tin- further effect of contracts through which tin- water .-

received into the bucket, which, under the very imperfect Bystem of ventilation practicable in

wheels, is an evil more than equivalent to the advai red Even the mode of fitting the two
plates of the bucket together by a bevel-joint, as at 1), i- considered by some millwrights as an urn

sary technical difficulty, which they avoid by fitting the start board at an angle of \<'< J with thi

board. This practice has an advantage in point of simplicity of construction, and i< does not seem liable
to any Berious theoretical objection. But the difficulty complained of is more effectually removed by
the introduction of Bheet-iron buckets, which is not now uncommon, even in wheels principally

struct The usual practice i- to curve the plate into the form s n, in win. h to the
I; on the dynamical circumference approaches the circumference of the wheel at an angle o

ami the extremity S meets that circumference at an angle of not more than 3°. Ill tins mode ' f

bucketing, which, when introduced, was reckoned an improvement of much value, and which in modern
practic is the simplest that cm be adopted, the buckets carry their water to the lowest point of the

revolution ol the wheel
;
hut like that previously noticed, although it has an advantage in this resp ct,

it has been considered Liable to the objection of affording a less ready admission to the water in filling.

In early practice, and, indeed, until very recently, the necessity of facilitating the

the bucket-, w hen recen ing their charge of water at the summit, was not undent 1. The importance
of making the bucket- of a form to carry the water to the lowest point of the revolution of the wheel
Was obvious; but when this wa- accomplished, it was usually found that the wheel neither i.

parted with the water freely. The late Professor Robinson seems to have been the first to give a full

explanation of these circumstances, and to have pointed out at least a partial remedy. In reference to

the first, he observes that •• the half-taught millwright attempts to retain the water a longer time in the

buckets, but finds that it gets into them with a difficulty for which he cannot account, and -pill- il .

even after they have ceased to receive any from the -pout. Thi- arises from the air, which must find

it- way out to admit the water, but is obstructed by the entering water, and occasions a great splutter-

ing at the entry. This obstruction i- vastly greater than one would imagine, for the water drags along
with it a great quantity of air, a- i- evident in the water-blast described by many author-."

After observing that "this evil may be entirely prevented bj making the -pout considerably nar-

rower than the wheel, an 1 thereby leaving r a at the two ends of the bucket- for the escape of the

air," he pro* isider the circumstances attending the emptying of the buckets, lie observes,

"There 1- another very -'-non- obstruction to the motion of an overshot or bucketed wheel, especially
when it revolves in backwater. It i- not much resisted by the water on account of the slowness • f

motion
; but it lift- a great dial of the water in the rising buckets. In BOme particular -tat.- of ba. ^

water the descending bucket fills itself completely with water; and in other cases it contains 4
considerable quantity of air of common density, while in some rare cast - it contains both water and air

in a cdtnpn In the first case, the rising bucket must come up filled with water, which it

• drop till it- mouth gets out of the tail water. In the second ca-e. part of the v at
before thi-; but the air rarefies, and therefore there i- -nil some water dragged or lifted up I

whe< 1. but which i- a- detrimental to it- performance) the descending Bide i- employed in i

the air ; and although this airaid- the a-c nt of (he rising -ide, it doe- not aid it BO much a- it imi

the descending side, being bj the form of the bucket) nearer to the vertical line drawn through the

Without acquiescing in the correctness of tin- objection and explanation contained in tin- -ecu
I

it is not difficult to perceive that il the bucket be quite air tight and of such a form a- to can
of water to the bottom of tin- circle of revolution, in the

|
(-- of emptying it -elf against the ..

pheric pn jure and in a direction on of motion of the wheel, there will be a

tial vacuum formed in the bucket, and to that extent the effect of the wheel will be diminished If

the bottom heel be immersed in tad water, which i- a verj frequenl •

evil will be greatl) im then the bucket cannot relieve itself until its mouth I

above the water-level ; and in < oi i to the descent ol I

bucket will have a->en i [y relieved ol its load

lh' ied) applied to the removal of these difficulties, nnd which i

some extent to the pre i nl tim< wa < • I holt in tin itarta ..| tin I

: ile- w ater, thi- conti

I

as the escape of ii.,- .

ited bj the
]

I the w atei in tin

from tie- 1.
| .cum- ob\ ious, from the m. i

-

in which u was adopted. And b. • • i in facilitating the relii i
•

-ion ol the air to replace the wnt< I, it ha- the I

some .ml \g when the works are '"pi
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water escaping by the sluice and falling upon the wheel runs through the air-holes without accumula-
ting in the buckets of the wheel, and starting it into motion at intervals.

Mr. Fairbairn, of Manchester, to whom we owe the present improved system of ventilation, relates

in a paper submitted to the Institution of Civil Engineers, that about twenty years ago he constructed

a wheel for Mr. James Brown, of Linwood, near Paisley, " which in floodwaters, when the wheel was
loaded, every bucket acted as a water-blast, and threw the water and spray to a height of six to eight

feet above the orifice at which it entered. This was complained of as a great evil; and in order to get

rid of the difficulty, incisions were made through the scle-p'ates, and small interior buckets were
attached to the inner sole-plates, as represented in Fig. 3*781. SThe air made its escape by the openings

3781.

aaa into the interior buckets bbb inside of the wheel during the time of filling ; and, when working
in backwater, it presented the same facilities for its emission before even a partial vacuum could be
formed in the ascending bucket when rising through the tailwater. The changes which this remarkable
alteration effected can scarcely be credited ; the wheel not only took and parted with the water with
perfect freedom, but an increase of power of nearly a fourth was obtained. The wheel is still in the

same state, and continues in all states of the water to perform an apparent and satisfactory amount ol

duty."

This was an important advance on the scheme of piercing the starts of the buckets ; and although in

this case applied to an iron wheel, it admits of easy application to wooden wheels, by making a species

of internal sole, and dividing it off into portions answering to the small buckets bbb, and of course
equal in number to the number of main buckets in the wheel.
The improvement effected upon Mr. Brown's wheel subsequently induced 3782.

Mr. Fairbairn to extend the principle of ventilation ; and instead of waiting
to ascertain the action of the wheel when started, to apply it as a funda-
mental requisite to be provided for in the construction. The primary form
oi the contrivance, although very effective, is manifestly liable to objection

in respect of the additional workmanship which it required ; and besides,

if thoroughly carried into effect, would tend to weaken the sole-plate of

the wheel. To obviate these objections, Mr. Fairbairn introduced the

elegant arrangement depicted in Fig. 3782, by which the integrity of
the sole is preserved, and in which, with very little additional cost of con-

struction, the object is most effectually accomplished. The method consists

in forming the buckets—each consisting of a single plate—with independent
soles, which are applied parallel with the sole of the wheel, leaving between
the two contiguous surfaces a vacant space of about an inch, for the escape
of the air into the superior bucket during the process of filling, and which
will obviously serve to readmit the air to replace the water when the

bucket begins to empty itself towards the lowest point of its revolution
and begins to ascend. When it has attained this position, it ought mani-
festly to be entirely relieved of its burden ; but it has been already inti-

mated that, in certain conditions of backwater, this can be accomplished
only by some contrivance for admitting the pressure of the atmosphere
upon the water in the bucket immediately on its beginning to ascend. If

the atmosphere be then excluded, and the bucket be full of water, a cer-

tain amount of weight will be made to act adversely to the motion of the
wheel, and to that extent will diminish its efficiency. This takes place
more commonly with iron than with wooden buckets destitute of provision
f.r their ventilation, on account of the more contracted form of the inlet

passages produced by the curvature of the flats of the former.

On this subject Mr. Fairbairn remarks, that " water-wheels constructed entirely of iron, and having
thin plates instead of wood for the buckets, give decreased facilities for the admission of the water, and
lor the escape of the air contained in them. So great difficulty is experienced in effecting the discharge

of the air in a close bucket through the same orifice, and at the same time that the water is beitiu ad-

mitted, as in some wheels almost entirely to prevent the entrance of the water; and in cases where the

buckets are closely formed, the wheel is deprived oi almost half its power by the reaction of the in-

closed air. This defect is most obvious in water-wheels having contracted openings—which may be
easily accounted for in every case where the water is discharged upon the wheel in a larger section

khan the opening between the buckets. Under these circumstances the air is suddenly condensed, and
again reacting by its elastic force, throws back the water upon the orifice of the cistern, and thus allows

the buckets to pass without being more than half filled."

These remarks are intended to show the extent of the difficulties which have been removed by the

introduction of the ventilated bucket, and to induce the adoption of that system, which, we may remark
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jo always applicable, and presents none of those constructive objections which are bo often fatal to the

introduction of technical improvements in hydraulic machinery. This has, indeed, been acknowL
by the almost universal adoption of the principle by those engineers capable of appreciating its advan

. but examples in which it has been disregarded— possibly through ignorance "t' its us*

—

have fallen under our notice very recently, and in more than one instance very fully illustrated the

danger of dealing with hydraulic power on mere empirical rules.

When the wheel is wholly constructed of iron, the buckets are usually supported at their extremities

in narrow flanges, cast of the intended form upon the inside faces of the shrouding, and
small bolts, usually half inch in diameter,) for which the holes are cast in tl>e flanges, and bored in the

bucket-plates. They arc further supported upon each other by int< mediate Btays, cast with pal

opposite curvature at their extremities, to meet the interior and exterior surfaces of the buckets which
they are intended to connect. The details are fully illustrated in Riga 3*783 to 3796.

3790.

[t is, however, to be remarked that, except in the undershot-wheel of M. Poncelet, no attempt ha>

hitherto 1 n made to give the buckets a definite form with reference to tlu' action of the water upon
them on its admission; and possibly under the system now generally adopted, of introducing it below

the Bummit, and under as small a head i can be obtained, consistently with the volume to I e

il is of little importanci tl elemcnl into the calculation, it may, howi i irked

that, in Btrictness, when the water i- allowed to fall simply over the lip of the bucket, the carve ought

fefc

%=a

to be tlcit of quickest de nt ; and in i it to descend fi

tion upon the under side of the iu II iblj felt I to bo well illus-

trated bj the well known experiment* ol Mr Smeaton, to which we shall I more

particular!) to advert I! r ; and whnn tho wholi
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the water was 27 inches, the maximum effect of the wheel was 76 per cent, of the power of the water

but when increased to 35 inches, the ratio fell to 52. In other words, the head being increased in the

ratio of 7 to 9, the increase of effect is only in the ratio of 81 to 84, and, consequently, the increase o:

effect is not l-7th of the increase of perpendicular height. From this he concludes, and correctly, as

respects purely overshot-wheels, "that the higher the wheel is in proportion to the whole descent, the

greater will be the whole effect," But the explanation which lie offers is founded entirely on the opinion

'• that the effect of the same quantity of water, descending through the same perpendicular height, is

dcmble when acting by its gravity upon an overshot-wheel, to what the same produces when acting by

its impulse." It is unnecessary, in the mean time, to examine this proposition, as it is sufficient for our

present purpose to intimate that a high velocity of the current entering the buckets is attended with a

loss of effect, and that at least a portion of that loss seems to us to result from the reaction of the

water against the sole of the bucket into which it is received, and against the bottom of the next suc-

ceeding bucket ; and it is obvious that any impulsive force expended on these surfaces must propor-

tionally resist the motion of the wheel in the contrary direction.

As respects the mode of supplying the water to the overshot-wheel, the arrangement is sometimes

made to differ slightly, according as the level of the water in the reservoir or dam is nearly constant,

or varies between wide limits. In the first case, especially if the dam be close at hand and the duty

of the wheel nearly constant, the channel is simply formed of the proper width to bring forward the

maximum quantity which is intended to be employed upon the wheel; and a sluice is placed at the

origin of the channel in the dam-breast to regulate the quantity drawn off for immediate use. From
this sluice, the channel—often formed of wooden troues—follows the most direct line r>ver the summit

of the wheel, and is terminated by a spout inclined at an angle sufficient to throw the water perpen-

dicularly upon the start of the second or third bucket counted from the summit. The apron or sole of

this spout is usually from 18 to 24 inches long, and declines from the bottom level of the channel at an

angle of 12 to 18 degrees, forming an incline plane on which the water attains the required velocity

before entering the buckets, and which ought to be at least equal to that of the circumference of the

wheel ; otherwise it is struck, and some portion of it thrown off by the flat-boards of the buckets as

they successively come into position with the current.

"\Vhen the dam is at some considerable distance, rendering it inconvenient to have recourse to the

sluice there situated, on every occasion that it may be necessary to modify the power of the wheel, a

second sluice or shuttle is placed contiguous to the spout, and which, in the common class of wheels, is

usually set by hand at the required height, often directly, but sometimes a simple contrivance, consist-

ing of a weighted lever, intervenes, by which the shuttle can be adjusted by a cord brought inside of

the building. In the higher class of wheels, and especially when great steadiness of motion is required,

the shuttle is worked by a self-acting apparatus—shown in its most complete form in Figs. 8796 to

oS03, with all the improvements and appliances of modern mechanism, as applied to the large wheel

in Greenock.

When the course is of considerable length, and the level of the water in the reservoir or dam is sub-

ject to sudden variations, it is of advantage to adopt a slight modification of the spout by which the

water is thrown upon the wheel. If the sluice in the dam-breast be set to furnish the proper supply ot

water under a given head, and the level be increased, it will, of course, discharge a greater quantity

than is required, and thereby produce an increased head-pressure upon the shuttle. This may be low-

ered to diminish the quantity thrown upon tihe wheel ; but. in consequence of the bead-pressure arcu-
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mnlated in the course, the velocity of efflux would 1"- increased oi
:

< an extent as, without

precaution, to throw the water entirely over the buckets. To prevent this, and, at the same time, to take

advantage of the increased impulse of the water, the spout is provided with a cover inclined to tl

Hi' the orifice, and connected, water-tight, with the back-plate of the shuttle. I has thus the

outline of a truncated pyramid, of which the faces converge towards the extremity at an an

with the axis, which is directed towards the superior surface of the start of tlio bucket im

mediately in advance of it. The direction of the current upon the wheel is tlm< preserved under any

variations of head pressure upon tin- shuttle; and the impulse being directed as nearly as possible in

the line of motion of the point impelled, it- value b increment to the I
ivity of the

water, and, to some extent, economizes a power which would otherwise act injuriously in projecting the

beyond the proper range. The horizontal dimension of the orifice, under this arrangement, and

illy when the system of ventilation i> incomplete, ought to be a little less than that oi I

and the height perpendicular to the axis ought not, in general, to be more than lour inches, and it is

almost always better to be 1

3802.

This form of spout is represented in Fig. 3774. [I hi- not been in very general use in this country,

_rh examples are -till met with; but it i- Btill very commonly employed in Europe,

dally in France, where it bears the significant nam.' of " duck's-bill." tn some cases, also, the Bp

attached to the feed box or .-mall reservoir formed over the wheel in Bome works, where the water is

bt forward from the main dam by a large pipe or covered conduit passing along the surface of

some intervening ground situated on a lower level than th<' summit of the wheel, and sometimes entirely

i
I, when it is necessary to keep the Burface free of interruption for any particular reason, as

the crossing of a road and the like. In this arrangement, then' is alwaya a certain amount of loss of

bead incurred by the passage of the water through the conduit, w bich must l»- taken into account in the

construction of the wheel The eflfed of this diminution of head-pressure is to prevent the water from

rising to the Bame level in the feed box as in the reservoir, by diminishing the force of the cum nt
;
and

this lo--, which is also a loss of lull opon the wheel, and consequently a loss of nun ing force, n

unpensating advantage, except the convenience afforded under particular circumstances, must be

deducted from the h< i jhl ol the fall in determining the diameter of the wheel.

The natural situation for the opening to the culvert for carrying away the tail-water is on the Bide

opposite to that at v. hich the v> .iter i. received by the wheel ; for, in that case, should the lower arc of

the wheel dip, which it almost invariably does, from the desire entertained bj the millwright to •

mize the fall as much as possible, the run of the water will impede it leas than if it- motion were op

posed to the motion of the wheel. When the wheel is kepi entirely above the level of the tail-water,

this arrangement maj It is then immaterial at what point the culvert open*

into the wheel-pit, except that the water will rise higher when the direction of its motion is cl

from that impressed open it bj the motion of the wheel, and consequently a greater amount of tad-

clearance must be allowed when the escape i- retarded by a change of movement This i-. then

always avoided as much as possible; but in situations where the lead of the water is determin

i the direction ol the motion of the wheel by c

we commonly find that when tl condition aspire to render the common arrangement inapp

tently with ec my, that, in • led over the summit of the wheel, it w 1

ide n« which the current approaches, the -pout of the shuttle beii

backwards to reverse the motion of the current, and direct it upon the i

low the mmmlt It • that undei this nrrangement, which al I

rather as an artifice to avid an incon i where tin

• it was fixed by local i I in which the w hot I pit

with ha.k water, allow - of the wheel being made ol i
than the I

if the tall. Ii al o req ' ,l " -

I :i i which tl onomical than the pri i mont

from which it was considered a deviation mi rcl) allowable in ol ' the

particular '
v ""
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pies of its application speedily became numerous. This was favored by the theoretical notion, that a

wheel of large diameter is, in all cases, the most economical ; and. as already observed, this arrange-
ment gives free scope to the millwright to adopt any diameter of wheel he may think fit. The system
has now become general, and constitutes one of the main characteristic features of the modern bucketed
wheel. It has, besides, removed the distinction between overshot and breast wheels, which was former] v

significant. The term overshot is, indeed, not now applicable to any of our larger modern examples,
except by a forced interpretation of the term, and instead we ought, in strictness, to employ the term
high-breast, as better expressing the actual conditions. We have still, indeed, some wheels of a minor
class scattered over the country, and employed chiefly for agricultural purposes, which belong to the
primitive order ; but, they are only retained in situations where the power is superabundant, and where
it is, therefore, not necessary to look narrowly into the economy of its employment.

In the higher class of wheels constructed according to this principle, and which were originally de-

nominated breech-viheels, the shuttle consists of an accurately fitted sluice, usually commanded by an

adjusting apparatus bearing the name of governor, which regulates the supply of water admitted upon

the wheel to the power required. The technical details and mode of action of this apparatus are fully

shown and described, in reference to the large wheel erected at Greenock for the Shaws Water Spin-

ning Co., and need not be here recapitulated ; but it may be well to observe that a fault is often com-

mitted in making the governor not only bring the sluice-geering into action, but to hold it in action un-

til the motion of the wheel has been sufficiently increased or diminished by the elevation or depression

of the sluice-plate. This is done for economy ; and it is admitted that the apparatus is thus greatly

simplified in its constructive details. But as all the pressure of throwing the geering out of action must

be overcome by the centrifugal force of the pendulum balls, these must, therefore, of necessity be of

great weight, and consequently less susceptible of being affected by slight variations of motion, on ac-

count of their greater inertia. But the far greater evil consists in the geering being kept in action until

the movement has been so far altered that the balls have acquired sufficient power to overcome the fric-

tion due to the pressure of the geering, and disengage itself; and which cannot possibly happen until

the speed lias been increased or diminished beyond the point required. To correct this, the governor

immediately falls into action to produce the contrary effect, which again is overdone, and must again lie

corrected. From this cause, the movement of the wheel is never steady, but continually oscillates be-

tween two extremes, and the governing apparatus, though, in, the first instance, less expensive, is

speedily worn out, being constantly in action, and is never satisfactory. The principle to be kept in

view is, to allow the pendulum balls to adjust themselves with perfect freedom to the velocity of the

wheel, by giving them no other duty to perform; and, by a cam, obeying the motion of the balls, ami

shifting its position in obedience to theirs, to throw the geering into action in the manner done in the

example above referred to.

When the height of the fall is considerably less than the diameter of the wheel, we then apply Utf
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term breast as i zpr< Bsing tl •• relation The wheel depicted in l'i :-. 3804 and 8805 comes under this

general denomination; and to denote that the water is received above the line passing horizontally

through the axis, it takes the name othig) terms, however, are manifestly only relative

;

for if the wheel had been made of somewhat larger diameter, the water would have been thrown upon

u lower point of the circumference, and changed the character of the wheel to thai of 2 Thesi

terms, therefore, convey no other positive intimation respecting the size of the wheel than that its axis

is below, above, or in the plane ox tin- water level. It, however, usually suggests that the fall i~ low,

quently, that every precaution is taken to render it, as much as possible, available upon the

1. For this purpose an are is usually construi ime radios as that of the wheel, to

Mm l I

imii.ii.ikk

fine tnc water, and proven! il Iron before it has an '

i'" 1 " 1

of the run

if timber, and not unfrequcntly of cast-iron plati Sufficient clean is of c<
• allow

dI the wheel mo ire, and t" this i rteni th< n musl alwaj

when properly constructed and wrought to the circle, this clenninci I Jf ni

rhich will be Uii

the bui ! ' immediately on their n i lanoof thi loptotl

.

when the height of the fall I the buckets proper!}

down the : small lots at the lowei pari •' tlw >
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diminished proportion to the whole effect realized. In the breast-wheel, the buckets are made more flai

and radial than in wheels which receive the water near the summit, and are therefore not so well adapted
to retain the water. The only reason assignable for this difference of form is, that it to some exten;

economizes the fall ; for in every wheel the lip of the bucket must descend below the water-level before
any water can enter it, and consequently there is a loss of fall incurred in filling equal to something
more than .the deptli of the bucket ; and the lower the fall is, this will evidently bear a greater ratio t«

the entire value of the water.

The power of all large wheels is taken off by a second shaft carrying a pinion, which geers with a

large spur-wheel bolted upon the shrouding of the water-wheel. This spur-wheel is cast in part- or

segments and bolted together, and is generally, though not invariably, an internal wheel. When there
i- considerable breadth between the shrouds, it is of importance to take the power at both sides, as
-In iwn in Figs. 3801 and 3805, and always from the loaded arc of the water-wheel. By this arrangement,
all strain is taken off the arms and journals of the wheel, wnich otherwise would be excessive. Th •

circumstances also accommodate themselves to this arrangement, in so far as the centre of pressure
of the mass falls usually within the depth of the shrouding, and renders any calculation unnecessary.

Wheels of a diameter up to 20 feet are frequently^ fitted with cast-iron

arms, instead of being of the spider construction of that above referred to; 3g0(-,_

and they have an advantage in being more rigid though more heavy, and
merefore more severe on their journals. The common and best mode of

fitting the cast-iron arms to the centres is shown by Fig. 3806. The
arms A A are cast with projecting cheeks on their lower extremities, which
are planed and fitted into the dressed recesses of the centre, and are secured
generally by three, but sometimes by one bolt. The other extremities are

cast with T ends, which are likewise planed and fitted into corresponding
recesses in the shrouds, and fastened by two bolts, and sometimes by ad-

justable keys.

It is not uncommon to find the arms of spider-wheels secured with nuts instead of cotterals, as shown
in the two examples given ; but the latter mode is usually reckoned preferable, on account of the diffi-

culty of maintaining the truth of the wheel in screwing up the nuts to the requisite degree of tightness ;

and the cotterals has the further advantage, that they are more secure, and less expensive. The con-

structive details of this mode of fitting have been already shown, and have been highly approved b\r

some of the first builders both in Europe and in this country. The example to which these drawings
refer is not only one of the very largest, but perhaps the most complete in its details, of any water-

wheel yet constructed.

To determine the capacity of the wheel answering to a given supply of water, it is necessary to take into

account the rapidity with which the buckets are filled and emptied; in other words, the angular velocity

of the wheel. This velocity, it has been remarked, ought to be slightly less than that of the lamina of

water falling into the wheel to prevent the back of the buckets, as they pass the receiving point, from
-diking against the descending stream, and thereby not only wasting a portion of the water by throw-

ing it over the circumference of the wheel, but also diminishing the useful effect of that which passes

into the buckets by the counteraction produced on the wheel.
The velocity of the stream may be generally determined in the following manner. Thus at the dam-

sluice—if H be the depth to the centre of the sluice-opening, the velocity U of efflux will be ex-

pressed by

U Vi + a-i)2

//; being a coefficient depending for its value upon the particular form of the sluice-gate, but which may
be taken generally = 06-4 ; and g the symbol of gravity = 322. Consequently, if we substitute the

numerical values of these symbols, we shall have the simple arithmetical rule

U= '7-133
v/H

And if the lead or course be short, and h the total fall from its origin to the extremity where the water

is delivered upon the wheel, the velocity u at that point will be found from the formula

u = y/V2 + 2gh,

in which U and g have the same significations as above.

But if the lead be of considerable length, it will be necessary to take into account the retardation

which the water experiences in its passage. This is found from a calculation of the surface which the

water passes over in its transit, and knowing approximately the velocity with which it moves. If we
•all u (found as above) the ultimate velocity of the stream, and U that at its origin, calculated at the

:iam-sluice, then \ (u -+- U) will be nearly the mean velocity in the lead ; and dividing the number o!

cubic feet of water to be delivered in a second by this mean velocity, the quotient will be the mean
transverse area A of the current ; and this divided by the mean width of the channel will give the depth

i>f water. Now, the frictional retardation of a stream of water varying according to the amount of sur-

face of the fluid in contact with the bed upon which it moves, is, therefore, inversely as the whole quan-

tity of fluid—that is, for any given quantity of water, the resistance being as the surface of the bottom

and sides of the channel directly, and as the whole quantity of water inversely, the diminution of velo

S L
citv will be as — in which L is the length of the channel in feet, and S the surface (bottom auo

J A
tides; over which the water :jli<li's. The retardation is expressed by
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v/iWl
in which e is a coefficient determined by experiment= -007. If, therefore, U be the velocity due t.i

the pressure at the sluice, and h be the total Call upon the channel, the ultima! will be ex

pressed by

y-v/ .+„»_ ^-(
r
+^)

=

It i- scarcely necessary to remark that this is only an approximation, which, however, may be eon

lidered sufficiently correct for all practical purposes; and it' greater exactness be desired, the value ol

v thus found may be substituted for u and the equation resolved anew for a nearer value of V.

A- the value of A can be modified at pleasure in making the channel, it i- of moment that these cal-

culations be considered previous to determining the position of the shuttle. If the channel be ahead)

existing, and it is wished to determine the quantity of water Sowing in it, this may be done with

cient correctness, by finding the Burface velocity, and multiplying it by the mean cross sectional area of

stream: four-fifths of the quantity thus found will be very nearly the actual quantity flowing in the

chanm 1.

This rule, although often employed, and without material error when the quantity of water flowing

siderable and the vela ity not great, is not to be relied upon when more than a rough approxima-

,.,|. in .Mine cases n is of importance to determine exactly the quantity of water supplied,

as when a rental is paid for the power, when testing the efficiency of a wheel, or determining the powei

jary to impel certain kinds of machinery; in these, and analogous cases, we mn I have n

to more accurate formula. When the surface of the stream can be correctly ascertained over a portion

of the channel, of which the cross section is nearly uniform, the following rule, which is founded on that

of M. de Prony, may b I with considerable confidence. Let U denote the mean velocity of

(which is sought to be determined.) and V the surface velocity measured by a float in the

middl r< am, both reckoned in feet per second, then

U = X +I;:
'"XVL

\ + 8-92
•

As an example

—

let the surface velocity be 5 feet in a second, then will V -f- 6"6 = 11*6 and V -\-

= 13-92, and

J

+'- = 11:' = . 82-1; thereto,,, * + '"'

|° X V= "82s X 6 =4-12 feet,

V +89 1 8 9 N + 882

Ibat is, the surface velocity of the stream b per sec I, the mean velocity D is 4*12

And tin- velocity being multiplied by the sectional area of the Btream, the result will be the volume

nf water flowing in a second; and therefore,

Q= 60 S x U,

will be the quantity furnished in 60 seconds or 1 minute.

The maintaining power in a moving volume of water is obviously proportional to the quantity i

pace; when, therefore, the motion is uniform, and is neither retarded Horace;

by the ' avitation, it is manifest that the whole weight of the water is employed in overcoming

the frictional n Bistance offered by the bottom and the Bides of the channel ; and if the inclination

the relative weight, or the force which urges the particles along the inclined plane, will vary as the

height of thi ben the length is given, or as the fall in a given distance. The retarding I

which is equal to the relative weight, m aa the fall, and the velocity, which i- as

I

root oi the impeding influence, must 1»- as the Bquare rool of the tall ;
and supposing the

hydraulic mean depth —thai is, the depth which a i water would take if Bprcad out upon a

horizontal il to the bottom and aides of its channel—to he increased or diminished, th.- in-

clination remaining the same, the frictional resistance would be 'diminished or increased in th.

ratio; and, therefore, in order t" preserve in equality with the relative weight, it must be proportion-

ally increased or diminished by increasing thi in the rat f the hydraulic mean
depth, or the velocity in the ratio ol We may, therefore, expect that the velocities will

I,, conjoint!) a the square root of the h in depth and of the fall in a

mean proportional between these two li i this reasoning, Eytelwein and some other v

on hydraul ' he mean velocity

.•id '/ the mean hydraulic depth oi the current, then ''"'\/

, I -showing that, if the rate of d<

100 x l"". the tn im ••• o i
implj bj th

in- mean depth if i denote the fall in feet each mile, the formula for the velocity will take thi

100 11

the velocity reckoned in miles on hour i- expn • • I bj

II !

li., the hydraulic depth into the fall each ne'e in

by Moth, will bona represent the mean velo ei in miles <
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This rule, which is that deduced by Sir John Leslie for the velocity of water in rivers, may be com-

pared with the result of Eytelwein's formula for the same purpose, as rendered by Dr. T. Young
Taking two English miles as a given length, he finds a mean proportional between the hydraulic mean
depth and the fall in that space, and inquiring what relation this bears to the velocity in a particular

case, finds that, in general, the mean proportional sought is Wtbs of the velocity in a second.

In order to test the accuracy of this rule, Dr. Young takes an example which could not have been

known to Eytelwein. Mr. Watt observed, as Prof. Robison informs us in the article River, of the En-

cyclopaedia Britannica, that in a canal 18 feet wide above, and 7 below, and 4 feet deep, having a fall

of 4 inches in a mile, the velocity was 17 inches in a second at the surface, 14 in the middle, and 10 at

the bottom; so that the mean velocity will be 14 inches or somewhat less in a second. Now, to find

the hydraulic mean depth, we must divide the area of the section, 2 (18 -j- 7) = 50, by the breadth of

50
the bottom and length of the sloping sides added together, whence we have —— X 12 = 29-13 inches;

and the fall in two miles being 8 inches, we have y/(S X 2943) = 15'26 for the mean proportional of

which — is 13 -

87, the mean velocity in inches each second.

= •77

2943
To test Sir John Leslie's rule by the same example, we have/= 3 ft and <5

=—— = 24275 ft.

;

therefore, S/= "8092 nearly, and y/If== '8996. Hence, — y/7f=— x "8996 = 1-236 feet;

that is, 14-83 inches, a result in excess of that found by Eytelwein's rule of 14-83 — 13-87 = 0'96 inch.

17
By M. de Prony's rule we have, V = — = 1-4167 feet, and

V + 6-50

V -f
8-92

'

which, multiplied by 17, the surface velocity gives 134 inches as the mean velocity. And, taking the

common rule of deducting a fifth from the surface velocity for the mean velocity of the current, we
17

have 17 — = 13 -

6 inches, which does not differ greatly from M. Eytelwein's rule, in which we have

most confidence, from our own experience, when the volume of water is very great. For smaller quan-

tities of water, such as we find in leads cut to supply bucketed wheels, the modification which wc have
given of De Prony's rule is much more convenient, and we have found it, in general, very correct.

It is frequently difficult, and sometimes impossible, to apply any of these rules to determine the

volume of water furnished; and it is often of importance, as when considerable accuracy is desired, to

resort to more than one mode of measurement. In all ordinary experiments of this kind, there is a

certain degree of uncertainty arising from inaccuracy of measurement ; it is therefore of importance to

have the means of checking the result of one rule by that obtained by a different process. The follow-

ing method, whk-h is not only simple and generally applicable, but likewise admitting of considerable

accuracy, will therefore be useful. This consists in erecting a notch in some convenient part of the

watercourse where the velocity is not great. The notch is easily formed in leads of moderate size by

aboard A A, Fig. 3806, stretched across the channel, and having a rectangular part AcdA cut o:

uotched out in the manner shown in Fig. 3807, and through which the whole of the water will be made
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Depth of thejCubic feel of water
npper edge ol discharged in a min-
tbe waste- ate byeverj inch ol

board below the notch, accord-
the Burface, in ing to Do Bu

inula.

discharged In amin-
• rerj inch of

the waste-board of a
weir,

•

in. -Mis made bj Mr.

to pa-s. The notch-board being fixed, a rod B must be fixed vertically in the channel a few yai

hind, and having a mark n npon it at exactly tin- level of the • the notch. The wat< r

then permitted to descend in the lead, let its depth n m upon the rod II be carefully noted in ii

then taking from the second or third column of the annexed tali!.' the quantity corresponding I

inch of width at the depth noted, multiply that quantity by the whole width in" inches, and the result
will he the whole quantity flowing through the notch in cubic feet per minute.

Thus, it' the depth from m to n on the rod i; he Lfi

oid the width of the notch " b he 7 feet = 8 l

inches, then corresponding to 1''. inches i- 25*8 cubic

feet in the second column, ami which multiplied by
8 1 gives 2167*2 cubic feet as the whole quantity pass-

ing through the notch in a minute.

The quantity corresponding to 16 in the third column
i- 27*413 cubic feet, which multiplied by 8-t gives

as the Bupply per minute, which is

ubic feet in excess of the result obtained by em-
ploying the second column. This discrepancy arises

from the third column being calculated for weirs

vhich discharge more water in a given time than
notches, on account of their offering less impediment
to the motion of the fluid. A weir i- a wall built

illy of solid masonry across the channel, with a
parallel plank fixed horizontally on edge along the

top of the building. The plank i- terme 1 tie- waste-

and the water flows over it along the whole
breadth of the channel, and thus Buffers no lateral

obstruction as it does in meeting the notch board, in

which the passage i- usually contracted But if the
notch be made equal in width to the width of the I

-

channel, then this column ought to be emp]
orcumstani i nditions are

malogous, and the notch may be called a weir.

When the preceding table canni I niently

applied, the value of Q, the quantity of water dis-

I in a minute, will he found very nearly from
tpression,

1

10

11

l'J

13

1 1

1.'.

Ill"
2-096

:;-2-:.

4*507

o ".''J.-,

7*466

9122
10-8S-4

12-748

14-707

16-758

21-117

23*419

0-428

1*211

2*226

3 1-7

ii ;.»-,i

13535
15*682

Q= 200H L V 11.

l.;

17

18

28*258

27*418

32*710

m which II is tie- height m n of the suri >l the water above the notch, and

width, all in feet '1 bus taking the example given above, we have B**=-ft, and 1. = 7 it., therefore,

i l

(I = 200 X - X 7 y/~ = 2165-3 cubic feet.

d'u lind the mean eurv.- described bj the lamina of fluid discharged upon tie- circumference of the

when the water i- carried over its -ummit.it is necessary, in the firs) place, to determine the

'v of the fluid vein at that point, lis rate of descent from the horizontal line m «, ii

may then he assigned by the following method:
« designate the the water at the i

• v of the course, and < the angle, which tie- on
:. on hoard of the -pout form- with the horizontal line

inn, and which expresses the deflection of the line

- the velocity u from the plane ••! the h

then the curve described bj the sheet of water will he

. \pi.

y + xtana,

npon the horizontal
• ii ai half the depth of the fluid vein, «

I

uan velocitj i- " ; and y the vertical on rrod to the same initial p
I III- equation inav I \p>
l o lind the ordinate! of ii

o. which the direction board i- inclim I at a -null angle with the horizontal plan
horizontal a rve, multipl) double the square of the vi

of the direction-board I ine of the angle form n with
ill.- In

I o the quotient w hi. h i

u w uli the plan.- . . I ho -uui w ill I

In

of y, and a curve b . m, will give the path of the middle film ol
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When the direction-board is horizontal, we have

a= 0, cos a = 1, tan a = 0,

and, therefore,

9 ** 9 i

which is the following verbal rule: divide 322 by double of the square of the velocity of tie water
at the extremity of the course, and multiply the quotient by the square of the given abscissa x. The
product will be the ordinate y, corresponding to the value assigned to x.

If the water falls over a waste-board, as in breech and breast wheels, the mean velocity of the

sheet will be obtained by taking 4-5 ths of that due to the whole height H of the level of the water
above the edge of the board.

ThUS
'
M=

!^2^=6-4^1
This velocity will project it only slightly in a horizontal direction ; and, if much accuracy is required,

it is easy to determine for any such case the parabola described by the stream.

To exemplify the rule, as applied to the overshot-wheel, we must, in the first place, determine the

point of the circumference where the mean jet encounters the wheel, draw a tangent to the paiabolic

curve described by the fluid in the direction of its final velocity V ; and, having done this, we calculate

the height due to the velocity u, adding the distance of the point of contact below the origin of the

curve. The velocity due to the sum of these heights is that with which the water falls into the

buckets.

Thus let it be required to find the final velocity of the water falling upon a wheel of 11^ feet diam-

eter, of which the axis is 10 inches before the vertical line, falling from the. extremity of the direction-

board, which has an inclination of 1 in 12 ? If we suppose that the extremity of the direction-board is

*8 inch above the wheel, and that the mean velocity of the lamina of water is 4 inches, and its velocity

9 -84 feet in a second, then,

tan a= T
'

g
= 0'083, cos a= 0'995, u = 9"84 ft.

32*2 ar
y=— - -f 0-083 x = 0-1 68 a? + 0'083 *.J

2 (9-84 X 0-995)2 T '

Taking, therefore, any values of x at pleasure, we find the value of y by a simple arithmetical process.

Thus, let x= 3 in, we have 0-168 xl= 0*168 X 9 = 1*512 and 0-083 x = 0-747
; hence y = 1-512 -+-

0747 = 2-259 inches.

The intersection of the curve thus determined with the circumference of the wheel is about 2| inches

below the middle film of the vein at the extremity of the direction-board ; that is, from the origin of the

curve, and the height due to the velocity, 9-84 feet, a second being 152 feet, the total height due to the

required velocity is 1 foot 9 inches, and, consequently, the velocity with which the water will strike the

bottom of the buckets will be ^/64-4 X 1*75= 106 feet in a second.

The lead or channel by which the water is supplied to the wheel ought obviously to be so constructed

that it shall consume as little as possible of the available fall. As a first condition, it ought therefore to

be as nearly straight as the local circumstances will admit ; for at every bend which it makes, a portion

of the impulse of the water will be absorbed by the concave side of the channel, and therefore a greater

declivity will be necessary to bring forward a given quantity of water in the unit of time. Moreover,

the centrifugal force created at the sinuosities has the effect of raising the surface and augmenting the

abrasion of the banks at those points; and if by any accident a breach be produced, the sweep of the

current must necessarily tend to enlarge the concavity with an accelerated progression. The inclination

ought likewise to be as nearly as possible uniform—more correctly, it ought to be so regulated that the

transverse sectional area of the stream shall remain constant throughout its whole length. If the course

be constructed of masonry, it is obvious, from the remarks made respecting the effects of the hydraulic

mean depth on the velocity of the current, that it will be of advantage to build the side-walls verti-

cally; and in order that the resistance may be the least possible, the depth of the stream should be

equal to half the width. This rule may be followed when the quantity of water is small ; but in leads

of huge area, the width at bottom is usually from four to six times the depth. "When the depth is con-

siderable, the walls are moreover built with a certain amount of batter. Mr. Eytelwein, indeed, recom-

mends that the breadth at the bottom be §ds of the depth, and at the surface 3
-J.

The area of such a

sectioo is twice the square of the depth, and the hydraulic mean depth fds of the actual depth.

The slope here recommended is 4 to 3, forming an angle to the plane of the horizon with the water-

way of 37° ; whereas, in this country, the ratio commonly adopted for canals is 3 to 2, making an aDgle

of 34°, which is far more than sufficient for any watercourse intended merely for the purpose under

consideration. The best angle to insure durability will, however, very much depend upon local circum-

tances, and the material of which the banks are constructed or composed.

Having fixed upon the dimensions of the lead and the intended depth of the current, if we call A
the ana of its transverse section, and q the volume of water to be brought forward in a second, the

mean velocity TJ, which the water must have, will be expressed by U= —. And calling S the pcri-

metrical surface, (bottom and sides,) and I the inclination or fall in 100 feet, which the channel ought to

have to give the velocity U required, we shall have

I= -TJ (-00042 U+ -00444).
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That is, to find the fall in 100 feet of length of the channel, multiply "00942 by the given velocity IT;

add to tin- product O0444 ;
multiply the Bum again by the velocity, and the product by the perimetri-

cal surface, ami divide the last product by the transverse sectional area of the channel.

Thus, if the quantity of water to be brought forward !> I" cubic feet every Becond, in a channel ot

18 feet width, the depth of the water not t" extend -_ feet, we Bhall have,

A the area of the .-eetion = 1
' I X -> ft = 25 Bq. ft

40
the mean velocity = -— = 1*6 feet in a Becond.

1

5

- the perimetrical Burface= 10 + (2 X 2T)= 15 feet; therefore [=—-X 12 X L-6 +
I
1) =-03S5 feet, the fall in 100 feet of Length of the channel.

This rule, at least the latter put of it, referring to the inclination, may 1 ! with when the

channel i- short. In cases where the whole run does not exceed a length of two <>r three hundred feet,

the bottom may be made quite level, as the depth of the water in the channel will give sufficient fall

for the velocity required, provided the' area of section be made of ordinary magnitude.

Equal care is usually necessary in the construction of the tail-race as in that of the lead run
; for it is

of quite as much importance that the water leave the wheel-pit freely, as that it be brought forward

with as little loss of fall as possible. The same rule will apply in both cases
; but without

ment in the engineer to apply it, with allowance for sinuosities, it is better to err on the -i 1.- of

in tin' case of the fail-race, than to encounter the risk of flooding the wheel in backwater.

The quantity of water to be- used being ascertained by the preceding methods, the capacity "f the

wheel may be readily determined. [^ q denote the volume of water flowing in a second of time. ,/ the

distance between two buckets I upon the exterior circumference of the wheel, and v the velocity

of those points of the circumference, it is evident that in one Becond there will pa-- under i

;

H
the shuttle a number of buckets equal to - and consequently that each will receive a volume of water

i' '/

equal to q divided by - ; that 18,= y—. But it i- manifestly necessary that the bucket be capable of

containing not only this quantity, but even a quantity about thn i wise a portion ol

the water will be spilt from the b ion, and wit) Lng it- effect upon the wheel. If

/ represent the width of the bucket, that is, the width of the wheel within the shrouds, and a the area

lection—more con the section of the mass of fluid which it contains at

the moment it passes the j< t

—

si will represent it- capacity, and in relation to the Bection of the bucket

itself we .-hall have
d q Q

-M .\ M N

M being the number of buckets in the wheel, and N the number of revolutions which the wheel i

in a minute. And since

-/= , -and/' = ---. there ore / — -
M 60 -V

which is the width of the wheel when <
\ i- tl.e, volume ofwater to be employed upon it in a minute, and

when it i- expected to realise the maximum mechanical effect of the water.

v. • i-h the value- of these symbol- from considerations involved in the

of the wheel; but for practical p may remark that, with Blight variation, i n

taken =
; ;

/ = 1\", " and M =2 B8 D.

\\

.

hole dynamical force of the ..iter employed in impelling

a wheel of any form i- expn 1 1
;
but as the whole height 1 1 can in no case be rendered -

ti\ e, we ha\ e found it i I
this product by a coefficient //;, which i- alw a\ - a proper frac

tion, the ratio of the foi I to that realized by the particulai ertain

the '1 nsiderablj from the actual value, lei us

in th it -w heel, as the simplest case which the problem pi

• horizontal hue- \\ \ and F 13 represent the higher and lower \

! A B will then indicate the < U of the falL [fwedividi
part- -A c the part comprisi i of the water and the

j

v. le, l , ,• 1 1 equal to the 1" ight of the arc of the wheel, which

with water ; and BD thedi I eenthe point at winch t

nndestimnl
which take place between the tevcral partial limits, ami tl a theextren

\\ ithin the limit e and I) I of the expenditure realize, 1 upon the n

the whole volumi 1 with its whole weight in the vertical

realize upon this part of the wh< i
i

lit which, in c,,:ii

ith which

would strike the diminution between th

this condil the point \. I

the. height duo to

The •

.hut to a !
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periences in its passage through the orifice of the shuttle ; secondly, from the resistance offered by the

surfaces over which it passes ; thirdly, from the dispersion of the filaments of the fluid by striking

against the oblique plates of the buckets ; and fourthly, from the oblique direction with which the mean
volume of fluid arrives at the bottom of the buckets. This obliquity may, in general, be taken at 30°,

causing a diminution in the value of h of -

14, and consequently a corresponding diminution of the force

of the impulse. All these causes combined are found according to local circumstances, such as a good

or bad arrangement of the shuttle and direction-plate or apron, to be equivalent to form two tenths tc

three-tenths of the whole value of h. Let A a be the portion of the height A c, representing the value

of m h, the remaining part a c will then represent the height h— /(
h, due to the actual velocity V of the

jet, and consequently equal to '0155 V2
.

From what has been before explained regarding the impulsive action of a current of water, this height

will be subject to two other reductions : the one h,' =: -0155 v
2

is that due to the velocity v of the wheel

in feet per second, and therefore increases with that velocity ; the other A"= -0155(V — v)"
1

is the

height due to the velocity lost by the shock, and which, on the contrary, decreases as the velocity v in-

creases. The sum of these losses will be the least possible, or -0155 [v1
-j- ("V— vf\ will be a minimum

when »= {V. They will be respectively equal, that is, each will be \ X "0155 V2= \ h (1 — /i) ; and

the two together, that is, a b + b d, will be equal to i h (1 — p). In this case of minimum loss, the re-

maining part dc, which is all of the fall Ac that can be regarded as effective, will therefore be equal

also to I h (1 — (i)=|fflc, and consequently less than ih=i Ac, that is, than half the head reserved

between the surface level of the water and the point at which it is received upon the wheel.

Although the sum of the two losses h' and h" cannot thus be less than \ h (1 — p), we know that it

can be, and is, indeed, almost always considerably greater, and increases as the difference between h 1

and h" increases. It will obtain its maximum, if one of the two quantities, h" for example, should be-

come zero, giving rise to the condition V= v. In that case we have h' = '0155 Vs= h (1 — p), that is,

ab=ac, showing that no part of the fall A c remains effective. But in practice this condition can never

arise, unless by miscalculation of the primary values of V and v. This last must always be less than

the former, and consequently h" must always have a real value ; and in every case where h" is greater

than zero, it is manifest, from what has gone before, that a certain portion, however small, of the height

A c must remain effective. Theoretically, this is shown to be less than \ h ; and under the very best

arrangements it cannot, in practice, be expected to amount to | h, and in ordinary cases it ought not tc

be assumed greater than J h. As a general rule in practice, it may therefore be admitted, that in bucket-

wheels, about two-thirds of the part of the fall comprised between the level of the water at the shuttle,

and the point where the fluid encounters the wheel, is lost, as respects the effect produced. The actual

value of this height h, which may be generally expressed by W \h (1 — p) — h' — A"}, will therefore

be represented by

W(A— §A)= JWA,
a result which we shall subsequently find is closely analogous to that obtained experimentally as the

effect of the best forms of impulsive wheels.

Since, then, a third only of the part of the fall above the wheel is available as power, whilst the whole
of the part from that point downwards to the turn of the buckets, namely, c D, the height of the loaded
arc, is entirely realized, it is manifestly of advantage to augment this latter part as much as possible, at

the expense of the former. But this augmentation has a near limit, since there would be no economy,
but the converse, in raising the point of reception so much, that the water, in arriving at the wheel, would
have a less velocity than the buckets. In this case, it could not begin to act upon the wheel, except as

a retarding influence, until, by an acceleration of its velocity, it established the necessary condition

V Z^=— v.

The portion of the fall D B, from the bottom of the loaded arc downwards, is evidently lost, without
answering any beneficial purpose. This loss arises from two causes—rather consists of two parts. The
part c B is a measure of the loss resulting from the form of the buckets, and the small portion D e of

that caused by the velocity of the wheel, or, more correctly, it is a measure of the loss occasioned by
the centrifugal force produced in the fluid by the angular velocity communicated to it in its descent in

the buckets. Leaving this effect out of view in the mean time, it is evident that, if not influenced by
any central force, the surface of the water contained in the buckets would continue horizontal. In pro-

portion as the buckets descend, in consequence of the revolution of the wheel, this surface gradually ap-
proaches the lip of the containing or front plate of the bucket; and the instant after it arrives at this

position, marked It. i, it begins to be discharged, and the bucket will be completely emptied when the
face has attained the horizontal position marked k I. The arc F h, which measures the distance of the
base of the wheel to the point where the water begins to be discharged, will therefore include the par-
tially loaded arc // k and the empty arc k F. This last is equal to the angle ulc 1, which the front plate
of the bucket makes with the tangent to the circumference, an angle which is known from the rules em-
ployed in tracing the lines of the buckets, and which we may here designate by a. The arc FA=FA
4- k h, and this last k h is equal to the angle xhi, which the front plate of the bucket makes with the

surface of the water at the point where the fluid begins to be discharged, and which, for brevity, may
be called z. We have therefore F h= a-\- z.

Whatever may be the magnitude of the two arcs of discharge, from these data we can always deter-
mine the rate of diminution of the quantity of water remaining in the buckets between the extreme
points where it begins to overflow and where it leaves the bucket entirely empty, and therefore can
determine the mean arc of discharge, and from this the mean quantity of effect due to the water carried

below the commencement of the are at h, in terms of the whole quantity which the buckets would be
capable of carrying in their horizontal position in passing through the height < D. By determining the

mean of this arc, we find the point at which, if the whole water were instantly discharged n.<m each
bucket as it passed, the effect upon the wheel would be the same as takes place when it is prolonged
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over the whole length of the arc h k. Generally, indeed, the mean is the arithmetical mean disl

between h and k, and may ; d by a + li open A B we take <> at such a height thai ^

horizontal line meeting the circumference of the wheel at a point equidistant from A and k, thi

e B be the total loss of fall arising from the reversion of the buckets ; and the wheel will yiel I

result as if the entire water, instead of being gradually dischai n these points, w<

down to the point e, and then instantly thrown from the buckets. The arc below that point may
fore be regarded as entirely empty, and producing no effect ; and t" designate it- relation, we have - B

equal to the versed sine of that mean arc, of which the Bemi diameter of the wheel is the radius

ire putting I) to denote the diameter, we -hall have

«B=iD{l— cos(a+ iz)}.

it may be remarked that the angle z, which the surface of the fluid makes at I acement ol

the discharge with the front plate of the bucket, will depend upon the volume of water in the bu

;is well as upon the form and dimensions of these, both of which are, of course, either known froi

rules employed in the design of the wheel, or may be ascertained by direct measurerj

It remains to determine the loss of head resulting from the centrifugal force produced in the

filling the bucket-, bj the motion of the wheel. This loss is sometimes considerable, although not

monly reckoned among the influences to which wheels of this class are liable. M. Poncelet was the first,

lieve, to dired attention to it, and has established a theorem for it- determination, which m
said to complete the theory of the modus opt randi of bucket) '1 v. heel-.

It has been already stated that if a body move in a circle al

i ce .'• from the centre, its centrifugal force will be express-

to v
ed by - w-^r= -

. -, when— is put for u>, the angular velocity

g x * ° J

./, ;

with whir! revolves. Now, since every molecule of 3^^' ///
fluid contained in the buckets of a wheel in motion is subjected // /

to the action of the two forces—that of gravity and the centrifu- / /
gal action—we may confine our attention to one such molecule e

of which the mass — may, for brevity of expression, be called m.

[f eip in the annexed diagram, Kg. 3809, represent the for

of gravity acting vertically, and eq, measured in the direction of

the radius Ce, represent the centrifugal force m*' z.the diagonal

rof the parallelogram will be the resultant of the two forces,

,md may be regarded as representing the measure and dii

of a new force replacing the two actual forces i p and > a, and

p >n the molecule the game intensity of action. If we
prolong < r until it meets the vertical line EO passing through

utre C in 0, this point will be such that 00=
therefore, is independent of the po-ition of the molecules, and the

• >r all—all the resultants of the forces converging t" that

point, which is therefore the centre of action w hence all the forces

are directed. The surface of the fluid being always perpendico

lar to the direction of the force which acta upon the molecules,

that of the fluid contained in all the buckets will be bo to the
• issing to the point o from any point of the wheel, and,

consequently ice \\ ill be an arc

rcle having for it- centre.

In ti m of the wheel, the extremity i of thi- arc ap
proaches gradually the lip of the front plate of the bucket, and
will arrive at it whenever the bucket -hall have come into the

position A B I. Immediately after it will begin t" be discharged,

and the discharge will continue until tl has descended
to the position A/B' [', where the limiting arc of the fluid surface 'm
will have pat • .) under the buck I plate A' B'.

In wheels moving at ordinary \. a of the water in the buckets may !" r<

planes perpendicular to lines drawn to them from the centre 0. < >n this a the two
\ E and A' E, ma] be thus d The first, that is, the whole arc measured

i- equal to

Q \ i=<; a B+ i; \ - + ' a Psa+
,u designating the angle t' A !' = / 00 by y, the point a being equidistant bet*

rpendiculai I lo which the first ol these lines makes with the I |

A'., supposing In.tli produced until tbej meet, and which will necessarily bo equal to the

and

a £_ g at' ss {_ Q At— b.

that . /. _ /, !

—
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in -which r is the dynamical radius of the wheel, and p the same radius, diminished by half the depth a
the buckets. From this analogy we obtain

p v" sin (a -4- z— b)
sin y= i—

^

'-.

gr*

The angle b being generally very small, will very slightly influence the value of ?/, and may, there-

fore, be neglected in determining the angle of discharge without sensible error ; but by way of compen-
sation, we may substitute for p the dynamical radius r, making

^
sin y=— . sin (a -f- z).

gr
To find the measure of the arc A' E : if we take y' to denote the angle a' E we shall have A' E

="/!(« + y'). And from the same species of reasoning employed for y we find

• ,
v*

sin v' =— . sin a.y gr
from these values we might establish a general expression for the mean arc of discharge ; but, as

already remarked, this does not differ sensibly from the arithmetical mean, and may therefore be rep-

resented by a -f- \ z -f- i y + \ y'- And reverting to Fig. 3808, its versed sine will be represented by
D B, which is the whole loss of head resulting from the form of the buckets and the centrifugal force

conjoinedly, and may thus be calculated rjrevious to the construction of the wheel. If we designate

this loss by h'", we shall have

h"f= hV{l— cos(a+ iz+ ly+1iy')\

As an example of the arithmetical process of determining this loss of head from a priori data, let the

diameter of the wheel be 37-J- feet, the number of buckets 92, the width I= 3'55 feet= 3 feet 6£ inches

and the depth 12-8 inches. The breadth AB of the first plate of the buckets is 1522 feet, and a line

joining A I= 1-683 feet. The angle GAB which A B makes with the tangent A G to the circumfer-

ence is 31° 37'= a ; B A I= 9° 8' ; and A I B= 53° 10' ; the surface of the triangle B A I B is there-

fore = -20344 square feet = s'. The dynamical radius r of the wheel is IT'935 feet, and the distance d

between the buckets measured on the circle described by that radius is 1225 feet ; the velocity v at the

6ame circle = 8-2 feet in a second. The quantity of water furnished in the same unit of time is 5'3

cubic feet = q. The section s of water contained in a bucket before it begins to discharge will there-

fore be

ad 5-3X1-225s= f-= = 0-22299 sq. ft.

Iv 3-55X8-2
4

But this section being greater than "20344 = s', shows that the water surface meets the sole at some
point t' higher than I. Wow the angle z, that is, the angle which the surface of the water makes with

the face-plate of the bucket, will be equal to the sum of the angles B A I and I A t'.

To find this last we may take, without sensible error,*

T . ,
2(s— s') -0391 „ „

tan IAt = AP-2(,-,')tanABI
=

2-8325 - -006286
=^ ° ^' ^ i

therefore, z= A B I + 1 A t'= 9° 8'+ 0° 47' 34"= 9° 56' nearly.

To find y and y' we have, for the first,

v
1

(8-2)
2

sinw=— sin (a+ 2) = — X sin (31° 37' + 9° 56')= sin 4° 26' very nearly.y gr K ^ 32-2X17-935
\ ^ 1 J J

v" . (8-2)
2

sin y'=— . sin a= X sin 31° 37' = sin 3° 30' very nearly.
gr 32-2 X 17'935 J J

For the whole ineffective arc of discharge we have, therefore,

o+ 4«+ iy+'iy'= 40o 88';

and from this we obtain as the total loss

h'"— £ X 37-H1— cos 40° 33') =4-502 feet

If we decompose this into the losses incurred by the form of the buckets and the centrifugal force, we
find for the funnier

c B=i X 37* (1 — cos 36° 35')= 3-694 feet

;

and .
•

. c D= (4-502— 3'694) feet = 0-808 feet.

These parts are, therefore, very nearly as 100 to 22 ; consequently, retaining these numbers, the loss ol

fall below the loaded arc is shown to be increased by the centrifugal force communicated to the fluid

from 100 to 122.

In conformity with the principle before indicated, we must, in order to arrive at a complete theoret-

ical expression of the value of the fall, subtract these several losses, and multiply the remainder by the

weight of water for the total effect, which will then be expressed by

W (H— fJi — h'— h"— /*'").

But this expression being deduced entirely from theoretical considerations, we must, in order to com-

* When tho point t' falls below I, that is, when s' is greater than s, the formula for z becomes

2s- AB
tan z _ A B.

t+ 2s rot ( l£JUU_ A a J}
.
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pare it with the results of experience, applicable I rticular ci--, introduce our coefficient ol

reduction m, when we will have as the actual effect developed by the wheel

E= m W (H— iih — h'— h"— /.'
.

From this it therefore appears that in every backet-wheel the ultimate effect will be increased as the

five quantities ft, A, A', A". A"' are diminished. Now these have n -;

n, to the construction of the Bhuttle and watercourse, which ought accordingly to be adapted with

care to the particular case;

A, to the diameter of the wheel, which, therefore, ought great as the other conditions will

admit, (it 1- retood here that the wheel is constructed on the overshot principle;)

A' ami A", to the difference of velocity between the water and the wheel for a given value of A; a

condition which will be satisfied the more nearly as the v» locity of the wheel approaches half tl

locity of the water at the moment it arrives at the bottom of the buckets;

A'", to the proper disposition and form of the bucket-, and a Bins of the wheel, by which

the water will be carried to the lowest point possible of the Call before it is discharged.

The only trustworthy experiments on wheels of this elass, which have be< o published, i i

Mr. Smeaton, made in 1759, upon a small model wheel of two feet diameter. Various detail- are,

however, wanting to enable us to compare his results with the preceding formulae—especially the form

and <; of the buckets. The following table contains the summary of his results :

Turns at

No.

Water
, [pond-
ed in a

minute.

the max-
imum in

a min-
ute.

Weight

the max-
imum.

Power of
tie- whole

Power ci'

iii.- w heel. v boli

and

of the

power

it of the
v. heel an I

effect.

Inch. lb. lb. ~
1 •J 7 30 19 f- 810 720 556 10 6-9 10 : 7 7

2 27 ici 14 + 1530 I860 10G0 10 in
:
7-8

-7 20$ 12} 1530 1360 1167 10 7-6 10 : 8-4 =

1 J 7 171" 1524 1245 10 10 : B-2

5 'J 7 21 i 15 + 1840 1." 10 7-8 In :
-

C 28* 7::', m 1 7 I 2090 1764 1476 in 7" in : B-4
-

7 28| 96] 20 i 20j 2765 2820 1868 10 6-8 in :
8'

8 30 90 20 19+ 2 100 1765 10 65 10 : 81 -;

9 30 20} 2320 1914 10 Id :

10 30 113 3
l 21 23* 2720 •_' J 'J 1 10 10 : B-2

©

11 33 56

;

13j 1870 1280 10 In
:
9'

12 33 22* 3520 21-53 10 6-1 in : B-4

33 23 27 + 4840 8520 2846 111 In
; B-l

=

1 1 •:,:, 66 1 9
|

io+ •J -J
7.". 1560 i if,.; M 6-5 10:9 I

15 120 1200 2880 2467 10 in
: B-6

16 If,:; 4 26 j 2981 111 5-2 in : 7-6 :

1. 2, 3. 5. G. 7. s. 9. 1". 11.

•u this tab'- ive the small 1 by an increase of the beadAe= Aal

the wheel. On the general results, he 'he power of the water computed from the

height of the wheel only, appears to observe a more constant ratio" than that between thi

ater reckoned from the whole descent and the ultimate effect Thus the ratios in column 9 differ

from that of 10 : 7-6 to 10 5*2; whereas, taking the mean set down in column 11, "we find the • \

tremes to differ no more than from the ratio of in
: si to in :

-
iii,. second term of tl..

gradually it bj an incre ise of lead from :; inches to 1 1 inches, tie- i

•l i. to be impute 1 to tie- superior impulse of tin- water at the head of 1 1 incl •

3 inches ; so that, if w< impulse of the 8-inch head, we -hall h i •

• .f the power, computed upon tie' height of the wheel only, to the effect at a maximum a.
I

i nearly; and from the equal a the power and effect

the constructions are similar ifer th il the effects, as well as the
;

of water and the perp
II ..• principles which we have attemj

|i i to produce thi itill freq

erroneouj interpn tation of a true do i

! freely from tie- surface of tie- I" ad to the bottom of ti

Jailing ; and in tin- en e the « bol

n tin- bodv in falling i made to - ' the

falling bod-, will be retarded .
I- iu u a part of (

and tie' remainder a motion to the falling boa
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icends, the greater will be the portion of the action of gravity applicable to the producing a mechanical

effect ; and in consequence the greater that effect may be.
" If a stream of water falls into the bucket of an overshot-wheel, it is there retained until the wheel

by moving round discharges it : of consequence the slower the wheel moves, the more water each bucket
will receive ; so that what is lost in speed, is gained by the pressure of a greater quantity of water acting

in the buckets at once ; and, if considered only in this light, the mechanical power of an overshot-wheel

to produce effects will be equal whether it moves quick or slow : but if we attend to what has been
just now observed of the falling body, it will appear that so much of the action of gravity, as is em-
ployed in giving the wheel and water therein a greater velocity, must be subtracted from its pressure
upon the buckets, so that, though the product made by multiplying the number of cubic inches of water
acting in the wheel at once by its velocity will be the same in all cases

;
yet as each cubic inch, when

the velocity is greater does not press so much upon the bucket as when it is less, the power of the wa-
ter to produce effects will be greater in the less velocity than in the greater : and hence we are led to

this general rule, that caiteris paribus, the less the velocity of the wheel, the greater will be the effect

thereof."

According to this view of the subject we ought to introduce into our formula a further reduction of H
depending upon the velocity of revolution, and which would therefore be a function of v. But if the

mode in which h" has been obtained be observed, it will be found that the circumstance which Mr.
Smeaton had in view is there included. It is admitted that the gravitation of the fluid in the buckets
cannot at the same time be producing pressure and velocity ; but we have laid it down as a condition,

which Mr. Smeaton also insists upon, that the water must have a higher velocity than the circumference

of the wheel at the moment of its passing into the buckets. This condition being fulfilled, it is then

clear that as no additional velocity has been generated in the fluid, after it has entered the buckets, no
part of its power is thereby consumed below that level, and that all its effect will be realized upon the

wheel. In other words, the effect of the volume of water on the loaded arc will be expressed by
W X c D.

This may be exhibited somewhat more formally, and as a preliminary step let it be required to prove
that the weight of fluid carried in the loaded arc of the wheel, from the level of c to the lower level D,
is equal to the effort which would be exercised by the weight of a prism of water G H placed at the

extremity of the dynamical radius P, the height of the prism being equal to c D, and the area of its

base equal to the cross-section of the fluid arc, if the water in the buckets were uniformly distributed,

and formed a continuous arc. To show that this is true statically, it will be sufficient to prove that the

moments of pressure are in the two cases equal. For this purpose let it be supposed that the lengtl

of the fluid arc is divided into an infinite number of small elementary arcs, such as m n having a cross

section a. If then we designate by <p the specific gravity of the fluid, we shall have a . m n . <j> as the

weight of the small arc m n. And since it acts vertically, the distance between the direction of its pres-

sure and the centre of rotation will be the horizontal line r s. Thus then we have as the moment of"its

pressure a . mn . <p . r s. But the triangles m n t and r s are similar ; hence m n . r s= r . p q,

and therefore,

o- . m n . <p . r s = a . $ . O r . p q.

Now the sum of all the partial moments will be the moment of the entire arc, and will be found by
multiplying the common factor a . <p . r by the sum of all the small heights p q of the elementary
arcs ; this sum is evidentlyfg= ct>- the entire moment will therefore be a . $ . O r . c D. But that

of the prism G II is manifestly = s.jGH.OP; and since G H= c D and r = P, the two mo-
ments are equal.

If we now bring into view the dynamical conditions imposed by the motion of the wheel, and keep
in view that no motion is communicated to the water within the limits of the arc, we have as data a

pressure applied at P in the direction of movement <r . <p c D, and a velocity at that point of v feet per

second : the force impressed will therefore be expressed by a . <p . c D . v. And if q be the volume of

water flowing in a second, with a continuous section a, and velocity v communicated independently of

the motion of the wheel, and acquired before it reached it, we have q= a . v ; and w being the weight
of the volume q, we have besides w = $ . q. Taking the values of a and <p in these two equalities, and
substituting them in the expression above of the force impressed, it becomes

— . — . c D . v = w . c V,
v q

which is the condition we undertook to demonstrate, and upon which, it will be observed, the velocity

of the wheel has no influence.

The best data which we possess for determining the value of the coefficient m in our formula of the

actual efficiency of the wheel is a table of experiments furnished by M. D'Aubuisson containing all the

conditions. The mean of these cases gives m = -S997, and the highest value is "917, and the lowest
•874. ^Vc may, therefore, without serious error put m = -

9. The other terms may also be simplified

for the purposes of ready application. Thus the three terms fih, h', h", taken together, we have already

shown, do not differ widely from -5 h ; and, except in extreme cases, h'" will not vary more than be-

tween ^ and 1 of the diameter of t lie wheel. Let us assume the mean of these extremes, namely, ^ I),

and substitute these quantities with a value of m =09 in our formula, it will then be reduced to the

following

:

E = 0-9 W (H — § h — I D),

and by putting Q = the number of cubic feet of water furnished in a minute, and expressing the eifec;

in units of horse-power, conformably to the principle before explained, wo have

E = -0017 Q (H — f h — I D).
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As an example, let the quantity of water be 1 subic feet a minute, and the fall '25 feet ; in this

the wheel would be made about '-"J feet diameter ; therefore | h = 2 feet and ^ I) = 3| feet Hence,

the value of the fall would be reduced to 25 —(2+ 8|) = 19J feet, and this multiplied by 1000a
19333. Finally, 19333 X "OOl?= 32-81 horsi

This formula may also be employed to determine the volume of water which it would be

to employ, with a given head, to obtain any required amount of power—a problem which very fre-

quently occurs in pratl

In this we have confined our attention to the case of the overehot-wheel, on account of itt

most obvious; but the Bame formula may, by a very alight modification, be applied to determine the

of a breech-wheel. The modification referred to is simply the replacing of \ 1> by it- assumed
equivalent lt"\ by which we have

!•: = , 017 Q (H— fA— A'" .

We replace A'". because in wheels of this kind its value ought to be always less than in the overshot

arrangements. The breech-wheel, as we have already seen, has usually a diameter somewhat greater

than the height of the fall; and as k'" is proportional to the diameter, we have by this arrangi

the advantage of making it as Bmall as possible within the limits of practice. We can. indeed, u> -

the diameter at pleasure, and thereby proportionally increase the length of the loaded arc—the grand

of power in the bucketed wheel of whatever form.

Robertson Buchanan, in his Essay on Water-Wheels, has endeavored to lix the proportion of the

radius of the \\ heel to the height of fall to yield a maximum effect, but seems to ha\ e left out of view

the err centrifugal force, and to have supposed the wheel to revolve in an arc—which is, in-

. the usual arrangemenl now adopted. The following is hi- mode of calculation:— Let e= that

portion of the circumference which is to be loaded with water—that is the portion of the half circum-

below the point at which the water flows upon the wheel; and let i= the are comprehended
between that point and the horizontal plane passing through the axis of the wheel; also make 5= the

im supplying the bucket-. Then the solid which represents the effective force, that i-,

(,- 2 x*\—— 1, and this i- to be tl

'• — _' x-
or -— = a maximum. By the principle of maxima at id minima, this take- place when x=: t

(1 — i/ .1 or .' = 0*2929 '•. Accordingly, the arc <• — x must lie a quadrant, and the arc =31
.i this it appears that the wheel will produce its-greatest effect when the diameter i- bo propor-

tioned to the height of the tall that the water Sows upon the circumference at a point 90° — :;7 .7 =
distant from the summit of the wheel

If R, then, be radius of the wheel to the extn me edg f the bucket, and A the height of fill meas-

to tie- point where it may be delivered upon the wheel, and which may be called the effective

height, then we shall have

R=_*=-*-.
1 + mii :;7:t 1605

Bince sin 81 -ss-306' We have also bj reduction R= -623 A.

height of the fall i- less than tin' entire height II by a- much as i- iiece--ary to

the water t f
.

-
- required velocity, which may be taken generally at lo feet in a second, or 1^

fill.

The French mechanicians calculate a -somewhat greater diameter for their wheels than tha

the foregoing rule. Instead of laying on the watei from the Bummit, a- i- commonly
done in tin- country, they lay it on at a distance of 60°, that i-. 80 degrees above the horb tal plane

the wheel Accordingly R =•=—== |A They also allow, as al

mended, 1
:

fi et of the fall to give the required velocitj to the water.

No line of demarcation ha- yet I d determined to separate this -• ies of wheel from the bi

wheel, except thai tin- name is applied when the water i- received upon the wheel at a

tarn • from the Bummil than 5 i I when this rule ought t<>
;

aside, and the wheel becomes breast wheel. A notion, not without foundation, prevails among mill-

ts tin' a wheel of large diameter is mot -mall diameter; in a wheel
of lai i tin- influence of the centril and the mass in motion being gi

the movement i- more uniform and m.iv be proportionally -lower, which i" 'he case of a low fall, l-

no inconsiderable advantage. Tin rer, the disadvantage of additional friction upon if

nal-, and winch, a- these wl ti to counterbalance the 1

centril

A- the question i- therefore entire!) oi f practice, and incapable, we believi

tion, it may be stated a- an opinion found* i i tmplo, that the diameter of the who* I

for verj large quantil r, may be made lo conform to the rale above given down to I

diameter. The example which we have in louble wheel of tha
• : water per min ifactorily. The sa sice of who<

ndi t.i abo it 6 I rhcel on the un nciple w ill

Under tl n ill acl partlj bj the I partlj by
•

to the difTi n nco nl

of the water at the penstock and the p trikes tho wheel, und ml to the

effect, realisable from the bei -hi •! a rail equal to the ditf< renco of lt»vi l botw< i n Un p >inl where ilm
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water meets the circumference of the wheel and the level of the tail-water, and which may be calculated
by the methods above indicated.

Undershot-wheels.—By undershot we understand here those varieties of wheels which move chiefly

by the direct impulse of the fluid. In construction they differ little from the bucketed wheel, except
that the buckets are replaced usually by radial floats upon which the impulse of the current is received.
They are, also, usually confined in an arc, below the level of the water-line, to confine and economize
the motive power ; but, as this arrangement is also common to bucketed wheels, especially when the
fall is low, it cannot be regarded as a peculiarity. In this form of wheel, especially if the volume of
water be considerable, the spider construction is, however, only admissible when the power is taken off

at the circumference by a pinion placed slightly above the point of impulse and on the same side.

There is, then, only the small portion of the sole-frame put on strain by tension, between the two points.

But, when the power is taken off at the axis, the construction ought to be of the more rigid kind, other-
wise the continually changing direction of the strain, acting through a leverage equal to the radius of
the wheel, will speedily prove fatal to the points of connection, if in any degree elastic.

The water is admitted upon the wheel by a sluice or shuttle in its immediate vicinity, as in the case
of the bucket-wheel. What has been stated in reference to the loss of head experienced by the water
passing through an opening in its course is therefore applicable in this case as before. It is also of
moment, both on theoretical and practical grounds, that the sluice be placed as closely upon the wheel
as other considerations will permit ; and that the retaining cheeks of the aperture, inside of the sluice,

be slightly contracted, answering to the natural contraction of the stream after passing through the
orifice, in consequence of the resistance which it there encounters. The sides of the course or arc in

which the wheel moves, must necessarily be parallel ; but, immediately on passing the vertical plane
passing through the axis of the wheel, the floor ought to deepen and the sides expand and leave the
water as much space to diffuse itself over as possible. This arrangement is shown in Figs. 3810 and
3811, as far as it is applicable with a sluice-framing entirely constructed of wood; but, when the con
Btruction is of iron, the confinement of the water may be made much more complete.

3810.

Supposing the floats to be placed radially, their breadth or depth in the direction of the radius ought
obviously to be such, that in the rising of the water against the float which it first strikes, the portion

which tends to pass over its superior edge shall not be thrown against the back of the succeeding float.

Any action of this kind would manifestly be attended with a corresponding diminution of the effect of

the wheel; and ought, therefore, to be avoided, as perhaps the most serious error which is liable to be
committed in this form of wheel. This source of loss may, however, be, in general, entirely avoided,

by giving to the floats a depth of about three times the thickness of the lamina of water acting upon
them. The thickness of the lamina is usually from four to six inches, giving the range of depth of the

floats from twelve to eighteen inches. The velocity with which the fluid precipitates itself upon the

floats, ought also to be taken into account in providing for its expansive movement. The distance of

the one float from the other, measured upon t lie exterior circumference of the wheel, may be generally

taken equal to the depth. Their number will, of course, depend upon the diameter of the wheel, and
this is almost arbitrary. We will, however, endeavor briefly to indicate the general principle which
ought to be kept in view in fixing the diameter, without entering upon any strict investigation of the

question.
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A< a consequence of the general theory already explained, it follows that the dynamical effect of the

wheel i- dependent upon the relation which the velocity of the floats bears to that of the water; but

this relation is manifestly independent of the diameter. The velocity due to the current of watt i

used is always an ascertainable quantity, ami may therefore be regarded as known. Another deter

minate element of the calculation is the number of revolutions which it is desirable tin- wheel should

make in a certain unit of time, as a minute, in prder that the effect may be transmitted to the working

points, with a rate of velocity the most advantageous for the particular purposes intended, and obtained

in the simplest manner possible, and with the least quantity of intermediate geering. It is also impor
taut that tin- wheel have a velocity and dimensions rendering it capable of fulfilling the purpose <>t' a

fly at the rate of motion which it is intended to maintain. If we put m to denote the veil

the extremities of the floats, and IT the number of turns desired in a minute, the diameter will be

J by
CO u u

And to obtain an effect approaching the maximum, we may assume u = '2i s/ 11; and therefore the

diameter expressed in terms of the velocity ami height of fall will be

19-1 X —^— = - , \/ H very nearly.

Thus, supposing the fall to be 6 feet, and the number of turns per minute required* to be 10=N;
then the diameter will be

J,';
X ^6= 4*6 X 2*46= 11; feel Dearly. This is nearly the minimum

diameter of wheel which would under any circumstances be employed; 12 feet to 26 feel may indeed

be taken as the usual range ; but unless the volume of water be extraordinarily great—and then breadth

ter than diameter—we cannot conceive of any advantage, other than may arise from some pecu-

liarity in the nature of the machinery to be impelled, which may nol be el,tamed with a diami U r of

16 feel to Is feet, [t is, however, i ed, that the smaller the diameter the greater is the nicety

mired to make the water yield its effect upon the bucket-; and possibly the

which have been committed in this particular have led to the common opinion that a wheel of large

diameter i- always in practice 'he most effective.

ElL flit*
i

Before the introduction of Ponceli various attempts were niadi

die efficiency of the undei hot-wheel, by phu ome determinate nn lo with I

fen nee. And where the whe< I moved in backwater, and especially in an unconfi I clinni

beneficial 1

1

Bui in the ordin i confine I

on for tail-water clearance, tl to have 1 nttended with nnj ndvan-

I
'ilt appears to indicate thai the radial fl

the most efficient Taking the i ed with the radial floal which lm

ibtained w ith Ihe

A.
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Showing that at least no advantage is derived from feathering the floats, as it is denominated. In aR

indefinite volume of fluid, the case is, however, different; the inclination of the floats favors, not the

action of the impelling fluid, but their disengagement. This is manifest when it is observed that as

soon as the radial float passes into water, having a less velocity than its own, it begins to be retarded;

and besides, in rising to the surface, it tends to lift with it a portion of the fluid, which, acting by ito

weight in the contrary direction to that of the wheel, also proportionally diminishes the useful effect.

This is sometimes obviated at great expense, in large wheels placed in situations where the fall is

very small and liable to be flooded, by rendering them capable of being raised and lowered at pleasure,

in conformity 'with the state of the river. The mechanism for this purpose is generally worked by
manual labor ; but sometimes also it is rendered self-acting, as in the case of some wheels worked by
the tide in situations where the tidal oscillations are considerable. In these the floats are usually,

though not always advantageously, inclined to the radius to assist the other arrangements.

Various other schemes for increasing the efficiency of impulsive wheels have been resorted to. One
of these was to place a ledging on the ends of the floats to confine the action of the fluid ; but with

very little beneficial effect ; and, it is obvious, that if any arrangement of this kind was likely to be 01

advantage, it could be most effectually secured by placing the floats within shrouds, as in the common
bucket-wheel—a form of construction not uncommon. Another supposed improvement, still common
in some parts of Europe, though never introduced into this country, and only applicable to very

narrow wheels, is to form the floats of cylindrical arcs, with the axis of' the cylinder in the direction or

the radius of the wheel, and the concave face of the arc opposed to the motion of the water. This

arrangement is stated to possess certain advantages, but we cannot conceive that they can possibly be

so marked as to compensate the additional cost of construction ; and we must still believe that the plain

float with shrouding is both the simplest and most complete of all the deviations which have been at-

tempted, excepting, indeed, M. Poncelet's application of the curved float, and even in this the advantage

does not so much consist in the form of the float, as in the other beneficial adaptations with which it is

associated.

To understand the action of the water upon the floats of a wheel of the kind under discussion, it is

necessary to observe that the moment the sluice is raised, the fluid precipitates itself against the first

float which obstructs its passage, and, in consequence, an accumulation takes place, which ultimately

succeeds in putting the wheel in motion, and gradually accelerates its velocity until an equilibrium is

established between the force of the current and the resistances to be overcome. In proportion as the

velocity of the wheel increases, the pressure of the current becomes less, since this action is proportional

to the relative velocities ; and very soon the acceleration, which gradually diminishes, becomes imper-

ceptible, and finally ceases ; and the wheel, after a certain number of revolutions, in consequence of

die velocity impressed upon it, and in consequence also of its inertia, continues to revolve as of itself,

s>
:+her with a motion perfectly uniform, or with a velocity oscillating between limits imposed by the

varying nature of the resistances, and which may be reduced in effect to a mean continuous velocity

always ascertainable.

Supposing the wheel to derive its effect entirely from the impulse of the current, and to obtain no

advantage from confinement in an arc, by which a certain amount of the weight of the fluid is made to

act in aid of the impulsive force, the dynamical effect, considered theoretically, of any given weight W
of water upon a float receding before the stream with a velocity of v feet in a second, is expressed bv

W—{Y— v)v.

But it may be questioned whether the same effect will be produced upon a suite of floats presenting

themselves successively to the current, usually two and three at a time, and under various angles of in-

clination. On this point we derive our most important information from experience ; but admitting, in

the mean time, that the action of the impulse, although not equal, is of the same kind, and susceptible

of an expression of the same form as that above, we shall ultimately succeed in comparing tb*. results

of experiment with those of calculation.

In the expression above, when the wheel is moved by a confined current, v is the only variable quan-

tity. If v = 0, the effect is also cipher, for a machine which does not move yields no power. The power
will also be cipher, when V= v, since, as before remarked, if the wheel move at the same rate as the

current, it can receive no motive effect from the fluid. It is still more obvious that v cannot be greater

than V. The limit is therefore between v = and v = V, and between these extremes there will be a

maximum of effect. If, then, we differentiate the variable part (V — v) v, and equate to zero in the

usual manner, we have

V dv— v dv=Q; whence v = \ V,

showing that the effect of the wheel is the greatest possible when it moves with half the velocity of the

stream.

W
Now, the pressure of the water upon the floats being (V— v), this will also be a measure of the

resistances (including all the passive resistances) overcome by the wheel, since the moments of pressure

must obviously be equal in every case of equilibrium ; hence, if in this expression we substitute for v its

equivalent -} V, we have, as the measure of the load when the dynamical effect is a maximum,

WXY

And the dynamical effect being equal to the load multiplied into the velocity of motion, viz., v = ^ V,

we have, using this last as the measure of the velocity of the wheel.
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|
\V x - equivalent to } W II.

when II is put to denote the height of foil Jul- to the velocity V, aa before explained

If, therefore, V be the whole velocity of the stream, and II the entire fall due to that velocity, thw

result -hows that the greatest possible effect which can be realized from a wheel moved entirely by the

impulse of the fluid, is only half of the mechanical power of the water i xpendi d; that is, considering

both cases theoretically, is only equal to half the effect which a wheel acting entirely by the gravity "I

the fluid, ought to real ?ea this moiety is subject to reduction, and can be only distantly ap

proached in practice.

We do not, unfortunately,
i

ess many experiments upon which we can implicitly rely, with wheels

of this kind. We have many of a mixed kind, in which the effects of impulse and gravity are combined,

but few in which the impulsive action alone appears. [Those of Mr. Smeaton, indeed, stand nearly alone

in importance and accuracy; and. fortunately, they are complete in the necessary data. Although the

model apparatus with which they were made was small, the well-known accuracy of I u nter,

and the purpose for which the investigation was undertaken, wan nfidence winch they ha-.

commanded. The wheel was the same in diameter as his overshot model, viz., 2 feet, and was, in

adapted to the same apparatus. The power was measured directly by raising a weight vertically by
1 over a pulley; and perhaps the only objection which can be validly urged againsl the r<

consists in his neglecting the additional friction thereby produced at the journals of the wheel. The
data for this correction is, however, furnished, and may >till he applied.

\S •• subjoin the author's table of results, the columns of which are fully explained by the A<

placed over them :
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the scale were placed diagonally, and to these a pin was fitted ; so that when the pin was in the same
hole, the opening for the water continued the same for all the experiments of that series.

From this table we find, on comparing the effect p v produced at the maximum with the product J

W h, in which h is the virtual or effective head, that the coefficient of reduction m is very nearly 064

;

consequently, we shall have
E orj9« = 064 X iW h= 0-32W h.

The ratio of pv to "VY h, we observe, varies from 0-28 to 032, giving a mean of 0-30. This led Mr.

Smeaton to infer that one-third of the force produced on the floats by the current, may be realized in

the larger wheels.

If we compare the effect realized with the entire power of the water expended, we find that the

ratio increases from -16 in the first experiment, when the total head was 33 inches, to 025 in the last,

when the entire head was reduced to 6 inches. From this it therefore appears, that the greatest effect

which can be obtained from a given head of water, acting impulsively, is between a sixth and a fourth

of the entire motive force expended ; and in the case of large wheels, it is very doubtful whether even

this last result can be obtained, although, as we have already seen, theory indicates as much as $ W H,
or double.

The ratio of the velocity of the wheel to that of the current gradually augments from 34 to 052.

giving a mean of 043. Mr. Smeaton, however, takes 0-40 as the mean ; and it is worthy of remark that

Bossut, in an analogous series of experiments, also adopted the same number. It, however, seems to

us, from the nature of the case, that the proper velocity will approximate much more closely to the

maximum limit, and will not deviate greatly from 050 of the mean velocity of the current, as indicated

by theory. 045 will at least be, in general cases, a safe number to adopt in practice ; that is,

u= 045 V.

Another result worthy of notice is. the weight or "load at the equilibrium;" that is, the weight which

is just sufficient to keep the wheel at rest against the force of the current. This, at an average, is little

more than two-tenths greater than the load which the wheel was capable of carrying when yielding its

maximum effect. According to theory it ought to be double, for, as already shown, the weight corres-

W X V "W X V
ponding to v =0 is — — , and that at the maximum is — .

1

g ' 2</

The cases to which these observations apply are those in which the velocity of the wheel is adapted

strictly to that of the current. But this is not always obtained, and accordingly the coefficient m being

a function of v, fluctuates between extremes which it is impossible to comprehend in a general formula.

However, when the velocity of the wheel does not fall below certain limits—from a third to two-thirds

of that of the current—we may, without much chance of error, especially in excess, assume 0'60 as the

^.-ifficient, and accordingly we shall have as a general rule,

W 1
E= 0-G0--(V— v)v=— W(V— fl)i/ = l-54Q(V— v)v.

g
y '

107
y K

The velocity V with which the water arrives upon the floats cannot always be easily assigned. It

experiences certain losses between the sluice and the point of impulse, but it is not perhaps possible to

give a general expression of their amount, even for an individual case, and much less for different forms

and conditions of construction. Independent of any reducing influence, we have V= V'2 g h, in which

h denotes the difference of level between the surface of the water in the lead and the centre of percus-

sion of the floats, and which can readily be measured. But from Mr. Smeaton's observations on this

point, it appears that the loss is sometimes as much as a fifth of this velocity ; and he further remarked

that the difference between the actual and calculated velocities diminished as the vertical opening ot

the sluice was augmented. In some instances, indeed, where the volume of water was very great, and

the head small, he found that V hardly differed from \/2gh. M. Poncelet also remarked the same

circumstance—that the loss of velocity diminishes with the magnitude of the aperture through which

the fluid issues. Even in the case of an opening of about 8J inches in height, and with a head of 4£

feet, he had V= 0'99 V% g h. This, however, supposes the sluice to be constructed to the best advan-

tage ; and to make a slight allowance for untoward circumstances, we may take V =0'95 v^2 g h

= 7
-

6 V h. Substituting this value of V in the preceding result, we have

E= T54 Q (7-6 V h— v)v.

And, again, putting for v its equivalent $ V= 3
-8 V h, this expression is reduced to the following con-

venient form,

E=22iQ/<, or-^-QA,

when expressed in units of horse-power.

This is the case of the purely impulsive wheel ; but in practice it is very rarely found that some

Blight amount of head cannot be reserved to act by its gravity. Under these circumstances an arc is

formed concentrically with the wheel between the point at which the water strikes the wheel, and the

lowest level terminating in the vertical plane passing through the axis. The clearance need not exceed

4 inch, and may, if the arc be carefully constructed, be reduced to -3 inch. To indicate the effect, let

H, as before, be the whole height of fall ; and let h be the portion employed in generating the required

velocity. After that the water has struck the first float at the level H— /< it will afterwards descend

by its weight through that height, producing an effect expressed by W(H— /<); and the effect cf the

W
impulse being as before ——(W — v) >\ we shall have as the sum of these partial actions.
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W{(H_A)+i(V_t,)„|

Bui we t'urmerly found in discussing the impulsive action in the case of the overehot-wheel that

-- V— v) < = W h—uh—h'—h" i.

in which the three quantities p, A , A' have the significations then assigned We may therefore make
use of t -ion as more definite. It is, however, in this ca which may
be thus exhib

In the first place, when the whole volume of water has expended its impnlsh the fir-t

float which it encounters, it immediately begins to descend by its pressure to the bottom of the arc;

but let as observe what takes place in the spaces between the floats during the descent The an
tains a certain amount of the pressure of the fluid, and there is moreover a certain amount of clearance

D it and the radial extremities of the floats. A portion of the fluid will thi me through

this -pace without producing any effect, since its pressure is entirely exercised upon the superficies "(

the arc. This must, consequently, be subtracted from W in the expression W < 1 i — A . This loss

not, indeed, he rigorously assigned, but may he pretty closely approximated by considering that the re-

• experienced by this water against the face of the arc diminishes the velocity which gravity

tends to give it, and that this diminution increases with its descent: also, that thi- Telocity i- further

diminished by the continual entanglements to which the water i
I by the varying conditions of

the intervals between the floats, and which likewise become greater towards the bottom ot' the arc ; and.

finally, that the velocity is altered by the continual mingling of the descending lamina', corresponding
to tli.- Beveral spaces between the flout- and the varying positions of the portions ot' fluid then

tained. We may therefore conceive, with all these retarding influences in action, that the vela
the it.' rtion will not differ greatly from that of the fli rdingly, in this -tat-' of

if we denote by A the cro— ection of the plate of water tailing upon the wheel, and by a that i

ponding to the interval- bet1
f the float- ami the arc. then will W - be tilA

tion of fluid lost as regards the effect of pressure; hence, by subtracting this from W, the expression of

Beet given above, we -hall ha

W l-f)(H-A>

In the Becond place, the portion of the base of the wheel which dips in the water contained in the

part ot' the course, 1— - thi re a part of its weight equal to the weight of water displaced, b.

consequence of this loss the equal distribution of the weight of the wheel about the axis of rotation no

r exists; and the wheel tends to turn in a direction contrary to that of the current If «> repre-

sent by y' the diminishing influence of this tendency, this will be a new resistance w Inch the wheel baa
to overcome, and which ought consequently, to be added to these other resistances of which tie

is j,. \\'e -hall then have, taking m a- the coefficient of reduction of the results of calculation to those

of observation,

,,, + ,/,, = ,„ w
; H— A)(l—J)+A+/.A— A'— A"}.

In practice this formula maybe considerably simplified. The quantities />' and 1 — , supposing the

construction judiciously and carefully finished, will be very neatly proportional to the, p
wheel, that i-, to \V -. thev may, ci .

I"' comprised iii the value of m. We ha\e also before

shown that the quantity h h+ h'+ h" is always greater than j h, and differs little in ordinal .

from".: A. Hence our formula may be reduced by these substitutions to the convenient form,

E = m W ( 1 1 —
In thi- the indefinite m, and, perhaps, the best authenticated experiments, by which its

value may be assigned for i
1 med, are tho f M. Morin, en a wheel consti

by Messrs. Aitken A Steel for the crystal w< rks of Baccarat in 'he Department >( nfeurthi

The i
: the wheel width parallel to the axi- 1 'J feet | inches; the

numb I which the breadth io tho direction of the radius is 1 foot l inches. The whole

fall is 6 feet 9 inches, and tl re 604 feet The water is thrown upon the ^

width as the wheel. The results varied with the

of the lamina of water admitted upon the wheel, a^ exhibited in the table on the foil

From this table then, it app I tl ri puted to be a particularly wi

i

which 1 to

K = o -,.. \\ ,11

the whole pov
this . wit, and v. . • D( i.d \| •!

r under like cin W II.

ii thus indii

ntallv w ith \ upon the

lower ed • of the float, in i i

dually d

166 V. Tl
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ilience to which the fluid immediately begins to descend upon the curved surface of the float, over

which it ascended, and quits it -with the same velocity V, which it possessed at the moment it arrived

upon it. This velocity is acquired by falling from the height 001 55 V 2
, and under the circumstances

we have supposed to exist, its direction would be contrary to that first impressed upon the fluid. Let

us now assume that the wheel turns with a velocity of v in a second at its periphery. When the fi!a

nient of fluid, having the velocity V, shall have arrived at the float, it will then have a relative velocity

Velocity of the
wheel in feet per
secoii'l.

v.

1

Ratio

of water upon the
waste-board of
the sluice.

of effect to power
expended W 11

pv

WH
'

of effect to virtual

beadH— %h

pv
W(H—§A)

7-65

3-83

3-18

271
S-AO

213

Feet.

0-719

0-711

0-711

0714
0-714

0-718

0-707

0-734

0-726

0-720

0-716

0-700

0-762

0-792

0-783

0-777

0-773

0755

Mean. 0-717 0-772

of V— v, and it will only be with this velocity that it will commence to ascend upon the curved sur

face of the float; it will therefore rise to a height of only 0-0155 (V— v) 2
, and after descending, will

quit the lower edge of the float with the same velocity V— v. But this element will now have itself

a velocity v in the contrary direction, for it partakes of the motion of the wheel ; the absolute velocity

with which it escapes will therefore be V— (v + v). Consequently, if v=^Y, the absolute velocity

of escape will be V— V = 0, showing, that if the velocity of the wheel be half of that with which the

water arrives, its absolute velocity in quitting the floats will be nothing. We have, therefore, the case

of a motive current, which experiences neither shock nor loss of velocity at the moment of impulse upon

the wheel, and which possesses none at the moment it quits the float ; it has then expended all its

movement upon the wheel, and communicated to it all its force. The two conditions, shown to be un-

attainable in the bucket and common impulsive wheels, is therefore theoretically attained with this

arrangement, so that, if W be the weight of water, and h the height of fall due to the velocity V, we
shall have as the expression of effect W h.

But although this may be nearly true for a simple film, it is not true for a volume or sheet of water

of a certain thickness. Those molecules which strike the floats, making an angle more or less great

with the element struck, lose both a portion of their velocity and force ; and at the moment when the

mass of particles quit the float upon which they have expended their action, their direction is not ex-

actly opposite. Besides, as with all wheels which revolve in an arc, a part of the motive fluid escapes

without yielding any useful effect. We may, therefore, conclude that the real effect is not WA, but

m W h, in which m is some fraction less than 1.

A series of experiments was undertaken by M. Poncelet for the purpose of determining this fraction

;

that is, the ratio between the actual effect realized and the power expended. The annexed table con-

tains the most important conclusions. The wheel, it

may be observed, had a diameter of 11$ feet; 30

floats of 12J inches depth in the direction of the ra-

dius, and 25 inches breadth between the shrouds.

From these experiments and observations M. Poncelet

concludes

:

1. That the velocity of the wheel which gives the

maximum of effect is 0'55 of the velocity of the cur-

rent ; but that it might be varied from 0'5 to 0-6 with-

out any marked disadvantage.

2. That the dynamical effect is not under -75 W/t
for low falls with large volumes of water, and may
be taken at

-65 W h when the volume of water is

small and the fall considerable.

3. That this same effect, compared with the entire

force expended, namely, AV H, may be taken at 0-60

in ordinary cases, and at 050 when the rise of the sluice is very small.

For those cases which ordinarily present themselves in practice, and supposing the wheels constructed

with due care, and to be adjusted to velocities differing little from -55 of the current, we may therefore

take

E= 0-75 W h or E = CO W U.

Comparing this result with that determined for impulsive wheels having radial floats, it appears that

the effect is more than doubled. This conclusion, to which we arrive in both cases by experimental

guidance, ought, of course, to decide which of the two forms of wheel ought to be employed in genera]

Rise of sluice

in inches.

Ratios.

i

V

v'

p V pv
vvh'

3-937 046 0-51 046
8-268 0-52 0-70 0-56

8-661 060 0-68 0-56

7-874 0-52 0-60 0-52

11-969 0-69 0-81 055
" 0-61 0-74 0-55

0-59 0-63 0-52

1
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eases. It i- admitted that It Poncelefs wheel involves a qnaintance with the nature of

the force employed than the common float-wheel ; bat nothing beyond the application of a few rules,

which any millwright may readily comprehend and apply. These have in part been given in our de-

scription of Figa 3810 to 3812. The extreme and interior circles of the shrouds being drawn Buch,

that ok= \ the effective fall when not more than -l] : ie m n is described with a radius

determined by the following considerations. From the point k at which the water is
- meet

the exterior circumference of the wheel, draw the line kp perpendicular to the direction of the fluid It

will form an angle of 24° to i!*
3 with the radius. In that line take a point /- equal t" about a sixth ot

ii the circles of the shrouding, within the inner circle, and through that point from the

of the wheel describe the circle m n. Then willy./.- or pq he the radius of the carved float kg\
and similarly all the radii of the other floats will terminate in that circle. Having determined the num-
ber of floats, and marked their extremities upon the external circle "I the wheel, draw radii from these

- to the axial centre, and upon the circle the corresponding distances from these radii

equal to In, and the points thus found will 1"- tin- centres of curvature of the floats. The distance

between the floats will be about half that recommended when placed radially, and ought to 1»- formed
of sheet-iron both fur convenience of making and subsequent economy of action.

The mode of constructing the arc at the base of the wheel has been explained in describing the

red to; it is further only nee bserve that every care ought to be employ* 1 to ah

sorb as little as possible of the velocity of the water previous to the moment of impulse, and to provide
for its escape when it ha- expended it- force upon the wheel.

It is al-o to be understood that this species of wheel, or, more corri ctly, the mode of supplying the

water, will not be economical for fall- of more than li feet ; when the fall exceeds this limit, advantage
• to be taken of its weight as well a- of it- impulsive force. We conceive, however, that the form

of wheel is it-elf well adapted to this double purpose ; but the water, instead of issuing from the undei
ed"e of the sluice-plate, ought to be directed over it, as over a waste-board; and the height ofth
uugnt, at the same time, to l.e proportionally increased

Wheel- which move in an indefinite current of water, as a river, are usually of a heavier construction

than tho-eweh.i, insidering; hut differ only in that respect, and in the inclination of their

• mmon impulsive wheel It is usually found of advantage to make them of a diame
!') feet, with 12 to 16 floats, of which the best inclination appears from experimi :

'

1 heir best velocity— that at which the I
maximum— is a third of that of the ci

and under these conditions, it will be found that they yield an I the water
1 ':p"ii the area of the tloats—that is, about L

- W /< if A =0*0155 V*. This result m i

sight, surprising, when it is remembered that the effect of the undershot-wheel working in .

rectilineal course, does not yield more than J WA; but it is to lie observed that in tin- la!

include the whole volun f water acting; whereas, in the other, we take into account only the quan
red upon the floats, without reference to the large amount which escapes without prt

itny effect whatever, and winch we cannot attempt to estimate
This species of wheel is of very rare occurrence; yet there are numerous aituati ht be

employed with good effect

Horiz> ' ' Wa I ratal water',. feet by impact, by
. or by an union of these forces, hut never directly by its weight. Impact

or hollow pallets or floats on which the water acts more or le-s perpendicularly. I

e curved backets along which the water lions, and the reaction wheels have B

. which the water di-el. ts gentially. Pressure wheel- and reaction

rally very similar to each other in construction ; the essential difference in them being

that in the former the nl r con are not filled by the water flowing
:

; them, whi filled.

•v of horizontal wheels usually ca

-uter periphery oi a drum, and t'

on by a short incline at such an angle that it strike- the float at right inclination of the

1'hi- wheel i- e\i istruction, and i- found
in all

|
art- of the world. In the older -aw mills it wa- almost invariably used for the ronn

recommendation: it seldom exceeds in

per cent of the 1 h\

5 border or frame, and by forming their surfm

I md form them to rach a curve that the v.

the wheel in nearly a horizontal di water then not only impinges on the bucket, '

and the mechanii proportional ! the water belaid on with-

out impact, tie- .. ..| solely, Among this da--, though not I rithin

i uhe, 1-, ma) he included most of t!

',.
j tck, the diacha I i

/.' with un accelerated motion, reacts in an

qual to tin' nee. ing .

i

i aperture b

re and tie- plcst of all reaction « Ii

'

till ; a hoi i

: the upright •

.

tidai • If now the central ta
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motion to the machine, and if the supply he maintained, a permanent motion results, available for prac

tical purposes ; by curving the arms, and properly proportioning the capacity of the tubes, the effect

may be increased. Reaction wheels have from time to time been popular in this country from their

cheapness, but till very recently they have not been introduced into the larger mills from the defects in

their construction and rudeness of workmanship.

Among the first reaction wheels introduced here were those patented by Q. and A. Parker of Ohio,

in 1829, which embodies many improvements which have since been claimed by foreign inventors.

The claims of the original patent of 1829 which expired 1850, were for the compound vertical per-

cussion and reaction wheel, for saw-mills and other purposes, with two, four, six, or more wheels on

one horizontal shaft. The concentric cylinder, with the manner of supporting them. The spouts

which conduct the water into the wheels from the penstock, with their spiral terminations between the

cylinders.

Second, the improvement in the reaction wheel, by making the buckets as thin at both ends as they

can safely be made, and the rim no wider than sufficient to cover them. The inner concentric cylinder,

the spout that directs the water into the wheel, and the spiral termination of the spout between cylin-

ders.

Third. The rim and blocks
;
planks that form the apertures in the wheel, and the manner of form-

ing the apertures. The conical covering on the blocks, with cylinder or box in which the shaft runs,

and the hollow or box gate, in any form, either cylindrical, square, rectangular or irregular.

Another patent was issued to Messrs. Parker for improvements in water wheels, June 27, 1840, which

expired June 27, 1854. The claim is, the placing of the said wheel, or wheels analogous thereto in

their construction and mode of operation, within air or water-tight cases or boxes denominated drafts,

substantially in the manner, and for the purpose set forth.

It will be observed that in the first patent, the wheels are placed vertically ; this is a convenient form

of application to saw-mills ; the shaft of the wheel being used as the crank shaft, connected directly

with the saw gate. For most other applications the horizontal wheel is more suitable, and is most

economical in the use of water.

The varieties of reaction wheels at present in operation throughout the country are innumerable, dif-

fering in the form of floats, of guides, and of discharge. Among the most prominent are the Fourney-

ron and Jouval Turbine, and the Whitelaw reaction wheel.

Fourmyrorts Turbine. Fig. 3813 represents a general vertical section of the entire machine, showing

its internal construction. Fig. 3814 is a half vertical section, on an enlarged scale, of the turbine and

crown, showing the mode in which these are-fixed to their respective centres, and exhibiting distinctly

the manner in which the sluice-cylinder operates. Fig. 3815 is a quarter plan of the same parts as the

above, with the sluice-cylinder and top plate of the turbine removed, in order to exhibit the form and

relative disposition of the partition-plates of the turbine, and the direction-plates of the crown.

In 1834 M. Fourneyron received the prize of 6,000 francs offered by the Society for the Encourage-

ment of the Arts at Paris, for the construction of the best horizontal wheel on the large scale. This

was his first turbine erected at Pont, on the Oguon. In consequence of this decision the turbine excited

great attention and discussion among the continental savans ; and it must be remarked, that matters of

practical utility are more subjects of interest among scientific men, especially in France, than elsewhere,

where every thing of a technical character is considered to belong exclusively to the workshop.

8814

a~

In an elaborate report of this machine submitted to the Academy of Sciences of Paris by M. Ponce-

let, it is stated that the essential quality of the turbine consists in its high velocity, and its capability of

working under water without much loss of effect. The expedient of bringing the water horizontally

over all the interior circumference of the wheel, and of making it issue through the greater exterior
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circumference, allows also a large expenditure of power with a machine of very moderate diameter.
Finally, it operates favorably under almost any fall, and at any velocity, without suffering any r ! \

of its effect from the hydrostatic pressure of the water, and which is stated to be a source of great in-

convenience in wheels of this

The peculiar character of the machine is sufficiently explained in the description <>f the figures re-

ferred to, and which are supposed to represent one of the inventor's most successful applical

principle; but, in order to bring the value and relation of the I ly into view, the action

of the water may be here briefly indicated Supposing the annular amice to be so Ear let down
i

tirely to close the spaces </, which forin tin' communication between the interior cistern L and the chan-
Iving dish e, which is the turbine, properly bo called, if tl tween the i

voir and the supply-pipe « 1»' opened, tb" water will precipitate it-elf into the cistern b at

till it. ire on the interior of this cistern, as well as on the annular sluice at th(

will be in proportion to the depth from the higher level of the water, and, therefore, for a
of the surface acted upon, the pressure will be directly as the height 11. It. then, the Bluice 1

•
i

the water rushes into the channels c with the velocity due to the head of pressure, and in the din
prescribed by the guide-curves and impinging against the diaphragms of the channels e

dish e to revolve in a direction opposite to th, and finally escapes by
extremities of the channels at the greater circumference of the turbine-disk.

The lower divisions of the sluice-ring, it may be remarked, are considerably increased in thicl

and rounded to avoid th" contract* ins of fluid issuing into the channi ils c, and which -..

take place, if no provision were made for correcting the oblique motion, impressi 1, when the wi
projected through the apertures at the extremities of the guide-curve- in a horizontal direction.

The construction of the machine depends upon the application of a few fundamental principles. Like

all other hydrauli e ought to lie proportioned to the effect which it i> intended I

duce—that i-, in effect to the quantities V7 "\- Q and if Thus the interior diameter D, one of the prin-

cipal dimensions, is directly as the i
• two quantities ; an 1 a- th.- turbii apable

pending the volume of water Q, arriving to it with the velocity V, the orifices must have ai

lined from the condition Q = A V, in which -..
. A the sum of the orifices of adm

On the water arriving in th" same time upon all the whole interior circumference of the turl

tal to that Burface, ana occupied by the thicknesses of th" diaphn
quently, will be equal to * D d, in which d denotes the depth of the courses. The
by M. Foumeyron, i- </= I 1'; and, therefore, by making this

A= I t1)- = u-i;, j>-.

Q=AV =045 D

And 7= 6-66 y/E >> = :; D*^/H

/ ''

I rom this we have ih" diameb rl) = \/ —

This value of D ought, according to thi r, to be further affected 1 > a

to allow for the entanglements which the fluid i
- in the cylinder and in entering the turbine,

of th" obliquity with which the water is thrown ly the diaphragms upon the moving
ing introduced according to the practice ofM. Fourneyron, we i

li i- here assumed that Q i- th.- lume of water which th.- machine is cap
1 n it is t.. I od, that Bmaller quantities may be employed, and that the machii

working with ale i quantity

The diami D thus be I motion of the power of the machine, that is, of I

dynamical effect in uml . iw, assuming the machine I alize 78 per cent of the
: which it expends, and that Q is the volume of water supplied in 1 minute, we i

i

i

iting this value of Q in the D
i i comes

The exterior diameter, in thi
1 1*2D to 1*44 D. Foi

and npward
th.- I

The number of chani : Lionally. In the

imber with the aame i

a
menti which ho has examined ha-, ii

i . hannoli in the turb
betwi

Vol. II.
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a third of it Avill be the number of these fixed compartments. It is, however, easy to perceive that tin?

rule must only be a distant approximation
; but even an approximation is better than no rule where

theory seems insufficient to determine the question. The number, according to Prof. Riihlman, depends
principally uj)on the available quantity of water; they must be greater as more water is discharged in

a given time. In any case, a large number of channels is an advantage, when they are formed of thin

sheets, as thereby a greater number of filaments of water act directly upon their surfaces, and not in-

directly through a mass of other water interposed.

We have above, following the rules laid down by M. Fourneyron, giving the depth of the channels as

a seventh of the inside diameter of the turbine ; but when the sluice is raised only a small part of this

height, as it must be at times when the supply of water is scarce, the effect is not only absolutely less

:

it is relatively so on account of the water losing a portion of its force in diffusing itself over too much
space. To avoid this, M. Fourneyron, in some of his last constructed machines, has divided the turbine,

as before intimated, horizontally into two or three stages, by means of thin plates of sheet-iron placed
in the channels.

The curvature of the water channels of the turbine
and of the guide-curves in the fixed crown, may be
determined by the following mode. Describe the in-

terior circumference with radius oa= D, found as

above directed ; also the external or greatest circum-

ference of the turbine with radius o G= 1*4 D. These
circumferences being described, draw a h making sin

V
hao= From the centre o draw o d, making with ( \. f 'YfW \ \

M'

a o an angle doa= dao; and from the point e, where
o d cuts the circle representing the tube or pipe
through which the spindle of the turbine ascends,

take c b parallel to o a; from b draw 6 c perpendicu-
lar to a d, and from d draw dc perpendicular to e b

;

the point c where these two perpendiculars meet will

be the centre of the fixed or guide-aurve edba.
To find the curve of the vertical diaphragm a I of the turbine, draw ap a tangent to the point a ; and

let ap and a A be proportional to the velocities v and V of the turbine and water : the diagonal a q of

the parallelogram constructed upon these two lines will be the direction of the first element of the

curve. Prolong a g to G, making a G perpendicular to a L, which is p a prolonged indefinitely, cutting

in K the exterior circumference of the turbine-disk. The point I at which the extremity of the curve
terminates, is 2-oth of GK. The two extreme points being thus found, the curvature is determined as

follows :—From the point K as a centre, and with a radius I K, describe the arc of a circle I i, and pro-

long indefinitely the right line I K. Measure the line a i, with any scale of equal parts, and divide the

number expressing its length by 1 — cos M K L, and the quotient number of this division, taken in units

of the same kind as a i, will express the length K M. From this point M draw M L perpendicular to

K L; divide M L into any number of parts as m, m as many as convenient, and the more the bet-

ter ; from each of these points draw a straight line passing through the point K, and with the length

IM in the compasses mark off equal distances from the points m on their prolongations beyond K,
and the points thus marked off will be points in the curve a I, which may accordingly be traced through
them.
* The attention of American engineers was directed to the improved reaction water-wheels in use in

France and other countries in Europe, by several articles in the Journal of the Franklin Institute ; and
in the year 1843, there appeared in that journal, from the pen of Mr. Elwood Morris, an eminent engi-
neer of Pennsylvania, a translation of a French work, entitled "Experiments on Water- Wheels having
a Vertical Axis, called Turbines, by Arthur Morin, Captain of Artillery," etc. In the same journal,

Mr. Morris also published an account of a series of experiments, by himself, on two turbines constructed
from his own designs, and then operating in the neighborhood of Philadelphia. The experiments on
one of these wheels, indicate a useful effect of seventy-five per cent, of the power expended, a result as

good as that claimed for the practical effect of the best overshot-wheels.

BOYDEN'S TURBINE.* In the year 18-14, Uriah A. Bo}-den, Esq., an eminent hydraulic engineer
of Massachusetts, designed a turbine of about seventy-five horse-power, for the Picking House of the
Appleton Company's cotton-mill, at Lowell, in Massachusetts, in which wheel, Mr. Boyden introduced
several improvements of great value. The performance of the Appleton Company's turbine, was care-

fully ascertained by Mr. Boyden, and its effective power exclusive of that required to carry the wheel
itself, a pair of bevel gears, and the horizontal shaft carrying the friction pulley of a Prony dynamom-
eter, -was found to be seventy-eight per cent, of the power expended. In the year 1S46, Mr. Boydeu
superintended the construction of three turbines of about one hundred and ninety horse power each,

for the same company. By the terms of the contract, Mr. Boyden's compensation depended upon the

performance of the turbines, and it was stipulated that two of them should be tested. The mean max-
imum effective power of the two turbines tested, was eighty-eight per cent, of the power of the water
expended.

The principal points in which one of them differs from the constructions of Fourneyron are as follows.

The wooden flume, conducting the water immediately to the turbine, is in the form of an inverted

truncated cone, the water being introduced into the upper part of the cone, on one side of the axis of

the cone (which coincides with the axis of the turbine) in such a manner, that the water, as it descends

* Lowell Hydraulic Experiments. J. B. Francis.
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in the cone, has a gradually increasing velocity, and a spiral motion: the horizontal component of the

spiral motion being in the direction of the motion of the wheel. This ' motion is derived from

the neo ssary velocity with which the water enters the truncated cone ; and the airangen

that, if perfectly proportioned, there would be no loss of power between the nearly >till water in the

principal penstock and the guides or leading curves near the wl from the fri

against the walls of the passages.

The guides or leading curves are not perpendicular, hut a little inclined backward- from the

of the motion of the wheel, so that the water, descending with a spiral motion, meets only tl

the guides. This leaning of the guides has also another valna

H part of the height of the wheel, the guides do ad of di-

rects r. tic water entering the wheel more nearly in the direction of the radios, than when
the pate is fully raised; by leaning the jruid.es, it will 1 m that the i .r the

1. are inclined, the bottom part standing further forward, and operating more efficiently in din ti

tic water, when the gate is partially raised, than if the guid rpendicnlar.

sonstructions, a garniture is attached to the regularL a I . ith it, for

the purpose of diminishing the contraction; this, considered apart from the mechanii
My the best arrangement. In the Appleton Turbine, the garniture is attached to the g

* least the lower part of it) being a simple thin cylinder. By this arrangement, th
- with much les< obstruction to it- motion than in the old arrangement, unless the

\

Iy fitted as to be objectionable : and it is believed that the coefficient of effect, for a partial .

portionally as good as under the old arrangement.
Tin the outside of the wheel is fitted an apparatus, named by Mr. Boyden the diffus

of this extremely interesting invention, is to render useful a part of the pov ise entirely lost, in

conseq the water leaving the wheel with considerable velocity. It consi

stationary rings or discs, placed concentrically with the wheel, having an interior diameter a very little

larger than the' exterior than wheel : and an exterior diameter equal to about t

the-,'. between the discs, at their exterior circumference, is a very little greater than
that of tic inference of the wheel, and at the exterior cireinnt'. •

, the height between them is about twic t as at the interior circui the form of

the interi r and exterior circumferences of th

i, near the interior circumferences, being nearly horizontal
ly. included between the two surfaces, an aperture !_

r radually enlarging from th<

.tenor sur diffuser. When the regulating gai - lull

heigl i. through which the wai

:i of one to four, and if uniform in all parts of

from the wheel, the velocity <!' the water wfll be diminished in the Bame proportion;

ill be one-fourth of that at if By the doctrine of livii
5

of the water in passing through t! I ore, be diminished I

1 : roper action of the diffuser, that if atirely un-
derwater; and the power rendered useful by it, is expended in diminishing th

water issuing from the exterior orifices of the wheel; and tip- effect pro if tl.s

available tall under which the I . i- increased a certain of the diflu-

1 upon similar principles to that of diverging conical tubes, which, when of certain pr

1 th and wit!

diffuser, un in the coefficient of effect due to the latter, of about three per

tie- wheel from the too of the vertical shaft, instead of running it

1 1 been previously attempted, but not with such success as to warrant tion.

fully illustrated in the accompanying plates.

'II RBINE WHEEL. Plal V III. is 1 rertic action through th
• XL is a pi in of the turbine and wheelpit '

and garniture. This turbine was constructed for the Tremonl M
ing Co. ;it Lowell, by Mr. ' most of Mr.

:' water, under 1.". feet head and fall, i- about I '

ful el!

B, 1 the water in t ight at which the turbi

C, wheelpit. I . • loor of the wheelpil

pt dry bj pumps, thr< e i taf iron

are '

,- the walls

which are firmly secured to the cast-iron beams by holt-'. To protect the thick]
ing t.

I

Inch thick, man hole :

Ulid tl

end of the supply pip III. Tl

from the « heelpil i beam <
» : the '

for that purpose. Th

l\.

ference. l
•

its u
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proper directions. They are made of Russian plate iron, one-tenth of an inch in thickness, secun

the disc by tenons, Tiers of the guides, near the wheel,

connected by the garniture L, which is intended to diminiah the contr • streams enterin

wheel, when the regulating gate is fully raised. The garniture is composed of thirty-three

cast-iron, careful' ill the spaces between the guides; they are strongly rive: .

ach other.

The upper flange of the disc pipe is furnished with adjusting screw-, by which I

• >n the upper curb. The escape of water between the upper curb and the upper

is prevented by a band of leather on the ontside, which is in its place bythewro
iron ring P. The top of the disc pipe, just below the upper flange, has two wings, fitting inl

in the top of the curb, to prevent the disc from rotating in the opp
1', sting gate, I [Plate XL as folly.raised. Thej fc-iron; the up-

per part of the cylinder is stiffened by a ri!>, to which are attached three bi

• attached wrought-iron rods, by which the gate is raised or 1 one of the

tached the rack V. The other two rods are attached by means of lin "ther

ends of these levers carry geered arch heads, into which, and into the rack V, work three pinions, W,
of equal pitch and size. '

i the same shaft, so arranged that by the revolution of

shaft, the gate is moved up or down, equally on all
-'

shaft on which the pin!

is driven by the worm wheel X ; this is driven by the worm a, either by the governor Y, or the hand
wheel Z. The shaft on which the worm i. is furnished with movable couplings, winch, when
the speed gate is at any intermediate points between its highest and lowest positi 1 in

place by spi ther of the extreme ] couplings are scparat

lever moved by pins in the rack A' ; by this means, both the regulator and hand wh el are pr

from moving the gate in one direction, when the gate has attained either extreme position. I.

• it or hand wheel should lie moved in the opposite directi in, the couplings wo
audi: .Id be moved. The weight of the gate is counterbalanced by v.

levers T T, and by the intervention of a lever to the rack V.

66, the wheel i a central plate of cast-iron, and two cro

which the buckets are attach - - iron,

ff
"y of an inch in thickness, and are secured to the crowns by

£
I in the crowns of the i

buckets, and by tenon- both crowns, and riveted on ;

rides.

. the vertical shaft, of wrought-iron, runs upon

ns in the suspension box i . The part of the shaft on which thi

rate from the main shaft, and is pinned to it atyj by means of a socket in the top of the main
which receives a corresponding part of the collar pii I collars are made o j are

we'd on, and keyed to a WTOUght-iron spindle.

The suspension box is made in two parts, to admit of its being taken off and • shaft : it is

fined with Babbit metal. It is ton thus lined will carry from fifty to a hund
to tie- ery appearance of durability.

i / t and lower bearing-, are of cast iron, lined with Babbit metal, adjustable horizontally

by Hi ews. The suspension bo Hie gimbal il

on th by adjusting .-crews, which give the means of raising and lowering th i box,

ith it, the vertical shaft and wheeL Tl. ift is fitted with a pint.

This is retained in its place by the step, which is made in three parts, and lined with oase-hai

wrought-iron.

The weight of 1 id bevel g rted by means of I

the frame £, which rests upon the long beams m, reaching across the wheelpit, and bu

the ends by the masonry, and also at into rue diate points :

the following rule- for proportioning turbi

old be equal 1 1 the diameter of th

idth of the ild be four times the shortest distance between the b i

a the curved guides, taken near the wh
ior diameter of I

aumber of bm \ arbitrary. As a guide in pi r Ued by
1 limited • the number of b i

should be three t; : in feet, plus thirty. The Tremont To
. 1 have fifl r. I be D

irbitrary; thepractioe at Lowell ha

u half to tl of the number of

As turl interior circumference of the wheel, of i

. ol that due to the fall kble.

Beferring to fig. 88 1 7, I i by the pi

Olf the are gi "
. I., r w 7 h. th<

i •
I forming th

Draw the o

f, the point „ ( |,

another point at 1
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tantly on the directrix m I, the curve described shall just touch the arc no. A convenient line for a

•jrst approximation, may be drawn by making the angle g p =11". After determining the directrix

according to the preceding method, if the angle Ogp should be greater than 12', or less than 10°, the

length of the arc gk should be changed, to bring the angle within these limits.

The trace adopted for the corresponding guides is as follows :—The number n baring been determined,
divide the circle in which the extremities of the guides are found, into n equal parts, v w, w x, dec. Put
u> for the width between two adjoining guides, and t' for the thickness of the metal forming the guides

We have by rule u> =— With w as a centre, and the radius «' + 1', draw the arc y z; and with x as a
n

centre, and the radius 2(»' +t'), draw the arc a' b '. Through v draw the portion of a circle v c' touching
the arcs y z and a b' ; this will be the curve for the essential part of the guide. The remainder of the
guide c d', should be drawn tangent to the curve c v , a convenient radius is one that would cause the
curve c d', if continued, to pass through the centre 0.

PassoCs Turbine, Figs. 3S18, 3819, 3820.
" Are composed of cylindrical vessels fixed to vertical arbors, and supplied at the circumference;

with orifices intended for the introduction or ejection of the water. The modification -which M. Passot
has introduced into the old reacting -wheels, and which he claims as his invention, consists of having
suppressed or got rid of the internal partitions, and reduced the old wheels to their only true essential

elements—a motive cylinder to contain the motive fluid, with surfaces to receive its action, and corres-

ponding orifices for discharge. The surfaces and the orifices are exactly included between two concen-
tric circumferences ; that is to say, that he carefully retrenches all other surface, or projection, capable
of impressing the water with the angular movement of the wheel before having reached the parts
destined to receive its action, as well as the orifices of discharge. " I form the new wheel," says M.
Passot, " simply by placing either in the interior or exterior of a cylindrical drum, according as I want
the pressure of the fluid to be exerted on the interior or exterior curved vanes in the arc of a circle,

such as a b c d, Figs. 3819 and 3820 ; then I make orifices of discharge, by removing from these vanes
and from the cylinder the part in form of a wedge, a b d, and the motion is effected by virtue of the

pressure on the faces c d, c' d', c" d"

.

" While the machine is very simple, its properties are very remarkable. When the wheel turns

without load or work, under a given difference of level or fall, its vanes take exactly the theoretical

velocity due to the fall. It is no longer the same when in any manner the form of the new wheel is

altered so as to approach those formerly known; all partitions, projections, and asperities which are

either within or without two concentric circumferences, considerably diminish the theoretic velocity of

rotation due to the fall, on account of the continual shock of these bodies in motion against the water in

repose. Then it is not surprising if the useful effect of reacting wheels, wdien experimented upon, has

never risen above 50 per cent. ; that is to say, about the rate of breast-wheels of the usual varieties.

" The expenditure of water in Fig. 3820 with the internal action, is sensibly independent of the

greater or less reaction of the wheel. In Fig. 3819, with external action, this cannot take place on ac-

count of the counter-pressure arising from the formation of an eddy in the interior ; but this countor-

pressuro is, however, much less than might be supposed. I have demonstrated that when a fluid forms

an eddy in the interior of a cylinder, the effects of the centrifugal force show themselves differently

^cording to the different inclinations of the projections or orifices made on the circumference

" hi Fig. 3819 the orifices are disposed in the direction in which the centrifugal force can least inno
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;nce the expenditure of water. Thus the coefficient of theoretical expenditure due to the work, during
the experiments on the turbine which I constructed and very little different from
that which agrees with the O] ordinary slui loontracl

the sides. The wheel which turned in work, with about half the velocity due to the fall, and the co-

efficient, was 0-70 to 0-79."

M. Poncelet, adopting an arrangement the reverse of that of M. Fourneyron, has proposed a system

of turbines of the nature of the horizontal wheels used in the centre and south of France. The water

placed on the outside, stretches the vanes, and is discharged by ta made
towards the centre. M. Cardelhac has constructed at Toulouse turbines on this plan; and -V

Mellet and Sarrns, <>f Lodeve, have exhibited one with the same arrangement. The principal part ol

their turbines consists in a case of particular form, provided with three openings, of which one is for

the water to enter, and the two others to allow it to escape after its action on the wheel to

quence of the spiral form of this casing, the water arrives on the wheel placed in the interior without

any shock, and with a velocity due to half the height of the fall. Each of these veins or

water acts at the same distance from the axis, as if it were isolated and independent •: Its

velocity is transformed into pressure by insensible degrees, and without any loss of
\

Whitelaws reaction-wheel—Figs. 381-4 to 3821.—The principle of this machini Iready ex-

plained, it therefore only remains in this place to indicate briefly the practical details and
the construction. La tins latter respect it is a much simpler machine than that above described

still it< efficiency depends in nearly an equal degree upon a correct appreciation of the principl

volved in its mo 'i The merely technical details have already been pretty fully p>

out in describing the figures enumerated above, but it may be necessary to indicate the rules employed
in mwimilating these to the conditions furnished by the particular circumstances of the individual case.

As in all other hydraulic machine-, the data necessary to be assigned as the basis of any calculation

of the size and angular velocity of the reaction-wheel, arc the vah.. •£ of 11 and Q, that i~, the height of

fall under which it is intended to act, and the volume of water t.> l>.- used. We have before Been thai

if the water in the arms of the machine experienced no increase "t pressure from centrifugal

the- discharge assigned by theory i- expressed byS^2<jrH; but in consequence of the centrifugal

force produced by the rotation of the machine about its axis, this quantity will be increasi

S* / 2 v II -j- t" (
1

-. )• But we know from experiment that in consequence of frictional disturb-

ance of the fluid in j.:i<~ iiilc through the apparatus, the real quantity discharged is uniformly less than

that assigned by theory, and that the reduction depends npon conditions which to Borne extent

within the control of the mechanician. On Ihi e quote, with slight modification, from a paper
read by Mr. W. 1£ Buchanan before the Philosophical Society of Glasgow (1846 on the th< i rj of this

of machine. After stating the loss of head, observed in his experimental apparatus, by com-

paring the actual fall with the quantity of water actually discharged bj a machine, of which the jet-

r accurately determined, the author assigns, as the sources of that reduction,

1. The pressure absorbed by the friction of the water in passing through the .-upply-pipe. Tl

Is a- a known quantity, which is expressed in character and amouni I

If.— L.—

,

" A, 2g'

in which C denotes the internal perimeter, A
/
the crOBS-sectional area, and I. the length of the pi]

the velocity with which the water descends through it, ami fan empirical coefficient =*0035. If.

therefore, B denote the sum of the area- of tie- orifices, V the velocity of efflux, and 1) thi

tie- pipe, all in feet, this expression may be put under the form

L S* Yl—a—
1 A J

' 2 g
~ "

2 g
•j. The l,,-- of head arising from the d of the water in im the suppl

the interior of the machine through tie- water joint neck, formed by the mouth piece and r> ntral open

ing, and which is commonly lea in diameter than the supply-pipe, as shown m Fig. 8818. This he

expresses by the formula

Ay \m ) ig—tig3

in which A ntral opening, and d the velocity of the water panning thi

i mined from experiment to be — ,-

[ting I'm. in tl..- i, li i. ,,!.-.- encountered hv tie- water in travel ing the

arms of the machine, which he ex]

J
ifJ -It

iii which
t
and A, w are respective!} ii irea of tie- chanm

'

igin.

I 1
1,-- • from whal i. Although the volume of

a ifice ondei u i ibl) propoi tional to the

uii i the square root of the bead, the ..

-

| iond to depend in ich opoa 'lie form "f the

arifice through which of thin material, and the otifl
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•imply a hole pierced in its side, the discharge in cubic feet per second will be nearly expressed by

f: a y/2 r/H, the area of the orifice being a. If the jet from an orifice of this kind be closely observed,

it will be perceived to converge through a short distance from its origin, forming, when the orifice is

circular, a conoid, of which the area of the least section is fths of the area of the orifice. If advantage

oc taken of this circumstance to apply an ajutage to the orifice of the form assumed by the jet, tfte

discharge will be found to approximate very closely to that assigned by the theoretical formula.

This difference of discharge in the two kinds of aperture is usually ascribed to the inclined directions

which the molecules of the fluid assume previous to their exit, and which they tend to retain after pass-

ing the thin parictes of the simple orifice. For greater clearness, let us assume tha/ the aperture is
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horizontal, circular, and of small area in comparison with the area of the containing vessel ; under these

conditions a large portion of the fluid will be put in motion, and will slowly approach the orifice during

the efflux, in the form of an inverted cone, of which the orifice is the apex. The particles, as they come
opposite to the orifice, are therefore impressed with motions converging to an axis ; but these motions,

in consequence of the mutual cohesion of the particles, must tend to a common velocity in that axis

;

and the length of the external conoid will express the time in which the oblique motions are converted

into motions parallel to the axis of the jet. It is therefore only at the point of least section that the

molecules of fluid have attained the effective velocity due to the head under which they issue ; and it is

therefore only in reference to that point that the hydraulic pressure of the jet is equal to a column of

the fluid of double the actual head. By adopting an ajutage to the orifice of the shape indicated, the

oblique motions of the particles are corrected in passing through it, and reduced to parallelism with the

axis at the moment of efflux into the atmosphere. There still, however, remains to depreciate the dis-

charge assigned by the formula q= a y/2 g H, the imperfections of wormanship in the construction, and

the adhesion of the fluid to the perimeter of the ajutage, with possibly a slight atmospheric influence

not yet defined. But assuming the ajutage to be made with all possible care, both as to form and

finish, if we call the area of the orifice 1000, that of the contracted vein will be 975 ; and these num-
bers taken inversely will express the velocity of the jet at the two points measured by the discharge.

The value of q for an orifice of this form will therefore be

q= -975 a s/2gH,
showing a loss of head-pressure, as measured by the discharge, of

U2

(1 — -975 2
)—= -049375 H

when U= ^2 g H the theoretical velocity due to the head H. And generally, if V be the actual ve-

V
locity of efflux, and k the practical coefficient of discharge for any orifice, so that U =— , the head-

(1 \ V 2 V 2

75— 1 1 — = S—. And the pressure not realized

in the measure of the reaction, will be expressed by

a- /I A V2
~
vV2

<9 '2~<7

in which <p denotes the mean angle formed by the filaments of water of the jet with the axis.

But betwixt this the least contraction of the fluid vein, and that which takes place when the orifice is

formed in a thin plate, we may evidently have a series of any number of terms expressing successive

degrees of approximation of the ajutage to the theoretical form of least contraction. This is obvious, as

regards the discharge from a fixed ajutage ; and it is equally obvious, that if an ajutage be constructed

to fulfil the conditions of least contraction when the vessel is at rest, it will no longer answer that con-

dition when it moves in the line of the jet with any given velocity. If its motion be in the direction of

the jet, its length will manifestly be virtually increased, and the contraction will approach to that of a

jet issuing from a parallel pipe, the coefficient for which is '8 ; and if the movement be in the contrary

direction, the length of the ajutage will be in effect diminished, and the contraction will approach that

from an orifice in a thin plate. This last is the actual case which falls to be considered in the reaction

machine ; the ajutages have a determinate velocity, in an opposite direction to that in which the fluid

issues, and accordingly have their length virtually reduced. This must necessarily be provided against

in the construction of the machine, and a length and form of the ajutages determined, which shall ex-

actly correspond, at the given angular velocity of the machine, to the proper dimensions at which, if

stationary, they would yield their maximum discharge. This is a problem which requires to be resolved

for every machine.

It may, however, be stated as a general rule, that the contraction of the channels towards the orifices

is half of that which would give the maximum discharge if the machine was at rest, and may therefore

be taken at 7°.

V2

If to these absorbing influences we add £— , comprehending the loss of atmospheric pressure due to

the head H, and the effect of the cohesion of the water to the perimeter of the orifices, (not valued,) we
shall have as the total calculated loss of head-pressure,

and putting a-r-/3-f-y-|- 1
3-

r
-£= K, we shall have as the velocity of efflux, taking the formula of p. 792,

>/WH-M2 (l-g).
v/l + K

In those machines constructed according to the proportions usually adopted by the makers, tho

quantity —=r does not differ sensibly in ordinary cases from -94 ; and it has been stated that

v/l-fK
B 3=2*5 r ; if, therefore, we substitute these numbers in this formula, it is reduced to the following

:

094 y/ 2gH + 84 y
5 - 7"5 yf H + == "

2 = v
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A.nd multiplying this last expression by 60 times the area >>f the two orifices, (in feet.) we shall have, as

the quantity of water discharged in a minute, 450 S \ / H + __ '

" cnhic feet= Q.

"We have already found as the measure of the effect of the machine -(V— v) v ; if, therefore, in tliia

expression we substitute the actual value of V found above, we shall have

b=5(wV/h+r'—)
But, in practice, the ( f the machine is taken equal to 8 >J 11. If, therefore, we substitute

this value m that found for E, and put for u its equivalent 62-5 q, and for g its value 82*2, we -had have

E= 50 q H very nearly.

Or, taking the quantity of water expended in a minute, and expressing E in units of horse-power,
we have

QH
E=

660'

which is this rule : Multiply the quantity of water expended in a minute by the given height of fall, and
divide the product by 660: the resulting quotient will express the effect in units of horse-power, (the

horse-power being 33,000 lbs. raised through a height of 1 foot in a minute.)

This rule shows that the machine ought to yield, in practice, an effect of 79i per cent, of the power
expended, independently of the partial losses of head above enumerated, taking the fall from the mid-
dle of the depth of the machine to the surface of the water in the reservoir.

Quantity of wa- Weight on the \ eiocit; in the ige r

Height offidL ter expended in arms ol" the ruc- circle "t tiie Diam
1 minute. tion brake. brake. , Wll

100—

.

model.

II. a P- "'• pv

I set Cubic I'
1 t. i '/. 1 I

10-169 9 7910 76*212 /
10-5! 11-530 n 9610 76*664
10-355 10-360 10-1 7820 71933 ^-.

10210 10330 10 7820 7-1 -i m
10040 10338 " 7900 76*888

-—
'.'•7:;:. 10250 n 76*630

"5

9*575 9-790 7330 L60
(j

9390 9-305 " 6690 74-868
~

108 11-090 " 8960 76*440 |
10-166 11010 " 8840 77-: f0

.9830 10350 " 8030 77-17:;

9680 10080 t. 8420 77-887 •-

101 10*740 " 78040 i
-

10*700 74-946 ,.

545 L8 1 1

" 5240 015
10-416 18-06 "

76 - .

<—

10-260 -
76*846

10-180 12*78 "
77*644

12-48 H
7.'. 126

1

12-44 14
75*746

o

11-92 <

1280 76-420

204 1600 77 000
12*46 77*910 _
12-40

1 1700 78-1

10*270 12-68 21 4740 9
10*4 L2 17

.i.i : i

l.i'-.

8-05 u i-o
e

" li:
"

[6
-

61 l 7--.ni
"

16 i

•

61 i
.

Hi preceding perimenta, apoo three model machines, will show that thi

u effect i- attainable. In the i rperimenta with the fin' model*, the fall wai rariablo, and the p r

relocity of the machine was, therefore, in no ined. ITie correct velocity w% o
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tained in the third set of experiments, although the fall was constant, in consequence of the successive

variations of load being too great. The maximum of effect is therefore not obtained in any of the re-

sults given, but some of the results approach it very closely.

The mode of performing the experiments was nearly the same throughout. The load was applied
upon the equal arms of a friction brake of 1-59155 feet radius, (as nearly as could be measured,) so that

its circle was exactly 10 feet. The revolutions of the machine were ascertained by a counter worked
by a screw cut on its vertical spindle ; and the water discharged was received into a cistern, of which
the dimensions were accurately determined. The circle of the arms of the brake at the points where
the weight was attached being 10 feet, the numbers in the column stating the velocity in that circle

being divided by 10, the quotient will, of course, show the number of revolutions made by the machine
in the unit of time, 1 minute.

The constructive rules, published by Mr. "Whitelaw in the Artizau for Nov. 1845, are as follows, the
height of fall and the quantity of water furnished in a minute being known

:

A horse-power being taken at 33,000 lbs. raised one foot in a minute, this will be represented by
43,421 lbs. of water per minute, with a fall of one foot, supposing the machine to realize only 76 per
cent, of the power expended ; and the weight of a cubic foot of water being taken at 62,321 lbs., the
equivalent of 43,421 lbs. will be 696-73 cubic feet. Taking Q and H as before, the quantity of water
furnished in a minute and height through which it descends, we have as the value of E in units of horse-
power,

696-73'

From this the dimensions of the principal parts and the velocity of the machine are determined, as

stated in the following expressions—it being understood that the machine has two, and only two jet

orifices, and these so formed as not to cause the issuing jets to contract more than in the proportion ol

97 to 100 after the fluid has left the orifices.

_.,, / 135

E

W idth of each discharging orifice = a/ tj /R == W
'

Width of each arm of machine = 4 w, = w„
Diameter of the machine = 50 w, = d,

Diameter of central opening = 10 w, = d„

„ . • . , ,. . . . 149-4338v/H
JN umber ol revolutions in a minute —

D
;

All these rules, except the last, may be departed from with impunity ; but it is impossible to enumer-
ate the circumstances and conditions under which modifications may be safely introduced, and where
they would be prejudicial. These can only be appreciated by practice and a close investigation of the
action of the machine. The rules are, however, safe within a wide range of fall—in fact, for all ordi-

nary cases.

Comparison of the different species of wheels.—From what we have seen of the different conditions

necessary to produce the maximum effect, it is evident that we ought not to be indifferent to the kind
of wheel to be adopted in any particular case. The wheel ought especially to be adapted as far as
possible, not only to the height of fall and quantity of water to be employed, but also to the kind ol

machinery which it is intended to propel. If the motion required be slow, and especially if it be besides
irregular, a vertical wheel, of large diameter and considerable weight, will in general be the most sat

isfactory. On the contrary, where a high velocity is required, a horizontal wheel will be the most
economical. The undershot-wheel is only commendable in cases where no other is applicable, on ac-

count of the lowness of the fall and large supply of water. It has the advantage, however, of being
constructed at comparatively small cost, and if the run of the water be considerable, its velocity will

be proportionally high in order that it may yield its maximum effect. Its great inconvenience is the

smallness of that effect, which is in part remedied by employing the arrangement recommended by M.
Poncelet now extensively adopted on the continent. This may be made to yield an effect of 50 to 60
per cent, of that of the water, when the head of water does not exceed 4^ feet. It also takes compara-
tively a high velocity, and it is to be kept in mind that the higher the velocity of any wheel of this

species, the less will be its breadth, size of sluice, arc, and other parts influenced by the volume ot

water. It will, moreover, continue to work in backwater until the levels before and behind approach
equality, and is therefore particularly fitted for level districts subject to inundations. It is, however,
liable to this inconvenience, that its velocity cannot deviate sensibly from that at which it yields its

maximum effect without losing greatly in power.
From falls from 4 to 7 feet, the breast-wheel with radial floats inclosed in an arc may be employed

with advantage. If well constructed, and the arc be accurately fitted, to prevent waste of water, this

species of wheel is capable of yielding from 60 to 70 per cent, of the power of the water expended. It

may besides deviate very considerably from the correct velocity without losing much in effect ; but it

is to be observed that this velocity ought never to be very high. This species of wheel is therefore

particularly applicable in cases where the ultimate velocity of the machinery impelled is low; but it

lies under the disadvantage that, on account of the slowness of its motion, it's breadth must be great,

and all its constructive details conformably large and heavy. It is, besides, not well suited for situa-

tions subject to backwater, which very speedily brings it to rest. The bucket-wheel is applicable for

higher falls and smaller supplies of water. It has all the advantages of the breast-wheel, with some
of its defects. It may have a velocity varying from 3 feet a second to 7 feet ; and adopting this higher

speed, and allowing the buckets to be half tilled with water, its expeDse will be greatly lessened
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When the fall is high, 18 feet and upwards, it is not common to provide any arc to economize the wa-
ter at the lower part of the revolution ; and when the buckets are properly formed, an arc is not greatly

wranted. But in general cases the buckets are formed without much attention seemingly to the func-

tions which they are intended to perform, and, accordingly, a large waste of power is incurred which
an arc would go far to prevent.

The inconvenience of the bucket-wheel is the low rate of its maximum speed where high working
velocities are required. This occasions the multiplication of intermediate geering with all its concomi-
tant evils. It is applicable, we have said, to high falls ; but this has its limits. To obtain the full

value of the water, the diameter must increase as the fall, and the dimensions and weight assume cor-

responding proportions. The construction, accordingly, becomes expensive in a high degree.

The preceding table of the proportions of wheels of this class, constructed by Mr. William Fairbairn,

of Manchester, will be useful.

When the height of fall exceeds that for which it would be judicious to attempt to construct a bucket-
wheel, it is then necessary to have recourse to one or other of the horizontal wheels described—namely,
the turbine of M. Fourneyron, or the reaction-wheel of Mr. Whitelaw. The first of these may be made
to yield an effect of about 50 per cent, of value of the water even on very low falls, and when immersed
in tail-water ; and about 70 per cent, on higher falls. The latter has also been made for situations in

which it was intended to work occasionally in backwater, and with very considerable success ; and, for

high falls, we have seen that it is capable of yielding an effect at least equal to the bucket-wheel. It

has advantage of the turbine in being less expensive, much more simple, and, we believe, is essentially

more effective, on account of there being less loss of vis viva of the fluid in passing through the ma-
chine. Both have the advantage of being applicable to falls of any height, and of moving at velocities

differing widely from that at which they yield their maximum, without much loss of effect. On low
falls they have, what is generally reckoned, an advantage ; they give immediately a comparatively
high velocity which, in the case of cotton factories and the like, allows much heavy geering to be dis-

pensed with. They have also a further very marked advantage in the little space which they occupy
Several reaction-wheels, of 50 horse-power and upwards, might be referred to, placed in situations

where, it may be said, they literally occupy no room, being situated in a small pit under the floors of

the factories to which they furnish the motive power. In cases where the fall is very high—and both
the turbine and reaction-wheel have been applied to falls which could not have been employed on
wheels of the common kind—the high speed becomes an inconvenience, causing the use of intermediate
geering for the purpose of reducing it. This can be remedied, to a certain extent, by increasing the

diameter of the machine ; but, when it is desired to take advantage of falls of 100 feet and upwards,
perhaps some little inconvenience may be submitted to without reluctance.

There remains to be exhibited the turbine of Jonval, now being introduced in this country extensively.

JonvaVs Turbine, as built by E. Geyelin, Hydraulic Engineer, Philadelphia.—The Jonval turbine

was invented and patented in France a few years since, by a French gentleman whose name it bears.

The first turbine of this species, made by Messrs. Andre Koechlin & Co., was erected and put in

operation in a large paper mill at Pont d'Aspach, in the vicinity of Mulhouse, upon which a committee
of the Societe Industrielle de Mulhouse experimented, and reported the following tables of the results.

The experiments were made with the friction brake of Prony.

Table of experiments with the Friction Brake, made on the Turbine of Pont d'Aspach, and reported by

Mr. Amede Rieder, Member of the Committee of the Industrial Society of Mulhouse.
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1 2 0-190 447 2-87 1-282 17-10 05-00 96-00 48-00 15-448 1004 14 72 86
3 1 3 0-195 463 2-90 1-351 18-03 57-00 124-00 62-00 19-94 1136 15-15 84H -! 4 0-195 463 2-82 1-305 17-47 47-00 134-00 67-00 21-56 1013 13-50 77
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6 0198 473 2-95 1-399 18-65 35-00 17800 89-00 28-64 1002 13-36 72

1 0-239 639 2-78 1-776 23-68 89-80 84-00 42-00 1351 1213 1617 68
• o 0-243 654 2-78 1-818 24-24 67-25 124-00 6200 19-94 1341 17-85 73
a 3 0-243 654 2-78 1-818 24-24 65-00 12800 64-00 20-59 1338 17«85 73

I
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i
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General Observations.—The metre is 3 feet 3 and 1-8 inches.

It will be observed here, that only a very strong change in the speed will alter the percentage

of the wheel. The large wheel was in bad condition, as the guide-wheel rested on the turbine and

created friction.
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M. Araede Rieder, in bis report on Jonval's turbine, enumerates the following as its advantages

:

1st. Its superior mechanical construction and simplicity.

2d. The great amount of power obtained from the quantity of water used.

3d. The regularity of its motion, and the facility of access to it.

4th. The great practical advantage of its being placed at the top of the fall.

Experiments have been made on a Jonval turbine at the powder-works of Messrs. E. J. Dupont, by
Professor Cresson, and Messrs. Alfred Dupont, Alexis Dupont, S. V. Merrick, G. Harding, and E. Gey-
elin, members of the Franklin Institute. The following is the report, published in the Journal of the
Institute, vol. xx., No. 3, 1850.

The Koechlin turbine.—The hydraulic motor known by this title has just been introduced in this

vicinity by Mr. E. Geyelin, at the powder-works of the Messrs. Dupont, near Wilmington, Delaware, and
at his request a trial was recently made by certain members of the Institute, to determine the practical

coefficient of the wheel.

The turbine experimented upon is intended to produce 7 horse-power under a fall of 10 feet, and to
drive the machinery of the new mixing mill at the lower works. It is 21i inches in diameter, 3£ inches
deep, and is to make 190 revolutions per minute, giving 63^ revolutions of a horizontal shaft, to which
it is geered 3 to 1. To this shaft was attached a Prony dynamometer, whose lever was 7'96 feet long,
giving 50 feet circumference. At the time of the experiments, a wooden box, nearly water-tight, was
placed in the tail-race, surrounding the lower part of the wheel. One side of it was cut away, forming
a waste-board 3'83 feet wide, over which the water was discharged, and at the same time diminishing
the usual head and fall about 9 inches.

Experiment No. 1.—The distance between the level of water in the penstock or forebay and that of the
bottom of the waste-board was 10' 1", and the depth of water flowing over the waste-board 8g", leaving
the actual head and fall 10M"— 8^"= 9', 4§= 9-34 feet. By Morin's formula, {Aide Memoire, p. 37,)

Q= m L h y/2 z h
; Q being discharge per second, m the constant, which for -74 depth = '383, L= width

of waste-board, = 3-83 feet, and h = depth of water upon it, = -74. Then in this case Q= -383 X
3-83 X "74 ^/ 64 X '74 =7468 cubic feet, and the theoretical power due to the water was 7 468 X 62 -

5

X 934 X 60= 261,537 lbs. raised 1 foot per minute = 792 horse-power.

It was found that at 63 revolutions per minute of the horizontal shaft, 63 pounds balanced the lever
Hence the power developed by the wheel was 63 X 63 X 50= 198,450 lbs. = 6014 horse-power.

Experiment No. 2.—The gates from the head-race were so far closed as to reduce the head 1 foot,

and maintain it at that level during the experiment. The depth of water on waste-board was 8|", so

that the head and fall was 9'-l"— 8^"= 8'-4|"= 8-4 1 feet. Therefore, by the same formula, m being

•39 for this depth, Q= -39 X 3-83 X "677 y/U X -677 = 6-66 cubic feet, and the theoretical power due

to the water was 6"66 X 62o X 841 X 60= 210,000 lbs. raised 1 foot per minute = 6-36 horse-power.

It was found that 63 pounds balanced the lever at 49 revolutions per minute of the shaft. Hence
the power developed by the wheel was 49 X 63 X 50= 164-350 lbs. = 4 -98 horse-power.

The coefficients are, then, for experiment No. 1, — = -760 per ct.

4' 98
No. 2, =-783 "

6-66

And making allowance for leakage around the waste-board box, which was partially counterbalanced
by the friction of the geering and horizontal shaft, the useful coefficient of the wheel may be taken at

75 per cent., and, as has been seen, remains the same when the wheel is working at 5 horse-power,
which is but 70 per cent, of its full power.

For the information of .those who are not familiar with this wheel, it may be stated that it is placed
as noar the top of the fall as possible, and revolves within a cast-iron pipe leading below the level of

the tail-race. The " curved guides" are directly over the wheel, and may, therefore, be easily reached
for cleaning or repair These curved guides are disposed radially around a hub, curving spirally around
it as they descend, in such a manner that any horizontal linear element of a guide is in a radial line

drawn from the axis. The buckets of the wheel are similarly curved, but in an opposite direction.

The following experiments were made on one of the 60-horse power turbines of Messrs. Jessup &
Moore, with a dynamometer of Prony, and the quantity of water calculated by an overflow discharging
in the open air.

R X C X W
Effective power = T^r^— Ri number of revolutions per minute ; C, circumference of the lever

;

ooOOO
W, the weight of the lever and balance.

R= 104. C = 80 feet. W= 223-50 lbs.

w * 104X80X223-50
knective power = = 56-30 horse-powei.

1 33000 l

Q X 62'5 X F
Theoretical power of the water= . Q, number of cubic feet of water discharged1

33000 s

through the wheel per minute. 62-5, weight in pounds of the cubic feet of water. F, fall of the water
in feet and fraction.

The quantity of water was measured by an overflow of 172-875 inches width. The depth of water
discharging through it was 13f^-

inches. This, with the coefficient of contraction, 0'45, adapted by Mr
Poncelet for large overflows, gives 3794 cubic feet of water per minute. The total fall during the op-

eration of the turbine was 8 feet 10J inches, = 8-89 feet.
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3*7 94- X G° -r
i V 8*89

Hence the theoretical power is — = 6392 horse-power.
S3 '

[0 88 coefficient of the turbine.
Theoretical power, 63'9S

Oen Ipt ion of the Jonval Turbine.—Fig. 3823 represents a verti of a turbine. A
represents the movable wheel, consisting of a cast-iron rim, having a given number of wrought-iron buck-

ets, of the proper curve, mortised into and riveted to it. and occupying the space marled 1! ; it is keyed
to the main or upright shaft 0, and revolves freely in the cylinder 1). the outside of the buckets and the

cylinder having a small Bpace between them. The stationary wheel E consists of a cast-iron rim. hav

3824.

I

'.m Dumber <>f wrought iron guides mortis* '1 into and riveted to it. and occupy ing the Bpace

I'.
'1 iii- wheel occupies the c mica] part of the cylinder, just above the movable wheel* with sufficient

ii them to allow the movable wheel to revol I he upper edgi s of tl

with the up] of the flanch of the cylinder. The upright shaft 1

^JS.
'

step running in 1 3; theuppei I to the bridge G. Tbii

upported on tome of the cross Umbers of the fon bay, and Bupporl

oal of the line b!
1

r. which w<

Under. To one i nd ol

by the end] , opens an I

Vol. II.
.
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The screw R is moved by the hand-wheel or governor S. The cylinder D D D, cast in one or mor«
pieces, is supported by the timbers T T. U represents a section of the forebay and tail-race. The oil-

box is filled with oil through the gas-tube a, which runs from the top of the forebay. The tube marked
6 is to allow the air to escape from the box when it is being filled ; that marked c is for drawing off the

oil when it is necessary to change it. Should the step wear any, the toe can be changed with great

facility. The oil-box is held to its proper position in the bridge by set-screws h h. As it is represented

in the different figures of this article, there are sometimes wooden steps where it is preferred.

The operation of the wheel.—The operation of this wheel is very simple ; the top of the cylinder is

placed from 4 to 6 feet from the upper level of the water, or at a sufficient distance to prevent the

water from becoming agitated ; thus it will be seen that the movable wheel or turbine is suspended

between the two levels of the fall. The water is made to come on the wheel and leave it so as to exert
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its utmost effect by the proper construction of the guides and buckets, which, together, form an annular

section. The following i< the action of the water discharging through the wheels.

The water, as i: forebay, follows tin.' guides of the stationary wheel, curved in a spiral

form, and leaves them at an angle of 16° to the horizontal line and tangential to the circumference

thus presses on the movable wheel, which, by the
j roper i ourse of il radcs and I I

.

-

n, tint of lifting the wheel in the direction of ;

ntial to the i i

i conical pipe, and lias the effect of throw ing the
]

II.

.
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The water discharged through this contracted space falls in a large air-tight cylinder, and descends,

partially suspended by the tendency of vacuum, to the tail-race. The following is the effect of the col

umii of water on the wheel.

As mentioned above, the column of action on these kind of turbines is divided into two distinct ones-
lst, from the upper level of the fall to the upper part of the turbine; 2d, from the upper part of thf

turbine to the lower level of the fall.

The first part of the column operates by the same laws as in ordinary wheels, that is to say, the

quantity of water multiplied by the velocity corresponding to the height of the fall. The second part

of the column, that is to say, from the turbine to the lower part of the fall, would, in ordinary wheels

tvhich discharge in open air, be of no additional effect to the wheel, as the water would leave this point

without velocity, and would only fall by its gravity; but by this peculiar arrangement of excluding the

air from the whole column by means of an air-tight cylinder immersed in the lower level of the fall, the

water passing through a contracted part of the air-tight cylinder discharges in a larger part, which also,

below, lias a larger discharge than admission from the wheel.
The water, consequently, cannot fill the whole space of the cylinder below the wheel, and tin 1 aii

would rush in to till the vacant space, but this element being completely excluded, the tendency ti
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form a vacuum keeps the column of waiter suspended to the proportion of the height to that of perfect

vacuum; and the velocity which the water would, through its gravity, acquire at the lowest pan
fall, would be communicated to the upper part, where, instead of pressure, the water i tion.

This principle is true as far as the tendency of vacuum can be rendered perfect, (that is to say, I

height of 32 feet ) and tin;- produce by suction an equal in effect to the atmospheric pressure; above
thi> the surplus of pressure would force air in the column from below, and so reduce the effect, which,

in placing the wheel below 32 feet from the lower level, would 1 qua! to pressure.

,—The differt antityof water in dry and wet si

also the- difference of power used in certain kinds ofmillSi at different times, in the working
Lave shown that it is necessary l< >r these iron wheels t" be adaptable to thesi

In consequence of their operating with much higher -peed than w len wheels, the differi d

sibly if there i- no means to regulate it.

Various forms of gates have been tried, but nut found to give full satisfaction. In th -.here

i een employed a Beriee of movable divisions, by which a part of the inner periphery of the wheel
-' d. and the whole water to he absorbed is thrown to the external periphi

i rrangement
>-t satisfactory in its operation, and a wheel used lor 60 horse-power in wet

operate at 40 horse-power in dry seasons, and does not vary in it.- percentage more than .". to 6 per

cent in its effect by this cbanj

It will n.. balf an hour to insert these divisions, but for instant chac

is also the gate b) which on* -fifth of its power can be taken off without any consiuoi i

Ad It,— 1-t. [n

sion between the two levi Is of tin- fall, i:i en e i i backwater, the power only clianges bj its dim
ot fall, hut should the tall remain the -ame, the backwater would not have a had effect

2d ed above, the vel oeral eater than that of wooden wl

an'! in all factories and mills when quired, the amount of
|

lined, and '

o of getting out of old, i i- -i, itlv 1, -ene.l.

I 3842, the water can leave the wheel at an) angle i

otal line, ai i lien- there exist roi '•

ii h eonld not )„• remoi i much exp n

4th. Bj tie- po wheel placed above thi where it i- n (he

1 1 part of ti. I its onlv being kept down by the column of ^

its own wi

plates, at would be the case in Fourneyron's wheels, which are bolted to theii i

I I turbine will, bj luch obstruction, hai wheel Uftod out of its place. In

v. heels, where tl.

;,ili. In breast, pit hi,... !.. and o

v due to the head on I on the w I •

water i qua], lir-t, to the ha I
'In- depth

itself. In tuih, tii' wheel, this i- not tl • I. .11 I. ill i- utili

in i .n ordi i to rt ich the w hi i
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The Jonval turbines are guarantied to give, 1st, 75 per cent, of its effect -with a fall from 30 feet and

above down to 12 feet. 2d, 70 per cent, of its effect with a fall from 12 feet to 6 feet, 3d, 60 per

cent, of its theoretical effect from 6 feet to 4 feet.

These wheels are built by Mr. E. Geyeliu, Philadelphia.

Figs. 382*7 and 3828, elevation and plan of a 15 horse-power turbine, built by E. Geyelin for Mr. Le
Carpentier, Philadelphia. Fig. 3824, section of the turbine-wheel of the same.

Figs. 3S40 and 3841, plan and elevation of a turbine of 50 horse-power, 22 feet fall, in operation in

the paper-mill of Messrs. Manning, Peckham, & Howland, of Troy, New York, built at the West Point

Foundry, by E. Geyelin.

Fig. 3842, turbine built at the powder-works of the Messrs. Dupont, "Wilmington, Delaware.

Fig. 3S43, turbine built for the Fairmount Water-works of Philadelphia.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. The weights and measures of this country are identical with

:hose of England. In both countries they repose, in fact, upon actually existing masses of metal (brass)

which have been individually declared by law to be the units of the system. In scientific theory they

are supposed to rest upon a permanent and universal law of nature—the gravitation of distilled

water at a certain temperature, and under a certain atmospheric pressure. And in thi3 aspect, the

origination is with the giains, which must be such, that 252,458 of these units, in brass, will be in just

equilibrium with a cubic inch of distilled water, when the mercury stands at 30 inches in a barometer,

and in a thermometer of Fahrenheit at 62 degrees, both for the air and for the water. Unfortunately,

the expounders of this theory in England used only the generic term brass, and failed to define the

specific gravity of the metal to be employed ; the consequence of this omission is to leave room for an

error of -j-—L-g-g. in every attempt to reproduce or compare the results. This is the minimum possible

error : the maximum would be a fraction of the difference in specific gravity between the heaviest and
lightest brass that can be cast.

Length.— I yard = 3 feet = 36 inches = 432 lines = 5184 seconds = 62,208 thirds.

In the actual government standards at the custom-houses, the yard is divided decimally into tenths

and hundredths.

In the measurement of cloths, muslins, linens, cottons, silk, and in general of what are termed dry
• Is, the yard only is used—subdivided into halves, quarters, eighths, sixteenths, and half-sixteenths.

This lowest denomination = PI 25 inch.

Surveyors and engineers employ neither the yard nor the inch, but use the foot and its decimal

divisions.

Architects and artificers reckon by the foot and subdivisions, as given above. Nevertheless, the most
usual and most recent workmen's scales bear the foot divided into inches, and eighths and sixteenths

of an inch.

Mariners measure by cable-lengths and fathoms

:

1 cable-length = 120 fathoms = 240 yards = 720 feet.

The unit of length—the yard, upon whose subdivisions all the weights and capacity measures repose

for verification—is, in fact, derived from ancient arbitrary standards of England. In theory, the inch

—

the l-36th of the yard—is presumed to be contained 3943929 times in the length of a pendulum that,

in a vacuum, and at the level of mid-tide, under the latitude of London, vibrates seconds of mean time.

Itinerary.— 1 statute mile = 2 half miles = 4 quarter miles = 7J cable-lengths = 8 furlongs = 80

chains = 320 perches or poles = 880 fathoms = 1760 yards = 5280 feet = 8000 finks = 63,360 inches.

1 nautical league = 3 equatorial miles = 3'457875 statute miles.

Chains and links are denominations employed by land surveyors, thus

:

1 chain = 4 poles = 66 feet= 100 links.

Agrarian and superficial.— 1 square mile = 640 acres.

1 acre= 4 roods= 10 square chains= 160 square perches= 4840 square yards= 43,560 square feet

1 square yard= 9 square feet = 1296 square inches.

Architects and builders reckon 1 square = 100 square feet.

Liquid capacity.—1 gallon = 2 half gallons = 4 quarts = 8 pints = 16 gills.

The gill is not among existing standards of public authority, though it is used in commerce. There
are other denominations higher than the gallon, such as barrels, hogsheads, pipes, etc., but these are

only vessels, not measures, and are always gaged and sold by their actual capacity in gallons. The
gallon, in fact, is almost exactly equivalent to a cylinder 7 inches in diameter and 6 inches high. In

theory, it must contain just 231 cubic inches ; and, filled with distilled water at the temperature of maxi-

mum density, (say 39°-8 Fah.,) weighs, according to the official report, at that temperature, and at 30

inches of the barometer, 8'339 commercial or avoirdupois pounds; or, more nearly, 583724754 grains.

It is in the temperature only that this unit differs from the former wine-gallon of Great Britain.

The apothecaries use the same gallon, but divide it differently, as follows

:

1 gallon = 8 pints =128 fluid ounces = 1024 fluid drachms = 61,440 minims (or drops) = 231

cubic inches.

These are graduated measures : they also use sometimes the following approximate ones from vessels

in domestic use

:

] teacup = 2 wine-glasses = 8 table-spoons = 32 tea-spoons = 4 fluid ounces.

Dry capacity.— 1 bushel = 2 half bushels = 4 pecks = 8 gallons.

There are also in this, as in the former measure, higher denominations (barrels, sacks, etc.) known iu

commerce, whose capacity is intended to be constant. They are, however, always gaged by the

bushel. This bushel is the old Winchester bushel of England. In fact, it is a cylinder IS'5 inches in
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diameter, and 8 inches deep. Da theory, if must contain 2150-42 cubic inches, and holds, of distilled

water at th< ire of maximum density, and at 30 inches of the barometer, 77*6274 commercial

or avoirdupois pounds; or, more nearly, 543391*89 grains.

1 cubic yard = 27 cubic feet **= 46,656 cubic inch

1 cubic 'foot = 12 reduced feet (plank measure) = 172S cubic inches.

1 reduced foot (plank measure) = 1 square foot X 1 inch thick = 144 cubic inches.

In practice, all planks and scantlings less than an inch in thickness are reckoned at an inch.

1 perch of masonry = 1 perch (16$ feet) long x 1 foot high X 1 1 fool thick = 25 cubic :

In fact, the dimensions given for the perch do not result in 25 cubic feet, but this last number ha.*

been adopted for convenience.

1 cord of fire-wood = 8 feet lung X 1 feet high X 1 feet deep = 128 cubic feet.

Weight.

1 mint or troy pound = 12 ounces =240 pennyweights = 5760 irraiii-.

1 apothecary pound = 12 ounces = 96 drachms = 288 scruples = 0700 grains.

1 commercial pound = 1G ounces = 256 drachms = 7000 ur rain<.

1 long ton = 20 cwt. =S0 quarters = 2210 commercial pounds.

1 short ton = 20 hundred weight = 2000 commercial pounds.

In the actual government standards the ounce troy is divided, decimally, down to the ,„,',,,, part.

TABLES OF UNITED STATES WEIGHTS ami MEASURES.

- &ES 01 LENGTH.

12 inches = l

3 feet = 1 yard.

rds = 1 rod.

40 rod-; = 1 furlong

S furlongs = 1 mile.

Indies. Feet Tarda. Rods. Furl.

C6= 3.

198= nu =
7920= 000 = 220 = 40.

63300= 52S0 =1700 =820= 8.

hain. Ropt i and ' 'ablet.

7 92 inches = 1 link. 8 feet = 1 fathom.

1"" links = -1 rods, or 22 yard-. 120 fathoms = 1 cable-length.

graphical <<

' '

'

1 degree of a great circle of the earth ******
I ite miles.

1 mile = 204058 yards.

Log I

1 knot =51-1025 feet, or 5'. feet l\ + inches.

1 fathom = 511025 feet, or 5 feet 1 j -f- inch, •-•.

iting a mile at 0139V feet, and using a 30" glass. If a 28' glass is used, and eight divisioi

1 knot =47 feet 9 + inches.

1 fathom = 5 feet llf inches.

'lb- line Bbould !"• about 160 fathom-; long, having 10 fathoms between tli.' chip and first k

line.

Koi i:.— Bowditch gives 6120 feet in a sea mil.', which, if taken a- the length, will make the dn
61 feet and .". HO

( loth.

1 nail = 2\ inches = 1-16th of a yard
1 quarter =4 nails.

o qua* tei = 1 ell English

Pmdvlvmt,
i its = 1 line.

12 tinea = 1 inch.

No. l i-
'

ceeding number i- ', of an inch.

Thi I livtsions, in two aeriea of numbers, \ i/. , from l to i:;, and l to 16.

-nd- = 1 minute. "

60 minutes = 1 ! — 60.

= 1 circle,

Id. "00 .

l minute "00069 1 of a day.

l i .'in = :: In l span =0 '

l hand = 4 im l metri .

'I I B -'and nd of 1 which, at the !• . | thfl

standard yard.
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1 yard is -000568 of a mile.

1 inch is -0000158 of a mile.

MEASURES OF SURFACE.

14-1 square inches — 1 square foot.

9 square feet = 1 square yard

Land.

S0\ square yards = 1 square rod.

40 square rods = 1 square rood.

4 square roods ) ,

10 square chains )

640 acres = 1 square mile.

Note.—208-710321 feet, 69-5701 yards, or 220 by 198 feet square

Paper.

24 sheets = 1 quire.

20 quires = 1 ream.

Drawing Paper.

Inches.

1296.

Rods. Roods.Yards.

1210.

4840 = 160.

3097600 = 102400 = 2560.

1 acre.

Sheets.

480.

Cap 13 X 16 inches.

Demy 19| X 15$ "

Medium 22 X 18 "

Royal 24 X 19 "

Super-royal 27 X 19 "

Imperial 29 X 2H "

Elephant 27| X 22$ "

Columbier 33 J X 23 inches

Atlas 33 X 26
Theorem 34 X 28

Double Elephant.... 40 X 26
Antiquarian 52 X 31

Emperor 40 X 60
Uncle Sam 48 X 120

Gills. Pints.

Pints. Qrts. Galls.

16 = 8.

64 = 32 = 8.

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.

Liquid.

4 gills = 1 pint.

2 pints = 1 quart.

4 quarts =1 gallon.

Dry.

2 pints = 1 quart.

4 quarts = 1 gallon.

2 gallons = 1 peck.

4 pecks = 1 bushel.

United States standard bushel.—The standard bushel is the Winchester, -which contains 2150-43
cubic inches, or 77'627413 lbs. avoirdupois of distilled water at its maximum density.

Its dimensions are 18£ inches diameter inside, 19i inches outside, and 8 inches deep; and -whet
heaped, the cone must not be less than 6 inches high, equal 2747'70 cubic inches for a true cone.

1728 cubic inches = 1 foot. Inches.

27 cubic feet = 1 yard. 46656

Miscellaneous.

1 chaldron = 36 bushels, or 5725 cubic feet.

1 cord of wood 128 cubic feet.

1 perch of stone 24-75 cubic feet.

MEASURES OF WEIGHT.

Avoirdupois.

16 drachms =1 ounce.
16 ounces = 1 pound.

112 pounds =1 cwt.

20 cwt = 1 ton.

lib

Troy.

24 grains = 1 dwt.
20 dwt = 1 ounce.

12 ounces = 1 pound.

Apothecaries'.

20 grains = 1 scruple.

3 scruples = 1 drachm.
8 drachms = 1 ounce.

12 ounces = 1 pound.

Diamond.

16 parts = 1 grain

4 grains =1 carat

Drachms. Ounces. Pounds.

256.

28672= 1792.

573440 = 35840 = 2240

= 14 oz. 11 dwt. 16 gr. troy.

Grains. Dwt.

480.

5760 = 240.

Grains. Scruples. Drachms.

60.

480 = 24.

5760 = 288 = 90.

; 08 troy grains.
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7000 troy grains = 1 lb. avoirdt •

1T."> troy pounds = 144 lbs,

1 To troy ounces = 1
"

437j troy grains = 1 <•/..

I troy pound ='8228+ lb. "

t
MUt

1 cubic foot of anthracite coal from SO to 55 lbs.

1 cubic foot of bituminous coal from 45 to

1 cubic foot Cumberland coal = 59 lbs.

1 cubic foot charcoal = 18*£

1 cubic foot charcoal = 18

1 cord Virginia pine =2700
1 cord Southern pine = 331

1 stone = 14

(bard w li.

wood).

Coals are usually purchased at the conventional rate of 2S bushels (5 pk&) to a too = 43*66 cubic feet

MEASURES OK vai.i i:.

1 eagle = 258 troy grains.

1 dollar =412-5
1 cent = 168 "

The standard of gold and silver is 900 parts of pure metal, and 100 of alloy, in 1000 parts of coin.

-IRES OF LENGTH.

Bkitisii.—Yard is referred to a natural Btandard, which is the length of a pendulum vibrating sec-

- in vacuo in London, at the level of the sea; measured on a brass rod, at the

temperature of 62° Fahrenheit, = 39-1393 inches.

French. Old system.— 1 Line = 12 points =
1 Inch = 12 lines.

1 Foot = 12 iii'

1 Toise . ... = 6 feet

1 League . = .

1 League . = 2000 I

thorn . = 5

('in.— 1 Millimetre
l < lentimetre

1 Decimetre
1 Metre
1 Decametre
1 lb = 3938*09111

0-08881 United States inches.

1*06604

12*7925

.'common),

(post).

•089

180

8*9881 9
..

898*80917 " "

-> 1 Foot

.

v 1 Foot.
>'. i DISH 1 Foot.

m 1 Fool

.

12*448

12-361
"

11-084

84 18 United SI1 League (common) :

Tabu the relative length of F< omp&red -with those of the 1

Measures. Indies. urea.

Amsterdai

iria

11-14

11-24

11-42

12-19

11-88

11-46

12-71

I
•

11-14

1

II 15

11 H

Malta Foot 11-17

18*17

11-60

I .

II 8]

«

..

China

a

" Hathematician'i

r*S ....

..

H ..

U

< 'o[.r|,l|;,rr. n ...

•i

r h ....

Gen .... .

Bambnrgh ....

I.. lipMO

..

..

•.
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Table showing the relative length of Foreign JRoad Measures compared with those of the United
States.

Places. Measures. Yards. Places. Measures. Yards. I

Mile 2148
10137

629
8244
1760
2025
6869
6075
4861
4264
10126
8244

11559
6395

Netherlands ...

Portugal

Mile 9113 :

3038 1

1093
j

6086 i

8101
67G0
8468
2025
1167
1984
7416
11700
9153
1826

_ _ i

Li

Mile

" Geographical

.

League, marine ....

" common ...

»

Mile

Scotland ,

Switzerland ...

Turkey

Verst
Mile

League, common...
Mile

u

Hamburgh ....

Holland

a

u

Measures of Surface.

French. Old system.— 1 Square Inch = 1-1364 United States inches.

1 Arpent (Paris) = 900 square toises.

1 Arpent (woodland) '. .. = 100 square royal perches.
" New system.— 1 Are = 100 square metres.

1 Decare = 10 ares.

1 Hecatare = 100 ares.

1 Square Metre = 1550-85 square inches, or 10-7698 sq. ft

1 Are = 1076-98 square feet.

Table showing the relation of Foreign Measures of Surface compared with those of the United States

Places. Measures. Sq. yards. Places. Measures. Sq. yards.

Amsterdam ...

Acre

9722
6786
3054
2422
4840
6179

11545
3100
7840
3998

Sweden
Switzerland ...

6970
3053
3158
13066-6

6150
5500
5900
7855 ;

6889
3875-6

!

Canary Isles...

Hamburgh
Fanegada

Measures of Capacity.

British. The Imperial gallon measures 277-274 cubic inches, containing 10 lbs. avoirdupois of

distilled water, weighed in air, at the temperature of 62°, the barometer at 30 inches

For Grain. 8 bushels = 1 quarter.

1 quarter = 102694 cubic feet.

Coal, or heaped measure. 3 bushels = 1 sack.

12 sacks = 1 chaldron.

Imperial bushel = 2218-192 cubic inches.

*Heaped bushel, 194- inches diameter, cone 6 inches high = 2815-4872 cubic inches.

1 chaldron = 58-658 cubic feet, and weighs 3136 pounds.

1 chaldron (Newcastle) = 5936 pounds.

French. New system.—1 Litre = 1 cubic decimetre, or 6T074 U. S. cubic inches.

Old system.— 1 Boisseau = 13 litres = 793 -964 cubic inches, or 3
-43 gallons.

1 Pinte = 0-931 litres, or 56-817 cubic inches.

Spanish. 1 "Wine Arroba = 4-2455 gallons.

1 Fanega (common measure) = 1-593 bushels.

• When heaped in the form of a true cone.
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Table showing the relative Capacity of Foreign Liq '' mpared with those of the

United States.

Amsterdam ...

Antwerp
Bordeaux
Bremen
Canaries

Constantinople

igen ...

Florenc

France

Geneva

Hamburgh
I er

Hungary
Leghorn

Malta

-

Anker
Stoop

Barrique

Stubgens
Arrobas
Almud
Anker
Oil Barille ...

Wine "

Litre

Setier

Wine Barille .

Pinte

Stubgen

Eimer
Oil Barille ...

Almude
Caffiri

Cub. inch.

Naples ...

Oporto

Rome

Russia

Scotland .

Sicily

Spain

Sweden...

Tripoli

Tunis

Venice
Vienna ...

M

Wine Barille .

Oil Stajo

Almudi
Wine Barille .

Oil '•
.

Boccali

IS

Kunkaa
Pint

Oil Caffiri

Azuml
Quartilloe

Eimer
Orne
Mattari

OU '•

Eimer
Maas

Cub. inch.

2331

146

194

194
949
319

1946

2427
61-

I

4530
90-

221

231

1171

1942

1040
1270

2544

1133
1555

2560
•J -JIM

752

103-5

662

225

4007
1876
1157

628

3452

Tablk showing the relative Capacity of 2
'•' compared with those of the United

Stat

9UKB. 1 lub. inch. sores. Cub. inch.

Alexandria .... Rebele 9587
10418
1219

4705
• 731

3180

9288
2023
B489
6014
1449

7882

2890

.Malta

-Milan

9411
Mil
8122

1051

4018
8120

16904

4226

12448

2197
21014

Jill

H269

4521

Charge

Amsterdam ...

...

t
Berlin

Constantinople

Copi nhagen ...

Corsica

iburgh

Leghorn

Sack Alquiere

Scheffel Riga

Rotterdam

Sardinia

Ouarli

Sach
Chetwert
Starelli

Firlot

Stajo

" gei

Sweden
Trieste

Scheffel

.Mall.w .

l :.< 1

1

Stan
;

817

.-i

:

iditi/.

ic foot = 2098470 I'. S. inch.-.

=
-

-

= 61074664

ilit.

Hi. inn L troy Grain s 11 cubic inches of distilled water,

Fiu a old $yttem.

of water.

l Grain .... .
- 0*8188

,

-

,
=. l "

.

1 Lim • = 1-O780 11-.
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French. New system.-

Measures of Weight— Continued.

•Milligramme =
Centigramme =
Decigramme =
Gramme =
Decagramme .'

Hecatogramme = 1543-3159
1 Millier = 1000 Kilogrammes = 1 ton sea weight

•01543 troy grains.

15433
1-54331

15-43315

154-33159

Spanish
Swedish
Austrian 1

Prussian 1

1 Kilogramme
1 Pound avoirdupois

1 Pound troy

1
"

1 "

2-204737 lbs. avoirdupois.

0'4535685 kilogramme.
0-3732223
1-0152 lbs. avoirdupois.

0-9376

1-2351

1-0333

Note.—In the new French system, the values of the base of each measure, viz.-, Metre, Litre, Stere^

Are, and Gramme, are decreased or increased by the following words prefixed to them. Thus,

Milli expresses the 1000th part.

Centi " " 100th "

Deci " " 10th

Deca 10 times the value.

Hecato exjiresses 100 times the value.

Chilio- " 1000
Myrio " 10000 "

Table showing die relative value of Foreign Weights compared with those of the United States.

PhiCL'j. Weights.

Number
equal to

100 avoir-

dupois
pounds.

Places. Weights.

Number
equal to

100 avoir-

dupois
pounds.

Aleppo

Alexandria

Rottoli

Oke
Rottoli

Pound

2046
35-80

107-

S4-

- 91-8

96-75

112-6

76-78

53-57

96-8

1253
90-93

97-14

105-

85-9

75-45

3555
90-80

131-72

1907
25-28

133.56
82-35

92-S6

93.63

Hanover .......

Rotterdam

Catty

" (common)...
" (silk)

93-20

76-92

133-56

97-14

98-81

143-20

33-33

90-79

5091
133-69

91-80

110-86

142-85

36-51

35-56

106-67

120-68

94-27

89-28

90-09

94-74

150-

Si-

ll 2-25

Amsterdam ...

Antwerp
Barcelona

Bengal

1!

Catty

Seer

Bologna
« a

« <i

Rottoli Oke
Catty

Catty
OkeConstantinople

Copenhagen ...

Tripoli

Tunis

" (miner's)

Rottoli

Rottoli

Damascus
" (light)

" (heavy)
u cc «

Hamburgh ....

To convert English Imperial gallons into United States gallons, multiply by 1-20032. And to con-

#ert United States gallons into English Imperial gallons, multiply by '83311.

For an extended view of the various systems of weights and measures in use, see a work on this

subject by Professor J. H. Alexander, of Baltimore.

WHEELS. Under this head we give a few of the best forms of railroad-car wheels in use. Se«

ilso Appendix.

3844—G. Hawks' patent, 1807. 3843, 384G—W. Losh & G. Stephenson's patent, 1816.
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3847—T. Jones' patent, 1826. 3848 3849 3850. .W. Leah's patent, 1830. .3851.

3850—\V. Frost's mcxl.-l. 1830. 3853. . . .G. Stephenson
-

.- patent, 1 331. . . .3854

G. Forrester's patent, 1631. 3856-R. Roberts' patent, 1 S3C. 3857—Mechanics' M

>5r— 1). BIcks1

patent, 1834. 3850—R. Whiteaidi - pati at, 1834. 3860—W. B.

3801—L Day's patent, 1835. 38C2—R. R, Reinagli '- patent, 1830. II. Van Wart's pati at, 1836,

7....,
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3870. ...IF. Bourne & I. Bartley's patent, .838. . .3871. 387-2-1. Rivington, 1639.

3873. . . .1. G. Haddan & G. Hawkes 3874. . . Patented in 1839 3875.

8876—T. Parkin's patent, 1839. 3877—Truscott & Co.'s Mag. vol. xxxi. 3878—Bonney & Co.'s Mag. vol. xxxi.

3879—II. Dirck'a patent, 1840. 3880—D. Gooch's patent, 1840. 3881—J. Bcattie's patent, 1840.

Ed. Tavier 3883 Patented in 1841 3884.

3885 I.O.Young 388G Patented in 1841

3888—E. Tayler's patent, 1841. 3889—Hossack, 1842. 3890— II. P.. Palmer's patent, 184i
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3891 U*. Losh 3893. .Patented in 1842 3893.

3894—T. Banks' patent, 1842 3895— F. Lipscombe'e patent, 1841 3890-1. Saunders' patent, 184a

_ .-..,.
r

........

^

S897—G. Parlby'B pati 3898—C. II. Greenhow's patent, 18-tti.

^1

3899— il i

I*

:tt««> Thomas Melling 3901 Patented In 18-10 3909.

3903 Thomaa Melling .Patented in 1846

.
'

-. i: Hi ith'i patent, 1847. 0. u . Ed ly'a pati at, 184d itent, 1847

• HIT

«^L*
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3912—VV. E. Newton's patent, 1847 3913—G. Stephenson & Co. 3914—Locomotive-engine wheel.

3915—1. G. Bodmer, 1842. 3916—The Pimlico wheel, 1843. 3917-R. Roberts, 1833.

3918—Bristol and Exeter Railway, 1840. 3919—Sharp, Brothers & Co., 184G.

WHEELS, PADDLE, the wheels employed in the propulsion of steamboats. Common paddle-

wheels mostly consist of iron framing, supporting paddle-boards or floats fixed at equal distances around

the rim, and radiating from the centre ; they are placed one upon each side of the vessel, and are se-

cured to a strong shaft passing across it, which is turned round by the engines, each engine working a

crank fixed upon it; and are placed at right angles to each other. Pig. 3920 represents the common
paddle-wheel.

There is a supposed loss of power attending this description of wheel, on account of only one of the

floats striking the water in a vertical position at the same time, the action of the others being oblique

;

some of them, in fact, backwater, or partially oppose the motion of the vessel. Attempts have been made
to obviate these defects by constructing improved wheels, the paddles of which maintain a vertical po-

sition in their passage through the water, when in front of the wheel, by having feathering floats, and

these are called vertical paddle-wheels. Figs. 3921 and 3922 represent a section and elevation of the

vertical paddle-wheels of the " Medea." They have been found to answer well for sea-going packets,

where the paddle-wheels are deeply immersed in the water; but they are more liable to derangement

than the ordinary wheels'; the floats may be made to leave the water at any required angle. Mr. P.

W. Barlow, C. E., states the proportion of the power expended on Morgan's vertical wheels at 5-1G, and

of the former at 151 to 197.

The Cycloidal paddle-wheel, Fig. 3923, (the paddle-wheel of the " Great Western,") forms, the most

recent improvement, and is said to possess the advantages of each of the former, being effective and

strong, yet simple, in point of construction. It was patented by Mr. Galloway in the year 1835, although

first used by Mr. Field in 1833. The floats are divided into a number of parts, which are placed upon
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the wheel in tlu- curve of a cycloid, so that they enter the water at the same >p<>t. and follow <-ne an-

other so rapidly as to cause little- resistance to the engine ; in passing the centre, thei

their action, and in coming out they allow the water to escape readily from them.
The draught of the vessel is necessarily greatest at the commencemenl of a voyage, particularly il

it should be a long one, on account of the full quantity of coals for the whole voyage increasing the

amount of tonnage, and other similar coi . the wheels are. therefore, immersed very deep in

the water, which has the effect of increasing the resistance; but this loss of power diminishes as th^.

vessel proceeds. The adjusting of the floats of paddle-wheels to thi b of immersion u
called and there is Borne difficulty connected with it ; but this defect may be partly
rectified with the cycloidal wheels, as the outer Boats need not be fixed at starting, but fitted on

proceeds; and the larger the wheel, the less will the vessel be a .1- the

diameter of the wheel increases in a greater proportion than the variation of immersion of the <

the latter is consequently proportionately less than other vessels, when each are laden.

WIRE COVERING MACHINE I
1 Bimple machine for covering bonnet or telegraph

wire, and which may be easily constructed. There are other kinds of machines which we have Been in

m that can over rive and six wins at

once, but this one is certainly not surpassed for

simplicity.

A A. -.ili- of machine, made of wood, into

which are mortised the two uprights 1! 11, only

one of which is shown—they are placed about
three inches apart; 0, upright frame for carry-

ing shaft 1

1

E ; F F, two roll

drawing through the wire as it is covere I: the

t..p rolli r is made of ! e pres-

. tak.- it through ; E, I

hollow Bpindle through which the wire
|

pur-wheel and pinion for driving hollow

Bpindle and bobbin A ; I, brackets lor earning

end of hollow spindle ; J, en II-

working the pulley-wheel 0, fixed on thi

end of the under-roller I. K, support for

• 2 tli" win- as it passes through the

H, bobbin containing the thr the wire; Li a a dl eyi fixed into the f

that carries the bobbin, through which tin- thread passes on to the wire. In using the mi
win- til is held by the hands, and kept stretched as it is drawn throu h by the two i"ll

tretched, the same as the anr
WJki; 1.

1 ttlNERY. The machinerj by which so intractable a 1

nun wire,

when 1 rith hemp, is spun into a ro] imple and complete, and b

in England by Mr. Smith, As the drums on which the wire is wound deliver il to the spim
of tin- mai !i fully and regularly fin ray with ii

raptdil and freedom from a with which the wli

truly admirable. The motii

ir to an orrery, or the tun and planet motion
t from thi • 1 up much

and 1 1 'I ho follu I dfl

in :

In tly, my invention, in so - for, ormotl
age, 1

wu.- into itrand -. 01 in laj ing Irand i

\ OLi 1

1

ami
the
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for that purpose represented in Figs. 3925 and 3926, the former of -which is a plan of the machinery or
the line y x, and the latter a side elevation thereof. The bobbins or reels gg (of any convenient num-
ber) are mounted in a circular frame A, which is upheld by screw-rods vv, with an outer framework A2

consisting of a basement k, four pillars p p, an entablature ?/', spandrills x l x\ and conical apex w. The
principal parts of the frame A are three six-armed rings R1

, R", R3
, which are connected vertically to

gether in the manner to be presently explained, and two laying-plates 1 1 at top of all. The undermost
ring R 1

, is connected by a series of cranks Gee, with the second ring R2
, and R2 with the third ring R3

,

by straight vertical rods s s. The centre crank C is stationary, and stepped by its short arm in a pe-

destal K, attached to the basement of the outer framework A2
, while the undermost ring R 1

is attached

to a loose boss r, slipped over the short arm of the crank C, so that on a rotating movement being given

to the ring R 1

, it carries round with it the ring R2 by means of the side-cranks ec—that is to say, the

side-cranks ec, which may be called live cranks, are made to revolve round the centre or dead cranK

C ; while the ring R2
in its turn imparts, through the medium of the vertical rods ss, a simultaneous ro-

tary movement to the top ring R3
. The long arms of the connecting cranks ec carry the reels or bob-

bins gg, on -which the yarn or wire is wound, and as they revolve at fixed and invariable distances
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round the centre or dead crank C, any twist of the yarn or wire, which is in the course of being I

dly prevented. The requisite rotary motion is given to the machine by means of a pair of

wheels B 1 and B* the former of which (B1
) is attached to the l< a the short arm of tb

crank <
'. and the latter i B* to a shaft S, which is turned by a steam engine, <t other first mover, tl i

the medium of t] a. The long arm of the dead crank C carries at top a reel or bob
from which the heart or core for the ro] niiatevi r material such heart or core id

„

i- supplied. The varus or wires from the different bobbins pass through guide-holes in the U

U a
. and meet and unite with the core at the laying plates II. To the revolving shaft S. and at a little

I
>• from tli' . there is attached a worm-wheel h, the threads of which take int..

gent-wheel ''. and thereby give motion to a whelp-wheel j, keyed to the axis /.', of i. The whelp-whei 1

' verves to receive <>r take away the strand or rope a- it i- delivered from the twisting or bobbin I

\ ..\. r the pulley Q. The whelps 11 of the wheel j are movable to and fro in -lot-, as usual, so that

(hey may expand or contract (as it were] in proportion to the lay of the Btrand or rope. On tl

k of the wheels i and j, and outside of both, there i< keyed a flat grooved rigger m, which i- com
by a I - similar flat grooved rigger o, keyed on a separate shaft 1'. which carries a double
whelp-wheel q, by which the strand or rope is carried along as it i- completed.

ndly, my invention, in so far a- it regards the fitting and using rope i r cordagi

relation to the application of wire rope . of Bhips, and consists in th«

improved contrivance for the purpose represented in the figure; a i the side of a vessel; B
the chain plate; D, a spring lanyard "I' the ordinary form; r\ a tube, in which the lanyard i- im

e, a -lip shackle ; < . a Btud attached to the front of the tube r, and having an orifice in it. through which
irelock '

' i- passi d. By taking out the forelock i '. and pulling down the tube/j the shackle slips

up and opens out, whereby the rope can be instantly disengaged as may he required.

WIRING MACHINE, for the manttfacturt by A
W. Whitney, Woodstock, Vermont, 1847.

The face plate- or rolls 11 Jl are mad.- of Cast-steel i f an improved form, having the journal-!..

their shafts in a cast-iron frame. This frame consists of two pieces, fitted together at A. an I a' tl

of the upright piece under K. The journal box A has

two projecting ears or bearings, one of which is seen

al A, at right angles to the -halt B II, on which ears

ipported, forming a fulcrum to the shaft BH;
thus preserving tie- bearing of the .-haft A

;

while the end II i- raised and depressed in the

of working. B is a movable collar for adjusting the

-haft and roll- longitudinally, with great nici

i- a binding Bcrew for keeping the collar in place. In

the -haft concealed by the collar K. i- a spiral s

into which the binding -. Thus, by turn-

collar "it the -haft, a nice longitudinal

,n readily he obtained. The movement of the
.1 in tie- usual manner by the eon-

Og < ; I ;. F i- a

ith a spring F, and a thumb nut L. for ad-

nt I l- a forming gage, consisting of a friction

roll attached t" the -id.' of a short rod "i- -haft, and
journal bearing in the frame. On the inner

haft i- a ratchet-wheel N, for placing the gage in ai

latch K for holding it in place. At 1>
i

In the working of the machine ti ' A nlways rem.. tor it- journal b

: to the -halt in all
]

lin, the inclination of t!

collar B in contact with the box. Now to compen
may dtspli i

il a- to adjust them to different kinds of work, the

I! i- alwaj s immei

improremi n

die ma. ha. ion i<> plates of different tin.

" 'I IS, \ AIM I.I I

f

i the most n

them an- u . ! in thl .1 i. -j

iiracl

list, '
i in,' them.

D

for tie- microscope. I rawu from I

pi a., ip.d lil i

*

ice their 1.'

; pith ; thi

id the bark, are the meduUai
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Figs. 3929 and 3930 are vertical sections of an older piece of beech-wood. Fig. 3929 is cut through

a plane, such as from a to a, in which the edges of the annual ring3 appear as tolerably parallel fibres

running in one direction, or lengthways through the stem ; the few thicker stripes are the edges o'

some of the medullary rays.

- -~ ^i^.I>£^J

Fig. 3930 is cut radially, or through the heart, as from b to b. In this the fibres are observed to 1>£

arranged in two sets, or to run crossways ; there are, first, the edges of the annual rings, as in Fig. 3929 :

and, secondly, the broad medullary rays or plates.

The whole of these figures, but especially the last, show the character of all the proper woods, namely,

those possessing two sets of fibres, and in which the growth of the plant is accomplished, by the yearly

addition of the external ring of the wood, and the internal ring of the bark, whence these rings are

called annual rings, and the plants are said to be exogenous, from the growth of the wood being external.

In Fig. 3928 the medullary rays are the more distinctly drawn, in accordance with the appearance ol

the section, as they seem to constitute more determinate lines; whereas the annual rings consist rathei

of series of tubes arranged side by side, and in contact with each other, and which could not be repre-

sented on so small a scale. At the outer part of each annual ring these tubes or pores appear to be

smaller and closer ; the substance is, consequently, more dense, from the greater proportion of the mat-

ter forming the walls of the tubes ; and the inner or the softer parts of the annual rings have in general

larger vessels, and therefore less density.

In many plants the wedge-form plates, intermediate between the medullary rays, only appear as an

irregular cellular tissue full of small tubes or pores, without any very definite arrangement.* The me-

dullary rays constitute, however, the most characteristic part of the structure, and greatly assist, in

determining the difference between the varieties of the exogenous plants, as well as the wide distinc-

tion between the entire group and those shortly to be described. The medullary rays also appear, by

their distinct continuity, to constitute the principal source of combination and strength in the substance

of the woods ; most of the medullary rays, in proceeding from the centre to the circumference, divide

into parts to fill out the increased space.

In the general way, the vertical fibres of the annual rings, and the horizontal fibres of the medullary

rays, are closely and uniformly intermingled; they form collectively the substance of the wood, and

they also constitute two series of minute interstices, that are viewed to be either separate cells or ves-

sels, the majority of which proceed vertically, the others radially. In many, as the oak, sycamore,

maple, and sweet chestnut, the medullary rays, when dissected, exhibit a more expanded or foliated

character, and pervade the structure, not as simple radial tubes, but as broad septa or divisions, winch

resemble flattened cells or clefts amongst the general groups of pores, giving rise to the term silver-

grain, derived from their light and glossy appearance : they vary considerably in size and number.

The beech-wood, Fig. 3930, has been selected as a medium example between this peculiarity and the

ordinary crossings of the fibres, which in the firs and several others seem as straight as if they were

lines mechanically ruled, and, even in the most dense woods, are in general easily made out under the

microscope.

The vessels or cells running amidst the fibres are to the plant what the blood-vessels and air-cells

are to the animal ; a part of them convey the crude sap from the roots, or the mouths of the plant,

through the external layers of the wood to the leaves, in which the sap is evaporated and prepared ;

the fluid afterwards returns through the bark as the elaborated sap, and combines with that in the ex-

ternal layers of the -wood, the two constituting the cambium. The latter ultimately becomes consoli-

dated for the production of the new annual ring that is deposited beneath the loosened bark, and which

is eventually to constitute a part of the general substance or wood; the bark also receives a minute

addition yearly, and the remainder of the fluid returns to the earth as an excretion.

f

The other order of the plants ''rows in an entirely different manner, namely, by a deposition from

v it I iin, whence they are said to be endogenous; these include all the grasses, bamboos, palms, Ac
Endogens are mostly hollow, and have only one set of fibres, the vertical, which appear in the trans-

verse section, Fig. 3931, as irregular dots closely congregated around the margin, and gradually more

distant towards the centre, until they finally disappear, and leave a central cavity, or a loose cellular

structure. Fig. 3932 represents the horizontal, and Fig. 3933 the vertical section of portions of the

same-, or the cocoanut palm (G'&os nucifcra) of half their full size.

* In the Cissampelos Pareira, belonging to the natural order Menispermacex, this structure is singular!* rvident; the

medullary rays are very thick, and almost detached from the intermediate wedge-form plates, which are nearly solid,

except the few pores by which they are pierced, much like the substance of the common cane.

t The reader is referred to the following articles in the three editions of Dr. Lindley's Introduction to Botany, namely,

"Exogenous structure? and " Of the stem and origin of wood';" and also, " Exogens? and "Endogens? hy the saint;

luthor, in the Penny Cyclopaedia; all are replete with physiological interest.
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All tli are considered to < immence from a circular pithy stem, which is entirely solid

some, as the canes, maintain this solidity, with the exception of the tubes or pores extending thi

out their length. The bamboos extend greatly in diam
phragms at the knots; these are often used as cases for i

of papers. The palms generally enlarge still more consider-

ably to their extreme size, which, in seme cases, is fifty times

the diameter of the- original stem, the i

- soft and
pithy.

- me of the palms, . each yearly increase b

of the rings or markings upon their stems, which are aV

soft in the upper part, like a and terminate
in a cluster of broad pendent leaves, generally animal, and
when they drop off they leave circular marks upon the stem,

which arc sometimes permanent, and indicate by their Dum-
ber the age of the plant The vertical fibres above referred

to proceed from the leaves, and arc considered to he analogous

to bheir roots, and likewise to assimilate in function to the

downward flow of the sap from the leaves of the exogens:

whereas in the palm- thej iparate and detached

fibres, that first proceed inwards, and then again outwards,
with a very long and gradual sweep, thi reby causing the

fibres to be arranged in part vertically, and in part inclined,

as in the figure.*

The c - of the palm- U not allowed by

physiological botanists to 1"- proper wood, (which in all i

teriorly, and possesses the two sets of fibres shown
• II Fig, 3930, whereas the endogenmu plants have only the

set, or the vertical fibres; and although many of this tribe

yield an abundance of valuable gifts to the native- of the ti

ical climate- in which the flourish, only a portion of the low i r pari ofthe nhell of the tree i- avai

:h w 1; amongst other purposes, the -mailer kinds are used by the native- as tub \

: water, and the larger pieci ind beams.
The larger palms generally reach us in slabs measuring about the sixth or eighth part of thi i

as in Fig. 3931, the smaller sizes are sent entire; Fig. 39i near the oul

with the fibres hah' size; but the different palms vary considerably in the shapes, magnitudi
if the fibres >rs and densities ofthe two

In the vertical section. Fig. 3933, which is also drawn half size, the fibres look like streak

imbedded in a Bubstance similar to cement or pith, which i- devoid of fibrous structure. The inhab-

itant- of the Isthmus of Darien pick oul the fibres from some of the palms and use them as nails .

are generally pointed, and in the specimens from which the drawing was made, they are a< hard as

cod, whereas the pithy substance is quite friable. Some of the smallest palms are ini|

into this country for walking-sticks, under the name- of partridge and Penang cane-, 4c Thi

nary cane, and bamboos are too well known to require more than to be named
To return to the more particular examination ofthe woods that most concern us, it will be observed

that the central pith in happens to be of an irregular triangular shape. This, the primary
portion of the plant, i-, in the first instance, always cylindrical ; it is supposed to assume it- acci lentnl

which i- \ itly hexagonal) from the compression to which it is subjected. Tl

-. in a considerable degree, the general figure or section, as all the series of rings will l

• have a disposition to project at three points; but with the successive additions,

the angular form is gradually lost :i - > l would be if we wound a ribbon upon a -mall triangular wire .

for, after a time, no material departure from the circular form would he observable.

r variation amongst the rings i- due to the more or less favorable growth ofthe -

years, and to the differ re of the tie,- to the sun and air, which develop that ride ol

in an additional degree ; whereas the tree growing against a wall or any other obstruction, b
remarkably stunted on that side of its axis, from being bo shielded

The growth of a tree is seldom so exactly uniform that is art central;

s.ir from it ; and a- ei en annual ring i- more consolidated, and of a deeper color on e

. denote v< • ly, in the wood, growing in cold and tempera!
i the plant, the differences of the Beasona, the circumstances of it- Bituntioi

• d rapidity ;:- the differ* ace between ii

and that of rest, if an) occur, i^ bo -mall, ihat the confounded, and tl

finds himself incapabli lie formation of one year from tl

It i-, ho a . .
. r, difficult to

from the appearance
l-'inchamj to hi- md durability ;

in lli

larch, there were onlj three aim
i

.- in It dim

twent me of the tropical « Is the uppouninei uf tin

% Brined, and in a specimen of the lower or butt-end of U ak, n i ununl

• Tl

; Prlii
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The horizontal section of a tree occasionally looks as if it were the result of two, three, or more sepa
rate shoots or stems consolidated into one; in some of the foreign woods in particular this irregularity

often gives rise to deep indentations, and most strange shapes, which become eventually surrounded by
one single covering of sap ; so that a stem of considerable girth may yield only an insignificant piect

of wrood, scarcely available for the smallest purposes of turnery, much less for cabinet-work.*
The circulation of the sap is considered to be limited to a few of the external layers, or those of the

sap-wood, or alburnum, which are in a less matured state than the perfect wood, or duramen, beneath
The last act of the circulation, as regards the heart-wood, is supposed to be the deposition of the
coloring matter, resin or gum, through the agency of the medullary rays that proceed from the bark
towards the centre, and leave their contents in the layer outside the true wood perfected the year pre-

vious. We may fairly suppose by analogy, that as one ring is added each year, so one is perfected
annually, and thrown out of the circulatory system.

That the circulation has ceased in the heart-wood, and that the connection between it and the bark
has become broken, is further proved by the fact, that numbers of trees may be found in tolerably
vigorous growth within the bark, whereas at the heart they are decayed and rotten. In fact, some of

the hardest foreign woods, as kingwood, tulip-wood, and others, are rarely sound in the centre, and
thus indicate very clearly that their decay commenced whilst they were in their parent soil ; and as in

these the appearance of annual rings is scarcely to be distinguished, this also appears to indicate a
great term of age, enough to account for this relatively premature decay.

The quantity of sap-wood is various in different plants, and the line of division is usually most
distinctly marked ; in some, as boxwood, the sap-wTood is very inconsiderable, and together with the
bark is on the average only about the thickness of a stout card, whereas in others, as the snakewood,
it constitutes fully two-thirds of the diameter, so that a large tree yields but an inconsiderable stick of

wood, of one-third or fourth the external diameter.

It may be presumed that, in the same variety of wood, about an average number of the layers exist

as -ap-wood, as in cutting up a number of pieces of the same kind, such as the black Botany-Bay wood,
and others, it is found that, in those measuring about two inches diameter, the piece of heart-wood is

only about as large as the finger, but in pieces one, two, or three inches larger, the heart-wood is also

respectively one, two, or three inches larger, or nearly to the full extent of the increase of the diameter.
The sap-wood may be therefore, in general, considered as of about an average thickness in each kind

of wood : it is mostly softer, lighter, more even in color, and more disposed to decay than the heart-wood,
which prove it to be in a less matured or useful state, whether for mechanical or chemical purposes.
At the time the tree is separated from its root, its organic life ceases, and then commences the

gradual evaporation of the sap, and the drying and contracting of the tubes, or tissues, previously
distended by its presence.

The woods are in general felled during the cold months, when the vegetative powers of the plant are

Nearly dormant, and when they are the most free from sap ; but none of the woods are fit for use in the

itate in which they are cut down, for although no distinct circulation is going on within the heart-wood,
still the capillary vessels keep the trees continually moist throughout their substance, in which state

they should not be employed.
If the green or wet woods are placed in confined situations, the tree or plank first becomes stained or

doated, and this speedily leads to its decomposition or decay, effects that are averted by careful drying
with free access of air.f

Other mischiefs almost as fatal as decay also occur to unseasoned woods ; round blocks cut out of the

entire circular stem of green wood, or the same pieces divided into quarterings, split in the direction of

the medullary rays, or radially, also, though less frequently, upon the annual rings. Such of the round
blocks as consist of the entire section contract pretty equally, and nearly retain their circular form, but.

those from the quarterings become oval from their unequal shrinking.

* This is not peculiar to the tropical woods; for example, some of the yew-trees in Hampton Court gardens appear to

have grown in this manner from three or four separate stems, that have joined into one at a short distance above the
•-'round. As an instance of the singular manner in which the separate branches of trees thus combine, I may mention that

Btones, pieces of metal, and other substances, are occasionally met with in the central parts of timber, from having been
accidentally deposited in a cleft, or the fork of a branch, and entirely inclosed or overgrown by the subsequent increase ol

tii'- plant.

t <>u this account the timbers for ships are usually cut out to their shape and dimensions for about a year before they
ale Iramed together, and they arc commonly left a twelvemonth longer in the skeleton state, to complete the seasoning, as

in that condition they are more favorably situated as regards exposure to the air than when they are closely covered in with
the planking.

Mr. I'incham considers that the destruction of timber by the decay commonly known as dry-rot cannot occur, unless air.

moisture, and heat, are all present, and that the entire exclusion of any of the three stays the mischief. By way of ex] e i-

inent, he bund a hole in one of the timbers of an eld ship, built of oak. whose wood was at the time perfectly soun I : the
a Imission of air, the third element, to the central part of the wood, (the two olhers being to a certain degree present.

i

caused t tie hole to be tilled up in the course of twenty-four hours with mouldiness, a well-known vegetation, which very
s| bly became so compact a fungus ^ to admit of being withdrawn like a slick. He considers the shakes or splits in

timber to predispose it to decay, in damp ami confined situations, from admitting the air in the same manner.
The woods differ amazingly in their resistance to decay ; some perish in one or two years, whereas others are very durable,

and even preserve their fragrance when they are opened after many years, or almost centuries.

Mr. V,. Loddiges says the oak-boxes, lor the plants in his ereon-h oases, decay in two or three years, win reus he has found
I,.-. hi teak to last fully six or seven times as long: the situation is one ol severe trial for the wood.
There are two quarto works on dry-rot ; the one by Mr. M'William, lHlrf; the other by Mr. John Knowles, Surveyor ol

Her Majesty's Navy. 1821.

The process ol Kyanizing is intended to prevent the re-vegetation of timber, by infusing into ils pores an antiseptic salt :

the corrosive sublimate is generally employed, other metallic salts are also considered to be appM-ablo, bill the general
utility of the process, especially in thick timbers, or those exposed to much wet, is siill unsettled amongst practical men.
The Kyanizing is sometimes done in open tanks, at others, (by Titnperley's process, Hull and Selby Railway,) in doss

\. ssels from which the air is first exhausted to the utmost, and the lluid is then admitted under a pressure of Kb ml 1 II

founds on the inch.
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As a general observation, it may be -aid the woods do aot alter in any material degree in res|

length. Boards and ll.n pieces contract, however, in width, they warp and twist, and when they ar<

fitted as panels into loose grooves, they shrink away from that edge winch happens to be the most

slightly held ; but when restrained by nails, mortises, or other unyielding attachments, which do not

allow them the power of contraction, they split with irresistible force, and the materials and labor thu,

improperly employed will render no useful sei

In general, the softest w Is shrink the most in width, but no correct observations on this su

have been published. Mr. Fincham considers Ihe rock-elm to shrink as much as any wood, namely,

about half an inch in the foot, whereas the teak scarcely .-brinks at all; in the "Tortoise" store-ship,

when fifty year- old, no openings were found to exist between the boards.

In the woods that have been partially drie 1, some of these effects are lessened when they ai--

led by paint or varnish, but they do not then c iase, and, with dry wo id, every tune a new surface

Ls exposed to the air. even should the' work have been made for many years, these perplexing alterations

will in a degree recommence, even independently of the i banges of the atmosphere, the fluctuate

which the woods are at all tine- too freely disposed to ob

The disposition to shrink and warp, from atmospheric influi nee, appears indeed to be never entirely

subdued; -
I to have been buried in the island of Sheppy not less than a thou

year-, was dried for many months, and ultimately made into chair- and furniture; it was -.till fo .

shrink and cast, when divided into the small pieces required for the work.
//»'.—Having briefly alluded to the mischiefs consequent upon the

wo. nis in an improper condition, I shall proceed to des arib i the general modes p irsue i for avoiding

mischiefs by a proper course of prep iration :

The wool-., immediati ng felled, are sometimes immersed in running water for a few days,

weeks, or months, at other times they are boiled or -teamed; this appears to be done under the i

tation of diluting and washing out the Bap, after which it is said the drying is more rapidly and bettei

iplished, an 1 ale i that the colors of the white woods are improi ed, see article Solly in Catal

alsoEioxi ; b I the ordinary course is -imply to expose the logs to the air, the effect of which is as

by the preparation of the wood into smaller pieces, approaching to the sizes and forms in which the}

will he ultimately used, Buch as Bquare lo^s ami beams, planks or hoard- of various thicknesses, short

is or quarterings, .

The stems and branches of the wood- of our own ich a- alder, birch, and beech, that are

by the turner, frequently require no reduction in diameter; hut when they an- bej 1 the size of

the work, they are split into quarterings and -tacked m heaps to dry, which latter proceeding -

never be forg t'en under any circumstan

We know but little of the early treatment of the foreign wood- use 1 for cabinet-work and turning
;

some few of them, as mahogany and satin-wood, are imp irted in ; others, a- rosewood,

ebony, or Ci romandel, are sometimes shipped in the halves of trees, or in thick plank-
. eneral-

ity of those used for turning are small, and do not require tin- reduction ; these only reach us in billets,

sometimes with the rind or bark upon them, ami sometimes cleaned or trimmed.
I he smaller hard wood- are very much more wasteful than the timber wood- ;«n many of the former,

udently of their thick bark, the section i- very far from circular, a- they are often exceedingly

irregular, indented, and ill-defined; others are almost constantly unsound in their growth, and •

it central hollows an 1 cavities, or cracks and radial divisions, which separate the stem into

or four irreg

Probably none of the hard woods arc so defective as the blade Botany-Bay wood, in which the

available produce, when it i- trimmed ready tor the lathe, may be considered to he about one thin! or

fourth of tli iginal weight, sometimes still less; but unfortunately many others approach too i

to this condition, a- a proportion of them partake of the imperfections leteii

especially the crack-; the larger bard w 1- are by comparison much less wasteful
All the harder woods require inci oning, \t bich i- often badly begun b) exi

to the Bun or hot winds in their native climates: their greater impenetrability to the air the more
disposes them to crack, and their comparative Bcarcitj and expense are also powerful argumen
the score 'f precaution. It i- therefore desirable to prepare them for the transition from the yi

cellar to ti n the parts which are necessarily wasted, the more intimab
them to the an some tine- I" fore thej are placed in the house, and the) should be always kept

from tie- fire, or at first in a room altogether without c

It i- usual to begin by cutting tin- logs into pi. < - a f< n ini bes oi upward- in length, to the gi

: the work; and i to prepare even piece into a round block, or into two or three, wheu
the wood is irregular, hollon I

In the lai i tserted into the principal

1 1 ii I driven down with a w len mod, or a cleaver which has a Bharp edge, an I poll to i

the blow, i- used in the same manner; ; or the hatchet, are likewise used in splittin - up the

English n I-, when th.". are beyond the diameters required.* 'The cleft pieces are next m
trim n led with the hatchet, or else with the paring knife a tool of sabr and m
in the hands of the am i knife, from two and a halfto three feci long; tho i

i- nenr that end which in a hook, the othei extremity has a trausvi rse handle
.

for the book to t into the bench or block, and a detach i

the blade, I ipport for the m I, and for the knife to cul upon. l\

med to the w ork,

upon each end ol tho n ill allow
. |

TI.. I tho l.uhe, but any oth< i
i ill) well

knife i- a) t the lunn

I It -iii. ill pis
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a curved edge like a gouge, and is used in many shaping operations in wood, as in the manufacture of

shoe-lasts, clogs, pattens, and toys.*

In the absence of the paring-knife or hatchet, the work is fixed in the vice, and rounded with a coarse

rasp, but this is much less expeditious : by some manufacturers the preparation both of the foreign and
English woods is prosecuted still further, by cutting the material into smaller pieces, rough turned and

hollowed in the lathe, to the forms of boxes, or other articles for which they are specifically intended;

and in fact every measure that tends to make the change of condition gradual, assists also in the

economy, perfection, and permanence of the work.

Many of the timber-woods are divided at the saw-pit into planks or boards, at an early stage, in order

to multiply the surfaces upon which the air may act, and also to leave a less distance for its penetration:

alter sawing, they should never be allowed to rest in contact, as the partial admission of the air often

causes stains or doating ; but they are placed either perpendicularly or horizontally in racks, or they

are more commonly stacked in horizontal piles, with parallel slips of wood placed between at distances

from about three to six or eight feet, according to the quantity of support required ; the pile when
carefully stacked forms a press, and keeps the whole flat and straight.

Thin pieces will be sufficiently seasoned in about one year's time, but thick wood requires two or

three years, before it is thoroughly fit to be removed to the warmer temperature of the house for the

completion of the drying. Mahogany, cedar, rosewood, and the other large foreign woods, require to

be carefully dried after they are cut into plank, as notwithstanding the length of time that sometimes
intervenes between their being felled and brought into use, they still retain much of their moisture whilst

they remain in the log.f

In some manufactories the wood is placed, for a few days before it is worked up, in a drying-room

heated by means of stoves, steam, or hot water, to several degrees beyond the temperature to which the

finished work is likely to be subjected.

Such rooms are frequently made as air-tight as possible, which appears to be a mistake, as the wood
is then surrounded by a warm but stagnant atmosphere, which retains whatever moisture it may have
evaporated from the wood. Of late, a plan has been more successfully practised in seasoning timber

for building purposes, by the employment of heated rooms with a free circulation of air, which enters

at the lower part in a hot and dry state, and escapes at the upper charged with the moisture, which it

freely absorbs in the heated condition. The continual ingress of hot dry air, greedy of moisture, so far

expedites the drying, that it is accomplished in one-third of the time that is required in the ordinary

wiv in the open air.:):

Hard and soft woods, etc.—The relative terms hard and soft, elastic or non-elastic, and the proportions

of resins, gums, <fcc, as applied to the woods, appear to be in a great measure explained by their exam-
ination under the microscope, which develops their structure in a very satisfactory manner.

The fibres of the various woods do not appear to differ so materially in individual size or bulk, as in

their densities and distances : those of the soft woods, such as willow, alder, and deal, appear slight

and loose ; they are placed rather wide asunder, and present considerable intervals for the softer and
more spongy cellular tissue between them ; whereas in oak, mahogany, ebony, and rosewood, the fibres

appear rather smaller.Tjut as if they possessed a similar quantity of matter, just as threads containing

the same number of filaments are larger or smaller, accordingly as they are spun. The fibres are also

more closely arranged in the harder woods, the intervals between them are necessarily less, and the

whole appears a more solid and compact formation.

The very different tools used by the turner for the soft woods and hard woods respectively, may have
assisted in fixing these denominations as regards his art ; a division that is less specifically entertained

by the joiner, who uses the same tools for the hard and soft woods, excepting a trifling difference in

their angles and inclinations ; whereas the turner employs, for the soft woods, tools with keen edges of

thirty or forty degrees, applied obliquely, and as a tangent to the circle ; and for the hard woods, tools

of from seventy to ninety degrees upon the edge, applied as a radius, and parallel with the fibres, if so

required. The tools last described answer very properly for the dense woods, in which the fibres are close

and well united ; but applied to the softer kinds, in which the filaments are more tender and less firmly

joined, the hard-wood tools produce rough, torn, and unfinished surfaces.

In general, the weight or specific gravity of the woods may be taken as a sure criterion of their

hardness ; for instance, the hard lignum-vitfiB, boxwood, iron-wood, and others, are mostly so heavy as to

sink in water ; whereas the soft firs, poplar, and willow, do not, on the average, exceed half the weight

of water, and other woods are of intermediate kinds.g

* A paring-knife working in a guide, and with an edge twelve or fourteen inches long, is a most effective instrument in

the hands of the toy-makers. The pieces of birch, alder, &c, are boiled in a cauldron for about an hour to soften them.
and whilst hot they may be worked with great expedition and perfection. The workmen pare off slices, the plankway ul

H, . grain, as large as four by six inches, almost as quickly as they can be counted: they are wedged tight in rows, like

books, to cause them to dry Hat and straight, and they seldom require any subsequent smoothing. In making the little

wheels for carts, &c, say of one or two iflHies diameter, and one-quarter or three-eighths of an inch thick, they cut them
the roas-ioaf of tin- grain, out of cylinders previously turned and bored; the flexibility of the hot moist wood being such
that it yields to the edge of the knife, without breaking transversely as might be expected.

t Scientifically considered, the drying is only said to be complete when the wood ceases to lose weight from evaporation:

this does not occur after twice or thrice the period usually allowed for the process of seasoning.
In many modern buildings small openings are left, through the walls to the external air, to allow a partial circulation

aaiidst the beams and joists, as a presen ati\ e from decay, and for the entire completion of the seasoning.

X Price's Patent.

| The most dense wood is the Iron Hark wood from New South Wales: in appearance it resembles a close hard ma-
hogany, but more brown than red ; its specific gravitj is W-Jti,— its strength (compared with English oak. taken as usual at

POUO) is P557. On the other hand, the lightest of the true woods is probably the Curtira, or the . hum i i>:itustris, from
Itrazil, in .Mr. Mier's collection ; the specific gravity of this is only 0*206, whereas that of cork is 0-^40 ; it has only one-
seventh the weight ol Iron Bark wood. The Cortifa resembles ash in color and grain, except that it is pale.', finer, auc"

much Bofter; it is used by the natives lor wooden shoes. &.c.
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The density or weight of many of the w Is may 1"' increased by their mechanical compn
which may be carried to the extent of fully one-third or fourth of their primary bulk, and the weight

and hardness obtain a corresponding increase. This has been
i

! (-nails

for -hip-, by driving the pins through a metal ring smaller than themselves directly into the hole in the

-hip'- side;* at other times, (for railway purposes,) the woods have been passed through rollers

this practice lias been discontinued, a< it is found to sprea I the fibres laterally, and to tear there

asunder;f an injury tha occur when thej are force 1 through a ring, which condenses th-

at all parts alike without any disturbance of its icture.i even when tested by the micros

after compression, the wood is so much harder that it cuts very differently, ami the pieces almost nn:
when they are -truck together; fir may he thus compressed into a substance a- close a- pitch-pine.

In many of the tm.re dense woods, u e also find an abundance of gum or resin, which fills up many "f

those spaces that would he otherwise void : the gum not only make- the wood so much the hea\ ier, bul

at the same time it appears to act in a mechanical manner, to mingle with the fibres a- a cement, and
to unite them into a stronger ma--; for example, it is th that gives t" the outer surfa

the annual rings "f the red and yellow deals the hard, horny character, ami increases the elasticity <>f

those timbers.

Those w< o I- which are the more completely impregnate 1 v. ith resin, ;
ruin, or oil, are in general

the mere durable, a- they are better defended from the attack- of moist ire and u

Timbers alternately exposed to wet and dry. are thought, by Tredgold and other-, to Buffer from

losing every time a certain portion of then- soluble' parts , if so, those \\ hich are naturally impregnate'!
with substai le in water may. in conseqm nee, give out little or none of their component parts

in the change from wit to dry, and on that account the better resist decay: this has been artificially

imitated by forcing oil, tar, (to, through the pores of the w 1 from the one extremity.;

Many of the woods are very durable when constantly wet ; the generality are -o v. hen always dry,

although but few are suited to withstan d the continual change from one to the other Btate; but these

Jars, and many points of information respecting timber woods that concern the general practice

of the builder, or naval architect, such as their specific gravities, relative strengths, resistances to bending
upr --ion, and other character-, are treated of in Tredgold'a Elements of Carpentry, at consider

able lei

Elastic an U —Them hose in which the annual or longitudinal

fibres are thi st, and the least interwoven with the medullary rays, and which are the least

interrupted by the presence' of knots ; such woods are also the most easily rent, and the plainest in fig-

ure, as the lancew (iii. 1. hickory, and ash; whereas other woo. Is, in which the fibres are more crossed and
interlaced, are considerably tougher and more rigid ;

they are also 1.
I to split in a Btraight or

economical manner, as oak, beech, and mahogany, which, although moderately elastic, do not bend with

the facility of those before named
Fishing-rods, unless made of bamboo, have generally ash for the lower joint, hickory for the two mid-

dle pieces, and a I of a bamboo of three or four inches diameter as the top joint. Archery
are another example of elastic work- ; the " Bingle-piece bow" is made of one rod of hick..! \ , lance-

or yew-tree, which last, if perfectly free from knots, is considered the most suitable wood : the
•• back or union bow" is made of two or -one time- three pieces or that

furtlie-t from the string, is of rectangular Bection, and always oflancewood or hickory
;
the belly, which

i- nearly of -.niicircular Bection, i- made of any hard w I that can In- obtained Btraight and clean, a-

ruby-wood, i reenheart, kingwood, -nakew I, and several others: it i- in a great measure a

..f taste, as the- elasticity i- principally due to the back-piece ;
the palmyrn is also used for bow -

."

The elasticity, or rather the flexibility of the \\ 1-, i- greatly increased for the time, when they arc

1 by steaming or boiling ; thej.ro- employed for bending the oak and other tim-
r -hip building, the lanoewood -hafts for carriages, the staves of casks, and various other works,

teamed in Buitable vessels, and are screwed or wedged, at short interval- throughout
their length, in contact with rigid patterns or mould-, and whilst under this restraint thi v are allowed

come perfectly eld; the pieces are then released These hem work- Buffer ver) little de|

from the forms thus given, and thi
\

it advantag f the grain being parallel with tha
which add- materially to th.ir Btrength, saves mu.h cost of material and time in the preparation,

and gives, in (act, a new character to the timber.

The inner and outer plankings of ship- are -team..! or boiled before thej are applied; the) are
iit into contact with the rib- bj tcinp.'iar\ -ciow bolts, which are ullimit.lv replaced by t'

The Pita wood, that of Ihi I Imoat like pith, (uaed by Ihi

% match, t..r iiu-iiiin .-..iik. cork for lining tho drawers of cablncia •

iper plant ol India and Chin ilcr and mure pithy, oan hardlj be taken into comparl
• Mi ' '.hi, 1821, i plunka nl) . * i

; 'I ie '.in.-. ..f [paw Ich, (under U
'

Into an Iron rl hem within the ring to a t«m| i iwelv*

'I In- ir.-.-hiiil • 1 1 1 .

i
> l.e Hull l

a which ti. •

i in Important • ,v.i lliom m
. hen • «.i mi. I i In," ii however questioned.

•
I he 'in. ren when Ihf

wo require tl r. In the net of boi ck la put lnui

^•naion, mi. I Hi" Inni i la then empli>)i I In II* :

- in. i in.- the inn n •
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per bolts inserted through the three thicknesses and riveted : or they arc secured by oak or locust tree

nails, which are caulked at each end.""

Boiling and steaming are likewise employed for softening the woods, to facilitate the cutting as wel'

as bending of tjiem.f

When the two sets of fibres meet in confused angular directions, they produce the tough cross-grainec

woods, such as lignum-vitse, elm, &c, and, like the diagonal braces in carpentry and shipping, they de

prive the mass of elasticity, and dispose it rather to break than to bend, especially when the pieces are

thin, and the fibres crop out on both sides of the same ; the confusion of the fibres is, at the same time,

a fertile source of beauty in appearance to most woods.

Elm is perhaps the toughest of the European woods ; it is considered to bear the driving of bolts and

nails better than any other, and it is on this account, and also for its great durability under water, con-

stantly employed for the keels of shipsj for boat-building, and a variety of works requiring great strength

and exposure to wet.

A similar rigidity is also found to exist in the crooked and knotted limbs of trees from the confusion

amongst the fibres, and such gnarled pieces of timber, especially those of oak, were in former days par-

ticularly valued for the knees of ships : of later years they have been in a great measure superseded by
iron knees, which can be more accurately and effectively moulded at the forge to suit their respective

places, and they cause a very great saving in the available room of the vessel.

The lignum-vitae is a most peculiar wood, as its fibres seem arranged in moderately thick layers,

crossing each other obliquely, often at as great an angle as thirty degrees with the axis of the tree

;

when tlie wood is split, it almost appears as if the one layer of annual fibres grew after the manner of

an ordinary screw, and the succeeding layer wound the other way so as to cross them like a left-hand

screw. The interlacement of the fibres in lignum-vitEe is so rigid and decided, although irregular, that

it exceeds all other woods in resistance to splitting, wdiich cannot be effected with economy ; the wood
is consequently always prepared with the saw. It is used for works that have to sustain great pres-

sure and rough usage, several examples of which are given under the head Lignum-vit^e in the Cata-

logue already referred to.

Fibre or grain, knots, etc.—The ornamental figure or grain of many of the woods appears to depend

as much or more upon the particular directions and mixings of the fibres, as upon their differences of

color. We will first consider the effect of the fibre, assisted only by the slight variation of tint, observ-

able between the inner and outer surfaces of the annual layers, and the lighter or more silky character

of the medullary rays.

If the tree consisted of a series of truly cylindrical rings, like the tubes of a telescope, the horizontal

section would exhibit circles ; the vertical, parallel straight lines ; and the oblique section would pre-

sent parts of ovals ; but nature rarely works with such formality, and but few trees are either exactly

circular or straight, and therefore although the three natural sections have a general disposition to the

figures described, every little bend and twist in the tree disturbs the regularity of the fibres, and adds

to the variety and ornament of the wood.
The horizontal section, or that parallel with the earth, only displays the annual rings and medullary

rays, as in Fig. 3928 ; and this division of the wood is principally employed by the turner, as it is par-

ticularly appropriate to his works, the strength and shrinking being alike at all parts of the circumfer

ence, in the blocks and slices cut out of the entire tree, and tolerably so in those works turned out ol

the quarterings or parts of the transverse pieces.

But as the cut is made intermediate between the horizontal line and the one parallel with the axis.

the figure gradually slides into that of the ordinary plank, magnified portions of which are shown in

Figs. 3929 and 3930 ; and these are almost invariably selected for carpentry, <fcc.

The oblique slices of the woods possess neither the uniformity of grain of the one section, nor the

strength of the other, and it would be likewise a most wasteful method of cutting up the timber; it is

therefore only resorted to for thin veneers, when some particular figure or arrangement of the fibres has

to be obtained for the purposes of ornamental cabinet-work.

The perpendicular cut through the heart of the tree is not only the hardest, but the most diversified

because therein occurs the greatest mixture and variety of the fibres, the first and the last of which, in

point of age, are then presented in the same plank; but of course the density and diversity lessen as

the board is cut further away from the axis. In general the radial cut is also more ornamental than the

tangential, as in the former the medullary rays produce the principal effect, because they are then dis-

played in broader masses, and are considered to contain the greater proportion of the coloring matter ol

the wood.
The section through the heart displays likewise the origin of most of the branches, which arise first as

* See the description of Mr. William Hookey's apparatus for bending ships' timbers, rewarded by the Society of Arts,

and described in their Trans., vol. 32, p. 91.

Preference is now given to the "Steam Kiln" over the " Water Kiln,
1 ' and the time allowed is one hour for every inch

of the thickness of the timber; it loses much extractive matter in the process, which is never attempted a second time, as

the wood then becomes brittle.

Colonel G. A. Lloyd devised an ingenious and economical mode of bending tin' timbers to constitute the ribs of a teak-

bridge which he built in the Mauritius. Every rib was about 180 ft. long, and of 8 ft. rise, and consisted of live thicknesses

of wood of various lengths and widths. The wood had been cut down about a month ; it was well steamed ami brought

into contact with a strong mould, by means of an iron chain attached to a hook at the one extremity of the mould ami

passed under a roller lixed at the other; the chain was drawn tight by a powerful capstan. Whilst under restraint the

neighboring pieces were pinned together by tree-nails, alter which a further portion of the rib was proceeded with : tin

Beasoning Of the timber was also cllecteil bj the process.

t Thus in Taylor's Patent Machinery lor making casks, the blocks intended for the staves arc cut out of white Canada
oak to the size of thirty inches by five, and smaller. They are well steamed, and then sliced into pieces one-half or live-

eighths inch thick, at the rate of"200 in each minute, by a process far more rapid and economical than sawing ; the instru-

ment being a revolving iron plate of 12 or 14 feet diameter, with two radial knives, arranged "mujwhat like the irons ol

in ordinary plane or spokeshave.
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3935. I

knots, in or mar the centra] pith, and then work ontwards in directions corresponding with the arms oi

the tr< : which, as in the cypress and oak, grow out nearly horizontally, and others, as in the

poplar, shoot up almost perpendicularly.

Those parts of wood described as curls are the result of the confused tillinu' in of the space between

the forks, or the springinga of the branches. Fig. !

represents the section of a piece of yew-tree, which -hows

remarkably well the direction of the main stem A B, the

origin of the branch C, and likewise the formation of the

curl between B and C; Fig. 3935 is the end view of the

Mrm at A. -In many woods, mahogany especially, the

are particularly large, handsome, and variegated,

and are generally produced as explained.

It would appear as if the germs of the primary
I.rami,,-, wen- set at a very earl) period of the growth
of the central stem, and gave rise to the knot-, many i f

which, however, fail to penetrate to the exterior so as to

j
reduce branches, but are covered over by the more \i_'

deposition of the annual rings. All these knots and

branches act as bo many disturbances and interruptions

to the uniformity of the principal zones of fibres, which

appear to divide to make way for the passage of ll

h of which p Q its axis a filami nt of

the pith, so that the 1 ranch resembles the general trunk

in all resp< in bulk; and again from the prin

cipal branches smaller ones continually arise, ending at

last in the most minute twigs, each of which is distinctly

continuous with the central pith of the main stem, and
fulfils its individual share in causing the diversity of tig- A
ore in the wood.

knots are commonly harder than the general substance, and that mon' particularly in tie- soft**

woods; the knots of the deal-, for example, begin near the axis of the tree, and at first show the mite

gling of the genera] fibres with those of the knot, much the same a- in the origin of the branch of the

yew, in Fig. 3934; but after a little while it appears a- if the' branch, from elongating so much more
rapidly than the deposition of the annual rings upon the main stem, soon shot through and be
entirely detached, and the future ring's of the trunk were bent and turned slightly aside when they

encountered the knot, but without uniting with it in any resp ct

This may explain why the smooth cylindrical knots of tie' outer boards of white deal, pine, i

frequently drop out when exposed on both sides in thin boards; whereas the turpentine in the red and
yellow deal- may sene the part "fa cement, and n tain these kinds the more firmly.

The elliptical form of The knots in the plank i- mostly due to the oblique direction in which they are

cut, and their hardness equal to that of many of the tropical hard woods) to the close grouping of the

annual rin^s and fibres of which they are themselves composed. These are compressed b) i
1

rounding wood of the patent stem, at the time of the deposition; whereas the principal layers of the

rtem of the tree are opposed alone by the loosened and yielding bark, and only obtain the ordinary

density.

'l'h.- knot- of I re sometimes of considerable size. The writer has portions of one of those

of the Norfolk [aland pine, (Arauearia exeelaa^) which attained the enormous size of about foui

long, and four to -ix inches diameter. In Bubstance it i- throughout compact and solid, of a semi trans

hazel-brown, and it may be cut almost as well as ivory, and with the same tools, either into

,
or with i • drilled work, <bc ; it is an exceedingly appropriate material for ornamental

turning.

It i- by some Buppoeed, that the toot of a tree is divided inti about a- many pan- or subdivisions as

there are branch'-, and that, speaking generally, the roots spread around the trunk under ground to

about the -ame distance as the branches wave above; the little germs or knots from which the) pn

being in the one case distributed throughout the length of the stem of the tree, and in the other crow ded

together in the shorter portion buried m tie 1 earth.

Hi ,
.tiii- 1. nt reason for the beautiful but gnarled character of the r

when they an- cut up for the ait- ; lnan\ a block of the root of the w.din.t tree, thus made Up ol

knot- md that was first intended I i of a fowling-piece, has been cut into >

and arranged in angulai form the circular picture of a table ; and fe^( pictun t

kind will b.- found moil- beautiful. The roots ol man) trees also displa) ver) prett) mark
the olive tree, and others, are much used on the continent

snuff I •

The top ol ik, elm, ash, and other trees, owo theii

mil ilar ciow, in,.' together ol the little germs, whence have originated the num i which pro

d from them after the) have been Topped. Thobui
tn< , appeal to

. pparcntly the unsuccessful attempt- at tl"- i

bee from one indi or v < n-, w hich .

•,d ihibil internal!) crowds of knot-, with i Uioin in tl.

• tie bun - ... cur ol imroen lab oi

bi I d w I oi n i dar gron th : tut h pit

l i cabinct-woi k.

it pj likewise that Indian w ^called both Kiel
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Amboyna, is, in like manner, the excrescence of a large timber-tree. Its character is very similar to Ihi

hurr of the yew-tree, but its knots are commonly smaller, closer, and the grain or fibre is more silky

The Kiabooca has also been supposed to be cut from around the base of the cocoanut palm, a surmise

that is hardly to be maintained, although the latter may resemble it, as the Kiabooca is imported alone

from the East Indies, whereas the cocoanut palm is common and abundant both in the eastern and

western hemispheres. (See Kiabooca in the Catalogue.")

The bird's-eye maple shows, in the finished work, the peculiar appearance of small dots or ridges, 01

ol little conical projections with a small hollow in the centre, (to compare the trivial with the grand

like the summits of mountains, or the craters of volcanoes,) but without any resemblance to knots, which

are the apparent cause of ornament in woods of somewhat similar character, as the burrs of the yew
and kiabooca, and the Russian maple, (or birch-tree:) this led us to seek a different cause for .t-

formation.

On examination, we found the stem of the American bird's-eye maple, stripped of its bark, presented

little pits or hollows of irregular form, some as if made with a conical punch, others ill-defined an I

flattened like the impression of a hob-nail ; suspecting these indentations to arise from internal spines

or points in the bark, a piece of the latter was stripped off from another block, when the surmise was

verified by their appearance. The layers of the wood being moulded upon these spines, each of their

fibres is abruptly curved at the respective places, and when cut through by the plane, they give, in the

tangential slice, the appearance of projections, the same as in some rose-engine patterns, and the more

recent medallic glyptographic or stereographic engravings, in which the closer approximation of the

lines, at their curvatures, causes those parts to be more black, (or shaded,) and produces upon the plane

surfaces the appearances of waves and ridges, or of the subject of the medal
The short lines observed throughout the maple-wood, between the dots or eyes, are the edges of the

medullary rays ; and the same piece of wood, when examined upon the radial section, exhibits the ordinary

silver grain, such as we find in the sycamore, (to which family the maple-tree belongs,) with a very few

of the dots, and those displayed in a far less ornamental manner.

The piece examined measured eight inches wide, and five and a half inches radially, and was appa-

rently the produce of a tree of about sixteen inches diameter ; the effect of the internal spines of the

bark was observable entirely across the same; that is, through each of the 130 zones of which it con-

sisted. The curvature of the fibres was in general rather greater towards the centre, which is to be

accounted for by the successive annual depositions upon the bark, detracting in a small degree from the

height or magnitude of the spines within the same, upon which the several deposits of wood were formed.

Other woods also exhibit spines, which may be intended for the better attachment of the bark to the

stem, but, from their comparative minuteness, they produce no such effect on the wood as that which

exists, we believe exclusively, in the bird's-eye maple.

This led me to conclude that in woods, the figures of which resemble the undulations, or the ripple-

marks on the sands, that frequently occur in satin-wood and sycamore, less frequently in boxwood, and

also in mahogany, ash, elm, and other woods, to be due to a cause explained by Fig. 3936, namely, a

serpentine or guilloche form in the grain: and on inspection, the fibres of all such pieces will be found

to be wavy, on the face, at right angles to that on which the ripple is observed, if not on both faces.

Those parts of the wood which happen to receive the light appear the brightest, and form the ascending

sides of the ripple, just as some of the medallic engravings appear in cameo or in intaglio, according te

the direction in which the light falls upon them.

The woods possessing this wavy character generally split with an undulating fracture, the ridges

being commonly at right angles to the axis of the tree, or square across the board ; but in a specimen

of an Indian red wood, the native name of which is Caliatour, the ridges are inclined at a considerable

angle, presenting a very peculiar appearance, seen as usual on the polished surface.

In those woods which possess in abundance the septa or silver grain, described by the botanist as the

medullary plates or rays, the representations of which, as regards the beech-tree, are given in Fig. 3930,

another source of ornament exists; namely, a peculiar damask or dappled effect, somewhat analo-

gous to that artificially produced on damasked linens, moreens, silks, and other fabrics, the patterns

on which result from certain masses of the threads on the face of the cloth running lengthways, and

other groups crossways. This effect is observable in a remarkable degree in the more central plunks oi

oak, especially the light-colored wood from Norway, and the neighborhood of tin- Rhino, called wainscot

and Dutch oak, <fcc, and also in many other woods, although in a less degree.

In the oak plank, the principal streaks or lines are the edges of the annual rings, which show, as usual

* Mr. <;. Loddiges considers the burrs maj occur upon almost all old trees, and that they result 'ruin the lust attempi •*

the plant to maintain lite, l»y the reparation of any injury it may have received.
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parallel lines more or less waved from the curvature of the tree, <>r the neighboring knots and bran

and the dama<k pencillings, or broad curly reins and stripes, are caused by groups of the medullary

r septa, which undulate in layer- from the margin to the centre of the tree, and creep in betwixt

the longitudinal fibres, i i of them and below others. The plane of the joiner, here and there,

intersects portions of these groups, exactly on a level with their general Burface, whereas their recent

companions are partly removed in shavings, and the remainder dip beneath the edges of the annua]

rings, which break their continuity; this will be seen when the septa arc purposely cut through by the

ji iner's plane.

Upon inspecting the ends of the most handsome and showy pieces of wainscot <>ak and similar w Is,

it will be found that the Burface of the board is only at a small angle with the lines of the medullary

rays, bo that many of the latter "crop out" upon the - irfao of the work: the medullary i

seldom flat, their edges assume all kinds of curvatures and elongations from their oblii itiona

All these peculiarities of the grain have to be taken into account in cutting op woods, when the most
showy character is a matter of consideration.

The same circumstances occur in a less degree in all the woods containing the silver grain, as the

oriental plane tree, or lacew I, sycamore, beech, and manj others, but the figures I lually

-mailer, until at last, in some of the foreign hard woods, they arc only distinguishable "ii close inspec-

tion under the magnifier. Some of the foreign hard woods show lines \ cry nearly parallel, and at n_r ht

- t.i the axis of the tie.-, as if they were chatters or utter- arising from the vibration-of the plane

iron The medullary rays cause much of the beauty in all the showy woods, notwithstanding that the

rays may !» less defined than in the woods cited.*

In many of the handsomely figured wend-, some of the effects attributed to color would, as in dam
a-k, he more properly called those of light and -hade, as they vary with the point of view S<

for the moment. The end grain of mahogany, the surfaces of the table-cloth, and of the mother-ol
shell, are ri Bpectively of nearly uniform color, but the figures of the wood and the damask arise from

'he various ways in which they relied the light,

Had the fibres of all these substances been arranged with the uniformity and exactitude of a

of plain cloth, they would have shown uneven uninterrupted color, but fortunately for the beautiful

and picturi the case ; most fibres are arranged by nature in irregular curved Inns, and
therefore almost through them, by the hand of man, partially removes Borne and
e.xpo-es others, with boundle-s variety of figure.

If further proof were wanted, that it is only the irregular arrangement that causes the damask or

variegated effect, we might observe that the plain and uniform silk, when passed in two thickn— -

between smooth rollers, comes out with the watered pattern; the respective fibres mutually
emboss each other, and with the loss of tin ir former regular character they cease to reflect the uniform

tint r

so boundless an extent do the interferences of tints, fibres, curls, knots, Ac, exist, that the cab-

inet-maker scarcely seeks to match any pieces of ornami utal w 1 for the objei t be may be constructing

lie covers the nest of drawers, or the table, with the neighboring veneers from the same block, the
proximity of the -nc- but a gradual and unobserved difference in the respective portions

:

as it would be in vain to attempt to find two different pieces of handsomely figured woo 1 exactly alike.

1 ariatiotu of color.—The figures of the woods depend also upon the color as well a^ on the fibre;

me the tint i- nearly uniform, but others partake of several shades of the same hue, or of two or

three different colors, when a still greater change in their appearance results.

In the horizontal sections of Buch woods, the stripe- wind partly round the centre, as if the tree

had clothed itself at different parts with coats of varied colors with something like caprice: tulip-wood,

kingwood, zebra wood, rosewood, and many other-, -how this very distinctly ;
and in the ordinary plank

thi Be markings get drawn out into stripes, bands, and patches, and -lew mottled, dappled, or wavj I

ofthi itiful or grotesque characti rs, upon which it would be needle-- to enl

at the display of the upholsterer will con\ ey more information than anj description, even w ben as

olored figuri

Those wood- which are variegated both in grain and color, such as Amboyna, >me
mahogany, maple, parti 1. satin-wood, snakeweed, tulip-wood, Eebra-wood, and o

are more generally employed for objects with smooth Burfaces, such as cabinet-work, vases, and turned

ornami nts, as the beauties of their colors and figures are thereby the best displayed. Evei \ little detail

in the obji diversion in the forms of the stripes and mark- existing in the wood
: tbt -

minute abruptly round the mouldings which have -harp edges, and upon the flowing hue- th<

undulated with infinite variety int< all kind-, which often terminate in fringes from tli

pes III the V.

The elegant works in marquetry, in which the effect of flowers, ornamental devio

pted by the combination ol i Ij colored •. nvariablj applied t*

• l! . .,*, r li) Ml
.1,1 -how lie

I lie /. .

-
. .r kind ; ail would i

brilliant | r i.L>. i.
I lu :

Dumermui mlnu more «rlvlU n- .
i - i ilio tamo general kind.

\ bunullful I
• Hli Julin Martini,

mini ;
' . • I did n. In. - ..- Illn II In I

Ihe brilliant
i

I

; \c- mpl ihii :. - . In durInK Iholi irn>« lit, i • I
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surfaces. In the same manner the beautifully tesselated wood floors, abundant in the buildings of one
or two centuries back, which exhibit geometrical combinations of the various ornamental woods, (an art

that has been recently pursued in miniature by the Tunbridge turners in their Mosaic works,) are other
instances, that in such cases the plain smooth surface is the most appropriate to display the etfect and
variety of the colors, for such of the last works as -ire turned into mouldings fail to give us the same
pleasure.

Even-tinted woods are best suited to the work of the eccentric chuck, the revolving cutters, and
other instruments to be explained; in which works, the carving is the principal source of ornament:
the variation of the wood, in grain or color, when it occurs, together with the cutting of the surface, is

rather a source of confusion than otherwise, and prevents the effect either of the material, or of the
work executed upon it, from being thoroughly appreciated.
The transverse section, or end grain of the plain woods, is the most proper for eccentric turning, as

all the fibres are then under the same circumstances ; many of the woods will not admit of being worked
with such patterns, the plankway of the grain : and of all the woods the black Botany Bay wood, or

the Black African wood, by which name soever it may be called, is most certainly the best for eccen-
tric turning; next to it, and nearly its equal, is the cocoa-wood, (from the West Indies, not the cocoa-
nut palm;) several others may also be used, but the choice should always fall on those which are of

uniform tint, and sufficiently hard and close to receive a polished surface from the tool, as such works
admit of no subsequent improvement.

Contrary to the rule that holds good with regard to most substances, the colors of the generality of

the woods become considerably darker by exposure to the light; tulip-wood is, we believe, the only one
that fades. The tints are also rendered considerably darker from being covered with oil or lacker, and
although the latter checks their assuming the deepest hues, it does not entirely prevent the subsequent
change. The yellow color of the ordinary varnishes greatly interferes also with the tints of the light

woods, for which the whitest possible kinds should be selected.* When it is required to give to wood
that has been recently worked the appearance of that which has become dark from age, as in repair-

ing any accident in furniture, it is generally effected by washing it with lime-water; or, in extreme
cases, by laying on the lime as water-color, and allowing it to remain for a few minutes, hours, or days.

according to circumstances. In many cases the colors of the woods are heightened or modified, by
applying coloring matters either before, or with the varnish; and in this manner handsome birchwood
is sometimes converted into factitious mahogany, by a process of coloring rather than dyeing, that often

escapes detection.

The bog-oak is by some considered to assume its black color from the small portion of iron contained
in the bog or moss, combining with the gallic acid of the wood, and forming a natural stain, similar to

writing ink. Much of the oak timber of the Royal George, that was accidentally sunk at Spithead, in

1782, and -which has been recently extricated by Colonel Pasley's sub-marine explosions, is only
blackened on its outer surface, and the most so in the neighborhood of the pieces of iron ; the inside of

the thick pieces is, in general, of nearly its original color and soundness. Some specimens of camwood
have maintained their original beautiful red and orange colors, although the inscription says that they
were " washed on shore at Kay Haven, in October, 1840, with part of the wreck of the Royal Tar, lost

near the Needles twenty years ago, when all the crew perished."

The recent remarks on color apply equally to the works of statuary, carving, and modelling gener-
ally : the materials for which are either selected of one uniform color, or they are so painted. Then
only is the full effect of the artist's skill apparent at the first glance ; otherwise it frequently happens
either that the eye is offended by the interference of the accidental markings, or fails to appreciate the"

general form or design, without a degree of investigation and effort that detracts from the gratification

which would be otherwise immediately experienced on looking at such carved works.
This leads me to advert to modes sometimes practised to produce the effect of carving ; thus, in the

?danuel du Tourneurf a minute description will be found of the mode of making embossed wooden
boxes, which are pressed into metallic moulds, engraved with any particular device. The wood is first

turned to the appropriate shape, and then forced by a powerful screwT-press into the heated mould,
which is made just hot enough to avoid materially discoloring the wood ;) it is allowed to remain in

that situation until it is cold; this method, however, only applies to subjects in small relief, and is

principally employed on knotty pieces of boxwood and olive-wood of irregular curly grain.

The following method may be used for bolder designs, more resembling ordinary carving : the fine

awdust of any particular wood it is required to imitate, is mixed with glue or other cementitious mat-
ter, and squeezed into metallic moulds ; but in the latter case the peculiar characteristic of the wood,
namely, its fibrous structure, is entirely lost, and the eye only viewys the work as a piece of cement or

composition, which might be more efficiently produced from other materials, and afterwards colored.

Each of these processes partakes rather of the proceeding of the manufacturer than of the amateur;
extensive preparations, such as very exact moulds consisting of several parts, a powerful press and
"tlier apparatus, are required, and the results are so proverbially alike, from being "formed in the

same mould," that they lose the interest attached to original works, in the same manner that engravings
are less valued than the original paintings from which they are copied.

Another method of working in wood may be noticed, which is at any rate free from the objections

recently advanced: Ave will transcribe its brief description.^:
" liaised figures on woofl, such as are employed in picture- frames and other articles of ornamental

cabinet-work, are produced by means of carving, or by casting the pattern in Paris plaster or other

* Specimens of woods for cabineta should be left in their natural state, or at most they should be polished by friction

only; or, if varnished, then upon the one side alone. Their colors are best preserved when they are excluded from tin

light, either in drawers or in glass cases covered with Some thick blind.

t Second edition, vol. ii., pp. 441-431. * Transactions of the SW>iety of Arts, xlii., p. 52.
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composition, and cementing or otherwise fixing it on the Burface of the wood. The form< r m ia

expensive, tin/ hitter is inapplicable on many occas

"The invention of Mr. Striker may be used either by itself or in aid of carving; and depends on the

facts, that if a depression be made by a blunt instrument on the Burface of wood, such depressed part

will again rise to its original level by subsequent immersion in water.

"The wood to be ornamented having first been worked out to its propost 1 shape, i- in a si

receive the drawing of the pattern; this being put in. a blunt Bteel tool, or burnisher, or die, is to be
applied successively to all those pan- of the pan. rn intended to be in relief, and at the same time is

to be driven very cautiously, without breaking the grain of the wood, till the depth of the depression
i- equal to the subsequent prominence of the figures. The ground is then to It reduced by planing

or filing to the level of the depressed part ; after which, the piece <>t" wood being placed in water,

either hot mi- cold, tin' parts previously depressed will rise to their former height, and will thus form an
embossed pattern, which may be finished by the usual operations of can.

n.king and warping.—The permanence of the form ami dimensions of the w Is require par-

ticular consideration, even more than their comparative degrees <•( ornament, especially .1- coi

works which consist of various parts, for unless thej are combined with a due regard to the

strength of 'le pieces m different directions, and to the manner and degree in which they an- likely to

he influenced by the atmosphere, the works will -['lit or warp, ami may probably be rendi red entirely
•

The piece of dried wood i< materially smaller than in it- first or wet Btate, and a- it i- at all times
liable to re-absorb moisture from a damp atmosphere, ami to give it oil' to a dry one. even after having
been thoroughly seasoned, the alteration- of size again occur, although in a le-- .1

The change in the direction of the length of the fibres is in general very inconsiderable.* [I

little in those of straight grain, that a rod split out of clean fir or deal i- sometimes employ ed a- the

ilum of a clock, tor which use it is only inferior to some of the compensating pendulums: v. i

1 piece "f the same wood taken diametrically out of the centre of a tie,-, or the crossway of the

an excellent hygrometer, ami indicates by it- change of length the comparative degree of 1

ure of the atmosphere. The important difference in the general circumstances of the woods, in the
two direction- of the grain, we propose to notice, first as regards the purposes of turning, ami afterwards

those <>f joinery work, which will render it nee ert to the wood in its 01 iginal, or unsea
state.

The turner commonly employs the transverse section of the w 1, and we may Boppose the annual
rings then exhibited to consist of circular rows ,,f fibres of uniform size, each of which, for the sake of

explanation, 1 will suppose to he the one-hundredth of an inch in diameti r.

When the log of green wood i- exposed to a dry atmosphere, the outer fibres a ntract I oth at the

sides and ends, whereas those within are in a measure shielded from the immediate effect of the atmos-

phere, and nearly retain their original dimensions. Supposing all the outside fibres to he reduced to

nd tenth, or the one hundred and twentieth of an inch, a- the external -. ries can no

longer till out th iginal extent of the annual ring, the same a before they v., re dried ; Ihej

dividi I groups, as the unyielding centre, or the incompressible mass within the arch,
•!' which the latter is composed to separate, and the divisions occur in pi

the natural indentations of the margin, which appear to indicate the place- where the -pin- are likelj

to comn .

The ends being the mo t exposed to the air, are the

first attacked, and there the -phi- are principally

radial, with occasional diversions concentric with the

7. and on the side of the

log the -pin- heroin,- gradually extended in the dircc

*i,,n of it- length The air penetrates the crack-, and
extend- I,oth

i.-w wi atmos

pbere, will spoil the entire log, and the

apidly the harder the \i I, from its smaller

.l.ility to the aii.

• ring tie- eii, I- of the « I with

i paper, to deft nd th< rn, bul the t est plan i- to

dl v from tl ie atmos
pin-re t,i the other I v to the air

it all part-, and to avoid tin

hot, di ,

The horizoi

propi r for the works of the lathe.

I md and itfl ap|

be m ible, i

"

Mr. I ,

prububl) Drum I

i
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alike, and the contraction occurs without causing any sensible departure from the circular form. Al-
though thin transverse slices are necessarily weak from the inconsiderable length of the fibres of which
they are composed, (equal only in length to the thickness of the plate,) they are strengthened in the

generality of turned works by the margin, such as we find in the rim of a snuff-box, which supports the

bottom like the hoop of a drum or tamborine.

The entire circular section is therefore most appropriate for turning ; next to it the quartering, Fig.

3939, should be chosen, but its appearance is less favorable ; and a worse effect happens, as the shrink-

ing causes a sensible departure from the circle, the contraction being invariably greater upon the circu-

lar arcs of fibres, than the radial lines or medullary rays. If such works be turned before the materials

are thoroughly prepared, they will become considerably oval ; so much so, that a manufacturer who is

in the habit of working up large quantities of pear-tree, informs me that hollowed pieces rough-turned
to the circle, alter so much and so unequally in the drying, that works of three inches will sometimes
shrink half an inch more on the one diameter than the other, and become quite oval; it is therefore

necessary to leave them half an inch larger than the intended size. Even in woods that were com-
paratively dry, a small difference may in general be detected by the callipers, when they have been
turned some time, from their unequal contraction.

In pieces cut lengthways, such as Fig. 3940, circumstances are still less favorable ; there being no
perceptible contraction in the length of the fibres, the whole of the shrinking takes place laterally, at

right angles to them, and the work becomes oval to the full extent of the contraction that occurs in the

fibres.

The plank-wood is almost solely employed for large disks which would be too weak if cut. out trans-

versely ; and in some cases for objects made of those ornamental woods which are best displayed in

that section, as the tulip, rose, king, zebra, partridge, and satin woods. Specimens of oak from ancient

buildings are sometimes thus worked, but in all such cases the wood should be exceedingly well dried

beforehand ; otherwise, in addition to the inconvenience arising from the greater departure from the

circle, the pieces will warp and twist, an effect that more generally concerns the joiner's art, and to the

consideration of which we will now proceed.

When the green wood is cut up into planks, boards, and veneers, the splitting which occurs in the

eransverse section is less to be feared than distortion or warping, from the unequal contraction of the
fibres. Thick planks are partially stayed from splitting and opening, by cleets nailed upon each end

;

boards are left unprotected, and veneers are protected from accidental violence by slips of cloth glued
upon each end.

One plank only in each tree can be exactly diametrical, the others are parallel therewith, and, as

shown in Fig. 3937, the two sides of all the boards, but that from the centre are differently circum-

stanced as regards the arrangement of the fibres, and contract differently. It will be generally found
that the boards exposed to similar conditions on both sides, become, from the simple effect of drying,

convex on the side towards the centre of the tree ; this will be explained by a reference to the diagram.

Fig. 3941, which shows that the longest continuous line of fibres is concentric with the axis of the tree.

Thus let a, !>, c, J, e,f represent the section of a board, the line b e of which is supposed to contain five

fibres, and the arc dbf thirty: therefore, supposing every fibre to shrink alike in general dimensions,

the contraction on the arc will be six times that upon the short radial line, and the new margin of the

board will be the dotted line which proceeds from// to //, the departure of which from the original

straight line will be five times as much at d as at e.

1 __2 3 4 r>

This is not imaginary, as it is in all ca-es borne out by observation, where the piece- arc exposed to

similar circumstances on both sides. When a true flat board is wanted, it is a common practice to sav
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the wide plunk in two i lea with them alternately, and glue them together

again, as in Fig. 39 12, bo that the pieces 1,8, 5 may prea ol the Bidea towards the axis of the tree, and

2,4,6 those towarda its circumference ; the curvature from shrinking will then become a Berpentine lino

consisting of six arc-, instead of one continuous circular Bweep.

When the opposite Bides, of a board are exposed to unequal conditions, the moisture will swell the

ii!,i, a on the one Bide and make thai convex, and in the opposite manner that exposed to the dry ail

or heat n ill contract and become concave ; from thi se circumstances, v. hen ->\ era! pieces of w I are

placed around the room or before the fire, "to air, ntinually changed, that both

may have equal treatment, bo aa to lessen the tendency to curvature. To remedy the defect when it

may have occurred, the joiner exposes the convex side to the fire, but it i- obviously better to 1"

ing of these sudden changes.

Any unequal treatment of the two sides i- almost sure to curl the board; it', for instance, we
;

I of paper npon one side of a board it will in the first instance Bwell the surface and make it

v ; aa the paper dries it contracts, it forces the wood to accompany it, and the pap n

comes hollow; when two equal papers are pasted on opposite sides, this chan; • rally

A similar effect is often observed when a veneer is glued on a piece of wood; hence it is usual

to swell the surface on which the veneer is to be laid, by wetting it with a Bponge dipped in thin Bize,

-i as to make it moderately round; in thi- case, the wetted surface of the hoard, and the glued s

of the v« oeer, are expanded nearly alike by the moisture, and in drying they also contract alike, bo that

under favorable management the hoard recovers its true flat figure.

The wo da are much Less disposed to I red in the direction of their A ngth, than crosswaj s;

but another evil equally or more untractable is now met with, as the general figure of the board is more

or less disposed to twist and warp, bo that when it ia laid upon a flat Burface it touches only at the two

diagonal corners, and ia Baidtobe" •''' Thia error ia the less i raight-

grained pines and mahogany, which are therefore selected for works in which constancy of figure i- a

r of primary importance, as in models for the foundry, and objects exposed to great vicissitudes

of climate.

The warping may arise from the curved direction of the fibres in respect to the length of the plank,

and also from thi ction in which many tree, grow; in some, for example, the furrows of the

bark are frequently twisted as much as fifteen or twenty degrees from the perpendicular, and -

even thirty and forty. The woods themselves when split through the centre of the tree differ

materially; they sometimes present a tolerably flat Burface, at other- they are much in winding or

I, a further corroboration of the '•-jural growth;" we ca t be therefore much surprised that

the planks cut out from Buch woods should in a di the paths thus early irapn -- d upon

them.

Boxwood ia oft< a very much twisted in this manner. 'I he writer had a block, the diamet* r of which

was Dine inches; its Burface was -plit at live part-, with spiral grooves, at an angle of nearly thirt)

;

i the axis ; these made exactly on oi one turn of a screw in the
'

of the piece, which was just three I

( in the other hand, tl i pine growing in the island of Chiloe in South America, to the diam-

i about four feet, and who-.- wood resembles the cedar of Lebanon in color, is so remarkably

hi .n the grain, that it is the custom of the countrj to split it into planks about eight fi

inches wide, which are almost aa true aa if they were cut with the saw, althou

quite so smooth
To of m inding and curvature in length, the joiner, "n working upon rigid

;

plane- ,, if the higher points so as to produce the true form by reduction Bui when tin

ind thin, thi . the hand-, jusl a- we Bhould straight) n a cane, or a walking -tick,

I thai the one angle of tin • bqard is resti d upon the bench or floor, the other is held in the hand,

and the pressure ia applied between them.

sometimes wanned on both re the

diry ;
they are then fixed between two

flat ho. ud- ; id hand-screws, and allowed to remain

until tl the mode of bend-
: applied in

nner.

In com luding this division of the Bubjei t, we maj observe thai the

shrink ined w I-. especially

deal .
hape

properlj dried . but the di rain, a

principal ca in the nmental w Is, i- at the

,.n in tlieir -hi inking, u hich I

mi to pursue man) path
,
(which arc parallel with tl

nee from tl

., r ii, ,i u here tin « HI.

lb.

In tie- bai

, thin

' .inn d

\\ I, commonly inferi

: form,

pen .•
, tli

in I , ibini

V.. i II.
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l>e always borne in mind. Provision must be made that the shrinking and swelling are as little re-

strained as possible, otherwise the pieces may split and warp with an irresistible force : and the prin-

cipal reliance for permanence or standing, should be placed on those pieces, (or lines of the work,) cut

out the lengthway of the plank, which are, as before explained, much less disposed to break or become
crooked, than the crossway sections : these particulars will be more distinctly shown by one or twt

illustrations.

Let abed represent the flat surface of a board ; cf, the edge of the same, and g h the end ; no con-

traction will occur upon the line ef, or the length, and in the general way, that line will remain

pretty straight and rigid ; but the whole of the shrinking will take place on g h, the width, which is

slender, flexible, and disposed to become curved from any unequal exposure to the air; the four

marginal lines of abed, are not likely to alter materially in respect to each other, but they will

remain tolerably parallel and square, if originally so formed.

A dovetailed box consists of six such pieces, the four sides of which, AB CD, Fig. 3944, are inter-

laced at the angles by the dovetails, so that the flexible lines, as g h, on B, are connected with, and

strengthened by, the strong lines, as c d, on A, and so on : the whole collectively form a very rigid

frame, the more especially when the bottom piece is fixed to the sides by glue or screws, as it entirely

removes from them the small power of racking upon the four angles, (by a motion like that of the

jointed parallel rule,) which might happen if the dovetails, shown on a larger scale in Fig. 3045, were
loosely fitted.

3945. 3944.

When the grain of the four sides A B C D runs in the same direction, or parallel with the edges ol

the box or drawer, as shown by the shade lines on A and B, and the pieces are equally wet or dry,
hey will contract or expand equally, and without any mischief or derangement happening to the work

;

to insure this condition, the four sides are usually cut out of the same plank. But it' the pieces had the

grain in different directions, as C and D, and the two were nailed together, D would entirely prevent
the contraction or expansion of C, and the latter would probably be split or cast, from being restrained.

When admissible, it is therefore usual to avoid fixing together those pieces, in which the grain runs
respectively lengthways and crossways, especially where apprehension exists of the occurrence oi

swelling or shrinking.

A wide board, Fig. 3945i, composed of the slips ABODE, (reversed as in Fig. 3942,) is rendered
still more permanent, and very much stronger, when its ends are confined by two clamps, such as G H,
(one only seen ;) the shade lines represent the direction of the grain. The group of pieces, A to E, con-
tract in width upon the line A E, and upon it they are also flexible, whereas the clamp G H is strong
and incapable of contraction in that direction, and therefore unless the wood is thoroughly dry the two
parts should be connected in a manner that will allow for the alteration of the one alone. This is

effected by the tongue and groove fitting as represented ; the end piece G H is sometimes only fastened
by a little glue in the centre of its length, but in cabinet-work, where the seasoning of the wood is gen-
erally better attended to, it is glued throughout.

.1/

^

If the clamp GIT were fixed by tenons, (one of which, ij, is shown detached in Fjg. 3946,) the con
fraction of the part of the board between the tenons might cause it to split, the distance between tbi
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mortises in G H beinic unalterable; or the swelling of the board might cause it to bulge, an 1 b(

r the entire frame would twist and warp, as the expansion of the centre might be ..

powerful than the resistance to change in the two clamps, and force them to
;

It is therefore obvious that if any question exist as to the entire and complete dryness of the
•

clamps is hazardous; although in their absence, the shrinking might teai .

from the plain glue-joint, even if it extended i ntirelv across, without causing any further mischii I

nking would split the solid board
An her mode oi clamping is represented at K ; it is there placed edgeways, and I

undercut or dovefa htly taper in its length, and is fixed by a utile glue at the la

end, which hold- the two in linn contact: each of these modes, and some others, are frequently

1 t'<>r tin.' large drawing-boar aeers for tl. made with

and instrun

From a similar motive, the thin bottom of a drawer i- grooved into the two -i les and front, an i

fixed to the hack of the drawer by a few small screws or brads, so that it may swell or shrink wil

splitting, which might result were it confined all around it- margin, It i- more usual, :

thin slips al t of large drawers, as in Fig. 3947, which strengthen the sid

the bottom, allow it to shrink without interfering either with the front or back of the dra

In an ordinary door with two or more panel-, all the marginal pieces run lengthways of the grain;

the two sides, called th - . • od the whole height, and receive the transvi rse pii •

mortised through the Btiles, and wedged tight, but without risk of splitting, on i

width; every panel i- fitted into . ithin four edges of the frame. The width of the p
I be a trifle less than the extreme width of the grooves, and even the mouldings, when th. .

uol worked in the Bolid, are fixed to the frame alone, and not to the panel, that they may not int.
i

with its alterations ; therefore in every direction, we have the framework in it- stron

permanent position as to grain, and the pan trained from alteration in width if

This -y-tem of combination is carried I in th.- tops of mahogany billiard-tables, whi< h

consist of numerous panels about 8 inches Bquare, the frame- of which are 3-J
in. wide an 1 1

inelfl are pi : tongued, bo a.- to be level on the upper Bide, and from their sma
individual contraction of the separate pieces is insignificant, and consequently the g ral fig

table is comparatively certain. Of late years, we aro told that -late, a material uninfluen i i i

atmosphere, has been almost exclusively used ; the top of a full-sized table, of 12 1

of four Blabs one inch thick, ground on their lower, and plane 1 by machinery on theii

the iron tables are almost abandoned for several re thin slates, from their permanem
form, aro sometimes used by engineers and others for drawing upon, and also in carpenl

doors.

:it used for joining different

it i- a common jelly, mad.- from the scraps that are pared off the hide- of animals

ted to the tan pit for conversion into leather. The inferior kin

with a considerable portion of the lime used for removing the hair from the -kin-, but the 1

.re transparent, especially the thin cakes of the Salisbury glue, which are of a (dear amber i

In preparing the glue foruse^it is most usually broken into small p laked for .

.. hours in as much water as will cover it; it is then melted in a glue-kettle, which is n d<

vessel or water-bath, the inner one lor the '-.due, the outer for the wa i that the temper:

applied maj jrf that of boiling water. The glue is allowed at first to simm
or two hours, and if ne.dful it is thinned by the addition of hot water, until it runs from the brush in a

• • fr..m dust and dirt by a cover, in which a notch i- n

brush red with water, and boiled without iked.

onsidered to act in a twofold manner, first by simple adhesion, and
i as to hrin^ into action th.-

j

the atmosphere. The latter, however, alone i

•
• cplanation, a- th.- strength of a \.

i than the Im

Dgth of the -olid

do.-- not at all til brough the joint, and when it doe-, it almost invarial.lv tears

the fibres of the wood; mahogany and insidered to hold the

I- dstake t.. depend upon the quantity or thickm lue, a- that joint •

i which th

and then pi di.-r in vario le a- mil

ill he explained.

a- the pal

MnLr to tint practised in

sepai :
' - in w hi. h

When glue i- applied to the end grainof th.-

ther plentifully, and to alum n to iiil the gi on. un i

quantity will remain upon the face >•! th

I upon th.- i

I mm
I lit m the chap of the

When the joint
I
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position and left to dry; or as the bench cannot in general be spared so long, the work is cautiouslj
removed from it, and rested in contact with a slip of wood placed against the wall, at a small incli-

nation from the perpendicular. Two men are required in glueing the joints of long boards.

In glueing a thin slip of wood on the edge of a board, as for a moulding, it is rubbed down very
close and firm, and if it show any disposition to spring up at the ends, it is retained by placing thereoa
heavy weights, which should remain until the work is cold; but it is a better plan to glue on a wide
piece, and then to saw off the part exceeding that which is required.

Many works require screw-clamps and other contrivances, to retain the respective parts in contact
whilst the glue is drying; in others, the fittings by which the pieces are attached together supply the
needful pressure. For instance, in glueing the dovetails of a box, or a drawer, such as Fig. 3944, dove-
tails, jf properly fitted, hold the sides together in the requisite manner, and the following is the order
of proceeding.

The dovetail pins, on the end B, Fig. 3944, are first sparingly glued, that piece is then fixed in the
chaps of the bench, glue upwards, and the side A, held horizontally, is driven down upon B by blows
of a hammer, which are given upon a waste piece of wood, smooth upon its lower face, and placed
over the dovetail pins, which should a little exceed the thickness of the wood, so that when their

superfluous length is finally planed off, they may make a good clean joint. When the pins of the
dovetails come flush with the face, the driving-block is placed beside them to allow the pins to rise

above the surface. The second end, D, is then glued the same as B, it is also fixed in the bench, and
A is driven down upon it as before

; this unites the three sides of the square. The other pins on the
ends B and D are then glued, and the first side, A, is placed downwards on the bench, upon two slips

of wood placed close under the dovetails, that it may stand solid, and the remaining side, D, is driven
down upon them to complete the connection of the four sides.

The box is then measured with a square, to ascertain if it have accidentally become rhomboidal, or

out of square, which should be immediately corrected by pressure in the direction of the longer
diagonal; lastly, the superfluous glue is scraped off whilst it is still soft -with a chisel, and a sponge
dipped in the hot water of the glue-kettle is occasionally used, to remove the last portion of glue from
the work.

The general method pursued in glueing the angles of the frame for a panel is somewhat similar,

although modified, to meet the different structure of the joints. The tenons are made quite parallel

both ways, but the mortises are a little bevelled or made longer outside, to admit the small wedges by
which the tenons are fastened ; and the stiles are made somewhat longer than when finished, to pre-

vent the mortises from being broken out in driving the wedges, which are mostly cut out of the waste
pieces sawn off from the tenons in forming their shoulders or haunches. These details are seen in Fig. 3946.

In glueing the frame for a single panel which is fitted into a groove, the whole of the frame is put
together before commencing the glueing, and the stiles are knocked off one at a time, by -which the

misplacement of the pieces is avoided. The tenons are glued, and a little glue is thrust into the two
mortises with a thin piece of wood; when the stiles have been driven down close, the joint is com-
pli ted by the insertion of a wedge on each side of the tenon; their points are dipped.in the glue, and
they are driven in like nails, so as to fill out the mortises, after which the tenons cannot be with-

drawn : sometimes the wedges are driven into saw-kerfs, previously made near the sides of the tenons
;

the other stile is then knocked off, glued, and fixed in the same manner. Occasionally all four tenons
are glued at the same time, and the two stiles are pressed together by screw-clamps, stretching across

the frame just within the tenons ; the wedges are lastly driven in, before the removal of the clamps,
and the door, if square and true, is left to dry. •

In many other cases also, the respective pieces are pressed together by screws variously contrived
;

the boards employed to save the work from being disfigured by the screws are planed flat, and are

warmed before the fire, to supply heat to keep the glue fluid until the work is screwed up, and the

warmth afterwards assists in drying the glue: such heated boards are named cauls, and they are par
ticularly needed in laying down large veneers, which process is thus accomplished.
The surfaces of the table or panel, and both sides of. the veneer, are scratched over with a tool callec

a toothing-plane, which has a perpendicular iron full of small grooves, so that it always retains a notchec
or seriated edge

; this makes the roughness on the respective pieces, called the tooth or key, for the hold
of the glue. A caul of the size of the table is made ready ; and several pairs of clamps, each consisting

of two strong wooden bars, placed edgeways, and pinned a little convex or rounding on their inner

edges, and connected at their extremities with iron screw-bolts and nuts, are adjusted to the proper
op- uing; the table is warmed on its face, and the veneer and caul are both made very hot*

All being ready, the table is brushed over quickly with thin glue or size, the veneer is glued and laid

on the table, then the hot caul, and lastly the clamping-bars, which are screwed down as quickly as

possible, at distances of three or four inches asunder, until they lie exactly Hat. The slender vein- t i-

thereby made to touch the table; at every point, and almost the whole of the glue is squeezed out, as

the heat of the caul is readily communicated through the thin veneer to the glue and retains it in a

state of fluidity for the short space of time required for screwing down, when several active men are

engaged in the process. The table is kept under restraint until entirely cold, generally for the whole
night at least, and the drying is not considered complete under two or three days.f

• [f the clamps were straight, their pressure would be only exerted at the sides of the table; bul being curved to the
extent of one inch in three or four feet, then- pressure is Bret exerted in the centre, and gradually extends over their entire

length, when thej are so far strained us to make the rounded edge bear flat upon the table and caul respective h

.

t in some of the large manufactories for cabinet-work, the premises are heated by steam-pipes, in which case thej have
frequently a close stove in every workshop, heated manj degrees beyond the general temperature, for giving the final

mi- to the wood, for beating the cauls, and for warming the glue, which is then done bj opening a small steam-pipe
into the outer vessel of the glue-pot. The arrangement is extremely clean, safe from lire, aid the degree ol theheai i>

rery much under control.
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When the objecl re curved, :;
t moulds, must be made of the counterpart

curve, bo a- to tit tliL-ui ; for example, in glueing the Bounding-board upon the body of a harp, which
maj I-- a mpared to the half of a cone, ;i trough or caul is used of a corresponding curvature, and fur-

nished all along the edge with a Beriea of sen wa to bring the work into the closest possible contact

In glueing the veneers of maple, oak, and other woo 1- upon curved mouldings r pic-

ture-frames, the cauls or counterpart moulds arc made to tit the w.ik exactly. The moulding is

ally mail.- in long i polished, previously to being mitred or joii r to the -i.

quired.

In work- that arc curved in their length, as the circular fronts of drawers, and many of the foundry
patterns that are worked t" a long sweep, the pieces that receive the pressure of the screws as

the work together "whilst it is under glue," arc made in narrow Blips, and pierced with a
• each end; they arc then strung together like a necklace, but with two Btrings. This flexible

. for all curves; the ~t i iuir- prevent the derangement of the piece- whilst they arc being

fixed, or their Loss when they are not in use.

We have mentioned these cases to explain tin- general methods, and to urge the necessity of thin glue,

of a proper degree of warmth to prevent it from being chilled, and of a pressure that may cans

greatest possible exclusion of glue from the joint. But for the comparatively -mall purposes of the

amatuer, four or six hand screws, or ordinary clamps, or the screw chaps of the bench, aided by a >trin_j

to bind a i
'.i .nd many of the curvilinear and other works, will g( Derail} suffi

As, however, the amateur may occasionally require to glue down a piece of vei r, we will, in

elusion, describe the method of "laying it with the hammer," which ri ie of the apparatus just

described, hut tin/ * n-< ring hammer alone. This is either made of iron with a very wide and thin plane,
or more generally of a piece ofw 1 from three to four inches Bquare, with a round handle
from the centre; the one edge of the hammer-head is sawn down for the insertion of a piec

iron or steel, that projects about one-quarter of an inch, the edge of which is made very straight, smooth,
and the opposite - i do of the Bquare wooden head of th< hammer i- <.

avoid its hurting the hand.

'lie- table and both -ides of the veneer having been toothed, the surface of the table i- warmed, and
the ou/' r face of the veneer and the surface of the table are w etted with very thin glue or with a Btiff

-i/.e. 'Ha- inner face of the vi \t glued; it i- held for a few moments before a blazing I

shavings to render the glue very fluid, it is turned quickly down upon the table, and it' larg

tretched hand- of several men; the principal part of the remainder of the glue i- then
forced out by the veneering hammer, the edge of which is placed in the centre of the table; the work-
man leans with his whole weight upon the hammer, by n band, and with the other he wrig-

gles the tool by its handle, and draw- it towards the edge of the table, continuing to hear heavily upon
it all the time,

ii ing applied upon so narrow an edge, and which is gradually traversed or bo
over the en! zes out the glue before it, as in a wave, and forces it out at the i

ing proceeded along one line, the workman return- to the centre, and wriggles the tool along another

pari close by the Bide of the former; and in fact a- many men are generally engaged upon the bui

of the table as the shop will supply, or that can cluster around it The veneer is from time to time
1 with the hot Bize, which keep- up the warmth of the glue, and relieves the friction of the ham

mere, which might otherwise tear the face of the w 1.

The wet and warmth also render the veneer more pliable, and prevent it from cracking and curling

up at the edges, a- Bhould the glue he,-.,me chilled the veneer would break from the sudden hen.;

which it mi b\ the pressure of the hammer just behind the wave of glue, which
I

would he then too Btiff to wi lv, owing to it- gradual loss of fluidity ;
the operation

:-, he conducted with all possible expedition.

The concluding process i- to tap the Burface all over w ith the hack of the hammer, and the dull

aid will immediate!} indicate where th utacl i- me plete, and here the application of the

hammer no. ted . Bometimes when the glue is t,.,. far sel in these Bpots, the inm
the glue-pot or heated iron- are I, till on to restore the warmth By -"me, the table is at the conclusion
laid flat on the So lownwards, and covi red over with Bbavings, to pn\ out the too sudd

the difficulty of the pre s with the magnitude of the work; the

i- more laborious and less certain than that previously described, although it i- constantly i

for the -inalhr n

CHAEACTEBS IND USES OF THE WOODS COMMONL\ EMPLOYED IN MECHANICAL \M>
' u:\ wii.n i \i, u;i 9.
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., true. 'I i
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A.lder, (Alnus glutinosa,) Europe and Asia. There are other species in North America and the Hima-
layas. The common alder seldom exceeds 40 feet in height, is very durable under water, and wa»

used for the piles of the Rialto at Venice, the buildings at Ravenna, &c. : the •wood is also much
used for pipes, pumps, and sluices. The color of alder is reddish-yellow of different shades, and

nearly uniform ; the wood is soft, and the smaller trees are much used for inferior turnery, as tooth-

powder boxes, common toys, brushes and bobbins, and occasionally for foundry patterns. The roots

and knots are sometimes beautifully veined, and used in cabinet-work. The charcoal of the aldei

is employed in the manufacture of gunpowder.

A 1 1 'i - \\ ood. See Calembeg.

A.LMOND-TREE, [Amygdalus commxtnis.) is very strongly recommended by Desormeaux, as being hard,

heavy, oily or resinous, and somewhat pliable ; he says, the wood towards the root so much resem-

bles lignum-vitce as to render it difficult to distinguish between them. It is sometimes called false

lignum-vitce, and is used for similar purposes, as handles, the teeth and bearings of wheels, pulleys,

<fec, and any work exposed to blows or rough usage. It is met with in the south of Europe, Syria,

Barbary, <fcc. The wood of the bitter almond, grown in exposed rocky situations, is preferred.

Amboyna-wood. See Kiabooca-wood.

Aniuca-wood. See Cangica-wood.

Aps. See Poplar.

Apple-tree, (Pyrus Mains.) The woods of the apple-trees, especially of the uncultivated, are in gen-

eral pretty hard and close, and of red-brown tints, mostly lighter than the hazelnut. The butt of

the tree only is used ; it is generally very straight and free from knots up to the crown, whence
the branches spring. The apple-tree splits very well, and is one of the best woods for standing

when it is properly seasoned ; it is very much used in Tunbridge turnery, for bottle-cases, &c. : it

is a clean-working wood, and being harder than chestnut, sycamore, or lime-tree, is better adapted

than they are for screwed work, but is inferior in that respect to pear-tree, which is tougher. The
millwright uses the crab-tree for the teeth of mortise-wheels.

Apricot-tree, (Armeniaca vulgaris,) a native of Armenia, is mentioned in all of the French works on

turning, beginning with Bergeron, (1*792,) who says the wood of the apricot-tree is very rarely met
with sound, but that it is agreeably veined, and better suited to turning than carpentry. He else-

where very justly adds, that we are naturally prejudiced in favor of those trees from which we
derive agreeable fruits, and expect the respective woods to be either handsome in appearance or

agreeable in scent, but in each of which expectations we are commonly disappointed : this applies

generally to the orange and lemon trees, and we may add, to the quince, pomegranate, and coffee

trees, the vine, and many others occasionally met with, rather as objects of curiosity than as ma-
terials applicable to the arts.

Arbor vit^e. The different species of Tliuja are called Arbor vitce, and are chiefly found in North
America and China. T. occidentalis, or American Arbor vitce, attains a height of from 40 to 50

feet, and has reddish-colored, somewhat odorous, very light, soft and fine-grained wood. It is

softer than white pine, and much used in house-carpentry, and also for fences.

The Chinese Arbor vita;, or T. orientalis, is smaller, but the wood is harder. T. artindata, a

native of the north coast of Africa, is the Alerce of the Moors, and was employed in the wood-
work of the mosque, now the cathedral, of Cordova. The plant is now called Callitris

quadrivalvis.

Asu, (Fraxinus cxcelsa ';) Europe and north of Asia ; mean size, 38 feet long by 23 inches diameter,

sometimes much larger. The young wood is brownish-white with a shade of green ; the old oak-

brown, with darker veins. Some specimens from Hungary with a zigzag grain, and some of the

pollards, are very handsome for furniture.

Ash is superior to almost any other timber for its toughness and elasticity ; it is excellent for

works exposed to sudden shocks and strains, as the frames of machines, wheel-carriages, agricul-

tural implements, the felloes of wheels, and the inside work of furniture, <fcc. The wood is split

into pieces for the springs of bleachers' rubbing-boards, which are sometimes 40 feet long ; also

for handspikes, billiard cues, hammer handles, rails for chairs, and numerous similar works, which

are much stronger when they follow the natural fibre of the wood.
Ash is too flexible and insufficiently durable for building purposes; the young branches serve

for hoops for ships' masts, tubs, churns, &c.

Several species are found in North America : of these it is thought that the white-ash, or Frax-
in us americana, comes the nearest in quality of wood to the common ash. F.Jioribunda and
zanthoxyloides are two ashes found in the Himalayas.

Fraxinus omus produces manna ; Fraxinus excelsa produces a manna somewhat similar.

Ash, the Mountain Ash, or Quicken or Rowan tree, Pyrus Aucuparia, grows in almost every

soil or situation, has fine grained hard wood, which may be stained of any color, and takes a

high polish, and is applied to the same purposes as the wood of the Beam and Service trees.

See Service-tree.

A.3PJ-.N". See Pojdar.

Bauberry-wood, {JBerberis vulgaris,) is of small size, generally about 4 inches diameter; the rind is

yellow, and about half an inch thick: the wood resembles elder, and is tolerably straight and

tenacious.

Barwood, Africa. Two kinds are imported from Angola and Gaboon respectively, in split pieces 4 to

5 feet long, 10 to 12 inches wide, and 2 to 3 inches thick. It is used as a red dyewood—the wood
is dark-red, but the dye rather pale ; it is also used for violin-bows, ramrods, and turning.

Bay-tree. The sweet bay-tree, (Laurus nobi/is,) a native of Italy and Greece, grows to the height ol

30 feet, and is an aromatic wood. It is the laurel that was used by the ancients for their military

crowns.
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Beech. Only oe rope; in England the Buckinghamshire

and Sussex beech arc esteemed the best Mean dimensions of the tree, -l f feet long and -7 inches

diameter. The color (whitish-brown) is influenced by the soil, and is described as white, brown
and black.— /

Beecli is used for piles in wet foundations, but not for building; it is excellent from its uniform

texture and closeness for in-door works, a- the frames of machines, common bedsteads and furniture
,

it i- very much used for planes, tools, lathe-chucks, the keys and cogs of machinery, sho<

pattens, toys, brushes, handles, (fee. Carved moulds for the composition ornaments of picture frames,

and for pastry, and large wooden types for printing, are commonly made <>t' beech: thev
often attacked by worms when stationary, as in framings, but tools kept in use are not tfa is

injur.- I.

1 to imitat I and ebony, and it is considere 1 w be almost chemically

i m foreign matters; for example, the glass-blowers use the wood almost exclusively in

- of glass jugs, which process fails when the smallest portion of sulphur,

oak is next in estimation for the purpose.

The white-beech of North America. Fagus sglvestris, is little valued in this country; the bark,

however, i- employed in tanning.

Bkefwood. Red-colored woods are Bometimea thus named, but it is generally applied to the Botany-

bay oak—which see.

11i.ili.-m i-, or A_reca-ni rs, are the fruit of the A . or Faufel; they have a thin, brown
rind, and in size are intermediate between walnuts and hazelnut--; their general .-u 1

faint oily-gray color, thickly marked with curly streak- of dark-brown or black. I

altho n semble ivory, as regards the art of turning; they arc made into necklace-, the

tops of walking-sticks, and other small objects. The substance of the betle-nut, together with

quicklime, is chewed by the generality of the natives of India.

1 !_-. 3941 is the section of the betle nut full size, and at right angles to the -talk. !

ction through the line of the stalk, which -hows the central cavity. Externally the marks

constitute a tortuous running pattern, as seen in the turned knob. Fig 39 19.

A forest-tree common t.. Europe aril North America; the line-; U from >

John's, and Pictou. It i- an excellent wood lor the turner, being light-colored^ compa
ked : it is in general softer and darker than beech, and unlike it in grain.

Birchwood i- not very durable ;
it i- considerably used in furniture. Some of the wood i- almost

a- handsomely figured as Honduras mahogany, and when ad varnished 'i- not easily dis-

tinguished from it. The bark of the birch tree i- remarkable for being harder and more durable

than the wood it-elf: amongst the Northern nations it is used for tile- for roofs, tor -hoe-, l

a Canada for boat-. The Russians employ the tan of one of the birch tie. - to impart the

leather, which i- thereby rendered remarkably durable. The inner bark is used

for making the Russia d

'I he English birch i- much -mailer than the American, and lighter in color ; it i- chi< flj u

common turner] the Russian birch called Russian maple is very beautiful, and of a

How color.

i moii bird, and the most common tree throughout tie- b'

re 'I he Russian maple of commerce i- thought to be the wood of the b

. birch and mountain mahogany of America, 1 h brown
timber, which i- variegated, and w.ll adapted to cabinet-w irk. lerablc

'. ind und.-r the name of American biri h,

tall, also call..! yellow birch, has w I much h '

ui. d. /,'.
i

oi ca birch, is employed bytheNortl
ican Indians in c r their portable canoe* B Bhotputtra is a Himalayan -p

which the 1 u| , and fcr making the snakes of hookahs

ber w 1 i

and -oil in omethillg like walnut.

Jug rwamp he '•! nut, and
: q probably the trees « hich \ i. Id I

i{| Ai k Boi
I

of the and hai i the hi in ; ••

from without, or hollow md from within; inunj • ! I
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The wood, when fresh cut, is of a bluish-black, with dark-gray streaks, but soon changes to an

intense jet black ; of the few sound pieces that are obtained, the largest may perhaps be five

inches, but the majority less than two inches in diameter. It is most admirably suited to eccentric

turning, as the wood is particularly hard, close, free from pores, but not destructive to the tools,

from which, when they are in proper condition, it receives a brilliant polish. It is also considered

to be particularly free from any matter that will cause rust, on which account it is greatly esteemed
for the handles of surgeons' instruments.

The exact locality of this wood has long been a matter of great uncertainty. It has been con-

sidered to be a species of African ebony, but its character is quite different and peculiar ; we have
however recently heard, from two independent sources, that it comes from the Mauritius, or Isle 01

France. Col. Lloyd says the wood is there called Cocobolo prkio ; that it is not the growth of the

Mauritius, but of Madagascar, to the interior of which island Europeans are not admitted ; and that

it is brought in the same vessels that bring over the bullocks, for the supply of food. The stone-

masons of the country use splinters of it as a pencil for marking the lines upon their work ; it

makes a dark-blue streak not readily washed off by rain.

We have only met with one specimen of this wood in the numerous collections we have searched,

namely, in Mr. Fincham's : he assures us that his specimen grew in Botany Bay, and was brought
direct from thence, with several others, by Captain Woodroffe, R.N". As we have recently purchased
a large quantity imported from the Mauritius, it is probable that this wood, in common with many
others, may have several localities.

It would be very desirable for the amateur turner that the wood should be selected on the spot,

and the better pieces alone sent, as a large proportion is scarcely worth the expense of shipment,

but the tine pieces exceed all other woods for eccentric-turned works.

Blue Gdmwood. See Gumwood.
Botany-Bay Oak, sometimes called Beefwood, is from New South Wales ; it is shipped in round logs,

from 9 to 14 in. diam. In general color it resembles a full red mahogany, with darker red veins;

the grain is more like the evergreen oak than the other European varieties, as the veins are small,

slightly curled, and closely distributed throughout the whole surface. It is used in veneer for the

backs of brushes, Tunb idge ware, and turnery ; some specimens are very pretty.

The trees called oaks in New South Wales do not belong to the genus Quercus, like the European,
North American, and Himalayan oaks. There, the tree called Forest Oak, is Casuarina toru-

losa ; Swamp Oak is C.-paludosa ; He-Oak is C. equisitifolia ; while G. stricfa is called She-
Oak, and also Beefwood.

Boxwood (Buxus sempervirens) is distinguished as Turkey and European boxwood. The former is

imported from Constantinople, Smyrna, and the Black Sea, in logs felled with the hatchet, that

measure from 2 to 6 ft. long, and 2i to 14 in. diam. The wood is yellow, inclining to orange ; it has
a thin rind with numerous small knots and wens ; some of it is much twisted, and such pieces do
not stand well when worked; on the whole, however, it is an excellent, sound, and useful

wood.
Boxwood is much used for clarionets, flutes, and a great variety, of turned works; it makes

excellent lathe-chucks, and is selected by the wood-engraver to the exclusion of all other woods.
It is also used for carpenters' rules and drawing-scales ; although lancewood, satin-wood, and elder,

are sometimes substituted for it. Boxwood is particularly free from gritty matter, and on that

account its -sawdust is much used for cleaning jewelry; it is frequently mentioned by the Roman
authors as a wood in great esteem at the period in which they wrote.

Some of the boxwood is as handsomely mottled as fine satin-wood ; but it differs much in color,

apparently according to the age and season at which it is cut, as only a small portion of the Turkey
boxwood is of the full yellow so much admired.

European boxwood is imported from Leghorn, Portugal, (fee. The English boxwood is plentiful

at Boxhill in Surrey, and in Gloucestershire ; it is more curly in growth, softer and paler than the

Turkey boxwood ; its usual diameters are from 1 to 5 in. ; it is used for common turnery, and is

preferred by brass-finishers for their lathe-chucks, as it is tougher than the foreign box and bears

rougher usage. It is of very slow growth, as in the space of 20 to 25 years it will only attain a
diameter of li to 2 inches. A similar wood, imported from America under the name of Tugmutton,
was formerly much used for making ladies' fans.

Murraya, {Mackay B. fr. Tavoy,) specimen of Dr. Wallich's and of Captain Baker's Collection

of Indian woods, and the Garipe dpugne bravo, from the Brazils, seem fully equal to boxwood in

most respects.

Buxus sempervirens, or common evergreen box, is found throughout Europe, attaining a height
sometimes of from 15 to 20 feet. Turkey box is yielded by Buxus balearica, which is found
in Minorca, Sardinia, and Corsica, and«also in both European and Asiatic Turkey.
A new species has lately been introduced from the Himalayas, Buxus emarginatus, of Dr.

Wallich: this is found of considerable size and thickness, and the wood appears as good and
compact as that of the boxwood in use in Europe. Royle, Illust. Himal. Bot. p. 32*7. On actual

comparison the Himalayan boxwood is found to be softer than the common kinds, but is like

them in other respects.

Brazil-wood, called also Pernambuco, was supposed by Dr. Bancroft to have been known as a red

dyewood before the discovery of the Brazils, which country, he savs, was so named by Europeans
from its abounding in this wood. The best kind is from Pernambuco, where it is called Pao da
rainha, or queen's-wood, and by the natives Ibirapitanga ; it is also found in the West Indies

generally, and is often called Pernambuco-wood. The tree is large, crooked, and knotty, and the

bark is so thick that the wood only equals the third or fourth of the entire diameter; the leaves

are of a beautiful red, and exhale an agreeable odor. The Pao da rainha grows to thy diamrilnJ
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of 15 or 16 inches, the Poo Brazil, un inferior kind, to 50 or 60 in. Brazil-wood is a royal monop-
oly, and the U>t quality has the imperial brand mark at the end ; it i- shipped in trimmed -tick-

from 1 to 4 in. diatn. ami :.; to 9 ft long, and its color becomes darker by exposure to the air. In
principal use i- for dyeing; the best pi for violin-bows and taming.

nata, the Ibirapitanga <>f Piso, yields the Brazil-^ 1 of commerce De ( !andolle

inquires whether it is not rather a species of Gv !a,a native of th

Indies, is called Bresillet, because its wood i- reddish-colored like Brazil-wood. O. Sapan i>

a native chiefly of the Asiatic Isles and of the Malayan Peninsula; its wood is like lirazil-

and well known in commerce as Sapan wood.
Brazii.i.ho is quite unlike the Brazil-wood ; its color is ruddy orange, sometimes with Btreaks; il is

imported from Jamaica in -awn logs from -J to 6 ft long and 2 to S in. diam, with the hark (which
die ordinary thickness) left on them; and also from New Providence, in small cleaned sticks.

Braziletto is thou| in inferior Bpecies of Brazil-wood
;

it is principally used for dyeing, also

for tunury and violin-

It is considered to be botanically allied to the above, and is died Ca
native of the WV-t Indies, but also found in Brazil.

Bullet-wood, from the Xiririii Isles, West Indies, is the pi
i large tree, with a whit.- sap; the

wood is greenish-hazel, close and hard. It is used in the country for buildii

Lie- the ' Ireenheart

name of Bullet-w 1 is perhaps taken from the Bois >! balle or Bullei wood of the French,

ides, which in Jamaica is called musk or alligator wood. Bullet is perhaps a
change from Bully-wood, which is that of the bully-tree, called also Naseberry bullet-tree, or

Aehras Sapota of botanists, described as one of the best timber-trees. The bully-tree of

Guiana is also an Achraa The bastard bully-trees of Jamaica art' -pec; ,i.

Bullet-wood, another species so called, is supposed to come from Berbice ; its color i- hazel-brown, ol

an even tint without veins; it is a very close, hard, and good wood, well adapted to general and
to eccentric turning, but is not common.
The latter agri i - pretty closely with a w I described by Dr. Bancroft as Bow-ti I, or Wa

liana,

Different specimens marked Naseberry bullet-wood, and < f an iron-wood, were exceedingly
neai to the above, if not identical with it, and the Bull Hoof and Bread-nut Heart, all from Jamaica,
approached more distantly.

> wood Tki i . Bee Plant tree.

IGE-WOOD. See Partr
Calamander, Diospyros hirst

Calambebrl
Calkmbeg. A wood similar to Sandal-wood in grain, and similarly, but less powerfully, scented ; it,

color i- olive-green, with darker -hade-, it appears entitled to the name of Green Sandal
Calembeg, or Calambac, sometimes called Aloes-wood, is the Agallochum of the ancients, and

th.' Agila "r Eagle-wood of the modern-. It is produced inSiam and Silhel by Aquilaria

Campbachi Loe
. , ie-wood i- imported from China, the East Indies, and Brazils, in logs and plank- of large

car-.- and Boft v l,of a dirty grayish-yellow color, sometimes with broad iron-graj Btreaks,

and is frequently Bpongy, and difficult to work. It is principally used in England for calm:

and turnery, on account of its Kent
The Camphor-tree of Sumatra is Dryobalanops Camphora, of which the wood is hard, compact,

and brownish-colored; there is a genuine specimen in the museum of Km. I London.
The fragrant light-colored Boft wood of which the trunk- an 1 boxes from China are made, i-

the Camphor-tree of Japan, 1 hora, now Campho
One or more of the tribe i yield the A oodoi Guiana,which i- light, fi

and much used in the building of boats.

Camwood, an African dyewood, i- shipped from Rokella, Sierra Leone, .v.-., m short

and splinters. When first openi d I with red an the dust is vei v pungent like

-nutf; it would be a beautiful wood if it retained its original i to dark red.

inclining to brown. Camwood is the best and hardest of the red dyew le; it is very fine and
in the grain, and suitable to ornamental and eccentric turning.

m the Brazils, Para, Ac.; known at the Isthmus of Danen as Amarillo. It is imported
in round logs from to 11 m. diam

.
an I Bometimes m squared pieces. The wood is ol

rail) sound III and i lo e in the grain,and verj propei foi cabinet

work, marquetry, and turnery; is similar, if no) the same, to a * I called Vantal
pted iioiu Vinhal era] \ ellow wood

the Brazil - under the >

' Royal Bay, U a natn e of the C rhe woo
not I well suited to furniture

;
il in called Vigniatlco in the islau I ol Mnd<

ood, from the Brazils, also called in En jlnnd An jica, i- of the ro ewo • i
•

w brown, less abrupt, und more fringed, sunietinn

plnin mported in trimmi m to 10 in. diam., and i t-work

and tUl ii

Tkiiva. The name cedar 1 f Ten different natural ordei . ioncd

: Ion

of Lcbanoi

of the pini
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are 50 feet high and 39 inches diameter. The wood is of a rich yellowish brown, straight grained
and it has a peculiar odor. The tree is famous in Scripture for its size and durability, (Ezekiel xxxi

3, 5, 8 ;) it was used in the construction of Solomon's temple at Jerusalem, and many Grecian tem-

ples and statues. A few fine trees are said still to remain on Mount Lebanon ; but the wood wai
also procured, in the time of Yitruvius, from other parts of Syria, and from Crete, Africa, &c.—
Tredgold.

The Pencil cedar is the Juniperus virginiana; it is also of the same natural order as the pine-

tree. It is a native of North America. The grain of the wood is remarkably regular and soft, on

which account, principally, it is used for the manufacture of pencils, and from its agreeable scent,

for the inside work of small cabinets ; from the same reason it is made into matches for the

drawing-room.

Another species is the Juniperus bermudiana ; it is a much harder and heavier wood than the

pencil cetlar, with a similar smell and appearance. It was formerly much used in ship-building

;

many of the timbers of the Spanish ships taken in the last war were of the Bermuda cedar.

The cedar known to cabinet-makers by the name of Havana cedar, is the wood of the Cedrela

odorata of Linnaeus, and belongs to the same natural order as mahogany, which it resembles,

although it is softer and paler, and without any variety of color. It is imported in considerable

quantities from the island of Cuba, and is excellent for the insides of drawers and wardrobes : all

the cigar-boxes from Havana are made of this kind of cedar ; the wood is brittle and porous. Some
kinds of the Havana cedar are not proper for cabinet-work, as the gum oozes out and makes the

surface of the work very sticky and unpleasant.

There is another kind more red in color, called red cedar ; there are also white cedars common
to America : one kind is called prickly cedai", from its being covered with spines ; this is very like

the white hemlock, and grows to 4 feet diameter, and 60 to 70 feet high, and is much used for

railway works.

Another sort, from New South Wales, is the wood of the Cedrela Toona ; it is somewhat similar

to the Havana, but more red in color, and of a coarser grain ; it sometimes measures 4 feet diam-

eter. This kind is also found in the East Indies ; it is in common use in joinery-work. Most of

the cedars have been used for ship-building.

The Himalayan cedar {Juniperus excelsa) is harder and less odoriferous than the pencil cedar,

but is an excellent light wood between pencil cedar and deal in general character.

The cedar of Lebanon is usually called Pinus Oedrus, but sometimes Cedrus Libanus ; the lofty

Deodara, a native of the Himalayas, with fragrant and almost imperishable wood, and often

called the Indian cedar, is sometimes referred to the genus Pinus, and sometimes to that of

Cedrus or Larix, with the specific name of Deodara.
The wood of several of the Coniferse is, however, called cedar. The wood of Juniperus vir-

giniana is called red or pencil cedar, and that of J. bermudiana is called Bermuda cedar ; of

/ fum-badensis is called Barbadoes cedar ; while the Juniper of the North of Spain, and South
of France, and of the Levant, is called J. oxycedrus : the white cedar of North America, a

less valuable wood than the red cedar, is yielded by Cuprcssus Thyoides, and the cedar-wood
of Japan, according to Thunberg, is a species of cypress.

The name cedar is, however, applied to a number of woods in our different colonies, which are
in no way related to the Coniferce : thus the cedar of Guiana is the wood of Idea altissima,

white wood or white cedar of Jamaica is Bignonia leucoxylon, and bastard cedar is Guazuma
idmifolia. In New South "Wales, again, the term white cedar is applied to Melia Azederach,
ami red cedar to that of Flindersia australis, as well as to the wood of the Toon-tree, or

Cedrela Toona.

Jherry-tree is a hard, close-grained wood, of a pale red brown, that grows to the size, of 20 or 24
inches, but it is more usually of half that size. When stained with lime, and oiled or varnished,

it closely resembles mahogany ; it is much used for common and best furniture and chairs, and is

one of the best brown woods of the Tunbridge turners. The wood of the black-heart cherry-tree

is considered to be the best. The Spanish American cherry-tree is very elastic, and is used for

felucca masts.

Cerasus avium is the wild cherry. C. duracina is the heart cherry or Bigarreau. The wood of

C. Mahaleb is much used by the French, and is called bois de Sainte Lucie.

Chestnut (Castanea vesca) is common to Europe; mean size 44 feet high, 37 inches diameter; is very
long-lived and durable. The sweet, or Spanish chestnut, is very much like oak, and is sometimes mis-

taken for it; it was formerly much used in house-carpentry and furniture. The young wood is

very elastic, and is used for the rings of ships' masts, the hoops for tubs, churns, &c, but the old

wood is considered to be rather brittle. See Horse-chestnut.

The edible or sweet chestnut is the Castanea vesca, but the horse-chestnut (which see) belongs to

a very different genus. The wood, formerly much used in house-building and carpentry, and
which, famed for its durability, has been mistaken for chestnut, is now considered to be that of

an oak, Qucrcus sessilijtora.

Cn( oa-wood, or Cocus, is imported from the West Indies in logs from 2 to 8 inches diameter, sawn to

the length of 3 to G feet, tolerably free from knots, with a (hick yellow sap: the heart, which is

randy sound, is of a light yellow brown, streaked, when first cut, with hazel and darker brown,

but it changes to deep brown, sometimes almost black. Cocoa-wood is much used for turnery >>(

all kinds, and for flutes ; it is excellent for eccentric turning, and in that respect is next to the

African blackwood.

An apparent variety of cocoa-wood, from 2 to 6 or 7 incites diameter, with a large proportion of

hard sap of the color of beechwood, and heartwood of a chestnut-brown color, is used for tree-

nails and pins for ship-work, and purposes similar to lignum-vitaj, to which it bears some rcsero-
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bl;mce, although it i- mu h smaller, has a rough bark, the sap is more red, and the heart darker

and more handsomely colored when first opened than lignum-vitae ; it i- intermediate between it

and cocoa-wood. Another but interior v. 1 exactly agrees with the ordinary cocoa-wood, bnt
that the heart is in wavy rings, alternately hard and soft

1 oa-w I has no connection with the cocoanut, which is the Bruit of a palm on to

the East and West Indies, the Cocoa nucifera; neither can it have any relation t" the oth( i

genous trees which produce the coquilla-nut, the Attaliafunifera according to Martius, and
of G i r of thi I \ao Theobroma, or the cnocolate-nul

it is really singular that the exact localities and the botanical nami a-wood that

much used, should be uncertain: it appears to come from a country producing
imported as r the stowage upon which the Bugar hogsheads are packed : it is also known
a- brown ebony, but the Ameri i i~~ imilar.

ili- i : of commerce is not easy to trace to any of the trees of the West mdi< 3

cocoa plum i- Chr >, which forms only a ahi ( or mangrove
grape-tree, grows large and yields a beautiful wood for cabinet-work, but which i- light and

of a white color. In appearance and description it come- near to the Greenheart or i

i, which is also called Cogwood.
Uoi oAmnvnu e. See !'

indt-shell. The general characters of this Bruit, the produc f the palm C
too well known to need particular description : in India its thick fibrous husk is made into th

Fope, and in Europe into rope, matting, brushes, Ac, The Bubstance of the shell is very brittle,

and its structui hat fibrous, but it admit-; of being turned in an agreeable manner.

shells which are tolerably circular are used for the bodies of cups and .

covers being made of wood or ivory. . Common buttons are also made of the cocoanut-shelL, and
are considered better than those of horn, as they do not, like that material, absorb moisture, which

a to swell and twist

Cox BS.

M The -wood is of a light greenish-brown or dusky-yellow, with a hark

ibling boxwood, but thicker and darker; it has no smell, and but little taste. The
i'.v more than a few feet high, and it is cut down in the plantations to five or six

therefore useful in manufactui

The tree called Kentucky c .''"'. is very different from the common coffee ;

it forms a large tree called Qymnocladu wood isi impact, of a roej hue, and'used

by cabinet-mal

C'ou.;: eron i- so named from its color. When first cut it i- yellow, but soon cl

to a fine red or superb coral ; it i- hard, and receives a fine polish: he also -peak- of a dai

coral-wood. It i- difficult to associate these with the red w Is; they are, perhaps, from the de-

o the camw 1 from Africa.

The coral-tree, so called from the color of its flowers, is Erythri but the

hois de corail of the French is the wood of Adenanthera .which is hard, reddish-

colored, and sometimes confounded with red sanders-wi

Doqcilla-nuts are produced in the Brazils by Attalia funifera, according to Martius, or the i

lapidea of Gaertner; the latter title is highly descriptive. The coquilla-nut is represented in sec

tion, half Bize, in Fig. 3950 : the shell i< nearly solid, with the exception of the two separate ca\ ities

i ea.-h containing a hard, flattened, greasy kernel, generally of i disagreeable flavor:

the cells occasionally inclose a ltiI) or chrysalis .-imilar to that figured, which consumes the fruit.

3951.

i he p imbcrs are lined with filami nl

shell tennii .nil.

id. and U rmin i
attach

in. -nt of the -t.dk H i the shell contains tl

we l>
i la-nut that

I
bi ittli*,

hard, close, and of a hnzi I l marked and dotti ' nder

the :r* t : in of shat i
II ; it

red. On the wh.de- it material, and uitabli '
i

tj of small
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ornamental works, both turned and filed ; coquilla-nuts arc extensively manufactured into tin

knobs of umbrellas and parasols, small toys, &c.

Coromandel, or Calamander, the produce of Ceylon, and the coast of India, is shipped in logs and
planks from Bombay and Madras. The figure is between that of rosewood and zebra-wood ; the

color of the ground is usually of a red hazel-brown, described also as chocolate-brown, with black

stripes and marks. It is said to be so hard as almost to require grinding rather than cutting ; this

is not exactly true, as the veneer saws cut it without particular difficulty : it is a very handsome
furniture wood, and turns well ; it is considered to be a variety of ebony.

There are three varieties of Coromandel: the Calamander or Coromandel, which is the darkest,

and the most commonly seen in this country, the Calemberri, which is lighter colored and striped,

and the Omander, the ground of which is as light as English yew, but of a redder cast, with a few
slight veins and marks of darker tints. The wood is scarce, and almost or quite limited to Ceylon

;

it grows between the clefts of rocks ; this renders it difficult to extract the roots, which are the

most beautiful parts of the trees.

The Calamander-wood tree is Diospyros hirsuta, and Kadum Beriya is D. Ebenaster, according

to Moore's Catalogue of Ceylon Plants, and therefore of the same genus as the true ebony.
Coromandel, falsely so called, has a black ground, and is either striped, mottled, or dappled, with light

yellow, orange, or red ; it is a description of accidental or imperfect East Indian black ebony.

Some of the pieces are very handsome ; it is used for similar purposes to the true coromandel,

from which, however, it is entirely different, and generally inferior, although it is considered a

variety of the same group.

Corosos, or Ivory-nuts, are produced by Phytelephas macrocarpa, growing in Central America ami
Columbia.

—

{Humboldt.) Th'ey are described as seeds with osseous albumen ; the tree is a genus
allied to the Pandanece, or Screw Pines, and also to the Palms. The nuts are of irregular shapes,

from one to two inches diameter, and when inclosed in their thin husks, they resemble small pota-

toes covered with light-brown earth : the coat of the nut itself is of a darker brown, with a few
loose filaments folded upon it. The internal substance of the ivory-nut resembles white wax rather

than ivory ; it has, when dried, a faint and somewhat transparent tint, between yellow and blue,

but when opened it is often almost green from the quantity of moisture it contains, and in losing

which it contracts considerably. Each nut has a hole, which leads into a small, central, angular
cavity ; this, joined to the irregularity of the external form, limits the purposes to which they are

applied—principally the knobs of wTalking-sticks, and a few other small works. Fig. 3951 is the

section of the ivory-nut at right angles with the stalk, and half size ;
and Fig. 3952 is the section

through the stalk itself, which proceeds from s.

Cowdie. See Pines.

Crab-tree, the wild Apple-tree; principally used by millwrights for the teeth of wheels. See
Apple-tree.

Cypress-tree. Of this there are many varieties; the principal are the Cuvressus sempervirens, and
the white cypress or white cedar of Worth America, the Guprcssus Thyotdcs ; the latter is much
used as a timber wood ; it is an immense tree, and is considered to be more durable even than

the cedar of Lebanon. The Cupressus sempervirens is said to have been much used by the

ancients ; by the Egyptians for the cases for some of their mummies, by the Athenians for

coffins, and for the original doors of St. Peter's at Rome, which, on being replaced after six hun-

dred years by gates of brass, were found to be perfectly free from symptoms of decay, and
within, to have retained part of the original odor of the wood.

—

Tredgold.

It is probable that the wood of Thuja articulata (see Arbor vitce) was also used by the an-

cients, and has sometimes been mistaken for that of Cypress.

Deal. See Pines.

Dogwood, a small underwood, which is so remarkably free from silex, that little splinters of the

wood are used by the watchmaker for cleaning out the pivot-holes of watches, and by the opti

cian for removing the dust from small deep-seated lenses ; dogwood is also used for butchers'

skewers, and tooth-picks. »

The charcoal of the black dogwood is employed in the manufacture of the best sporting gun
powder, alder and willow charcoal for the government powder.— Wilkinson's Engines of War
1841.

Cornus sanguinea is the wild cornel or common dogwood, C. mas. is the male dogwood or

Cornelian cherry, while C. florida is an American species ; others are found in the Himalayas.
The name dogwood is applied in Jamaica to Piscidia Erilhrina.

East Indian Blackwood, (Dalbergia latifolia,) called Blackwood-tree by the English and Sit Sal

by the natives of India, on the Malabar coast, where it grows to an immense size. The wood of

the trunk and large branches is extensively used for making furniture ; it is heavy, sinking in

water, close-grained, of a greenish or greenish-black color, with lighter-colored veins running in

various directions, and takes a fine polish.

Ebony is described as of several colors, as yellow, red, green, and black. The existence of yellow

and red ebonies appears questionable. The black ebony is the kind always referred to when
the name is mentioned alone ; in fact, " as black as ebony" is an old proverb. The wood is

surrounded by a white sap 3 or 4 inches thick. The green ebony is an entirely different tree,

with a thin smooth bark, growing in the West Indies.

Three kinds are imported: No. 1, from the Mauritius, in round sticks like scaffold poles, they

seldom exceed 14 in. diameter; No. 2, the East Indian, which grows in Ceylon, the East India

islands, and on the continent of India; this is mostly shipped from Madias and Bombay in lugs

from o to 2u and sometimes even 28 in. diameter, and also in planks; and No. 3, tie African

ebony, shipped from the Cape of Goo I Hope in billets, the general sizes of which are from 3 tc
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6 /L lon^-, 2 to 6 in. wide, and 2 to 4 in. thick; these are rent out of the trees, and are thence

often called billet-wi

No. 1, the Mauritius, is the blackest and finest in the grain, a- well as the hardest and mow
beautiful of the three, but also the most costly and unsound ; No. 2, the East Indian, is les«

wasteful, but of an inferior grain and color to the above; and No. 3, the African, is thi

wasteful, as all the refuse is left behind, and all that is importe 1 is useable, but it is the

porous, and the worst in point of color.

They are all used for cabinet, mosaic, and turnery works; also for flutes, the handles of doors

knives, and surgeons' instruments, and many other purposes. Piano-forte keys are general! •

of the East Indian variety.

The African Btands tin- best, and is the onh Borl used for sextants.

i> 1 Lloyd -ays, the Mauritius ebony when first cut is beautifully sound, but that ii

like all other woods from neglectful exposure to the Bun. The workmen who uw it, imm<
in water as -non as ji is felled for 6 to 18 months; it is taken out, and the two ends arc Becured

from splitting by iron rings and wedges. Be considers the Mauritius ebony to be the finest, next
th«' Madagascar, and afterwards the Ceylon.

The black ebony is also met with in South America, but much less generally than in Asia ana
Africa.

The ebony of Mauritius is viol, led by Diospyroa Ebenus, that of Ceylon is l>. i
whih

the ebony-tr f the Coromandel coast is ]>. melanoxylon ; other

and D. Roylei, yield ebony on the continent of India. The tree yielding the African ebony
is not ascertained. A kind of ebony is produced by A Ebenus, in the Weal In

dies, and called Jamaica ebony.

Mou ["he different species of £auhinia are so called: B. porreeta. grows on

the hills in Jamaica, and has wood which is hard and veined with black.

See Green Ebony and Coromandel.

ra). The branches of the elder contain a very light kind of pith, which is used
when dried for electrical purposes. The surrounding wood is peculiarly Btrong and elastic. The
trunk-w 1 is tough and close-grained ;

it is frequently used for common carpenter-' ru •

inferior turnery-work, for weavers' shuttles, (many of which are also made of boxwood,) i^r

fisl tting pins, shoemakers'
|

Klm, (I timber-tree, of which there are five Bpecies; mean size, 44 ft. long, 32 in. diameter.

The heartwood is red brown, darker than oak. the sap yellowish or brownish white with

inclining to red
; the wood is pon rained, and -brinks and twists much in drying. Elm
plit, an 1 bear- the driving of nails or bolts better than any other timber, and it

eedingly durable when constantly wet ; it i- therefore much used for the keel- of

and tor wet foundation-, waterworks, pile-, pumps, and boards for coffins; from its* toughness,

elm i- selected for the nave- of wheels, shells for tackle blocks, and sometim< - for the gunwales
of -hip-, and also for many purposes of common turnery, a- it bears verj rough usage without

splitting.

Wyeh Elm. 'I • of 7" feet, and the diameter of :;$ feel ; the

branches are principally at the top, the wood i- lighter and more yellow in color than the above,

also Btraighter and finer in the grain, It is tough, similar to young sweet chestnut for bending,

and is much used by coachmakers, and by shipwrights for jolly-boats.

appears very like the last ;
it is extensively used for boat-building, and Bomi

-, as il i- considered to bend \ ery well
the common -mall based elm, 1 ranched, U

' i- the Bmooth-leaved and U.moniana the Wych elm. / , or the

American elm, is used for the same purposes as the European Bpecies, though the w 1 is

inferior in quality. I fulva and other American specii s, and »ev< ral sp
found in the Himala

ll:s A3 Pin
of Mulberry, (Monu tinct< tig in most part- of South

Ami i Indies. It is a large and handsome tree ;
it is shipped in

trimmed logs from 2 to l ft Ion n diameter; the color of the wo< eenish-

principally used for d ds and yellows, and also in mosaic cabinet work and
HI!!

from the West Indies, is apparently a lighter description ol

the co inn,.. ultimate!} to as dark a color, altb ilowly.

Iti imported n ithoiit the

The tie.. \ ieldin ', this has not 1 ; lie Fr< uch

call

and the \\ rail) . It is i

bark much il thinner and smoother; tho heartw I is of a bio v. .

i manpieti \ u oi k, and II <

The dust i to red when the hand p and watoi

The woo, 1 ia very mucli used for dyeing, uiul i matter, that the ui

in the Tho obtain

their nam.' probablj from I allied to tl

The ebon) o! Jamoi
u-o. ,| , I,row n coli I
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Green-heart ; from Jamaica, Demerara and the Brazils, bears a general resemblance to cocoa-wood

both in size and bark, but the latter has a redder tint. Greenbeart when first cut is of a light

green brown, and striped, but it changes to the color of Lignum-vitce, and is by some considered

to be r>ernicioua. It is used for turnery and other works, but its texture is coarse, and it will

not cleave at all profitably.

Greenheart used in ship-building is entirely different from the above, and runs into several

varieties.

Dr. Bancroft describes Greenheart, or the Sipiera-trce, to be in size like the locust-tree, say 60

or 70 feet high : there are two species, the black and the yellow, differing only in the color of

their bark and wood. He says there is also a purple-heart wood, of a bright crimson color, but

winch changes to purple, and is esteemed more valuable than the preceding.

The Greenheart of Jamaica and Guiana is the Laurus Ghloroxylon of botanists ; it is also

called Cogwood in the former, and Sipieri in the latter locality.

f-lrxiwooD. or blue Gumwood, is the produce of New South Wales ; it is sent over in large logs and

plauks ; the color is similar to that of dark Spanish mahogany, with a blue, sometimes a purple-

gray cast : it is used in ship-building. There is also a variety of a redder tint, called red Gum-
wood, which is used for ramrods ; both are also employed by the turner.

Eucalyptus piperita, is the blue gum-tree of New South Wales, while red gum-tree is another

species, probably E. resinifera.

IIackmetack Larch. See Pines.

Harewood. See Sycamore.
Hawthorn {Cratagus oxyacantha) has hardwood of a whitish color, with a tinge of yellow; the

grain is fine, and the wood takes a good polish ; but being small and difficult to work, it is not

much used.

Hazel, a small underwood, but little used for turning, except for a few toys. It is very elastic, and

is used, as well as the ground-ash, for the rods of blacksmiths' cliisels, hoops of casks, <fec. Its

botanical name is Corylus Avellana.

Hickory, or White Walnut, {Juglans alba) is a native of this country ; it is a large tree, sometimes

exceeding 3 ft. diameter. The wood of young trees is exceedingly tough and flexible, and makes
excellent handspikes, and other works requiring elasticity. The bark of hickory is recommended
by Dr. Bancroft as a yellow dye.

Holly {Ilex cequifolium) is a very clean, fine-grained wood, the whitest and most costly of those

used by the Tunbridge-ware manufacturer, who employs it for a variety of his best works,

especially those which are to be painted in water-colors. It is closer in texture than any other

English woods, and does not readily absorb foreign matters, for which reason it is used for painted

screens, the squares of draft-boards, and for the stringings or fines of cabinet-work, both in the

white state and when dyed black, also for some of the inside works of piano-fortes, harps, for

calico-printers' blocks, &c. When larger wood than holly is required, the horse-chestnut is em-
ployed, but the latter is much softer.

The holly requires very particular care in its treatment : immediately it is felled it is prepared

into pieces of the form ultimately required, as planks, veneers, or round blocks for turning. The
veneers are hung up separately to dry, as resting in contact even for two or three hours would
stain them ; the round blocks are boiled in plain water for two or three hours, and on removal
from the copper they are thrown in a heap and closely covered up with sacking to exclude the air,

which would otherwise cause them to split. The heap is gradually exposed as it dries ; at the

end of about four weeks the pieces look greenish, and are covered with mildew sometimes as

thickly as one-sixteenth of an inch; this is brushed off at intervals of three or four weeks, and in

about six months the wood is fit for use.

Holly is a remarkably tough, clean wood, and is used for chucks; but this troublesome prepa
ration to whiten the wood (and which is not generally practised on other woods) is not then re-

quired, although a good boil hastens the extraction of the sap, and the subsequent seasoning of

the wood.
The American species of this genus is the Ilex opaca, opaque-leaved or American holly, of

which the wood is employed in turnery and cabinet-making ; there are other species in the

Himalayas.
Hornbeam, (Carpimts Betulus) sometimes also called yoke-elm, is a very tough and stringy wood,

which is used by millwrights for the cogs of wheels, plumbers' dressers or mallets, and a variety

of things required to bear rough usage. Hornbeam is sometimes used for planes ; it turns very well.

Eorse-chestnut (jEscuIus hippocastum) has no relation to the Spanish or sweet chestnut, which lat-

ter is more nearly allied to the oaks. The horse-chestnut is one of the white woods of the Tun-
bridge turner ; it is close and soft, even in the grain, and is much used for brush-backs ; it turns

very well in the lathe, and is a very useful wood. It is softer than holly, but is preferable to it for

large painted and varnished works, on account of its greatly superior size. It is but little used

in this country.

Horse flesh Wood, one of the Mangroves, which see.

Indian Blackwood. Sec East Indian Blackwood.
[ron-woob is imported from the Brazils, the East and West Indies, and other countries, in square and

round logs, 6 to 9 in. and upwards through. Its colors are very dark browns and reds, sometimes

streaked, and generally straight-grained.

The iron-woods are commonly employed by the natives of uncivilized countries for their sev-

eral sharp-edged clubs and offensive weapons; in England they are principally used for ramrods,

walking-sticks, for turning, and various purposes requiring great hardness and durability :
the

more red varieties are frequently called beefwood.
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Iron-wood is a term applied to ;i great variety of woods, in consequence of their hardness, and

almost every country has an iron-wood of it- own. Memo ferrea, which I I in

specific name from the hardness of its wood, is a native of the peninsula of India and of the

islands.

Metroaid - called true irdb-wood : the Chinese arc said to make Iheir rudders and

anchors of it, and among the Japanese it i- so scarce and valuable, that it is only allowed to

be manufactured for the service of their king. The iron-wi 5 bern China .

of the island of Bourbon Stadmatt 5 , and of the Cape of Good
Hope Sideroxylon melanophleum, which latter is very hard, close-grained, and .-inks in

water.

iron-wood of Guiana is Robinia Pana . of Aublet;) that of Jamaica is

and also I -eolation, which i- also called redwood. /Egiphila martinieentia,

and Cocoloba lati/olia, are other West Indian tree-, to the woods of which the name ofiron-
• 1 has been applied.

a, called American hop hornbeam, has wi ingly hard and heavy,

whence it i- generally called iron-wood in this country, and in some places lever w 1.

Jakwood is the woo 1 of .1 rtoearpus integrifolia, or the entire-leaf bread-fruit tree, a native of India
;

i- imported in logs from 3 to5 feet diameter, and also in plank-; the grain i- o rooked,

and often contains -and. The w 1 is yellow when first cut, but changes to a dull red or ma-
hogany color. It is very much used in India for almost every purpose of house-carpentry and
furniture. The jakwood is very abundant, and its fruit is commonly eati n by the natives,

and also sometimes by Europeans at dessert, with .-alt and water, like olives. The jakwood is

sometimes misnamed i i 1 from its color, and also jackwood, Jaack-vrood, and Kuthitl.

See Bah r'a Pop* rs.

Jagka&anda, the Portuguese and continental name for Rosewood, which see.

Jujopee-wood. The wood of all the Bpecies is more or less aromatic, and very durable; they are

found in the cold and temperate carts of the world. Some have already been mentioned under
the 1 lar. The common juniper, Juniperu* has wood which is aromatic,

limly veined, and of a yellowish-brown color; J. excelsa, lofty or Himalayan cedar, is found on

those mountains, as well as in Siberia and North America.
Kiabooca-wood, or An ' imported from Sincapore, appears to he th ace or burr

of some lai I is sawn oft in Blabs from 2 to l ft. long, l to 24 in. wide, and 2 to B in.

thick ; it resembles the burr of the j ew tree, is tolerably hard, and full of small curls and knots

;

dor is from orange to chestnut-brown, and sometimes red-brown It i- a very ornamental
wood, that is also much esteemed in china and India, where it is made into small box<

writing-desks, and other ornamental works, the Bame as by ourselvi

The Kiabo by Prof. Eleinwardt, of Leyden,tobe the burr of the /

; by others thai of Pterocarptu draco, from the Moluccas, the island of Borneo, Amboyna,
The native name appears, from Mr. Wilson Saunders' specimen, to be -

t: the wood
itself is of the Bame color as the burr, or rat h and in grain resembles plain mahogany.

'• The root of the cocoanut-tree i- bo similar, when dry and Beasoned, to the ' bird's-eye* part

of the w 1 here termed kiabooca, that I can perceive no di the cocoa has a tortuous

and -ilk v fracture, almost like indurated asbestos."

—

Col. '• I

I
'.> comparison of the palmwood with the kiabooca renders the question uncertain,

the multitude- of ordinary curly \v ly fibre8, that one cannot account for in a palm, there are

a few places with soft friable matter much resembling it- cement.

KixGwooD, called also Violi imported from the Brazils, in trimme II mi 2 to 7 in.

diami I
My pipy, or hollow in the heart. It is beautifully streaked in violet tints of dif-

ties, finer in the grain than rosew I, and i- principally used in turning and -mall cab-

inet rallj too unsound for upholstery. It is perhaj autiful

of the hard woods in appeal

Koi i

id a small dark greenish brown
I in ornamental calm- rquotry. Mr. Aikm -a\ - : "In the

rnum there is tlii- peculiarity, which I I I in any other w I, namely, that

plates, which are large and \ ery distinct, are white, whereas the fibres are a dark

: dinary appearance t" this wood."
\!pine laburnum, with blackish wo

poles from 8 to 6 in. diameter from Cuba and Jamaica ; it has a thin

rind, imilar to tl called one of tin

rk distinct from tl tlier they are very thin l.anc. .

: unci ly Uvaria
i - an I I pi ubnbbj I

la ii

Leotai

I
' and

in the 1-th
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lacun, and is one of the most abundant woods of the country. When first cut, it is soft,

and easily worked, but it becomes much harder on exposure to the air. The wood is cross

grained, covered with a smooth yellow sap like box, almost as hard as the wood, which is of a

dull brownish-green, and contains a large quantity of the gum guaiacum, which is extracted for

the purposes of medicine. Lignum-vitns is much used in machinery, (fcc, for rollers, presses, mills.

pestles and mortars, sheaves for ship-blocks, and a great variety of other works requiring hard-

ness and strength. It was employed by the Spaniards for making gun-carriages and wheels.

The fibrous structure of this wood is very remarkable : the fibres cross each other sometimes as

obliquely as at an angle of 30 degrees with the axis, as if one group of the annual layers wound
to the right, the next to the left, and so on, but without much apparent exactitude.

The wood can hardly be split, it is therefore divided with the saw ; and when thin pieces,

such as old sheaves, are broken asunder, they exhibit a fracture more like that of a mineral than

an ordinary wood. The chips, and even the corners of solid blocks, may be lighted in the candle,

and will burn freely from the quantity of gum they contain, which is most abundant in the

heart-wood.

The Bahama lignum-vitre has a very large proportion of sap-wood; pieces of 8 or 10 inches

diameter have heart-wood that scarcely exceeds 1 or 2 inches diameter. One variety of cocoa-

wood, and also the almond-wood, are somewhat similar to lignum-vitae.

There are two species, Guaiacum officinale and G. sanctum, both of which probably yield the

lignum-vita3 of commerce. This name is also sometimes applied to the wood of Arbor vitce.

Lime-tree, called also the Linden-tree, Tilia. This wood is very light-colored, fine and close in the

grain, and when properly seasoned it is not liable to split or warp. It is nearly or quite as soft

as pine, and is used in the construction of piano-fortes, harps, and other musical instruments, and

for the cutting-boards for curriers, shoemakers, <kc, as it does not draw or bias the knife in any

direction of the grain, nor injure its edge ; it turns very cleanly ; this wood has recently been

used for the frames of the best japanned chairs inlaid with mother-of-pearl. Lime-tree is par-

ticularly suitable for carving, from its even texture and freedom from knots: the works of Gib-

bons, at Windsor Castle and St. Paul's, London, are of lime-tree.

The lime-tree, Tilia europca, is usually divided into several species: as T. intermedia, micro-

phylla, rubra, and platyphylla.

Locust-tree. The locust-tree of North America is Robinia pseudacacia. The wood is greenish-yel-

low, with a slight tinge of red in the pores ; it is used like oak. Locust is much esteemed for tree-

nails for ships, and for posts, stakes, pales, <tc, as it is very tough and durable ; it works similarly

to ash,' and is very good for turning.

It grows most abundantly in the Southern States ; but it is pretty generally diffused throughout

the whole country. It sometimes exceeds four feet in diameter and seventy feet in height. There
are no less than 140 species of forest-trees indigenous to the United States which exceed thirty

feet in height. In France there are about thirty, and in Great Britain nearly the same number.

The locust-tree of the West Indies and Guiana is Ilijmenea Courbaril, (Semiri,) a tree from 61

1

to 80 feet in height, and five or six feet in diameter : the color of the wood of West Indian locust-

tree is light reddish-brown, with darker veins, and the main size 86 inches. The wood in its native

country is used for mill-rollers and cogs of wheels. Another tree, called honey locust, Git ditschia

triacanthus, of which the wood splits with great ease, is coarse-grained, and but little used.

Loc;woon, called also Campeachy logwood, is from the bay of that name, and from Jamaica, Honduras,

&c. It is scarcely used for turning, and is a dark purple-red dyewood, that is consumed in large

quantities: its botanical name is Heematoxylon campechianum.
Mahogany, the Swietenia Mahogoni, is a native of the West Indies and the country round the Bay of

Honduras. It is said to be of rapid growth, and so large that its trunk often exceeds 40 feet in

length and 6 feet in diameter. This wood was first brought to London in the year 1724 ;
its Span-

ish name is Caoba.
Spanish mahogany is imported from Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, St. Domingo, and some other

of the West India islands, and the Spanish Main, in logs from about 20 to 26 in. square, and 10 ft.

long. It is close-grained, hard, sometimes strongly figured, and generally of a darker color than

Honduras mahogany; but its pores frequently appear as if chalk had been rubbed into them.

Honduras mahogany is imported in logs of larger size than the above, that is, from 2 to 4 ft.

square, and 12 to 18 ft. in length: sometimes planks have been obtained C or f ft. wide. Hon-
duras mahogany is generally lighter than the Spanish, and also more open and irregular in the

grain: many of the pieces are of a fine golden color, with showy veins and figures. The worst

kinds are those t lie most filled with gray specks, from which the Spanish mahogany (except the

Cuba) is comparatively free.

Both Spanish and Honduras mahogany are supposed to be produced by the same tree, Swieti ><<'.<

Mahogoni of botanists, but some suppose that the Honduras is the wood of a different spe-

cie V. Don, Syst. 1. p. 688 ;) but Long, in his history of Jamaica, says, " What grows on rocky

grounds i- of small diameter, but of closer grain, heavier weight, and more beautifully veined
;

what is produced in low, rich, and moist land is larger in dimensions, more light and porous,

and of a pale complexion. This cons) itutes the difference between the Jamaica wood and that

which is collected from the coast of Cuba and the Spanish Main; the former is mostly found

on rocky eminences, the latter is cut in swampy soils near the sea-coast."

African mahogany, (Swietenia senegalensis,) from Gambia, is a more recent importation; it

twists much more than either of the above, and is decidedly inferior to them in all respects, except

hardness. It is a good wood for mangles, curriers' tables, and other uses where a hard and cheap

wood of great size is required : it admits of being tinned equally as well as the others.

African mahogany is the wood of Khat/a scnegalensis, a genus very closely allied to the Swietenia.
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Mahogany shrinks but little in drying, and twists and warps less than any other wood; on

which account it is used for founders' patterns, and other work- in which permanence of form is of

primary importance. Fur the same reason, and from it- comparative size, abundance, soundness,

and beauty, it i- the most useful of the furniture woods, and it holds the glue the best of all

Mahogany is also used for a variety of turned works, apart from upholstery and cabinet-work,

The Spanish mahogany is, in general, by far the best, although Borne of the Honduras nearly ap-

proach.- ir. except in hardness and weight The African is by no means bo useful >>r valuable as

either of the above, especially a- it alters very much in drying.

There arc two other sp 5 ietenia, besides the mahogany-tree, which arc natives of the East

Indi.-- : the one, a large tree (.('which the wood i- of a dull red color, and remarkably hard and

heavy; the other is only a middle-sized tree, the wood of which is close grained, heavy, and dur-

able, ofa deep yellow color, and much resembl - boxv d; but neither..' in com-

mon use in this country.

—

Tredgold.

The tir-t of these trees was formerly referred to Swietenia, but is now S i; the

i is probably r/ Swietenia, which is the satin-wood of India and Ceylon. A
third specie-, much admired for its light color, close grain, and being elegantly veined, is the

Chikrassee of the native-, and Chikrassia .'• iovZi iris of botanists : the w 1 is much employed

in making furniture and cabinet-work. The wood of the T i-tree, Cedrela Toona, i- some-

times called Indian Mahogany.
Mavuimm, a large tree of the West Indies and South America ; the wood possess of the

A characters of mahogany, and is similarly used, but it is much less common. The wood is

tbed as being yellow-brown, beautifully clou. ted, and very close, hard, and durable. [1 is

said the Indians poison their arrows with its juice, and that the wood-Cutters make ;t tire around

it before felling it. to can-.- the poisonous Bap to run out, to avoid injuring their i

This has been accurately described in Bancroft's Guiana, p. :;6-T : "The juice of this tree i- a

deadly poison ; it bears a little apple appearing bo tempting, that many new-comers hav.

poisoned by eating it. The tree i- poisonous while ping under it has been Baid t.. have

the most deadly effect

Hippoma 7a is the Manchineel-tree of the West Indies. i latifolia is called

bastard ManchineeL
Mangeove. Native woods of the Bhores of the tropics, bearing this name, and those of Mango, Mangle,

Maniglier, i IT.
i <fe&, differ very much in kind: some bear the appearance of very indifferent ash

and elm, Others of good useful wood- of the same kind, some are dark-colored, and many of them
have the red mahogany character.

One of the latter kind known to cabinet-makers has less of the brown and more of the red tint

than mahogany; it becomes darker on exposure, but not in general as much so as mahogany,

[his Mangrove is Btraight-grained, hard, and elastic, and stands better than Spanish mahogany,
and it is therefore preferred for Btraighl edges and squares.

The Mangrove-tree i- Rhizophora Mangle, of which the w 1 i- employed in making -

for sugar hogsheads. Growing in the same situations with it arc two tree- to which the name
ive i- also applied: the Conocarpiu racemosa i- called the white Mangrove bj

and Avicennia tomentosa, olive Mangrove. I rows in

the -am.- situations, and is a large tree, of which the w 1 is ofa reddish color.

Maple is considered to be allied to the sycamore, which is sometime- called the great maple,

) or the plan. tree. The English, or common maple, is of this kind; its color is

pale ycllov, -brown.

The American is very beautiful, and distinguished a< bird's-eye maple and mottled maple.

The [ icipally used for picture-frames; the former is full of Bmall knot- that give rise

name: the grain varies accordingly as the saw has divided the eye- transversely or longi-

tudinally, as pice, cut out in circulai i h as chair Lack-, sometimes exhibit Loth the

bird's-eye and mottled different parts. Much sugar is made from thi f maple.

The common maple (A< re much used for house-carpentry and furniture.

Tbe*eo-called Russian maple is considered to be the wood of the burch-tree; il is marked in a

manner -imilar to the American maple, but is unlike it, inasmuch a- there arc Little Btripes that

appear to conned the eyes, which in the American are quite distinct, and arise from a different

All but the iir-t ar< I in handsome cabinet work, and their divers

are very beautifully shown in turned w

ActA aon maple, and A. platanoide$ the platanus-like or Nbi

whil. . it maple, sycam , or mock plane-tree. A.

i- the sugar-maple, and its w I is often cal ••• maple. A.rvbrv
in. and er re other Amen,-, i which die timber i employed and

- valued.
.

• mdatum, a/i i,

Himalayan species, of which the timbei

M.Mi.v. ITBO U B I
m. ..Iciat. ,nd ill op|

tw.eii it aii I tulip u I. It is ometimes called Maracaybo-cedar, but
ihe cedar, although it maj grow in thi .-.I".

Mrm mi h:i i , U \anica: I white, soft, and being small

cepl for " alking l icks.

\

BdoaA-wooD, Bp r the Mora-tn ' '< Bcntham under the head
i; tie- tie. and abundant; the wood il like teak

I foi hip-building, and likewiw fitt< I foi kne< from the brai

in . ..I./- i i. • mbli - m !

Vot II.
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Mosatahiba. See Mustaiba.

Mulberry-tree, (Morus,) consists of about twenty varieties, of which the yellow fustic is one that i;

imported in considerable quantities from Rio de Janeiro. Bergeron very strongly recommend)
the white mulberry, which he describes as similar to elm, but very close in the grain, and suitable

for furniture. He says the white is greatly superior to the black mulberry.

Morus nigra is the black, and Morus Alba the white mulberry ; there are several other species

of which the wood is esteemed for its toughness, as of Morus parvifolia in India, for hard-

ness and tenacity. See Fustic.

Mustaiba, from the Brazils and Rio Janeiro, is imported in logs about 1 by 10 in., also in planks; it is

generally of an inferior rosewood character, but harder, and is sometimes equally good ; the veins

are of a chestnut brown, running into black. In its grain it resembles some of the iron-woods and
black partridge-wood; it has fewer resinous veins than the rosewoods. Mosatahiba, as well as

lignum-vitas, cocoa-wood, &c, is used at Sheffield for the handles of glaziers' and other knives ; some
of the better kinds are very good for turning, as the wood is close, sound, and heavy.

Nettle-tree, (Celt is australis.) Micocoulier of the French, has wood that is compact, between oak and
box for density, and takes a high polish ; it is described in the French works as a heavy, dark,

close wood, without bark, very durable and free from flaws. It is said to be used for flutes, and
for carving ; it is also called bois de Perpirjnan.

Nicaragua-wood, a native of South America, is imported from the bay of Nicaragua, and also from St.

Lucia, Rio de la Hache, Mexico, tic, in rough groovy logs without sap, that measure from 2 to 9

inches through, and 2 to 3 feet long.

Another sort, from Lima, Jamaica, and Peru, called by the dyers Peachwood, apparently from
the color for which it is used, is shipped in logs sometimes as large as 18 inches diameter, and 6

feet long. Both are similar to Brazil-wood in color, and are generally too unsound for turning.

The trees yielding Nicaragua and Peach woods have not been yet ascertained, but have been
supposed to be species of Ccesalpinia, or of Hiematoxylon, but they may be very distinct, as

colored woods belong to other genera.

Nut meg-wood. See Palm.
Oait,

(
Quercus.) Of this valuable timber there are great varieties. Oak of good quality is more dura-

ble than any other wood that attains the same size ; its color is a well-known brown. Oak is a
most valuable wood for ship-building, carpentry, frames, and works requiring great strength or

exposure to the weather; also for the staves of casks, spokes of wheels generally, and the naves
of wagon-wheels, for tree-nails, and numerous small works. The red varieties are inferior, and are

only employed for ornamental furniture.

The English oak is one of the hardest of the species ; it is considerably harder than the Ameri-
can, called white and red oak, or than the wainscot oak from MemeL Dantzic, and Riga ; the latter,

which are the more interspersed with the ornamental markings or flower, from the septa or me
dullary rays in the wood, are the least suitable as timber.

The wainscot oak of Norway is remarkably straight, and splits easily ; so much so, that it is the

practice of the country to bore a small hole in the top of the tree at the beginning of the winter,

and to fill it with water, the expansion of which in freezing rends the tree from top to bottom.

The live oak is a fine tree, that is met with in the Southern States ; it is very different in ap-

pearance from the others, as the veins are small, and more evenly distributed throughout the

wood
;

it is used in this country, along with the North American red cedar, for our finest ships ; it

is considered to be durable when dry, but not when exposed to wet.
" The sea air seems essential to its existence, for it is rarely found in the forests upon the main-

land, and never more than 15 or 20 miles from the shore." " The live oak is commonly 40 or 50
feet in height, and from 1 to 2 feet in diameter, but it is sometimes much larger."

There is also a fine evergreen oak in the Cordilleras of the Andes.
The African oak is well adapted to the construction of merchant vessels, but it is apt to splinter

when struck by shot ; it is therefore less used for ships of war. They are all softened by steaming,

and are then much more easily cut or bent; the African bends less than the others, and is the

darkest in color, but it has not the silver grain nor the variegated appearance of the'others: it is

sometimes called Teak, (which see.)

Of the British oak there are two distinct species according to modern botanists. The Quercus
Robur, sometimes called pedunculata, has acorns which are sujoported on long footstalks or

peduncles ; this timber is considered by some superior to that of the other species Q. sessili-

Jlora, but this probably depends on situation, as the strength and toughness of this kind, as

well as its durability, have been proved to be great. Dr. Lindley says its wood may be
known by its medullary rays or silver grain being so far apart that it cannot be rent, and this

gives it quite a peculiar aspect.

Quercus J/>.r, the evergreen or holm oak, is common to the South of Europe; the wood is hard.

heavy, and tough. Q. Suber is the cork-tree. Q. Cerris, called the Turkey oak, is common
in the southeast of Europe ; its timber is ornamental, being beautifully mottled, in conse-

quence of the abundance of its silvery grain, and is supposed to be often as good a- ;m\ othi r ,

the Sardinian oak is apparently produced by it. The \\
rainscoat oak is supposed by some t<

bo produced by Q. Cerris. Dr. Lindley considers it to be a variety of Q. sessiliflora, grown
fast in rich oak land. Q. hispanica, the Spanish oak, and Q. austriaca, the Austrian oak, are

found in the countries from which they are named; and Q. u&gilops is the Valonia oak

abounding in Greece and Asia .Minor, from which countries such large quantities of its acorns

are imported into England. Q. Crinita is common in Asia Minor, yields excellent timber, and
is employed by the Turks in naval architecture.

The American oaks are numerous, but the timber of Quercus alba, or the white oak, comes near
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est to the English oak. and is largely exported to England as well a-; to the West lodiee.

Q. Went, the live oak. is confined to the southern of the United States, and is al-.> found in

Texas ; it is said to yield the best >>ak in America, the timber being heavy, compact, and hue-

grained.

Q. '• ictoria, dyers' or Mack oak, i- best known from its inner bark being used as a yello \

under the name of Quercitron ; its wood i- strong, l>ut coarse. The other American o

inferior in the quality of their timber. Besides these there are Indian and Himalayan oaks:
i ue timber of some of the latter is excellent in quality.

The African oak, or Teak, as it is also called, is not a species "t' Qtu reut, \ ,
Teak.

Olive-wood, principally imported from Leghorn, is the wood of the fruit tr.

like box, but Bofter, with darker gray-colored veils. The roots have a very pretty knotb

curly character ; they are much esteemed on the Continent for making embossed boxes, pressed

into engraved metallic moulds.

There is another wood, apparently from South America, called Olive-wood, but it does not

in color, either with the fruit or wood of thi but is of a greenish orange, with

stripes and marks of a darker brown tint
;

it is a handsome w 1 for turning, but n. it very hard.

Elceodendron glc died bois eColive, but there i- no proof that it yields the oJivi

alluded to, as the country from which this is imported is nol distinctly known.

Ohaxdeb. See Coromandel.
,-n:i.i. The orange, lemon, and lime trees, (i - that seldom ex

' in height The woo 1 is only met with as an object of curiosity : it i- of a yellow

but devoid of smell. S

The oral:. Aurantium, the lemon 0. Limonum, the lime 0. Limetta, and the citrou
(

'. J/-

r>i u reral varieties of the four or five hundred which are Baid to exist are imported

the East and West Indies: they are known by the names palm, palmetto, palmyra, and nutmeg
leopard, and porcupine wood, Ac, from their fancied resemblances, as when they are cut horizon

tally they exhibit dots like the spice, and when obliquely, the markings assimilate to the quills >>i

the porcupine.

The trunk- of the palm- are not considered by phj Biological botanists to be tru« wood
; thi

grow from within, and are always Boft and Bpongy in the centre, but are gradually harder towards

itside: they do not possess the medullars rays of the proper woods, but onl.

fibres, which are held together by a much Bofter substance, like pith or cement, so that the h ri-

zontal section is always dotted, by which they may be readily distinguished from all true woods.

The Areca Catechu, or betle-nut pain:,;, remarkably perpendicular; it grows to the height ol

about 30 feet, ami rarely exceeds •; or .". inches diameter; it bears a -mall tuft of leaves, ami the

fruit is in dusters like grapes. The betle-nut i- chewed by the Indians along with quicklime, and

the haf of the Piper Betle, in the manner ol I color of the wood i- a light

yellow-brown; tin- fibres are large, hard, and only a lew shades darker than the cemen
portions.

The ' ro, or cocoanut palm, flourishes the best in andj spots near the sea-beach, and
- to 90 feet in height and :; feet in die orally less; it is

quite straight or perpendicular, and has broad pendent lea\ i
- from 12 to 14 fi el long, in thi

of which is a sort of cabbage, which, as well as the fruil inut, is eaten ; the busk

nut supplies the material for con- rope and matting. No part of this interesting tree is « ith

fill service to the Indian : the leaves are used for making baskets, mats, and thi

his dwelling; he also obtains from this tree oil, sugar, palm-wine, and arrack; and althou

upper part of the trunk i- -oft and stringy, tie- lower -applies a useful wood, the fibres ol which

are of a chestnut brown, and several shades darker than tne intermediate substance: the •

employed for joists, trough ind manj purpot al carpentry

.i.-i v has specimens marked male, 1st, 2d, 3d, Ith sorts, and to< same number of femn

no material distinction is observable between them.

re palm is much darker than either of the preceding kin !- ; the fibres are n

and quite straight, and the cement is of n dark brown, but in other varieties w ith these I

olored, and so friable that it may be p
the Isthmus *>f Darien, the) use the fibres of -one- ol the palm- as a rj work.

I'ah or that of Boratnujlab Mi Laird lai ely imported ii

and Pondicherry, from the Jaffna district at the northern part of Ceylon, for the © nstrui tionol flat

roofs, the joists of which consi dab-, the thud or fourth part of the u<

by their fiat ite elliptical rafters. 1 • • red tii-t with flat till

then with a whit called t'Au Ll-limo, yoll >

ther with water in winch the I oanuts havi

diah and rami

The smaller kind- are imported under the names of Partriii

rishiti to. i .. tli

which r walking-sticks, the i to i i th<' knobs or band!

exhibit in lots something like -

the pi n. ci pa I -t. m, which latter -how - dotb d

II,.

are twisted when tcbed with heavy weights until tl

are imported from the v apolitao
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The bamboos, which like the palms are endogens, are used in India and China for almost every

purpose in the arts ; amongst others, in working iron and steel, as the bamboo is preferred as fuel

in this art : the large pieces serve as the blowing cylinders, the small as the blast-pipe, and also

when combined with a cocoanut-shell constitutes the hookah of the artisan. The bamboos, and

several of the solid canes, are used as walking-sticks, and for umbrella and parasol sticks.

The shells of the cocoanut and coquilla-nut, and the kernels of the areca or betlc-nut, and those

of the corosos or ivory-nut, have likewise their uses in our workshops.

Palisander, a name used in Europe for rosewood.

There is considerable irregularity in the employment of this name ; in the work of Bergeron a

kind of striped ebony is figured as bois de Palixandre ; in other French works this name is

considered a synonym of bois violet, and stated as a wood brought by the Dutch from their

South American colonies, and much esteemed.

Partridge-wood is the produce of the Brazils and the West Indian Islands
;

it is sent in large planks,

or in round and square logs, called from their tints red, brown, and black, and also sweet partridge;

the wood is close, heavy, and generally straight in the grain. The colors are variously mingled,

and most frequently disposed in fine hair-streaks of two or three shades, which in some of the curly

specimens cut plankways resemble the feathers of the bird ; other varieties are called pheasant-

wood. The partridge-woods are very porous ; cut horizontally the annual rings appear almost as

two distinct layers, the one hard woody fibre, the other a much softer substance thickly interspersed

with pores : this circumstance gives rise to its peculiar figure, which often resembles that of the

palm-tree woods.

Partridge-wood was formerly employed in the Brazils for ship-building, and is also known as

cabbage-wood: the red-colored variety is called Angelim and Cangelim in the Brazils, and Yavo

in Cuba.
It is now principally used for walking-sticks, umbrella and parasol sticks, and in cabinet-work

and turning ; the ladies have patronized it also for fans.

The partridge-wood imported from the West Indies is yielded by Heisteria coccinea. The wood
of several trees is no doubt included under this name.

Peachwood. See Nicaragua-wood.

Pear-tree (Pyrus contmunis) is a native of Europe. The wild trees are principally used, and they

may be obtained from 7 to 14 inches diameter. The color is a light brown, approaching that of

pale mahogany or cedar, generally less red than the apple-tree ; and it is esteemed a very good

wood for carving, as it cuts with nearly equal facility in all directions of the grain, and many of

the old works are cut in it. It is now much used for the engraved blocks for calico-printers, paper-

stainers, and pastry-cooks ; it does not stand very well, unless it is exceedingly well seasoned.

Some pieces of pear-tree much resemble lime-tree from being, in the language of the workmen,
- without grain," but the pear-tree is harder and tougher, and has a few darker streaks : they are

used, however, for similar purposes.

Perxambouca. See Brazil-wood.

Peruvian-wood, a fine sound wood so called, is of a rosewood character, and measures about 12 to 16

inches through ; it is harder, closer, and lighter in color than rosewood, with a straighter distribu-

tion of its dark red-brown and black veins ; it has no scent. Its true name and locality are unknown.

Pigeox-wood. See Zebra-wood.

Pines and Firs (Pinus) constitute a very numerous family of cone-bearing timber-trees, that thrive the

best in cold countries. The woods differ somewhat in color, partly from the greater or less quantity

of resinous matter or turpentine contained in their pores, which gives rise to their popular distinc-

tions, red, yellow, and white firs or deals, and the red, yellow, and white spruce, or pitch pines,

and larches. They are further distinguished by the countries in which they grow, or the parts

from whence they are shipped, as Norway, Baltic, Memel, Riga, Dantzic, and American timber, (fee.

The general characters of the wood, and its innumerable uses besides those of ship and house

carpentry, are too generally known to call for any description in this place; but those who may
require it will find abundant information in Tredgold's Carpentry, pages 208 to 218. The Swiss

pine, imported under the name Belly-boards, are used for the sounding-boards of musical instruments

The larch is particularly durable, from the quantity of turpentine it contains; it has of late been

considerably employed for naval architecture, as likewise the Hackmetack larch : larch is consid-

ered the best wood for the sleepers of railways ; its bark is also used for tanning. The American
pitch-pine is likewise exceedingly durable, and is much used for flooring. The white hemlock

contains very little turpentine, and is remarkably free from knots : it is sometimes from 2 to 3 feet

square, and 60 to 70 feet long, and is suitable for piling, the staves of dry casks, &c ; it stand-

extremely Will.

The Cowdie, Kaurie, or New Zealand Pine, or Dammara aitstralis, is the most magnificent of the

coniferous woods, although not a true pine. It is said to grow from 4 to 12 feet diameter ;
one that

had been blown down by the wind was found to measure upwards of 170 feet. The Norfolk Island

pine, Araucaria excelsa, has enormous knots.

In Norway, when they desire to procure a hard timber with an overdose of turpentine, they riDg

the bark of the brandies just before the return of the sap; the next year they ring the upper part

of the stem; the third year the central, and lastly, the lower part near the grouud. By these

means the sap or turpentine is progressively hindered from returning, and ii very much increase;

the solidity and durability of the timber. The roots of some of the red deals soabound in turpentine,

that the Scottish Highlanders, the natives of the West Indies, and of the Himalayas, use splinters

of them as candles. The knots of ileal, especially white deal, are particularly bard; they arc

altogether detached from the wood in the outer planks, and often fall out when exposed in tlnu

boards.
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The pines aud rirs being so numerous, and the timbers of many being known in commerce bysuck
a variety of names, it is difficult to ascertain the trees which yield them.

The P rfm, however, called the wild
t

- teA^/Jr.yields the red deal of Riga,

called yellow deal in London; Abies eaxelaa, or Norway spruce fir, yields white deal, A i

pict o,or silver-fir, has whitish wood, much used for flooring ; Larix uropea is the larch cod i

on the Alpine districts of Germany, Switzerland, and Italy. Sev-eral other pines, as P. J

Pinea, Cernbra, cmstriaca and/)} ith of Europe, but their timber is

Less known in commi i

The North American pines, /' strobus, or Weymouth pine, called white pine in North

America, and much used throughout the Northern States ; P. mitii or lutea, the yellow
|

i- chiefly employed in the Northern and Middle States for bouse and ship building; it is <

sidered next in durability to P. australig, Southern pine, called also P. nd yellow

pine, pitch pine, and red pine in different districts: it i- said to form four-fifths "t' the hi

in the Southern States, and to be preferri d for naval architecture. It- uinl 1 to

the West Indies and to Liverpool, where it is called Georgia pitch-pine. Pintu tceda, bank-
incense pine, called white pine in Virginia ; /'. r• /', \ irginian or pitch-pine; P.

Hudson's Bay or Labrador pine ; P. inops, Ji rsej or poor pine, and P. r< sinosa. The Ami i

pitch-pine or red pine, called Norway pine in Canada, and yellow pine in N : and
many other-, yield deals of various qualities, more or less used in different districts.

The American spruce tirs are the Abies alba, nigra, and rubra, the white, black, an

spruce rirs; the last i- sometimes called Newfoundland red pine, and employed in ship-

building; both it and the black pine are exported to England

;

. hemlock
spruce fir, and A. baisamea, balm of Gilead rir, are also employed, although less valued i"i

their timber, but the American larch, Larh esteemed. On the -

of America some magnificent pines have been discovered, as /'. Douglatii and Lambert
and others in .Mexico. In the southern hemisphere the Cowdie pine or New Zealand pitch-

tree, Dammara considered bo valuable for masts, belongs to the same genus as

Dammar-tiee, D. Orii ntalis. The Himalayas abound in true pine- : a Bplendid Bpecies i- the

1' i a «s Deodara already mentioned under Cedar ; bo also are Pintu t xi eUa, A h r

with Abies Webbiana, Pindrow, and others.

Eh AM.-iiiLi., (the Plataniu occidentals,) a buttonwood-tree, is a native of North America; it La abun-

dant on the batik- of the Mississippi and Ohio This, perhaps one of the largest of the American
trees, is sometimes 12 ft in diameter; it is much used in the Western States. The color of the

wood resembles beech, but it i- Bofter. The American variety is sometimes called wat£i

and sycamore Plane-tree is used for musical instruments and other work- requiring a

light-colored wood.

The Platanut orientalis, called also lacewood, i- a native of the Levant, and other Baste .

Countries; it 18 Bmaller, softer, and more ornamental than the above; the beauty of ii- sep

it the damasked appearance from which it i- sometimes named. It is commonly used by the

I'm-:. in- for their doors, windows, and furniture, and is -unable to ornamental cabinet-work and

various kind- of turnery. The first kind also has septa, but they are .-mailer.

The true lacew l-tree i- the Daphne Lagetta,

I'i.im-ikii, (Pruniu domettica and P. spinosa,) Europe, similar in general character to pear-fa

principally in turning. This i- a handsome w I: iu the endwaj of the grain it resembles

cherry-tree, but the old trees are of a more reddish-brown, with darker mark- of the same color.

rot iu small hole- more generally away from, rather than in the centre "i the tn

it i- very wasteful on thai account
l'uG.\-v. ood, or Peon-wood, "t Singapore, is of a light porous texture, and light-graj ish cedar col< i

used in Bhip-building lor plank-, and makes excellent -p.u.-. The Calcutta |
i U pref< rred.

called 1' ia in the peninsula of India, and U. a

Roxburgh -a_\-, i- a native ol Penang and of countries eastward of the Baj ol U
that it yields the straight spars commonh called P , and which in those countrii

for the masts ol -hip-.

Peiki i - wood, from Jamaica, ia generalh Benl in logs like cocoa wood, from l to 7 in. diam
fl long; ii i a light-veined wood, something like Wesl India satin-wood, bul of a bi

> od resembles dark birchwood. It is principal!) used for turning,

The Prince* n I of Jamaica, called also Spanish elm, is Vordia Geratcanthus, but the

appears to be different

I'oi-i i The \n Is are toft, light, easy to work, suited to carving, common turnery, and
d to much \\ ear. 1 1 i- considered t" be veri durable when kept dry, aud it does

readily take fire. The bark of white poplar is ahnosl as light as cork.

ivooden polishing wheels of the gUusgrinder are mad'- out of horizontal slid >: thi

-t.m, about one inch thick, as from it- n adily imbibe- the polishiu in iU

Hie wood of the Abele,ot white poplai nmonh known a- Ac-, il

in Europe for to) i and common turnery, and i frequently ol a uniform reddi Ii © I r, k<

but with very mall

Pop the \\ lute poplar or Abel< , J

i- tli.- a -pi-n, and /'. i/a, i In- Lombard) poplar. There aro othei »j

in North America and the HiwaL
A large ill-defined wood, from the Brails, apparently of thi

and generally ol reddish color.

l'i Kii i iu u.i i- mentioned l". Dr. Bancroft, ee Oretuluart ;) il ii perliap the more propel oaui

the wood n»\t il i
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Purple-wood, or Amaranthus, from the Brazils, is imported in logs from 8 to 12 in. square and 8 t«

10 ft. long, or in planks : its color is dark gray whea first cut, but it changes rapidly, and ulti-

mately becomes a dark purple.

Varieties of Kingwood are sometimes called purple and violet woods : these are variegated

:

but the true purple-wood is plain, and principally used for ramrods, and occasionally for buhl-

work, marquetry, and turning. A few logs of purple-wood are often found in importations ol

Kingwood ; it is probable also that the purple-heart is thus named occasionally.

Quassia-wood. The quassia-tree is a beautiful tall tree, of North and South America and the West
Indies. The wood is of a pale yellow, or light brown, and about as hard as beech ; its taste is

intensely bitter, but the smell is very agreeable ; the wood, bark, and fruit are all medicinal.

"This wood is well known in the Isthmus of Darien, and is invariably carried by all the natives

as a 'contra' against the bite of venomous snakes; it is chewed in small slices, and the juice is

.^wallowed."

—

Col. G. A. Lloyd.

Quassia amara, is a small tree ; Simaruba amara is the Mountain damson of the West Indies,

and Picrcena excelsa, the lofty Bitter-wood. All have a similarly colored wood, which is

intensely bitter

Queexwood, from the Brazils, a term applied occasionally to woods of the Greenheart and Cocoa-
• wood character.

Quixce-tree, (Cydonia vulgaris) See Apricot-tree.

Red Gumwood. See G-umwood.

Red Sauxders, or Ruby-ioood, an East Indian wood, the produce of Pterocarpus santalinus, is prin-

cipally shipped from Calcutta in logs from 2 to 10 in. diameter, generally without sap, and some-

times in roots and split pieces ; it is very hard and heavy ; it is very much used as a red dye-

wood, and often for turning. The logs are often notched at both ends, or cut with a hole as for

a rope, and much worn externally from being dragged along the ground ; other woods, and also

the ivory tusks, are sometimes perforated for the like purpose.

The wood of Adenanthera pavonia (see Coral-wood) is similar in nature, and sometimes con-

founded with the red saunders.

Rosetta-wood is a good sized East Indian wood, imported in logs 9 to 14 in. diameter ; it is hand-

somely veined ; the general color is a lively red-orange, (like the skin of a Malta orange,) with

darker marks, which are sometimes nearly black- tb.3 wood is close, hard, and very beautiful

when first cut, but soon gets darker.

Rosewood is produced in the Brazils, the Canary Isles, the East Indies, and Africa. It is imported

in very large slabs, or the halves of trees which average 18 inches wide. The best is from Rio

de Janeiro, the second quality from Bahia, and the commonest from the East Indies : the latter

is called East India blackwood, although it happens to be the lightest and most red of the three
;

it is devoid of the powerful smell of the true rosewood, which latter Dr. Lindley considers to be

a species of Mimosa. The pores of the East India rosewood appear to contain less or none of

the resinous matter, in which the odor, like that of the flower Acacia armata, arises. Rosewood
contains so much gum and oil, that small splinters make excellent matches.

The colors of rosewood are from fight hazel to deep purple, or nearly black : the tints are

sometimes abruptly contrasted, at other times striped or nearly uniform. The wood is very heavy
;

some specimens are close and fine in the grain, whereas others are as open as coarse mahogany,

or rather are more abundant in veins : the black streaks are sometimes particularly hard, and

very destructive to the tools.

Next to mahogany, it is the most abundant of the furniture woods; a large quantity is cut

into veneers for upholstery and cabinet-work, and solid pieces are used for the same purposes,

and for a great variety of turned articles of ordinary consumption.

In the Brazils, the ordinary rosewood is called Jacaranda Cabuna ; there is a sort which is

much more free from resinous pores that is called Cabuna only : and a third variety, Jacaranda

Tarn, is of a pale red, with a few darker veins ; it is close, Hard, and very free from resinous vein-*

;

its colors more resemble those of tulip-wood.

Mr. Edwards says, that " at the time when rosewood was first imported into England, there

was on the scale of Custom-house duties, ' Lignum Rhodium, per ton, £40,' referring to the wood
from which the ' oil of Rhodium' was extracted, which at that time realized a very high price.

The officers claimed the like duty on the furniture rosewood; it was afterwards imported as

Jacaranda, Palisander, and Palaxander-wood, by which names it is still called in Europe. The

duty was first reduced to six guineas, then in 1842 to one pound, and in 1845 the duty was en-

tin lv removed; the consumption has proportionately increased. It is now only known as rose-

wood, some logs of which have produced as much as £150, when cut into veneers."

Rosewood is a term as generally applied as iron-wood, and to as great a variety of plants in

different countries, sometimes from the color and sometimes from the smell < if the woods.

The rosewood which is imported in such large quantities from Bahia and Rio Janeiro, called

also Jacaranda, is so named according to Prince Maximilian, as quoted by Dr. Lindley, be-

cause when fresh it has a faint but agreeable smell of roses, and is produced by a Mimosa

in the forests of Brazil. Mr. D. Loddiges informs us it is the Mimosa Jacaranda.

Tli.- rosewood, or candle-wood, of the West Indies, is Amyris oalsamifera according to

Browne, and is also called Sweetwood, while Amyris montana is called Yellow candle-

wood, or rosewood, and also yellow saunders. Other plants to which the name is also ap-

plied, are Licaria t/uianrnsis of Aublet, Erythroxylum areolatum, Colliguaya odorifera,

Molina, &c.

The rosewood of New South Wales is Trichilia glandulosa ; that of the East Indies, if th«

same as what is there called Blackwood, is Dalbergia latifelia.
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The lignum rhodium of the ancients, from which the »>il of the same Dame and having thi

of roses was prepared, has not yet been ascertained ; it has been Bupposi d to be the l i

•'• ruts, and by others, (

Robt-wood. See Red Saunders.
Sallow (Salix eaprea) is white, with a pale-red cast, like red deal, but without the veins. Thi

wood is soft, and only used for very common works, such as children's toys: like willow, of which
it is a variety, it is planed into chips, and made into bonnets and baskets; it splits well s.

.

Willow.

Sandal-wood is the produce of S< tree having somewhat the appearance of a large

myrtle. The wood is extensively employed as a perfume in the funeral ceremonies of tl

doos. The <k-.-ji.-r the color, which i> "t a yellow brown, and tin- nearer the root, the better i-

tlio perfume. Malabar produces the finest sandal-wood; it is also found in Ceylon and the

South Sea Islands. It is imported in trimmed logs from 3 to 8 and rarely 11 in. diameter; the

wood i- in general Bofter than boxwood, and easier to cut. It i- used for parts of cabinets, neck-

3, ornaments, and fans. The bark of the Bandal-wood gives a most beautiful red or light

claret-colored dye, but it fades almost immediately when used as a Bimple infusion; in the hand*
of the experienced dyer it might, it i- supposed, be very useful

There are woods described in the French works a< red sandal-wooda
The sandal-w 1 tr< E the Malabar coast is the Santah that of the South Sen

Islands is considered to 1"- a distinct ~pi-.-i.-~. and has been Darned Santalum Freycin*

'

is a spurious sandal-wood in the Sandwich Isles, called by the natives A

y.orum t> nuifoli

Sapan-w< , or Buckum-wood, (Casalp I obtained from a Bpecies of the same
that yields the Brazil-wood. It is a middle-sized tree, indigenous t.. Siam, Pegu, the coast ..(

.uiinl.-l, the Eastern Islands, <fec. Ir i< imported in pieces like Brazil-wood, to which, for

the purposes of dyeing, it i~ greatly inferior; it i- generally t..<> unsound t.. be useful for turning.

Satin-wood. The best variety i~ the West Indian, imported from St. 1 ). •miiiLT<>, in square h._r - an.

I

planks, froi in. wide; the next in quality is tie- Bast Indian, shipped from Singapore
and Bombay in round l".;- from 9 t.> 30 in. diameter; and the most inferior i- from New Provi-

dence, in sticks, from '>] to 10 in. square ; the wood is close, not so hard as boxwood, but some-
what like it in color, or rather more orange; some ; :ea are very beautifully mottled and
curled It was much in vogue a few years back for internal decoration and furniture; it i- now

ipally used for brushes, and somewhat for turning; the finest kinds into veneers,

which are then expensive; tie- Nassau-wood is generally used for liru-h.-s. Satin-wood, of hand-
some tiu'urv, was formerly imported in Large quantities from the island of Dominica Tl.

has an agreeable scent, and i> sometimes called yellow saunders. Bergeron mentions a " boil

saline rougi ."

The saun-wood .>!' Guiana i- stated by Aublet to be yielded by bis J i which
has both white and reddish-colored wood, both satiny in appearance. The satin v.

India and Ceylon i- yielded by Chloroxylon Swiei

Sassafras-wood i- a Bpecies of laurel is used in medicine. The
-mall w 1 i- of a light brown, the large i> darker; both are plain, Boft, and close. Sassafras

wood measures from I to 12 in. diameter; it i- Bometimes chosen for cabinet-work and turning,

on a.-. -..unt of its

Sui, or Sal. an East Indian timber-tree, the SJtorea ee 377, Dr. Wallich's Catalogue:)
thi- wood is in very general nse in India for beams, rafters, and various building pur]

i- .1..-.- -.'rain.-.l and heavy, of a light brown color, not so durable, hut stronger and tougher than

teak, and i- "ii.- of ih.- best timber trees of India < 'aptain Baker considers Saul t.> resist Btrains,

howsoever applied, better than any other Indian timber ; he Bays the Morung Saul is the best.

The Sissoo appears to be the next in esteem, and then the teak, in respect to strengtl

Balu /• '- /
'

Sai mii aa See Red Sound
This is a kind of thorn, and bears the servico-berry, which is <eateu ; it is very much

lik.- English sycan rj character a- regards the wood.
Bei eron describes the sei as a very hard, heavy, and useful wood, of a red-brown

and well adapted to the construction of all kinds of carpenters' t-.-.l-. II.- says thej will

• •• upon moulding planes, the bulk "i which are oi

l peaks of a 1

which is harder, but d i color, and more veined: those appear to be totally different

w 1-.

one of the most valuable timber-trees of India, and, with ;

;

ensivelv employed than an\ other in Northwest India, The ship-liuildor.H in
'

•I timbers and k remarkabh »tron rnyiali-

brow n, with darker-ca mev. hat r<
'

teak, but it is tougher and more . ire two kind

Bombay; the latter u much darker in color, The Indian black i

in the Malabar i

Sx \ki n con, Lett led w I, is used at D I
1 1 «

ko, for the bows of the Indiana The color of the v. i

and marks, which ha-. omblancu "I lotti of the

, « hen fine, it

« Inch are oxp in. .Ii im

1 from three
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Dr. Bancroft says, " Bourra courra, as it is called by the Indians, by the French bols du lettrt

and by the Dutch Letter hout, is the heart of a tree growing 30 feet in height with many branch-

es," <fec.

" The above must not be confounded with the Snakewood of the West Indies and South

America, the Cecropia, of which there are three species, all furnishing trees of straight and tal]

growth, and a wood of very light structure, presenting sometimes distinct and hollow cells.

The Balsas, or floats, used by the Indians of South America for fishing, <fcc, are very commonly
constructed of this wood."

It is thought by some to be the Tapura guianensis, of Aublet.

Speckled-wood. See Snakewood.

Spanish Chestnut. See Chestnut.

Spindle-tree (Euonymus europa) is a shrubby tree, with a yellow wood, similar to the English box-

wood, but straighter and softer : it is turned into bobbins, and common articles. Bergeron saya

the wood is used in France for inferior carpenters' rules, and that its charcoal, prepared in a

gun-barrel or any closed vessel, is very suitable to the artist, as its mark may be readily

effaced.

Sycamore, the Acer pseudo-platanus, is called in Europe the great maple, and in Scotland and

the north of England, plane-tree ; its mean size is 32 ft. high. Sycamore is a very clean

wood, with a figure like the plane-tree, but much smaller ; it is softer than beech, but rather

disposed to brittleness. The color of young sycamore is silky white, and of the old brownish

white ; the wood of middle age is intermediate in color, and the strongest ; some of the pieces are

very handsomely mottled. It is used in furniture, piano-fortes, and harps. Sycamore may be cut

into very good screws, and it is used for presses, dairy utensils, (fee. See Maple.

Teakwood is the produce of the Tectona grandis, a native of the mountainous parts of the Malabar

coast, and of the Rajahmundry Circars, as well as of Java, Ceylon, and the Moulmein and Tenas-

serim coasts.

It grows quickly, straight, and lofty ; the wood is light and porous, and easily worked, but it is

nevertheless strong and durable ; it is soon seasoned, and being oily, does not injure iron, and

shrinks but little in width. Its color is light brown, and it is esteemed most valuable timber in

India for ship-building and house-carpentry ; it has many localities. The Malabar teak grown on

the western side of the Ghaut mountains is esteemed the best. Teak is considered a more brittle

wood than the Saul or the Sissoo.

In 25 years the teak attains the size of two feet diameter,'and is considered serviceable timber,

but it requires 100 years to arrive at maturity. There is a variety, says Dr. Roxburgh, which

grows on the banks of the Godavery in the Deccan, of which the wood is beautifully veined,

closer grained and heavier than the common teak-tree, and which is well adapted for furniture.

Some of the old trees have beautiful burrs, resembling the Amboyna, which are much
esteemed.
The woods in general do not very perceptibly alter in respect to length ; Teak, says Colonel

Lloyd, is a remarkable exception. He found the contraction in length, in the beams of a large

room he erected in the Mauritius, to be three-quarters of an inch in 38 feet.

The teakwood when fresh lias an agreeable odor, something like rosewood, and an oil is ob-

tained from it. He adds, " The finest teak now produced comes from Moulmein and other parts

of Burmah ; some of this timber is usually heavy and close-grained, but in purchasing large

quantities care must be taken that the wood has not been tapped for its oil, which is a frequent

custom of the natives, and renders the wood less durable."
" At Moulmein, so much straight timber is taken and the crooked left, that thousands of pieces

called ' shin logs,' and admirably adapted for ship-timbers, are left. Teak contains a large quantity

of silicious matter, which is very destructive to the tools."

African teak does not belong to the same genus as the Indian teak ; by some it is thought to

be a Eupyhorhlaccous plant, and by Mr. Don to be a Vitex.

Toonwood has already been mentioned under the head of Cedar, as being similar to the so-called

Havana cedar, the Ccdrela odorata. The toon-tree is C. Toona ; its wood is of a reddish-

brown color, rather coarse-grained, but much used all over India for furniture and cabinet-

work.
Tulip-wood is the growth of the Brazils. The wood is trimmed and cut like Kingwood, but it is in

general very unsound in the centre, its color is flesh-red, with dark red streaks ; it is very hand-

some, but it fades. The wood, which is very wasteful and splintery, is used in turnery, Tunbridge-

ware manufactures, anil brushes.

A wood sometimes called French tulip-wood, from its estimation in that country, appears to

resemble a variegated cedar : it is much straighter and softer in the grain than the above, the

streaks are well contrasted, the light being of an orange red; it appears to be a very excellent

furniture and' turnery-wood, but has no smell ; it contains abundance of gum, and is considered to

come from Madras, but which peninsula has no pines.

Vinhatico. The Portuguese name for several yellow and yellow-brown woods. See Canary-wood.

Violet-wood. See Kingwood.
Finewood. See Apricot-tree.

Wat.ntt. The Royal or Common Walnut (Juglans regie) is a native of Persia and the nortli of

China. Walnut was formerly much used in England before the introduction of mahogany. The
heart-wood is of a grayish brown, with black-brown pores, and often much veined with darker

shades of the same color; the sap-wood is grayish white. Some of the handsome veneers are

now used for furniture, but the principal consumption is for gun-stocks, the prices of which in the

rough vary from a i'^iw pence to one and two guineas each, according to quality. An inferior
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kind of walnut is very much used in France for furniture, frames of machines, Ac. ; it is less

brown than tin- fine acrt

The Black Virginian Walnut (/w^Zan« nigra) is found from Pennsylvania to Florida. It is

a large tree, has a fine grain, is beautifully veined, and i- the most valuable of the American
kinds for furniture.

The White Walnut is the Hickory, which Bee.

U'lu.fuv. There are many varieties of the willow, (£ [tis perhaps the softest and lightest of

our wood-. Its color is tolerably •white, inclining to yellowish-gray; it is planed into chips for

hat-boxes, baskets, and wore bonnets ; it lias been attempted to be used in the manufacture of

paper. The small branches of willow are used for hoops for tul.s, the large wood tor cricket'

bata From the facility with which it is turned, it is in demand for boxes for druggists and
|

miners, which are otherwise made of small birchwood
The w 1 of the willow is described by Mr. Loudon as soft, smooth, and lighl ; the wood ol

the larger species, as 8alix alaba and A <, is -awn into boards tor flooring. The red-

wood willow, 8. fragilus, i< said to produce timber superior to any other specie- ; it i-

t'or building light and swift-sailing vessels; 8. RtuseUiana, being closely allied to 8. fragilit,

is probably allied to it in properties. The w 1 of 8. caprea i- heavier than thai <>f any
other species. Hats are manufactured in France from strips of th - dba.

Y.v i a-wood, or Yaeher, from .Jamaica, is sent in short crooked pieces like roots, from 1 to 12 in. thick.

The wood is pale grown, with Btreaks of hazel brown; it is principally used for ornamental
cabinet and marquetry work, and turning

; some pii ces are very handsome.
Yi.i.i.ow-u iidii. There is a fine East India wood thus called; it appears to be larger and Btraighter

than boxwood, but not so close-grained

This is probably a Nauclea. The wood of v ccording to Dr. Roxburgh, is

exceedingly beautiful in color, like boxwood, but much lighter, and at th.- same time very
• -rained. It is used by the inhabitants of Northern India to make combs of

Yew. The yew-tree is common in Spain, Italy, and England. The tree i- not large, and the wood i-

of a pale yellow-red color, handsomely striped, and often dotted like Amboyna. It has been
long fomed for the construction of bows, and i- -till -o employed, although the undivided .-way it

held in the day- of Robin Hood ha- ceased. The English Bpet it
-

| is < steemed a

hard, tough, and durable wood: it is a common Baying amongst the inhabitants of the New
Forest in Hampshire; that a post of yew will outlive a po-t of iron; it would appear the yew-
tree lives to a irreat air.\ as some of those in Nbrbury Park are -aid to have been recorded in

Domesday l!o-.k. The yew-tree i- used tor mating chairs, handle-, archery-bows and walking-
sticks. Some of th.- older w I is of a darker color, more resembling pah' walnut-tree, and i

beautifully marked ; the finer pieces are reserved for cabinet-work, and it is a clean wood for

turning. The Irish yew is preferred tor how-.
1 orrs of the yew-trees are exceedingly beautiful, and although larger in figure, they Bome-

times almost equal the Kiabooca.
The American yew, 7 lenrit, is supposed to be only a variety of J', baeeata; the

Himalayan species ar>- closely allied to this and to T. nucifera.

7.\s\t. or loung Fustic, from the Mediterranean, is a species of BUmach, (Rhxu Cotinut.) It i- -mall,

and of a -olden yellow, with two-thirds -ap ; it is only used for dyeing, and is quite distinct from
tie- Mortu tinctoria, or old fustic,

Speaking of this tree, Dr. Bancroft Bays: " A distinction was improperly created at least 180
.;- ago, (now 180,) calling that of the l

. u Young Fustic, (as being manifestly the

wood of a small shrub,) and that of Morut tinctoria, (which is always imported in the formol
large logs or blocks,) Old Fustic"

—

Bancroft* Phil, of Colort, v. i. p. il"..

The /ante is al-o called ' hloroxyUm ; its modern Grreek name i- Tmpp
woon is the produce of the Brazils and Rio Janeiro ; it i- -cut in logs and plank-, a- large u

twenty-four inches, Th.- color i- orange brown, and dark brown variously mixed, generally in

ignl -nip. cabinet-work and turnery, as it i- jerj handsome. A wood
from New South Wale- bearing some resemblance t.> the above i- sometimes called by the same
name, as are also some Other w U in which the stripes ate of a distinct and decided character

The zebra-wood i- considered by upholsterers to be intermediate in general appearance be-

tween mahogany and rosewood, so a- to form a pleasing contrast with either of them.

Portuguese name f..r th.- zebra wood appears from Mr. G. Loddiges' collection to be Burapin
and from Mr. '•< Ooncalo <!<> para : No. 58, of th.- la-t group, Catco <l> tartarua, i- hke Zebra,
hut h.-avii-r, more handsome, and of a rich hazel-brown, with black wavy streaks. The pigeon-

W I- are usually lighter, and of more \ ellou.l.iou n-.

/..hi also called Pigeon-w 1, on.- km I of Pigeon-wood in Jamaica is Guettarda

Memoir on thi . \ paper bearing this title was Intel} r< ad before th.- French

Lcademy of Scien mthor, Dr, l- d as an appropriate sequel to tin

ipon th.- woods, we append I
th.- numerous experiments referri

IL- contrasts the incn imption and the rapid decay of timber, with il of
\

Ino

tion, which make it ne. employment He a 1

1 lc Mi John Know I. -, and the metho
which he ol.jectH from th. ir u-el. in the -low and upcrficinl manner in winch

timben pari with their contained fluid imple imim
: by Duhamel .

i and t » all from I

ral applical
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Dr. Boucherie argues, that all the changes in woods are attributable to the soluble parts they contain,

which either give rise to fermentation or decay, or serve as food for the worms that so rapidly penetrate

even the hardest woods. As the results of analyses, he says that sound timbers contain from three to

seven per cent, of soluble matters, and the decayed and worm-eaten rarely two, commonly less than
one, per cent. ; he therefore concludes that " since the soluble matters of the wood were the causes of

the changes it undergoes, it is nedessary to its preservation, either to abstract the soluble parts in any
way, or to render them insoluble by introducing substances which should render them infermentable

or inalimentary ;" which he considers may be done by many of the metallic salts and earthy chlorides.

Dr. Boucherie shows, by parallel experiments upon "vegetable matters very susceptible of decom-
position, as flour, the pulps of carrot and beet-root, the melon, &c, (which only differ from wood, of

which they possess the origin and constitution, by the greater proportion of soluble matter which they
contain,") that in the natural states they rapidly alter, but are preserved by the pyrolignite of iron,

(pyrolignite brut de fer,) a cheaper material than the corrosive sublimate commonly used, and one very
desirable in several respects. He presumed that by immersing the end of a tree immediately after it

was felled into a liquid, the vital energies not having ceased, the tree would then absorb such fluid

through all its pores, by a process which he calls aspiration ; and in this fortunate surmise he was en-

tirely successful. This led step by step to numerous practical results, which their inventor enumerates
as follows, and describes in separate chapters.

1st. " For protecting the woods from the dry or wet rot."

2d. " For augmenting their hardness."

3d. " For preserving and developing their flexibility and their elasticity."

4th. " For rendering impossible the changes of form (jeu) they undergo, and the splits {di.yonctions)

which take place when they are brought into use, or are submitted to atmospheric changes."

5th. "For greatly reducing their inflammability and combustibility."

6th. " For giving them various and lasting colors and odors."

We shall endeavor to convey a general notion of the methods in the same order.

1. Durability. He took a poplar tree measuring 28 metres in height and 40 centimetres diameter,

simply divided from its 'root with its branches and leaves undisturbed, and immersed it erect to the

depth of 20 centimetres in a vessel containing pyrolignite of iron ; in six days it was entirely impreg-
nated even to the leaves, and had absorbed the large quantity of three hectolitres. This method re-

quired powerful lifting apparatus, and a support for the tree to lean against, and hence was objectionable.

He repeatedly operated upon trees lying on the ground, by attaching to they- bases water-proof bags
containing the liquid : the experiments were varied in many ways ; sometimes portions of the branches
were lopped off, but the crown or tuft was always left upon the principal stem ; at other times the

aspiration was effected by boring detached holes near the earth supplied with different fluids, which
gave rise to all kinds of diversities in the result ; and other trees were pierced entirely through, and a

horizontal cut extending to within an inch or so of each side was made with a thick saw, leaving only

sufficient wood for the support of the trees.

For fear of losing the trees upon which he had the opportunity of experimenting, the process was
not deferred beyond 24, 36, or 48 hours after they were felled, as the vigor of the absorption was found

to abate rapidly after the first day, and that at about the tenth day it was scarcely perceptible : it was
also found the aspiration entirely failed in dead wood, whether occurring at the heart of old trees, or at

parts of others from any accidental interruption of the flow of the sap during the growth ; and also that

resinous trees absorbed the fluids less rapidly than others.

Observations were also made of the quantities of the liquids taken up ; these fluids, when of a neu-

tral kind, as the chloride of soda, often equalled in bulk that of the wood itself, without causing any
addition to its weight ; the acid and alkaline fluids were less abundantly absorbed, apparently from

contracting the vessels by their astringent action. It is stated that the pyrolignite of iron effected the

preservation of the substance when equal to less than a fiftieth of the weight of the green wood. These
points are all separately treated in the original paper.

2. The hardness of the wood was considered by various workmen to be more than doubled by the

action of the pyrolignite.

3. The flexibility (due to a certain presence of moisture) was increased in a remarkable manner by

the chloride of lime and other deliquescent salts, the degree of elasticity depending upon their greater

or less concentration. As a cheap substitute for the above, the stagnant water of salt marshes was
adopted, with a fifth of the pyrolignite, for the greater certainty of preservation. Pieces of prepared

deal, 3 millimetres thick and 60 centimetres long, were capable of being twisted and bent in all direc-

tions, as into screws, also into three circular coils ; the wood immediately regained its figure when re-

leased ; this condition lasted eighteen months, that is, until the time his paper was read.

4. The warping and splitting, principally due to the continual effect of the atmosphere in abstracting

and restoring the moisture, was stayed by impregnating the wood with a weak infusion of the chloride.

so as always to retain it to a certain degree moist; one-fifth of pyrolignite was also added in this case.

The seasoning of the wood was also considered to be expedited by the process, and which was not

found to interfere with the ordinary use of oil-paint, tfce. Large boards of the prepared wood, some ol

which were painted on one or both sides, ami similar boards of unprepared wood, were compared ; at the

end of twelve months, the former were perfect as to form, the latter were warped and twisted as usual

5. The inflammability and combustibility of the woods were also prevented by the earthy chlorides,

which fuse on their surfaces by the application of heat, and render them difficult of ignition. Twc
similar cabins were built of prepared and of ordinary wood respectively, and similar fires were lighted

in each ; the latter was entirely burned, the other was barely blackened.

6. In respect to colors infused by the aspiratory process, the vegetable colors were found to answei

less perfectly than the mineral, and the latter succeeded best when the color was introduced at two

processes, so that the chemical change (that of ordinary dyeing) occurred in the pores of the wood
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itself, Odorous matters, required to be infused in weak alcoholic solutions . .1 oils, they were
considered to be equally durable with those supplied by the hand of nature

;
and resins similarly intro-

duced were found to increase amazingly the iunammability of the woods, and to render them imper

to water.

the whole, the method is considered to promise the oceans of working almost any desired el

in the constitution and properties of woods, when the Quids are presented to them bi fore the vitality

of the tree has ceased. Jt is true we have as yet only two years' trial of these experiments, but they

have been scientifically deduced, and their inventor is still engaged in prosecuting them. It i- to be

and also expected, that these interesting and flattering promises of success will be realized, and
:tended, when tried by that m"-i severe of all tests, time.*

For the preceding article on Woods; we acknowledge cur indebtedness to Boltzapffel's Turning and
anical Manipulation, a work we conceive lerit

WOOD STEAM CARBONIZING MACHINE. Description of an apparatus for carbonizing wood
by mean- of heated steam. Jiy M Violettk. It is well known that the nature of the product of the

carbonization of wood, in a close vessel, varies according to the temperature: for instance, a

heat produces a black charcoal, deprived of the greater part of its volatile hydrogenated parts ; whilst

a more moderate heat gives a red charcoal, retaining more of the properties of wood, and still charged
with volatile principles. It i- this hitter quality of charcoal which produces the best gunpowder; and
it i- therefore important to discover the best means of preparing it. With this object in view, M.
> iolette has. by experiment, determined the limits within which a red charcoal may he obtained: that

is tn say, a product which i- not wood, and yet i.s not perfect charcoal To effect tin- object he employs
a hath of metal, fusible at 160°, composed of (Hie part bismuth, -1 part- of lead, and :;A parts ( ,t' tin.

This metal he k' i in a deep glass vessel, suspended over a Carcel lamp. A thermometer,
graduated at 350°,is immersed in this bath to show the temperature. The pieces of wood to be experi-

mented upon are fastened to the ends dt' platina wires, and put into glass tubes, closed at one end, and
immersed in the metallic Lath. By this arrangement the wood is maintained at the temperature indi-

cated by the thermomi anciently protected from contact with the atmosphere. The wood
may be withdrawn for inspection, when required, by means nt' the platina wires, a suitable and un-

varied temperature may he maintained by raising or lowering the wick of the lamp at the beginning of

th- operation, The wood exposed in this apparatus during an hour to a temperature of from .

ot become converted into charcoal ; at the end of two hours, at the same temperature, it i-

ited into red charcoal, its -uri'ace being properly carbonized, but its interior being -till wood ;
at

the end of three hour- it i- com erted into a hard red charcoal, brittle, and burning with flame, hut inca-

pable of exteii.hr. jtion ; if submitted for an hour to a heat of 8003 a very good red charcoal
lined, of sufficient hardness, but easily pulverizable ; on the prolongation of the experiment

to two hours a mote perfect i harcoal i- obtained, which hums with flame; and lastly, at a temperature
of 850°, and at the end ot' half an hour, a charcoal is obtained which l- black, friable, and easily

pounded.

first experiments were made with a -mall apparatus, capable of containing about 2 lbs

and, independently of the superior quality of the powder manufactured with the charcoal thus obtained,

it was found that the product was augmented to as much as 42 per cent, of the weight of the wood.

The apparatus now employed fm- this purpose is -hown below. Fig. 3958 being a longitudinal vertical

section, and Fig. :;'.'ji a transverse section in the line a b of Fig. 8958. It consists of two hollow con

3954. 3053.
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EI and K ; in the inner one K) of which the wood to be carl zed is p
a (oil of steam-pipe, communicating at end with a steam-boiler, and at the other with the

Li II. A i- the in'- place, (which may be fed with w 1 or • itablo

wherein the steam-pip it hcati I Hie oylindei 11
i

: by a wio er 1, and the •<; provided with two out id.- cast-iron dooi

by which if from the cooling action of I l the -team

and the pro. hut of th. distillation of the wood from the cylinder K. « • uj the One, for ti •

the smoke from the fireplace a. The whole apparal inded bj bi

•In] Bon relinquished I lUirownthi i lolho public
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The wood to be carbonized is first placed in a cylinder, made either of wirework or perforated metal,
which is introduced into the cylinder K; by this arrangement, should the charcoal become ignited on
being taken out, the flame will be prevented from spreading. The charge in this apparatus weighs
from 30 to 40 lbs.

Mode of operation.—The first thing to be done is to get up the steam, until the manometer indicates

one atmosphere ; the fireplace for heating the steam-pipe is then to be lighted, and in about a quarter
of an hour the doors may be opened, and the perforated cylinder containing the wood introduced into

the cylinder K, which is then closed by means of the cover I ; a luting of clay being made round the

edge thereof, and a screw m applied to fasten the cover in ita place, the outer doors mav then be
closed. After the lapse of ten minutes, when the luting has become sufficiently dried, the induction

steam-cock is opened, and the steam rushes into the steam-pipe C, where it becomes heated ; from
thence it passes into the outer cylinder H, and into the inner cylinder K at its open end, where it grad-
ually insinuates itself into the pores of the wood, acting, by its great heat, in such a manner as to car-

bonize it, and finally makes its escape through the pipe L, carrying with it the gases evolved from the
wood. In order to keep the fire at a certain temperature, there is a small glazed opening at a, through
which the workman can see that the flame acts properly upon the steam-pipe. After some time, a ther-

mometer, (specially constructed for the purpose,) on being introduced into the cylinder K, shows that

the temperature has reached such a height as to melt tin ; and the steam which escapes shows, by its

color and odor, that it is mixed with the first products of distillation of the wood, and that the carboni-

zation has commenced. The smoke or vapor thickens, and takes successively various aspects, which
are certain signs of the progress of the operation. After about two hours from the time the distillation

was first apparent, the smoke shows that the operation is finished. The attendant then proceeds to

discharge the charcoal ; and for this purpose two other attendants are ready with what is called the
extinguisher, a large iron cylinder, about three feet in diameter, and about six feet in length, to receive

the charcoal. The chief attendant then shuts off the steam, opens the doors F, turns the screw m, lays

hold, by means of wooden handles, of the respective ends of the cross-bar J, which keeps the disk in its

place, detaches it, and plunges it into a vessel full of water close by ; then, by means of the same wooden
handles, he takes hold of the disk, and twisting it round, so as to break the luting, detaches it, and plunges
it also into the vessel of water. The attendants holding the extinguisher put it in a horizontal position

in front of the cylinder K, so as to close the orifice. The chief attendant then pushes a long rod through
the pipe L, so as to push the cylinder containing the charcoal into the extinguishing cylinder, which is

then quickly placed on the ground, and the hydraulic joint with which it is provided is filled with
water. The operation is then completed.

The inventor has observed that there are no traces of tar in the apparatus, as it is all driven off by
the steam. The charcoal obtained is of very fine quality, aud varies according to the temperature :

that is to say, is red or black, according to the degree of heat and the length of time during which it has
been maintained. The former is suitable for manufacturing the finer sorts of powder for sporting pur
poses, and the latter, inferior powder, for blasting mines, (fee.

The apparatus above described has been in operation more than a year, and has produced 5000 lbs.

of superior charcoal, and is now in very good condition.

Various modifications may be made in this apparatus without in any manner altering the main fea-

ture of the invention ; for instance, the inventor proposes, in some cases, to use an apparatus containing

three carbonizing cylinders, one of which shall not be supplied with steam, but merely serve to dry the

wood, and prepare it for either of the other cylinders, on either side of the steam-pipe ; this arrange-
ment has the effect of rendering the operation continuous.

WRENCH, CYLINDER. Invented by S. Merrick, of Springfield, Massachusetts, and patented
January 2, 1849.

This wrench is designed for grasping and turn- 3955.

ing round bolts, nuts, gas and water pipes, and
other cylindrical substances.

By reference to the accompanying drawings,

its construction and operation will be readily

understood.

Fig. 3955 is a side elevation ; Fig. 3956 a cen-

tral vertical section. The same letters refer to

like parts in each figure. A, main bar ;. B, nut,

fitted to a screw, cut on the two opposite edges
of the main bar ; C, slide, made to move easily

upon the main bar, and connected with the nut
by a collar on the end of the nut and a groove underneath the end of the slide; D, tightening lever,

attached to slide C by a joint, as seen at H; E, spring for the purpose of pressing the' lever D upon
the main bar; F, handle. The end of the lever D is made circular, the centre of which circle is shown
at G, for the purpose of pressing more firmly against the cylinder I, as the end of the lever is forced

down towards the main bar. The circular end of the lever is also indented or roughened that it may
not slip on the cylinder I. H, joint of the lever D and slide C ; I, the cylindrical substance to be turned.

To operate the wrench, it is placed upon the cylinder to be turned, as seen in Fig. 3955, and the

indented end of the lever D is brought in contact with it by means of the nut B. The handle is then

moved backwards, and the lever advanced at the same time, until the end of the lever is somewhat
raised from the main bar ; the handle is then carried forward in the direction shown by the arrow, which
causes the lever to take firm hold of the cylinder and carry it around in the same direction ; and by
reversing the motion of the handle, the cylinder is instantly released for a new hold. It will be ob-

vious that the wrench can be readily adapted to any size of cylinder within its compass, and will thus

supply the place of a pair of tongs (the only tool in use for the same purpose previous t*> 'his inven-
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tion) for each particular Bize of cylinder. It also possesses the advantage of being worked -with oo«

band after being set to the particular size required.

WRENCH, SCREW. Invented by S. Merbick, of Springfield, Massachusetts, and patented Ao-
gust 17, 1836; patenl extended May 14, L849.

In tin; drawings, Fig. 8957 denotes asideele- 3957.

ration ; Fig. 8958, a vertical central section.

The Bame letti re refer to like parts in each

figure.

A is the main bar; B, the nut fitted to a

Bcrew, cut on the two opposite 'edges of the

main bar; C, a strap, which passes around in a

groove formed in the nul B, and is riveted to

the end of the slide-jaw D. The collar on the

end of the nut 1! takes into a corresponding

groove in the slide D; E, the end of the main

bar, which forms tin' stationary jaw of the

wrench ; F, the handle. The nut is made to

move freely in the -trap C, and. by turning it to

the right or left, the slide 1) i- moved to any desired point on the main bar.

The principal advantages possessed by this wrench are, its simplicity of construction and consequent

cheapness— its compactness, durability, and strength} the size of the main bar being duly proportioned

to the power applied, as will be Been in the figure.

ZINC, composition an Zinc or Spelter has a crystalline texture. j~ brittle at ordinary tem-

peratures, ami of a Miii-h-white color: ;it 800°, it is both malleable and ductile, and at a white heat

it i- converted into vapor. When pure zinc is exposed to air and moisture, it acquires a dull color IV. .m

partial oxydizemenl ; and great electric action takes place when it is in contact with copper, and the

lecaya in consequence. Its specific gravity is 7*, and it has a great attraction for oxygen; the

weight of a cubic foot is 489$ pounds.

0x\ s obtained by intensely heating the metal exposed to air; it take- tire at a red heat,

if the air i- freely admitted, burning with a very bright flame
Zinc 1 82

Oxygen J_ _8 L'O

T 40 100
Sulphuret ofzinc (biendt i i- found native, and is a brittle, soft metal, of a brown and black color; its

primitive form is a rhomboidal dodecahedron, and it i- a most abundant mineral. 'I'll'- pure metal is

obtained from it by roasting the oar, and afterwards distilling it when mixed with charcoal.

Zinc 1 82 66'fi

Sulphur 1 10 886

T~ Is LOOK)

Carbonati of "• :) when found crystallized, its primitive form is an obtuse rhomboid.

de of zinc 1 40 64*5

rbonic acid 1 22 85 -5

1 62 1'

'

Zinc is obtained from the Bulphurel and carbonate
;

th \\ hen broken is submitted to a dull red

heat in a reverberatory furnace, when the carbonic acid is driven off from the calamine, and thi

phur from the blende : it i- then mixed v. ith one eighth of it- weighl of powdered charcoal, being first

ground and thoroughly washed, and distilled by the application of a red heal ; the metal her

into earthen pots with iron tub s cemented into the lower parts, dipping into water, where it i- collected,

and afterwards casl into cakes. A bar of zinc 12 inches long and I inch square, weighing 8*05 pounds,
expands in length at one degree of heat

,
,'.„„. and melts at 648°; it will bear, without permanent

alteration, a pressur i a square inch of 5700 pounds.
Zinc i- used foi the preservation of iron, by electro-deposition The iron i- iir-t rendered perfectly

and free from oxide, bj placing it in a hath of heated Bulphurio acid and water; then in a cold

tion of sulphate of zinc. The positive pole of a galvanic battery is attached to a /in.- plate, and

the negative to the iron to be covered; the pure metal is deposited, and the zinc and iron are amal-
ed Wooden troughs are employed for the process, and iron plates so covered are extensively

used lor roofing, and do i mj mouths exhibit any signs of decay. The iron being coated with

zinc in a cold solution Joes not in any waj cl condition ; but when the zincing of iron is per-

formed bj steeping it in a bath of melted /.inc. a combination t.ik- p] ,• . betwi en tin' two metal
a brittle alloj is the consequence, the iron losing all it- tenacity.

lalh prepared from tic native oxide its oxi red by charcoal: the p i

•

kinds are called grain tin. and the others block tin. The common ores are known ui

in mi • tin, an' I furnish a - tal than the stream tin. Tin lias a silver} -white color

gravity is 7 '8, and the air and moisture have little effect upon it: it melts at 142 , and i

into a u hi;,- oxide by < to heat and air.

'If- oi the native peroxide of tin tobedroa
j'r^t.mi ,,( tin : spe< itic gravil

Tin ... l

en i

T i""u
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Bimlphuret of tin {Aurum musivum, Jfosaic gold) is a mixture formed by heating peroxide of tin

which contains two of oxygen and one of tin, with its weight of sulphur. Bisulphuret of tin is also

formed by decomposing perchloride of tin by sulphuretted hydrogen ; it is quite insoluble in the acids,

except nitro-muriatic ; it forms the bronze powder used by paper-stainers.

Tin 1 58 64-4

Sulphur 2 82 35 6

T "^0 100-0

The weight of a cubic foot of cast tin is 455'7 pounds, and the weight of a bar 12 inches long and an

inch square is 3'165 pounds ; it expands, according to Smeaton, at one degree of heat TSTTlt' and melts

at 412°. It will bear on a square inch 2880 pounds without any permanent alteration, and an exten-

sion of length of
-j-goj-.

Compared with cast-iron, its strength is 0182 times, and its extensibility 0"5

times, and its stiffness -25 times, cast-iron being considered as unity.

Zinc white, a carbonate of zinc, which is destined to supersede the white-lead as a paint. It is

equally durable with lead as a color, and does not turn yellow as does lead. It is also free from the

poisonous qualities possessed by preparations of lead which render its effects upon the workmen who
use it so disastrous.

Broomcm's improvements in the manufacture of zinc.—The general object of this invention is to do
away with the troublesome and expensive processes of assorting, pounding, and crushing, now ordinarily

followed in order to the extraction of zinc from its ores ; and this is effected by a method of direct reduc-

tion. We extract the following description of the apparatus employed, and of the peculiar processes

followed in connection therewith, from the patentee's specification :

Fig. 3959 is a vertical section of the apparatus on the line A D of Fig. 39G0, which is a horizontal

section on the (dotted) line A, B, C, D of Fig. 3959. C is the hearth of the furnace ; F, F, F are the

tuyeres, which are three in number ; N" is the shoot ; U the chamber of the furnace. So far the parts

of the structure are very similar to those of a small blast-furnace. At I K the upper part of the cham-
ber U is suddenly contracted, so as to form a neck V, or narrow passage, between the upper and lower
parts of the furnace. The charge, as it falls through this neck, leaves, necessarily, a vacant annular

space at x x, between it and the sides of the furnace, where the volatilizable matters may collect. F F
are four rectangular passages, formed of cast or' sheet iron, which lead off at right angles, and in an

A A

inclined direction, from the annular space x x, and each passage is encased for a certain distance witlna

a chamber G, through which cold water is kept continually circulating, flowing in from the tube P, Q, R,

and escaping through the pipe S S. At the lower end of each of the rectangular passages there is a

tubular passage A 1
, by which the uncondensed gases of the furnace are carried off to different points,

to be employed for heating purposes, as hereafter explained; and each passage is provided at its lower

end witli a sliding door A2 which may be closed or opened as required. W is a lid or cover by which

the furnace is closed at top, and which fits into a groove made for it, so that there may be no escape ot

the gases at that part. All the interior parts of the furnace are formed of fire-brick, with an outer

wall nr casing Y\ which m-ay be made of ordinary brick; and between the outer and inner walls there

is left a space Z Z, which is filled with some substance which is a bad conductor of heat. HH are

strengthening plates of cast-iron, which are inserted into the lower brick-work V 1

, immediately over

the tuyere openings E 1 E 1

. L 1 are cast-iron frames, which carry the passages FF and cold-water

chamber G-.

The mode of operating with the apparatus is as follows :—After the furnace has been built, it is left
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to dry; then a fire is kindled on the hearth, and kept uj > for about three weeks by supplies of fuel by
preference coke) introduced through the throat The furnace being in this manner filled with incan-

descent fdel, a small charge of quicklime is thrown in. As soon a3 this charge has descended i

down a-^ the tuyeres, a mixture of ore, flux, and fuel is fed into the furnace, the top of the rai

closed, and a moderate blast of atmospheric air applied by means of a blowing machine.

The fuel, the flux, and the ore are in such proportions to one another that the whole of the sine

tained in the ore -hall he reduced, and then volatilized, while all the foreign matters -hall form with the

rlux a residual Blag of more or less fluidity when in tin- heated -tat.-. The fuel employed may 1"- cither

charcoal, or coke, or common coal, or anthracite, or tmf, taking care always that it is of a sufficiently

hard nature to resist the incumbent pressure of tin' charge in the furnace.

'I In- quantity of fuel employed should he greater at the commencement than during the subsequent
-, and should in all cases lie sufficient not only for the complete reduction of the zinc, hut also to

leave bo considerable an excess that when it arrive- directly before the- tuyeres, the combustion of the

i el -hall not give rise to any gaseous oxidating product ; such, for example, as carbonic acid 'lie- flux

(the selection of which, a> well a- that of the fuel, depends "ii the quality of the ore] must he used in

a state as not to produce any oxidating matter during the formation of the Blag. For this i-

when the nature of the ore requires the employment of lime a- a flux, the lime Bhould be used in a

caustic state, and not as a carbonate; and for 'he same reason it is advisable to use a blast of dry air,

that is to Bay, air deprived of aqueOUS Vapor. The products of the furnace ale, iii the first place, the

:iri~ii;g from the combustion of the fuel ; secondly, the vapors of zinc ; thirdly, the non-volatihzable

matters, consisting of scoria? or Blag, ami of reduced metallic Bubstances of greater density than the

zinc The threat of the furnace being closed, M the gases arising from the combustion of tl.

1
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!• winch drives the blowing machine. Hi- t,i burn lime when used for a flux, or to melt the

iver in a state "i vapor, or to dry and roast tl res. The " vapors

n the passages F F, and maj be easily withdrawn therefrom bj means of a rake, (tin

ir form of the p . i affording great facilities for this
|

fter which I

I he •• Hon volatilized" or residual matters, winch collect on the

i hearth of the furnace, are run off from time to time according as thej accumul I

.•in.- io.i\ be divided into two classes: firstly, those in a

: combined with carbonic or stlicii ndly, those containing sulph
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060 ZINC.

The flux employed in this case is quicklime ; and if the ore contain a portion of baryta or gypsum
then fluorine is added. The quantity of quicklime employed depends on the quantity of earthy mat-
ters contained both in the zinc and iron ores. The iron ore best suited for this purpose is that contain

ing zirJc, but in too small a quantity to be treated separately as a zinc ore. When, however, the iron

ore contains water or carbonic acid, it is necessary that these should be expelled by roasting, in ordei

that no substance susceptible of oxidizing the zinc may be introduced into the furnace. If the iron

ore contain too great a quantity of oxidating matter, then it is preferable to expel the sulphur from
the zinc ore by means of cast-iron or malleable iron. This plan presents the advantage of driving off

the whole of the substances capable of reoxidizing the zinc which has been reduced. When a sul-

phuret of zinc in which there are several other metals, such as iron, copper, lead, silver, &c, is treated

in the furnace, there collects on the sole, besides the slag, a stratum of argentiferous lead, on which is

superimposed a stratum of cast-iron arising from the excess of iron ore used in the process. Again
above the stratum of iron there collects a mass composed principally of sulphuret of iron, sulphuret of

copper, and portions of the sulphurets of other metals.

It* white, gray, or yellowish oxide of zinc should be formed accidentally in the passages FF, it can

oe made use of directly as a coloring matter, and sold as such ; or else it can be mixed with damp clay,

made up into blocks, dried, and again passed through the furnace ; in which case a sufficient quantity

of quicklime should be added, to convert all the clay into a fusible slag.

When ores containing zinc in a state of oxide have to be treated, tliey should be previously assayed,

in order to effect an analysis, and to ascertain the quantity of earthy matters contained therein capable

of being converted into scoria, and which will determine the proper proportion of quicklime to be
added. The lime and magnesia contained in the ore are also taken into account.

When ores containing zinc in the state of sulphurets have to be treated, the quantities of sulphur,

earthy matters, and metallic substances contained therein should also be ascertained by preliminary

assay, so that the quantity of iron ore used in the charge shall be sufficient to produce the cast-iron

requisite for combining with all the sulphur that may be in the zinc. In order that the combination of

the sulphur and iron may be the more completely effected, it is advisable to employ a slight excess of

iron ore. But if there should be reason to apprehend that the iron ores might produce too great a

quantity of oxidating matter, and thereby create too great a quantity of oxide of zinc, then cast or

malleable iron may be directly used for the purpose of combining with the sulphur, in which case the

proportion of cast-iron or malleable iron is to be determined by the quantity of sulphur contained in

the ore, alwavs employing a slight excess of the iron. The proportion of quicklime or of fluorine used

for making a fusible slag will depend on the quantity of earthy matters contained in the ore to be

treated, as well as in the iron ore when used for combining with the sulphur. The quantity of fuel

employed- in this case will depend not only on what has been already stated, but also on the richness

and fusibility of the iron ores, and in all cases should be so regulated that the working of the furnace

shall in all respects resemble that of a blast-furnace for casting purposes.

As sulphuretted ores contain generally other metallic substances besides zinc, a great quantity of

reduced metals, and of crude metals, composed principally of sulphuret of iron, will collect on the

hearth of the furnace, and combine with the sulphuret of copper and a portion of the sulphurets of

the other metals. In this case, therefore, it is better to run off the metal more frequently than in the

preceding cases. The lead thereby obtained can be recast into pigs ready for sale, or submitted to the

process of cupellation, if it should contain silver ; and any other masses of crude metal may be treated

by any of the well-known processes, in order to extract the copper therefrom. As in the preceding

cases, the whole of the zinc will be volatilized, and collected condensed in the passages F F, and

chamber G.

END OF TOL. II.
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Ventilation.

Vernier.

Vice, Lever.

"Warming and Ventilation.

Watchmaking.
Water-Closet
Water-Metre.

"Water Pressure Engine.

"Water-Wheels.
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APPENDIX
Boilers, American.

Brick-Making Machine;
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